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Power Transmission by Alternating Current. By Gis-

bert Kapp. Illustrated 137
Power Transmission, The Future of Electric 164
Power Transmitter. Another Close Connected. Illus-

trated 31
Power, Steam and Electric. By J. J. Wright 25
Preparation for Electrically Utilizing the Power of

Niagara. Illustrated 193, 194, 195
Protecting Dynamos. By Foree Bain. Illustrated.. 58
Pulsating Electric Rock Drill. Illustrated 263
Pumping Plant, English Electric. Illustrated 260
Pumping Plant, English Electric. Illustrated 125
Pumps far Mines, Electric. Illustrated 3S
Pyrometers. Platinum. Illustrated 125

340

93
337

47.
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Rae's New Electric Railway System. Illustrated

284, 285
Railroad Shops. Electricity in 81

Railroading in Ohio, Electric --89, 112

Railroading, Electricity in 66
Railway System, Rae's New Electric. Illustrated. 2S4 285
Railway Service, Governing Water Wheels in. Illus-

tra'ted - 257. 25S
Railway?, Important Legal Victory for Electric 235
Railway Motor. The O. R. F. Illustrated 230
Railway, Chicago and St. Louis Electric .„ 187
Railway Line Specialties, New. Illustrated 188
Railwa3-s in Chicago, Electric. , 1 8S
Railway Convention at Cleveland, Street 212, 213
Railway, Saratoga Springs. Illustrated , 161
Railway in New England. Electric 170
Railway Men, Cleveland Street. Portraits. .... .212, 213
Railways in the .South, Electric 139
Railwayof the Future, The. By Obeflin. Smith 139
Railways for Oakland, Cal., Electric 140
Railway Convention, Street - 115
Railway System, Bidt's Alternating Current Electric.

Illustrated. . 113
Railway System at Little Rock, Ark., Electric Street.

Illustrated 97, 98, gq, 100, loi

Railway System, Spokane Electric. Illustrated

87, 88

Railway Consolidation in Chicago, Reported Electric. 89

Railways, American Street 75
Railway Problem of Chicago 50

Railway, Chicago and North Shore. Illustrated. ... 60

Railway, The City and South London Electric. . . -38, 39
Railway Service, Heavy Duty Engine for Electric

Street. Illustrated 24
Railway Motor Tests, Electric. By Prof. George D.

Shepardson and Edward P. Bui-ch Illustrated.

(American Institute of Electrical Engineers) 36, 37, 38
Ramsey, W. M. Relative Cost of Operation of Horse,

Electiic and Cable Roads 223, 224
Recent Improvements in Electric Traction. By L. H.

Mclntyre. (New York State Street Railway As-
sociatioD) 175, 176

Redman, George A. Portrait. . .', 115
Relay, Maver's. Illustrated 158
Return Circuit in Railway Work 284, 285
Rheostat, Schneider's. Illustrated. 4
Rheostat. Carpenter Enameled. Illustrated 136
Rheostat, A New. Illustrated 239
Rhode Island Clam Bake 50
Riveting Machine, Electro-hydraulic. Illustrated 33
Roberts Insulating Joint, New. Illustrated 66
Robinson Truck, The. Illustrated 8

Rochester. N. Y., Conduit Plan in 161
Rochester, N. Y., Underground Wires for 134
Roumania. Telephoning in 234
Rudd's Method of Measuring the Strength of

Magnets. Illustrated ,....» 182
Rutherford's Arc Lamp. Illustrated 4
Russe'l Automatic Switch. Illustrated - 350

Sail-boat, An Electrical

Saint Cyr Military Academy. Electric Lighting in. Il-

lustrated

San Francisco, Victory for the Electric Railway at.

Illustrated

Saratoga Springs Railway. I llustrated
Schneider's Rheostat. Illustrated

Search Light on the Steamer Maine, Thomson Hous-
ton Electric. Illustrated

Search Light Signaling from Mount Washington. . .

.

Sechrist Switch, Another Form of. Illustrated
Shafting Stand, Lane & Eodley's. Illustrated
Shepardson, Prof. George D. Electric Railway Mo-

tor Tests. Illustrated. (American Institute of
Electrical Engineers) 36, 37

Shock, Death from an Electric '.
.

.

'

Short, Prof. Sidney H. Portrait ,.'.'.'..'.'..'

Siemens fvonj, Werner. Portrait .'...'".'.'.

Siemens .S: Halske Electrical Machinery. Illustrat-
ed .

Siemens & Halske Company ..............[..
Signs, Electrically Illuminated. Illustrated
Signaling Through Fire Hose, Electric
Sims-Edison Torpedo. Baker Submarine BoaV and'"
Slaltcry, M. M. M. Portrait
Smith, Charles U. A Perfect Overhead Electric'con-

straclion

Smith Ventilating Fan, Illustrated'.'.*.'.
Smith Obcrlin, The Railway of the Fu'ure

'

Spam. Ktcent Telegraphers' Strike in
".'.*.'.'.'.' 66'

Spanish Breakwater, Electric Cranes Used in the Con-
Mructionofa. Illustrated 106

SpecG of Train.s. Ascertaining the. Illustrated.' ' '

'""'
^If Arrester. Illustrated 230
TIC Hallway System. Illustrated. ,. .87"
'•n. 'Correspondence) ca

ii'TV; 3?^^" ^'^^^ '''*=^tric Letter '.; 20Standard for ticcirtcStectkailwajs, By O T Cro-

' 224,

234
161

173
122

10
188

38
63

213

311

185

35

39
283
17

323

220

152
J39

07

197
6i

231
88

55

30

225

Standards. Electrical ; •• '49

Stanley Transformer, Cornell University Test of a

17,500 Watt. Illustrated I72

Stanlev-Kelly Alternating Current Motor. Illustrat-

ed • 74. 75

Starkweather's Boston Car Fender. Illustrated 2bg

Statue of Liberty, Proposed Illumination of the. Il-

lustrated . .- • '-4

Steffen's Tachyscope 200, 2or

Steinmetz, Chas P. Effect of Alternating Currents on

the Human Body ^85

St. Louis Electric Motor of Forty Years Ago, A 7

St. Louis Electric Club ' 218

St. Louis Electric Railway, Chicago and 187

St. Louis, An Electric Club in i59- ^^o

St. Louis Illumination, Electrical Features of the. Il-

lustrated '51

St. Louis Fall Festivities, Illumination at 136

St. Louis, Electrical Development in 66

St. Louis, Mo. (Correspondence)

12, 26, 40, 4t. 54, 68, 105, 106, 117, 118,

130, IS4. 165, 166, 1S9, 203, 215, 240, 241, 254
Stillwell's Close Heater. Illustrated 128

Storage Batteries, Electric Traction by 235, 230
Storage Battery Patents. Litigation over 200
Stove, New Ahearn Electric. Illustrated 253
Strowger Telephone Exchange at Fort Sheridan. Il-

lustrated 319
Strowger Telephone Exchange, The Opening of the

First. Illustrated. 245
Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange Apparatus,

The. Illustrated 73
Submarine Operations by Electric Light 311, 312
Submarine Boat Audace, The Italian. Illustrated.... 63
Submarine Boat and Sims-Edison Torpedo, Baker. . . 17

Sunbeam Lamp, The Acorn. Illustrated 23

1

Sweden. Electricity in 139
Swinburne's Differential Voltmeter. Illustrated .... 260
Switch, Incandescent Snap. Illusfated 312, 313
Switch, Russell Automatic. Illustrated 300
Switch, The lona Snap. Illustrated '.'..... 164
Switch, New Regulating, Illustrated 128

Switch, Change Over. Illustrated 104

Switch, The Hart & Hegeman. Illustrated 65

Switch, Hercules. Illustrated 11

Switch, Another Form of Sechrist. Illustrated 10

Switchand Fuse Box for Railway Circuits, Combined.
Illustrated 104

Switches, New Instantaneous. Illustrated , 104

Switches, C & C. Illustrated 10

Switching Engine, Electric. Illustrated 236
Switzerland, Direct Water Driven Dynamos in. Illus-

trated 310

Tachyscope, Steffens' 200, 201

Tack Driver, Double Point. Illustrated 128

Tanning, Electrical Method of. Illustrated 5

Tax Telegraph Lines, The Right of States to . . .257, 258
Taxation of Electrical Manufacturing Corporations. . 293
Telegraph Service at the National Conventions 30
Telegraph Set, Portable Combination Telephone and.

Illustrated 87
Telegraph Key and Sounder, Ludwig's Combination.

Illustrated- 149
Telegraph and Telephone in England 161

Telegraph and the People's Party. Government 172

Telegraph, Flowers Sent by iSS

Telegraph Service in New York City, Telephone and
236, 237

Telegraph Lines, The Right of States to Tax 257, 258
Telegraph, Election Returns by Telephone and 275
Telegraphers' Strike in Spain, Recent 66, O7
Telegraphers, Old Time 163
Telegraphers' Strike, Railroad 309
Telegraphing by Telephone 16

Telegraphing, Cost of Diplomatic 184
Telephone Fire Alarm Service, New Paris. Illustrated.

60, 61

Telephone Exchange Apparatus, The Strowger Auto-
matic. Illustrated 73

Telephone and Telegraph Set, Portable Combination.
Illustrated 87

Telephone Battery, New. Illustrated 104
Telephone System, Elihu Thomson's. Illustrated

134. 135
Telephone Girl's Suggestion, A 151
Telephone in England, Telegraph and i6i
Telephone Contracts 185
Telephone System, Government Control of the Bel-

gian i8g
Telephone Companies, Reproach for the 211
Telephone and Telegraph Service in New York City.

236. 237
Telephone Exchange, The Opening of the First

Strowger. Illustrated =...,, , 245
Telephone and Telegraph, Election Returns by 275
Telephoning, Long Distance 209
Telephoning from Chicago to New York 218
Telephoning in Roumania 234
Telephoning Under Lake Michigan. Illustrated 277
Telltale for Electrolytic Refineries. Illustrated 158

Tempering, Electric Forging and 18

Tesla Alternating Motor, Operation of the, Illus-

trated 261
Testing Keys, Portable. ITustrated 10
Testing Dynamos. By Force Bain. Illustrated ... 72
Thermoelectric Generator. Berliner's. Illustiated.

.

160
Thermo Electric Battery, Giraud's. Illustrated 199
Thomson's Telephone System, Elihu. Illustrated.

'34, 135
Thomson- Houston Search Light on the Steamer

Maine. Illustrated , 173
Thunder Storms in France, Recent. Illustrated .... 31
Toronto, Convention of Edison Companies at 103
Train Signaling, Electric 211
Transformers in France, High Tension .73, 74
Transmission Device, Power. Illustrated 22
Transmission, Electric Power i^g.

Transmission, The Future of Electric Power 164
Transmission Project, An Idaho Electrical 214
Transmission Plant, Interesting Power 240
Transmission Scheme, An Englishj, 331
Trolley, The Improved Love. Illustrated 8, 9
Trolley Wire Hanger. Illustrated ig
Trolley Wire Clamp, Another. Illustrated 75
Trolley Wire Clamp, Wood's. Illustrated J04
Trolley Pole Catcher, Another. Illustrated 158
Trouves. Portable Electric Fountain. Illustrated. ... 2
Truck, The Robinson. Illustrated 8

Underground Wires for Rochester, N. Y 134
Unfounded Report, An. <, ,.... 330

Ventilating Fan, Smith. Illustrated 152
Vibrations by the Aia of Electricity, Magnifying

Illustrated 21
Victoria, B. C, Electric Plant, Ruins of the. Illus-

trated 1 5g
Volt and Ammeter. Illustrated. '. 20E
Voltmeter, Swinburne's Differential. Illustrated.... 260

Waddell-Entz Electric Exhauster. Illustrated 61;

Wagner Motor, New. Illustrafed 214
Walker, Sidney F. What Electricians Mean by

"Earth."
, 147, 148

Wall Street, Electrical Talk on 213
Washington, Electrical Decoration at 176
Washington Illumination, The. Illustrated 187
Washington for Geneiating Electricity, Utilizing

Water Power in. Illustrated 261
Water Power Plant, Large Electric 50
Water Wheels in Railway Service, Governing. Illus-

trated 257
Water Power in Washington for Generating Electric-

ity, Util'zing. Illustrated 261
Welding, Effects of Electric 323
West End Car Stables Burned.,,«B.,. . -^

. . . . 331
Western Union Building, New York, New Time

Ball on the. Illustrated 64.

Western Union and Postal Telegraph 122
Western Union Affairs 153
Western Union Progress in Chicago. Illustrated. 272, 273
Westinghouse Lamp, New. Illustrated 211
Whaleback Pillsbury, Electric Plant in the. Illus-

trated 325
Whipple, Fred H ,

Arrested 184
Wilder Ele'.tric Hotel Call System. Illustrated. ..87. 88
Williams, James Bowstead. M. D Oil vs. Air as an

Insulating Material 277. 288
Willis, M. Compound Winding of Generators from a

Practical Standpoint 284
Wiping Contact Methods for Current and Pctential

Measurement. By Benj. F. Thomas. Illustrated.

(American Institute of Electrical Engineers) .... 32
Wiring Computator, New Electric. Illustrated 94
Wiremen on a Strike. . ., 209
Wirt Electrical Indicators. Illustrated 300, 301
Wisconsin Electric Club 4
Wisconsin Electric Club 219
Wisconsin Electric Club Banquet 233
Woods, Arthur T., Electric Motors as Substituted for

Steam Locomotives • • 23, 24
Wood's Trolley Wire Clamp. Illustrated 104
World's Columbian E.Kposition (American Street Rail-

way Association) 224
World's Fair, Trouble with an Electric Launch at the 9
World's Fair, Electricity at the 16, 31, 45

86,87, 103, III, 112, 133, 134, 200, 211, 275, 276, 287
World's Fair, Electricity at the. Illustrated

3, 57. 76, 121, 122, 148, 157, 158, T70, iSi, 233

259, 260, 293, 294, 307. 308, 317, 318,329. 330, 331
World's Fair, Mammoth Dynamos for the. Illus-

trated : 183

World's Fair, Chicago, Electrical Features of the

Dedication of the. Illustrated. 217, 218, 219, 220, 221

World's Fair, Tower for the. Illustrated 308
World's Fair Open Evenings, Keep the

251, 252. 253, 258, 259. 271, 272, 282, 283, 299, 323
Wright. J. J., Steam and Electric Power 25

Wurts' Method of Arresting Lightning Discharges.

Illustrated 4
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
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NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
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NEW YORK CITY, Chas. E. Chspln, 136 Liberty
Street.
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SnpiilyOo., 931 The Eookery.

ST. fAUO. MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

OM.IHA, NBB., B. B.Downe, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS. MO., St. Lonis Blecirical Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Blectric

Supply & Conetraction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.,ira
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UMITED,
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E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGENHARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
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WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.
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WESTON ENGINE CO.,
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REPRESENTATIVES

!

Julian Schoil& Co., 126 Lll)erty St., Naw York.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Like St., Chicago, III.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Ihonson MingM Heler.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

iVIanufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

T^STI3is/£OD^I-A.I-iS:
QBRMANTOWN, PA., AprU 29, 189S.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
QKNTLBMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the Slst

lam pleased to say the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in use by ub are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are bo insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
OarrentB, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GBRMANTOWN BLEOTRIO LIGHT CO.,
(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so fai

.

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,
(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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Cordage.
Samaon Cordage Worke.

Constmctlon and Bepalrs.
Andrae, Julius.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rae, Frank E.
Smith, Thos. Q. Jr.

Western Electric Co.
Contractors, Bleetrle liisbt,
gnffine Plants and Klectric
ailways.

American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wllcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
'*C. & C," Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. Jb Supply Co.
Electrical Ece. & Supply Co.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearsen & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford ElectricManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co,
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WestinghouEe, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
WiUiams Engine Works.

Gnpper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ine. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edlspn General Electric Co.
Blectrlcal Supply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cnt-Onts and e^wltclies.
Andrae, JnliUH

.

Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret SerTice Co.
Electrical Sup^y Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co,
Sechrist, A.
StarElectrliCo.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van NulH, C. S.

Dynamos-
Brnsh Electric Co.
"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Elecirical Eng. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Gregory, Chaa. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co.. Ltd,
National Electric Manufacturing Oo.
RockfordE lectrlc ManufacturingCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Go.

£lcctrlc Lava Cias Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Blectric BailTrays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Prank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechanical
Ensineers.
Bryan, W.H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.
Electrical Instrnments.
Central Blectric Co.
Electrical Snpply COy The.
Greeley A Co., The H. S.

Western Electric Co.
Eloctri(^aI Intellierence.
Bryan W. H.
Keller & Degenhardt
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Rae. Vrank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Jnliue.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Go.

Eleetrollers and Coatblna-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, B.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomflon-Hoofiton Electric Co.

Ele'vators.
Link Belt Machinery 00,

Electro-Platlns IttaclilneB.
Brnah Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Engines, l^teav.
American Engine Co.
Bsdl Engine Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Ide &Son, A. L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
SIous City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghonse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weaton Engine Co.
WilllamB Engine Co.

Fan OQtfits.
"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Chicaeo Electric Motor Co.
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Premier E'ectric Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electeical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectricfU Works.
Partrick * Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Furnace Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Sni)ply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Clas J^iffbtine, Eleelrio.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical iSnpplleB.
Andrae, Julius

.

Beacon Vacnum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Oo.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Enterorise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
iJreeley & Co

.
, The E . 8.

Knapp Electrical Worla.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phoanis Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co , Jos.

Bard Bnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co,

Insnlators and Jnsnlatlns
Materials.
Andrae, Jalins,
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, P. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
InteMor Ccmdult »fc insulation Co.
International Okonlto Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co,,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Munaell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insnlated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
TJtica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co,
Western Electlic Co.

Insnlated ^V^lres and Cables.
ISaffnet 'Wire.
Central Electric Co,
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co-
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gnttft Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent-
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bemeteln Electric Ca
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Elecirical Eng. St Supply Co.
Electrical SupBly Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawrer-Man Slectric Co.
Somofl, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

XiUbricBtors.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Hairnet Wire.
(See Insnlated Wire.)

Jfeehanical STachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Hedleal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partriek A Carter Co.

afica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mine Siffnals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Worke.

afinlng: Apparatus, JCleetrle
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- aoQBton Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westlnghoufle Ele«ric & Mfg. Co.

Motors-
Brush Electric Co.
"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Oo.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Emerson Electric Mfg, Co,
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Porter- Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Premier Electric Co.
RockfordE lectricMan ofacturine Co
Royal Electric Co.

'

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Compauy.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co.Name Piatrs.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co

. , A. H.OU Gups.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Oil Puriflers.
Gravity Pnrlfier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Suppb' Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co
Schlndel & Shindei.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. (fc Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.
Sterling.W. C.

Porcelain.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

PuJbUsfters, Electrical.
Blectrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Ele^>lcal Works.
union Hardware Oo.
Weetem Electric Co.

Bailirays. Electric.
f See electric rall'Sfqys.)

Kecordinfir Pressure Gauses.
Bristols' JIfg. Co., The.

Bcgnlatins Sorkets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Securities, Electrical.
Perry & Noyes.

Separators, Steam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speakinjr Tubes,

'

Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Bailwav,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W,
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlatlnip.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Crescent Ins- Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical STipply*Oo. , The.
India RuDber & Gutta Percha In-
anlating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New Tork Ineul ated Wire Co,
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Blectric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley <Si Co,, The E. 8,
Knappjlfectrical Works.
Weiwni Electric cS.

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electflc Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & CO., The B. S.
Knanp Blec^icfll Worba.
Wesram Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectricManufacturingCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Weatlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine Wlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg, Co.

Typewriters,
Densmore Typewriter Co.

TlniTereitfes.
Institute of Technology.
Rose Polytechinc Institute.

Water Whe<^ls.
LefFel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co,

IV^Ire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire ife Cable Oo.
Electrical Snnply Co-
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Wcrhe.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebline's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Alachine Co.
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mmi aEETii!ima coI
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

6EARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efflciency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

Mills Building, NEW YORK. Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The CompouDd Engine, whan non-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy siipeiior to the Slmp'e Engine, has been dec'slvely proven, "much to

the dlsgusS of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

lated power, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point Is at last reluctantly admitted by

the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cyliaders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands Its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder Instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however

light. For the first time in thft history of wteam Engineer-

ing, either Siiifple or Componnd, is bnilt an fnginc
^vhich maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespeft-

ive of load, ard hence for the Brst lime the Oompouud Non-condonsing

Engine hss been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P.

perhour from full to quarter load, the Westinghouse Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 33 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

in this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those Inter-

ested In the nicer points involved, we will be pleasad to send a repiint of the

paper read by Mr. F. M. Rites on this sutject at the late meeting of the American

Socleiy of Mechanical Engineeis. at San Franciseo.

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.«

xir^oxsa'zsEsxt.s.

NEW YORK: 1 7 Corllandt SI.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building.

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake St.

KANSAS CITY: 1228 Union Ave.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Ropresonled in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKU, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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IRON BOX BELL
Has Platinum Points, Double Magnets,

Steel Hammer, and is

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
Sendfor a sample and special prices. On receipt of them you will send

us your orders.

Nickel mouth pieces for speaking tube, with or without indicator
offer at price not met with elsewhere.

We have a large stock of annunciator and office wire,
and all electric hell supplies at bottom prices.

•we

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 FRANKLIN ST, CHICAGO, ILL.

KEW ITOBK IaAMV FACTOBX, Capacity »0,000 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

*7
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The "C. & C."

Announces a Very Great Reduction in the Price of

For the Summer of 1892,

The Machines are Kept in Stocl( Wound for

ilO, 220 and 500 VOLTS; 6.5, 9.5 and 20 Amperes.

Send to any of our General Offices for Neixr Prices.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St.

NEW YORK, 402-404 Greenwich St.

BOSTON, 83 Oliver st.

PORTLAND, ORE., 55 N. Front St.
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W. R, BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent, .

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee.

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO.,

313 & 315 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFEST! BESTI CHEHPESTI

INCOMBUSTIBLE APPLIANCES. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

DYNAMOS. ^M. MOTORS.<
z
£

d .^SL r

to ^*>»«=.£^ — "^

u

m 3 SAFETY DEVICES. ^-1^^^^ WIRE, CABLES.
^. r

, ^ . . jmim \

STREET RAILWAYSLAMP AND SOCKET. %# I IE Kb lb lA P^ W¥ #^ I W* UNDERGROUND TUBES.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES.
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street. Toronto, Can. PACIF.C COAST: Tdison Building, 112 Busli Street. San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street. Chicago. III. . . PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland. Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York, . ROCKY MOUN TAIN: Masonic Building. Denver. Colo.

NEW ENGLAKD: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.
MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building. Broad Street. New York, EUROPEAN OFF.CE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminstsr, London, S. W., England.

THE BRUSH ElESTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Cli.icsLgo Office: He^xr 'York: Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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No. loa Concealed TTork.

ANewLamp SocketWith Every Aflvantage.

Durable and EflFective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOR MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houeee, or by

Tie Pertlns Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and Weacinelionsi Styles.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

^rom.pt SliipncierLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO."W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

The ll^htins world is always calling
for some new design, some novel effect.

The latest response thereto is the

BUCKEYE Coiled Filaiment
Incandescent Ijamp.

HAVE YOU SEEN OR TRIED IT ?

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO ,

CLKVEI.AXD. 237 The Arcade.
CHICAGO, 4;i7 "The Rookery."
NEW YORK, 611 Mail and Express Building.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION,

Electric EDgineering& Supply Co.,
s'S'zi.^oxtsie:, bt. "s-., xt. s. -a..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
Vie lilberty St., *'. C. TI3IPSON, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
tor the Alternating Current.
Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700
reYolutions per minute. Can be regulated
by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-
sired, and flow of current is regulated
accordingly. Commutator brushes feed
up automatically and are guaranteed for
three months' wear at constant use, ten
hours per day. Manufactured only by

TI18 Emerson Electric li. Co., suonis, Mo.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

> I

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFrCES- ! 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

j 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE HIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

C-ompoaedof ABOestos, combiDed witb water and acid jiroof

materials, compressed and vulcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.
Switchboards, Armature Sleeves, Battery Cells, Ineulat-

ine "Washers, Insulatine Parte for Arc Lights, In-

cemdeacent Lights, Motors, Chandeliers, Dyna-
mos, Etc. Field Magnet Spools.

Speeial Styles and Shapes to order. Prices on application.

—MANUFACTURED BY-

The Johns-Pratt Go.,
MANUrACTURERB OP

Moulded Mica.
H. W. JOHMS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Selling Agents,

JEItSEY CITY.
BOSTON.

H. W. Johns' Asbeetos Millboard, Sheathinge, Bailding Pelts, Fire-proof Pa'nte, Liquid PalntB, Aebeefos Roofing Etc

,

CHICAeO. PHIl.ADBI.PilIA.
ATLiANTA. l<01ill>011. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH
FOE

Controlling Iscmdosoont Ligbts

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For SBleby JQlectric SFupply
Houses,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Mamifactnrer and Patentee,

.<#^ For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
28 Beach. Street, Boston, Mass.

HIM $11
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A 8UGGE88.

For {Sale by all iSnpply Honse».

The Hart & Hegeman ft/Hg. Co., hartford, conn.

THE
Easton Electric Co.,

MANUFACTUBER9 OF

ARC DYNAMOS,
INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.

GUARANTEED AUTOMATIC REGUUTION.
ARC LAMPS for nee on Arc or Incandescent

Circuite, Motors and Generators for all purposes.
Estimates famished upon all kimJe of work.
For new price Hat and Information address

647 Kent Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y.
Near Rooflevelt, Grand and East 23d Street

Ferries from New York.)

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«''^i'n^it,u.s.A.,

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
AND OTHER SHEET METAL. TOOL.S.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices desciiblog 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamos, Comuound Wound,
110 volt, with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne Akernators. complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One eoo Lt. Edison Dynamo—not the latest atyle.
Twelve Knowles 12 Lt. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
Nine 30 Lt.Weatinghouee Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.
One 30 Lt. Brush Dynamo, 1,200 C. P.
One 60 Lt. Vandepoele Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 25 Donble 2,000 S. P. Lamps.
THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO..

Twelve 50 Lt. Schnyler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Single

Lamps.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Fixtures.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, EO volt, no Fisturea

but Base.
One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Plaiuree

hot Base.
Six 30 Lr. Escelslor Dynamos, Arc, 2,000 C. P.,

ith Single Lamps.

74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HERCULES" SW/TCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

'UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
uoltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'.X LIGHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie Solntioi Of the ProMein of Safe GflardiDS

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UHDERGROUSD

MAMUPACTUBED BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
527(0 631 W. 34th St.,

626 to 528 W. 35th St.,

TRADE-MARK

GenerfLlOfflces:42&44BroadSt.,IiewYort

ThoB. Day & Co.j 333 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2:36 Pearl St., Buffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. eth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Saginaw. Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

HO Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Oheatnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Elsctrlcal Supply & Construction Co.. Pittsburgh, P«.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,
Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,
American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,
Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and

Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
i t^a^^-

''"•"T A «:o., Ht. rnul, Ml„^.

MT»,«il'.M*
KI'K. TKK AI. WOKKM. Clnclnnuli, Ohio.

( aiOlI\TAIlV KL,KCTHIO CO , Ucnver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Creenwich Sts.
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NOTICE!!!
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will, at its

own cost and expense, defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement
of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Edison-
ThDmsDn-Houstoa electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otheririse, a monopoly of the electric lighting
and power business, which they are not entitled to, and cannot sacure by means of their patents. If they could succeed in

frightening users into entering into contracts binding them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a CDntract which they might have some diflB.oulty in setting aside,

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to one of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-

tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
name from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust would exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million

d )llars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue of tea millions of bonds.
The usars of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refasiag to purchase, except upon the terms and

conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the open market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sells all of its apparatus and mikes all of its contracts on the

above basis, and has never done otherwise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.
We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see

that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.
2. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,

which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:
" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that maybe instituted by any

party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patenter patents, when such alleged infringement shall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shall have made all payments then due, provided that immediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the company, and that the purchaser shall permit the company,
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give al), needed information, assistance and authority to erable the

company to do so, and thereupon, in case of an award of damages in such suit or suits, the ccmpsBy shall pay such award,
but the company shall not be bound to defend any such suit or suits, nor to pay any damages therein when the same shall

arise by reason of the use of parts not furnished by the company."
3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockholders are numerous, and that specious arguments may

be advanced, and threats uded, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.

4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination ceu expect to receive a higher
price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.

When the Wes'inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of railway

apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,500.00 per car equipment. One-half of

the above figure is the asking price to-day, and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.

The members of the Electric Trust (Thomson-Houston, Edison General, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made
bids for the incandescent lighting cf the World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since offered to do the same work for $550,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, who desire to have the benefits of

competition.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO,Pittsburg, Pa., April 29, 1892.

Agents for Canada: AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa, Ontario.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANXTF'ACnjKED BY

WM. BROOKFIXSI.D^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

B. F. NoiIB.

Second-Hand Dynamos
| jjY^^fjj, ajcisuAi, smm.

FOR SALE CHEAP
We liave a nnmber of Dynamos and Motors

nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the number being tivo eSO-light,
1,000 Tolt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUT:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

300 lights, llO volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and -45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

Bleetrlcal or Telephone Stocki Bought
and Sold.

PERRY & NOYES,
KJigon Bldg, - NEW YOBK.

$1-25 Ih.—VotiipOHHtf
Stick, Post M'aifl, .36.

SIOUX CITY
Electrical Supply Co.,

sroix CITY. 1.1.

Tt^E:
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER,"

Now contains all the contemplated improvcmejits avd should be ex-

amined bejore •purchasing any other. Highest standard. Invented,
oivned and controlled by meti having had fifteen years' experience
on type bar machines. It is built with a special view o/ simplicity,

strenigth, durability, high speed, eofy action, permanent aligvTuent
and is most convenient. Two interchangeable carriages for mani-
folding aiid letter writing. Steel thrmighout. l:^UlidaId tey-boiird
w.th shift key for capitals.
A board ot osperts appointed by the government to exam'ne

and receive bide on the best machine, unanimouely reported that
tbe D< nsmnre contained more points of excellence than any
otber, and that it was the best machine of all.

We will aopoint a relifible dealer In nnoccupipd territory as
soon as pOBBinle, and in the meantime will ship machines on
approval to parties haviog a gjod commercial rating.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, NEW YORK.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

ThsM KartaYGrt - Manufacturing - Co..>

mn umm co.,

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING AGENTS:

Robinson & Gary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louia Engineering Co.,
St LodIb, BIo.

International Electric Supplj
and Conetraction Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co.,

Lonisvllle, Ky.
H. C. Marsb, - Cteveland, Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co., Omuha, Neb.
J. H. Parker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Dee Moinee, Iowa,
n. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM ENGflNES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three 8 H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H. P. Horizontal Trnnk.
One 5 H. P. Holetlng Engine.

All above enginee new and cheap.

We have under conetruction 5, 8, and 1211. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H. P. horizontal engines,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BA1.TI3IOKE, 91 1>.

Commercial Builctins:. St. Lioais. 9Io.

• STEAM PUMPS

|A.M.Morse&&
\i ENGINEERS ANDCONTRACTORS. I

-^OWER PLANTS
^Rte of English. Mnrpp ,<ir C.r

A MERICAN HlCiH SPEED ENGINE,
-^^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationai'y and marine purposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per miimte.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer requii'ed ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : Ajiierican
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Gov
eiing Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE 'WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATION
ASD

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IIiiDoiiSlstltitM(|.Eg.,

^19 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

HOCKKTH, ^«WI'rcIEM, CI TOUTS; AIMO
A FULL LINE IN CHINA. THOS. G. GRIER,

Western Mgr.

JSilBRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,
1522 IWONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

KBC'.ory, l!rl.l((0|,orl, Conn.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

CHICAGO, 1437 Unity Building.

WOItKN AT BBIDOKPORT, CUNX.
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Electric Stamp Canceling Machines in

the Chicago Postoffice.
Chicago may be the unhappy possessor of a postoffice

building that gives signs, from time to time, of an eventual

downfall, and the government employes who are engaged

in these dark and poorly ventilated offices may complain,

and not without cause, of the miserable accomodations.

It cannot be said, however, that the local officials are not

desirous of improvements. For a long time the post-

office officials have desired a much needed innovation. New
York, Washington, Boston and several other cities, east

and west, have had electrical stamp canceling machines

On Friday of last week, though, the blow fell, for on

that day a successful trial of the Hey & Dolphin, New
York, canceling machines was made.

At present there are four machines here and the accom-

panying cut will show the curious reader how the cancel-

ing is done in the World's Fair city's postoffice.

Each machine is capable of canceling 30,000 letters

hourly. This will relieve twenty expert stampers for

other departments. The help needed to manipulate a

canceler will be two boys, not necessarily experts, one to

feed, the other to empty the receiver of the machine.

These mjchlnes are automatic, the boys running them in

abetter manner and much faster, but it occupies very

little space, probably not over three feet square. This is

quite an item at present. Other machines will probably

follow if the ones on trial meet expectations.

Testimonial Banquet to Samuel Insull.

At Delmonico's, New York, on Friday evening, Jun t

24th, a banquet was given to Samuel Insull, late second

vice-president of the Edison General Electric and General

Electric companies, who is moving to Chicago in order to

assume the duties of president of the Chicago Edison

company, to which he was elected recently. About forty

ELECTRIC STAMP CANCELING MACHINES IN THE CHICAGO POSTOFFICE.

at work in their postoffices with uniform success. The

Chicago office has been pleading for the privilege of being

allowed, in this one instance at least, to show the world

that it was not behind the times. At last the office's

requisition was approved and four electrical canceling

machines were shipped.

Heretofore all the letter stamping of the Chicago post-

office has been done by hand, hut now the electrical labor-

saving machines will handle the letters in a much briefer

period and do better work with less experienced manipula-

tors. For two weeks there have been awaiting installation

four mysterious machines that have caused much con-

sternation in the hearts of the postoffice stamping beys.

very much the same manner as they would handle a feed

cutter on a farm. The propelling power is obtained from

the small no volt Diehl electric motors shown in the pic-

ture beneath the tables. The letters are bunched, stamps

down, on a leather belt. They are carried to rubber

rollers, where they are separated automatically, counted,

stamped and delivered on a receiver ready for sorting for

mailing.

Besides being more rapid, the stamping is more uniform,

perfect and clear than by hand work. Any envelope un-

der six inches in width can be used.

The officials in the department think the innovation a

valuable one. Not only does the canceler do the work in

gentlemen well kaown in electrical circles sat down to

dinner, including T. A. Edison, C. A. Coffin, Major Sher-

burne Eaton, Capt. Eugene Griffin, Samuel and Joseph

Insull, S. D, Greane, O. T. Crosby. J. I. Biggs, C. L.

Edgar, R. T. McDonald. C. D. Shain, J. H. Herrick,

J. Kelly. John Muir, F. R. Upton, A. S. Eaves, John S.

Wise, John Kruesi and E. W. Little. Speeches were made

by Messrs. Eaton, Insull, Wise, Johnsorf, Ord, Lewis,

Beggs, Edgar and others. During the evening Mr. In-

sull was presented a solid silver punch bowl, on which

were engraved the names of some fifty donors, including

those already mentioned and Henry Villard, Carl Schurz, H.

Ward Leonard, F. S. Hastings, C, H. Coster and J. Drexel
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Morgan & Co. The eveniDg was a most delightful and

interesting one, and the fact that Mr. Tnsull began his

career eleven years ago in this country as private secretary

to Mr. Edison, at the very beginning of the modern indus-

tries of electric light and power, elicited a number of remin-

iscences of the early stages of the art. Mr. Insull is to

leavi New York for Chicago at onc2 to take up his perma-

nent resideace in the city which he says is destined to be

the best field in the world for a strong and progressive

company manufacturing current twenty hours of the day,

every day of the year.

The Electrical "Doctor" at Hot Springs.

Physicians disagree on a great many scientific points,

and among the questions that they have been unable to de-

cide satisfactorily is that all-important one relative to the

physiological effects of the electric current. According to

the quacks all one has to do is to pass the "galvanic" or

THE ELECTRICAL ' DOCTOR AT HOT SPRINGS.

the "faradic" current through the diseased part and a cure

is the inevitable result. It is a curious thing how it is that

many otherwise intelligent men will allow the delusive,

yet fascinating, word "electric," displayed on a belt in big

bright letters, entwined with numerous zigzag representa-

tions of lightning Hashes, to influence what otherwise ap-

pear to be well-balanced minds. Such is the case, how-

ever, for the electric belt man still flourishes, and into his

already well filled coSer there seems to flow a never-end-

ing stream of dollars.

A prominent physician of Chicago was recently asked

for his opinion as to the use of electricity for medicinal pur-

poses. His answer was evidently an honest one, for he

expressed the belief that most physicians in applying elec-

trical treatment worked very much in the dark. He him-

self he confessed, often worked by "feeling," so to speak;

that is, when he thought a patient might be "eased" by an
application of the electric current he made the experiment.

If the result was a lessening of pain the electricity was
turned on again; if the current afforded no relief, another

remedy was resorted to. From this Jt is reasonable to pre-

TKOUVK'S i'Ok'IAIJLK ELKCTKIC FOUNTAIN.

surac, then, that with one class of learned men electricity
Is indeed "in its infancy."

However this may be, the scientists still continue to ex-
periment upon the trusting patients, and without a doubtm a number of cases the stimulating effects of a judicious
adminiHiration of current, aided by a little scientif.c jug-
cling and a vivid imngination, accomplishes no little-
good.

An excellent example of the extent to which electricity

is applied in a legitimate manner as an aid to other and

better understood medicinal agents, is illustrated in the ac-

companying engraving. The subject of the illustration is

an electric bath tub, which, it is said, constitutes an im-

portant adjunct to the hot water treatment at Hot Springs,

Ark. A representative of the AVestern Electriclvn

had an opportunity to see this device while passing

through Hot Springs lecently.

It is "Electrician" Johnson, or "Dr. J. W. Johnson,

"

a handsome colored man, who administers the "faradic"

and the "galvanic" doses to suffering humanity. One's

admiration is excited by the skillful manner in which

"Dr. Johnson" handles the innumerable switches and

wires, to say nothing of his fluency in the use of

medical terms sufficiently impressive to excite the con-

fidence of a patient. The "doctor" was an enthusiast,

and most willingly explained how the electric bath was

administered. The "instruments," wires, and ammeter,

"terminals," sponges, etc., were produced, and "Dr.

Johnson" busied himself connecting his
'

' Mcintosh"

apparatus with the seventy "bat'ries" concealed in the

cupboard.

"Dr. Johnson" was now in his element, and proceeded

to show how the five nickel plated knobs on the sides of

the porcelain lined tub were connected to send out

V

effect is extremely striking and beautiful. The fountain is

appropriately ornamented at the top and is maintained in

position by stout supports. The cut is from J.e Genie Civil.

New English Alternating Dynamo.
A new English alternating machine which has been at-

tracting considerable attention, is illustrated in the ac-

companying cut. This dynamo, says \aOVi6,QXi Engineerings

embodies the following advantages: The whole machine is

solid and consists of but two castings, iron stampings

and coils. Fig. i represents a vertical section. The
portion marked ^ is a magnetic mass forming an annular

space for the inducing coil and inclosing the latter on

three sides. B is the inducing coil which is surrounded

with a mass of magnetic material on its inner and outer

circumference and on one of its faces. On the extension

of this magnetic mass flat annular lamitn?, consisting of

soft charcoal iron stampings C of the shape shown in Fig.

4, are placed and arranged so as to form a continuation

of the field magnet, provided with the necessary polar

projections. These lamirre are rigidly fixed to one another

and to the field magnet as shown in the figures. Fig. 2

is an end view, the right half being shown with the in-

ductors in position and the left half without them.

The driving shaft // is supported by the magnetic mass

FIGS. 1 to 4. NEW ENGLISH ALTERNATING DYNAMO.

through the heated water the revivifying streams of current

that so gladdened the heart of the rheumatic sufferer. But

it was not until the lumbago treatment was explained that

the climax was reached. Here the "doctor's" talents

were exhibited to an advantage. The device has been in

successful operation at the Springs for some time.

Trouve's Portable Electric Fountain.
A brilliant feature of the fute of May 14th, at Par's was a

group of nine luminous fountains designed by M. Trouve.

They are novel in design, and were so constructed that

they could readily be moved from one place to another.

A general idea of the fountains may be gained from the

diagram. In a basin A is mounted a bell-glass C, in the

top of which are nine holes through which as many jets of

water may play. Water taken from the city main at E
runs through a rubber pipe a into the bell glass. The
pressure is sufficient to force it through the holes at the

top, and the jets fall into the basin A, whence the water

runs through the discharge pipe b into an escape pipe /.

Below the bell-glass is a plate of glass D through

which rays from an incandescent lamp are reflected par-

allel and vertically by a parabolic mirror A*. Current is

taken from mains laid in a moulding on the ground, K,
Between the mirror and the plate of glass /) is a glass

disk with sectors painted in different colors. It turns

slowly being moved by clock work // and making a com-

plete turn every three minutes. The revolution of the

parti-colored disk causes the jets of water issuing from

the bell glass to change constantly in color, and the

and carries at one end the inductors /, while at the other

end is fixed the driving pulley. The shaft is lubricated by

means of a longitudinal groove, which is supplied from a

lubricator L through an oblique passage a as shown. The
inductors are of approximately equal breadth to the

distance from center to center of contiguous pole-pieces E,

They are subject to great magnet strains, to resist which re-

quires extreme rigidity. They are built of soft iron laminx,

which are rigidly fixed in place by strong bolts and strongly

supported by strengthening plates between them. The plates

are separated from each other by thin sheets of paper, as is

usual, steel sheets being use 1 for the strengthening laminii^

The inductor carrier G which is of gun-metal is mounted

on one end of the driving shaft.

Current is produced by revolving the magnetic inductors

in proximity to the magnet which is provided at both poles

with polar projections c and d, serving as cores for the con-

ductors E and j^in which the current is to be induced, the

object of the inductors being to complete the magnetic cir-

cuit alternately through each set of polar projections. An
even number of polar projections are employed, and the re-

volving inductors are arranged so, that in proportion as one
pole is being demagnetized, the magnetism of the other poles

increases, and vica versa, thus the total magnetic effect is al-

ways approximately constant. The induced current con-

ductor is so arranged that the polar projections which are be-

ing magnetized and those which are being demagnetized

have a similar inducing action upon it, the magnetising of

one set of polar projections thus increasing the effect pro-

duced on the same wire by the demagnetization of the other
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set of polar projections. The loo-light machine is 15

inches wide, 20 inches long, and 21 inches high over all.

Mitis metal is used for the main casting, and is found to

have a magnetic conductivity equal to 60 per cent, of steel

and wrought iron. The exciting current required on full

load is 6 amperes at 50 volts.

Direct Coupled Dynamo and Engine.
Direct coupled dynamo and engine plants are now being

introduced to a considerable extent, and in this respect

Electricity at the World's Fair;
The accompanying illustration gives a glimpse of the

electricity and mining buildings at the World's Fair, made
from a photograph taken on June 20th. The former

building is shown on the left, and the picture gives a good
idea of the ornamental towers of this beautiful structure,

although they are still, of course, in an unfinished state.

The apsidal projections on the northern end of the build-

ing are shown. The more prominent one in the picture,

forming the northwestern corner of the building, will be

DIRECT COUPLED DY

American engineers are following the practice of their

English cousins.

The plant herewith illustrated is the one now in opera

tion at the New York Biscuit company's works on Tenth

avenue. New York, and it may be taken as a good example

of this tendency.

The building has a frontage of 206 feet on Tenth avenue,

and runs back 506 feet on Fifteenth and Sixteenth

streets. It is divided by a large court into two separate

bailding^, for the convenience of vehicles and is six

stories high.

The plant is located in the cellar on the Fifteenth street

side, occupying a space of 8^2 by 15 13' feet. The engine is

of the Armington & Sims, g,^i by 10 double engine type,

coupled direct on separate bases, by means of a Billberg

insulated flexible coupling, to a two pole machine of the

Billberg standard patent. The dynamo is compound

wound for a constant potential at the brushes and has a

capacity of 95,000 watts. Under a steam pressure of 100

pounds of sieam and making 395 revolutions per miLUte, the

machine supplies current for 1,400 incandescent lamps at

115 volts and six Ward arc lights. A 4 inch Hine elim-

inator 15 used in connection with the engine for supplying

dry Eteam. Habirshaw and "E. M. W.'" wire is used

throDghout the building.

As will be seen in the accompanying illustration, the

cirbon brushes are on a brush standard mounted in a lug

that is cast with the base of the machine. The brushes

are set at a proper point on the commutator and remain

constant for ail loads, thereby doing away with any quad-

rants.

The switch-board is 7 by 4 feet, and made of soft green

slate furnished by T. J. Murphy, of New York, and is of

especial interest in itself, being made in cabinet form so that

all wires are accessible at the back by means of a little

side do^r. The board contains 17 distributing switches,

one 800 ampere motor switch and one 800 ampere main light

swntch. The switches are of the Billberg type; the volt-

meter is from Queen & Co. The Schuckert

ampere meter is used. The switches are supplied with

the Billberg patent fuses, each of which consists of strands

of German silver wire.

Between 4 and 7 a. Nf. this plant generates current

for a 100 horse power 110 volt motor, shunt wound, the

line of shaft being cut off the main line by a Hunter

clutch. This motor is used to run 43 dough mixers. Edi-

son lamps, sockets and fixturers are used throughout

the entire building. Newton L. Schloss, New York

manager for the Thomas H. Dallet company, of

Philadelpbiaj sijperintended the installation of this

plant.

NAMO AND ENGINE.

principally devoted to foreign exhibits—notably those of

France. In the foreground is the lagoon, while on the

extreme left a glimpse of the wooded island is visible,

with the great traveler used on the giant trusses of the

manufactures building towering above it.

Lightning crippled the temporary lighting and power

plant at Jackson Park to a considerable extent last week,

this dynamo was working satisfactorily and furnishing

current for the arc lamps that were used. At one time the

switch-board caught fire, but the flames were extinguished

without great difficulty.

Frederick Sargent, mechanical and electrical engineer

of the construction department, left for New York on
Thursday of last week to confer with the engine builders

who are to furnish the engines for the great central sta-

tion plant.

Up to Saturday of last week no official tests of electric

launches had been made at the World's Fair. In addition

to the obstructions in the lagoons, alluded to in the last issue

of this paper, difficulties were encountered owing to the

storms that partly disabled the electrical plant, thus render-

ing it impossible to get current for charging the cells for two

or three days. It is also reported that the compartment con-

taining the motor in one boat became flooded, and that the

armature was short circuited in consequence. Both of these

accidents served as lessons, however, and it is safe to say

that the permanent light and power station will be pro-

vided with the best lighting arresters that can be ob-

tained and protected in every possible way against the

elements, and also that the electric launches for commer-

cial use will be provided with water-proof motor pits. The
high water in the lagoons, with the swift current, also in-

terfered with the trial trips. It is a curious fact that this

current is intermittent—that is, it will flow rapidly in one

direction for, say, half an hour, and then quickly change

and rush toward the opposite point of the compass. A
number of observers in an electric launch moored in the

basin, near the new iron bridge spanning the canal at the

southern ends of the manufactures and electrical build-

ings, noticed this phenomenon on Friday of last week.

Nobody seemed able to account for it.

July 1st is the date set for the beginning of the allot-

ment of space in all the departments of the World's

Fair.

The World's Fair authorities and theWestinghouse people

have come to a satisfactory understanding in relation to the

bond to be furnished by the company for the faithful per-

formance of its lighting contract. On Saturday of last

week it was stated at the office of the committee on grounds

and buildings that Mr. Westinghouse had telegraphed

that he would appear before the committee on Monday
and perfect an arrangement acceptable to the committee.

The directors required that Mr. Westinghouse give

an individual bond of '5;5oo,ooo, in addition to that

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

The atmospheric electrical disturbance short circuited the

armatures of one of the arc light machines and a power

generator. To add to the confusion one of the engines

broke down, and trouble was also caused by the continu-

ous and heavy rains, which saturated the buildings with

water, and at one time flooded the floor. For a time five

dynamos out of eight were disabled. A fifty light Stand-

ard arc dynamo was procured frcm down-town, but it was

a new machine that had never been tested, and, after run-

ning three or four hours, it refused to work. A thirty

light machine of the same company's manufactura was

then temporarily jnstalled, and at the close of the wpek

of the Lawyers' Surety company, or else that the lat-

ter company guarantee its bond by an indemnity bond.

The latter condition was complied with.

The Leavenworth, Kan., Coal company is installing

electrical machinery in its mine. The vein of coal in the

Leavenworth mine is 22 inches in thickness, and all the

coal mining in that vicinity has heretofore been done by

the miners in a recumbent position, pickirg the coal frcm

above. The machinery now being placed in position will

do the wcrk of 40 miners, while its cost of operation will

be slight.
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Wurts' Method of Arresting Lightning

Discharges.

To ground either one or both sides of a two-wire elec-

tric lightning circuit is, generally speaking, not considered

to be good practice. Alex. Wurts of Pittsburg has, how-

ever, devised an arrangement of the circuit in which one

or both sides are in direct connection with the ground,

and his claim is that this disposition of the conductors acts

to provide reliable and efficient means for preventing in-

jury to electrical apparatus in the circuit from static dis-

charges, which are especially liable to take place during

the prevalence of thunder-storms or other atmospheric

electrical disturbances.

By passing the main conductor through a conducting

medium-such, for instance, as a body of water-and

forming a good electrical connection between the earth

and the vessel containing the conductor, electric currents

of considerable potential may be caused to pass through

the conductor without material leakage, even though the

other pole of the system be grounded, and yet a sufficient-

ly good conduction to earth will be afforded for currents

of very high potential—such, for instance, as atmos-
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wurts" method of arresting lightning discharges.

pheric discharges. It is this fact upon which the Wurts

method is based.

The cut will mike clear the Warts arrangement. The

main coaductor is laid from the generator through a tank

containing suitable conducting material—such, for in-

stance, as water. From this on it becomes the line circuit.

The portioD of the circuit which is contained within the

tank is wound into a coil for the purpose of affording as

much impedance as practicable to currents of the charac-

ter of static or lightning or atmospheric discharges. The

tank itself is formed with a wall of good conducting ma-

terial for the purpose of forming as perfect an electrical

connection with the earth as possible. It may be con-

nected with water mains and be supplied with water from

them. The apparatus supplied with current from this

circuit is located beyond the tank, as indicated in the cut,

and the circuit conaectioas are continued from the con-

ductor through the machine to the earth.

Rutherford's Arc Lamp.
The mechanism of the peculiar-looking arc lamp illus-

trated herewith consists essentially of two crossed levers

pivoted at their point of intersection. One lever carries or

has attached to it on each side of its pivot, a solenoid mag-

net in the main circuit, and the other lever has two simi-

lar magnets included in a shunt circuit to the arc. The

cores of each set of magnets are carried by the opposite

levers—that is to say. the cores of the shunt magnets are

attached to the lever carrying the main solenoids, and the

cores of the main solenoid are attached to the lever carry-

ing the shunt solenoid. The carbon electrodes are prefer-

ably in the form of disks rotatable on the bearings and

carried on the ends of the two levers.

The operation of the lamp is as follows: When no cur-

rent is flowing the weight of the mechanism holds the

edges of the carbDns in contact. When the current is

turned into the lamp the main magnets become strongly

energized, and the pull which they e.\trt on their cores

S2pirates the adjacent ends of the levers and establishes

the arc between the carbons. When the arc becomes too

long, the resistance thus caused forces current to flow

through the high resistance shunt magnets, causing them
to attract their armatures and draw the adjacent ends of

the levers together, thus shortening the arc and making it

ajain normal.

The carbons are described as made in the form of disks,

but when 30 formed means must, of course, be provided for

rotating them in order to entirely consume them. Mounted.
therefore, upon each lever, there may be a frame carrying
a clockwork, which engages with the pinion on a sleeve
carrying the carbon disk. This clockwork maybe made
to rotate the disk as slowly as desired.

N. I'". Rutherford of Bathurst, New .South Wales, is the
invcmor of this lamp.

Modern Views of the Electric Current.'

By H. B. Loomis.

The object of this paper is to give a sketch of modern
views of the electric current. The subject deserves serious

attention. Such work as that of Mr. Tesla threatens at

any time to make it part of the stock in trade of the elec-

trical engineer.

It is universally recognized that the analogy between a

current of electricity and water flowing in a pipe must not

be carried too far. Even the beginner in electricity is

brought face to face with a most striking difference be-

tween the two. The electric current products an effect

outside of the wire, it actson a magnetic needle, while ihe

effects of the current of water are confined to the pipe.

This difference is fundamental, and is leading to a carelul

study of the region about the wire, for as the phenomena
there are inseparable from the electric current, the medium
about the wire must play as important a part as the wire

itself.

I shall first state the theory advanced by Profs. Heavy-
side and PoyuLing and then give some experiments due to

Prof. Hertz in support of it. They claim that the energy

is transmitted through the dialectric, and, so to speak,

rains down upon the wire and is there absorbed and
changed into heat. An electric current flows in the interi-

or of a wire only as the disturbance penetrates from the

surface. The laws which govern this penetration are the

same as those governing the change in temperature in a

conductor of heat. Take an iron bar at 60° and place it

in a box which is kept at 70,° the bar is eventually heated

to 70° throughout. Again, place it in a box whose tem-

perature is rapidly alternated between 50° and 70°. The
surface of the bar follows the fluctuations in temperature,

but in the center these changes are slight. Scarcely has

it begun to be heated when a cold wave comes and chills

it. It is easily seen that if the alterations in temperature

are moderately rapid, a thermometer in the center of the

bar will not be perceptibly affected. These two cases cor-

respond to continuous and alternating currents respective-

ly. In the first, the tendency is all in the same direction,

and the current penetrates to the center of the wire and

flows equally throughout the whole cross-section. With a

current of a few hundred alternations a second this is no

longer the case; most of the disturbance is in the outer

layer of the wire. If there are millions of alternations a

second, it is only skin deep, the interior of the wire carries

no part of the current, and Sir William Thomson has re-

cently shown that the core of the wire is even a positive

detriment.

Do the facts agree with the above? Prof. Hertz has

established a perfect agreement by a series of beautiful ex-

periments, a few of which I take pleasure in repeating.

Let us see clearly what we are to determine. We wish to

decide whether rapid electrical oscillations are confined

to the surface of a wire; as they pass along it whether the

interior knows anything of their passage. If we take a

wire and cover part of it with a metal cage and find that

the part so covered no longer carries a current, but that it

all passes over the cage, we have shown that the interior is

free from disturbance. This is exactly what Hertz did.

An alternating current is obtained from his famous vibra-

tor and set along a wire. This is broken at one point and

The City Sc Suburban Railway company of BaltimorehM been formed by the consolidulion of the iialtiniore &
Hampden Union and Highlandtown & Point Breeze
h:rcct Riilway companies. The new company will con-
trolftixty-oncmilesof track, and will operate the greater
part by electricity. The capital stock is !^3 ,000,000.

RUTHERFORD S ARC LAMP.

brass knobs are soldered to the ends forming a spark gap.

Three or four inches from the end of the wire, which is

connected with the generator, is soldered a circular metallic

disk (diameter 4 inches) with its plane at right angles to the

wire. Over the other piece of wire, which is preferably

insulated, a bra^s tube is slipped, and to the end near the

spark gap is soldered a duplicate of the above disk. Six-

teen holes are bored in the edge of these disks equal distant

from one another. The other end of the tube is connected

with the wire by wrapping it with tin foil. At first the

sparks are strong. I insert a wire in corresponding holes

of the two disks, immediately the sparking is less vigorous.

This is not a matter of resistance. The effect is the

same whether the wire is thick or thin. Another wire on

the other side of the gap diminishes the sparking still more

and when all the wires are in, it is utterly impossible to

obtain a spark. Hertz replaced the brass tube by a sil-

vered glass tube, thus obtaining a thin coating of metal,

still no spark could be obtained. This was in turn replaced

I. Read Ijcforc the Wisconsin Electric club, Milwaukee, Wis.

by Others having thinner and thinner coatings of metal.

At last a point was reached where sparks were obtained,

but it was not until the silver was so thin as to be no
longer opaque. It was certainly less than ^-'r,^,- of an
inch thick. Imagine this layer drawn closer and closer

around the wire until it forms its outer surface, and we
see to how slight a depth these rapid oscillations penetrate.
Prof. Hertz says: ''For the real seat of these waves we
ought not to look, therefore, in the wire, but rather to as-

sume that they take place in its neighborhood, and instead
of asserting that our waves are propagated in the wire, we
should be more accurate in saying that they glide along on
the wire."

The following is condensed from an article by O.
Heavyside in the Elcctricinn for January, 1885: "The
energy is poured out from the battery side-ways into

the dielectric at a steady rate. Most of the energy
is transmitted nearly parallel to the wire with a slight

slant towards the wire in the direction of propagation; thus
the energy current meets the wire very obliquely. Now
go into the line wire. A tube of energy current arriving

at the surface of the wire by a long slant at once turns
and goes straight to the axis. In passing from the battery

to the wire through the dielectric the energy current is

continuous (i. e. suffers no loss); but directly it reaches

(tie conducting matter of the wire, dissipation commences,

j^e energy current begins to fall in strength, and on

SCHNEIDERS RHEOSTAT.

reaching the axis has fallen to nothing, not a fraction of an
erg is transmitted along the wire."

To conclude, we must not take away the idea that the
dielectric is everything and the wire nothing. The wire
doubtless performs its function. Electricity, whatever it

may be, certainly fl jws in the wire, but the energy is

transmitted through the medium surrounding the wire.
We do not know what electricity is, we do not know how
this energy is transmitted, but we do know the road it

travels and that is a great advance towards a complete ex-
planation of the phenomena.

Schneider's Rheostat.

In this rheostat the resistance proper is a composition

which consists, essentially, of a mixture of fat and caustic

soda, or fat and any of the other crystal salts of like prop-

erties, such as potash, pearlash, alkali, binoxalate of

potash, and the like. These ingredients are mixed to the

consistency of what is commonly known- as soap.

The claim of F. W. A. Schneider of Toronto, Canada,

the inventor, is that the fat in this mixture offers a high

resistance to the current passing through the composition,

the resistance amounting almost to insulation, but when
the fatty substance is combined with any of the above

crystal salts the salts break up the fatty globules and form

a pathway for the current.

Mr. Schneider's states that although it is also possible to

use as conductors any of the above crystal salts when
moistened by water, the destructive properties of these

salts when moistened are so great that they cannot be

economically or satisfactorily used separately for such

purposes. By combining these crystal salts with a fatty

substance, the fatty substance predominating in the com-

bination, the destructive properties of the salts, he finds,

are so greatly reduced in force that they are prevented

from eating away or destroying any of the parts of the ap-

paratus while they accomplish the desired result.

This composition is usually mixed to the consistency of

ordinary soap, so that it can be used in a solidified form,

and the danger arising from evaporation, breakage, etc.,

is entirely avoided.

This composition, it is claimed, sets also as a regulator

for the current, so that in case the current is at any time

increased to a strength that would endanger the instru-

ments, the current during its passage through the composi-

tion is so weakened that the danger arising from the

increased strength is entirely avoided.

A compact body of this composition one and one-half

inch in length by five-sixteenths of an inch in diameter

offers, it is stated, a resistance of 28,5000 ohms, and for

some unexplainable reason, Mr. Schneider says, its re-

sistance to undulatory or telephonic currents is not suflic=ent

to interfere with the succesful working of the telephone line

on which it may be interposed between the working tele-

phone instruments. He finds that the best results are

obtained by incasing this composition in an insulating

chamber, as indicated in the cut.

At a town meeting held at Groveland, Mass., recently

it was unaoimjusly voted to allOA' the Haverhill & Gro^'e-

land Street Railway company to use electricity to propel its

cars on the highways of the,town.
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Electrical Method o"^ Tanning.
New processes proposed for shortening the time of tan-

ning skins are not regarded with favor by makers of

leather. An authority on the subject writes: "The opin-

ion seems to be established that for thorough tanning of

heavy leather a slowly operating influence and conse-

quently long time are essential." There are tanners who
regard the electrical process of tanning leather as belong-

ing to the same class as the electric sugar refining system.

A French scientific paper, Le Genie Civil, in a recent issue
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is put in position and is hermetically sealed. The general

arrangement of the plant is shown in Fig. i, which is a

view in the tannery of Brion & Dupre at Paris. Current is

turned on and the drum is revolved a certain length of

time, according to the kind of skins to be tanned. The
schedule is as follows: Cows' skins or steers' skins. 96

hours; horses' skins, pigs' skins and heavy calves' skins,

72 hours; light or medium weight calves' skins. 48 hours.

The opsration proceeds almost noiselessly, and no odor

is noticeable. At the expiration of the time the revolution

ELECTRICAL METHOD OF TANNING.

devotes considtrable Space to a description of the Worms
and Bale system of electric tanning, and gives it ihe warm-

est commendation, stating that when the process was first

proposed it regarded it with suspicion, but at the present

time it is ready to admit that the new method accom-

plishes all that its inventors claim for it. The following

description is taken from the paper named :

Electricity has been of especial value in industries in

which chemical processes are employed. The fact that it

furnishes oxygen in a nascent state makes electricity an

important agent in bleaching and kindred processes. The
Hermite process, which has proved so successful, is an in-

stance in point. Following a course of reasoning, analo-

gous to that which led to electric bleaching, Messrs.

Woims and Bale designed a system of tanning hides by

electricity. That the invention is bound to make a mar-

velous change in the tanning industry is indicated by the

fact that a large steer hide can be tanned in ninety-six

hours, while the time required by the old process would

not be less than eighteen months. The electrical method,

too, makes unnecessary constant attention, and does not

create the abominable odor characteristic of a tannery.

In electric tanning it is still the tannin which changes

the skin into leather, but electricity in some way acceler-

ates the absorption of the tannin. Numberless attempts

have been made to abridge the time by means of elec-

tricity, but most of them have been regarded with sus-

p cioQ. Da Meritens has been a believer in the general

system, and, in fact, invented a method which has been

in use for a long time in a large tannery at St. Petersburg.

According to the recen!: testimonvof French experts, none

of theie electrical systems can compare in point of devel-

opment and in rapidity of operation with that of Worms
and Bale. They tan in a few days at the outside skins

which re ^uire from thirty-five to sixty days when treated in

accordance with other electrical systems.

The principle adopted by Worms and Bale consists in

the employment of electricity in combination with a series

of rotating drums, in which the skins come in direct con-

tact with the tanning liquor. S3me difficulty was experi-

eaced in providing a regular and constant flow of current

to the revolving drums. The inventors finally attached to

the surface of the drums two metallic rings connecting

with circular conductors placed within the drums. These

conductors receive their current from brushes resting

against the rings and connected with the dynamo.

The drum is filled in the following order; Five hundred

liters of filtered water for every kilogramme of feen skins,

one kilogramme of tanning liquor for every kilogramme of

skins, and then the skins to be tanned. The door of the drum

of the drum is stopped, the liquor is drawn off and the

hides are taken out and stretched. After drying for some

hours they are ready for the several processes included in

the general name of currying.

Assuming that the process has been abridged to the re-

markable extent indicated, what part does electricity play

in the operation ? A. Rigaud, professor in the cheraicallabor-

atory of the Faculty of Sciences in Paris, has studied the

question, and a brief resume of his theory is appended.

Mech">nic:il mntlni. ciu=;e(-l bv rotation of the drum's, is

s

gelatinous, and absorbs a solution rapidly or slowly, in ac-

cordance with the distention or contraction of the pores.

In the old process the skin is thrust in a vat, fermentation

causes the pores to distend and absorption takes place.

In the electrical process the skins may be regarded as

electrodes, upon which gases are freed, and which are

porous and susceptible of absorbing gases resulting from
electrolytic action. They are like the plates of an accumu-
lator.

To explain the rapid assimilation of the tanning solu-

tion by the skin, it should be remarked that in electrolytic

processes a pressure is exerted on the liquid tending from
the negative to the positive pole. This pressure is neces-

sary to explain the mechanical transfer of the elements

composing the electrolyte. The pressure is very prettily

illustrated when a solution is decomposed in a jar divided

into two compartments by a porous partition or dia-

phragm Rigaud assumes that this osmotic pressure

causes the tanning liquor to filter through the skin,

which is the porous diaphragm. This is Rigaud's

theory, and he deems it sufficient to explain the enor-

mous difference between the time required for tanning

by the o'd and the electrical method.

Worms and Bale's process not only reduces the item

of labor in the expense account, but it does away with

the fermentation of the tannin and the skin. Originally

this action was deemed essential, but at the present day

it is proved scientifically that fermentation is injurious

to the skin, as it not only causes it to lose weight and

strength, but it involves the decomposition of the tanning

into gallic acid and glucose, which are in no way useful

in the process.

The following table has been prepared, showing the

relative periods required for tanning by the electrical

process and the old method:

Skin. Electrical Process. Old Process.
T.icht calves' sliins 24 to 32 hours. 3 months.
Heavy ' ' 48 to Oo " 4 to 6 *'

light cows' skiDS and horse skins.. 72 " S to ti "
H eavy cows' skinsand horse skins.84 to q*^ " jo to 12 "
Heavy Eteers' skiDs 9610 c8 " 121015

The cost is figured at 4 cents per kilogramme of skin

tanned. The weight of the tanned leather is stated to be

slightly greater than that of similar skin tanned by the old

method.

The cost of a tannery large enough to tan 5,300,000

pounds of skins annually is estimated at $20,000, and its

engine power would be from 50 to 60 horse power. The
cost of a plant necessary for tanning the same weight of

skins by the ordinary method would be five times as

great.

The process is used in Paris by Brion & Dupre; in

England, by the British Tanning company; in Portugal,
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entirely insufficient of itself to effect any material shorten-

ing of the time, even if there should be added a small

quantity of turpentine for removing flesh which may have

been left on the skin in the preliminary scarfing. Elec-

tricity is certainly a potent agent. Is the effect prodnced

by the elements freed by electrolytic action, ozone for in-

stance? To answer the query it is necessary to refer to

what takes place in the tanning process as ordinarily ac-

complished.

The skin, which is a porous, cellular membrane, must

be swelled by the absorption of the tanning liquor. It is

Brazil, Madagascar, Venezuela, Republic of Argentine.

Finally, it may be stated, that the vice-president of the

Hide and Leather Syndicate of Paris has recently reported

on the invention, and according to his testimony the qual-

ity and strength of leather produced by the new process

are satisfactory, and about 6 per cent, more leather is

produced from the same weight of green skins than by the

old method.

The building of an electrical railroad from Gracey to

Cadiz, Ky, , is proposed.
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Skvrral of our contemporaries have of late reproduced

arliclcs from the Wkstehn Electrician without proper

aKknowJcdgmcnL In many cases, no doubl, these omis-

sions may be attributed to carelessness on the part of the

editors, and in several instances publishers have promptly

acltnowlctijjcd the omission when their attention was
called to the matter. Other papers, however, have

been guilty of journalistic piracy—they have repeatedly

embellished their pages with stolen articles and illus-

trations from the Western Electrician, palming

them off on their readers as original matter. To

those who persist in this contemptible practice we would

say that they are inviting certain exposure. The Western

Electrician is made up almost entirely of original

matter and is copyrighted, and this copyright includes its

artistic and special features, all technical articles, special

correspondence and news matter. We intend to protect

our property and hereafter the copyright will be seriously

enforced. It is not, however, our intention to prevent our

contemporaries from copying, with proper credit, from the

Western Electrician, but we shall insist upon that

acknowledgment which all decent journals willingly make.

The volume which this number begins will abound in

attractive illustrations and exclusive news, and the artistic

features which have made the paper so popular will be

better than ever before. In this connection it may be

said that the Western Electrician is more widely

quoted in this country and abroad, than any other Ameri-

can electrical journal.

No American celebration or festal occasion on a large

scale appears now to be complete without electrical

decorations. These vary from a few incandescent lights

in colored globss. spelling out the word "Welcome,"
perhaps, to the most elaborate designs. Two cases in

point where ornamentatioa of this character will be con-

spicuous are the coming conclave of the Knights Tem-

plar in Denver and the autumn [exposition at St. Louis.

At both places elaborate preparations are making to

secure brilliant artistic effects. But the culmination of

all that American skill and taste have thus far been able

to achieve in this line will be seen at the great World's

Fair of next year, where one of the principal attractions

will be the splendor of the electrical embellishments.

Once more it can be announced that everything is set-

tled in relation to the W^estinghouse contract for incandes-

cent lighting at the World's Fair, and at last it is believed

that no further delays will be encountered and that actual

cpsrations will be begun at once. On Monday Mr. Westing-

house appeared before the committee on grounds and build-

ings, and the result of the conference was that the Law-

yers' Surety company bond of $500,000 was guaranteed

by an indemnity bond signed by August Belmont, Charles

Francis Adams, Brayton Ives.Marcellus Hartley and George

Westinghouse, Jr. This was accepted as satisfactory to

the World's Fair directors. The contract for the wire needed

has already been let by the Westinghouse company, and, as

stated on another page, Mr. Keller has been appointed

superintendent of installation. This gentleman is popular

with the members of the electrical fraternity in Chicago,

and the appointment is regarded as a good one.

It appears to have been demonstrated in France that

electricity can be profitably employed in the process of

tanning hides. An interesting description of the oper-

ation is given in this week's paper. It is said that the

skins are acted upon something after the manner of the

plates in a secondary battery, and that the electrolytic

action in some way acts on the pores of the hides and

accelerates the absorption of the tannin, thus greatly

shortening the process. It is claimed that as good, if

not better, leather can be made in from 24 to 32 hours

by the aiH of electricity as that which required three

months by the old method. If time shall prove that the

leather thus produced comes up to the expectations of the

electrical tanners, a very important addition will be made
to the list of industries in which electricity plays a part.

In any event, the subject is one deserving the careful at-

tention of American electrical engineers and tanners.

" Electric Boats a failure" was the Chicago HerahVs

verdict on a recent test of one of ihe electric launches at

the World's Fair grounds. It is quite easy to conclude

though, from an account of the difficulty presented in

another column, that the scribe who writes electrical "spe-

cials" for the Herald \xi this case, at least, performed his

work mechanically and with no thought for the injustice

that was being done. According to the Herald's account

the battery *' dickered out." Now if the explanation made
in another column by the maker of the cells be true, and it is

most reasonable to presume that it is, it was'nt the battery

that " flickered" but if was the motor ; it will be seen, fur-

ther, that even the motor should be free from blame.

The public would not believe that the horse was useless

had one of these friends of man been left out-of doors of a

winter's night and had been found frost-bitten in the morn-

ing. Why then, should the little launch's electrical equip-

ment be condemned because the motor was left exposed to a

night's rain and burned out when run in the morning? It

is not necessary to point to the World's Fair engineers

such facts as these as they fully appreciate them already, but

it is the general public who should read and inv ardly di-

gest the explanation of this so-called "failure."

A SAD story is that of the recent wreck on the Pennsyl-

vania railroad at Harrisburg, Pa., and it brings one face

to face with the terrible responsibilities of a class of tele-

graph operators that, as a rule, one seldom hears of.

Housed up in the lonely little towers which line the Penn-

sylvania road are the men that, it may be truly said, hold

the most responsible positions of any in the railroad sys-

tem. Yet these men, upon whose surety of action the lives

of hundreds of human beings daily and nightly depend,

receive comparatively poor pay and but little recognition.

To be sure, it may be said that their work is merely me-

chanical—to receive orders and obey them—but many

times during the year these men are called upon to exer-

cise the finest judgment. One hears a great deal of the

reponsibilities of railroad presidents, superintendents and

other officials, and undoubtedly these gentlemen have

many arduous duties to perform and many exceedingly

difficult and important questions to decide. The worthy

president and superintendent may make, and do make,

many mistakes, but it is not often that they come to light.

Two and three heads are better than one, and the "re-

sponsible" man usually has at his disposal sufficient

advice from experienced men to preclude serious errors

due to individual failures in judgment. The tower man
has no margin whatever; he is a man who must make not

a single mistake, for how often does the one mistake end

his career. The traveling public should hold the officials

of the road responsible, and this they can do by refusing to

patronize only such roads as employ competent, painstaking

men and pay them good wages. The fault lies largely

with the companies whose so-called "economical policy"

will not enable them to employ competent and reliable

men.

In view of the interest that has been manifested in the

effects of alternating currents upon the human body, the

paper presented elsewhere in this issue, by Prof. Edwin J.

Houston on "Physiological Effects of Alternating Cur-

rents of High Frequency," will be widely read by both

the medical and electrical fraternity. Prof, Houston has

undoubtedly given the matter much attention. He refers

to the experiments of Dr. Tatum with currents of compar-

ratvely high frequencies and also to the recent exhibitions

of Nikola Tesla with enormously high frequencies as

going to demonstrate the fact that while the physiological

effects of alternating discharges of but moderate frequen-

cies are more severe then are those of steady currents of

the same strength the severity of the physiological effects

decreases as the rapidity of alternation increases, until, at

extraordinarily high frequencies, all harmful physiological

effects practically disappear. When ordinary alter-

nating currents are sent through the human body the

physiological effects increase in severity with an increase

in the current strength. With current stren gths. greatly

in excess of those employed in electrotherapy, additional

effects are produced, and a tonic contraction of the

muscles follow. Moreover, in such cases the severity of

the physiological effects is increased by the high potential

of the break-induced discharge.

There is another highly interesting point to be con-

sidered according to Prof. Houston. This is found in

the manner in which according to modern ideas an

electric discharge is believed to pass through a conducting

path or circuit, viz, that the electric energy is not pro-

pagated through the mass of the conductor itself, but

rather through the dielectric or other medium lying outside

the conductor. In conductors through which alternating

currents are passing, the current density is therefore

greatest near the surface portions, and in the case of

alternations of very high frequency, the central portions of

the conductor are entirely free from electric currents,

the current being limited to portions near the surface.

When, therefore, the human body is subjected to the

effects of discharges of alternating currents of enormously

high frequencies, the superficial portions only are

traversed by the discharges. The more deeply seated

vital organs, being thus free from current, such discharges

are necessarily harmless.
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Appointment of E, E. Keller.

It was announced last week that the Westinghouse

Electric S: Manufacturing company had appointed E. E.

Keller as superintendent of its large installation at the

World's Fair. When it is remembered that the Westing-

house company is to wire, furnish current capacity and op-

erate nearly go.ooo incandescent lights at the exposition,

the contract price being about $400,000, the importance of

the position will be appreciated. The company proposes

to put in the largest dynamos ever operated in this coun-

try, of eight or ten thousand lights' capacity each, and to

make its plant an exhibition of a mode! alterniting central

station on a large scale. The superintendency of the in-

stallation will therefore be a position of prominence and re-

sponsibility, and Mr. Kelleris receiving the hearty congrat-

ulations of his friends.

E. E. Keller, whose portrait is presented on this page,

was born in the city of New York twenty-nine years ago.

His boyhood and youth, however, were spent in Roches-

ter, N. Y., where his father, a well known florist, still

resides. He was educated in the public schools and Uni-

versity of Rochester and afterward entered the establish-

ment of Yawman & Erbe, optical instrument makers.

After this he began to make electricity a special study and

accepted a position with G. H. Blaxter ^: Co., of Pitts-

burg. This firm was merged into the Keystone Construction

company, and in 188S Mr. Keller opened a

Chicago office for this company, remaining in

charge when the Keystone consolidated with the

North American Construction company. Dur-

ing the trials of the Westioghouse company

the North American Construction company

decided to withdraw from the field of con-

struction work, and enter a different line of

business, necessitating the discontinuance of

all branch offices. Mr. Keller's office at Chicago

was the last of the dozen branches to be closed,

and at that time he resigned to take the position

of electrical engineer with the Fort Wayne
Electric company, at its Chicago office. On
June 16, iSgi, Mr. Keller was appointed by

Chief Barrett electrical engineer in the depart-

ment of electricity at the World's Columbian

Exposition—a position which he resigned re-

cently.

Mr. Keller is regarded as a capable engineer

and is exceptionally popular with his acquaint-

ances. He was strongly recommended for his

present position by Chief Burnham, Prof. Bar-

rett, Frederick Sargent and others, and his

appointment gives general satisfaction to the

World's Fair officials.

Grand Rapids Controversy.
The aldermen of Grand Rapids, Mich., re

cently took it into their heads that the Electric

Light & Power company of that city was not

furnishing them 2,000 candle power arc lamps.

They employed Prof. H. S. Carhart to make a

test, and he reported that in many cases he found

the difference of potential to be below the 45 or 50 volts

usually supposed to be necessary with nine amperes of cur-

rent. He calculated that about 18 per cent, of the light

called for had not been furnished the city. This made the

representatives of the company angry, and they declared

that Prof. Carhart was "away off'' and that he didn't

know what he was talking about. Furthermore the

amusing charge was made that the whole report was an

advertisement for a lecture which Prof. Carhart was to

deliversoon. The committee promised to ask the council

for an appropriation to have another test made by some

other expert.

Annerican Street Railway Association.

The announcement of the special committees of the

American Street Railway association for this year has just

been made by the secretary. These committees will re-

part at the next convention which will be held at Cleveland,

O., in October, and are as follows:

A Model Street Railway Roadbed and Underground
Wiring—George W. Baumhoff, general manager of Lindell

Railway, St. Louis, Mo.
A Perfect Overhead Electric Construction— Charles H.

Smith, superintendent, Troy and Lansingburg Railroad.

Troy, N. Y.
Economy of Machine Shops for Electric Street Railways

—J. H. Bickford, engineer, Naumkeag street railway,

Salem, Mass.
Power-house Engines—T. W. Wrenne, president. United

Electric Street Railway, Nashville, Tenn.; L. H. Mclntire
engineer, Harlem Bridge, Morrisania & Fordham Railway,

New York, N. Y ; F. S. Pearson, chief eiigineer, West
End Street Railway, Boston, Mass.

Relative Cost of Operation of Horse, Cable and Electric

Roads—William McC. Ramsey, electric superintendent.
Federal Street & Pleasant Valley Passencrer Railway, Pitts-

burg. Pi.; Frank R. Greene, secretary Chicago City Rai'-
way company. Chicago, 111.; John L. Heins, supeiiotend-
ent, Brooklyn Citv& Newtown 1-Lailroad, Brooklyn. N. V.

Standard for Electric Street Railways—0. T Crosby,
president, Utica Belt Line Railway company, Uiica, N.
Y. ; H. L Bettis, assistant treasurer. Atlanta Consolidated
Street Railway company, Atlanta, Ga. ; Edward E. Hig-
gins, construction engineer, Brooklyn Street Railroad
company, CieveUnd, O.; Charles W. Wason. geneal nun
ager, Eist Cleveland Railroad. Cleveland O.; Julius E.
Rugg, superintendent. Citizens' Traction company, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

It will be noticed that the subject to be investigated by

these committees in every instance has some bearing on

the application of electricity to street railway work.

It may be said thit the meeting will be practically

an electrical convention.

Physiological Effects of Alternating Cur-
rents of High Frequency.'

Bv Prof. Edwin J. Houston.

As is well known, the physiological effe-^ts of alternating
discharges of but moderate frequencies are more severe than
are those of steady currents of the same current strength.
As, however, the rapidity of alteration increases, the
severity of the physiological effects decreases, until, at ex-
traordinarily high frequencies, all harmful physiological
effects practically disappear.

Three varieties of electric discharges or currents are em

E. E. KELLER.

ployed in electrotherapy for the treatment of diseased con-
ditions of the body.

1. The steady, continuous currents produced by voltaic

batteries and called in electrotherapeutics galvanic cur-

rents.

2. The alternating currents produced by induction coils

and called in electrotherapeutics faradic currents.

3 The electrostatic discharges obtained from frictional

or influence machines and called in electrotherapeutics

Franklinic currents.

As is well known, the physiological effects produced by
galvanic currents differ markedly from those produced by
faradic currents. The former, unless very powerful, pro-

duce on the opening or closing of the circuit a contraction

that is of very short duration—in fact almost but momen-
tary; the latter produce a contraction that continues as long

as the current is passing. This is generally believed to

be due to the fact that the contractions attending the

opening and closing of the circuit follow one another so

rapidly that the muscles fail to assume the condition of

rest and so present the appearance of ontinuous contrac-

tion.

Franklinic currents produce, in general, effects some-
what similar to those of farad'c currents.

When alternating currents are sent through the human
body the physiological effects increase in severity with an

increase in the current strength. With current strengths

greatly in excess of those employed in electrotherapy addi-

tional effects are produced, and a tonic contraction of the

muscles follows. Moreover, in such cases, the severity of

the physiological effects is increased by the high potential

of the break-induced discharge.

As, however, the rapidity of alternation increases, the

severity of the physiological effects decreases until, when
enormously high frequencies are reached, the discharges

become harmeless. These facts have been demonstiated

bv Dr. Tatum for comparatively high frequencies, and by
Nikola Tesia for enormously high frequencies.

In a lecture delivered before the American Institute of
Electrial Engineers at Columbia College, New York, on
Mav 20. iSgi, TesIa, speaking of these effects says:

"I have found that by using the ordinary low frtquen-
cies, the physiological effects of the current required to
maintain, at a certain degree of brightness, a tube four
feet long, provided at the ends with outs'de and inside
condenser coatings, is so powerful that I think it might
produce serious injury to those not accustomed 10 such
shocks; whereas, with 20,000 alternations per second, the
tube may be maintained at the same degree of brightness
without any effect being felt.

"This is due principally to the fact thit a much smaller
potential is required to produce the same light effect and
also to the higher efficiency in the light production. It is

evident that the efficiency in such cases is the grearet the
higher the frequency, for the quicker the process of charg-
ing and discharging the molecules, the less energy will be
lost in the form of dark radia'ion.''

The severity of the physiological effects attending anv
electric discharge through the body must neces'iarily

depend to a considerable extent not only on the quantity < f

energy present in the disctiarge, but also on the time in
which it is acting.

It has occurred to me that in another circumstance is to
be found, perhaps, the principal cause why discharges of
enormously high frequency of alternation should be so
comparatively harmless. This fact. I think, is to be found
in the manner in which, according to our modern ideas, an
electric discharge is believed to pass through a conducting
path or circuit, viz. ; that the electric energy is not propagated

through the mass of the conductor itself, but
rather through the dielectric or other medium
lying outside the. conductor; that the electric

energy is rained down on the surface of the con-
ductor from the space outside it, and sinks down
into the mass of the conductor, the conductor
forming a sink or place where the energy can be
dissipated.

In the case of a steady, continuous current,
the energy sinks or soaks rapidly through the
mass of the conductor, so that the electric cur-

rent, in the language of the old ideas, passes
through all portions of the mass of the con-
ductor.

In the case of alternating currenJs. however,
the enerf^y received from a single impulse or
electrical movement, by sinking or soaking, moves
v'say) from the surface of the conductor toward
the center, only while such impulse continues;
and, when the direction of the impulse changes,
moves in the opposite direction, or toward the
surface. In conductors through which alternat-

ing currents are passing the current density is

therefore greatest near the surface portions, and,
in the case of alternations of very high fre-

quency, the central portions of the conductor
are entirely free from electric currents, the cur-

rent being limited to portions near the surface.

In the case of the enormously high frequencies

employed by TesIa this action was so pro-

nounced that conductors failed completely to

conduct.

When, therefore, the human body is subjected

to the effects of discharges of alternating cur-

rents of enormously high frequencies, the super-
ficial portions only are traversed by the dis-

charges. The more deeply seated vital organs,

being thus free from current, such discharges
are necessarily harmless.

As the frequency of alternation increases.

the body becomes more and more protected.
" until, when the frequency becomes as great as

that of the ether waves, which cause sunlight.

they would probably produce on the surface of the body
the same genial effects as are produced by the light and
heat of the sun, with which they are probably identical.

If these views are correct, it would appear that when
the human bodv is exposed to rapidly alternating dis-

charges, it is subjected at one moment to a discharge that

might produce instant death, were it not for the fact that

the bolt is practically no sooner hurled at the body than it

is hurled away from it.

I. Read before theEleccncal Seci

24, 1892.

Q of the Franklin Institute, May

A St. Louis Electric Motor of Forty Years
Ago.

Writing to the -S"/. Louis Glal>e-Democrat, Wilson Mc-
Donald says: "The thing that strikes the eastern vis-

itor more forcibly than anything else in your city is the

vast number of street cars and more especially your elec-

trical motor cars. It may be surprising to some of your
electricians who are now posing as original inventors and
original promoters, that propelling cars b* electric motors
was proposed in St. Louis just forty years ae^o A motor or

machine was made by the late Col. Peter E Bland, and
exhibited by Col. Bland at Dr. McDjnneli's Medical Col-

lege in 1852. if my memory serves me right. It was a

wheel about 16 inches in diameter, with armatures on the

periphery and a permanent brass hcop arourd the wheel
about the thirty-second of an inch from the armatures.

On this stationary hoop were horse shoe magnets, which
were supplied with a battery of 'Groves cups.' The
magnets were magnetized and demagnetized, so it was
claimed, and made to pull and push, and from the con-

struction of the dynamos which we see nowadays, the
magnetizing and demagnetizing is accomplished just as it

was on the machine made by Col. Bland, There were
two men associated with Col. Bland— Henry Stagg and
the undersigned—who furnished the funds to build a

large car; the car was built by one Wm. Clark. Fortu-
lunately or unfortunately, the establishment of Mr. Clark
was burned, and with it the property of that early electrical

syndicate. But the Bland machine was a perfect success."
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The Brown Coal Mining Machine,

About a year ago Captain Samuel S. Brown, of W. II.

Brown Sons. Pittsburg, who is known as the coal and

railroad king of th^ Pittsburg district, awakened to a reali-

zation that in order to secure the benefit of the most im-

proved mining methods it would be necessary to introduce

into his vast mines electrically operated coal mining ma-

chines. Not finding at that time on the market a machine

that he considered perfectly suitable for cutting the

Voughiogheny coal i\fr Brown decided to undertake a lit-

tle engineering work of his own and endeavor to produce

an efficient machine for his purpose. Accordingly he en-

listed the services of Adan Keil of McKeesport, Pa
,

as

manager, and placed in his hands the entiie malter of ihe

practical development of the much desired machine. Mr.

Ksil immediately entered upDn his experiments calling in

to aid him in his work Foree Bain, Chicago, and Anthony

Westerdahl, draughtsman and machinist, New York. The

machine that was designed through the combined efforts

of the three gentlemen is shown in the accompanying cut.

The coal mining machine is of the undercutting type.

shaft. There is no immediate gearing beside the sprocket

wheel between the mo'or shaft and the cutting chain

;

the gearing shown is that of the feeding mechanism. The

manufacturers, it shculd be stated, call particular attention

to the fact that the only gearing employed on this ma-

chine outside of the sprocket wheel on the armature shaft,

is that shown in the cut and employed to drive the feeding

nut on the screw.

The motor for the Brown coal cutting machine is a 220-

volt 15 horie power machine and weighs about 500

pounds. As before stated, it runs at only 150 revolutions

per minute. This motor is of the multipolar field type,

and the field revolves with its shaft in a vertical position

while the armature remains stationary. The dimensions

overall of the coal cu^.ter are S feet when the machine is

closed up. or telescoped as it were, and 30 inches in

height. When the cutting mechanism is projected to the

fullest extent it will make an undercut 5 feet deep by 3

feet wide by 3 inches high.

As to the operation of the machine it may be said that it

has been working in the mines on Youghiogheny coal

CROWN (_OAL MAC

A peculiar feature of the operation of the machine is that

it advances on its own level making a perfectly smooth
floor without any ofI-ie:s which are peculiar to some un-
dercutting machines. The particular advantage of this

machine will be understood when it is stated in mining par-

lance that it can cut in a solid ' breast" of coal without
"partings" which are necessary where certain other styles

of machines are employed.

keferring to the cut it will be seen that this machine
consists essentially of two parts, viz., a bed and a movable
portion. The last named part of the machine consists of a

HINE MACHINE.

which next lo the lime stone is extremely hard, since the 3d

of March last. Cuis by this machine are being made ia

this grade of coal in the time of two and a ha f minutes

per cut.

It is reported that a factory for the manufacluie of

these coal cutteis wilt shortly be built in Pittsburg or

Chicago.

The Robinson Truck.
The truck shown in the accompanying cut has a number

of desirable features. It is made entirely of steel, and,

-'I'^tJ'^-]

tion enables the wheels to pass through curves without

noticeable jarring. Attached to the yokes is an equaliz-

ing bar, to which is hung the life guard. It will be noted

that in each end of this equalizing bar there is a bolt and

nut; by removing this bolt the equalizing bars with the

guard may be detached and the wheels can then be readily

removed without the necessity of jacking up both ends of

the car bodily at once. The brake is exceedingly powerful,

can be worked from either end, and clutches the four

wheels simultaneously. The mechanism of the brake lies

close to the bottom of the car body, hence is out of the

W3y of the motors. It can be readily adjusted from the

s'des by screwing up the turnbuckles, which are within

TtlE ROUINSON TRUCIt.
vipporiioK frame, a motor, sprocket wheel, feed gearing
»ml a chain carrying cutting bits. In opcr.a.ion the bed
r«ti immDvablc upon ihc (lo.r of th. mine and the por-
t-on carrying the motor and cutting chain is fed forward
«g«.nnt .h<: coal. The motor running at a specdof only 150
rcvohitU>„.pcr rninutc driven the cutting ch.,in directly
throuKha.prockcl wheel attached to the revolving fi-Id

with a few exceptions, steel rivets are used. By this con-

struction the use of bolts and nuts, which become loose,

is avoided, and consequently the truck is most substan-

tial, and yet has but little weight. The yokes in which

the journal boxes ride are made of pressed steel, and there

are none of the usual cast iron pedestals. As there is a

certain amount of ilcxibility in these yokes, this construc-

THE IMPROVED LOVE TROLLEY.

easy reach. It is only necessary to pull out a pin at the

top of the brake head to remove the brake shoes, and it has

been demonstrated that the shoes can all be changed in

about twen y minutes. Six distributing springs are used

on a side, giving about 17 feet of spring base to a 16-foot

car body. Upon the tops of these springs there rests a

continuous bar of steel well braced at four different points;

the car body is thus suppoi-ted the entire length. This

arrangement, it is asseited, adds very materially to the life

of the car. as through it strains are eliminated. The
manufacturer claims that, through the use of this truck, all

oscillation and rocking is overcome. A feature of the

ttutk. which will be appreciated by electricians and motor

men. is that the design is such that there is an easy access

in the motors from the sides.

This truck is manufactured by the Robinson I\I..chii e

con pany of Altoona, Pa.

The Improved Love Trolley.

Ahhough extremely simple in all its details, it can be

be truly said of the Love underground railway conduit sys-

tem, that no other has of late excited greater curiosity.

The Love conduit was constructed in Chicago within the

last year, and has been in operation for several months.

During this time a number of mechanical defects had, of

couise, to be remedied, but the fact that the equipment has

been accepted by the North Chicago Street Railway com-
pany would seem to indicate that the exploiters of the sys-

tem are making good their expressed determination that

there will be one electric railway conduit system at
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least which shall not be entered upon the list of failures.

At the start difficulty was experienced with the trolley

which ran in the conduit and made contact with the two

main copper conductors or trolley wires. In spite of the

apparent simplicity of the problem it was found after a

number of trials that it was no easy matter to construct a

contacting device that would render an efficient service

under all circumstances. At the present writing, though,

the management of the Love company claims that a trolley

has been devised which answers most satisfactorily all re-

quirements. This trolley is clearly represented in the ac-

companying photographic illustration. The construction

is so simple and is so clearly represented that but little ex-

planation is necessary. The two graphite bushed trolley

whe°ls are a little smaller than the ordinary overhead trol-

ley wheels, and the groove in the Love wheel is compara-

tively shallow. The wheels are carried upon bearings

swivelled so as to admit of a limited, but entirely sufficient,

universal movement. Where it is desired to have cars

run backward as well as forward, another set of s^prings is

attached to the trolley, ao as to oppose the set shown in the

cut. In relation to the operation of this contacting me-

chanism, Manager Wheeler says that it gives no trouble

even with mud banked up in the space in front between

the two springs.

Trouble with an Electric Launch at the
World's Fair.

During the last week the Columbia Launch company,

Chicago, has had a number of small but nevertheless

most vexatious difficulties to contend with in its prepara-

tions for the trial of electric launches. It will be

remembered that this company is using the American

Storage Battery company's cells and that it was the first

on the ground with its electric boat. The difficulties were,

comparatively speaking, trifling, and under circumstances

where competition was not so strong and bitter, the troubles

would not ht worth mentioning. But the daily papers

have taken taken the matter up and presented such garbled

accounts of the preliminary tests that it is only fair to give

the electrical company's account of the difficulties

encountered.

The Chicago Herald of June 25th under the misleading

head "Electric Boats a Failure" published the following

paragraph relative to the Columbia company's test of the

first boat:

The first attempt to use electricity from storage bat-

teries as motivg power for boats at the World's Fair proved

to be a failure yesterday. One of the little launches owned
by Mr. Nixon started out in the test and after making one

trip around the lagoon the battery flickered out. Several

other launches operated by electrical storage batteries are

yet to be tested, but the results are not expected to be

different from that of yesterdiv. The test ot these little

launches began last Monday. Four companies are in the

contest, each claiming to have boats best adapted to the

use of visitors at the fair. So far none of them is up to the

requirements of the exposition officials.

With the view of giving the readers of the Western

Electrician opportunity to judge for themselves as to

the actual condition of things, a representative called upon

President J. B. McDonald of the American Storage Bat-

tery company, and from him obtained a most reasonable

explanation of the trouble. Those who read the recent

article in the Western Electrician descriptive of the

Columbia company's electric boat will remember that the

motor which drives this little vessel is located in the stern,

and sets quite low in the boat, and also that the deck of

the boat slopes toward the stern. A week ago the storage

battery people advised that the launch, which is provided

with only a top awning, should be protected by canvas

curtains hung at the sides. This the electrical people

considered to be necessary for the protection of the motor

and cells from the weather. For some reason or other the

curtains were not provided, and, as a consequence, during

the recent storm the boat was entirely unprotected. The

heavy rain, therefore, left a considerable amount of

water in the boat, which, owing to the slant of the

deck, settled in around the motor at the stern. Manager

McDonald states that be went out to the fair grounds one

morning and found the motor submerged to such a depth

that its armature was partially covered with water.

It is not a difficult matter to see, then, why it was that

when Mr. Nixon started out to run the boat on Friday of

last week something "flickered out." It was the motor,

though, according to Mr. McDonald, and not the battery

that did the "flickering," and such a behavior on the part

of the motor was not at all strange, as such machines are

not built, as a rule, to run under water, or after having

been under water.

An electric car at East Liverpool, O., plunged over an
embankment on June igth, and out of thirty-one passen-

gers only three escaped uninjured. The accident is said

to have been caused by gravel on the rails.

The Electric Railway as Applied to
Steam Roads-

'

By B. J. Dashiei^l. Tr-

The intention of the writer is to give some information
which will throw light upon the question of high-speed
train resistance, deduced from tabulated experiments at

such speeds.

The first experiments of note at extremely high railroad

speed were made by the Electro-Automatic Transit com-
pany, of Baltimore city, in the year 1S89, i.t Laurel, Md

,

on their circular road, with a 21'2-ton c^r. Some of these

experiments weie publicly reported by O. T. Crosby, in

his paper entitled "Repoit of High-speed Electric Kail-

way Work."- David G. Weems, the originator, contem-
plated having an automatic mail and express service from
one city to another, controlling the cars from central sta-

tions located on the line of the road, and which was to be
a very complete "block system" in its way. In the early

spring of 18SS my services were required by this company,
and designs and experimental circular tracks were made
and built under my direct supeivision. I may here stale,

for the benefi: of some not knowing the circumstances,

that the line of load was built for a limited sum of

money, and that in some of the experiments, owing to

some ' fixed ideas," the motors were designed for too high
a spet-d. Both of these obstacles gave us quite a Utile

trouble on the start.

The power house consisted of a 30 foot x 40-foot x 12-

foot wood building, costing about 16^0 to build. It was
divided into three rooms—boiler-room, engine and dyna-

mo room, and office. Tne plant consisted of 125 horse

power in two vertical boilers 100 horse power, a Ball high-

speed automatic cut off engine running at 300 revoluiiions

per minute and connected direct by a double belt with a

No. 20 Edison generator of 50,000 watts' capacity, which
supplied the traveling car with energy.

Tbe motor car had a wheel base of 9 feet; four driving

wheels, 28 inches diameter, of cast-steel plate web, 1^4-

inch flange, and 2^-inch tread; gauge of track. 2S inches;

two axles of 3-inch machinerv steel, each carrying a gear-

less motor of special design, being a two pole machine of

the "U" type, and suggested very much in appearance the

Sprague street railway motor. During the whole course

of experiments no trouble was experienced by the slight-

est electrical accident. I can well say that this is a record

which the street railway people can envy, and wilt cause

confidence in lulure high-speed work, I am informed that

these motors and cars will be placed on exhibition at the

World's Fair in Chicaeo next spring. The extreme length

of the car was 21 feet 6 inches, having each end pyramidal;

the body width of the car was 24 inches and it was 30
inches deep, thus exposing a sectional area of about 5

square feet to the atmosphere. On the top of the car at

each end were placed guide shoes or wheels, which were
designed to act as an additional safeguard in passing up
against the upper X'^ail or conductor and thereby helping

to keep the car on the track. Ends of different shape
were places at various times on the cars, as well as flat

movable ends, thus getting readings of the extreme air

pressure upon the car in its direction of movement. The
electric current was taken from the overhead rail by means
of a copper strip brush, and then conveyed to the motors,

which were connected in multiple at one time and in series

at another. The armature was wound with No. 12 B. W.
G. copper wire, with 100 sections of two turns per section.

Each field coil, of which there were two to each

motor, was wound with 120 turns of No. 4 B. W. G. cop-

per wire; the armature section consisted of soft iron wire

of about 21 square inches section, and the pole pieces

about 40 square inches.

The track was built in a true circle of nearly two miles

in circumference, having a gauge of 28 inches, the upper
rail being 36 inches from the top of track, and was placed

in the center; along each lower rail on the outside was
placed a yellow pine guide stringer or guard rail. Ail rails

were electrically bonded. The ohmic resistance of one-

half the circular track was about 0.25 ohms.
The super elevation of the external rail varied from 2^

to 3^ inches, according to the grade and direction in

which the car ran. During these experiments we ex-

perienced only three derailments, two of which occurred

at 45 and So miles respectively, and were due to a

portion of the road being poorly ballasted. These
two derailments ^ere toward the center of the circle,

the car leaving Ihe rail only and running along the guard
rail. In the third derailment, which was due to not

enough elevation in the outer rail at the place of derail-

ment, the car, following the well-known law, went off at a

tangent, climbing the guard rail and running along a six-

foot fill, and then out in a field a distance of about 1,000
feet from the place of derailment. The car at this place

was going at a speed of 11^ miles per hour; the highest

speed made, as taken by two of the five observers

stationed at intervals along the track according to grade,

being 118 miles. The longest continuous run was 22

minutes, at various speeds, with a mean of 68 miles per

hour; another run of 9^ minutes averaged nearly 80 miles

per hour.

Owing to the small cost of track construction, the

speed and time standard could not be kep: up for any
length of time, but no trouble was experienced with the

phosphor bronze bearings beating, as the oil was fed by a

felt wick, as in standard street car axle journals of the

piesent day, and by a set sight feed oil cup on the top of

the journal cap.

Certain values for atmospheric resistance were obtained

and which led to more extensive researches^ by experiments

1. Paper Read before Amertcao Society of Mechanical Engineers.

2. Amaricao Institute of Electrical Engineers, February 24,

iSgr.

3. "An Experimental Study of Atmospheric Resistance," by O.
T. Crosby. A paper read before the West Point branch of the United
States Military Service Institute, 1890.

with a "whirling machine" driven from the engine in the
power house, and which coincided with the readings ob-
tained with the traveling car. It will be seen that at the
xtreme low velocities the pressure is much greater than that
by the law laid down by text books, and at extreme high
engineering velocities it will be found to be much less, but
coincided wuh ordnance practice at low velocities. A
speed of 86 miles per hour was made in England with the
T W. Worsdell compound locomctive. The total weight
of the engine, tender and train was 695.000^ pounds; indi-

cator cares were taken, showing iof'8 6 horse power on
the level. At a speed of seveLtj-five miles per hour, on a
Itvel, and the same train, the ind.cator cards showed i,-

04 ) horse power developed. Numerous high speeds of 86
miles per hour have been made in this d-untry, wiih ail

of which American engineers are quite familiar.

By carelul study the writer has been able to compile a
table of train resisiances on the level, wherein heavy rails

and good track construction were the aim of the railroads

making these speeds. The tab'e givts \he total resistan-

ces at various speeds and various exposed area to the at-

mosphere per ton of loccmotive and train, using Traut-
wine's tableof resistances for curves. Then the total re-

sistances other than those cue 10 ihe atmosphere were
found to be at 120 miles, 20 pounds per ton of moving
weight, and at 60 miles 12.8 poutidsper ton.

In the English run the total resistance at 86 miles was
only about 12 pounds per ton.

The track construction for high speed trains must be
the very best that art can make it; the rails should be of
very heavyweight, not less than no pounds, having care-

fully made joints, and all rails should be laid with joints

halved and not laid opposite. My experience has shown
this to be the best for high speeds. All rails should be
laid on the best cross-ties of large horizontal or bearing
surfaces, and not over 24 inches apart, center to center.

The roadbed should be heavily ballasted with different

sizes of stone, curves and s-mall radii should not be al-

lowed. It is important that on the outside of each rail a
deep guard rail should be laid. The superstructure should
be drained we't. These are some of ihe most important
features to be looked after in building a roadway for high
speed. That the electrical companies see the importance
of this class of work in the electrical line, and are gradu-
ally working up to it, appears from the fact that in street

car service we are getting into large units, and that there

are splendid mining locomotives up to 150 horse power,
and weighing from 400 to 425 pounds per horse power,
and that there are now in course of construction electric

locomotives for a standard road. One of these has been
in practical operation for some time past.

The following extract is taken from a report of one of

the leading electrical companies.

"The continued s''ccess of the electric street railway,

and the demands made bv street railway companies for

larger and more powerful motors to handle their cars, has

led others interested in transportation to investigate the

advantages of electric Iccomotion, with the

result that not a few electric tram-

ways are in operation throughout the country, haul-

ing freight in our mills, factories, m'ues, etc. In this de-

partment of work, also, there has been a constant demand
. for more powerful machines, so that where the electric

locomotive formerly hauled a few bails of cotton it is

now called upon lo handle a fair siztd train.

In compliance with the detrands of this nature, one of

the companies sometime ago, constructed an electric

locomotive designed to obviate the necessity of employing
asieam locomotive, and it may, indeed, be said to repre-

sent the first large freight locomotive displacing steam on
a standard guage railioad. The locomotive is at present

running at Whitinsviile, Mass.. carrying merchandise from
the railway freight station to the works of the Whitinsviile

Machine company's plant, a distance of 1} miles. The
power is furnished by a large geneiator located at the

machine works, and conveyed over a trolley wire, from
which it is taken by means of a universal trolley bar at-

tached to the locomotive. The truck is built in a

square form in three castings, having also a platfcrm for

c<irr)ing loads and cow-catchers and diaw-bars at eacb end.

Themoior employed is one of what is called the "G"type
of the Thomson-Houston Electric companj ; the power is

communicated from the armature to the rear axle by

means of the double reduction gearing, and from the rear

axle to the forward one by means of the parallel rods. It

will be well lo state here, that it is planned that all

future freight locomotives should have the single reduction

type of motors. The motor consists of wrougfit iron field

magnets which are bolted to a magnetic yoke of mitis

iron. One of these yokes carries ihe bearings which sup-

port that end of the motor on the axle, while the other

yoke is spring supported from the other axle. This keeps the

gear always in line and meshing correctly with each other

and at the same time piovides considerable spring sup-

port for the motor, which in designing slow-speed loco-

motives should be looked carefully into, as well as in loco-

motives for extreme high speed. This is a matter of no
small moment in designing such work. The gearing consists

of aluminum bronze pinions and mills iron spur gear wheels.

This gearing runs in gear cases, in which a plentiful sup-

ply of grease is placed. This decreases the noise and
friction, thus increasing the life of the gears very materially.

On the intermediate shaft is heavily keyed a mitis-iron

break drum, which is covered with wood lagging. It is

embraced by two half bands of steel, tightened upon it by
means of the brake drum lever, situated in the operating

stand or cab.

The wheels are 42 inches in diameter, and are heavily

steel tired. The frame consists of two heavy side plates

in which- are located the main axle bearing. Two heavy
cast-iron plates, in which are cast the cow-catchers, are

bolted to the side plates by means of heavy through bolts,

which are a driving fit in reamed holes. These end plates

carry the heavy spring draw-bars and bumpers.
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The operating; platform or cab is located at one end of

the main platform, and is made of piped framework and

covered with a protecting roof. On this platform is locat-

ed the Itver for operating the controlling mechanism, the

brake and the double acting sand boxes The universal

trolley bar also extends upjvard fiom the locomotive at this

point.

The controlling mechanism consists of two largje rheo-

stats of ih: Thomoson- 11 >uston railway lype. Thtse are

from the city, and the mail car supplies the above places
as well as all the intermediate postoffices, as on our steam
railroads. The car is 34 feet long, S feet 4 inches wide,
and II (eet 4 inches high, and has two four-wheeled bogie
trucks mounted with two standard railway motors. The
to'al weight of the car is 16,00c pounds. It not only car-
ries the mail, hut baggage, express packages and dairy
product; it makes iwo trips per day per car.

It is encouraging to see the attitude that quite a number

so arranged wiih their contact shoes that no reversing

switch is reeded. 'I'he cperaior stands so that he always

faces the direction in which the locomotive is to go, and
being in this position, he pu^-hes the controlling lever

from him to make the locomotive go forward, and pulls it

towards him, past its vertical line, 10 make it go backward.

A positive cenier notch or !ock is providtd. so that in

turning the current cff there is no danger of passingthe

neutral pointon the rheostat, and so reversing the locomo-

tive with the current on. When the operator stands in the

above mentioned position he pushes the brake lever from

him in order to apply the brake. The steel bands are so

arranged on the brake drum that the friction tend 10 lighten

them up more upon the wood lagging, and so assist the

operator in braking ihe train.

The following data give the details of construction of this

locomotive, the construction of which has been under the

direct supervision of the engineers at the works of the

builders.

Wheel base, 6 feet 4 iuches.
Diameterof wheels, 42 inches.
Speed r< duction between armature and axle, i to 2,^.

Gape 4 feet 8' 2 inches standard.
Measured he ght above ra'l platform,

t
feet 4 inches.

Grea e^t length of locomotive at cowcatcher, 15 feet 9!.? inches-

Greatest lenglh of platform, 12 feet 7'4 inches.

Greatest width of platform, 7 feet [ inch.
Weight of complete locomotive, less trolley pole, 42,535 pounds.
Approximate weight of motor, 5400 p uods.

As in street railway work, a combined main switch,

lightning arrester and fuse box is placed on the locomo-

tive and within easy reach of the engine driver, so that be

can instantly shut the current off from the locomotive by a

slight movement of the hand.

The construction of the motor is of the most rigid and
waterproof character, the field spools having their wire en-

closed entirely, sewed up in canvas cases which are

covered with a heavy coating of water proof paint.

The loconotive which weighs 42 525 pounds or about
twenty-one tons, was designed to operate at 500 volts and
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lo develop 100 horse power at the draw bar. This enables

it to pull a train of six to twelve heavily loaded cars, or an

aggregate load of 300 to 500 tons, at aspeed of five miles

per hour on a level with ease.

St- Louis enjoysthe distinction of being the first city in

the world to put in operation special electric cars devoted

to postal and express suburban service These cars are

used on the St Louis Suburban road, and do both a

city and counlry business in handling mail matter. The
route extends from Sixth lo I.-ocust streets, St. I-ouis to

J-'lorrissant, St. Louis county, a distance of sixteen miles

of our p-esent leading steam railro.3ds have taken in re-

ference to installing a road with electric locomotives. The
Northern Pacific and Wisconsin Central's names have been
mentioned quite freely.

Dr. Welhngton Adams and others of St. Louis oper-
ating under the name of the Chicago and St. Louis Rail-

road company, propose building an electric railroad be
tween Chicago, 111,, and St. Louis, Mo., a distant of 250
miles, and maintain a speed of 100 miles per hour wuh
their trains, This work will be placed under the direct

supervision of the most competent engineers in this line

of woik of the present day.

It is proposed to operate this road at night, by the "block
system through lights" as proposed by the Weems com-
pany in their future road.

In conc'usion it is hoped that information given in this

PORTABLE TESTING KEYS.

paper will be of interest. The question of resistances

making up the total train resistances has been an open
question; it is needless to say that nearly all formulae

based upon past experiments, when applied to cases dif-

ferent from those on which such formulae was constructed,

and contained in our text- books, do not show the true value

of such resistances.

The question of atmospheric resistance, when applied to

a moving train at various speeds is one which has been

an unsettled question in the minds of all that have thor-

oughly studied past experinents in this direction.

C- & C. Switches.

The accompanying cuts represents the single and double

pole switches recently placed upon the market by the C & C.

Electric Motor company, New York. The plain switches

designed by this company have the same general appear-

ance, theonly important difference being the omission of the

snap-spring in the plain switch, while the handle lever and

knife lever are replaced by a single casting.

Many specifications for electric lighting plants now call

Another Form of Sechrist Switch.
In the last issue of the Western Electrician Albert

Sechribt's method of controlling electric lamps was de-

scribed. With this system of lighting a person may have

absolute control of any or all of the lights from any part of

the house; that is, one may pass through the house in any

direction without the necessity of ever being in the dark. By
simply touching a button here or there, one is enabled

to turn on the lights ahead of him or extinguish lamps the

light from which is no longer needed. The same lamps,

also, may be controlled from different points, and this feat-

ure makes the syslem useful as a burglar alarm.

The mechanism of the Sechrist system consists in the sim-

ple cjmbination of an automatic switch and push buttons, to-

gether with an ordinary battery or shunt off the electric light

circuit. The accompanying cut shows another form of the

Sechrist switch. This design is practically the same as

that of the switch heretofore represented, and is one of a

ANOTHER FORM OF SECHRIST SWITCH.

variety thU will be turned out at Mr. Sechrist's works in

Denver, Colo.

The operation of the switch is simple. By touching,

say, the white butlon, one electro-magnet attracts the arm-
ature, which closes and locks in place the electric light

switch. A push on the black button brings into play the

other electro-magnet, and the action of this last named mag-
net serves to unlock and open the switch.

Portable Testing Keys.
While practically speaking all galvanometer and other

electrical keys are portable, in that they can be carried

about, yet a short circuit or a contact key that can be
thrust into one's pocket will commend itself for conven-
ience to those engaged in outside work. Queen & Co. of
Philadelphia are now introducing such a device and the
accompanying cut illustrates it. The new form of key is

made of hard rubber, polished, with brass connections,
and platinum contacts. The key measures sVz inches, and
weighs not over 5 ounces. Three forms of the device are
now made, viz., single contact, double contact, and short
circuit.

The Fulmen Lightning Arrester.
The device consists of a magazine of inexpensive dis-

charge plates so arranged that upon the destruction of one
set each successive set will become automatically connected
to receive the lightning discharge.

A porcelain base with four channels, two to receive the
wire terminals which connect the carbon rods in the re-
maining two channels, the one to line and the other to
ground, constitutes the stationary part of the apparatus.
A corrugated cover of porcelain, containing a series of

=3f——
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for marble or slate switch-boards instead of the wood board.

The swilches designed for wood boards have been made to

do service on the marble, but they do not make a handsome

appearance. The switches illustrated herewith were de-

signed especially for this class of work and have been pro-

vided with ample contact surface and a quick break move-

ment. The connections are made from the back of the

switch-board, but the contact binding posts arc made extra

long, so that the switches may be I'ltled lo a switch-board

of any thickness.

On switches provided with fuse blocks and mounted on

slate bases, the distance between the fuse terminals is

enough to render the fuse perfectly reliable and prevent

arcing. This feature is specially desirable in switches

used on 500 volt circuits.

fuse arresters, is attached to the base by a lug and spring
bolt, so that the two are held rigidly together, but can be
quickly detached for reloading.

The arrester proper is shown in Fig. t, and consists of
two small brass wires 2} incbeslong, their inner ends lap-
ping each other a short distance and sepirated by a space
one-twentieth of an inch. These form the discharge
plates of the arrester, and are held in position and kept
clean and dry by being sealed into a small glass tube.
Two soft rubber plugs serve to attach the arrester to the
porcelain cover, Kig, 2,and Ihe outer ends of the wires are so
knotted and cut to length that, with the cover in position,
they approach but do not touch the carbon rods which
form the line and grcund Icrminals.

To bring the fuse arrester into operative position, a
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wedge-shaped piece of carbon is brought against each end

of the top fuse, at the same time making connection witli

the carbon rods. In this position the arisster offers a free

passage to earth for lightning dischaige, but will not

ground the normal current.

In opeiation the arc caused by the lightn'ng^ discharge

starts a short circuit, which immediately consumes the

wire and allows the two carbon wedges to drop and adjust

themselves to the next arrester.

As indicated in Fig. 2 there are fuses for ten consecu-

tive discharges. The fuses are replaced, with the cover

detached, so as to avoid a possibility of shock from con-

tact with the wires.

This device is handled by C. S. Van Nuis, New York.

A French Electrical Engineer's Achieve-
ment

The electrical engineers of Paris include one man who
has recently made his name famous in Europe by the feat

of fighting four duels in forty minutes. This person is

M, Roulez, and the Paris correspondent of the London
Telegraph describes him as "an electrical engineer and an

able inventor," 57 years old. It appears that M. Roulez,

while chatting with one of the dancers at the Grand Opeia

House in Paris a short time ago, between the acts of

"Salarabo," was insulted by three young bloods, who saw

fit to make a jest of his age. An altercation and a general

scuffle ensued, the upshot of which was the arrangement

of three duels with swords. Each of the young men was

badly wounded, and one of the seconds who insisted on

fighting also received a deep thrust in the neck. The cor-

respondent, in describing this remarkable scene, says:

"The four-fold victor was loudly applauded by the group

of persons who had gathered round the spot, and the ac-

clamations became more boisterous when M. Roulez still

stood his ground, waiting calmly to give a taste of his steel

to anybody else who might be inclined to try conclusions

with him. His seconds, however, had by this time ar-

rived at a sense of their duty, and prevented him from ac-

cepting any more challenges." This elderly electrical

engineer is now the lion of Paris, and is hailed as a second

D'Artagnan.

Keller Automatic Current Regulator.

The device illustrated in the accompanying cut is

adapted for use on constant potential systems of electrical

distribution. It is designed to be placed on the resistance

box of an ordinary shunt or compound wound dynamo to

perform automatically the same office that a man would by

hand, i. e., it varies the resistance in the field circuit of

the dynamo, and consequently operates to maintain a con-

stant pressure.

This regulator consists essentially of a rheostat face

with segments and brush as shown in the cut, two sole-

noids, a voltmeter and a resistance spool, and a lamp is

placed in the center for light and resistance. The small

tube in front contains a voltmeter, consisting of a finger

bearing two plaJnum contact points and arranged to

swing from side to side according to the pressure. On
swinging to one side the pointer closes a circuit with one

KELLER AUTOMATIC CURRENT REGULATOR.

of the solenoids which acts to move the brush over the

segments, and then it recoils ready for another stroke; a

contact on the other side moves the brush in the opposite

direction. The voltmeter is very sensitive, and will re-

spond to a change in pressure of a small fraction of a volt.

The device is usually connected to the center of distribu-

tion of the system. It is applicable to the alternating sys-

tem by connecting it to the field of the exciter. By a

change in the winding, also, it can be used to operate the

switches for charging and discharging storage b"tteries

while they are used to supplement the dynamos in a direct

current system. In a station where several dynamos are

worked in parallel, the regulator can be applied to one only,

and this one machine will, it is claimed, regulate the

whole system.

The Keller regulator is manufactured by the Canton
Electrical company. Canton, O.

Hercules Switch.
This switch has double contacts, is quick acting and can

be used either on an arc or constant potential circuit.

Made with heavy binding posts and contacts, mounted on
a slate base, and enclosed in a water-tight iron case, cur-

rents from 25 to 100 amperes on high voltage currents can

be safely handled with this switch. The "make or break"

of contacts is not dep2ndent on a slow or fast movement
of the operator's hand, the switch being automatic in its

action. The case is provided with porcelain bushings for the

protection of wires entering and leaving the box. The di-

HERCULES SWITCH.

ameter of the case for switch No. i, being S inches, and of

switch No 2, six inches makes it a most compact article.

This switch is manufactured by the Utica Electrical Man-

ufacturing & Supply company, Utica, N. Y.

His Hair Cut by Lightning.

The central figure of an interesting story presented in

the C/iicago Blade is a telegrapher named Bogardus.
"Bogy," as he is called for short, is known in the tele-

graph profession from Boston to San Francisco and from
New Orleans to Toronto. He possesses a roving dispo-
sition, a love for good old Bourbon whisky, and a mind
that is blank as to the value of money. The following
occurred in the days when '"Bogy" was in his prime;
He had recently been "fired" from the New York

offices, and for bread and butter had drifted out on to

a railroad centering in Pittsburg to sober up and get a

new start. He was always careful of his personal ap-

pearance, and, while he could shave himself, the cutting

of his own hair was an impossibility. Pittsburg, some
thirty miles from the little station he was at, was the near-

est place wherein he could have the tonsorial feat per-

formed. To go to the city meint another spree and con-

sequent discharge, and "Bogy knew this too well. But
his hair grew, the weather became hot, and he fretted and
fumed. The comments of the railroad men didn't add to

his comfort.

Late one afternoon, after a very hot day, a thunder
storm of remarkable intensity came up. and the lightning

played hide-and-se ek among the relays, sounders and
switch-board in "Bogy's" little 10 by 10 office. Every
minute the storm increased in intensity, and the electrical

display was grandly sublime. As the cracks of the bolts

on the switchboard became more frequent and the flashes

more luminous, "Bogy," not a bit frightened, concluded
to put the cut-out plug in the switch-board and therefore

save his instruments from burning up in case the lightning

became too strong.

On the instant he applied the plug a bolt of lightning

struck a telegraph pole ?.bout fifty feet from the office and
the surplus electricity came in the switch-board over the

wire and "Bogy's" head was wrapped in flame. The
shock threw him on the floor, and for a moment stunned
him. Shaking himself together he got upon his feet and,
feeling no pain, he congratulated himself upon his lucky
escape There was a peculiar odor in the little room that

"Bogy" could not clearly account for, but concluded it

came from the burned silk and wax that made up the cov-

ering for the office wires.

He had just succeeded in putting his office to rights and
had returned to it, after making a temporary connection
where the bolt had struck, when a train drew up for

orders.

"Jc-e-rusalem!'' shouted the conductor, as he saw
"Bogy." "Where's your hair?"

"Bogy," in affright, clapped his hands to his head,

and, with a startled ejaculation, rushed for the little

mirror hanging in a rear corner of the office. One look

was enough. "Bogy" hadn't as much hair as a month-
old baby, and, strange to relate, the electric flame had not

seared his scalp in the slightest. The knock-down blow
old Jupiter had given him had driven the thought of his
hair for the moment out of his mind, and until the con-
ductor's surprised cry had reached him he thought his hair
still needed cutting.

A Monkey's Predicament.

The Springfield, Mass., Unio>i relates an amusing mis-
hap that befell an Italian organ grinder's monkey in that
city. The owner of the animal sought to increase his
income by diverting the passengers in an electric car dur-
ing a wait at the end of the route. Jocko was rewarded
with four pennies, and after making a very pretty bow he
put the money in his mouth and jumped on the iron guard
gate. He was there only an instant, but long enough for
some one to connect a live wire with the iron gate and send
a current of electricity into the thoroughly mystified and
screeching monkey. With the first shock the "monk" let

go of the gate with his paws, but clung on with his tail,

until finally he could not clear himself. He dropped his
pennies and apparently took to swearing in his own tongue,
while his master, unable to pull him loose, went through
the war dance of the Mafia in a very picturesque manner.
The circuit was finally broken, and the twain quickly
made their disappearance.

An Electrical Sail-boat.

At the new electric launch works, Eel Pie Island
Twickenham, an electrically propelled gig is being laid
down, says the Electfical £ngi>zeer of London. The boat
is to be built in bright cedar, and is designed to have a
mean speed of 6^ to 7 miles an hour with one charge
of about five to seven hours' duration. She will be fitted
with awning, cushions, electric light, electric bell, gun-
metal rowlocks, and sculls, and with a balance lug sail
forward and a jib-headed mizzen aft. The accumulators
will be sealed and placed below the water-line, forming
ballast and giving great stability for sailing. This boat,
therefore, can be rowed, sailed, or electricallv propelled at
pleasure. She is being builtto theorderof F. W. Hagei-
mann, and will conveniently accommodate six passengers.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Electric Locomotives.

To i/i? Editor of the Western Electrician:

May I ask space to correct a passage in the newly pub-
lished fourth edition of my "Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chinery?" On page 616 occurs thestatement, altogether
incorrect as I now find, that the original locomotives of
the City & South London electric railway "are now being
replaced'' by others. My sincere apology is due for any
inconvenience or anoyance caused to Mather & Piatt
(limited) by such a statement. It should be pointed out
that all the fourteen original locomotives constructed by
Mather & Piatt are still running, and have run. in the
aggregate, more than 500,000 miles, and have provided
for a traffic of more than 7,000 000 persons. The two
locomotives supplied by Messrs. Siemens do not replace
but merely supplement the original locomotives, and the
rolling stock will shortly be still further increased, as I

now learn, by another locomotive now being constructed
by Mather & Piatt. I am, sir, yours faithfully,

SiLVANus P. Thompson.
London, June 14, 1892.

Patent Litigation.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

Several of the technical journals have recently published
notices emanated, evidently, from the Magnetic Separator
company, of New York, stating that a suit has been en-
tered in the United States Court for the district of New
Jersey against the International Ore Separating company,
of No. I Broadway, New York, for infringement of patents.
We will be greatly favored if you will publish in your col-

umns the following true statement of the matter:—
We wish to say on behalf of the International Ore Sep-

arating company that this statement that suit has been
brought against it by the Magnetic Separator company, or
by any other person, firm or corporation is unqualifiedly
false.

TheInternational Ore Separating company operates under
patents assigned to it, which infringes no other patents what-
soever, while eminent counsel have repeatedly advised that

the claims of the patents of the Magnetic Separator com-
pany are invalid, and this the International Ore Separating
company stands ready to prove before any court of law of
equity.

The special features of these separators are absolutely
new—the spirally wound drums of small diameter, the spe-

cial forms of magnet with consequent poles, the method of

transference from drum to magnets, the combination with
these of a belt and rollers, together with the method of op-
eration under the surface of water, are all completely pro-

tected by United States and foreign patents, and any in

fringement of these will be promptly prosecuted.

International Ore Separating Co.
Harvey S. Chase, Treasurer.

New York, June iS, 1892.

An ingenious device is now in use in Boston for shut-
ting off electric currents without injury to the dynamo
when the wires get crossed or there is overheating from
any cause. The apparatus consists of four needles so
arranged that when the voltage of the wire is increased
abnormallyone of the needles will emit sparks and burn a
thread which releases a spring that cuts out the current.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, June 25.—The news of the week relative

to happenings among things electrical cannot be called ex-

citing. It gives me pleasure, though, to chronicle the fact

that there now exists throughout the eastern territory a

most healthy business feeling. On every hand the electri-

cal people report " good business," " factory running over-

time," etc., and such cheering words, coming as they do in

the summer season, when every one feels most severely the

heat, may be considered as indicative of a good summer

and fall trade.

History repeats itself, it has been said, and it is not un-

likely that before long Brooklyn will witness a telephone-

versus-electric-railway fight. Subscribers to the telephone

service are beginning to complain about the presence of

the trolley wire, and the matter is soon to be brought to

the attention of the new Railway Commission. The

interference in some cases is said to be so great that the

telephone cannot be used at all. The greatest trouble just

now is with instruments in the South Brooklyn section,

and the trolley roads on Ninth street and Hamilton

avenue are responsible for it. "We have not yet decided

what to do about it," said General Manager Sargent of

the telephone company the other day, "but we shall

either complain to the Subway commission or sue the

railroad companies."

There were two conflagrations in the Edison building last

week. The woodwork in the executive offices of the com-

pany, on the seventh floor of the building, which runs

from Broad street to New, caught fire about 2 o'clock

Tuesday morning. The building is fire-proof and the flames

were confined to the offices in which they originated. The

loss was estimated, however, at $8,000 and was covered by

insurance.

The discovery of a second fire in the building has led to

the suspicion that an attempt is being made to injure the

General Electric company, or to destroy its plans. Friday

morning just afler midnight greater damage by the second

fire was done in the record-room. Here were stored in-

numerable plans and specifications. When the clerk

reached the place at the opening of business the papers

were found on the floor charred and useless. The papers

were invaluable for the purposes of the company. The of-

ficers of the company are utterly at a loss to account for

the fire. They had not yet finished investigating that of

Tuesday morning when the second followed. There is no

gas in the building, and the electricity is turned off every

night. It was said that the fires had the appearance of

being of incendiary origin. A thorough investigation will

be made.

It seems that there are a number of ways through which

one can be affected by an electric current. Death, though,

is usually caused by what physicians might describe as an

*overdose of ethereal vibrations,'' and one doesn't often hear

of cases in which the homeopathic small dose treatment

proves fatal, especially in administering electric current.

Dr. Dana of this city, however, has just reported a

singular case. Arthur J. Yea died recently of nervous

apoplexy. The deceased was an electrical workman, and

was in the habit of testing wires by applying them to his

tongue. After a thorough examination of the man's

nervous system. Dr. Dana came to the conclusion that

death w^s caused by taking too much electricity internally.

Yea was 27 years of age and never showed an/ signs of ill

effects from the practice of applying electricity to his

tongue.

W. F. O.

New England Notes.

Boston, June 25.—Leon Dion of Natick, who re-

cently projected a new system of electrical propulsion

for street cars, has succeeded in interesting a number of

prominent lioston capitalists in his inventions and a com-
pany has been formed with a capital stock of |i, 000,000
toputlhc system in operation. JJion's patents, it is

claimed, do away with the overhead trolley, but just what
ground ihey cover is not divulged, The syndicate control-

ling the patents includes cx-Gov, Oliver Ames, Fred. L.

Ames, OikcR A. Ames, Col. Levi R. Green and Capt.

Robert Tarr. Officers have been elected as follows;

Oliver Ames, prciiidcnt; Edwin T, Atkins, treasurer; Col.

Orccn, general manager. They will soon open offices in

the Jvxchangc building.

Work on the three new buildings of the Thomson-IIous-
lon Company at Lynn is progressing rapidly. The con-
trac: for the roofing his just been let. The buildings
comprise shout iio,o</0 s(|uarc feet.

The I'recman-IIolland company, electrical engineers at

518 Harrison avenue, Boslon, has been trying to settle

with its creditors on a basis it proposed, but has been

unable to do so. Now a petition In insolvency has been

brought against it.

The main office of the Thomson-Houston International

Electric company is to be removed from Boston to New
York. It will be located in the Edison building on Broad

street.

Some electric lighting plants have been recently in-

stalled in Lowell in which secondary batteries are charged

from a trolley wire. An ingenious regulator automatically

controls the rate of charge and discharge by cutting resist-

ance in and out. Fifty-six cells are said to be used.

The New England Bell Telephone company has extend-

ed its lines from Livermore Falls, Me., to Farmington,

giving Rangeley Lake tourists direct communication with

the cities.

A syndicate of which Hon. W. A. Russell of Lawrence,

Mass , is the head, has purchased the Garvlns Falls prop-

erty at South Concord, N. H., and expects in about two

months to supply Concord with electric power from this

plant.

At the annual meeting of the Erie & Southwestern Tele-

phone & Telegraph company, Levi Sprague of Lowell,

Mass., was elected president and C. J. Glidden of the

same city, secretary and treasurer.

It is expected that the proposed electric road from Wey.

mouth to Brockton will be in operation by September ist.

There is some hitch over the franchise, but if it is granted a

man stands ready to complete the work in thirty-five

days. The power is to be furnished by the Abington &
Brockton Electric company.

President Choate of the Old Colony railroad is said to be

again considering the use of electricity on his road. Leg-

islative authority has been secured.

M. G. Starrett, chief electrical engineer of the Brook-

lyn, N. Y., street railway, was in Boston last week.

Prof. A. E. Dolbear in his new book attempts to ex-

plain the nature of electricity. "I do not know how other

scientists will look upon it," says he, "but it satisfies

me."

The Boston Daily Globeis using electrical ventilators in

its editorial rooms. The G/obe is the only newspaper in

Boston with electric motors attached to its big "Jumbo"
presses which can be used in case of any accident to the

steam power. J. C. E.

St. Louis, Mo.
Sr. Louis, June 25. —The question of rapid transit is

receiving attention in this city, as in all other large Amer-

can centers to day, but it is believed that St. Louis is in

far better position to meet the demand of its people than

other cities of ihe first clasi. Extension and developments

of the old lines, as well as the establishment of new sys-

tems, are being pushed with characteristic enterprise.

The Grand Avenue Railway company has a bill before

the city council, granting it the right to construct an elec-

tric railway along Grand avenue through the entire city,

from the water tower to the River de Peres, a distance of

twelve miles. This road would, undoubtedly, be a paying

one, and there is a general demand that the bill be passed.

The council is slow to act upon it, as the bill is understood

to be actively opposed by other lines with which it might

compete in certain limited districts. The facilities for

cross-town travel are now very limited.

The ordinance granting the Forest Park & Clayton

Railway company the privilege of building and operating

an electric road has passed both branches of the city legis-

lature, and now needs only the signature of the mayor to

become a law. The projectors of the enterprise are local

capitalists, and it is understood that the road will be built

at once.

Work is progressing rapidly on the grading of West

St. Louis avenue, preparatory to the extension of the

Cass Avenue railway. This line, together with the

Northern Central and Union lines, about thirty miles of

single track altogether, will be equipped with electrical ap-

paratus at once,
if
1,800,000 worth of bonds having been ne-

gotiated for the purpose. Capt. Robert McCulloch, general

manager, and Winthrop Bartlett, engineer, recently visited

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, and other large cities to in-

spect the latest and most improved types of apparatus and

equipment. The combined power station will be of 2,500

horse power to begin with.

The Edward Thomas Electric Railway company, to

which the city of lijllevillc, III., granted a franchise some

seven weeks ago, has died its bond of $20,000 that the

road will be built in compliance with the terms of the or-

dinance. It is stated that the road will be extended to

and through I'iast St. Louis, and over the big bridge into

the heart of the cityof St. Louis. Hcllevillc and St. Louis

capitalists arc interested in the project.

The St, Louis & Suburban Electric Railway company,

which recently abandoned its cable system and substituted

electricity, sustained serious loss in the burning of its car

sheds on the night of the 13th inst. The buildings were

located at De Hodiamont, on the Wabash railway, just

outside of the city limits, some eight miles from the com-

pany's down-town terminus. Thirty motor cars and thirty-

two trailers were destroyed, together with the building, and

paint and repair shops. The loss aggregates $200,000,

largely covered by insurance. As the cars destroyed rep-

resented only about half of the company's car equipment,

its service has not been seriously crippled. The power

house, although situated but thirty-five feet away, was
saved. Thirty new motor cars, having double trucks,

have been ordered of the St. Louis Car company.

A. H. Reece, manager of the mountain district of the

General Electric company, Denver, Colo., spent several

days in St. Louis this week. He is en route from New
York to Denver.

The South Side Park has been equipped with arc and
incandescent lights, and racing is conducted there every

night. Large crowds attend, and the illumination is en-

tirely satisfactory.

The mammoth incandescent station of the Missouri

Electric Light & Power company, at Twentieth street and
Lucas avenue, is being enlarged by the addition of 500
horse power of Babcock & Wilcox water tube boilers.

The power circuits operated from the various central

stations are being extensively patronized. The Municipal

Electric Light Sc Power company alone has started over

200 fan motors within the last three weeks.

The contract for the building of the Union Trust com-
pany's fifteen story building on the northwest corner of

Seventh and Olive streets has been to given the Probst Con-
struction company of Chicago. The building will be wired

throughout, but it has not yet been determined whether or

not an isolated lighting plant will be put in. Should this

plant be put in it will be one of the largest in this city.

A collision occurred at the Union Depot yards on the

night of the 17th inst., resulting in the wrecking of the

Twelfth street bridge and the interruption of the through
service of the Union Depot electric lines, which serve the

entire southwestern section of the city. A temporary foot-

bridge has been erected, and passengers are now trans-

ferred.

Dr. Wellington Adams, projector and promoter of the

"Electrical Express" line between St. Louis and Chicago,
returned from the East on Saturday.

James Campbell, president of the Benton Bellefontaine

Street railway, who was recently seriously injured at the

new electrical power house, has recovered.

The St. Louis &; Surburban railway is now operating its

Forest Park extension. Plans are now completed and
material ordered for a loop inside the park, where there

will be erected a $25,000 depot.

Winthrop Bartlett, the engineer in charge of the con-
struction of the Missouri, and St. Louis and Surburban
electric railway, has been appointed engineer of the con-
solidated Cass ave.. Union and Northern Central lines, and
is now busily engaged preparing plans for the change from
horse to electricity. The combined power house will be
located on the corner of North Market street and Prairie

avenue.

Frank IT. Pond, president of the Pond Engineering
company has just returned from an eastern irip-

Contracts for the lighting plant of the handsome new
Famous building on Broadway and Morgan street, has been
placed. The Western Electric company will furnish the
arc apparatus, the National Electric Manufacturing company
the incandescent, and the Russell company the engines.

Preparations are being made for active work on the
plant of the Webster Grove, Mo., Electric Light com-
pany. National transformer apparatus will be used.

Jessie A. Vail, St. Louis representative of the Hamilton
Corliss engine, has been awarded the contract for the

complete steam plant.

Henry C. Scott, manager of gas and electric plants at

Corondelet, Wichita, Waco, and Fort Worth, has just re.

turned from an extended trip of inspection of his properties.
The Benton-Bellefontaine railway company is ready to

start up its second Codiss engine, which is belted directly

to two 350 horse power Thompson-Houston generators.
The new plant is operating nicely, but a connection is still

maintained with the Municipal Electric Light and Power
company's station, where a reserve engine and generator
are ready for service when desired.

Owing to the burning out of an armature and further fact

that the building will soon be vacated, the public school
board decided not to resume the operation of the incand-
escent plant in the Polytechnic building. A connection
has therefore been made with the mains of the Missouri
Electric Light and Power company.
The recent high water in the Mississippi river, the high-
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est since 1858, at one time threatened serious disturbance to

the large electric light and power interests in St. Louis.

Many of the railways coming into the city from the Illinois

coal mines were under water, and it was feared that a coal

famine might result. Fortunately there was no serious

damage in this direction, although the coal dealers holding

contracts were forced to many shifts to keep up the supply.

The Laclede Gas Light company's electric light station,

on the river front at the foot of Mound street, was only

kept in operation by unceasing vigilance, and the use of

extra pumps. The arc lights on the river front were all

more or less demoralized. The electric light station at

Venice, III,, opposite North St. Louis, was forced to sus-

pend operations for an indefinite period.

The Lindell Railway company, operating thirty-eight

miles of track by electricity, will build a large car shed ex-

tending from Newstead to Fairfax avenue on Taylor.

The Detroit Bridge company will build the iron roof.

The present buildings on Vandeventer and Finney avenues

will be abandoned.

W. C. B.

PERSONAL.
P. H. Hover, the Chicago representative for the Stand-

ard Paint company, is now in New York.

Mr. Cummings of Cummings & McCoy, electrical en-

gineers, Detroit, was in Chicago on Monday.

George F. Green of Kalamazoo, Mich., who claimed to

be the inventor of the electric railway system, is dead.

Dan. C. Hemingway, of the Hemingway Glass Works,

was in Chicago last week, taking in the Derby on Sat-

urday.

H. A. Cleverly, of the Cleverly Electrical Works, Phila-

delphia, was a visitor last week at the New York office of

the Western Electrician.

Col. L. W. Burnham, president of the Electric Gas

Lighting company, Boston, spent several days last week at

the Chicago headquarters of his company. Col. Burnham
has just returned from a very successful business trip to

the Pacific coast, and is now en route to his home in

Boston.

B J. Arnold, consulting engineer of the western de-

partment oi the General Electric company, has been

appointed consulting engineer of the World's Fair intra-

mural railway. Mr. Arnold will design the power station

for the intramural Hues and the work of installation will

be done under his supervision.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
People's Light & Power company, Aspen, Colo.; capital

stock, $200,000; supplying electric light and power to the

citizens of Aspen, Colo.

Marlin Oil company, Marlin, Tex.; capital stock, $100,-

000; to supply light, heat and electric power to the town

of Marlin; J. A. Martin, Marlin, Tex.

Security Insulator company, Elizabeth, N. J.; capital

stock. $10,000; to manufacture electrical supplies and to

sell the same; Gerber & Morman, Elizabeth, N. T-

Central Light & Power company, Peoria, III; capital

stock, $200,000; to furnish electric light, power and heat,

steam power and heating; J. N. Ward, Peoria, III.

Bacon-Tyler company, Berwick, Me.; capital stock,

$250,000; to manufacture and deal in mechanical, electric-

al and other devices; Harry V. Moore, Berwick, Me.

Normal Electric Light & Power company. Normal, III.;

capital stock, $25,000; to establish a water system and

furnish electric light and power; W. H. Schireman, Nor-

mal, III.

Compound Electric Motor & Dynamo company, Chi-

cago, III.; capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture and

sell electric motors and dynamos; F. E. Turner, 916 Unity

building, Chicago, III.

American Electric Rock Drill company, Jersey City,

N. J.; capital stock, $250,000; to manufacture and

operate rock drills, etc ; C. E. Burke, 186 Remsen
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gray European Telautograph company, Chicago, III.

capital stock, $100,000; to buy. sell and manufacture

telautographs and other electrical devices; C. P. Treat,

1 106 Rookery, Chicago, 111.

Marietta Electric Light, Heat & Power company, Mari-

etta, Pa.; capital stock, $1,000; supplying light, heat and

power by means of electricity to the public in Marietta,

Pa.; D. B. Case, Marietta, Pa.

North Kankakee Electric Light and Railway company;

Kankakee, Ills.; capital stock, $30,000; to furnish electric

light, build, own and operate electric street railway;

Edward E. Day, Kankakee, 111.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Wyandotte, Mich., proposes to establish a municipal

electric lighting plant.

The Charleston. S. C. , Light & Power company has in

creased its capital stock $50,000 and will improve its

plant.

The Mobile Electric Light & Power company nas con-

tracted with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

company for machinery of 3,000 light capacity.

Howell Cobb has contracted with D. A. Tompkins of
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company to put
an electric plant in his new hotel at Hendersonville, N. C.

D. A, Tompkins and J. R. Garden of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing company have purchased the
Marshall, Texas, gas and electric plant and will consolidate
and rehabilitate the plants.

The Tampa, Fla., Street Railway & Power company, a
newly organized concern, has purchased the Tampa Elec-

tric company's electric light business, and will erect an
entirely new plant. The new company has a capital stock
of $1,000,000.

The Wolverine Electric Light company of Holland,
Mich., claims that the recent election by which it was de-
cided to bond the city for an electric light plant was not
legal, and it has served an injunction on the city council
to prevent it from putting in the plant.

An agreement between the lamp committee of the com-
mon council and the electric light companies of Rochester,
N. Y., has been reached. By the terms of the contract

each arc light will cost the city 25 cents per night for the

next five years. The contract contains a clause which
provides that the companies must put their wires in cer-

tain specified territory under ground within sixty days
after receiving written notice from the council to do so.

There are at present on the streets of Rochester 482 gas
lamps, 932 Brush arc lights, 383 Rochester arc lights

(United States system), 157 Edison arc lights and 593 Edi-
son incandescent lights. The total cost for street light

last year was $160,283.

John C. Atwood, a stockholder and vice-president of

the St. Louis Electric Light & Powei company, has filed

an application for a writ of mandamus to compel the sec-

retary and treasurer of the company to allow him to exam-
ine the books. The petitioner alleges that the company
claims to have made a large amount of money beside its

expenses, and to have increased its capital stock from
$8,000 to $30,000, and from $30,000 to $75,000. Atwood
further alleges that the books of the company are in

charge of the secretary, who has refused, it is alleged, to

allow the petitioner to inspect them. The object of de-

siring to inspect the books, it is alleged, is to ascertain

how the surplus earnings of the company are disposed of,

and by whom the money to increase the capital was paid.

The Cicero, III., Light, Heat & Power company is

rapidly pushing work on its plant, and by July 15th every-

thing will be in running order and ready for business.

The plant is located at Ridgeland, a Chicago suburb, and
the power house will be a brick and stone structure, 40 by 120
feet, and contain a 500 horse power engine. At present

the company has fifteen miles of poles set in Austin and
the wires strung. Work is now being p ushed at the

south end of the town, and as soon as possible the Grant Lo-
comotive Works, Martin Park, Hawthorne, Clyde, La
Vergne, Berwyn, Ridgeland and South Ridgeland will

be similarly equipped. The company has a ten-year con-

tract with Cicero and a franchise for thirty years. It will

be able to furnish 250 arc lights and such power for manu-
facturing as may be required in the district embraced by
the franchise.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Sheep Mountain Tunnel & Mining company, near

Crystal, Colo., contemplates erecting an electric plant
for power and light in order to push ahead developments
faster than by hand work.

The Rochester Consolidated Mining company of
Rochesttr, N. Y., owning property located in the
Sneffies section of Ouray county, Colo., contemplates
the erection of an electric plant on its property during the
present year, the water power for which has already been
secured.

The Alaska Mining company, whose property is located
at Pike City, Sierra county, Cal., is arranging to install an
electric plant to do the pumping and hoisting. It is

intended to obtain water power from the Middle Yuba
river with which to drive the dynamos by the use of
Pelton wheels. Some years ago the Alaska mine was a
large gold producer, but there was such a heavy body of
water to contend with that the cost of keeping it under
control was enormous and the company gave up the
contest. By the use of electric power it is estimated that
the cost of pumping will be greatly reduced and that
the mine can be again placed on a profitable working
basis.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The General Electric company is said to be negotiating

for the purchase of controlling interests in street railways

of Atlanta, Mobile and New Orleans.

The Chattanooga Electric Railway company is said to

be arranging for an expenditure of about $300,000 in the

improvement and extension of its lines. It is proposed to

build the St. Elmo branch to Blowing Springs and com-
plete other lines.

The Order of Electric Trainmen, a new society for the

benefit of men employed in the electric street railway

service, has been incorporated in Nebraska. The incor-

porators hope to make the organization national. It is a

secret order and fashioned after that of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers.

It is said that bonds to the amount of $1,800,000 have
been sold, the proceeds to be used for electric street rail-

road construction in St. Louis. The contracts for the

work are about to be let. The purpose is to convert the

Northern, Central. Union, Cass Avenue and Citizens'

street roads into a single electric system.

The Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift of Berlin published in

its issue of June loth an illustrated account of the new
overhead trolley electric railway in Bremen, said to be the

first of the kind in Germany. The line has been in oper-

ation since May ist, and is about three and a half miles

long. The power house is equipped with American ma-
chinery, including Mcintosh & Seymour and Armington
& Sims engines, Babcock & Wilcox boilers, Thomson-
Houston multipolar generators and arc machines and
Worthington pumps.

Cincinnati, Cleveland and Beaver Falls, Pa., capitalists

have purchased a controlling interest in the capital stock

of the Wheeling Railway company and the Citizens'

Railway company, of Wheeling, W. Va., for $90,000.

The two lines have been operated jointly and comprise

twenty miles of electric fines, connecting Wheeling with

the suburbs of Benwood, Bellaire, Martin's Ferry,

^Etnaville and Bridgeport, and traversing the city of

Wheeling. For lack of capital the roads and equipment

have depreciated, and the transfer was made to bring

more capital into the system. The capital stock will be

increased to $250,000 and a complete Thomson-Houston
system put in, including new cars and trolley wires. The
track is to be relaid with heavier rails and the service

generally improved.

TELEGRAPH.
Cable dispatches state that nearly all the telegraph

operators in Spain struck on June 21st. The men were
dissatisfied with their hours of labor and with their wages.
The action of the operators in leaving their keys created
great confusion in governmental and business circles. The
military telegraph operators were pressed into service to
handle the wires of the city. A settlement was reached
when the government promised to attend to the tele-

graphers' demands, and Senor Silva, Minister of the
Interior, resigned to facilitate the settlement.

The United States survey steamer Thetis arrived at
Honolulu on May 20th from Hilo, where she ended the
survey for the cable to connect San Francisco and the
Hawaiian Islands. The course to Hilo comprised 2,060
miles, as surveyed by the Thetis, with 300 soundings,
against the survey of the Albatross of 2,150 miles and 250
soundings. The soundings were made at intervals of two,
ten and sometimes one mile apart. The deepest was
3,228 fathoms, about 245 miles northeast of Hilo, and the
shoalest was 976 fathoms, at a point about 350 miles from
Point Conception. The route traversed by the Thetis is

considered by the officers as the most practicable yet
surveyed.

TELEPHONE.
A new telephone exchange is to be built in Decatur, III.

The bill appropriating $150,000 for establishing tele-

phonic communication between Alpena, Mich., and
Thunder Bay and Middle Island, in Lake Huron, and for

the display of weather signals from the life saving stations

at these points has pussed the House of Representatives.
The bill will now go to the Senate, and there is every
probability of its passage as both Senators McMillen and
Stockbridge are favorable to the measure.

It is estimated that there were 1,500 cases of damages
to the the telephone system of this city as a result of the
storm Thursday afternoon, says the Chicago Tribune of
June 25th. "One hundred and fifty transmitters were
ruined owing to the excessive charges of electricity

received from the atmosphere. Such an electric storm has
not been known for years. The operating room at the
main oifice was not unlike Dante's vision of the Satanic
realm. Forked lightning played around the switchboards
and every telephone drop came down as though each
patron was calling for a number. The operators were
frightened and sprang from their seats when the electric

storm burst in its fury about 3:30 i'. m. The officers of
the company made a tour of the office rooms and assured
the girls that there was no danger. The force was so
demoralized that it was difficult to restore anything like

order. Every precaution known was taken to prevent
accident."

MISCELLANEOUS.
The English mint possesses an electrically operated

machine for counting coins.

The Waukegan, III., Patriot has a grievance, and it

voices it as follows: "If the electric light company has
taken any steps (as promised) to lessen the outrageous
noise made by that high speed engine of theirs we now
fail to detect it. Come, Mike, do muzzle the monster."

The Hemingray Glass Works at Muncie, Ind., burned
Saturday night, June 18th, resulting in almost a total loss.

Owing to the great risk and the high rate charged, but a
small amount of insurance was carried. It is understood
that temporary buildings will be erected and work resumed
at once.

Charles E. Fulton was engineer of the heating and
electric light plant at Newberry Memorial Chapel, Detroit.

On February 1 2th last he was taken to a hospital with a
broken leg. His wife then took his place at the engine.

She had never studied the business, but made a success of

it, and has become so proficient in handling the machinery
she has become quite famous in the vicinity of the chapel
as the "woman engineer."

Early in May the fort of Woo-Choo-Diang, in the

province of Kiang-See, was struck by lightning and de-
stroyed. The commanding officer of the garrison could
not, of course, prevent the lightning striking the fort,

but, as is always the custom in Chinese administration of
affairs, somebody had to beheld responsible and punished
for the occasion of the catastrophe, and hence the board
appointed to investigate the affair has recommended that
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the commanding officer neglected to take certain precau-

tions whicli might have averted the disaster, and there-

fore he should be dismissed from the imperial military

service Also his superior officer, the brigadier-general of

the district, should receive a slight punishment and degra-

dation in rank.

TRADE NEWS.
The New England Switch company of Bridgeport,

Conn is working upon a number of electrical novelties

which it expects to place on the market in the near future.

The Knapp Electrical Works, general western agents

for the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company, are

busilv engaged in filling the order from the Worlds

Columbian E.xposition for the arc light wires. They

report the Safety compin's factory as running at night to.

keep up with the orders. They have under way about

i6o ooo feet of lead cable, to be used in the South Park

electric lighting plant. Chicago.

Albert Sechrist of the firm of Albert Sechrist & Co.,

Denver Colo., was in Chicago recently en route to New

York. Mr. Sechrist makes a specialty of incandescent

light installations in private residences, and has already

equipped a large number of the finest houses in Denver

with a new controlling switch that he has recently

patented. He was on his way east with the view of in-

troducing the system in Chicago and New York.

The Okonite company. New York, is to be congratulated

upon the continuous success of its high grade wire, the

sales for the past week through the hands of the Central

Electric company, Chicago, general western agents amount-

ing to upwards of 1,000,000 feet. One single order

amounted to 225.ooo feet. The large stock held by the

Central of all sizes of wires, coupled with the unexcelled

quality of the product is perhaps a reason for the favor

with which the wire is regarded.

A company having for its sole object the repair and re-

fitting of armatures and fields, operating under the name of

the Pioneer Armature company, has recently been organized

in Chicago by A. C. Ault and F. S. Kline. Mr. Ault is a

practical machinist, and has held for several years a prom-

inent position with the Jenney company at Indianapolis,

and later with the Kester company at Terre Haute, while

Mr. Kline is an electrician, and has had an experience of

equal value with the Fort Wayne-Jenney company and the

Royal company, at Peoria. These gentlemen are well ac-

quainted with the different electric light and street railway

systems, and, with a shop specially arranged for the work,

are prepared to take a damaged armature or field and in a

few hours' time have it ready for service.

The Hine Eliminator compan;-, of New York, reports

that the heat and humidity have in no way effected the

active demand for its goods. Among the recent ship-

ments of eliminators the company mentions three to the

Pennsylvania Steel company Stellton, Pa., Thomson-Hous-

ton company, San Francisco; Los Angeles, Cal., Electric

railway company: Telephone building, San Francisco;

California & Nevada Ice company, San Francisco; Cen-

tral Iron Works, Harrisburg, Pa.; Brooklyn Cooperage

company, three; John L Mitchell, Milwaukee, Wis : Pnil-

adelphia Engineering Works, Philadelphia; Central Elec-

tric Light & Power company, Chicago. All these elimina-

tors are to be used for separating water from the the steam

used in high speed engines. A number of these orders are

duplicates.

The Underwood Manufacturing company of Tolland,

Conn., sole manufacturer of the patent cotton leather

belting, has issued a very neat pamphlet, which contains,

among other things, a telegraphic cipher code, to be used

only for ordering belting specialties. The Underwood
company also illustrates ils "V" or angular belt, which is

especially adapted to take the place of tlat or round belts.

It is claimed thit by the use of this style of belt slipping is

entirely avoided, as the greiter the tension on the belt the

tighter it wedges itself into the grooved pulley. Th's

company is very busy, also, filling orders for cotton

leather belting and for its patent solid round belling,

which is made from the best oak-tanned leather, the out-

side plies being without joints, and the whole securely

fastened together with the standard screw. The officers

of this company are: President, F. H. Underwood;
treasurer, E. S. Agard; secretary, C. A. Hawkins; super-

intendent, J. E. Underwood.

BUSINESS.
The Cleverly Electrical Works, Philadelphia, Pa., are

very busy at present manufacturing electrical supplies for

eastern and western concerns.

The steady demand for high class engines still contin-

ues, The Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa , reports ship-

ments in the last four weeks that aggregate 3 590 horse

power.

The Knapp Electrical Works, Chicago, report trade

particularly good for this season of the year. Among
their late sales of annunciators, is the machine just placed

in the Great Northern Ilolci, Chicago, They are also

budding an annunciator for the Pfister hotel in Milwau-
kee, and another for a large hotel building at St. Joseph,
Mich.

Curtis & Curtis of Bridgeport, Conn., manufacturers of

the I'orbcs patent stocksanddies pipe cutting and threading

machinery, have just received word from the United
States government that their heavy power pipe cutting and
threading machines have been chosen in competition with
all other makes for use in the Navy yard at Boston. These
machines have a range of from I'/z to 8 inches.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, reports having
sold during the past week 150,000 feet of assorted slates
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of interior conduit, with elbows, junction boxes and coup-

lings. The Central Electric company is the general

western agent for the Interior Conduit & Insulation com-
pany, New York, manufacturers of this tubing, and carries

a large stock of it on hand at all times, which enables it

to fill orders promptly, to meet tbe growing demand of

the business. The Central Electric company is also sell-

ing large quantities of incandescent circuit switches,

and key and keyless sockets, always keeping a very large

stock of these on hand, so as not to delay customers in

filling orders.

Jupiter Pluvius has been having a rare good time in and
about Chicago during the last thirty days, and to keep up
the interest he has used electricity with a lavish hand,

seeming to know that the storage battery of Nature was
brim-full, so to speak. But the way he swished his thun-

der and bolts around was a caution to central station men.
The weather bureau reports that the showers and electrical

disturbances of the last few days have no precedent in the

history of this locality. Many suburban lighting stations

suffered more or less, and others would have come to grief

had they not have been protected with reliable fuse wire

and links. The Electrical Supply company, corner Mich-
igan avenue and Randolph street, Chicago, has been in

receipt of numerous orders, accompanied by good words,

in connection with its supplies in this line.

Most of the early failures in electrical machinery were
undoubtedly due to cheap and inferior construction.

Now, though the industry has passed from this pioneer

stage, work is being carried on as thoroughly in this

line as in other departments of engineering work. The
Crooker-Wheeler Electric company, New York, therefore

with a knowledge of the value of substantial and relia-

ble construction, is just now pushing a line of motors

and special power machinery which, it is believed, is

made just as machines should be—that is, the machines

are designed to wear and do their work satisfactorily for

a long time. Among the many valuable testimonials

which this company has printed in its new catalogue, in

connection with illustrations of its celebrated motors, is

the following, which suggestion is quite true; "Our
Crocker-Wheeler one horse power is, so far, very satis-

factory indeed. We think it ought to be called the

'Kodak,' for we turn the button and it does the rest."

During the last two weeks the company has sold in New
York alone over 400 Crocker-Wheeler fan motors for in-

candescent circuits.

There is at present building in New England a large

number of new steam engines for use by electric light and
power plants all over the country. The Providence Steam
Engine company, Providence, R. I., is filling a large

portion of these orders. The company has recently

doubled its floor space to keep up with the orders from
these sources, and is now erecting new engines as follows;

One tandem compound condensing engine 500 horse pow-
er, for the Richmond Va., Railway & Electric company;
one 250 and one =00 horse power tandem compound con-

densing for tbe United States Electric Lighting company,
Washington, D. C; one 500 horse power cross compound
engine for tbe Salem Electric Ligbt company, Salem,

Mass.; one pair of 500 horse power tandem compounds
for the Thomson-Houston Electric company, for its North
New York station; two 600 horse engines for the Maiden
Mass.. Electric Light company. The Providence com-
pany has also just completed and put into operation two
200 horse power engines for the Peninsula Electric Light
& Power company of Newport News, Va., and one 450
horse power for the Manufacturers' Electric company of

Philadelphia.

After much trying delay the Railway Equipment com-
pany, successor to the Electric Merchandise company,
Chicago, is ready to welcome its patrons to its elegant

quarters in the Pullman building. The rooms have been
in the hands of the decorator and finisher for several

weeks, and everything possible has been done to make
them beautiful and comfortable. The offices front upon
Michigan avenue, and are on the ground fioor. To the

left of the entrance is what might be called the visitor's

parlor, a space enclosed by a neat railing and containing

table and chairs for the comfort and convenience of call-

ers- The general manager's office is also in front and just

back of the visitor's parlor, and is well lighted and venti-

lated by one of the large windows on Michigan avenue.

At the rear of the geneial manager's office is that of the

secretary and treasurer. Next in order upon the right is

the book keeping department. Enclosed by the counting

room equipment is a neat space for the use of the stenog-

raphers. The purchasing agent of the company occupies

the rear of the main office on the left, where he is con-
veniently near the store rooms and shipping department.

A youthful usher at a desk to the right of the doorway is

always "at your service." The same side of the office

furnishes enclosed desk room for the salesmen, and also

space for a large show board, upon which are exhibited all

the various parts used in electric railway construction. If

one desires to see quantity rather than to examine as to

quality, a door at the farther end of the offices admits him
to a store room where bins and shelves filled with the many
devices handled by the house line the walls. The rooms
are well lighted by electricity throughout, and will make a

delightful home for the new company. Moving into such

commodious and pleasant quarters is the natural outcome
of the growth of this company's business and a witness of

its popularity with the trade. Th-'ec years ago, under
another name but with the same general manager in

charge, this concern starled a unique business—the

handling exclusively of electric railway supplies. Less

than a year ago ils quarters were found insullicient, and
were doubhjd; again it became necessaiy to better its

facilities. A great majority of the electric railways of this

country arc its regular customers. Irrespective of the

pushing qualities of the company, its piosperity is un-

doubtedly largely due to its honest intention to furnish the
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best possible quality of material to purchasers. All friends

of the Railway Equipment company and of its general

manager, W. R. Mason, will without doubt be glad to

extend congratulations upon the company's bright pros-

pects and the appearance of its new home.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued June 21, i8q2.

477,206 Electric Alarm Clock. Benjamin Franklin, Chi-

cago, 111.

477,212. Means for Preventing Collision on Railways,
lleinrich G. Held, ZwoUe, Netherlands.

477,214 Electric Controlling Apparatus for Fire Alarms.
George Knowles Jr., Milwaukee, Wis

477.21S. Cable Junction Box. John D. McLeod, Mil-
waukee, Wis.

477j2I9. Carbon Rod Contact for Arc Lamps, Charles
McNeills, Chicago, 111.

477,220 Process of Recovering Tin from Scrap. John J.
Naef, Paterson, N. J.

477,221. Electric Arc Lamp. Lemon Parker, St. Louis,
Mo.
When the upper carbon is Consumed it is automatically dis-

charged and replaced by a fresh carbon.

477,223 Means for Operating Ammeters and Other Elec-
trical Apparatus. Herbert M. Pilkington and Roger

S. White, Brooklyn, N. Y.

477,247. Rheostat. George K. Cummings, Chicago, 111.

The conductors are imbedded in electrical insulating material
while the same is in a plastic condition,

477,250. Distribution of Rotary Electric Currents. Alard '

E Du Bois-Reymond, Berlin, Germany.
This invention consists in a system of distribut on of multi-

phase currents whereby the currents transmitted may be used
conjunctively to operate motors or singly to operate lamps.

477)273. Electric Arc Lamp. Norman F. Rutherford,
Bathurst, New South Wales.
Two crossed levers are pivoted at iheir point of intersection.

One lever carries seriessolenoids and the other carries shunt sole-
noids. The plungers of the solenoids are carried upon the op-
posite levers. The carbon electrodes are rotatable disks.

477, 282. Recording Compass. John J. Townsend.
Portsmouth, Va.

477.283. Automatic Recording Compass. John J. Town-
send, Portsmouth, Va.

477.284. Automatic Course, Speed and Time Recorder,
for Vessels. John J. Townsend, Portsmouth, Va.

477.301 Electric Jail. Perley Hale, Chicago, 111., and
Charles H. Sparks, St. Louis, Mo.

In Ihis invention circuits are so arranged that by breaking
bars or gratings an alarm is sounded.

477.315- Thermotic Circuit Closer. Walter H. Tapley,

Chicago, 111.

477.355 Process of Electroplating with Alloys. Edward
T, Burrowe, Portland, Me.

477 374- Electrical Switch. Charles J. Klein. New
York, N. Y.

477.383. Printing Telegraph. Charles J. Reed, Orange,
N.J.
A telegraph circuit is combined with type writing machines so

so that an operator at one point may produce type written mes-
sages at a distant point, the keys being depressed by the attrac-
tion of electro-uiagnets.

477.384. Printing Telegraph. Charles J. Reed, Orange,

N.J.

477,407. Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket. Jacob S.

Gibbs, Hartford, Conn.

477 409. Electric Switch. Edwin T. Greenfield, New
York, N. Y.

477,427. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick V. Maquaire,
Palis, France. Filed Aug. 30, i8go. Serial No.
361.867. (No model.) Patented in France April ig,

1888, No. 190,085; in Belgium July 11, 1S88, No.
82,525; in England July 13, 1888, No. 10.209; in Ger-
many, Tuly 21, 1S88, No. 46,359; in Spain Sept. 28,

1S88, No. 8,526; in Italy, Sept. 30, 1888, XLVII,
204, and in Austria-Hungary Jan. 2, 18S9, No. 37,660
No. 61,245.

477,483. Electric Motor. Frederick Yeiser, Tampa,
Fla.

477.579' Test Circuit for Multiple Switch Boards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

477.595- Electric Switch. Jesse L. Hinds. Syracuse
N. Y.

477612. Electric Switch. Eugene A. Snow, Syracuse.
N. Y.

477,613. Combined Weighing, Lifting, Measuring and
Electric Machine. August Sundh, Yonkers, N. Y.

477,616. Electric Annunciator Drop. James C. Warner,
Chicago, III.

The invention involves means for preventing inductive effects
between the coils of different magnets, and means for making
the action of the annunciator sensitive,

477.627. Electric Embossing Stamp. Charles E, Carpen-
ter, Minneapolis, Minn.

477.628. Electric Heater. Charles E. Carpenter, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

The invention h.is for its object to utilize a portion of the sec-
ondary cirouit of a. transformer for evolving heat upon the pas-
awe of n current of vnrying intensity through the primary cir-
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ARMATURES-FIELDS
Kesvouad and Kepaired, Our Exclusive Work.

DiRpaicli Gnaranteecf.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply Houses.

—Write U8.

—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
RooinJl?, 195 to IW S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taasht thorong-hlv day and nic;ht at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHNOtOWY, 151 Throop
Street. Chicago. III. Amateurs, ArtiBans
and others assisted Practicaxlt in any line, and
inetracted in the latest and moat improved
methods.
Mechanical Drattghting, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Calculations, Architecture, Mechanics, also

au<;ht day and night.

FOR SAImE,
Send for list and description of twelve eneines

of the beet makere, Reynolde-Corllse, Annlogton
& Sime, Russell, Rice, Westinghouee, Williams,
and oiher maEes, run one to two years onlv,
taken in exchange for "IDEAL" engines; for sale
at half cost prices.

A, L, IDE & SON, Springfield, 111.

3F*Ofl. « A T,Tg=
'2, 25 light Sperry Arc Dynamo', with 50 1,200 c. p.

lampg in perfect order.
1, 30 lightDvnamo with 30 E'inelelamps,2,0U0c p.

2, too light Edison DyDaraoe, 110 Volte.
1, 250 light Edison D namo, 110 Volts.
3, 5 h. p. Mayo Motors, new.
Arc Light Soecialtiee.
Ellis Oil Filhre.

CHllS. E, GREGORY,
^'^

""^cnfcASo""^'-

Agents to sell our

Hiagaia Electric Motois and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and exclusive lerritory to re-
eponeible dealers in electrical apparatus,

I^OVElili aiFG. CO., Ltd., Erie, Pa.

$40,000,000
Earned by thg Bell Telephone Patent in 1891.

Your invention may be valuible. You ehonld
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

fient advice, free of charge.

W. W. DCDIiEY & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g. 622 F St. , N. W.. Washington, D. C-

Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE.
Comple'e outfit for Electric L'gbt plant,

capacity 750 lights, alternitlDg. Includes
tverytbiog necessary for compVte plant,

la good cmdi'lon. Will be fo'd cheap.
For full information addri as "X. Y."
Care Westehn Electkici-VN.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Boc. M. E.)

Mechanical and Electrical

CoDBulIatioDS, Reports, Plane, Soacificatlons for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighting,

and Electric Eailwaye.

5G Turner HuHding^ St. Louis..

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed 'n'herever used. Aerial, Undersround or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect.^'

The robber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain fleslble in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our ineula'ion wiil prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made tj order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILAVA jT and HfOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

IVE GUARAWTEJE OUR INSUI^ATIOIV AVIIEKEVER USED, AERTAI/, UKDEROROXJND OR SVBltlARlNrE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HEHRT A. CLAEK, Treasurer and Gen'I Manager.
HBBBBHT H. BUSTIS, President and Electrician.

WRITE FOK PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.y

MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

SRAMLEISS R.UBBE.R WIREIS AND CABLES,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 17 1 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III

FAN MOTORS.
SEND IN TOUK ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 1 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicago Electric Motor Co ,

205, 207 Sontn Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 John St., JfewYoik.

ROSK POIiYTECaXIC IIVSTITL'TE,
Terre Ilau'e. Tnd. A' College of Engineering,
Weil-enduwed, well-equipped. Course's in Me-
chanical, Electrlca", Civil unsineerlngand Chem-
letry. Extensive Machine Shops, Laboratoiie'.
Drawing Hoome, i i rary. Expenses low. Ad-
dress H. T. EDDY, Pres.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-L1ght "Watcrhouse Djnamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 65-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dyr amos.
One 600-Light United Sta'es Aiternator.
One 600 L'ght Unitfd States, HO vjlt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brurt Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Biush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchange Building, New York.

MICA"w ^^r^ Qualities

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO,,
218 Water Street, New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 LaSe Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

FOR ALTERNATING CDRRENTS.

Cardew Voltmeters,

Siemens' Electrody-

namometers,
The Standard Instru-

ments.

Send for Descriptive

Circular No. 2go.

QUEElTft CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent Lamps.
WE CAERY THE L.4KGEST gTOOK IN AMERICA.

C3- SIBBEE.T, isLJ^isTj^-u . a-:Bi?.iyEA.3sry.
ADORES!^ 171 and 173 tiBKBWE ST., NEW YOKK.

NAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc lamps. Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates la Ihe country,

and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at io"west possible cost.

SE^fo FOB sa3ifIj£S. i>£si€iais fubhtished fbee of expexse.
A few concerns using oar plates are: Tbomson-Houston E'ectric Co., C. & C. Motor Co., CrockPr-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernstein Electric Co., Schnyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Manafactur-
ing Co , Holtzer-Caboc Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO,, Fitchburg, Mass.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SPEED

MOTORS.
M H. p. 500 Volt Armatare, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th Street, - .^ - - - NEW YORK.

Send for Circular.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.
FOUR REQUIiAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

No. 1, 3 Volts, 1-33 h. p., S3.00.
No. 3, 4 Volts, 1-16 ll. p., S5.00.

No. 3, 6 Volts, 1-1311. p.. SIOOO.
No. 4, lO Volts, 1-8 h.p., S15.00.

Every Motor Guaranteed.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH BTORB

2134 Michigan Avenue*

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

I
Entirely prevents SCALE 1° Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

SmWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Yon Will OMijje

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

Insulating Compounds,
Armature Varnish,

Insulating Tape and
Insulating Papers.
p. & B. Products are all thoroughly water, acid

and alkali proof. Sand for our latest Circular.

I The Standard Paint Co.,
Sole Manufacturers, g LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y,

For the "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,'

THE STAND.VRI) OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE M'OKLl),

And the best made anywhere.

Sknd fok Circular- & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'// to in East 131st St., N. Y.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

I^ia.a3.-u.fa.ct-u.reca. Td^

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

Double the Power of most wheels. High Speed and Even t!lpeed. Perfectly controlled by
Ueffalator. Belting directly to dynamo. Kfliciency, 9050, HolyokeTeeting Flume. £asy Avorkine
gate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. Illoderate Prices and satisfaction guaranteed. 1,950 wheela
sold in New England. One party has 87 of these wheels in use; another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h. p. etc , etc.
Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light acd Electric Power Transmission, Street Railway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants,

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Worl(s, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

EI/ECTRIC I.IGHT
ASID BATTEKl'

CJ{I^BOflS.
iBw^Ums^fiifmmiLJsMm^mj^m

GLIBV-IEXjJLnsriD, OHIO.

imoTori

BlfUSffES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the liiglies) Efficiency of any Wlieel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most aimple and reliable power for all mining and manufactar-
ing machinery. Adapted to heflda running from :iO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

ELiECTKIC TBA1VS9IISSI01V.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying condltione
of epeed and pre^aure, have brought 11 into special prominence and extensive
nee for thla cIhsb of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpoae, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

THK PEIiTON 1^AT£R WHEEL
lai-ias Main (St., San Franciaco, Cal., U. 8. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, iniendingporchaecre are hereby warned that all ench infringements wIU
be duly ])roBecuted. <Q|

P«Cr.T01X WATER MOTORlS, Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, nnequaled for all light Tunnrng machinery. Warranted
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, aa may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

CO.,

nANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED (881,

INCORPORATED 1883.

k^p Arc Laaps

AN
[ESTABLISHED
rACT:

reR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS,

Tlin ONLY ARC LA/nP THAT
WORKS SATISr'ACTORILY ON AN
INCANDCSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-LNGRAVING. THEATRICAL,
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TMC ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TIlLEPMONi; BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEt.E-

BRAXf^D WAXElt WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use
on account of Its remarlcably steady motion, lii^^Ii S»pee<l
and 8:reat Efliciency, and larg;e Capacity for its oiameter,
being double the Po'wer of most wheels of same "diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect guaranteed.
SEI\I> FOR CAXAEOOrE ANW PARXICIJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantia] cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are row prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

1878.
SOIi£ lHAKrFACTIJBXlRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY:

WELauiveToiv,

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

DEI.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>£^
OFFICE:

ST., »r. Y.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr^lie To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eitOO N. Second Street, ST. liOtJIS.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a hali feet long.

Send for complete catalogues ot
office fittings.

AMERICAS DESK AND SEATIHG CO,.
i'i AVabasli Avenue,

X3XXslzxoeXT.

Electric RaiiwayB.
Tranpmisslon of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appll-

cations, plans, specifications and snpeivlBiCD.

Rooms av and SS, Clt^land Bld^.,
31 State Street, DETROIT, 9IICH.

.iiZWjajEtT 3-»TFi'ir'A r^-r=r a. -ftt.i^

LINK
The Best,

BELTING.
Now She Cheapest.

Send for

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drivebelt&otherSpecialtiea for £'tetra(ors,C(mi'C7/'>rs <£-

Macliinery for handling nny material in buJlc orpiiflkape.

LUK KELT MCllINERf CO., 3901 Stewart Ave., Chicago.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTRICAIi USES.

Oraphite Bods of Tarioas Ijenstlis, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Olims Besistance
to the inch. <«rapliite Boxes and Cmeihles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqairles tiladly AnSTreied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

When yoa are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write tlie

If in want of Poles, Ties and Poets, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

TRADE MARK.

Warranted Hard Porcelain.

WANNOPEE POnERY CO
Eslimates CheerfuUy Given. I^E^W IvTII_F~(OFRO, C^CDr^ISI.

Write us at once, we can save you money.

•P

THE LATEST SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ZOTTZX"^^ CO.
<I41 KOFth Broad Street, - PHIIiAI>£I<PHIA.

PREMIER BATTERY FAN MOTOR.
Patented Jane 30, 1885,

No. 1 Motor and Fan, $3,00,
No. 2 Motor. 2 or 4 Volts, $4.00.

Ho. 3 Motor, 4 or 6 Volts, $6.00.
No. 2, 6-inch, 4-blade Fan. 75c.

No. 3, 8 inch, 6-blade Fan. $1.50.

THE PREMIER BATTERY $ 1 .75.
The iDest Fan Motors for Storage or Primary Batterip«

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,
17 and 19 Whipple St., Brooklyn, IV. T

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAOO, 173 lake St. TBEMTOST, N. J.

SASr FBANCISOO, aS & 87 Fremont St. XEW YOBK, 117 Idberty St.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

fiGANDEsGENTiJlf^
Write for Prices.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, III.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Mamifactnrers' igents and Mill Represenlalives for

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND

Electric Railway Construction Supplies.

.A-seio-ts for W XXI.EIS, o.^:

GLOBES, Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, to Fit any System.

3(3 and 315 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

TBADE MflgK

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Viilca Klectrical Wire Dacts for Interior Constraction. A Complete Slethod for alt

Klectrlcal Systems. Jnnotton Boxes, Cnt-Outs, Ansle Boxes,
£tc., £tp. Tnlea ConpliDg Compound.

Nos, 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ] Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

cio-a^oo.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

Eifil ani lopojrafliiG En^inssr,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MD.
Topographic Surveys of any estent and character

orgautzed and executed.

H g^ n For electrical

Iwl 1 1 I
Pun>oses.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

JJWURPHYrC
, ElectricSlate
'TALIAN&AMERICAN MABf^^

fSRcS'^^Sii^Es i,^T7ch< BOARDS &c.
ELECTRICAL-^^ 136 LIBERTY ST.

EXCHANGEBUILD1NG> • N EW • Y O R <..

LEONARD'S 3 WIRE SYSTEM.
Identical in Cost and Efficiency with

Edison System,

SIMPLER TO OPERATE.
Coppei" required guaranteed lo be not over 30i{ of

that requiied for'2-wirrt sjstem, under
same condiiione.

Royalty 1 cent per lb. of copper installed.

Patented Jane 7, 1S9«. No. 47G,544.

Charlestown, W. Va., June 18,189^.

Messrs. H. Wabd Leonard & Co.,
136 Liberty St., New York.

Gentlemen:—The Central Station Plant, which
you Installed for tie here, under yournewpafentPd
system, has given entire eatlsfaction ever since it

started, which was ahout six months afjo.

The operation of the plant ie quite simple and
ecomomical, and as a reBuU the plantle making
very satisfactory earnings, allhoiigli our town ia

rather smal', havingonly about3,0U0 Inhabitants.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Cily Electric Light Co.,

Wm. Campbell, Stc'y-

Forbids f?r complete plants or conductors only,
addresi^,

H.WARD LEONARD &CO.,
136 L,il>erty St., Wew Vork Cily.

L0N6 DISTANCE TRANSMISSM.
We manufacture transformers of any size and any

desired voltage for special uses, and

GUARANTEE PERFORMANCE.
Send for our Pamphlet No. 3, devoted to the subject of

Larg;e Transformers.
This subject is worthy of consideration byall

Station Managers.

Western Agents,

llie Electrical Supply Company,

Randolph St. and Michiyan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

PiTTSFiELD, Mass,
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REGENT
99

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES ^CABLES.
S^OiTID IFOie S-A^3ivl^LES -A-ItTE) I=ieiCE3S.

£<

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-A^iT-Sr B-A-SB, -a.:lt"2- T7-OI-.T-^a-B.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG- LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN^

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203,306,207 So. Canal St., CHIOACO> ILL.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Manufacturers of

'Octagonal^ Cedar
TELEPHOM& Electrical
RailwayFolesxCRossArms,

<'^) H.M.LOUD & Sons UimberQ.
OSCODA. , IVI I CH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : WaterIbiiry, Conn. - - SS I*a^li Place, NeTv Yorlc.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric liight I«ine Wire, Copper Magnet W^ire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and. AVorsted Cords for
Incandescent Ijlgliting^. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station AVork.

Insulated Iron Pressnre Wire.

PATENT "K. K,"TlNEWIRE
Foi Electric Ligbt, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telepiione Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Ate Lighting.

TEE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANT, CHICAGO, . • SELLIJIG AGENTS,

Taos. L.SCOriLL, New York Agent.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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THE

LAKE ERIE
ENGINEERING

WORKS,
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 350 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B.

EARSON
& CO.,

HOME INSURANCE
BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks
and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost. Write for estimates.

760 H. P. COMPOUND ENGINE AND GENERATOR.

For other illustrations and tables of sizes, powei", etc., see our advertisments in back
numbers of The Western Electrician; or send for circular.

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTEiaVE OD

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATUBBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
Hi to 156 Green St.. Green Point. BBOOUIN. H. 1

MANDPACTOBT OP
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switcties; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar prodactlon Ib a denee body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of sameacomposltlon, and are baked
alike, which are the featarea of

TR1J£ HASD FORCEIiAIIV.

l^eTfI! water wheels
no Stylfs and Sizes. TTpright aud Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
afforUs every facility for making tliem.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by theni. Easy working pates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-
suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of S to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

T"> JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO, U. S. A. l"S,';f<'o';i!;fV

HILL
Glutcli Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - KEW YOKE.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deaigoed, Erected and FaroJatied.

Send for new Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery.
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New York Office: 18 Cort-
landt St., F. K. Chinnock,
Sales Asent.

Cliioagro Office; Room 506,
"The Krtokery."

J. W. Parker & Co.. 38South 4th St..

Philadelphia. Pa.
Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, Mti.

Smith-Courtney Co , 1419 Main St.,

Richmond. Va.

L. M. Kumsey Mfff. Co.. f t. LoiUs, Mo.
Cooley & Vftier, 2-1-i Washinijton Ave.

So.. Minneapolis, Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pitts-

burgh. Pa.
Riadon Iron Worlis, San Francisco.

Cal.
Northwestern Supply Co., Taconia,
"Wash.

E. G. Gilbert, Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Houghton, 201 Congrees St

,

Boston, Mass.

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Antomatic Cut-off ENGINE.
With New Improvements, Uneqaaled Regnlation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smooth and ({uiet Running.

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Eiectric Railways,

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO. Offlce and Works , ERIE. PA,
c:o]«px.e:xe: fo-vter px.a.nts for WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BBANOH OFFICES:

NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building.
H20 The Koolcery.
29 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BO inpWriTrC!- ( EOSTON-S. L. Holt & Bart. 67 Sudburr street. SIMPLE AND COM POU N D ^13?=^^
LER JltrXillVJlJjB. ) ST. LOUIS-M.P. Jolinston Machinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 2d St. CONDENSING OR NON-CONDENSING.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel
PAETIOTTLAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Crun rnp PIITAI nPliP illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizonttl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS C0„
DAYTON, O.

SUCCBSSOES TO
STOUT, ULLIiS& TEmPIii:,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH office:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO,

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oralf Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS i^ BEI.I.S.
rVItli I.IKB ALiWATS IK t^TOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..lMi
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14b3 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

"Send for Nbw Catalosdb. Out Aogunt IBt.

^]/\^JurACTUl\Ef^S

^'^ELE(TRI(LlGHT^L0BE3t^-

ivELaRTISTIC.PATTEHNSftEFFEGlsl

^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY j
SEND FOR CATAUOGUE

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET gLECTBIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.
OOIVCI*Ij-ETJSS .A.IT».A.I*..A.TTT» I»0H ISOXj.£k.T^I> 3E»X*.A.KrTS.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
i^t

„„i.„d nui^ r P MH-HorsfiX Mi Society for SavlD'-a Biilldin". Wasbinffton, ». C, J. TJ. BURKETT ,fc CO., 1409 New York Ave. !«t. Paul,
ClevelaiKl, Ohio, C F

Vm m „ne.„;» 4 HliHaclrloW^ CO., 29 N. 7th St. Wew Orlrans. L,a . BUOHEL
mIcHWE wolisf ioi Oontlst" Denver.'col.' HAY^^ 33 Jacobson BnUding. cillcaso, 111., C. F. DUNDBEDALE, .,35 Kookery

NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

MACHINE WORKS, - -

BnlfalO, Jf. T., D. H. DAKRIN, 228 Pearl St.
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W.P.
TIE TIOMSIN-MSTOII aECniC Gl.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-
duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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COPPER WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

We carry an immense stock of

WEATHER-PROOF, MAGNET and
UNDERWRITERS, ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

Manufactured by the Chicago Insulated Wire Co

We are General Western Agents for

Hi Perkins Incandescent Lamp
Can furnish from Chicago stock,

Any Candle Power, any Voltage, and to fit any Socket.

We are General Western Agents for the

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
And can furnish from Chicago stock any size

RUBBER COVERED WIRES or LEAD INCASED CABLES.

We are the manufacturers of the

MEISNER & KREUGER FOCUSING LAMP.
The best in the World for Theatre use.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

THE KNAFF ELEGTRIIIiL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago. 111.
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STANLEY FAN MOTORS.

Cut One-Third Actual Size.

The above cut illustrates our small DESK

MOTOR. This is practically the same motor

we offered last year, though much improved,

and is just what is needed where a larger motor

would be a nuisance. The fan is g inches in

diameter and makes a good strong breeze,

though it only requires the current of one 16

C. P. lamp to drive it. it is also inexpensive.

This motor is designed to be operated

on 50 Volt Alternating Current circuits, and is

superior in construction to any fan motor on

the market. It is provided with self-oiling

hearings, which contain sufTicient lubricant to

run it for several months. The brushes are of

carbon, and the motor complete, weighs about

eight pounds.

We are prepared to furnish these motors

at very reasonable prices and ship on receipt of

order.

No. 3454, each, $20 OO.
JJiscoitiii lo llic J fade.

ALUMINUM -SHADES
^-t.s^i--^-'-^^---^va.^

FOR- INCANDESCENT- LAMP3

Light and airy

Quite a fairy

Joftlyjhining -white.

Whence are you-fromj/S

ALUMirSUM

'S^^^^.

J/iejeJfiddesdreSpun-in-One Piece- of"
dnd-drei/ercf-ete-

>gdntyoucan buf
nothing-better-forbedutiful decordfim

effecb orprdcHcalme -Tneij do notlambk

.

THEELEQRKAbSUPPLYCO
COR RANDOLPH 57 S- MICMIOAN AVE CM ICAGO

Directions for mal(ing Insulated Wire.

"Deer Jim:—
I'm all hunckey on this wire bizness—them

shield brand Fellows is a weigh off; they could

make it fur just about half wot it digs them
now, if they'd keep there eye open—they aint

smart. I offured to put them onto a skeme
but they woodn't have it; they give me the laff

and I am goin to do them. I kan make in-

shoolation as good as them. You kno old

Witzeskey as keeps that junck-shop, well hees

got about too tons of some stuf some bloke

make for shoo blackin and busted, we can get

it cheep as dirt; Witzeskey's stuck on it—and

we kan mix some rosum with it; makes the boss

inshoolation and looks fine, only yer got to keep

her dry— it's won cjf them kind that the sun

kant set on—but its a seller, only we've got to

[)lay it fine and git the pay purty quick, see?"

Yours, Tui-'EV.

P. S.
— "This is konfidenshul, on the ded quiet." i.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & BUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 CO.

THE I^TJBBEI?. TJSEID IIsT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Marine Core, used
on 4wovernnieiit

Cruisers.

Feeder Core,
Broadvi-ay Tbeater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. Brooklyn
£di80n Electric Light Co.

Snbmarine "IVork, Edison Electric
JLight 4 0.. Easton, Fa.

NaTal Core, United
States s. s. "Chicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Condaotor.

"Drypla- es."
Cirand Cemral Depot,-

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and. in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Gore.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

WMl Ml HAdIIioHAW) ribidi) 315 Madison Ave., Oor. Forty-Second St.

OE^TERAIi MAHTACiEB. NEW YORK CITY.
Feeder Cable,

WESTEM JGESTS: THE ELECTRICAL SEPPLY CO., COP. Bandolpli St. and Michigan five.. CHICSGO. ILL. Ei™?r1c' iisJU'co.

The Sunbeam Incanilescent Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBER OF COMMEBCE BUILDING,

'^%.

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MAjrCFACTUREKS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering* Specify
AGENOIXS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohioaeo, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oc, Ansooia, Conn.
W. H. Qordon & Co., New York.
F. £•. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
I<ouiayille Electric Co , Louisvill-^, Ky.
Motmtain Electric Co , Denver, Colo.
C. H. Baker & Co , Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long Life Lamps

or High Efficiency

Lamps.
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WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT "WATNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTINO
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

DBTieOIX
ELECTRICAL WORKS, DETROIT, MICH.,

ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT MACHINERY AND APPLIANCES, POWER

GENERATORS, STATIONARY MOTORS, ELECTRIC

RAILWAY APPARATUS AND GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

*)u are ' any Electrical Machinery or Appliances, it will pay you to write for prices and detailed infoimation.

BRANCH OFFICeS:
r. Building, Chicago. F. I. STONE, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Street, New York City. 89 State Street, Boston.
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EVERY ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH

Ewig Mim Gaf

.

Makes continaotis record, day and night, of S!rlEA9ff,
WATER,AIK or G-AS PBEStHJRE, with or with-
out Glectrlo Alarm. Will pay ftor lts«^If by ineoring
safety and economy. Send for circular, fac-slmile chart,
and UBt of hnndreda of naere.

THE BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

iJ>l/^:
fTBAOEMARKl

LIMIM

1 3 Park Row, New Yorkt
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U>a.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI<onite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: GMcagro, Boston, Phila^lelpbia, Minneapolla, Cincinnati,
Omaba, X.oalsviIIe, St. Xionls, San Franciaco, Iiondon and So< America.

City,

THE HEYMANN
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS, ANY SYSTEM.

3VE-A.i):El BIT

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Boston.

MANUFiCTO'RIES IN UNITED ,StA7ES,SCm[AHD,FR6HCE;GERMANYM'USTRft.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 D£T STREET, NEW -STORK,

MANUFACTCRERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OFALIDISCRIFTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
I Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.FOK CAPACITY TESTS.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WS MAKUFACTUBE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
' manafactnred by tbe •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AG-EIJTS

;

NEW TOKK CITT, Ubas. B. Ciapin, 136 Liljertj-

Street.
CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering &

Snpoly Co., 931 The Rookery.
ST. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering

& Supply Co.

OMAHA, NBB., B. B.Downe, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Lonis Eleclrlcal Snpply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Blectilo

Sappiy & Conetraction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.,l7»

West 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Smlthers & Dayls.

E. B. KELLER. F. E. DEGBNHARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineebs,

542 Rookery Bldg'., Chicag'o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Asb yonr nearest
Snpply Honae
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBTI.\eTaN 8TBRET, BOi^TON, UASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

BEfRESENTATrVES

:

Julian Schollft Co., I2S Liberty St., New Y.rk.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork. '

AGENTS:
W, B. Pearson & Co., Home Ins. BMg, Chicago, 111.

Thos. 0. Smith, cfr,, HammoudBldg., Cincinnati, Ohio,
W. A. Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.
A. M. Morae & Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Loale, 5Io.
Hyde Bros, & Co., Lewla Bioclt, Pitteburg, P«.
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THE ON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

IhoDsoii lecording Vail Heler.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.

NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No, 7,007.

•TBSTI3ivi:03iTI.A.3L.S:
QEBMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1898.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inqmry of the gist

lam pleased to say the THOMSON BECOBDING WATT
MBTBBS in use by ub ere giving us no trouble in any way.
Bepaira are ao insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
arft using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
CunrentB, to our great -satisfaction. Yours truly,

QEBMANTOWN BLEOTBIO LIGHT CO.,
(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1898.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Andwering youra of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON BECOBDING WATT MB-
TEBS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELEOTBIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) B. F. Oooley, Supt.

Tliomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

antic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Cliicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co v
American Desk & Seating Co. .

American Engine Co xiv

Andrae, Julius xiv

Andrews & Co., A. H xv
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The i

Bdggot, E xvi

Ball Engine Co xxi
Ball i& Wood Co., The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co i

Becker Mfg. Co. , John —
Beggs, J. E.. Mch. & Supply Co. xii

Bernstein Electric Co iv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvi

Bowers Bros xviii

Bristols'Mfg.Co
Brookfield, vVm xiv

. Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H xv
Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co., The. .

.

Butler Hard Rubber Co xviii

"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Central Electric Co ... v
Chicago Electric Motor Co, . .

.

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co xx
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xv
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co . . xv
Cushlng, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . xvil

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xxi
Densmore Typewriter Co
Detroit Electrical Works xxvi
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xvii

Dudley & Co., W. W xv
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd. ..... xiv

Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Easton Electric Co
Edison Q^neral Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . .xviii

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . xi

Electric Secret Service Co xi

Electrician Pub. Co xx
Electrical Construction Co.,The.xiv
Elec. Eng.& Sup. Co., The., ix.xv
"Electrical Progress" xv
Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co xi

Empire China Works xvi
Enterprise Jilectric Co xix
Falls Rivet & Machine Co xi

Ferracute Machine Co
For Sale xii, xiv, xv
Port Wayne Electric Co xxvi
Gravity Purifier Co xvii

Great Western Elec. Supply Co. x
Greeley& Co., The E. 8 1

Gregory, Chas. E xv
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xii

Heisler Electric Co x
Hill Clutch Works
Hlne Eliminator Co xiv
Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . . xix
niinois Electric Lamp Co xvii

|

India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxv
Institute of Technology xv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. xii

International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xii

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers xviii

Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lake, J. H. & D., Co xii

Lake Erie Engineering Works, xx
Lane & Bodley Co xviii

La Roche Electric Works xxi
Law Telephone Co xv
Leclancbe Battery Co., The. . . .xix

Lefmann, Julius xiv
Leffel & Co., Jas xvi
Leonard & Co., H. W xix
Link Belt Machinery Co xvii

Loud, H.M. &SonsLumberCo. xvi
LovellMfg. Co., Ltd xv
Morse & Co., A. M xxi
Munsell & Co., Eugene xv
Murphy, T. J
National Carbon Co xvi
National Electric Mfg. Co ix

Vew York Insulated Wire Co . xii

New York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xxi
Page Belting Co xviii

Partrlck & Carter Co xvi
Pearson & Co., W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xvi
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perry & Noyes xiv
Phoenli Glaaa Co
Pierce, Jr., Joalah. xviii

Pioneer Armature Co xv
Porter-Leavltt Elec. Motor Co.
Powell Co.. The Wm xvii

Premier Electric Co., The
Queen & Co xv
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co xiv
Rae, Frank B xv
Railway Equipment Co xi
Ries Electric Specialty Co xii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A ....
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .

Rose Polytechnic Institute. . . .

Royal Electric Co xiv
Samson CortJage Works . xiv
Sawyer-Man Electric Co xiii

Schindel & Schlndel xvi
Schuyler Electric Co x
Sechrist, Albert xii

Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co xx
Siebert, G xv
Sioux City Engine Works. ... xxi
Smith, A. T xv
Smith, Thos. G. Jr xvii

Somoff, J. L xvii

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co.xviii
Standard Paint Co xv
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co -
Star Electrix Co xvi
Steams Mfg. Co xxi
Sterling, W. C xvii
StUweU &BierceMfg. Co. xvi, xvii
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxv
Taylor Engine Co xxi
Tnomson-HoufltonElec. Co..ii, xxii
Union Hardware Co xiv
U. S. Electric Lighting Co.. xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. xii

VanNuis C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii
Waddell-Entz Company xiv
Wannopee Pottery Co xviii
Wanted xv
Western Electric Co xii

Westingbouse, Church, Kerr
& Co xix

Westlnghouse Elec.andMfg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Williams Engine Works xxi
Woodhou8e& Rawson, Ltd.... xix
Worthington, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Anmuaciatorei

.

Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worko.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co-
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc JCiamps.
Boggs, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
BiuBii Electric Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Fort Wwne ElectrlcCo.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfs, Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central ElectrlciJo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Law Telepnone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Garter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Western Electric Co-

Battery Jam.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Law Telephone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, iClectrle.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheB. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, JSasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick efc Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltlnK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
JeweU Belting Co.
Link Helt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The,
Lane & B dley Co., The.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, electrical.
Electrician Publlahlng Co.

Brass CfOods.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See InBulated Wires.)

Cables, Kleetrlc. (See Insulated
Wire ), Copper. Hheetand Bar.
Roel "IngB Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElecCRcal Worfee.
KifttioDal Carbon Co.

Clntctaes, Friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hiil Clutch Works-
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Construction and Bepaira.
Andrae, Julius.
Electric Cons, & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co,, The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rae, Frank B.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Bleotrle Idsbt,
Bnslne Plants and JBlectric
Ballways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
BallA WoodCo., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford ElectrlcManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westingbouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westingbouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes,
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmee, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schlndel & Schlndel.

Cnt-Onts and Sirltclies.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Sup^Jy Co., The.
Enterprise Electric ( o.

Hart k Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Elecrlcal Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Klectric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heieler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Worka.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManofacturingCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westiaghouse Electric& Hfg. Go.

Electric I^ava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric BallTvays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechanical
Eneineers.
Bryan, W.H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Pierce. Josiah Jr.

Rae, Prank B.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley « Co ., The E. 3.

Western Electric Co.

Electrical JUitellisence.
Bryan W. H.
Keller & Degenhardt
Leonard &C*o., H. W.
Rae. Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant JEloctric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
RieB Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CoHibina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Hooston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo,

Electro •Platine HaclLlnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co

Enslnes, Hteaua.
American Engine Co.
EallEnelne Co.
Ball & Wood Co., Tke.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westing;hoii3e, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
"C. & U." Electric Motor Go.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Emereon Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric MIg. Oo.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrnace Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Go.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Suerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€ias iiigtitins. Kleelrlc.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Aeueral Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Julius.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enteroriae Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. ti.

Knapp EJectrical Works.
Queen &"Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.

€}lobes and Electrical CMass-
Tvare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Graphite ^Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co , Jos.
Hard Anbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insnlatlns
Materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, P. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hart k Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co ,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated W^ires and Cables.
aiasnet Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing. F. W,
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insn-
latingCo.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

Iiamps, Incandescent-
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co,
Central Electric Co,
Cutter E lectrical & Mfg. Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical SuppTv Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Biectric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

I^islifniiiiS Arresters.
VanNuls,"C. S.

IfUbricators,
Powell Co., The Wm.

nasuet t¥ire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

llechanioal Slachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

AJIca.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. CO..H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mine Siemais, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Worka.

mining: Apparatus, Electric.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- Houston Electric Co.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroft Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Emerson Electric Mfg;. Co.
La Roche Electric Works
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Premier Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Man nfacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Thornson-Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfe Co.Name Platrs.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co

,
, A. H.

Oil Cups.
PoweU Co., The Wm.

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Pcrifler Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Sietert, Q.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel A Schindel.
Sterling,W. C.

Porcelain.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publis^hers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Klectfical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailivays. Electric.
f See electric railways.)

Becordins: Pressure Gausres
BristolB' Mfg. Co., The.

Brgulntins Kockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Securities. Electrical.
Perry & Noyes.

(Separators, Nteam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklns Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Balliray
Detroit Electrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co
Schlndel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insulatlng^.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical SupplyT^o. , The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insn lated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegrraoh Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co,, The E. 8.
iinapr/E lectrical Works.
Weg^rn Electric CfS.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central ElecEflc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Knanp Eiectrlcftl Works.
WesTgrn Efectric Co.

Transfnrmers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectrlcManufactniing Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,

Turbine ^Vheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Siilwell & BlerceMfg. Co

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

TTnivers!ties.
Institute of Technology.
Rose Polytechlnc Institute.

TVater Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jae.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. BAre.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
RallwayEqulpment Co.
Roebiine's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

Mills Building, NEW YORK. Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.

EVERY STATION OFANY SYSTEM
SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR

SERIES LAMPS,

SERIES SOCKETS,

SERIES SUPPLIES,
For ARC and ALTERNATING Circuits.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BERNSTEIN FAN MOTORS.
Perfect in Desiga. Tasteful in Appearance. Simple Throughout.

Ueliabic Agents wanted in every section of the country. Write for particulars.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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IRON BOX BELL
Has Platinum Points, Double Magnets,

Steel Hammer, and is

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
Send for a sample and special prices. On receipt of them you will send

us your orders.

Nickel mouth pieces for speaking tube, with or without indicator, we
offer at a price not met with elsewhere.

We have a large stock of annunciator and office wire,

and all electric hell supplies at bottom prices.

Central Electric Company,
118 and 118 FRANKLIN ST, CHICAGO, ILL.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
MAJfUFAOTUKEKS OF

The Morrison Plante Storage Battery,
DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.,

THE BEST TRACTION BATTERY IN THE WORLD.

Storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launciies, Electric

Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

zsiaECTRo-mo'rivjs force: high; ifliFz: ImOng.

This Battery is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either mechan-
ically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

OFFICE: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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The "C. Sc C."

Announces a Very Great Reduction in the Price of

For the Summer of 1892.

The Machines are Kept in Stocit Wound for

110, 220 and 50O VOLTS; 6.5, 9.5 and 20 kmm.

Send to any of our General Offices for Neur Prices.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St.

NEW YORK. 402-404 Greenwich St.

BOSTON, 83 Oliver st.

PORTLAND, ORE., 55 N. Front St.
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GETTHE BEST.
a

y^.^ ^~±y^^.
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y^ C^^^,

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

JULIUS AIMDRAE,
Milwaukee.

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO.,
313 & 3 1 5 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SMFESTI BEST! CHEAPEST!

INCOMBUSTIBLE APPLIANCES. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

I-

z
< ' o DYNAMOS. ^m . MOTORS.

Wv i t&SMS n'- m _. W*W^ HHIiSrQ' Btfj

3 M H SAFETY DEVICES. ^^#W^^ WIRE, CABLES.

U)
111

a ^

_ __ __=_ ^^. _^^^
m •"

^3:

STREET RAILWAYSLtUP AND SOCKET. %# | 1%^ bl I &#% Ih WW #% I Wm UNDERGROUND TUBES.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES.
CANADIAN: Fdison Building, 77 Bay Street. Toronto. Can. PACIFIC COAST: Fdison Building, 1 12 Bush Street. San Francisco, Cal.

.
CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street. Chicago. III. . PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland. Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.
^."--' NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.
MEXICAN AND'^SOUTH AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building. Broad Street, New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminstsr. London, S. W., England.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CliicsLso Office: He^Kr Yorfe: Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 1 1 5 Broadway.
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NOTICE
THE EFFECT OF THE CONSOLIDATION.

Vice-President lusull, of the Edison Qeneral Electric Co., has issued a circular letter

to district managers, in which the following is stated: "With reference to the arrange-

ments now being made with the Thomson-Houston company, we desire to assure our

employes that the new organization will need the services of every good man now in our

employ. It is, therefore, important that everyone should continue to make every eflfort to

secure the largest possible amount of business at the best possible price. The combination

will doubtless result in ultimately lowering prices to customers on all apparatus, but for

the present an agent 'will be judged, not only for the amount of business secured, but

especially by the term.a of payment and favorable prices for the same. It is of great im-

portance that no unprofitable contracts be taken, except as may be absolutely
necessary to prevent tbe business going to companies other than the
Thomson-Houston company. It is essential that only friendly competition with

the Thomson-Houston company should be carried on, ani you are requested to report

promptly any action on the part of either your own or the Thomson-Houston company's

agents that is not in conformity with this end. I shall be very glad if you will convey the

substance of this letter to all employes under your control. You will receive due notifica-

tion from the proper department as to your future course with relation to canvassing for

hvLBineBS."—Electric Power.

For the above reasons alone it will pay you to have

us bid afi:ainst the Trust in every case. It means
money in your pocket.

^w^i^iTE Tjs :pok> ipk^ioes.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY

CHICAGO OFFICE, 931 "THE ROOKERY."

E. E.& S. COp
EDDY MOTORS,

"PACKARD" LAMPS,
"HELMET" WIRE,

iLzid a Full Line of Blectrical Supplies.

931 "The Rookery," '34 East 6th St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL, MINN.

i
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£i

REGENT
»»

Double Core, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CABLES.
SEItTID E^Oie S-A-:i^I=IL,ES .A-3>TZD IFieiOEIS.

£<

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

u^IT-^ B-A.SB, -^ItT-ST TT-OLT-^G-E;.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201, 203, 205,207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO* ILL.

Heisler Electric Co.
P

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,

CONSTRUCTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Eelimaten furnished for the Installation of Central Stations
and Isolated Plants, of the following types:

LONG DISTANCE SERIES INCANDESCENT
SYSTEM.

For Streets, Stores, Depots, Pleasure Resorls and Mills.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS.
For Commercial and Domes'ic IllumlnatioD.

DIRECT CURRENT (Constant Potential.)
For Isolated Plants, suc'i m Banks, Office Buildings, Hotels

and Private Itesldences.

ARC APPARATUS.

STORAGE BATTERIES.
For u«o in connection -with Dlruct Current Apparatus.

Office, DrexelBuJiiJiog, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE SCHUYLER
-S'2"STB3yn OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure Wtiite Steady Light.

mschuyler electric CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR GUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

I=roT2CLpt Sl2.ipn:a.en.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.\ir. R. MASON « Genl Mgr.

The I'gbt'iig world is always calling
for some now design, some novel efEect.

The lateat response thereto is the

BUCKEYE Coiled Filament
Incandescent liamp.

HAVE YOU SEEN OR TRIED IT ?

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO ,

CLEVELAND, '337 The Arcade.
CHICAGO, 437 "The Rookery."
NEW YOKK, 611 Mail anil Express Building.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric EngineeriDgA Supply Co.,
S-S-ZI.,^OT7S£3, KT. "S"., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE: Send for Catalogue of our
136 liiberty St., F. C. TIIUFSON, Manager. Specialties.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.
Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It Is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700
revolutions per minute. Can be regulated
by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-
sired, and flow of current Is regulated
accordingly. Commutator brushes feed
up automatically and are guaranteed for
three months' wear at constant use, ten
hours per day, Manufac;ured only by

.Co., SIL

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

I >

It

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

'

18 CortlaDdtSt..NEW YORK.

J Wfc
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vnlca Electrical TFire Dacts for Interior Coastractioa. A Complete method for all

Electrical l^^ystenis. Junction Boxes, Cut-Onts, Angle Boxes,
Etc.^ etc. Vnlca Coupling Compound.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

J. H. & D. LAKE CO.,

FrictionClutch
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFFCOXJFLINGS

ITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

HORNELLSVILLE,N.Y,
The Simplest,

trongest and EeRf,
" "ott'hi'ullcyi

Kie. Adapted
to light or heav;.
work, stopping and'

tartintr machines easily
indquicklv Without lar

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICJ^, KT. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

••UTiCA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for ana
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES,

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLIX LIQHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIis« KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Co.^
•V^IXjJXgXJJ-Ca-TOU, 33£IXj.

'»^^

'"^*,

"^V^'> THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUGGE88.

For Sale by all Supply Honses.

The Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., hartford, gonn.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamos, CoiriDotiiid Wound,
110 volt, with BsBe, Rheoetat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Port Wayne Alternatore, complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 3,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dvnamo.
One fiOO Lt. Edison Dynamo—not the latest style.
Twelve Kuowlea l:iLt. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
Nine 30 Lt. Westinghouee Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.
OneSOLt. Brueh Dynamo, 1,200 C. P.
One 60 Lt. Vandepoele Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 35 Double 2,000 6. P. Lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt Schnyler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Single

Lamps.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Fixtures.
One 300 Lt. U. 3. Dynamo, £0 volt, no Fixtures

bat Base.
One 2C10 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Flitures

bnl Ease.
Six 30 Lt. Excelsior Dynamos, Arc, 2,000 0. P.,

with Single Lamps.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling Incmdesceni L|lts

m PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric l^upply
fionses,

or applv to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee,

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMioi Of the ProMem of Safe Giarilins

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherdver and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AKD UNDERGROUND

ILANTJFACTUBED BY

T !NXIdRI OR
GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,

i«inpi/«. J B27 to B3I W. 34th SI.,
WORKS.

^ 526 to 628 W. SBth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44Broad St., New Tork.

TRADE-MARK

JihoB. Day & Coy 222 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo,
American Elect. Supply Co., 2:i6 Pearl St., Buffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 27 E. M;iin St., Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. fth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Uabrlel, Saginaw, JItcb.

Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,
110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construclion Co., Pittaburgh, P»,
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes^

SpeaUing Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
P III 1

AMKH. KHKKT * CO., Mt. Faol, minn.
Selling Agents:

J

HTA\i>akI» K^KCTHICAI. WiIHIKH, Cincinnati, Ohio.
( nOU.\TAI.\ K1,KCTBIC CO , »9nTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co,,
[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

m AND INMNDESCENT ISOUTEI ELEGTIUC IICHT PLMITS,

1

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

"TF^ICr

MOTORS "° GENERATORS,
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workiansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES; EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

ITEW ITOBK I^AUP FACTOBX, Capacity ao,qOO per day.

JuAJMJPS
8 C. p. to 150 C. p. 45 Volls to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANXTPACTITRED BT

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RAClNE-HIGH-.5Fl=tiDg

ro'-VKCtS""'

CATALOGUE
3 ADDRI55 .

EN61NEltt

SUPERIOR RE601JVT10N

^"^ ECONOMY "a

BECTRICJjfiHTIHS
wDfiENERAL

"^^
^1 WRPOSM

.16 SlZtS

carried in stock

"wetBFi

ENfilMESj

RACINt HARDWARE M'F6-C0-R*^''>

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE.
We can furnish at bottom prices

Leclanche,
Andrae Carbon,

I<aclede,
{Samson

and liaw
Batteries.

Bells, Wire and Pashes.

Agent for SUNBEAM LAMPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Tlie Pioneer House of tlie Nortliwest.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
le the moet dura-
ble for hangins
Arc Lamps,
T rolley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

MagTietB, SaBh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE \rORKS,
115 CONGRESS STKEET, BOSTON.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will eell at a low price,
among the nnmber being two OSO-lifflitt
1,000 TOit Alternators.

W. F. Pbbrt. B. F. N0TK8.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 43 Franklin Sr., CHICAOO.

DEALERS IN ELECUL SECUfilllES.

Slectilcal or Telephone Stocks Bought
and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
B<<Isan Bide. - NEW TOBK.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'-te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
830O N. Second Street, ST. liOUIS.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTDBEHS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complbtb Alternatikg System now on the Maeket.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

Thb ImATSST aiud BXSST
SLOW SPEKD, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow Bpeed, small lloor apace, direct driven, Belfoillng bearlngB, Utile eiternsl
DiagDutlem, etc.

IMADE BY THE

i^DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
Limited,

•b'V^

.J»^

CORRY, PA.
IC<»Hton Olli<*(' -II. (\ Hawbe, Manager,

';.:il ADunllr Ave.
, <liM-ae«<nn<'<>-K. J. Itrindolph, M.m-

n[;i:r, Kl^r. MonudQork Ilulldlnf,',

HutiHUM «ity, illo., Onice— I.. C.
lidlr.KOIl Walnut Street.
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AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no '

' dead
centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reUable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONAIIY AND MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly buUt, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE -A-oi-fliE OF sxn^T^x^xoimr.
No skilled engineer is required.

2^" For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or address,

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOrND BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL I

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cest Dry Steam. Outetripping all competltora.

Send tor Circular and Cornell test report

HINE ELIMINATOR CO..
06 Liberty St., g^

NEW YORK. HOBIZOHTAJE.,

This advertifement appears every other week.

-•t^e:-

mn umm co,

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.»
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TlieWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Fle.\ible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PKILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

CHICAGO, 1437 Unity Building.

WOltKH AT ltltli>UKI>OKT, CONN.
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Blowing a Church Organ with Accumu-
lators.

An application of the electric motor as ordinarily con-

nected with the central station wires, to supply power for

b'owing a church organ, is no longer looked upon as a

very novel installatioo. One seldom hears, however, of an

electric motor being employed for this purpose and taking

its current from a battery of storage cells. Such a plant,

though, as the one referred to is

illustrated in the accompanying cuts.

This equipment is doubly interest-

ing from the fact that not only is the

storage battery used but the cells

receive their charge from a night arc

light current; besides this, the one

battery furnishes power to blow two

organs.

No one knows better than the

motor salesman how few have been

the cases in which it was possible to

obtain cuirent fo^ organ service. The

majority of churches are so situated

that no current can be obtained in

'the day time; and but few churches

are located in the vicinity of an in-

candescent electric light plant. Arc

light lines are more generally avail-

able than incandescent, but as nearly

all of these are in operation only at

night the current is not available for

blowing organs ia the day time.

Recogniz'ng that the accumulator

offered itself as a means through

which this problem of current supply

might be solved, the Electro-Dynamic

company of Philadelphia devised a

system to furnish the motor from a

battery to be charged from an arc

light line.

The first installation in which this

system was employed was in the Beth-

lehem Presbyterian church at the

northeast corner of Broad and Diamond

streets, Philadelphia. The apparatus

has been in use for two years, and,

it is stated, has never in all that time

failed to act promptly.

The entire electrical power outfit

at the church consists only of the

battery and charging switch-boaid.

Fig. I, the motor, Fig. 2, and the

three special switches Figs. 3 and 4,

at the organs. Fig. 5 is a diagram of

connections.

The one motor operates a bellows

that h'ows the two organs in the

church buildings, the large Roosevelt

organ in the church proper and a

medium s'ze Sunday school organ.

The wind chests of the two organs, are

connected, the large organ d.iog the

blowing and .filing the bellows of

the second organ. The connection

14 made by about 150 feet of tubing.

The second organ is provided with

a valve which prevents a backward

flow of the air, shutting entirely before

the blow-off point is reached. The mctor will blow both

organs to their fullest capacity at the same time.

It is worth mentioning here that the plan to connect the

wj organs to the one bellows was carried out against the

protest of all the organ builders who were consulted.

When, however, the scheme was put in operation it was

generally admitted that no organ could be better blown;

both can be played at the same time, and each one has a

full supply of wind.

The storage battery and charging switch-board, Fig, i,

are located in the church cellar in a little room partitioned

off especially to contain this apparatus. There are in all

eighteen cells of the Accumulator company's "15 L"type,
and these are connected in series to give a pressure of

about 36 volts. These cells have a capacity of 300 ampere
hours, and the battery when fully charged is of sufficient

capacity to run the motor from 8 to ten hours. It was
necessary to provide an automatic switch to connect the

battery to the arc circuit. This switch is automatic in

FIG. I. BLOWING A CHURCH ORGAN WITH ACCLTMULATORS.

both directions, so to speak. It throws the battery off

the circuit before the dynamo stops, the switch acting

when the 10 ampere current falls to 4 amperes. The

object of this is to prevent the battery discharging back

through the line. When the system was first put into

service it was found that the current from the arc dynamo

was not sufficiently regular to keep the battery on the

circuit. The current would fall to nearly the zero point

several times in the course of an evening, opening the

' switch and throwing the battery off the circuit. It was

necessary, therefore to make the switch return automatic-

ally the battery to the circuit whenever the current was
restored. This was accomplished by means of a solenoid

in the main circuit, so arranged that it pulls the switch

back into place. Suitable resistances were inserted and
mercury cups so arranged as to keep the main circuit

intact and prevent sparking when connection is broken.
The double pole non-break switch is used to throw the ap-
paratus in circuit and this can be turned by the sexton

at any time in the day so that the

battery can be charged at night.

The charging current is obtained

from an arc light station on Diamond
street about one mile distant from the

church. The dynamo connected with

the charging line is of the Thomson-
Houston pattern and has capacity for

50 arc lamps. The battery takes

about two thirds of the power required

for an arc lamp. In practice it has

been found that two nights' charging

in the week is amply sufficient for.the
regular church and Sunday school
service.

The motor driving the organ bel-

lows is a nominal one horse power
machine of the Edeo type, capable of
developing two horse power for short

periods. It is belted to the shaft of
the bellows through a counter shaft

and drives the crank shaft at sixty

revolutions per minute. This rate of
speed meets the maximum demand
for wind. The bellows has three

leaves; one with two leaves would re-

quire a reciprocating motion.

To control the electrical power for

the two organs so as to maintain a
steady air pressure, there are arranged
in connection with the motor circuit

and the bellows, three special switches,

viz., two starting switches, one of
which is shown in Fig. 3, and a
governing or regulating switch. Fig. 4.

The motor is put in circuit with the
battery by means of either of the two
starting switches, which are located

one beneath each organ. The starting

switch is connected with one of the
stops on the organ known as the
"blower's signal," and it turns on
the current through several resistances.

The organist pulls out this stop and
starts the motor, which, as soon as

the bellows is filled, is cut out of the
circuit automatically by the regulat-

ing switch.

The speed of the motor is controlled

by the regulating switch, which is in

the basement under the larger organ.

This switch is operated through a chain

by a weight which rises or falls with the

top of the bellows. A contact lever on
this switch moves over the several

points of a rheostat and puts a greater

orless amount of resistance in the motor
circuit. As the bellows fills, the

motor runs slower until just before

reaching the blow-off point the circuit is opened by
a mercury switch worked by a solenoid and so construc-

ted as to reduce the spark to a minimum. The fall of the

bellows to a predetermined point re-establishes the cir-

cuit. This regulation is so perfect, that the top of the

bellows has a vertical movement not greater than one inch

under the severest demands, and through it is secured

very even wind pressure which is most favorable for uni-

formity of strength and purity of tone in the organ.

The whole apparatus is in charge of the sexton of the

church; the organist has nothing to do. but pull but the
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motor stop, and the motor never fails to respond promptly.

The cost of current is but little as compared to the cost

of hand blowing, while the convenience is incomparably

greater.

For the information relative to this novel and interesting

installation the Western Electrician is indebted to

Superintendent E. A. Scott of the Electro-Dynamic com-

pany of Philadelphia, the apparatus having been intro-

duced under Mr. Scott's supervision.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The contest for the contract of supplying and operating

launches to carry passengers on the lagoons of the World's

Fair has now narrowed down to four competitors, two of

whom have electric boats and two steam. These contest-

FIG. 3. BLOWING A CHURCH ORGAN WITH ACCUMULATORS.

ants are the Electric Laun-ih & Navigation company of

New York, the Co^mbian Launch company of Chicago,

Meeker, Eckhart & Coyne of New York and E. P. Wil-

lard & Co. of Chicago. The two former are exploiting

electric boats, while the latter two pin their faith to steam

launches. All of these boats have been tested officially,

and it may be said that all, generally speaking, have satis-

factorily complied with, the conditions. It is believed,

howevever, that, other things being equal, the World's

Fair authorities will favor electricity, both on account of

the esthetic advantages and the fact that boats of this

character are still a comparative novelty in this country,

and would prove a great attraction to visitors. It is quite

likely, therefore, that the final choice will be made between

the two electric boats, which appear to be very evenly

matched. There are some supplementary tests to be

made, however, particularly in relation to the electric

boats, which will be required to make ten-hour runs on

two or three consecutive days, and it is probable that the

report of the construction department to the committee on

grounds and buildings will not be made until some time

next week.

The test was made on an indicated course in the basin

and outside harbor about four-fifths of a mile long. The
boats were required to make the circuit of this course, which

was marked by flags, making two landings of a minute and

a half's duration each, on each trip. This was kept up for

ten hours. Under the general direction of Mr. Sargent

the tests were in charge of H. Fitz-John Porter, assisted

by Henry G. Field and Mr. Hellstrom. Each competitor

was allowed to select the rate which he would deem advis-

able to operate at should he secure the contract. Other

tests in relation to the tilting aogle, tactical diameter, time

necessary to get under full speed and to come to a dead

stop were also made. Bags of sand of 140 pounds'

weight each were loaded on the boat to represent the

weight of a full complement of passengers. Careful notes

were taken of the features of each test, and will be em-

bodied in the report, Mr. Sargent chaiacterizes the news-

paper reports of failure of the electric boats as false and

misleading, and says that so far the tests have been made
without trouble.

On Wednesday of last week the Columbian Launch
company's electric boat was tested, and was run for ten

hourK at a slow rate of speed. This ended the official

test, but to satisfy themselves the owners of the boat kept

up the trial, and the launch proceeded to make the pre-

scribed courscstcadily until 8:31 A. m. on Thursday. As
the trial began at 8:05 a, M., and 26 minutes was con-

sumed in special tests and stops, this record shows that

tho M-irrison batteries, with oae charging, lasted for

twenty-four hours—an excellent showing. It is stated

that during the time mentioned the boat covered seventy-

five milca. Charles Sorlcy was the electrician in charge,

Harold Sturgcs represented the American Battery com-
pany and Charles Norton and Wallace Clark the Colum-

bian Launch company. Mr. Adams represented the

Jenney Motor company of Indianapolis, and Mr. Hell-

strom watched the test for the exposition authorities. The
Electric Launch & Navigation company's boatElectra was

tested on Thursday, and the result was very satisfactory.

Mr. Reckeuzaun was in charge, and the boat was run for

ten hours, lacking five minutes, at the rate of about six

miles an hour. In that time the voltage only dropped

from 60 to 57. Attention was also called to the fact that

the end the motor was so cool that the hand could be it

borne upon it.

But one bid was received for the lead covered cable

for the arc light circuits, and that was opened on July

ist. It was from the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable

company of New York, which offered to furnish the cable

at the rate of $365 per mile. This includes the use of

the conductors, a guaranty to keep them in good repair

and the removal after the fair. The bid has been recom-

mended for acceptance by Mr. Sargent. It is from the

same company that secured the contract for the rubber

covered wire for the arc light circuits.

A feature of the half-mile pier leading out to the steam-

boat landing in the lake will be a movable sidewalk oper-

ated by electricity.

The allotment of space for American exhibitors in the

electricity building at the World's Fair will probably be

begun this week.

On Tuesday of last week the final papers were signed on

the contract for the incandescent lighting at the World's

Fair, and at last the matter is settled. Mr. Westinghouse

left for Pittsburg in the afternoon, leaving Mr. Keller,

the newly appointed superintendent of the installation, in

charge of the Chicago end of the work. The details of

the plant have not been worked out, but it has been de-

cided to employ 10,000 light alternators wound for a dif-

ference of potential of 2,000 volts. The current will be

transformed down to 100 volts for the house circuits, and

each converter will have a capacity of 200 lights.

The Westinghouse company has awarded the contract for

the wire needed to the New York Insulated Wire company,

which will furnish Grlmshaw white core wire. The instal-

lation will comprise ten dynamos of 1,000 horse power

each. Two of these will be belted directly to the great

Reynolds-Corliss engine furnished by E. P. Allis & Co.,

rliltli|i|ili|i|i|ih
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of Milwaukee; one will be belted to a Eraser & Chalmers

1,000 horse power engine; one to a Buckeye engine of the

same capacity, and a fifth to a Mcintosh & Seymour engine

of equal power. The pulleys on the huge alternators will

be nine feet in diameter and will run at the rate of 200

revolutions per minute. The driving belts will be six feet

wide. The dynamos will be provided wilh belt-tightening

appliances similar to those used on machines of ordinary

size. The engine arrangement as thus far completed leaves

five dynamo:^ unprovided for, but the Westinghouse en-

gine company has generously offered lo supply engines for

all the generators for which the World's Fair authorities

are unable to secure power. The company does this on the

same basis that the other firms furn'sh engines—that is,

donaring the use of the machines free of cost during the

period of the World's Fair, provided that they are con-

sidered as exhibits. These Westinghouse engines wiil be

directly coupled to the dynamos. A temporary office for

E. E. Keller, the superin'endent of the installation, is

being fitted up in the horticultural building. The work

li.
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of layiag the ducts for the incandescent wiring will be

begun in a week or so.

Engineer Sargent is closinj; up contracts for exhibits of

engines to be used in the electrical service plant, as follows;

Russell Si. Co., Massiilon, 0-, one 500 horse power and

one 150 horse power for arc lights; Buckeye Engine com-

panv, Salem O., one 300 horse power and four of from 100

to 150 horse power each for arc lights; Sioux City Engine

Works, one 750 horse power for arc ligh'-s; Stearns

Manufacturing company, Erie, Pa., one 500 horsepower
and one 350 horse power for power generators; Phcenix

Iron Works company, Meadville, Pa., one 500 horse

power for power generators; E. P. Allis&Co., Milwaukee,

one t;oo horse power for power, coupled directly to a

Wes inghou=e generator; Fraser & Chalmers, Chicago

one 300 horse power for arc lights. In addition to

these Mr. Sargent Is negotiating with neariy all the

o her prominent engine builders of the country. The
mechanical and electrical engineering department of the

World's Fair will be glad to hear from any others who
have not yet made definite offers. It can still provide for

quite a number of engines ranging from 200 to 300 horse

power. Now is the time to communicate with the depart-

ment, as in a short time it will be too late to make ar-

rangements for the installation of engines as a portion of

the service p'ant.

Telegraphing by Telephone.
Orange was in communication with the rest of the world

yesterday by means of the Postal Telegraph wires for the
first time in six weeks, says the New York ^'ww of June
27th. Owing to some difficulty about getting wires through
East Orange the company brought its line in through West
Orange on the old poles of the American Rapid Telegraph
company. This was not generally known, but a recent suit
over the American Rapid Telegraph company's property
brought the matter up The wires were removed, and the
Postal has been obliged to put up a new line. During the
suspension of telegraphic communication the telephone
was used freely, and messages were thus transmitted to
Newark and then telegraphed to other places from the main
office. Right there a curious question came up, A New-
ark telegraph operator, wishing to try an experiment,
called up Miss Brandenburg, the Orange telegraph opera-
tor, and then placing a sounder upon the transmitter of
the Newark telephone he clicked off a message. Miss
Brandenburg, with her ear at the 'phone in Orange, took
down the message. It was a neat way of getting out of
the diflficulty, but it did not last. The Newark manager of
the Telephone company happened to hear about the
scheme one day. and he stopped it. He said that the tele-
phone could be used "by mnuth only

"

The borough of Sharpsburg, Pa., has signed a contract
with the Thofnson- Houston company for the erection of
an incandescent light plant-
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Electric Mill Indicator.

The accompanying illustrations show an electrical device

employed to indicate when the grinders in flour mills run dry.

The feature of this indicator is that the contact points in it

are enclosed in an air-tight chamber thus securing re-

ability of action without any great complication.

Fig. I represents the apparatus, while Fig. 2 is a sec-

tional view showing the construction of its interior. The

device consists of a cast iron ring c with adjusting screws

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC MILL INDICATOR.

b b, two spiral springs € e and a dust protecting cap/, this

part is immovable and screwed on to the grain chute

above the grinders. The inside or movable part is a

lever h turning on a shaft ^. This lever has its one end

pointing inside the grain chute where it is flattened out in

the shape of a spoon. To its other end is fastened a

small cylinder / the bottom of which is made of hard rub-

ber and furnished with two electric contacts /and ///; from

these contacts wires extend to a battery and alarm bell.

Inside of the cylinder / is a movable ball /-, When the

grain is flowing through the chute, the weight of the

grain keep3 the sp3on shaped end of the lever down

causing the bait in the cylinder to roll to the right; if the

flow of grain ceases, the ball presses down the cylinder,

rollsto the left and presses the contact springs together.

The regulation of the apparatus is easily accomplished

through the adjusting screws b b and the ball /. The

cuts are from the Elektrotechmsche Zeitschrift.

ested in the Baker boat and considers that the conjunc-

tion of the submarine craft with my torpedo will furnish

all the requirements for a perfect destroyer. The com-

bination furnishes all the deadliness, together with a min-

imum risk which forms the ideal element of assault.

"The reason why the Baker boat, if successful, will

prove to be an invaluable adjunct to naval warfare, is in

its ability to dodge around here and there, like a bell-

diver, appearing where you least expect to find it and

again disappearing when you need it the most. It will

constitute a moveable, disappearing station from which my
torpedos can be manipulated with terrible effect upon

ironclad or battery. With this boat we can take our point

of attack anywhere or in any port. The enemy will be

powerless to prevent its hidden meanderings under the

water, and by means of it a port can be governed perfect-

ly—made impregnable. Through an attack in port by

means of the Baker submarine boat and the Sims-Edison

torpedos, the most powerful ironclad is rendered useless.

The station, which will be Mr. Bakei's invention, cannot

be fired at, because it can be submerged, and, therefore,

no target is offered, while the torpedo boats may be era-

ployed to keep away any cruiser to the limit of five miles.

Work of destruction can be carried on with it almost with-

out risk.

'I take the livelist interest in the new Detroit craft for

the reason that I consider it to be the very first practical

solution of submarine navigation. The idea of moving

about under the water, like a fish, has some fascinating

Baker Submarine Boat and Sims-Edison
Torpedo.

The Baker submarine boat continues to excite the great-

est interest on the part of the ordnance men. A few

weeks ago, Commodore Folger, chief of the bureau of

ordnance at Washington, D. C, visited Detroit to inspect

the novel little craft. The Commodore's opinion of the

vessel was published in a recent issue of the Western

Electrician. Last week W. Scott Sims of New York,

arrived in Detroit bent on an errand similar to that of

Commodore Folger. Mr. Sims is well known to electrical

men through his torpedo work, being the inventor of the

Sims Edison torpedo. Mr. Sims was unfortunate, though,

in the choice of the time for his visit, for he found the

boat undergoing repairs. A short time ago an accident

occurred to the craft's battery; a number of cells exploded

and although little damage was done outside of the wreck-

ing of a number of rubber cases it may be some little time

before all is in order again. Mr. Sims, therefore, did not

have an opportunity to witness a trial of the boat.

In an interview with a representative of the Detroit Free

"Concerning the demands of the government for a sub
marine boat. Commodore Folger recently said in an in-

terview: 'I consider the principal of the Baker submarine

boat at Detroit perfectly feasible. It is already made
clear by this boat that an efficient boat can be submerged

and kept under perfect control with nothing but a foot of

the conning tower above the surface of the water. A Sims

torpedo, electrically controlled, could be sent out from such

a vessel to a distance of a mile and, directed at night by

means of range lanterns, would be more effective than by

day. The submerged vessel, equipped with such a torpe-

do, could remain at a point where she would be completely

invisible to an enemy's ship. The submarine boat will be

further armed with the submarine gun and projectile, tests

of which have already been made with satisfactory results

during the past week at Newport. The Navy Depart-

ment has always been more or less interested in the sub-

ject of submarine navigation, and since the failure to se-

cure funds for such work the matter has lain dor-

mant.'

"According lo the notion of experts the most desirable

qualities to be possessed by a submarine boat while ap-

proaching a hostile ship, under way, are speed, certainty

of direction, invisibility and safety from the enemy's fire.

Within the danger zone a part of the speed of approach

may be given up for the sake of obtaining water cover.

The successful submarine boat must be able to run at any

safe depth, cut off from communication with the atmos-

phere and affording no view of the object of attack other

FIG. 2. BLOWING A CHURCH

interest about it, and probably the novelty of the thing has

been the means of inducing experiments looking to a suc-

cessful submarine boat for the past 200 years. The history of

these boats has,however,ended in nearly every instance with

a tragedy. They have all gone down and could not be

made to rise. Machinery has given out when needed; the

water used to lower the boats could not be pumped out.

FIG. I. ELECTRIC

Pres?. Mr. Sims spoke most enthusiastically of the man-

ner in which the Baker boat, if it proved thoroughly suc-

cessful, mighc be operated in connection with his torpedo.

From his conversation as reported in the Detroit paper it

would seem that Mr. Baker has every incentive to continue

work on his boat. Mr. Sims was reported substantially as

follows:
' Commodore Folger," said Mr. Sims, 'Ms greatly inter-

MILL INDICATOR.

even by hind, as has been shown by investigation, and

the unfortunate navigators have perished.

"In Mr. Baker's boat, however, I feel confident that

the problem has been satisfactorially solved. He has the

first boat that has been made to ride on an even keel, its

submerging powers depend to a large extent upon its pro-

pellcs, it is navigable, easily controlled and of a powerful

structure.

ORGAN WITH ACCUMULATORS.

than through the water. The boat should be capable of

making fifteen knots an hour on the surface and a mean
speed of eight knots. She should be able to run for thirty

hours at full power covered by at least three feet of water.

She should carry ninety days' provisions, be able to turn in

a circle not greater than twice her length and maintain

any desired depth within the limits of crushing power.

The shell should be sufficiently strong to withstand a water

pressure of 150 feet depth.

"There is no doubt," continued Mr. Sims, "that Mr.

Baker's boat has many imperfections, but they are of a na-

ture that can be remedied as experiments continue. The
boat has not enough speed at present and in many minor
particulars there are alterations to be made. But as an
experimental contrivance it is a great success. As soon as

repaired the boat will be taken to Newport and placed un-

der the supervision of government officials for experiments.

The experiments cannot be conducted at Detroit because

this city is too far distant from Washington, and besides

there is no apparatus at hand here. Experiments will be

made with my torpedo boat in conjunction with Mr. Bak-

er's submarine boat."

Mr. Baker, the inventor'of the submarine boat has as

yet received no official intelligence concerning the desire of

the government to experiment with his boat. He said,

though, that it could be towed to New York through the

Erie canal.

The following is a recent local item from the Peofia
He^'ald: "Thousands of people visited 619 Howett street

to behold the wreck the lightning had made. Some oftbe
visitors carried away splinters of the wreck for toothpicks,

claiming that the wood had become impregnated with
electricity to such an extent that it was a sure cure for

toothache and neuralgia."
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Electrical Forging and Tempering.

The electric forge herewith illustrated is the invention of

E. E. Angell of Boston, and is intended for heating bars

of metal for forging, hardening, drawiag the temper, or

other purposes. The frame consists of a hollow cylin-

der supported upon four legs and provided at its top and

bottom with a series of slots and with external lugs adja-

cent to the slots. In Figs, i and 2 electrodes are indicated

by the full lines B C, and the dotted lines are pivoted to

the lugs, and their long arms extend through the slots to

a pointnear the axis of the cylinder. Other electrode levers,

D E, are similarly disposed in a horizontal plane. All

FIG. I. ELECTRICAL FORGING AND TEMPERING,

the levers are provided at their outer ends with binding

posts, and at their inner ends with anti-friction rollers

composed of conductive material, the fusing point of which

is above that of the bar to be heated. Springs are ar-

ranged to bring the inner ends of the levers toward each

other for grasping the bar to be heated.

In the use of this apparatus a bar to be heated may be

grasped at one end by a pair of tongs and thrust into the

forge between the rolls of the first pair of electrodes. The
metal of the bar closes the circuit between the rolls and

causes a transverse current to pass vertically through the

bar. As the bar is thrust farther into the forge it passes

between the rolls of the horizontal electrode levers and a

transverse current is passed horizontally through the bar.

When short bars are to be heated, or a bar is to be heated

a short distance at one end, one or two pairs of electrodes

only may be utilized, the other electrodes remaining

idle; but in heating a long bar the entire series of electrodes

maybe brought into play. The bar is reciprocated by the

operator or by mechanical means while it is between the

rolls, so as to distribute the heat throughout its length.

The inner arms of the electrode levers are suiificiently

inclined to prevent the binding of the rolls upon the rods

in withdrawing the bar. The springs cause the electrodes

to yield, and automatically adjust themselves to bars of

diflerentsizes. If it be desired to pass currents longitu-

dinally through the bar, the wiring to the electrodes may
be changed, so that all the vertical electrode levers will be

connected with the positive pole and all the horizontal

electrode levers with the negative pole.

Fig. 3 shows an electric forge arranged for heating

lathe tools, pickaxes, and implements of irregular shape

for the purpose of hardening, forging or drawinj; the tem-
per. The general arrangement of the frame and the
method of sepuating it by proper insulating material into
two parts arc clearly brought out in the cut. Carried upon
the free end of an arm pivoted in the forged end for stand-
ard is a hub formed with radial arms i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, of
highly conductive maicrial. The ends of these arms arc
formed with contact heads o( different shapes for contact
with tools of different characters. The tool to be heated.

7. is held In the upper end of standards 'I'hcn the hand
wheel, shown in the right-hand corner, is turned so as to

bring the inclined standard to the proper position, when

the arm carrying the hub is adjusted to the proper height

by the adjusting screw. The electrode wheel is then ro-

tated, so as to bring the electrode arm having the contact

head adapted to fit the particular tool to be heated into

contact with the tool. This closes the circuit through the

tool, which is then heated instantly. The tool is then re-

moved and another put in its place, and the operation is

repeated.

The device for heating mandrels, milling cutters, taps,

reamers, twist drills and similar articles preparatory to

hardening and tempering is also shown. The upper sec-

tion of the ring shaped electrode support A, Fig. 5, is

swung back into contact with a stop on the side of the

rear standard and a milling cutter, as shown, or other de

vice to be heated, is placed eodwise between the electrode

spindles, y^ and G, Fig. 4, the spindle yielding slightly

under the action of springs to permit the adjustment of the

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL FORGING AND TAMPERING.

article to be heated. The upper section of the ring-shaped

holder is then closed and locked. The electrodes a a are

then adjusted, so that their ends come in contact with the

sides of the article to be heated, and clamped in position

by means of hinged clamping plates. The electric cur-

rents are then switched on and enter the ends of the arti-

cle through the supporting electrode spindles, 7^ and G,

and pass out laterally or radially through the sides of the

article by means of the stationary electrodts nn In

order to heat the article uniformly throughout its length

the operator turns the crank alternately in opposite direc-

tions, whereby the carriage carrying the electrode spindles

s reciprocated, causing the work to be moved back and

forth, and the points of lateral contact of the stationary

electrodes to be shifted longitudinally along the work.

The direction of the currents may be reversed or shifted.

FIG. 6. ELECTRICAL FORGING AND TEMPERINC.

To avoid short circuiting of the entire current through

either of the branches of the positive cable during the re-

ciprocation of the carriage and the electrode spindles,

means are provided for equalizing the distance through

which the currents passing through the branches travel.

In Fig. 6 a disk-shaped cutter is interposed between the

ring-shaped faces of the flat headed electrode spindles.

The cuts are reproduced from Iron Age,

Electricity in tlie Jungle.

In the A^orf/i Ami:rican Review I'rof, K. \. (Jarner

tells how he expects to visit the wilds of Africa for the

purpo.sc of studying the habits and "speech" of the great

anthropoid apes. He proposes to take up his abode in

the forest, dwelling in a stout but portable steel cage

seven feet scjuarc and seven feet high. The professor in-

tends to call in the aid of electricity to the fullest extent,

and although he leaves unexplained some of ihc difllculties

that will be encountered in doing this, the following ex-

tract from his description will be found of interest

:

The uses of my cage will be very numerous. It can be
erected as easily as a tent, and will be used at night to

camp in. It will serve as a house while I may be detained
in making terms with the natives or studying their speech;
and it will be a fortress in the jungle, where I must spend
much of my time in trying to find the secret which I

seek. But the use of my cage will not be limited to a
mere place of safety from the wild beasts that prowl
through the forests at night; it will serve also as a depot
for my supplies, and thus save me the trouble and ex-

pense of having to find a place of safety for them in case
of absence or delay. This structure will be locked se-

FIG. 3. ELEClRiCAI, FORGING A^D TEMPERING.

curely to the adjacent trees by three strong chains attached
to a Y-shaped iron bolted through the top of the cage.

It will be provided with a canvas top and gum cloth

sides, mounted on rollers like window curtains and
easily managed. It will be provided with a soft rubber
mat or carpet, which will serve as an insulator when the

case is charged with electricity and will also prevent the

moisture from rising from the ground beneaih the cage,

in which I shall have to sleep a great part of the time. It

will contain a hammock and a camp chair. Brside these it

will be occupied by my phonograpti, photographic instru-

ments, telephone and electric battery with which to operate

tdem. A single charge of this electric battery will last

for about 300 consecutive hours By the use of a small
switch-board I shall be able 10 fire my flash light at night
or to snap my kodak in the daytime, and to operate my
telephones if necessary. In case of danger or unexpect-
ed attack, by the use of my switchboard and by means
of an induction coil, I can charge the entire cage with
electrici'y, developing an alternating current of about 300
Vf Its. In leaving my cage with its contents for any length
of time I shall simply charge it in this manner with elec-

tricity, in order that in my absence ray meddlesome neigh-
bors may be induced to let it alone.

A unique and marvelous exp riment among the many
which I expect to be able to perform is that of phono-
graphipg the sounds of the apes at a distance from my
cage, where my phonograph will be located at times. I

shall accomplish this by means cf the telephones which I

am having constructed for the purpo e with a water-pioof
cable wire connected at one end with the diagram of the

phonograph, and at the other end (which may be carried

any distance, even a mile or more through the forest) con-
nected with a small telephone concealed in a tin horn; all

of which will be painted a dingy green in order that it

may be concealed in the leaves or hidden in the moss or

undergrowth of the forest. In front of this horn will be
placed decoys, baits, effigies, mirrors or such other means
as may be found necessary to induce the chimpanzees and
gorillas lo utter their sounds there, which sounds,
of course, will be immediately transmitted to snd recorded

4. ELECTRICAL FORGINt: AND TEMPERING.

on the phonograph cylinder, which will be operated by
electricity

1 shall be provided with some globes for incandescent
light. They will be connected with the battery and
placed in such positions that in case of alarm during the
night the cause may be easily asccrtain<d by simply
switching on the light for a few seconds. If it is found
that anything within the field of my kodak shall be worth
photographing the Hash light will be fired and the
picture taken, incli'ding the cage and its surroundings.

The village council of Spring Valley, 111., is seeking
proposals for the installation of an electric light plant.
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Trolley Wire Hanger.

A glance at the cut will reveal the features of this fixture.

The body of the hanger has a longitudinal socket made

with inwardly-inclined faces. Through the upper side of

the body is a screw-threaded hole, which receives the sc:ew

end of the hanger tolt. Within this socket there are two

wedge-shaped pUte5 or blocks. Along ihe edges of these

plates are formed grooves, which tnable the plates to be

clamped on to the trolley wire. In the upper edges of the

plates there are small notches into which the end of the

bolt enters when screAedinto place.

The manner of using the device is clear. The bolt is

screwed into the body, supports it and at the sime time

presses down on the plates. These, by lesson of the in-

TROLLEV WIRE HANGER.

clined sides wedging together, tightly grasp the trolley

wire. The weight of the wire itself tends to wedge the

clamping plates together.

J. Sachs, New York, is the inventor of this hanger and

C. S. Van Nuis, also of New York, is handling it.

A Simple Cleat.

Herbert C. Wirt of Boston devised the simple little

insulator shown in llie cut. It may be cons'iucted of

wood or porcelain. It is shaped, as shown like a block,

having its longer side adapted to rest aga'nst the wall or

ceihng. Th's cleat has at either end a knob p-ojecting

horizontally parallel with the side which rests against the

wall. The knobs have each a contracted neck, so that the

wire may be wound around them.

It is claimed that the use of this form of cleat greatly

A SIMPLE CLEAT.

expedites the stringing of wires. The wires when in place

are held at a slight distance from the wail, and their in-

sulation will not be affected by any moisture on the waM,

as is the case with the ordinary form of cleat where the

wires are stretched in contact the wall.

A Lar^e Joulemeter.
The Compagnie Anonyme Continentale of Paris has

recently built a large joulemeter. This joulemeter is prob-

ably the largest ever made. By stating that the meter is

large it is not meant that the instrument is of great dimen-

sions, but that the power integrated is large. This meter.

A LARGE JOULEMETER.

for 2,000 amperes and 100 volts, which is illustrated, is of

the new Brillic type, and is used by ^he Societe pour le

Travail Electiique des Mccaux, at St Ouen.

As the new form of Brillit; meter is not very well known,

it will not be out of place to explain the principle on

which it works. The measuring part of the instrument is

a wattmeter. The series coils are fixed, and the pressure

coil is suspended as freely as possible. A copper disk is

hung on the suspended coil, and a system of permanent

magnets is arranged so that motion relativ 'y to the disk

produces Foucault currents. As soon as any power is

used the moving coil deflects. This makes contact, and
starts a small motor,which rotates the magnets in the direc-

tion tending to bring the suspended coil back to the zero

position. As soon as this is achieved the contact is

broken, and the motor slows down again. The wattmeter

thus makes frequent contacts of short duration, which

regulate the speed of the motor so as to keep the moving
coil at zero position. The great advantage claimed for this

arrangement is that there is little or no friction to inter-

fere with the accuracy of the instrument. This meter is,

it is stated, accurate, even at small loads, which cannot be

the case with the ordinary motor meters, whose readings

are always modified to some extent by the friction of the

pivots or bearing?. It is said to be accurate for alternating

as well as direct currents, and has no frequency errors,

and is also really an energy meter. The cut is taken from

Industries of London.

sheet of paper and then rolling the cylinder over it. Three
distinct copies have in this way been made from one set of
curves. One of these instruments has been built and has
been tested in various ways and is found to give very sat-
isfactory results. The rate of vibration of the needle
was determined while the pointer was in contact with the
revolving drum and was obtained as folio vs: A current-
was applied so as to produce a deflection, then while
the drum was revolving at over a thousand revolu tions
per minute the needle was brought into contact with it and
the circuit was then broken, making a wavy line extend-
ing part way around the drum before it died out. The
average rate of oscillation as determined from over 40
measurements was 103 per second, and the damping effect

was so great that in .04 of a second the needle wi s
brought to rest. It was also observed that the deflecticn

A Dynamo Indicator, or Instantaneous
Curve-Writing Voltmeter.'

By George S. Moler.
In connection with the work in dynamD and motor test-

ing in the physical laboratory of Cornell University, it was
found desirable that some method should be devised which
would enable the student experimenting to very quickly
explore the field of a machine, so that he could study some
of the changes which might take pace even in a few sec-

onds. The double brush method of Dr. S. P. Thompson,
and the single brush method of W. M. Mordey, are in use
and give e.scellent results, but either of these methods re-

quires a few minutes at- the very shortest to obtain the data
for a single curve.

To attempt to meet this want t Je writer devised the in-

strument which is the subject of this paper. It is intended
to be used in tracing those curves which show the changes
in potential of the two ends of a single coil of the arma-
ture, and also those showing the changes between one
brush and one of the commutator bars, as the armature re-

volves. The instrument consists in the main of a very
rapidly vibrating needle of a voltmeter, and a smoked
cylinder against which the pointer is made to press at the
required moment. The curve
is traced during a single revo-

lution of the armature and is

then easily transferred to paper,
and is thus placed in a per-

manent form to be studied at

leisure. The voltmeter which
is enclosed in the body of the

instrument, is of the permanent
magnet form. The needle i'--

of soft iron, and is very short,

and held at zero by being
placed between the poles of

a powerful steel magnet. The
pointer is made of aluminium
and is quite short. It is shaped
so as to be as light as possible,

and so that the air cannot
offer much resistance to its

motion. The cylinder is of

metal very smoothly finished,

so that it will offer very little resistance to the movement
of the pointer; It is mounted upon a short shaft and is

arranged so that it can be slid to several different positions;

a spring Hroppiog into notches holds it at each place. The
stationary pivot at A, Fig. i, is made with a springs

so that the cylinder can be quickly removed lor smoking
or for transferring the curves. This short shaft is connected
with the driving shaft of the -nstrument by projecting pins

at i^, so that it will always maintain the same relative

position with the pin at C, The pin C is attached to a slid-

ing sleeve which is pushed toward the point of the shaft

by a spring. A hole or pin in the end of the armature
shaft is to engage with the pin C, so that ihe cylinder will

always have the same relative position with the armature.

To operate the instrument two insulated wire hoops or

bands are to be wound around some convenient part of

the shaft or commutator, and one is to be connected to

one commutator bar and the other to one of the adjacent

ones. Small brushes are to be made to press upon these

bands, and they are to be connected to the binding screws

at D. The cylinder is then lightly smoked by removing
it and revolving it over a candle or gas flame; then it is

placed in position. The sleeve carrying the pin C is pulled

back and latched in the notch E. Then the point is

pressed into the center hole in the end of the armature
shaft; this will put the drum in motion; then by letting the

projecting knob strike the finger the sleeve will be un-

latched, and will spring forward and engage with the pin

in the end of the armature shaft. Then pressing the but-

ton incloses the circuit, and pressing 6^ brings the pointer

against the drum. H \s s. reversing switch. The base line

of the curve is drawn by pressing G only. Another form
of curve will be obtained if one of the terminals of the in-

dicator is attached to one of the permanent brushes of the

dynamo, and the other to one of the brushes pressing upon
the band connecting with one of the commutator strips.

Also a temporary exploring coil may be wound upon the

armature, audits terminals may be connected to the indi-

cator.

The voltmeter of the indicator is necessarily one of low
potential, so that the changes in a single coil will produce

a suitable deflection. For greater changes of potential a

resistance must be be used in series with it. The curves

are transferred from the smoked cylinder by dampening a

I. Read "l the general meeting of the American Institute of Elec-
tric:il Engineers, Chicago, 111,, June 6, 7 and S, 1S92,

Was not changed by bringing the pointer in contact with
the revolving drum.
One of the desirable features of the indicator is the ra-

pidity with which the curves can be made. The cylinder
full of curves, eighteen in all, with their base lines, were
made in 73 seconds, so it is seen that we can explore the
field many times while a dynamo is charging up just after
being started, or while any great change in load is being
made.

In Fig. 2 are shown some of the curves produced by
exploring the field of a 20 ampere shunt wound dynamo of
the consequent pole type. The dynamo was driven at a
speed of 1,075 revolutions per minute, and had an auto-
matic regulator, which held it at 115 volts, with slight
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Fig, 2,

variations. The curves (7 and ^ were made while 20 am-
peres were flowing in the main line, and ^and </ while the
outside circuit was broken. The curves a and (/show the
changes in potential of the two ends of a single coil. The
line ^ shows the position of the center of the pole piece

and the arrow the forward direction of the curves. The
double curves upon each base line, were made by reversing
the terminals by means of the switch H. The line ^ is

the position of the neutral point when 20 amperes were
flowing, and y" its position when the line is open. The
difference in shape of the curves shown at a and those £t

d is very marked. The cuives b and c were made by con-
necting one terminal to one of the dynamo brushes atd
the other to one of the brushes connected to one end of a
coil. These also show the change of the neutral point,

and a change in shape for open and closed circuit.

The instrument is calibrated by comparision with a

Fiff. 3
Standard voltmeter. For each reading on the voltmeter a
line is drawn around a drum. When the pointer is not in
contact with the drum some of the effects of inertia can be
noticed, but when the contact is made they seem almost to
disappear, and corrections may be applied to compensate
for the lag on that account.

To test the reliability of the instrument one of the 20-

ampere curves for half a revolution and similar to a Fig. 2,

was taTcen at random, and the data taken by two students,

to obtain which they worked at least an hour, and had
to contend with fluctuating speed and voltage. These two
curves were drawn to the same scale and are shown in Fig.

3. the heavier and more fluctuating line being by the
experiment. The agreement is about all that can be ex-

pected, so it seems that the instrument is capable of giving
reliable results.

The village of Adel, la., has decided by a vote of 174
to 17 to tax itself for an electric light plant.
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An interesting method of employing what might be

described as "variations of magnetic friction" for the pur-

pose of magnifying vibrations is described in another col-

umn. The apparatus is suggestive of the loud-speaking

chemical telephone receiver invented by Mr. Edison. It

will be remembered that in the chemical telephonic re-

ceiver a contact strip attached to the diaphragm bears on

the surface of a chemically prepared revolving cylinder, and

the friction at the point of contact is varied by the passage

of current between the point and the roller. In the mag-

nifier described magnetism is used in a most ingenious

manner to control a simple device provided to set a dia-

phragm in powerful vibration.

of the church organs would now be operated by electric

power. It is singular, though, in this connection that

more use of the storage battery has not been made. That

such an application of the accumulator is not only per-

fectly practicable but highly satisfactory in its operation, will

be evident to the reader after a perusal of the lead'ng ar-

ticle in this issue. The installation described is in a Phila-

delphia church. It has been in service over two years, the

system is replete with features worth studyl ig. The bat-

tery is charged from an arc light c'rcuit, and for this

reason the outfit may be taken as an excellent example of

high tension transmission and its conversion for utilization

at low pressure. The battery supplies one motor and this

in turn drives a bellows that blows two organs. The Phil-

adelphia plant is an interesting one and its projectors are

entitled to credit for illustrating so forcibly that accumula-

tors have a place that is as yet but poorly appreciated.

Ever since the peculiar adaptability of electric power be-

came generally known, organ builders and churchmen—to

say nothing of the motor salesmen—have sought to avail

themselves of the advantages of the convenient little elec-

tric motor. To every man that has exploited motors the

enthusiastic clergyman or layman who wants to blow an

organ by electricity, is a familiar figure. But in too many
ca-scs it has been necessary to turn away the willing buyer,

for although the motor was easily obtainable, it was found
well nigh impossible to secure the electric current at times

when it was most desired. Had current from central sta-

tions been available it is fair to presume that nine-tenths

Some interesting statistics have just been published

by the census department regarding the operation of tele-

phones in this country which, according to Superintendent

Potter, "Show how necessary the telephone ser/ice has

become in commercial and social affairs, and speak vol-

umes for the enterprise that has at'ended the develop-

ment of inveative genius in this branch of the electrical

industries." From the tables presented it appears that in

1S80 there were reported 148 compan'es, firms and per-

sons operating telephone exchanges; in iSgo, 53. The

total investment in 1S90, was $72,341,736, an inc ease of

!?57,735.949 in ten years. There was in the same time an

increase of $13,306,502 in the gross earnings and for the

onespDnding; time an increase of $8,770,168 in the gross

expenses, making the increase in ths net earning $4,536,

-

334. Daring the sam; period the number of exchanges

increased from 437 to 1241 and the number of miks of wire

from 34 305 to 240,412. There was necessarily an in-

crease in the number of empbyes In 1890, 8,645 persons

were employed while in 1880 there were but 3,338. The

increase in the number of subscribers was correspondingly

large, the returns showing 227,357 as against 48,414, ten

years ago. Very few people even in the electrical fraternity

have any idea of the general use of the telephone and

therefore it may occasion considerable surprise to announce

that in 1890 according to the reports filed by the 53 com-

panies engaged in the operation of exchanges 453-

200,003 conversations were carried on by telephone. No
better evidence of the dependence of the American people

on the telephone can be required.

In this connection attention may be called to the fact

that the telephone interests are in a most advantageous

position to meet competition from any rival companies

that may se;k to enter the field on the expiration of the

"fundamental patents." If the Bell company should be

deprived of every valuable patent it now controls its posi-

tion is so well fortified that opposition en any large

scale would be practically out of the question.

An extraordinary advertisement appeared in an eastern

financial journal a short time ago, and if the statements

therein contained are true the makers and users of electric

motors—and indeed of motors of all kinds—may well

tremble, for we are told that a Minneapolis man has "in-

vented a motive power that revolutionizes the work of

the world." The name of this wonderful inventor, who,

not content with devising a machine to utilize some one

of the existing forces of nature, has boldly grappled with

the root of the whole matter by producing a new "motive

power," is S. H. Wood, and his object in taking the pub-

lic into his confidence, to some slight extent, is to sell

stock in a million dollar company at the rate of $2 per

share, which is certainly not an exorbitant rate for a por-

tion in the profits of ' the most wonderful invention ever

known."

Like another celebrated inventor, Mr. Keeley of Phila-

delphia, the Minneapolis scientist merely piques our

curiosity by hinting at the nature of his invention without

giving any definite information about it. We are told

what it will presently accomplish; not what it is. The

reader of the advertisement must content himself with

this statement: "It is the simplest thing in the world;

it is cheaper than steam, electricity, or any other kind of

power in use at the present time. It is intended for run-

ning mills, elevators, cars, street cars, ships, buggies,

wagons, and In fact every kind of machinery or vehicle

that is known. A single motor of fifty horse power can

be put in one of Mr. Lowry's street cars at a cost not

exceeding $200, which will run the car at any rate of speed

from two to thirty miles an hour, and at a cost not ex-

ceeding $50 per year. A single motor, with ballasted car

combined, capable of drawing the heaviest train of cars

ever taken out of Minneapolis, can be built for $3,000,

and run at an expense not exceeding $5 per day; and a

single motor can be put in a family carriage at a cost of

$100, and run the carriage every day for a year at a cost

not exceeding $25 a year." What more than this could

be asked? Any man of average intelligence can see at once

that Mr. Wood has what is frequently alluded to as "a good

thing." We are confident that if he can demonstrate the

truth of all his assertions and abate somewhat, perhaps,

in the price of his shares, the Minneapolitan will re-

ceive substantial financial backing. But we can find

little encouragement for the latter assumption, for the in-

ventor announces that the price of shares is to be

gradually raised. The advertisement was printed on June

2oth, and it was then stated that the $2 rate would obtain

until June 25th for shares "subscribed and paid for;"

after that and until July loth, $4 will be the price, and

from that date until August ist, $10 will be asked. One-

half of this money is to go to the inventor, which is, of

course, little enough; the remainder is to be applied to the

manufacture of the motors, and Mr. Wood "promises to

make a public exhibition of the motor on the streets of

Minneapolis on August i, 1892." What an item that

trial will be for the Flour City papers ! It will benothing

less than the dawn of a new era, and we are somewhat

surprised that the inventor did not describe the event in

those terms.

It is tantalizing to await for the slow whirligig of time

to bring around the revolutionizer, but it must be proper,

because Mr. Wood says so. "Until the patents are is-

sued," he warns us, ''it will be best for all concerned that

the invention itself be kept under lock and key." And so

we nmst possess our souls in patience
—

"until the patents

are issued." Nor are we vouchsafed any information as

to the existence of any company to handle the funds fur-

nished by the subscribers. The inventor simply holds out

his hands to a generous public and asks for money. It is

difficult to see how any one could be dissatisfied with the

arrangement proposed, but Mr. Wood seems even to have

taken into account the possible existence of objectors,

for he promises that on September ist "any and every

shareholder who is in any way dissatisfied can have his or

her money back again." But why should any one want

his money back, when for a beggarly $2, $4 or $10 he can

get a share which the inventor estimates to be worth "not

'ess than $100"? And, always assuming that Mr. Wood's

assertions are true, that is certainly a very moderate esti-

mate.

Enough has been said to keep the readers of the

Western Electrician abreast with this remarkable and

brilliant scheme and to forewarn the electrical fraternity

of the Damoclean sword that is hanging over the builders,

sellers and users of electric motors !

It is estimated that a practical rapid transit system for

the city of New York will require a carrying capacity of

150,000 passengers per hour in one direction. Louis Heil-

prin, a writer in the Eng'.neering Magazine, says that the

plans of the rapid transit commissioners are inadequate

and he points out that to adopt any other system than one

which would give rapid transit would be only preparing the

way for new complications in the future. Mr. Heilprin

says: "This idea of compressing the traffic into a four-

track main artery under Broadway for a distance of two

miles and a half is simply preposterous." Continuing, he

says: "If eight uaderground tracks are needed above

Fourteenth street it is absurd to imagine that four will suf-

fice for the remainder of the distance. But the idea of hav-

ing only four tracks for these two-and-a-half miles evident-

ly has its root in the notion that the great underground

thoroughfare ought to be, as far as possible, directly under

Broadway. It is true that more than four parallel tracks

cannot very well be located on the same level under Broad-

way without descending to a greater depth than the com-

mission considers admissible. But is there any absolute

necessity for locating the underground road precisely on the

line of this thoroughfare? Better travel in comfort under

the Bowery or South Fifth avenue than be packed like her-

rings under the aesthetic blocks of Broadway buildings.

It might be well, indeed, for the east and west lines to con-

ycrge somewhere in the vicinity of Unioi Square so as to

meet in a capacious transfer station, which should permit

passengers from the east side passing over to the west

side and vice versa; but after thus meeting, the two roads

ought to diverge again and pursue an independent course

to the e.\.tremity of the island, from a quarter to an eighth

of a mile on either side of Broadway.''

Mr. Ileilprin is not an enthusiastic advocate of the un-

derground plan, but seems to be convinced that it is the

plan most liable to be adopted. This only adds to his de-

sire to have teal rapid transit combining all the comforts of

high speed transportation and eliminating as far as pos-

sible the discomforts of traveling through tunnels.
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Magnifying Vibrations by the Aid of Elec-
tricity,

The sccompanying cuts illustrate diagrammatically an

ingenious yet simple method of magnifying minute vibra-

tions or impulses, such as those emanating from, or set up

in, a sound-producing or ether vibratory body, or in an

electro magnet, electric wire, or the like.

In carrying this invention into practical effect the vibra-

tions to be magnified are transformed, when necessary,

into a corresponding series of electrical vibrations by means

of an electro magnetic or variable contact device, such as

a telephonic transmitter. These electrical impulses are then

caused to circulate through the coils of one or more electro-

magnets, which may be permanently magnetized or other-

wise, whereby a magnetic field is created or varied in in-

tensity. The strength of this magnetic field varies in ac-

cordance with the impulses passing through the coils. An

such that the pull on the diaphragm acts along lines more
or less perpendicular to it.

The operation of the apparatus is as follows: The
running tension of the bands is so adjusted that they exert

normally a slight but uniform pull upon the diaphragm,

sufficient to miiotiin tie latter in a taut and sensitive con-

dition. The electric impulses circulating round the coils

make, by rasans of the magnet, a magnetic field whase

strength varies as the force and duration of the im-

pulses. The variations in the magnetic field offer corre-

spondingly-varying amounts of retarding force to the

rotation of the conductor disk /?, and thus cause to be ap-

plied to the diaphragm similarly-varying amounts of the

motive power of the disk. In other words, the force of the

pull of the bands upon the diaphragm is varied in exact ac-

cordance with the impulses passing round the magnet

coils, with the result that there is set up in the diaphragm

FIG. 3 MAGNIFYING VIBRATIONS UY THE AID OF ELECTRICITY.

electric conductor driven by extraneous force in a constant

direction is so mounted with respect to the magnet that the

whole or a portion of it passes through the magnet field.

The magnetic field opposes to the movement of the con-

ductor a certain amount of retarding force, varying with

the variations in the field. Either the magnet or the con-

ductor is mounted upon a secondary diaphragm or similar

vibratory body and the various parts are preferably so ar-

ranged that the moving conductor normally exerts a con-

stant, though generally very slight, push or pull upon the

diaphragm in a direction more or less perpendicular to it.

Momentary variations in the amount of the magnetic re-

tardation cause corresponding momentary variations in the

force of the push or pull, with the result that there is set

up in the diaphragm a series of vibrations corresponding

to the electrical vibrations or impulses passing round the

coils of the magnet. By properly proportioning and ar-

ranging the apparatus there may be set up in the dia-

phragm vibrations exactly corresponding to but of a much

greater amplitude than the original sound or other mechan-

ical vibrations. Sounds may thus be produced having the

same pitch and more or less of the same quality as the

original sounds, but having a much greater intensity or

magnitude.

To magnify electrical impulses or vibrations the dia-

phragm or its equivalent is connected with a suitable elec-

tric transmitting device, which reproduces in a magnified

degree the original impulses, or it may be, those passing

round the magnet coils.

The illustrations show a form of apparatus embodying

the invention.

Figs. I and 2 are aside elevation and a plan, respectively,

of a type of apparatus in which the electric conductor is in

the form of a revolving disk, the magnet not being shown

in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the apparatus

shown in Figs, i and 2, parts of the driving mechanism

being removed.

Referring to the diagrams, (? is an electro-magnet around

the coils of which the electric impulses from a telephonic

transmitter are caused to circulate. The magnet is mounted

upon a fixed base. This magnet may be polarized, if de-

sirable, by a steel polarizer placed in its neighborhood or

by causing a uniform current of electricity to circulate

round the coils, or round independent coils wound on the

same core. /? is an electric conductor which may be in

the form of a sphere or of a circular disk, as shown, and is

preferably of copper. The disk R is mounted upon a shaft

in such manner that the poles of the magnet embrace the

disk, as seen in Fig. 3. The disk /^ is rotated in a con-

stant direction and at a more or less uniform speed by

light smooth bands and driving pulleys, operated by an

extraneous force. A bracket supporting the conductor

shaft is attached either rigidly, or by stout blocks of india-

rubber, to the secondary diaphragm Z at or about its cen-

ter. Only a portion of the diaphragm is shown ; but it is to

be understood that its size relative to the other parts of the

apparatus is much larger than is depicted in the drawings,

and that it is supported in any manner which will permit

of it vibrating freely—as, for example, at its edges, as

shown in Fig. I. Two sets of driving pulleys and bands

are employed, as shown—one on each side of the disk J^—
in order that the latter may run smoothly and not impart

undue vibrations to the diaphragm. The relative positions

of the parts and the direction of rotation are preferably

a series of vibrations similar to the original vibrations or

impulses. If the original vibrations are sound or other

mechanical vibrations, the diaphragm L reproduces them,

it is claimed, in a magnified degree.

This method was devised by R. Hope-Jones of Birken-

head, England.

Financial Aspect of Electric Lighting in

Canada.^
By S. J. Parker.

A dozen years ago I question if there was more than
one installation in Canada and not many in the United
States. To-day hundreds of plants costing millions of
dollars have been installed in the great repablic to the
south of us, and our own Canada has employed this bril-

liant illuminant in all of its cities, most of its towns and
many of its villages.

The New World may be said to have completely dis-

tanced the Old in its method of street lighting. Germany,
France and Switzerland (which I had the pleasure of visit-

ing last summer) have employed the system of arc light-

ing to some extent in their public places and on a few of
their streets. Geat Britain has been slow to move in the
matter of arc lighting. London, while adhering to its

murky gas for its streets, is rapidly introducing incandes-
cent lighting for its shops and public buildings.

It is extremely gratifying to look back and realize in

how short a time we have emerged from Egyptian dark-

of from 4 to 8 per cent., while the remaining eleven had
not paid one cent of a dividend, and some of them had
not met expenses. Of these twenty-five plants, thirteen,

with a capital of over §700.000, were using steam as their

motive power, of which only five paid any dividend. Three
were run partly by water and partly by steam, of which
two paid a dividend; nine were run by water, and eight of
them paid dividends. From these returns I gathered that
outof a capital of nearly $r, 000,000 dividends had been
declared on only about $400,000, while the investors of the
remaining $6oo,oco had not received one cent of interest

for their money, and this state of things had existed from
one to three years. In analyzing these returns I found
that the small plants run by steam, paying a dividend were
getting for their arc lights (of from 1,200 to 2,000 candle
power) 25 cents for midnight and about 40 cents per all

night lights, while the plants ran by water power could
declare a profit on prices ranging from 10 to 12^^ percent,
less.

More recently my friend, Mr. Yule, of Guelph, made
similar results. He found that out of fifty-two stations
only thirty were paying any dividead, of which fifteen

were associated with other businesses carried on during the
day and the lamps shut off at midnight, the remaining
twenty-two were not realizing any profit, and some were
eating up their capital. O^ the thirty dividend paying
ones, seven were using a 9 to 10 ampere current; twenty-
five, an 8 ampere current; one, a 6 ampere current;
seven, a 4 ampere current. Of the twenty-two profitless

plants, four were using a g to 10 ampere current; eleven,

an 8 ampere current; four, a 6 ampere current; three, a
4 ampere current.

Appended to some of the inquiry sheets were replies not
very complimentary to electric lighting as a profitable in-

vestment. One person who had been running a steam
plant of twenty-nine lights (8 amperes) at 35 cents per
night for 300 all nights in the year, says in answer to the
question, was it a paying investment ? "No; electric light

apparatus cost too much, more than double what it is

worth. There's no money for the central station man in

it." Another with water power plant at twenty-two lights

to 1:30 A. M. of 284 nights at $64 per year, says, '"No; if

we had our money out of the concern some one else could
run it." Another rather laconically says, "No; never
knew of any plant making money; expenses, depreciation
in plant, etc., consuaae the whole returns. Sell gas at

$1.50 and $2 per M. and short circuit your electric light

plant." Similar remarks were made by many more of the
fifty two who answered the questions, so much so that I

am led to the conclusion that to many, who have engaged
in the electric light business, it has not proved the Eldor-
ado which their imagination so fondly pictured. Such a
state of affairs is unfortunate; surely a remedy can be
found.

It is quite evident that the price received for the quality

and quantity of light supplied is entirely inadequate to the

outlay necessary for the production of such light, and the

sooner this 15 understood by municipal corporations and
others requiring the lights, the sooner will the business of

electric lighting be placed on a sound commercial basis.

While discountenancing any attempt at forming monop-
lies, still I think the time has arrived when there should
be a closer union of the central station men. as well as the
manufacturer, whereby the senseless and ruinous competi-
tion, so frequently engaged in, may be avoided and con-

FIGS. I AND 2. MAGNIFYING VIBKATIOKS BY THE AID OF ELECTRICITY.

ness into a light equalling Luna's softest rays, and coping

with the brilliant mid-day sun; at the same time the ques-

tion will naturally present itself, does it pay as a com-
mercial investment? Do the parties who have invested

their millions in giving the public this brilliant illuminant

receive an adequate return for such investments ? I am
afraid the results prove otherwise. Mistakes were un-

doubtedly made and money foolishly squandered in the

initiation of many plants which, if the work had to be

done over again to-day, would not be repeated; at the

same time, even with the knowledge that experience has

taught us, are we realizing or can we realize at present

prices the golden harvest which the manufacturer, or

rather his agent, pictured in such glowing colors ? Such
has not been my experience, and desiring to ascertain how
my brethren in other parts of the country had fared, I, a

few months ago, addressed to them certain questions

from which I gathered that out of twenty-five stations

with a capital of about |i,oco,ooo, fourteen of them had
paid dividends (in many instances not until the third year)

I. Abstract of paper read at the first annual convcation of the
Canadian Electrical association at Hamilton. Ont.

tracts obtained at a fair remuneration. In cities using
large numbers of lights and employing the plants 365
nights in the year, the present prices may afford fair

profits, but not enough, I am afraid, to provide a sinking
fund to meet the necessary depreciation in plant. A field

is, however, opening up for city plants which is not avail-

able to those situated in small towns and villages. The
development of the transmission of electricity foi power
has within the last few years made considerable progress,

and its use may fairly be counted upon in the near future

in displacing horse power on street railways, and the

motor run by electric light plants during the day may find

employment in a thousand and one places where hitherto

steam, horse or man power has been employed.
These advantages do not, however, and will not for

years to come, extend to our town and village plants.

Here we find installations of from fifteen to thirty arc

lamps operated by steam power, running to midnight, and
employed not probably more than an average of six hours
out of twenty-four, and only getting from 15 to 20 cents

per lamp per night for 300 nights in the year.

It does not require the wisdom of a Solomon to recog-



nize the fact that no dividends can be expected in such

cases, and that it is only a matter of time, and a very short

time at that, when either better prices must be obtained or

the plants shut down.

Even in the neighboring republic, where much better

prices are obtained, we find that, as a commercial invest-

ment, it has not met with that success which would war-

rant capitalists in again investing in like enterprises.

The following prices of Canadian plants are selected

from the answers received to my inquiries:

Price per night re-

duced to a basisoE all

Cities and Towns. No. Lamps, night and 365 nights.

Brockville 29 35^-

Erantford 29 ^mc
Belleville 41 ^^H^.
Chatham 49 33C.

Hamilton 310 =3c.

Kings' on — 28c.

London 275 2Sv?.c.

Otuwa 300 30c-

Owen Sound 3° 24!3C-

Quebec 30S 22c.

Sherbrooke 52. 34c.

St. Catharines.. 62 30c.

St. John. N. B 22) 2syjc.

St. lohn, Nfd 43 42?3C.

St. 'Thomas 29 28c.

Toronto 030 to t,ooo 29KC.
Winnipeg 100 75^-

While not desiring to be considered a pessimist in the

matter of electric lighting, I think that the most sanguine

will acknowledge that the present condition of affairs can

not last for any length of time. A remedy must be found

either in better prices or less cost. The sooner this

remedy is found and appl ed the better for those whose
capital is locked up in this business. We ask no bonanza,

but we do contend that capital invested in electric lighting

should be as profitable as that employed in other legiti-

mate enterprises.

New Dynamo of the Detroit Electrical

Works, Detroit, Mich.

The type of generator illustrated in the cuts is that which

has been adopted by the Detroit Electrical Works for all

sizes up to and including the 30 kilowatt michine. This

dynamo is a two pDle machine, in which the frame and bed

plate consist of one solid casting. Above the 30 kilowatt

size the type will be similar to that illustrated except that

the machines will be multipolar. In designing this ma-

chine the advantages of slow speed have been kept in view

also the matter of efficiency. As a result the machines of

this type average, it is claimed, a slower speed than any

other machines of equal capacity, while their efficiency

compares favorably with any. The general design is such

that the armature is protected on all sides by the frame of

the machine, and the metal flanges of the field spools. On
account of its co-npactness it requires small floor space.
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These dynamos are designed for a fixed point of com-

mutation, which renders possible the reversing of the ma-

chine and changing from no load to full load without any

sparking whatever being noticeable at the commutator.

The field coils are wound on metal spools and then

slipped into place on the pole pieces, where they are al-

most entirely covered and protected by the iron frame of

the machine. If, however, it is desired to replace any

coil with a new one it is a matter of only a few minutes

work to accomplish this. The insulation of the machine

as a whole is carried to the highest possible degree.

The journal boxes in the new type of maciiine are pro-

vided with self-centering and self-oiling sleeves, which in-
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end in a perpendicular position, thus insuring at all times

the same tension of brush upon the commutator without

changing th; adjuitmint of the spring itself. This ad-

justment can be made by a single movement.

The under side of the bsd of each machine has grooves

planed in it so that the dynamo cin be mounted on slides

for taking up the slack of the belt. If it is desired to hold

the dynamo ina fixed position, lugs cast on sides of the bed

plate near the grooves, can be used for bolting the ma-
chine down to a foundation. The dynamo represented in

the illustrations is provided with a motor headboard and
the necessary terminals for CDnnections. There is also

provided in addition to these connections a double pole

POWER TRANSMITTING DEVICE.

sure perfect alignment and lubrication. Each bearing is

provided with a gauge glass which shows the height of oil

in the oil chamber, and with a cock by means of which the

oil can be drawn off whenever desired. The lubrication

of each of the bearings is accomplished by the use of two

rings which revolve and carryoil to the top of the shaft ,from

which it is distributed by means of oil grooves in the self-

centering sleeve. Directly over these rings, in the outer

shell of the bearing, is a brass plug, which can be lifted

out when it it desired to asceria'n if the rings are working

properly, or to put in new oil.

The rocker arm which supports the brush holders is

mounted directly on the center of a self-aligning sleeve,

thus insuring the brush holders being kept central with re-

gard to the commutator.

Carbon brushes are used on all sizes of machines, both

quick breaking headboard switch, so that when desired,

and entirely independent of the swItchbDirJ appliances,

the machine can be entirely disconnected from the mains.

The standard siz ;s of this new type of machine now
being made are as follows, the ratings b;ing in kilowatts;

>8. ^, i^. 3. 5. 7^t 9> 15. 2D, 30, 40, 60 and 100. Larger

machinesof the multipolar type will so^n be brought out.

Power Transmitting Device.
In the accompanying cuts a device for transmitting

power from engines to dynamos, is shown. The appara-

tus consists of a pulley supported by a stud which Is se-

cured to the base of the engine and requires no additional

foundation or fixtures. Two dynamos may be driven

from one engine by placing a pulley on each side of the

base, and either dynamo may be stopped or started with-

.J

All generators are compound wound to give any desired

increase in voltage up to 15 per cent, at full load.

The armatures of the machines up to and including the

30 kilowatt size are of the drua type, but a special wind-

ing Is used, which not only economizes space at the

ends of the armature core and holds the wires at

the ends firmly in position so they cannot chafe, but

also has as its most important feature the advantage
of having no two wires adjacent tocach other that

have between them any great difference of potential.

This winding also gives the largest opportunity for

ventilation, and makes the danger of crosses at the ends
of the armature as small as possible. The commuta-
tors of these dynamos arc of a new design, and mica is the

only insulating material used in building them.

NEW DYNAMO OF THE DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

for motors and generators. The brush holders are of a

new type. They provide just the tension requisite to

make good contact of the brushes with the commutator

without more tension than is required. This tension is

obtained by the use of a spring coiled in the form of

an involute, the outer end of which is continued straight

over the side of the coil, which is below the brush

holder, up to and a little above the outer ends of the

carbon brushes. The ^idea of this arrangement is to

have the tension due to the coil when its straight

end is in a perpendicular position, just sufficient to

insure the proper contact. Then, as the coil of the

spring is mounted upon an adjust.'ible axis which can

be moved in or out, as the commutator brushes wear

the spring can be moved inward, always with its straight

out interfering with the operation of th^ other machine, by
sliding the dynamo on the base so as to bring the belt in

contact with the lower surface of the engine pulley. A.
L. Ide & Son recently installed a 35 horse power "Ideal"
engine with this transmitting device driving a Thomson-
Houston 250 light incandescent dynamo for lighting the
Keeley Brewing company's plant, Chicago, 111.

The engine and dynamo are placed on the floor, which
is composed of "I" beams or brick arches as shown by the
cut, having no foundation or support. The engine runs
at 3O0 revolutions per minute and is so perfectly balanced
that there is no perceptible vibration of the floor or build-
ing.

Kent, Wash., h.as voted in favor of electric lights.
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Bain's Special High Duty Generator.

The object sought in designing this type of dynamo was

to produce a machine that would be capable of high duty

for a continuous run without excessive heating.

The armature of this machine is very large in diameter

and by this means a 50 kilowatt generator has at least 6^

square feet of inductive surface presented to the field mag-

nets. For this reason the wire on the armature is only one

layer deep, which gives large cooling surfaces and low in-

ternal resistance. The peripheral speed is very great,

and therefore the number of revolutions per minute is

reduced to a minimum. There are a great number of

sections in the armature, this construction producing a

regular, smooth current, with very small difference of po-

tential between sections. The sections of the armature

are soldered to radial commutator segments, which have

large surfaces exposed to the air to disperse the heat from

the commutator and the armature. Any coil in the ar-

mature may be replaced without rewinding the entire

part.

The commutator is made of pure tempered copper, in-

sulated with the best mica; it is solidly put together, has

a large wearing surface, and has no crevices in which dirt

and metal cuttings might accumulate and short-circuit the

sections.

The field, of the single horseshoe type, is, it is claimed,

of the shortest possible magnetic circuit for a given

strength. The field coils are wound in sections, and are

slipped on so that damage to a coil will not render the en-

tire field useless.

The bearings are of the ball and socket type, and are

self adjusting and oiling. A large reservoir is provided

foroil, into which dip rings that revolve on the shaft, for

the purpose of supplying oil to the bearings. A glass

tube shows the quantity and the condition of the oil in the

reservoir. The armature shaft is short between bearing?,

and is very stiff and heavy.

The mechanical construction of this high duty machine

has been given careful consideration. Its center of grav-

ity is very low, and the supports for the bearings are rigid

and substantial. The length of the bearings are three and

one-half times the diameter of the shaft. The base casting

is quite large. Machines of this type are now being built

by the Bain Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago.

Electric Motors as Substitutes for Steam
Locomotives.^

By Arthur T. Woods.

Judging from the editorial notes which appear fre-

quently in certain "electrical" journals, the reader might
naturally infer that "steam engineers" are a class of thick

headed obstructionists who can see nothing good in elec-

tricity in any shape, while on the other hand certain 'me-

chanical" journals would apparently have their readers be-

lieve that electrical engineers are ready to back any scheme,

no matter how visionary, provided it involves the electrical

distribution of power. Here is a recent sample from a

prominent electrical journal which has until recently occu

pied a very conservative position in regard to electricity as

applied to steam roads.

"Prompted probably by the near approach of a formid-

able rival in the form of electric locomotives, the buiidersof

steam locomotives are continuing to make a little progress.

Although the improvements are doubtless looked upon as

important ones in the minds of steam engineers, neverthe-

less the actual increase of speed gained thereby, though
not small, is by no means a great step in the solution of

the problem of interurban rapid transit. Like the efficiency

of the steam engine, the speed of a modern locomotive is

already very near to a limit which it cannot exceed from the

very nature of its construction. Just as the speed of a
revolving wheel, and therefore that of an electric motor, is

limited quite definitely by the bursting of the parts, so the

speed of the present locomotive is limited by the hammer
blow of the reciprocating parts. Besides this the danger
of breakage increases very rapidly for higher speeds of

steam locomotives. An increase of their size also requires

heavier rails and stronger bridges."

Statements such as the above do not help the cause of

electric traction, rather the contrary. Why not meet the

question fairly and say that when it can be clearly demon-
strated that it will pay to change the form of motive
power on railroads it will be done and not before?

The possible advantages of electricity as a motive power
over steam locomotives are greater cleanliness, higher

speed and reduced cost of operation, including interest

charges, depreciation and repairs in the latter. The greater

cleanliness is evident and in some locations will doubtless

prove to be a strong argument. Poss'bte higher speed, as

far as the structure of the locomotive is concerned, and as

compared with the present types of steam locomotives may
be also admitted to some extent, but the limiting speed for

such locomotives has not yet been reached. The writer has

carefully investigated the effects of the reciprocating parts

of locomotives at high speed and is confident that there is

no reason why steam locomotives cannot be built to run at

a speed of 100 miles an hour and possibly considerably

higher. That locomotives which were not intended for

exceptionally high speeds have made runs at overgo miles

an hour simplv speaks well for their construction it does

I. From the Railroad Gazette.
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not prove that the limit has been very nearly reached. The
diffculty with such speeds is not a question of the locomo-
tive, it is rather with signals, the distance necessary in
which to stop, and the practical operation of a road for
high and low speed trains at the same time. If the rail-

roads throughout the country could be built with no grade
crossings and for high speed service alone, the problem
would be very different. Speeds could be at'ained with
electric motors which are impracticable with the present
forms of steam locomotives, and the prob'em would become
simply one of there being enough high speed business to
make the road a paying investment.

But the general railroad problem is not a question of
great speed, but, rather, can existing railroads be operated
electrically from power stations so as to show greater net
earnings than they can by steam locomotives? If a perfect-
ly general answer could be made to this question, it would
have to be negative in the present state of development of
electrical machinery. There are, however, a few railro^-ds

for which the conditions are such that an opinion as to the
commercial feasibility of employing electricity as the motive
power can be properly given only after a careful estimate.
The general problem, as well as it can be generalized,

has been carefully worked out by Messrs. Crosby and Bell
in their recent treatise on the electric railway and their dis-

cussion is well worth careful reading by all who are inter-

ested in the subject.

The first question which arises is whether individual
cars are to carry motors, as in street railroad service, or
whether there are to be electric locomotives in place of the
the present steam locomotives The motor car method
would involve an entire reorganization of the train system
on most steam railroads, that is, frequent light trains in-

stead of heavy trains at longer intervals. There would
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once apparent that the problem is one requiring carefu
calculation at best, and when the uncertamty as to the
probable losses in some of the links of the chain is consid-
ered, the difficulty of making an estimate which can suc-
cessfully stand criticism will be appreciated.
At first glance, when it is stated that a horse power can

be developed in a triple expansion condensing engine with
about one half the consumpiion of steam that is required in

a good single expansion locomotive, the proposition of
making the substitution sounds not only feasible but at-

tractive. But when it is learned, as stated by Messrs.
Crosby and Bell, that a 40 per cent, loss "is about the best
we do with our present systems of electric street car pro-
pulsion." and the difference has to cover the increased first

cost, the evidence of increased net earnings is not so clear.

And when we remember that this low water consumption
of the triple expansion engine is obtained only when work
ing under the most favorable conditions, and when develc p-

ing the power for which it is designed, and that when un-
derloaded or overloaded its efficiency falls off rapidly, ihe
electric side of the question does not look so financially a'-

tractive.

It is shown by a table which gives a summary of the re-

sults of the estimates made by Messrs. Crosby and Bell
that with 60 per cent, efficiency for the electric engine, elec-

tricity becomes more economical than steam onlv at about
140 miles per hour, and that for 80 per cent, efficiency the
two are about equal at 60 miles per hour. The 80 percent,
efficiency, has not, I believe, yet been obtained in prac-
rice. At lower speeds, according to this table, steam lo-

comotives are the more economical. Assuming ihese fig-

ures to be substantially correct, it follows that there is no
immediate prospect of electricity becoming a competitor of
steam for freight traffic. In this comparison a very econ-

BAIN S SPECIAL HIGH DUTY GENERATOR.

seem to be no great difficulty in this in some cases, as, for

example, for suburban service, where the traffic is not

heavy; but when such traffic is heavy, amounting as it does
at times to trains of from 10 to 15 cars at five minute in-

tervals, and for freight service, electric locomotives at the

head of the train seem to be preferable, if not the only

practical, solution. When, in addition to this, the many
advantages of separate locomotives are considered, such as

avoiding the multiplicity of trains, the taking on and set-

ting off cars at stations, the fact that little or no change in

the number and size of train crews would be necessary, and
that for a given amount of powerelectric locomotives could

be built cheaper and of higher efficiency than small motors,

it is safe to say that if electricity i^ to be applied at all to

existing roads, it must generally be by means of elec-

tric locomotives.

Assuming for the present that such locomotives could be

as readily obtained in the market as steam locomotives of

equal tractive power, the problem is reduced to the question

of whether or not power can be generated in central sta-

tions, transmitted to electric locomotives and used to haul

trains more cheaply, all considered, than the same work
can be done • y steam locomotives. In the power stations

we would have the most economical type of steam engines

for the particular locality and these stations could be

located at the most advantageous points in the district to

be covered. The indicated horse power thus economically

generated suffers losses during transmission to trains in

engine friction, in transmission to the electrical generators

or dynamos, in the dynamos, in the line, in the

electric locomotive, and in the air and track

resistance of the locomotive. When finally de-

livered at the locomotive draw-bar, the cost of this

power, including interest and depreciation, must be enough
less than the cost of the same power delivered at the same
point by a steam locomotive to warrant the additional ex-

penditure necessary for the electrical equipment. It is at

omical type of stationary steam engine has been compared
with a locomotive in which there is considerable room for

improvement. It is therefore safe to say that until much more
efficient means of generating and utilizing electric power
are discovered, and as long as a steam engine in some form
is the prime mover, no system of electric traction can com-
pete commercially with compound steam locomotives for

freight service. For passenger traffic it may be a competi-
tor under certain conditions, as already stated, but there

are several electrical problems yet to be solved before elec-

tricity will be commercially possible, except in rare in-

stances. Judging from the high efficiency which has re-

cently been developed in transmission of power by multi-
phase currents in Europe, the successful use of very high
potentials, and the improvements which may reasonably be
expected soon in alternating and multiphase current
motors, it is not improbable that electricity may be applic-

able in localities where its use is now commercially impos-
sible. The more uniform the volume of traffic, the higher
the price of coal, and hence the greater the proportion
which the cost of the fuel bears to the total operating ex-

penses, the higher the speed which is practicable and
which will pay. and the greater the value of the absence of
smoke and cinders, the greater are the probabilities of elec-

tricity being the best form in which to use power for rail-

roads.

In the above it has been assumed that electric locomo-
tives can be readily obtained. Until recently there was no
evidence that builders of electrical machinery were pre-
pared to undertake the construction of electric locomotives
of sufficient capacity to replace steam locomotives of ordin-
ary size, but it is now reported that three 80-ton electric

locomotives have been ordered for use on the Baltimore
Belt railroad. This is the best to date, but as these loconco-

tives are to work in tunnels, where freedom from smoke is

an important factor, and as, according to the report, the
locomotives are not to be delivered until "early next year'
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it is not very encouraging for the cause of electric traction.

Steam has beeu replaced by electricity upon at least one

road, however, viz., the St. Louis & Suburban. It will be

remembered that this road operated about three miles of

cable road in the city, which connected with a narrow

gauge steam division about sixteen miles long. During the

past fall and winter the cable road has been converted into

a trolley line, the gauge of the steam division has been

widened, and the whole has been equipped electrically,

with the power station located about seven railed from the

city end of the line. For about eight miles from this end

the road is double track, and a street car service with from

two to four minute intervals is maintained. The remaining

2. There is a possibility of electricity becoming an econ-

omical substitute for steam locomotives for high speed ser-

vice wherever the traffic is sufficiently heavy and constant to

warrant the construction of lines of track independent of

those used for moderate speeds.

3 There are very few localities in the United States in

which the conditions are such as to make such a substitu-

tion commercially possible, with the efficiencies at present
obtained with electrical machinery.

4. If the electrical equipment could be purchased at

reasonable prices, there are a few short lines of steam rail-

roads on which the passenger traffic is such as to make
electricity a possible formof motive power at present speeds.

5, It is probable that electric locomotives

will be used in tunnels and for switching in

cities where freedom from smoke is import-
ant.

6. No electric locomotive capable of doing
the work of a medium weight steam loco-

motive has as yet been constructed.

also employed in the heavy duty engine. This engine, it

is stated, has shown in practice perfect regulation under

conditions where the variation of load on the generator

from zero to full capacity has occurred during less than five

seconds of time.

New Electric Fan.
Starting out as one of the luxuries of

electrical devices, the electric fan has passed

through something of a transformation, so

that now it is regarded as one of the neces-

sities in many places. Probably no other

small device has shown such a series of im-

provements, following close upon each other,

as the motor fan. From a noisy claptrappery

affair of a few months ago, to the hand-

some mechanism of to-day, has been a short

cut. An example of this reformation is the

fan represented in the illustration. In

workmanship and neatness it is all that

can be desired, and its efficiency is mani-

fested by the flattering orders which its

exploiters have already received. The device

is placed on the market by the Electrical

Supply company, Chicago. It is claimed

that it requires no more current than is

needed to operate the ordinary sixteen candle

power lamp.

The Bernstein Alternating Current Fan
Motor.

The Bernstein Electric company of Boston is intro-

ducing a new electric fan for service on alternating cur-

rent circuits.

The special features of this motor which, its maker claims,

render it at the same time unique and desirable, are as

follows : The motor has no electrical connection between

its field and armature and withstands a heavy excess of

potential without undue heatingor danger of burning out.

It has only one brush and runs without sparking. It is

NEW ELECTRIC FAN.

II miles is single track, and cars are luo at intervals of
about 15 minutes to Ramona Park, which is about 12 miles

from the city end of the line. While six trips per day are

made over the remaining seven miles in Florissant. This
is an exceptional case. The cable road was in bad shape,
and if the form of power had not been changed, expensive
repairs or reconstruction would have been necessary. As
it is now, there is an electric street car line which gradu-
ally changes into a light traffic suburban line. The
suburban part beyond the power station, which is conven-
iently located for coal supply, takes but a small part of the

Heavy Duty Engine for Electric
Railway Service.

The extremely varying load which a steam

ergine in an electric railway power station

is so oflen called upon to carry calls for

the fulfillment of special conditions, prom-

inent among which are great strength and

prompt action of the governing mechanism.

It was through lack of one or both of these

essential points that some of the engines in the early

installed stations showed themselves unfit for the task

assigned them.

In the accompanying illustration is shown an engine re-

cently brought out by the Ball Engine company, of Erie,

Pa., especially for electric railway service. It will be seen

that this engine is, for its cylinder capacity, of great

strength and weight—in fact, the company claims that its

engines are, for the horse power, the he?.\'ie'it made. The

THE BERNSTEIN ALTERNATING CURRENT FAN MOTOR

n(>iseless in running, and it consumes only 65 watts. It

has self-oiling bearings.

This meter is wound for either 50 or 100 volt alternat-

iog circuits or for other voltages on special orders.

These motois of the type "T," are of js horse power
and run at a speed of 1,600 revolutions. Their height

wiihout the fan is g inches; the fan ordinarly supplied is

12 inches from tip to tip of blades.

The Packard Lamp,
The cut shows the Packard high grade railroad lamp

with a supported or tied filament. The support in this

particular type of lamp consists of a platinum wire con-

nected to the bulb, as indicated, and bent around the fila-

ment in the form of a ring. Sufficient space is given so

that the carbon does not rest on the platinum except in

case of violent vibration, when each support is necessary.

Great care is taken in the manufacture of this lamp, and
the reports of practical tests are most favorable

The ordinary Packard lamps are made in sizes of 8, 10,

HEAVY DUTY liNGl

total power, and under these circumstances can probably
be operated more cheaply than by steam locomotives. The
average running lime on this road is about 11.6 miles per
hour, including stops, varying from about 6 miles per hour
near the city end of the line to possibly 20 miles per hour
for short distances in the suburbs.

The present status of the question of electric versus
Hteam locomotives may be summarized as follows:

I. There Is no prospect of electricity replacing steam for
long distance freight traffic.

NK lOK KI.ECrkU; RAILWAY SERVICE.

connecting rod and crank shaft are of forged steel. The

crank shaft in the connecting pin and in the journals is 8

inches in diameter. The crank pin boxes are lined with

strictly genuine babbitt; the cross-head boxes are of pure

copper and tin. The cross-head pin is of tool steel. The

system of oiling the running parts is very simple. The

style of valve which has been used by this company with

such great success in the past in its electric engines, is

THE PACKARD LAIVP.

16, 25, 32 and 50 candle power. It is claimed that at a

test in one of the largest central stations in the country, out

ot ,1 do/en different makes of lamps the Packard was one

of the three that survived to the end and kept up its candle

power to a remarkable degree. This lamp is manufactured

by the New York & Ohio company, Warren, O., and is

handled in New York by Chas. E. Chapin, as eastern

agent.
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Steam and Electric Power.'

By J. J. Wright.

I will venture to offer a few suggestions on the distribu-

tion of electricity for power purposes, which I hope may
prove of benefit to those of our members who may contem-

plate the introduction of such a svstem. Firstly, then, your

power has to be produced; and if you wish to do an exten-

sive business by supplying power at a reasonable rate, or if

you have to meet competition you must figure to produce it

at the the lowest possible cost. To allow for the various

losses in converting your power into electricity and re-con-

verting in the shape of power again, you will always have

to produce a certain percentage more than you recover.

Economy in the prime mover is therefore more than ever a

necessity. You are a happy man if you possess a water

power within reasonable distance of a fairly good market,

but it seems to me that water powers, as a rule, for some inscru-

table reason, are usually located in very inaccessable places.

Power you must have. Wind is out of^question, and water

having failed, we must fall backonourold friend. the steam

engine. I am not going to thrash out the obselete con-

troversy of high speed engine versus slow speed. The
question has been settled long since. Be moderate in all

things. While you are avoiding the high pressure steam

eating flyer on the one hand, do not go to the other extreme

and build an unwieldly engine that makes one revolution

to-day and another to morrow. Five hundred horse power

is about all you should employ ina single unit, but of course

the size of engine will be governed very largely by the ex-

tent of the power plant you propose to install. But here

let me give you a special piece of advice. If you honestly

think one hundred horse power will be enough for the de-

mand upon you. make it two hundred. If you think two
hundred will suffice, make it four, and you will come out

about right in the end. If you have no water for conden-

sation, be very cautious about meddling with a compound
engine. Unless the load is accurately proportioned to the

size of the engine, the low pressure cylinder will be a posi-

tive detriment and it is well known that in this respect a

power circuit fluctates very widely. If water for conden-

sation can be obtained, by all means use a compound con-

densing engine, but if you do so and have a good boiler

and carry at least one hundred and twenty five pounds of

steam pressure make the diameter of the low pressure

cylinder larger than the common practice, in fact nearly as

large as the third cylinder would be in a triple expansion

combination. I have very strong doubts whether the mid-

dle cylinder in a triple expansion engine is any good at all.

It is an open question whether the slight saving of steam

by the more uniform temperature of the cylinder is not more

than overbalanced by the increased complication, weight

and friction of the extra moving parts. The reason for

the existence of a triple expansion engine is that it is the

outcome of a gradual evolution, first the high pressure,

then the compound, then the farther use of the steam to

ensure the benefit of the vacuum in a very large area of

piston in the final cylinder. Now drop the middle cylinder

and use a large low pressure in proportion as a compound,
you will get the benefit of a vacuum over the increased

area, and you will find equal results will be attained with

less proportionate wear and tear and risk of accident.

Now another point. If your engines are of considerable

size, and a compound of the proportion spoken of would

have a comparatively heavy low pressure piston, place

them upright. They will take up less room, and instead of

having a heavy piston of a ton or a ton and a half weight

dragging along the bottom of the cylinder you have it float-

ing in the centre. Wear and tear is reduced to a minimum
and large economy in fuel and oil is the result. Let your

engines move lively, but at a reasoable speed, say from 85

to go revolutions for a 250 or 350 horse power engine, or

to express it in a better form, say at about six hundred feet of

piston speed per minute. If circumstances compel the use of

high pressure engines, see that they are large enough to

have plenty of room to take the utmost benefit from the

proper expansion of the steam. An engine to be econom-

ical should not carry more steam than from one-eighth to

one-quarter of a stroke at the outside.

Having a steam plant that wecau depend on producing

power at the lowest possible figure, we must turn our atten-

tion to the question of its distribution in an economical man-
ner. Thisis not at all an easy problem to solveand much will

here again depend on location. The higher the pressure at

which power can be distributed, the greater the economy
in first cost of construction and in subsequent operation;

but there are two serious drawbacks to high potential— first,

increased liability to derangement in the electrical appara-

tus, and second the difficulty of building; and successfully

operating motors of small power. Given a certain distance

to your center of distribution, you have to strike a balance

between interest on cost of large size copper conductors to re-

duce the resistance,and the extra consumption of fuel required

to drive your current over small wires. I am speaking now
of a system of constant potential suitable for distribution to

consumers in large or small quanties and not of the new fang-

led long distance alternating current exploits that require a

death's head and cross bones painted on every pole as a

gentle hint to the unwary to keep their own side of the

highway. For distribution from a central station within a

reasonable area, say half to three quarters of a mile in any

direction, a pressure of 250 volts appears to be most suit-

able Motors can be wound for current as small as a quar-

ter of a horse power. For greater distances, a second sys-

tem of 500 volts could be utilized with advantage and at

not too heavy an expenditure for copper. There are many
experiments being made with a view of bringing out a

power distributing system by means of alternating cur-

rents, but at present there does not seem to be anything

positive in sight that would be better than a constant

potential direct current system at a pressure as low as

could be consistently used taking into account distance

I. Abstract ot a paper read before the Caaadian Electrical associa-

tion at HamiltoQ, Ontario.

from source of power, cost of fuel and interest on cost

of copper mains for its supp!y.

It might be possible in very large installations or where
the ground to be covered is considerable in extent, to es-

tablish a system of high tension mains to distribute an al-

ternating current to central points and there transform it to

a lower potential and utilize it to drive a motor dynamo.
This would again produce a direct current at the pressure de-

sired. Except for small powers it would seem as if the com-
plication introduced in a method of this kind would make
the power realized about as txpensive as steam on the spot.

The position of a pessimist in electrical matters is a some-
what risky one to take at the present day, but it does ap-

pear to me that some of the schemes proposed for long dis-

tance power transmission are a trifle outside of the limit of

commercial success. The line must be drawn somewhere
at a spot where the expense of maintaining costly electric

apparatus and the interest on the original expenditure will

about counterbalance the co'^t of fuel and maitenance of a

steam engine. It will also be found very much cheaper to

locate a factory requiring a large amount of power
at the source of power itself, than incur a continual expend-
iture to transmit that power to a distance. As an instance, the

elabora'e scheme of water power which is now in cou'se of

evo'ution at Niaga-a Fa'ls may be cited. The Ameriran
scheme, however, has crystallized into action, and large

works are already undertaken. The primary object is to

locate consumes at the pswer, but incidentilly it is p o-

p'sed to transmit a large quanti''y to the ^1:7 of Buffali.

Time will show 'o what ex'ent this may be commercialW
feasible, but when the complicated nature of the operation

and its cos"- i? coaside-ed, there is room for a pretty large

size no*e of interrogation.

Fi'"st, we have the proportion of the cost of the witer

pDwer to begin with, royilties, cost of rock excavati'^n,

cost and mainteoance of lurb'ne wheels an-l a t'^nd^nce.

The electrical ou'.fit must be first. low tension dyn-^mos prod-

ucing alternatine current, then transformers to raise 'he pres-

sure sufficiently high to overcame the 'wenty miles and more
of conductors to the ci'y; the est of miintenmce, and above

all, the protection of this twenty m'les of Hne ; then sgiin

traosfcrme's to reduce ihe p-essure to a man.igeable point;

low tension, alternating cur ent motors to converi; the

current again into piwer; ai d fiaally the erst of its disri-

bu'ion. Tbis expenditure will h^ve to comptte wiih coal

at a ccst for steam purpose? of fiom a dollar to a dollar

and a half per ton. Wonderful thipgs have been do^e by
means of electriciiy and th's enterprise may be success-

fully accomplished, financially I mean. Its p'"acticabi'i:y

from a scientific standpoint has betn already demon-
strated.

There are locations, however, in our own country, (a coun-

try where a paternal government is doing its best according

to its light 'o furth-r the interests of its people by imposing
a duty on fuel), and these places are at such a distance from
the source of supply that freight is very cos ly. Here, if aui-

where will the cost of long distance power plants and their ex-

istence be jiis ified. But the distance must not be too great or

themainfenanceof the insula'ioD of ihc conductors and trans-

formers will become a d'fficult t^skasan everyday business

operation. Sufficient has be n accomplisHed experimentally;

it only remains for it to attain permanent success. I re-

member the time, and not so very many years a;o, when we
considered it a big thing to operate a dynamo in one room and

arc ligh's from it in the next. In those crude and earlv

days it was often necessiry lorthe operator 'o have his eyes

on bo h of the n at th^ same time. Novv arc lights circu'ts of

twenty miles in length are not uncommon. It mav be fea-

sible in the near future to ca r^ high ten^i-)n secondary cur-

ren's for long dislancts in grounded tubs confamirg oil,

and onnected to trans^oroiers in m^tal vei^e's a'so con-

taining oil, and s") protected as 'o preclude the poss bility of

accident Irom con'act wirh them. Probab'y after a sys em
of th's kind is perfected and installed, it will be a fine thing,

but it will be mo-e or less risky to the expeamente s before

the perfect svs'em is reached. I hav>; oUen thought ihat a

cheap and effective motive power might be devised from the

repeated detonation of small quaoties of high class explosives

in situations where the power generated woull do the most

good, siy behind a pis on as gas is exploded in the cylin-

der of a gas engine. The difficulty would appear to be in

separating at each stroke a minute quantity of explosive

without making injurious connection with the whole stock

in hand. It might be made successful, but at the expense

of several relays of inventors.

E'ab -)rating these h'gh tension systems may have a simi-

lar effect on the available s'ock of electricians at the

outset, but I have no doubt before very long we shall become

accustomed to much higher poleni-'als in electrical matters

than we now have any idea of. Now I lemember when 8

lights was the average size of an arc light dynamo and a 12

lighter a monster, and shall mt readily forget when, after

much consultation, it was decided to build a 16 lighter, with

what amount of respect for its power we approached the

task. When it was completed, it was a creation to stand off

fromand admire at a distance It was merely a repetition of

history. Atonelimeaspeedattf nmilesanhour on the rail-

way was considered simp'y as flying in the face of Divine

Providence. It is unneces ary to state what the limit of pru-

dence in th's respect is considered to be now. This brings

us to another devolepmentof electricity as a power agent

and that is the proposed electric railroad projected be-

tween Chicago and St. Louis. We have very little infor-

mation as to the me'hods to be adopted or the voltages

to be employed. We are told, however, that the speed

is to be 100 miles an hour, and that the line is to be per-

fectly straight. It will be necessary. If the projectors

had said further that it is to be fenced in with boiler plate

it might, to some extent, relieve the feelings of the

farmers along the right of way. We are to have some

information on the possibilities of electiic railroading a

little later, so I must not anticipate. The possibilities

and probabilities are rather wide apart at present. The
electric tramway tills the bill to perfection for city and

suburban passenger traffic, but you must admit when you

see a steam locomotive handle a freight train a quarter of

mile long or so, that the electric motor has a fairly hard
row to hoe before it will take possession of a trunk line

of railroad.

The Arc-Light Adapted for the Ophthal-
moscope.^

It is remarkable how little stress is laid by authors on
the kind of light that is to be used for purposes of ooh-
thalmoscopic examination. "The flame of a well-burning

lamp," is all that is ordinarily specified. And I presume
that the most of the profession regard the Argand burner
as offering the best form of flame, and gas, under ordi-

nary circumstances, as the best source of illumination.

Sunlight is spoken of as having been occasionally em-
ployed, but its use is often impossible and generally im-
practicable. He who has once been able to command a

room darkened by shutters, with a round aperture in one
of them, and who, waiting for a suitable day, has reflected

fi-om his mirror into the eye of the patient the light fur-

nished by the surface of a white cloud, has seen the fun-

dus illuminated with a clearness and purity of color he
had never before witnessed, and has ever after longed to

be able to dispense with the yellov glare of the ordinary
gas flame, even though passing through a chimney of blue
glass.

During the past winter I have been experimenting with
the electric light. The incandescent lamp, to which I

first directed my attention, was soon found to be imprac-
ticable. The outlines of the glowing loop of carbon were
reflected on the interior of the eye, giving only linear

illumination and leaving the territory between and around
their borders in comparative darkness. Increasing the
amount of candle power and shielding the flame by means
of a frosted globe lessened, but by no means obviated the

evil. I then secured a small arc light, which has proven
most satisfactory. As private houses with us are rarely

furnished with other than incandescent circuits, it became
necessary to utilize them. The lamp constructed uses
five amperes of current and produces 500 candle power,
when burning at a pressure of 45 volts. A special carbon
is used to give the proper quality and color of light. A
resistance coil, placed in circuit with the lamp and con-

nected with it by a flexible cord, ttkes up the balance of

the voltage. The lamp is held on a metal base which
carries an upright on which is mounted the apparatus for

adjusting the carbons and feeding them toward each other.

This upright is provided with a shield, at one end of which
is a slide in which ground glass may be inserted for the

purpose of toning the light.

The lamp may be connected with any incandescent cir-

cuit, it and its resistance being placed in the branch with

a five ampere switch. The branch on which it is placed

should have a carrying power of six amperes. The lamp
I am at present using occupies a space of about six by
nine inches. Its conductor being flexible it can be readily

moved about the table. The aperture in the shield is an
inch and a half in diameter. Through this shines a bril-

liant and steady light that readily adapts itself to the

needs of the observer. He can empIo> it for oblique

illumination, use it with the mirror alone for testing the

transparency of the media or for retinoscopy, or apply it

to the exammation of the fundus in either the direct or in-

verted image.
Despite the character of this light. I And no unpleasant

effect complained of by the patient. No complaint of

dazzling has been made, and no greater inconvenience

caused than would have been the case with the Argand
gas burner. I have no hesitation in stating that I find

the light the best I have ever used. The color of the

fundus approaches more nearly to that obtained under ex-

ceptionably favorable circumstances by day. The defini-

tion is greatly improved, being clearer than that obtained

with any other form of artificial illumination. Repeated
comparisons instituted between the Goddard gas burner

I have had in use for more than twenty years and the arc

light show the superiority of the latter. This has proved

particularly the case in certain forms of slight macular

disorganization I have lately had the opportunity of ex-

amining. The careful and repeated scrunity required

when gas was used yielded to the certainty afforded by a

single glance aided by the electric lamp. Slight haziness

of the vitreous, as well as floating bodies and membranes
in this portion of the eye, assume unusual distinctness.

I cannot but think that when the arc light has been

perfected for this purpose it will supersede all lamps now
in use. The reason for giving no drawings or additional

details of the lamp I am at present using is that we are

now endeavoring to effect improvements in its construc-

tion. It is a distinct advance on its predecessor, and
specifications for a third are now being worked out. I

trust to have a good working lamp to exhibit at the meet-

ing of the American Ophthalmological Society next

Inly, and to be then able to refer those who may desire to

obtain it to the manufacturer.

Somewhat Forgetful.

In Dexter the other evening the electric hghts Jid not

commence business at the usual hour, says the Commercial

of Bangor, Me., and the people could not understand it.

It became dark and darker and traders were fretting. At
last the manager of the company harnessed up and drove

down to the power station, two miles below the village.

The station was brilliantly illuminated, and the assistant

sat comfortably therein reading a book. At the somewhat
heated inquiry of the manager, the other's face dropped.

He jumped to the switch and ejaculated: ''Thunder! I

forgot to turn the lights on." He had been running the

dynamo two hours for his own personal illumination.

I. FroTi a paper on "Recent Added Facilities for the Examina-
tion of the Eyp," by Hasket Derby, M. D., in the Boston Medical
and Surgical Journal.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York. July 2.—The people in^the
^[J£j^y^[

^^ ^

the'srearraeTropDlis appareotlfrequire quite an extended

period ot time in which to accustom tliemselves to look

out for electric cars that move faster than a snail's pace.

Everyday or two one be rs of an ace dent on a motor line.

It will probably be sometime before people leara that if

rapid surface transit is d sired, it is the car and not the man

thn should be entitled to ihe right of wsy.

On Friday, a new system of commuoicating; fire alarms

by telegraph to the Cjuarters of the engine and hook and

ladder companies in New York city went into effect. It is

desigmd to reduce as much as pcssible the annoyance and

trouble caused the firemen by the tr^nsmissonof all alarms

of fire simu'taDCOosly to all the engine and hook and lad-

der companies tbrougVout the city, which has been the rule

since the establishment of the present fire a'arm system.

It has been poiDted put that theie did not appear to be

any good reason why, if an alarm was sent in from the box

at Battery Place and Broadway, the firemen in Harlem and

in the annexed diitric: above the Harlem should be roused

from their slumbers, if the alarm happened to come in at

night, come down the sliding poles, and hitch up the

hoises; nor that the firemen situated down town should be

d'surbed for an a'arm of fire in Harlem. Yet this system

has survived for years to the great annoyance of the fire-

men and the dttriment to their health by being routed out

of their beds a number of times during the night.

For s-)metime,therefore,the fire department has had in view

a change of system. The new arrangement was devised

by J. Elliott Smith, the superintendent of Fire Alarm

Telegraph, and as planned under his supervision and that

of Chief Operator Farrell, it went into effect.

In the new systen, the territory covered by the different

engine, hoik and ladder companies has been divided

into telegraphic circuits, and begnniog at 8 o'clock Friday

morning, all alarms sent in from the street boxes were sent

out from Fire Headquaiters 00 that circuit only with which

the fire companies due on the first alarm at the station sent

are connected. The companies oq the other circuits were

not to be disturbed.

It wjs found inadvisable to divide the city into districts

by arbitrary lines, but for the present the sending cut of

alarms from Fire Headquarters will be governed by the cir-

cuit system. Second, third, and fourth alarms will be sent

out as heretofore, simultaneously overall the circuits, and,

necessarily, to the quarters of all the companies in the de-

pirtment, sothar the entire fire fighting force will be made

aware when a large crdangercus fire is raging.

There has been a great deal of time and money expended

in perfecting this system and it is hoped that it will prove

satisfactory. Toe inauguration of the system, which will

be hailed as a great boon by the firemen, has been delayed

by the difficulty in arranging the new circuits and chang-

ing the wires from aerial lines and placing them in the sub-

ways, and also by the illness of Superintendent Smith. If

this system proves a success, and there does not appear

to be ar y reason why it should net, it will be further

extended so that fewer companies will receive first alarms,

aod perhaps it may result in the transmission cf a first

alarm turned from a street box only to those companies

who are assigned to answer such a call.

Western readers will be interested to know of the incor-

poration, al Albany on June 29th, of the United S'ates

Wiie & Cable company, with a capital of $1,000,000. The
business of the organization is to manufacture and sell

wire rop2 cables, conductors of every kind for the trans-

mission of electricity, and all wires ujed in connection with

and for the u^e of electrical machioery, apparatus and the

building, instal'ation and use of tieclric plants to make
and sell machinery, and insulation and covering of wires,

cables, and conductors for electricity. The locality of the

company's business is Schenectady, and the directors are

IJ. F. Sunny, Chicago; Silas A. Barton, Boston; Samuel

Insull and Dana Greene, New York; John Kreuss, Schen-

ectady.

Word has been received from Secrttary and Treasury L.

B. Somcrby that at the regular meeting of the Franklin

Experimental club, of Newaik N. J., Tuesday, June 21st,

it was decided to discontinue the meetings until the second
Tuesday in September. The laboratory and reading room
will however be kept open for the benefit of members.
The Rogers Typograph company of New Jersey and the

Electric Typf^raph company of West Virginia have been

combined. The new company will be known as the Kog-
cr» Typograph company, and its headquarters .-md shops
will be at Detroit.

W. F. O.

St. Louis. Mo.

St. Louis, July 2. — Temporary repairs to the

Twelfth street bridge have been made, and through traffic

has been resumsd on the Union Depot electric railway

lines.

The Dilmin avenue & Clayton Railway company has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $5000. The

incorporators are B S. Barnes, M. B. Greensfelder, E.

L. Dorsenbach, Chas. K. Ramsey and C. C. Nichols.

Jcs F. Porter of J. G. White & Co., New York, spent

several days in St. Louts last week looking after prospec-

tive business.

Frank H. Fond, president of the Pond Engineering

company, reports the sale of four Armington & Sims

engines for the Sa't Lake Temple, for use in connection

with the electrical plant; also two 500 horse power

engines for the Adams street station of the Chicago

Edison company.

The Merchants. Electric Light & Power company has

been incorporated at Joplin, Mo. The incorporators are

J. W. Freeman, J. V. Pierce and O. F. Freeman.

William Wmdack, president of the Interstate Complete

Electrical Construction company, has just returned from

a trip to the Northwest, taking in Kansas City, Omaha
and several Iowa points.

The Midland Electric Railway company, operating a

two-mile line in S^ Louis county in connection with the St.

Louis and Suburban railway, met with considerable trouble

with its water supply last week, and was obliged to shut

down its plant. Current was supplied in the interval

from the Suburban company's station.

The Lebanon Light & Water company, Lebanon, Mo.,

has increased its capital stock from $100,000 to $250,000.

The Municipal Electric Light & Power company is in-

creasing its iacandescent plant by the addition of three

3000 light alternators. One of these is already in posi-

tion, another is on the way from the works, acd the third

will be ready for shipment soon.

The St. Louis office of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company has been removed from the Chamber of Com-
merce to 723 Locust street, the former location of the

Edison General Electric company. This consolidated

office of the General Electric company is under the asso-

ciate management of H. H. Humphrey and W. L.

Arnold.

The Missouri Electric Light & Power company has is-

sued a map of St Louis showing the location of its circuits.

This is claimed to be one of the largest and altogether

one of the most remarkable incandescent stations in the

country. The system used is the Westioghouse alternat-

ing. The circuits are extended to West Cabanne Place,

a distance of more than five miles from the station.

There are now about 63,000 lights connected, divided as

follows: Commercial, 40,000; domestic, 18,000; city,

5,000.

The Hope Electric Light company of Carterville, III.,

expects to start up its new central station on July 4th.

The system used is the Heisler series incandescent, in-

stalled by the Interstate Complete Electrical Construction

company of this city.

D. E. Garrison & Co., contractors for track equipment

for railways, report excellent business in electric railway

work. They are furnishing the entire track material, in-

cluding rails, fastenings, switches, etc., for the six miles

of the Fort S-^ott Rapid Transit company, Fort Scott,

Kan , which is changing from horse to electricity; also

four miles of track material for an extension of the Topeka,

Kan , Rapid Transit company, and two miles each for

extensions of the Lincoln, III., electric railwaj and

the Gate City electric railway of Keokuk.

A number of changes have been made in the Pond

Engineering company. William S. Love, secretary, has

removed to Chicago to assume the management of the

Pond Machinery company, filling the vacancy occasioned

by the resignation of Albert Blanchard. A. W. Remnitz,

late manager of the Dallas office, has been transferred to

St. Louis, assuming a responsible position in the conduct

of this office.

The Edward Thomas Electric Railway company of

Belleville, 111., is meeting with considerable difficulty in

its efforts to supply the citizens' of that city with rapid

transit. The Old Citizens' street railway is siill in posses-

sion of the tracks on the principal streets, and refuses to

remove them, although repeatedly notified by the city

officials to do so. The fight has got into the courts,

and the outcome will be awaited with interest. The
Thomas company can do nothing until an adjustment is

reached, although it stands ready to begin work at once.

It is proposed to extend the new line to East St. Louis.

Dr. Wellington Adams of the Adams Electric Railway

company, has been invited to repeat his lecture on the

Chicage>-St. Louis road before the Franklin Institute.

Dr. Adams announces that grading on the line will be begun
before August 1st. Preliminary work is now in progress

along the right of way, and the office force here is busily

engaged on diagrams and plats.

Cap*. Robert McCulloch, general manager, and Win-
throp Bartlett, engineer, of the consolidated Cass avenue

lines, have returned from their eastern trip of inspection

of large electrical railway p'ants. They visited the works
of all the leading manufacturers of electric railway ap-

paratus, and noted the recent advancements in this line.

Their present p'ans contemplate the use of two loo horse

power and one i;oo horse power units, each engine and
generator being built together. The generators will be
built up directly on the engine shaft, attached to it by
means of face couplings. Contracts have been placed for

ties, rails and wire, and a force of engineers is now locat-

ing poles. It is expected that material will begin to arrive

within ten days, when the active work of reconstruction

will begin.

The equipping of the Cass avenue, Union and Northern
Central street railway lines with electricity will remove
the last horse lines from the central and residence dis-

tricts of St. Louis. In the remote suburbs there remain
a few extensions still operated by horses, but electricity

will soon be substituted on these.

So much has been said of the inability of small lighting

stations to earn proper returns on the capital invested,

that it is refreshing to learn of well authenticated cases
to the contrary. The Waterloo, III , Electric Light com-
pany has just paid a dividend of six per cent, out of the
net earnings of its first half year. \v. H. B.

Milwauicee, Wis.

Milwaukee. July 2.— Francis E. Hinckley of Chicago
has at last won a p int in the litigation over the Mil-
waukee electric railway. In their case against that
company Charles F. Pfister and August Vogel made a
motion for judgment on the answer. The plaintiffs

claimed that they had an equitable lien on the company's
property in the .'^250.000 worth of bonds to secure the
payment of a loan of $125,000. The hypothecation of
the bonds, the court held, was void under the statute
which provides that bonds cannot be issued for Jess than
75 cents on the dollar. Under this law, the court held
the plaintiff cannot rightfully hold the bonds, and the
complaint was dismissed. Another motion, one to allow
John H, Manschot to interplead as a defendant, fell with
the first one. The judgment as to the bonds will not
prevent Mr. Pfister from recovering the amount of his
loan. He still has a majority of the stock which, with
the bonds, was given to him as collateral. Beside, other
remedies are open to him. The decision on the bonds
which was rendered by Judge Johnson of the circuit Court'
is the first in Wisconsin that covers the point in issue'

Judge Jenkins of the United States Court here has a
similar question to decide, and his ruling is being awaited
with interest, inasmuc'i as the Milwaukee electric railway
case will be appealed to the Supreme Court.

Henry Villard, president of the North American com-
pany and of the Milwaukee Street Railway company, was
in the city last week. With him were Secrttary Spo'fford

and Mr. Cromwell of the North American company.
Under the guidance of Henry C. Payne they rode over the
new electric lines in Manager Lynn's palace car Mr
Villard found thirty-five miles of electric railway in opera-
tion and expressed himself as satisfied that the work of
construction had been carried forward as rapidly as possi-
ble considering the long spell of rainy weather. He
stated that work on the new lines and extensions would be
commenced as soon as the old lints were rebuilt He
said that it would be impossible to extend the Soldiers'
Home line to the fair grounds this season. The necessary
material could not be secured in time, he said, and if

material already ordered was diverted to that use it would
interfere with the rebuilding of some of the city lines

which was out of the question. "Wait," he said, "until
our work here is completed, and you will see a system that
you will be proud of." He stated that he had no idea of
seeing street railways equipped with storage batteries. He
added that for some time he had been looking for a
practicable storage battery system, but had found none.
The common council has passed tbc ordinance giving

the Western Union Telegraph company the right to string

aerial cables in the business district. By the terms of the
new ordinance the cables in the downtown section must
be strung by August ist.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has secured
permission from the common council to lay tracks on
Harman street from Island avenue to Walton street.
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The trustees of ihe Exposition have decided to sell the

arc lighting plant at that institution and to light the build-

ing with incandescent lamps exclusively in the future.

An electric motor will be provided for a new organ

which is to be erected in the Baptist Tabernacle. In three

or four Milwaukee churches the organs have been supplied

with electric motors.

It is proposed to have the Illnsey electric cars, which

now run on Oneida street to Milwaukee street and thence

to Michigan street, leave Oneida street at Broadway, run

south to Michig;an street and thence to the North Western

depot. An attempt to perfect the arrangement is being

made.

Business men and a number of city officials are in favor

of exhibiting a perfect model in miniature of Milwaukee at

the World's Fair and of paying the expense, which would

be about §10,000, out of the city treasury. C.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Hilles, of Bognall & Hilles, Yokohama, Japan, was

in Chicago last week.

C. O. Baker, Jr. of Newark, N. J., returned last week
from a visit to Buffa'o.

J. E. Beggs, of the J. E. Beggs Machine & Supply com-
pany of New York, has just returned hoaie from Bos-

ton.

P. J. McFadden, who is in charge of the meter depart-

ment at the Chicago office of the General Electric com-
pany, was in Boston last week.

J. K. Metzger of the Northwest Thomson-Houston
company was married in Washington on June i6th to

Miss Edith Mullan of that city. Mr. and Mrs. Metzger
will reside in St. Anthony Park, Minn.

J. F. Connor has resigned as Chicago representative of

Elccti-icity and accepted a more remunerative position in the

Chicago office of the Manufacture-} ' s Record. His
friends are congratulating him.

F. H. Prentiss, New York, consulting engineer to the

New York Steam Heating company, New York city, and
president of the Buckeye Electric Manufacturing company,
Cleveland, O., was in Chicago on Saturday last.

R. Sumner Parmly, son of S- P. Parmly, president of

the Standard Electric company. Chicago, was drowned
while bathing at Ann Arbor, on June 24'h. The deceased

was 22 years of age. His grief-stricken father has the

sympathy of the entire electrical community.

C. A. Daigh and Mo-gan Brooks of the Electncal Engi-
n;eriog & Supply company, St. Paul, Minn., and the Na-
tional Electric Manufacturing company, Eau Cla're, Wis.,

spent several days last week at the companies' office in the

Rookeiy, Chicago. Mr. Brooks returned to St. Paul

Saturday night, while Mr. Daigh left the city for a

short vacation.

Prof. J. P. Barrett, city electrician of Chicago, has is-

sued a circular makingthe following announcement; "The
management of the business of the city electrical inspec-

tion department will hereafter be undtr the direction of J.

J. S. Wilson, secretary. He will receive all applications for

inspection, payments of fees, reports of insulation,

measurements, removal, etc., and will assign inspectors

their work."

NEW INCORPORATIONS,
Point Sewell Hotel company, Norfolk, Ya.; capital

stock, $300,000; gas and electric works.

Columbus MininT company, Richmond, Ya.; capital

stock, $50,000; mining and manufacture, gas, water and
electric works, etc.

Newport Electric Light company. Newport, N. H.;
capital stock, $15,000; electric lighting; Col. Seth M.
Richards, Newport, N. H.

Hartford Electric Light & Power company, Hartford,

Vt.; capita! stock, $12,000; manufacturing light and power;
Alfred E. Watson, Hartford, Yt.

Pontiac Water, Light & Power company, Chicago,

III-; capital stock, .$60 000; build, operate and lease water,

gas and electric light works; W. G. Reeve, Princeton,

111.

Immisch Electric Navigation & Power company, Ho-
boken, N. J.; capital stock. $250,000; to manufacture
machines for tbe production of electricity, etc. ; T. Aub,
54 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Bristol Electric company, Rutland, Vt. ; capital stock,

$15,000, furnishing heat, light and power and carrying on
such other business as is connected therewith at Bristol,

Yt., Rockwood Barrett, Rutland, \i.

Morningside & Highland Park Street Railway company,
Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock, ^35,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Pittsburg; Arthur E, Lin
hart, 138 Fifth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

Northern Electrical Supply company. Concord N. H.;
capital stock, $5,000; buying, selling railway, telegraph,

telephone, lighting and heating apparatus and supplies and
all electrical appaiatus; Geo. P. Warde, Concord, N. H.

Gray International Telautograph company, Chicago,

III ; capital stock, §1,000,000; to buy, sell, own and
operate electrical appliances, ard patents and privileges in

foreign countries; F, W. Cushing, 225 Dearborn street,

Chicago, III.

San Francisco Electrical Storage company, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; capital stock, $1,000,000; to deal in and manu-
facture electrical machinery and generate and deal in elec-

tric light and power; Wilson & McCutchen, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Valley Light & Wa'er company, Sumner, Wash ; capital

stock, $50 000; to erect, constiuct, maintain and operate
water works, electric light plants, gas -^orks, etc., and
supply towns of Puyallup and Sumner with products there-

of; Mason Morfgage Loan company, Tacoma, Wash.

The Queen City Electric Railway company, Marion,
Ind.; capital stock, SiSoooo; construct, own, maintain
and operate by means of electricity or other motive power,
lines of street railway through the streets of Marion, and
extensions of such lines beycnd the limits of said city,

and it is proposed to construct such lines in said city of

Marion and extensions thereof to and into the town
of Jonesboro in said Grant county, and also to dipose of

surplus electricity for power and other purposes.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
There is talk of the organization of a new electric light

company in Rochester, N. Y.

The Albany, N. Y., Electric Illuminating company
has been absorbed by the Municipal Gas company of

that city.

An incandescent electric light plant of 2,500 lights,

capacity is to be erected in the Cook county. III.,

hospital.

Reports of electric light plants forced to suspend oper-

ations on account of tbe floods have lately been re-

ceived from many of the towns on western rivers.

Manager C. R. Huntley of the Brush Electric Light
company of Buffalo denies that the company's prices will

be raised on account of the new underground work.

The stockholders of the Hartford, Conn., Electric Light
company have voted to increase the capital stock from
$200000 to $250,000 by the issue of 500 new shares of

$100 each.

Proposals for the electric lighting of Cairo, III., wiL
be received by the city clerk until July 12th. The tend
ers must be for not less than 70 or more than 100

arc lights of 2,000 candle power each.

The incandescent electric light plant of Wilson &:

Van Ness at Valparaiso, Ind., was destroyed by fire early

in the morning of June 29th. The flre is said to have
been caused by an explosion in the dynamo room. The
loss to the firm will aggregate $15,000. The plant will be
rebuilt.

Max M. Rothschild, owner of a lease of premises at No.
ig Third avenue, Chicago, has filed a bill lu the Circuit

Court to restrain the Central Electric Light company,
which has its plant on the lot adjacent, from connecting
a large tubular smoke stack six feet in diameter and 100

feet high with large boilers on the premises.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway is to connect Minneapolis with the

suburb of Bryn Mawr.

Itis stated that the cable and electric railway companies,

at Los Angeles Cal , are to be merged into one corpor-

ation.

The Mobile Electric Railway company has purchased

Westinghouse and Thomson-Houston apparatus for its

station.

The electric railway company and the electric light com-
pany of Aurora, 111., now occupy the power house of the

former jointly.

William Kingman, known throughout Boston as "the
big motor man" of ttie Wes: End company, died recently.

He weighed 325 pounds.

The Pittsburg & West End Railway company will

substitute electrical power for horj^es, increasing its

indebtedness from $75,000 to $500,000.

It is said that since the change to electricity the earn-

ings of the Colerain avenue line in Cincinnati have in-

creased from $127,000 to $250,000 per annum.

Two electric cars in Boston recently caught fire by some
means, the flames in each instance bursting through the

floor, and a large number of passengers were injured in

the wild scramble to get out.

The new power house of the Denver Tramway com-
pany has ground dimensions of 165 by no feet. The
dynamo and engine room is no by 92 feet. Water is

supplied from an artesian well.

A reporter of the News of Denver, Colo., interviewed

Ralph W. Pope, T. R, Taltavall, Thomas D. Lockwood
and M. B Leonard of Richmond, Va., on the subject of

the application of electricity to existing steam railroads

during the recent convention of railway telegraph super-

intendents at Denver, The prevailing opinion was the

conservative one that it would be some time before steam

locomotives were abandoned by the trunk line companies.

The projectors of the Chicago and North Shore elect-

ric railway desire to secure the right of extension south

from Graceland avenue to Dewey court. The intention of

the ordinance granting the permission already obtained is

to provide a continuous line of rapid transit from the

down-town district to Evanston. By an ordinance already

in existence the company has the right of way from

Graceland avenue north. It now desires to go a mile

and a half iouth to Dewey court to a connection with the

cable, avoiding a transfer to the Evanston avenue horse

car line.

TELEPHONE.
The Sunset Telephone company is planning to put the

telephone wires in Oakland. Cal. , underground . The
work of putting the wires underground will cost between
$jo,ooo and S+o.ooo. The area within which the wires
will be buried will include the fire limits

The alderman of Rictne are considering the questioQ
of bringing action to revoke the franchise of the Wis-
consin Telephone company in that cicy. The city wanted
to rent iastruments from ths telephone company for use
in connection with the police alarm system, but the com-
pany charged what the aldermen consider an exorbitant:

rate.

It is proposed to greatly increase the capital stock of
the Chicago Telephone company on account of the ex-

pense of the installation at the World's Fair and of bury-
ing the wires and extending the system. The present
capital is $2 260,000. The details of the plant for
Jackson Park were described in the Western Electri-
cian of April 30th.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The New York /^/'lt/j/ asserts that Park Benjamin of

New York has the largest library of electrical literature in

the country. The collection comprises about 1,000 titles,

in 1,200 or 1,500 volumes.

The aldermen of Omaha have created the office of city

electrician, but the mayor refuses to make the appoint-
ment until the duties of the new official shall have been df '

fined by ordinance, to the end that the wiring of the

may be under supervision.

The jury in the case of Thomas and Anna Beard against
the Argentine, Kas,, Electric Light Company, for $5,000
damages for the death of their son, returned a verdict in
favor of the company. It was alleged that young Beard
had placed his hand on a live wire and met instant death.

One of the Missouri river boats recently ran into the
telephone, telegraph and electric light wires that stretch
across the river from Prospect hill to Covington at Sioux
City, la., and tore them down. All telephone communica-
tion between Sioux City and Covington and South Sioux
City was cut off for a time.

A press dispatch from Parkersburg, W. Va., of June
25th, says: Capt. S. S. Stowe, who owns a large farm above
Marietta, had a peculiar experience a day or two ago dur-
ing the heavy thunderstorm which prevailed along the valley.

A very large potato field, in which the rows of hills were
very long, was struck by lightning. The electricity ran
from hill to hill, completely withering and destroying over
400 hills, killing vines and tubers. The ground all about
the hills looked, as the captain expressed it, as "if it had
been all splattered out."

Sealed proposals will be received at the cfFice of D. J.
Swenie. fire marshal of Chicago, until 12 m. Tuesday, July
I2th, for furnishing the city of Chicago with 2,300 feet of
60 conductor and 10,300 feet of 30 conductor lead covered
telephone and telegraph cables, in accordance with specifi-

cations on file at the office of J. P. Barrett, superintendent
of city te'egraphs. Proposals must be made out upon blanks
furnished by the superintendent of city telegraphs and be
addressed to the fire marshal, and indorsed "Proposals for

Lead-covered Telephone and Telegraph Cables," and be
accompanied by $2od in money or a certified check for the
same amonnt on some responsible bank doing business in

the city of Chicago and made payable to the fire marshal.

TRADE NOTES.
The International Okonite company has just favored its

patrons with souvenirs in the way of unique match boxes,

bearing the company's trade mark.

For the most complete catalogue of electrical books ever

published address the Electrician Publishing company,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

The office of the Brush Electric company, formerly lo-

cated in the Gate City Bank Building, Atlanta, Ga., has
been removed to room 7S QA Capitol Building.

George Cutter. Chicago, has just left the city for a ten

days' business trip through the East. The Cutter factory

is running full blast to fill the orders for the Cutter mag-
netic cut-out.

The Port Huron, Mich,, Electric Railway company
has awarded the oider for an improved engine to the

Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa. The engine is a 460
horse power cross compound of the latest type.

The arc lamp for oculists' use referred to by Dr.
Hasket Derby in the paper on *' The Arc Light Adapted for

the Opthalmoscope," presented in this issue, is manufac-
tured by the Electric Construction ^S: Supply Company o£

New York.

A neat advertising medium was found by the Electrical

Supply company, Chicago, which sent out numerous "fire

crackers" to its patrons. These bogus ' crackers " con-

tained a slip on which was set forth the qualities of the

fuse wire sold by this company.

Diehl&Co of New York are obliged to run their fac-

tory overtime to keep pace with the orders on hand for

their well known Diehl fan. Dlehl & Co. also report

large sales of i 6 horse power motors for government u;e.

These small motors are run in connection with the electric-

al cancelling machine now used for stamping letters

in a number of United States postoffices.

E. E. Johnston, western manager for the Gou'ds Manu-
facturing company, Seneca Falls, N. Y., has a very attrac-

tive v/indow display at his office, No. 2 South Catal street.
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Chicago. A triples pump built for tank service and boiler

•feeding is kept in constant ope-atlon by a one horse pawer

Keystone electric motor, throwiog a large stream of water

into a glass tank. The wiodow is a prominent one, and

4he display is attracting much atteiitiDn.

The Atlantic steamships. City of New York, City of

Paris, City of Rom;, the Alaska, and the Arizona, will

hereafter use the Buckeye coiled filament incandescent

lamp to the exclusion of all other makes. These great

floating palaces have each a very large isolated electric

light plant, and during the year must use a large number

of lamps. The officers of the Buckeye company are some-

what proud of the preference shown their lamp.

The North Hudson County Railroad compmy, Hobo-

Icen, N. J., last March purchased a 300 horse power latest

improved Ball engine from the Ball Engine company,

^rie, P<?.. It was so well satisfied with the performance of

the engine that an additional engine of the same power

-from the same company has been ordered.^ The Engle-

wood Electric Light company, Chicago, 111., has also

ordered a 50D horse power improved Bill cross compound
engine through the Chicago office of the company.

Among the sales made by the McGuire Manufactur'ng

company, Chicago, of the No. 19 F steal truck for June de-

livery are the following: The Central Tract'on company,

Pittsburgh, Pa., four ; The Marrinette E'ectric Street ra 1-

way, -Marrinette, Wis,, six; The Fo-t Clark Electric Street

railway, Peoria, III. eight; Pittsburgh West End rail-

way eleven. The officers of the last mentioned company
were favorably disposed towards a different type of truck,

but four of the McGuiremake were sold them under protest

November last, and now, after this impartial trial an order

iias been given for the entire equipment of the road.

A. R. Hussey who has been doing business under his

owtt name at 211 Randolph street, Cbicago, for some time,

has associated himself with W. P. Allen in the organization

of a company, to be known as the Ailen-Hussey company,
The new concern will occupy an office at 225 Dearborn
street and do a general electrical business. The company
will manufacture a line of specialties of which Mr. Hu=sey
is the designer, and in addition will have a large force of

men engaged on a number of good wiring contracts just se-

cured. Mr. Hussey and Mr. Allen have both a wide ac-

quaintance in the city, snd with experience and energy the

new undertaking should meet with success.

The recent electrical storms have severly tested all kinds

of electrical apparatus, and some queer freaks of the slip

pery fiuid have been reported. One that seems peculiar

was the destruction, of several transformers on the circuit.

This in itself is not so strange, but that the current should
select every alternate device on a circuit carrying over a
dozen transformers and leave the others uninjured seems
most singular. Some transformers, though, are so built

and provided with reliable fuses that they are never harmed,
and in this connection the Electrical Supply company,
Chicago, reports the performance of the Stanley trans-

former as being remarkable, as it has reeeived but one
complaint relating to the hundreds of machines it has sold.

And this single instance seems to have been the result

of a mechanical defect which escaped the inspectors at the

factory. The Electrical Supply company is gratified with
this clean record of the Stanley transformer.

BUSINESS.
The B>3toa Braid Mmufacturin^j company, Boston,

has just moved into much larger quarters to accommodate
its growing trade- In future the company's address will

Jos 27 E^ach street, Boston, Mass.

Perry & Deme-itt, of Montpelier, Vt,. are sending out

to the trade a very neat little pamphlet giving illustrations

and descriptions of their " L P. and D." system of power
transmission. They also give a list of the regular styles

and s'zes besides a number of very valuable testimonials

from various companies who now have their system in op-
eration

Ths rapid sales of the R'es regulat'ng socket, manu-
factured by the Rias Electric Specialty company, of Balti-

-more, Md., has necessita'ed an eastern representative.

Accordingly the company have secured the fcvicas of N.
I.. Schioss, who until recently was New York agent for

Thomas H. Dallett company of Philadelphia. Mr. Schioss

will handle this specialty in all the New England states

and also in New York slate.

The New York & Ohio company of Warren, O., manu-
facturers of the well-known Packard incandescent lamp, is

energetically pushing its eastern business through Manager
-Chas, E, Chapia of its New York office. The distance

'between New York and Ohio seems annihilated when goods
ordered to-flay reach the metropolis by express the next

•morning. This lime has been made in several ins'ances

-when there has been an urgent demand for lamps. Mr.
Chapio's offices arc at 136 Liberty street, New York.

The Ashton Valve company, 271 Franklin street, Bos-
ton, announces that it has bought the entire plant, mater-
ial and business of the Boston Steam Gauge company, to-

gether with a scries of valuable patents, and has consolida-

ted the business of both houses. The new concern has
secured the services of the former manager, II. L. Wil-
lard. The company will continue to manufacture all

classes of steam pressure and vacuum gauges, water pres-

sure and ammonia gauges and all similar instruments used
In connection with steam plants.

The Detroit Electrical Works, Detroit, Mich,, have
already received orders for the new type machines as fol-

lows; Times building, Chattanooga, Tcnn. , two 30 kilowatt
generators, one 9 and one 1 5 kilowatt motor; IJagley estate,

Detroit, one 40 kilowatt generator and five 9 kilowatt
motors. This contract also includes five freight elevators

and controlling devices for motors, so that each elevator is

operated by one 9 kilowatt motor. This motor is controlled

by means of the starting rope of the elevator, the motor
only running when the elevator is in use.

A neat and very tasteful reminder of the American Elect-

rical Works of Providence, R. I., has just been received,

A miniature of the stars and stripes in red, white and blue,

silk and satin, on the cover of a little folder, brings kindly

Fourth of July greetings from this well-known house.

"There is but one American flag and but one American
Electrical Works," tells its own story of patriotism, and all

who have had deilings with this progressive firm know
where American characteristics may be found. The
American Electrical Works will have their annual clam
bake on Saturday, July 23d, at Silver Spring, a suburb of

Providence, and a large number of friends are expected
from New York and Boston.

Less than a year ago, owing to the great expansion of
business, the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., was forced
to erect a large and complete machine shop which was
filled with the latest and most improved tools. No idea

was entertained at the time that any further increase

would be necessary for several years to come; but the de-

mand for the latest types of Ball engines has been so
great, especially for electric railway work, that already the
Ball company has been again compelled to make a farther

extension of the same building. This improvement
will be built on the gallery plan the same as the other por-
tion of the building. It will contain, among other val-

uable features, complete testing blocks and apparatus, and
will be capable of testing engines of very large capacity.
Every engine that leaves the works of the Ball Engine
company is thoroughly tested and guaranteed to give sat-

isfaction under the most unfavorable circumstances.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company,
of Pittsburg, in accepting the contract for the entire in-

candescent lighting of the grounds and buildings of the

World's Columbian Exposition, promised the directory the
finest and most complete electrical installation the world
had ever seen. Users of wire, then, will be interested to

know that the Westinghouse company has decided to use

exclusively Grimshaw white core wire, cables, tapes, and
compounds. Doubtless many of the buildings will also be
tubed with Vulca ducts. It is unnecessary, perhaps, to

say in this connection that although the World's Fair is to

be supplied with over fifteen million feet of wire, a suffi-

cient stock of Grimshaw wire will always be kept in the

company's warehouse to fill all orders with the usual

promptness. From the fact that Grimshaw wire has been
selected exclusively to supply what will probably be equiva-

lant to 150,000 i6-candle power incandescent lamps.

Manager Geo. H. Meeker may be pardoned for his natural

feeling of elation.

The Oshkosh Electric L'ght & Power company, has
just placed an order with the Rice Machinery company,
65 Canal street, Chicigo, for the eatire outfit of shafting,

floor stands, friction clutch pulleys, etc., to be used iu its new
p'ant now in process of construction at Oshkosh, Wis.
The plant, when completed will be one of the largest gen-

erating stations in the couQtry. The Rice Machinery com-
pany is general western agent for the Dodge Manufactur-
ing company, of Misbawaka, Ind., and the appliances are

to be of the lattter company's manufacture. The Dodge
patent split disk clutches and wooden spMt pulleys will be

used throughout. The main shafting is 6 inches in diam-
eter and will be supported on the Dodge improved adjust-

able floor stands. The bearings will be of the la'-e impro-
ved chain oiling pattern. The main receiving pulleys trom
the engines are the Dodge Manufacturing company's cele-

brated wood split puUejs, and will be of sufficient capacity

to transmit 500 horse power each. The Rice Manufacturing
company is making special efforts in the electrical fields,

and it has installed some important plants, among which
is the Bessemer Electric company, at Bessemer, A'a., 400
horse power.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Jtitle 28, 1892.

477.635- Electrical Keyboard. William E. Blodgett,

Faribault, Minn.

All'^31- Electric Regulating Apparatus. Julien M.
Bradford, Portland, Me.

477.645. Bittery. William A. Childs, Eoglewood, N. J.

477,656. Lightning Arrester. Frederic Haselwander,
Frankfort, Germany.
An atmospheric current is led to a space containing an ex-

plosive charge, the energy developed by the consequent ex-

plosion of which breaks the circuit.

477,652. Writing Telegraph System. Harry Etheridge,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

A number of autographic telegraph instruments are arranged
in series on Iwo circuits, both normally ojien, and automati-
cally and consecutively acting; circuit closing means are ar-

ranged, one in each circuit, for closing the circuits.

477.665. Individualizing Cutout for Printing Tele-

graphs. Samuel R. Linville, Philadelphia, Pa.

477,695. Thrust Collar for Axles of Electrically Pro-

pelled Vehicles, Richard P. Osgood, Methuen,
Mass.

477.708. Electric Current Regulator. Charles D. Sigs-

bee, U. S. Navy, and Thomas S. Ilayward and Frank
S. Anderson, Easton, Md.

Finely divided conducting material is placed between per-

formed plates of low conductivity, arranged so that the current
flowing through the jicrforations has a devious route through
the conducting material. Change of rcnistunce of llic con-
ducting material is obtained by change of pressure.

477,712. Automatic Test for Burglar Alarm Systems.
Alfred Stromberg, Chicago, 111.

A clock mechanism is adapted periodically to short circuit a
co'.l normally in series with the protective screen, and to act-
uate recording mechanism at the central station.

477,729, Dynamo Electric Machine. James J. Wood,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

477.732. Method of Insulating Electric Conductors.
Arthur V. Abbott. Closter, N. J.

The method consists in applying coats of vitrous enamel,
holding the same in place by a wrapper of organic substance,
and vitrifying the enamel and destroying the organic matter of
firing.

477.734- Electric Railway. Joseph W, Bates, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

477.735-_ Process of Making White Pigments. John
Blair, Spokane, Wash.

477.753. Insulator. Frederick D'A. Goold, New York,
N. Y.

477.781. Device for Suspsnding Trolley Wires. Joseph
Sachs, New York, N. Y.

477i786. Socket for Incandescent Lamps. Evelyn L.
Smith and (Teorge C. H. Foster, Bridgeport, Conn.

477.787- Electric Conductor. Charles T. Snedekor,
Worcester, Mass.

In combination with a rubber coating, fireproof coatings are
used, which are composed of magnesia China clay and silicate
of soda,

477,810. Receptacle for Portable Electric Lamps. Herr-
man Molendo, New York, N. Y.

477,835. Phonoporic Telegraphy. Charles Langdon-
Davies, London, Eng. Patented in France, June
22, 1891, No. 214,350.

477.853- Electric Telemeter. Cornelius T. Barrett,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

477,866. Telephony. Robert Hope-Jones, Birkenhead,

Eng.

An apparatus for magnifyinj minute vibrations comprising
an ele :tromagnet responsive to such vibrations, a conductor
passiag through the field of the magnet, and subjected to a pull
by said ti-;ld, and a vibratory diaphragm responsive to varia-
tions in the force of said pull.

477,869. Electric Switch. Herbert M. Pilkington and
Roger S. White, Brooklyn, N. Y.

477.870' Anti-Inductive Device for Telephones. Simon
Pollak, Prague, Austria-Hungary.

Two induction coils are placed at the subscriber's station,
one coil being in circuit with the line, the other in circuit with
the telephone, the latter being pivoted, whereby its axis may
be adjusted at any angle with the axis of the other coil to pre-
vent induction noises due to tiie action of the microphonss.

477.879. Electric Current Transformer. Norman T,
Wilcox, Meriden, Conn.
A direct current electric motor is provided with collecting

rings in circuit with segments of the commutator of opposite
polarity, from which rings the alternating currents thus formed
pass to a transformer. The s'condary of the transformer is

connected in a similar manner with a commutator and collect-
ing rings for straightening the secondary current.

477,890. Mast Arm Electric Switch. Thomas Dillon,
Indianapolis, Ind.

477.897. E'ectric Lock. William H. Hollar, Elizabeth,
N, I., and Frederick S. Holmes, Maiden, Mass.

477,893. Electric Lock. William H Hollar, Eliaabeth,
N. J., and Frederick S. Holmes, Maiden, Mass.

477i9i3- Voltaic B:)dy Battery. Wilson F. Potter, Al-
bany, N. Y.

477.914 Secondary Battery. William L, Silvey, Lima,
O.

477. Q3^- Telephone Tablet. Joseph S. Gould, Colum-
bus, O.

477 940. Pickpocket and Coat Thief Detector. John F.
Hurd, Chicago, III.

477 950. Electric Alarm. Stephen M. Mathews, Rat
Portage, Ontario, Can.

477,951. Composite Electric Conductor. Charles A.
Mezger, Brooklyn, N. Y.

477.975- Electric Bath Apparatus. Henry E. Waite,
New York, N. Y.

477.980. Insulator. Herbert C. Wirt, Boston, Mass.
An insulator corresponding to a cleat has end projections

around which the wires are wound.

477,984. Electric Lamp or Conductor Support. Charles
Bell, Stroudsburg. Pa.

477,986. Electrical Stop Motion for Knitting Machines.
Albin Beyer, Brooklyn, N. Y.

478,011. Automatic Electric Change Maker and Check
Receiver. Thomas Mangan, New Orleans, La.

478,018. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Harry G.
Osburn, Chicago, 111.

An electrode plate is formed of a single piece of material, tind
comprises longitudinal slotted receptacles, and thin connect-
ing webs to render the plate yielding.

473,026. Conduit for Electric Railways. Carl T. H.
Schwieger, Berlin, Germany.

478,032. Electrical Organ. Richard P. Strand, St. John,
Can,

1 1,250. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward Wes-
ton, Newark, N. J.

The invention embodies a stationary coil and a movable coil
in the field of the stationary coil, a spring opposing the action
of the movable coil and a circuit including both coils.
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ARMATURES-FIELDS
Re^Tound and Repaired, Our Exclusive Work.

Dispatch Onaranteeif.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply Hoaees.

—Write us.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room 415, 195 to 1!)0 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thoron^hlT dav and nifjht at the IXSTI-
TrXE of TECHXOIiOtilY. 151 Throop
Street, Chicago. 111. Amateurs, Artisans
and others assisted Practically in any line, and
inetrocted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanical Dbafghting, Mathematics. Elec-
trical Calculations, Architecture, Mechanics, also

aught day and night.

X:XIslzLeox>

.

Electric Railways.
T^an^ mission of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plans, specifications anl Bupervisicn.

Rooms 27 aDdiiS. Cl>-laiia Bide-,
31 State l«itreet, DETROIT. ^llCIf.

2, 25 light Speriy Arc Dynamo', with 50 1,200c. p.
lamp? in perfect order.

1, 30 light Dynamo witb 30 e inelelampe, 2,000c p.
2, iCO light Edir'on DyDamoe, 110 Volte.
1, 2:j0 light Edlsnn D name. 110 Volts.
3, 5 b. p. Mayo Motors, new.
Arc Light SDeC'aitiee.
Ellis Oil Filters.

313 and 315 Canal Street,
CHICAGO.I CHAS. E. GREGORY/

Agents to sell our

Hiagaia Electiic Motors and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and esclnsive territory to re-
sponsible dealers in electrical apparatns.

L.OVEL.I. aiFG. CO. , Ltd., Erie, Pa.

$40^000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valuable. You ehould
protect it by pitent. Address for full and Intelli

fient advite, free of charge.

W. W. I>r»LEY & CO.,
Solicitors of Piitents,

Pacific Bld'g. 622 F St., N. W., Washing'on, D. C
Please mention tbis paper.

FOR SALE.
Coraplefe outfit for Electric Light plant,

capacity 750 lights, alternating. Includes-
everythiog necessary for complete plant.

In good condition. Will be so'd cheap.
For full information address *'X- Y."
Care Western Electrician.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hecbanical and Electrical

ConinMutionB, Reports, Plane, SoBCificatione for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Llghtlig,

and Electric Kailwaye.

56 Turner Baildihg^ St, Louis*

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed ^rherever used, Aerial, Undergrroiind or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect. '^

The mbber used in insulating onr wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation ia protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an estra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insula'ion will prove-
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Oum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jad pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. JPOR RAIL^TAV and MOTOR nee, we make all sizgb of stranded and fiesible with Clark inBuIation.

WE GITARAXTEE OUR INSUIiATIOX WHEREVER USED, AERIAI/, TJXDERGROlJaiD OR SCBaCARINE, and onr net prices are a8 low, if not lower than any-
other firet-claaa Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacoants for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.;
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOBT, HIASS.

HBHRT A. CLARK, Traasnrer and Gen'I Manager.
HBBBEHT H. BUSTIS, President and Eleclrlclan.

WRITE FOE PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTCEERS OF ALL KINDS OP

h/ SKAMIaRSS R.UBBE1R. WIRKS AND QABLES,
FACTORT AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Ceneral Western Agents. I7C and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY

SPEED

MOTORS.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinum for Incandescent Iiamps..
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

C3-.

K H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, I,50O.

The Motors are made with the hest appliancee and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK.

Insulating Compounds,

Tape and Armatnre Yarnlsh.
MANUFACTDEED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO..

2 liiberty St., ITEW TORK.
Chicago Office: 548 "Tlie Hookery."

SOLD BY
THE KliRCTBICALi 8UPPI/Y CO., ChieagfO.
NOVEL.TY EliECTBIC CO., Pbiladelphla,
PETTINGEIili-ASBKEWS CO., Boston

And Supply BonHeB BTeryn'liere.

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Cardew Voltmeters,

Siemens' Electrody-

namometers,
The Standard Instru-

ments.

Send for Descriptive

Circular No. 290.

QUEEN £ CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

ADDRES!i>. 171 and 173 eBKEHiE ST., XRIV' YOKK.

OFFICE DESKS.
Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

A. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Patented Jan. 32, 1884, A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Chnrchee, Theaters
and Public HaHa.

Are need all over the conn-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6W. UtfiSt .New York.

All Sizes

ami

QualitiesMICA
For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
218 Water Street, New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO. ILL.

ELECTRICITY
Amateurs, beginners & all interesteil in this science need'
Che only paper devoted tu its fii-st principles. Ilhieirated.

SI n Tear. 3 3!os. Trial -Iht. S.imple lOe. Addr. ELBCTRICAl.
PEOGRESS and Amalcur Eleclrlclan, P 312, KatcnfiiTood, 111.

This is a cut o£
the

Law
Batteiy
—WITH

—

Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at^
tacbed with zin&
to cov*r. 147 sq.
inch carbon sur-
face. The element
ieeverlaatlncand
is Bo guaranteed^
\Vhy use a bat-
lery with a chem-
ical depolarizer-
that needs fre—
onent renewal o£
the negative ele-
ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 John St., New York.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Boy only the best (inallty of soods. This yon can

do by sendins your orders to ns.

Prompt Shipment. Keasonable Prices. Fnll Measure. Ko Charge for Boxing 01" Cartage.

WTE ABE HBAUQUAKTEBS FOB
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy IVIolors;

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
931 Boekery. 134E:. 6thSt., opp. Hotel,Byan, 400 W. SHchlBan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

B. BT^GGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH BTORK

2134 Michigan Avenue.

l.ocast Brackets,
Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestnut Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thousand
Locust Pins,

and you irill order
a car load.

PISS ALWATS ISr STOCK. SPECIAI. PISTS ©SI SHORT NOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted.

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, - - HACERSTOWN, MO.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

-5^ \ The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniforni article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Stllweii's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THE LATEST SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOB CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-^IS EX. CO.,
«t41 North Broad Street, - FHII.AI>£I.PHIA.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
14i to 156 Green St. Green Point, BROOKLIN. H. Y.

MANDFACTOBT OF
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and otiier Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of eame comj)osltlon, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TBU£ HARD PORCEIiAIIV.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. L'pright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for muking tlu'm.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinff gatps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

juring easy regulation and steady motion. Surcessfully operating under
heads of

2
'to 400 fi'..'t. Wriit.' us for rtni? p;imphlot and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A. I ''°^k^^SHVn^.

BINDERS
FOH THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
ONE DOLLAR.

ManufactufeKs of

OcTAGONAL^^^ Cedar
TelephoneScELEcmicAL

RaiiwayPolesxCRossArms

#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(oi
(OSCODA. IVIICH.

EI,ECTItIC I.IGHT
AND BATTEBV

OJ{l{BOflS.
cXjEVEXj.A_nsrnD, omo.

paoTOff

BlfUStfES.

THE i^E3Xj"roixr T7V^.A."rE3n ttktzxesesXj

Unequaled

in

Efficiency. Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most eimple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adupted to heeds running from i:0 np to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cer t. better reeulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel iu the countiy.

KJLECTKIC TBAlVSnilSSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions
of epeed and preteure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
nee for this claes of work. All applications ehonld state amount and head of
water power reqnlred, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fok Catalogue.

THE PIXTGN WATER WHEEL CO.,
iai-133 aiain St., San Francisco, Cal., V. S. A.

143 IIBEBTY STREET, - XEW rOKK.
^^It having come to onr notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

upon. inlendingparchaeerB are hereby warned that all each infringementa wU]
be duly prosecuted.

P itL.TON IVATER MOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse tower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warranted
to develop a given 6mount of power vtllli one.^hatf the water required by any ,

other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

FRAITKLIN S. CARTER

EST-A-SIilSiaiEIID 18SV.
CHAELES M. WILKINS.

TRADING AS

B. WARD WILKINa.

FAHTEICK & CAHTER CO.,

125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOLB PROPRIETORS OF THB PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A 8PB0IALTT OF-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full lineof supplies for hotel and housework.

Catalogaes and Dleconnt Sboets will be sent to those In the trade npon receipt of Application and Business Card.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEr,E.BRATED WAXEK IVHEEr, as particularly adapted to their use

on accouPt of its remarkably steady motion, hi;;'h isipeed
and ;:^reat Efficiency, and lar;£e Capacity for its diameter,
being double the PoAver of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {i^uaranteed.
SEr¥l> FOR CATAI^OGUE AI\U PARTICCJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XURBII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOIi£ MANVFACXrBERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

DEI,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World. i4i)ey
OFFICE:

ST., ST. "Y.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of liOTT Voltage.

^ Over 40 New Styles of lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue Part I and II,

, Ready. ^*i^^

Part III in Print, im

].L

AND GLASS BLOWINQ.

Write for pricEB and illuBtrations.

,
1 Ann Street,

) New York City.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

LINK n. BELTING.
The BesI, Now the Cheapest.

Send for

REDUCED PRICE LIST
oC drive belt& other Specialties for EIeTatnTS,ConvcyoTS<ST
MaoliinTV fnrlmndlinennyinfttflrinl in bulk or package.
USK BELT MirniVFRirr.n.'. Kfrni Stewart Ave., Chicago.

iwiS^T

Tliiw cut represents our C'lasH A

Star Sight "Up-Feed" Lubricator,
There are no jolnte about it. Anne and body cast

in One Pieee. bo you won't be annoyed by leading
and it will work to your entire satisfaction. Will let

you try It before you buy it.

For sale by Jobbers, or Jipply to

THE WM. POWELL CO.. - CINCINNATI. 0.

GEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Poets, save monej
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

THOS. C. SiVilTH, Jr., iVI. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Inetallatlons,
Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Brass and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I I Hammond Building. Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI. OHIO.

THE GRAVITY
PURIFIER.

The Best Filter on the Market.
ONE GALLON OF OIL EUNS A

DYNAMO 200 HOURS.
This filter will save its coat in a short time, and does

the work perfectly. Just clean the movable screens, Nob.
2 and 4, occaBionally, and it will do the work.

Lima, Ohio, April 20, 1892.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO., Decatur, Inc.

Gentlemen:—We hive used two of your Parifiera for

about one year, and find they are all yon claim for them,
and we would not be without teem.

Yours truly, LIMA ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
c:. J.Diehl, Snpt.

They are Guaranteed and sent on 30 Days' Approval.

No.3 ri^tock Size) Hnlds S Gallons Tie an Oil.
Price, S15.0O Net. Rio IH-cnunt

Filtering capacity from 3 to 10 gallons per day, accord-

ing to quality of oil. Other sizis made to order and
charged accordingly. Large eizee madewith two or more
tubes to increaee fi teiing capacltv. Send for one and
give It a trial, and you will be well pleased.

Write for descriptive circular.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO.,
DBCATIIB, IX'DIASIA

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EI4KCTRICA.I4 USES.

Oraphite Bods of Varinas liensths, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Kraphite Boxes and Crncihles, Besisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries (^Madly Ans^reied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

C-S Portable lamp Stand,

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indefinitely in any position

at will. Arm indestructible and

may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 1 1th STREET,

Philadelphia, • Pa.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL"

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois 'Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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AANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED )881.

INCORPORATED 1883.

fc»p Arc LAnps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED -

EACT: J

pSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAAP THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/APS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITT BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

Thk Lane & Bodley Co.,

cihcinnati, o.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

M d Io;:sraiiIiie him:,
1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MD.

Topographic Surveys of any extent and character
organized and executed.

WtM f\ For electrical

IWI 1 1 A purposes.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MAKE.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. Estimates Clieer/ulli) Gifen.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or > ity. Absolute

STRIPS.
J

Unifomity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

ACME LINK AND DYNAMO DOUBLE BELTS-TANDEM.

Tli>: i)3lL ilri'. iiiy ih>i nearer dyoamo U one ul our At;mo Link Be ta, 8 inches wide,
and the outer belt la one of our Dynamo Doubles, Inches wide.

We also have In encceBdfnl operation, Dynamo Doable and Acme Link Belts ranning tandem, with the
[>Qlfing eidf- on the top fold, the Link Belt being the ouiHide of the two oelts.

PACE BELTING COMPANY, FACTORY, CONCORD, N.H.
, .„ ^ „. ,.

. j„ Kpderal St., Boston.
|

Send for lUnstrnted
100 Markol fcit., Han iTdDCleco,

j Catalogue No. 11 and Prices.
fiTCfitVH-i ""' ^'^y yt ^^^ YorkbTOREH.^

Itir, Lake St., OhIcaKu.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

:mMMmMMm^
BLOWER to eecare

a dxaaght.

KELLY GRATE,
And for DURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL, it will burn ANT K[ND of HARD or SOFT COAL equally well! They
are especially adap'ed for hard, contlnnon^ eeivlce required by ELE^^TRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.
We warrant them WOT to WARP, and tj OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GRATES. When your plant
requires grates again DON'T be content with one that la "good enough," but use the same number ofDOLLARS and secure the BEST—Ibat is. THE KELLY GKATE. Invest a stamp in writing ne for
descriptive circnlar. We will return it, and tell you about our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of Ita
kind made In the United Stales or any other place.

QIV£ V» A CHATdCE TO BC OF USE TO YOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IIMD.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^^/£ercer Stieet, HiTeTTT' "^'orll^.

P088EB3 SDPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTOBK OP

XZ.A.X%D FtXTBBSR G-O OD
EHpeelulljf in nrtlrles nflaptai to eJe.ctricnl UuluHtricHt havittj/ obtained! fhv Holf, riffht to manu/acture

MiAMtM MlCMtitEK tinrfcr the vnUtahte, mtentH ffrantetl to tVMM.IjIAJfl UMEMj.

ALL OPKRATIONS OP SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANI> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OP
S|-|p'pT Ron AMPI TIIRIMO *^*° ^® performed with a largo reduction In the wear and tear of tools, and considerable saving of labor. Our new standards are

' *^ ^^ I
,

i \\J U rXi^LJ 1 1^ D 1 IN ijt of J richer black thrniiphout, not subject to chllll^<e in color, are tougher and more Hexlble, do not become brittle with see, and
hovo boc-n toflted and approved by the leading electrical companiis of the United Staiee. In udditioti to these advantages, we also oiler advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most Hntlsfactory and cheapest In the market, iincqualcd for strength, durability, Insulation and reeislanco to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EVPSY DESCRIPTION MANIIFAr.TIIRED
Corr..»pDn.lc>i«, Hnllrltc,l fr.,„, „I1 m.,„«ract„rcr» ,.n.l .lenlcra In electricaluuuuu Ul Uliull UliOVlUirilUU lUHUUimilUnClLI. miK-lilnoiy iin<lmii>i>llo». HKND ICOK PKICKS AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Manufacturers' igeufs and Mill Represenlatives for

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND

Electric Railway Construction Supplies.

GLOBES, Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

jy\ INCANDESCENT LAMPS, to Fit any System.

3f3and3l5 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

.^Sexats foxr AT^TXXIXIS, O.A.^Xj£3S, T.A,I»:ES .^KrX> rPTT^XZia'Gr.

H.Ward Leonards Co.,

136 Liberty St,, New Yorl[ City,

Bulk Electric Contractors
FOB

COMPLETE PLANTS
of every kind, including buildings, s'eam

plants, "wa er pDwers electric genera'ing

plants, pole lines, underground wi rk, road

beds, bridges, motors, inside wiring, etc.

Having no agencies and no connection

with any manutactuilDg concern, we in-

Etall any apparatus and any system de-

sired.

NINE X£ABS' EXPKBIENCE.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
U1 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodhouse & Rawson,

UNITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : "Waterbiiry, Conn. - - S5 I*ar*l£ Place, r^e~v»^ Yorlf.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Ijight liine AVire, Copper jHaffnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton acd M'^orsted Cords for
Incandescent IJighting:. Found and Flat Copper Bars for t^tatiou Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K-"-iMWIM^
For Electric LigM, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegiaph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company _ Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ElECTKIC SDPPIY COMPANY, CHICAGO, • SElUJiG AGENTS.

THOS. r, fieoriZZ. Jfew York jtaent

k-k:

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MOLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR

COEEESPONDENCE INVITED.

PBESEXT SIZES: 100, 150, 35 >, 50O H. V.

Before yon build or enlarge your Power Station, you will do well to consider the fact tliat under our construction

•whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-ccndenalng.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accldenf, which can only
be had "with Independent Unils.

You will secure absolute Noiseleseness.

You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, Including Boilers,

(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer. Slack, Purrp Room,

etc, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.
You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.

You will operate at a Lower Coat per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and of total Power Account, ihan with any known
form of Plant, becaus". you will for the first tiroe realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

You win get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We have now ready the Second Edition of "XOTES <fS POWER PIAKTS."

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers,
NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Westingliouse Building. KANSAS CITY: 1228 Union Avenue.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by IW. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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THE

LAKE ERIE
ENGINEERING

WORKS,

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 250 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B.

PEARSON
& CO.,

HOME INSURANCE

BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract,

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost. Write for estimates.

Section through I^ow Pressure Cylinder.

t^FOR OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS AND TABLE? OF SIZES, POWER, ETC., SEE OUR AOVERIISEMENTS IN BACK NUMBERS OF The Westekn Electrician, OR SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES NO STATIC BLiECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

MWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

-T^E-
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.

Lace
The only Manufacturers In the Country.

and other Rawhide Goods of allLeather Rope
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather la not ailected by steam or dampness; never be-
comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belling made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

,:P
^01886byj,aJ. SHULTZ,

-^^RUjaeturGrs

^-: .,
ALL LEATHER *•

'-S-NO IRON ROD OR HINGE OG ST'LL

aEATHER LINK AND IRON HDD BELT
*- AND ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEDED

.ip.i^oVenLiiikBi

''-LEAT
OROFm YOUR POWER.

YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEYS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

BOUR^
eltiHg
TANNCDONTME
SURFACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.

-

THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \
MADt NO 5UPPIN0

OR LOST MOT WWHlDEiAGElEATjlER-
^- AND PiGKER Leather-

jn?4'Mf'Tni'c- J 164 Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St..New York City. I PI I aiiIa ||anAiMunii.3.j
129N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.; 60 W.MoQ.oe St. Chicago. | Oli LUuldi fflO-

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
XIXSTT^XX^ If- SCOTTS'rOS7, .A.. XkiX,.

r,nt il»abli--(;olainn I'axcH. 5ro IIIUNlratioiiM. Olodi HiiidiiiK. Typi' VaKf

Thia Dictionary inoludes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Kach of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Sncyclopsedia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

lat. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

M lO X 7 inclioH. Price. iioNtaiKO i*repai.t, to a.iy part of the ^vorld, H^5.00.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-
siderations, it has been thought desirable to do .so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

I th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross Keferences
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure
OLEAKNEiSbl, to the end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be S.\TISFACT01{Y TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, Illinois.
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New York Office: 18 Cort-
landt St., F. K. Cliinnock,
xSales Afj^nt.

Chicago Office; Room 506,
"The K!>okerv."

J.W. Parker & Co.. 3S South 4th St..

Philadelphia. Pa.
CruoK, Horner & Co., Dallimore, Md.
Snilth-Courtney Co., 1419 Mala St.,

Elctmioud, Va.
L. M. Rumsey Mfe. Co.. Ft. Louis, Mo.
Cwley & Voter, irJ4 Washington Ave.

So., Minneapolis. Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pitts-
burgh, Pa-

Rlsdon iron Works, San Francisco.
Cal.

Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoina,
Wash.

E. Q. Gilbert. Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Homfhlon. 201 Congi-efs St.,

Boston. Mass.

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
\rV Aitomatie Cut-off ENGINE.

With New Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest
Economy, Durability, Smooth and <{uiet Running.

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING C0.01eMWor|S'ERIE, PA.—- co^«.=x= j.ow™ j.j;*Nx. jo» WOODBURYELECTRIC LIGHT NCautomatinFMGINES
STREET RAILWAY - """""^^

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW TOKK. 136 Liberty St.
PHILADELPHIA. 944 Drexel Eallding
emoAGO. 1130 "The Koofcery."
SAN FRANCISCO, 39 and 31 Spear St.

BO!LERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.
J RPUPIPS' ! BOSTON-S. L. Holt & Bart, G? Sudbary Street
AOLllUlIiD.

i ST. LOUIS-M. P. Johnston Machinery Co..

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

15 and 717 North Serond street SIMPLE AND COMPOUND- ~''-^15 and .1. North Second Mreet. CONDENSING OR N ON -CON D E N 81 NG-

Western Department : 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tliree luireil liorse pwet,

H. S. WALKER, Manager

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three 8 H. P. Vertical.

One4 H. P. Horizontal Trnnk.
One 5 H. P. Hoisting Engine.

All above engines new and cheap, '

We have nnder conBtmctiou 5, 8, and X2H. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 E. F, horizontal engines,
all antomatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAL<Tl]IOR£, MD.

Commercial Baildins. 9^t. Louis, llo.

TEAM PUMPS

|A.M.Morseat&
II ENCINEERSandCONTRACTORS.

I

-jBJ^ii^iSJJV^/ coM p.L ET e:

:<><iQE^i^OWER:PL'ANTS
^.^ate of EBfrlieh, Morse & Co., K. C, Mo

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Uuildera of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Glddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal street, CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^"^ BELLS
fTTEiIi UKB AlilVATS IN STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.
" Send for New Cataloqub. Out Angast 1st.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOTJLAELY ADAPTED TO DEITOJG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its litgti efSclency at ill stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of whicli makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CFUn Cnp fllTAj nnil- I'l'^'f*tl°g TariotiB styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 1!IIL,I,S & TEMPIiE,

b ROCHE
lit and 118 N. Bill Sl„

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

367 and 869 Dearborn Sti'eet.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Pjijiadeipiila, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System.

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or IncandasGanf.

Currents trom 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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¥.P.
THE THOIISni-HIIIISTIH aECTMt CO.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Bostoo Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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CX)PPER WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

We carry an immense stock of

WEATHER-PROOF, MAGNET and
UNDERWRITERS, ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

Manufactured by the Chicag-o Insulated Wire Co.

We are General Western Agents for

m Perkins Incandescent Lamp
Can furnish from Chicago stock,

Any Candle Power, any Voltage, and to fit any Socket.

We are General Western Agents for the

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
And can furnish from Chicago stock any size

RUBBER COVEREB WIRES or LEAB INCASED CABLES.

We are the manufacturers of the

MEISNER & KREUGER FOCUSING LAMP.
The best in the World for Theatre use.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

THE KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.
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ThEELEClRICALSUPPLYCO
FACTORIES rHirAriO
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FAN MOTORS.
AIL KIXDS,

FOR DIRECT OR

ALTERNATING CURRENTS.
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The above photographic reproduction illustrates one of

our best designs in Fan Motors. We have them in all sizes, to

suit the purpose of customers. They are all well made and

designed for the highest economy in current consumption.

The motor illustrated is designed to be operated on .50 Volt

Alternating Current circuits, and is superior in construction

to any Fan Motor on the market. It is provided with self

oilinj^ bearings, which contain sufficient lubricant to run it

for several months. The !»-us/ies are of carhon.

We are prepared to furnish these motors at very reason

-

ableprices and ship on receipt of order.

Where the Weather Coraes From.

The man on the top of the Auditorium Tower, who makes all the

weather around here, was puttering over his instruments the other day,

jabbing his fingers first into one mysterious thingumbob and then into

the other, screwing the weather up a little here and letting it down a

peg or so there, according to his own sweet will. Suddenly he stopped

in front of his big pet thermometer and a puzzled look stole over his face—
one of the boys near by heard him crooning to himself:

' Strange what a drop of alcohol no bigger than a shot,

Within a tiny tube of glass can do;

It makes the weather freezing cold or awfully sizzling hot,

By going up or down an inch or two."

But something was wrong—the song died on his Hps, and with a cry

of consternation he turned to an assistant

—

"Holy snakes! Jabez, what's struck us?''

"Why?"

"Why! plenty of "Why"—run up the black flag! Mere's a cold wave

comin' thicker'n a fog, or a ".

"Hold up Professor, hold up—I know what's the matter—it's that

Supply Company over on Michigan Avenue— they've opened a fresh

barrel
—

"

"Barrel? le'mme go"

—

"Barrel of fan motors—^got the whole front of a store full and every

blamed one pointed this way—going like blazes."

"Run over and stop 'em quick! the bottom of this gauge '11 be drop-

ping out next—ugh!"

"All right Professor, all right." And he went out and whistled to

the elevator man to come up and get him, while the Professor turned to

his hot-wave machine and tightening up the thumb screw, with a fiendish

glitter in his eye, muttered:

" 'Fan motor' is it?
—

'Fan'— I'll fan 'em."

SHIELD BRAND
AND THE SUN.

Some folks "stand in" with the powers that be. We

notice a recent announcement that says "the sun don't set

on our wire." We always wondered how they did that

—

where they got their "pull." Of course it's a nice amicable

arrangement with the sun. But the makers of Shield Brand

Moisture Proof are out in the cold, so to speak—they're not

one of the 400, and Shield Brand has to be built to bear all

the mutations of wind and weather. We havn't any in-

junction "agin" the sun—he's liable to "set" on the wire any

minute—but it won't hurt it, and the insulation won't stick

to his pants, but it will stick strictly to business all the time.

That's Shield Brand.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MAXUFACTURERiS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage. FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK. HEJHP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megotims

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

AND

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave., Cor. 42d St,NEW YORK.

36e5 FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers^ IV. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMMBCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MAKUFACTUKERS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering SpeciQr
AQENOIXS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chioaeo, III.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Anaonia, Oonn.

W. H. Qordon & Co., New York.
F. ST. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. 7.
The bon City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
LouiBville Electric Co., Louievllle, Ky.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Jxilius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps*
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AVNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT "WAYNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

i^T^T^mxi^r^T^T^^^

street Railway Motors and Generators are the

So JBLiTG OuLir Xjlne Sxx-p^lies ei.i3.cl

ZNCAXTDESCE2TT D'TNiLMOS

'^<..
'"i!T ELECTRICAL WORKS, "S^

;: Building, GHIGAaO. 23 Fiske Building, BOSTON.

t LHtreet, NEW YORK. F. J. Stone, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
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PROTECTION!!
"FULMEN" AKRBSTERS.

Write for Circnlar.

C. S. Van Nms,
136 Liberty St, New York.

Tba

Idtenational OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'^:

LDOTED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ANDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Oi<onlte Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES ; ClilcaKo. Boston, Philadelphia, aUnneapolis, Clnolmuitl.

'

Omahft, I.aal>vUl«, St. Lools, San Francisco, London and So. America.
icitr.

George

Cutter,

333

"The Rookery,"

Chicago.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 D£T STREET, NEW YORK,

MA:SrrFACTUEERS, IMPOBTBES AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OFALiraSCEIFTIONS.

KEY FOR CAPACITT TESTS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWS AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WS JIANUFAOTCRE A FULL LINE OP

Test InstmmeDts and all Scientific Measnrenient Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
r Sfannfactnred by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren,Ohio.
AOEBTTS:

NEW YORK CITY, etas. E. CSapin, 136 Liberty
Street.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering &
SapDiyCo., 931 The Rookery.

ST. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

OMAHA, NEB., B. B.Downe, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. LoniB Electrical Sopply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Blectrlo

Supply & Conetrnctlon Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.,17»

West 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KT., Smlthera & Davis.

B. E. KELLER. P. E. DEGENHARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
^^""'"^ ^''«"'"''«-

542 Rookery Bldg-., Chicag'o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

THE BEACOX LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your aeaiest
8npplr Homae
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBYIMCTOK 8TBBET, BOSTON. HASH.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

BEPBESENTATITES

:

Julian Scholl & Co., 126 Llbertf St.. New rorft.

Geo. 0. Hoflman, 82 Lake St.. Chicago, ill.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyohk

AGENTS:
W. B. Pearson Ss Go., Homo Ine. Bldg. Chicago. 111.

Tbos. O. Smith, Jr.. HammoudBldg., ClnclnDati, Ohio.
W, A. Day. 13<J Oliver «t.. Boston, Maes.
A. M. Morae & Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Louis, iiy.
Hyde Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pittabar^, Pa.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Ihomson Ming Vail Heler.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

Tbe ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892

1,159.
1 4,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

T'E]S'TI3ivi:03iTI-A.I-.S:
GBKMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 2lBt

lam plesaad to aay the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in luie by ub are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs ara do inalgniflcant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

QBRMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them bo far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,
(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

.->;.; -il

lomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
Pi?INCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,
148 Miciiigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co ix

American Desk & Seating Co. . xvi

American Engine Co xii

Andrae, Julius
Andrews & Co., A. H
Babcock & "Wilcox Co., The i

Ball Electric Light Co xvi

Baggot, E xiv

Ball Engine Co xix

Ball & Wood Co.. The 1

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. x
Bernstein Electric Co
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xiv

Bowers Bros xvi

Bristols' Mfg. Co
Brookfleld, >Vm xii

Brash Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H xiii

Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Butler'Hard Rubber Co
Central Electric Co ... v
Chicago Electric Motor Co xiii

Chicago Rawhide Mfg.Co
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The..
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co . . xiii

Gushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix
Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit Ebctrlcal Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xiii

Dudley & Co., W. W xii

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd -

—

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co xv
Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . xvi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Secret Service Co xvii

Electrician Pub. Co
Electrical Construction Co.,The. xii

Elec. Eog.&Sup. Co., The....
"Electrical Progress"
Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xix

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co ix

Empire China Works xvi

Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & Machiue Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co xiv

For Sale x, xii, xiii

Port Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Gravity Parifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. vi

Greeley& Co., The E. S i

Gregory, Chas. E xii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co x
Helsler Electric Co
HIH Clutch Works xvii

HIne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . . xiv
Illinois Electric Lamp Co xv
India Rubber & G. P. Ina. Co. xxiii

Institute of Technology xiii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xvii

K^rtavert ilfg. Co xvi

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers
Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Lake, J. H. &D., Co
Ijake Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works
Law Telephone Co xiii

Leclanche Battery Co., The. . .xiv

L'fmann, Julius xv
Leffel & Co., Jas xv
Leonard & Co., H. W xvi

Link B:;lt Machineiy Co xv
Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Lovell Mfg . Co. . Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co x
Morse & Co., A. M xii

Munsell &. Co., Eugene xiii

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co
Kew York Insulated Wire Co. x
New York & Ohio Co 1

Oetrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co xix
Pierce, Jr., Joslah- xv
Pioneer Armature Co xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Powell Co., The Wm
Premier Electric Co., The xvi

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Rae, Frank B xiii

Railway Equipment Co x
RieB Electric Specialty Co x
Roctford Electric Mfg. Co xij

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A xvi
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . xiii

Rose Polytechnic Institute xiii

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co v
Schlndel & Schindel
Schuyler Electric Co xvii

Sechrist, Albert xii

Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co xvii

Siebert, G xiii

Sioux City Engine Works. . . . xix
Smith, "A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Somoff, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co iv

Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co vi

Star Electrlx Co xv
Steams Mfg. Co xix
Sterlhig,W.C xv
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-HoustonElec. Co.. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co..
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xvii
Wanted xiii

Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xviii

Westinghouse Elec.andMfg Co. xi
Weston Engine Co i

Williams Engine Works xii

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . . ..

Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
AnniuDClators

.

Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works-
Electrical Supply Co., The-
Great Western Elec. Supply Vo-
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc Iiamps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Begg-s, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co,
Binwli Electric Co.
Duplex Electric Co,, Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Fort Wa^e Electric (jo.

Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co,
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schnvler Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
ThomBon-HouBton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batten^a*
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Law Telepnone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jam.
American Ba'tsryCo.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, iClectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., TheE.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Mafcneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. H.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Parttlck db Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlnff.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
JeweU Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belling Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane & B dley Co., The.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, JBlectricaL
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Brass 6oods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The S. B.
Ejiapp Electrical Works.
PartHck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Cables Klectrlo. (See Insulated
Wire ). Copper, Sheet and. Bar.
pLoebliiigB SoHB Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kn^p ElecCKi^ Worfca.
Nft^nal CoihDii Co.

Clntcbes, Flrietlon.
Fulls Rivet & Machine Co.
HUl Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co,

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constrnctlon and Bepaira.
Andrae, Jnliua.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rae, Frank B.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.

Western Electric Co,

Contractors, Eleetrie Idsht,
Eneine Plants and Klectrlc
Railways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
ball Electric Liuht Co.
Ball Engine Co".

Ball& Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Workfl,
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Leonard* Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearaen & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co,
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson -HouBton Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinehouse Electric & Hfg. Co.
Weslinjihouee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Oo.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Roebfing'e Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Klec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cnt-Onts and t^ivltcbes.
Andrae, JnllUB.
Brj'ant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supftjy Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric (_ o.

Hart i: Hegeman Jifg. Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van NulB, C S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric vo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electrical Ene- & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Gregory, Chaa. E.
Helsler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManufacturlngCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuvler Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Go.

El<>ctrlc liU-pa Gaa Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Blectrlc Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
WeetinghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Klectrieal and Mechanical
Enslneers.
Bryan, W.H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.

Western Electric Co.

Electrical Intelllsence.
Bryan W. H.
Keller & Degenhardt
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Rae . vrank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutt**r Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering ifii Supply Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply €0.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomaon-HooBton Electric Co.

FileTators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Electro-Platlns naclUnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-Houston Blectric Co.

En^rines. Hteam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Bnslne Oo.
Ball A Wood Co., Tie.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co,
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
We^^tinL'hou-:e. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.
Williams Engine Co.

Fan Oatfits.
Chicago Electric Motor Co,
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick &, Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrnafe Cirate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

eas liiehtins* Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
P&rtrlck & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Julius.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co„ The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Bliectric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
EnterDrlse Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Ureeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp EJectrical Works..
Queen & Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical O^lass-
ware.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite iSpecialties.
Dizon Crucible Oc, Jos.
Hard Anbber GuoOb.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insuiatins
aiaterialB.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Gushing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering it Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Yfires and Cables.
Kaffnet Wire-
Centr&I Electric Co.
Creecent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing. F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Blectric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India RubbeT & Gotta Percha Insn-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co-

I^amps, Cncandeseent.
Beacon Vacunm Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Ca
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Blectric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Ijis;litnlii<r Arresters.
Vail Nuip, C S,

I^nbricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

nasnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Jfechanieal machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. CO..H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

nine Sienals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.

Minins Apparatus, Kleetrle
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- HouBton Klectric Co.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Edlaon General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. fe Supply Co.
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
La Roche Electric Works
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Premier Electric Co.
Rockford ElectrieManufacturinpCo
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-HoustoD Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westiughouss Electric & Mfe Co.Name Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co

. , A. H.
Oil Cups.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Oil Pnriflers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co
Schlndel & Shlndel.
Western Blectric Co.

Platinum.
Siefcert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.
Sterling,W. C.

Porcelain.
M'annopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sppply Co., The
?n&PP Elecjflpal Works.
union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Eallways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Recording Pressnre Gauees
Bristols' Mfg. Co. , The.

Bcffulatins l§orkets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Separators, siteam.
HIne Eliminator Co.

Si Ik Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speakins Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Bailwav.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel* Schlndel.

Tapes, Insniatinjr*
Andrae, Julius.
Central Blectric Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins- Wire & Cable Co.
Eastern Blectric Cable Co,
Bdlflon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply'-Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
NewTork Insulated Wire C».
Standard Paint Co.

Telefirraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knap.^IecMcal Works.
WestSth Electric CS.

Telepliones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western BJeptric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central ElecCflc Co.
Electrical Supply Co^TTje,
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Wesrem Efectrlc Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co,
Electrical Bug. & Supply Co,
National EleclrlcManufacturmgCo,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Blectric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Westlnghouae Electric & Mfg. Co,

Turbine wkeels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
StOwell & Blerce Mfg. Co

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UnlTersities.
Institute of Technology.
Rose Polytechinc Institute.

TT^ater TTheels.
Leffel & Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wlre,B»re.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Worha.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebllne's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

6EARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

Mills Building, NEW YORK. Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.

Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lighting our Specialty.

We invite you to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.
Sex3.caL for I»rlo©s to

Standard Electric Co.,
3l3to3l7So. Canal St.. Chicago.
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jtON'^:

[TRADE MARkI

>i-OW/>

TRADE MARK.

i.0N'>:

THE VERY BEST WIRE
OUR CDSTOMERS SAY, AND BY OSIHG IT YOD WILL BELIEVE IT TOO.

We are also the General Western Agents of the INTUBTOR CONDUIT tfc INSULA-
TION COMPANY of New York, and carry a full stock of their Supplies. Buildings to

have electric tvires, for any purpose whatsoever, should be equipped with Interior
Conduits. It will cost more at first, but will save after expenses and annoyances, and
eliminate entirely the danger from fire.

ALWAYS THE BEST OF EVERYTHIN& AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

KBW TOBK liAUP FACTOB'F, Capacity !iO,000 per day.

LAIMEPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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a

REGENT
>»

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CARLES.
SBliTID E^OJES S-A-3ivlZ=I-,E:S -A-ISTID neiOBS.

£^

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-A-iT-3r b-a.se, -A.2:T-sr tt-olt-^g-e:.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW D02iEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201, 203,205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
Are now made regularly in the following sizes:

5, 16-C. P. Lamps.

10, " "

15,
*' "

20,

30,

If you want the

BEST
And want it

QUICK,
Write to

WESTERN AGENTS,

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Randolph Street

and Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, liiinois.

STANDARD STANLEY TRANSFORMER.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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Highest Grade of Insulation
FOR ELECTRIC WIRES AND CARLES.

CALIFORNIA ELEGTRiCAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO..
3 1 3 & 3 1 5 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR

HOUUSTON. HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS.

S. F. B. MORSE,
821 N. Y. Life Bldg.,

KANSAS CITY, MO., AGENT.

"W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

I9Q FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO,
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SAFESTI BEST! CHEAPEST!

INCOMBUSTIBLE APPLIANCES. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

DYNAMOS. ^M, MOTORS.

% SAFETY DEVICES. Z^^^m^ WIRE, CABLES.

STREET RAILWAYSLAMP AND SOCKET. %# K ^H l^H M^^ WW ^^ \mn UNDERGROUND TUBES.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES.
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can. . PACIFIC COAST: Fdison Building, 112 Busli Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street. Chicago, III. . PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland, Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building. Broad Street, New York. . . ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo,

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND'SSUTH Ai<iERiCAi4 EE7T.: Edison Euiiding, Broad Street, New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W., England.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CliiceLSo Office: Ue^csr York: Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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A New Lamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty ofRoom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the shell.

Ko. 103 Concealed TVork.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOR MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by SopplyHoneee, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and n'esttnshoDse Styles.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
alANUFACTlTKEBS OF

Tm mobrison plante
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRT BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES. ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
St-rage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Ligliting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, PhOEograpliIc and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery i3 made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in form of paste, pain' or cement.

AMIRICM BATTERY COMPAHY,
Office : Rooms 23 and 24, 1 77 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.

Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700

revolutions per minute. Can be regulated

by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current is regulated

accordingly. Commutator brushes feed

up aulomatically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten

hours per day. Manufactured only by

Electric Mfg. Co., St. LoDis, Mo.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric EDgineerlDg& Supply Co.,
S-S-Zl.^OTTSXI, N". "S-., XT. S. -A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
136 tiberty St., F. C. TISIP80W, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

a

''^ Ocean Steamers

City of Rome,
City of Paris,

City of New York,

Alasl<a and

Arizona,

ARE EQUIPPED WITH

BUCKEYE"
Xj/\1VII»S.

TI16 Saclisfe Mi: Cs., §iSf^^SRookery."and Express Bldg-.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

I *

It

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES- S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.urr-iuco. 1

^g Cortlandt8t.,NEWYOKK,
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FOR ALTERNATiNC CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE EIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MP.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vulca Electrical Wire Dacts for Interior Constraction. A Complete method for all

Electrical t^yi^iteins. Janction Boxes, Cnt-Onts, Angle Boxes,
Etc., Etc. Tnlca Conpling Compound.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

UTICA, IST.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

'HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Cinuits.

UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK- KHIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX. DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'X LIGHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS,
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insnlating Gomponnds,

Tape and Araatare Varnish.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 I/iberty St., NEW YORK,

Chicago Office: 548 "The Bookepy."
SOLD By

THE E1.RCTBICAI. SVPPIiT CO., CMcasO.
SIOVEIiTY EliECTKIV €0., Philadelphia,
PETTINC<EIiI.-A»iI>BEW8 CO., Boston

And Bnpply Honses Ever] where.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

:F*rom.pt S3n.iprri.erLts_

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamoe, Componnd Wonnd,
110 volt, with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne Alternators, complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc DvnamoB.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One bOO Lt. Hdieon Dynamo—not the latest style.
Twelve Knowlee 12 Lt. Arc Dynamos with Lampa.
Nine 30 Lt.WeBtinehouBe Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.
One 30 Lt. Brush Dynamo, 1.200 C. P.
One 60 Lt. Vandepoele Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 25 Doable 2,000 C P. Lamps,

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.,

Twelve 50 Lt. Schuyler Dynamos, 2,C00 C. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Single L'pa.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Fixtures.
One 300 Lt U. S. Dynamo, £0 volt, no Fist, bn t Baee

.

One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Fixtures
but Base.

Sis 30 U. Escelalor Dynamos, Arc, 2,000 C. P.
with Single Lamps.

One H H. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 H. P. Armington & Sims Engine.

74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK

HIM SI
fUl

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A 8UGGE88.

For Sale by all Supply Houses.

The Han & Hegeman Mfg. Co., hartford, gonn.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

The Solntlon of the ProMein of Safe Snarilinii

SLEGTRIG CONDUGTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be foond in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

COILTIDTJITS
MANUPACTDHBD BT

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
uinnKC.J B27toB3l W. 34th SI.,•"""**

1 B26 to 628 W. 3Eth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44Broad St., Nev Tort

Thoa. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo,
American Elect. Supply Co., 2J6 Pearl St., Buffalo.N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Mnin St , Rochester, N Y
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. f-th St., Cincinnati, O.
OliaB. Habrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleanfl, I-a.
Walker & Kepler, 5)1 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construciion Co.. Pittsburgh, P*.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANDFACTDRERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power TransmiBsion and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting: are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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WESTINMISE ELECTMC i MF6, CI,

ITOTIC
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will, at its

own cost and expense, defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement
of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Edison-
Thomson-Houston electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otherwise, a monopoly of the electric lighting
and power business, which they are not entitled to, and cannot secure by means of their patents. If they could succeed in
frightening users into entering into contracts bindirg them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a contract which they might have some diflB.3ulty in setting aside,

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to oae of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-
tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
name from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust w^ould exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million
dollars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue cf ten millions of bonds.

The users of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refusing to purchase, except upon the terms and
conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the open market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sells all of its apparatus and m^ikes all of its contracts on the
above basis, and has never done otherwise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.

We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see
that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.

2. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,
which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:

" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that maybe instituted by any
party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patent or patents, when such alleged infringement shall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shall have made all payments then due, provided that immediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the company, and that the purchaser shall permit the company,
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give all needed information, assistance and authority to enable the

company to do so, and thereupon, in case cf an award cf damages in such suit or suits, the company shall pay such award,
but the company shall not be boiind to defend any such suit or suits, nor to pay any damages therein when the same shall

arise by reason of the use of parts not furnished by the company."
3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockholders are numerous, and that specious arguments may

be advanced, and threats used, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.

4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination can expect to receive a higher
price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.

When the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of railway
apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,500.00 per car equipment. One-half of

the above figure is the asking price to-dej', and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.

The members of the Electric Trust (Thomson-Houston, Edison General, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made
bids for the incandescent lighting of the World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since offered to do the same work for $550,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, w^ho desire to have the benefits of

competition.

«».„....„... WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
Agents for Canada: AHEARN & 80PER, Ottawa, Ontario.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAHTJFACTTTBED BT

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a nnmber of DynaraoB and Motors

nearly new, which we will eell at a low price,

amonEC the nnmber being two 650-liglit,

1,000 TOlt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. BARTER,
48 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAOO.

FOR SALE.
Dynamos, both arc and Incandeecent, atyonr price.

Smooth Arc Specialties.
Wire Tightening Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp Hanger witb Automatic Switch.
Arc Lamp Hanger for outeide lamps.
Arc Ampere Meters for 6 3-10 or 10 Ampere Cnr-
rente, and other specialties of interest lo YOU.

CHAS. E. GREGORY,
^'^

'^li\£r<^^'."°'
-

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Tour invenUon may be valaable. You should
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

26nt advice, free of charge.

W. W. I>U»L-Eir & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 P St., K.W., Washington, D. fc.

Please mention this paper.

Tt^E:
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER,"

<^''' I
^(^V//

Now contains all the co^ttemplafed improvements and should be ex-

amined before piirchasing any other. Highest standard. Invented,
oioned and controlled by men having had fifteen years' experience
on type bar m/zchines. It is built with a special view of simplicity,
strength, durability, high speed., easy action, permanent alignment
and Z3 most convenient. Two interchangeable carriages for mani-
foldinq and letter writing. Steel throughout. Standard key-board
with shift key for capitals.
A board of experts appointed by the government to esam'ne

and rf'i eive bicle on the nest machine, Tinaniaaously reported that
the Densmore contaioed more points of excellence than any
other, and that it was the best machine of all.

We will appoint a relLible dealer in unoccupied territory as
BOon as possible, and in the meantime will ehip machines on
appro\al to parties having a good commercial rating.

DENSIVIORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, NEW YORK.

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH
FOR

Controlling Inoandesoent Lights

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric Supply
Houses,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Mannfactarer and Patentee,

"JO&Tarv&Tc, Colo.
—x'^x:-

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLIHG AGEHTS:

Robinson & Cary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis Engineering Co.,
St. Louie, Mo.

International Electric Supply
and Conetrnction Co.,

San Francisco, CaL
Maxwell Electric Co.,

Louisville, Ky.
H. C. Marsh, - Cleveland, Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co., Omaha, Ntb.
J. H. Parker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo,
H. B. Day, - Dee Moinee, Iowa.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM ENGflNES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three 8 H. P. VertlcaL

One 4 H. P. Horizontal Trunk.
One 5 H. P. Hoisting Engine.

All above engines new and cheap.

We have under conetrnction 5, 8, and 1211. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H. P. horizontal engines,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAL,TIMOBE, MD.

Commercial Builclins:, !St. Liouis. Mo.

\kMmYsSm\
\l ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

^complete:... •

';:OTWERVPLANtS
^jate of Ensrli.'ih. Mnrpe & Co.. K. C, Mo

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
^^^- built of any requii'ed size aud povrer,
t'oi' aU stationary and marine piu'poses.

Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

*^* SOLID BRAIDED OORD

W/'
Ib the most
ble for hau]
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STHBBT, BOSTON.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA

TTe33.ry H

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATION
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IiiinDilMrlti;.l!o.,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

SnWTFWHAT RFnUCED
A FULL LINE IN CHINA.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

WE HAVE

Sockets,
K.W. Cut-Outs,
D. P. Sixritches,
Attachment Plugs,
Single Pole Paiste Switches,

Some other Things
And a Catalogue.

iiSGfiie CO.,
1522 Monadnock Bids. , Chicago.

Knrlory

:

lilt fix.;

TSecaune Ihe I'ubUc
IVUl ham: Ihe

CHINA SWITCH.

iV.fnu'r «•. THnQ P nQico

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire anri Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

CHICAGO, 1437 Unity Building.
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Cyrus W. Field.

During the last few months the attention of the public

has been directed to Cyrus W. Field, whose death occured

July 12, at his country home at Ardsley Park near New
York City. When it became known that his condi-

tion was critical expressions of genuine sorrow were heard

on all sides, and it was generally agreed that one of the

greatest characters of American history was about to pass

away. Cyrus W, Field's life had been passed almost

entirely in promoting great public enterprises, and his

name and fame as the father of the ocean telegraph are

known the world over.

Cyrus West Field was born on November 30. 1S19, at

Stockbridge, Mass., and belonged to a,remarkable family,

which boasted of revolutionary heroes. His father, David

Dudley Field, Sr., was a Congregational minister in

Somers, Conn., where he married Submit Dickinson,

whose father had fought side by side with her husband's

father through the revolutionary war Cyrus was the

seventh child, his brother, Henry Martyn, a preacher of

considerable ability, and his sister, Mary,

being younger. David Dudley Field, who,

aside from Cyrus, is the most celebrated

member of this remarkable family, was the

first child. Stephen J., associate justice of

the United States Supreme Court, and the

late Jonathan, who was president of the

Massachusetts Senate, were older than

Cyrus. There were two other brothers, long

since dead—Matthew, a noted engineer, and

Timothy, who was an officer in the ^United

States Navy. None of these, however, it

may be safely said, attained the world wide

reputation of the subject of this sketch.

His early training admirably fitted him for

the great work which he afterward undertook ^
and the successful completion of which

entitled him to a prominent position among

the leading men, not only of his own age, but

of the world.

At Stockbridge he secured a common

school training and at the age of fifteen

years started out for himself. Like most

boys of his time he turned toward New
York. He entered the establishment of A T.

Stewart at a salary of $2 per week. This

was not very encouraging but the training

he received at this time proved of great

value to him in after life. When he first

engaged in business for himself he was not

successful, in fact several of his early ven-

tures failed, but he was persistent, and his

ability, earnestness and perseverance were rewarded at last.

Mr. Field had acquired considerable wealth in 1853,

when he determined to retire from mercantile pursuits.

After traveling for several months through South America

he returned to New York, where an effort was made to en-

list his influence in support of a telegraph line in New-

foundland. It was the intention of the promoters of this

project to carry the line to St. Johns, where connection

could be made with a fast line of steamers that, it was be-

lieved, could reach Ireland in five days. This enterprise

was not accorded much encouragement as it was looked

upon as a wild-cat venture. It was broached to Mr. Field

and he in turn conceived the idea of the Atlantic cable.

This last proposition was so much in advance of anything

yet presented that it was regarded as conclusive evidence of

insanity and Mr. Field was ridiculed by the so-called "con-

servative" element. Even after the subject had received

the careful attention of scientists and engineers of this

country and Europe there %vas division of opinion as to

the practicability of the scheme, but many famous scien-

tists and not a few capitalists encouraged the idea and as-

sured its promoter of their support. While the project fcr

an Atlantic cable was making but little progress there was

a strong movement on foot to establish an overland tele-

graph by way of Alaska and Northern Rut ia, and this,

strange though it may seem to-day, was considered far the

more practicable route. No doubt this had much to do

with the lack of interest in the submarine project. At

any rate Mr. Field found it a herculean task to secure sup-

port of capitalists, but when once he enlisted their sym-

pathy they never wavered in their support.

It was decided to form a stock company for the pur-

pose of laying a cable. Peter Cooper was the first sub-

scriber. Moses Taylor, Marshall O. Roberts and Chand-

ler White, were also co- laborers in this undertaking.

Concessions were obtained from the Newfoundland

Legislature, and on May t, 1S54, the New York, New-

foundland & London Telegraph company was formed.

Messrs. Cooper, Taylor, Field, Roberts, and White were

named directors. Mr. Cooper was chosen president, Mr.

White vice president, and Mr. Taylor secretary. A capital of

one million five hundred thousand dollars was subscribed

on the spot, of which Mr. Field contributed two hundred

t4iou5and dollars in cash. At this time the work was

taken up and pushed with vigor. The line from New
York to St. Johns was completed in a year, but this work

the man most interested. He never despaired, in fact,

each failure or disappointment served to spur him on to

even greater efforts. He was apparently a man of won-
derful resources and great energy, and it was well that he

possessed these qualities, for one with less courage or with

a less hopeful disposition, must necessarily have aban-

doned the enterprise. While these unsuccessful attempts

were being made to lay the cable Mr. Field's faith in the

ultimate success of the project never faltered; he was confi-

dent while all around him were disappointed and disgusted.

When his persistence had begun to tire his friends, suc-

cess came, and Mr. Field's scheme, which had been termed

the freak of a disordered brain, became a reality. The
successful expedition started from Valentia, Ireland, July

13, 1866. The Great Eastern, which carried the cable, ar-

rived at the harbor of Heart's Content on July 27th. but

as the Newfoundland cable was not completed there was a

delay of two days. On the morning of Sunday, July 2gth,

the people of New York city received through the JV^ia

York Herald the announcement that "the cable is laid and

in perfect working order," which had been

telegraphed by Mr. Field on his arrival at

Heart's Content. The news was received

with rejoicing, but even at that time the peo-

ple did not fully realize the importance

of this great work.

With success came honors and acknowl-

edgments from the government and scientific

bodies. Congress bestowed a gold medal

upon Mr. Field and voted him the thanks of

the nation. The grand medal of the Paris

Exposition was also awarded him in 1S67.

In reviewing Mr. Field's work, James D.
Reid, in his admirable history of "The
Telegraph in America," says that the credit

is universally ascribed to Mr. Field. "It

is one of the honors alike unquestionable

and unquestioned," according to this author-

ity. "Neither is it overstating the import-

ance of the successful laying of the Atlantic

cable if it be claimed that no gift of science

or manly courage has to such a degree dig-

nified and unified the civilization of the world,

or given like life, scope- and value to its

commerce."

Mr. Field's public work did not end with

the laying of the great cable. In 1S77 he

became interested in the old New York

Elevated Railway company controlling valu-

^~ able franchises but up to that time accomp-

lishing absolutely nothing in the way of fur

nishing rapid transit. For ten years he

controlled this great enterprise and in that time the

value of the stock advanced from $14 per share to

172. When in 18S7 Mr. Field retired from this enter-

prise he withdrew to private life and did not figure again

in public affairs. He was beloved and respected by all,

and in his declining years had many devoted friends.

cost more than a million dollars and the projectors of the

enterprise were obliged to seek assistance. The United

States and Great Britain aided materially. Both govern-

ments were induced to organize expeditions, and the sur-

veys established the validity of the theory beyond ques-

tion. The directors persuaded Mr. Field to go to Europe

and ask financial aid. In the summer of 1S56 Mr. Field

induced the English government to furnish ships for

soundings and for laying a cable, and to pay the company

an annual subsidy of at least fourteen thousand pounds

for government messages. Mr. Field next organized a

company with a capital of £350,000, of which he sub-

scribed one-fourth. It was known as the Atlantic Tele-

graph company. Mr. Field met much more opposition at

Washington than at Londcn, and it was only after a

determined contest that he received government aid. The

first attempt to lay the cable, which was made in 1S57,

proved a failure and greatly discouraged many who had

been interested in the project. This could not be said of

Trouble with Electric Letter Stampers,
Now that electrical stamping machines have been set at

work in the Chicago postofifice as well as in other posloffices

throughout the country, the letter writers in the World's

Fair city would do well to remember that trinkets, keys

and similar matter if inclosed in the envelopes are liable to

harm not only the canceling machines but the letter as well.

The new stampers, which have just been introduced in the

Chicago postoffice, and which were illustrated in a recent

issue of the Western Electrician, have demonstrated

that the letter wricing public sends some curious things

through the mails. Several days ago one of the letters

which went through one of the machines disabled it,

throwing the stamping apparatus completely out of gear.

When the letter came out it was found to contain a door

key. Another machine has since been disabled by another

key. The chances are that any light breakable trinket,

after going through a stamping machine, will not be
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in as good condition as before. It will either break the

machine or the machine will demolish it. Hence the post-

office officials urge that such merchandise be inclosed in

boxes, which are not put through the machine.

Magnetic Lock.

The accompanying cuts illustrate a magnetic lock

which will automatically lock itself when a door or lid up-

on which it may have been placed, is closed.

The essential working parts of the lock are a permanent

horseshoe magnet and an armature, the armature constitut-

ing the bolt of the lock.

In Figs. I and 2 the lock is shown unlatched and latched,

while Fig. 3 represents the lock on a door with the bolt in

that position it would assume just before the door was

closed.

The manner in which the lock operates is as follows

:

When the door is closed the catch will be drawn by the

FIGS. I AND 2. MAGNETIC LOCK.

magnet into the recess, as shown in Fig. 2, the result be-

ing, of course, to lock the door. The catch is formed with

a projecting arm or finger which is bent at right angles

near its end and so constructed and arranged that it can

be pushed back with the aid of a key, so as to withdraw

the catch from engagement with the recess overcoming the

resistance of the magnet, and thus releasing the door.

In order to prevent a knife from being slid down be-

tween the catch and the magnet so as to push back the

catch without using the key, the bolt is formed as indicated

with a notch on its forward edge, so that when it is in

its locked position the notch will extend across the space

between the door and its jamb, as illustrated in Fig 2,

thus forming an effectual stop to the downward passage of

a knife.

This lock was devised by H. V. Smith, of South Yarra,

near Melbourne, Victoria.

Telegraph Service at the National Con-
ventions.

Every four years the resources of the telegraph com-

panies are taxed to the utmost to supply the newspaper

and commercial demand for telegraph service at the Re-

publican and Democratic national conventions. The
whole nation wants to get the earliest possible news from

these important gatherings, and extraordinary demands

are made on the telegraph companies in consequence.

Especially was this the case at the recent Republican con-

vention at Minneapolis, on account of the comparatively

remote position of the city and the inferiority of its tele-

graph facilities to those of the larger cities in which the con-

ventions are usually held. The amount of special matter

sent out from Minneapolis was also larger than that

from the Chicago convention, owing to the fact that the

papers in the latter city figured very largely in the totals

from the Minneapolis convention, while of course they had

no need for tbc telegraph in the case of the convention

held in their own city. Jlut in spite of the unfavorable

conditions, the companies, by making extensive prepara-

tions and anticipating all emergencies, weie able to meet

handsomely all demands made upon them, and the news-

paper men had only words of praise for the service, al-

though, prior to the Minneapolis convention, there were

many misgivings on the part of the six or seven hundred

correspondents who attended.

The Western Union company reports that it handled

3,500,000 words of special dispatches to newspapers alone

during the Minneapolis convention, while the J'oslal Tele-

graph company puts the corresponding volume of its busi-

ness at 1,478,000 words. This makes a total of nearly

5,000,000 words in specials, which is Cfjuivalent to about
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3,300 columns of type matter, such as is employed in the

average daily newspaper. If this multiple report were

published in an eight page newspaper that appeared every

day in the year and contained nothing else, it would take

considerably over thirteen months to print it. The largest

day's business recorded by the Western Union was on

June 9th, when 470,750 words were sent. The Chicago

convention is responsible for 2,655,793 words of specials

sent over the Western Union, and 1,636,448 over the

Postal lines. The laigest single day's business with the

Western Union was on June 22d, when 368,721 words

were sent. The Postal, however, exceeded this record,

having 391,236 words to its credit on June 2rst.

The figures given above are exclusive of commercial

business and the regular report of the United and Asso-

ciated Press associations. Nearly all of the convention

dispatches sent out from Minneapolis over the Western

Union wires were relayed at Chicago. From June 4th

to nth, the period of the Minneapolis convention, the

Chicago office of this company handled 24,115,140 words

—

a statement that will give an idea 01 the total volume of

business. During the Republican convention of 1888 at

Chicago the local Western Union office sent out 14,525,-

239 words, and by comparison the great increase of this

year is seen. The telegraphic business of the Minneapolis

convention was the largest ever known. The Western

Union company sent out about 9,000,000 words all told.

During the Chicago convention of this year the Western

Union business from the office In this city amounted

to 21,537,120 words. At the Minneapolis convention

the Western Union company handled 400 bulletins from

the hall, averaging twenty words each. These were dis-

tributed from the Minneapolis main office on twenty cir-

cuits and on twenty additional circuits from the St. Paul

office, making a total bulletin service of 336,000 words.

The Postal people also made a feature of their bulletins,

both from Minneapolis and Chicago. The promptness

and efficiency of the latter company's service was largely

due to the efforts of J. H. Dickinson of the New York

World, who is al once an experienced newspaper man and

an expert telegrapher. Mr. Dickinson telegraphed the

bulletins directly, watching the course of events keenly,

and sending out the brief dispatches without the inter-

position of writing. At Chicago he had a seat on the

platform, near the chairman, and from this point he manip-

ulated his sending key. The sounder of the instrument,

however, was located in the operators' room below, on

account of the noise, and Mr. Dickinson was connected

I'lG. 3. MAGNETIC LOCK.

with it by a speaking tube, in order that he might be as-

sured from the sound that it was working properly.

Elaborate preparations for the Minneapolis convention

were made by both companies. The Western Union put

in two new copper wires between Minneapolis and Chi-

cago in addition to an iron wire that had been strung but

a short time before. The use of several railroad wires

was also secured for night service. The lines were con-

stantly patroled by men selected for the purpose, and ar-

rangements were made with the railroads for special

engines in case of storm or emergency. The result ex-

ceeded the anticipation of the most sanguine cf the com-
pany's officers, despite the rainy weather, and all the

business that was presented was easily handled. One
night a storm on the Milwaukee & St, r.iul route brought
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twelve or fifteen wires down at 8 p. m. about one hundred

miles south of Minneapolis, but, thanks to the excellent

precautionary system, they were all working at 10

o'clock. The trouble was promptly located, and linemen

were quickly dispatched from La Crosse, Wis., on loco-

motives. On another occasion the wires went down on

the Wisconsin Central route at a point 180 miles south of

Minneapolis and thirteen miles from Abbotsford, Wis.

The trouble arose at 4:30 p. m , and the wires were work-

ing in a little over two hours. It was by such exact

supervision and prompt work as this that the service was

kept up to the mark attained.

All the Western Union wires at Minneapolis were

worked on the quadruplex system, and about sixty

operators were employed in addition to the regular Min-

neapolis force. Forty-seven of these men came from Chi-

cago. The operators worked like Trojans, and averaged

eighteen hours a day. In consequence of their fear that

the facilities would prove insufficient, the newspaper men
filed their copy early, and there was a constant stream of
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SPEED INDICATOR.

manuscript at the receiving offices. Ttie afternoon paper

men began to get their matter in as early as seven o'cloclc in

the morning, and about four in the afternoon the corre-

spondents of the morning papers began to malie them-

selves felt. The telegraph officials did everything in

their power to reassure and accommodate the newspaper

men. The New York Life Insurance company's build-

ing was given over to the correspondents, and here a

temporary telegraph office was installed. Conspicuously

posted in it was this encouraging sign; "Dump it in by

the car-load; we can handle it." And the company made
good its promise. Col. R. C. Clowry of Chicago, general

superintendent for the Western Union, was personally in

charge at Minneapolis, and the details of the plan were

laid out by C. H. Summers, the electrician of the Chicago

office. The local arrangements were in charge of Isaac

McMichael, the manager at Minneapolis.

The Postal company ascribes the excellence of its ser-

vice to the employment of through copper circuits and the

use of the Phillips code of abbreviations, expert operators

taking the report down in long-hand on typewriters.

Speed Indicator.

The device shown in the illustration was designed to

give a more complete record of the speed of a shaft than
can be gained by the use of an ordinary form of speed in-

dicator. It is used to indicate not only the speed within

a given time, but the variations of speed during that time.

Generally, the apparatus consists of a cylinder which is

attached to the shaft whose speed it is proposed to meas
ure. In front of it is a tuning fork mounted on a car-

riage, which is moved by a pinion engaging a gear on the

cylinder shaft. Attached to the end of one tine of the

tuning fork is a stylus designed to trace a record on the

paper covering of the cylinder. When caused to vibrate

the tuning fork beats intervals of time, which do not vary
except within the narrowest limits. In the present case
the tuning fork makes 512 vibrations per second, and the

movement is maintained by the employment of an electro-

magnet.

The stylus having been adjusted so that it bears prop-
erly on the cylinder, the latter is connected to the shaft
and the revolution begins. The stylus begins to register

its vibrations by a wavy line, as shown in the illustration.

It will then be easy to compute the time of a revolution.

It is possible to notice a variation even to the extent of a
five-thousandth of a second, for it is practicable to dis-

tinguish as minute a part of the record as a tenth of a
vibration. A number of experiments have been made to
determine the limit of possible variation in several ma-
chines. In the case of a steam engine the variation was
found to be 5 per cent., and 6.25 per cent, in the case of
a gas motor. The cut is reproduced from Za Naliirc.
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Another Close Connected Power Trans-
mitter.

There is a rapidly increasing;: demand for reliable close

connected power transmitters for driving dynamos. This

is the case especially in Chicago, where in the down-town

building space for an electric lighting plant is so va'uable.

The accompanying cut represents diagrammatically an

arrangement devised by Foree Bain through which, it is

first entered his head and badly burned his hair and
beard. His clothing was torn, as appears from Fig. 2,

which shows the condition in which the cap, gaiter, shoe

and underwear was found. It was assumed that the cur-

rent passed to ground through the shoe, which was punc-

tured at the point P.

ANOTHER CLOSE CONNECTED POWER TRANSMITTER.

claimed, a dynamo may be driven satisfactorily, and yet

be placed very close to the engine.

Referring to the cut, A represents the driving pulley of a

steam engine; 5 is a paper friction pulley keyed to the

dynamo shaft, the dynamo be"ng mounted on the usual

sliding base; C is a pulley hung from a hinged frame D.

The belt passes as indicated around pulleys C and A,

^ is an iile tightener pulley mounted on anotler hinged

frame H which may be tightend into position by the hand-

wheel C; F is the base of the device which is held to the

floor or foundation by lag screws or bolts.

When it is desired to start the dynamo, all that is nec-

essary is to slightly move the dynamo forward on the

slide until the paper pulley is firmly in contact with the

engine pulley, then the screw wheel G^ which takes the

slack out of the belt , is tightened and by mea ns of the pulley

C applies power to the dynamo pulley. By this means

the dynamo is driven by friction from opposite sides and

the shaft is relieved of the side strain which is present when
a machine is driven by the ordinary methods. It will be

noticed that there is no side pull on any of the si afts era-

ployed except the tightener, and the amount of strain on

that is a very slight proportion of the driving power of the

apparatus.

This power transmitting device is being introduced by

the Bain Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago.

Recent Thunder Storms in France.
Thunder storms of marked severity were by no means

confined to this country during the month of June. La-

Nature mentions the recent fatality at Lincoln Park in

Chicago, in which three persons were killed by lightning,

and publishes a formidable list of casualties due to the

same cause which occurred in France about the middle of

the month. Several persons were killed, a number seri-

ously shocked, and considerable property was destroyed.

It also refers at some length to the storm at Bourges on

May 4th, during which one soldier was killed. The ac-

count states that a squad of eighteen soldiers was overtaken

by the rain, and while running toward shelter all, with one

exception, thrown to the ground by the lightning. AH but

four were able to arise, and of this number three were

FIG 3. RECENT THUNDER STORMS IN FRANCE-

finally restored to consciousness at the hospital; the fourth

man died.

Fig. I is supposed to represent the scene when the

lightning struck the men to the ground. The illustration

was made from a photograph taken at the place

where the catastrophe occurred. The artist gives

his conception of the accident in Fig. 2. He built

up his picture by endeavoring to embody the descrip-

tions of those present. Only one of the company

saw the lightning, which seemed, he asserted, to be a

triple flash.

According to the statements of the physicians who ex-

amined the body of JBouveau, who was Jtilled, ths i;ijrf£nt

Electricity at the World's Fair,
While the official report of the tests of the launches at

Jackson Park has not yet been presented to the committee

of directors on grounds and buildings, the trials have all

been ccncluded. The electrical tests of the cells employed

on the electric boats were made the latter part of last week

by Messrs. Pierce and Field, and the current strength, ca-

pacity and voltage of the batteries when charged were care-

fully measured. The final report is expected soon.

Eight electric elevators will carry passengers to all parts

of the lofty administration building. They will be put in

by the Crane Elevator company of Chicago, and will be

equipped with Eickemeyer motors.

The ducts for the incandescent wires for the woman's,

children's, Puck, White Star, horticultural and service

buildings and the greenhouses are now being laid. The
conductors for these buildings will be taken from feeders

on the elevated railway structure, and will be laid in iron

or vitreous pipe wherever they are contiguous to any ii
-

cal companies at the Columbian Fair" was inadequate

fcr the purpose, and that the "largest concerns would not

participate in consequence." He states that the associa-

tion building has an area of 87,000 square feet, and then

outlines the plan as follows:

In case the majority of the largest firms in the electrical

business would consent to make a display with us, we
would be pleased to enter ii to negotiations with Ihem to
that effect. We would grant them the use of our building
free, and either base the division of the receipts upon the
percentage plan, or form a stock company and dispose of
one-third of the stock to the different railway companies
entering Milwaukee, one-third to the parties participating,
and the balance to the citizens of our city. Being located
so near Chicago, and with reduced railroad fares during
the World's Fair, we think we could without any difla-

cul'y secure an attendance of no less than 750,000 per-
sons to our exhibition. Unless we are assured, however,
that the exhibition to be made will be a grand one, and
first class in all particu'ars, we do not care to enter into
any arrangements for the same.

In replying to the letter Chief Barrett of ihe department

of electricity. World's Fair, said, under da'e of July 6th:

I do not understand how it is possible for you to assume
that the arrangements for this department are inadequate
and you have certainly been misinformed when you are
told ''that themajority and largest concerns would not par-
ticipate in consequence." The newspapers have sug-
gested from time to time the inadequacy of the space for
this department and it is true that we have demands for

FIGS. I AND 2. RECENT THtlNDER STORMS IN FRANCE,

flammable substance. The interior wiring of the adminis-

tration building has already been begun. Superintendent

Keller has established a temporary office in the southern

end of the horticultural building, on the second floor. As

soon as machinery hall is completed he will open an office

in that building.

The Western Union Telegraph company expects to have

five or six offices open for business at the World's Fair.

The principal office will be in the administration building.

Copper circuits will be used, and the Exposition com-

pany's conduits will be utilized.

On June nth the Western Electrician contained

an editorial allusion to the scheme of Willis N. Stewart of

Milwaukee, who is endeavoring to get the Milwaukee In-

dustr'al Exposition association to set on fcot preparations

for a "grand electrical exhibition" to be held at Milwau-

kee next year and intended to rival the electrical display at

the World's Fair. At that time the futility of the plan

was pointed out in this journal, and it was shown that the

Milwaukee people could not hope to arrange an e'ectrical

exhibition that could in any way compare with the corre-

sponding department of the World's Fair. It seems

however, that the plan has not been entirely abandoned,

although its projectors now appear to enlerta'n a well-

defined doubt as to its practicability- On June 3orh A.

Trumpff, secretary and manager of the Milwaukee associ-

ation wrote to the Edison General Electric company,at Chi-

cago, asking the support of that company. Manager Sunny

promptly placed a copy of the letter in the hands of the

World's Fair authorities. To a representative of the

Western Electrician he said that his company did not

propose to have anything to do with the proposed Mil-

waukee show and that the idea of holding an electrical ex-

hibhion next year within ninety miles of Chicago and the

World's Fair was absurd.

Mr. Trumpff, in his letter, asserted that he had been

informed that ''the space set aside for the different electj-i

space in excess of the amount of space available, but these

facts do not necessarily imply an inadequacy, and such is

certainly not the case. The building set apart for electric-

ity at the Columbian Exposition is 700 feet long, 350
feet wide and contains a gallery 100 feet wide on all sides.

There is in the building 245.000 square feet of space on
the ground floor and 95,000 square feet in tte gallery.

By comparing figures* therefore, you will observe that in

the gallery alone there is more available space than in

your whole building cf 87,000 square feet. In addition

to this space there is in course of preparation at the present

time for an electrical power plant an annex of the machin-
ery hall 600 feet long and 150 feet wide, a total of go,-

000 square feet- To occupy this space contiacls have
been made by tVe Exposition company with electrical firirs

at an expense of more than half a million dollars for the

supply of approj imately 7,coo arc lights of 2,000 candle
power, 100,000 incandescent lights of 16 candle power
and 3.000 electrical horse power for the operation of the

machinery of exhibitors. To occupy the space available

in the electrical building proper, applications are on file

in this department from every manufacturt r. ger eral or

special of electrica.1 machinery of every variety in this

country, and one-fourth of the building will be occupied

by foreign exhibitors. I beg leave to suggest, therefore,

that an entirely friendly spirit on your part to the Colum-
bian Exposition, in which your citizens, as well as those of

every community in this country are interested, would
prompt you to send out a stateme nt in line with the above
information. I do not wish to interfere in any way with

the spirit of enterprise which you evince, but I do not

think that the arrangements which you propose could be
successfully carried out without in some degree detracting

from the magnificence of the Columbian Exposition.

The Western Dummy Intramural Railway company

has opened a temporary working cffice in the horticultural

bui'ding. Five bids for constructing the elevated structure

were opened on Saturday, but the contract was net

awarded at that time. The structure will be about three

and one-half miles long, and constructed for two tratks. It

will vaiy from eight to thirty Aet in height, the average

being eighteen feet. The uprights will be of Southern

ptre and the girdeis of iron, twenty- five feet long. Iron

to the extent of 2,600 tons will be needed.
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Notes on Wiping Contact Methods for

Current and Potential Measurement.^

Bv Prof. Ben-j. F. Thorias.

In the latter part of July, 1880, President Morton re-

quested the writer to determine the power required to

maintain the arc of a Brush arc light, supplied with cur-

rent by a Brush dynamo machine.

Ammeters and voltmeters were then unknown, and

among the electrical instruments in the Stevens laboratory

the most convenient for the purpose seemed to be a tangent

galvanometer for the current measurement, and a con-

denser and Thomson galvanometer for potential- The
condenser was a one-third microfarad standard, and the

galvanometer a 7,000 ohm, four coil astatic. As every-

one knows would be the case, trouble was encountered the

moment the potential readings began. The condenser be-

ing first connected to the two carbons, and then discharged

through the galvanometer, the successive throws of the

needle were found to vary widely, and what seemed at the

'^, Fig, i
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NOTES ON WIPING CONTACT METHODS FOR CURRENT AND
POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT.

time most curious, the throws were sometimes to right and
sometimes to left. A little reflection showed that while

varyiLg throws in one direction might be due to varying
resistance of the arc, throws in opposite direction could

only be produced by an actual reversal of the potentials of

the two carbons. This, of course, led to the conclusion

that the potential difference at the terminals of the dynamo
must vary with the angular position of the armature as it

revolved. Wishing to know the character and magnitude
of the variation, the writer devised what is now known as

the wiping contact method, the natural and only expedient
for the purpose.

The condenser was joined, through the usual discharge

key, to the terminals (or other points) of the dynamo by
two well insulated wires. At the dynamo one of these

wires was cut, and the cut ends attached to a pair of well

insulated springs of flat metal, mounted on the outer end
of a radial arm, the latter fastened to a horizontal rod, co-

axial with the armature. A well insulated piece of metal
was fastened radially on the face of a disc attached to the
armature shaft, and the two brushes set so that they were
lightly touched by the radial strip at each revolution of

the armature. A pointer, attached to the horizontal shaft
carrying the radial arm and contact springs, moved over a
divided circle on the support of the arm, so that angular
positions could be read. The contact device thus acted as
an open circuit key, the closing of which, and the conse-
quent charging of the condenser, could only take place
when the armature was in a definite position. The process
of obtaining the curve of potentials through a revolution of
the armature is now so familiar that further description is

unnecessary.

In carrying out the examination of the machine, a non-
inductive resistance of German silver wires was prepared
to avoid complications from the action of the arc lamp.
When this was used as a load for the machine, the throws

^^—nm^-^
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joined at T T. It will be observed that the curve is sym-
metrical, giving eight maxima and eight minima per revo-

lution. The minima are below zero, and explain the sev-

eral deflections observed in the first work on the arc. The
resistance A' being non-inductive, A' is also the curve of

current strength, to a different scale, and shows that the

machine was an alternating current machine, although the

excess of positive area over negative shows an average

positive current. Curve L was taken with the machine in

the same condition as before, but with the condenser
leads attached to the brushes at £ B. It gives the varying

potential of the armature, as modified by the inductive re-

action of the field, and shows the same symmetry, with less

distortion. For curve AI the field coils were all thrown on
one side of the armature and condenser leads attached at

BB, as in Fig. 3.

To ascertain the effect of an inductive external resistance

on the terminal potentials of the machine normally con-

nected, the connections used in obtaining curve A' were
repeated, the only change made being to insert the six coils

of the large Stevens electro-magnet with the non-inductive

resistance R, adjusting R to get the same current strength

used in getting curve A'. The resulting curve showed the

same characteristics as A', but much magnified, deflections

ranging from — 300 to + 550. Many other curves were
taken, with the machine self-excited and separably excited,

in various loads and on open circuit, but the results, though
interesting, are not of sufficient importance now to occupy
your time. The most interesting curves and results were
presented as a joint paper by Prof. Morton and the writer,

and read by Prof. Morton before the American Association

for the Advancement of Science at its Boston meeting,

Aug. 35-30, 1880. The curves presented and the original

records from which they were prepared cannot now be
found. Immediately after that meeting the writer entered

on his duties at the University of Missouri, and had no
opportunity to resume the use of the method until his re-

moval to Ohio, in 1S85. It was used in that year by his

students in an examination of the Thomson-Houston arc

dynamo, substituting a Thomson portable electrometer,

with Leyden jars to increase its capacity, for the condenser
and galvanometer. Since then the method has been used
in this laboratory on various apparatus, and in various

ways, but it is needless to recount the details.

Our experience with the method leads us to prefer the

Thomson portable electrometer and Leyden jars to all

other instruments for high potential curves. The electro-

meter is dead beat, is a zero instrument, and is easily and
quickly set. As usually made, its constant is from two to

three volts per division, and one can easily set to within

that amount. The error resulting from an improper read-

ing, say one division wrong, would be of course serious in

reading low potentials, but these readings only occur on
nearly straight parts of high potential curves, and might be
entirely omitted without serious error.

Next to the portable electrometer, we prefer the Thom-
son electrostatic voltmeters. For low potential curves
nothing has yet proven superior to the potentiometer
method as used here, and described by the writer at the

American Association meeting at VVashinglon, last August.
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of the galvanometer changed at once from the erratic be-
havior observed at first to the beautifully regular and
aniform character now so familiar to all who have used
the method under proper conditions.

Fig. I Is a copy, \o scale f„,of the original curves of
mcasurementsmadc August 4th. The inner circle gives the
angular readings of the circle over which the pointer
moved. iJcflcctions of the galvanometer, on discharging
the condenser through it, are plotted radially at the angles
at which they arc obtained, the heavy circle being taken at
zero. The scale is .2 volt per division. Curves A' and /.

were ob'aincd with the machine connected as in Fig. 2, in
whigh -'/ is the armature, /y B the brushes, /•'/'' the four
field coils, 7' y'the terminals of the dvniimo. and /*' the
non-inductive resiHtancc, The curve //gives the deflec-
tion?! obtained when the condenser leads and wiper were

li k'-ad at ilic (fcnr f«I inceiioK of th.- Airicrituii Institute ot Klcc-
itbI l-oKinccri, Cbicojio, JuncO, 7 mitl 8, i8r//.

A Whale Story from England.
A writer in a recent issue of the London Electrical Re-

view tells a story of how a whale was killed by electricity

in the year 1852. It appears, says the gentleman re-

ferred to, from a French patent, granted August 7,1852,

to Dr. Albert Sonnenberg, of Bremen, Germany, that the

magneto-electric machine and accessories, forming the

subject matter of said patent, had actually been used for

killing a whale. This must indeed be considered a re-

markable achievement at such an early date in the history

of the magneto-electric machine. It is not necessary to

enter into details as to the construction of Dr. Sonnen-

berg's machine. It is sufficient to state that it consists of

a crown or ring armed with a number of armature or in-

duced coils turning before a number of permanent field

magnets, with a current collecting ring and brushes, so ar-

ranged as to be capable of giving *'a whale 720 galvanic

shocks in one minute."

The accessories used in connection with the current

Hi>
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The potential difference to be measured is balanced
asjainst that produced by a battery in a resistance, as in

Fig. 4.

In this cut iv is a resistance of some convenient form,

with which contact may be made with a movable terminal

M, or which may be varied between or beyond the termi-

nals of the Weston voltmeter //^. From these terminals

wires lead through a commutator C, a sensitive galvanom-
eter or telephone /, and the wiper D to any points A B,
whose potential curve is desired. The whole being in oper-

ation and C properly placed, JiJ or A* {or both) is ad
•usted until / shows no current, when the potential

difference existing at A B is read off directly in volts on
the voltmeter W. The use of the voltmeter and tele-

phone is due to R. D. Mershon. a graduate of the uni-

versity.

Fig. 5 is a part of the potential curve recently taken

from a Brush open coil motor, run as a dynamo on an in-

ductive load. One-fourth of the complete curve is shown,
and the parts not given are quite symmetrical with this. No
"smoothing" is applied, but the observed points are joined

by straight lines. The sharp angular form shown is due to

the fact that readings were taken ut intervals of five de-

grees, except between 25 degrees and 35 degrees, where
readings were taken at each degree, to determine the char-

acter oi the sharp variation between 30 degrees and 35 de-

grees. The change of 130 volts which occurs between 32
degrees and }2> degrees is unique and noteworthy, yet it is

perfecily definite and characteristic, and has been repeat-

edly observed under like conditions. The use of ammeters
and voltmeters or galvanometers in power measurements
on such machines must, as pointed out in the paper of 1 880,

le:id to incorrect results.

In Dr. Thompson's paper' reference is made to Jou-
bert'suse of the method in 1881, and in the recent edition of

Thompj^on's "Dynamo- Flectric Machinery," it is described

;i^ Jcubcrt's method. In view of the work here described,

and its presentation before the American Association in

1880 it seems proper to claim the method, which in the

hands of Professor Kyan, Dr. Duncan and others has led

to such valuable results, as an American divcovery.

I. A Btutly of lui ()|icn Coil Arc Dynuino. IJy M. I£. TliompHou,
Am. Inst. K. E,, May »i, i8gi.
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generator are an ordinary harpoon carrying an electrical

conducting wire, covered by the harpoon line and connect-

ed with one pole of the generator, so as to form one half

of the electric circuit, the other half being formed by the

metal-plated bottom of the boat containing the magneto-

machine and the sea water.

When the harpoon is lanced into the whale the circuit

is completed, and as stated in the description, the "elec-

tric fluid passes through the body of the whale, and the

latter receives at each rotation of the machine 12 heavy

shocks, and as the machine can make one turn per second,

the whale will receive 720 shocks per minute, of such a

force as to stun or render the whale unconscious, as has

been proven by electrical experiment.''

It is a difficult matter, continues the story teller, to refute

the Bremen doctor's underscored statement that he had
actually been able to make a whale unconscious {ancantit

/a I'a/dinf, in French description) by electric shocks from

his machine, and so the writer must believe the "whale
story" with the mental reservation, however, that the

whale must have been a little one.

The following paragraph concludes the whale story.

The lines will doubtless be of peculiar interest to Ameri-

can readers in that through th°m there may be bad a fair

idea of English electrical humor.

"Bremen being so near the North Sea, it suggests the
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idea that the electrically-killed whale of the Bremen doctor

might have been the one of Olivette renown. The song

here goes:

"In tli(! Norlli Sea lived a whale.
Wlio bobbed up serenely from below,

etc., etc.

"It is needless to say that when the Olivette whale

learned of the fate of his male he ceased 'bobbing up
s:rencly,' and went to more congenial waters near the

North Pole, where the 'demon electricity' cannot fol-

low bira."
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Gambling by Electricity.

It is a shame to have to confess it, but gambling in Chi-

cago from the present outlook seems destined to be a sport

easy to indulge in—and the "increased facilities" too are

all due to a most ingenious application of a small storage

cell and several electro magnets. By means of the simple

little device illustrated in the accompanying cut the gen-

tlemen who are in the habit of coquetting with Dame
Fortune under the chaperonage of the bartender or cigar

man may now shake their dice in luxurious ease and with

hardly the movement of a muscle.

With the electric dice thrower shown, one might

shake the .fickle little ivories on his way to the train—pay

the double price for his cigar, and yet reach the depot on

GAMBLING BY ELECTRICfTY.

time. It is only necessary to press the button, and the elec-

tric thrower and the man in the white apron attend to

"the rest,"

This little novelty may be used in all games where

dice are required. The dice are under glasses as shown,

fastened to the case. Each die sets on a rubber

diaphragm, which is vibrated by an electro magnet. The

magnets are fastened pole-tips down just underneath the

diaphragms, and each magnet armature has on one end a

little rod that extends up to and carries the diaphragm or

vibrating bottom. The armature is set in motion in the

same manner as that of an ordinary electric bell, a storage

cell in the back of the box furnishing the current, and the

ELECTKO-IIVDKAULIC RIVETING MACHINE.

contacts being made through the six push buttons. When
the push buttons are pressed, the dice are agitated, and

while in the air revolve so rapidly that the spots cannot be

distinguished.

If a person should desire to throw five aces, as repre-

sented in the cut, he presses a second or two upon the

large push button. If the result shows an ace in any glass

the second trial must be made by pressing the individual

small buttons; if other acesappear the t^'rd trial would be

accomplished by pressing the remaining individual buttons.

How Battery Porous Cups are Made.
One of the most familiar objects to the youthful elec-

trician is the battery porous cup, yet how many, even among
those older in experience, know anything pertaining to its

manufacture ? The following from the Scientific A7nerica}i

will, therefore, be of interest.

The standard porous cups which hold the carbon of

galvanic batteries were first introduced by a Frenchman
named Leclanche. They are made of a mixture of feld-

spar, kaolin, white quartz and ball clay. Feldspar is a

mineral pulverized, found in Vermont and New Hampshire.
Kaolin is a china clay imported from England. The
white quartz which gives body and strength comes generally

from Illinois.

These ingredients are first put into a large circular tub
as follows: 1,440 pounds of kaolin, 1,320 pounds of feld-

spar, 2S0 pounds of quartz, and 960 pounds^f ball clay,

making in all about 4,000 pounds. Water is then poured
on and the whole mass is thoroughly mixed together and
thinned down to about the consistency of paint. It is

then run through a 120-mesh lawn or sieve into the evapo-

rating kiln. This kiln is about 5 feet in height, 12 feet in

length, 5 feet in width, and about i foot in depth. The
flooring is made of flanged tiling cemented together.

These tiles are 1 2 inches square and 2^ inches in thickness.

A coal fire is built in the ovens at the end of kiln, the

flames of which pass through a number of flues underneath

the tiling, heating up the liquid mass above. It is then

allowed to boil and simmer for 2^ hours, causing the water

to evaporate out of it. The fire is then drawn and the ma-

terial allowed to cool. From the kiln it is taken to the

crown and the doing away with the old double wall inside

of kiln. The old mouths of kiln used to be about 32

inches in width, and fewer than the new, which is about

23 inches. This new kiln has six mouths, each an equal

distance apart. There are new flues introduced between

each mouth, running from the circular flue around the kiln

called the mid and semi-mid feather flues. These flues

all lead into the 10 inch well hole into the center of the

floor of the kiln. The old crown of the kiln used to be 3
feet 8 inches higher and ran straight across. The new sau-

cer shaped crown tends to make it burn more evenly. Over
each mouth on the inside of the kiln are bags built of brick.

The old bags used to be from 4 to 5 feet in height; they

have been cut down to about 2 feet square and 10 inches in

width. They tend to keep the heat and flame from going
to the center of the kiln. The well holes on the floor of

the kiln and crown are directly over each other. The heat

required for burning is about i,Soo degrees. The illustra-

tions were taken from the plant of Thomas Loughran,

Marion, N. J. The cost of outfit, with 1,000 moulds and

5 horse power engine, was about $3,500. There are several

establishments in this country for the manufactuie of

porous cups, and their aggregate production is about

1,000 cups a day.

Electro hydraulic Riveting Machine.
Among the many interesting machines at the Crystal

Palace Electrical Exhibition in England was an electrical

riveter, shown in the accompanying illustration. In this

device the piston is moved forward in a horizontal direc-

tion by the action of the electric motor, and compresses oil

HOW BATTERY PORO

moulder to be formed into cups. The moulds used are

made of plaster Paris, the medium size turning out cups

5^2 inches in height, 3^^ inches in diameter, and ^ inch

in thickness. These cups run from 3 to 14 inches in

height. A piece of clay is first thrown in the bottom of

the mould, which is taken up and placed in a hollow revolv-

ing jigger head. The moulder then draws down a wooden

strip connected to which isa 12 inch cast iron rib. This rib

is pressed down on to the clay at the bottom of the mould,

which forces it up around the sides, forming the cup in

about one minute. The mould is then taken away to the

drying room, where it is left a short time to harden. The

cups are then drawn out of the moulds by hand and placed

into saggers.

These saggers are made of common clay, and hold about

II medium sized cups. They are oval-shaped, and are 20

inches in length, 14)^ inches in width, and 3 inches in

height.

They are then placed in the kiln for burning. This im-

proved English kiln is 38 feet high and 15 feet in diameter

outside. The inside burning capacity is 12 by 13 feet.

The walls are 18 inches thick and lined inside with fire

brick. The kiln holds 850 saggers. After the kiln is

filled, the door is bricked and plastered up and the fires

started. Atter burning about twenty hours, the fires

are drawn and the kiln allowed to cool. The saggers are

then taken out and the cups packed lor shipping.

The improvements over the old kilns are in the number

of flues and size of mouths of kiln, also the shape of

us CUPS ARE MADE.

on the upper surface of the ram up to two tons per square

inch. The ram, which acts vertically, has an area of 16

square inches, and therefore the pressure on the rivet

punch amounts to thirty-two tons. To effect this the mo-

tor takes 25 amperes at no volts for a period of two or

three seconds at each rivet. The motor is a multipolar

machine having eight poles on each side of the armature

and two carbon brushes placed 45 degrees apart. The

switch for the starting is arranged so that the lever in the

farthest position cuts off the current after the piston has

developed sufficient momentum. In this position also a

brake can be applied to the fly-wheel to suit the require-

ments of the work. In bringing the lever back to the in-

termediate position a spring carries it clear of the start-

ing contact and places it in position ready for reversing.

On reversing the motor the piston is carried back ready

for the next rivet. The rivet punch is raised in the ma-

chine bv a hand crank, but it is intended to perform this

by the action of the motor in reversing. It is also pro-

posed to heat the rivets by electricity, which, it is thought,

will greatly improve the present machine.

In the accompanying cut the machine is shown ready for

riveting horizontal webs or angle irons for girders, the

rivet punch being specially fixed with a set-out from the

center in order to take flush v/ork. The machine is also

adapted for upright work. Many of these machines are

in practical operation in England, Germany and France,

where they are giving satisfaction on heavy work like

bridge building. The cut is from Engineering.
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Of course it is but natural that the daily papers should

not alv/ays apply electrical terms correctly. One cannot

help smiling, though, when the Chicago Daily Globe re-

fers to "Trolley's system," and a Tribune correspondent

parallels this odd designation by gravely giving some facts

relating to the installation at Baltimore, Md., of the

•Serres" system. But such trifling mistakes as these, al-

though amusing, are not to be wondered at, considering

the opportunities the ordinary newspaper man has to

acquaint himself with electrical terms. After all, it is the

rural editor who tells the marvelous story. In this con-

nection it will not be amiss to mention the fact that the'

Pahiot of Atchison, Kan., makes the revelation that "a
bug an inch long in an electric light globe throws a shadow
on the sidewalk as big as an elephant." If this be true,

there should be "no flics" on the Pghis in Kansas.

In this issue i.s presented an excellent portrait of Cyrus
W. Field, together with a biographical sketch and a brief

outline of his great work in connection with the laying of

the first Atlantic cable. This gigantic enterprise, to which

Mr. l''ic!d devoted the most valuable years of his life, and in

which he invested his entire fortune, established for him
an enduring name and made mankind his debtor. It is to

such men as Mr. Field that this country owes not only its

material prosperity but also ils advancement in the arts
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and scienceB. It is not surprising, therefore, that through-

out the country the news of Mr. Field's death was

received with general grief. He was one of the

great characters of the age—respected and honored by

his countrymen for his sterling qualities as well as his great

ability.

It seems from the report presented elsewhere in this is-

sue that the underground electric road at London has

proved successful beyond the expectations of its project-

ors. Although the electric locomotives were called upon

to do much more actual service than they were built for,

the operating expenses were kept within reasonable limits,

and there was no serious interruption of the service.

In view of the fact that the New York Rapid Transit

commission's report has been approved by the ccurt, and

that an effort will be made at an early day to build the

road in accordance with the plans proposed, there will be

a lively interest manifested in the operation of the Lon-

don road. If it can be shown that the project will pay,

there will be no trouble securing the necesjary financial

support. At present there seems to be a lack of informa-

tion regard ng the probable cost of construction and opera-

tion of ai underground road, such as the one proposed

by the commission.

Thk importance of a cable connecting the Pacific coast

of the United States with Japan, China and Australia is so

obvious that every patriotic American will heartily join in

the wish that the project for a submarine telegraph line

from San Francisco to Honolulu will soon become an ac-

complished fact. This would form the first part of a most

important undertaking. Following the recently surveyed

route of the Thetis—considered to be most accurate of

any yet made for a Pacific cable—the cable to the

Hawaiian islands would be 2,060 miles in length. This

would leave about 3,800 miles to conntct the end of the

cable with Japan, and it can hardly be doubted that once

the first section of the cable was laid the other would

follow in due time. The British government contemplates

the building of a Pacific cable to connect its colonies in

the two hemispheres, and it will be a great mistake to

rely exclusively on that line. Two cables would not pay;

and so the United States should be first in the field, un-

less, indeed, an international arrangement can be made by

which the northern, or British, route can be used, the

eastern terminus of the cable being in this country.

Friends of the trolley system have reason to be en-

couraged over the progress that is being made in the in-

troduction of the electric railway in large cities. Although

there is considerable opposition to overhead wires in busi-

ness districts, it is generally conceded that for residence

districts of large cities the electric system is better adapted

than any other. In Chicago, for instance, where there

are ordinances against the stringing of overhead wires in

business streets, and in spite of the fact that the cable

companies, generally speaking, control the city, the trolley

is rapidly gaining favor, and it is highly probable that there

will be quite a net work of electric railways in the South

side suburban districts before the opening of the World's

Fair. Last Sunday another branch of the Calumet Elec-

tric railway was opened, connecting South Chicago with

the city. The new line extends from the southern termi-

nus of the cable line on Cottage Grove avenue, at Seventy-

first street to Burnside. The old line extended from

Burnside to South Chicago. As the portion of the city

through which these lines pass includes several good resi-

dence districts, there is no doubt that the company will

receive encouragement that will warrant it in making fur.

ther extensions.

Some time ago the Chicago city council passed several

ordinances granting the South side cable company per-

mission to equip cross-town lines with electric motors.

Impatient residents along the routes which it was pro-

posed to equip with electrical apparatus became restless

and the newspapers started seveial reports to the effect

that the company had reconsidered its determination and

would not equip ils lines for the present at least with the

overhead system. Now, however, it is authoritatively

stated that the work will be begun at once, the company

having already awarded the contracts for the first installa-

tion. It is confi<lentIy expected that as soon as the initial

plant is installed there will be a general demand for the

electrical equipment of all cross-town lines and other

feeders into the present cable system. It is not expected,

of course, that the cable companies will throw aside their

present costly Cf|uipmentH for the main lines, but it is

believed that public opinion will force ihcm to provide

service on the cross-town lines and that on these routes
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the overhead trolley will be generally introduced. In

this city alone there is an admirable field for the trolley,

and no doubt as soon as the people become familiar with

it they will gladly consent to extensions of the lines at

present contemplated.

It is stated that the committees on ways and means and
grounds and buildings of the directory of the World's

Fair are about to pay a joint visit to Jackson Park for the

purpose of inspecting the actual working of the electric

and steam launches before making any decision between

the four competitors for the contract for operating boats on

the lagoons during the exposition. This is an excellent

idea. The advantages of the use of electricity for pleasure

boat riding are so apparent that it would seem that the

directors need only be convinced that the new method is

thoroughly reliable before awarding the contract to one of

the companies exploiting launches of this character. The
tests that have been made should prove amply satisfactory

on this point, and, when these facts have been supple

insnted by a pleasant and successful ride in the park,

under conditions exactly analogous to those that will

obtain next summer, the directors should have no hesita-

tion in adopting the system which represents the most

advanced stage of progress. Electrically propelled boats

are peculiarly adapted for use on the lagoons at Jackson

Park, where only moderate speed is required for pleasure

riding. They are clean and handsome, with the great

advantage that the absence of smoke, heat and noise gives.

They would form an attractive and novel feature of the

exhibition and would undoubtedly attract more passengers

than the familiar steam launches—a consideration that

should receive the careful attention of the directors. Ample
facilities for charging can easily be arranged, and experi-

ence with the large fleet of similar boats on the Thames,

near London, has proved that they can be operated every

day and all day to the complete satisfaction of the public.

In its other features the exposition will be an exponent of

the latest development in this electrical age, and there is

no reason why an exception should be made in the case of

the boats that are to ply on the lagoons.

It appears now as though the New Yorkers had about

concluded that the tunnel plan was the one best suited to

fulfill the demand for increased rapid transit facilities.

Last week the final objections of dissatisfied property own-

ers were overruled by the General Term of the Supreme

Court, and the report of the commissioners appointed to

decide whether the public interest required the construc-

tion of the lines laid out by the Rapid TranFit commission

was confirmed. So now all that remains to be done is to

present the scheme to the capitalists whose decision as to

its being a desirable investment will make the work of the

commission a success or failure. The bidding for the

franchise will, of course, show whether, in the opinion of

capitalists, an assurance of fair returns is to be found in

the plans presented. There is a hopeful significance in

the fact that already more than one syndicate of capital-

ists have sought for the opportunity to construct a tunnel

railroad upon routes substantially the same as, or inferior

to, those laid out by the Rapid Transit commission.

The general impression is that the money will be forth-

coming. New York needs the additional lines. There is

no other place to put them except in tunnels unless the

citizens consent to the addition to the already overcrowded

streets of more elevated tracks, and this, of course, is out

of the question. The metropolis has been a long time

reaching its present conclusion, but many minds keenly

alive to the city's urgent need, and also to the diffi-

culties in the way of success, have decided that the tunnel

scheme was the only solution. It is interesting to note,

too, the part that electricity played in influencing the court

in favor of tunnels. Although no direct reference is made
to the use of electric power for moving the trains, sufficient

is said to leave no doubt but that the judges in presenting'

their opinion had electricity in view as the agent that

would do the work not only of lighting and ventilation, but

of propulsion as well.

Chicago will do well to watch New York as it

progresses with this gigantic scheme, for although ahead

of the metropolis in many things, in so far as rapid transit

facilities are concerned the World's Fair city must follow

New York. Chicago has just started to build elevated

roads, and as yet but one short line is running. In time

there will be more lines, and for a while the congested con-

dition of the city's business section may be relieved. But

there is a limit to the number of elevated lines that a city

will permit to obstruct the light of heaven. There will be

no check to the city's growth, though, and then when the

cry comes for further increase In rapid transit facilities

Chicago wiil have to turn to the older city to get the bene-

fit of its experience.
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High Pressure Electrical Discharges.

Swinburne & Co., England, exhibited some interesting

high tension electrical apparatus at the Crystal Palace

electrical exhibition. Fig.[i is a general view of the firm's

high pressure experimental machinery. The 130,000 volt

transformer is placed in the large stoneware •ase, the

terminal wires being led out by the corrugated ebonite pil-

lars on the top. The transformers shown to the left con-

vert the 2,000 volts down to 150 volts, the pressure for which

the large transformer is wound. The hemispheres on the

discharge table are employed for making experiments on

striking distances and high pressure arcs. Fig. 2 is from

a photograph of a 100,000 volt arc. The photograph was not

taken instantaneously so the arc appears as a broad flame,

instead of a rapidly moving narrow stream. The photo-

graph really shows several arcs superimposed. The small

alternating motor is used in an experiment which is rather

striking to those who have not realized the ease with which
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power can be transmitted at high pressures. Current at

about 40,000 volts is given by the large transformer, and

transmitted through an exceedingly fine wire, or through

a piece of slate pencil, or a vacuum tube, and received by

a small one. This transforms the pressure down to 100

volts, at which pressure it is led into the alternating motor.

The motor itself is said to be the first self-starting synchron-

izing alternating motor exhibited in England. Swinburne

& Co. do not consider this motor sufftciently perfect for

commercial use yet, but it is stated that they expect it to

yield a satisfactory solution of the alternating current

motor question. Figs. 3 and 4 are from photographs of

discharges over a glass plate. This is the experiment

known as the "electric octopus." The plates are 2 feet

square, so that some idea may be formed of the appearance

of this experiment. The Geissler tubes can be clearly

seen in the photographs, illuminated by means of one

terminal only.

Electric Lighting in Chicago.

Speaking on a subject that has frequently received at-

tention in this paper, the Chicago T)ibu7ie^e\\ says:

An agreement was made some months ago between the

city and the South Park commissioners for an extension
of the electric lighting system to the World's Fair grounds.
Electric lights were to be placed on Michigan boulevard,
Wabash avenue, and perhaps one or two other thorough-
fares south to Thirty-fifth street, there to connect with the
South Park system on Grand and other boulevards. The
work on the city part of the agreement has been delayed for

some reason or other. Now that public attention has been
called to the fact the undertaking should be attended to

and carried out without further parley. There may have
been some reasons for holding off, but they do not hold
good for all time, aud will not justify further delay.

The principal avenues connecting the business heart of

the city with the Fair must be well lighted at night all

through the celebration. There is no gainsaying that

statement. It is an absolute necessity that the work be
done, and there is left none too much time in which to ac-

complish it. The many thousands of people who will

come here next year to view the display in Jackson Park
and vicinity will include very many who will wish to make
the connection otherwise than by rail or cable car. They
will want to take drives at night through the boulevard
system, and take in with their own eyes the beauties of the

scenes of which they have heard and read. \nd for those
who do not care much for arrangements of trees and
flowers, small lakes and mounds there roust be the ele^
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ment of security, which only good illumination can give.
During the time the Fair is open the city will be wide
awake by night as well as day. People will throng the
thoroughfares, and especially those of the South Division,
within the first few blocks from the lake, where nearness
to the Fair will join with night breezes from the water to
attract the multitudes. The dim, uncertain, flickering,

semi-dangerous, because half concealing, gashght will

never do. and this is conceded by every intelligent citizen

who gives the subject a moment's thought and has not his

judgment warped by the holding of stock in the gas com
panies. For this purpose the electric lieht is the only ac-

" !
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be open in a few months. In the meantime Mr. Gates

will familiarize himself with the company's apparatus and
products, and be ready to take the field as soon as the

goods are ready for the market- Alexander von Babo, the

personal representative of Siemens & Halske, and Dr.

Emil Berliner, the electrical engineer of the Chicago fac-

tory, have for some time occupied offices in the Monad-

nock building.

Electric Cooking.
In explaining the experiments in electric cooking re-

cently shown in London, H. J. Dowsing, who had charge

of them, says:

Suppose you took an ordinary frying pan, and coated
the botton with an insulating enamel, in which you em-
bedded the zigzag wire conveying the current, and you
would have the exact form of the electrical cooker. To
prevent radiation from the insulating enamel, the plate

on its under surface is protected with asbestos, contained
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ceptable one when the light of day has departed and the

moon is not within a few days of becoming full in a clear

sky. We cannot afford the suggestion of poverty made
by gas lamps on avenues leading to the Fair.

The city now owns four electric lighting plants, enough

to light the district bounded by North avenue, Twenty-

second street, Western avenue and the lake, but the ap-

propriation is such that only 1,100 lights out of a capacity

of 4,000 are burned. City Electrician Barrett says that

the construction of five more plants of equal capacity

would equip the city with power enough to light all its

streets. "The appropriations," said Mr. Barrett to a re-

porter, "are so small that the department cannot meet the

demands for electric light extension. If the lights were

paid for by special assessment, each district of the city

could arrange for its own light and have plenty of it."

Siemens & Halsi<e Company.
J. Holt Gates, who for seven years has filled various

positions in the service of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company, a portion of the time as district
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in a metal case. The wire is made of a secret alloy, and
becoming very hot makes the iron plates above it, with
which it is in contact, hot also (480 degrees to 500 de-

grees), but it is impossible that it should become incandes-

cent, partly because the resistance increases when the wire

itself is heated, and therefore becomes, to a certain extent,

an automatic regulator. The wire, too, will carry a cer-

tain amount of electricity and no more, so long as the cur

FIG, I. HIGH PRESSURE

agent at Dallas, Texas, and more recently as special agent

for the territory from Chicago westward to the Pacific

coast, has accepted the position of general sales agent for

the new Siemens & Halske Electric company of America.

Mr. Gates is considered one of the best salesmen in the

electrical business and will contribute not a little to the

strength of the new company. Work on the factory on

Blue Island avenue is progressing satisfactorily, audit will
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rent remains constant. Taking the electromotive force at

the usual domestic rate of 100 volts, the circular cooker, 6

inches in diameter, takes current first at the rate of three

amperes, and then declines to two amperes, as the resist-

ance increases. In other words it is equivalent to about
two sixteen candle power incandescent lamps.
A householder might use either the cooker or the two

lamps at the same cost. In six to ten minutes on the
cooker he could do three cutlets at one time for less than
one farthing, and then switch the cu rrent back to his lamps.
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At the recent dinner at the Crystal Palace to electricians

seven cookers simultaneously at work in the banqueting-

room cooked fifty mutton cutlets, thirty chicken cutlets,

and forty pancakes, and made forty cups of coffee. One

great advantage is the cleanliness of the utensil, its immu-

nity from the risk of fire, and its freedom from unpleasant

fumes. The electrical kettle, constructed on the same

principle, is quite self-contained. As water requires con-

siderable heat to bring it to a boiling point, a quart will

need to be in the kettle about fifteen minutes before it is

ready for the teapot, and a little more electric current will

be necessary than for the cooker. All that one needs to

do in using either frying pan, kettle or motor is to plug the
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wire into connection with the main supplying the house,

which can be done in ao instant without any technical

knowledge whatsoever.

At present the initial cost of these electrical appliances

is somewhat high, the price of the cooker being £2; but

it has been suggested that as other electrical fittings are

obtainable on hire, the householder ought not to be put

to any capital outlav whatever in order to make the full-

est use of cheap electrical current.

Electric Railway Motor Tests.'

By Prof. Geo. D. Shepardson and Edward P. Burch.

The experiments here discussed were undertaken for the

purpose of obtaining definite information about the per-

formance of electric railway motors under various

conditions. There is a diversity of opinion about the

relative merits of regulation by rheostat and by coramu-

tated fields, the use of one or two motors on a car, value
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of wetting rails, causes of "bucking" and other points. It .

is commonly understood that electric roads using rheostat

regulation require larger capacity at the generating station

than those using the commutated fields. It is also known
that one large road has substituted rheostat regulation for

commutated fields on all its motors. One large road has
reduced the pressure on the lines to a figure considerably

below 500 volts, with marked reduction in the repair bill.

Much has been said and written, but the data published

are meagre and in some cases misleading. It was therefore

thought desirable to obtain data from careful tests under
certain conditions in the hope of substantiating some of

the claims made, and of bringing out some new facts. The
tests were conducted for the most part by Edward P. Burch

.

a senior in electrical engineering in the University of

Minnesota, in connection with his graduating thesis, and
by courtesy of the Minneapolis Street Railway company,
especially the master mechanic^ William Cooper. Most
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of the tests were made upon a No. d Sprague double reduc-
tion motor of the type described by II. 1''. Parshall before
the Institute May 21, 1890, and April 19 1892. Some
experiments were also made upon a single reduction motor.
Each machine is used at the repair shop for testing arma-
tures, being anchored to a heavy crib sunk eight feet into
the ground. Kach car axle is n-placcd by a short shaft
carrying a heavy cast-iron wheel with solid web, upon
which two oaken blocks are bolted for use as a brake. This
was made into n Prony brake by removing the angle irons

1. Read at the ({cncrul mcctlfiK of llic American Institute of Elec-
trical Entfinccrii, Chica^Of Junc6, 7 and 8, 1893.
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that held it to the floor and bolting on a plank to which an

iron plate was fastened, so as to give a knife-edge tearing

at a distance of 63.1 inches from the center of the shaft.

This plate rested upon a knife-edge supported upon a

platform scale by which the turning moment could be

measured. The mechanical horse power delivered at the

car wheel is

2 1T R F N PN
H. P.= -=

,

33,000 loco

in which F is the pressure on the scale, N the revolutions

of the car axle per minute. The speed was measured by a

common speed indicator with soft rubber tip to prevent

slipping. For slow speeds a stop watch was used, the time

for five revolutions of the car wheel being noted. Current

and potential were measured by new Weston instruments,

about 12 feet distant from the motor.

The Sprague motor armature has 56 sections of eight

turns each of No. 12 B. & S. G. wires. The speed is re-

duced 11,765. The field coil ts used at first was in three

sections, coil A 700 turns, coil B, 820 turns, and coil C,

620 turns, all being No. 12 B. & S. G wire. By means of

the barrel switch these coils are thrown into the following

combinations:
Clip 2. Coils A, B and C in series.

Clip 3. Coil A and B in series.

Clip 4. Coils A and B in parallel, C in series.

Clip 5. Coils A and B in parallel.

Clip 7. Coils A, B and C in parallel.

Several sets of efficiency tests were made with each com-
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bination. The three pairs of coils were then replaced l"y

a single pair of coils connected in series, and having sev

eral terminals so that the number of turns used might be
altered. This was used in connection with a Thomson
Houston rheostat. Efficiency tests were made with and
without the rheostat. Only a few of the tests and curves

obtained can be given in this paper. In comparing these

curves among themselves and with the result of other ex-

perimenters, it should be noticed that the voltage was con-

siderably below that for which the motors were designed,

and that the power delivered was measured at the car axle.

Different armatures were used on different days, and the

curves in different places are not strictly comparable; but the

curves given in any one plate were taken with the same ar-

mature and with approximately the same voltage. Each of

these armatures had been recently repaired and although
they had been well baked there may have been some leak-
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age through the green shellac. The Foucault currents in

the cores were probably greater than in new armatures.

With the same armature and fields the efficiency is a few
per cent, higher cold than when hot. It has been the aim

to run as nearly as possible at the temperature of ordinary

running, so that the fields were comfortably warm but not

hot. It is confidently believed that the efficiency of these

machines would be considerably above go per cent, if

taken at armature shaft and with full voltage.

Fig. I shows efficiency curves for the motor with differ-

ent combinations of the field coils.

In rig. 3 curves A and B show efficiency of the ma-
chine with 857 and 611 turns of No. 7 wire in the field

coils. It will be noted in Figs, i and 3 that the motor has

highest efficiency with the larger number of turns on field

coils until the iron is saturated, when the better efficiency

is given with smaller number of turns and consequent
lower resistance in field. This shows the advantage of

working on the fifth and seventh clips with barrel regula-

tor, or of cutting out part of the turns on field when the

load is heavy. On starting the car the current is very

heavy and the field is saturated with a small number of

turns; hence the torque with a given current is nearly the

same whatever the windings of the field. The speed and
counter electromotive force arc small at starling; hence
the potential difference at the armature brushes should be

reduced until it passes only enough current to start the car
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without jerking. The easiest way of reducing the poten-
tial difference at the brushes is by interposing resistance,

and the beat developed by the C^ R can be cared for more
easily and cheaply in an open rheostat than in the field

coils. Rheostats of iron and mica are cheaper and more
heat-proof than cotton covered wires. This forcesthecon-
elusion that for the heavy load due to accelerating the car
at starting, the field should have the smaller number of

turns, and as the car reaches the normal speed, and the

horse power and current become less, the efficiency
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of the motor would be raided by increasing the number of

turns in the field. Thia conclusion is exactly the reverse

of the common prac ica of manufacturers who sacrifice

some eflfic'ency for speed at small horse powers. It is also

in I'ne wich ihe expciience of the road mentioned, that re-

pUced the conimu aled fields with a single series coil of

No, 7 wite^JjgTid later wi,h No. 5 wiie. This heat loss

could be saved, and the avtrage effic'ency raised, by using
the two motors in series at the start, acd alterwaids cut-

ting out cne, or putting the two mo:ois in pa allel if nec-
essary, as the speed increases and horse power decreases.
An average of 12 tests on the read shows that with two
motors on a car it requires twenty seven per cent, less

current if only one is working. ^
In Fi^'. 2 curve A shows the efficiency of the Sprague

motor with a single pair of coils, when the whole ot a
Thomson-Houston rheostat is in circuit; j9 shows about
35 of the rheostat in use; and in C it is all out. The dot-

ted line A- gives the efficiency as calculated from the dif-

ference of potential about the motor alone. Curve A"^ is

not strictly comparable with the others on account of the
necessary variations in the voltage at the motor; but it

does show the increased efficiency to be obtained by utili-

zing the superfluous voltage in a second motor in series.

In this connection it is interesting to note that the
resistance of the rheostat, as calculated from current and
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potential difTerence, decreases with increase of current.
This is as expected, since the larger part of the resistance
is due to surface contact between the plates of iron in the
rheostat, these being pressed together more closely as the
iron heats. A similar tffect but much more marked has
been noticed in earlier experiments by one of us, with
altL-rnate plates of carbon and iron.

Figs. -1, 5 and ^> show curves of torque, speed and
horse power, referring to the No. 6 Sprague motor. In
Fig. .s. .-/ shows horse power and horizontal effort on a
30 inch wheel; B, C, D. E and /', clips 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7,
respectively. In Fig. 6, >4 shows speed and horse power^
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with all of the rheostat in; ^ with f of rheostat in; B,
C, D, F and G, clips 2, 3, 4. 5 and 7, respectively.

These may be compared with results presented by Prof. S.

H. Short before the Chicago Electric club, March 28.
i8g2. Fig. 7 gives curves of currents, torque, speed and
efficiency irom a 15 horse power Thomson-Houston single

reduction nioCor. The reduction ratio is 4.7S57.
A large number of running tests were made on cars in

regular service. Fig. 8 shows a run on the Inlerurban line

between Minneapolis and S". Paul. The distance is about
ten miles, the schedule time 55 minutes, cars equipped
with two 25 horse power single reduction motors. Special
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trains sometimes make this trip in 30 minules or less.

Fig. 9 shows three runs on the University Hue of Minne-
apolis on successive days, with the same car and Fame
driver. The lower curve was taken when the rails were
dry and dusty, middle curve with wet rails, and upper
carve when the ground was covered with snow, e'ght

inches deep on the level. The snow-plow had been over
apart of the track about an hour before. The curves s'row

variation of time, number of passengers beirg noted.

Feb. 5
Condition of Track Dry.
Number of Stops 3S
Average voltage 441^

Average amperes .. 15.1;

Average amperes while
working 23,4 20.9 2S i

It will be roted that the current was less with wet rails,

although there were more passengers. The load at the
station is about the same for a rairy d^y as fi-r dry. the

Feb. 6. Feb. 7
Wet. Snowy
SO 36

450 440
14.9 17-3

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTOR TESTS.

difference being probably made up by the increased leak-

age on the lines, and by the larger number of passengers

on some cars.

Fig. 9 shows variation of current on a single car. Fig.

10 shows variation of current on a feeder to line with five

cars, the average current being about 6o amperes. Fig.
lo is plotted from readings taken at intervals of two sec-

onds. The ammeter stops some little time at the high and
low points, showing that these are actual values of the

current and not due to the inertia of the ammeter.
Fig. II gives the results of readings one second apart

taken on the main ammeters in Minneapolis and St. Paul

and on one feeder in Minneapolis. There were about 190
cars on the Minneapolis lines, 100 on St. Paul lines, and
32 on the one feeder.

Fig. 12 gives the daily load of the Minneapolis power
house, the curves being plotted from readings of the am-
meters taken at ten-minute intervals throughout the day. In

this case the power units are unusually large, there being
two triple expansion condensing Corliss engines, the con-
stant loss from friction in engines, shafticg and dynamos
averaging 218 horse power. Indicator cards were taken
simultaneously by means of electromagnetic attachments on
each of the twelve indicators, the same current also giving
signals to the observers at the ammeters.
A series of thirteen tests were made for ascertaining the

effect of wetting or greasing the rails on a curve. Two
cars were coupled by a spring dynamometer and the pull

noted while rounding the curve at ordinary speed, which
was kept nearly uniform by means of a brake on the motor
car. The average pull on dynamometer is as follows:

Dry. Wet. Greased
Outer track 5C0-SC0 lbs. ^00 lbs 300 lbs

loner track 650 " 4C0 *'

The inner rail was wet or greased in each case; but on
the inner track the greasing was not so thorough on ac-

count of the lateness of the hour. It is noticed that wet-

ting the rail reduces the power required about one-third,

and greasing reduces it one half. Readings of the amme-
ters on the car correspond in general with the dynamometer
readings.

The "bucking" of street car motors is a subject of con-

siderable interest to street railroad men, although it seems

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

never to have been discussed in public. From the silence
of the books and papers, and from the ideas current
among the railroad employes, the conclusion is reached
that little is known about its conditions, causes or remedy.
It is therefore thought wise to present the results of obser-
vation and tests, with a theory for the cause and remedy.
It sometimes happens that an electric car suddenly stops as
if by collision. In some cases the car refuses to go farther,
but usually it goes ahead immediately as if nothing had hap-
pened. This is known among railroad men as "bucking."
To explain the action it is noted that in common practice
the motor fields are connec'ed between the armature and
trolley, the armature being grounded at the negative brush.
If a second ground occurs on any part of the machine ex-
cept between the fields and trolley, a heavy current passes
to ground, giving an intensely strong field, while the ar-
mature is short circuited by reason of tlie two ground
connections. It therefore acts as a dynamo on short cir-

cuit, and becomes a powerful electric brake that stops the
car very suddenly. This agrees with the facts since a sec-
ond ground, either from loose connecting wires or broken
insulation always causes bucking. Evidently, if the ground
occurs entirely outside of the machine, no bucking follows,
since the series motor cannot excite its own fields and act
as a dynamo unles> the armaure Conner ti 'n=; are rever'^ed.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTOR TESTS.

It is common practice to connect the two motors together
between the fields and armature to equalize the work of the
two machines. When a ground occurs in such a case,
both armature? act as brakes, and the bucking is more vio-
lent than when the "equalizer" connection is not used. A
loo-e reversing switch has been known lo revti'sethe mo-
tors accidentally and spasmodically. There are many cases
of buckine where no evidence of a second ground can be
found. Doubtless some of these may be accounted for by
temporary ground which burns itself out—a common
method of removing grounds and crosses. This explana-
tion will not hold in many cases. Extended inquiry was
therefore made among railroad men in order to gather as
many facts as possible. Some of these reports were in-

credible at first, but seem to be honest testimony, and were
afterward corroborated by others.

It may be well to state that the term "bucking" is used
wiih come lin<ere5=, being sometimes appl'ed to cases

37

a true case of bucking, but rather of a sudden cessation
and re-application of the propelling force.

Sometimes a car will buck at regular intervals. Exami-
nation of the motor shows a small bright spot on one
brush which rolls to and fro at the contact between brush
and commutator. This is intensely bright like a ball of
melted metal and grows larger until nearly three-fourths
of an inch in diameter, when it suddenly explodes with
considerable noise and a blinding flash, and at the same
instant the motor "bucks" The car goes on again at
once, and the cycle is repeated again in the time required
to rU-' *'— "1 rt"r.-lnlC \rs four r-\*\- m-^ol-C qt- nrHin->rv ' O f d.
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In such a case the bucking is stopped by shifting the
brushes.

One case is reported where a motor bucked hard, al-

though the brushes were removed so that the armature
was entirely disconnected. Here the field was charged by
being in parallel with the field of the other motor, and a
cross in the armature coils short circuited it. The fore-

man of the repair shop where our efficiency tests were made
stiles th^t on 5:ix or eight occai-ions he has <;f>pn a motor
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where a motor acts badly for a variety of reasons, but as

used in this article it is to be taken in the sense above
noted. There is a tradition among the car drivers that a
motor is very liable to buck if the current is full on while
running downhill, but no case of this sDrt could be sub-
stantiated. Cases are reported of motor bucking when the
circuit is opened for an instant, as may be caused by the
trolley jumping oa o,- off, or by the car passing over a dead
rail or over a very dirty track. It is not plain that this is

buck because the carbons were not properly placed in the
holders. In testing armatures rapidly, the carbons are
sometimes placed carelessly, so that the presser foot rests
partly on the carbon and partly on the holder. This
presses the carbons against the commutator so as to ^--ive

good contact until the carbon wears off a little, when^he
presser foot no longer feeds it in. Vigorous flashing oc-
curs, culminating in a buck, the shock of which may jar
the presser foot into its proper position, when the motor
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rans on as if nothing had happened, leaving behind no

trace to indicate the cause of the trouble.

Cases have been reported where a wire on the track

touched the motor as it passed, thereby g^rounding it and

cau^ngit tobuck. Similar grounding may be caused by

water or mud being thrown upon certain parts of the

motor.
The motors with Gramme ring armatures are known to

buck more frequently than those with drum^ armatures.

These buck worse when run on the "loop," /. -?.> with

part of the field coils cut out. some of them bucking regu-

larly every time the loop is cut out. This is one reason

why the use of the loop has been abandoned on this road

except in a few cases. The machines with commutated

fields would buck when the field coils became old, al-

though thev showed no signs of being grounded. Buck-

ing became' much less frequent when the commutated fields

were repla.ed by a single pair of series coils.

It was noticed that bucking was very commonly preceded

by flashing at the brushes, although flashing was

not always followed by bucking.

The explanations offered are various. One
is that the iron in the fields varies in magnetic

quality so that one motor works harder, and by

some means acts upon theother as a dynamo.

Another is that one motor becomes reversed

while the other does not. Another is that buck-

ing is caused by poor brushes or brush holders-

One explanation offered was that a partial

break in the circuit, such as may be caused by

shaking a loose connection, induces a high elec-

tromotive force that causes a flash to span the

commutator.
In searching for a reasonable txplanation

for all these cases in which no second ground

connection existed, it was noticed in each case

that bucking was more liable to occur when the

field was comparatively weak; also where the

armature reaction was greater. In each case the

neutral line is shifted and the coils under the

brushes are in an active field. The large

current in short circuited coils furl her distorts

the fie'd. and the sparking at the brush becomes
excessive, causing a vigorous flashing. As soon

as the counter electromotive force in the sections

leaving the brushes rises above 20 volts, the arc is earned

around from one brush to the other, thus grounding the

positivebrush and short circutingthe armature, which then

acts as a dynamo and causes the motor to buck. Such buck-

ing is usually less vigorous than when caused by a dead
ground on account of the resistance of the arc. This
explanation covers all the cases noted.

Such being the causes of bucking, the remedies are

plain. Armature reaction must be reduced. This mili-

tates against the conclusion drawn by Mr. Parshall, in bis

recent Institute paper, that the strength of field is of little

importance, and the windings cf the armature should be a

maximum. The liability to bucking would be reduced

even when there is a large armature reaction, if the arma-

ture is divided into a laige number of sections.

An obwious remedy for bucking caused by direct ground-
ing would be to ccnnect the fie ds between armature and
ground instead of between armature and trolley. With
such an arrangement a ground on the fields would simply
cut out a part of the coils and cause the macbice to work

Boring Mill for Electric Machines.
Now that electric lighting and power machinery is being

designed in such large units necessitating the use of heavy

castings and other parts, there is, of course, an increasing

demand for the products of the machine tool shops. The

accompanying cut will. therefore, ba of interest to electri-

cal manufacturers.

The machine represented is the 37-inch turning and

boring milt of the Bridgeport Machine Tool Works of

Bridgeport, Conn. This mill which was designed especi-

ally for heavy work, is known as the Bridgeport Works
"double header." The table is 36^^ inches in diameter

and is powerfully geared. The mill has the advantage of

sixteen changes of speed. Great care was taken in cutting

theteethonboth the table and the pinion. A universal chuck

jPai -'
;
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harder. A grr und at the brush between armature and field

would cause a sudden forward impulse on account of the
field rcquiiing some lime to loje its magnetism, and would
blow the fuse. A ground on the armature would likewise
cause a sudden forw.ird impulse and blow the fuse. With
such an arranj/emcnt there would be no true bucking
except in case of the flashing, as noted. An incidental ad-
vanUgc of this arraigcmcnt is that the difference of poten-
tial bctwc'jn the fitid and the frame of the machine is re-
duced to a few volts caused by the drop through the field;
hence there is less danger of grounding the field. 'J'he
increased difference of potcniial between armature and
core is only a few volts and would not affect the insulation
very rouch.

110 I. ELECTRIC PUMPS FOR MINES.

having three jaws is built into the table. The feeds are

automatic and range from ^g^ to f of an inch horizontally,

and from ^j to \ of an inch in a vertical direction. In

designing this mill special attention was given to the heads,

which can be set at any angle, the two bars having a

movement of i8 inches and each head feeding independ-

entl) of the other. The countershaft is arranged with

three pulleys for a three inch belt, giving the machine a

speed of from 200 to 2S0 revolutions. This mill does not

require an expensive foundation. It weighs 7,500

pounds.

Electric Pumps for Mines.

In the accompanying cuts are illustrated two distinct

typ;s of electrically operated pumps for mines. The ma-

chine represented in Fig. i was devised to meet the demand
where it was desirable to have a portable arrangement for

pumping water from one level to another, such as filling

tanks or for any genera! line of work. This combination

consists of a rotary force pump geared directly to an electric

motor. The high speed at which this pump can be run

and the small space occupied renders it very efficient in

many places. Fig. 2 shows a vertical triplex mine sinking

pump, for sinking new shafts or pumping out old ones

which have been floDded. This pump is a modification of

Gould's standard triplex mine pump in which motor is placed

on ihe top of the pump so as to present as small a cross sec-

tion of area as possible. It is arranged with tie rods for

connecting to a windlass for lowering it. All moving parts

are protected with covers. This pump is constructed with

bast phosphor bronze plungers, valves and seats, lined cyl-

inders and glands, wrought iron connecting rod and bronze

boxes; the main bearings are lined with phosphor bronze.

All working parts are niadeto stand extra heavy strain and

pressures. These pumps are manufactured by the Gould

Manufacturing company, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Tlie City & South London Electric Rail-

way.
In the present session of Parliament no fewer than six

bills have been introduced authorizing the construction of

new underground railways in London to be worked elec-

trically or the extension of those for which acts of Par
liament have already been obtained. Three of these
bills have passed through the House of Commons, and
are in an advanced stage in the Upper House. The
present time, therefore, is opportune for drawing atten-

tion to the results which have been attained with electric

traction on the only railway in the world on which it has
been adopted on an extensive scale, and the working of

which during the eighteen months it has been open for

public traffic is the basis upon which the promotors of

the present scheme found their application for parlia-

mentary powers, and from which they must in the future

seek the confidence of the public. That the City &
South I-ondon line has been a success in the system of
traction adopted is conclusively shown by the mere fact

of the present schemes having been brouRht forward, and
has moreover been abundantly proved by the evidence

given before the joint committee of bouh houses, ap-
pointed to consider the proposed tines from the point of
view of their public utility, and also by the evidence
given as the bills passed through committee in the lower
house, but no authentic information has been forthcom-
ing a.i to the actual results achieved, nor any explanation
of any shortcomings in its working which must be obvi-

ated in the fu'ure.

The City & South London Railway company, then
known as the City of London & Southwark Subway com-
pany, obtained its first parliamentary powers in 1884 for

the construction of a subway from King William street

in the city to the Elephant & Castle in Southwark. The
success, however. of Mr. Greathead's system of
constructing the tunnels, now familiar to all interested in

engineering matters, had been so conspicuous that the
directors obtained powers in 1887 for an extension to the
Swan Inn at Stockwelt. Further powers have since been
obtained for an extension southward to Clapham, but

this portion of the line has not yet been con-
structed. It was originally intended that the
subway should be worked on the cable system,

{ and contracts were actually entered into for

this purpose, but the progress of electrical trac-

tion in the interval made it necessary to re-

consider the system of traction to be adopted.
The Bessbrook & Newry Tramway (more cor.

rectly desiribed as a railway) had been equipped
with an electrical plant by Mather & Piatt, and
had been running with perfect regularity for

three years. The weight of the trains on this

line were but little less than the weight of the

llllllil
trains proposed for the South London line, but
the cost of haulage had been proved not to ex-

ceed 4d. per train mile, although the mileage
was small, and consequently fixed expenses high
in proportion. The success attending the
Bessbrook line induced Messrs. Mather & Piatt

in 188S to approach the directors of the City &
South London line and to make definite pro-
posals to them for working their line electri-

cally instead of by cable. After long (onsid-
eration the cable system wa . finally abandoned
and Mather & Piatt's scheme accepted in its

entirety. Their proposal was accompanied by an
offer to work the line for a limited period or to guarantee
the cost of traction for two years. The locomotives were
to be designed for drawing trains consisting of three car-

riages accommodating 100 passengers, and weighing four
and a quarter tons each, and the generating plant was to
be sufficient for working a service of twenty trains per
hour. A contract was entered into with Mather &
Piatt in January, IS89, and their guarantee ac-

cepted that the cost of haulage exclusive of driver's
wages should not exceed 3;^d. per train mile for the maxi-
mum service proposed, viz.: 3S4, 800 train milesin the half
year, and according to a sliding scale, if the mileage were

riG. 2. ELECTRIC PUMfS KOR MINES.

moreor less, increasing upt0 7,!id. pertrainmile for 18S.666
miles, the actual miles accomplished. The works were
completed in November, 1890, and on November 41 h were
formally inaugurattd by the Prince of Wales accompanied
by the late Dukeof Clarence. On December iS, 1S90, the
line was opened to public Iraflic and hts now ccmplet(d
eighteen mcnlhs' lunnirg. Durirglhis lime Mather &
Piatt's locomotives have run more ihan sco.coo miks and
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have provided for a traffic of more than 7,000,000 people;
bat this statement alone does not fully represent the work
which has been demanded from them. Owing to the

carriages being; made stronger and heavier than originally

designed, the actual load of each carriage being 7 tons
instead of 4^ tons, the weight of the loaded train was in-

creased to 42 tons or more than 40 per cent, heavier than
the trains for which the locomotives were designed. Of
this great increase in the loads which their locomotives
were to draw, Mather &: Piatt had no intimation until after

all the locomotives were constructed and delivered, and
arrangements bad been made for the opening of the line.

Under such unexpected circumstances the locomotives
have at times been overstrained, and delays to the traffic

resulted, and the wear and tear has proven somewhat
greater than originally anticipated, yet the record of

work done by the electrical locomotive in comparison with
the work done by steam locomotives is extraordinary.

Leaving out of consideration one of the locomotives of
special type made for the purpose of testing its compara-
tive efficiency, the average mileage made by the remaining
thirteen locomotives during the first year of work exceeded
27,000 miles. On the Metropolitan District railway the
yearly average of their locomotives appears to be less than
20,000 miles. The cost of working has proved equally

satisfactory. Although the formal guarantee of Mather &
Piatt was not taken up on account of the carriage failing

to comply with the specifications upon which they were
requested to base their calculations, yet their estimate of

cost has been amply justified. During the second six

months of working according to the published half yearly

accounts the cost of locomotives and generating power,
including wages, repairs and renewals was £6,199 for a-

mileage of i8S,666, or less than Sd, per mile. If allowance

be made for the drivers' wages, which were excluded from
the original estimate, this is equivalent to about sH ^- P^^
train mile, 25 per cent, less than the amount guaranteed,
although the weight of the train has been increased 40
per cent. These facts are the mo'-e striking when the

difficulties of adequate or regular inspection of the rolling

stock of a line entirely underground are considered

;

difficulties which do not obtain in the case of any ordinary
railway, and when it is further remembered that the entire

system of working was novel, to which the employes of the

company were unaccustomed, and for which they had re-

ceived no special training.

The distinguishing feature of Mather & Piatt's locomotive
is that the armature is constructed directly upon the axle,

and the magnets supported partly upon the axle and partly

upon the frame. Probably this design obviaticg all gear
and reducing the mechanics to the simplest elements has
contributed more than anything else to the successful

working. For the heavier trains which will be required
for the working of the new lines there will be no difficulty

in designing heavier and more powerful locomotives on
the same principle. In the scheme now under considera-

tion Mr. Greathead is proposing large tunnels 12 feet in

diameter instead of 10 feet, as in the case of the City &
South London line. This will greatly facilitate the con-
stiu:tion of larger locomotives and more commodious and
comfortable carriages, which are the chief points necessary

to secure the success of the new undertaking.

Electrically Illuminated Signs,
The adaptability of the incandescent light for ornamen-

tal sign work was recently impressed upon the President of

the Long Island railroad and he immediately decided to

take advantage of this opportunity in a novel way.

On the corner block of Twenty-third street, formed by

the confluence of Broadway and Fifth avenue. New York,

stands a small building behind which rises an overtower-

ing construction nine stories high, exposing a plentiful

surface of blank wall over the top of its dwarf neighbor.

This surface sixty feet wide by sixty-eight feet high has

for the past two evenings been the object of much curiosity.

Upon the surface of this wall is erected perhaps the largest

Iluminated sign in the world, and certainly the largest and

imost conspicuous electrically illuminated sign. By means

of this, Mr, Corbin brings on these hot days, to the at-

tention of a sweltering public the fact that the Coney

Island of the well-to-do-Manhattan Beach is swept by

ocean breezes, and emphasizes the special attractions to

be found at that pleasure resort.

In this sign, there are 107 letters, some six feet, some
four feet and some three feet high, each one of which is,

in reality a box of galvanized iron. In the interior of these

boxes arranged in the outline of the letters are a number of

small Edison porcelain series plug cut-outs which are here

used as lamp receptacles. At the lower end of each letter is

a small sliding door, giving access to a plug cut-out which

serves to protect the lamps in that letter. Each letter is

suspended and clasped top and bottom to two iron rods

formed of strong steam piping, which are securely at-

tached to the wall by expansion bolts.

The illumination of the sign is obtained by the use of no less

than 1,457 16 candle power Edison lamps of different colors

—white frosted, red, blue and green. The current is taken

from the mains of the Edison Electric Illuminating com-

pany. There are seven sentences, each of which is on a

separate and distinct circuit controlled by a lever switch.

The switches are arranged temporarily on a rough wooden

frame, and as the primary object of the sign is to keep the

different sentences constantly appearing and vanishing,

the operator is in a state of constant agitation from dusk
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until II o'clock at night. It is a strange fact, but true,

that so long as the changes are being rung the public is

attracted and stands watching the sign, but as soon as the
whole seven sentences are lighted and allowed to remain
so, the people move on their way and the crowd disperse,

The number of possible changes on these seven sentences

is 5,040.

From the switch-board along the roof of the smaller
building the line is led to the base of the wall, whence
the different wires shoot into the air to their respective

sentences.

At the end of each line is a small platform and
between each line a long rod of bicycle steel, each fastened

securely to the wall, as are the letter supports, by expan-

sion bolts. A flying ladder S feet long, with small wheels
fit top and bottom to two of these rods and enables the

attendant to run himself along each line and replace any
broken or burnt out lamps or blown fuses, in a very few
minutes.

As an additional protect! onto the- wires outside, they

are run through conduit tubes thoroughly tapped at their

junctures, and are carried up the wall on porcelain insula-

tors.

The great difficulty with this sign, as in the case with all

outside electric lighting work is in preventing the deleterious

effects of rain and moisture. This has been overcome by fast-
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 9.—If the electric light man, instead

of being on the winning side, was like the gas man, he

would now have a fine opportunity to vent his spite. It

seems that escaping gas in Elizabeth, N. J., has been de-

stroying a large number of the finest elms in New Jersey

during the last few weeks. North Broad street is the most
fashionable thoroughfare in Elizabeth, and has long been

famous for the beauty of its vegetation. The leading so-

ciety people of Elizabeth have their homes on it and for

some time past have been mystified by the manner in

which the splendid shade trees that form the most attract-

ive feature of the street have been dying. It is said that

in two weeks forty-three grand trees have decayed and

others are suffering. At last suspicion fell on the gas

main of the Metropolitan company as being the source of

the trouble, but the company's officials indignantly denied

it. The property owners, however, secured an injunction

restraining the company from operating its main

until the gas pipes could be examined, and an

expert was appointed to superintend the investigation.

The gas main was uncovered for its entire length

through the street, and it was found that the leak-

age was forty-eight cubic feet per hour, when the normal

ening to the galvanized iron box letter covers, over each hole

through which the lamps are thrust into the receptacles,

small pent-houses of iron which project out over the lamps,

and carry off the rain, without interfering in any way with

the effects of the sign. Any rain which might collect on

the lamp surface is prevented from running down in the

receptacle by a small projecting brass ring fastened to the

outside of the lamp near to the screw shell.

Each sentence is painted a different color so that dur-

ing the day the only thing lacking is the brilliancy of the

illumination.

The entire work was completed in about fifty days. It

was designed by, and constructed under the supervision of

F. R, Upton, A. D. Page and Mr. McAllister of the

lamp works of the Edison General Electric company, Mr.

Corbin having practically given them carte blanche.

This illuminated sign is not only a commercial success,

but when all the lamps are lighted is really a magnificent

sight. Its splendor is visible from far away up town,

and its glow on the sky can be easily seen from the East

and North Rivers. It is an immense step forward in the

evolution of the electric light.

Arthur J. Arnot, chief electrical engineer for the city of

Melbourne, and instructor in the Electrical Engineering
Workmen's College of that city, was in San Francisco re-

cently on a tour of the world. Mr. Arnot's purpose in

coming to America is to study the various electrical meth-
ods of lighting cities. The authorities of Melbourne re-

cently decided to light that city by electricity, and : Mr.
Arnot has been selected to ascertain what conduit system
would be most satisfactory. He will spend some time in

Boston, and go from thence direct to London, Paris, Ber-
lin, Rome, and via Suez to Australia.

ELECTRICALLY ILLUMINATED SIGNS

leakage ought not to be greater than three feet. The
wrath of the property owners was aroused against the gas

company when the facts became known, and Alderman

Campbell, one of them, served notice on the Metropolitan

managers that he intended to at once bring suit for

$5,000 damages for the destruction of his trees. Several

other residents intend to follow his example, and the Met-

ropolitan company may have to pay heavily for its neglect

to properly lay its gas mains. This disclosure, by the way,

should lead to an investigation by the Board of Health.

Trenton, N. J., has caught the underground fever, and

from present appearances that city will be likely to ape its big

neighbor and prevent the erection of overhead electric wires.

On Wednesday the New Jersey Electrical Subway commis-

sion held an important meeting and made its first decisive

move toward carrying out the law to further restrain the

erection in the state of overhead wires. This act was passed

last winter. During the commission's sitting it received a

number of petitions for permission to erect wires overhead.

Two resolutions were passed bearing direct upon the exe-

cution of this new law. One resolution was to the effect

that, since corporations have placed electric wires and

cables over the streets and highways in cities of the state

without permission of the board, in direct violation of the

act that created the commissioners of electrical subways,

the secretary was authorized to notify all electrical wire

and cable companies that the placing of such wires over

tlie streets without permission from the board was illegal,

and that the commission would henceforth meet every Tues-

day at the state house to receive applications from such

corporations. The commissioners also require that each

one of these corporations stringing wires overhead must

before the first day of September next, furnish a statement
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showing the number of miles of wire used by them in the

state. The commission also took into consideration the

plicing o£ all wires underground, and in this connection

passed a resolution that the secretary of the board notify

the corporations owning wires above the streets in Jersey

City and Newark that the board will meet on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 6th, for the purpose of hearing arguments by them

and their representatives why such wires should not be

placed under ground.

The good work for greater facilities for rapid transit on

the island that our great city covers, is progressing slowly

but surely. On Thursday the general term of the Supreme

Court approved the report of the three commissioners ap-

pointed to review the work of the original Rapid Transit

board. It now remains to test the financial feasibility of

the scheme. With relation to the money side of the question

the judges say; "We are of the opinion, upon an examin-

ation of the facts, that the success of the enterprise is not

a question of engineering but a matter of finance; that the

engineering problems can be overcome without any diffi-

culty, providing the money is behind the engineer, and

that under the plan of construction adopted by the Rapid

Transit commissioners most if not all of the objections

which have been raised to the fact of the railroad being

constructed in a tunnel, will be obviated.

"In the first place, there will be no combustion in the

tunnel in the production of the motive poyer, which is a

miin cau5s of the vitiation of the atmosphere in the tun-

nel. In the next place, the cars will not be lighted either

by gas or oil, and hence this source of pollution will be

avoided. And, furthermore, in consequence of the rapid

movement of the trains it will be impossible for the air in

the tunnel to stagnate, which is another prolific source of

pollution, and there seems to be no diffi:ulty whatever in

successfully coping with the problem of ventilation."

The Rapid Transit commission has appointed John Bo-

gart, e.\-state engineer and surveyor, chief engineer of the

commission This office has been vacant since the adop-

tion of the general plans, when William E. Worthen, au-

thor of the scheme, having completed his work, was ap-

pointed consuUing engineer. Mr. Worthen will retain his

relationship to the commission as consulting engineer.

W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, July 9.—A week ago to-day the Milwau-

kee & Wauwatosa rapid transit line was formally opened.

The first car left the corner of Third street and Grand

avenue at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. It had on board

Henry C. Payne, Eugene S. Elliott, Captain Pabst, Manag-

ers Lyon, liommell and Stickney, and moie than a score

of other people. The Rapid Transit line has been It ased by

the Villard syndicate, and Mr. Payne was th^ie to take pos-

session of it. Cars are now run each way every half hour.

They leave the corner mentioned, run north on Third

s.reet to Walnut street and thence west to Wauwatosa

ovir the Vil'ard aad Rapid Transit tracks. For the trip

between Wauwatosa and the city double fare is charged.

The track consists of T rails. The power house is located

at Wauwatosa and is a very substantial plant.

Electrical Engineer Louis Gibbs, of the Milwaukee

Street Railway, was "shocked" the other day. He and an

assistant were repairing a break in a wire from which the

current had been turned off. The current was suddenly

turned on again and the two men were first doubled up

and then knocked down. Their injuries consisted of bad-

ly burned hands.

Steps have been taken to appeal the case of Charles F.

Pfister and August Vogel against the Milwaukee Electric

Railway company to the Supreme Court. It was in this

case, it will be remembered, that Judge Johnson, of the

Circuit court, held that the hypothecation of the company's

bonds to the p'aintiff, I'fister, was contrary to the statute

requiring that no bonds should be issued at less than 75

per cent, of their face value. The bonds issued to Pfister

were of the face value of $250,000 and were given to him

to secure a lojn of $125 000. The attorneys have held a

mMliog and agreed upon the form of the circuit court's

decree, in order that th^ case may be presented to the Su-

preme Court in proper shape.

For some time trouble has been brewing between the

West Side Railway company and its patrons on one hand

and James O'Donnell, a contractor who is improving the

upper put of Wells s'.rcet, on the other hand. The street

railway piopic claimed that Contractor O'Donnell was do-

ing his work in such a manner as to cause them the great-

cut amount of trouble. The contractor took a different

view of the m liter and asserted that the street cars wcie

being run in such a way a.s to interfere with his work. The
people who ride on the street cirs complained to the

Hoard of Public Works and so did the contractor. The
board submitted the matter to the city attorney, who de-
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cided that the contractor, while he was doing the city's

work, could close the street altogether if he wanted to and

prevent the operation of streetcars or any other '.raffic up-

on the thoroughfare. List Tuesday, however, the West

Side Railway company instituted legal proceedings against

Contractor O'Donceil and secured a temporary writ re-

straining him from "uniiscessarily"' interfering with the

running of street cars on Wells street. The writ being

worded so guardedly, the contractor was in a quandary.

He finally decided that the wisest thing he could do was to

stop work on the street altogether until the case was de-

cided.

A dispute has arisen between the Wisconsin Telephone

company and the common council of Racine. Some years

ago the company was granted authority to erect poles and

string wires in Racine. The city, during that time, has

been paying full rates for its telephone service. Recently,

however, Racine has put in the police patrol system, and,

finding that a dozen or more telephones were needed in

this service, asked the company to furnish them gratis.

The company refused. Then Mayor Case informed the

company, after it had finally offered the telephones at |i5

a year, that if the instruments were not furnished free or

at working cost, the city wouM compel the company to re-

move the poles from the principal streets and place the

wires underground. The directors of the company will

consider the matter. In the meantime a resolution to com-

pel the company to use the underground system has been

introduced in the Racine council.

The common council of Marshfield has granted Col. W.

H. Upham a franchise to build water works and an electric

light plant in that enterprising city. A provision of the

ordinance inserted at Col. Upham's request authorizes the

city at its option to buy the system at its completion up3n

very liberal terms.

Col. James T. Barber and other gentlemen have asked

the Eau Claire common council for an electric light fran-

chise. The Fond du Lac Street Railway, Light & Power

company, composed principally of eastern capitalists, oc-

cupies the Eau Claire field now, and will vigorously oppose

the Barber scheme. Mr, Barber is interested in the Eau

Claire gas works, and Attorney H. H. liayden, who rep-

resents the established electric railway, asserts that the ap-

plication for an electric light franchise is made for the pur-

pose of compelling his clients to buy out the gas works.

Col. Barber, denies this.

The Sheboygan Electric company has already contracted

to furnish power to five manufacturing establishments at

that place. These establishments will discard their steam

plants and use electricity altogether. The eltctric light

plant, it is expected, will be installed in a week or ten days,

and the 'company will then be able to furnish nearly 200

horse power.

A company is being formed to build an electric railway

between Sheboygan and Sheboygan Falls. The distance

is about five miles, and the company will have a capital of

about 175,000. The projectors of the road will plat

about 200 acres of residence land along the line, charge a

low fare and endeavor to make Sheboygan Falls a suburb

of Sheboygan. A survey of the propDsed line has already

been made.

Mayor J. I. Case, of Racine, has made application to the

common council of Green Bay for a franchise to build an

electric railway in that city. He will probably succeed in

securing the franchise.

A statement issued by the North American company

shows that that company's interest in Milwaukee electric

railways is the largest item in its list of assets. The in-

terest consists of stock and bonds. The North American

holds $2,887,000 of the Milwaukee Street Railway com-

pany's slock. The stock is put in at 25, giving it a valua-

tion of $721,750. Of the bonds, $3,276,000 are put in at

90, giving a valuation of $2,94,8,400. The sum of $301,-

500 has been paid toward the purchase of the West Side

railway and the balance will be paid in the fall. It is ex-

plained that the stock is appraised on the basis of sales

made on the New York Exchange. The amount expended

in reconstructing the Milwaukee lines appears to

be $626,658. Fully a million more, however, will

be expended before the system is perfected. The

statement, which was prepared by Henry Vdlard,

goes on to state that in order to meet these ex-

penses it has been found advisable to borrow money at cur-

rent rates rather than press the sale of the bonds. The

report shows what your correspondent asserted several

months ago, that the Vill.ird syndicate has secured posses-

sion of street railways in Cincinnati. It states that prac-

tical experiments with elcctnc locomotives will be under-

taken within a year. It adds that two systemr, overhead

and surface, will be tried.
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The Postal Telegraph company has purchased the tel-

egraph line between Milwaukee and Chicago, which has

been operated for five years under contracts with the

builders of the line. The owners were associated under

the name of the Postal Telegraph Cable company. By

the terms of the leasa the Postal Telegraph company had

the privilege of purchasing the line at the end of five years.

The time expired and the sale was agreed upon last

March. Chicago and New York capitalists built the line.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company is trying a

large double truck open car on its Farwell avenue line.

The car, which was made by the Jones company, contains

ten rows of seats and can easily seat fifty people. It turns

the curves easily, rides smoothly and makes little noise.

On a pinch it could easily carry a hundred people.

C.

St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis, July 9.—D. G. Hamilton of Chicago,

president of the Consolidated Cass Avenue Street Railway

lines is in the city, and stopping at the Southern. He is

in consultation with the local management regarding the

change in motive power from horses to electricity, prepa-

rations for which are now in active progress.

The city council of Pinckneyville. Ill-, has granted an

electric light franchise to H. W. Dunkworth, who will at

once proceed with the installation of a plant.

W. N. Matthews, vice-president of the St. Louis Elec-

trical Supply company will leave on Sunday night for an

extended Southern trip. He will be absent about two

months.

The Edison Electric Light &l Power company of Kansas
City, has increased its capital stock from $150,000 to

$250,000.

A scheme is on foot to establish a belt electric railway

around Forest Park, covering all the points of interest and
connecting with all existing lines to the city. The Board

of Public Improvements proposes to offer the franchise for

sale to the highest bidder.

The Alton & Suburban Electric Railway company has

been incorporated at Alton, III, with a capital stock of

$50,000. It is understood to be backed by St. Louis cap-

italists, who will build the new lines into the suburbs of

Alton, and connect with existing lines. Negotiations are

said to be on foot looking to a consolidation with the

present street railways in Alton, and the building of an

electric system throughout.

Tfecity council of St. Charles, Mo., has just levied a

special tax of ten cents per $100 for electric lighting pur-

poses. The city operates its own arc light plant, and the

last report of the city treasurer showed a balance of

$2,489.75 to the credit of the electric lighting fund.

Supervisor of city lighting, Andrew J. O'Reilly, reports

the following, as the number of public lights now rented by

the city, including all recently ordered: In buildings,

3,708.16 candle pover incandescents, and 51 2,000 candle

power arcs. In streets, alleys and parks, 1,817 30 candle

power incandescent and 2.248 2,000 candle power arcs.

The arcs are all furnished by the Municipal Electric Light

& Power company and theincandescents jointly by the Mis-

souri Electric Light &: Power company, and the Laclede

Gas Light company. F:fty additional 30 candle power incan-

descents have just been ordered erected in O'Fallon Park,

and thirty in Forest Park.

The Jefferson Avenue Street Railway company, now
operated in conjunction with the Union Depot lines, re-

cently secured permission to change its motive power from
horse to electricity. It is now reported that this work has

been deferred till 1895. This line will shortly be the only

one in the city operated by horses, except in the suburbs,

which are also preparing for the change to electricity.

The Benton Bellefontaine Street Railway company has

discontinued its connection with the station of the Munici-

pal company, and is depending wholly on its own resources.

The second Corliss engine, with its two 350 horsepower
Thomson-Houston generators is now ready for regular

service.

The Laclede Gas Light company's electric light station

at the foot of Mound street, is undergoing some radical

changes pnd improvements. A 250 horse power compound
condensing Armington and Sims engine, and a 2, 500 light.

Brush alternator have recently been started up, and an 80

kilowatt C. & C. generator for power purposes, has just

been received.

The large combined engines and generators for the Con-
solidated Cass Avenue lines are each to be of 1,000 horse

power capacity, instead of 100 as heretofore reported.

The Suburban Electric Light iV Power company has con-

tracted with the Municipal I'^lectric Light 5: Power com-
pany of St. Louis, to extend its main to Webster Groves
via Shrewsbury Park, and Old Orchard. The most dis-
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tant points reached will be nearly ten miles distant from

the company's power house.

The mayor has signed the Clayton and Forest Park

Railway franchise authorizing the company to build and

operate a passenger railway between Forest Park, in the

western suburbs of St. Louis, to the city limits, from

which point it is to be extended westward to Clayton, the

county seat of St. Louis county. At Union avenue a

junction will be made with the St. Louis and Suburban

Railway company's tracks, over which a connection or

direct route may be had into the heart of the city. The

new company is authorized to operate either by

cable, electricity, conduit, storage battery or over-

head wire systems. It is understood the latter will be

used. The ma.ximum speed allowed in the city limits is

fifteen miles per hour. The franchise e.'ipires in 1925. It

is understood that the work of construction will begin at

once. Robert E. Carr of St. Louis, is president of the

company. W. H. B.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, July 9. —The Detroit Electrical Works, which

have the contract to furnish the motive power for the

rapid transit line on Jefferson avenue, have begun putting

in the plant in the barn of the Detroit Citizen's Street Rail-

way company. The plant will be located in the basement

of the building and will be cut off entirely from the barn

proper. Three 150 horse power boilers, engines and

dynamos will be put in, each set to run independent of

the others. The machines will be capable of propelling

from 20 to 25 motor cars, each one drawing two or three

trailers. The work will probably be completed early in

August. The work of setting poles on this line is nearly

finished. It was intended to have the system in operation

by July 4th, but it will be necessary to extend the time two

or three weeks. ^*

PERSONAL.
Chicago Electric club members will be interested in

knowing* that C. Villeneuve has been appointed club

manager.

J. B. Wood, who for the past two years has occupied a

prominent position with the Great Western Electric Sup-

ply company, has resigned and accepted a position with

the Knapp Electrical Works.

E. R. Crolius. who has, until recently, been connected

with the Globe Light & Heat company, Chicago, has been

appointed manager of the Chicago Electric Manufacturing

company, viceE. W. Hammer resigned.

Fred H. Angell of the Utica Electrical Manufacturing

Supply company, Utica, N. Y., was in Chicago on Mon-

day of last week. Mr. Angell is making an extended west-

ern trip for his company, and will not return east for some

time.

J. A. Hanna has been appointed general traveling sales-

man of the McGuire Manufacturing company, Chicago.

Mr. Hanna has for eight years been connected with the

J. G. Brill company of Philadelphia, and has a bost of

friends in the electrical fraternity who wish him success in

his new position.

Charles D. S'aain, formerly eastern district manager of

the Edison company, and at present in charge of the sup-

ply department of the General Electric company, New
• York, has resigned from the latter position, his resignation

taking effect September ist. Mr. Shain is one of the

most capable and best known men in the electrical busi-

ness. His record with the above mentioned companies

has been an enviable one.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Worcester & Shrewsbury Street Railway company, Wor-

cester, Mass.; capital stock, $20,000; to operate a street

railway.

Standard Electric Light & Power company, North Ton-

awanda, N. Y.; capital stock. |ioo,ooo; producing elec-

tricity for light, heat and power.

Berlin Electric Light company, Portland, Me., capital

stock, $50,000; generating, producing and distiibutingelec

tricity for light, heat and power; H. R. Virgin, Portland, Me.

Northern Light company, Chicago, 111. ; capital stock,

$100,000; to operate an electric light and power plant and

all'machinery necessary for same; Lewis Lusk, Antigo,

Wis.

Eastern Automatic Lighting & Extinguishing company,

Portland, Maine; capital stock, $300,000; street and

commercial lighting ; Franklin C, Payson, Portland,

Maine.

Peoples Electric Light & Power company, Evansville.

Ind. ; capital stock, $100,000; to generate electricity for the

purpose of light, beat and power; C. C. Miller, Fort

Wayne, Ind.

Ashland Lighting & Street Railway company, Ashland,

Wis.; capital stock, $200,000; operating and maintaining

alighting plant and electric railway; Tompkins & Miller,

Ashland, Wis.

Ceramic City Light company, Newark, N. J.; capital

stock, $50,000; transmitting electricity for the purposes

of furnishing light, power and heat, etc; J. V. Bacot
Jersey City, N. J.

Delta Electric company, Cairo, 111. ; capital stock,

$150,000; to operate electric light, heat and power plants,

railroads, fire alarms, and all business incidental; H.
Schuize, Cairo, III.

Elevated Suspension Railway company, Chicago, 111.;

capital stock, $4,000,000; to operate and build electric

elevated suspension and dummy railways, G. I. Ladd, 2128
Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.

Chillicothe Electric Railway & Lighting company,
Chillicothe, O. ; capital stock, $100,000; building and
operating electric street railway, furnishing light and
power; L. T. Neal. Chillicothe, O.

Denison Electrical Manufacturing company, Portland,
Maine; capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture and deal
in articles composed of mineral or vegetable substances;

Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Me.

United States Wire and Cable company, Schenec-
tady, N. Y.; capital stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture and
sell wire, cables and conductors and every kind of wire
used in connection with electrical apparatus.

Kali'pell Water & Electric company, Kalispell, Mont.;
capital stock, $250,000; to deal in water power and elec-

tricity for manufacturing, mining or mechanical business,

lighting, heating, and other useful and industrial pur-

poses.

Municipal Improvement & Investment Corporation (in-

corporated in W. Va.;) New York, N. Y ; capital stock,

$500,000; to acquire by purchase, lease or otherwise,
street railways, water works, gas and electric light

plants, etc.; Jno. Ferguson, 52 Broadway, New York N. Y.

Port Gardner, Lake Stevens &: Eastern Railway com-
pany, Everett, Wash.; capital stock, $250,000; to build,

own and operate a railroad in Snohomish county and tele-

graph and telephone lines, gas and electric light plants;

Pritchard, Stevens, Grosscup & Seymour, Tacoma, Wash.

Nerth American Gas company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture and supply illuminating
and fuel gas and electricity for light, heat and
power, from natural and artificial products; John D.
Cameron, 1394 Chamber of Commerce building, Chicago,
111.

New Kensington Traction company. New Kensington,
Pa.; capital stock, $2,000; construction and operation of

motors and cables or other machinery for supplying motor
power to passenger railways and the necessary apparatus
applying to same; Lyon, McKee & Sanderson, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

New Kensington Heat, Light & Power company, New
Kensington, Pa.; capital stock, $2,000; supplying light,

heat and power in the township of Lower Burrell. West-
moreland county. Pa., and to persons, partnerships and
associations therein, etc. ; Lyon, McKee & Sanderson,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Claflin & Kimball, Boston, Mass.; capital stock, $135,-

000; to manufacture and sell electric dynamos, motors,

batteries, arc and incandescent lamps and all kinds of

electric appliances, and to act as manufacturers' agents for

the purchase and sale of such goods; Jos. Walker, 53
State street, Boston, Mass.

Wattsburg Light &: Power company, Wattsburg,

Wash. ; capital stock, $25,000; to own, operate

and maintain power machinery for the generation of

light, heat and power; own, operate and maintain electric

light plants, telephone and telegraph lines and street rail-

ways; John. C. Onderdonk, Spokane, Wash.

Electric Lighting company will be given permission to lay

a number of miles of conduits in Washington, D. C.
The district attorney has given an opinion favorable to

the company, and it is likely that the district commis-
sioners will act in accord with this opinion.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric light plant is to be established in Deadwood,

S. D.

The electric light company of Huron, Mich., will build

a $3,000 addition to its station.

The capacity of the plant of the Ironton, O., electric

light company is being greatly increased.

The Ithaca, N. Y., electric lighting company's plant is

being greatly improved and enlarged.

The Kansas State university buildings are now lighted

by 400 incandescent lamps, put in by the electrical en-

gineering students.

By a vote of 436 to 78 the citizens of Lansing, Mich.,

have decided to bond the city $60,000, for the establish-

ment of a municipal electric light plant.

The electric light station at Wanatah, Ind,, was recently

destroyed by fire. The loss is between $10,000 and
$i2,oco, and the insurance was $4,000.

The Suburban Electric Light company of Newport,

Ky., has changed hands. Col. Stewart of the Thomson-
Houston company has purchased the plant.

Charles Ffrench of London, Eng., proposes to con-

struct an electric light and power plant in Wichita, Kan.,

if the city council will give him a franchise.

The Cumberland Electric Power & Lighting company
of Nashville, Tenn.. will erect a new station at Front

and Whitesides streets at a cost of $20,000.

The Water, Light & Power company of Superior, Wis.,

has secured the contract to equip the whaleback steamers

Pillsbury and Washburn with a complete electrical plant.

Thomson-Houston 150 light incandescent dynamos will

be used.

It is now considered probable that the United States

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Racine, Wis., will soon have an electric street railway

The new electric railway in St. Cloud, Minn , has been
formally opened for public use.

An electric railway is to be built to connect Denver,
Colo., with the outlying village of Brighton.

The substitution of electrical for animal power on the
Citizens' street railway of Kansas City is proposed.

A project for building an electric railway from Cadiz to

Gracey, Ky., a distance of about twenty miles, is being
pushed by capitalists, and it is stated that the road will

be built.

B.F.Stewart, Chicago representative of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing company, has been
awarded the contract for 25 double equipments, single
reduction motors, for the south side cross town lines of the
Chicago City Railway company.

Wejmouth, Mass., will probably have an electric rail-

way soon. It is the intention of the Weymouth & Hing-
ham company to build a road from North Weymouth to
East Weymouth railroad station, and thence to the
railroad station at Weymouth Landing.

The first trains over the new lines of the Calumet electric

street railway, in Chicago, were run on Sunday from South
Chicago and from Cottage Grove avenue at Seventy-first
street to Kensington. The road consists of two lines—one
extending from the southern terminus of the South Side cable
road, Cottage Grove avenue and Seventy-first street south to
Ninety-third street and east on Ninety-third street to South
Chicago; the other from Cottage Grove avenue west on Nine-
ty-fifth street to Michigan avenue, south on Michigan ave-
nue to One Hundred and Nineteenth street, passing
through Roseland, Kensington, Burnside, Dauphin Park
and Grand Crossing.

ELECTRIC MINING.

The mill now building in Ruby Hollow, says the Si7/i

LakeTribum, will use the Gervase-Brown process. The
process is a new one and is said to work very well. The
smelting will be done by electricity and only the fuel

needed for steam power will be used. The mill will have a
capacity of fifty tons in twelve hours. The treatment of ore
is estimated at $1.75 to $2 per ton, and 97 per cent, of the
gold and silver can be saved. The process will also save
the copper and lead, and zinc and silica do not act as a
base.

TELEPHONE.
Omaha and Fremont, Neb., are now in telephonic com-

munication, a metallic circuit being used.

S. I. Kimball, general superintendent of the United
States life-saving service, is advertising for proposals for

telephonic supplies for the construction of a telephone
line on the coast of Virginia, from Cape Charles to As-
sateague island. Bids will be received at the treasury de-

partment in Washington until 2 p. m. on July 21st.

Forms of proposal, with specifications containing full in-

formation, can be obtained from the inspector of life-sav-

ing stations. 24 State street. New York city.

TELEGRAPH.
The opening of independent ofiices at Buenos Ayres,

Mendosa and Villa Maria, Argentina, by the Central &
South American Telegraph company, via Galveston, in-

sures direct communication and avoids the difficulties for-

merly existing when the receipt and delivery of messages
were made through government and other lines.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An elaborate electric fountain will form a prominent

feature of the decorations at Denver during the conclave
of Knights Templar.

George E. Fisher, manager of the Commercial Electric

company, Detroit, Mich., has been appointed chief of the
electrical division of the Detroit exposition for 1S92, which
promises to be quite an elaborate affair. The buildings

and grounds occupy 72 acres, and the exposition will open
August 23d and close September 2d. The Commercial
Electric company has the contract for the electric lighting,

which will require 300 arc lights and 1,000 incandescents-

TRADE NEWS.
The Eddy Motor company, of Windsor, Conn., is rap

idly pushing the large addition to its factory, and hopes
to have it completed by August ist.

P. C. Ackerman, resident manager of the American
Electrical Works, New York, will shortly make an ex-

tended trip through the West and South.

In view of the great amount of trouble e.Nperienced this

season on electric roads from lightning, the Railway
Equipment company, Chicago, states that it is about ready
to place on the market a new lightning arrester for station,

car and line use.

The Great Western Electric Supply comoany is doing
an unexpectedly heavy business so far this month. Busi-
ness in all departments is far in excess of that for the cor-
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responding period last year, with an excellent outlook for

the balance of the month.

The Chicago office of the Mather company is probably

of more importance to the parent company, as far as

profits are concerned, than any other office. The con-

tracts so far this year have been satisfactory, and at pres-

ent there is a large amount of business in sight.

The McGuire Manufacturing company, Chicago, has

closed several large contracts of late for truck equipments,

including the following: South Chicago City Railway

company, Kankakee Electric Railway company, Toledo

Consolidated Street Railway company, and Pueblo City

Railway company, Pueblo, Colo.

G. M. Aogier, general agent of the Mather_ Electric

company, has just returned from a business trip South

and West. Mr, Angier has established a number of

agencies and reports the outlook for business good, espec-

ially in power transmission and isolated lighting plants of

which the Mather company makes a specialty.

The American Battery company has contracted with an

English syndicate for the sale of the foreign patents on

the Morrison storage battery. The representatives of the

syndicate have just left for New York, and it is expected

that the final money will be paid inside of sixty days. It

is said the purchase price will approximate one million

dollars.

The National India Rubber company, of Bristol, R
I., is very busy filling the orders on hand for its seamless

rubber insulated wire which is well known both in the

East and West. On account of the large increase in busi-

ness the company has been obliged to install extra ma-

chinery. A large order for braiders from the New Eng-

land Butt company, of Providence, R. I., is now under

way.

The Western Electric company, Chicago, has recently

closed a contract to light the Henrietta Theater, Colum
bus, O., using the Western Electric direct current system.

The Henrietta is an elegant new theater, built as an addi-

tion to the Chittenden Hotel, and is to be fitted throughout

in the best possible style. Four thousand incandescent

lights will be installed with special switch-boards, etc., for

the stage effects.

The Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor company, of Provi-

dence, R. I., is busy with orders for its gravity battery

motor. This motor is mounted on a polished cherry

base, provided with a two-point switch, brass binding

pDsts for connections, and the parts are all interchange-

able. Embedded in the base there is a resistance coil

which is employed to close the circuit when the motor is

not in us*, thus preserving the battery in good working

condition.

The Ball Electric Light company of New York, is

sending to the trade a very handsome little pamphlet with

ilIu;tra:ion5 of its celebrated dynamo. The catalogue con-

tains a number of valuable testimonials, and a partial list

of Ball plants which are in operation in this country. The
Ball Electric Light company is represented by H. J\I.

Fren:h, Equitable building, Boston; E. O. Partridge,

Rookery, Chicago; Enterprise Construction & Supply
company, New Orleans; Novelty Electric company,
Philadelphia: Pioneer Electrical company. Aberdeen, S.

D. ; George W. Finch, Escanaba, Mich.; Maitindale &
Lake, Chattanooj:a, Tenn.; Ball Electric Light company,
Torontj, Ont.: T. L. Pickle, Abingdon. Va ; A. J.

Myers, Oakland, Cal.; Skilton & Son, New York. The
Ball company als? has agents in Central and South
America, Cuba and the West Indies.

Julius Lefminn, 2200 North Second street, St. Louis,

Mo., manufacturer of the three-joint iron and steel electric

railway pDlts and overhead electric railway line supplies,

has just issued a new catalogue. Mr. Lefmano makes a
specialty of the three joint pole. This style of pole is

well appreciated, to judge from the number of roads that

have adopted it. Following is a list of railways that use

three-joint poles: Eenton-Bellefontaioe Railway company,
Lindell Railway company, Missouri Railroad company,
St. Louis Railroad company. South St. Louis Railway
company, St, Louis & Suburban Railway company. Union
Depot Railway company, all of St. Louis, Brooklyn & Coney
Island Railway company, Eckington & Soldiers' Home
Railway, Washington, D. C, Fulton County Railway
company, Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville Railway company,
Jacksonville, III; Minneapolis, Minn., Street Railway. St.

Paul, Minn., City Railway company. West End Railway
company, Boston. Mass.; Citizens' Rapid Transit company,
Nashville, Tcnn.

BUSINESS.
Word comes from the Detroit Electrical Works to the

effect that one of Ihe old type machines furnished to the
Possclius Bros. Furniture compinyof Ucroit, was fitted

with carbon commutator btuihus, and after 16 months' use,

the machine running for a number of hours each evening,
the original set of brushes was still in use and not one-
third worn out. The commutator itself, although glazed
by long use, showed no signs of wear.

The f^entral Electric company, Chicajo, has just re.

ccivc'J a consignment of Lundcll fan motors, and they .arc

already making a breeze. This comp.iny reports sales
of okonitc wire for the past week as almost t(|ual to the
»alc» of the preceding week, which were the largest in the
history of the company. It also reports a very lively de-
mand for arc light carbons. The Washington carbons for
which it has the general v/cstcrn agency, arc giving general
Hitisfaclion.

;:ncral Manager G, P. Mackic of the Electric Secret
ice company. New York, has just returned from Denver,

Ovi'j., after an absence from home of six weeks, and he
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states that over 100,000 miles of railroad were represented

at the Denver meeting of the railway telegraph superinten-

dents. Mr. Mackie closed a number of contracts for his

company's Leonard interlocking block signal system. This
new method of signaling is worthy ofa careful investigation

by all those interested in the safe running of trains. In
brief it may be said that this system is intended to make
both operators responsible for the trains in a block; the

signals can only be worked by the co-operation of both

block operators. The Electric Secret Service company
has issued a circular explaining in detail the operation of

the Leonard system.

The Bridgeport Machine Tool Works, of Bridgeport,

Conn., have long been known for the excellent quality of

apparatus which tbey have produced. From a very small

beginning, this concern has grown to be one of the largest

of its kind in the country. The factory is fitted throughout
with the bes: class of machinery, and the rapid increase in

business during the last year has necessitated the building

of an Soxioo feet two-story addition to the already large

j)lant. The new structure is entirely fire proof, the iron

work being done by the Berlin Iron Bridge company, of

East Berhn, Conn. A Yale & Towne traveling crane
will be placed in the ne^v building. General Manager H.
Bullard is to be congratulated on the healthy growth of

the business with which he has been so closely identified.

"Electric sand" is the name of a new substance for

which some extraordinary claims are made. Word has
been received from the Wright Universal Electric compa-
ny of New York, thaj after many years of investigation

and experiment, it is now eoabled to present to the trade a
new product. "Electric sand" is described as a simple com-
pound resembling sand, but which fs as soluble in water as
sugar. When the Wright battery is charged with the sand
and water, the generation of the current is instantaneous.
It is stated by the company that the chemical action on
the zinc and carbon plates is not attended with the forma-
tion of crystals, thus obviating the cessation of action of

the battery by reason of insulation due to crystallization.

The current generated by electric sand, this company
claims, is absolutely and perfectly harmless in any of its

appliances. Although the Wright Universal Electric com-
pany is new to the trade, it states that it has orders on
hand for electric sand, which will keep it busy for some
time.

The fuse wire department of the Sperry Electric Mining
Machine company, Chicago, is discovering many interesting

facts in testing its product. Any person familiar with the

fuse wire market cannot have failed to notice the vei y mater-
ial difference in the length of fuses recommended by different

makers. For instance 100 ampere links may be found on
the market varying from one to eight inches in length,

and there is a corresponding disparity in other sizes.

Doubtless the shortest fuse which will act perfectly under
all circumstances is the one to be recommended, but just

what relation the length bears to the fusing point is a

feature in fuses that the Sperry company has been investi-

gating. To show the actual variation in fusing point for

different lengths the following examples are given: Wire
rated as 5 ampere safe carrying capacity in i^V inch
length, fuses at 10 amperes, while in i inch length at 19
amperes, 10 amperes in 2} length fuses at iS amperes, in

f inch length at 2g} amperes, 50 amperes in 3 inch

length fuses at 72^, in i inch length at no amperes, 200
amperes in 4^ inch length fuses at 244 amperes, in i inch

length at 316 amperes. It will be seen from the above that

in the small sizes a large percentage of allowance is made
between safe carrying and fusing points, as the danger
element is small and the unnecessary blowing of a fuse

troublesome. As the capacity increases the percentage is

lowered, until at 500 amperes but 10 per cent, of allowance
is made. It must be understood, however, that the re-

sults in case of the short fuses are dependent in a large

measure on the terminals, and tiiis element of uncertainty

is inevitable whenever such fuses are used since it is im-
possible forthe manufacturer to anticipate what sized ter-

minals will be used by the station superintendent.
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ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
IssuedJuly 5, 1892.

478,086. Electric Cyclometer for Velocipedes. Joseph
Butcher, Melrose, Mass,

478.097. Electric Measuring Instrument. Sydney Ever-
shed, London, England.

A small mass of magnetic material is attached to one side of
an arbor lying parnllcl to the a\is of the coil and the magnetic
field is unequalizcd by meansof beveled bloclcs of metal; the
magnet in moving to the strongest point of the field turns the
arbor and actuates the index fingers.

478.098. Apparatus for the Measurement of Electrical

Resistances. Sydney Evershed, London, England.

This instrument is devised for llie measurement of large rc-

si.stances, and consists ofa large coil in series with the resist-

ance to be measured and surrounding a pivoted magnetic
needle, in combination with two shunt coila whose axes are at

right angles to and intersecting the axis of the series coil, and
an indox linger traveling over a graduated scale.

478,104. Brush Holder for Dynamos and Motors. Mer-
rill H. Hathaway, Springfield, Mass.

478,135. Railway Train Signal Apparatus. Charles
Selden, St. Louis, Mo.

478.13S.
III.

Electric Mine Car. Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,

The invent! m consitita in improved means for transmitting
power from ilie moinr to the traction wliocis on Llic truck, and
ilie IriuiBmishion of draft between the trucks and llie fratne,

while penniltlng dcllcctioii of the truclfH.
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,142. Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. Elmer A.
Sperry, Chicago, 111.

,145. Electric Arc Lamp. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

A constantly running electric motor, whose speed depends
directly on the condition of the arc, acts to feed the carbon
when the speed is accelerated and to separate the carbons when
retarded,

,149. Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket. Henry E.
Werline, Lancaster.

,152. Device for Reproducing Characters. Henry
C. Bridger, Wood Ridge, N. J.

A message is written upon ao insulating material with me-
tallic ink and carried upon a table moving beneath a transmit-
ting point, the table having a continuous to-and-fro motion and
a step-by-8tep lateral motion.

155. Electric Alarm Clock. George C. Darche, Chi-
cago, III.

175. Electric Railway Conduit. Milton Shoemaker,
Sioux City, la.

180. Time Switch for Electric Circuits. Benjamin
E. Waters, Brockton, Mass.

182. Electrical Distribution for Cars. Samuel
Young, Morris Moskowitz, Leon D. Adler and Joseph
Loewenberg, Newark, N. Y.

The invention is designed to utilize the waste energy from one
or more of the carwheel axles for operating an air compressor,
which in turn drives an air engine causing the latter to drive a
dynamo.

183. Electric Car Lighting System. Samuel Young,
and Morris Moskowitz, Newark, N. J.

186. Electric Lighting System. Edward T. Cooke
and William H. Mackay, St. Louis, Mo.

The Invention embodies means for lighting and extinguish-
ing one or more lamps in a circuit from different points.

201. Electrical Brazing Device.
Maiden, Mass.

Willis Mitchell,

204. Illuminated Advertising Sign. Charles R.
McGimsey, New York, N. Y.

230. Secondary Battery. James H. Gerry, Brook-
lyn, and Charles E. Long, New York, N. Y.

237. Time Registering Apparatus for Electricity.

Henry H. Pattee, Monmouth, III.

The object of the invention is the production of means
whereby the current shall, by its passage, momentarily throw
into operation suitable time registering mechanism and instantly
thereafter cut it out of circuit.

242. Electric Locomotive. Sidney H. Short, Cleve-
land, O.

The invention relates to electric cars, in which the armature
is mounted axially with reference to the driving axle, and is

directly connected to it by self adjusting arms, forks and spring
pads.

245. Magnetic Lock. Henry V. Smith, South Yarra,
near Melbourne, Victoria.

274. Electric Indicator. William E. Decrow, Bos-
ton, Mass.

275. Suspension Ear for Electric Lamps. Thomas
Dillon, Indianapolis, Ind.

478,276. Rheo:tat. Winslow P. Eayrs, Nashua, N. H.

478,324. Indicator for Electrical Signaling Systems.
Charles F. Gillette, New York, N. Y.

,344. System of Electrical Distribution. Harry W.
Leonard, New York, N. Y.

The invention embodies a method of varying the speed of an
electric motor which consists in maintaining its field magnet at
a constant strength and connecting its armature terminals with
different constant potential sources.

,346. Electric Railway. Frank Mansfield, New York,
N. Y.

367. Electric Cable. William PL Siwyer, Provi-
dence, R. I.

The object of the Invention is the construction of a cable em-
ploying air between the conductors and the covering to render
the electrostatic capacity low.

,383. Lightning Arrester. Charles S, Van Nuis,
New Brunswick, N. J.

,475. Electric Motor. Jerome B. Secor, Bridgeport,
Conn.

,477. Electric Locomotive. Sidney li. Short, Cleve-
land, O.

The invention consists in the combination with the axle of a
car, of an electric motor comprising two or more armalures
having their bobbins relatively arranged so as to impart contin-
uous propelling action to the car.

,485. Electric Battery. Charles F. Waldron, Boston,
Mass.

,493. Microtelephonic Apparatus for Divers. Robert
Wreden, St. Petersburg, Russia.

The invention consists in apjjaratus which will enable a diver
to hold conversation with persons on the surface.

478,139. Electric Locomotive.
cage, III.

478,140.
Ill,

Elmer A. Sperry, Chi-

Trollcy Wire Splice, Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,
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Rudolph M. Hunter,,510. Electric Arc Lamp.
Philadelphia, Pa.

One feature of tlic invention consists in arranging the two
carbons at an angle to each other and feeding one of tlie car-
bons nt an angle to the other to compensate for the combined
consumption of both carbons.

,515. Apparatus for Cutting Pile Fabiics. John J.
Mann, .Salford, England.

,518. Insulator. Louis McCarthy, Boston, Mass.

,529. Dynamo Electric Machine, Charles W. Thomas,
Jersey City, N. J.
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ARMATURES-FIELDS
Rewound and Repaired, Our Exclusive Work.

Dispatch Gnaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply Houees.

—Write na.

—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room 415, 195 to 199 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht thorons:hlv day and ni^lit at tbe INSTI-
TUTE of TECKXOL-OGV, 151 Tliroop
Street, Chicago, III. Amateurs, Artlsane
and others assisted Practicallt in any line, and
inetrocted in the latest and moat improved
methods.

Mechantcai. Draughting, Matbematica, Elec-
trical Calculations, Architecture, Mechanics, also

aught day and night.

WANTED, POSITION
AS CHIEF ENGI EER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Thoroughly familiar with high speed euginee and
economical operation cf central etatlone. Lrni
experience in Cf netrocti'.n and wiring for ail

principal eyttems, and Installing machinery.
West or South preferred. Address W. A.T.
CEre Western Electrician, Chicago, 111.

Agents to sell our

Niagara Electiic Motois and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and escliiaive lerritory to re-

sponsible dealers in electrical apparataa,

liOVELIi 91FG. CO., Ltd., Krie, Pa.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELiECTBICAIi USES.

Ctraphite Bods of Tarions licnsths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the Inch. (Graphite Boxes and Crncihles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries tt^ladly AnSTreted.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

"^AXTTED.
Position wan'ed witli an Electric Light

or Construction Company, by a married
man, witii eiglit years' expeiience in cen-
tral s'ation work. Al references.

Address " E. B.,"
Care Western Electhician .

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Mechanical and Electrical

Consultation 8, Reports, Plana, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric LighllLg,

and Electric Railways.

56 Turner Building, St, Louis,

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
Insolation Guaranteed ivherever used. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber nsed in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flesible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injnry hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to famish Single Wires of ail gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Onm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips abont one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

'jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass, FOR BAlL^VAiT and MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE GUARANTEE OUR INSULATION WHEREVER USED, AERIAI^, UNOERGROUND OB SUBMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other lirst-claas Insulated Wire, We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOUT, 91ASS.

HBMItT A. CLARE, Tr.asnrei and Qen'l Manager.
HSBBERT E. BUSTIS, FraBldeat and Slectrlclui.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP
STTl^^X^X^llD.

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMLRSS RUBBRR WIRKS AND CABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J,

'

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, C7I and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III.

FAN MOTORS.
SEND IN YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 10 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicaeo Electric Motor Co.,
205, 207 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, U.L.

BOSE POIiTTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Terre Hau'.e, Ind. A College of Engineering
Well-endowed, well-equipped. Courees in Me
chunicaj. Electrical, Civil Engineering audOhem
letry. Extensive Machine Shops, Lahoratoiiea
Drawing Rooms, Litrary. Expenses low. Ad
dresB H.T. EDDY, Pre3.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-L'gIit Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 65-LightVan Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Alternator.

One 600-Light United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brmh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchang- Building, NewYork.

All Sizes

and

Qaalitles

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 John St., y»w York.

MICA
For Electrical PorposcB.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
318 Water S(reet, Slew York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO. ILL.

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Cardew Voltmeters,

Siemens' Electrody-

namometers,
The Standard Instru-

ments.

Send for Descriptive

Circular No. 290.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnni for Incandescent Liamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS 171 and 173 WBEEME ST., JIKXT "SOUU..

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REIiULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Macliines. Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

no. I, 2Volta, l-13h.p.. »3.00.
No. a, 4 Volt8.1-16 h. p, S5.00

No. 3 a Volts. 1-12 h. p., SIO.OO.
No. 4, lO Folt'.l-Sli.p., S;l5.0O.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
M H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Conatant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with, the beet applianceB and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their claee.

430 West 14th Street- NEW YORK.

THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

A Perfect Milling Machine.

For the various operations of milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

IVell adapted for nse In electrical
macfelne sliops.

Sex3.d. for Clzc-u.la.r-

JOHN BECKERMANT& CO.,

FITCHBURC, MASS.
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ESTABUBHED TS 1861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BBAHCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenu0»

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities,

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«''^sn^itio'^-®-^'
FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES

ASID OTHER SHEET METAX TOOLS.
They make a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
/ 27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'//to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

ManufactuKefs of

0cTAG0NAL>^^ Cedar
TelephoneScEiEcmcAL

RailwayPolesxCrossArms

#H.M.L0UD&SONSUlMBER(b.
' OSCODA , IVIICH.

HOLMES. BOOTH Sc HAYDENS,
Factories: "Wa.terl3u.ry, Conn. - - SS iPa^rit Place, Ne>v Yorb:,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Kleotric Fiis^ht Line AVire, Copper Magrnet Wire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and AVorsted Cords for
Incandescent Ijighting. It onnd and Fiat Copper Barn for Station W'ork.

Insulated iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K, |^,"TiNEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapli and TelephoDe Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ElECTRIG SUPPLY COMPANl, CHICiCO, . • SELLING AGENTS.

TBOS. LSCOriLL, New York Agent

BI^USffES.

EI/ECTBIC I.IGHT
AND BATTEBV

CJil^BOflS.
j a.a js^fe'^j

cx.EVEi.j«^i<riD, OHIO.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to lieflds running from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EL.ECTKIC TBAIVSMISSIOIV.
The advantages the Pelton Whesl affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of fpeed and pretaure, have brought It into special prominence and esienslve
use for this class of work. All applicatiens should slate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approsimate length of pipe
line. Send for Oatalogub.

TH£ P£LTON ABATER WHEEL CO.,
131-133 main St., San Francisco, Cai., U. S. A.

1^3 IjIBERTY street, - - NEW YORK,
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending pnrchasers are hereby warned that all ench infringements will
be duly ])roaecnted.

PiCKTOHJ WATER 9IOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horae TOwer, nneqiialed for all light ninnrng machineiy. Warranwd
to develop a given emoiint of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circnlar. Addreee as above. Deliveries made from
San Francieco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,
Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and

Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
(
AJIKM, KBKBT & CO., Mt. FanI, JHInn.

Selling Agents;
J

'*''* '^"A HI* KI,KUTBI<;AI. W.OKKH, Cincinnati, Ohio,
( nOUNTAIM Kl,ECTMIV CO , I>»nv«r, Colo.

ICHICACO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Creenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this rEr.E-BRAXED "WAXEK WHEEt-as particularly adapted to their use

on accoupt of its remarkably steady motion, liig:h ^peed
and sreat Efficiency, and larg^e Capacity forits diameter,
being double the l*0"wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ;fiiaranteed,
SEi^O EOR CATAEOGUE ANU PARTICIJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBIlirES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOI.E MANrFACTrKERS OP

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheeta, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiSiJgggg^,i>Ei.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*^I^i^%^.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. B.,

EMI ani Io;:;r&;IiiG Epesr,
1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MO.

Topographic Surveys of any extent and character
organized and ezecnted.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'-te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaoo K. Second street, ST. liOlJIS.

LINK A. BELTING.
TheBesl. firs Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
ot drivebelt&otherSpecialtiesfor£tera(or3,Coni^orst&
Machinery forliandlingnny material in bulk orpackaffe.
LUK BELT fflACElSEEY CO.. 3901 Stewart Ave., Chicago.

XSxxslxxoeir.
Electric Railways.
TraQemissIon of Power.
Blectrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plana, apeciflcatipnB and anperviBicn.

Kooms 27 and £8, Cleland Bldff.,

31 State Street* DETROIT, 9IICH.

THE LATEST '"c-a-iIj^i,"" =««=",o
SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A.IS ELBC CO.,
641 Nortb Broad Street, FHIIiADEI/PHIA.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts^*

If in want of Poles, Ties and Poets, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Mancfacturers' Agents and Mill Representatives for

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND

Electric Railway Construction Supplies.

GLOBES, Glass and Porcelain Insulators,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, to Fit any System.

313 and 315 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

.^Sez3.ts for "V^TIimS, <~i A-FtT.Tn« T.A.3PDE3 .Sk.1STy TTJ33m"Gt.

THE
Easton Electric Go,,

MANUPACTUEEES OF

ARC DYNAMOS,
INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.

GUARANTEED AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

ARC LAMPS for nee on Arc or lofandescent
CircnitB. Motore and Generators for all purposeB.

Estimates famished npon all klnda of work.
For new price list and Information address

647 Kent Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y.
(Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street

Ferries from New Torb.)

lIeTfI! water wheels
110 styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility Tor m;ikiiig Ibom,

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
PJants of all kinds driven by tbem. Easy working gatps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gales ; in-

suring easy retjnlation and steady motion. Sncce^isfiilly operating under
heads of 2 to 400 fept. Write its for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" .^^v INCANDESCENT LAMP,

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
IS nxroTC" ikt it?.

lo what » In the prepoeteroae 'Tomhine" which bsB lately been formed to make legitiniatB bnBineas the cat e-paw of a

stock-iobblDB operation. The BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPAIsr is oppoeeil to any and every combination that seeks to do

bueineeB upon other than afair ind Btraightforaard baslj. An enormone capitalization slgnllieB eice=Blve expenaee and decreased

dividende; snd, invariably, the balance ahe(.'t must be agalntt the public. ^^j.^ . ^,...,
The BALL ELE ,TR[C i.lGBT COMPANY 1§ proud of Its past record. It has conducted ite enterprise upon strict buelnesB

principlei', and has s,ined a reputation which, though often attacked br the make-no of the present 'Combine, 'has never yet been

injured. The Company's stockholders are happy; so are Its patrons. It Is now prepared to go "a step better, and herewith

announces the completion of the new . . _^ __
BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.

Beginnin'^ with the eeaeon now opening, ve are placing 00 the market an AUTOMATIC DYNAMO. Do not think from this

that we are offering in place of oar celebra'ed dynamo aoy new and untried departure, or ttat we are offering onr old dynamo with

some external conip icatert mechanism called "an automatic regulator" of little merit savein name only.
, „

We a eplhclngthq justly praiaed BALL Uynamo as simple as of old, but containing witliin Itself the power of eelf-

actlon and adj iBtment to llie varying condltione of the load that may bebronght upon it

The AUTOMATIC DYNAMOTs as much superior to a dynamo with an automatic regulator ae the modern automatic cut-off

engine Is Buperlor to the old slide-valve with its external throttling governor.
,. ^r_ ^ , ,

We extend our thanks to our buflnese rival3 and their agents, who in the past have materially aeeisted as with the admissions

that "ihe Ball wae a good, or was the bent, arc dynamo, bu* it ha^l no regnlaior."
^^ ^ ^

Its merits have been eo generally recognized by the trade that It is n( t here for ns to praise it now. We will only say that in

the future, as in the past, we will have nothiog in it to excuse or apologize for.

We aek intending purchasers to write na for quotations before purchasing eleewhere.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17. JUST ISSUED.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO , Office: No. 404 West 27th Street, New York City.
Factory: 281 to 3S9 aiiatli Avenue and 40 1 to 416 West a7th Street, Slew fork City.

LEONARD'S 3 WIRE SYSTEM.
Identical in Cost and Efficiency with

Edison System.

SIMPLER TO OPERATE.
Copper required guaraDtcod to be not over 30^ of

that required for S-wirn system, under
same condiiione.

Royalty 1 cent per lb. of copper installed.

Patented Jane 7, 1892. No. 470,544.

Charleatown, W. Va. , Jnoe 18, 1892.

Mesbrs. H. Wabd Leonard &, Co.,
I3ti Liberty St., New York.

Gentlemen :—The Central Station Plant, which
you installed for us here, under your new patented
system, has piven entire eatlefactlon ever since it

started, which wae about sis months ago.
The operation of the plant is quite eimple and

ecomomical, and as a result the plant is making
very satisfactory earnings, although our town is

rather email, having only abouts.CUO Inhabitants.

Tours very truly,

(Signed) City Electric Light Co.,

Wm. Campbell, Sec'y.

For bids for complete plants orcondnctors only,
addreee,

H. WARD LEONARD & CO.,
136 Liberty St., Slew Vork Clly.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalogues of
office fittings.

AMERICAN DESK 4KD SEATING CO..
270-373 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

HH f^ B For electrical

lyi 1 1 , A purposes.

IfllVn Lo^ Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
ISl Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIiG« KartaYsrt « Manufacturing ^ Do.^
-WT-XXjlVEXHa'G-'X'OVa', X3£IXj.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPSi ] Unifo mjty In Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
CIO-^OO.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
U4 to 156 Green St., Green Point, BEOOKLM, H. 1

MANUFACTOET OF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases tor Cut-Outt
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of eame Gomposltlon, and are baked
alike, 'which are tbe features of

TRU£ n:ABI> FOBCEIiAIlV.

PREMIER BATTERY FAN MOTOR.
Patented Jnne 30, 1885.

No. 1 Motor and Fan, $3.00.
No. 2 Motor, 2 or 4 Volts, $4.00.

Ho. 3 Motor, 4 or 6 Volts, $6.00.
No. 2, 6 inch, 4'blade Fan, 75c.

No. 3, 8 inch, 6-blade Fan, $1.50,

THE PREMIER BATTERY $1 .75.
Tbe befit Fan Motors for Storage or Primary Batteries.

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,
17 and 19 Wlilpple St., Brooklj-D, IV. Y.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABIiBS,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
GHICAeO, 173 I.ake St. TBBIKTOIir, ST. J.
mAJI FBANCI8CO, SS&e? Fremont St. NEW TOBK, 117 liiberty St.

AANUrACTUREHS ORGANIZED taSt.

INCORPORATED 18o3.

fe^^p Arc LA/nps

AN
CSTABUSHED
rACT:

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUHS.

THE ONLY ARC LAA\P THAI-

WORKS SATISfACTORlLY ON l\H

INCANDHSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-KNGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAnPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLLlPllONi; BUILDING,

NEW YORK-
Search Light No. 13.
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For Electric Street
KOW MiNTTFACTfRED ET

THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,
Manufacturers of Vulcabeston.

Jersey City. CUcago. Philadelphia.

Rail-way Insnlation.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Boston. Atlanta. I^oodoD.

TRADE MARK

When yoa are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write the

WANNOPEE POHERY CO,
=*. Estimates Cheerfully Given. T^nT 'F^'AAT' IvIII F^OI-RI3, C^CDI^I^.

Write us at once, we can save you money."Warranted Hard Porcelain.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CIiEVELAHD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
slSCortlandtSt., - NEWYOEK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and FnrniBhed.

Send for neTT Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery.

-^^^J^BY JAJ. SHULTZ.

c^HULTz Belting O04

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

^AVjtilDElAPElEATtlER-,

Picker Leather.- .;

•RA-nnmrQ.I 164 SnmmerSt., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St.jNew York City. I P*
I nillc III! 1»KAlst.,±UiS.j

129JI. Third St., Philadelphia. Pa ; 60 W.Momoe St. Chicago. I
Oli LUUlO, Hill.

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTisnyE 01

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATUEES;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Arnnature. proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIBHT AND MOTOR CUT-OOT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

^ GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BXJILDEItS OF-

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

Standard Compound Engine.

Address aU inquiries to

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation, of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when non-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their Inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-ofl, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder Instead

of a co-laborer with It. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however
light. For the first time ill the history of Steam Ensinecr-
ins, either Simple or Coiiiponnd, iw Imilt an HCngine

which maintains essentially nniform eoonomy, irrespect-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 35 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghousa Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

in this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those Inter-

ested in the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Pranciseo.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,
xixsrc3-X]NrxsE3Zi.)s.

NEW YORK: 17 Corllandl St. CHICAGO: 156an(l 158 Lake St.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave. KANSAS CITY: 1228 Union Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building. ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Reprcsontod in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Droxel Building.
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BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Automatic Cnt-off ENGINE.
With New Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

^Economy, Durability, Smooth and <{niet Banning.

The Best Engine for Electric Lighting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION,
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

New York Office: 18 Cort-
landt St., F. K. CMnnock,
Sales Ajjent.

Cliicacro Omco: Room 606,
"Tlie Kookery."

J. W. Parker & Co.. 3S South 4tli St.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
Crook. Homer &ro., Baltimore, Md.
Smlth-Courtuey Co., 1419 Main St..

Klchmond, Va.
L. ai. liumsey Mfc. Co., ^ t. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vnter. iiJ4 WashiDelon Ave.
So . Mlnneai>olls. Ktinu.

F. K. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pitts-

burgh, Pa-
Rlsdou Iron Works, San Francisco,

Cal.
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E.G. Gilbert. Atchison, Kan.

J. H. HouEhtou. 201 Congress St.,

Boston, Mass

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO. OfficeanilWorks,ERIE. PA.
conapi^EiTE: po-ivsr pi^ants for WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AuMicENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

NEW YORK,
BEANOH OFFICES: -! ^SlhtS§^''"'^-

SAN FKANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building.
1120 The Kookery.
39 and 31 Spear St.

—=-. '— -=~' '
iriVTHmVa- S BOSTON-S. L. Holt & Bart, 67 Sudbnry street. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND -

LL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER itrJjB UUjO j ST. LOCIS—ltl. P. Johnston Machinery Co., 716 and 717 N. 2d St. CONDENSING OR NON "CON D EN SI NG

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SrMPI.E, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street, CHICAGO,

w§m.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AirxirsrciATORs (S^ bells.
fUIiIi I.INB AI.TTA'S'S IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.^ 195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

Send for New Cataloqdb. Out AngnBt let.

I^AfJufACTUl\E(^S

^'fLE(TRI(LlGHTGLOBE°$E^-^-

4HE-LAR(jEST-Lir^E' °^

sNoVELftAHllSTtPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSi

^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY. J
.SEND FOR CATAL-OGUE

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOTIIAELY ADAPTED TO DErTOfG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CPUn CAD PRTjll nPilF Illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontLl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO ^^ A ^M^m^\ |^| ^\

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Sprlngfielil, Mass. "^ '^ASU
SELLING AGENTS:

i

Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 518 Society for SaTlnRB Bnlldlng. Wasblnetnn, I>. C-, J. U. BUEKBTT & CO,, 1409 New York Ave. St. PanI
ntDn. F. J, EENZ, 360 Micnsscta St. Philadelphia Pa.. PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. 7th St. New OrlraKB, I,a.,BUCLHEL
MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contl St. Senvrr Col., HAYWARD COCHRANE, 33 Jacobson Building. Cblcaso, 111., C. F. DUNDERDALE, 435 Kooliery

' BnlTalo, ST. T., D. H. DARRIN, 228 Pearl St.
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W.P.
THE THOMSM-miSTM ELECTNC CO.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from tiiose using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSOMOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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COPPER WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

We carry an immense stock of

WEATHER-PROOF, MAGNET and
UNDERWRITERS, ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

Manufactured by the Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

We are General Western Agents for

He Perkins Incandescent Lamp
Can furnish from Chicago stock,

Any Candle Power, any Voltage, and to fit any Socket.

We are General Western Agents for the

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
And can furnish firom Chicago stock any size

RUBBER COVERED WIRES or LEAD INCASED CABLES.

We are the manufacturers of the

MEISNER & KREUGER FOCUSING LAMP.
The best in the World for Theatre use.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

THE KNAFF ELEGTRIGAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.
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Betty Dobson's Story.

"No— it haint no sickness"

—

"T'laws sakes! S'manthy I'm back."

"And bin clar to Chicago.?"

"Yes, yes, we've bin there." And a satisfied smile lit

up her wrinkled features. Semantha gazed at her in won-

dering silence. For years she had longed to make just

such a trip, but it was almost as good to see and talk to

some one else who had actually been there. After a while

the most natural question came.

"Well! well! and what did yer see?"

"Laws sakes," this was a familiar by-word with old

Mrs. Dobson, "peers to me I can never remember every-

thing, but we seen er heap." "We" included Silas, Mrs.

Dobson's husband, but it was Mrs. Dobson that held the

reins at "the farm" and Silas had accompanied her on this

visit, not because she needed him, but simply as a necessary

evil. She was afraid to leave him at home alone. She had

paid two notes which Silas had been bunkoed into signing,

and the house and barn looked like a pincushion, there

were so many lightning rods up.

"Hearn tell Jemima Fifer lived there," said Semantha,.

"most like yer didn't see her?''
'

"No, I didn't see her, never set eyes on a livin' soul 'et

we knowed, but we see some 'er the queerest things."

"I reckon."

"Yes, the cyars don't have horses to 'em like them at

Pikeville."

"Steem, most likely?''

"No, 'twern't that, they call 'em grips."

"Mercy me that's what killed Jephtha Weener—sick

nigh on a month and . . .
.

"

"No—it haint no sickness, it's the way they hitch 'em
to a cabul. ..."

"Cabul?"
"Yes, seems like they've got a sort'er blind ditch under

the track, full of wheels and things as yer can't see, and
they make a queersome mumble. ..."

"I'd be afeerd of 'em."

"But they wasn't the queerest thing we see." Here
Mrs. Betty Dobson softly chuckled to herself, her fat sides

shaking like a mould of quince jelly.

"No hit was"—the chuckle grew into a broad smile

and the smile into a broad laugh, "Hit was—ho! ho! he-
he-he-tee-hm!"

Semantha didn't join in the laugh. Semantha never
had laughed since she choked on her false teeth.

Mrs. Dobson wiped her eyes.

"Doo tell!" .said Semantha.
"Well, it were in one of them taverns 'ets got so many

garrets to 'em yer had to git in a box and go shootin' up
like a balloon at the fair."

Semantha sighed.

"Yes, 'peers like they have the curiousest lights. ..."

"Planner lamps? they've got one to Moberlys," volun-
teered Semantha.

"No, they was just little things no bigger than a gourd,
j<;st like they were a hangin' from the vine, but they shined
like a rory-bory-allis."

"That's them northern lights, aint it?"

"Yes, but these was moonsliine, 'er Sunbeam, 'er sum-
thin like; well, we got a room that had one in and a bathy

tub. Silas is alius gittin inter trouble, the first thing he
did was to set down on the aige of it; seems he pulled the

cork out"—here her fat sides gave evidence of going to

pieces again—"he pulled 'er string when, oh Lordy! he! he!

Oh my! ho! ho!" Mrs. Dobson laughed at the recollection

until she cried.

"Twant one 'er them rain machines, war it?" asked
Semantha.

"Might ez well 'er bin, they was two kinds of water,

from three places squirted onto .Silas and him holler'in like

he were possessed; I drug him out, but he vowed he were
froze up one side and par-biled down t'other, and his clothes

all wet; he were a sight."

,.-^ "Butter milk 's good fer scalds."

"Yes, but we didn't have any.

Last we was ready fer bed, but
when I tried to put out the light we
couldn't; we blowed and pestered

at the thing, seemed like an hour.

Silas said he'd cut the string an' tie

it on agin in the mornin'. He
climbed on a chair and begin ter

cut—well! I low'd I was a widder
then and there, there was the aw-
fullest leak o' lightning that dou-
bled Silas up wus than rumatiz,

and sumthin in the ceiling popped
like a shootin' cracker—we was
plumb in the dark then, 'cept the

moon a peerin' in at the windy

—

"Were he dead?"

"No, he came to in a little and we went to bed in one 'er

them fold up mantel pieces, mighty glad we was alive yet.''

"He were a sight.'

"Two l^inds cf water squirted on him.'

Ff\N MOTORS
ALL SIZES,

For Direct or Alternating Currents.

We are prepared to fill orders

for Fan Motors promptly. A
large stock constantly on hand.

Write or telegraph your orders.

THE ELEGTRlGflL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

FIM-IiM-IvH: AllHIMliU, 4'MIIII. OXXXO.A.c»o.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 GO.

THE I5/TJBBEI?. TJSEID IIST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

irndergrround Core,
ar. J. central K. S.

Marine Core, used
on titovernnient

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. Brooklyn
JBdison Electric I^ight Co.

Submarine Work, Fdison Klectrie
Xiight KO., Jfclaston, Pa.

Sfaval Core. TTnited
States 8. s. "Chicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

^^DrsTjla^es."
Grand Ceniral Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, ERAIDED, FLAME-FROOF.

Tlie Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMiMi HAdIKoHAWi riUiOi] 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

OSlTERAIi MAITAOEB. KEYI^ YORK CITY.
Feeder Cable,

WESTERN fiGEHTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLYCO., cor. Pandolph St, and MicWgan Ave., CHICSGO. ILL. meSt"i\'/5Li^{ll*£^.

The Sunbeam Incanilescent Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDIHTG,

CHICKGO. ILL.

MAWUFACTCREBS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOnS:
The Electrical Supply Oo., Ohiomgo, HI.
The Blectrical Supply Oo., Anionis, Conn.

W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. If. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harria Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
IjoulsTille Electric Co., Louisville, Ky

.

Mountain Electric Co,, Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaiikee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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YNE ELECTRIC CO.,
ORT "WAYNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

4^T^T^>T^Ti>r^Tn^^^

street Railway Motors and Generators are the

So ja.ro Oiir I-klxxe JSxx-p-plios stnd

INCANDESCENT D7NiLMOS,
ElS"^3E3rt-!SrT'Ki:il>a"C3^ ESXjE30TI=l.I0.A.Iji-

irriOIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT,
MICH.

ok Building, CHICAGO. 23 Fiske Building, BOSTON.

street, NEW TORE. F. J. Stone, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
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$3 per Annum EVERY SATURDAY. 1 O cents per Copy.

Vol. XL CHICAGO, JULY 23, 1892, No. 4

EVERY ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BB PHOVIDED WITH

iDg mssire baiige.

MakeB contlnaoue record, day and niglit, of STEAM,
WATEK, AIB or CJAIft PRES^HRE^ with or with-
ont Electric Alarm. Will pay for its*»lf by inanriiig
tiafety and economy. Send for Circular, fdc-eimile chart,

and list of handrede of aeera.

THE BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

WILI.ARD L. CAl^DEE, iBoBinenaMalaBeri
H. DURAST CHEEVElJ, {"""'"^''""'Se"-

The

Mernational OKONITE COMPANY,

iPN'^

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
• Manuftictiired. by the «

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

LIIITED,

rTBAOEMARKl

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uta,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Ghicaso. Boston, Philadelphia, MlnneapollB. Cincinnati,

Omaha, I.nnleTllle, St. Louis. San Francisco, Ijondon and So. America,
City,

THE HEYMANN
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS, ANY SYSTEM.

34:-a.X):e3 bit

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Roston.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MiKlTFACTCKERS, IMPORTERS ASD DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF All DESCEIPTIONS.

AGENTS

:

NEW YORK CITY, Uhas. E. ChapJB, 136 Liberty
Street.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering 4
SapolyCo. , 931 The Rookery,

ST. PAUL. MINN., Tlie Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

OMAHA, NEB., B. B.Downa, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Louis Blecirical Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International BlectriC

Sopply & Conatrnction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., 173

West Sth Street.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Smithers & Davis.

E. E. KELLER. P. E. DEGENHAEDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
^^""'"^ ^''«"'"''''

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag^o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Supply House
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Piimp & Electrical Co.,
IBVIX6TOW 8TBBET, BOSTOy, MASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATIVES

;

.Julian Scljoi! & Co.. l"2i; Liberty St.. New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, '.i'Z Lake .t., t^bicagti. Ul.
H. M. Scipli? & Co.. M & ArcQSts.. Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

Telegraph, Telephone,
j Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOB cAPAoiTT TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THF,

Greeley Eiectrica! Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instniflients and all Scientific Measflrement Apparatns. '^^

W. G. Pearson & Co , Home Ins. Bldg.,Chicago, 111. Jhiti^js A Co., Chatlanooga.Tenn,
""-- - G. Smith. Jr . Williatu M. Porier, Detroit. Micli.

Ilammonfl Bldg,, Clncinoati, Ohio. T. W. .\naer9on, Hoiist(?n, Tex.
Day, 1-28 Oliver St, Boston, Mass. F. ll. WhUisg, -Jacdbson Block, Denver, Cot>.
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N-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Thomson kordi&E

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consnmed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404-

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TE3STiniv^02:TIui^ILiS:
GBEMANTOWW, PA., April 29, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 21st

lam pleased to Bay the THOMSON RECORDING "WATT
aCETERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so inaigniflcant as not to need mentioning. We
are uaine a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
OarrentB, to oiir great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GBRMANTOWN BLEOTRIO LIGHT CO.,
(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,
(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

son-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
': !?iNCIPAL OFFICE,
Atlantic Ave.,* Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co xvi

A.inerican Desk & Seating Co. .

American Engine Oo xii

Andrae, Julius xii

Andrews & Co., A. H xiii

Babcock& Wilcox Co., The i

Baffgot, E xiv

Ball Electric Light Co xvi

Ball Engine Co xix

Ball & Wood Co., The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co. , John
Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. x
Bernstein Electric Co iv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xv
Bowers Bros xvi

Bristols* Mfg. Co i

Brookfield, vVm xii

Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H. . xiii

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Butler'Hard Rubber Co x
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi
Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co xix
CoDsol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The.. i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Cushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . xvi

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xvii

Densmore Typewriter Co
Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xiii

Dudley & Co., W. W xii

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . xvi
Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Secret Service Co ix

Electrician Pub. Co xviii

Electrical Construction Co.,The, xii

Elec. Eng.& Sup. Co., The xiii

"Electrical Progress" xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The. , . xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co ix

Empire China Works xv
Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co
For Sale x, xii, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
General Electric Co ix

Gravity Parlfier Co
Greeley* Co., The E. S i

Gregory, Chas. E xii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co x
Heisler Electric Co vi

HIU Clutch Works
HIne Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, Booth & Haydena. . . . xiv
Illinois Electric Lamp Co xv
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxiii

Institute of Technology xiii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers xix

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Lake, J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co xiv

La Roche Electric Works xix
Law Telephone Co xiii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xvii

Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel, & Co., Jas ...,, xvii

Leonard & Co., H. W xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co x

v

Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co iv

Morse & Co., A. M xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

National Carbon Co xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co v
New York Insulated Wire Co . x
New York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co
Pierce, Jr., Josiah- xvi
Pioneer Armature Co xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Powell Co., The Wm xix
Premier Electric Co., The
Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Rae. Frank B xiv
Railway Equipment Co x
Riea Electric Specialty Co x '

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . . .

Roebliog's Sons Co., J. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co, .

Rose Polytechnic Institute
Royal Electric Co xii

Samson Corduge Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi

Schindel & Schlndel xv
Schuyler Electric Co vi

Sechrist, Albert xvii
Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co -
Siebert, G xiii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co., xiv
Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T xiii

Smith, Thos. G. Jr xix
Somofl, J. L XV
Sperry Ejec. Minine Mach.Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co
Standard Paint Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Electrix Co xv
Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterlhig, W. C xv
Stilweli & Bierce Mfg. Co . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxiii
Taylor Engine Co xiv
Tjiomson-HouatonElec. Co.. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.. xi
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuIs C. 8
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
WaddelLEntz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xiii

Wanted xiii

Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xvii
Westinghouse Elec.andMfg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .
.

^orthington, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Anmmciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works-
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great WeBtern Elec. Supply Co.
Enapp Electrical Works.
OetraDder & Co. ,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc lianips.
Bull Electric Light Co.
Pegps, J. E., Mchy. & Snpply Co.
C;n«li Electric Co.
Dnplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Genrral Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schnvler Electric Co.
Standard Eloctric Co.
ThomBon-HoDBtoD Electric Co.
WeetlnghonBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lilgbt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Samaon Cordage Worka.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co..Ttae.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bella, iCIeetrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., ThoE. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Alasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partxfck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlns.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane k B dleyCo.,The.
Slearna Mf^. Co.
\Veston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publlsliing Co.

Brass (>ood8.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SupDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co..The S. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partxfck & Carter Co.

Cables.
fSee Ineulated Wires.)

Cables, Klectrlc, (See Insulated
Wire),C pper,HheetandBar.
lioebllngs Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Flatea.
Brneh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.

Clntclies, Friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clntch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Construction and Bepalrs.
Andrae, Juliaa.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Constrnction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rae, Frank B.
ymlth, ThoB. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric U^ht,
JSnelne Plants and Klectrlc
Ball-ways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
UmBh Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Snpply Co.
General Electric Co,
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co.. The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, -Jnlins.

Leonard & Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W- B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Manofactoring Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Sioax City Engine Works.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson -Honeton Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company,
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
We.-^tinghonee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co,

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cotter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okosite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arm8.
Central filectrlc Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Jaliiis.

Loud, H. M. & Sons Ltimber Co,
Railway Equipment Co,
Schindel & Sdilndel.

Cat-Onts and |ilirltcl&e8.
Andrae, Jnlins.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Catter, Geo.
Cotter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co,
Electrical Snpply Co., The,
Enterprise Electric f o.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co,
Sechrist, A.
TJtica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuis', C. S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Daples Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Elec'.rlcal Ene. t Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National ElectricjtfanafacturingCo.
RockfordElectricManufactnringCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company,
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Go.

C:i*-ctric Lava €ias Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Blec.trlc Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Blectric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
ThomBon-Houeton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Sleehanical
£nslneers.
Bryan, W.H.
L*Honard& Co., H. W.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Instroments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Western Electric Co.
Electrical Intellleence.
Bryan W. H.
Keller & Degenhardt
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Rae. Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius,
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CoMiblna-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot. E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomeon-HooBton Blectric Co.

Blevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Blectro-Platlnff aiaclilnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.

Engines, l^teaai.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works."
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mf^. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Co,

Fan Outfits.
Chicago Slectric Motor Co,
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mtg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
ViilcanizL-d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartricK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fornace dirate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Cras liisbtlns. Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick & Carter Co,

€^eneral Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Julius,
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co, The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical WorKs.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons, & Supply Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Ureeley & Co . , The E , 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical G^lass
w^are.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.

i Hard Aabber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulatlnc
material s,
Andrae, JuUus.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cuflhing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering &. Supply Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Lefmann. Julius.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Slasnet Wire.
Central Electric Co.
CreFcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cnehing, P. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The. .

Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
international Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber an Gutta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company,
Weetem Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co,
Bemetelu Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
SomoS, J. L,
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-HouBton Blectric Co.

Jafflitning: Arresters.
Van Nuis, C. S.

liubrlcators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Slaenet fVlre.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Jlechanlcal machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Sfedloal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

ailca.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mine Siemals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.

Hlnlng Apparatus, Electrle.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-HoQston Electric Co.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.
WesUnghonae Electric & Mfg. Co.

notors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co
General Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Premier Electric Co,
RockfordE lectric Man ofacturine Co.
Royal Electric Co,
Thomson-Houston Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghonse Electric di: Mfg Co.Name Platfs.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co
Andrews* Co.. A. H.OU Caps.
Powell Co., TheWm.

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supoly Co., The.
Lefmaiin, Juiiiis.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Sietert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co.
Sthindel & Schindel.

Porcelain.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publisliing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hallways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Kecordlna: Pressure Gaufires
Bristols' Mfg. Co., The.

B<>sulatin^ Socliets.
Riea Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
CarpentiT Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine SliminatorCo.

Silk Braid.
Boeton Braid Mfg. Co,

SpeakinK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Ballway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius,
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schindel.

Tapes, Insulatinir*
Andrae, JuUus.
Central Electric Co.
Cashing, F.W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Saltern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E, 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric^
Detroit PJlectrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co,
National ElectrlcMannfacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & MTg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weetinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,

Turbine TVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilweli & Bierce Mfg. Co

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co,

CniTersities.
Institute of Technology.
Rose Polytechinc Institute.

Water Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth k. Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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mHITmen!unm mi
-OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

—

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

6EARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

Mills Building, NEW YORK. Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
3E*Aotor3r: 3V[A.xi.oIiesteir, Cotrn

.

MANDFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!
''''

Western Dice, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.

ALTERNATING CURRENT FAN MOTORS.
Xo Heating'. No Sparking. Ifo Noise.

SAVES A CENT PER HOUR IN POWER CONSUMED,

CONTINUOUS CURRENT FAN MOTORS.

MULTIPLE AND SERIES LAMPS
For all Circnits and Sockets.

Bernstein Electric Company,
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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I'TWADt: MARK '

TR/iDE MARK.

THE VERY BEST WIRE
ODR CDSTOMERS SAY, AND BY DSIM IT YOU WILL BELIEVE IT TOO.

Weave also the General Western Agents of the INTUBTOR CONDUIT & INSULA-
TION COMPANY of New YorU, and carry a full stock of their Supplies. Buildings to
have electric ivires, for any purpose tvhatsoever, should be equipped tvith Interior
Conduits. It will cost more at first, hut tvill save after expenses and annoyances, and
eliminate entirely the danger from fire.

ALWAYS THE BEST OF EVERYTHIN& AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRJC
MANUFACTURING CO.,

Eau Claire, - - - Wisconsin.

Is doubling the capacity of its factory

to meet increased business.

Write our Agents for Prices.

New York, HT. Y.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC IIFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical Exchange B'dg.

'Wasbington, D. C—L N. COX, 16 Fifih Street, S. E.

Philadelphia, Pa.—PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.

St. Paul, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, Mich.—COJIJIERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.

San Francisco, Cal.—NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

I.incoln< Neb.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL JIFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Seattle, Wash.-CH.\S. H. BAKER & CO.

STeiv Orleans, ta.—ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

^t. Lioais.—W. E. BAILEY, Special Southern Agent, 7 and 8 Bquitah'e Bldg.

JDincinnjltl.^G. P, ALTENBERG, 65 Smith Bldg.
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mNDARD
Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lighting our Specially.

We invite you to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.
Se33.ca. for 3F»rlo©s to

Standard Electric Co.,

313 to 317 So. Canal St., Chicago.

Heisler Electric Go.
}

MANTJFAOTURBRS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,

CONSTRUCTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

EsHinales furnished for the Installation of Central Stations
and Isolated Plants, of the following lyjies:

LONG DISTANCE SERIES INCANDESCENT
SYSTEM.

For Streets, Stores, Depots, Pleasure Resorts and Mil's.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS.
For Commercial and Domestic Illumination.

DIRECT CURRENT (Constant Potential.)
For Isolated Pluats, muoH as Banks, OHlce Buildings, Hotels

and Private Itijsldences.

ARC APPARATUS.

THE SCHUYLER
-sTSTEikC oa

ARC LIGHTING
COKTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOBTAKT FEATURES!

STORAGI BATTERIES.
For 1180 in connection witli Piroct Current Apparatus.

Office, Drexel Building, Pliiladelphia, Pa.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

mschuyler electric CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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Highest Grade of Insulation
FOR ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO..
313 & 3 1 5 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR

HOUUSTON. HUBBARD & CO.,

CINCINNATI AGENTS.

S. F. B. MORSE,
821 N. Y. Life BIdg..

KANSAS CITY, MO., AGENT.

"W, R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFESTI BEST! CHEAPEST!

INCOMBUSTIBLE APPLIANCES. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

, DYNAMOS. ^W, MOTORS.

5 SAFETY DEVICES. ^-S-^^K WIRE, CABLES.
4a^~

STREET RAILWAYS
LAMP AND SOCKET. ^#1 m K^^ § WW ^^ %# UNDERGROUND TUBES.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES.
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street. Toronto, Can. PACIFIC COAST: Fdison Building, 1 12 Busli Street, San Francisco, Cal,

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Cliicago, III. . PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building. Broad Street, New York. . ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN ANu'SeUTH AlViEi'lCAN SEPT.: Edison fuiiding, Broad Street, New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W., England.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CliiceLgo Office: Ue^^xr Yorls: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MA.IN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BMNGH OFFICES;

620 Atlantic iYe., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, New Yotk City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Gtiica^o, 111. 509 Arcb Street, PMIadelplila, Pa.

Gonid Bnilding, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Eenver, Colo.

264 West Fonrth St., CiDCinnati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. PanI, Mien.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the ODly successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.

Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It la not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700

revolutions per minute. Can be regulated

by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current Is regulated

accordingly. Commutator biushes feed

up automatically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten

hours per day. Manufaciured only by

Electric m, Co., St. Mao.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.

,

ss^n-.A.GTjenEi, sr. "s*., tt. s. .a,.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
12C liibertjr St., F. C. TIMPSOW, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

BUCKEYE LAMP.
Ite merit onteide of controverey will assare flucceas in yoor plant.

Samples free on application.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

CHICAGO, 437 "The Koobery."
STBW TOtfH, 611 Mail and Express Baildine-

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MiNUFACTURERS OP

I

t

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • \ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

' 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE EIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO, Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIIVISHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

VnlcB £Iectrlcal Wire Dncts for Interior Coastraction^ A Complete Method for all

Electrical li^ysteniB. Junction Boxes, Cnt.Onts, Angle Boxes,
Etc., Etc. Vnica ConpliDg Componnd.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

UTICA, K.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power CInuits.

••UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOOK- KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes-

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'X LIOHTNINB ARRESTERS for
Poiuer, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIBHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insulating Compounds,

Tape and Amatnre Varnisli.
MANUFACTURED BT

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liibcrty St., KEW YOKK.

Chicago Office: 54% *'Tlie Bookery/*
SOLD BY

THR KLRCTRICAIj SVPPLT CO., Chicaso.
AfOVi;i.<TY RI.BCTU1C CO., Philadelphia.
P£TT]IKOEI<lt-AltfI»RBWS CO., Boston

And Supply Houses Bverj -where.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamos, Componnd Wound,
110 volt, viith Ba3e, llheoatat and Ammeter

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne Akernators. complete.
Two 25 Lt. American '3,0C0 <". P. Arc Uvnamoe.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 3,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One fiOO I t EdiBon Dynamo—not the latest e'yl'*.

Twelve Knowles T2L"t. Arc Dynaraoa wlrh Lamps.
Nine 30 • LWeetingtionee Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.
One 30 Lt. BniBh DyDamo. 1.20(1 C. P.
One GO Lt. Vaodeprele Arc Manhlpe, wi'h two

AmititiireB and 25 Double 2,000 0. P. Larape.

o
Twelve 50 Lt Schnyler DynamoB, ?,C00 0. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 binele L'pe.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, wlih com-

plete Stitlon Fixtures.
OneaoOLt U. S. Dyrarao, fO volt, do Fist, but Ba*P.
One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Plsiuree

but IJasP.

Six 30 Lt. Escelelor Dynamos, Arc. 2,000 C. P.
with Sinsle Lanipe.

One 1 B. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 IL P. Armlngton & Slma Engine.

THE JOHN E BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO , - 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

HiMp
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

m^Mm^

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

^ro-nn.pt Sl2.ipa:rxen.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
•W. R. MASON. Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

^

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN fl 8UGGE8S.

'''^04,/ --—"'

For Male by all Snpply Houses.

The Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., hartford, gonn.

INTERIOR CONDUITS The Solntlon of tlie ProMei of Safe GnarillDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wberaver and for wbateoever parpoee employed, is to

be fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR AND UNDEEGRODND

COlinDTJITS
MANUFACTDEED BY

T l!fT£RI O R
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uinB«. ( B27 to B3I W. 34th St.,WOKKS.^ 526 to 628 W. Setli St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., Nev Tork.

TRADE-MARK

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Fraucleco, Cal.

MoQDtain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 3-J6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N T.
Putnam, (Jay & Co , 27 E. Main St , Rochester, N. Y.
(ilover Elect. Co,, 127 W, f^tb St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Uabrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
Somberc Electrical Mfg. & Sopply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatruc'ionCo., Pitteburgh, Pm.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, IIL

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 :b>/Cercex Street, l^T&rj^r 'S'orli:,

P088E8S SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANDFACTORE OF

Kh)U'oIiiIIu in nrtirlPH nilai>tr,a to nlrrtrlcal imliiHtrlfH, hiirhtu uhtnineil the hoIk right to manufacture
IIAItit ItVltUMUt under the valuable M'atentH i/ranteit to IVII^IjiAJH MilMSIj.

ALI. OPERATIONS OP SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AN1> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
SHEET, ROD AND TUBING <^»n bsi^^i-rtormcd with a larco redaction in the wear and tn,r or toola,aiidcoi,c.l(leral)10Bavlni! of lalior. Our now atandarda are

1 1 Jr, . 77. 1 «-> u 1 1 x U of a richer blur.k thrniiKlioiit, not Bubjoct to chnnse In color, iiro toURhor and more llexlblo do not bocomo brltllo with «ioMnHbhv l,.,im toBl..,l ,m<l approved by llio leadlnj; oloctrlcal compankB of tb« U nited Htalen. In uddltion to these aJvnnlaEea, we also oiler adyantageB In prlcM. ' '

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
fltHl remain the most satlnfacUiry and nlumpcst In the market, unequaleil for Btrength, tUirtthlllty, insulalloti and resislitnce to acids

HARD ROBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MANUFAfflORED

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Ci.rr.jni.oiiili.ii,>.i n»ll,'ilrd from nil nmiiiirurturors nnd deiilora In elertrlca]
iim<lil„,.iy »,„ Bi,i,„iu.». .SEND I'OR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.
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The On™ States Electric Lighting Co.,
[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.
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XEW V. S. MOTOR.

t

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-" GENERATORS.
Direct Current QENEKATORS and MOTOHS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Wori^mansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

KBW IfOBK LAMP FACTORY, Capacity iiO,QOO per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 150 C. p. 45 Volts to 125 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANDFACnTBED BT

WM. BROOKFIELD^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACINE-HIGH'SPEED*

5OPBUOR. REeULffllON

A« ECONOMY,''"'^

|EaRlCll6HTIH6

e^t
WRPOSES

16 SlZtS

ttRRIED^INSIOCK

"WiTEST
lAffl Dns Of ous

ENGINES

«aPRICE5""'
CATA106UE

ENfilNE Vlfl

RACINt HARDWARE MK-CO-RAC>''Vi)

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE,
We can furnish at bottom prices

r>eclanche,
Andrae Carbon,

l/aclede,
Siiainson

and liaw
Batteries.

Bells, Wire and Pnshes,

Agent for SUNBEAM LAMPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
IHILWIUKEE, WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SOLID.BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
ble for hangi;
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAG£ 'WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of DynamoB and Motors
newly new, which we will eell at a low price,

among the number being t^ro G50-light,
1,000 Tolt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
4S and 45 Franklin St., CHICA60.

FOR SALE.
Dynamos, both arc and Incandescent, at your price.
Srnooth Arc Specialtiee.
Wire Tightening Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp Hanger with Automatic Switch.
Arc Lamp Hanger for outside lamps.
Arc Ampere Meters for 6 3-10 or 10 Ampere Car-

rents, and other specialties of Interest lo YOU.
CHAS. E. GREGORY, ""alJ^i^T^^^^"'-

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent In 1891.

Tour Invention may be valuable. You ehould
protect it by patent. Address for full and IntelU
gent advice, free of charge.

W. W- DUDIiEY & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 632 F St., N. W., Washington, D. fc.

Please mention this paper.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTUKERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Aiteknatinq System nott on the Market. '

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory,

Thb ImATUST and BSST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAIjKS; Slow ppeed, email noor apace, direct driven, aell-olllng bearlngB, Utile eiternal
magoctlsm, «tc

DUPLEX ELEGTRIG GO.,
Limited,

CORRY, PA.

MADE BY THE

llONton Olllcc—Il. C. Hawke, Uanager,
OaO Allandc Ave.

Cliicaeo Onir**— U. J. Randolph, Mun-
m^tiT, Vi'Z^ Mooadoock Huildiug.

HunHOM <;lty, nio., Ollli'e-L. C.
Hair, 800 Walnut Street.
Krw Vork OHlce—W. U. Oordon,
MuniiRor, Ufi Itroadway.

I*hllu<l«i|>hla Onlrc-OUx K. SlQurl,
Mii7inB6r, JJI Clly Trust BIUr.

.,£k.sexa.tei:

f'liattanooun, Tnnn.—F. 1. Htooe.
Ijlnroln. IVcb.— Illt^. low Electric Sop-
ply Co., 11'.; B. lath bt.

Providence. It. I.— Drako, rayaon &
Whlltlcr, Cor. WaelilnKlon & liddy Mia,

Tarpon MprinffN, Fla.—W. D. Wileou.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no '

' dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size^

FOR ALL STATIONAEY AND MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in feict, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE ^OlvfllE OF SIl«^I=I_.IOITY.
No skilled engineer is required.

(^^ For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addres-^-

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOUND BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.J
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL ^ SlJlll'lS'

Steam Separators and Oil Extraotors. W^
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator teat, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outatripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

IT HINE ELIIilllNATOR CO., '°^'^^ikk.VERTICAL.
This advertieement appears every other week.

mDi umm co,

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

TlieWADDELL-ENTZ COlfflPAM,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BKIDQEPORT, OOKN.
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Utilizing Electricity in Organ Blowing.
It is generally conceded by organ builders that electricity

furnishes the ideal motive power for blowing these instru-

ments, and there is no doubt now but that wherever it is

possible to obtain a suitable connection with a central sta-

tion the electric motor will be used in preference to any

other motor.

Among the firms that have paid special attention to de-

vising a mechanism through which the electric motor might

be applied to organ blowing in an efficient manner is Lyon

double manual and pedal. The cut gives a very clear

idea of the relative locations of the electric blower and the

line of organs. A close inspection of the illustration with

a few words of explanation will make clear the electrical

and mechanical details of the blowing plant and its operation.

The power is furnished by a ;^ horse power C. & C. no
volt motor connected with the Edison bouse service. The
motor, designed to run at a maximum speed of 2,100, is

belted to a countershaft which operates, as indicated, a

set of three "feeders." These feeders, it should be men-

ment of the starting switch turns the current into the mo-
tor, thus operating the feeders and drawing the air out of

ail the bellows in the line of organs. The reservoir bel-

lows, shown in the cut in the base of the frame beneath
the feeders, then comes into action. As the pumping con-

tinues the weighted bottom of the reservoir, lifted by air

pressure from without, pulls upon the chain which connects

with the contact lever on the controlling resistance box.

This movement lowers the motor's speed and the feeders

pump slower. The resirit of this arrangement is a very

& Healy, Chicago. This concern has been working at the

problem for some time, and the result of its experiments

is now on exhibition at its Chicago salesrooms on State

street, corner of Monroe. This equipment, illustrated in

the accompanying cut, was devised by Jarvis Peloubet,

superintendent of the Lyon & Healy factory, and was put

in operation at the store about five weeks ago. As at

present arranged the blowing plant is connected so that

any one, or two, or three of eleven organs can be played

from a common supply pipe. The blowing outfit is at the

farther end of the room at the end of the line of organs

with which it is connected. The organs range in size

from seven registers, single manual, to twelve legisters

UTILIZING ELECTRICITY IN ORGAN DLOWING.

tioned, may be placed either behind or at the end of the

organ, or may be out of sight in another room. They are

designed to do the maximum of work with the minimum of

power, and are noiseless in action. The mechanism of

the feeders is such that there are no dead centers and no

lost motion, and the valves of the feeder itself are made

with "outfold," giving all the advantages of the lateral

wind pressure.

There is employed in the outfit, in addition to the motor,

the usual starting resistance box and controlling box; the

former, though, being behind the feeders, does not appear

in the cut. The box in the foreground is the controlling box

.

Theaction of the equipment is simple. A slow move-

slight to-and-fro movement of the reservoir's bottom,

which maintains the constant suction so necessary to pur-

ity of tone. The chains and pulleys on the blower frame

at the end next to the organ constitute a simple connec-

tion between the reservoir bottom and a relief valve. When
the leservoir bottom is sucked up beyond a certain point it

pulls a chain which lifts the relief valve. Lyon & Healy

fully appreciate the fact that the electric motor is destined

almost entirely to supersede other power engines, and have

fitted up their large factory with an electrical supply system

through which they are enabled to run motors in various

points of the works. The motors in the factory are now

doing excellent service in tuning and other testing work.
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The Electric Heater in Canada,

It may b2 that the energetic electricians of the United

States are ahead of their Canadian brethren in so far as

general electric lighting and power construction are con-

cerned, but in one branch of the art, at least, it will have

to be conceded, that the Dominion has shown a more rapid

development. On this side of the line it has been fondly

imagined that the electric heater has been worked up to a

greater state of perfection here than elsewhere. A glance

at the accompanying illustrations, through, will establish the

fact that it will be a decidedly difficult task for any one to

FIG. 5. THE ELECTRIC HEATER IN CANADA.

find in the United States an electrical system in which the

electric heater plays as prominent a part as it does in a

certain Canadian plant.

The Ottawa, Ont., electric railway, operated by the

firm of Ahearn&: Soper, the builders of the road and its

owners, is a line consisting of eight miles of double and

four miles of single track. The system was constructed in

seven weeks, and cars were put into service in the latter

part of June last year. The equipment consists of sixteen

cars of the vestibuled type, and the electric system em-

ployed is that of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing company, single reduction, motors of 20 horse power

each being used. The power house of the Ottawa road

is located at the famous Chaudiere Falls, where two 175

horse power turbine water wheels drive two 100 horse

power Westinghouse compound dynamos, and a third

machine is kept in reserve. The wheels are under 15 feet

head of water, and the dynamos are belted to a main shaft

driven by the turbines. The difficulty in supplying steady

current by water wheels was at first a matter of serious

difficulty as, owing to the frequent stopping of all or near-

ly all the cars at the same instant, the water wheels were

liable to race. By an ingenious mechanical arrangement

the water wheel gates are now raised and lowered instantly,

and by the introduction of a novel electric device, de-

scribed in the Western Electrician .Apiil 16, 1892,

sufficient Joad is kept on the dynamos at all limes to hold

down the speed of the water wheels.

It is in connection with the water driven system of the

volt electric beaters was li.sL iried in a car of the Ottawi

railway. The rigorous Canadian climate, however, proved

too severe a test for these heaters. Appreciating that a

good practical heater would be a most valuable piece of

apparatus' to operate on this particular system in connec-

tion with the power machinery, Mr. Ahearn set to work to

develop the improvement. His first production was a 500

volt stove shown in Fig. i. This stove replaced the coal

stove in general use, and is seen in position in the car in

Fig. 2. The stove is cylindrical in form, being in fact an

iron tube within an iron tube. The inner tube is wound

with the resistance wire, and the space between the inner

and outer tubes is filled with whiting. As the stove is

placed two inches from the floor, the cold air rushes from

the floor upward through the center of the stove, and this

movement of the air increases with the temperature, and

thus makes a vigorous circulation of hot air. According

to Mr. Ahearn, with six amperes of current this stove

proved equal in heat-giving power to the ordinary coal

stove, and in addition possesses all the other well known

advantages. This stove was wound to permit of the use

of a constant current throughout the day, thereby requiring

no attention on the part of the conductor. Three cars have

been equipped with this form of stove since February.

A cross-section of the electric boiler for car heating is

shown in detail in Fig. 3. It consists of a shell or

tube 2 of oval cross section, within which is placed

another similar buc smaller shell 3, the two having" their

ends suitably joined to form a water space between them>

nozzles being provided for the circulating pipes. The

vessel thus formed has its exterior surfaces insulated with

strips of asbestos 4. A core 5, also insulated with strips

of asbestos, and wound with a resistance coil R of Ger-

man silver is inserted in the inner vacant space of the shell

3, and is of such a size as to press the wires R against the

insulation of the shell 3. A similar resistance coil R is

also wound upon the insulated shell 2, the terminals of

the coils projecting. The vessel thus formed is placed in

a casing 6, the terminals of the coils passing through in

sulators, and all the vacant spaces inside the casing are

FIG. 3. THE electric HEATER IN CANADA.

filled with powdered whiting. This casing is then wrapped

in sheets of asbestos and inclosed in a wooden box secured

to the under side of the car floor, Figs. 4 and 5. Two of

the boilers are used in each car, being placed in diago-

nally opposite corners, each supplying a set of circulating

pipes. The resistance coils are placed within the car cir-

cuit. The nozzle in the upper^ side of the boiler is con-

FJGS. S AND 2. THE ELEC

OUawa road that the electric heater has proved itself to be

a valuable adjunct, serving most profitably to steady the

load on the system, and likewise to increase the company's

revenue through the sale of the additional current.

Through the courtesy of T. Ahearn the Westkkn Elec-
IHICIAN is enabled to present drawings and reproductions

'f photograph.^ showing the various forms of heating ap-

j/.'iratus that have been introduced on the cars of the elec-

tric road and in other places in Ottawa.

It v/.is fliirtTpj^ tb'" I.-ist winter that a scries of four 125

IRIC HEATER IN CANADA.

nected with an upright supply pipe; from this the

radiating pipes C branch off, running to the other

end of the car, where they are connected with another

upright pipe. From this last mentioned upright pipe a re-

turn pipe passes through the floor and enters the boiler by

the lower nozzle. A water reservoir J) is placed under the

scat and communicates with the flow and return pipes to

keep the circulating pipes full of water and to compensate

for evaporation. An expansion tank Ji is placed at the

end, away from the boiler, one in each set of pipes. This

tank being high and flat, is concealed in the end panel of

the car, and it provides for the variations in the level of

the car and the water.

The liquid beater shown in Fig. 6 was next devised.

This heater is of handsome design, with a water glass on

its side showing the height of the water within it. This

type is wound for all voltages, and has, it is stated, been

used for the last three months with most satisfactory re-

sults by patrons of the Chaudiere Electric Light company
of Ottawa, which company uses the Westinghouse alter-

FIG. 4. THE ELECTRIC HEATER IN CANADA.

nating system. These heaters are used by barbers, drug-

gists and for domestic purposes. A Uvery stable keeper

uses a three gallon heater, the hot water being applied to

clean harness and bathe horses' feet. The heater shown in

Fig. 6 requires 3^ amperes at 50 voltf. Such is its con-

struction that when in use in barber shops the water in it

is found sufficiently hot for shaving in the morning, al-

though the current has been off all night.

In March last Mr. Ahearn had constructed and put in

operation in the residence of ex-Alderman Johnstone the

electric furnace shown in Fig. 7. This outfit has been in

successful and continuous operation since being installed,

and has attracted much attention. The large coal furnace

abandoned for the small perpendicular electric furnace

shown in Fig. 7 suggests immense possibilities for elec-

tric heating. The heated water passes upward into the 63

gallon tank in the corner, from which it flows to the two

upper stories of Mr. Johnstone's residence, supplying

three bathrooms and one kitchen sink. The fact that

hot water is being constantly drawn off, and cold water

taking its place, is a much more severe test upon the fur-

nace than if the water was being used for heating pur-

poses only, as in the latter case the same water is being

circulated always. Mr. Ahearn has applied this principle

to the hot water apparatus employed for car heating.

Fig. S shows a portion of the interior of an electric car

equipped with hot water apparatus. The piping on both

sides of the car connects through the floor with the furnace,

which is shown in Fig. 5. Seven amperes at 500 volts is

used in this furnace.

The need of artificial heat during the summer months

for drying out repaired armatures or field coils of car

motors suggested the drying kiln shown in Fig. g. This

kiln was put in operation in the car shops at Ottawa a month
ago and has proved a great success. To economize space

the kiln was put on top of the steam heating furnace which

was used during the last winter for heating the premises.

Its situation makes it appear somewhat bulky, but it sim-

ply consists of the small furnace with pipes running into

the kiln four deep, thence back to the furnace. The door

of the kiln is shown partly open. A water tank is placed

on top of the kiln to supply the furnace. The hot water

circulating through the pipes in the kiln heats the air to

120 degrees, the current from the trolley wire being used;

4 amperes do the work.

Mr. Ahearn, who is the geueral manager of the Ottawa
electric railway and who, with his partner, W. Y. Soper, is

one of the principal owners of the road, proposes this

year to equip all the cars, the car shops and the new power
house, with his new system of electric hot water heating.

He has also arranged with C. F. Sise, president of the

I3ell Telephone comp.iny of Canada, to heat the new tele-

phone building now being erected in Ottawa. This in-

stallation alone will require 6,000 feet of pipe. For this

undertaking the 50 volt alternating current will be used.

The new owners of the Wheeling and the Citizens'
street railways of Wheeling, Va., contemplate reconstruct-
ing the lines, ch;inging from the double trolley to the
single trolley system, adding new equipment, etc., at an
estimated outlay of !(!25o,ooo.
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Electricity at the World's Fair,

The work of preparation for the electric lighting at the

World's Fair is steadily progressing. The main subways

are about finished and some sis miles of ducts for arc

light conductors have been laid. In a few days work will

be begun on the arc light wiring for the horticultural,

transportation and mining buildings. A design for the

arc light posts for the grounds has been submitted, but it

has not yet been officially adopted. These posts will

probably be about eighteen feet high and constructed in

FIGS, I AND 6. THE ELECTRIC HEATER IN CANADA.

such a manner that they will readily lend themselves to the

arrangement of groups of lights as well as the support of

single lamps. The task of laying out the incandescent

lighting of the wooded island will soon be undertaken.

About 150 or 203 30 candle power lamps will be used,

and these will be distributed about the island on ornamen-

tal posts about seven feet high in consonance with the

landscape effects of this beautiful portion of the park.

Fifteen of the dynamos for the permanent arc light plant

have arrived on the grounds and have been stored until

the central station in machinery hall shall be ready for oc-

cupancy. Each is a 50 light machine and supplied with a

full complement of lamps and globes. Ninety arc light

machines will be required to fulfill the e.\isting contracts

with the Thomson- Houston, Western Electric and Stand-

ard companies. Work on the general incandescent plant

is also being pushed with vigor. Superintendent Keller

now has a force of fifty men working under his direction,

including a number of draughtsmen. Some discussion

FIG. 7. THE ELECTRIC HEATF.R IN CANADA.

has arisen in relation to the converter pits for the Westing-

house system. In accordance with the specifications these

receptacles are being placed outside the buildings. They

are simply large wooden boxes lined with tin sunk in the

earth, with about a foot of the top projecting above the

surface. The landscape architects object to this ar-

rangement on aesthetic grounds, while the insurance men

insist that the pits must not be placed inside the buildings.

It is not unlikely that some arrangement will be made

whereby the tops of the boxes will be made less ugly by

ornamentation.

About twelve of the World's Fair officials, principally

members of the ways and means committee, visited Jack-

son Park on July 14th and inspected the launches entered

for the competitive tests. The boats passed in review be-

fore the visitors in two positions—one in the basin, where

there is plenty of water, and the other in the narrow la-

goons, to compare the size and handiness of the craft.

After that the entire party rode in each of the boats in

turn. The reports of the tests were in Chief Eurnham's

hands by Saturday of last week, and the final decision of

the directors is expected in a few days.

Down at the temporary power house the "boys" are

marveling at the queer freak of an arc machine armature.

During one of the recent storms an Edison arc dynamo

was struck by lightning and the commutator was

badly burned. A new commutator was attached and the

mactiine started up again, but in a minute or two the

smoke began to pour out from the armature at a furious

rate. The armature was removed and an effort was made

to locate the burned-out insulation by the magneto test but

company of Chicago filed a bill in the Circuit Court

against the New York Insulated Wire company to compel

the specific performance of a contract. Under the con-

tract in controversy the complainant claims the right to

wire and do the construction work for the incandescent

lamps to be used at the World's Fair grounds. It is

claimed that the defendant agreed, if it received the con-

tract to furnish the wire for the Westinghouse company,

to sub let the wiring and construction work to the Elec-

trical Construction company. This has not been done.

An injunction is sought to restrain further work until the

contract is adjusted.

The contract for the building of the elevated structure

of the Western Dummy Railway company at the World's

Fair has b°en awarded to Remington & Co. of Chicago.

The papers were signed on July 14th, and the work must

be finished within six months from that dale. The cost of

the structure will be about .$280,000.

The Western Electric .company has been allotted 10,000

without success. For two weeks the discarded arma'ure

lay in the station, and then Mr. Ward, the superintend-

ent, determined to locate the short circuit definitely by

replacing the armature in the machine and burning it out

in such a decided fashion that the defect could be easily

placed. The dynamo was started up with a small load.

To the great surprise of everybody, however, the machine

generated current without the least complaint. Other

lights were added until a total of 6S had been thrown on

the machine, which was rated as a 50 lighter. No signs of

a burn-out could be detected, and the dynamo has been

running ever since.

Frederick Sargent returned from the East on Friday of

last week.

The recent heavy rains have flooded the sewers at Jack-

son Park, and a 15 horse power Edison motor has proved

very efficient in furnishing power for pumping them out,

supplanring a steam engine formerly used for that pur-

pose.

On Saturday of last week the Electrical Construction

ils:.\ 1 !,!; IN CANADA.

square feet of 5pice on the ground floor of the electricity

building and is now prt paring an elabcrate exhibit, show-

ing every article that it manufactures. The American

Bell Telephone company will have an adjoining sect'on,

and in its display an historical exhibit will be included.

New Chicago Theatrical Lighting Plant.

One of the handsomest of the Chicago buildings of

1892 is the lofty edifice of the Schiller theater, which is

now nearly finished. This structure is located on Ran-

dolph street, between Clark and Dearborn, and attracts

general attention by the symmetry and beauty of its design.

The theater, which will be largely devoted to the German

drama, will be one of the most elegant in the city and will

be supplied A-ith all of the manifold appliances considered

essential to the modern play-house. Among these the

electric lighting equipment will have a prominent part.

The theater will be supplied with about 2,000 incandescent

lamps, so arranged that there will be a diffused light

throughout the auditorium, while the stage will be bril.
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liantly illuminated. The hall will be constructed much

on the same principle as the Auditorium, but there will be

no rows of lights oa the overhead arches as in the older

building, which was planned by the same architects, Ad-

ler & Sullivan. It has been found that this arrangement

is dazzling to the eyes of the spectators, and in the new

theater an effort will be made to conceal the lamps as much

as poss'ble, giving a more subdued light. On the stage,

however, there will be a flood of light, and it is claimed

that the regulating mechanism will not be excelled by that

of any theater in the country. The footlights will consist

of rows of colored and plain lamps, and the former will be

'J3atl«ry

A\\

Fusiih' If^.

J^a^hlt-igihf.

FIG. 10. PHOTOGRAPHING TWO THIEVES BY ELECTRICITY
AND THE FLASH LIGHT.

SO arranged that they can be lowered out of the way when

not in use, in order to avoid interference with the

reflectors.

Current will be supplied by an isolated plant in the base-

ment of about 5,ooo lights capacity. The entire electrical

equipment will be furnished by the Western Electric com-

pany, which secured the contract alter an active competi-

tion. The general plant will consist of one loo kilowatt

dynamo, two 6o kilowatt machines and one of 33 kilo-

watts. In addition the building will be supplied with six

electric motors—one each of 60 horse power, 40 horse

power and 30 horse power, and three of 15 horse power.

These motors will be used principally for driving ventila-

ting fans. The generators will be driven by two Rey-

nolds-Corliss engines, and powerful steam pumps will also

form a part of the plant. The building, aside from the

theater, will be supplied with about 2,000 lamps and will

be wired on the convertible system. The switch-board

will be of marble and so arranged that the building can be

readily thrown on the down-town station of the Chicago

Edison company in case of an emergency. Should the

I'HOTOCKAPMIN'; I WO TIlli'.VKS IIV liLKCTRrCITV
AND TIIK M.ASII \.\r.\V\\

fttcam plant break down this would be done, and the 60

horftc power motor is so connected thai it could easily be

used to drive the pumps. Work is now progressing on the

plant, and it Ik expected thai it will be ready for operation

by Oclobur ist.
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Photographing Two Thieves by Elec-
tricity and the Flash Light.

A most ingenious and scientific piece of detective work

was recently reported from Toledo, O., by which two

young boys who had been engaged in petty thieving were

taught a lesson and given a scare that will, it is hoped,

mark the turning point in their careers.

One reads a great deal about how the camera may be

utilized as an aid in the work of thief catching, and num-

erous indeed are the burglar detector schemes of the wily

electrician who seeks to find through the combination of his

art and that of tfie photographer that ideal apparatus

which will make the life of the thief, like the lot of the po-

liceman, "not a happy one." It is not often, though,

that these brilliant ideas amount to anything when put in

practice. The apparatus "wouldn't work" because the

thief "didn't do what he was expected to do"—is generally

the explanation of most of these failures. For this reason

the story of the recent successful experiment in Toledo is

highly interesting.

It seems that Gus Triquet, who keeps a barber shop at

Toledo, O., next door to St. Paul's church, for the past

month has, once or twice a week, missed cigars from the

case in his shop. At first but few cigars were taken, but

by and by the thieves became bolder, and at last began

taking whole boxes. On several occasions Mr. Triquet

watched for the thieves but all in vain. They effected

an entrance through a back window, and some time

ago, when the window was fastened, they broke the

glass and were then enabled to turn the catch. To save

further annoyance Mr. Triquet employed detectives, but,

after watching the shop for a couple of nights, dur-

ing which time one of the officers contracted a severe case

of rheumatism while secreted in a damp place watching

for the thief, they gave it up.

At last Mr. Triquet heard that W. H. Harbeck, assistant

FIG. 2. PHOTOGRAPHhsLi j .. o iiHEV^S BY ELECTRICITY
AND THE FLASH LrGfTT.

secretary of the waterworks, had a flash light camera

which would assist in detecting the thief that was taking

his cigars. Accordingly Mr. Harbeck was called upon,

and as a result the detector was set in the barber shop.

Mr. Harbeck arranged his camera so as to cover the

cigar case, connecting the flash light apparatus and the

camera by wires with the sliding door of the cigar case so

that when the door was opened the wires would be brought

together, forming a circuit which would act to produce a

flash, thus securing instantaneously a picture of the thieves.

For twelve days and nights the device watched faith-

fully, and on the morning of the thirteenth day, at 6:35 a.

M., Wednesday, June ist, the thieves, two small boys,

called again and were caught in the trap.

In the morning when Mr. Triquet came to his place of

business the room was filled with smoke, and he rightly

conjectured that his visitors had been there. The back

window was wide open, showing that the trespassers were

in such haste to leave that they did not take time to close

the window. The cigars were not disturbed.

Mr. Harbeck was notified, and he developed the plate,

when the picture, as presented in Fig. r, was brought out.

It should be explained that the illustration, Fig. i, ob-

tained through the courtesy of Mr. Harbeck, is an exact

reproduction of the flash light photograph which was taken

on this occasion, and in it the two little thieves are im-

printed as they appeared in the act of stealing the cigars.

It should be noted, too, that the picture recorded even the

time as given by the clock on the wall of the barber shop.

On being shown this photograph Mr. Triquet at once

recognized one of the boys, and placed the matter in the

hands of a detective. The culprits were arrested, and

have since been placed in the Reform School at Lancaster,

the judge complimenting the detector from the bench.

This is the second time Mr. Harbeck has succeeded in

capturing criminals by the aid of the electric flash light cam-

eia. Fig. 2 isa reproduction of another detector picture. It

shows a negro who was photographed about a year ago by
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the same machine while trying to burglarize an office in

Toledo. The occupant of the office, however, was a kind

hearted old gentleman who took compassion upon the ne-

gro and refused to prosecute him, thereby depriving the

machine of the notoriety which it has received in the case

of the two boys.

The diagrammatic cuts presented herewith will give the

reader an idea of the details of the electric flash Ifght cam-

FIG. 3. PHOTOGRAPHING 1 WO Illlt-VLb liY ELECTRICITY
AND THE FLASH LIGHT.

era. A description of the manner in which the wires

and machine are set in practice is withheld, as the publica-

tion of these details might enable those for whom the

trap was set to avoid it.

Fig. 3 is a rear view of the flash light mechanism. Fig.

4 is a front view, and Figs. 5, 6, 7 and S show details of

the camera. In Fig. 9 there is a front view, showing the

shutter, wich the flash light device in place on the camera;

also a side view from the left, and a plan view, too, of the

interior of the back part of the camera. Fig. 10 is a dia-

gram of electrical connections. Like letters represent like

parts in the several views.

The flash light device. Figs. 3, 4 and g. is ordinar-

ily kept in a box, but for convenience of illustration is

shown removed froaa its case.

At the upper part of the frame of the flash light device

there is a swiveled powder-cup b of brierwood or clay to

hold the flash light powder. The posts c, upon which the

cup swings, are hinged at <:' to permit the cup to be swun^
forward out of its case for convenience in filling.

FIGS, 5 TO 8. PHOTOr.HAPHINr. TWO 1 HIEVES HY ELEC-
TRICITY AND THE FLASH LIGHT.

The cupis suspended upon trunnions b^, which are pierced

horizontally to receive a piece 6l fusible wire, as shown in

the enlarged sectional view of the cup. Fig. 7. For the

fusible wire it has been found that a bit of lightly twisted

tin foil answers the purpose admirably. The cup has an
npcninM;, //-', through its side, near the bottom, in such
position that when the cup is adjusted for operation the

opening is at the under side of the cup. Immediately be-
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neath the cup is a matchholder d. Fig. 6, which consists

of a vertical tube, </*, contaioing a spiral spring, d'-,

which supports within the tube a sliding socket piece, </,

designed to hold a common lucifer match e. The match

has vertical motion in line with and can eater opening /'- in

the powder cup. Between the powder cup and the match

there is interposed the disk /, Fig. S. which rotates upon

a vertical shaft y, which, at its lower end, engages a

The operation of the device is as follows: Circuit x y
is closed by means of an alarm-mat, a burglar-alarm, or

other suitable circuit-closing device. Magnet k pulls

down armature k)- and cord ^'-, tilting detent-lever i,

which releases arm h. Coiled spring /" now rotates shaft

/^ carrying with it friction-disk /", lighting match e,

which is pressed aga'nst th; disk by spring (/-, and which

pas'^e's through open'ng / in the Hipk and opening b in

that the exposure and the flash light must be simultaneous,

aad that the exposure is completed by the action of the

flash itself.

•l Y
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Dinner in Honor of Samuel InsuU.
On Monday evening. July iSth, the Union League

club, Chicago, was the scene of a dinner given in honor of

Samuel Insull, late vice-president of the Edison General

Electric and General Electric companies and now president

of the Chicago Edison company, by B, E. Sunny, western

manager of the General Electric company. In addition to

the host and the ^est of the evening, there were present

C. H. Wilmerding. F. S. Terry, John I. Beggs, F. E.

Degenhardt, John L. Martin, W- A. Kreidler, J. W.
Johnson, Theodore P. Bailey, D. H. Lauderbach, J. P. Ord

,

S. A. Barton and J. Martin Insull. The dinner was an

elegant one, the floral decorations being especially attract-

ive, and at its conclusion Mr. Sunny made a brief address,

welcoming Mr. Insull to Chicago. The latter responded

in fitting terms, and then Mr. Sunny put the gathering in

charge of Mr. Degenhardt, who, as toastmaster, succeed-

ed in getting a speech from nearly every gentleman pres-

ent. The occasion was a delightful one, and will be long

remembered

.

FIGS. 9. PHOTOGRAPHING TWO THIEVES BY ELECTRICITY AND THE FLASH LIGHT.

the cup, igniting the flash light powder in the cup. At the

same instant arm /^ throws switch arm /, and the current

is thus shunted through circuit -j, including the fusible

wire in cup d and magnet z: The pull of magnet z- on

arm and armature i u, through shaft s tilts dog/, re-

leasing shutter k from its first position, permitting the

coiled springy-. Fig. 4. The under side of tbi?disk has a

roughened surface and is provided with an opening /",

which, at a point in its rotation coincides with the match e,

so that the match being pressed upward by its supporting

spring against the rough lower side of the disk, is ignited

by contact with the disk and then passes up through

openings /^ in the disk and d- in the powder-cup and ig-

nites the flash light powder contained in the cup.

In setting the device for operation the spring/"- may be

wound up. and the shaft /^ and the disk /, rotated by

mea^s of a connoa c'ock key placed on the end of shaft

^- Fig. g. on which is pinion ^^ engaging pin'on

/^. fi^il Ti s'litt /. Pi-oi;:--iQ; riiiilly fro.* shaft /',

there is an arm k, Fig. 5, wh'ci, when the device is set

for operation is held in place by a detent -lever i, which is

disengaged from arm A by the downward pull of electro-

mi^aet /fe a ) )i i''mitiri <4' throa j'l cord k'-.

Z is a switch adapted to be thrown by arm /i as it ro-

tates with disk and shaft //^, by means of a projecting

pin /i^ on the arm, which engages a notch in the end of

the switch arm /.

Camera m s provided with shutter u. pivoted at «',

Fig. g, and having opening k-, coiociding with the lens

of the camera, and being at n^ pivoted to and actuated by

a vertically sliding bar ('. This bar is provided wiih

notches o^ and ('-, in one of its edges. These notches are

engaged in turn a by tilting dog, /. When the bar is de-

pressed and the shutter raised, the lower arm of dog / en-

gages notch f'. When the dog is tilted the bar is released

and is pressed upwardly by spring (/, but is caught and

detained by the upper arm of the dog engaging notch d-

at a point in the throw of the shutter where its opening

coincides with the lens of the camera. When the dog is

again tilted to its first position, the bar is released and

completes its upward throw, completing the exposure by

carrying theshutter dawn to its final position against stop

r. Dog / is fixed to one end of and is tilted by shaft s,

which carries at its opposite extremity an arm i, to which

is attached armature u, actuated by magnet z'.

Magnet k. Fig. 10, in the flish I'ght apparatus, is iu cir-

ciit -r jf. When the switch Z is throTvn by the release of

arm /:, magnet /'is thrown out of c'rcuit, and the circuit

now is through :: y. including the camera magnet, posts c

c in the flash light device, and the fusible wire in cup b.

It has been found in practice that one is enabled by the

adjustability of the powder cup to throw the flasti in the

direction of the object to be photographed, and thus obtain

a stronger light and better results than wheo ioosepo»vder

Is flashed in tlir-open air in the usual way.

Photographed by Lightning-
A religious paper published at Waterloo, la., publishes

this story with the statement that it comes from a reli-

ab'e source: A strange freak of electricity occurred in

Thayer county, Nebraska, during a recent storm. Miss

Annie Holsinger had gone to the well for water, and
upon returning to the house saw, as she supposed, her

mother looking at her through a window. She thought

nothing of this; but when later she went to the well and

saw her mother again watching her, she was much per-

plexed, especially as she found her mother sitting just

as she had been when the daughter left the room. Upon
investigation it was found that Mrs. Holsinger had not

left her chair, and that which the daughter had seen was

a life-size picture on th'i window pane. It had been

photographed there by the lightning. The portrait re-

mained for a few days on the glass, and then faded

away. ^^^_^_^^__^__

A Roumanian Locust Exterminator.
The secretary of the interior has received from Andreas

Schmidt of Bucharest, Koumania. a description of a device

for the destruction of locusts by electricity. One method

of applying the invention consists in the erection of a ram-

part of earth a foot high, surrounding the infested area, a

ditch being left by the removal of the earth to form the

said rampart. Along the top of this earthen wall and in-

clining over the ditch run two conductors, positive and neg-

ative, insulated from each other by a thin strip of rubber

The idea is that, the current being on, the little pests wil

PHOTOGRAPHING TWO THIEVES BY ELECTRICITY AND THE FLASH LIGHT.

crawl up the wall, compelte the circuit by their own bodr

ies and instantly drop dead into the ditcb. Flags are

p'aced at intervals along the top of the wall to give warn-

ing of its presence. In another application of the same

idea the locusts crawl up the inclined plane formed by a

sheet of cloth sloping to the ground. If the positive and

negative conductors can be brought so close together that

the grasshopper's body will form a bridge from one to the

Other every time, death is certain.

shutter to fall so that its opening coincides with the lens,

t e tilting-dog ti catching and holding the bar o in this

position by means of the continued pull of magnet v on

the dog through arm f. armature ?^ and shaft s- The

fusible wire is now consumed by the heat of the flash light,

the circuit z y is broken, magnet v lets go, shutter n

falls, and the exposure is completed. Thus it will be seen
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should be remembered that, to prevent disappointments,

delays and breakdowns, plenty of time should be given the

engineers who are to design and install the plant.
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The great telegraph companies are fairly entitled to

credit for the excellent manner in which they handled the

immense volyme oE business thrown upon them preceding

and during the sessions of the recent national conventions

at Minneapolis and Chicago. TiiC tax upon the resources

o.f the companies was particularly noticeable in the case of

the gathering in the former city, but all the demands for

service were met.

Chicago's boulevards leading to the World's Fair are

still lighted by £;as lamps, and thus far there are no indica-

tions of active steps toward introducing electric lighting.

It is the intention of the park commissioners to light all of

the boultvard approaches by electricity before the opening

of the great exposition, but as yet not the first step has

been taken toward putting down the plant or preparing

the conduits for the wires. Attention has repeatedly been

called to the necessity of prompt action in this matter, and

now that the time for opening the fair approaches it be-

hooves all who may be responsible for the condition of

affairs to bestir themselves and lose no further time in this

.matter. It is one of the most important questions which

confront the city authorities. When Chicago welcomes

visitors from all parts of the world it must be prepared to

display its many attractive features to the best advan-

tages, The beautiful South .Side drives, lined with mag-

nificent homes, should be brilliantly illuminated during

the fair, and Chicago, as the typical American city, should

be lighted by the modern method of illumination. No
Joubl the boi)lcvards will be ready for the fair, but it

Encouraging signs of b-'ighter days for the storage

battery people are coming from New York. The applica-

tion of the officers of the Second avenue surface road for per-

mission to make a trial with battery cars and the decision re-

cently reached by the officers of the Kings County elevated

road to make similar tests would seem to indicate that there

are still a few railroad men who have no objection to the

exploiters of storage battery systems spending money to

demonstrate the advantages of modern methods. The cry

has been that the litigation between the companies con-

trolling the storage battery patents was one cause of the de-

layed progress. Dcubtless this is so to a great extent. It

is to be hoped now, though, that as the railway companies

have shown a disposition to give the electrical people an

excellent chance to demonstrate the practicability of the

application of storage batteries to street car work, any

company belligerently inclined which may want to control

the battery industry will withhold proceedings until it has

been demonstrated that the accumulator has a place that it

should be allowed to fill.

One of the neatest pieces of detective work that can

well be imagined is described elsewhere in this issue.

Readers of scientific journals have at one time or another

perused with more or less interest articles in which the

adaptability of the photographer's camera as an aid to the

detective was enlarged upon. There are few, however,

who have had an opportunity to see a photograph of

thieves secured during the night showing the burglars

as they actually appeared while engaged in their nefarious

work. Such a photograph, however, was recently obtained

from a gentleman whose camera made the negative. This

camera is a most ingenious device, and is particularly ap-

plicable to this work as it has an electrically operated flash

light and the whole arrangement works automatically. The
picture from which the cut presented elsewhere in this issue

was reproduced, was the means of detecting a couple

of juvenile burglars. The little fellows may be clearly

distinguished at a cigar case stealing cigars. The work of

the electrical camera was particularly praiseworthy in the

present instance in that through the flash light picture, an

innocent person was relieved of suspicion.

After some unsuccessful trials it seems to have been

demonstrated In St. Louis that horse racing by electric

light is a practicable amusement. Our correspondent in

that city pronounces the recent test to have been "eminent-

ly successful," and th^Posi-DispaUh adds this testimony:

"A week's trial has demonstrated the fact that horse rac-

ing by electric light is no longer a matter of speculation or

experiment. The results of the initial attempt at South

Side park during the past week show that the scheme is

eminently successful from all standpoints." Incandescent

lamps were used at the St. Louis track In place of arc

lights, which had been previously employed in other cities

with but indifferent success, the sharp shadows proving a

serious disadvantage. Clusters of four 32 candle power

lamps were suspended from brackets at intervals of 23

feet, and 525 of these lights were employed about the

course, independent of the lighting of the grand stand.

The attendance was very satisfactory, and, in the absence

of information to the contrary, it is to be presumed that

the horses took kindly to the innovation. The great ad-

vantage of the method, of course, is the fact that it enables

many persoas to attend the races who would otherwise be

unab'e to do so. This and the novelty of the thing will

doubtless prove sufficient to Induce managers of other race

tracks to use electric lights, although It is hardly to be ex-

pected that any records will be broken at these evening

contests. Already arrangements are in progress for an at-

Iraclion of this character at the West Virginia state fair at

Wheeling, and other associations will not be long in follow-

ing these examples.

A vouNt; man who "plainly confesses" that he hardly

knows what to make of himself, wiites to the Sfatc /iV^-

isfcr oi Des Moines, la., stating that he has heard that

"there is a large field opening in the line of electric work,"

and asking the editor toadvise him In relation to venturlnj;

into electrical woik. The editor is lathcr guarded In his

reply, i>3lntinji out the importance of starting In life aright,

and the difficulty of olTering advice on this delicate sub-

ject, lie adds; "The fact that you 'want to' be an elec-

trician, or that you have a 'bsut' in that direction, is not

cnouj^h. You must remember that peculiar requirements

are necessary in this the newest and least understood of any

of thetrj^des," Jn conclusion the J\ei;islcr man advises his

correspondent to read up on the subject of electricity thor-

oughly before '*making'a break" in the direction indicated.

It does not appear, however, that th: young man has even

an inclination toward electrical study, simply having heard

of a large field that now offers itself in that line, and cast-

ing longing eyes toward it. The editor might have been

much more decided in his opinion and told the applicant

for information what is undoubtedly the truth—that he

will be much better oil on the farm than in undertaking

the difficult duties of an avocation for which he has neither

taste nor talent. A great deal is said nowadays about the

great opening in the field of electrical development for

young men, and it is true that there is a demand for com-

petent electrical engineers. As in every other profession

there is and always will be "room at the top;" but those

seeking advice on this subject should be fairly warned that

they need not only a decided "bent'' in the direction of

electrical work, but that they must possess the ability to

perform a great deal of hard, unromantic work before

reaching a position that will enable them to speak and act

with confidence in electrical problems. There is no need

to disguise the fact that it requires a high order of intelli-

gence and hard study to obtain a comprehensive knowledge

of the phenomena and applications of electricity as they

are now known, and the student is also required to keep

abreast with the constant advancement. Earnest workers,

with an intellig3nt appreciation of the difficulties to be en-

countered, are always welcome, both In the workshops and

in the schools. There are not too many of these. But

irresolute young men, who are vaguely looking for sine-

cures in the electrical field, had better hold aloof, or else

dibble in electricity merely for their own amusement.

There are too many "half-baked electricians" already. It

must not be forgotten, also, that theoretkal knowledge

must be-supplemented by practical experience In shops,

either in the technological schools or in the factories, and

no one lacking in aptitude for mechanics need loak for suc-

cess in any application of electricity.

Another victory has been achieved at Chicago by the

telegraph companies. On Monday last, after a controversy

extending over a period of nearly two years, the Western

Union and Postal Telegraph companies were admitted to

the floor of the Board of Trade, and the service of quota;

tions to the outside world was resumed. It will be re-

membered that the obnoxious order Issued by ex-President

Baker of the Board of Trade, prohibiting the sending out

of quotations, created quite a sensation, and was bitterly

opposed by many influential members of the board. This

was one of Mr. Baker's hobbies, however, and he was
supported by a majority of the governing board, despite

the fact that It was pointed out at the time that the quota-

tions would be sent out any way and that the order would
ultimately react upon the board. While the companies

were enjoying the privileges of the board, they had in re-

turn granted a special rate to the members, but as soon as

the privileges were with drawn the regular rates were resumed

and instead of paying 25 cents for ten words to New York,

for Instance, the members were charged the regular toll

—

40 cents. This naturally aroused opposition to the arrange-

ment, but as a majority of the members under Mr. Baker s

leadership expressed a desire to " bring the telegraph com-
panies to time " these corporations took no part in the con-

troversy. Meanwhile the board found it impossible to

withhold quotations from the " bucket-shops " and the war
on the telegraph companies threatened to affect the

life of the board. It was seriously proposed to build a

ncAf telegraph line, and several spasmodic attempts were

made to establish a compiny for this purpose. In Janu-
ary, 1891, Mr. Baker revived the discussion of this topic

in his annual address, but the matter was again dropped.

About this time there was a general revulsion of sentiment

and overtures were made to the old companies to return to

the floor. After considerable discussion terms were ar-

ranged and it was decided to abandon all attempts to pro-

mote a new telegraph line. The directors revoked ex-

President Baker's order, and the companies at once set

about arranging to resume the service.

At the time the order was issued by Mr. Baker it was
pointed out by the Western Ei,i-:ctricl\n that it was only

a question of time when the boar-d would return to the old

arrangement. Mr. Baker and his followers took another

view and their efforts to enforce their ideas upon the board

have proved exceedingly costly. A Chicago paper, explain-

ing the failure of the plan, says that shortly after the order

was Issued " members were detected supplying bucket-shops

with quotations by means of a code of signals. All efforts

of the administration to prevent the quotations from being

supplied to the bucket shops proved fruitless, and as a re-

sult the telegraph companies were permitted to resume
their old work." This \% a substantial victory for the

telegraph companies,
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McTighe's Rail Bond.

Rail bonds are sometimes employed that are made of wire

or a flat band of metal having; rivets attached to its ends

by soldering, brazing or riveting, the bond as a whole thus

comprising three separate pieces. A modification consists

in taking a plain wire, inserting its ends ia enlarged holes

in the rails, and driving alongside a channeled pin of coni-

cal or wedge shape. Here again are three separate pieces

of metal. The rail bond illustrated in the cut is made in

one piece, and has shoulders or rivet heads on its curved

M TIGHE S RAIL BOND.

ends terminating in pins or rivets for insertion in and at-

tachment to the rail. The bood may have the shoulders

formed by simply upsetting the metal at those points, or it

may be made from stock, the diameter of the shoulders

swaged down to form the rivet ends, and the body or drop-

forged rivet ends, including the shoulders, may be welded

to the body piece. The act of riveting such a bond in

the rails saais the contacting surfaces against moisture.

The inventor of this bond, T. J. McTighe of New
York, claims that by drilliug through the tram of the rail

close to the ends, as indicated, it is possible to use a rail

bond as short as nine inches without interfering with a due

allowance for expansion and contraction of the rails, thus,

he claims, practically eliminating about three-fourths of the

possible resistance due to the rail bonds. Another very

important advantage follows this application of the rivets

upwardly through the tram of a girder rail, in that, as this

portion of the rail is always uncovered, the whole rail bond

system may be readily inspected frequently without dis-

turbing the paving or rails in any way. Any suspected

loose bond may be tested and tightened, and thus the con-

tinuous maintenance of the integrity of the rail return cir-

cuit easily insured.

Chicago's Aurora Borealis.

The World's Fair city was treated to a wonderful dis-

play of aurora borealis on Saturday evening last. A little

after g o'clock the horizon, for nearly 120 degrees, was

lighted up and shafts and beams of prismatic colors

flashed and darted toward the zenith, there to meet and

mingle in one great display of Nature's fireworks. The

bars of light which shot so quickly back and forth took on

various tints, from a light pink to a deep crimson, an oc-

casional flash of pale orange adding to the beauty of the

exhibition, while the bright red of the sky behind formed

an attractive background.

The aurora was appreciated from two different points

of view by Chicagoans, The ordinary citizen con-

sidered it from an ii^sthetic standpoint, but to the tele-

grapher the display was not so attractive. Between the

hours of 10 A. M. and 3 P. M., while the sky was cloudless

and the sun shining brightly, a tremendous current of elec-

tricity, said to be due to the aurora borealis, charged the

air to such an extent that it was impossible for the tele-

graph companies to use the long wires while it lasted.

The disturbance was first noticed at the Western

Union offices. The current gradually increased in intensi-

ty until noon, when it was at its height. The cfticials

state that it was absolutely impossible to get the use of the

wires at Pittsburg, New York, Omaha and St. Louis, but

the shorter circuits within a radius of 200 miles were ap-

parently unaffected.

Prof. Charles E. Thwing, of the Northwestern Univer-

sity, who is teaching physics and astronomy in the uni-

versity summer school at Evanston, III., made some pecu-

liar observations during Saturday night's display. In a

written statement on the resultf of his observations. Prof.

Thwing says:

Another fact to be accounted for is the magnetic disturb-

ance shown by the needle, and known as a "magnetic
storm," which is usually found to accompany the aurora.

There seems to be not the slighest foundation for the com-
mon belief that the aurora is a reflection from northern
icebergs. The true explanation would seem to be that the

aurora is an electrical discharge in the rarer egions of our
atmosphere, very similar, on a large scale, to wh^t is seen
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on a small scale when an electrical discharge occurs
through the rarified air in a Geissler tube. The occasion
of the discharge is a variation in the electrical rays which
come to us from the sun, produced in some way by sun
spot eruptions. Recent experiments have demonstrated
that what we know as electricity consists of vibrations,

similar in all respects to radiant light and heat and differ-

ing from these forms of energy exactly as they differ from
each other—viz., in wave length. It is highly probable
that a solar ray contains not only the short light waves
and the slightly longer heat waves, but the much longer
electrical waves as well, and that the phenomena connected
with the earth's magnetism, together with many mani-
festations of atmospheric electricity, are traceable directly

to variations in the electrical solar waves.

49

A Method of Extinguishing the Electric

Arc.

Prof. Sidney H. Short of Cleveland, O., writes that he
has discovered that the electric arc—such as tends to form

on opening a circuit—requires a certain amount of heat

for its maintenance or formation, and that by conducting

the heat rapidly from the contacts between v/hich the

opening in the circuit is made, the arc can be extinguished,

for its formation prevented, and the injurious effects of

the sparks lessened or avoided.

To accomplish this object the contacts are made com-

A Novel Trial.

Gustave A. Tempel, said to be the first man ever tried

on the charge of stealing electricity, has been discharged

in the court of criminal correction at St. Louis by Judge

Claiborne. The judge would not concede that the offense

was petit larceny and the grand jury would not allow that

it was fraud, so when the case came up Attorney McDon-

ald, for Tempel, entered a plea for acquittal, which was

concurred in and the defendant discharged. As stated in

the Western Electriclan some time ago, Tempel, who

is a hardware dealer, was accused of having tapped a wire

of one of the electric light companies to get his illumina-

tion free.

The Ford-Washburn Storage Battery,

The Ford-Washburn Storelectro company of Cleve

land, O., through Electrician Washburn has beea::Tx^i^:

inenting for some months on a new storagey<!elt,'^%iid. ifat

,

work has just been brought to a point vfhe^\ii^d[€(a^f^>.

the cell may be explained to the public, f'^
^ '^

The accompanying cuts. Fig. i, and cro:

METHOD OF EXTINGUISHING THE ELECTRIC ARC.

piratively massive and of a- material which is a good con-

ductor of heat. The contacts are also separated into a

number of parts insulated from one another, so that the arc

is^xposed at two or more points to the cooling influence cf

material composing the contacts.

^- . -_.e accompanying cut shows an electro-magnetic cut-

cutJ Bprovided with Prof. Short's arc extinguisher. This
will give a clear idea of the construction 9^^"^^ ^^"^ry-.'jYr^etite after it operates restores the current after an inter-

Strictly speaking no plates are used, the cell^cousiiiiing oi-;X>Yarof time.

.V^- In this cut oat the electro-magnet is included in the
"^ main circuit, and the switch levtr is connected with the

movable core of the magnet and also with a retracting

spring and a dash-pot adapted to allow the switch lever to

move rapidly when sufficiently attracted by the magnet,

but 10 check and delay its return under the influence of the

spring. A rheostat may be combined with the cut-out as

indicated. lis effect is that the circuit is made to include

the resistance coils as it is opened and closed. The arc

extinguisher comprises a number of blocks of metal like

copper, which is a good conductor of heat as well as

a conductor of electricity. These blocks are insulated

from each other and so arranged that the sparks which are

formed where the switch lever leaves the last contact leap

across the space between the blocks. These latter should

be adapted to convey away the heat so fast that the

spark or arc Is cooled or refrigerated out of existence by

the conduction. According to Prof. Short blocks of pure

copper, each three by one-half by one-half inches, Ecpara-

FIG. I. FORl)-WASHt;URN STORAGE BATTERY.

six elements, each made up in the form of an oblong cup,

Fig. 2. The negitive element proper consists of a per-

forated lead sheet inside of which and next to a porous

cell, is the active material. Inside of the porous cup there

is a copper plate extending to the bottom of the cell and

on the ou'side of this plate and next to the porous cup is

ji^i^jESgEg:;^^
_P_0_R_0 L/ J

^v^c^^^Cl^_^"\^
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FIG. 2. FORD-WASHBURN STORAGE BATTERY.

the active material. The copper plate and its active ma-

terial forms the positive plate.

It will be seen that in this cell the active material is held

rigidly in place, and it is claimed that repeated charging

will have no effect to loosen the active material from the

lead or copper.

A representative of the Western Electrician was in

Cleveland last week and through the courtesy of Mr. Ford

was invited to a ride in a street car equipped with this

battery. With other guests on board, the car was run over

Jennings avenue to South Cleveland, the round trip cover-

ing fully six miles. The car was propelled at a high rate

of speed, and t^e exhibition w^s a^ decided success.

ted from each other by an air space or insulation of one-

fourth inch across, willansiver.

Rhode Island Clam Bake.

During the last week members of the electrical fraternity

have been receiving invitations to the fourteenth annual
Rhode Island clam dinner to the electrical fraternity by the

American Electrical Works of Providence, R, I., at Haute
Rieve Union Club Country House, Saturday, July 23d.
Lunch will be served at 11:30; bake opens at 2. The fol-

lowing committees have been announced: Honorary com-
mittee—A. C. White, Providence; Lemuel Bannister.
Pittsburgh; E. D. Floyd, Boston; H. F. Woods, Boston;

A. D. Newton, Windsor; E. B. Baker, New Haven; John
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I. Sabin. San Francisco; J. I. Ayer, St. Louis. Recep-

tion committee—W. A. Hathaway. W. H. Sawyer, C. R.

Rem'DgtoD, Tr.. P. C. Ackerman. E. Rowland Phillips, C,

H. Wagenseil. A. L. Capper, John Carroll. The experi-

ence on former occasions warrants the prediction that the

gathering will be a most enjoyable event.

Railway Problem of Chicago.

On Tune 4, iSgi, the Western Society of Engineers ap-

pointed a committee, consisting of Col R. B. Mason.

Benezette Williams, Gen. Sooy Smith, E. L. Corthell,

Richard Price IMorgan, Oliver B. Green and Isham Ran-

dolph, to consider "the railway problem of Chicago in re-

lation to terminals, rapid transit, marine commerce and re-

lated interests." Later H. B. Herr was appointed to fill

the place of Col. Mason, deceased. This committee has

given the subject much attention., and the result of its

labors is presented in a' comprehensive report just pub-

lished by the society. Concerning the subject of rapid

transit the report says:

In populous districts rapid transit can never be attained

upon the street levels, A multiplication of street railways,

whether the modes of propulsion used be horse power,

electric motor, cable traction or steam, or whatever other

powe-the future may develop, will not give rapid transit,

although every added line of travel increases the ability

to handle a large volume of business. Rapid transit can

only be attained by resorting to eieva'ed or depressed

tracks, and all that has been said about the application

of these methods to the uses of standard steam railways

applies with almrst equal force to railways for pas-

senger travel only. The preference of ihe traveler

will probably be always for the elevated system, because

it affords better I'ght, freer circulation of air and a more
extended view, besides its undoubted safety as demon-
strated by long use. The city has much to gain in the

way of unobstructed street travel by the adoption of

depressed wa)s and tunnels for rapid transit routes.

And only by resorting to tunnels beneath the river can
uninterrupted communication between the different

divisions of the city be attained, so long as' the river

channels are kept open to navigation as at present con-

ducted.

Up to a comparatively recent period water and steam
power have been almost universally used for manufacturing

and mechanical purposes, but in the use of steam there is

a great waste of power without much prospect of remedy-
ing it.

Within the last few years, however, electricity, which
had been previously comparatively dormant, has been
rapidly supplanting steam and gas, and only a cheaper

method of generating it (which will no doubt be realized)

is required to enable it to substantially take the place of-

steam and gas in many places where the latter are now
used.

The most satisfactory and perfect success in the use of
electricity has lately bten attained in the underground rail-

road in London, called the London ^ Southwark Subway,
extending in a southerly direction from the monument in

King William street, near the north end of London bridge,

under the Thames river to Southwark. It is 3J4 miles

long. The report states that it was opened for business

in October, 1891, at a cost of $3,000,000.
The trains luo continuously on two or three minutes'

headway. The road lies from 40 to 60 feet below the sur-

_ face of the streets. The tunnels and the trains are elec

trically lighted, and the trains are run by electricity; the

tunnel is perfectly dry. ar.d as there is no fire or gas in it,

it is claimed that the air is as pure as that of the streets.

The shafts at stations are 25 feet in diameter, and in

them are placed two water balanced elevators to take peo-
ple to and from the p'atform.

The trains are run at as high * peed as twenty-thrte miles

per hour, but in general they will not maintain a higher
rate than sixteen miles per hour.

No other available power could be used that could give

such perfect satisfaction. The use of electricity is still in

its infancy, and far greater developments in the near
future are coiifideniiy anticipated, and in my estimation
are sure to be realized.

The lighting of tunnels, underground railroads, streets,

offices, dwellings and manufacturing establishments is al-

ready done to a considerable extent, and electricity is

rapidly taking the place of animal power on our street rail-

roads. It is entirely among the possibilities that it may
tike the place of steam for locomotives on our railroads,

especially on short lines for suburban travel. Indeed, its

use may be said to be almost unlimited, and it has the de-

cided advantage of cleanliness over steam power, which is

of immense importance, and it may have the further ad-
vantage of economy. In running trains, electricity is a
growing power, and it is dillicult to realize what may be
accomplished by it in the near future.

Vour commii'ce is met by conditions which are beyond
the scope or influence of engineering skill; passing into ihe
domain of broad statesmanship, pr( found jurisprudence
and able financiering. These conditions arise in Ihe shape
of corporate, civic and individual rights and economic ex-
pediency. There arc in the city no less than fifteen (15)
distinct rights of way owned by surface railways, and your
committee knows of but one law which can group these
several lines in the occupancy of any reduced number of
railway thoroughfares and terminals; that one law is the
decree of self-interest. These organizations can only be
brought to abandon present methods and present holdings
by a strong conviction that such a procedure would mean
increased revenue by reducing expenses and increasing
conveniences and fscilJlies for transacting business. It is

within the power of Ihe law in the cnfoncment of the
great principle wh'ch demanc's thai you should so use'your
Vfo a» not 10 injure anoiher or infringe upon another's

right; to compel these several lines to so conduct their

operations as not to endanger the lives or limbs of the peo-
ple who everywhere in this broad land enjoy the right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. But it does not
seem to be within the province of the law to prescribe
specifications coverirg the details involved in the attain-

mert of this great end. The law may order improvements
of such obvious merit that, as an abstract conception, all

must approve; but if the execution of these improvements
involve an outlay beyond the financial ability of the parties

in interest, then the majesty of the law is mocked by the
pDverty of the subject of legislation. In conclusion, we
urge that it be demanded of the proper authorities that a
commission of engineers be created to work up this whole
subject; and that their work may be more intelligent and
practical, that they be given able counsel in all questions
involving legal rights and lej^al methods of procedure. To
the end, that the conclusions reached may be authoritative

for their broad and comprehensive wisdom. And further,

that prompt measures be taken to secure such legislation

as will make the plans and conclusions of the commission
operative and binding, so that the improvements recom-
mended may be entered upon at once and pushed to com-
pletion as fast as is consistent with the welfare and the

rights of all of the parties interested.

Large Electric Water Power Plant.

There has recently been ins'a'led at Geneva, in Switzer-

land, a water power plant of ui usual s'ze. The turbites,

which are situated on a small islatd in the middle of the

Rhone, are principally used for furn'sh-ng power to a
central s'ation supplying the electric light to the town. It

was found necessary to place this station 350 meteis above
the hydrdulic house, resulting in an unavoidable loss of

power. The Societe d'Appareiltage Electrique of Geneva
has just terminated negotiations for the entire lighting of the

town by electricity and the present plant will scon be doubled
and treb'ed to meet the requirements of the p'ace. Geneva
will then have the largest installation in Switzerland. The
present hydraulic station, says the London Electrician,

was commenced in 1SS3, under the direction of M.
Turettini, the pumps being built by E. Wyss. of Zurich,

Weibel and Briquet of Geneva, furnished the overhead
trolleys, the total horse power capable of being developed
by the turbines being nearly 5.000. The water is dis-

tributed at high and low pressure. For supplying the

electrical central st^ation, 12 to 15 centimes per horse

power hour is charged according to the consumption.
Nearly 1.000,000 francs have been spent on the station

and service. These hydraulic works, which belong to

the town, have entailed sn outlay of 6,000,000 francs

and more, and 160,000 francs is required annually for

maintenance. Still there is a yearly profit of some 200,-

000 frarcs In i8gi the total amount of water supplied

was 6,050,000,000 gallons.

A new project for utilizing the power of the Rhone on
a vast scale has just been presented to the authorities.

The promoters state that they will put down machinery of

the biggest type ever made, to realize 12,000 horse power
(15 turbines of Soo horse power). The sire is 6 kilometers

from Geneva, near the junction of the Rhone and Arre.

The present central station on what is known as the

lie at Geneva, contains eight dynamos, giving 600
amperes at 110 volts, and two extra dynamos of 115
electrical horse power. The distribution is carried out on
the three-wire system. Each cable incloses three separate

conductors of the same size, and the current generated by
the central station is delivereo by five special feeder cables.

The five feeders have a total length of some 3,000 meters.

The distributing mains are about 3,500 meters long.

Some 2,000 meters of other cable brings the total length

up to 25^^ kilometers. The whole of the cables are un-

derground.
Up to the present the lighting at Geneva is nearly

all private. Seme 10,000 incandeicent lamps are divided

among nearly 350 subscribers. The total value of the

central station and plant is put down at about 890,000
francs. Salaries of electricians and other employes amount
to 25 coo francs yearly, and an additional 25,000 francs

,
per annum is spent on the water power. The progress of

electricitv at Geneva is well shown in the annual report,

22* francs per share being the last I'ividend declared.

The following ire a few particulars of the supply
prices: Per 8 candle power lamp hour, 4 centimes; 16

candles, 7 centimes; 32 candies, 123^ centimes; 50
candles, 18 centimes; 100 candles, 35 centimes. The arc

lamp hcur is rated at 10 centimes per ampere. The con-

sumer has to pay for the installation of his meter, being

charged at the rate of 6 francs for one meter, nine francs

for two, twelve francs for three, and so on. increasing three

francs for every additional meter. The 12 ampere meters

cost 25 frarcs yearly, 25 amperes 30 francs, 50 amperes 40
francs and 100 amperes 50 frants. There prices include

maintenance. Subscribers have to pay a minimum annual

sum of 150 to 250 francs per year per lamp, according

to the nature of the places lighted. Payments are made
monthly. Persons who pay promptly are allowed a discount

of from 5 to 17 per cent., according to their agreement.

The Western ICiectric Construction company has be-

gun suit to recover $46,727.59 from the Metropolitan

Railway ccmpany and the Investors' Security Ac-
counting company of Denver. The plaintiff alleges that

the Metropolitan company, as successor to the Subuiban
Railway company, operating extensively in North Den-
ver and Highlands, was responsible for the fulfillment of a

contract made by it for performing labor and furnishing

material in the constiuction of the road. 'I"he Ccnstiuction

Company prajs that the court will give it judgment for the

amount it sues for and a first lien on the property, to the

exclusion (jf the Accounting company. It also prays that if

the money is not forlhcojuing in a proper period, that the

road be sold,

The First Atlantic Cable.
Many interesting reminiscences of the laying of the first

Atlantic cable have been recalled by the death of the pro-

jector of that great enterprise. In describing his feelings

during the stirring days preceding the successful accom-

plishment of this great work. Mr. Field said:

It has been a long, hard struggle, nearly thirteen years
of anxious watching and ceaseless toil. Often my heart
has been ready to sink. Many times when wandering in
the forests of Newfoundland, in the pelting rains or on the
decks of ships, on dark nights—alone, far from home—

I

have almost accused myself of madness and folly to sacri-
fice the peace of my family and all the hopes of ray life

for what might prove after all but a dream.
I have seen my companions, one and another, falling by

my side, and I feared that I, too, might not live to see the
end. And yet one hope has led me on, and I have prayed
that I might not taste of death till this work was accom-
plished. That prayer is answered, and now, beyond all

acknowledgments to men is the feeling of gratitude to
Almighty God.

The New York chamber of commerce entertained Mr.

Field at a grand dinner given in his honor November 15.

1866. On that occasion Mr. Field gave an e.\:ceedingly

interesting account of the recovery of the cable which had

been lost in mid ocean. A report of this graphic descrip-

tion is herewith reproduced:

After landing the cable safely at Newfoundland, we had
another task - to return to mid-ocean and recover that lost

in the expedition of last year. This achievement has, per-
haps, excited more surprise than the other. It was the
triumph of the highest nautical and engineering skill. We
had four ships, and on board of them some of the best
seamen in England— men who knew the ocean as a hunter
knows every trail in the forest. There was Capt. Moriarty,
who was in the A-ramemoon in 1857-8
He was in the Great Eastern last year, and saw the

cable when it broke; and be and Capt. Anderson at once
took their observations so e.xactly that they could go right

to the spot. After finding it, they marked the line of the
cable by a row of buoys, for fogs would come down, and
shut out sun and stars, so that no man could take an ob-
servation. These buoys were anchored a few miles apart
They were numbered, and each had a flagstaff on it. so
that it could be seen by day. and a lan'ern by night Thus
having taken our bearings, we stood off three or four miles
so as to come broadside on; and then, casting over the
grapnel, drifted slowly down upon it,dragging the bottom of
the ocean as we went. At first it was a little awkward to
fi'h in such deep water, but our men got used to it, and
soon could cast a grapnel almost as straight as an old
whaler throws a harpoon.
Our fishing line was of formidable size. It was made of

rope, twisted with wires of steel, so as to bear a strain of
thirty tons. It took about two hours for thegraonelto
reach bottom, but we could tell when it struck. I ofien
went to the bow and sat on the rope, and could feel by the
quiver that the grapnel was dragging on the bottom two
miles under us. But it was a very slow business. We
had storms and calms and fogs and squalls.

Still we wcrkedon, day after day. Once, on the i7ih
day of August, we get the cable up, and bad it in full

sight for five minutes

—

x long, slimy monster, fresh from
the ooze of the ocean's bed; but our men began to cheer so
wildly, that it setmed to be frightened,and suddenly broke
awav and went down in'o the sea.

This accident kept us at work two weeks longer; but
finally, on the last night of August, we caught it. We
had cast the grapnel thirty times. It was a little before
midnight on Friday night that we hooked the cable, and it

was a little after midnight Sunday morning when we got
it on board What was the anxiety of those twenly-'iix

hours! The strain on every man's life was like the strain

on the cable itself. When finally it appeared, it was mid-
night; the lights on the ship and in the boats around our
bows, as I hey flashed in the faces of the men, showed
them eagerly watching for the cable to appear on the
water.

At length it was brought to the surface. All who were
allowed to approach crowded forward to see it. Yet not a
word was spoken; only the voices of the officers in com-
mand were heard giving orders. All felt as if life and
death hung on the issue. It was only when it was brought
o 'er the bow and on the deck that men dared to breathe.
Even then they hardly believed their eyes. Some crept
toward it to feel of it, to be ?ure it was there. Then we
carrieti it along to the electricians' room to see if our long-
sought treasure was alive or dead.
A few minutes of suspense, and a flash told of the light-

ning current again set free. Then did the feeling long
pent up burst forth. Some turned away their heads and
wept, others broke into cheers, and the cry ran from man
to roan, and was heard down in the engine rooms, deck
below deck, and from the boats on the water, and the
other ships, while rockets lighted up the darkness of the
sea.

Then with thankful hearts we turned our faces again to
the west. But socn tj-e wind rose, and for thirty-six hours
we were exposed to all the dangers of a stoim on the At-
lantic, Ytt, in Ihe very height and fury of the g.i'e, as I
sat in the electricians' rocm, a flash of light came up from
the deep, which, having crcsstd to Ireland, csme back to
me in mid-ocean, telling that those so dear to me, whom I
had left on the banks of the Hudson, were well and follow-
ing us with their wishes and their prayers.

This was like a whisper of Cod from Ihe sea, bidding
me keep heart and hope. The Great Eastern bore herself
proudly through the storm as if she knew that the vital
cord which was to join the two hemisjrhtres hurg at her
stern, and so on Saturday, the 7th of September we
brought our second cable sjifely to the shore.
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Cables Under the Pacific.

The project of a telegraphic cable under the Pacific

Ocean to connect this continent with Asia and Australia

and provide a short, direct, quick and cheap route to the
far East in place of the present costly and coroparatively

long route, which circles backward three-fourths of the
way around the globe, seems to have been advanced very
materially toward accomplishment by the results attained

by the United States cruiser, Thetis, in the second survey
of the proposed route. The Thetis left San Francisco on
April iSth last to take soundings and make a general sur-

vey of the ocean bed over the proposed route from Cali-

fornia to the Sandwich Islands, the first section of a
proposed cable route to Japan. She returned to San
Francisco recently. Six months ago the Albatross made
a similar survey, {hut the results attained at that time
were not considered of a nature very favorable to the

project. The Albatross surveyed a route running from a
point on Monterey Bay, near the town of Monterey, di-

rect to Honolulu. Her soundings, according to the New
York Siff!, showed the bottom of the sea was very ir-

regular over the greater part of the route surveyed. The
depths of the water were very great, and a great many
lolty and perpendicular coral reefs were disovered along
the track, indicating great danger of fuquent and serious

troubles to the cable through abrasion, and also of total

loss, from the great depths and the swing between the

reefs.

The Thetis met with far greater success in her survey.

The theoretical route was the same (rom San Franciiico to

Honolulu, but, as in the case of the cables from New
York to Europe, the actual route of the deep sea cable

was located to begin at a point some considerable distance

from San Francisco. The Atlantic deep-sea cables begin,

or end, at Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, or in that im-
mediate vicinity. The Thetis started from Point Con-
ception, 220 miles south of San Francisco, and 3S miles

west of ti.e town of Santa Barbara, at the head of the

Santa Barbara Channel. The place was considered by the
electrical engineers to be favorable for a deep-sea cable

landing. The ground at that point is high, and the water
shoals off on a mud bottom.
The Thetis took a course nearly due southwest, and by

way of the Great Circle. In the beginning of the survey
soundings were made every two mi!es until a depth of goo
fathoms was registered. Five miles out from Point Con-
ception sea bottom was found at eighty-seven fathoms,
and at thirteen miles 2S1 fathoms were registered. From
that point on toward the Hawaiian Islands the depth of

water increased gradually to 3,000 fathoms, or more
than three and a half m les. That great depth was the

average for many miles. When the bottom was level

soundings were taken every ten miles, and where it was
irregular, undulating, or where reefs were discovered,

soundings weie taken at short intervals down to two in a
mile. The greatest depth sounded on the route was 3,-

228 fathoms, at a point about three hundred miles from
Hilo, on the island of Hawaii, where it is proposed to

land the cable. The water shoaled to one thousand
fathoms thirty five miles from Hilo, and shoaled gradual-
ly from that on to the landing place, near which the depth
is twenty fathoms. A short cable will have to be laid to

connect the island of Hawaii with Honolulu, but it is

probable that the direct cable to Japan would be laid from
Hilo to avoid transmissions and for reasons of favorable
landing.

For the route surveyed by the Thetis the cable to the
Sandwich Islands would be 2,060 miles in length. The
route surveyed by the Albatross is about fifty miles long-

er. The Albatross bad heavy weather during a great
part of her trip, but the Thetis experienced favorable

weather during most of the time. The Thetis survey is

considered to be the most accurate and the best detei-

mined of any yet made for a Pacific cable.

The importance and necessity of a Pacific cable and the
immense value it would be to the commercial interests of

this country are obvious. Our exports to China and Japan
last year amounted to more than $246,000,000. The
British government is also deeply interested in the laying

of such a cable, to connect Canada with China and Aus-
tralia, but the interests considered are necessarily some-
what different, and are in a measure competitive and con-
flicting. They are partly commercial and partly political.

Direct and quick communication with British ports and
colonies and the far East generally is wanted for the sake
of Canada's commercial interests in that direction ; but,

and perhaps mainly, an alternative telegraphic route to the
East is wanted for government purposes—a route that
shall be entirely through British possessions and not sub-
ject to interference or stoppage by any foreign power. It

is considered to be an essential move of prudential
strategy in line with recent experiments of shipping British

troops from England to India and the East over the Ca-
nadian Pacific Railway.

These considerations have led to the mapping out of
three competitive routes. At present all telegrams from
New York for China. Japan, or Australia must go under
the Atlantic to London. Thence are three routes to In-
dia, two through to China and Japan, and one continua-
tion from either one of the three on to Australia and New
Zealand. The northern route is from London to Den-
mark, through Russia, and across the Siberian steppes, by
the Great Northern Telegraph company to Vladivostock,
the eastern seaboard, where connections with China and
Japan are made. The Indo-European route is a land line

across Germany, Russia, and Persia to the Persian Gulf,

and thence to Bombay. The eastern route, direct to
China and Australia, is by way of France, the Mediterran-
ean, Egypt, the Red Sea, Arabia, India, Penang, and
Singapore, and thence by way of Java and Sumatra to

Port Darwin, on the northern coast. The routes are long.

Of the three projected Pacific routes two start from
British Columbia, one for Japan and Austi^lia, the other
for Australia direct, by way of the Fiji Islands. The
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northern route is piojected from a point near Victoria, B.
C, to Unimak, in the Aleutian islands, thtnce to Attu
Island, and from there to Japan. A supplementary cable
would be run from Japaa via Manilla and New Guinea 10
the northern Australian coast. It is known as the Cana-
dian route. The central or United States route, which
has been surveyed to the Sandwich Islands by the Thetis,
would run over the route surveyed to Hawaii, thence to
Johnston Island, about seven hundred miles west, thence
to Wake Island, 1,300 miles west, and midway between
Hawaii and Japan, from there to Marcus Island, and
from Marcus Island to a landing in Japan.
Japan and Australia are in communication now. Either

of the Pacific cables would complete the telegraphic circuit
of the globe. The third proposed route is from a point
near Victoria, B. C, to Oahu, Sandwich Islands, thence
due south looo miles to Fanning Island, thence to one of
the Fiji Islands, 1600 miles, and from there another loop
of about equal distance to Brisbane, Australia. That, how-
ever, would not afford good facilities for reaching China
and Japan.
The approximate distances of each route are : Northern,

British Columbiato Japan, 3,600 miles; central, San Fran-
cisco to Japan, 5,900 miles; southern, British Columbia
to Australia, 6,750 miles. The extension of the first cable
route from Japan to Australia, projected mainly for govern-
ment purposes, probably, by the route indicated, would be
an added distance of 3,000 miles. The estimates of the
probable cost of a cable by each of the three routes vary,
one estimate placing it at about four, six, and seven million

dollars respectively for each main route, and an added
three million for the additional cable from Japan to Aus-
tralia; but that is only approximate. The Canadians, Austral-
ians and the British government are naturally chiefly inter-

ested in the northern and southern routes, and statistics

are quoted to show that either of these routes is better than
the central. Electricians concede an advantage for the
northern route in the shorter distances between intermediate
points, which would of course, increase the speed of trans-

mission. That would have an appreciable effect on the
tariff for telegrams. Over the short stretches on the north-
ern route the highest rate of speed could be attained
probably, but is not improbable that under possible and
favoring circumstances the same results could be obtained
over the longer cables by the central route from San Fran-
cisco. It is said, also, that the sea bottom on the north-
ern route is very much more favorable, and that there would
be less risk of interruptions. A British gunboat com-
pleted recently a series of surveys along the proposed north-
ern route.

It is probable that at present two cables, by different

routes, to China and Australia, would not pay, and that ri-

valry would cause loss to both. It has been suggested that

the United States should join with the British Government
in favor of the Northern route making its terminus at a
place in the State of Washington instead of in British Co-
lumbia. How far the successful survey of the central route
by the Thetis may affect the question remains to be seen.

That a trans- Pacific cable is needed is conceded, and that

it will be constructed very soon by some route, is accepted
by electricians as a settled fact.
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stand a strain on the wire equal to many times the weigh t

of the jar without dislodging the anchor.

This new copper is now being placed on the market by
the E. S Greeley & Company of New York.

CORRESPONDENCE,

The Gravity Copper Anchor.

The illustration shows an improvement which has been

lately made in the gravity battery copper element, consisting

of an anchor attachment for securely and permanently fasten-

ing the copper to the bottom of the glass jar. The liabili-

ty to displacement of the copper electrode has always been

a serious obstacle in the way of getting the best results

GRAVITY COPPER ANCHOR.

from the gravity cell, and the new device, it is claimed,

effectually prevents the copper from rising above the blue

stone. The anchor is made of a piece of sheet copper with

a coat of adhesive cement on one side, the upper end be-

ing riveted to the electrode, together with the copper con-

necting wire. When packed for shipping the anchor is

rolled up in the shape of a cartridge, with the cement on

the inside.

To apply the anchor it is only necessary to unroll the

cartridge, bend it back at right angles parallel with the

bottom of the jar. slightly heat the cement over the flame

of a match or lamp, and the strip is then ready to be

pressed down into position against the bottom of the jar.

Thus fastened the cohesion of the cement is sufficient to

New York Notes.
New York, July 16 —Now that Cyrus W. Field has

been laid to rest some interesting reminiscences are being
recalled by those who kcew best of Mr. Field's life and
gieat work. According to David Dudley Field, the whole
world has misunderstood his brother's connection with the

Major Andre monument, which he erected at Tarrj'-

town. It seems that a few years ago Dean Stanley was
visiting Mr. Cyrus Field at Ardsley Park. Mr. Field

took him for a drive, and showed him the spot where
Major Andre was captured. The spot was ordy marktd
with a peg, and was found with difficult)'.

'Why, this is one of the most historical spots in this

country," exclaimed Mr. Stanley, "and should be marked
with a monument!"

"That is a good idea," said Mr. Field; "I will build a

monument, if you will write the inscription."

The monument was built, David Dudley Field ex-

plains, not as a monument to the British officer, but as a

mark of the place where he was captured. The world
thought otherwise, but as Mr. Field did not care to enter

into a controversy, he never attempted to set himself right

in the public mind.

An interesting reminiscence of Mrs. Field is also given :

One day during Mr. Field's greatest perplexity over the

cable problem Mrs. Field said: "O dear, Cyrus, I wish
jour old cable was at the bottom of the sea."

In spite of his great absorption, Mr. Field laughed and
said: "So do I."

The storage battery street car is to be given another

trial in New York. The application of the Second Ave-
nue Railroad company for permission to change its motive
p3wer from horses to electricity has been granted by the

State Board of Railroad commisdoners, and the railroad

company proposes to give the battery cars a fair and
thorough test. The cell which will be used, is the out-

come of a number of inventions made by Montgomery
Waddell, Justus B. Entz and William A. Phillips, all elec-

trical engineers for the Waddell-Entz company. New
York. This company operates a factory in Bridgeport,

Conn. A very low voltage and a slow speed motor form
two important features of this system, and it is said that

a car can be run from 60 to 70 miles with one charge. It

is estimated that it will take about two months to equip

ten cars with this storage battery and start them running

on the Second avenue line. The Waddell-Entz company
will make the experiment at its own expense. If the

storage battery is a success the Second Avenue line will

adopt it generally and pay all the bills. Some of the men
interested in the Waddell-Entz company are Edwin H.
Abbott, formerly president of the Wisconsin Central road;

the Hon. Thomas L. James, Percival Knauth, Charles L.

Brace, Prof. John Trowbridge and John Straiton.

The Kings County Elevated Railroad company from all

accounts will soon substitute electricity for sleam as its

motive power. The president of this road also favors the

storage battery system.

Objectors to the tunnel rapid transit scheme have thirty

days from Monday last during which they may take action.

The order confirming the report of the Rapid-Transit

Railroad commissioners was entered Monday in conformity

with the decision of the General Term of the Supreme

Court. Objectors can appeal from the order, thus having

the Court of Appeals pass on the General Term's decision,

or they can allow the decision to stand without appeal,

subsequently attacking by injunction proceeding, the right

of any company to build the road as planned by the com-
missioners. The work remaining for the commissioners to

do before the construction of the road may begin, is now
much simplified, and, should no further fight be made by
property holders, will probably be speedily accomplished.

The first thing to do is to complete the plans and dr?wings

of the road in all details, and this work is now being

pushed along. It is thought that it might be completed

by the first of August. When that is accomplished, the

board, as required by the law, will give due notice of the

fact, and will advertise the sale of the franchise at public

auction. Six weeks' notice is required, during which time

the advertisements must appear in the designated news-

papers. Then the sale will be held, and the purchasers will,

supposedly, proceed with the construction. Thus it must

be the middle of September before the first bit of con-

struction is accomplished. This does not allow for the

delays that are likely to occur in the completion of the
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plans; so it is liliely to be later than that before the work

begins.

Word comes from Summit that plans are now in progress

tor the introduction of a general telephone system in

Summit. The men who are now endeavoring to introduce

the telephone system, claim that a system could be con-

ducted on a paying basis at a cost to the subscribers of

four dollars a month each.

After the recent annual meeting of the New York Elec-

trical society for the election of officers, reception of re-

ports, etc. , held at the electric club rooms, the members

of the society attended the performance of "Sinbad" at

the Garden theater, special arrangements having been made

with the management of the Garden through the courtesy

of David I-fenderson. The opera included a large num-

ber of spectacular effects, utilizing the projection arc lamp

in a way and to an e.'itent never before attempted. After

the performance most of the members visited the roof

garden where they found a concert in progress, and

Where they also had a fine opportunity to see some very

beautiful electrical decorative effects. The members of

the society are much indebted to Secretary G. H. Guy,

who completed the arrangements, for the admirable

manner in which they were carried out.

Som? balieve that another attempt will be made to ex-

tend the electric railroad from the Newark City line at

East Orange, along Central avenue, through East Orange

and' Orange to the Valley road in West Orange. It is

thought, too, that the Newark Passenger Railroad and

Traction company will not be content until it has en-

"circled the Oranges in that way, and connected them with

Newark by two lines. W. F. O.

Northwestern News.

Minneapolis, July i6.—Minneapolis is in the midst

of an upheaval over the question of street lighting. The five-

year contracts with the electric and gas companies have

just e.xpired. Perhaps the most interesting phase of the

matter is the fact brought out officially in the discussion of

bids that a combination of the electric light companies of

the city is being consummated. Only one bid was put in

for the city's electric lights, that of the Minnesota Brush

Electric Light company, which has had the contract. The

bid was considerably below the old figure, but the alder-

men wanted to know where were the bids from the other

companies. They were informed that while this had noth-

ing particularly to do with the figures in the Brush bid, the

fact was the electric light companies were negotiating a

consolidation of interests. It is asserted positively that it

is not an obnoxious "trust" with a view to raising prices.

The Brush company offers the city lights all night and

every night in the year at about the same figure it made

before for running them on the "mconlight schedule"

—

$150 per lamp. The gas company offers to run lights at

$15.63 per year on the moonlight schedule, or $26 79 for

everynight. The malter of thecitydoing its own lighting

is being vigorously agitated.

Consolidation seems to be the order of the day with

electric light companies in the northwest. The companies

at Duluth have "got together," and the joint organization

is to be known as the Hartman General Electric company.

There were three corporations—the Hartman Electric

company, the Duluth Electric Light & Power company and

the Northern Electric Subway company. The new com-

pany will build at once a fine new plant with a capacity of

1,500 arc lights and 30,000 incandescent, besides power

circuits and other electric appliances. The wires are all to

be put underground as soon as practicable, one mile to go

down this season. The telephone wires are also going

down. An interesting pointer for Mjnneapolitans is the

announcement that the new company will reduce rates.

A. \V. Hartman is president; C. R. Haines, vice-president;

K A. Costello, treasurer; C. E, Vanbergen, secretary.

The Street Railway company is not doing much in Min-

neapolis this season beyond giving the city the finest ser-

vice by far that it has ever enjoyed. It stood the tests of

convention week and holidays splendidly, and the praises

of the Minneapolis electric street car syslcm are being

sounded far and wide. The company is resting on its oars

after two or three years of phenomenal activity and enor-

mous expenditure. Some extensions are being built, nota-

bly that of the line to Bryn Mawr. It is many months

since a horse or mule has been attached to a Minneapolis

streetcar, but there were other details of Iransfoimaiion.

The last is the new deal on station houses. The company

had twelve barns when depending on animal power. Hy

combinations and perfecting its switching facilities the

number has been reduced to six. The barns utilized have

been entirely remodeled, and the others arc for sale. The

change will reduce running expenses without impairing

the service.
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In St. Paul the street railway company has not been hav-

ing so pleasant a time. The company had several lines

there to complete or extend and has been delayed. The

delay in the completion of a line to Como Park has been

the source of especial grief. The park is a fine one, and

has no street car connection with the cily. Mr. Lowry's

plan is to build the line as soon as details can be arranged,

and to make it part of his second interurban line to Min-

neapolis. The city fathers announced that he must have the

line to Como lunning by July 15th, but of course, that

was impossible. There is little doubt that another year

will see the completion of the second interurban, via Como
and St. Anthony Park. A new power house will probably

have to be built for this line. Material is on the ground

for a line from Hamllne connecting with the University

avenue interurban.

Quite an important achievement is the completion and

operation of the electric line from St- Paul to White Bear

Lake, a very popular summer resort. An independent

company, the St. Paul & White Bear Railioad company,

operates it. The company has given a $300,000 mortgage

running thirty years at six per cent.

The two mammoths "whaleback" steamers which Min-

neapolis capitalists are having built for lake traffic in con-

nection with the "Soo" railroad are to be equipped with

complete electrical plants. They are the first of these

famous boats to be thus equipped. The Water, Light &
Power company of Wtst Superior has the contract. Each

vessel wi:l have a 150 light marine dynamo made by the

Thomson-Houston company. The work will be done in

accordance with the requirements of the United States

Tiavy.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company of

Minneapolis hasa $3,500 verdict on hand as the result of a

fuss over the payment of telephone rent. The telephone

was taken out and the irate customer chopped away several

guy wires that had been fastened to his building. The

pole which had been supported by these guy wires toppled

over and injured a teamster who sued for $15,000 damages.

The Supreme court on appeal held that the man had a

right to cut the guy wires.

The Columbia Electric company proposes to move its

plant from St. Paul to Stillwater, and the Chamber of

Commerce of the latter city is trying to place $50,000 of

the company's stock.

The tangled status of the affairs of the Stillwater Street

Railway company still continues. W. M. Hewitt, the re-

ceiver, has, however, been granted permission to purchase

electrical supplies and machinery. The creditors have

appealed from the court's refusal to appoint an additional

receiver.

St. Cloud is rejoicing over the completion of its electric

car system. The line was started up last week with an ex-

cursion of officials and citizens tendered by the Thomson-

Houston company. Everything worked nicely. Work
has been begun on an interurban line across the river to

Sauk Rapids.

St. Peter now shines nightly. An extensive electric

light plant has just been put in by the Thomson-Houston

company. There are forty-five arc tights in the streets and

in stores and residences i.ooo incandescent lamps have

been placed.

Timothy Driscoll has retired from the position of master

mechanic of the Minneapolis street railway system.

The new electric light plant at Granite Falls has been

started up successfully.

The city of Crookston is paying $3,100 ,a year for 16

arc lights. The Crookston Light company wants to put in

30 for $4,500.

Marshall & Johnson propose to furnish Red Lake Falls

ten electric lights for $950 a year with a twenty year fran-

chise. The council is inclined to accept.

The Minneapolis Electrical Construction company got

the contract for wiring the new -South Minneapolis high

school building.

The council of Faribault is considering an extension of

the electric lighting system.

There is little question that the Northern car works will

be rebuilt in Northeast Minneapolis.

The value of electricity in decoration for a social event

had a most elaborate exemplification in the "floral fete"

given last week on the grounds of Uorilus Morrison in

honor of Mrs. John A. Logan, The grounds were com-

pletely networked with festoons of electric lights.

S. B. Wallace, president of the Pierre, S. !>., Street

Railway & Electric Light company, recently in company with

a party of friends including the son of the governor of the

state, Charles Mellette, crossed the Sioux Indian reserva-

tion for a vacation outing. When about 150 miles hom
Pierre they were overhauled by the Indians, bound, taken

to Cheyenne agency and put in the guardhouse. They
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had a telegraphic permit from Secretary Noble, but this

was not recognized by their captors. Finally, after a gen-

eral pow wow they were released in consideration of their

connections, after being compelled to go through the try-

ing ordeal of a dog feast. Under the agreement with the

Indians no white men can go across the reservation.

The Minneapolis council has contracted with the Bell

Telephone company for 62 instruments at $930 a year, $15

each.

Duluth's electric street car system was given a severe

test on July 4th. There were 40,000 passengers carried,

15,000 of them on the "incline" road. The company is

about to spend $80,000 on a car barn and machine shop.

In street car circles there has bf en more than the usual

amount of "nagging'' the past week. In St. Paul the

aldermen are still demanding the Como line in spite of the

legal point raised that the company can't be compelled to

build a line until the sewers have been put in on the streets.

In Minneapolis the company and the park commission

are squabbling over who shall pay for attractions at Lake

Harriet. The St. Paul papers are attacking President

Lowry for organizing the Twin City Rapid Transit com-

pany and transferring the general offices to Minneapolis.

Mr. Lowry siys he will continue to give St. Paul the best

service possible, and that the shift is simply for conveni-

ence and economy. The scheme for building an electric

line to Lake Minnetonka, fifteen mil^s distant, is being

agitated.

The new telephone system at Redwood Falls, Minn.,

will scon be In operation. The company has $4,000 cap-

ital, and will use the Bell system.

A new commercial telegraph wire has been strung along

the Omaha railroad between Mitchell, S. D., and Wor-
thington.

The State of Minnesota has spent $ro,6oo on an electric

plant for the insane asylum at Fergus Falls.

The Street Railway company of West Superior pro-

poses to lay ten miles of track this season. The electric

system prevails.

A franchise has been granted for the construction of an
electric car line at Brainerd, Minn.

Isaac C. Walker has begun iniunction proceedings

against the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul to prevent

alleged infringement of his patent—the electromagnetic

tipping and recording meclianism for throwing open the

doors of fire engine houses. He also wants damages.
The devices were introduced in St. Paul in 1884, and
Walker claims he secured the patent in 18S5. C.

Detroit, Mich,
Detroit, July 16.—Rapid transit has gained another point

in this city. When the matter of the erection of poles for

the trolley system on Jefferson avenue came up before the

common council committee on streets and ordinances in the

request from the board of public works for advice as to

whether the Detroit Citizens Railway company should be
proceeded against for violating a city ordinance, the

committee was informed by the assistant city attorney,

that in his opinion the company was violating no ordinance.

One alderman took occasion to say that he could not un-
derstand where the Ma>or had acquired the idea that the

company was going to erect unsightly cedar poles. "The
company is not erecting such posts and never intended to

do so." The members of the committee were almost unani-

mous in deciding that the company should be allowed to

proceed in accordance with the ordinances. The protest

of the Jefferson avenue property owners against the trolley

system was read, but without effect.

The board of public works has issued an order requiring

the police and fire commissioners, the telephone company
and the various electric light companies to take down their

poles on Grand River avenue, as the new pavement to be
laid on that street will be one foot wider on each side than

the old pavement. Nothing is said in the order about
moving the poles a foot each way, or replacing them inside

the new curb line, and the presumption is that the board
will order all wires underground within the limit prescribed

by the council.

The Fort Wayne & Belle Isle Street Railroad company
has closed a contract for six boilers for the new rapid

transit boiler house. Two of them will be ready Aug. ist

and will be sufficient to operate the lines first constructed

on Fort and River streets west of Clark avenue. The
other four wili be ready by Sept. 15th. The General
Electric company of Chicago, has formerly accepted the

contract. The equipment of the entire system, it is cal-

culated, will cost in the neighborhood of $300,000.

Krank E. Rae, formerly employed as an electrical

engineer by the Detroit Electrical Works, has begun two
suits against that company in the Wayne Circuit court
placing damages in one $20,000 and in the other at $25 -

006. Rae is the inventoi of the Rae motor and claims that
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the electrical works has entered into a contract with the

Citizens Railway company, to supply these motors on the

new Jefferson avenue electric line. The suits are brought

for alleged breach of contract, and also for royalties.

The common council has been asked to recognize a pro-

test against the methods of house movers. The matter

will come up in the shape of a petition from the Edison

Illuminating company; the Detroit Electric Light & Power

company, and the Telephone -^ Telegraph Construction

company. The communication sets forth that in carrying

on their work, house movers cut the wires of the petitioners,

and the fire and police service is often interrupted for

hours, the sending in of the alarms being impossible.

Telephones are cut off and public lighting disturbed.

"Every week" says the petition, "the fire department is

obliged to look after the house mover. On May iiih and

I2th last the Telegraph & Telephone Construction company,

had one man doing nothing else but working on wires

thus cut. Six V ere at work on June 13th and 14th. The

Detroit Electric Light &; Power company is compelled to

keep two and sometimes three men employed to look after

its lines, which are cut to accommodate house movers.

The Peninsular company has found it frequently necessary

to have several men out for the same purpose, and the

Edison company's experience is similar."

The petitioners say they believe the house movers ought

to pay the expense of such work, and that if the work was

done in a systematic manner one or two men could do it

all. They ask the council to pass an ordinance compelling

house movers to deposit with the city electrician a sum suf-

ficient to pay the expenses of employing such men.

The ordinance recently passed regarding the laying of

grooved rails by the Detroit Citizens Railway company

specifies that they shall weigh 70 pounds per yard, heavy

enough to carry a locomotive. The company has sub-

mitted the Johnson rail, weighing 62 pounds, to the city,

and the city engineer instructs the board of public works

that it is more than heavy enough for all street car traffic.

The Washington Trust company of the city of New
York, by John C. Donnelly, its attorney, has filed an im-

portant bill in the United States court in this city. The

Washington Trust company holds the mortgage on the

plant of the Citizens Street Railway company, and is

trustee for the holders of $3,000,000 worth of bonds. It

starts an original suit against the city of Detroit with

a voluminous bill which recites the whole history of the

attack on the street railway franchise in this city, the

repealing ordinance, etc.. and contends that these consti-

tute an attack on the constitutional property rights of the

plaintiff. The bill which has been filed is a printed one,

covering, with its accompanying exhibits, 83 pages, and it

is the rejoinder of the trust company and the owner of the

mortgage interest in the property, to the legal battle insti-

tuted by the city.

The bill filed by the Washington Trust company alleges

that the original franchise of the Detroit City Railway

and subsequent amendments and extension were passed

by the common council and accepted by the company; that

the company operated under them; that the company

operated under an ordinance granted the Detroit & Grand

Trunk Junction Street Railway company, as also under

the franchise for the Central Market, Cass avenue, and

Third street railway, and that of the Grand River street

railway, and that the Citizens' Street Railway company is

the assignee and successor of all the companies operating

under the franchises specified. The details of the extension

of the franchise in 1S79 are set forth in full, together with

the common council reports in the premises, and the fran-

chise relations of the company to the city are given in

detail. These premises are presented to show that the

city is estopped from now. claiming that the ordinances are

invalid.

The company asks the court to decree; first that the

railway company has all the right sought to be conferred

by the ordiances of 1879; second, that the franchises are

notsubject to impairment; third that the recent action of

the council is a cloud on the title which should be re-

moved by the court; fourth, that the court declare the

repealing ordinance a violation of Sec. 10, Art. i, of the

federal constitution, as impairing the obligation of con-

tracts; fifth, that the court declare the repealing ordinances

violations of Sec. i, Art. 14. of the constitution, as depriv

ing the complainant of valuable property without due pro-

cess of law; sixth, that the city be enjoined from inter-

fering with the company's rights, or enforcing the ordi-

nances of repeal.

The Fort street officials still believe that October i will

see their electric equipment in working order. Two car-

loads of wire are on the ground, and 500 poles are expected

within a few days. As soon as the plans for the power

house are completed, ground will be broken on the recently

purchased Clarke avenue site. The work of setting poles

will be begun simultaneously at both ends of the line, the

gangs working toward each other. The first 300 horse

power engine, which will operate the Springwells loop, will

probably not be here until the middle of August, and

about two weeks will be required to set it up, so that rapid

transit on this section during the Exposition is hardly to

be expected. F. W. G.

New England News.
Boston, July 16.—Some large electrical industries are

to be located at Milford, Mass. The large factory hither-

to occupied by Johnson Sc Rust has just been leased by the

Milfoid .S: Hopedale Street Railway company for the pur-

pose of manufacturing storage batteries and other electrical

appliances. It will start with a small force of about a

dozen meu, but expects to increase this at a very early

date, and the company now has surveyors at work prepar-

ing for a large plant for the manufacture of electric

cars. Work on the building will commence in a few
weeks.
An enterprising and daring band of thieves on the night

of July nth made a raid on the wires of the Providence

Electric Light company. They cut out about a mile of

large sized wire, which is strung along the Riverside shore

of Narragansett Bay and used to carry the electric current

to Crescent Park. Although the wire is said to have been

carrying current at 2,000 volts, they climbed fearlessly up,

and succeeded in getting away with wire to the value of

about $250.

The Holyoke Machine company has made a new

departure in the placing cf an electric motor in its new
building, which is used as a roll department. This is the

first Holyoke concern that has adopted electricity for

power. The company also lights its building from its own

plant.

The Bradbury-Stone storage battery was given a trial

on the electric cars at Dover, N. IL, July 12th. Garrison

hill, which is quite steep, was the scene of the trial. The

cars were taken up the hill at a good rate of speed. A
large party of Lowell business men, who contemplate in-

troducing the system in their city, were present, and

expressed complete satisfaction with the results of the

test.

The Hull, Mass., Electric Light & Power company has

commenced the erection cf a power station at White Head,

Nantasket.

The Electric Gas Machine company has been organized

at Saco, Me., by citizens of Arlington, Mass, with a capital

stock of $500,000. The purpose of this company is to

manufacture, the Harrington fire proof gas machine.

The officers are: Charles B. Fessenden, Arlington, presi-

dent; Herbert W. Potter, Arlington, treasurer.

The Hanover, Mass., selectmen have granted a charter

to the Rockland & Arlington Electric Railway company,

allowing them to lay tracks in the town, the only restric-

tion being that the work must be done within two

years.

The fine weather in New England on July 4th put thou-

sands of dollars into th pockets of stockholders in electric

street railroads. Reports come from all over this section

that the business done on electric roads on that day beats

all holiday records.

New Haven capitalists are negotiating for the purchase

of the Northampton, Mass., street railroad. If they suc-

ceed in purchasing it they will introduce electricity, lay a

new track to Eisthampton, and reduce the fare to five

cents.

Rev. H. A. Kidder is this season cruising about the

waters of Pr^vincetoArn in a boat which is a decided nov-

elty to th 2 people oflhat region. He fitted upa i4foot

row-boat to lun by electricity. He has placed a copper-

flanged propellor at the stern and connected it by a rod

running through the stern with an electric motor, which

is driven by a battery placad above it. The shaft and ma-

chinery are inclosed by a wcoden covering, hinged at the

ends, so as to be easy of access.

The Haverhill & Groveland. Mass.. Street Railway com-

pany, contrary to expectation, has accepted the charter

granted by the aldermen of Haverhill for the uiC of elec-

tricity, and a double track system. Work will be com-

menced at once.

The citizens of Billenca, Ma=s., dissatisfied with the

Lowell service of the Boston & Maine railway, held a meet-

ing on July 15th and appointed a committee to investigate

the possibility of building an electric road to Lowell.

Tufts College has had fitted up in the basement of the

main recitation building an electric light station. The dy-

namo room contains a B. F. Slurtevant high speed auto-

matic engine of 25 horse power, belted to a line of shafting.

From this shafting are belted an American and a Ball

arclight d\namo, a small alternator, a special 4,000 watt

machine for experimental purposes, and a pair of i ro volt,

1,500 watt machines, for a three-wire installation in the li-

brary, and for charging the electric battery plant. Thiee
other machines are in process of construction, one of 12

kilowatts and no volts. Steam power is furnished by two

Whittier tubular boilers. Belonging to the dynamo rooms
are over twenty arc lamps and a supply of electrical test-

ing instruments. The battery room is adjacent, the main
battery consisting of sixty of the large cells of the Ameri-

can Accumulator company. These cells are in constant

use for experimental and motor work, and for lighting.

Most of the rough and some of the fine apparatus used in

the dynamo room was manufactured in an adjoining

workshop.

An important decision against the Walworth Light &
Power company was handed down by the Supreme Court

on Friday. The attorney-general brought action against

the company for violating the statute which prohibits com-

panies from laying or erecting wires over or under the

streets without the consent of the mayor and aldermen.

The Walworth company was operating wires in Hawley
street which they had not laid, but had purchased from

another company. They claimed that, as they had not

put the wires in place, there was nothing in the statute to

prevent them from maintaining them and using them for

supplying electricity to their customers. The court ruled

that, notwithstanding that the statute was worded to pre-

vent the laying of wires, the reason this prohibition was

made was to prevent the maintaining of them in the

street. Another point made by the company was that the

company did not ?ell electric light, for it did not own the

device at the end of the line by which the electricity was

converted into light. The claim was that the company
only sold electricity. The court said that' it was clear that

the legislature contemplated making no such nice distinc-

tion, and that the wire which is prohibited when used to

furnish electric light is equally prohibited when used to

furnish electricity which is to be converted into light. An
injunction was granted.

The New England Electric Heating company has been

formed at Portland, Me., with a capital stock of $205,-

000. Its purpose is to manufacture electrical heating

apparatus. E. Jewell of Boston and L. L. Parsons and

A. B. Smith of Saugus, Mass., are the incorporators.

The Beverly &: Danvers street railway is expected to be

started again soon. It was built to be operated by the

storage battery system, but this failed to work satis-

factorily, and for six months the road has not been oper-

ated. Now the Naumkeag Street Railway company has

made the stockholders an offer, and they have voted to ac-

cept.

The first car over the new Fitchburg electric road to

Leominster was run on June 20th. The company has not

yet built a power station, but will do so soon. At present

power is furnished by the Leominster Electric Light com-

pany. Westinghouse generators are used.

The Wakefield & Stoneham Street Railway company

has commenced laying track, and it is expected that elec-

tric cars will be running by September ist. This line will

give the people of Wakefield, Stoneham and Reading a

direct line to Lynn and Revere Beach, and open up a good

deal of land for building purposes.

The Amesbury Electric Light company has ordered an

85 horse power Thomson- Houston generator.

A party of United States military officers, consisting of

Gen Cutchen, formerly chairman of the committee on

military affairs of the house; Gen. Abbott of the engineers,

Col. Clossen of the artillery, Capt. Morrison, the recorder,

and Maj. Comley, visited Lynn Friday to inspect the

factory of the American Projectile company. They

wished to ascertain the capacity of the factory for the

manufacture of electrically welded shells and other

projectiles, and also to obtain knowledge of the process of

shell-making by electric welding, with a view to its exten-

sion and development over other methods of produc-

tion.

A. L. Rohrer. the general superintendent of the

Thomson-Houston works at Lynn, Mass., will soon take

up his permanent location at Schenectady, N. Y , where he

will assume his new duties as assistant manager of the

General Electric company.

The Thomson-Houston people employ over 4,000 per-

sons at their Lynn works, and their weekly pay roll

amounts to $50,000.

The contract for the electric equipment of the elevated

road on North street, Baltimore, Md., has been awarded

to the General Electric company.

The new mammoth buildings of this company now be-

ing constructed on the Lynn marshes will be ready for

occupancy by the middle of September. There are 300

men at work on them, and the outer walls are already as-

suming gigantic proportions. Work on the wharf is being

rapidly pushed. The Boston -^c Maine railroad has com-

pleted a spur track around the building, and the material
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for construction is arriving every day. The electric com-

pany expects Jo just double its force and turn out double

the amount of work before the snow flies.

The new power station of the Lynn & Boston railway

was started up July 4th for the first time, and has been

running ever since. Only one engine and generator, how-

ever, are in use.

Claflin & Kimball were incorporated July 2.1 to manu-

facture and sell electric dynamos, motors, batteries, arc

and incandescent lights and all kinds of electrical appli-

ances, and to act as manufacturers' agents for the pur-

chase of such goods. Adams D. Claflin is president, and

M. M. Kimball treasurer. The other stockholders are

George Walker and Joseph H. Walker. This firm is Bos.

ton agent for the Mather Electric company and the

Perkins Electric Lamp company. The offices are at n 6

Bedford street. The firm is not a new one in electrical

lines, but the demands of a rapidly increasing business

made an incorporation necessary.

The Storage Battery Street Railway company has been

organized in Cambridge, Mass. President Whitney of the

West End Street Railway company says the object of this

company is to endeavor to coerce the West End into its

absorption, but that the West End will have nothing to do

with it. "If we could charge 25 cent fares," says President

Whitney, "the storage battery might be adopted, but our

policy is to cheapen transportation, and with low fares the

storage battery is impossible.''

A committee of citizens of Weymouth, Mass., has

been appointed to raise money for the building of an elec-

tric road, the route to cover the three villages of North,

Eist and Weymouth Lm ling. Tnis road would be six

miles in length, and would cost -$6o,ooD. The Quincy &
Boston road has applied for the right to extend the tracks

to cover this territory, but the Weymouth & Hinghan

Srreet Railway company oppos; the granting of a fran-

chise to outsiders, and it is probable that local capita! will

build the road.

The New Bedford Gas & Electric Light company will

double the size of its present building and increase its ca-

pacity in proportion. A building 75x75 feet, two stories,

is to b2 erected. Two new engines will be put In, one a

Green engine of 600 horse power built by the Providence

Steam Engine company. To provide for the heavy ma-

chinery required there will be 162 feet of 6-inch shafting.

The lighting system of the Boston Grand Opera House

is to be changed next season. Incandescent electric

lights will bs substituted for the gas now in use.

The Worcester & Millbury Electric Railway company is

to be supplied with a new power plant of 500 horse power

capacity.

The aldermen of Newton, Mass., have granted the

Electric Street Railway company permission to lay tiacks

and erect poles from Beaver Brook to the Watertown line.

The K. ^: W. Electric company has been incorporated at

Bridgeport, Conn., to manufacture electrical appliances.

The Worcester Electric Light company has just put in a

600 horse power Corliss engine to be kept for use in an

emergency. A new 2.000 incandescent light machine is

being put in place besides two new arc machines.

A relic of the useless fight the late Manager Furber of

the Boston & Maine attempted to wage against electricity

is no» to bi se^n on t'le LoAtell division of this road. It

consists of a train of small sized passenger cars with a

light double headed enjine attached. When the electric

road was built from Dover to Great Falls, N. H., Mana-
ger Furber attempted to kill the project. He accordingly

purchased these light cars, constructed on the plan of the

New York "L" cars, and ran the train at short intervals

between the two places. But the electrics were deemed
more desirable by the patrons and the B. & M. train was
run at a loss. Mr. Fuiber kept it going, however, till his

death, and then the officials of the road stopped it and the

cars are now doing suburban service out of Boston.

J. C.E.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Lodis, July lO.—As indicating what may be ex-

pected in the near future, in the direction of electric rail-

way work in St. Louis and vicinity, the following synopsis

is given of bills now pending before the city legislature.

The Fourth Street and Arsenal Railway company asks
the privilege of extending its tracks, and changing its mo-
tive pDwcr from horbes to electricity on overhead wires.

The extension proposid is from its present terminus

north on Fourth and Third streets to the intersection of

Third street with Broadway, betwee.1 Hales and O'Fallon
streets. This point is very near the location ol the pro-

posed n;w Union depot to be built by the Merchants
Icrminal Railway .association. From its present terminus
.lUthward to Fourth and Chateau avenue, it will opera'c
over the tracks ol the People's cable railway—both cable
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and electric cara running^ over this length of i^ miles.

The Compton Heights Union Depot & Merchants'

Terminal Railroad company desires to construct and op-

erate a road from Third and Carr streets; south on Third to

Washington avenue; theace west over the tracks of the

Lindell Electric railway to Eighteenth; thence south past

the new Union depot and over the Eighteenth street

bridge to Papin and Choteau avenues; west on Choteau

to Mississippi avenue, south to Park avenue; west to Law-
rence street; south to Tower Grove Park. Also from

Lawrence street and Park avenue north to Choteau av-

enue, to connect with the Vandeventer Avenue Electric

line. The compaay also desires to lay a single track from

Compton and Park avenues, south to Shenandoah; also

from Nebraska and Park avenues south to Shenandoah,

thence west to Compton; thence west with a double track to

Lawrence. This project is said to be in the interest of

the owners of the Lindell Railway. The speed east of

Grand avenue is limited to ten miles an hour, and west of

Grand to fifteen.

The Union Depot Railway company, now operating about

forty miles of single track electric railway, desires to extend

its tracks and change the location of some of them. The
extensions are with a double track from Meramec street

and Virginia avenue south on Virginia to Compton ave-

nue; south to Wilmington read; east to Michigan avenue;

south to Stein; thence wi:h a single track on Michigan to

Primm, and with double track in Priram to Ivory single track

onlvorytoa junction with the double tracks in Michigan

avenue. Also fromTwelfth and Clark avenue west with double

tiacks to Eighteenth (near the new Union depot); south on
Eighteenth across the bridge to Dolman; south on Dolman
to Lafayette. Also from Lafayette and Second Carondelet

avenues south, with double track to Crittenden; west to

Lemp; south to Cherokee; west to Gravois; southwest on

Gravois to a point 300 feet west of Grand avenue. Also

to change certain of its present single tracks to conform

with the above double track system. The speeds are lim-

ited to ten miles per hour, north, and fifteen miles

south, of Lafayette avenue.

The Taylor Avenue Railway company desiies to con-

struct and operate a double track electric railway beginning

at the tracks of the Missouri Pacific railway northward

along Taylor and Clagett avenues to Bellefontaine and
Calvary cemeteries. The application also is said to be in

the interest of the owners of the Lindell railway, over

whose tracks it operates for some distance. Its speed is

limited to fifteen miles per hour, and the privileges are to

extend for fifty years.

The Grand Avenue Railway company, already briefiy

referred to in a recent letter, desires to operate a double

track electric railway from tlie intersection of Grand and

Blair avenues; south on Grand over the tracks of the

Bentoa-BellefoQtaine electric; Citizens' cable, Lindell

electric, and People's cable, which roads occupy Grand
avenue for short distances, to Meramec street; thence east

to Virginia avenue; south to Courtois: thence south on

Virginia with a single track to Primm; west to Ivory;

northeast to the double track on Virginia. Grand avenue

is one of the finest streets in the city, and will probably

be made a boulevard soon. The new line passes the

water tower, fair grounds, base ball park, the Missouri

Pac.fic railway. Tower Grove park and many o:her points

of interest. Cars may be run at a speed not exceeding

fifteen miles per hour. The franchise is to run forty-five

years.

The Manchester Road Electric RailA-ay company is a

very ambitious project proposing to extend out into St.

Louis county to Meramec Highlands, some eighteen miles

west of St. Louis, entering a suburban territory which hts

heretofore been served exclusively by the short trains of the

Missouri Pacific and St. Louis & San Francisco railways.

The movement is receiving enthusiastic support in the

county, and is backed by men of means. It will pass

through the towns of Benton, Greenwood, Old Orchard,

Tuxedo Park, Webster Grove, Glendale and Ivirkwood.

The company was organized with a capital stock of $20,-

000, W. C. Orton,of Chicago holding go shares; Thomas
Howard of St. Louis, 90 shares, James Danils, St. Louis,

20 shares. It is understood that the company desires to

make a down-town connection with the Lindell or Laclede

avenue electric lines. The cost of the road from King's

Highway, ,St. Louis, to Kirkwood is estimated at $500,000,

Work on all ihcss lines is to be done under the super-

vision of the St. Louis Board of Public Improvements.

The poles are to exlead not less than twenty feet above the

streets.

The Cen'.ral Street railway also has a bill before the

council. It is m.iking good progress.

In addition to these projects, work is now in progress

changing the Cass avenue, Norlhtrn Central, and Union
lines, to electricity; the JefTersun avenue line has permis-
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sion to change; the Forest Park and Clayton line has au-
thority to proceed with its lines out into St. Louis county:
it is proposed to change the Citizens' Grand avenue line

to electricity, from cable; the Citizers' Esston aveiue ex-

tension, and the Baden lines from horse to electricity; and
an extension'of the Southernl electric railway to Jefferson
Barracks is proposed.

Prof. Francis E. Nipher, who has charge of the depart-
ment of electrical engineering at Washington University
and who is prominently connected with the Adams Elec-
tric Railway company, has returned from a short vacation
"Et Iowa City, la.

The Webb City Electric. Light & Power company,
Webb City, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $150,000. The following named St. Louis capital-
ists are among the incorporators: Thos. H. West, John T
Davis. A. C. Stewart, J. D. Filley, :ndj. P. He'lferstein.'

Extensive improvements are being talked of for Madi-
son, 111., which is located at the eastern end of the new'
Merchan's' bridge, opposite North St. Louis. It is ex-
pected that franchises for electric lighting and a sTeet
railway will be asked for soon
Norman W. Eayrs, formerly of St. Louis, but later of

Pittsburg, has beci appointed superintendent of the St
Louis bridge. Hfs-dutles include the operation of the
St. Louis and East S^ Louis declric railway running over
the upper roadway of the bridge.

The annual assembly of the Southern Illinois Chautauqua
Literary societies is now being held on the grounds in the
suburbs of Chester. 111. The grounds are illuminated by
arc lights operated from the plant owned by the S:ate
penitentiary.

George R. Olshausen, lately engineer of construction for
the Benton-Bellefontaine street railway, during its change
to electricity, has been appointed to a permanent position
with the Union Depot electric line.

The contract for wiring the new fourteen story building
of the Union Trust company, on Seventh and Olive
streets for e'ectric lights and telephones, has been awarded
lo the Western Electric company, Chicago.

The People's Gas. Electric Light & Power company has
made application to the city legislature of St. Lcuis for a
fifty sears' franchise. The persons interested are John
Maguire, Perry Barthlow, John B. Taylor and others
Illuminating gas is to be furnished for 93 cents per thou-
sand, and fuel gas for45 cents. Cilygas lamps are offered
for $20 each per year. No statement is made as yet regard-
ing the company's plans in electric lighting.

The racing by electric light at the South Side Park is
eminently successful. Large crowds are present, the at-
tendance averaging 2.500 each night. The lights burn
from about 7:30 to 10:30, and the current is furnished by
the Missouri Electric Light & Power company, whose
central station is about two miles distant. Every twenty-
three feet around the inside of the half mile track a pole is
located, with an arm and shade. Each arm canies a
cluster of four 32 candle-power lamp^, there being about
525 32 candle power lamps in all, used around the track
In addition there are around the grand stand 36 32 candle-
power and 29 16 candle-power lamps.

Mrs. Jennie T. Forster who owns the electric light plant
at Farmington. Mo., has filed a bill for an injunction re-
st aining W. L. Hockaday, late manager of the plant from
drau'ins- or handling any portion of the company's funds
which have been deposited to his credit in a St. Louis bank
ShecVm; that Hockaday is insolvent, and that he threatens
to draw th3 money and appropriate it to his own use
W. A. Jackson has been appointed manager to succeed
Hockaday. Thirty additional city lights have been put
into service, making fifty in all, and it is claimed that
Farmington IS now cne of the best lighted towns in the
stale. A large demand for incandescent lights for domes-
tic service, is also reported.

Negotiations are now in progress looking toward the
establishment of a street railway over the Merchants'
Eiidge, connecting North St. Louis with Madison and
Venice, III. The cost of the road is estimated at $250 -

000. It would be necessary to widen the bridge and build
separate approaches. Prominent capitalists have signilied
their readiness to interest themselves in the enterprise. It
is probable that arrangements will be made with some line
on the St. Louis side to enable the bridge cars to go down
town. It is probable that matters will assume tangible
shape next week.

A. -W. Kemnilz of the Pond Engineering company, has
left for an extended trip to the southwest, and will spend
some time in Texas. ^V. H B

Spokane, Wash.
Sl'OKAHE, Wash., July 14 —The Edison Electric Illu-

minating company of this city has ordered from the North-
west Thomson- Houston Electric company a 1,000 light
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alternating current incandescent dyamo, with separate ex-

citer and all the necessary equipment complete. Though

the company is now dispensing current nightly for about

g.ooo incandescent lights and 600 arcs, this will be the

first alternating current dynamo introduced into the sys-

tem. It is to be used principally for residence lighting

outside of town, where it is not economical to carry the

continuous current.

The Spokane Cable Railway company on the 6th in-

sta«t filed an injunction in the Superior court against the

city of Spokane and V. M. Massey, enjoining them from

tearing up the tracks of the company to lay a sewer on

Post street. The contractor, V. M. Massey, began exca-

vating between the tracks on the afternoon of July 5th.

Work was, however, suspended by a restraining order

early on the following day. There is a double track on

Post street, and under the franchise the company is oper-

ating an electric line on the street. The section

track in question is the most important piece on the

company's system, as it is the only route by which the

company can obtain access to the system on the north side

of the river, and also to the cai barn on the north side.

The company claims that the city has no right to tear up

the tracks, to lay a sewer in the center of the street, as

there is abundant room on either side of the tracks for the

sewer, and that it would seriously injure and damage the

company's business, and property and seriously interfere

with public travel. J. M.

PERSONAL.
J. P. Ord, general accountant of the General Electric

company, was in Chicago on Monday.

Elmer E. Sperry of Chicago paid a visit to the Thom-
son-Houston works at Lynn on Thursday of last week.

W. W. Griffin, of the New England Electrical com-
pany of Bridgeport, Conn,, was in New York last week.

John Lee Bunce, of the Perkins Electric Switch Manu-
facturing company, Hartford, Conn., was in Chicago sev-

eral days during last week.

Captain John McKinlock, treasurer of the Western
Electrical Supply company, the Omaha branch of the Cen-
tral Electrical company of Chicago, was in the city for a

few days last week.

President S. A. Barton, Boston, of the Brush Electric

company, Cleveland, was in Chicago last week. Mr. Bar-

ton was as usual warmly welcomed by his many old friends

of the Chicago Electric club.

Charles E. Brown's friends are congratulating him upon
his twenty-seventh birthday, and the Central Electric com-
pany is celebrating the event. Mr. Brown has been with

the company for three years. He has proven himself a

valuable and efficient officer, and has hosts of friends in

the trade who wish him continued prosperity.

Harry H. Turner, of the Lynn factory of the Thomson-
Houston company, is in Berlin, where he was sent to in-

struct local workmen in the art of winding Thomson-
Houston armatures, as the Thomson-Houston Internation-

al Electric company, in order to protect its patents in

European nations, has to manufacture in those countries.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Cedartown company, Roanoke, Va.; capital stock,

$750,000; electric lighting, etc.

Stanford Electric Light company, Stanford, N. Y. ; cap- ,

tal stock, $20,000; to minufa';ture and use electricity for

light, heat, or power, etc.

Bath Electric Illumiuiting & Power company, Bath, N.

Y.; capital stock, $35,030; to manufacture, generate, use,

rent, lease and sell electricity.

Union Electric company, Benton Harbor, Mich.; capi-

tal stock. $150,000; electric light and power and stree-

railway; Jas. L. Clark, Chicago, Ill-

Manchester Road Electric Railway company, St. Louis,

Mo.; capital stock, $20,000; to own and operate an elec-

tric railway; T. A. Post, Commercial building, St. Louis,

Mo.

Payette Real Estate Investment company, Boise

City, Idaho; capital stock, $25,0^0; dealing in real

estate, operating electric plants; R D. Wolteibeck, Boise

City, Idaho.

Knapp-Seliner Chandelier company, St. Louis, Mo.;

capital stock, |3o,ooo; to manufacture and sell gas and
electric light fixtures, etc.; Vernon W. Knapp, 102 North
Third street. St- Louis. Mo.

Webb City Light & Power company, Webb City, Mo.;

capital stock, $150^000; to manufacture and supply elec-

tiic light and power; Edw- Cunningham, Jr., St, Louis

Trust company, St Louis, Mo.

Sharon Hill Electric co3ipany, Aharon Hill, Pa.; capi-

tal stock, $1,000; supplying light, heat and power by
electricity at the borough of Sharon Hill, Pa.; Edward
Bliss, 7^7 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Everett & Lake Stevens Water & Electric company, Ev-

erett, Wash.; capital stock, $250,000; to operate and main-

tain waterworks, electric light and power plants, electric

railways, etc.; F. H. Brownell, Everett, Wash.

Bradley General Electric company, Chicago, 111. ; capi-

tal stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture and sell electric de-
vices and machinery, construct electric street railroads,

etc.; Furber & Douglas, 121 La Salle street, Chicago,
111.

Columbia Cronophone company, Camden, N. J.; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture, utilize, sell and dispose
of the machine or device known as "the electrical time
call and set back," etc. ; R. T. Smith, 106 Market street,

Camden, N. J.

Durango Railway & Realty company, Durango, Colo.;
capital stock, $250,000; to construct a system of street

railways in the city of Durango by horse, electricity,

cable or other power and deal in real estate in LaPlata
county, Colo.

Home Electric concern, Brooklyn, N. Y., incor-

porated in West Virginia; capital stock, $100,000; manu-
facturing, selling or leasing all kinds of electrical or
mechanical devices; Jos. Sachs, 107 Arbuckle building,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CountryClub, Seattle, Wash.; capitalstock, $24000; to

construct, operate, own and lease street railways, both
steam and electric, cable roads, steamboats, telegraph and
telephone lines, electric light, gas and waterworks;
Strudwick, Peters & Van Wjck, Seattle, Wash.

Elwood Electric Railway company, Elwood, Ind. ; cap-

ital stock, $150,000; constructing, owning, maintaining
and operating by means of electricity cr other motive
power, lines of street railway through the streets of El-

wood, and to extend such lines in Madison county and ad-
jacent counties and connect Elwood with other towns.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Montello, Wis, is to be lighted by electricity.

The village of Spring Valley, 111., has contracted for 30
Ball arc lights for street illumination.

The Maroa, III., city council, has passed an ordinance
authorizing the mayor and city clerk to contract for an
electric light plant.

The capacity of the isolated plant at the state hospital

for the insane at Kankakee, III., has been doubled, and
now there is a generating capacity for 3,200 incandescent
lamps and 25 arcs. Western Electric dynamos are used.
The mains leading to the various buildings are laid en-

tirely in underground conduits.

The public lighting committee of the Hillsdale, Mich.,
council has reported in favor of the city owning its own
electric light plant. It recommends that the mayor be re-

quested to call a special election so that the voters may
decide whether they wish to bond the city for $15,000 that

it may own and operate its own light plant.

At a recent meeting of the council of an Ohio city

some very uncomplimentary things were said about the

electric light service. The city marshal said that the lights

were so poor that the policemen could not see to make out

the tickets showing how long each lamp had burned. The
clerk was instructed to investigate the matter.

The New Bedford, Mass., Gas & Electric Light com-
pany is to nearly double the size of its present building

and increase its capacity in proportion. A building 75 by
75 feet in area, two stories in he.ght, is to be built to

adjoin the present building on the front or west end. The
old building is 75 by 112 feet. Two new engines will be
put in, one of 600 horse power.

The ordinance entitling the Archer Electric Light com-
pany of Chicago to operate a plant in the section bounded
by Wentworth avenue, Thirty-ninth street. Western ave-

nue. Thirty-first street and the South branch canal has
been referred to the electric light committee of the com-
mon council. It gives the city 3 per cent, of the gross
earnings, and the company must maintain a 1,200 candle
power light in each police district.

The Thomson-Houston company and the Buckeye En-
gine company have each brought suit against the Citi-

zens' Electric Light company of Louisville. The former
company seeks to recover $1,667.39, said to be due it

for machinery sold, and the engine people have a similar

claim for $1,512.45. The Louisville company asserts

that the suits result from an unjustifiable attempt to dis-

credit its business, and that it is in no way embarrassed.

Mayor Rogers of Denver and representatives of the

Consolidated Electric Light company held a conference
recently. The subject under discussion was the differ-

*ences between the mayor and the company. For several

months the former has refused to sign warrants for incan-

descent and arc lights used by the city, claiming that

many of the lights were unnecessary. Another confer-

ence will be held soon, when all differences are expected

to be settled.

The dispute between the city authorities of Grand Rap-
ids, Mich., and the Grand Rapids Electric Light Sc Power
company in relation to the candle power of the lights fur-

nished the city, will be settled in the courts. The manager
of the company has refused to make the desired deduction

in the May lighting bill, in which action he is sustained by
the city attorney, and he also presents a bill for $15 inter-

est. The committee has engaged outside legal talent,

and has decided to report to the council in favor of letting

the whole matter be settled in the courts.

The Thomson-Houston company is erecting a large
plant on Front street, near the lower wharf, in Nashville,
Tenn, The brick building used by the Capital Electric
company will be used for a boiler room, and a new $20,-
000 building is being erected for the engines and dyna-
mos. The improvement will be finished within sixty
days, when the station on Grundy street will be discon-
tinued. When the new plant is completed the Thomson-
Houston company will have an investment in Nashville
in buildings, machinery, wiring, etc, of $150,000 or
more.

The Citizens' Electric Light company, of Windsor, Ont.,
bought its transformers from the Reliance Electric com-
pany of Watertown. The latter, though, retained a lien
on the goods. O. E. Fleming, solicitor for the Reliance

'

company, said that his client's money, nearly $1,000, was
due in a year's time. When the year was up the bailiff took
possession of the property by order of the Reliance com-
pany, and held it for thirty days in order to give the Citi-
zens' company a chance to raise the amount of the debt.
When the time bad expired, no money was forthcoming,
£0 the bailiff at once began taking away the transformers.

A press dispatch from Fostoria, O., dated July 7th,
says: About 10 o'clock a djnamo in the Fostoria light
and power works exploded with terrific force. The fly
wheel on the engine was dismantled a second later and
smashed to atoms. The flying pieces crashed through the
wooden ceiling in several places, tearing great holes in
the roof. The engineer, Paul Hyder, was instantly killed,
his skull being crushed, both legs broken and one arm
neariy tom from the body. The works, which are run in
connection with the artificial gas works, had three dyna-
mos. The steam connections from the engine were broken
and the escaping steam added to the confusion.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is said that a new electric railway line is to be built in

Cairo, 111., by the Delta Electric company.

An electric road is building to connect Shickshinny,
Pa., with several small villages in the Huntington valley.
This railway is to carry freight as well as passengers, is

eight miles long, and has a tributary population of about
6,000. It is expected that it will carry about 125 car-
loads of lumber, bark and ties per month, besides miscel-
laneous freight.

The conference concerning the proposed reorganization
of the North Lincoln, Neb , City Electric Street Railway
company's affairs is reported to have reached a satisfactory
conclusion. It is said that the property will pay 6 per
cent, interest on an investment of $65,000 as it stands,
and with certain extensions would pay a fair rate of inter-
est on a much larger sum.

On June 4th Judge Simonton, Harrisburg, Pa,,
handed down an opinion in the two in-
junctions applied for by the City Passenger
Electric Railway company and the city of Harrisburg.
Pie refused the former application, but granted the latter.

He says that the City Passenger company cannot build a
track on Walnut street under its charter, which says
the motive power is to be furnished by horses, and
operate the line by electricity. Much dissatisfaction
prevails, and the officials of the City Passenger Railway
company have demanded another argument on the injunc-
tions.

The stockholders of the street railway company at Lan-
caster, Pa., have decided to substitute electric power for
horses; to increase the capital stock to $50,000, and change
the name of the corporation to the Lancaster Electric Street
Railroad company. In recommending the change Manager
Bauman said: " I hand you a report of thirty roads having
from If miles to 7 miles of track and from 2 to S cars each.
Fourteen of these roads were built for horse railroads, and
not a single road paid operating expenses, while now, as
electric roads, each one pays. The traffic not only increased
100 but from 200 to 300 per cent. Sixteen of these 30
roads were built lately and every one of them pays,"

The city attorney of Grand Rapids, Mich., has recom-
mended that the council declare void the franchise of the
Reed's Lake Electric Railway company to operate lines on
various streets and highways in the township of Grand
Rapids, now included within the corporate limits of the
city of Grand Rapids, on the ground that the company has
failed to comply with the ordinances under which it was
permitted to operate its lines; and further, that the com-
pany has failed to comply with the provisions by which it

was to run cars at stated intervals the year round, and, in
fact, it has not run cars for a period of eleven months, and
has allowed its line to get out of repairs and impede
traf&c.

An accounting is demanded in a Circuit Court bill filed

in Chicago by William Forbush, assignee of the Continental
Electric Construction company, against D. B. Dewey, W.
T. Rickords,Gen. JohnL. Beveridge, Frederick J. Wilson,
and the Battle Creek Electric Railway company. The
Continental Electric Construction company had a contract
to construct a line of electric railway in Battle Creek,
Mich., for the Battle Creek Electric Railway company.
Being unable to carry out the contract it was assigned to
Wilson, who was to give up one-half of his profits in the
deal. Wilson, associated with the other defendonts, com-
pleted the contract, and it is charged that they cleared

$20,000, beside securing the entire stock of the Battle
Creek Electric Railway company, worth $75,000. The
assignee now claims that he is entitled to one-eighth of the
entire sum under the contract with Wilson.
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TELEGRAPH.
The building occupied by the Western Union Telegraph

company in New Cleans was partially destroyed by fire

on July loth.

City Engineer Hunter of Denver has declined to issue

any more permits to the Western Union company to place

poles and string wires in the streets until the company can

show that it has a right in the streets. It is claimed that

the company has no franchise. Manager Brooks of the

Western Union called upon the mayor recently and stated

his willingness to comply with the city's requirements, but

he did not desire to have his company discriminated

against.

A press dispatch states that the city of Philadelphia has

been suing the Bankers & Merchants' Telegraph com-

pany and the Postal Telegraph company to recover license

fees for^ poles and wires erected in that city by the respec-

tive companies. On July 15th the referee, Robert Sturgis,

filed a report in favor of the Quaker City. In 1SS5 the

common council of Philadelphia passed a resolution re-

quiring the poles to be yearly licensed at $1 each and each

mile of wire at $2.50. The Bankers & Merchants' com-

pany, which has been absorbed by the Postal, maintained

551 poles in Philadephia and an average of 370 miles of

wire. The companies denied the right to impose the

license fees. The referee says that the fees were used to

have the poles regularly inspected for the safety of pedes-

trians. He decided that the companies should pay the

city of Philadelphia fees amounting to $11,850 for the

years from 1SS5 to 1S92.

lamps. The plan, if realized, is likely to become the fore-

runner of many similar installations in Scandinavia.

TRADE NEWS.

TELEPHONE.
Atelephone line is to be built from Weltford to Spartan-

burg, S. C.

Important changes will be made in the Toledo, O.,

telephone system. It is proposed to expend $50,000 in

these improvements. Complete metallic circuits will be
introduced and connection made with the long distance

telephone lines.

The committee on railways and telegraphs of the city

council of Toledo. O., has voted in favor of an ordinance
empowering the Ohio Telephone & Telegraph company of

Cincinnati to construct, operate and maintain a telephone

service in the city of Toledo, and primarily to allow the

company to erect poles in certain streets, to be stipulated

by future legislation. This is in the line of long distance

seiviqe in Toledo.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The directors of the State Fair association of West Vir-

ginia intend to have races by electric light on the opening
day of the next fair, September 5tb.

West Bay City was deluded with a swarm of June bugs
one evening last week, says the Dowagiac, Mich., Times
of recent date, and the electric lights had to be turned out

to head off the invasion.

Mayor Rogers of Denver, has recommended the estab-
lishing of subways for wires, to be used by the telegraph,

telephone and electric light companies, but the council has
taken no action on the matter.

Tne Daily Financial News of New York, in its issue

of July iith, said : "The General Electric company,
which took over the Edison General and Thomson-
Houston companies on the first of June, shows so far an
increase of over loo per cent, over the corresponding
period last year."

Mayor Rogers of Denver, has refused to approve the
bill of $3.5oowhich the council has voted to pay the Con-
solidated Electric company for substituting incandescent
lights for arcs.

Thesparrow killing business is quite profitable to some
people says the Kalamazoo, Mich., Gazette. Mr. Hays who
attcndstothe electric lights brought in 141 yesterday. They
ntst in the lamps and he lets them get just large enough
so they cannot fly and then pinches their heads for three
cents each. He made $70 last year at it.

The electrical stearing gear on the monitor Miantono-
raah is now said to be in good working order. The de-
vice was designed by the Edison General Electric com-
pany, and as this is the first time such apparatus has been
applied to a monitor, which is the hardest of all vessels to
steer, it required a little time to get it working properiy.
The electrical equipment of the Miantonomah is probably
the most complete of any of our warships.

Some interesting experiments in Hash light telegraphy have
lately been made on the Eiff ;1 tower. Erom this conspicu-
ous eminence rapid communication can be made to all the
forts around Paris, and recent experiences seem to indicate
the possibility of the tower being very useful in case of war.
l-or some weeks past a body of array engineers has nightly
been engaged in signaling from the summit, and the re
suits are said to be most satisfactory. In only one case,
that of Vincenncs, was there any difliculty in communicat-
ing with the outer defenses of Paris.

The project for erecting an electric installation for the
transinisaion of power from the large Trollhiittan water-
fall (0 Gothenburg, Sweden, has so far advanced that
about 100 firms in the latter town arc willing to use elec-
tric power from Trollh'i:tan if convcnicntlv installed and
if the prices are suitable. The amount of motive power
and eleclric lighting rcqu'rcd by these appjicunts amount
to 5,262 horsepower and 8,395 incandescent and 178 arc

Julius Audrae of Milwaukee has made arrangements to

represent the Central Electric company in Milwaukee.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is meeting with
success with the Acme lead cable manufactured by the

Okonite company. This cable is substantially made, and
especially adapted for underground service.

T. J. Murphy, the well-known New York manufacturer

of slate for electrical purposes, returned to New York last

week after an absence of ten days during which time he
visited his quarry in Vermont. Mr. Murphy reports some
very large sales during the last month of his Italian and
American marble for switches and switch boards.

The consolidation of the Edison and Thomson-Houston
companies' business in Seattle consequent on the consoli-

dat'on of the two parent companies, took place on July
1st. The new offices are at 807 Front street, where the

Edison company had been located. W. J. Grames,
formerly manager for the Edison company, will be the

local manager.

The fourth semi-annual dividend of 4 per cent, has just

been paid on the preferred stock of the Great Western
Electric Supply company. Several new street railway con-

tracts have recently been taken by the Great Western
company, one of them being at Bozeman, Mont. Several

isolated lighting plants complete have recently been in-

stalled, and business in all departments is reported active

and the outlook for the future very bright.

The Gould & Watson company of Boston, dealers in

mica, has disposed of its entire mica stock and the good-
will of its business to the American Mica company. This
last named concern will in the future conduct the business in

all its branches with headquarters at 620 Atlantic avenue,

Boston. G. B. Watson, who has been treasurer for the

Gould & Watson company, will be general manager of

the American Mica company.

The American Engine company of Bound Brook, N.

J., whose high speed engine has attracted so much atten-

tion, has just added a large amount of new machinery and
buiU in addition 40x60 feet to its factory in order to meet
the rapid increase in business. An electric crane to be
built by the Bay City Iron company of Bay City, Mich.,

has also been ordered. Recent contracts secured by the

American Engine company, include a number of installa-

tions for steam yachts. No little credit must be given to

General Manager Elmer 'Stillman Smith for the rapid

growth of this company.

BUSINESS.
The Engineering Equipment company of New York,

has secured United States rights of manufacture and sale

of the Goodell boiler and pipe covering. This is an im-
portant addition to the company's business, which is now
divided into three special departments, viz. : Belting, boiler

and pipe covering and overhead electric railway materials.

In each of those specialties the company purposes to enlarge

its facilities and strengthen its position in the trade.

Norman Hubbard of 93 Pearl street, Brooklyn. N. Y.,
manufacturer of the Packard vacuum pump, used iu the
manufacture of incandescent lamps, has recently supplied
one No. 3 pump to the Edison Lamp company, Harrison,

N. J , and one No. 3 and one No. 4 to the Dominion
Electric company, recently organized in Montreal. Mr.
Hubbard states that there are now 150 of these pumps in

uss ia this country and abroad, and that recent improve-
ments of great value have been made in 'them.

The ideal shape, the small weight for the output, the
novelty of the design together with the simplicity and
noiselessness of the T^undell fan motoi; these are the ad-
vantages an appreciation of which by the trade is keeping
the Interior Conduit & Installation company of New York
working to its utmost capacity. In addition to the
work of filling the demands for this fan motor, the In-

terior company is selling quite a number of its new com-
bined pull-switch and ceiling pendant cut-outs.

The Herculei Iron Works of Chicago, III., have added
to their already extensive line of specialties the manufact-
ure of a new line of forging and bending machines for

iron and steel work. One special feature of the machine
is the rapid manufacture of turn buckles of all sizes. They
have also be^un the manufacture and already placed on
the market a new design of a light spring hammer, with a
blow ranging from fifteen to thirty pounds. The hammer
is so arranged that one or more can be operated with a
single belt. They may be attached to posts or the side of

the shop.

Queen & Co.. Philadelphia, are experiencing quite a de-

mand for Ihtir standard portable testing sets. In every
central station, no matter how small, it is real economy to

have accurate apparatus for measuring resistance of lines,

dynamos, lamps, eti;., and the Queen set, "1S91" type,

with its wide range, accurate adjustment, and dead beat
galvanometer, proves wonderfully efficient. A few years

ago a commercial resist ince, set correct within one or two
per cent, was considered good enough, but Queen is: Co.
now guarantee sets to 1-5 of one per cent.

Among the recent sales made by the Sioux City Engine
Works, Sioux City, are the following: One 12x18 Old-
dings' automatic boiler and complete plant for the Chad-
ron, Neb , Electric Light company; five 5^x9x14, five

Cixiixi6, and one 12x20x36 Giddings' automatic Corliss
to G. V. Bomis for milling plants; one 12x30 Corliss
boiler and complete steam plant, J^iamond Iron Works,
Minneapolis; one 12x30 Corliss to Stratton ^Si White, Fort
Worth, Tex.; one 12x30 Corliss to Brookman & Barrett,

Vermillion, S. D.; one 16x36 Corliss, JoHet Enterprise
company, Joliet, 111.; one 20x48 Corliss, Salem Electric

Light & Power company, Salem, Ore.; one 12x36 Cor-
liss, Cavalier Roller Mill company, Cavalier, N. Dak

;

one^iixiS Giddings' automatic to Corvallis, Or,, Roller Mill
company, and one 12x36 Corliss to Crouch Bros., St. Ed-
wards, Neb. The Sioux City Engine works also report a
decided increase in the demand for engines since the 20th
June 2oth, and there is every prospect for a very large de-
mand for their engines during the balance of the season.
In anticipation of this call they have completed a number
of standard selling sizes, ready for prompt delivery, and
are now engaging additional force for a night gang to take
care of rush orders. They have also in preparation
a new list of users of the Sioux City engine, which will

soon be ready for the trade, and also a descriptive cata-

logue of the Corliss engines, which they hope to issue a
little later.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
IssuedJuly 12, 1892.

478,551. Magnetic Separator. Clinton M. Ball, Troy,
N. Y., and Sheldon Norton. Hokendauqua, Pa.

Ore is fed to the surface of one of several adjacent revolviDg
cylinders and passes successively to the surfaces of the
others, being held to the surfaces by magnetic poles provided
thereon, unlike poles of the adjacent cylinders being presented
at the points of exchange to magnetically assist the exchange,
the cylinders revolving at different speeds to grade the ore.

478 565. Desk Attachment for Telephones. Lewis C.
Butler. West Bay City, Mich.

478,591. Electric Locomotive. Joshua Gray, Medford,
Mass.

478,629. Electric Rail Bond. Thomas J. McTighe, New
Yoik, N. Y.

478.643. Method ofWelding Metal Wheels. Emmet H.
Scott, La Porte, Ind.

478.644. Method of Making Metal Wheels. Emmet H.
Scott, La Porte, Ind.

The method provides for inserting the spokes in proper
holes in the hub and lire, and passing an electric current
through the spokes and portions of hub and tire.

478,661. Electrode for Storage Batteries. Henri Tudor,
Rosport, Luxembuig.

478,664. Electrode. Armand Vanden-Kerckhove, Brus-
sels, Be'gium.

478,683. Apparatus for Lighting Locomotive Engines.
Alexander R. Cavner, Chicago, 111.

478,689. Cut Out Switch. William B. Cleveland. Ge-
neva, O.

478,692. Telephone. Paul H. D'Unger, Chicago, 111.

An adjustable damper is adapted to act upon the diaphragm
and regulate its vibration to prevent difliculty caused by the
inertia of the diaphragm.

478,701. Thermal Alarm. Hosea F. Maxim and Jesse
M. Price, Norfolk, Va.

478,718. Arc Extinguisher for Ekctric Switches. Sidney
H. Short, Cleveland, O.

The arc extinguisher consists of a series of supplemental
contacts, each being a good conductor of heat and electricity
and arranged in the path of a switch lever, actuated by an
electromagnet.

478,722, Distribution of Electric Currents. Elihu Thom-
son, Swampscot, Mass.

The invention embodies a main circuit, a local circuit and ir.-

duction apparatus between the two, and a fusible plug in th~e
connection from the main to tbe induction apparatus.

478,743- Telephone Repeater. Thomas A. Edison
MenloPark. N. J.

Two or more reciprocal telephone repeaters, each comprising
a leceivintj and a transmitting telephone, are connected with a
te'ephonc line to enabU; conversation to be carried on over lines
of any length.

William L. Denio,473,733. E ectricil Thermostat.
Rochester, N. Y.

The thermostat is designed to open and then to close the
circuit automatically by the fusing of the solder that holds the
pans together.

478,789. Electric Signaling Apparatus. William L.
Denio, Rcchester, N. Y.

478,792. Mould for Glass Battery Jars. John Gayner,
Salem, N. J.

473,816. Electro Mechanical Apparatus for Starting or
Reversing- Machinery. Albert Piat, Paris, France.

478821. Electric Elevator. Alonzo B. See and Walter
L. Tyler, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The invention embodies a switch arm operated from the car,
a pole-changer nnd circuit controller operated in succession
thereby, and an electromagnetic apparatus controlhng the
motor ci cuit and itself controlled by the said circuit con-
troller.

478,865. Electric Time Alarm.
N. Y.

John Jacob!, Brooklyn,

478,956. Conduit System for Electric Railways. Will-
iam H. Ford, St. Louis, Mo.
A main insulated conductor is connected with fi sectional

bare conductor, composed of one long nnd two short sections
alicrnately, and switches between the conductors under the
control of the moving vehicle,

478,968. Electric Motor. Harlon F. Ong, Newberg,
Ore.

The invention embodies a motor whose power may be regu-
lated, and which may be easily reversed.
Claim two reads:
In an electric motor the combination of an nrmature formed

of H number of sections and provided with a commutator, a
held m:ij;nct formed of a numbe." of sections corresponding
with those of the armature, and a mnUipIc switch for sending
the cui-renl through one or more of tlic field mjxgiiet sections
in cither diraclion.
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ARMATURES-FIELDS
Rewound and Repaired, Our Exclusive Worlv.

Dispstcli GnaraDteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply Houses.

—"Write us.—

The Pioneer Armature Co..
Room J15, 195 to 199 S. Ctnal St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tftnsht thnronehlv day and night at the IXSTI-
TUTE of TECHXOIiOOY, 151 Throop
fe*treet, Chicago. HI. Amaieure, Artisans
and others asBlst?d Pkacticallt In any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanical Drat'qhtinq, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Calculations, Architectare, Mechanics, also

aught day and night.

WANTED, POSITION
AS CHIEF INGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Thoroughly familiar with high speed enpines and
eronomicdi operation rf central Ptatloap. L n^
fsperlence in c nst;ncli n anr^ wiring for ail

principal sy^temB, ana li sla'Ung maci.inery.
West or Smith preferred. Arid ess ** . A. '<*.

ctre Western Electrician, Chicago, 1)1.

Agents to sell our

Kiagara Electric Motors and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already representfd.
Liberal disrounts and eyclnaive itrritory to re-

sponsible deaiere in electrical apparatus.

liOVELIi aiFG. CO., Ltd., Erie, Pa.

GRAPHITE SPEGIAI.TISS
FOB KliECTBICAIi USES.

Grapbite Bods of Varinns licnsths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 ohms Besistance
to the inch. »^rapliite Boxes and Crnelbles, Beslsting^ HeatB

of 4,0OO Degrees. Inquiries <)}ladly AjiB"weied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

w^ i^^i^-re: iiD.
EUctriral &nd imchanfcal nginper for Delta

El-'cnic Co . a' Cairo, 111. o eret t ana operate
lour in ilea eltrcti i r. ^d: alpo arc and alterna'iDg
imtinfie-C' n' commercinl p ant and hoase wiring.
All c minunica i ns co rtd' n'ial. Stat>i expert-
eac', aa apv ejp cled, tni e've lefeierc^i?.

Addiees Si. W. BAIRD,
1^0. 16 South OommerciHl Street,

St. L-nis. Mo.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hechanical and Electrical Engineer,

ConsnitatioDB, Reports, Plans, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Ekctrlc Lignui g,

and Electric itailwaye.

5G Turner Umlding, St. Louis,

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Inanlatlon Guaranteed Trherever used, Aerial^ Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire In every respect."

The rubber used in insulating onr wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will nnt deteriorate, osidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The inealation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. W^e are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Onm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOB BAICWAY and ]U[OTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insuration.

"*VE GUABANTEE OUB INSUL.AT10N TVHEBEVEB USED, AEBFAIi, UXDEBGBOUND OB SUBIHABlSfE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall he pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOJr, MASS.

HBNRY A. CLAKK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBEKT H. EUSTIS, Frgeldentand Electdclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SRAMIaESS RUBBEIR WIRKS AND CABKEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE^TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MARK.

a WANIMOPEE

.t. ^;-l POTTERY CO.,
"^^^rCTOffSm^r-i. New Milford, Conn.

Wairanted Hard Porcelain. Estimates Cheerfully Gireil.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
M H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard ol their class.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK.

FOR ALTERNATING CDRRENTS.

Cardew Voltmeters,

Siemens' Electrody
namometers,
The Standard Instru-

ments.

Send for Descriptive

Circular No. 290.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Ijamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS 171 and 173 OBKENE ST.. NKW TOUK.

OFFICE DESKS.
'Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

A. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

Patented J-n. 22, 1S84. A.T.Smith's
Electric lava Gas Tip

Multiple LIgbting

For Chnrches, Theaters
and Public Halle.

Are nsed all over the conn-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
GW.HthSt .New York.

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO
21S Water Street. New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 \M Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRICITY
\maC«urs, beginners & all interested in tliis science need

the only paper devoted to its tlrst principles. Illustrated,

gl a Yecr: 3 Hos. Trial 23c. Sample 10c. Adflr. ELECTRIC.tL

PItOGKESS and Amaleur Kleelridan, I'olS " ^ '"nood, III.

TLia is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—WITH

—

Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
tached with zinc
t" covfr. 147 8q.
incb carbon sur-
face. The element
ieeverlaellDE,and
jfl BO gnaraoteed.
Why ate a hat-

lery with a chem-
ical dero arizer
Ihat need-t jre-

cnent renewal of
the negative ele-
ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 John St., Keiv York.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the best quality of soods. This yon can

do by sendine yonr orders to ns.

Reasonable Prices. Full Measnre. No Charge for Boxing or Cartage.

WE AEE HEADQTJABTBES I'OH

National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

QUEEN £ CO,
PHILADELPHIA.

Save time and money by placing your orders -with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,

»31 Bookery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, 4(W W. Hlehlean St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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ESTABLISHBD Of 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IS

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

AS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE l» Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

ZSzxBlxieer.

-BRANCH 6T0BB—

2134 Michigan Avenu«p

Electric Railways.
Tran (-mis sion of Power.
Electrical AlachiDery deeignedfor epecial appll-

CBtloDQ, plane, epeclflcati<-tiB anl Bupervleion.

Roonif^ ii7 and9es,Clelan«l Bldg.,
31 filiate »1reet, JkETKOIT, 9IICH.

Commutators^ Refilled.

SiaUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power lo three Miidreil lorse pwer.

Western Denartment: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. H. S. WALKER, Manager.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

Ths Lane & Bodlet Co.,

cincinnati, o.

Comnierclal BaUdlnjp, t^t. lioala. JUo.

STEAM.PUMPS-^m^m-v/^
_j.Morse&B

' ENGINEERSANP CONTRACTORS.
^•>.«.<fjr^/ complete: .

.r^^SIM^^OWER PLANTS-
Lftt« of English, Morse & Co.,

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
F'actovies: Watertoixry, Conn. - - SS Par*li I*laoe, Ne-vF Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

UnderAvriter-s* Copper Eleofric lii^ht Ijine Wire. Copper Iflasnet ^Vire, Flexible Hilk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for
Incandescent Liigliting:. >- ound and Flat Copper Bars for fe^tation WorK.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K/'UMMH
For Electric Ligbt, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPAST, CHICAGO, • - SELLING AGENTS.

TBOS. L.SCOVIfjZ. Npw York Jgent

EliECTRIC LIGHT
AJVD BATTKBV

C/ilfBOftS.
ariEv-E!XiA.3sriD. omo. BlfUStfES.

n
ManufactufeKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOhE&ELECmCAL

RailwayPoles&CROssArms

f^^H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(o.
OSCODA , rvi I CH.

THi:

Unequaled

in

Efficiency,

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affordi the meet eimpleard reliable power for all minine and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adtipted to hetdB lunninK frcmiOup to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cei t. better retults guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel ij the country.

EliKCTBIC TBAKS9IIS8ION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel afforda In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close reg^ilali'-n and the facility of adaptation to \arylug couuitlonB
of epeed and pret-enre, have brought It Into special prominence and estcnelve
uee for tli'e clues of work. .AH appllcatione ebould siate amount and head of
water j)twer itqnired, and for what purpose, with approslmate length of pipe
line. SEND PuK Catalogub.

THE PELTON l^ATER WHEEL CO.,
131-1S3 main »t., »an Francisco, Cal., IJ. t». A.

t43 I^IBJEMITY STREET^ - - XEJV \'<^KK,
^^It having cometo our notice that oiir patent rights are being infringed

upon. Intending purchasers are hereby warned that all ench infringements will
be duly prospcuted.

P<!:L.T0N water aiOTOKS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 2D horse i ower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Wurranttd
to develop a given » luoiinl of power with one-half the water required by any
other. Eg^Send fur Motor Circular. Addreee as above. Deliveries made from
San Frantieco or New York, ae may ailord the most favorable frt;lgbt rates.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,
~^^^ Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

' -- Insulated Wires, line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Selling Agents:]

I

A.nRH, KBI:KT & <:<>., Ht. PanI, IHInn.
HTA!VI>AKI> >:i.K< TUICAI., W'WHKH, Cincinnati, Ohio.

[ noUNTAIN KI.KOTBIO CO., Uenver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'led to this CE1,E.

BRAXED "WATER WHEEE^ as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its remarkably steady motion, liig^Ii 9ipee<l
and Sreat Efficiency, and lar^e Capacity foritsoiameter,
being double the Poorer of most wheels of same "diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the higliest per cent
of useful effect c^uaranleed.
SEI\I> FOR CATALOOUE AI¥i> PARXICVirARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

TURBINES!* arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOLrE BIAKUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wn^fJggggJ.'pEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i^«af/l¥?A t.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of liOW VoltaRC.

Over 40 New Styles of lamps

For the first time on.

the market.

Catalogue Part I and II,

Ready.
Part III in Pcint.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr^'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaOO ST. !$econd street, ST. I.OI7IS.

LINK fv BELTING.
The Best. v^P^ ^^^ j^g cheapest.

Send tov

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive belt& other Specialties for E?ei'afors,C'>ncei/ors<£'
Macliinerr fur handling tiny niaterral in bulk or package.
LUK UEIT MtniSEIEV Cii.. i^i"? Stewart Ave., Chicago,

.&ND GLASS BLOWrNO.

Write for pricea and illnstrationB.

1 Ann Street,
New York City.J.LSOMOFF, Menlactiirer,

TUC # ^T^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
inc. LnitmOi LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

041 Nortb Broad Street, PHIIiADBliPHlA.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

^

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save monej
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

BARGAINS IN ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

WRITE FOR PRICES. 313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

'^ \ The greatest care taken in prodncing a uniform article.

Q Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

BINDERS
JPOH. 1^1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

L.ocnst Brackets,
Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestnat Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thousand
Locnst Pins,

and yon will order
a car load.

PlIVS ALWAYS IK STOCK. SPECIAI. PlSiS ON SHORT KOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted.

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, - HACERSTOWW, WD,

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 Green SL, Green Poiat, SBOOmif. B. 1

MANUFACTOET OP

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases tor Cut-Outt
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Is a dense body. The glazing and hodj
of our ware are of same composition, and are hakea
alike, which are the features of

TRUE HAKD PORCEIiAlX.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" ,0^^\. INGANOESGENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Lamp. ^

ISend for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 Soutb Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
"IS KTOT IJXr ITP."

Tn what ? In the prepnateronfl'Toml^lne" which has lately been formed to make legitimate baeiness the c»t'B-j)aw of a
stockjobbing operation. The liALL ELEOTIUC LIGHT COMPANf is opposftl to any and every combination that teeka to do
biiPine-e upon ot.her than a fair nnd etrui^'btforwjird baaid. An euormoQB capiialixation eignlliea 6ice:elve espenaea and decreased
divideodB: And, invariably, the balance sheot must be usainet the public.

The BALL ELE :TRIO i.lGHT COMPANY ie proud of Ite past record. It hae c^iKlucted its enterpriafi upon strict bualoesa
principle^, aud baa tciofd a reputation which, though often attacked hv the make-uo of the i resent "nomblne," has never yut been
injured. The CjmpaDv's sfockholdecB are nappy; so are lt9 patrons. It la now prepar.'d to go ";i ecep better," and heewlth
announces the completion of the new

BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
Beginning with the eeaeon now Opening, we are placing on the mark-lit an AUTOilATIO DYNAVO. Do not think from this

that we are offering in place of our celebra'ed dynamo any new and untried departurp, or f-at we are rfferlng our old dynamo with
Bome external comp icate'1 mechanism called "an auloroatlc regulate r" of little merit savelri name ooly.

We a e plbclng the juatly praised BALL Uynaiiin as simple aa of old, but contiiloing iviilkin itself the power of Belf-
action and adjietmeni to the vaTyiog conditions of the load that may be brought upon it

The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO Is ag much Buperior to a dynamo wito aa automatic regulifor as the modern automa'ic cut-off
engine la supf rlor to the old slide-valve with Ita esierual throttling governor.

We extend our (banks to onr bm-inesa rivals aod their agents, wno ia the past have materially astieted ns with the admlesiona
that "'he Bali was a good, or was the bunt, arc dynamo, bu' i* liai nO I ecula'or"

lie merits have been so generally rfcocnized by the trade that Jt ie n- t here for ua to praise it now. We will only say that In
the future, as in the past, we will have nothing in it to exruae or a"ologize for.

We aak intending jjurchaaera to write na for quotations before purchasing ehewhere.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17. JUST ISSUED.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., Office: No, 404 West 27th Street, New York City.
Factory: 381 to 2«» Ninth Avnnne nni 401 tn 410 West 2ytli (Street. IVen Voi-k City.

CARPENTER EN&MEL RHEOSTAT CO..

BBID&£POttT, CONN.

Rheoatafe of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof, Waterproof, Indeatnictible, Simple i-n^i

Cheap. Send for lliuBlra ed Catalogue ana Price
List.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. O. B.,

Civil anil ^l:^\\l Engineer,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MD.
Topographic Surveys of any extent and character

organized and eiecuted.

HH g^ a For electrical

Iwl 1 1 A purposes.

IfllV'* Lo'<^ Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
rN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt « Manufacturing « Co.^
TTe'XXjlVEXIiS-OI'OSir, X3£IXj.

FUSE ) Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

Si RIPSa ) Uniio mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
:xo.A.a-o.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with grouud
gla33 dIfEusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft while
light throughout the room.
Quadruples tue effective light of

any lamp

G-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds
lamp Indefloitely in any position

at will. Arm Indestructible and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH nth STREET,

Philadelphia, - Pa.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
aiAXUFACTVRERS OV

Tm MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
St rage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plantc process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 la Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

[amp
AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED tSSI.

INCORPORrtTED 18B3.

Arc Lamps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED 1-

PACT: J

P2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY' CIRCUITS.

TIIC ONLY ARC LAA\P TflAT

WORKS SATISrACTORILY ON AN
INCANDUSCl^NT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. Tl lEATRICAL.

AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELrXTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY UUII.UINO,

CHICAGO.

TLLUPltONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK. Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
J On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and easy working pate, the con-
_, strnclion of which maSee It the most sensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

J

SEND FQR CATALOGUE i"''=''>u»g -"'"'"b Btyie^^^ofje^ttog ^

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUOCESSOBS TO

STOUT, a(lL,l.!S & TEMPIiE. DAYTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Upright jiud Jlori/.oiitiil.

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making the

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of .111 kinds driven by them. Easy working gates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads'of a to 400 feet. AVrite us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL <& CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U, S. A. I ' ?.e^^%^"JU7tV

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling Incandescent Lights

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale l>y Electric Supply
Houses,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Uanofactuer and Patentee,

H.Ward Leonard & Co.,

136LMySt., MYortCitf,

Bulk Electric Contractors
FOB

COMPLETE PLANTS
of every kind, including buildings, s'eam

plants, "waer pD-wers, electric generating

plants, pole lines, underground work, road

beds, bridges, motors, inside wiring, etc.

Having no agencies and no connection

with any manufacturing concern, we in-

stall any apparatus and any system de-

sired.

HIIVE TEABS' EXPERIENCE.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send foe Circdi.ar & Prices.

r

The Leclanche Battery Co.
Ill to in East 131st St., N. H.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MDLTOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR

PBESEXT SIKES: lOO, ISO, S.T', .MO H. P.

Before you build or enlarge your PoTver iStation, you AVill do Tvell to consider the fact that under our constroetion

Ycu will Reduce your Total Floor Space, including Boilers,

(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer. Stack, Pump Room,
etc,, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.

You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and ot total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You win enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You win never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We have now ready the Second Edition of "NOTES ON POWER PliAMTS.'

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO : 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street,

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. NIUCKLE, Jr., & CO.

KANSAS CITY: 1 228 Union Avenue.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

, Drexel Building.
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Ti LAKE ERIE ENBINEERINB WORKS,
-BUILDErtS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOHOMY AHD REGULATION GDARABTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation, of JPoiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

25,300 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynanio-Tenders' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourih Edition, Ninth Thousand.

94: Pages, 70 llluslratiotis, Fltx-

ible Cloth Binding, Type
Page 0x3 inches.

The only PrtACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891

.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Libut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Sixth Thousand.

106 Pages, 97 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Eighth Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Five Tables, 12x18 Indies.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation the size of wire required

In each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wiremen and

learners, and does not r quire any previous

krowledge of wiring. It differs in this

respect from other wiring tables, or com-

puttrs.

The book contains full Illuatrations and

complete information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, etc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric Traisniissioi Hani-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 Illustrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Cloth
Binding. Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-
mation for power producers, capitalists,

agents of hydraulic and electric companies,
engineers, motor inspectors and other per-
sons interested in electric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant tor least opera-
ting expenses, or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-
taining horse power of motors, driving
various classes of machinery, as hoists,
pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

. Twenly-seven new and original tables
give more Information on the subject in a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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New Tork Office: 18 Cort-
landt St.. F. K. Chinnock,
Sales As^nt.

Chicago 'Office: Rooui 506,
"The Kookery.**

J. W. Parker & Co., 3S South 4tli St..

Pbiladelptiia, Pa.
CrooR. Homer & Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 MaiQ St.,

Richmond. Va.
L. M. Runisey ilfc. Co., ' t. Louis, Mo.
Cooley i Vaier, l'-J4 WashiDgrton Ave.
So . Minneapolis. Mian.

F. R- Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pitts-
burgb. Pa-

Klsdon Iron Works, San Francisco,
Cal.

Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. G. Gilbert. Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Houpbton, '2(\l Congress St.,

Boston. Mass

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Antomatic Cut-off ENGINE.
With New Improvements, IJneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

Economy, Bnrability, Smooth and t^niet Banning.

Tlie Best Engine for Electric Lighting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

THOS. G. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Bnginea and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installatlone.
Bent Pipe and Colle in Iron, Erase and Copper, for all kinda of Bervlce.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ofHigh Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete ^ Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBESm WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

AXNUNCIATORS «^ BELLS.
FITIiIi I.IKB AX.WATS IK STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO.
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

Send for New CATALoeui. Out Angnet let.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP—Showfl oil dropping while
machinery rone.

SIGNAL OILERS
still in the Van as the BEoT ior HICH-CRADE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop-feed
teataree prevetit waste of oil which item alone will

more than save thpir coat In a short time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MCPIT. Send for rail descriptive cirCQlar. Address

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO.iceaMWoiks.ERIE, PA,
COVa.I>I^E-TE FCtS/TEK. PI^AMTS FOR WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BEiNCH OFFICES:

NEW ¥OKK. 136 Libertr St.
PHHADELPHIA, 944 Urexel Bailding.
CHICAGO. 1130 "The RooUery."
SAN FRANCISCO. 39 and 31 »pear St.

1 ppvinipq. S
BOSTON-S. I.. Holt & Bart, 67 Siidbnry Street.

AarillUlLi). ( ST. iOUIS-M. p. Jolmston Machinery Co..^.c .™.--..r.i,= JO. . SIMPLEANDCOMPOUND^ ~
BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY. 715 and 71 . North Second Street. CON DENSI NG OR NON-CON DENSi NG.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CAKKIES KO STATIC EtECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

% RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

-t.^:h3-

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Manufacturers In the Country.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of aU
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather la not affected by steam or dampness; never be-
comes hard: is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

mMmmMmM'.
That doesa't Q I ^%UfFD t° secure
require a ^ ki^/ WW C W\. a draught.

KELLY CRATE,
AndforDORABILITT, PBRFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL. It will burn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL equally well They
are especlallv adapted tor hard, contlnuoni eeivlce required by ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.
We warrant them MOT to WARP, and t J OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GRATES. When yonr plant
requires grates again DON'T be content with one that ie "good enough," but nee the same number of
DOLLARS and secure the BEST—that is, THE KELLY GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing qb for
descriptlTS circular. We will return it. and tell you about our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of Its
kind made in the United States or any other place.

eiV£ us A CHAKCE TO BK OF V»J& TO XOTJ.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IND.

La ROCHE
116M 118 M. a SI.,

Alternating

DYNAMOS.
IQQTD 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Oice, Garden City Electric Co.

2«7 and a69 Dearborn Street.

ELECTBIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

(TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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W.P.
THE THOMSMHIIIIISnill ELECTIIC (0.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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COPPER WIRE
BARE AND INSULATED,

We carry an immense stock of

WEATHER-PROOF, MAGNET and
UNDERWRITERS, ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

Manufactured by the Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

We are General Western Agents for

The Perkins Incandescent Lamp.
Can furnish from Chicago stock,

Any Candle Power, any Voltage, and to fit anv Socket.

We are General Western Agents for the

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
And can furnish firom Chicago stock any size

RUBBER COVERED WIRES or LEAD INCASED CABLES.

We are the manufacturers of the

MEISNER & KREUGER FOCUSING LAMP.
The best in the World for Theatre use.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.
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FAN MOTORS. THE AVAY IT FOOLED HIM.

1f] L
1

UMp^^ ^0!i^l

a^-'"'^

1UsL
A LARGE STOCK. ALL SIZES.

FOR DIRECT or ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Prompt delivery.

The Wirt Lamp Regulating Switch.

Takes the place of ordinary one-light switch and enables the lamp to be
set at any candle power desired, or turned full off or on.

JUST THE THING

J'or lodge rooms, nurferies and sleeping apartments.

MANin-AC'i i:i(K.i) i;y

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Cornar Xandolph jS'treot and f^ichigan ^Avenue,

t vT.jRMs: Ansonia, Conn. ..^ C H I G f\ G

O

He was reading a Trihune but suddenly gave it a crumpling grasp between his

hands and sent it flying at his partner's desk.

"Demmit!" he said between his teeth.

"What's the matter, Cleverly?" asked his partner.

"Matter? got fooled again on one of them dad-binged advertisements. You know

how they go—mighty interesting reading until they dump you into a box of pills or some-

body's cod liver oil."

"Yes—y-e-s,'' he replied slowly, "they have it pretty slick, don't they? No capital

letters or anything, and you are reading right through sol coleman's ko ko-tu lu chewing

gum or dinkleberry's soap before you know it."

'"That's it—that's it. or you think you are just chocking your head full of some

scientific fact that'll do to remember;—only the other day I was reading an article about

Para rubber, and—

"

"And the Amazon River?"

"Yes—did you see it? Well, you know that young explorer Morris was a friend of

mine and I'm always interested, and 1 was just getting into it when it wound up with

something about Habirshaw's wire being made out of genuine gutta percha, and so

forth—"

"Same here. I was reading about cyclones and the tall buildings in Chicago, and

wind pressure, and structural resistances, foundations and the like, just to find a fan

motor ad stuck at the end—

"

"I know—one of these electrical supply company's things—they are the boss fan,

though.'' And he reached up and turned the key on his motor.

"Nice, aint ii?''

"Fine! I've got to have one," said the partner, getting into hie coat and reaching

for his hat.

SHIELD BRAND
Weather Report for Jdn?:

"Twenty-five rainy days,
three clear, two doubtful"

And yet Shield Brand Moisture Proof

Wire kept going—miles on miles of it

—

it was a fine month for Shield Brand.

Jm. JEL

MOIJTURE- PROOr • S

This IS A Photograph of a Sun-

Set ON Shield Brand.

30 miles per day for 30 days.

The Weather Clerk and we are par-

ticular friends.

wiy/^
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MAWUFACTURERS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage', FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

ife'-'-tfi CABLES, to any specifica-

lion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave., Cor. 42d St., NEW YORK.

8C65 FACTORY: Glenwood^ Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandesoent Lamp Co.^

805 CMAMBEB OF COMMEBCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO, ILL.

-SfAKTIFACTrrKEISS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Ill Ordering Specify
AGEKOUiS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohicago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., AnBonia, Ooun.

W. H. Oordon & Co., New York.
F. ir. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., FittBburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
IiouiBville Electric Co , LouiBville, Ky

.

Houataiu Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co , Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT "WAYNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

«T^TT^nrTd rfcTn^"

ELECTRICAL WORKS'
Street Railway Motors and Generators are the

So -A.ro CDuLr I_.ixie JSxx-p-plios ^.nd

ZNCANDESCE2TT D71TAMOS.
EsxTEsmni-Hiixrcsr esXjKsotmo.AuIj.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT,
MICH.

918 ! i Building, caiCiGO. 23 Fiske Building, BOSTON.
5 C ' Street. NEW TOKK. F. I. Stone, CHATTANOOeA, TENN.



$3 per Annum EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. XI. CHICAGO, JULY 30, 1892. No. 5

PROTECTION !!|PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
ilfannfactoTed by the

Write for Circular.

C. S. Van Nci?,
136 Liberty St.. New York.

The

iDternatioial OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED

13 Park Row, New York:
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLESc
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie,

Candee Aerial Wires.

IWanson Protecting Tape.

Ol(onlte Waterproof Tape

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston. Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati. KaoMM City.

Omaha. LnaiSTille, St. Louis. San Francisco, London and So. AmeHca.

THE BEACON LAMP.

>

IT iS

PERFECTION.

Ask yonr nearest
Bnpplr Hoose
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBVIXeTOK BTBBST, BOSTOST, MASS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MAJ<ITFACTOBERS, IMPOKTERS A^JD DEALEKS IN

Electrical Supplies

0FUIDI8CBIFTI0N8.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KET FOK CAPACITY TESTS. Llno Material. .

WE OWN AND OPERATB THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE Wa MANUPACTCRE A FULL LISE OF

Test iDstmnents and all Scientific Measareieot

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTS :

NEW TOKK ClTy, Chas. E. Chspin, 136 Liberty
. Street.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering *
Snpi>iyOo., 9:il The Rooliery.

ST. PAUL, MINN., Ttie Electrical Engineering
&SapplyCo.,

OMAHA, NEB., B. B. Downs, 215 SheelJ- Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Lonis Efeoirlcol Sappiy Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International bisctr.c

Sopply & Conptrnction Co,
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., 17J

Weet 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Sinltheifl & Daviu,

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^s«*^.li;;„'^SA'

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A-VD OTHEB SHEET METAX TOOtS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for iUusl rated prices describiDg 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

\ *, ^tbit metes

^^Pattee'sFlectricalI

,. •Iamp/iour,K(order.
(

ir^g^ANK^t^^ tocE (utter
a3S.TU£R00^£liT CHICAGO.1^

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS. ,

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Paintfd Post, ». Y.

KEPKESENTATIAES:
Julian -iichoH &Co., l-2« Libertj- St.. New York,
\iti<t. I). Hufluiaii. ?••! Lake ii,, Chicago, IJl.

II. M. SL-iple a: Co., 3d & Arcb Sts., Pbilartelpli'^-

Jewell Belting Co.. Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL EN6INES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., mewyorv '

U'. B. Pearson & Co.; HomeIn3.BMg.,Chica20,r.!. Jam^s #: Jo,, Ohatraaooga, Tenn.
Thos. G. Smith. Jr.,

'

Wuiiam M. Psrtar, Detroit. Mich.
Hammonii Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T ^S", .Aadaraon, Honstoa. Ter.

\T, A. Da7, 12* Oliver St., Boston, Mass. P. K. Whiiing. Jacobaoc Block, Daargr, C':K
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N-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

M Heler,

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159,
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1^ 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TESTIOiviCOlJTI-A-LS

:

QBEMANTOWN, PA., AprU 29, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the Slet

laroplftaoed to say the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
^ - by US are giving us no trouble in any way.
J& . -iifiigmficant as not to need mentioning. We
are xieirxg e {^.temt many, both on Direct and Alternating
Cnrr.'.-'. 'ijT great satisfaction. Yours truly,

aKRMANTOWN BLEOTEIO LIGHT CO.,

Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6j 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we ai-e well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. P. Oooley, Supt.

on-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
•CIPAl. OFFICE,

c Ave." Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Hi.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co xvii

American Desk & Seating Co. . xv
A-merican Engine Co xii

Andrae, Julius -

—

Andrews & Co., A. H
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The i

BaRgot, E xlv

Ball Electric Light Co xvi

Ball Engine Co xix

Ball & Wood Co.. The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co.
Beinatein Electric Co xii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xv
Bowers Bros xvi

Bristols' Mfg. Co -

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H xiii

Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeve Electric Co., The
'

Butle/Hard Rubber Co -
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Motor Co xii

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electi ic Co . . xiii

Cushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Qeo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .

-
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xvii

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Diehl & Company ix

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos xiii

Dudley *& Co., W. W xiii

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co ,
xv

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . xvi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Secret Service Co ix

Electrician Pub. Co xvi

Electrical Construction Co.,The. xii

Elec. Eng.& Sup. Co., The
"Electrical Progress"
Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xix

Empire China Works x

Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co i

For Bale Advertisements. X, xii, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv

General Electric Co ix

Gravity Purifier Co
Greeley& Co., The E. S 1

Gregory. Chas. E : . xii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co x

Helfller Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works xix

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . . xiv

Dlinois Electric Lamp Co xv
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxiii

Institute of Technology xiii

Interior Conduit& Influlatlon Co. x
International Okotdte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xvi

K:artavert Mfg. Co xvi

Kelly Brothers
Knapp Electrical Woiks xxi

Lake. J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works.xviii

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works
Law Telephone Co xiii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiv

Lefmann, Julius xiv

Leffel, & Co., Jas xvii

Leonard & Co., H. W xiv

Link Belt Machinery Co xiv

Loud.H.M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co vi

Morse & Co., A. M xv
Munj5ell& Co., Eugene xiii

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co
"New York Insulated Wire Co. xvii

N. T. Safety Steam Power Co. . x
New York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co vi

Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co xix

Pierce, Jr., Joslah xvi

Pioneer Armature Co xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Premier Electric Co. , The x

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Rae, Frank B xiii

Railway Equipment Co x
Riea Electric Specialty Co x
RoebliDg's Sons Co., J. A xii

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . xiii

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works. ,. xii

8awyer-Man Electric Co iv

Schindel & ScMndel
Schuyler Electric Co xvii

Sechrist, Albert xvii

Short Electric Railway Co .... Iv

Shultz Belting Co xvii

Siebert, G xiii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.,
Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thoa. G. Jr
SomofiE, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co vi

Standard Paint Co xv
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Star Electrix Co xv
Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W.C xv
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co
Thomson-Houston Elec. Co.. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Uchtlng Co..
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xix
Want Advertisements xii, xiii

Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xviii

Westinghouse Elec. andMfg Co . . xi

Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouae & Rawson, Ltd. . .
.

Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annunciators

.

Central Blectric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works-
Electrlcal Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Uo-
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc lianips.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Begga, J. E., Mchy. & Sapply Oo.
CiaHhElectricCo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
K086 Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuvler Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomeon-Hooston Electric Co.
Weetlnghouee Electric & Mfg, Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Arc £.]^t Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

BatteneB.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
BlectrlcBl Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Garter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bella, Electric
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

Bella, Jtlacneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Greeley & Co., The B.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetem Klectrtc Co.

Beltins.
Chicago Rawhide M.fg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

BoUera.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane & B dleyCo.,The
N. y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearne Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, Electrical.
Electrician PnbllBhlng Co.

Bnrerlar Alarma.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SupDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The S. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables, Electric. (See Insulated
Wir£s). Copper,Sheet anil Bar
P.oebll^gs SonB Co., J. A,
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brneh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.

Clntelies, Prlctlon.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
HiU Clntch Works.
Lake. J. H. &D. Co.

Cordage.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Conatrnctlon and Repairs.
Andrae, Jnlins.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Conetructlon Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rae, Frank B.
Smith, ThoB. Q. Jr.

Western Electric Co.

Contractors, ElectrlA liieht.
Engine Plants and Electric
Bailirays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
ball Electric Light Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Ileialer Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearaoii & Co., W- B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Sious City Engine Works.
Bmith, ThoB. G. Jr.

Standard Electric Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson -flouston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Wet^tiiighouee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cotter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebfing'B Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Jaiins.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lnmber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schindel.

Cnt-Onts and t^TPitclies.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric C o.

Hart ii Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Elecirlcal Ene. k Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heieler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mf^. Co., Ltd,
Mather Electric Co.
National i^lectric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weatlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Oo.

El*>ctric Lava €ias Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Bleccrlc Kail^rays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Westinghonee Electric & Mfg, Co.

Electrical and mechanical
Ensineers.
Bryan, W.H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Western Electric Co.

Electrical XntelUeence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.
Bae. Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julins,
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cotter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Enj^ineering iB Supply Co.
Eies Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CJosBblna*
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

EleTators.
Link Belt Machinery 00.

Electro-PIatinc machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Enerlnes, Nteaai.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball * Wood Co., Tke.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, ThoB.G. Jr.
Sions City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.
Fan Oatfits.
Chicaeo Electric Motor Co.
Diehl & Company,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcBJ Works.
PartricK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrnace Cirate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Snerry Elec.Mining Machine Co.

Gas Xiiffbtins, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Julius.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley <£ .Co., TheE. S.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qneen & Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
Tvare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Anbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

insulators and Insnlatlns
materials.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cuahing, F. W.
Edleou General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart k Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopea Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated TV^lres and Cables,
maenet Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Creecent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
aolmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Inau-
latingCo.

KnappBlectrlcal Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Koebllng'B Sons Co., J, A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Maclilne Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bemeteln Electric Ca
Buckeye Electric Co.
CentrtU Electric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
EdiBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New Tork and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomaon-Hooston Electric Co.

liisUtntng- AiTCStei'S.
VanNnis, C. S.

masnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
JohneMfg. Co.. H. W.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.

mine Slsnals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.

minlns Apparatus, Blectrle.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- Boneton jciectric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WeBtinehouae Electric & Mfg. Co,

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diehl & Company.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Hupply Co.
General Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Premier Electric Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-HouBton Blectrle Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co.Name Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co

.
, A. H.

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sqpoly Co., The.
Lefmann, Julitia.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lnmber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Sietert, Q.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & ScWndel.

Porct-lain,
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co,

Publishers, (electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

IBailirays, filectrlc.
(See electric railways.)

Reccdins Presianre Causes
Bnstols' Mfg. Co., The.

B(>^ulutins: Moclcets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

t§eparator§i, Hteam,
Hine Eliminator Co.

(Silk Braid.
BoBton Braid Mfg. Co.

Speahlns Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. H.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qneen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, £lectric Ballw^ay.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schindel.

Tapes, Insuiatlnc
I Andrae, Julius.

I
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, F.W.
Crescent Ing Wire & Cable Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gatta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Weetem Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply CojThe.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Kational ElecirlcMannfactniing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works,

Trucks. Rlectric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thorn80n-Houaton Electric Co.
Weatlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine w heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Typew^riters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology.

Water Wheel*.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^lre. Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co,
Roebline's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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Power

Generators

RAILWAY
CIRCUITS.

standard Switchboards.

Station Appliances.

Safety Devices.

Complete Ontflt for Railway Power Stations.

SEND FOR PRICES

MANUFACTURED BY

M ElBClric Mliaf

CLEVELAND, OHIO. Mills Building, New York City.

47 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh.

Old Capital Building, Atlanta.

Monadnock Building. Chicago.
515 Walnut St., St. Louis.

1735 Champa St., Denver.

.Jl^.

HBW irOBK I.A11IP S-ACTOB'S', Capacity »0,000 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SAV'ITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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TRADE MARK. ^ ^ sj

THE VERY BEST WIRE
ODR CUSTOMERS SAY, AND BY DSIHG IT YOD WILL BELIEVE IT TOO.

We are also the General Western Agents of the INTEBTOB CONDUIT & INSULA-
TION COMPANY of New York, and carry a full stock of their Supplies. Buildings to
have electric wires, for any purpose tvhatsoever, should be equipped with Interior
Conduits. It will cost more at first, but will save after expenses and annoyances, and
eliminate entirely the danger from fire.

ALWAYS THE BEST OF EVERYTHIN& AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Jf6 and 118 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
Adapted for any system,

In a great variety of sizes,

Of any desired Voltage.

We aim to keep a stock of all kinds on hand ready for

immediate shipment.

We aim. to make trade by Fair and Liberal Treatment of our Customers,

If.you have not DAY You to do so.
tried them It will I i^^ I

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Pitt^fiplrl Mfl^^

Western Ag'ents:

The Elec
Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lighting our Specialty.

We invite you to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.
Sexxd foxr X>x*lces to

Standard Electric Co.,
313 to 317 So. Canal St.. Chicago.

FBAlfKirN S. CAHTER

:BSTja-:Bi.isi3:DEii3 issv.
CHABLES M. WILKINS.

TKADING AB

E. WARD WILKINS.

FAKTBICH: & CAHTEE CO.,

125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PEOPKIETOES OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOKS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WB MAKE A SPECIALTY OP-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full line of supplies for hotel and housework.

Catalo^aeB and DiBconnt Sheeta will be Bent to thOBe in the trade npon receipt of Application and BnelnesB Card.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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12£72,000 Feet.
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO..
3 1 3 & 3 1 5 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR

The Old

Reliable.

HOUUSTON, HUBBARD & CO.,

CINCINNATI AGENTS.

"W. R, 13RJXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

|66 FULTCN STRigT, NEW YORK.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

S. F. B. MORSE,
821 N. Y. Life Bldg ,

KANSAS CITY, MO., AGENT.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

gSe DEARSORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFESTI BEST! CHEKPESTI

INCOMBUSTIBLE APPLIANCES. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

DYNAMOS. ^M, MOTORS.

S SAFETY DEVICES. ^^^^M WIRE, CABLES.
5

^

i:_.

"

m " '"'St'.

TRANST-IISSION OF POTZyEE..

STREET RAILWAYS. EDISON
LAMP AND SOCKET. %^ B ^H i^H MF^ ^Hi WW ^^ %^m UNDER6R0UND TUBES.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFIOE.

DISTRICT OFFICES.
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street. Toronto, Can. PACIFIC COAST: Fdison Building, 112 Bush Street, San Francisco, Gal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Cliicago, III. . PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building. Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN ANS'SeUTH AMEitlCAN iiErT.: Edison £uiidlng. Broad Street, New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W., England.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Clxicago Office: ITe^oir ITotIs. Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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No. lOS Cencealed Work.

A New Lamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and E£fective Oontact.
Plenty ofRoom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOR MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Honees, or by

The Pertlns Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and WeHtlnerhoiisn l^tylea.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City-

BRANCH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, New To)k City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. 609 Arcli Street, Ptiiladelphla, Pa.

Gonid Bnilding, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Fonrth St., CincinDati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Pan!, Hinn.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

M

j2
Electric Ceiling Fans.

QUADRUPLED SALES
Attest their Great and Increasing Popularity.

INCREASED FACILITIES
INSURE PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

o

H

DIEHL & COMPANY, g
385 Broadway, NEW YORK.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric Engineeringh Supply Co.,
S'S'X«..^01TSEI, N-. -ST., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
13© liiberty St., F. C. TIMP80W, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Speclaliies.

(tUAIilT r BIGHT.
PKIVK KIOHT,

TfOC HAVfi THK PLiASTT.
TVE Hl^VK THE IiA9IP.

THE

-£0X7 UTESEllD IT.

Buckeye Wittiont an Equal.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICA6O, 437 "The Rookery."
NEW YOBK, Oil Slall and Express Bnilding.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANTIFACTURERS OF

a

i(

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • \ 520 Olive St. , ST. LOUIS.

( 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have sued H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap Switches.

The trade will please note that we have no intention to annoy them, but have sued the manufacturer
of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early bearing and it is not too much to ask that the
trade will in the meantime respect our patent rights and await the decision of the Court in the cas.e.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MANUFACTURING GO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart Switch, HARTFORD, CONN.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HEROULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

"UTiCA" QUiCK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK- KNIFE SWITCHES for my
voltage and amperes.

A UTOMA TIC MABAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX. DUPLEX and QUADRUPLCX LIGHTNtNC ARRESTERS for
Poiuer, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS. -

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade
Kngines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Cofflplete Steal Plants Mallei

WESTERN WAREEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

:f MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

AIbo, m Cortlaudt Stieet, New York City.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. DynamoB, Compoand Wonnd,
110 volt, with Base, Rheoetat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt, Fort Wayne Akernators. complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One fiOO Lt. Edison Dynamo—not the latest style.

Twelve KaowleB 12 Lt. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
Nine 30 u-tWeatinghonse Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.

One 30 Lt. Brush Dynamo, 1,200 C. P.
One 60 Lt. Vandepoeie Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 25 Double 2,000 C. P. Lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt, Schnyler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 tsIOKle L'ps,
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Ftstures.
OneSOOLt U. 3. Dynamo, eo volt, no Fixt. but Base.
One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Fixtures

hot Base.
Six 30 Lt. Excelsior Dynamos, Arc, 2.000 C. P.

with Single Lamps.
One ! H. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 H. P. Armlngton & Sims Engine.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for
Cut-Outs and Swltches-

Also Insulators. Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production le a dense
body. The elazliig and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked aliUe,
which are the features of

Trae Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

14i to I5C Green 8

tireen Pomt,

liKllOKLVS', N. 1

PREMIER BATTERY FAN MOTOR.
/"^^r^gg;,

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^rom.pt Sli.ip32c:Lera.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
TV. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

Palented June 30. 1885.

^o. 1 Motor and Fan, $3.00.
No. 2 Motor. 2 or 4 Volts, $4.00.

No. 3 Motor, 4 or 6 Volls, $6.00.
No. 2, 6-inch. 4.blade Fan. 75c.

No. 3, 8 inch, 6-blade Fan, $1.50.

THE PREMIER BATTERY SI.75.
TLe beet F.in Motors for Storage or Primary Batteries

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,

17 and 10 Whipple St„ Brooklyn, IV. T.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRAD£-MARE^

Tie SoMon oftiie ProWei of Safe Snariliiig

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whateoever purpose employed, ia to

be fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

CODiTID'CriTS
MANUFACTtTBSD BT

GONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
wnDifC. ! 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.

I 526 to 528 W. 3Blh St.,

Geneial Offices: 42&44Broacl St., New York.

Thoa. Day & Co., 332 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. SupplyCo., 2;i6 Pearl St., Bnffalo.N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Main Kt , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Uabrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, I.a.

Walker & Kepler, 5J1 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatrociion Co.. Plttaburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Ceniral Electric Co., Chicago, III.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED DUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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WESTIMHOUSE EUOTIIt i MR. CO,

NOTICE!!!
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will, at its

own cost and expense, defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement
of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Edison-
Thomson-Houston electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otherwise, a monopoly of the electric lighting
and power business, which they are not entitled to, and cannot secure by means of their patents. If they could succeed in
frightening users into entering into contracts binding them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a contract which they might have some difficulty in setting aside.

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to one of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-
tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
name from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust would exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million
dollars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue often millions of bonds.

The users of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refusing to purchase, except upon the terms and
conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the open market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sells all of its apparatus and mtkes all of its contracts on the
above basis, and has never done otherwise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.

We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see
that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.

2. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,
which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:

" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be instituted by any
party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patenter patents, when such alleged infringement shall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shall have made all payments then due, provided that immediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the company, and that the purchaser shall permit the company,
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give all needed information, assistance and authority to enable the
company to do so, and thereupon, in case c f an award of damages in such suit or suits, the company shall pay such award,
but the company shall not be bound to defend any such suit or suits, nor to pay any damages therein when the same shall

arise by reason of the use of parts not furnished by the company."
3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockholders are numerous, and that specious arguments may

be advanced, and threats used, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.

4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination can expect to receive a higher
price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.

When the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of railway
apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,500.00 per car equipment. One-half of

the above figure is the asking price to-dey, and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.

The members of the Electric Trust (Thomson-Houston, Edison General, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made
bids for the incandescent lighting of the World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since offered to do the same work for $550,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, who desire to have the benefits of

competition.

_.. ..o... WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFB. GO.
Agents for Canada: AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa, Ontario.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAinjFACTTJBED BY

Wni. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTOH STREET, NEW YORK.

T9irJL.NTKD.
The address of George H.

Bent, Electrical iSalesman,
formerly of Chicago.

ALEMDER, BARNEY &CHmN.
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

WANTED.
A graduate of a Teclioical School de-

sires a situatl<n. Construction wcrii pre-

ferred. Well up 1q mechanical and ekc-

trlcal branches. Address

HAROLD HARRISON,
1425 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

FAN MOTORS.
SBND IK TOUB ORDBHS FOB

Arc 1 1 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chlcaeo Electric aioto;: Co.,

313 Sootb Caoal Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

ANo. 1 Steam Engineer who hashadfive

years' experience with Ed-soa and T.-H.

Light and Power Generators, wan's posi-

tion. Familiar with Corliss Compound
anl Condensing Engines. Thorough me-

chanic. Age 3:3. Best of references.

Address "IWDIC ITOR,"
Care Western Elbctbtcian. Chicag", 111.

FOR SALE.
Dynamos, both arc and Incandescent, at your price.

Smooth Arc Specialties.

Wire Tightening Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp Hanger witb Automatic Switch.
Arc Lamp Hanger for outeide lamps.
Arc Ampere Meters for 6 3-10 or 10 Ampere Car-

rente, and other specialties of Interest to IfOU.

CHAS. E, GREGORY,
'"

'^liigTa^r^''

SOLID BRAIDED CORD
la the most
ble for ban,
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

-TIECH-

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send lor Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CUICAOO, 173 I.ake St. TBENTOSr, N. J.
HAX FBANCISCO, aS & HI Fremont 8t. HIEW TOBK, 117 I/lberty 8t.

iiiik LAMPS
HIGHEST QUALITY

AT

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTOI^, MASS. '

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motora
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the nnmber being two GSO-liffhti
1,000 TOlt Alternatoris.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin i^t., CHICAGO.

For the "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

A MERIC^I^ HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-^^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationai y and marine puiposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For fui'ther information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

ttf^e:

"THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER,"
Now contains all the contemplated improvenumts and shmdd be ex-

amined before purcliasijig any other. Highest standard. Invented,
muned and controlled Ini men having had fifteen years' experience
on type bar machines. It is built ivith a special view of simplicity,
streiigth, durability , high speed., eaiy action, permanent aliffnment
and is most convenient. Tivo interchangeable carriages for Tnani-
folding and letter vfriting. Steel throughout. Standard key-board
With shift key for capitals.
A board of osperts appointed by the government to examne

and receive bida on the best machine, unanimoasly reported that
tbe Dfiismore contained more pointe of excellence than any
other, and that it waa the best machlQe of all.

We will appoint a reliable dealer In nnoccupied territory as
soon as possible, and in the meantime will ship machines on
approval to parties having a good commercial rating.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, NEW YORK.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATION
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IliwlMrit%llg.,
S19 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA.

lEC&rxvy H.. W ^x*tlilx3.srtoxi., IWott^ "SToi-lx., JSa". "S".

Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

> FULL LINE IN CHINA.
C

Ktcnase the J'uhHc
Will have, the

CHINA SWITCH.

WE HAVE

Sockets,
K.W^. Cnt-Outs,
D. P. Sivitches,
Attachment Plugs,
Single Pole Paiste Switches,

Some other Things
And a Catalogue.

1522 Monadnock Bids:., Chicago.
THUS. G. GRIER, western IWanaocr.

ThelADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Var.inry.
UK1IM.IKPOBT, CONN

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOBK!!!! AT BBIDGEPOBT, CONN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

On the recommendation of Chief Burnham of the

bureau of construction, the committee on grounds and

buildings of the World's Fair has decided in favor of the

Columbian Launch company for the contract for supplying

and operating the launches on the lagoons at the World's

Fair. As a question of revenue is involved, the matter must

still be passed upon by the committee on wa3'S and means,

but it seems to be likely that the recommendation of the

grounds and buildings committee will be accepted.

The latter committee hinged its decision on the con-

ditions that the company make satisfactory terms with the

ways and means committee regarding the division of

receipts and that it show that it could not be enjoined

from using storage batteries. The contract involves the

furnishing of about fifty boats for regular service, carrying

twenty-six or twenty-eight passengers each, and a dozen or

more*' cab boats," each having a capacity of six passen

gers, and subject to call, as the

name implies. If the Colum-

bian company can make satis-

factory arrangements with the

committee on ways and.means,

as is thought to be probable,

the result will be a decided

triumph for electricity and will

give a great impetus to the

building of electric launches

in this country.

Naturally enough the three

unsuccessful competitors—the

Electric Launch & Navigation

company and Meeker & Co. of

New York, and Willard & Co.

of Chicago— are dissatisfied

with the result, and they are

not slow in expressing through

the newspapers an unfavorable

opinion of the successful con-

testant. Of the Electia, the

electrical boat of the first named

company, it is only fair to say

that it is a handsome and handy

craft and that, on the tests, it

satisfied all the requirements

of the exposition. Unfortunate

business difficulties had much

to do with this company's lack

of success. Meeker & Co. and

Willard & Co. had each a fine

steam launch, but it was found

impossible to wholly eradicate

the smoke nuisance, although

this was done in a considerable degree. This was a serious

draw-back, as it would have proved very disagreeable to

the constant throngs passing over the bridges spanning the

lagoons. Mr. Willard's launch, the America, is a boat

capable of carrying fifty passengers and is equipped with a

ten horse power engine. It is not unlikely that a vessel

of this character will be reccmmended for service in the

outer harbor.

The competitors of the successful company claim that on

account of the comparatively slow speed of the Volta boats

of its class will be unable to carry as many passengers as

the larger and speedier steamboats, and the Exposition

company, which is to get a percentage of the receipts,

will lose money in consequence. There are also threats

of infringement suits to prevent the u?e of the Ameiican

Battery company's cells, with which the boat is equipped.

In meeting these charges Mr. Nixon, of the Columbian

companj, says:

The day before the test began we received a letter in-

structing us to run at whatever speed we thought proper.

After consultation with those in charge of the planting of

the islands and shores of the lagoons, and showing various

speeds before them, we settled on a speed perhaps as great

as is possible without injuring the plants by the wash. As

we have said, we can run as fast as anything there. As to

our capacity for running at a greater rate of speed, after a

test of ten hours we obtained other expeits from the con-

struction department and made an additional run of over

fourteen and one-half hours, showing that we had stored

energy for about two and one-half times the service laid

down.
The threat that the World's Fair company or the Colum-

bia Launch company will be sued for infringement is

simply idle. The Julien company does own the Brush
patent, but in no way does the American Battery company
infringe it. The Brush patent, we grant, gives the exclusive

right to the mechanical application of active material. The
American Battery company does not apply its active ma-
terial mechanically. The principal argument that has been
made against our electric launch by competitors has been
on its lack of earning capacity. Earning capacity is

dependent, first, upon the number of passengers that a

boat will carry ; second, upon speed. The number that a

boat will cairy is dependent upon its size. The size has

been limited, in suggestion and hint at least, from the very

beginning by the department of construction and by the

landscape gardeners, the projectors of the entire boat scheme.

Our boat is two feet longer than we were given to under-

-stand would be acceptable when we built it
;

therefore we

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

have built as large a boat as any one had a right to believe

would prove pleasing to those who had the idea of land-

scape, scale, and so on, in mind.

In addition it is cla'med, on behalf of the Ameiican

Battery company, that the batteries Were hurriedly made,

in order to comply with the requirement fix'ng June ist as

the date of the beginning cf the test, with which no other

company complied, and that the formation was not uni-

form in all the cells. Neither were the batteries sealed

with rubber covers, but simply with parafiine. These de-

fects are to be avoided in the cells furnished for the boats

required for actual service. It is also claimed that the

tests of the rival batteries show that when discharging at

the rate of 96 amperes the American Battery company's

cell lasted for over an hour, while the Julien battery was

exhausted in twenty minutes. On the other hand, dis-

interested persons who are in a position to know assert

that the two batteries did not vary 5 per cent, when judged

by the output in watts. The official report of the

World's Fair tests, however, has not been made public,

as it was intended merely for the infoimation of the Ex-

position company, and not for commercial use.

The competition has excited much interest and has re-

ceived considerable attention from the Chicago newspa-

pers. The Chicago Evcnivg Fosi says editorially:

It was expressly understood at the outset of the test that

the concession should go to the bidder whose launches made
the least noise and gave out the least heat and smoke.
The Columbian company's launches fulfil these conditions,

while those of some of the protesting concerns gave faith-

ful imitations of river tugs in belching out dense volumes
of black smoke, puffing like grampuses and throwing off a
high degree of heat. What the directors seek to secure is

comfort for the visitors. The matter of revenue is, as it

should be, a secondary consideration.

The manner of charging the launches has not been def-

initely settled. It is proposed to locate one large station

under the pier at the peristyle, where the boats could be

undercover.

The illustration on this page shows the four contesting

boats as they appeared on the basin on the occasion of the

review of July 14th. The Volta, the successful launch, is

the one heading the line and containing the members of

the ways and means committee. Next in order, to the

right, is the Electric Launch Sc Navigation company's

Electra, while farther along is

Willard & Co.'s America, the

Isabella of Meeker & Co. being

the last. In the immediate

.•"oreground, at the pier, is the

little cab boat.

Carriages intended for road

use and propelled by electricity

will be exhibited in the trans-

portation building, and the ex-

hibit will be made under the

supervision of Chief Willard

A. Smith. In speakipg of this

feature of his department Chief

Smith said: "A special place

will be provided in the rear of

the transportation exhibits

building for showing electric

carriages in operation. These

vehicles will not be heavy, lum-

bering affairs, but will be built

for use on common roads. They

are now in use in Europe, and

are a success. American in-

ventors are in the field, and

will have some fine carriages on

exhibition. The road between

the transportation annex and

Stony Island avenue is wel

adapted for the exhibit. There

will be a line of trees, vines and

shrubbery along the fence,

making the road very pleasant

in every respect. The railroad

tracks will be removed and a

fine pavement laid. Up and down this road the carriages

will run, and people will be surprised to learn that for

centuries money has been uselessly tied up in horse flesh."

The arc light department of the central station service

plant in machinery hall is now practically all laid out, the

capacity being 5,000 lamps The exhibit is laid off in sec-

tions of about 50 by 100 feet, surrounded by aisles. That of

the Standard Electric company will be in the southwestern

corner of the building. Next will come che Fort Wayne

company's machines, and then a third section devoted to

Brush and Excelsior dynamos. The Thomson-Houston

company will have the adjoining compartment, and the

fifth section will be largely given over to the Western

Electric company. Space is left for additions to the plant

in the several sections. The Westinghouse incandescent

plant will adjoin the Western Electric section on the east.

The foundations for the boilers for the arc light plant are

nearly all in now. About all the engines that are needed

for arc lights have been secured. Exhibitors who contem-

plate showing condensers in the service plant should make

application to Mr Sargent at once.

The electrical and mechanical department of the bureau

of construction has been removed from the ground floor

to the second story of the service building, overlooking the

interior court. Engineer Sargent will soon ask for bids
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for lighting tbe wooded island on the series incandescent

system.

Superintendent Keller, of the Westinghouse installation,

has appointed W. J. Reilly as assistant manager. Mr.

Reilly has had several years' experience with Westinghouse

apparatus and was lately manager of the station at Evan-

ston, III.

W. H. Wachter of Erinkley, Arkansas, has an appli-

cation before the committee on ways and means for

constmcting a monster observation wheel at the World's

Fair. He proposes to revolve people to a height of 220

feet in swinging baskets. The wheel will revolve between

two steel-trussed towers no feet high. Twenty-eight

upholstered baskets, swinging on two pivots, will accom-

modate eight persons each, and a round trip will be made

every fifteen minutes. The motive power is to be elec-

tricity.

The Star Iron Tower company, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,

has made a proposition for space for towers by which to

show tower lighting by arc lamps. The structures pro-

posed will be about one hundred feet high and will contain

six or eight lights each. It is proposed to place two of

these towers at the Cottage Grove avenue entrance to the

Midway Plaisance and one at the stock exhibit.

Protecting Dynamos.
By Foree Bain.

A lightning arrester that does not arrest is like an in-

efficient poiice officer; and there are a great number of light-

ning arresters of this type. An old style device which has

always been successful with a few exceptions, in tele-

graphing, is the saw tooth plates; one connected to ground

and an opposite one separated only a fraction of an inch

and connected to line. Lightning will crack through this

simple device a dozen times a day and do no harm. Combs
would work just as well on an electric light circuit if it were

not for the fact that the powerful currrent of a dynamo
will follow the lightning arc across the combs and thus

short circuit the dynamo. A fuse between the ground

comb and the ground will prevent any dangerous results.

But it frequently happens that several flashes come in

rapid succession, and in such a case the second flash would

not go to ground over this path because of the long gap
where the fuse melted away. Eff'orts have been made to

produce an arrester that would substitute fuses but in most

N

were and takeout your fuses. Substitute instead a tin or

iron bucket, a couple of powder kegs each with one head

out. Sink these kegs in a bed of charcoal or coke under

the eaves of jour engine or dynamo room. Connect these

vessels together and to a good ground, gas or water pipe,

by wire. Take the ground wire for the circuit to the bucket

and let it dip down about half the way to the bottom.

Now fill the kegs with water, and keep them filled. A
bucket for each side of the circuit will be required. I have

known this device to be in use for several years without

any disastrous results from I'ghtning. The only objection

to it is that the buckets or vessels must be kept filled with

water.

Static electricity, produced by rapidly traveling belts,

especially on cold, crisp days in winter, is very annoying

and dangerous. I have seen a well insulated dynamo
standing idle become charged as a condenser, to such an

extent that it would knock a man down when he touched

it. Had this machine been thrown suddenly into circuit

the discharge would have caused an arc to ground and
produced, no doubt, a burn out, just as lightning would
have done.

I have found a very efficient device to completely and
thoroughly protect dynamos and underground cables

\ULiTtfl.>i FV.ic-,a.^CvRri PKt.

FIG. 2. TROTECTING DYNAMOS,

against damage resulting from static electricity. As the

device costs little or nothing it can be easily applied and is

worth trying.

Fig. 2 represents the static preventer. It consists of a

piece of vulcanite with a screw and two copper washers at

each end. The piece of vulcanite should be 7 inches long

by I inch wide and J4 inch thick. Paste a piece of semi-

calendared writing paper under the screws and one side of

the vulcanite, draw with a soft lead pencil a line as indi-

cated from one washer to the other. The line should be

carefully drawn so that electric continuity between the

washers is secured. This lead pencil mark will measure

several megohms, but but it will prevent an accumulation

41
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FIG. I. PROTECTi:

of these devices a single flash seldom fails to blow all the
fuses. It is unnecessary to designate the various devices
that have been called lightning arresters, and are still be-
ing sold under that false name, I will say, though, that
I have records where most of them have failed.

Fig. I illustrates a device, however, which will be found
more reliable than most of the fancy finished machines that

do not arrest. Leave your old saw tooth plates as they

NG DYNAMOS.

of static charge. Connect the frame of each dynamo to

the ground through one of these divices, also connect each

side of the circuit to ground in the same way. If there is

any lead cable in circuit, locate one of these devices in a

dry place and connect the copper conductor of the lead

cable through the pencil mark to the ground, This simple

little wrinkle will prevent many burn-outs from so called

"mysterious causes."

Central Station Lighting in Small Cities.

By Wm. H. Bryan.

The larger cities of the country are very far from hav-

ing a monopoly of electric light. There is hardly a town
of 30,000 inhabitants which has not its central station

—

and sometimes more than one; while a great many smaller

places are similarly equipped. There are in fact a num-
ber of villages of less than 1 000 where fully equipped

plants are regularly operated.

There are abundant reasons why this should be so. The
first cost of a plant of suitable capacity is small, and it

may readily be extended over comparatively wide areas.

Land, buildings, labor, and frequently fuel, are cheap;

and there is sometimes the seductive influence of an un-

used water power in the vicinity. There is abundant

space, and plenty of light and air—ideal conditions which

permit of an arrangement of plant admirably fitted for

good work. To these tangible advantages may be added

the often imaginary one of a present or prospective

"boom," and the desire to equal or out-do some neighbor-

ing or rival town.

And yet it must be admitted that the results of these in-

stallations are not all that could be desired. Some im-

portant elements, bearing directly upon the question of

success or failure, have evidently been under-estimated, or

wholly overlooked. True, a few such plants have pros-

pered, and many others maintain satisfactory service, and

are able to keep going. Others, however, find themselves

playing a losing game—fixed and growing expenses, and

limited incomes; no money for interest, repairs, or renew-

als.

This unsatisfactory state of affairs has caused foreign

capital to be very slow—if not entirely unwilling—to seek

investment in such plants, and has even hurt the cause

of electric lighting in general, even under conditions en-

tirely favorable to success.

Wherein does the trouble lie? And is there a remedy?

To consider these questions intelligently it is desirable,

first to get a clear idea of what constitutes success.

There must, of course, be satisfactory service—the

lights must be of proper candle power and uniform in-

tensity. There must be no interruptions and no delays

in starting. All reasonable demands as to character and

sub-division of the light and extensions of circuits must

be met. Prompt and courteous attention to the wants of

patrons is indispensable. In short, the light must be so

superior in quality, and so reasonable in price, as to in-

sure a large and growing demand. Such a plant would

certainly be considered a success from the standpoint of

the customer.

Whether a plant so operated is successful from the

standpoint of the investor is, however, quite another

question. Do the established rates yield a proper net

income? And it must not be forgotten that financial suc-

cess means far more than a mere surplus of income over

running expenses. The permanently successful station

must have a gross income sufficient not only to pay all

ordinary operating expenses, but a net income which will

pay:

First—A fair interest on the capital invested, say from

five to ten per cent., depending on the ruling rates in the

vicinity, and

Second—A certain regular sum for a sinking fund

This may be expended wholly in keeping the apparatus

and plant in as good condition as new; it may be used

partly for ordinary repairs, and the remainder set aside for

the purchase of new machinery when the present shall

have worn out. The proper amount to charge to sinking

fund varies widely, depending on the character of the

service, the design and construction of the apparatus,

and the intelligence and eare exercised in its operation.

It should rarely be estimated at less than eight per cent,

per annum on the first cost of the plant, and sometimes

should be as high as twenty per cent. In the earlier days

of electric light installations, when designs were bad,

methods of construction crude, and the handling and care

poor, even the latter figure was frequently too low. These

objections, hoivever, have been largely overcome in late

years, with the result that better service and greater dur-

ability are now readily obtainable.

It is held by some that the earnings should also be suf-

ficient to provide for such increase of capacity as is nec-

essary to enable the plant to keep pace with the growth

and advancement of the community it serves. Quite a

number of the plants in the larger cities have done this,

and they are now pointed out as shining examples of suc-

cess. Such results are cause for congratulation, and
would be highly desirable to obtain; but they cannot

legitimately be charged .igainst the earnings. Increased

demands and increased opportunities for revenue justify
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the investment of addititional capital—on which in turn

the same net revenue must be earned.

Failure to earn a net income sufficiently large to meet

the requirements of interest and sinking fund will in

time inevitably lead to disaster. The effect will first be

felt in inability to properly operate and maintain the

plant, resulting in an impairment of the service, and dis-

satisfaction among the patrons, which can but add to the

troubli, and hasten the end.

A brief study of the situation as it usually exists in

small cities and towns may not be out of place. Mention

has already been made of the favorable conditions, real

and imaginary. What are the unfavorable influences

which in so many cases have caused financial disappoint-

ment, if not ultimate failure?

First of all, the demand is so varied in character as to

be beyond the capacity of the average station to meet.

People want arc lights of different candle powers; long

and short hours; incandescent lights of all candle powers,

and at any distance; current for power at varying pressures.

But few subscribers need light after midnight, but there

will be quite an unfavorable sentiment raised if the lights

are shuc down at twelve, although there is rarely suffi-

cient income to justify operating after midnight.

The area to be covered is frequently large, and the

users scattered, so that an unusually large investment in

mains is necessary in proportion to revenue. So much so

in fact that no other form of public illumination would

be thought of at all.

The hours of lighting are short. Stores and business

houses close early. There is little or no activity on the

streets after dark, and there are usually no theaters or

halls or other regular places of amusement to keep people

np late.

Neither is there usually a demand for as high a grade of

illamination, nor as large quantity of it, as exists in large

cities. The people have been accustomed to coal oil or

candle light for indoors, and a few feeble oil or gasoline

jets for the streets; and they do not readily seethe ad-

vantages of more, and better light. There is not the

rivalry between adjoining districts or streets, nor between

neighboring or competing business houses, which has

so frequently resulted in increased demands for light in

the cities.

Furthermore, there are but few large stores and resi-

dences, where any large and concentrated demand can be

expected. The outfit must therefore be distributed among

a larger proportionate number of small consumers, with a

resulting increase in the cost of operation and maintenance

per unit. But few places will be found where arc lights

can be economically employed. The vast majority cannot

afford to pay a living price for such a light.

And it is at first difficult to convince them that the new
form of light is really worth what it costs. It is not

claimed that electric light can be furnished as cheaply as

coal oil, except in remote districts, under conditions par-

ticularly unfavorable to oil. It takes time to prove the

superior merit of electric light, its greater illuminating

properties, its safety, cleanliness, ease of handling, and

its adaptability to varying conditions. Make the price as

low as you will, and there are still many who think it too

expensive. They and their fathers and grandfathers have

gotten along in the past with oil and candles, and they are

slow to see wherein an improved light is worth more to

them in dollars and cents.

Right here is where the careful and conservative station

manager meets his greatest difficulty. The maximum rates

are usually fixed by charter or ordinance, and are seldom

excessive. Shall they be rigidly adhered to, at the possi-

ble cost of restricting the outp'jt far below the station's

capacity, or shall a general redaction be made, trusting

to increased consumption to bring up the revenue? What
schedule of rates will bring in the maximum net re-

turns?

Many failures may be traced to unwise competition. A
town may already have a small gas or electric light plant

which is serving the people fairly well. There are always

some malcontents ready to raise the cry '"monopoly" who
imagine that unheard of profits exist in the lighting busi-

ness. The result is the installation of a second plant.

As there is not sufficient business for both, rates are cut

to secure or hold what business there is, and losses

result. Usually it is simply a question of the longest

pocketbook. The struggle is finally ended in consolida-

tion or the extinction of one of the plants, and another

failure of electric lighting as an investment is chronicled.

Not far removed from these are the cases where illumi-

nating companies add electric lighting plants in order to

forestall the installation of a plant by others, thus keep-

ing the entire lighting business in their own hands.

There are, of course, certain economios of operation

which should result, due to combined management, re-

duced or no cost for space, buildings, etc. But it is not

uncommon for the electric lighting department to be run

as a side issue, without special expert attention. No
enthusiastic and persistent effort is made to enlighten the

public regarding the meritorious features of the new light.

Small wonder, then, that such plants fail to earn a proper

income, particularly where the demand for light is limited

in quantity and revenue.

These are some of the conditions existing in the town

itself, and which not infrequently determine in advance

the probabilities of success. Failure may, however, result

even when a fair review of the situation amply justifies an

installation, and from causes inherent in the plant itself.

The manner in which the average plant of this kind is

purchased is usually such that the chances of success are

against it from the start. A number ©f public-spirited

citizens, each successful in his own line, agree upon the

necessity for such an improvement. They get to-

gether, organize, secure a franchise and a city lighting

contract if possible. They are waited on by representa-

tives of all the companies manufacturing and selling ap-

paratus, and are invited to go on tours of inspection.

Visits are made toother towns, where the operation of

plants is inspected. There is rarely a man among them

qualified by education or experience to pass upon a prob-

lem of this kind, fairly or intelligently. Neither are the

men in charge of the plants visited usually capable of

would often be better; the plant is poorly designed and
arranged, and accidents and interruptions are frequent; the

character of the attendance is inferior; the parent company
appears to take little interest iu it; and no expert super-

vision whatever is being exercised.

It is evident that this unfortunate state of affairs can

only be remedied by a more careful, thorough and un-

biased consideration of each special case. Where the

condition ; are clearly unfavorable it is better for every

one in the end to discourage the enterprise. If the out-

look is not reasonably promising, do not put in the plant

at all. Much of the trouble in the past has been due to

the misdirected energy of the salesmen in working up

and selling plants in locations where they could not thrive

by any possible means.

If the preliminary expert study of the situation is favor-

able, then let careful plans and specifications be prepared

by a disinterested specialist, covering the general system,

or combination of systems best fitting the conditions.

Give the contract to a company of standing and experience,

under the supervision of its own expert—or better still,

of the local company's expert or consulting electrical en-

gineer. Give special attention to the training of the man
or men who are to operate the plant; and let there be

regular and continued expert inspection and supervision

after starting.

For already existing stations the remedy is not so clear.

NEW ELECTRIC ELEVATOR PLANT.

judging any apparatus or system outside of the particular

type they are themselves operating. As a result the plant

last visited, the one with the greatest income, the lowest

priced apparatus, or the most glib salesmen, determine

the choice, without respect to whether the apparatus se-

lected is suited to the requirements, which may be—and

usually are—different from those elsewbete. Men who

would not think of acting as their own lawyers or physi-

cians, who would not build a bridge without having

an engineer, nor a house without an architect, unhesitat-

ingly take in their own hands decisions involving the

most complicated of technical and expert considera-

tions. Usually the silesmen securing the contracts do

the engineering, and it is greatly to their credit that they

so often secure successful results in the face of many un-

favorable conditions.

Not infrequently, however, the salesman is not asked

to supervise all the work. And sometimes, when asked,

be is prevented by previous engagements and lack-

of time from following the matter up as he would like.

Often, however, the proper solution of the problem in-

volved calls for a wider experience and more thorough

traininc than is possessed by the average salesman. The

companies whose systems are used, and who build the

apparatus, should, and frequently do, take a decided in-

terest in the plant, but ast heir business is manufacturing

and selling, and not operating, and as their best men are

usually very busily employed on other and more profitable

work, it is seldom that they can follow up each separate

installation.

Frequently, therefore, the system selected is by no means

the best for the existing conditions; the owners adhere to

a single system, where a combination of several systems

A preliminary study of the local situation in all its bear-

ings is necessary to any improvement. Sometimes the

case is desperate, but not infrequently it is possible to

remodel the plant, locate and remedy troubles, revise the

rates, re-arrange the general plan of operating, so as

to materially improve the plant's prospects—all without ex-

cessive cost.

Altogether, the subject is well worthy of more study

than has thus far been given it.

New Electric Elevator Plant.
There are in Chicago perhaps a half dozen direct con-

nected electric elevator plants, all working successfully;

and there is no doubt that in this department the applica-

tion of electric power is destined to have a rapid and sub-

stantial development. This result will be greatly aided by

the World's Fair, in which several buildings will be sup-

plied with electrically operated elevators.

One of the latest forms of electric elevators is that rep-

resented in the illustration. The mechanism is that of

the elevator now in daily use at the restaurant of Lansing

& McGarigle, on Clark street, but the photograph was

made before the equipment was removed from the factory

of the Crane Elevator company, by which it was manu-

factured. In the picture, however, the mechanism is rep-

resented exactly as installed, with the exception of the

necessary connections with the cage of the elevator.

The motor used is of the Thomson-Houston type and

is rated at iS horse power. It is operated by a no volt

current from the Adams street station of the Chicago

Edison company. The mechanism of the elevator differs

from any of the kind now in use. By the employment of

a double drum, with a double worm and gear, much fric-
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tion is overcome, and at the same time the efficiency of

the machine is materially increased. The brake is elec-

trical, being controlled by electro-magnets, and is in-

stantaneous in its operation. The current for starting is

controlled by a large rheostat, and the speed with which

the resistance is cut out is regulated by a dash-pot, shown

in the illustration. This is an important feature, as it

prevents the operator cutting out the resistance too quiclcly.

On the downward trip the motor acts as a dynamo, thus

A PECULIARLY MARKED INCANDECSENT LAMP.

effecting a considerable saving in current. The machine

is durably constructed to withstand rough usage. The

elevator at Lansing & McGarigle's has been in constant

operation for four weeks, eighteen tiours a day, and has

thus far responded to every demand made upon it,

working smoothly and well. Both that firm and the ele-

vator company are well satisfied with its operation.

Chicago and North Shore Railway.

The Chicago and North Shore' Street Railway company
has secured the right of way for an electric railway

.
ruticunit fi vi

CmCACO NORTH SHORE RAILWAY.

to cjitcnd from the northern terminus of the North Side

cable line, Chicago, to the town of li^vanston. The pro-

moters of the enterprise arc Chicago capitalists. The pro-
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posed route is shown in the accompanying cut. It was found

by the new company that the cable company held the right

of way for several streets and it was the negotiations on

this account that delayed action to this late day.

At a meeting of the Chicago city council last week the

amendatory ordinance was called up permitting the use of

Evanston avenue from Graceland avenue to Dewey street,

where the Yerkes company now has its horse car tracks.

The ordinance gives the electric road the right to run on

Evanston avenue from Graceland avenue to the inter-

section of Clark street and Evanston avenue and thence

on Clark street to Dewey court. It provides that the

Yerkes line shall run one trailer on each train and passen-

gers in that trailer as far north as Graceland avenue shall

pay only one fare. This is all in ratification of an agree-

ment between the cable and electric companies.

A Peculiarly Marked Incandescent
Lamp.

The lamp illustrated in the cut presented herewith was

forwarded to the office of the Western Electrician by

Force Bain, Chicago.

'This lamp," writes Mr. Bain, "was taken from a series
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New Paris Telephone Fire Alarm
Service.

After two years of investigation the committee on the

improvement of the fire department has decided to adopt

the Digeon fire alarm system for use in the city of Paris.

The apparatus which has been heretofore in use was

found to be faulty for these reasons; First the location of

the fire was fndicated only approximately; second, the

person who sent in the alarm was unable to 'communicate

any information concerning the nature of the fire, so that

it was necessary to send the ladder and cumbrous fire-

fighting apparatus to the scene of every small blaze; third,

the receiving apparatus only gave a momentary signal, and

the operator at the central ofiice might, if grossly incom-

petent, forget the number of the box from which the alarm

was sent in; fourth, if several alarms were turned in for a

single conflagration the firemen were obliged to visit each

one of the calling boxes to make sure that their services

were not needed at more than one point.

In the Digeon system, which is described in Le Genie

Civil, all these faults are eliminated. In the first place the

receiving apparatus at the central office is a Morse re-

corder, which prints on the tape three times the number of

FIG. 3. NEW PARIS TELEPHONE FIRE ALARM SERVICE.

of five on a railway circuit. It was in the office of the

electrician of the Minneapolis street railway, with the

four other lamps, which were suspended from the ceiling

at different points of the room. At the time this lamp

burned out there appeared on the inside of the globe the

five irregular loops, which are not unlike a reflec-

tion of a zigzag filament. The lamp illustrated was the

only one in the series that burned out, and it was also the

only one marked in this peculiar manner. The loops, it

will be seen, are evenly arranged around the inside of the

globe. There was no noticeable vibration of the building,

and there did not ap|)car to be any extraneous cause for

this strange phenomenon. I send the lamp to the Western
Electrician, hoping that some one may be led to ex-

plain the strange marking,"

The Delta Electric company of Cairo, Til., has given
notice that on August 2d it will apply to the city council

for permission to change its motive power from mules to

electricity.

the station from which the alarm is sent in. Several

alarms can be signalled simultaneously or in quick succes-

sion without affecting in any way the operation of the

system. If several alarms are sent in for the same fire no

confusion is created and its exact location can be readily

ascertained. Communication by telephone can be carried

on between one or several of the stations and the central

ofl^ce. The circuit can be used for telephonic communi-

cation between two central offices without affecting the

integrity of the service. Digeon has not been able to

prevent the possibility of false alarms, but he has made
such provision that the number of calls of this kind will

be small in any event.

The illustrations give a general idea of the apparatus

which is used. It should be stated that Digeon has as far

as possible m.ide use of the Petti apparatus forfnerly em-
ployed in the fire alarm service. Fig i represents one of

the telephone fire alarm boxes with tlie door open. The
exterior of the door is shown below at the right; in its

center is a glass cover. If this is shattered by a quick
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blow the door automatically opens disclosing the telephone

tranmitter. Upon this a gong sounds for ten or fifteen

seconds sufficiently loudly to attract the attention of

passers-by—a provision which is relied upon to prevent

malicious persons from sending in false alarms. When
the door opens a clock movement is set in operation which

causes an alarm to be sent in electrically; it is registered on

the Morse recorder three times as already stated. The

Ascertaining the Speed of Trains.
Ascertaining the speed of trains is a matter of no small

interest to railway companies, says La Nature. It is im-
portant to determine whether at certain points—as switches,

crossings, grades, for example—the engineer slackens

speed in accordance with the regulations. Special de-

vices have been designed to register automatically the

speed at these points, and the first indicator of the kind

ASCERTAINING THE

ringing of the gong serves a double purpose; beside at-

tracting the attention of those in the vicinity, the noise

naturally prevents the person sending in the alarm from

using the telephone at once. Several seconds elapse and by

this time the operator at the central office has the receiver

at his ear. Instructions for the guidance of the novice

are printed on the box, as Fig. i indicates. He is in-

formed that as soon as the gong stops ringing he is to

talk into the telephone distinctly stating the nature of the

trouble. Fig, 2 shows the arrangement at the central office.

SPEED OF TRAINS.

was located on the locomotive, but a device which, while

located at some distance from the train, can make the

proper registered record is found to be far more satisfac-

tory.

The apparatus illustrated in the engraving was con-

structed for this purpose by Pickard Freres of Paris, in ac-

cordance with the plans of the Compagnie d'Orleans. It is

provided with registering apparatus so sensitive and ac-

curate that the engineers of the company have been able

to ascertain from the record a number of interesting facts.

contact the circuit is closed, and the stylus is lifted and
begins to trace a line on the paper on the cylinder. The
upward motion of the pen stops when the first wheel
reaches the second contact, as the circuit is broken. The
length of the traced Hne is then inversely proportional to

the speed of the train at this point, and it furnishes the

measure of it. The cylinder, it should be stated, is con-

nected with a clock movement which causes it to revolve

once in twenty-four hours; the register, therefore, may be

left twenty-four hours at a time to record speed, and
the lines traced on the paper will not interfere with each

other. Trains can easily be identified on the re«ord by

referring to the time at which they passed the contacts

The paper oa which the record is traced is ruled into

squares, as shown in the cut, the vertical lines represent-

ing the hours, and the horizontal lines indicating the heights

corresponding to given speeds.

The toothed wheel seen at the right is connected with

the clockwork, and is in continual motion, making a

complete revolution in 2^ minutes. When a contact is

made and the electromagnet becomes operative it attracts

its armature. This movement causes the toothed wheel to

clutch a cross piece on the end of the needle . The stylus

on the other end of the latter is raised, and the tracing con-

tinues till the current is broken.

No one has yet discovered a good contact which will

^ake a given position on the passage of the first wheel and

while being unaffected by the following wheels will still re-

sume its original position after the passage of the train.

The two electro-magnets at the right are designed to

facilitate the operation of the device with any kind of a

contact. One of them is connected with the contact

against which the wheel is supposed first to strike. As
soon as the contact is made the electro-magnet attracts its

armature and the latter moves a switch which opens a cir-

cuit connected with another electro-magnet controlling the

needle. When the second contact is reached the first cir

cuit is broken, and the needle is stopped, and falls back to

its normal position.

In cass the stylus reaches the top of the cylinder, which

might happen if the train moved very slowly or if the

second contact failed to work, a stop is provided which

causes a break in the circuit, and the stylus falls.

The registering device is mounted in a metal case and

weighs a little less than ig pounds. Two portable con-

tacts complete the outfit. The Orleans company, however,

prefers a fixed contact, and as the one which it has used

has given satisfactory results, a view of it is given in the

illustration at 2 and 3. This contact consists of an

FIG. 2. NEW PARIS TELEPHONE FIRE ALARM SERVICE.

FIG. I NEW PARIS TELEPHONE FIRE ALARM SERVICE.

As it is often desirable for the firemen to communicate

with the central office, provisionjs made for this purpose in

the fire alarm box. As Fig. 3 shows, a door opens at the

side, the key to which is kept by certain officers of the de-

partment. When the door is opened the central office may
be signalled by a call button, and the officer has merely to

attach to the contacts the cords of the portable telephone

which he carries with' him.

The principle of the speed register is simple. Two
contacts are arranged on the rail at a certain distance

apart; in practice this distance is 100 millimeters. The
contacts are connected electrically with the registering ap-

paratus shown at i in the illustration. This device is lo-

cated at a convenient point at some little distance from the

track.

The general operation of the device is as follows;

When the first wheel of the locomotive strikes the first

insulated steel plate M fastened on a a wooden stringer

B which is placed on the ties parallel to and outside of

the track.

The edge of the plate is turned up slightly, and is some

millimeters from the rail, so that when the wheel rests on

it it bends and meets the rail. It is thoroughly insulated

and is made sufficiently elastic by two sheets of rubber

placed above and below it. A galvanized iron cover pro-

tects it from the rain and the sun.
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Our eastern contemporaries last week announced the

death of Cyrus W. Field, and presented biographical

sketches and portraits of the dead philanthropist. The

Western Elecirician published in its issue of July i6th,

one week in advance of the New York electrical papers,

not only the announcement of the death of Mr. Field, but

also an excellent portrait and a complete biographical

sketch. The eastern journals of that date, published on

the ground, failed to cover this most important matter.

This is merely one more instance going to show the su-

perority of the Western Electrician over its contem-

pories.

There is a possibility that Chicago may be connected

with its beautiful northern suburb, Evanston, by an elec-

tric railroad. The city council has passed the ordinance

granting the franchise, and it is not unlikely that before

long trolley cars will run from the northern terminus

of the North .Side cable line to the lakeside college town.

There arc several obstacles in the way of the realization of

this desirable project, however. One is the condition

tacked on the franchise by the aldermen to the effect

that U any practicable underground conduit electrical sys<

tern is invented the company must adopt it within a year

from the date of its promulgation, at the discretion of the

mayor and council of Chicago. This provision is distaste-

ful to the company, and may prevent the acceptance of

the franchise. It is also understood that there are diffi-

culties regarding the right of way. It is to be hoped that

means may be found to remove these objections. It is

said that the newly made city of Evanston, with its 15,000

people, is the largest place in the country without street

car facilities. The idea of connecting 11 with Chicago by

a well equipped electric railway is an excellent one, and

deserves encouragement.

Previous experience has taught the electrical people

never to count on a World's Fair contract until the neces-

sary signatures have been attached to the documents

ratifying the agreement. Nevertheless there is good

reason to believe that the authorities of the exposition will

take final action confirming the decision of the committee

on grounds and buildings in recommending that the

contract for supplying the launches to operate on the la-

goons at the World's Fair be given to a company using

electric boats. That the storage battery launches should

be able to meet the crack steamboats sent to compete for

the contract, and demonstrate their superiority, on the lines

laid down by the officers of the Exposition company,

is a fact which will afford no little gratification to the

electrical fraternity throughout the country. It will have

the effect of calling the attention of the American public

to a branch of applied electricity to which too little at-

tention has been given in this country, and will doubtless

prove of material advantage to manufacturers of second-

ary batteries and motors. It is not likely that, for many
years at least, boats propelled by electricity will prove ser-

ious rivals of steam craft in a strictly commercial sense.

But for pleasure riding on inland waters, and in special

cases like that of the World's Fair, where speed and great

carrying capacity are less desired than the pleasure and com-

fort of visitors, electric boats will find a highly appre-

ciated place. The directors of the World's Columbian

Exposition who are members of the committee on grounds

and buildings have made no mistake in recommending

electrically propelled launches. Should the ways and

means committee concur with them at the joint meeting

that is announced, the exposition will have secured a feature

that will conbine the attraction of novelty with a practical

utility that has received complete demonstrations.

An interesting case, in which a live telephone wire

played an important part, was recently decided by the

Supreme Court of Massacljusetts. Action had been insti-

tuted by a resident against the city of Cambridge, Mass,,

to recover damages for injuries which he had suffered by

reason of an alleged defect in the highway, occasioned by

the presence in the street of a live telephone wire which he

came into contact with as he was passing along the side-

walk. Upon the trial the evidence showed that the plaint-

iff, seeing the wire hanging loose in such a manner as ap-

parently to endanger travellers, or, at all events, to

obstruct free passage along the highway, removed it, and
in doing so was injured. The trial judge directed a ver-

dict for the city, on the ground that, although the pres-

ence of such a loose live telephone wire might properly be

regarded as a defect in the highway, for the existence of

which the city authorities were liable, yet the plaintiff was
negligent himself in touching it. The plaintiff appealed

from the decision of the lower court, taking exception to

the point made by the trial judge that the plaintiff's action

constituted contributory negligence. The Supreme court

reversed the decision of the lower court, holding that the

action of the plaintiff could not be construed within the

meaning of the law as constituting contributary negli-

gence. In his opinion Judge Holmes says: "It seems to

us that to t.irow on one side, out of th6 way of travel,

either with one's stick or one's hands, a light movable

object, which is an annoyance or a nuisance where it is, is

one of those every day acts of kindly feeling which fairly

may be said to be an incident of travel, as it commonly
goes on, and to be within the protection of the law."

Last week a man was killed by the electric current at

Rochester, N. Y., and the coroner's jury returned a ver-

dict to the effect that the victim came to his death by

coming in contact with a wire of the police patrol system,

which had fallen across the trolley wires of the street rail-

way company, and thus conveyed the current that caused

the death.

With a view of obtaining a knowledge of the facts of

the case from those in a position to speak intelligently of

the accident, the Western Klectuician communicated

i^ith the president of the railway compa^iy, and ^Iso witt

the company's electrician. From the statements of these

two gentlemen, presented in another column, it would

seem as though the coroner's jury had jumped at its dam-
aging conclusion and laid the blame on the electric rail-

way wire when it should have been placed on an electric

light wire. Both president and electrician tell a most
reasonable story, clearly explaining how the fire alarm wire

took its death dealing current from the electric light wire

which was suspended above the trolley wires. The broken
wire, which sagged and made contact with the victim,

was in contact with both the electric light wire and the

railway wire, but, according to the electrician's report,

the arc light wire was in places bare of insulation.

While it is not our province to take to task coroner's

juries performing their duty to the best of their ability, we
cannot forbear to point out. that, owing to the necessarily

limited technical knowledge of the men who, as a rule,

constitute such juries, blame is very apt to be laid at the

wrong door. The gentlemen who in the present instance

made up the Rochester jury were doubtless intelligent

men, but it is fair to presume that not one of the jury-

men who agreed to the verdict against the railway

wire had more than the vaguest conception of

whence came the current which, through the hanging
fire alarm wire, did the damage. It is needless to point

out that to pass intelligently upon such an accident, one
must of necessity possess an intimate knowledge of the

two systems of electrical distribution. It would be most
unreasonable to suppose that such an understanding was
possessed by the Rochester jury. On this account it

would appear but fair that popular judgment should not

be based upon the surprising verdict of this coroner's

jury. There is the more cause for hesitancy in accepting

the verdict in the present case in that the electrician of

the railway company goes on record in a statement to the

effect that both he and several of his men have a number
of times received current at the usual railway pressure of

500 volts.

It is most amusing to notice the way in which some of

the daily papers, usually those of the rural districts, grow
enthusiastic when they undertake to enlarge upon the

future of the electric railway. The verdant editors seem
totally oblivious to the fact that an electric road operated

from a central station is in reality nothing more or less

than a steam driven system. They seem to forget that

electricity is merely an extremely flexible agent through
which the power of a steam engine or a water fall may be
transmitted and applied to the propulsion of cars. It is

this lack of knowledge of the true nature of this particular

application of the current that maintains the ravenons
appetite for extravagent electric trunk line stories.

These fairy tales, telling in glowing terms of the doom of

the steam locomotive, may be very interesting but they do
an immense amount of harm in that the public through

their influence is educated to expect too much. That the

electric system is destined to usurp steam in certain fields

there is now no doubt ; but the romancers are a little pre-

mature when they jump at the conclusion that there is

going to be anything in the way of a swift and radical

revolution. The electric motor is obtaining its foothold

in the domain of the steam locomotive in a gradual and
perfectly natural manner. For instance, reports from New
York now lead us to believe that the Pennsylvania rail

road will utilize the electric system extensively in the

neighborhood of the metropolis
; but the application, if

made, will be to feeder lines and not to trunk lines. It is

in this way that electricity will work to the front, more as

a friend, perhaps, than an enemy of steam.

In this connection, therefore, the recent denial of Vice-

President Tuttle of the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford railroad, when asked about the introduction of

electricity as a motive power on his lines between New
York and New Haven is most amusino; and, what is more
is a well merited rebuke for the man who started a false

story. Referring to an article in the IVorcester Gazette,

Vice-President Tuttle said ;

Bosh, it's nothing but romance, pure and simple romance,
without the slightest grounds for truth. We are building
four tracks, it is true, and have been at work on them for
several years as is well known, but instead of equipping
the middln tracks with electric power we are considering
the feasibility of utilizing flying machines to supplant
steam. This is an age of progress and the flying machine
has been so perfected of late that we have every reason to
believe they could be operated safely between here and
New York at even a more rapid speed than the thirty-
minute time accredited the electric cars. Of course, we
haven't decided yet just what system we shall use, but
when the road is fully equipped with the latest aerial cars
we contemplate extending our air line to Liverpool and
possibly from there to Singapore, China, but, of course,
this is at present a matter of speculation and can only be
decided upon gs oyr pl^ns further ipatyre,
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Death from an Electric Shock.
A coroner's jury at Rochester, N. Y. , last week investigat-

ed thecauseof deathof Edward A. Twist in that city. It ap-

pears that Mr. Twist was struck by a swinging wire of the

police patrol or fire alarm system, which had been broken

ina storm and which came in contact with other wires

underneath. The jury returned the following verdict:

We find that Edward A. Twist came lo his death by
coming in contact with a wire of the police patrol sys-

tem, the said wire having fallen across the trolley wires of

the Rochester Railway company on Mt. Hope avenue, on
the evening of July 15, 1892. thus conveying the electric

current which caused his death.

The verdict of the coroner's jury was a complete surprise.

It was the first time on record that an electric railway was

charged with the deathof any person by reason of contact

with the trolley wire. ^Moreover, the evidence reported

before the coroner's jury did not seem to warrant such a

broad condemnation. Following is a statement of the facts

in the case as stated by John N. Beckley, president of the

Rochester Railway company, in response to an inquiiy from

the Western Electrician:

On Mount Hope avenue in this city two fire alarm
wires were strung about forty feet from the street and
directly over the insulated wire of the Rochester Electric

Light company. This insulated wire supplied the arc

lights in the vicinity with current. Below the electric

light wire and fire alarm wires and about eighteen feet from
the street were suspended the two trolley wires of the

Rochester Railway company. One of the fire alarm wires
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broke at some distance north of the place where the accident

occurred and sagged down in the form of a loop to the

ground. The position of the electric light wire was such
that the broken fire alarm wire must have rested on the

electric light wire. It also hung across one of the trolley

wires.

A heavy rain had iust ceased falling. The repair wagon
of the Rochester Railway company had just reached

the location, when Mr. Twist in crossing the street was
struck by the fire alarm wire which was swaying in the

wind, and was instantly killed-

An investigation made by Mr. Green, the electrician of

Rochester Railway company, and by other gentlemen the

next morning, disclosed that the insulation on the electric

light wire was burned off for a space of about one- half

inch in one place where the fire alarm wire must have rested

across it. In view of the fact that the employes of the

company in the electrical department have repeatedly

while at work taken the entire current used in the opera-

tion of this road without injury; and in view further of the

fact that hundreds, perhaps thousands, of men have taken

the entire current used in the operation of an electric rail-

road in other places without injury, it would seem, inde-

pendent of the facts which I have set forth, that a 500 volt

current should not be regarded as the cause of the death of

Mr. Twist. It is, of course, well known that the current

used in arc lighting has a pressure of more than 2,000

volts. A current of this pressure, experience has shown,
is deadly.

In case any action is brought against the Rochester

Railway company to recover damage by personal represent-

ative of the dead man, we shall have an opportunity to

present the evidence which will show that the cause of

death in this case was an electric light current of 2 000 or

more volts, and not the current used in the operation

of an electric railroad. It goes without saying that an

investigation by a coroner's jury is one in which no oppor-

tunity is afforded for the cross-examination of witnesses by

the party who may be charged with causing the accident

which is under investigation.

Accompanying this statement is the following from Al-

fred Green, chief electrician of the Rochester Railway

company:

I was not present at the scene of the acci.Ient on the

night when it occurred. I did visit the place, however,

the next morning and carefully examined the situation

and condition of things as they then existed. I found

that two No. 12 fire alarm wires on the night of the ac

cident were suspended about forty feet from the street and

over the arc light insulated wire of the Rochester Elec-

tric Light company, and also over the trolley wires of the

Rochester Railway company substantially as shown in the

cross section given in the cut.

I conversed with many people who were present at the

time of the accident, and the universal testimony of such

people was, that the fire alarm wire, shown at B in the
sketch, was the one which broke and sagged down so as
to lay across the electric light wire and the trolley wire in

the direction as shown by the dotted line in the sketch.
The wire had broken some distance away from the scene
of the accident and then sagged down in the form of a
loop, or horse shoe, and the angle of the loop was the
portion of the wire which came in contact with the man
who was killed. I went up on ladders and on the poles

screw propeller actuated by an electric motor. Referring

to the diagrams. Fig. 2, B is the manhole through which
the crew, consisting of five men, enter the vessel, and S
are the portnoles fitted with strong glasses. On the left-

hand side of the hull, near the stern, a door is provided.

Fig. I, which may be opened from the inside when the

vessel is under water for aIIo%ving exit to divers, without

admitting water into the vessel. The hull is provided

with three water-tight compartments, and it is estimated

that the crew will be able to remain under water for a pe-

riod of forty-eight hours.

Fig. 3 shows the outlines of transverse sections of the

Audace's hull.

FIG. 2. THE ITALIAN SUBMARINE BOAT AUDACE.

in the vicinity and examined the insulated arc light wire
mentioned. I found a portion of the insulation burnt for

about fourteen inchp.s from the pole holding the arc wires.

This pole was about fifty feet from the scene of the acci-

dent. The arc light wire was bare at the place indicated
for a distance of about half an inch and had the appear-
ance of havirg been burnt recently. Oa the north
side of the pole, being the side farthest removed from
the accident, I found a bad joint in the insulation of the
arc light wire and the wire was bare for a space of about
two and one half inches.

I have been engaged in electric railroad and lighting

business for upwards of ten years, and have been since

the first of February last the chief electrician of the Roches-
ter Railway company. As such I have charge of the wire
system, motors and electrical equipment of the company.
In working about the motors and on the line I have on
several occasions taken the full force of current used in

the operation of the cars of that company without injury.

I have on many occasions seen workman who were em-
ployed under me take the full force of the current without
injury. In my opinion it is not possible for an electric

current having a pressure of five hundred volts or less to

cause the death of a human being, or his serious injury.

The current used in the operation of cars of the Roches-
ter Railway company is what is known as a 500 volt cur-

rent, although it is seldom that the current on the line has
a pressure of as much as 500 volts.

Electric Motors on Bridges.
The application of electricity to drawbridges in Chicago

and Milwaukee has heen described at length in this paper

heretofore. Recently City Engineer Clarke of Chicago

had this to say of the installation at the Rush street bridge

in this city. " I consider it much superior to steam power
for the turning of bridges, being much cleaner, doing away
with ashes and the handling of coal. It is equally reliable

and cheaper. I shall unqualifiedly recommend the electric

motor." Milwaukee has ordered electric motors for five

bridges,and it is said to be the purpose of the authorities of

the Cream City to put motors on all its swing bridges.

The city engineer of Milwaukee recommends it because it

puts less dead weight on the bridge than any other motor.

An English Estimate of Mr. Fieid.

Since the death of Cyrus W. Field the newspapers of

the world have published eulogistic obituaries. Here is

The Italian Submarine Boat Audace.
The accompanying cut, Fig. i, is a general view of a

novel foim of submarine vessel recently launched in Italy.

This boat was designed by Pietro delgli Abbati &: Sons

and was built in the yard of Migliardi & Vene of Savona,

Italy. It is being exploited by a company entitled the

FIG. 3. THE ITALIAN SUBMARINE BOAT AUDACE.

an extract from a discriminating editorial in the Electrical

Engineer of London :

To Cyrus Field, more than to any man living or

dead, Atlantic telegraphy owes its success. He preached
submarine telegraphy much as Booth preaches the

;welfare of the residuum. He convinced friends and
enimies as to the possibilities of the venture, and he
obtained support where others said "impossible."

ilG. I. IHE ITALIAN SUBMARINE BOAT AUDACE.

Societa Romana per la Pesca e Ricupero dei Valori Subac-

quei.

London Industries, from which the cuts were taken, un-

fortunately presents but little information as to the de-

tails of the boat's construction. All that can be learned is

that the vessel, which is of steel, is 2S feet long, 6 1-2 feet

feet broad, and g 3-4 feet deep, and is proyif^ed with a

A more consummate master in the art of plodding on-

ward through evil and through good report cannot be

named. He had his reward in the success of Atlantic

telegraphy, in the possession of a large fortune, in the

honor and respect of those from whom honor is valued.

That his fortune is gone is due to no fault of his—in

fact it adds to due appreciation of the man— for the loss

is due to his love for, and his trust in, his son. In these

days of hurly-burly strife—for lighting aiid traction—in
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the days of high volts and many amperes—submarine

telegraphy as it apeared in the days prior to the Russian

war can hardly be understood. With us it is a thing of

little account; then it was a plunge into the vast unknown.

Cyrus Field was the leader who led into the unknown,

and who, like Columbus, had an overpowering personality.

His followers might fret, might fume, might want to turn

back from fright, but the goal was in the unknown, and

into the unknown they had to go. Such are the men who
make history. They require to be convinced, but once

convinced there is no looking backward, but a persistent

forging ahead till the enterprise is won.

English Electric Mining Machines.

The cats presented herewith would seem to indicate

that English concerns do not propose to sit still and
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risk. The field magnets are cased in sheet metal to with-

stand rough usage, and the armature, commutator and
brushes are enclosed to prevent injury, and to obviate any

chance of firing explosive gases. It has been proposed to

run a small but continuous stream of carbonic acid gas

through the commutator chamber, so that even the most

nervous engineer would feel that *'firing" is impossible.

Carbonic acid can, of course, be obtained very easily in

steel containers. Fig. 2 shows the s'mple form of rock or

coal drill which will bore holes from J inch to i^ inches

diameter in coal, shale, or similar material, at from 6

PIG 2. ENGLISH ELECTRIC MINING MACHINES.

allow Americans to monoplize the entire production of

mining machinery. According to London Industries, the

firm of Goolden & Co., of Harrow Road, London, W.,

has for the last few years been working in an unobtrusive

way an electrical coal and mining plant. The result of this

labor has been that almost before electrical firms gener-

FIG. 2. THE NEW TIME BALL ON THE WESTERN UNION

BUILDING, NEW YORK.

inches to 15 inches per minute, and will drill to any depth

up to 3 feet, 7 inches. The pillar is arranged so that the

drill can be set at any height, and at any angle, without

moving the car.

The New Time Ball on the Western
Union Building, New York.

Since the fire which destroyed the upper stories of the

Western Union Telegraph building in New York, the time

ball service has been suspended. The old staff and ball

were mounted on the tower in the front of the building.

As the new building has been completed another tower

has been built for special service of the time ball system.

This tower Fig. 1, according to the Scientific American,

is built of open iron work, and through its center a ladder

runs up to the top. From the top a staff of hollow iron

piping, with two feathers running down opposite sides of

it, rises and is surmounted by a cap. The tower rests on

the roof of the main building, 163 feet above the surface

of the street. The base of the tower is 24 feet, ty% inches

bv 25 feet, 4 inches; the top of the tower is4 feet, 3 inches

by 5 feet, }i inches; and the height of the tower is 81

feet. A platform 7 feet, 5 inches square surmounts it,

and from the center of this the flagstaff rises 20 feet and

6 inches, giving as the total height from the street 264 feet,

6 inches.

The time ball is of very light construction; notched rings

FIG. I. e.\(;lisii electric mining machines;

ally were aware of the fact, these gentlemen had worked
out a fairly complete system of mining machinery.

The illustrations show two tools which may be taken as

typical of Goolden & Co.'s work. Fig. i is a percussion

rock drill, for dealing with very hard rock, such as granite

or quartz, and Fig, 3 is a small rotaiy drill. The motor
(3 closely boxed in when exposure would increase the fire

that fit the staff loosely from theitop and bottom elements

and are connected by four >2 inch iron rods. The con-

tour issecured by hoop iron running in directions corres-

pondiri^'iftCTlhe'latitude and longitude of a globe, and over

the whiJle canvas is fastened. The ball is 3 feet, 6 inches

in diameter, and weighs only 35 pounds. The staff passes

through its center. To raise it a double lead of rope runs
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up through the center of the staff; the two ends of the

rope pass over two pulleys on opposite sides of the staff

near the top and, descending thence, are attached to the

ball at the top. The two leads join each other a little dis-

tance down, and a single rope runs thence to a windlass,

which is contained in a box at the base of the tower.

By tripping mechanism the ball is released at noontime

and falls dowii the staff. To receive it an air box is pro-

vided at the bottom which cushions its fall. This is a

circular box 4 feet high and 3 feet 6 inches in diameter,

and is therefore of just the proper size to receive the

ball. A sort of flange or washer of felt is carried around

the mouth of the box, so that the ball cannot by any pos-

sibility strike any hard material in its descent. As it falls,

the air in the box can only escape slowly, so that it forms

a true cushioning device.

The tripping mechanism Fig. 2, is contained in the box

with the windlass. On a flange projecting from one end

of the windlass four notches are cut with which a pawl en-

gages as the windlass is wound up, preventing it from un-

winding or turning the wrong way. The pawl is carried

by an arm pivoted at one end. If the arm were raised, it is

evident that the pawl would be withdrawn from the notch

and the windlass would be free to unwind. The tripping

FIG. I. THE NEW TIME BALL ON THE WESTERN UNION

BUILDING, NEW YORK.

mechanism effects the raising of this arm. A lever nearly

vertical is pivoted at its center, and a roller at its upper

end touches the rear end of the pawl lever, which at this

point is bent downward. A spring tends to draw the up-

per end of this lever backward. If it were so drawn, the

end of the latter would be raised and the pawl released,

owing to the downwardly curved shape of the pawl lever.

To prevent the spring from doing this, the lower end of

the lever is caught by a projecting bar attached to the

armature of an electro magnet. The whole is so arranged

that by connecting the magnet with an active circuit its

armature is attracted, which draws the bar out of engage-

ment with the verticallevcr. The spring on the latter

draws its upper end back, thereby raising the pawl lever

and releasing the pawl. The windlass and tripping de-

vices occupy but little space, the whole being contained in

a cubical box only 18 inches each way.

A special clock at Washington is connected to the cir-

cuit of the electro-magnet, the whole being on open circuit

When the clock in its motion closes the circuit, which it

does precisely at noon, the electro-magnet is excited, its

armature is attracted, releasing the vertical lever whose

upper end is drawn back and trips or releases the drum
of the windlass, and the ball at once begins its descent.

From the above it will be seen that it is the beginning of

the fall of the ball which marks the time of noon. The
system formerly in use was different in several respects

from the present one. The one illustrated herewith is

based largely on the results attained at Washington. The
new service has just been inaugurated. The cuts are re-

produced from the Scientific American.
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Greenville Electric Light Station.

At Greenville, Pa., an electric plant has recently been

installed for incandescent and arc lighting by the Edison

General Electric company, for the Peoples Electric Light

company of that town. The steam plant consists of two

Buckeye compound non-condensing engines each with a

capacity of 75 horse power, steam being supplied from an

upright Syracuse boiler of 150 horse power.

The electrical plant shown in Fig. i comprises two 45

kilowatts compound wound Edison incandescent bipolar dy-

namos, and one 40 light Edison arc dynamo. The controlling

and measuring instruments are mounted on a skeleton
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are common the lines are run on the same poles. In the

outlying districts, however, the lighting is done by arc

lamps exclusively. The line for the arc system is between

four and five miles long.

The dynamos operate so well that they take care of the

load with but little adjustment of the field regulators; the

load can be thrown from full to no load without the neces-

sity of the attendant moving the resistance in the least.

Waddell-Entz Electric Exhauster.
The accompanying cut illustrates a new portable electric

ventilating device recently designed by the Waddell-Entz
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The Hart & Hegeman Switch.

The Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing company of

Hartford, Conn , recently introduced on the market a new
switch. The accompanying illustration shows the details

of this switch. The device, while large, is very compact,

and is mounted only on porcelain or slate. The move-

ment is rotary in one direction by quarter turns, keeping

the contacts bright and giving the maximum length of

break. The make and break are instantaneous, the switch

plate remaining stationary with reference to the contacts

until under the control of the spring. The actuating

spring is a flat steel three-leaf spring, which is not in cir-

cuit, and is therefore guaranteed not to be affected by the

cur ent. The current pisses from one cootact to another

ihrcugh s )iid mefal, and not through pivoted jainis. The

FIG. I. GREENVILLE ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION.

break is double in all sizes; the circuit is therefore broken

at four points by the double-pole switch. The Hart &
Hegeman company also manufactures 10 ampere single

and double pole switches, and it is now sending to the

trade a very neat three-fold circular which gives the

dimensions of the various switches made by the company.

switch-boird, Fig. 2, so constructed that it-has in it only

sufficient wood to support the instruments. The left hand

portion is devoted to the appliances for the manipulation of

the incandescent system, consisting of regulators, ampere-

meters andswitches. The lightning arrester used is of the

serrated plate pattern. The indicating instruments, such

as pressure indicators and volt meters, are mounted on a

separate board not shown in the cut. The right hand por-

tion of the board supports the arc light controlling ap-

paratus, an arc light switch-board of white marble, an

company. New York, for use on board one of the new

United States cruisers.

In this machine the magnets and field coil, which form

a compact spool, are mounted directly upon the side of

the exhauster shell. The armature encloses the magnet

and field coil, and is mounted upon the same shaft that

carries the exhauster blades, A single, self-oiling bearing

is used. The machine is very, compact and carefully de-

signed in all details. The Waddell-Entz company states

that the tests of the first of these exhausters have proved

Electrical Decorations at Denver.
Extensive preparations are making for the electric light

display in Denver at the coming conclave of Knights

Templar. The Denver A^i^ii'j- is enthusiastic in outlining

the brilliancy of the decorations, as will be seen from the

following :

No person will be permitted to view this wonderful vision

until the hand of the clock points to the hour of eight,

Tuesday evening, August 9th, Then, like enchantment,
the whole of the business portion of the city will beam with

WADDELL-ENTZ ELECTRIC EXHAUSTER.

Edison ampere-meter and two of the recently designed

Edison lightning arresters.

The Edison three-wire system is used. The current is

distributed from the station through three feeders to the

mains in the street, from which the house service wires

run. All customers burning more than six lights are sup-

plied with the three-wire service in order to ensure a well

balanced system; customers burning less then this number

of lights have a ^^wo wire service, the lights being care-

fully arranged against each other. The Edison

meter system of measurement has been adopted, the

latest type of electrolytic meter being used.

The pole line for the incandescent system is about 2,000

feet in length. Where the incandescent «nd arc system

FIG. 2. GREENVILLE ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION.

SO satisfactory that the bureau of equipment has ordered a

number of sets for other cruisers. Blowers and exhaust-

ers of this type are being built in larger sizes for general

use.

thousands of colored globes and the powerful search lights

from four principal points will dispel the darkness from the
remotest regions of the city. From myriad lights at street

intersections and from immense Templar designs supported
on the sides of large buildings the eye will be greeted with
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combinations of colors which cannot fail to make an im-

pression never to be forgotten.

It is understood that the Consolidated company will be

paidlsi^.ooo for the work, but the officials say that the

actual cost of the illuminations will be much greater. Hav-

ing engaged to carry out the display.the company proposes

to do so regardless of; expense.

The electricity will be conveyed to the business district

by seven distinct circuits, each connected with a powerful

generator. Four of these generators have been placed in

the power house near the union depot and three are in posi-

tion at the West Denver house. The designs have been

tested and found to be perfect in every detail. Each cir-

cuit will be given a preliminary test at some time before

August gth, but these experiments will take place only

during the day. The contract calls for four hours'

illumination, from 8 to 12 p. m.. of Tuesday, Wednesday.

Thursday and Friday nights of conclave week. Men will

be stationed at various points in the illuminated district to

replace globes which may burn out and to repair quickly

any breaks which may happen. Every precaution will be

taken to make the display thoroughly satisfactory and with-

out flaw.

The Kolon Primary Battery.

The accompanying cats show the Kolon primary battery

which is being expoited by Converse D. Marsh, New York.

Fig. I represents the e.xternal appearance of the new

cell which measures 7^x7^x9 inches and bears a close re-

semblance to a storage cell. This similarity to a storage

battery is carried out in its action, the discharge, it is

claimed, being equal to that of a secondary battery of the

same size.

Fig. 2 shows the carbon cup, which acts in the dual

capacity of porous pot and positive electrode. The walls

are five-eights of an inch thick and between them are

moulded five carbon plates, the whole presenting a very

large amount of carbon surface to the action of the

FIG. I. THE KOLON PRIMARY BATTERY.

chromic depolarizer with which the cup is filled. This

cup sets in the hard rubber cell, shown in Fig. i, which

is lined with a thin zinc bent into a rectangular form.

The extremely low internal resistance is partially ac-

counted for by the fact that the distance between the

zinc electrode and the walls of the carbon cup forming

part of the positive electrode, is but one-half inch. The
usual acidulated water fills this space.

It is stated that on test, using a Weston ammeter and

voltmeter, a single cell -repeatedly discharged over 100

amperes at .5 volt with instant recovery of over 2 volts

when the circuit was broken. This result was considered

all the more interesting when the thick carbon walls, re-

placing the ordinary thin clay diaphragm, were taken in-

to consideration. While they appear to completely

separate the two solutions on open circuit, thus eliminat-

ing the bugbear, local action, they offer an extremely low

internal resistance. On low rates of discharge the inter-

nal resistance was but .025 of an ohm.

In the construction of the cell, although rolled zinc is

employed, it is saturated with mercury. There are no

fumes, corrosion or creeping salts. The carbon is pei-

fectly uniform and there are only two working parts, st

to speak, in the cell.

For fan work, running motors under one quarter horse

power, small incandescent lights, cautery and dental ap

plication?, etc., the Kolon is pecularily applicable.
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fibre is used or some oiher material in addition to the mica.

In this joint, however, there is no other insulation except

the mica. As will be seen the construction is very simple.

To guard against turning of the parts upon each other

very ingenious locking devices are used, which do not

show in the cuts. It should be added also that Vallee

Eros. & Co. state that the Roberts joint has been ap-

proved by Inspector Wm. McDevitt, of Philadelphia,

Board of Fire Underwriters association.

Base Ball by Electric Light.

A new scheme has entered the enterprising mind of

President J. W. Gunnels, says the 'Tohdo Blade, He had
it thoroughly settled in his mind when he left for Chicago

FI(_;. 2. K.OLUN PRIMARY BATTERY.

to give Toledo base ball by electric light, if the Western

league, or a portion of it continues the season. He has

arranged to place forty lights around the fence at

Olympic park, several on the stands, and one or two tower

lights to aid the players in gauging fly balls. The games
will be called at 8 o'clock sharp, all practice being had by

the teams in the afternoon. The scheme of racing by

electric light was tried recently with success in the West,

and Mr. Gunnels will make the experiment in base ball

next week. Two amateur teams will play at the park on

Mr. Gunnels' return, and if successful all of Toledo's

games will be played in the cool of the evening, after the

men have had their suppers and feel comfortable. No
Sunday games will be played if the scheme is successful.

Aphorisms for Central Station Managers.
W. D. Marks, president of the Edison Electric Light

company of Philadelphia, puts some good advice to central

station men in the following shape :

Pat the price of light and power as low as you oan, and
thereby secure the permanency of your business as against

competition.

Do no free house wiring, but get others to do your wir-

ing, and make it profitable to them by offering premiums,
if necessary.

Put no free lamps in first installation, but renew them
free of charge.

Own your own meter and service. It is not good policy

lo let the customer own the service.

Do not try to sell any particular make of meter, and be

careful not to express any preference. Offer premiums to

agents.

Sell current by meter, but have a minimum contract

price to insure earning power of lamps and motors.

Above all things, always give a good light, but not an
excessive amount of it.

Don't talk or write to consumers in a threatening way
who do not pay promptly.

Stand by the meter, and cut off the light when disputes

cannot be amicably settled.

Be open and courteous in acknowledgment of errors, and
repair any injury unwittingly inflicted.

Don't believe the statements of consumers until fully veri-

fied.

A Long Electric Light Report Causes
Trouble.

Under date of July 12th the Crawfordsville, Ind., cor-

respondent of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat writes: "Last

New Roberts Insulating Joint,
The advantagts claimed for this joint by its manufac-

turers, Valteeliros. .S: Co., Philadelphia, arc its small size,

light weight, superior strength and ^ood insulating quali-

ties. The insulating material is not exposed to the out-

side atmosphere in any w.ay, so that it is impossible for it

to be subject to outside conditions. The cuts show the

joint in full size for % by J^ inch, and smaller sizes. It

will be noted that this is one of the most compact joints

that have been placed upon the market. It is small

enough for use on wall brackets and is also strong enough
ohold the heaviest chandelier. In many other joi nts red

NEW ROBiRTS INSULATING JOINT.

night the city council met to hear the reading of the report
on the purchase of the electric light plant, and a most dis-

graceful scene was enacted. It would have required over
four hours to read the report, and all the councilmen went
around with crackers, cheese, peanuts, sandwiches and
other cold victuals. They munched away quietly at first,

but about ! 1 o'clock be^^an to throw the viands at ex-

Mayor Carr, who was industriously reading away on the
voluminous report which the council had demanded.
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Finally the fun grew furious, and the city officials, rising

from their seats, fairly filled the air with cheese and sar-

dine boxes, howling and laughing like Comanches. The
meeting was broken up by the boisterous conduct and de-

clared adjourned when the report was but two-thirds read.

Ex-Mayor Carr, who prides himself on his elocution, is

fairly wild.''

Electricity in Railroading.
Henry Villard, although no longer engaged in the man-

agement of electric corporations, has not lost interest in

this field. A New York correspondent of the Chicago

Eveiiitig News says:

Mr. Villard stood in the presence of some of the

greatest capitalists in this country and spoke to them with
enthusiasm of experiments and research which, in his

opinion, were speedily to revolutionize the railway busi-

ness of this country. Mr. Villard did not go into a techni-

cal explanation of the system, but he declared that in his

opinion within a year some of the railroads of the

West, especially those which will be heavily taxed to con-

vey passengers and freight to the World's Fair, will era-

ploy this system.

This utterance is not the prophecy of a dreamer or
visionary; it was a business speech to business men for

business purposes and some of those who heard it com-
mand millions of capital, which they are ready to invest

in electric railways as soon as it is demonstrated that they
are not experimental. Frank J. Sprague in a recent

address has spoken with the authority of an expert with
more ttchnical accuracy and with greater scientific preci-

sion than characterized Mr. Villard's remarks to the mil-

lionaires. Mr. Sprague declares it to be his belief that the
change from steam to electricity upon our railways is not
only possible but probable. He is not sure whether
the best system will prove to be that by which an electric

motor is attached to the head of a train as steam locomo-
tives are or whether it will be found that single cars con-
taining a motor will serve the commercial purpose more
profitably. Experiment, in Mr. Sprague's opinion, will

determine this question, just as experiment developed the
railway system from its crude beginning to its present
enormous growth and scientific and accurate determina-
tion."

Electrical Entertainment in Michigan.
The following is an exact copy of a recent notice in the

Neii.'s oi Laingsburg, Mich.:

Nearly every one has long desired to know more con-
cerning the different kinds and uses of Electricity; what
it is and how it does its work. You will now have the
chance to see a fine case of electrical instruments, con-
taining many different kinds of batteries. Do not fail to
see the Plate Glass Battery and the Dynamo do their work,
also the Electric Motor or Engines, Dancing images,
Storage batteries, Electric bells. Geissler tubes, Induction
coils, etc., etc. Electric lights will be used part of the
evening. All kinds and modern uses of Electricity illustrated

and explained by Prof. F. W. French, of Byron. Come
early, then you can get a front seat and while waiting for

the lecture, which begins at 8 o'clock, we will have some
lively Readings, such as "Jamie Butler and the Owl,"
'*The Frenchman and the Flee Powder," "The Smack
in School," "Socrates Snooks," "An Old Maid's Prayer,"
etc., etc. Lively! Interesting! Instructive! Plenty of
fun. Who'll wear "Dem 'Lectric Slippers" and Take the

other Prizes. Those who wish may stay after the lecture

to examine instrument or ask questions. At Lebar's Hall,

Saturday evening, July i6th. Admission only 15c Child-
ren IOC.

Electrical Development in St. Louis.

An electrical engineer and contractor is quoted in the
Age of Sieel iLS saying: "St. Louis may be in some re-

spects a slow and conservative old town, but I am free to

confess that it is quite the contrary so far as electrical sup-
plies are concerned. Within the last three years St. Louis
has done more electrical work than any other city in the
United States or the world. In that time the Municipal
electric light plant, the largest arc plant in the world; the
Missouri, the largest incandescent plant to be found any-
where; the Laclede; the various street railroads changed to
electric power; the immense amount of electric lighting
for office buildings, stores, private residences and manu-
facturing works—are among the items which have figured
in the local record of business. Moreover, the prospects
are favorable to continued progress at a fast gait. Mr.
McCulloch and associates are now in the East studying
the best systems of electrical equipment for the three syn-
dicate street railroads, the Cass Avenue, Northern Cen-
tral and Union, and will shortly let contracts for the power
uachinery, wires and rails on bids already in The Cross-
lown road will be an entirely new line; the Jefferson Ave-
lue will be changed to electricity, and other improvements
•f a similar kind are booked. Then another immense
ilectric lighting station will probably be added to existing
public and private lighting equipments.''

Recent Telegraphers' Strike in Spain.
In describing the recent telegraphers' strike in Spain

X\\Q Pall A/all Gazrfte of London says: *'The strike of
government telegraph operators was quite coi/p dc ilteatre

in its suddenness. At a given moment all the telegraph
stations in Spain slopped transmitting messages. The
strikers did not leave their posts, but whenever they were
asked to open communication with a given station they
declared that the station did not answer their call. In Mad-
rid the home minister himself, and in the provinces the
governors in person went to the telegraph offices and
asked the operators lo call in their presence to other sta-
tions. The operators obeyed, but no answer came back.
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The mystery had a simple explanation. The strikers had
agreed to a certain password and sigD, without which no
station was to answer a call. In Madrid for sometime
there was nearly a panic in official and bourse circles, and
it was rumored that revolutionary agents had cut all the

telegraph lines connecting Madrid with the rest of the

world. Fortunately, the railway telegraph wires were
available, and these were at once used by the government.
The sensation caused by the strike was universal, while

business—chiefly stock exchange operations—was almost

completely stopped. The grievances of the telegraph op-

erators were old, and had been aggravated during the last

few months. Their salary was very small, they were men-
aced with reductions, and a man of only three years' ser-

vice, who belonged to the postal staff, had been appointed
to the directorship of the Central Telegraph Office in Mad-
rid. On learning of this act of favoritism the clerks re-

solved to strike."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 23.—Almost every month there is

presented new evidence that the steam railroad man sees

in the overhead electric railway system a most valuable ad-

junct to steam locomotive service. While, in spite of all

that is being said to the contrary notwithstanding, it may
be some time before the locomotive gives place to the

electric motor on trunk lines, there is no doubt whatever

but that for the equipment of feeding lines the electric

station- along-the-route system comes in for first place. In

support of this statement it is only necessary now to

watch the Pennsylvania railroad. The reputation of this

road for good mechanical engineering is well known, and

if current rumors be true, perhaps, before long it will be

discovered that its superior mechanical knowledge has led

to a very thorough appreciation of the applicability of

the electric system to the company's netds in the neigh-

borhood of New York City. In other words, reports are

now current in Jersey City that the Pennsylvania railroad

interests are concerned with a scheme to get ahead of the

roads in the Philadelphia and Reading combination

by striking at their suburban passenger traffic, and

electricity is to do the work. It is alleged that the

Pennsylvania railroad is preparing to gridiron Passaic,

Essex and Hudson counties with electric railroads,

all converging in Newark, thence to Jersey City by way of

the plank road, and to New York from Jersey City by

means of the Chambers, Desbrosses and Fourteenth

street ferries. The Pennsylvania company has long sought

a means to increase its local traffic, and at the same time

has been searching for means by which its congested

tracks between Jersey City and Elizabeth could be relieved.

It would now appear by the current rumors that a simple

arrangement had been found by which both objects can

be accomplished and which at the same time will allow the

company to carry passengers into New York City at a

lower rate than is now charged by the railroads and still

not violate the passenger traffic agreement.

The Pennsylvania Railroad company now has three

ferries leaving New York. From the Pennsylvania ferry

house, in Jersey City, where these three ferry lines con-

verge, starts the Jersey City and Bergen Railroad com-

pany's, a horse car line which practically belongs to the

Pennsylvania Raihoad company, and which runs to a point

on Bergen Heights where it will be an easy matter to

connect it with the electric road now being built across

the meadows from Newark to Jersey City.

When the New Jersey Traction company was organized

and incorporated to operate street railways in Newark and

elsewhere it was seen that the scope of the company was

a broad one. Through it owners of street railways were

guaranteed an interest upon their investment without the

trouble of operating the road or appearing in its manage-

ment. The directors of this company are men who are

either stockholders in the Pennsylvania Railroad company

or closely allied with the interests of that corporation.

Like the Jersey City line, the Plank Road company is

practically owned by the Pennsylvania, and directors of

both roads are members of the New Jersey Traction com-

pany. Upon reaching Newark the Traction company has

under its control an electric line to the Oranges, another

to Irvington, and two to cross the city. Besides these it

has horse car lines under its management which tap Eelle-

villeon the north, and run to Elizabeth on the south. In

Passaic and Paterson the Central Electric road connects

the two cities, as well as Passaic Falls, and runs for a

distance toward Newark.

Besides these lines, already in operation or in course of

construction, there are two others, which, if built, would

form a complete chain, with the corner of Broad and

Market streets, in Newark, as the converging point and

the Pennsylvania ferry house in Jersey City as the termi-

nus. In form these roads represent an immense fan ex-

tended, the ribs of which would be in a pr-^ition to com-

mand the passenger traffic of sections now controlled

exclusively by the Erie, Delaware and Lackawanna, and thg

roads in the Reading combine.

The connecting links are: A road from the corner of

Broad and Market streets, Newark to Elizabeth, which is

now covered by a horse car line, but for which a franchise

to equip as an electric road has been granted to the New-
ark Passenger Railway company, whose rights and fran-

chises have been leased to the Traction company. The
equipment of this road with electricity would complete the

system on the south. \t the north there is a long break

between the terminus of the Central electric road of

Paterson and Passaic and the terminus of the Traction

company's line at Belleville.

There were, however, articles of incorporation filed in

the Essex county court house for the Passaic Elevated

Transit company, with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

It is declared that the object of this company is to con-

struct an electric railway from the present terminus of the

Central company's tracks In Passaic through the Passaic

valley, following closely the line of the Erie railroad, and

connecting at Belleville with the line of the New Jersey

Traction company.

IE New York does'nt have its tunnels In it will not be

due to the laziness of the Rapid Transit commission. In

spite of the heat, which causes so many of New York's

sweltering citizens to long for Chicago's cool breezes, the

members of the commission are working hard over the de-

tails of the underground railway, and within a few weeks

the franchise will be ready for sale. Although there is

rarely a quorum of the members of the commission pre-

sent except at the regular meetings called by the chair-

man, conferences are held every day at the commission's

offices, 22 William street, and the many knotty points

which were brought up during the hearings of the special

commission appointed to listen to the arguments of prop-

erty owners along the line of the proposed underground

system are being straightened out.

On Wednesday John M. Bowers of the firm of Piatt &:

Bowers, counsel for the Rapid Transit commission was

asked if it was probable that the property own ers would

take advantage of the sixty days allowed them in which

to take an appeal from the decision of the Supreme

court affirming the report of the special commission.

'No, I do not think any such step will be taken,"

said Mr. Bowers. "The gentlemen who represent the

property owners are undoubtedly able to foresee that such

an appeal would almost surely be futile. There is noth-

ing that can now be done to prevent the construction of

the underground railway.''

"Could not the property owners, through their lawyers,

take out an injunction against the construction of the

road?" was another question propounded.

"Certainly not. An injunction could only be taken

out against the construction of some work that trespassed

without the authority of the law on the property of persons

who had not been paid for the damage done to their

property. In this case no question of trespass can enter

into the casa. Of course, after the underground system is

completed and in operation property owners may enter suit

for damages caused to their property by the operation of

the road, but they cannot, without making an appeal

—

which I do not think they will—prevent the construction

of the road on account of any future damage which they

fancy will be done to their property, because the court has

affirmed the judgment of the special commission, in

which it is set forth that no material damage will be

wrought in the construction of the system.

"It is highly probable, however, that the company

which purchases the franchise, before it undertakes the

construction of the road, will make application for the

appointment of a condemnation commission in order that

the state may fix the prices to be paid for such property

as will have to be actually utilized as stations of the un-

derground road. This the company will probably do in

order to protect itself from exorbitant demands. The

company will, of course, not expect to take the property

of other individuals or corporations for nothing, but by

the terms of the sale of the franchise the company will

have the privilege of asking for a condemnation commis-

sion, in order that it may get justice in the acquirement

of the property which will be necessary for stations. But

I think it highly improbable that property owners who,

after the road is built, sue for damage that they claim has

been caused simply by the running of the road under the

street on which their property is situated, will be able to

establish their claims in court.

Inventors as well as politicians, it seems, are liable to

constant misrepresentation—so at least Mr. Edison has

just discovered. A recent dispatch from I^ondon says

that the Daily News^ Paris correspondent writes as fol-

lows:

"A French professor having seen a statement that

Thomas A. Edison was reported to have declared that he
was preparing for the German emperor an infernal ma-
chine that would destroy the largest cities from a distance

of thirty miles, and which would annihilate a whole army
corps, wrote to Edison, asking whether the most glorious

American Republic would p'ace its scientific genius at t he
service of despotism as against liberty, and received the

following reply:

" 'The assertions are wholly false. I certainly would
be the last person to give the slightest help to the ene-

mies of the French Republic.' "

The surface and "L" roads in Brooklyn are fighting

over the question of wire stringing privileges. The com-
panies which operate lines through Myrtle avenue, Fulton
street and Fifth avenue desired to string their wires along

the structure of the elevated roads, and had the alder-

men insert a section in their charter giving them the right-

But the elevated companies claim that such permission
was void, and have insisted upon being paid a good round
sum for the right to use their property in that way.
Several meetings between representatives of the various

roads have been held, but the surface companies assert

that the price demanded is excessive and practically pro-

hibitory. Charges of extortion are being heard and the

dispute may finally get into the courts.

Mackay and Eennet are being sued by Count Arthur
Dillon in the Supreme Court. The count, who now re-

sides in the Duchy of Luxembourg, and who was the pro-

jector and promoter of the Commercial Cable company,
desires to recover a large sum of money which he claims

is due him under an agreement made when the company
was first organized. The amount claimed is nearly

$2,000,000.

The will of the late Cyrus W\ Field was read to the

family Tuesday afternoon at Ardsiey Park, the Fields'

country place, near Dobbs Ferry, Westchester county. It

will be offered for probate within a day or two in the

office of the surrogate of Westchesler county in White
Plains. According to the Rev. Henry M. Field, editor

of the Evangelist^ who Is a brother of the testator, the

will, provided for an equal division of what property

his brother left among his children, and there were no
public bequests. The bulk of the estate remaining
consists of the heavy life insurance carried by Mr. Field,

which was between $250,000 and $300,000. But even

this, if the suit now pending in the courts to establis h

Cyrus W. Field as a general partner instead of a special

partner in the wrecked firm of Field, Lindley & Co.

should succeed, will, it is thought, be swept away.

W. F. O

.

Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati, July 23.—Work on the new Walnut street

theater is going on at a rapid rate, and everythingpoints

to its completion within the specified time. It is to be

equipped with all the latest electrical appliances, and when

complete will be one of the finest theaters in the city.

The managers have arranged with the Keystone Electric

company of Erie, Pa , and the local agent, Edward Sar-

ran, for two large 220 volt motors, to be used for running

elevators and other purposes.

The Cincinnati Edison company is extending its under-

ground mains along both sides of Main and Sixth streets,

between Main and Walnut, and Fifth and Sixth, in which

territory it has already secured contracts for a large

amount of business, furnishing power, incandescent and

arc lights. The offices, which for the last year and a half

were in the Smith building, are now in the station building

on Eighth street. George B. Kerper, formerly president

of the Mt. Adams and Eden Park Street Railroad

company, is now In charge of the company's business.

The contract for combination fixtures for the new city

hall was recently awarded to the Cincinnati Gas Fixture

company, whose bid of $14,999.45 was the lowest re-

ceived..

The Cincinnati Street Railway company is now install-

ing at the Brighton station five new Thomson-Houston

generators of 85 horse power each. This will make a to-

tal of 18.85 horse power generators now in the station, all

driven by three 600 horse power Frick engines. W. E .

Winn is the engineer in charge. There Is being placed

in the roof of the building, for the purpose of drawing the

hot air from the dynamo room, exhaust fans, operated by

a 7+ horse power motor and controlled by an automatic

switch.

The telephone company will be in its new building on

Vine street about August 20th

.

The Hale Elevator company of Chicago is about to in-

stall in thenswcity building one of the largest and most

expensive elevator motors ever made. It is to be a rever-

sible motor of the latest type.

The new Walnut street theater building is being wired
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by the Glover Electric company for 1,500 lights. The

current is to be furnished by the Cincinnati Edison com-

pany.

Edward Klein, foreman of tke Pendelton line, is receiv-

ing great praise from the patrons of the road for the excel-

lent and uninterrupted service he has given since the

changing of the road from horse cars to the electric system.

This is the fastest road in the city, making a circuit of

fourteen miles in considerably less than two hours. Not-

withstanding this speed fewer accidents have occurred

than on any other road in the city.

B. Kilgour, chief inspector of the Cincinnati Street

Railway company, has introduced many improvements in

the operation of that company's cars, and the service is

eminently satisfactory.

The electric plant at the new Alms Hotel, Walnut Hill,

will be started running the latter part of this month. This

is one of the best equipped isolated plants in the city.

There will be a capacity of 1,500 16 candle power incan-

descent lamps, also a reserve capacity for arc lights. The

wiring of the building was done by the Edison company

The lamp fittings were furnished by the Glover Electric

company. Dodd, Werner & Co. supplied the combination

fixtures.

Contracts are about to be let by the Cincinnati Electric

company for street poles, to be used for stringing the wires

for public lighting.

The new Clifton avenue road has been running only

two weeks, yet the patronage has been very gratifying.

Current on the hill is furnished from the Hunt street

station, and along Elm street from the Brighton sta-

tion.

Gibson & Co., on Elm street, are now changing from

steam to electric pawer for the operation of their printing

establishment.

West, Tice Sc Co., 116 West Fourth street, have put in

their store a 15 horse power motor to run two elevators.

J. M. Dobbins, one of the oldest aud best known elec-

tricians in this city, is now assistant electrician of the Cin-

cinnati Edison Electric company.

G20. Cutter, traveling salesman for W. H. Jordan &
Co. of New York, was in the city last week.

Edward Jones, secretary of the Queen City Electric

company, has, since his connection with the company,

more than doubled the business of the concern. Mr.

Jones has only been in Cincinnati about six months, but

he has succeeded in that time in establishing an excellent

reputation for himself in the electrical field.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, July 23.—The recently organized Delta Elec-

tric Light & Power company of Cairo, 111., is proceeding

rapidly with its preliminary work. Contracts have been

placed for a 750 light National alternating dynamo, a 150

horse power National multipolar generator of the latest

type; two Russell engines, two boilers, feed water heater

and boiler feed pump.

The most recent applicant for public favor is the St.

Louis, Collinsville & Eastern Electric Railway company,

which proposes to build an electric railway between

East St. Louis and Collinsville, 111. The company has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000.

The question of an electric railway over the Merchants

Bridge, connecting North St. Louis and Madison, con-

tinues to be agitated. Work of grading for a new race

track will begin in a few days, and it is proposed that the

electric cars shall run direct to the track.

An ordinance just introduced into the muncipal assembly
authorizes the Forest Park and Fourth Street Railway
company, to so change its route as to form a direct connec-

tion between the new union depot and the center of the

city. Beginning at its present tracks on Eighteenth and
Market streets, it desires to run north on Eighteenth to

Pine, thence east to Fourth, north to Olive, west to

Twelfth, south to I'ine, west to Eighteenth and south to

Market. This route passes over the existing lines

of the Union Depot electric, Peoples cable, Missouri cable

and Mound City electric lines.

An ordinance has also been introduced authorizing the
North and South Rapid Transit company to build a cross-

town line from Eighteenth and Clark avenue, north to

Cavalry Cemetery in the extreme northern suburbs of the

city. The route extends north on Eighteenth street to

O'Fallon, thence to Hogan, north to North Market, west
to Twenty-fifth, north to Hebert, west to Jefferson avenue,
north to Natural Bridge road, west to Glasgow, thence to

Harper, to Girard, thence over the tracks of the Benton-
Bcllcfontaine electric line, to Florrisant avenue, thence
north to the cemetery. The ordinance authorizes the use
of storage batteries as motive power.

The lar^c stee! stack recently completed by the Missouri
I.lcctric Light & Power company at Twentieth and Lucas

avenue, is a noteworthy engineering structure.' It is 150

feet high, 10 feet in diameter, and is built of about equal

proportions of ^, [J, 5^ and i^ inch metal. Beginning at

about 20 feet from the bottom, it flares out downwardly to

a diameter of 20 feet at the bottom, this flaring serving as

bracing. The foundation is of concrete 25 feet deep, 35

feet square at the bottom. The smoke flues are connected

to the stack underneath the floor, and no opening is cut in

the stack itself, thus preserving its full strength. A fire

brick lining extends 25 feet high. It has a capacity of

2,500 horse power, and cost, exclusive of foundation, ap-

proximately $3,500. The same company has also another

stack of similar construction, which is 130 feet high, aud

S}'2 feet in diameter, 1,750 horsepower capacity.

The Board of Public Improvement has adopted and re-

commended for passage to the muncipal assembly, an or-

dinance providing for the inspection and control of elec-

trical apparatus and conductors, and for the removal of

dead wires. It authorizes the supervisor of city lighting

to inspect all premises on which generators or converters

are located, to ascertain their condition and management;

it requires electrical companies to employ competent men,

furnish their names to the supervisor, mark wires over

streets and buildings so as to be readily identified; pro-

vide automatic cut-outs, and run wires with a sufficient

space, so that no accidental contact can occur even in the

severest storms.

Enthusiastic meetings are being held along the route of

the proposed Manchester Road Electric railway, which is

intended to run from the city to Kirkwood, and possibly

to Meramec Heights. The meetings are held for the pur-

pose of interesting property holders along the line, and as-

sisting in raising the capital necessary to build and equip

the road. The towns of Old Orchard and Kirkwood are

taking the lead in the project.

It is reported that another electric railway is to be built

in East St. Louis in the near future. It will extend from

the corner of Sixth street and Collinsville avenue, to Lans-

down Heights.

The fight which has existed for sometime between the

city authorities of Pine Bluff, Ark., and the Pine Bluff

Water & Light company, is reported to have been satis-

factorily settled.

The city of St. Louis has contracted for a 15 ton travel-

ling crane to serve the engine room of the new low service

pumping station at Chain of Rocks. It will be operated

by electricity. The water department also proposes to

to put in a small engine and dynamo to furnish power

for the travelling crane when needed, and also to furnish

current for lighting the buildings and grounds.

The sale on the 12th inst., is reported, of the electric

light plant at Pecatonica, 111. Residents of Rochelle, 111.,

were the purchasers. B.

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, July 23 —Edward P. Meany, general man-

ager for the American Telephone & Telegraph company,

appeared before the city council comniittee on ordinances

recently with a draft of an ordinance prepared by the city

counselor, providing for the extension of the company's

long distance telephone circuit from Maumee to this city.

The ordinance provides for a conduit system within the

half mile circle poles on the most convenient streets and

alleys outside. The system west of Akron will be com-

pleted by September ist. Mr. Meany stated that seventy

miles of line would place both Detroit and Toledo in con-

nection with this immense system, and that the work of

constructing the line to this city would be completed and

communication opened with outside points within thirty

days after the ordinance was passed. The matter was laid

on the table for two weeeks. Mr. Meany says that if

given the right to enter the city he would arrange, to begin

with, for a 40 wire system, although but a part of that

number would be put up at once. A central station will

be placed in the down town district and substations, about

twenty in number, with messenger service attached, will

be placed in different parts of the city. The company
claims that the circuits are metallic, and are working satis

factorily in all sorts of weather. Mayor Pingree is favor-

able to the ordinance, as are several aldermen who have

given the subject consideration.

The Capital Street Railway company has organized at

Lansing, Mich., with a capital of $25,000. An electric

line will be built from the city to the agricultural college.

The Fenton, Mich., Electric Light company has pur-

chased a new site, and the capacity of the plant will be

doubled.

E. W. Cottrell, of the Citizens' Street Railway com-

pany has received assurances from the contractors that the

Jefferson avenue line will be equipped for rapid transit by

the last of August,

The Harrison Electrical Propulsion company has elected

officers and directors as follows: President, Gen. Friend

Palmer; secretary, J. B. Peterson; treasurer, B. H. Lau;

directors, N. K. Riddle, Thomas Harris, and Messrs.

Palmer, Peterson and Lau. The company will at once

equip a line of track at some convenient point in the city

if possible, for the purpose of demonstrating the piactlc-

ability of the system.

The work of setting the trolley poles of the Fort Wayne
& Belle Isle Railroad company is progressing rapidly. The
board of directors has accepted the ordinance relative to

the double track on Champlain street from Mt. Elliott to

Baldwin avenue, and has instructed its architect to receive

proposals for the power station at Clark avenue.

The Commercial Electric company of this city has been

awarded the contract for lighting the buildings and grounds

of the Detroit exposition. It is also making arrangements

for an exhibit of electrical machinery and appliances on a

larger and better scale than last year. The whole north side

of the lower floor of the main building, from the boiler

room to the east tower, will be S' t apart fcr the electrical

display. Several fine exhibitions will be made beside that

promised by the Commercial company. There will also

be a large itcrease in the number of eleclrlc lights usfd in

and about the buildings and grounds.

"When the Fort Wayne Belle Isle Street Railway

company gave the contract for the equipment of its line

with electricity, it was not expected that the work could

be completed until after the close of the exposition, but the

General Electric company, through the manager of the rail

way department, Theodore P. Bailey, says that the road

will be done in time for the big fair. The secretary of the

company, Ellery I. Garfield, a former city controller of

Detroit, is anxious to show his old friends how fire a road

he can equip. The po'e? are to be of the round iron type

in ihe central portion of the city, and octagonal wooden

poles will be used in the outskirts. The old tracks will

be used. Mr. Bailey thinks Detroit is making a mistake

in requiring the grooved rafl, as it is bad for electric cars,

and not satisfactory to drivers. Pie thinks the T rail is

the best pattern for cars as well as other equipages, if the

pavement is laid flush with the track between and outside

of the rails.

Just ten days after receiving the contract the H. W. .

and Sons Lumber company delivered the first consign-

ment of five cars of poles for the Fort street railway line.

These poles are of red Norway pine, octagonal In shape

and nicely painted, and are the best of the kind ever turned

out by that company. The General Electric company,

from which they obtained the contract, is using about

1,500 of these wooden poles.

The Detroit Citizens' Railway company has decided to

comply with the ordinance in the matter of heavy grooved

rails, and on Woodward, Grand River and Gra'iot avenues,

which are to be repaved, they will lay 77^ pound rails,

paving between the tracks with brick on Woodward and

Grand River and with granite on Gratiot avenue.

The Electrical Workers' union recently elected the fol-

lowing named officers: President, Thomas H. Forbes; vice-

president, John Lyons; recording secretary, W. Miller;

financial secretary, Geo. Raviler; inspector, W, H. Scuhert;

foreman, S. K. King; trustee, James Kinsular.

The Harris Electrical Propulsion company (limited) has

been formed. The company is capitalized at $r, 000, 000,

the 100,000 shares of which are held as follows: Edward

Hartford 65,000 shares, the consideration for which is

an invention known as patent 416,298; Friend Palmer, Nel-

son K. Riddle, and Thomas Harris each 11,670 shares.

The company is organized to manufacture and sell electri-

cal apparatus, cars and motors, obtain franchises, and

operate electrical plants.

The order recently issued by the board of public works

for the removal of all poles on Grand River avenue does

not, as was supposed, mean that the wires are to be

placed underground. It is merely intended to move the

poles back to the new curb line.

Some years ago the Detroit Electrical Works fitted out

the Sault Ste. Marie Street Railroad company with an

electrical plant at a cost of $8,977.25. Of this amount

$3,150 was to be paid on May 5, 1890, and the balance in

sight drafts at regular intervals. In a petition in the

Wayne Circuit Court for an order restraining the railroad

company or any of its officers from disposing of its bonds,

the Detroit Electrical Works allege that the railroad com-

pany has not only not paid its first note, but has also

ignored all subsequent drafts made upon it. The com-

pany did, however, renew its notes several times, according

to the plaintiffs' bill of complaint, and when asked for

security individual stockholders in the railroad company

turned over certain certificates of stock, but it is alleged that

these were made non-transferable. The court is asked to

order these certificates negotiable. G.
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PERSONAL
W. D. Packard, treasurer of the New York & Ohio com-

pany Warren, O., was in Chicago for a day or two last

week, leaving the city Wednesday night for Eau Claire and
St. Paul.

Geo. B. Shaw of Eau Claire has been nominated for

Congress by the republicans of the Seventh district of Wis-
consin.

A movement is on foot in London, backed by the most
prominent electrical engineers, having for its object the

presentation of a testimonial to S, Varley.

Geo. F. Card has recently been appointed electrician in

charge of the factory of the Electric Supply & Contract-

ing company, Cincinnati. Mr. Card is a son of Jno. F.

Card, the well known electrician and organizer of the Card
Electric Dynamo & Motor company, Cincinnati, and al-

though quite a young man has already made an enviable

reputation for himself.

Among the appointments reported to the senate by
President Harrison last week was that of Cyrus W. Field

as consul to Brunswick. The new consul is the son and
namesake of the great philanthropist and projector of the

first Atlantic cable, so lately deceased. Young Mr. Field

is a graduate of Williams college and has had wide experi-

ence. The appointment is not only a just recognition of his

father's distinguished public services, but of his own
ability as well.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Otis Electric company, Yonkers, N. Y. ; capital stock,

11350,000; to manufacture and sell electric motors.

Alton & Suburban Electric Railway company, Alton, III.

;

capital stock $50,000; to build and operate an electric

railway; Manning Mayfield, Alton. 111.

Orange Ice, Light & Water Works company. Orange,

Tex. ; capital stock. $60,000; to maintain an electric light

plant, etc
; J. T. Hart, Orange, Tex.

Howe Electrical Concern of New Jersey, Newark, N. J.;

capital stock ^loo.ooo; to manufacture and sell all kind of

electrical or mechanical devices, etc; J. R. Hardin, 800

Broad St., Newark, N. J.

Nanticoke & Newport Railway company, Nanticoke,

Pa.; capital stock, $50 000; constructing and operating an

electric street railway from Nanticoke, Lucerne county, to

Glen Lyon; John T. Lenahan, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Applegate Electric Light & Power company, Chicago,

III.; capital stock. $1,000,000; to manufacture, buy and
sell electric lighting devices, machinery, apparatus, etc.

;

Eugene W. Applegate, 1405 Ashland block, Chicago, III.

Diamond Light & Power company, Sheldon, la.; capi-

tal stock. $50,000; to acquire, own, construct and operate

electrical plants, supplies and apparatus at Sheldon,

O'Brien county, la ; Diamond Light & Power company,

Sheldon, la.

Overhead Cable Traction company, incorporated in W.
Va.; New York City. N. Y.; capital stock, |i, 000,000;

building, operating, selling and leasing overhead cables

for railway cars and canal boats; Adam E, Schatz, Pulitzer

building. New York City, N. Y.

Capital Land company , Deer Lodge, Mont. ; capital stock,

|ioo,ooo, dealing in land and water rights in Deer Lodge,

Mont , supplying water for domestic, irrigating, manu-

facturing and other useful purposes; laying out town and

town sites; dealing in electricity; operating street railways.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

An electric light plant for Martin's Ferry, W. Va., is

being advertised for.

The electric light plant at Chanute, Kas., was recently

totally destroyed by fire.

TheCrisfleld, Md.. Ice Manufacturing company, intends

to put in an electrical plant for lighting the town.

The council of Hannibal, Mo., has passed an ordinance

for a municipal electric light plant. Commercial lighting

by the city is contemplated.

The Madison, Wis., Democrat conveys the surprising

intelligence that an " 800 light indicator" has been added

to the plant of the electric light company at that place.

All the bids recently put in for the electric light plant at

the county hospital, Chicago, were rejected, and the super-

intendent of public service was instructed to advertise

again.

The proprietors of all theatre at Washington D. C*

have been notified by the commissioners of the District of

Columbia that their houses must be fitted throughout with

electric lights.

A special meeting of the stockholders of the Toledo, O.,

Electric company will be held on August 9th, to consider

the advisability of increasing the capital stock of the com-

pany to $500,000.

The Vandalia Electric Light Works of Mexico, Mo.,

were destroyed by fire recently. The station was the

property of E. G. Bucklin and the loss is estimated at about

$9,000; insurance, ^4,500.

The Ball Light & Power company of Montgomery, Ala.,

has changed its name to the Mutual Light & Power com-
pany. The old officers were re-elected and the capital

stock was increased from $25,000 to $100,000.

The electric company of Burlington, lovi, intends to

remodel the old steam supply plant which it has bought

from the Steam Supply company for $30,000. It will
build an addition to the present building on the north side
75x120 feet. The entire sum to be expended will reach
$125,000.

The plan now proposed by Comptroller May of Chicago,
for increasing the city's electric light system—namely, that
the city shall establish plants and propeity owners shall

have the privilege of extending the wires along their

streets by special assessment—will probably meet with fa-

vor in some quarters and result in the supplanting of gas
by electric lights on a number of the best streets.

The question of largely increasing the plant of the Edi-
son Electric Light company of Philadelphia, by an addi-

tion to the capital stock of from $500,000 to $1,000,000
was thoroughly discussed at a meeting of the board of
directors held recently, and this, together with the pro-

posed contract with the General Electric company
of New York, caused the directors to call a special meet-
ing of the stockholders to be held early in September.

Frank B. Rae, electri:al engineer for the new Union
Depot company of Detroit, has prepared plans and specifica-

tions for an electric light plant for the depot, and the con-
tract will be awarded soon. There are to be Soo in-

candescent and thirty-five arc lights, and the plant will con-
sist of two engines and three dynamos.

ThG.'He-wYork Commi^rcial Bulletin says: R. A. C.
Smith of this city, representing the consolidated gas com-
panies of Rochester, has carried to a successful termination
the consolidation of the Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany of Rochester, the Rochester Electric Light company,
and the acquisition of the Brush Electric Light company.
The consolidated corporation is to be known as the

Rochester Gas E'ectric company, and will have the

following named officers: President, J. Lee Judson; vice-

president, William Runkle; second vice-president,

Frederick Cook; chairman of executive committee,
R. C. Smith; treasurer, G. C. Archer; secretary,

George C. Hollister; assistant secretary and treasurer,

H. G. Runkle. The capital of the consolidatedc orpora-

tion will be $4,300,000; 21,500 shares of the stock are

to be preferred, bearing 6 per cent, cumulative dividend
The stockholders of the Rochester Gas company will re.

ceive 20,500 shares, the stockholders of the Edison com-
pany 6,000 shares and the stockholders of the Rochester
company 4,000 shares, in each case one-half common and
one half preferred. The directors are authorized to em-
ploy the stock remaining in the treasury for the purchase
of not less than two-thirds of the capital of the Brush
company The consolidated corporation is to assume the

bonds of the companies in the consolidation.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Charleston, W. Va,, Street Railway company is

arranging to equip its road with electricity.

The first electric car in New Haven, Conn., was run

over the West Haven street railroad on July 14th.

Minnehaha Park is now connected with Spokane,

Wash., by the extension of the Ross Park electric line.

The construction of an electric railroad from Stone
Mountain to Atlanta Ga., a distance of about fourteen

miles, is contemplated.

The new electric railway connecting Toronto with the

suburb of Mimico was recently opened. The Rae system

with double decked cars is used

The Electric Railway company of Los Angeles, Cal.,

has secured a controlling interest in the first mortgage
bonds of the cable company of that city.

The committee on streets and alleys south of the Chi-

cago city council recommended the ordinance of the Calu-

met Electric Railway company for a line on Stony Island

avenue, between Sixty-fourth and Seventy-ninth streets.

The Rochester, N. Y., Railway company has begun

work on the extension of its South avenue electric

line from Linden street over the South avenue hill to

Stewart street, from which point the tracks will cross over

to Mount Hope avenue.

The Mobile & Spring Hill company, and the Mobile

Street Railway company of Mobile, A)a., have been

granted an extension until February next of the limit of

time for the commencement of work on the equipping of

their roads with electricity.

At a recent meeting of the directors of the Elgin,

Aurora & Fox River Electric Railway company, held at

Chicago, the following named officers were elected : Presi-

dent, William Grote; vice-president, John M. Egan; secre-

tary, Henry A. Gardner; treasurer, H. H. Evans; auditor,

A. M. Beaupre; general solicitor, T. E. Ryan. Books of

subscription to the capital stock were opened and steps

taken to obtain the right of way. An examination of the

proposed line is to be made shortly,

A dispatch from New Orleans states that prominent

local capitalists acting partly with an outside syndicate,

have made offers for the purchase of some of the street

railroads. The scheme is to consolidate all the street

railways in the city under one management and to operate

all the' lines _by electric power. The Carrollton company

is now converting its roads into an electric line and this

fact is having much to do with hastening the combina-

tion. The deal involves $10,000,000.

An extension of the electric line running from Cincin-

nati to O'Eryonville and that vicinity is being agitated. If

made, it will start from St. Francis de Sales church and

run over Chapel to Gilbert avenue, thence to McMillan

street, to Symmes, to Morgan, to Hunt, and thence over

the Avondale road. The Cincinnati Street Railway com-

pany is about to formulate an application for this exten-
sion. It will afford better access to the hills and the
sparsely settled places beyond O'BryonviUe and Hyde
Park.

An electric sprinkling cart is to be placed on the Troy
division of the Albany, N. Y., electric railway. It will
have a capacity of 2.000 gallons of water. When filled

the car will weigh fifteen tons and will sprinkle a strip

three quarters of a mile in length. The machine will be
made to spread 120,000 gallons per day.

In a recent issue the Financial Ne2os and Price Cnr-
rent of Pittsburg said: "The Westinghouse Electric Manu-
facturing company will probably bring all the electric street

railways using the trolley system to time for infringement
of the Finney patents owned by it. Its latest movement
in that line has taken the form of suits against two local
companies, the Duquesne Traction and the Pitt sbii rg
Allegheny & Manchester Traction, such as were insti-

tuted some time ago against the Birmingham and com-
promised."

TRADE NEWS.
The Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing company of

Hartford, Conn., reports a very brisk trade for the month
of July.

Waterhouse Bros, of Hartford, Conn., are receiving
many orders for their arc lamps for arc and incandescent
circuits.

C. L Towles of the Jewell Belting company of Hart-
ford, Conn., will represent that company at the Paper
Manufacturers' convention at Saratoga.

The Buckeye Electric company reports mid summer or-

ders coming in freely. This company's coiled filiament
lamps of 16 and 32 candle power appear to meet with
popular favor.

George Cutter is designing a full line of enamel rheo-
stats, which will be made by the company just organized
by him. This company controls the patents on embed-
ding wire in an insulated enamel, and will operate factories

both at Chicago and in the East.

The capital stock of the Sioux City Electrical Supply
Company of Sioux City, Iowa, has been increased to

$12,000. This company is now operating a brass foundry,
making a specialty of castings for the electric trade, in

brass, copper, lead, zinc, tin, aluminum and in the mak-
ing of solder, babbitt metal, commutator bars^ etc.

The Electrical Fiber Carbon company of Detroit, Mich.,
is sending out a very neat little folder showing a num-
ber of specialties including several forms of carbon bat-
teries, a new medical battery, etc This company will

make special goods to order from patterns or drawings
and invites correspondence.

The Electrical Supply & Contracting company, Cin-
cinnati, has recently installed an isolated Eddy plant of
150 lights in the new Stang brewery at Sandusky, O.

,

and a 250 light Eddy plant in the Watchtel office build-
ing, Cincinnati, Mr. Perry of this company is pushing
the Eddy apparatus and is meeting with most gratifying

success.

The New York Central Railroad company has just

placed an order for 300 miles of eight conductor Day's
Kerite cable. The order requires over twelve and a half

million feet of wire, and is probably the largest single or-

der ever placed in this country, F. W, Gushing, the gen-
eral western agent, reports that Kerite is steadily gaining
in favor with consumers, as is evidenced by increasing sales

every month.

The Hine Eliminator company of New York has in

course of preparation a new catalogue larger than any it

has ever issued, and one that is very unique in style.

Steam users who are in need of a steam separator or an oil

extractor will find it to their interest to send for a copy.
A recent order has been received by the Hine company
for four of its eliminators, which will go into the new State

University at Columbus, O.

Sales of the Sunbeam incandescent lamp, notwithstand-

ing the hot weather, are apparently being pushed with
energy. During the past week a patron in California

wrote Manager Terry of the Sunbeam company as follows:

"Your lamps have proved to be even better than you
claim. We have one that has been burning for nine
months on an average of nine hours a night, and still

ooks as bright as ever."

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company,
Boston, has fitted up new offices at the factory, 353 and
355 Congress street. The company has also opened a
branch office in Chicago, and is represented here by C. E.
Spoflord, formerly New England agent. This concern
makes a specialty of manufacturing the Heymann arc lamp
for incandescent circuits, the Lyon brake handle, and
about a dozen other patented specialiies.

Queen & Co. of Philadelphia announce that the cable
testing keys illustrated in the Western Electrician of
the 2d inst. were suggested to them by E. W. Stevenson,
electrician of the Brush Electric Illuminating company.
New York. Mr. Stevenson has had wide experience in

such matters, and hence knows probably as well as any
one what the actual requirements are. He has used a set

of keys similar to those of Queen & Co.'s make for some
time past with very satisfactory results.

On account of a rapidly increasing trade the house of

A. B. Lyman & Co., Cleveland, O., was obliged, about
June 1st, to rent a larger store room on the first fioor at

36 S. Water street and remove from its old quarters.

The new room has been fitted up in a most attractive
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style and there is to-day no finer salesroom
_
in the West

for the sale of electric supplies and specialties. A large

stock is carried and great care is used in filling mail

orders, so that entire satisfaction is guaranteed to all

customers.

New Haven, Gonn., has recently received an addition

of imporunce in the Standard American Electrical com-

pany, which has taken the large building, formerly a pack-

ing house, at 140 to 156 Winchester avenue. This build-

ing has a frontage of 140 feet and is 200 feet deep. The

company is now busy installing the running machinery.

It will manufacture the arc lamps of the New American

Electric Arc Light company of New Ycrk, with which it

has been consolidated. This company expects to place a

new line of motors on the market, which will possess

many features of interest.

The Electrical Supply company, Chicago, has lately

made arrangements with the Crocker-Wheeler Electric

]\Iotor company for the sole agency for Chicago and dis-

tributing agent for the territory covered by the company's

regular traveling men. The Electrical Supply company wiil

make the motor department entirely separate from the rest

of its business, and has engaged H C. Hutchison, who for

two years has been manager of the motor department for

the Chicago office of the Edison General Electric company,

to further the interests of the new department. Mr.

Hutchison will have several assistants who are well known
motor salesmen as well as skilled engineers. Mr. Hutch-

ison is now fitting up a motor exhibit at the Electrical

Supply Company's building, which is said to eclipse any-

thing of the kind ever shown in Chicago.

The following are among the recent sales made by the

Hill Clutch Works, Cleveland, O. Each contract covers

the shafting clutch pulleys and alt power transmitting

appliances complete: Excelsior Electric campany, Port

Huron. Mich.; U. S. Electric Light & Power company,

Dubuque, la.; Armour Packing company, Kansas City,

Mo.; Union Pacific railway, Rock Springs. Wyo. ; Cleve-

land Electric Light company, Cleveland, O.; Harrisburg

Electric Light & Power company, Harrisburg, Pa ; Hart-

ford Light & Power company, Hartford, Conn.; M. C.

Ballock & Co., Chicago, for the Belle City Street railroad

company, Racine Wis.; the Schiller theatre, Chicago;

and several other large contracts are under way, one of

them being with the Risdon Iron Works of San Francisco,

Cal. Estimates have been made for a large amount of work
in addition to the above and at no time during the past

three years has the outlook been so bright.

BUSINESS.
The Hart &: Hegemin Manufacturing company of Hart-

ford, Conn., has sued H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia, alleg-

ing infringement on eccentric snap switches.

Again there comes a long list of recent sales from the

Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa. On the list of pur-

chasers are the following names: Prohibition Park Rail-

way company. Port Richmond. N. Y., one 150 horse power
engine; Baltimore, Md., Traction company, two 130 horse

power, heavy duty; Metropolimn Telephone & Telegraph
company, New York, one 60 horse power; H. Ward
Leonard & Co. , New York, one 150 horse power;
Royal Light, Heat & Power company, Front Royal, Va.,

one complete steam plant, 100 horse power engine and
125 horse power boiler; Hot Springs, Va., Electric com-
pany, one complete steam plant 100 horse power engine

and two So horse power boilers for Guantauanmo, Cuba,
one 80 horse power. F. R. Chinnock, sales agent for

the Bali company, writes also that he has just closed a

contract with the Buffalo, N Y., Board of Trade for a
60 horse power engine.

Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis., has made the follow-

ing sales: T. H. Brown Carriage company, one three,

one six and one one-fourth horse power motor; J, C. Iver-

sen company, picture frame makers, one two uorse power
motor; Geo. Tilleraa ice cream maker, one one horse pow-
er motor; Louis Kindling & Co., cigar manufacturer, one
one horse power; F. Sekowskey, artificial limb manufac-
turer, one horse power; Dr. Huntington, dentist, one
one eighth horse power; lA'ra/i^ company, newspaper pub-
lishers, one one-eighth horse power; also six ceiling

fans for Carpenter & Underwood's bakery. A contract

has also b^en made to install a 250 light incandescent
plant in a new saw-mill at Matchwood, Mich. Mr. Andrae
has sold, too, one watchman's clock, 10 station, of the
Holtzcr-Cabot make, to the Mayhew Manufacturing com-
pany. Mr. Andrae sold a number of "Sunbeams" last

month. To one central station alone 800 of these lamps
were furnished. It should be mentioned also that Mr.
Andrae, having recently been appointed Wisconsin state

agent to handle Okonite, is now pushing this product for

all it is worth.

The following is a list of sales recently made by the
New York Safety Steam Power company through its

western agent Milton Thomas' Waco Ice and Refrigerating
company, Waco, Tex., one ighorsepower; T. M. Maguire,
Minneapolis, Minn., one 6 horse power; Cutter & Crosette
Elgin, ill., one 30 horse power; Jacob Riswig, Chicago, one
40 horse power steam plant complete; Wilmington Electric

Light comp.in), Wilmington, III., one (jo horse power steam
plant c'implete; Moffct Scale company, Chicago, one 10
horse power engine, one 15 horse power boiler; Barnhart
Bros. iS: Spindler, Chicago, one 100 horse power engine;
Pullman company, Chicago, one 14x16 vertical for laundry,
(this is the twelfth engine of this type in use by the Pul-
man company); Garden City Fan company, Chic.^go, for
Hotel Mctropolc one 20 horse power; Columbus Electric
Light and Power company, Columbus, O., one 100 horse
power engine (this makes the fifteenth engine of this size

and type now in use by this company); L. H. Prentiss;
Chicago, one 5 horse power vertical; Brcvoort House,
Chicago, one 50 horse power engine; Fort Wayne Electric

company. Metropolis, 111., two 60 horse power engines,

Davis & Randall, Kentland, Ind., one 5 horse power en-

gine and boiler; Lambert & Havens, Du Page, III., one
5 horse power; Chas. E. Gregory, 260 State street, Chicago
one 50 horse power engine. Anheuser-Busch Brewing
company, Houston, Tex., one 6 horse power boiler; Chas.
Yordorf, Fourteenth street and Blue Island avenue, light-

ing station, Chicago, one 60 horse power engine; Ames
Sword company, Chicago, one 5 horse power.

The petroleum engine of Priestman Bros., limited, of

Hull and London is now being manufactured in Philadel-

. phia, Pa. A Priestman engine, designed on the straight

line principle, with all the working parts accessible, and
made with a view of great endurance, has been built and
tried and the makers agree that it will be wise to give the

Americans what pieases them the best. It is quite evi-

dent that the line produced by the Priestman company in

adopting a design that has become a favorite in America,
a design that is theoretically correct in principle, has at

once tended to disarm criticism, and such engines as have
been constructed on this plan have demonstrated the cor-

rectness of the principle. There is in this country a great

want for a quick running prime motor that can be adapted
to lighting and pumping for farm work, and driving light

machinery generally, the demand being for some indepen-

dent installation where steam is not available for many
reasons. Tlie Priestman petroleum engine does not, there-

fore, come in competition with steam engines and boilers,

as it is not subject to the laws that govern the manage-
ment of steam and can be operated by any person of or-

dinary intelligence. When once started it needs no atten-

tion as long as the supply of fuel in the tank holds cut.

It is to be classed with the higher type of labor-saving

device. The great rapidity with which electric lighting

has come into favor in America makes a growing necessity

for an engine of this kind that can readily be erected and
operated without the skilled attention required by steam
engines and boilers.

ELECTRIC PATENTS.
Issued July 19, 1892.

479,006. Lamp Post Sign. Charles F. Kuechler, Chi-

cago. III.

479 007. Electric Arc Lamp. Maurice S. Logan, Otter-

ville.

In this invention a ciil is permanently located in tbearc cir-

cuit, a feeding coil in a shunt around the arc and an auxiliary
coil also in a stiunt around the arc, and means are provided
for switching l he auxiliary coil in parallel with the coil perma-
nently located in the arc circuit.

479 017. Hanger for Electric Arc Lamps. Charles A.
Pfluger, Chicago, 111.

479,020. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Mas A. Richter
and James G. Nolen, Chicago, 111.

479,029. Electric Arc Lamp. Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,
111.

Two pairs of carbons are used in this l^mp in connection with
feeding clamps for the upper carbon rods, one of the rods being
held permanently ia an elevated position until disengaged by
the gradual feeding of the other carbon.

Elmer A.479 030. Armature for Electric Machinee.
Sperry, Chicago, 111.

A shealh consisting of a series of thin annular metal ic

rings covers the coils and the core and is insulated therefrom.

479,035- Safety Device for Electric Circuits. Mandeville
Uhum, Louisville, Ky.

A guard conducior is placed in proximity to the conductor to

be protected aod contact devices are adapted to ctimplete an
electrical connection between them upon undue displacement
of one of the conaucCors.

479046. Electric Signal for Mine Shafts. Frederick W.
Bacorn, Marysville, Mont.

Conductors are provided upon the sides of the shaft, each
grounded at one eud, the other ends being open. Trolley
wheels upon the cage engage with the conductors and a push
button upon the cage closes the circuit through signaling ap-
paratus at the engine rOom.

479,052. Electric Wire Support. William B. Bragdon,

Cumberland Mills, Me.

479,062. Speaking Attachment for Telephones. Daniel

Eldredge, Boston, Mass.

A flexible tube provided with a nioulh piece is adapted to be
attached to the transmitter.

479,101. Rheostat. John Waring, Manchester, Conn.

479 107. Telephone Switchboard. Wilhelm Oesterrcich,

Berlin, Germany, assi^jnor to Mix and Genest, same
place. Filed Aug. 7, 18S9. Serial No. 32o,Of g. (No
model.) Paiented in Germany March 16, 1S87, No.

45,143; in Austria Hungary June 2S, i8S8.' No. 27,-

801 and No. 49268, and in Italy Aug. 25, 1S88,

XLVII, 229.

The springs nominally rest against the sleeves to complete the

circuit ; and the obliquity of the spring Jack switches increases

towurd the top of tlie board.

479. 1 iS. Dj namo Electric Machine Rudolf Eickenieyer,

Yonkers, N. Y.

Thcinvcntiin embodies improvements in that class of dy-
namos which consist of a drum armature and a lield coil which
surrounds ihe iirmaturc longitudinally and is adapted to se-

cure completed magnetic circuits diametrically through the

armalwru cure.

479. 121. Electric Arc Lamp, William E. Irish, Chicago,

III.

A ihcrmo-- xpansivL- strip is employed to operate the clutch,

479 J34 Insulator. Chauncey Eugene Conover. Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

479,138. Signal for Electric Railways. Frank F.

Loomis, Akron, Ohio.

479.139. Thimble for Light Fixtures. John J. Miller,

Pittsburg, Pa.

479,147. Electric Belt. Duane P. Andrus, St. Louis,
Mo.

479.167. Electrical Meter. Arthur E. Kennelly, Orange.
N. J.

An electric motor serves to drive the meter, the armature of
the motor being provided with short circuited coils to put a
load on the motor.

479.168. Electrical Meter for Three Wire Systems.
Arihur E. Kennelly and John F. Ott, Orange, N. J.

A coil is connected lo the positive main and another coil to
the negative main, both coils operating on the same pointer or
indicator.

479 1^9- Electro-Magnetic Machine. Arthur E Kennelly
and John F. Ott, Orange, N. J.

The pole pieces are attached to the frame of the machine by
straps set into the face of the pole piece.

479.170. Compound Wound Alternating Current Dy-
namo. Hermann Lemp, Lynn, Mass.

The work circuit section of the armature operates in seiies
with another section of the armature, which latter section is
connected in circuit with the field coils,

479.171. Electric Meter. John F. Ott and Arthur E.
Kennelly, Orange, N. J.

The object of this invention and the one following is to pro-
vide mecnanism for advancing the counters at each operation a
distance exactly dependent on and corresponding to the current
strength and then to disengage the driving mechanism from
Ihe meter.

479.172 Electric Current Meter. John F. Ott and Arthur
E Kennelly, Orange, N. J.

479. 17S. Telegraphic Repeater. Rhoderick H. Weiny,
New York, N. Y.

One winding of an auxiliary differential magnet is included
in a circuit controlled by the armature of the opposite receiving
magneL

479,179. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Merle J. Wightman, Scranton, Pa.

The point of connection between the armature wires and the
lead wires is clamped against vibration by a wire of the next
section being wound directly upon it.

479. 1S3. Reflector for Arc Lights. Robert S. Dobbie,
Brooklyn.

A refractory block adapted to become incandescent is placed
near the arc.

479, 1 84. Fac- simile Telegraph. Thomas A. Edison,
Menlo Park, N. J., and Patrick Kenny. New York,
N. Y. Filed Dec. 6, rSSi. Serial No. 47,216. (No
model) Patented in England July 19, 18S1, No.
3,140; in Belgium Sept. 15, 1881, No. 55623; in
Canada Oct. 19 1881, No. 13,577, and in France
Nov. 3, iSSi. No. 144 646.

The transmitting circuit of the telegraph is controlled ty the
depressions produced by marking autograph-cally upon paper.

479 187. Alternating Current Motor. Thomas H. Hicks,
Detroit, Mich.

In this invention the field magnets are each wound with two
distinct conductors, one conductor traversed by current im-
pulses of one direction and the other by impulses of an op-
posite direction, the current impulses being separated bv a com-
mutator,

479,207. Shade for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
William J. Edmond and Thomas J. Keon, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

479,216. Clamp for Electric Conductors. John Ingman-
son and Rudolph Lorang, Chicago, 111.

479.225. Switch and Signal Apparatus. Jens G. Schreu-
der, Edgewood, Pa.

479.226. Telephone. George F. Shaver. Yookers, N. Y.

479227. Telephony. George F. Shaver, Yonkers, N. Y.

Two distinct sounds are transmitted over a single conductor
by causing electrical undulations similar in form to the vibrations
of the ail accompanying one of the sounds ard' mechanical vi-
brations similar in form to the vibrations of the air accompany-
ing the other of the sounds.

479,282. Electric Alarm. Robert L, Keith, Brazil, Ind.

479 308. Individual Alarm Signal Apparatus. Paul
Seiler, San Francisco, Cal.

479,321. Electric Brush. Robert E. Williams, Dallas,
Tex.

479.3-2. Connector for Electric Circuits. John F. Wol-
lensak, Chicago, 111.

479,325. Connector for Electric Circuits. William E
Gill, Chicago. III.

479 327. Conduit Trolley for Street Cars. Arthur H.
Hieatzman, Baltimore. Md.
The trolley arm is provided with a horizontal arm and a

vertical toe on the arm and an clastic connection between the
arm and toe.

479,333- Electric Railway Signal. Theodore A. B, Put-
nam, New York, N. Y.

479 3s8. Electric Stop Motion for Textile Machinery.
Simuel L. Foster, Wilmington, Del.

479-359- Incandescent Lamp Socket. Isaac Goldkind,
New York, N. Y.

479.360, Incandescent Electric Lamp. Henry Green,
Hartford, Conn.

The leading in wires arc composed of a core of glass carrying
a coat of platinum.

479,386. Cast Joint for Armored Conductors. Fiederick'
M. Bennett, New York, N. Y.

479.390. Elevator. Marvin Y. Calcutt, Seattle, Wash.
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ARMATURES-FIELDS
Kert'ound and Repaired, Our Exclusive Work.

Dispatch Crtiaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and

other Electrical Supply Houtes.

—Write us.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room 415, 195 to 1«9 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taoffht thorongbly day end night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHIVOIiO<,;Y. 151 Throop
Street. Chicaso, III. Amatenre, Artisans
and others assisted Practicaixt In any line, and
inetracted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanical DRAnaBTiNQ, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Calculattona, Archiiectare, Mechanics, also

aught day and night.

WAHTED, POSITION
AS CHIEF ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Thoroughly familiar with high speed engines and
economical operation cf central stations. Luna;
experience In cc nstrnction and wiring for all
pilnclpal syetems, and InstaHlng machinery.
West or South preferred, Address W. A.T.
cBre Western Electrician, Chlcas^o, III.

Agents to sell our

Niagara Electilc Motors and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and exclueive territory to re-

sponsible dealers in electrical apparatae.

liOVELIi 91FG. CO., Ltd., Erie, Pa.

GRAPHITE SPECIAI.TIES
FOB BLECTBICAIi USES.

erapbite Bods of Various I^ensths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch. *<^rapliite Boxes and Craeibies, BeslstiDg Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnirtes dtladly AnsTreted.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Electrical and mechanical engineer fur Delta
Electric Co., at Cairo, 111.. 10 erect and operate
four miles electric road; also arc and alternailog
incandescpnt commercial -plant and house wiring.
All cnmmunica ions cootidential. State experi-
ence, sa ary exp cted, an*! elve references.

Address S. W. BAIRD,
No. 16 SjQth Commercial Street,

St. Liuis. Mo.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hecbanical and Electrical

Consultations, Reports, Plana, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated ElfCtrIc Lighting,

and Electric Eailways.

56 Turner Building^ St, Louis*

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatioii Gnaranteed irhereTer used. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respecL''

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in e.'iireme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work ae well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jad pressed firmly it makes a solid mass, FOB BAILIVAil' and MOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE GUABAIVTEE OUB IXSUI^ATIOM AVHEBEVEB USED, AEBIAIi, UNDEBGBOUATD OB SUB3IABINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
Other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOIT, MASS.

HBNRY A. CLARE, Tnaaorar and Oen'l Manager.
HERBERT B. EUSTIS, FrtBldent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SRAMKEISS RUBBEIR. WIRES AND CABLRS,
FACTOar AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Ijanips.
WE CARRY THE LAEQEST STOCK IN AMERICA,

ADI>KKS!i> 171 and 173 OBUKNE ST., NEW TOUK.

This Is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—WITH

—

Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
tached with zinc
to covpr. 147 sq.

inch carbon sur-
face. The element
iseverlaBiin£,and
is BO guaranteed.
Why uee a bat-

tery with a chem-
ical depo'arizer
that needs jre-

Quent renewal of
the negative ele-

ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
S5 John St., Kew Yorlt.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-L1ght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 65-L1ght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 000-Light United States Alternator.

One 600-Light United States. 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchange Building, New York.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valuabJe. Yoa ehould
protect it by patent. Address for full and Intelli

fient advice, free of clwrge.

W. W. DrDliKT & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 822 P St., N. W., Washington, 0. fc.

Pleaae mention this paper.

XIleotx-loa,l 3E:3islzi.«er>
Electric Railways.
Tranemiaslon oi Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plans, epeclfications and eapervision.

Rooms 87 and )iS. Clnland Bide-,
31 Slate Street, DETROIT, IIICH.

MICA All Sizes

anil

Qnalltles

For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
ais Water Street, Bfew York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Laie street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We claim that ou.- "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

ent of its class on the market. The
colls are wound with platinoid wire

and adjusted to a guaranletd accuracy
of one-fifth of one per cent. The
galvancmeter Is deadtieat, sensitive,

and IsunafEtcled by mechanical tI-

brations and proximity to masses of

iron or intense magnetic fields. The
total range Is from .601 to 11,110,000

ohms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies these features, which are

essential to satisfactory results.

It is possible to buy sets from our-

selves or elsewhere at prices lower

than the cost of the above, but we would ad vise all to examine the merits of our " 1 89 1

"

TYPE before purchasing any other.

Send for illustrated descriptive circular No. 285.

QUEEN & GO., PHILADELPHIA.

PGRTER-LEAViTT ELEC1RIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines. Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

Ko. 1 , a VoltB, 1-33 h. p.. S3.00.
Ko. 3, 4 Volts.l-IG li. p.SS.OO

STo. 3, O Volte, 1-13 ll. p., SIO.OO
No. 4, lO rolts, 1-8 h. p , SI5.0O.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guarantetd.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
% H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500,

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainahle, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard ol their claue.

430 West 14th Street. - ... - NEW YORK.

KOR.NAME Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.

We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates in tlie country,

and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lo"west possible cost.

SEND FOB 8A9IPli£S. DESIGNS FURIVISHED FKEE OF KXPENSF.
A few concerne ueing onr plates are: Thomson-Houston Electric Co., C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernetein Electric Co., Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Mannfactar-
Ine Co., Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFAGTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Fitchburg, Mass.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

E. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORB-^

2134 Michigan Avenu«»

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE ^ Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TRANSMISSlONo^POWER
bx maniijLaropk.

Co])Iouely illustrated and described in catalogne

just isBiied.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaOO N. Second l^treet, !«T. liOmS.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

LEONARD'S 3 WIRE SYSTEM.
Identical in Cost and Eftlciency with

EdlBon S>siem.

SIMPLER TO OPERATE.
Copper required guaranteed lo be not over 3056 of

that rt;(]uiieu for li-wir^ syslem, under
(ame condi iona.

Royalty 1 cent per lb. of copper inBtalled.

Patented June 7, ISOS. No. 470,54-4.

Charleetown, W. Va., June 18, 189a.

Meabrs. H. Ward Leonard & Co.,
I3t> Liberty St., New York.

Gentlemen :—ThR Central Station Plant, which
you inBtalled fur ub here, under your new patented
BysLem, has piven entire eatlefacllon ever since It

started, which wasai out six momhs ago.
Thfi oi)eration of the plant is quite pimple and

ecomomical, and as a riieult the plant la making
very satisfactory earnint^a, alibouf^b our t. vvn iu

rather small, havingonly abouts.LCO Inhabitants.

Yours very t'uly,

( Signed) City E:ectrlc Light Co.,

Wm. Campbell, S«-C'y.

For bids for complete plants orcondactors only,
addresa,

H.WARD LEONARD &CO.,
ISO Liberty St., Mew York CHy.

THE STANDAEB OPEN CIRCTJIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Cieoulae & Prices.

I

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'// to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

NlanufactuKei's of

OCTAGONAU^ Cedar
telephohe&elecmcal

RailwayFoles&CRossArms

(^ H.M.LOUD & SOHS Uimber(o.
OSCODA , IVI I CH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
JPactories: Watertnivy^ Coiiii. - - ©5 FaJ-li Plaoe, INe-w York,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Ijigrht Line %Vire, Copper Maenet Wire. Flexible Silk, Cotton and ^Vorsted Cords for
Ineandescent liigliting. > ound and Flat Copper Bar» for t^tation Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

xl^^i,,
PATENT "K. K," LINE WIRE
For Electric Ligbt, Electric Railvays, Motors, Telegrapb and Teiepbone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Are Lighting.

TEE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, CHICAGO, • SELLING AGENTS.

TBOS. L SCOriLL. New York Agent.

.»^^?A

EliECTKIC IjIGHT
AIVD BATTEBV

CJilfBO/tS.
i b9 5j^h^;gag _y B.9_a%,»gg_gfatgh<i^_a - j^fJtw^L.KSi.

CLIEV-ELJLISriD, OHIO. B/fUSffES.

THE X=»E!ILiTOKr ^WA-TPESn. T7irZXE3£3X.
Gives the

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

AfEordi the most simple and reliable power for all mining and mannfactur-
Ing machinery. AdHpted to hetds running from ^0 op to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to aO per cent, better results guaranteed than can be prodnced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliECTRIC TBAIVS9IISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble i»ower, close regnlatiun and the facility of adaptation to varying conultionB
of epeed and prefBure, have brought It Into special prominence and esttnslve
nse for this cluBs of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power rt quired, and for what purpose, wilh approximate length of pipe
line. Send Pjr Catalogue.

THE PIXTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
13L-1S3 aiain St., San Franeisco, Cal., V. H, A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW YORK,
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, iniendlngporchaeers are hereby warned thatall euch iafringemente will
be duly pi-oepcuted.

PcCLiTON AVAT1:R MOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to l5
and 20 horse lower, nnequaled for all light running machineiy. Warranwd
to develop a given hiuount of power with one-half the water required by any
other, ^^yend for Motor Circnlar. Addrees ae above. Deliveries made from
San FranciBco or Now York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Annunciators^ Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Selling Agents:

AKIKH, KKI'IBT & V.»., Kt. PanI, Minn.
HTA\i>AKI> I':i,k<'THI<:a1i W'OKkm, Cincinnati, Ohio.
llOU.\TAi\ K1.KCTMIO CO , Denver, Colo.

I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC. COMPANIES is called to this CEr.E-HRAXEO WAXEIt W HEEl, as particularly adapted to their xise

on account of its remarkably steady motion, lii^gflt 9ipee«t
and e^reat Efficiency, and lar^e Capacity foritsdiameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ;fuaranteed.
SENI> FOR CATAEOGUE AIVI> PARTICIJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIIRRII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

C£3i:> 1878.
SOIiE MANUFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices>

wiiSiJgS?5|'DEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4,iPIiFi.^%x.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Unv Send for complete catalogues of
p9 office fittings.

AHBRICAH DESK AND SEATING CO..
270-273 ^Vabash Avenue, CHICAGO
Commercial BuilfUn^, St. Loais. Mo.

mil STEAM PUMPS

|A.M.Morse&C«
11 ENGINEERS awDCONTRACTORS. I

<^<2IM^;F0WER PLANTS
Lateof Kno-lish Afo-BM .(^ rio..

THE I a TCOT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
Lit I CO I LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

«41 Kortb Broad Street, - PHII.AI>EIiFHIA.

CO.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Fllamenls.SILK DRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform, article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beacli Street, Boston, Mass.

CBDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-^

If Id want of Poles, Ties and Posts save money
by getting my prices

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

BARGAINS ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

WRITE FOR PRICES. 3I3--3I5 DEARBORN STREET, CHICACO.

WE MANUFACTURE ARC DYNAMOS
With guaranteed Automatic Keg^ulalion, and no
sparking at 'he commutator. Low speed; high efficiency;
satisfaction guaranteed.
Our Incandescent Dynamos are ellher compound or

shunt wound. We mabe a specialty of direct counected
Mnltipo ar or Bi-polar Low speed Generators or Motors
ofanyaiz^or desired speed.

Arc Lamps far use on Arc or 'ncandescent Circuits-

Live agents wanted. Liberal terms and exclusive
territory arranged for. For information addrees

The Easton Electric Co.,
647 KENT AVF., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

ACJEXTS :

W. S. Chesley & Co., 136 Liberty St., New
York City.

Nowotney Electric Co., Cincinnati, Obio.
Wm. Murdock, St. Louie, Mo.

Insulating Gomponnds,

Tape and Armatnre Varnish.
MANUFACTUEBD BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
3 Lriberty St., KEW YOKK.

Chicago Office: 548 "The Bookery."
SOLD BY

THB KLiBCTRICAIi BITPFEiT CO., Chloaeo.
SIOTEI.TY BI.BCTBIC CO., Philadelphia,
PETTINeEIilr-AKDRBAVH CO., Boston

And Bnpply Houses JGTer) where.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Ijamp.

Send for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY"IS i^ro"r ijxr it?."
In whaf ? In the preposteroae *'roiiibine" which has lately been formed to make leeilim ite bnelD'^Ba the cii's-paw of a

Btock-jobbing operation. The BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY ia oppos' d to any and ev«ry comlMDaiion that eei-ks to do
btiPinet'B upon other than a fair ind etraightforward baaie. Ad enorm lae capitallzati )n elgnltlea eice eive espeneee and decreaeed
dividends ; And, invariably, the bilance ebewt mu[^t be agalne t the pahlic.

The BALL ELE ;TRIC i.IGBT COMPANY Is proud of Ite past record. It hie c^niuctad its enterprieo upon ptrlct biisinee'i
principlep, and has tJ^inPd a reputation which, though often attacked bv the mike-uo of the 1 resent "Combine," has never yet been
injured. The Company^e Btockholders are happy; eo are ita patrjns. It Is now prepat'd to go "a step better," and herewith
annouDcee the completion of the new

BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
Beginning wiih the eeaeon now opening, ve are placing on llie mark'it an AUTOilATI'^ DYNAMO. Do not think from this

that we are offering In place of our celebra'ed dynamo any new and untried departure, or ttat we are cffering oar old dynamo Tvith
some external compicated mechaniem called "an automatic regulator" of tittle ineilt save In name only.

We a' e placing the juetly praised BALL I>ynaiiio as simple as of old, but coniainiag TvitUin Itself the power of self-
action and ad j 'ifitment to the varying conditions of the load that may be brought upon it.

The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO Te as much superior to a dynamo witti an automatic regulator as the modern automa'ic cut-off
engine is superior to the old slide-valve with its external throttling governor.

We extend our thanks to our buplness rivals and their a?ent9. w^io in the past have materially aetieted us with the admiselons
that "the Ball was a good, or was the bei^t, arc dynamo, bu^ It ha 'I no ) eenla'or."

Ite meriiB have been so generally recognized by the trade that It is n* t here for us (o praise it now. We will only say that in
the future, ae in the past, we will have nothing in it to excuse or apologize for.

We ask intending purchasers to write ns for quotations before purchasing eleewhere.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17. JUST ISSUED.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO , Office: No. 404 West 27th Street, New York City.
Factory: 381 to 2S9 Wintli AT«nne an I 40t to 410 IVcst a7th Strpet. New York City.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDGEPOBT, CONN.

BheoBtats of every kind and size. Compacf,
Fireproof. Waterpi-oof, Indeetructible, Simplehn l

Cheap. Send for lluietraitd Catalogueand Piice
List.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

Civil anl loiographi: Enpeer,
1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MD.

Topographic Surveys of any estent and character
organized and executed.

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - OHICAQO.

MICA

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt - Manufacturing ^ Co..,

FUSE ^ Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or > ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifomity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
03310.^0-0.

VULCABESTON,(vuI.cANIz™^ For ELECTRICAL INSULATION.
ASBESTOS. ')

Purnlelied in sheets, tutes and moulded forms of any shape.

VULCABESTON PACKING,
For Sleam, Water, Acid and Gas ; in sheet, wick,

round and gasket forme of any ehape.

FIELD MAGNET SPOOLS,
20,000 NOW IN USE.

Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO., - - HARTFORD, CONN.,

Manufacturers of ]VI^>XJIjIDE3I> TSi/L1.GA.m
H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., Selling Agents, 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

JERSEY CITY, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, ATLANTA,

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18«3.

Arc Lamps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED V

EACT: J

r§R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS,

THE ONLY ARC LA/^\P THAT
WORKS SATISFACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/^PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELLPIIONU BUILDING,

NEW YOBK. Search Light^No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
On account of its high efladency at all stages of gate, steadinesB of motion and easy working pate, the con-
Btmction of which makes it the moat sensitive to the action of a gevernor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE i"»='»'tag ^'"iouB «tyie|^ofje^tt™^^^

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,
SCCCESSOES TO

STOUT, 9111,1.8 A TEMPIiE. DAYTON, OHIO.
JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facilily for making Ihcai.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working gatRS. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy regulation and sleadv motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write ns for linc^ panijililet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling Incandescent Lights

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric Snpply -

Houses,
or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Uannfactorer and Patentee,

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSltAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vnlca Electrical Wire Suets for Interior Constractlon. A. Complete llethod for all

Electrical Systems. Junction Boxes, Cnt-Onts, Anjele Boxes,
Etc., Etc. Tnlca Coupling Compound.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
iianhfacturebis of

Tm MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPIilES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plantc process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICM BATTIRY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

'BYJAJ. SHULTZ.

h

KUsS-LEATH
Utandropl

^-^ariufaeturers of>

T\U.LEATHEFr ^
'noironrodorhinge old style

js^-leatherlinkand iron rod beu
p^and ropetransmissipn superseded

c^
*'"^

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.

I YOUR MONEY.
BY COVERING YOUR PULLEYS WITH

5HULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING

DeltiHgis"
TANNED ON the:

"

SURFACES ONLY.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.'
,
THE QNLV PEREECT BELT \
MAUE.ND5UPP1N(3

0" LOST MOTION

/ ,^

.-^
[>/

KRANPTTTTc;. ' 164 Summer St. , Boeton, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City.
"'

'I 129N.ThirdSt.,Plulatl8lplii», Pa.;60 W. Momoe St. Chicago.

D Picker Leather-

I St. Louis. Mo.

THE SCHUYLER
-sTSTiEinyE oa

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATUKES;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHOYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BTJIL,DEIl.S Or-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non- Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST EGOHOHY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of JPoiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when nou-condensing, so {elt fiom possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal eeonomy only at or about Its

rated power, and to fall ofi In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls oS; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. Tht reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and autamatlcally between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands Its

Bteam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-oil, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westlnghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked
out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however
light. For the first time in the history of Bteam Engineer-
ing, either Simple or Componnd, is built am Bngine
which maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespect-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westlnghouse Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

Id this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understeod. To those inter-

ested in the nicer points Involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. P. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Francisco.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,
XIKTCk-XPkTXIESXlS.

NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt St. CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake St.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave. KANSAS CITY: 1228 Union Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westingliauso Building. ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Reprosonlod in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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New York Office: IS Cort-
landt St.. F. R. Cliinnock,
Sales Aj^ent.

Chicago Office: Room 606,
"The Kookery."

J. W. Parker & Co.. 38 South 4th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Mala St.,

Richmond. Va.
L. M. Rumsey Mfe. Co.. Ft. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vater, 224 Washington Ave.

So., Minneapolis, Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pitts-

burgh, Pa-
Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco,

Cal,
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. Q. Gilbert. Atchison, Kan.
J, H. Houghton, 201 Congress St.,

Boston, Mass

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Automatic Cut-off ENGINE.
With Kew Improvements, Vneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smooth and Quiet Running.

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High. Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPIiE, COMPOUND, AUD CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH office:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, '

Ulk^.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pnsumallc and Mechanical

ANsririrciATORs ^ bells.
FULiIi LINE AliTfAITS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
^^^'^ 195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1451 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, D. T.

Send for Nbw Cataloobb. Out AngnBt iBt.

TRADE MARK.

Iheii you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write the

- WANNOPEE POHERY CO
> Estimates Cheerfully Given.

M
iviErw^ rvii]_F^CDi=?rD, czcdi^i^.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. Write us at once, we can save you money.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.iceandWorMERiE
'

"TR ^ cobipx.e:t-e: po-vtrEXi px.ants for WOODBURY 'T'""^
ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Autoniatio ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY, MB^n\ H
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

PA.

NEW YORK,
BEAHOH OFFIOES: ggJJfi?.f,^'^°'^-.'

' SAN FRANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building:.
1120 Tlie Rookery.
39 and 31 Spear St.

T: . . --.-.-... —==^--—
AfPTOTnTO- J BOSTON-S. L Holt & Bart, 67 Sudbury street. SIMPLE AND COMPODTiD ~^~-—^

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER AtrJliJMUlbb-
j ST. LOUIS-M.F. Johnston Machinery Co.. 715 and 717 N. 3d St. CONDENSING OR NON-CONDENSING-

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt St

.
, - NEW YOKE.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
as So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and Furnished.

Send for new Catalogue of Pow-
er Transmission Machinery.

tLE(TRI(LlGHTGL0BE5^E^-^-

^HE-LARCrEST-Lir^e-oi^

42 MURRAY ST. NY.
.SEND FOR CATAL-OGUE

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET tLECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

FERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF6. GO., Sprlngfiem, Mass. "^ TAiS'siree.

SELLING AGENTS:
riPTflland Ohio. C P NICHOLSON. 513 Society for Savings Bnilding. WaRblnetnn, 1». C , J. U. BTJEKBTT * CO., 1409 New York Ave. St. Fainl
Clevelano, unio, i^. r. i^i^^nui^oui,.

philadelDliSa Fa.. PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. 'I'th St. Wew Orlrans, J,a.,BUaHEL

mIcHIHE works klContl St Denver, col" HAYWa5^^^^ 33 Jaoobson Building. cWcasO, III., C F, DDNDERDALE, 435 Hookerj.

Bnitalo, 18. T., D. H. DARKIN, 2S8 Pearl St.
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W.P.
HE TMMSoii-iinsTiiii Euetmc ci.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW mSET RilLWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOnSTOH ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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COPPER WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

We carry an immense stock of

WEATHER-PROOF, MAGNET and
UNDERWRITERS, ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

Manufactured by the Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

We are General Western Agents for

He Perkins Incandescent Lamp
Can furnish from Chicago stock,

Any Candle Power, any Voltage, and to fit anv Socket.

We are General Western Agents for the

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
And can furnish £rom Chicago stock any size

RUBBER COVERED WIRES or LEAD INCASED CABLES.

We are the manufacturers of the

MEISNER & KREUGER FOCUSING LAMP.
The best in the World for Theatre use.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

THE KNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.
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THE Stanley

FAN MOTOR
IS THE ONLY PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT MOTOR FOR

ALTERNATING GdRRENTS.

CROCKER-WHEELER
TwtOTORS.

Exclusive CHICAGO Agency.

I H. P. ARC MOTOR WITH AUTOMATIC
GOVERNOR.

Th? Largest sto(k of PoWer and Pan Motors

intlie West.

1-4 H. P. 500 VOLT ARMATURE.
Ventilated. Constant speed, 1,500.

We have a corps of Expert Motor Engineers and are prepared to make

Motor Installations OF EVERY NATURE.
Shipments Promptly Made from Chicago Warehouse. Plans and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

1-12 H P. ELECTRIC FAN.
Willi wire Giiarci and Switch fur running fast or alow.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
K:Kcliasive Claicago, and. Q-eneral izy^estern JLgents,

COR. RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE,

ANSONIA.CONN CHICMCO.
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INDIA RUBBER & BUTTA PERCHA INSULATIWt 60
THE K/TJBBE1I2. TJSEI5 IHST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS ^WRI^

ariiie Core, used
u •^overnmeut
Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder ral)le. Bro<ikI>-n
£dison Electric JLight Co.

!$ull)niarinc Work, Edison Electric
].>ig:ht Co.. Ea^tOD, Pa.

IVavat Core, United
States fi. s. -Chicago.''

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

'"Drypla'-es."
Grand Central l>epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

WIVIi Ml HADlKarlAW| libiOij 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

GEXERAI. MABTAOEB. NEW YOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESTERN JGESTS: THE ELBCTEICAL SUPPLY GO,, cor. Eandolpli St, and Michigan Ave., CHICSCO, ILL E'lJ???i'/ii^Si"?.^.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
?

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICAGO, ILL-.

MAXXFACTCKEKS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h EjBiciency

Lamps.

AGENOIXS:
The Electrical Supply Oo., Ohioaso, lU.
The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonla, Oozm.
W. H. Oordon & Oo., New York.
F. le. Jones & Co., Bnffalo, XT. Y.
The Iron City Kleetric Co., Pittabore, '>•
Woodruff-HarrlB Electric Oo., Birmingham, Al«
ZiOuiaTille Electric Oo, Louisville, Ky.
DIountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

0. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.
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YNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT "WAYNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

HEAT PROOF -« WATER PROOF.
One motor GEARED TO BOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

:LviEa32:im.-CLa::iQ. TxactiorL, ^corLonciy in. Operation,
O-erLera-tors of .^^xi.-y Size,

Irx.cs.rLa.esoeanLt 133rri.a3::2a.os, StatiorLSii^T- Ifc>/£otoxs,

IBlectrioal S-a.pplies of E]Trer37" DesoxlpticrL.

F^^ROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEW YORK,

k @ldg. FiBke BIdg. P. I. Stone. 18 Cortlandt St.
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EVERY ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH

)

ge.

Makes contlnnons record, day and nigTt*', o£ HTEAHF,
1VATE:K,AIU or QAS PBE**1JKE, with or with-
ont Electric Alarm. Will pay fhr itself by InsuDng
safety and economy. Send for Circular^ fac-simile chart,

and list of hundreds of oeere.

THE BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

NATIONAL INDIAINDIA Rubber v0.

S. p. COLT, Prest., F. S. JIINOTT, Gen'l Mgr. .

F.A.Z!T<DTi-Z- and. OI^nOHS, - EE^ISTCI-i, I?. I.

G-ftoeral "We^tero Asents: Knterpris^ Kleplric Co.. ChlCBgo.

•WILLAHD L. CANDEE, iR„.|„.Bg Manaeen
H. DURANT CHEEVEli, P"""^°'

JUamageri.

The

International

lEEVJSK, ) =

OKONITE COMPANY,

*.0N/^

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES iioCABLESp
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Clilcaro. Boston. Philadelphia* AUnneapolis, Clncinnatli

Omaha, I^OQliTUle, St. lioais, San Francleco, London and So. America.
City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW VORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ILL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KET FOR CAPACITY TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instruments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
> mannfaclured by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTS:

NEW YORK CITY, Cliae. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty
Street.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering &
Supoly Co., 931 The Rookery.

ST. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

OMAHA, NEB., E. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO.. St, Louis Bleolrical Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Electric

Supply & Conetrnction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., 173

West 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Smlthers & Davis.

Electric Railways.
Transmission nt Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plane, specifications and sapeivlsicn.

Booms srandXS, CI'landBIds.,
31 State Cltreet, DETROIT. JIICH.

FOR SALE.
I)3'nairos,boih arc and Incandescent, at your price.
Smnoth Arc Specialties.
Wire TishtPning Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp Hanger witQ .Vitomatic Switch.
Arc Lamp Hanger for outside lamps.
Arc Ampere Meters for 6 3-10 or 10 Ampere Car

rents, and other specialtiea of Interest lo VOU.

CHAS. E. GREGORY, ''"£li",£Ta&?"''

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Supply Konae
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBTINCITON 8TBKET, BOSTOK, HASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRA'WINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Seholl & Co. , 12(! Liberty St.. New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, S2 Lake St., CMcago, III.

H. ai. Suiple & Co. . 3il & Arcb Sts. . Philadelphia, \

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork. '

W.C.Pearson &Co.,HomeIne.BIdg.,Chicago,lll. James cfe Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
ThOB. G Smith, Jr., William M. Porter, Detroit, Jlich.

Hammond Bklg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T. W. .Anderson, Houston, Tux.

W A. Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston, Mass, P- H. Wliiling, Jacobson Block, Denver, Colo.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892

1,159.
1 4,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TDE3STinivCOniTZ.A.I-.S:
QERMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 21st

lampleased to say the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in use by ue are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are bo insignificant as not to need mentioning. "We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
OnrrentB, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GERMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that -we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,
173 Adams Street, Chicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co vi

American Dcsfe <te Seating Co. .

—

-

American Engine Co xii

Andrae, Julius xii

Andrews & Co., A. H xiv

Babcock & "Wilcox Co., The i

rSaggot, E xiv

Ball Electric Light Co is

ball Engine Co six

Ball & Wood Co.. The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John
Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. x
Bernstein Electric Co iv, xii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xviii

Bowers Bros xvi

Bristols' Mfg. Co i

Brookfield, *Vm xii

Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, "W. H xiv

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Butler'Hard Rubber Co iv

'CarpeDter Enamel Rheostat Co, xvi

<)entral Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Rawhide Mfg .Co xix

Crescent Ids. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electt ic Co . . xiii

Cushlng, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . vi

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xvii

Densmore Typewriter Co
Detroit Elfctrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Diehl & Company ix

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos vi

Dudley & Co., "W. W xvi

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co
Eastman Kodak Co xiv

ifidisou General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . vi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Secret Service Co x
Electrician Pub. Co.. .xvi, xviii, six

Electrical Construction Co.,The.xiii

"'Electrical Progress" xvii

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co —

—

Empire China Works x
Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Ferracute Mdchiae Co
For Sale Advertisements x, xiii

Fort Wa>ne Electric Co
General Electric Co is

Gravity Purifier Co xviii

Greeley&Co., The E. 8 1

Gregory. Chas. E i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co x
Helsler Electric Co iv

Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens xiv

Illinois Electric Lamp Co xv
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxiii

inetltute of Technology xiv

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi

Kelly Brothers xix

Knapp Electrical Woiks xxi

Lake, J. H. & D., Co xiv

Lake Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co xviii

La Roche Electric Works vi

Law Telephone Co xiii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xvii

Lefmann, Julius xviii

Leffel, & Co., Jas xvii

Leonard & Co., H. W xviii

Link Belt Machinery Co xW
Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co xvi*

Morse & Co., A. M , .

.

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

National Carbon Co. xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co v
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Go. xv
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
New York & Ohio Co I

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix

Page Belting Co xix

Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co ——
Pioneer Armature Co xiii

Port«r.Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Premier Electric Co., The
Quetn & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Rae. Frank B i

Railway Equipment Co x
Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Roebllng*8 Sons Co., J . A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co, .

-

Royal Electric Co xii

Samson Cord-age Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi

Schlndel & Schindel xviii

Schuyler Electric Co iv

Sechrist, Albert xvii

Snultz Belting Co
Siebert, G xiii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co. xiii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co., xviii

Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T xv
Smitb, Thos. G. Jr vi

Somoff , J. L XV
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi

Standard Electric Co xxiv
Standard Paint Co vi

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Electrlx Co. xv
Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterlhig.W.C xv
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co x
Tnomson-HoustonElec. Co., ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric LIchtIng Co.. xi

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co . x
VanNuls C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co vi

Want Advertisements xiii, xiv
Western Electric *Jo xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xvii

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . . . xvii

Worthington, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Annmiciators

.

Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works-
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical WorkB.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
BeggTB, J. E., Mchy. «fc ^Supply Co.
CitiHii Electric Co.
Dnplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Eaeton Electric Co,
Electric Cone. & Snpply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
E0B6 Electric Light Supply Co.
achnyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Haltke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomaon-HoQBton Electric Co.
Weatlnghoase Electric & Mfg. Co.
ff'eatern Electric Co.

Arc Xilglit Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Coutral Electric ^^o.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Garter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Western Electric uu.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Eltctricvjo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Lecianche Battery Ca., The.
Western Electric Co.

BeUs, JBlectrle.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical oapply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slaciketo.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works. .~
ttreeley & Co., The B. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck dfc Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltliiK>
Chicago Rawhide M.fg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane & Budiey Co., The
N. Y. Sitfety Steam Power Co.
Siearne Mfg. Co.
Weeton Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician PnbUshlng Co.

BuJTslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Par&lck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Inanlated Wires )

Cables, Electric. (See Insnlated
Wires), Copper,Sheetand Bar
RoebiingB Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Woika.
Natfopal Carbon Co.

Clmclies, Friction.
Falla Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clntch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constmctlon and Bepalrs.
Andrae, Julins.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Conetrnction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Rae, Frank B.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.

WsBtern Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric Usht,
Ensrlne Plants and Electric
Bail'waya.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
ball Electric Light Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Bmsh Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Heisler EieciilcCo.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Laue & Bodiey to., The.
La Koche Electric Works.
Lefraann, Julius.
Leonard <£ Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.

|

Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.

I'eaTson & Co., W.U.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halek Electric Co.
Sious City Engine Works,
bmlth, Thos. tr. Jr.

Standard Electric Co.
Tayior Engine uo.
Thomson-HuuBton Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Wtstinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rub "ler Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry hilec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Anns.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
i,oud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
SchinOwI & Scnindel.

Cnt-Ont» and J^-wltcbes.
Andrse, Julius

.

Bryant Electric Co.
central Electnc Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secrbt Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric i o.

Hart 5i Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co,
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nnis, C S.

Dynanios.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush ttiectrlc yju.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd,
Easton Electric Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
StaL dard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Go.

Electric LaTa Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Elcf-trlc Ball-ways.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Siemens & Ilalske Electric Co.
i'HomBon-Houston Electric Cu.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and ItlechaDical
Engine ers.
Bryan, W. H

.

Leonard & Co., H. W.
Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co ., The B. 8.

Weetem Electric Co.

Electrical Intellisence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.
Rae. Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julias.
Bryant Eloctric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply Co.

Electroliers and Coaiblna-
tion £^ixtnres.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomaon-flonston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Electro -Plattns machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worts.
Thomson-HouBion Electric Co.

Ensues, B^team.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball 4 Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse* Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson* Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sions City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Wesion Engine Oo.

Fan Ontftts.
Chicaeo Electric Motor Co.
Diehl & Company.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co,
Vulcanized Elbre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrnace drate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Soerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas liietitlne* Electric*
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Jullns.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Blectrlcal Works.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Enginfering& Snpply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise E.eciric Co.
General Electric Co.
ereeley «;Co.,TheE. 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Sious City Elec. Snpply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes and Eleetrlcal Glass-

Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenlx Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Anbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insnlatlnc
Materials.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co. - -

Cushing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering &. Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co, H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
MmiseU & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co,
New York Insnlated Wire Oo.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Tt'lres and Cables
ataenet W^ire.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cntter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gntta Percha Insn-
latingCo. ^

Knapp Electrical Woraa.
' National India Rubber Co.

New York insulated Wire Co.
Hoebllne's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Ca
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.

Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawver-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Ushtnin^ Arresters,
Van Nuis, C. S.

naffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

jrechanloal machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co-.H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

nine Siffnals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.

Hlnlns Apparatus, Electric.
Edison General Electric Go.
Thomson- Houston Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,

Motors.
Bmsh Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diehl & Company,
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
La Rocne Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Premier Electric Co.
Royal Eliectrlc Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Thomson-HouBtoD iiiectric L.X.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weecinghouae Electric Ja Mfg Co.

Name Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture,
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews 4 Co

.
, A. H.

Oil PuriJlers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Pins and Brach.ets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sqpoly Co., The.
Lefmann, Jnliiis.
Lond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

Flatinnm.
Sidtert, G.

FoXes.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. tfc Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

PorCfrlain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Jblectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Union Hardware Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

Ballways. Electric.
fSee electric railways.)

BeoOTdine Pressure Gauees.
Bristols' Mfg. Co., The.

Brsulatins Hofkets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeahlnjE Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
KnapD Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.-

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R,

Supplies, Electric Bali-nrar.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefraann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, InsnlatinK.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Gushing, F.W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Eafltem Electric Cable uo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gntta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcMannfacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
TlionxBon-Honston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wueels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology.

TVater Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebling's bone' Co., J, A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine 0».
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v£ercer Street, liTe-rTT "S'orl^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IH THE MANUPACTUBE OP

WLA.Ti.jy RXTBBSR G-O OD JS
Mspecially in articles adapted, to electrical induatrieSf having obtained the sole right to manufacture

HARD RUBBER under the valuable Patents grantetl to WILiJblAM SLIEI^*

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING. CUTTING, TURNING AN1> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OP
Q LJ FFT D f^ T\ A M T\ T I I T^ I M f\ ^^^ ^^ performed with a large reduction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneiderable eavine of labor. Our new etandards areOn CaCt i 9 ri \J LJ Jr\ i\ L/ I \J D 1 1N iJ of a richer black thronghont, not subject to change in color, are toagher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

hare been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of th« United States. In addition to these advantages, we alBO ofier advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest In the market, unequaled for strength, durability, Insulation and resistance to acids,

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MiNDFAOTURED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND EOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Our putrons and the electrical public are cautioned
against being annoyed with intimidating letters from
our competitors.

We are prepared to fully protect our customers in
the use of:

Series Lamps for Arc Gircnits.

GombiaatioQ Automatic Gut-Out and Lamp Soci^et.

Fau Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Ligliting Apparatus.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatus.

New Catalogue and Price List in course

of preparation.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.,
M&NDF&GTURING AND CONSTRUCTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

OFFICE: Storage Battery WOKKS:
Drezel Building, Installations for Oloucester City,

Philadelphia. all services. N. J.

THE SCHUYLER
-STTSTIESIS^ OD

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THB FOLLOWINO IMPORTANT FBATUBBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

ALTERNATING CURRENT FAN MOTORS.
Ko Heating. Ho Sparking. Hfo ^feise,

SAVES A CENT PER HOUR IN POWER CONSUMED.

CONTINUOUS CURRENT FAN MOTORS.

MULTIPLE AND SERIES LAMPS
For all Circaits and Sockets.

Bernstein Electric Company,
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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THE VERY WIRE.

IiARGZ: STOCK, QUICK SHIPIKIZSNTS,
Bendes a Vjsby Large Stock of General Electrical Supplies at lowest prices.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Jif."!.;!^

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.,

Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

Is doubling the capacity of its factory

to meet increased business.

Write our Agents for Prices.

JTew York, N. Y.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical Exchange Bldg.

Washington, D. C—L N. COX, 16 Fifth Street, S. E.

Philadelphia, Pa.—PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.

St. Paul, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, Mich.—COMMERCLiL ELECTRIC CO.

San Francisco, Cal.—NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

I<incoIn, JTeb.-LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Seattle, Wash.-CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.

New Orleans, lia.—ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

St. Ijonis.—W. E. BAILEY, Special Southern Agent, 7 and 8 Equilahle Bldg.

Cincinnati.—G. P. ALTENBERG, 65 Smith Bldg.
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AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED (881.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED ,

EACT: J

r2R- INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAA\P THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

I

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL,

AND SEARCH LA^PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPnONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MAKE.

^ WANNOPEE
?^' 3 POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. Estimates Cheerfully Given.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
KngineB and Coniplete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installations.

Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Braea and Copper, for all kinds of service.

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
3IAKITFACTUREBS OF

Thh MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTEBIE8, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
St-rage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Pans, Phonographic and Surglcsl Use, Etc , Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery Is made by the Planti' process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, pain' or cement.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB KIi£CTBICAXi USES.

Grapbite Bods of Tarions lienertliB, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes aiid Crucibles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries ttladly A^sireied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

iQsnlating Goiponnds,

Tape and Amatfire Yarnisli.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
3 liberty St., NEW YORE.

Chicago Office: 54% "The Rookery.'
SOLD BY

THB ELRCTBlCAIi STTPFl.'i' CO., GhieaffO.
SIOVEIiTV EliECTKIC CO., Ftalladelphia,
PETTlaiQEI.I.-ASIDRE'WS CO., Boston

And Hnpply Houses Ever^ tvtiere.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

G-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indefinitely in any position

at will. Arm indestructible and
^

may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful
I

shapes.
'

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,

i^^\

27 SOUTH 11th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

L ROCHE
lit ail 118 N. m St..

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.
!e«7 anil )eoo Itcarliorn Htrcct.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Piiiladelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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12£72,000 Feet.

The largest order ever given in this country for high grade
insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO..
313 & 315 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR

The Old

Reliable.

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO.,

CINCINNATI AGENTS.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

S. F. B. MORSE,
821 N. Y. Life BIdg,,

KANSAS CITY, MO., AGENT.

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULT9N STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY.

jj ^^TTWT'l? A T'O"!?^ mghest Emaency.
^e3s^ XJTidXV id«£%;XAA \JSkn^9 Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all Others.

SL

COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT.

kVTfl lSi'iS'l'»_2Miffia0 M^yV Wfl^r J^ ^''® only Incandescent Latnps which have secured Universal Approval.
-J,_Sk

-•^~ii>
MILLIONS SOLD AND BILLIONS SELLING.

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.
Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instrunients.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.
43 BRO^D SXKEET, - NEW YOUIE.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELIGTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CtLicfiLgo Office: Heiasr Yorfe: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY"IS ivroT^ iixr it."
In what? In the

Btock-jobbing operation.
baelDeee upon other than i

dividends ; and, invariably,
The BALL ELEOTR

princlplep, and has gained
iDJnred. The Companya
annoancea the completion

prepoBterons ''Combine" which has lately been formed to make legitimate bneinese the cafs-paw of a
The BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COIVIPAI^T is opposed to any and every combination that eeeks to do
a fair nnd straightforward baeia. An enormous capitalization eignlfiea escesslye expenses and decreased
, the balance sheet must be agalnet the public.
'IC LIGHT COMPANY is proud of its past record. It hae conducted its enterprise upon strict buslnesB
a reputation which, though often attacked by the make-up of the present "Combine," has never yet been
stockholders are happy; ao are its patrons. It Is now prepared to go "a step better," and herewith
of the new

BALL. AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
Beginning with the season now opening, we are placing on the market an AUTO.\[ATIC DYNAMO. Do not think from this

that we are offering In place of oar celebrated dynamo any new and untried departure, or that we are offering our old dynamo with
eome external complicated mechanlem called "an automatic regulator" of little merit save in name only.

We are placing the jiiBtiy praised BALL OyDaiuo as simple ae of old, bnt containing TVithia Itself the power of self-
action and adjustment to the varying condtiione of the load that may be broaght upon it.

The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO Is aa much superior to a dynamo with an automatic regulator aa the modern automatic cat-off
engine is auperlor to the old alide-valve with its esternal throttling governor.

We extend our thanka to our buelness rivals and their agents, who in the past have materially aeeiBted as with the admissions
that "the Ball was a good, or was the best, arc dynamo, bnt it had no resnlator "

Its merits have been so generally recognized by the trade that It is nc t here for ns to praise It now. We will only say that In
the future, ae in the past, we will have nothing in it to excuse or apologize for.

We ask intending purchasers to write ug for quotations before purchasing eleewhere.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17. JUST ISSUED.

BALL ELECTRIC LICHT CO., Office: No. 404 West 27th Street, New York City.
Factory: asi to 389 Nintli Avenne and 40t to 416 West ayth Street, New York City.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BRANCH OFFICES;
620 Atlantic Are., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, New York City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Cbicago, 111. 609 Arcti Street, PHiladelpIila, Pa.

GoQld Bnilding, Atlanta, 6a. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Fonrtli St., Cincinnati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Binn.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

(0

H

lESZZ

Electric Ceiling Fans. ^
QUADRUPLED SALES ^

Attest their Great and Increasing Popularity, ^
INCREASED FACILITIES

INSURE PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

DIEHL & COMPANY, |
385 Broadway, NEW YORK.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,

S'S'£«..^OT7SEI, Hr. -S-., TJ. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
ISO I^lberty St., F. C. TIMPSOM, Uanaser.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

ReceiTini "Consolation" of the

following Mnd every few days:

THE BUCKETS ElECTBIC CO.,
Gentlemen :—The 250 "Bucfeeye'" Lamps prove satiefactory. You may enter oor order for

1,000 to be shipped at yoar early convenience. Very truly yonra,

LONG LIFE,
SPLENDID LICHT,
NON-BLACKENINC.

') SOME of the " GET THERE " Qualities

\ /-"BUCKEYE."
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

CHICAGO, 437 "The Rookery."
NEW TOBK. 611 Mail and Express BmldiDg.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUBERS OF

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 Oortlandt St. , NEW YOEK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO, Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have suad H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap S-witches.

The trade will please note that we have no intention to annoy them, but have sued the manufacturer
of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early hearing and it is not too much to ask that the
trade will in the meantime respect our patent rights and await the decision of the Court in the case.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart Switch. HARTFORD, CONN.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamos, Componnd Wonntl,
110 volt, with Base, KheoBtat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne AUernators, complete.

Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One 600 Lt. Kdieon Dynamo—not the latest style.

Twelve Knowles 12 Lt. A re DyDamos with Lamps.
Uine 30 Lt.WeBtingtiouse Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.

One 30 Lt. Brush Dynamo, 1,200 C. P.

One 60 Lt. Vandepoele Arc Machine, with two
Armatnree and 25 Double 2,000 C. P. Lamps.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.,

Twelve 50 Lt. Schuyler DynamoB, 2,000 C. P.

One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Sinele L'ps.

One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-
plete Station Flxtnree.

One 300 Lt V. S. Dynamo, f volt, no Fixt. bnt Baee.

One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Fixtures
bat Baee.

Sis 30 LL Excelsior DynamoB, Arc, 2,000 C. P.
with Sini^le Lamps.

One 1' H. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 H. P. Armington & Sims Engine.

74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazinp and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked aliHe,
whicti are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 (0 156 Green St.,

Green Point,

BKOOKLVJ, ».?.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to llrse Mnirel lorse pwet.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolpti St., CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager-

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

X'ro'm.pt Sli.ip32in.erLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

TJTICA, N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" S WITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

•UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLIX LIBHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Oenerators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade
Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light JEJngines
a Specialty*

Cflifliilfite Steam Plants Mallei.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMSi
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also, -30 Cortlandt Street. New York City.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie Solntion of tlie Prollei of Safe M\Mi
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever parpose employed, is to
be found in the

conduit system.
inteiuor and uhderground

COIjTIDTJITS
MANTJPACTUBHD BT

T fS n?E !R. I O IL

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
627 to 531 W. 34th SI.,

626to628W.3SthSt.,

TRADE-MARB^

General Offices: 42 & 44 Bioad St., New York.

TChos. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Klect. Supply Co., 2-26 Pearl St., BufEalo.N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co,, 27 E. Main St., Rocheeter, N. T,
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. l-th St., Cincinnati, O.
Cha8. Gabriel, Sagiaaw, Mich.
SoQtherc Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construclion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sonthern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LI6IIT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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The Dnited States Electric Lighting Co.,
[THE WBSTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

m AND INCIMDESCENT miED ELECTHIC LICHT PLANTS,

t

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS "° GENERATORS.
Direct Carrent QENBEATOE.S and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

KEW YORK liAUP FACTOBf, Capacity iiO.qOO per day.

8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volls to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAirol'ACTnBED BT

VITM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

•^RACIISE-HIGH '5PBlcD

SUPERIOR. REaOUJlON
A"D ECONOMY ro!>.

BECTRIClIlSHTinS
ANofiENERAL

""^"^

c^{ PURPOSES

CARR1ED_]N_ST0CR

EACH CHE OF OOSJ
'

ENGINES]
ra£5tjim6|

foaPRICES*^"

CATALOGUE
3 ADDRESS ^

ENGINE DE^T:

RACINt HARDWARE ME6-C0-R*c.r*v,)

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE
We can furnish at bottom prices

ILecIanche,
Andrae Carbon,

Liaclede,
S^amson

and XiaAv
Batteries.

Bells, Wire and Pushes.

Agent for SUNBEAM LA.MPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Maeneta, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices,

SAMSON CORDAGE W^ORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTUKEBS OP

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alternating System now on the Mareet.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

::-iiili LAMPS
OR

>
HIGHEST QUALITY

AT
^^^'^ Reasonable Price

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

The ImATUST and BZSST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow speed, email floor epace, direct driven, aelf-oillng jearlnfiB, Utile
iKaytlam, etc.

exterual

MADE BY THE

PUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
liiniited,

^ CORRY, PA.
ISONton Oflicc—H. C. HawkB, Manager,
fiM Allanfic Ave.

Clticaeo OJlic*"—R. J. Randolph, Man-
aj,'ur, 1:125 Monadnock BoIldinK.

BunsuH City, Ilo., Onice— L. C
Bolr, 800 Walnut Street.
Wcw York oni<^e—W. H. Gordon,
Manager, 115 IJroaduay.

Phiiurlelpbla Onirc-OtlH K. Hluurt,
MoniiBor, al Clly Truat Bldg.

.A.gen.tsi:
4;liattanooen, T<'nn.—F. I. stone.
l,in<!nln, Web.— Jilg low Electric Sup-
ply Co., 11-JB. 13th ot.

rovlrtenre, K. I. — Drake, Pnyeon &
WMltler, Cor. WijBhhjuton & Kddy Bte.

Tarpon MprinsM, Fla,—W. D. Wileon.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ Q^ MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no "dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

TH:E -A-OlvIE OF SmVCFLIOIT^X'.
No skilled enguieer is required.

tt^" For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addres-^;

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOVIVD BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cemt Dr> Steam. Ontetripping all competltora.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

HINE ELIMINATun uD.i newyork. hobizontax.

This advertieement appears every other week.

-t^e:-

mn umm to.,

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow Speed Gener-

ators for Electric L'ghting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKN AT BKIDeSPOBT, COI^IT.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

No decision in relation to the contract for the electric

launches at the World's Fair was arrived at by the ways

and means committee last week. A joint meeting of that

committee and the committee on grounds and buildings

was held on Tuesday. It was agreed that electricity should

be used and then it was left with the ways and means com-

mittee to definitely award the contract. AUhough the

Columbian Launch company was recommended by the con-

struction department, the bid of that company was not so

favorable to the Exposition as that of the Electric Launch

& Navigation company. When the bids were opened

on March 17th it w^as seen that the former company of-

fered the Exposition company 31 per cent, of its gross re-

ceipts for the privilege, while the bid of the latterwas33'3'

per cent. This fact, of course, had due weight with the

committee on ways and means, which keeps a sharp eye on

the finances of the exposition. H. N. Higinbotham, who
is chairman of the committee and acting president of the

Exposition company, met representatives of the rival com-

panies at his lesidence and suggested a compromise by

which each company should have a portion of the business

at a uniform percentage. It is claimed that the Columbian

people refused to agree to this, however, and no conclusion

was reached. It was announced on Saturday that a de-

increased until the force numbers three or four hundred.

The work of wiring the woman's building for 3,000 lights

has already been begun. The Connecticut state building

and art gallery are nest in order. About half of the ducts

and converter pits have been laid. For the lighting of the

buildings during the dedication ceremonies in October the

Westinghouse company will use two of its familiar alterna-

tors, each having a capacity of 4,000 lights. These ma-

chines will be belted directly to two 400 horse power en-

gines and will afterward form a portion of the Westinghouse

exhibit. The new quarter-phase machines will be coupled

directly and will have a capacity of 10,000 lights each.

Strictly speaking, each outfit consists of an upright engine

and two 5,000 light dynamos on one shaft, but the whole

is on one base and is counted as one machine.

The Gamewell fire alarm telegraph boxes will be used at

the World's Fair. About 150 will be needed, and half of

this number have been installed. The key-holes will be

covered with glass panels, which must be broken before

the box can be opened in case of fire.

The Lawyers' Surety company of New York has written

to the World's Columbian Exposition asking to be relieved

from its 5^500,000 bond guaranteeing the Westinghouse

company's contract. It takes this course not from any fear

that the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company

mental exhibit of this character, as was at onetime pro-

jected. It will, however, admit of a complete, although

segregated, display, without expense to the exposi-

tion.

President C. C. Bonney of the World's Congress Auxil-

iary of the World's Columbian Exposition, has received an

interesting letter from Prof. Elisha Gray, the head of the

department of the electrical congi ess, who is now in Europe.

The letter was written at the Hotel Windsor, in London,

and is dated July 14th. Following is an extract:

I promised to drop a line to you from this side, and
tell you how things seemed to be shaping for our electrical

congress next year. I have had an extended trip on the
continent, including Italy, Greece, Turkey, Austria,
France, etc. Of course there is not much to be expected
from these far-off countries in the matter of electricity, but
everywhere I found preparations going on for the great
fair. Casts were being made of the celebrated pieces of
statuary in Rome, Athens, Constantinople and other
cities,

I passed hurriedly through England and France to join

my family in Rome, leaving the work to be done on my
return trip. Each city I visited gave me a warm leception

but notably Vienna, Paris and London, where many elec-

tricians reside and where I am best known.
I was presented to the scientific societies of France,

which gave me opportunity to present the matter of elec-

trical congress in the most favorable way. While France
and Austria were very cordial in their support, and di^j

cision might be expected in a few days. It is highly im-

portant that the matter be settled as soon as possible*

to enable the successful company to begin work on the

boa's.

Second in interest only to the electricity building itself,

at least to the electrical fraternity, is machinery hall, which

will contain the great central station plant for light and

power. This building is the second largest on the grounds,

and consists, essentially, of three series of arches. Its

present appearance is indicated by the excellent photo-

graphic reproduction presented on this page. The space

set aside for the dynamos, engines and boilers of the elec-

trical plant is on the southern side of the building and con-

tains about 70,000 square feet. A diagram of the ground

floor of the building, showing the portion reserved for the

service plant, was published in the Western Electrician

of January i6th, and a brief outline of the arrangement of

the dynamos was given last week.

Francis Eroadnax, of the Mt. Morris station. New York

city, has been appointed by the New York Insulated Wire

company chief engineer of the wiring and construction

work for the Westinghouse incandescent installation at the

World's Fair, the former company having the sub con-

tract. Mr. Eroadnax is in charge now, and has a desk in

Superintendent Keller's office in the horticultural building.

About fifty men are now employed on the work, but after

August 2oth, the date of Mr. Eroadnax's return from a

contemplated trip to New York, the number ..ill be rapidly

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

cannot perform its contract, but because an indemnity bond

was required for the surety company itself. This, the Law-

yers' company thinks, will have a tendency to discredit its

business. The supplementary bond was required by the

World's Fair authorities because the New York company

gave a bond for the full amount of its capital stock. At-

torney Carlisle has advised the Exposition company to

keep its bond, and his advice will probably be heeded.

The department of electricity is making every effort to

have a complete display of historical apparatus, and Chief

Barrett is conducting a large correspondence with this end

in view. In reply to a recent request for assistance, W.
H. Preece, chief electrician of the British government

telegraph service, writes from London that he is "busy

collecting historical apparatus for Chicago, and that he

hopes to have a full and complete exhibit of instruments,

showing the growth of telegraphy in England." It is prob

able that nearly, if not all, of the historical exhibits will

be included in the displays of individual e.xhibitors, and

will not be grouped together. Thus, Mr. Preece's showing

of English telegraph instruments will undoubtedly be dis-

played in the British section, while the Western Union

company will exhibit some historical apparatus, and the

development of the telephone will be illustrated by the

elaborate exhibit of the American Bell Telephone com-

pany. Other exhibitors will show interesting apparatus

used by Franklin, Faraday, Henry and other scientists.

The present plan does not contemplate a general depart-

everything they could, they are still not able to give that

support, m numbers at least, that England will. I find

the scientific p20ple here very cordial and quite in earnest,

and anxious to make thecoming World's Congress of Elec-

tricians the most notable ever held. An active branch of

the advisory council will be organized here to co-operate

with the American branch in organizing the congress.

In its issue of July isrh the London Ehctrician s^-^s;

The application for space in the electrical section of the

Chicago Exhibition by English firms is not surprisingly

small, but the representation of English electrical engin-
eering is ridiculous. Only 5,000 square feet have been
taken up out of the 20,000 which have been allotted. More
than one-fifth of this will be occupied by Elwell-Parker

machinery, while the only other specimens of dynamo ma-
chinery which are promised are those of Parsons and F er-

rant!. No better types could, perhaps, be selected to at-

tract attention on account of their strong originality. The
makers of the biggest dynamo and of the fastest running
one ought not to be absent from such a show, and we hope
that they v ill not be disappointed in their venture. One
other substantial firm is exhibiting, and Mr. Binswanger
knows well what he is doing, but after these a deluge of
electrical ventilators and homacoustic speaking tubes and
the like. After reading Mr. Preece's list, we are almost
inclined to think that there may be something in his idea

of a syndicate and a comprehensive show to cover, say an-
other 5,000 feet, with some really first rate selections; but
it is not improbable that many dynamo makers agree with

the steam engine makers as to the policy of exhibiting at all.

It is reported that negotiations are in progress for the

sale of the Electric Railway & Lighting company of

Pueblo, Colo., to a syndicate.
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Testing Dynamos.
By Foree Bain.

A most important qualification for a good dynamo man

is that lie possess a fair knowledge of methods of testing.

It is, of course, impossible for any one merely to look at a

dynamo and say that it is in good condition and that it

will behave properly when driven by a belt. The coils of

the machine may be painted in the most artistic manner and

yet there may still be a "nigger" in it somewhere which

will render it useless.

A well informed dynamo man should be able to tell the

capacity, condition, and very closely the speed at which a

dynamo should run without looking at the maker's card.

He should know what the machine's insulation should be,

etc.

Between the frame and condu:ting wires, the insulation

resistance should be at least 1,000 ohms or higher for each

volt capacity. I would recommend that r,ooo ohms be

taken as a minimum resistance and new machinery having

a lower resistance should not be accepted. To illustrate, a

FIG. I. TESTING DYNAMOS.

dynamo having a capacity of 115 volts should measure,

with brushes down, 115,000 ohms between the commu-

tator and the frame of the machine; in this case the arm-

ature and commutator alone should measure 230,000 ohms,

and the fields should measure 230,000 ohms when put in

place with the brushes down. The first thing I hear on

presenting the above suggestion is a grumble from the

average dynamo man to the effect that he has no Wheat-

stone bridge. He does not need one though. A Wheat-

stone bridge is not needed around an ordinary electric light

or power station; we can do all that is usually required

with a good voltmeter and amperemeter; other devices

needed are easily made.

Suppose we want to measure the insulation resistance of

a certain dynamo. We are, say, in a railway power plant.

We have a good sensitive voltmeter whose resistance we

find marked upon it somewhere. Say the marking is 60,-

000 ohms. Connect this voltmeter across the buss bars and

measure the potential; call this reading 560 volts. Leave

one end of the voltmeter connected to the buss bar, and

connect the other end to one terminal of the dynamo to be

tested, which must not be running or be in circuit. From

the other buss bar bring a wire and touch the shaft of the

suspected dynamo. Suppose you get a 350 volt deflection

on the voltmeter, Now to get the resistance in ohms; call

the first deflection Z>, the second deflection d, and the

resistance of the voltmeter R. We have the simple-

formula

D-AK 500X60,000
Ii= ohms, or 60,000=25,714

d 350

ohms. This is the insulation resistanct of the entire ma-

chine, and it is only 5^ of what it should be. Now to

locate the portion of the machine which contains the

"nigger." Raise the brushes from the commutator and

repeat the operation. Suppose this time we get a deflec-

tion of only 3 volts. This is the measurement of the

field without the armature. By the same formula we find

the insulation to be nearly ten megohms. The trouble is,

therefore, evidently in the armature. It may be that the

armature is "green," that is, has not been sufficiently

baked. In this case the leak is not confined to any special

coil but is distributed through all of them. This trouble,

as is well known, can be remedied by baking in an oven

for five or six hours at a heat not c-tceeding 150 degrees.

If you c-Tnnot tell by looking at the armature whether it is

simply "green" or has a bad coil, put a belt on, close the

field circuit and run it at proper speed and connect the volt-

meter as j;hown in Y\% i. If the armature is simply

"green" the needle will be dcilecled eight or ten volts.

You will note that in the diagram the contact on the com-

mutator is made at a point nearly midway between the

brushes so as to obtain a low potential. The object of this

is to prevent a too violent swinging of the needle should

the trouble be in only one or two coils. It should be borne

in mind that all that is wanted in this case is to get a de-

flection; the degree of deflection is immaterial. If the

trouble is confined to only a few coils the needle will vi-

brate violently over five or six degrees, that is, the pointer

will appear as an indistinct blur. Now we have found that

there is a connection between one or more coils and the

core of the armature. The next thing to do is to locate

these coils so that they may be removed if necessary.

Referring to Fig. 2. ^ is a single cell of storage

or other good battery. Several Leclanche cells in

parallel, however, will answer. Connect an adjustable

resistance R in series with this battery and touch the

terminals i and 2 opposite segments in the commu-

tator. The ampere meter .'/ should be very sen-

sitive and not register more than 25 amperes. A few turns

of heavy wire, say, No. 10 or 12 magnet wire with a com"

pass inside, will answer instead of the ampere meter. Con-

nect one side of this instrument to the armature shaft, and

the remaining terminal to the commutator midway between

brushes i and 2. The contacts on the commutator and shaft

should be made so that the armature can be easily turned

in its bearings. Adjust the resistance so that not mere

than three or four amperes will pass between the brushes

I and 2. Now close the circuits and the needle of the

ampere meter will be deflected more or less. Gently ro-

tate the armature, a section at a time, until the neeedle of

the armature returns to zero or until there is no current

through the ampere meter circuit; you will find the dam-

aged coil immediately under brush 3, or directly opposite

it.

The larger the capacity of the armature, the greater care

must be exercised in making this test, and the needle must

be placed so as not to be affected by the magnetism of the

armature.

It sometimes happeas that a short circuit in a commu-

tator or a short circuit within one of the coils on an arma-

ture wilt be discovered after it has been all connected

after rewinding. A defect like this can be found in the

usual way, that is, by running the armature in an excited

field and waiting to sse which coil will burn out. This

remedy, however, is like killing a horse to determine

whether he was in good health. There is a better way to

locate such a trouble. Refer now to Fig. 3, which is iden-

tical with Fig. 2, except that both terminals of the ampere

meter are connected to the commutator gt points directly

opposite and midway between brushes i and 2. These

brushes, 3 and 4, are connected on an arm together and

must be moved around slowly until the needle comes to

rest at zero. If this point is found when the brushes 3

FIG. 2. TESTING DYNAMOS.

and 4 rest on sections exactly intermediate between

brushes i and 2, then the two sides of the armature are of

exactly equal resistance and no short circuit exists in ei-

ther the commutator or armature. If it becomes neces-

sary, though, to move brushes 2 and 3 to the right or left

in order to get the needle to zero, then the short circuited

section is in that portion of the armature opposite the

space on the commutator marked by the greatest number of

sections embraced between brushes. By marking the sec-

tions under the brushes and then turning the armature to

new positions, the short circuited coil may easily be located.

The advantages of these tests are that the trouble can

be found without unsoldering a connection and without

burning out or injuring in any way any part of the arma-

ture. It frequently happens that if you know the coil in

which there is trouble, you can find and remedy it without

rewinding.

A dynamo will frequently "sweat" and cause heavy

leaking to the frame. This is caused by currents of hot

and cold air alternately striking the machine, or in very

many cases it is caused by cold dynamo rooms. When a

dynamo or a motor is located in a cold place it should not

be started on a full load. The heating of the coils by the

flow of current around the heavy masses of cold iron

causes a condensation of moisture. Then if the insulating

medium between the frame and conducting coils contains

any free acid or alkali, this will so increase the conducting

quality of the moisture as to produce a very sensitive leak

or short circuit. For this reason asbestos is a bad insula-

tor. Pure water is a very poor conductor, but a trace of

acid very materially increases its conductivity.

If you have a machine that has become damp and leaks,

put it into the bake oven, at the same time put current in-

to it from another source, and gradually increase the cur-

rent for a period of six hours until about 20 per cent, more

than its rated capacity is reached. Fasten the armature

so that it will not turn around during the leakage process;

by this means you can dry it out without injury.

The best way to test for capacity, is by a run on a full

load for ten hours. The conducting wires should not heat

more than 50 degrees above normal temperature. After the

run is over^ immediately place a thermometer on the arma-

£/ ecj-/* ^C'^f/ C///

FIG. 3. TESTING DYNAMOS.

ture wires; take some putty and plaster around and over

it and leave it io this position forty minutes. Place an-

other thermometer on the field coils in like manner, and

place one also on the pole pieces. In a dynamo place it on

that horn which the armature leaves; in a motor place it on

the horn that the armature runs toward. All of the heat

does not come from the conducting coils; a great deal of

it is due to hysterisis and eddy current?*. To test for these,

leave the armature circuit open, and energize the field

from another source, and run it for ten hours and test the

heating effect in the same manner.

If a dynamo is properly proportioned and constructed,

the size and length of wire on the armature should very

closely determine its capacity. But this is not always the

case. There are a great many conditions that vary the ca-

pacity of a machine. As an illustration a certain 10 am-

pere arc dynamo, well known to the trade, has its armature

wound with about equal quantities of No. 10 and No.

II American gauge wire; another maker of 10 ampere arc.

machines equally as well known as the former winds his

armatures with No. 18 American gauge wire.

Convention of Edison Companies.
The annual convention of the Association of Edison Il-

luminating Companies will be held at Toronto on August

Qth and may continue three days. The business of the as-

sociation at this meeting promises to include several fear

tures of special interest. Officers of the General Elec-

tric company, it is announced, will be present with the view

of becoming personally acquainted with the members of

the association, and of discussing, if opportunity offers,

matters of general interest. Arrangements have been

made for several papers of practical importance and re-

ports of committees chosen at the meeting of last year.

The headquarters of the association at Toronto will be at

the Rossin House.

The Toronto Incandescent Electric Light company has

arranged an attractive programme for the entertainment of

the delegates in the form of a moonlight sail on Toronto

Bay, calling at Toronto Is'and, where refreshments will

be provided for the delegates at Hanlan's Hotel; also a

drive in carriages around the city.

It is probable that a trip to Peterborough, where the

shops of the Canadian department are located, may be

made, leaving Toronto at g A. m., arriving in Peterbor-

ough at 11:45; taking lunch at the Oriental and devoting

the afternoon to an inspection of the works; leaving at

5:45 and arriving in Toronto at 8:10 P. M.

The officers of the association are: President, John I,
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Beggs, Harrisburg.Pa., vice-president, C. L. Edgar.Boston,

Mass.; secretary, W. J. Jenks, New York city; treasurer,

Wilson S. Howell, New York city; executive committee,

A. L. Smith, Appleton, ^Vis., chairman; C. P. Gilbert,

Detroit, Mich.; Thos. P. Merritt, Reading, Pa.; H.J.Smith,

New York city; John I. Beggs (ex-officio), Harrisburg, Pa.

It is probable that the next meeting of the association

will beheld at Chicago during the World's Fair.

The Strowger Automatic Telephone Ex-
change Apparatus.

In the Strowger system the telephones in use are not

changed in any way, but the Strowger machine takes the

place of the operator at the switch-board, and makes all

connections automatically.

In this system there is on the subscribers' telephone shelf,

Fig. I, a row of keys, five in all. These keys are marked

units, tens, hundreds and thousands, the fifth key being

the "release key." To obtain a connection the subscriber

A circuit closing arm made in parts, of which one is a

circuit-closing sleeve, is firmly attached to the lower end

of a sleeve rod. Within this circuit closing sleeve there is

closely fitted a circuit closing needle held by a spring in

such a manner as to be in perfect electrical contact with

the wire terminal. A rod is located along the center line

of the cylinder and is free to rotate and move longitudi-

nally. The lower end of this rod is sleeved and into the

sleeve is inserted the upper portion of a rachet rod. This

sleeve construction allows the rachet rod to have a longi-

tudinal motion only, thereby keeping the rachet teeth con-

tinuously toward an attendant pawl. The rachtt rod is

provided outside of the cylinder, and conveniently below

it, with a series of rachet teeth, by means of which the

rods are moved longitudinally. Two __wheels, through

which the rods extend with a feather and groove connec-

tion, are kept in contact with the rachet teeth and levers,

which have pawls pivoted in their ends. Each lever has a

vibratory movement and is oscillated by the alternate

energizing and de-energizing of its respective magnet,

thereby imparting motion to its adjacent ratchet teeth and

consequently to the circuit closing needle.

Each push on the button at the subscriber's station

causes, through the channels thus described, the circuit

closing needle at the exchange to move from row to row

and from wire to wire with its respective lettered magnet.

It is understood, of course, that both ends of the wire are

grounded or connected with a return tap and also that a

battery is used to generate the electricity. This battery is

located at the subscriber's station between the keys and

the ground. Each perforation of the cylinder is numbered

with respect to an initial or starting point.

To end a conversation the telephone is hung on its hook

and the release key pressed. Pressing the release key

causes the magnet at the exchange to be energized, at-

tracting the armatures, thereby withdrawing the several

pawls from engagement with ratchet teeth, and allowing

the circuit closer to fall and return to its initial point.

The subscriber is never isolated from the exchange. If

number 215 is busy talking with 1,374 and 501

wants 215 he can ring him up, and in this way notify

him (215) that there is some one desiring to converse

in the East at once. A number of systems, it is said, are

now being built and will soon be in operation. The New
York offices will be in charge of J- H. Theobald, manager,

A. E. Keith, electrician, and H. M. Underwood, con-

tracting agent.

High Tension Transformers in France.
Experiments in high tension work have been carried

out hitherto almost exclusively by German, English and
American engineers. France is now taking her part in

this field of work, and a series of high tension trans-

formers have been recently constructed for MM. Hutin
and Leblanc, to be used at the Societe de la Transmission
by M. Labour, engineer to the Societe L'Eclairage Elec-

trique. The experiments of MM. Hutin and Leblanc

FIG. I THE SIROWGER AUTOilAllC TtLEMlONE

EXCHANGE APPARATUS.

taps out the desired number on the key-board. This

number registers automatically on the exchange machine,

Fig 2, and through the action of the exchange apparatus

the wire of the subscriber is connected with that of the tele-

phone he desires to reach. The connection is made sim-

ultaneous with the taps on the key board. A subscriber

wishing to place his transmitter and receiver in connec-

tion with those of another can do so by successively press-

ing the keys which cause the circuit closer to move. For

instance if a man at telephone 288 wishes to place him-

self in connection with telephone 315 he can do so by

pressing the keys marked hundreds three times, then the

key marked tens once, and the key marked units five

times. His circuit closer is now in contact with wire ter-

minal 315, and the person at the telephone No. 315

can take down his telephone and the two are then able to

converse with each other.

The whole of one Strowger mechanism, Fig. 3, Ukes up

a space of 6x4x4 inches. A circular disk constructed of

hard rubber is the central figure in the machine. This

disk is provided with perforations arranged in transver-

tical and vertical rows. Through the perforations extend

the wire connections to the main line wires; their use

when in contact with the circuit-closing needle is to con-

duct the electricity by way of the line wires ^^ the d esired

sub-station.

FIG. 3. TflE STROWGER AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE
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have necessitated the construction of transformers of

special output. One of these is for a capacity of 6,000

watts, transforming from 150 up to 10,000 volts, witti an
efficiency of 94 per cent, at a frequency of So; this trans-

former can he run up to 30,000 volts without difficulty.

Two other transformers of 15,000 watts capacity trans-

form from 25 volts up to 10,000 volts, with an efficiency

of 88 per cent, at the minimum, at a frequency of nine,

and by increasing the frequency the pressure can be run

THE STROWGER AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE APPARATUS.

with him. There can be, it is stated, no errors in the call,

the same numbers being registered on the disk at the cen-

tral office; that is the person calling 39S through the

key board sees 39S registered on the dial on the tele-

phone in front of him.

The Strowger Automatic Telephone exchange, with a

capital of $5,000,000, has been incorporated under the laws

of the state of Illinois, M. A. Meyer, president, and J.

Harris, secretary, have opened offices at 45S Broadway,

New York. The company proposes to begin operations

up without inconvenience to 36,000 volts. Special precau-

tion, says the London Electtical Engineer, have been

taken to guard against faults. The primary and secondary

circuits are entirely separated from each other, and im-

mersed, for one of the transformers, in paraffins and in

the two others in oil arranged to circulate freely. It is

interesting to note that the length of one of the primary

circuits is about S)^' miles. These transformers are con-

structed for the system of double transformation, trans-

forming both at the generator and at the receiver. This

system is now acknowledged to have considerable advan-

tages over the direct method for high tension work. The
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low tension dynamos are less expensive, more efficient,

and much easier to manage. The danger to the attend-

ants is less, and the material used is cheaper. The effi-

ciency of the transformers is taken in the following man-

ner: The average output of tae .ransformeis was raised

to 4,000 watts at 25,000 volts, and with a frequency of 43.

Two transformers were coupled together for double trans-

formation. The thick wire of the first was connected to

a low tension dynamo, and of the second to a set of

variable resistances without self-induction, and the two

fine wire circuits, at 25,000 volts, were connected to-

gether. The energy given at the terminals of the low

tension circuit of the first transformers and that received

at the non-inductive resistances of the second was

measured by ampere meter and volt meter. It was

found that the efficiency of each transformer was 94 per

cent, at half load. It must be noticed that this supposes

the apparent self-induction of the transformers them-

selves to be nil, and the real efficiencyis therefore rather

higher than that found. These transformers are the

first of their kind built in France, and the result of the

experiments has given great satisfaction to the designers

and manufacturers.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

netization and organized so that they serve as anti-induc-

tion rather than anti-magnetization coils. They are

closed upon themselves, so that they will be acted upon

inductively by the moving armature coils and by the cur-

rent generated within, and tend, so to speak, to check the

rise of magnetism in the armature rather than its ultimate

development.

The Stanley-Kelly motor, therefore, consists in the com-

bination, in a machine of the kind described, with the ro-

tating armature and coil or coils on it, of a stationery coil

or coils closed upon itself or themselves, adapted to pro-

The Stanley-Kelly Alternating Current
Motor.

If an alternating current be caused to flow through

the armature coils of an ordinary type of motor having a

commutator and armature winding similar to those exist-

ing in continuous current generators and motors, and also

a field magnet (which should be laminated) energized by

FIG. I. STANLEY-KELLY ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

coils in series with, or in derivation to, the armature circuit,

such a motor, will, as is well understood, be subject to a

given retardation due to the self-induction of the arma-

ture. It has been found thatthis retardation may be, and

generally is, sufficient to very seriously impair the effic-

iency of the machine. This retardation may be neutralized

in its effects by the employment in the circuit of a con-

denser of suitable capacity. But when the whole of the

energy to be transmitted must pass through the condenser

the latter becomes a large and costly adjunct and the ap-

paratus as a whole becsmes less available for general ser-

vice.

It will be understood, though, that if on the armature a

second winding were applied symmetrical with the first,

but in which the current passes in a direction opposite to

that of the current of the first, no self-induction, and in

consequence, no lag. would result. With both windings at-

tached to the armature core, however, no effective torque

FIG. 3. srANLEY-KELLY ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

duce an effect approximately equal but opposite to that of

the coil carried by the armature, whereby the salfinduc-

tion and consequent retardation in the armature will be

neutralized or overcome.

Such a motor is illustrated in the accompanying cuts.

Fig. I is an end view of the motor. Fig. 2 is a perspec-

tive view of an armature, exhibiting, diagrammatically, the

special winding. Fig. 3 is an end view of a multipolar

field magnet with the improvements applied for it.

In Fig. I, A A represent the field core of any ordinary

motor; jB B, the polar projections between which the arma-

ture is mounted, and C C the energizing field coils sur-

rounding the polar projections. D is the armature core, E
the armature coils and F is the usual commutator. G des-

ignates the stationary coil. This coil is wound in convolu-
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stationary coils G, it will be observed, do not sensibly af-

fect the magnetic conditions of the field, owing to their

position, but their magnetizing influence is manifested in

the armature core, where it opposes that of the armature

coils.

In practice the conductors of the supplemental or sta-

tionary coils, will be bent asi3e atone or both ends of the

armature to permit the latter to be introduced in, or with,

drawn from, the field- magnets, as indicated in Fig. i.

This arrangement is more particularly applicable to

motors; but it may be used to advantage when the ma-

chine is run as a generator, for preventing lagging of the

current.

Messrs. W. Stanley, Jr., and J. F. Kelly of Pittsfield.

Mass., who designed the above described motor, have

recently devised what might be termed an improved

chemical means of obtaining a difference of phase between

two or more alternating currents, such as are derived from

a single source, as for example, the secondary of a trans-

former.

It is well known that if two conducting plates be. im-

mersed in an electrolyte by which they are not chem'c-

ally affected and a current passed from one to the other

through the electrolyte, the condition of what is known as

"polarization" is realized and an electromotive force es-

tablished which manifests itself on the fall of the potential

which produced it. If in a circuit of alternating currents

such a polarization cell be included, the electromotive force

of polarization will be greater the greater the number of

FIG. 4. STANLEY-KELLY ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

tions parallel to those on the armature and is conven-

iently contained in grooves //, cut in the faces of the

pole-pieces.

The relations of the two armature coils are better illus-

trated in Fig. 2. The armature D in this case is wound
in the usual way, with a conductor laid, parallel with its

axis, in coils connected with the segments of the commu-

tator F. The line of commutation is shown by the posi-

tion of the brushes L L and the stationary coil G is shown

as surrounding the armature, its convolutions being in

planes at right angles to the line of commutation.

In Fig. I the armature and field coils are in series and

the stationary coil is closed upon itself. The stationary coil

is shown more clearly in Figs. 2 and 3 as having its ends

connected together, the coil being thus in closed circuit.

In Fig. 3 the field core is provided with a number of

pole pieces, being, in fact, a type of multipolar machine.

FIG. 2. S1A.M.EV- KELLY ALTiiRiNAIlNG CURKENT MOTOR.

would be developed, as it will readily be seen that each

coil would be impelled in an opposite direction.

If, however, only one of such windings be made fast to

the revolving armature core while the other is fixed in

space, the maximum torque is secured, while the self-in-

duction is reduced to a minimum, since the two wind-

ings, as before, will neutralize one another, so far as self-

induction is concerned, while the stress due to the field will

be transmitted from but one of them to the core. It is

not necessary that the two windings should be exactly

alike, if only the magnetizing effects shall be approxi-

mately equal and opposite.

In direct current motors and generators a somewhat sim-

ilar disposition of coils to that above described has been

employed to neutralize the magnetism imparted by the

armature coils, and for the purpose of preventing change

of lead. In the Stanley-Kelly alternating current ma-

chines the coils arc placed exactly parallel to the field mag-

J^IG. 5. STANLEY-KELLY ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

The stationary coils in this case are wound in grooves in

adjacent pole pieces, so as to produce an opposite magnetiz-

ing effect upon, or in, the armature to that of the arma-

ture coils. For example, if the tendency of an armature

coil is to produce a north pole in its core at any given point,

as N, the corresponding stationary coil will have an equal

tendency to setting up at the same point an opposite pole.

So, in general, where the armature coils act to establish

poles N S the stationary coils nsutralize auch action by

establishing poles /V' S' , as indicated in the diagram. The

FIG. 0. ilANLLY KELLY aLIEKNaTING CURRENT MOIOR.

couples or pairs in series, and the higher this electro-

motive force the greater will be the negative lag of the

current. In other words, the phases of current will be

ahead of the impressed electromotive force in proportion

to the excesses of electromotive force of polarization over_

that of the self induction, which is practically always

present. On the other hand, the higher the electromotive

force of self-induction in a given circuit the greater the

positive lag of current, or, in other words, the farther the

phase of current will be behind the impressed electromo-

tive force. Messrs. Stanley and Kelly utilize these effects,

they claim, in an efficient and economical manner in any
case where it is desired to obtain between two alternating

currents a given difference of phase.

The diagram. Fig. 4, illustrates the application of the

method to a motor or other device having two energizing

circuits through which are to flow alternating currents dif-

fering in phase. To explain, let A B designate the ener-

gizing circuits of a quarter-phase motor to which current

is to be supplied from the secondary 5 of a transformer of

which 1^ is the primary. In one of the circuits or branches

from the secondary including one of the energizing coils,

as A, a polarization cell Cis connected. This cell should

FIG. 7. STANLEY KELLY aHERNATXNG CURKLET MOTOR.

have an electromotive force sufliciently high to impart a

negative lag of forty-five degrees to the current passing in

the circuit. In the other circuit, or that containing the

coil B, a self induction device D is included, that produces

a positive lag of forty-five degrees, so that the total dif-

ference of phase between the two currents will be ninety

degrees.

The manner in which the cells are constructed is indi-

cated in Fig. 5, in which A is an insulating trough or box

divided into compartments by the partitions B . In each

partition is a pair of plates, the whole being connected in

series through the electrolyte that fills the trough. In the

end compartments are plates C D, connected with the ter-

minals, and other plates i?, bent upon themselves, are

hung or supported over the partitions B, The plates may
be of carbon in acidulated water, or of sheet-iron in a solu-

tion of caustic potash, and are disposed, as shown, in

series.

It is to be observed that in ail cases the polarization

cell should be so constructed as to perform its proper func-
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tion without the breaking down or electrolysis of the elec-

trolyte, and the maximum electromotive force which the

cell as a whole is ever called upon to yield should be safely

below that which would produce electrolysis. A further

point to be observed on account of greater efficiency is to

make the resistance as low as practicable.

If the polarization cell in one circuit and the self-induc-

tion in the other, are so adjusted as to balance, or, in other

words, so that the positive and negative lag will counter-

balance, then the current in the main conductor will coin-

cide with the impressed electromotive force, since it will

be opposed by a dead resistance only. But such condi

tions would rarely obtain in practice, so that a lag in the

main circuit may usually be expected. To overcome this

and therefore to utilize the entire output of the generator

in operation of the motor, there is introduced in the main

circuit a polarization cell A', Fig. 6, the electromotive

force of which will neutralize that of the self-induction pro-

ducing the lag.

It is obvious that no special appliance for producing

self-induction need be used if the circuit itself has a suf-

ficiently high self-induction, and it also follows that since

both circuits possess more or less self-induction under all

circumstances the balance between the positive and nega-

tive lag may be secured by inserting the polarization cells

of proper capacity in both circuits, Fig. 7, one of the

cells N' being indicated in dotted lines.

In the practical application of the invention, compensa-

tion for lag by means above described should be made for

full load, as it may not be made for variable loads, owing

to the reaction of the armature, which is greatest when

the full load is on.

Place de la Concorde to Passy on the Avenue de la Reine.

That was the first horse tramway in France. George

Francis Train introduced the horse car line in England at

Birkenhead in 1S53.

There are 95S streetcar plants in the United States and

Canada now, of which 5S9 are operated by animals, 50 by

cable, 246 by electricity, and 73 by steam. The railway

companies in New York seem to prefer the cable to any

other improved method of traction. The changes in the

Third avenue and the Broadway lines are in that direc-

tion. The most serious objections to the cable system are

its first cost, the cost of operating and depreciation, and

cost of repairs, etc. The cable in use generally measures

i]4 inches in diameter. It is nianufactur d in lengths of

20,000 feet and weighs about 13,000 pounds to the mile.

Its life varies from six to fifteen months, while some have

lasted only a few weeks. Each cable of ordinary

T 1: Metropolitan Traction company was organized in

l8gl, with a capital of $20,000,000, to operate the roads

controlled by the Broadway and other companies. It now
owns the stock of the Houston, West Street Pavonia

Ferry Railroad company, a controlling interest in the

Twenty-third Street Railroad company, and all the stock-

of the Broadway Surface Railroad company.

The movement of passengers over the street cars and

elevated roads increased in five years from 272,000,000 in

1884 to 397,000,000 in 18S9, an increase of 46 per cent. If

the increase for the next five years be proportionate the

movement of passengers over the lines will be nearly

580,000,000.

American Street Railways.

There is probably no other department in which the

people of this country have made such marked advance-

ment as in that of transportation. The history of the

American street railway is interesting as showing the

characteristic tendency of the people toward taking ad-

vantage of every minute. The New York Stin has printed

some very interesting statistics on this subject. Accord-

ing to this authority, the New York and Harlem, now com-

monly known as the Fourth and Madison avenue line, has

the honor of being the first street railway in the world.

This line was incorporated on April 25, 1831, and the

first cars were run in November, 1832, froai Prince street

to Harlem bridge. The cars were almost like the stage

coaches that were in use then, each having three compart-

ments with side doors. They had leather springs, and

the driver sat on an elevated seat in front and moved the

brake with his feet.

The opening of the road excited a great deal of interest,

and the streets along the route were crowded with specta-

tators. The mayor and the members of the city council

and other invited guests occupied the cars. It was

thought by many that there would be great difficulty in

stopping the cars and avoiding accidents to other vehicles.

One of the officers of the road determined to demonstrate

that the cars could be brought to a dead stop with ease,

and, after having instructed the driver, he stationed him-

self with some witnesses at the corner of Bond street and

the Bowery to await the arrival of the first car. At his

signal the driver was to stop with all possible haste. The

driver of the first car, having had some experience, brought

his car to a stop easily, but the driver of the second car

forgot the lever of the brake and simply drew hard on the

horse lines and shouted "Whoa." The car slid along

and the tongue crashed into the rear of the forward car

and caused the occupants thereof to jump out. No one

was hurt, and the cars moved on their way to Harlem

bridge. This is th: first street car collision on record.

For some reason the street railway was not very popu-

lar with the residents of the city, and for a time it was

not much used by them. Doubtless much of its unpopu-

larity was due to the objectionable nature of the rail em-

ployed, it projecting too much above the surface of the

street, and was injurious to vehicles. The first rails were

made with grooves, or iron gutters, to guide the wheels.

The low-.step rail now in use was invented and first used

in Philadelphia in 1855.

In 1851 street railways in New York were revived by M

.

Loubat, a French engineer, who recommended wrought

iron rails and wooden sleepers, and constructed in 1852

the second street railway in the city—the Sixth avenue

line—the charter for which was granted on Sept. 6, 1851.

The Second avenue line received its charter on Jan. 21,

1853, and the Third avenue line on Oct. Sth, of the same

year. M. Loubat returned to France in the summer of

1853, and the following year he introduced in Paris the

new system of American street railways, known abroad

generally as tramways, by laying a line of rail from the

ANOTHER TROLLEY WIRE CLAMP.

length costs from $6,000 to $10,000. San Francisco

leads the world in the number of its miles of cable

roads. In Ca'ifornia the cables last longer than

anywhere else in this country, owing to the absence of

frosts and the comparatively light loads drawn.

The twenty-five city car routes in New York have been

operated by seventeen companies, of which the Third

avenue line is practically the largest, its total length of

track, sidings, etc., being 28 37 miles. Last year it

owned 421 cars and 1,740 horses. The Second avenue

line last year had 1,900 horses in use. The total length

of all the city car lines, excluding the elevated, is 268

miles. Last year 2,378 cars were in use, and 15,280

horses were required to operate the roads. There are 963

miles of tramways opened for passengers in Great Britain.

Another Trolley Wire Clamp.
The inner faces of the two jaws which make up this

wire clamp are flat save for a rounded groove extending

along their lower edges. Above this groove atone end, a

tongue projects toward the opposite end of the jaw, the

side of the tongue adjacent the inner face of the jaw being

so inclined as to leave as showa a V shaped space be-

tween them. The end of the jaw remote from this tongue

has its outer face beveled off above the groove to a

plane parallel with the inner face of the tongue so as to

form a shoulder. A half cylindrical stem projects upward
from the jaw at its middle and has screw threads on its

curved side, its flat side being flush with the inner face of

the jaw.

To clamp a wire, the two jaws are placed with their inner

faces together with the conductor in the grooves. The
jaws are then slipped endwise on each other, as indicated,

until the tongues engage the beveled ends, the inclined faces

of the tongues acting as cams for forcing the jaws tightly

together. This clamps the conductor and at the same

time locks the jaws together so far as lateral movement is

concerned, bringing the flat sides of the two parts of the

stem together. An internally screw-threaded nut is then

turned cnto the stem and securely binds its two parts to-

gether. This sleeve also serves as a means for coupling

the clamp to its support.

This hanger was devised by J. Ingmanson and R.

Lorang, of Chicago.

Unique Motor Installation.

In the installation illustrated in the accompanying cut

there is an excellent example of how an electric motor was

brought into use through a little Yankee ingenuity to serve

UNIQUE MOTOR

The working stock consists of 4.067 cars, and animal

traction is still the favorite method. In l8gl, g.ooo horses

were employed and 579 steam locomotives; 565,000,000

passengers were carried, and the receipts were $16,451,000.

The value of the tramways is about $70,000,000. The

value of the roads in the state is $73,000,000.

The total length of the elevated lines in this city is

32.40 miles. They operate 921 passenger cars, 27 service

cars and 2qi locomotives, and they cirried in 1891 185,-

833 632 passengers, or an average of 509.5 32 a day. The

shortest street railway in the city is the line through the

Central pa.k transverse, from Eighty-fifth street and Fifth

avenue,;to Eighty-sixth street and Eighth avenue.

INSTALLATION.

purpose of an expensive piece of machinery. The in-

stallation is at the Packard lamp works of the New York

& Ohio company, Warren, O. The company needed for

immediate use a large wooden rim friction pulley, but as

there was no lathe at hand suitable for turning the rim the

pulley was belted to a motor and the rim faced with hand

tools as is clearly shown in the cut, which is a reproduction

of a photograph of the installation.

Vice-president Lucius Tuttle of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford railroad denies the report that the

company is contemplating using electricity for motive

power instead of steam.
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Canadian electrical affairs ought to show marked im-

provement if gathering's of the most prominent men identi-

fied with the industry can stimulate the people. Less than

a year ago the National Electric Light Association held a

very successful convention at Montreal, at which a most

interesting exhibition of modern electrical apparatus of

every description was made. The people of that city,

and, in fact, the most prominent citizens of the Dominion,

showed their appreciation of the compliment by not only

visiting the exhibition and attending the convention, but

by opening their doors to the delegates and entertaining

them in a most hospitable manner. Montreal will long be

remembered by electric light men of this country as a

beautiful city and its citizens as leaders among the most
munificent cntertaincr.s. IJut this was not the only result

of the convention. Interest in electrical matters was
aroused. Canadian capitalists began to realize the magni-

tude of the field of operation opened up by the introduc-

tion of electricity in commercial life, and an association

somewhat similar to the National Electric Light Assoeia-

tion was immediately organized for the purpose of foster-

ing and encouraging electrical enterprises. The first con-

vention of the Canadian association was held recently at

Hamilton, Out., and proved both profitable and inter-

esting in its proceedings to those who attended.

Another convention is now to be held at Toronto, that

of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies. Al-

though this organization, as its name implies, is composed

of central station companies using apparatus of the Edi-

son type, its meetings are not devoted exclusively to the

discussion of that particular system, and it is quite prob-

able that recent developments will tend to still further en-

large its scope. It is quite probable that, in view of the

changes in the relation of the parent company to the

other great manufacturing corporations, much more pub-

licity will be given to the proceedings. It is hardly possi-

ble that the organization will be allowed to wane, but

rather it seems much more probable that it will be encour-

aged and strengthened, as its power for good, if only as a

means of educating the people, has already been demon-

strated. The proceedings of the Toronto gathering will

therefore be watched with unusual interest by the electrical

fraternity. Already the secretary has received assurances

from members that warrant him in predicting an interest-

ing programme. In the matter of entertainment of vis-

itors there is no doabt. It is enough to say that the

matter has been left entirely to the representatives of the

local electrical concerns. The convention, therefore, ought,

and no doubt will be highly successful from every point of

view, and it will have a lasting effect upon the develop-

ment of electrical matters in the Dominion.

Before another World's Fair shall be organized in this

country it ought to be clearly understood that the govern-
ment shall bear its fair share of the expenses. At present
Congress sends out the invitations and interferes with the
local management,but leaves the local promotorsof the Fair
to pay the piper.

The above paragraph from the Philadelphia Ledger tells

in a few words the story of the present disgraceful delay

at Washington in World's Fair matters. The Western
Electrician does not dabble in politics, but it takes the

greatest interest in everything that bears upon the success

of the coming exposition. For this reason it wishes to go

on record with many others in protesting against the

malicious manner in which certain soreheads still continue,

both'directly and indirectly, to spread broadcast the false

impression that the World's Fair is merely a local enter-

prise. Congress sanctioned the fair and made it a

national enterprise; Congress sent out invitations to the

nations abroad, and Congress did not hasitate to supervise

the local management; and now, when the success of the

exposition is assured, there are a handful of men appar-

ently perfectly willing to help in the work of disgracing

the nation by proposing, as the Philadelphia paper says,

that the local promoters of the Fair be left to pay the

piper.

The foreign technical press has many interesting com-

ments to make on the progress of the work for the ex-

position, although we notice with regret that, with two

or three conspicuous exceptions, the class journals that

come to us from the other side of the Atlantic appear to

take much greater satisfaction in reproducing squibs from

the few irresponsible scribblers who are trying to dis-

credit the exhibition in America than in publishing the

easily obtainable accounts of the accomplishment up to

this time, which is really marvelous, both in quality and

quantity. Perhaps the congressional game of cross pur-

poses is responsible for this. Happily the exposition has

in Engineering of London, a journal that certainly stands

unsurpassed in its field, a staunch and untiring friend, but

other English technical papers of standing and influence

have displayed an opposite tendency. Thus London /«-

dustiies, a journal that usually strives to be accurate and

well informed, publishes this in its issue of July 23d:

Judging from the latest reports from the United States,

matters at the Chicago Exhibition do not seem to be pro-

gressing very smoothly. The Bulletin 0/ the American
Iron and Steel Association states that "Bankruptcy has at

last reached the World's Columbian Commission. Every
cent of the appropriation has been exhausted, and Secre-

tary Dickinson has not enough money left to buy a postage
stamp unless he draws on his own resources. Director-
general Davis has not drawn his salary for several months,
and Colonel Dickinson has gone without pay for the same
period in order that the clerks in his office could draw
their salaries in full. The last postage stamp in Secretary
Dickinson's office was put on a letter to Secretary Foster

last week informing him of the condition of the National
Commissioner's finances. Congressional appropriations
which are now available will , however, relieve the situation

at once.'' As a side light to the above quotation, we learn

, from the Engineering News, oi New York, that "J. C,
Slocum has opened an office in the Grand Pacific Hotel,

Chicago, as a consulting mechanical engineer. Mr.

Slocum was until recently the mechanical engineer of the
World's Columbian Exposition."

Of course the statement that the commission was bankrupt
is absurd. The present Congress has made an ample ap-

propriation for it, and salaries and postage bills are

promptly paid. The reference to the resignation of Mr.
Slocum is totally irrelevant and is not a "side light" at all.

This gentleman was not employed by the commission, but

by the World's Columbian Exposition company, a local

corporation that has thus far received about eight million

dollars for the purpose of preparing the grounds, erecting

the buildings and maintaining the World's Fair;

the commission installs the exhibits and is the represen-

tative of the government. Neither did Mr. Slocum re-

sign for financial reasons, as our contemporary seems to

imply. These are familiar facts in Chicago, where every-

body has unbounded faith in the success of the fair, but
perhaps they will enable our English friends to arrive at a
more exact conception of the state of affairs at the World's
Fair.

While on this subject it will be of interest to refer to

the feeling of English electrical manufacturers toward the

exposition. All the London electrical papers agree that

the list of exhibitors so far assured is not a representative

one, and the general opinion seems to be that it would be
better to have no English electrical section at all than a
poor one. Some twenty thousand feet has been assigned

to the United Kingdom in the electricity building at the

request of the Royal Commission, but not one half of this

has been applied for. As has been repeatedly pointed
out, the English themselves will be the greatest sufferers

by refusing to exhibit, and we can only hope that they
will be brought to see this in the very short time now re-

maining.

It is reported from St. Louis that the Missouri Elec-
tric Light & Power company does not propose to rest

content with the action of Judge Claiborne of St. Louis,

in discharging G. A. Tempel, the hardware dealer of that

city who is accused of putting a "jumper" on the wires

back of his meter, and thus securing his electric lighting

free. The judge's action was largely based on legal

technicalities, as it appears that the grand Jury refused to

return an indictment in line with a previous decision

of his, but presented a charge of petit larceny.

Tempel had formerly been before the judge on this ac-

cusation and the case had been dismissed, his honor hold-

ing that fraud, and not petit larceny, should be charged.

When the grand jury disregarded this opinion and re-

affirmed the original charge, the judge refused to try the

case, on the ground that the defendant had been before

tried for that offense and released. It will thus be seen

that the case has not been tried on its merits at all,

which is a pity. As our St. Louis correspondent says,

"The amount at issue is small, but the principle involved

is of vital importance to electric light and power com-
panies, as it seems that no precedent has yet been estab-

lished." The proceeding alleged is so clearly inequitable

that if it cannot be reached and punished by the existing

laws of Missouri a statute drafted- especially to prevent

theft of this character should be enacted. The common
sense view of the question undoubtedly is that electricity

generated in central stations for commercial use is a

manufactured product which can be stolen or unlawfully

diverted, the same as any agent supplied under similar

conditions—illuminating gas, for instance. Whether the

offense comes within the purview of the law is of course

a different question, and one not to be determined until

carried to the highest courts. We believe that the question

has been passed upon by the courts in Pennsylvania, the

case in point being whether electric light companies should

be ta.xed as manufacturing corporations, but whether it

was ultimately determined by the court of last resort does

not appear. The subject is one of grave importance to

central station companies, which will eagerly watch the

steps in the St. Louis case, should the attorneys of the

Missouri Electric Light & Power company succeed in re-

opening it. Should it prove that the existing statutes in

the several states are impotent to protect electric light and
power companies in their rights, the National Electric

Light association can find no more important duty than

that of taking the matter up and beginning an agitation

that shall not cease until sufficient laws to prevent the

stealing of electricity are on the statute books of every

state in the Union. In the meantime we shall be glad to

hear from any of the readers of the Western Electri-
cian who can throw light on this question. Perhaps the

Missouri Electric Light & Power company is not the first

central station company that has had an experience of

this sort, and if so a recital of the remedy sought or

adopted will be of common benefit.
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Model German Alternating Current
Station,

The illustrations presented herewith represent features

of one of the finest municipal electric light stations in

Germany—that of the historic city of Cologne. They
were taken from the EUktrotL'chniscJu Zcitschrift, which,

in its issue of July ist, contains an exhaustive and care-

fully written description of the plant from the pen of F.

Uppenborn. The information given below is extracted

from Mr. Uppenborn 's account.

As will be seen by referring to Fig. i, which gives a

general view of the dynamo room, the fly wheels of the

engines are replaced by "magnet wheels," each 14 feet

in diameter and having 72 poles, making, at S5 revolu-

tions, 6,120 alternations a minute. These magnet wheels

are surrounded by rigid crowns, also carrying 72 mag-
nets each. Every part of the dynamo and engine is

easily accessible for repairs, and each coil is provided

with a switch, so that, should an electrical defect ap-

pear, the offending coil can immediately be cut out and
the dynamo made temporarily whole. The electromotive
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levers, a side view of the connections being given in Fig.

4. The levers d and c are for cutting in and regulating

the exciting dynamo; the levers (7 and b control the alter-

nating machine, while the handwheel e cuts in the rheostat

when the dynamos are run in parallel.

The operation of this fine station is of course essen-

tially the same as that of any large station of similar

FIG. 2 MODEL GERM.VN ALTERNATING CURRENT STATION.

type, the difference being in the unique arrangement of

the accessories and the highly ornamental disposition of

these auxiliaries.

Human Electricity.^

FIG. 4. MODEL GERMAN ALTERNATING CURRENT STATION.

force of these alternating machines ranges from 2,000 to

2 500 volts, and the maximum output is 450,000 watts

each.

In Fig. 2 is shown a ground plan of the s':ation. The
triangular shaped building adjoining the engine and

dynamo room on the right is used as a machine shop.

All the switch-board and regulating apparatus is located

on a balcony, shown in section in Fig. 4. During the

operation of the dynamos no wires carrying the primary

current are expDsed to possible contact by the dynamo
tenders. The switches, rheos'ats etc., that are operated

The investigations of physicists make it highly prob-
able that all movements of matter, even those of a mole-
cular character, are linked with electrical phenomena.
Friction, even the brushing of the wind over the surfaces

of things, the falling of rain-drops from the sky, the
action of light and heat, the production of flame, and all

the molecular chemical changes that are silently going on
in inanimate nature, are associated with changes in the
electrical stale. It follows that our modern methods of
producing electricity, by friction, by induction, by heat,

by chemical action, are but specially contrived imitations

of processes carried on throughout the ages. Such con-
siderations would naturally lead one to expect that elec-

trical phenomena would also be associated with those finer

molecular changes on which life depends, and that it is

only a matter of experimental detail to demonstrate the
existence of an animal electricity. It seldom, however,
happens in science that we see far before us, and even
acute minds miss recognizing facts that to their successors

are everywhere apparent; the usual procedure rather is

that we look backward and find an intellectual satisfaction

in tracing the gradual unfolding of any department of

knowledge, while we have some difficulty in even imag-
ining a time when such knowledge did not exist.

All this is true of animal electricity. Thus, electrical

fishes have been known from early times. The benumb-
ing effects experienced by a fisherman in the Adriatic,

when he drew a torpedo from his net, were familiar to

Aristotle. An Egyptian inscription, executed about 5,000
years ago, shows figures of the well-known malapterurus,

the thunderer fish of the Arabs, a fish having such electri-

cal properties as could not have escaped the attention of

the ancient people. It was not till 1773, however, that

FIG. I. MODEL GERMAN ALTERNATING CURRENT STATION.

by the levers in the gallery are concealed in the cabinets

under and back of the gallery.

For each dynamo there is provided an entire set of in-

struments enclosed in an upright cabinet, in front of

which is the set of levers operating the dynamo to which

the instruments belong. In each of these cabinets is an

ampere meter for the alternating current and an ampere

meter and volt meter for the exciting curreat. The large

circular instruments shown above the regulating gallery

are the volt meters for the alternating machine

Fig. 3 shows a front perspective view of the regulating

Wa'sh first demonstrated that the shocks of the torpedo
were truly electrical. Thirteen years after, namely, in

17S6, Luigi Galvani, professor of anatomy and physiology
in Bologna, noticed that the limbs of recently killed frogs

became convulsed when brought near a frictional electri-

cal machine in action. This famous observation marks a

new epoch in the history of science. He found that the
convulsive twitches occurred only when a spark was emit-

ted from the conductor, and only when some metallic

substance was in contact with the nerve. Recognizing
the sensitiveness of the frog's nerves to electric shocks,
he used them in investigations into the phenomena of at-

I. Fi-ora the Fortnightly Review,

77

mospheric electricity; and on the 20th of September, 1786,
he suspended, by copper hoops, three frogs to the iron
trelHs-work on the roof of his house, and saw, as the
limbs were blown about by the wind, that convulsions
occurred when the toes touched the iron railing. This
proved that an electrical machine was not required, but
while Galvani recognized the fact, he missed the true ex-
planation. We now know that the twitches of the frogs'
legs were caused by electrical currents that came, not
from the sky, nor from the animal tissues themselves, as
Galvani imagined, but from the contact of the copper
hooks with the iron railing. About this period the old and
ever-recurring question of the nature of life was in an acute
stage, and it is not wonderful that the physiologist of
Bologna thought, from this and numerous other experi-
ments, that he had detected the "nervous fluid," the
something which, if not life itself, was at least inseparable
from it. This is now an old story, and all the world
knows that the famous controversy between Galvani and
his followers and Volta, the professor of natural philoso-
phy in the University of Pava, led to the invention of the
voltaic pile in 1799, and still more to the discovery of the
production of electric currents by the contact of dissimilar
metals, more especially when one of them is acted on
chemically by certain fluids. For a long time the bril-
liancy of the results flowing from the investigations into
voltaic electricity threw the discoveries of Galvani into the
shade; but by and by, as experimental methods became

FT ;, 3. MODEL GERMAN ALTERNATING CURRENT STATION.

more delicate, it was found that there is in truth an animal
electricity, the existence of which was doubted by Volta
and his followers.

We know now that in spite of Galvani's primitive exper-
iments the electric currents that caused muscles to contract
were undoubtedly produced by the living tissues them-
selves. It was nest to impossible, at that time of day, to
prove the fact. The apparatus for the detection of ex-
tremely feeble currents had not been invented. The next
step was made by Oersted, in 1820, when he discovered
the influence of a current of electricity on a magnetic
needle, and the construction of a galvanometer thus be-
came possible. Five years later, in 1S25, Nobili con-
structed such an instrument for physiological purposes,
and by means of it he demonstrated that a current could
be obtained from a frog's muscle. He prepared a frog,
introduced its two legs into two glasses of salt water,
placed in each vessel a strip of zinc, connected the two
strips with the galvanometer, and obtained a deviation of
the needle to the extent of 10 degrees to 30 degrees. He
showed that Galvani was right in maintaining the exist-

ence of an animal electricity, while he was wrong in hold-
ing that the contact of two metals with the tissues gave a
proof of this. On the other hand, Volta was right in his
statement that the twitches of the frog's muscles in Gal-
vani's experiments were independent of an animal elec-

tricity, but he was wrong in denying, as he did, that elec-

trical currents existed in the tissues. Matteucci, about
1837, enriched the subject by many beautiful investiga-

tions, and by joining the thighs of frogs in a special way,
he made a living voltaic pile, which produced effects sim-
ilar in character to the piles built up by physicists with
disks of metals and intervening disks of paper or cloth.

Then came Du Bois-Reymond, the present venerable pro-
fessor of physiology in Berlin, and the successor of Johan-
nes Muller, who was the intellectual godfather of such men
as von Helmholtz, DuBois-Reymond, Virchow, Brucke
and Reichert. In 1841 du Bois-Reymond, who combines,
as his ancestry would lead us to expect, Celtic fervor with
Teutonic thoroughness, took up the subject of animal
electricity with rare enthusiasm, and since then has labored
on it with much success. One feels, after reading any
one of his numerous monographs, that he has left little for
the gleaners in this field of research. Electro-physiology
has attracted many able workers during the fifty years
that have elapsed since DuBois-Reymond entered on it,
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and much has been accomplished, more especially in ex-

amining the properties of the electrical fishes. It may

not be uninteresting now to inquire as to what can really

be demonstrated.

In the first place, by using a sensitive galvanometer, or

the ingenious capillary electrometer, a kind of electric

manometer, invented by Lippmann in 1873, and by con-

necting tissues with the unpolarizable electrodes of Du-

Bois-Reymond {a contrivance by which contact can be

made between the galvanometer or electrometer and the

tissues without the risk of generating currents by chem-

ical action), it can be shown that all living tissues show

differences of potential at different points, or, in other

words, that electrical currents pass through the instru-

ments when the tissues are placed on the electrodes.

With such sensitive appliances, a bit of skin, a morsel of

muscle or nerve, a fragment of such an organ as a gland,

an eye, or a heart, show electrical currents. Although a

normal muscle, absolutely uninjured, is isoelectric; that is,

gives no current, because all points of its surface have the

same potential, it is often impossible to place on the

electrodes a muscle, or, indeed, any living tissue, so not

to show currents by the movement of the needle of the

galvanometer. Careful examination, however, proves

FIGS. I AND 2. THE LAWS OF FALLING BODIES.

that the strongest currents are manifested when certain

surfaces are brought into contact with the electrodes. For
example, in the case of muscle, the strongest current is

obtained when one electrode touches the center of a

transverse section, while the other touches the uni-u

jured surface of what may be called the equator of the mus-
cle, that is, a line encircling it in the middle of its length,

and it can be shown that the surface is always positive to

the transverse section. The same is true of nerve. If a
frog's eye is placed on the electrodes, the center of the cor-

nea is positive to the transverse section of the optic nerve

and the internal surface of the retina is positive to its outer

or choroidal surface. Again if a small piece is snipped off

the apex of the ventricle of a frog's heart, this surface is

negative to any other surface, while the heart is at rest

and does not make a beat. All of these currents are, of

course, due to differences of potential; and as they exist

while the tissue or organ is at rest, they may be called

resting currents, and they are usually due to the injured

surface undergoing molecular changes causing it to become
a different potential from that of any part that has not been
injured. If living matter has a flesh surface exposed by
an incision, the surface begins to die, that is to sa}, it

rapidly undergoes molecular changes, and the dying mat
ter becomes of lower electrical potential than the matter
that is not dying, so that if the dying surface is connected
with one electrode while the non-dying surface is connected
with the other, a current passes through the galvanometer
from the non-dying to the dying. Another way of express-

ing the same fact is to say that any local injury to living

matter always disturbs electrical equilibrium, because the

rection, and it may pass even beyond the zero point. This
is due to the generation of a new current in the mus-
cle, in a direction opposite to that of the resting current.

The proof is this: Let us compensate the resting current

before causing contraction of the muscle, by sending a
portion of a current from a Dauiell's element in the op-

posite direction, so that the galvanometer is brought to

zero, then cause the muscle to contract, and the new cur-

rent—the action current, as it may be called—sends the gal-

vanometer needle to the opposite side of zero. This phenom-
enon of a new current in the opposite direction is known
technically as the negative variation, and it is of import-

ance physiologically because it is the indication of changes
occuring in the muscle that are associated with its contrac-

tion. It is a vital phenomenon because it can only occur
when the muscle is alive. The action current may be ac-

counted for by supposing that at the nerve terminations

in the muscle there is some kind of local change, just as

occurs on the cut surface of the muscle. This local action,

probably chemical, generates a current which passes

through the muscle in the reverse direction of that of the

resting current; that is to say, it flows to the cut surface,

passes out by it to the galvanometer, and returns from the

galvanometer to the point of entry of the nerve. The cut

surface therefore, during the action current, becomes the

positive pole, while the uninjured surface is the negative

pole of the little muscle battery; exactly the reverse state of

matters to what obtained while the muscle was at rest.

Early observations seemed to show that this negative var-

iation was a kind of wave of negativity that swept through
the muscle, and was over and gone before the muscle con-

tracted; but recent experiments of Burdon Sanderson, in

which he simultaneously photographed the movement of

the muscle and the movement of the mercury in the capil-

lary electrometer, demonstrate that the negativity extends

into the time of the contraction, or, in other words, that the

two phenomena go closely together. The electromotive

force between the longitudinal and transverse sections of

the resting gastrocnerhius muscle of a frog is from .03 to

.08 volt, and the negative variation may amount to as much
as .04 volt.

Similar action currents occur in nerve. A nerve has a
resting current, but when the molecular disturbances

which, for w?nt of a better term, we call a nerve current,

pass along it, there is a negative variation.

Electrical phenomena may also be discovered in the cen-

tral nervous organs. If we bring the electrodes of the

galvanometer into contact wifh the surface of the brain

electrical changes occur when light falls on the eye. Re-
cently Gotch and Horsley have explored the spinal cord with

electrodes connected with the capillary electrometer, and
they have found electrical variations in the motor strands of

the cord when motor centers in the cerebral cortex were
irritated. Thus, in a sense, they tapped the wires of the

living telegraphic system and got information as

to the paths in the cord along which motor,
and even sensory impulses travel. It seeems to

be only a matter of experiment to discover

electrical changes in all the cerebral nervous organs.

Could we picture to ourselves the changes in the brain

when its higher centers are in a state of molecular dis-

turbance, as when one is thinking rapidly in a lecture, now
adapting his words to his ideas, now thinking ahead as to

what he will say next, now noticing the effects of his words
on the audience, now becoming conscious that he is obscure,

and again that he is succeeding in making things plain,

now watching the clock and noting the inevitable flight of

time—could we, in such circumstances of mental turmoil,

examine the phenomena of the brain, we would, in all

probability, obtain evidence of rapid changes of potential,

and of currents flashing in a thousand directions, pursuing
paths the intricacies of which are many times greater than
if all the telegraphic and telephonic wires of London were
concentrated in one vast exchange.
Take another illustration. Place a frog's eye on the

electrodes; we at on-'.e obtain a resting current, as above
indicated. Keep the little eye in the dark and the resting

current becomes less and )e<;s as the tissues die; but allow
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FIG. 4. THE LAWS OF FALLING BODIES.

injured part becomes very quickly of lower potential. Now,
it is evident that chemical action, as occurs in dying tissues,

will be greatest on the injured surface. We may suppose
that this surface, acting like the zinc, the positive, plate in

aDan'ell's cell, generates currents which pass through the

muscle to its burface, issue from the surface (thus the pos-

itive pole) to the galvanometer, and back from the galvan-
ometer to the injured surface, which thus represents the
negative pole. Such currents, therefore, are evidently not

of much physiological importance, except that they differ-

entiate bctwccen different planes of vitality.

But the case is different when the tissue or organ dis-

charges its normal function. This will be r<;adily under-
stood if wc examine what occurs in a contracting muscle.
The norma! function of a muscle is to contract; that is to

say, there is a movement of its protoplasm by which it

shortens in length while it increases in thickness. Now.
suppose a muscle laid on the electrodes sothat a "resting"
current is manifested by the deflection of the needle of the
galvanometer; let the nerve supplying the muscle be irri-

tated so as to cause contraction of the muscle; instantly

the needle of the galvanometer moves in the opposite di-

light to fall upon it—even a flash of light lasting the

thousandth of a second, or the light of a vesta at a dis-

tance of several yards—and there is usually, first, a posi-

tive variation, then a falling off, if the light is allowed to

act; and, lastly, if the light is suddenly cut off, there is

almost invariably a second (positive) increase, followed by
a (negative) diminution of the current (Holmgren, Dewar,
and the writer). It is highly probable that similar elec-

trical phenomena are related to the action of stimuli on all

the terminal organs of sense.

The skin of all animals shows a current passing from
the surface inward. This has been supposed to be due to

abrasion of the surface, and the skin current must be
distinguished from that due to secreting glands in that

organ. Thus the skins of fishes show a true skin current,

although they contain no glands. The glands of the skin,

however, produce currents, and it can be shown that when
the secretory nerves of the glands are irritated there is a
positive variation or increase coincident with the secre-

tion of sweat. Such electromotive phenomena connected
with secretion have been demonstrated in the pad of the

cat's foot, which contains numerous glands, and also in

the submaxillary salivary gland. Thus the phenomena of
secretion are undoubtedly connected with electrical changes.
One of the most interesting demonstrations of electrical

phenomena in living structures is that of the variations

connected with the beat of the heart. If the heart of a
frog be laid on the electrodes, so that one electrode touches
the base while the other touches a cut or injured surface

at the apex, the needle of the galvanometer immediately
begins to swim backwards and forwards, and it is easy to

show that the swings are coincident with the beats.

This remarkable phenomena has received much attention.

It is almost impossible to trace the direction of the cur-

rents while the heart is beating; but if the rhythmic beat
is arrested by applying a ligature around tue heart at the
junction of the sinus venosu? with the auricle, as was first

shown by Stannius in 1852, it is then possible to bring
about a single beat by stimulating the heart either at the

base or at the apex. Suppose, now, that the heart was
connected with the galvanometer, or, still better, with the
capillary electrometer, and that we stimulate at the base;

there is contraction, the base becomes negative to the
apex, and the next instant the apex becomes negative to

the base. This is what occurs with a normal beat. On
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FIG. 3. THE LAWS OF FALLING BODIES

the other hand, if the apex is stimulated, the apex becomes
first negative to the base, and then the base negative to

the apex. Evidently, then, in a normal beat, the con-
traction commences at the base and travels to the apex.

But the electrical change does not occur in the same phase
throughout the heart at one moment; on the contrary, the

wave of negativity travels to the apex. An instant after-

ward, however, the contraction change at the base has

disappeared, while it still remains at the apex. At this

moment the apex is negative to the base. There are

thus two phases with each contraction, and the pheno-
menon is termed a diphasic variation. Hence the swing-
ing of the needle of the galvanometer. It is driven

alternately in opposite directions. Similar phenomena
have been noticed in the isolated mammalian heart. By
far the most beautiful demonstration of this kind, however,
has been recently given by Dr. Augustus Waller, of St,

Mary's Hospital, London. Using the capillary electro-

meter, he has succeeded in showing electrical variations in

man, without the necessity of making even an abrasion of

the epidermis. Deeply placed as the heart is in the chest,

full as it is of blood, and surrounded by the chest

walls composed of bone, muscle and skin, yet by
placing one electrode, say in the mouth, and the other

on the left foot, or even by placing them on opposite

sides of the heart on the chest wall, the electrical varia-

tions with each beat can be demonstrated. Each beat of

the human heart shows different electrical potentials if two
points are connected with the capillary electrometer, one
on each side of an axis passing, roughly speaking, from
the left shoulder obliquely downward to the right side.

Thus the body may be divided into two asymmetrical

electrical districts, so far as the beat of the heart is con-

cerned, one including the head and right upper extremity,

and the other the three remaining extremities.

We have seen that electrical variations occur in connec-
tion with muscular contraction, and at once the question

arises of whether any such changes can be demonstrated
in the human being. Suppose we have a very sensitive

galvanometer. Take two shallow vulcanite troughs, and
fill them two-thirds full with a three-quarter per cent

solution of common salt. Dip a perfectly clean slip of

platinum into each trough, and lead wires from the strips

to the galvanometer. Connect the two troughs with a

strip of clean white blotting paper wet with the salt solu-

tion. As a rule, if precautions have been taken to have
everything absolutely clean, no current will pass through
the galvanometer. Then wash the hands thoroughly and
place one in each vulctnite trough. At first there is

usually a swing of the galvanometer, but it soon comes to

rest. Then contract powerfully the muscles of the right

arm. There will be a swing in one direction, say to the

right. Next, throw the muscles of the left arm into con-

traction The needle of the galvanometer will now swing
in the opposite direction. By alternately contracting the
muscles of the right and left arms the needle of the gal-

vanometer can be caused to swing rythmically. This
experiment, first made by Du Boise- Reymond demonslra
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ting what he calls the man current, is of great io'ewst
Careful examination shows that when the muscles of lae
right arm are contracted an electrical ch'^nge pisses

through the body from the right to the leff arm, jUt from
the left arm to the galvanometer, andbackfr .u the gal-

vanometer to the right arm. When the ..uscles of the

left arm are contracted the reverse occuis; or, in other

words, a current passes through the body from the con-

tracting to the passive arm, and through the galvanometer
from the passive to the contracting arm. Some have sup-

posed that this is skin-current, or rather a current due to a
change in the cutaneous secretions, and it has been stated

that it will not occur if the seretory nerves have first been
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The four lines above are one-fourth the actual length; the

time record is merely representative, it shows the vibra-

tions of the tuning fork to be only 25 per second, instead

of perhaps 500. The illustrations are reproduced from

La Nature.

An English Electric Car with Four Motor
Armatures.

Electric cars operated by means of overhead wires are

familiar enough on the streets of American cities, but in

England they are still a novelty and meet with much oppo-

FIG. 5. THE LAWS OF FALLING BODIES.

paralyzed by atrophine. As excitation of secretory nerves

gives a positive variation, it is dfficult to account in this

way for the negativity that occurs in the actively contract-

ing muscles, while the remarkable uniformity in the re-

sults that one, by careful experiment, obtains by alter-

nately and rapidly contracting the muscles of the two arms,

is in favor of the view that the man-current is due to elec-

trical changes occurring in the muscles themselves.

The Laws of Falling Bodies.

In reading the reports of the physical experiments of

French scientists one is struck with the fact that they are

predisposed to the employment of electrical devices. The

recent series of experiments instituted by MM. Cailletet

and Colardeau in studying the air resistance encountered

by a falling body is no exception to the rule. The labora

tory, Fig. 5, in which their tests are made is located on the

second landing of the Eiffel tower, Fig. 3, about 400 feet from

the ground. The electrical equipment which forms the essen-

tial part of the investigating apparatus is illustrated in Figs.

I and 2. In studying the fall of a body, it is necessary, first

of all, to determine its exact position at each instant of its

descent through space, and the electrical device designed

by Cailletet and Colardeau was constructed to furnish

exact data in this respect.

They attach to the weight which is to be dropped a

wire so fine that it will retard only very slightly the fall.

The wire is divided into sections of 20 meters each, and

each section is coiled successively on the wooden cones, O,

C^, O, Fig. I. As the weight falls the wire unwinds from

these cones freely. When the wire at the end of the 20

meters leaves a cone it breaks an electric contact, and the

means by which this is effected is shown in Fig. 2. The

wire in going from one cone to the other passes through

the clip shown in section at M 0, Fig. 2. The clip is in-

sulated at / and the ends are provided with platinum con-

tact points. When the wire M N' is pulled through the

ends it momentarily breaks circuit. The clip is connect-

ed electrically with a registering stylus recording on a

revolving cylinder on which square periods of time are

marked off by means of a tuning fork. When a contact

is broken, when each 20 meters of wire is unwound, the

pen makes an indication.

Fig. 4 shows the result obtained with the apparatus. No.

I is the theoretical line represented by a body falling

through the air; No. 2 is an experimental record of a

wooden body ballasted by a metal weight; No. 3 is the

record of a second ballasted body of square form; No- 4

is the record of a ballasted body triangular in *^orm. Be-

low are the beats of time registered by the tuning fork.

sition from the conservative Briton. The few existing in-

stallations are well constructed, however, and the over-

head trolley electric railway appears to be growing stead-

ily, if slowly, in public favor even in England. The ac-

companying illustration shows a car and portion of the track

of the Bradford road.

As will ba seen the car is "double-decked." It has a

seating capacity of thirty-six—eighteen inside and eigh-

teen o'jtside—with plenty of standing roam. It has fre-

quently carried forty-eight people up what is said to be

the steepest tramway hill in Great Britain. The route was

specially selected by the Bradford corporation, the members

79

driven. Two motors are employed, each having two arma-
tures which communicate the power to the car wheels by
means of worm gearing. The precise form of worm gear-

ing employed is the result of considerable experimental

research. When the motors and gearing were quite new
tests were made at the works. One pair of motors were
loaded with a weight representing the maximum duty likely

to be required when running the car, and started against

this dead load, and the combined efficiency of motors and
gearing was found to be 65 per cent.

Although the cars have not yet run long enough to give

the gearing a perfect working face, the efficiency has much
improved, for the readings of the voltmeter and ammeter
used upon the car on several of the ascending journeys

gave the following results:

Voits. Amperes. Gradient.
Rounding the curve at

Cheapside 280 60 = 22.526. h, p. . . . i in 13 22
Halfway up Cheapside 281 56= 21.09 " - 11014.75

The weight of the car with passengers being not less

than 7 tons and the speed over 5 miles an hour, allowing

the usual coefficient of friction for traracar traction, this

shows an efficiency in motors and gearing of over 80 per

cent.

The method adopted Has its electrical as well as mechan-

ical advantages, for by an ingenious arrangement of

switches the two dual armature motors may be set to work
in series, in multiple series or in parallel, thus controlling

and economizing the electric power as circumstances re-

quire. For instance, when the motors are in multiple

series the average speed of the car uphill is 6 miles an

hour; when in single parallel the car, though fully loaded,

rushes round the curve and up the hill at a speed of 11

miles an hour.

Another valuable result of this arrangement is the facil-

ity with which the motors may be set to act as dynamos
when the car is running down-hill by gravitation alone,

and made to generate a current that tends to drive them
in a reverse direction and so stops the car, for on steep

gradients like those in Bradford, the question of absolute

control of the car when running down-hill is of great im-

portance. The electric brake is only used under special

circumstances, the car being usually controlled by power-

ful duplicate band brakes, so that, if one failed, there

would be another available. The practice is to operate

both the hand brakes at certain portions of the line, be-

cause doing so involves less muscular exertion on the

part of the driver and ensures both brakes being always

kept in working order.

A Peculiar Accident.
On July 23d Superintendent Harry Hosking of the Pe-

ninsula Electric Light & Power company, with a small

force of linemen, was making some repairs to an overhead

electrical line between Lake Linden and Calumet, Mich.,

ENGLISH ELECTRIC CAR WITH FOUR MOTOR ARMATURES.

of the tramway committee feeling sure that if a car could

be made to climb such an incline it could ascend any other

that would be met with.

The chief feature of novelty in the car, says Industries

of London, from which the illustration is taken, is the ar-

rangements of motors and gearing. Some of the curves

on the route being very sharp, and occurring on the steep-

est part of the track, it was desirable to lessen the friction

as much as possible, and each wheel is therefore separately

when a severe thunder storm came up. At the tirae^ most

of the men were at work on the poles. A shock of light-

ning struck the wires, and all the men, with the exception

of Daniel Devierge, fell to the ground unconscious, De-

vierge hung up among the wires dead. He was in the act

of tying the line to an insulator and received the full force

of the shock. The dead man was lowered by a rope. The
superintendent and two linemen were considerably in-

jured, but not seriously. A careful examination of the
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body of Devierge revealed no marks except a trifling burn

on the right ear. The accident is an unusual one, as casu-

alties to linemen from lighting while working on overhead

wires are rare.

Experiments With Alternating Currents.'

By Dr. Louis Duncan.^

The first real representation of an alternating current

curve was made by Joubert, who employed a contact piece

rotating with the armature of a dynamo, touching a fixed

brush at a point of the revolution determined by the posi-

tion of the brush with relation to the dynamo poles. He
obtained a curve for current which was approximately a

sine curve. Later, in i3S8, Messrs. Wilkes and Hutchin-

son and myself modified the method to obtain the_ curves

for electromotive force and current in the primaries and

secondaries of induction coils. This modification was

used afterward at Cornell, where Professor Ryan and

others made valuable experiments, and it has been more or

less generally employed. The principal difficulties lie in

the fact that with a single commutating arrangement but

one curve can be taken at a time, and as an experiment in-

volving four curves takes something like 45 minutes, the

condition may seriously change; while the whole voltage

of the dynamo is at times on the commutator- It is at

best rather a tedious method. In our work and in the

work at Cornell, electromotive forces were measured by an

electrometer, and currents were obtained by getting po-

tential differences at the terminals of a non inductive re-

sistance through which the current passed. Lately, in

France, two commutating arrangements have been used to

give two curves at once, with a condenser charged through

the contact and discharged through a d'Arsonval galvano-

meter.

By the method which I described last fall, any number
of curves may be obtained simultaneously, with only a few

volts on the commutator and with a rapidity and accuracy

much greater than by the other methods. Briefly, a num-
ber of dynamometers are used, equal to the number of

simultaneous curves to be obtained. The first ones used

brating. A d'Arsonval galvanometer in the circuit allows

us to judge the two last points, and we found that when a

high resistance was used in the circuit so that any variation

in the contact resistance was eliminated, almost absolute

steadiness was obtained. It was also assured by using a

condenser charged during part of the revolution and then

discharged by the contact brush through the circuit. To
give an idea of the current in this circuit, an ordinary ar-

rangement, when the condenser was not used, was I2

volts through 1000 ohms, and it must be remembered

The contact arrrangement is shown in Fig. 2. As it

comes outside of the belt, and as it was often necessary to

remove the latter, the swinging arrangement shown was
designed and constructed by the Messrs. Hutton. On the

shaft was a hard rubber cylinder with the brass contact

almost flush with its surface. The whole arrangement
worked admirably. The results of our work will have to

be another story. I will simply give a few to illustrate the

method.
We have a small Tesla fan motor intended to work on
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FIGS. 2 AND 3,

that this current only passes an exceedingly small part of

the time.

The dynamometers were made of wood, mounted on a

revolving base, so they could be adjusted with respect to

the meridian. It will be seen on looking at the picture

that one side is made removable to facilitate adjustments.

The fixed coils are wound in two cylinders which move in

and out through holes in the sides, and whose distance

apart is adjusted when the instrument is calibrated, so the

EXPERIMENIS Willi ALTcKNATlNC. CURKtMS

FIG. I. EXFER.MF.N'lS WITH ALTERNATI.NG Cl'RREiNTS.

were made by Mr. Carichoff and myself, and were quite

satisfactory, but experience having suggested some im-
provement, and our time being fully occupied, E. S.

Ritchie & Sons made four of them, such as are shown in

Fig I.

The four dynamometers have their stationary coils

wound for, say. primary current, primary electromotive
forces, secondary current and secondary electromotive
forces. The movable coils are wound with fine wire and
are all connected in series. The electromotive force in-

struments are made exceedingly sensitive so their self-

induction may be made a minimum, and in series with
them is placed a large non-inductive resistance, the rela-

tion of the self-induction and resistance being made such
that the former may be neglected. The circuit of the
movable coils is through a battery of a few storage cells

to a brush which may be moved by hand through the arc
of a circle, and which touches a contact piece on the
dynamo shaft once every revolution. The other end of
the circuit being joined by a sliding connection with the
contact piece, the circuit is closed through the cells and
coils for a short period once every revolution. The in

stant of closing this circuit is determined bv the position
of the movable brush with respect to the dynamo poles.

Now suppose an alternating current is sent through the
stationary coil of one of the dynamometers. If an in-

stantaneous current be sent through the movable coil, an
impulse will bt given it dependent on tue value of its cur-
rent and on the instantaneous value of the current in the
stationary coil; as the period of the coil is great compared
with the period of the dynamo, we will get a steady deflec-
tion dependent on this product. If now we move our con-
tact brush, the instantaneous current will pass at some
other point on the alternating current wave, and our deflec-
tion will be proportional to the value of the current at this
point; by moving the brush through an angle correspond-
ing to a complete wave we can plot the wave exactly,
providing wc have properly calibrated our dynamo-
meter.

It is apparent that in order to attain accuracy our in-
stantaneous current roust be very brief and very steady,
and its value mu st be the same in actual work as in caii-

?' ,?.''"*' '^^ *^*= Kcncrat mtctind of the American Institute of KIcc-
tncai iMiginecru, Chicago, June 6, r8()2.

3. Aftttislcd by K. R. CarichofT and K. H, and G. K. Hutton.

scale divisions read directly in volts or amperes, or frac-

tions of them. The movable coil is suspended by a silk

fibre, which gives it no directive force but which sustains

it. Directive force is given the coil and current is intro-

duced to it through two palladium hair springs which are

fastened to stiff brass wires, which serve as the axis of the

coil. A vane in a beaker filled with glycerine damps the

swinging and makes the instrument absolutely aperiodic,

I have rarely used instruments which give more satisfac-

tory results, the zero is invariable, readings may be taken

with great ease and rapidity, while a reversal of the cur-

rent gives equal readings on the two sides of the zero. To

an ordinary incandescent circuit. There are eight poles,

the alternate ones having their windings in different cir-

cuits, one set of poles having a few turns of coarse wire,

the others having a greater number of fine wire turns.
The curves in Fig. 3 show the condition of affairs when
the motor was working; in Fig. 4 where the the armature
was held. In the second case the energy represented
corresponds, of course, only to the losses. It seems to be
the general impression, by the way, that a rotating field

motor starts up with the same torque as a corresponding
continuous current machine. I have shown, however,
that a two phase motor corresponds exactly to a converter,
or rather two converters, in which the secondary has an

/I

outside resistance of , where p^ is the angular veloc-

ity of the armature and p that of the field. When /^ is

—that is, when the motor is at rest—it will be seen that
the current is in the worst possible condition for starting

and the torque for a given current is small. It is like

starting a continuous current motor, with the brushes al-

most ninety degrees from the proper position.

But most of our work has been with circuits in which
both self-induction and capacity have been introduced. It

is a well known fact that circuits carrying alternating cur-
rents may be given the same period of vibration as the
current; or, to put it another way, circuits may be so ar-

ranged that, with currents of a given period, the sum of
the energies stored up in the circuit and given out by it is

zero. With a condenser and self-induction properly ad-
justed, if energy from the current is being stored up in

the condenser, an equal quantity is being given to the cur-

rent by virtue of the self-induction—that is, we can neu-
tralize our self-induction by a capacity. I can hardly think
of any fact more likely to play "an important part in the
future of alternating current work. For instance, if a cir-

cuit has in it a periodic current consisting of a number of

sine curves of different periods—one third, one-fifth, one-
seventh, etc., the period of the fundamental wave—then
if we put in inductive relation to this circuit another cir-

cuit whose period is, say, one-third that of the fundamental
wave, this current will pick out the one-third period waves
in the primary.
An ordinary sine curve electromotive force may be made

to give a periodic current wave with these higher harmon-
ics in several ways—by having in the circuit a self-induc-

tion coil whose iron core is saturated when the current
nears a maximum, or by using the same coil with a capac-
ity which neutralizes one of the value of the vary-
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FIGS. 4 AND 5

show the rapidity of the readings, six curves, representing
different quantities in a step-up-and-down transmission
were taken in a little over five minutes, and in this case two
instruments were used for four curves—those at the send-
ing and receiving ends of the plant,—and therefore had to
be switched from one side to the other at every reading.
Twenty points were usually taken for each wave. The
curves could of course be photographed instead of ob-
served, but the latter is so much simpler and more satis-

factory that-—especially iu a laboratory where there are
plenty of observers— I much prefer it.

EXPERIMENTS WITH ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

ing self-induction; so we can produce these higher
harmonics and we can pick them out. But it is

a complex subject not to be treated here. In all

such experiments, however, there are several points
which must be carefully attended to, or there will

be very unsatisfactory results. If the iron core of the in-

duction coil—provided such a core is used— is not properly
laminated and annealed, or if there are considerable losses

in the condenser, the results will be disappointing. Take
the case for example where there are eddy currents in the
core, and there is loss in the condenser. The first effect
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corresponds to a short-circuited secondary near the coil ; the

loss in the dielectric of the condenser means that energy

is taken from the current, and this energy must be repre-

sented by the product of the current into the electromotive

forcec' corresponding to the transfer of energy, or it is e.

i. The value of t* is a maximum when the displacement is

greatest, that is when the current is greatest, and for a

1

given current and dielectric varies as—

.

c

The result is that the relation between R. I. and E,
instead of being i to i as would be the case were there no
disturbing causes, is i to i-j"- That is for a given elec-

tromotive force the current is less than it should be, and a

glance at the figure will show that it is thrown ahead of

the electromotive force. No possible change in our self-

induction and capacity can remedy this decrease in the

current, although we may, of course, make the phase
angle zero if we wish.

An excellent way to make an iron core, by the way, is

to shellac fine, well annealed wires, spread them along a

piece of thin paper, brush them over with shellac and then

roll the mat so formed into a cylinder. The losses in a

condenser are usually small. They are discussed in a

paper of Messrs. Huttin and Leblanc, published last

spring in La Lumierc Electriqiie. We find however that

if the condenser is made of very thin tinfoil and has a

large area, then for heavy currents it may considerably de-

crease in capacity and offer a definite resistance to the cur-

rent.

The curves given have been selected almost at random
from a mass of data. We have not the time to discuss

the results which are hardly within the scope of this paper,

^ig- 4 gives the curves at the two ends of a transmis-

sion plant where the voltage was raised from 50 to 1,000

volts and reduced again.

^'g' 5 gives the curves obtained in the circuit of a

Siemen's dynamo connected to a transformer whose
secondary circuit was open.

Discussion.

Prof. Henry S. Carhart: I wish to say a word, not

at all in criticism of Dr. Duncan's paper, but rather to

give some of my own experience in this matter. We have

succeeded, by a very simple means, in getting these

curves with only two observers, taking 20 points in five

minutes. I have written off a few of the curves, but they

are on a small scale. The apparatus is in general simi

lar to that used in the older method, connected to the end
of the shaft of the armature, with sliding contact. The
instrument is well made and has worked perfectly from

the start. The shunt is taken off from a single lamp of

non-inductive resistance, 24 lamps across the primary.

The current was 10,000 volts. I am not certain yet

whether the lag-between the current and the electfomo-

tive force comes out properly or not. In that case we
use a galvanometer. In another instance the same appa-

ratus is used, except that we use an electrometer. They
came out better and faster and are very satisfactory.

The calibration was what I was about to

speak of. An instrument made under precisely the

same conditions with saturated paper, was put in

place of the shunt around the lamp, and then run through

the machine in exactly the same way, and through a com-

mutating arrangement on the machine. We ran this with

piecisely the same apparatus. Dr. Duncan's method very

likely worked more rapidly, but this certainly answers

very well for ordinary purposes. Our apparatus was pro-

vided with two disks, but we could just as well have put on

four, and got three of four contacts at the same time, and
measured three or four curves at the same time.

Dr. Ei>\v.\RD L. Nichols: I should like to say

that it seems to me that the paper, together with other

work which we know of that is going on at the present

time along these lineSj goes to show what progress

has been made in this kind of measurements within the last

few years. W^e can all remember the time when to get

such curves at all was regarded as an achievement, a little

later on it took an hour, then forty-five minutes was
boasted of as something wonderful. Now we have the

statement that these simultaneous curves were obtained in

five minutes. Prof. Carhart tells us that he has taken

them by the old method in five minutes. The world has

seen great development in alternating current measure-

ments. It seems to me that Dr. Duncan's paper is chiefly

important therefore, not on the question of rapidity, but in

the fact of getting absolutely simultaneous values for two
curves, so that no change can take place between the tak-

ing of the electromotive force curve and of the current

curve. There is no lapse of time during which some
change of condition might occur to vitiate the result.

Electricity in Railroad Shops.

A paper bearing the above title was read by C. A. See-

ley recently before the Northwest Railroad club. Among
other things Mr. Seeley said: "One difficulty to be over-

come in the use of small motors is their speed as compared

with all machines used in iron working. One convenient

way of overcoming this would be to mount the motor on a

plate, on which standards would carrv a shaft and pulley

so arranged that the pulley would be in frictional contact

with the pulley on the armature. This counter pulley

could be ten or more times the diameter of the other and
have a grooved cone on one side, from which a round belt

could be run to a grooved pulley on the machine to be

driven. Ey a system of idlers, tension and direction

could be given to the belt. The motor having a constant

speed, the cone would permit changes of speed at the

tool. Many forms of special tools could be devised in this

connection.

"In the Crewe shops in England portable drills capable

of drilling one inch holes in steel are in use wuich are elec-

trically driven. The drill spindle is the arbor of a worm

wheel, and a dynarno armature is on the shaft of the screw
which works the wheel, and the whole apparatus— dynamo
and all—weigh sixty-five pounds. Another application
used in the same shop is a saw for cutting tubes out of
locomotives. The saw arbor is al?o the arbor of the
dynamo armature; and the saw is just large enough to
enter the tube; the frame work carrying this is held up
against the tube sheet by hand, an eccentric motion forces

the saw through the tube on one side, and then by another
motion the saw is carried around, completely severing the
tube. The saw is then returned to the center and with-
drawn, and the tube can then drop down. The beauty of
this operation lies in its celerity of cutting, and in the fact

that the tube end is neatly cut off square and ready at

once for scarfing for a new safe end."

New Automatic Gear Cutting Machine.

The Superior Machine Works, Cleveland, Ohio, are

manufacturing the new gear cutter shown in the accom-

panying illustration. This machine has a number of

valuable features. Gears of from 24 to 61 teeth are cut on

NEW AUTOMATIC GEAR CUTTING MACHINE.

this machine through the use of change gears having the

exact number of teeth required to be cut. The mechan-

ism for the feed and return of the carriage is a very sim-

ple device, reducing the cost of repairs to a minimum.

The machine is driven by a four inch belt, the "take up"

being on a countershaft overhead, a new feature that will

be appreciated. The principal advantages claimed for this

cutter are simplicity, accuracy of operation and increased

capacity.

The inventor of the cutter is John Sherman, who is ar-

ranging to place on the market a new motor gear made

by this machine. The new gear is cast solid and is after-

ward sawed in two, the improvement consisting of a

beveled clathp to hold the gear in position. The clamp, it

is st£ted, does away with the necessity for machine work

CUSHMAN DYNAMO.

and bolts as usual on the ordinary gear, reducing the

cost, it is claimed, one-third. The Superior Machine

Works are arranging to manufacture the gear on a large

scale.

The Cushman Dynamo.
The dynamo herewith illustrated has lately been in-

vented by Ab2 L Cuihmin and is being manufactured by

i3artlett& Marsh, of Concord, N. H. Both dynamos and

motors are made on the same general plan, ana the motors

are particularly adapted, it is claimed, for use in street rail-

way work. The machine is convenient in form, and

highly efficient. It is made in several sizes.

Electrical Inventions and First Commer-
cial Applications.

The census bureau is desirous of securing authentic in-

formation concerning the invention and first "commercial

application in this country of electric lighting and power
machinery and devices. Allen R. Foote, special agent for

the electrical division of the census bureau, invites persons
having knowledge of the subjects to furnish the depart-

ment the full name and date of who first invented or used
commercially in America continuous current, constant

voltage and variable ampereage dynamos, lamps aud
motors; continuous current, variable voltage and constant

ampereage dynamos, lamps and motors; alternating current

constant voltage and variable ampereage dynamos, lamps
and mo;:ors; and alternating current, variable voltage and
constant ampereage dynamos, lamps and motors; also

trolley contacts, single or double.

In addition to this information, similar credit and
dates for the following engineering methods would be of

great present interest and of increasing value.

Incandescent lamps: Operated by continuous currents,
by alternating currents; wired in multiple, in series; wired
to converters, to accumulators; wired on arc lamps circuits,
on power circuits.

Arc lamps, single or double carbon; stationary motors
and electric locomotives: Operated by continuous currents,
by alternating currents; wired in multiple, in series;
wired to converters, to accumulators; wired on incande-
scent lamp circuits, on power circuits.

Converters and acccumulators: Used for incandescent
lightirg. for arc lighting, used for stationary power, for
locomotive power.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 30.—The Manhattan islanders are

much excited, and they have reason to be. An old fogy
city too narrow minded to be cognizant of its own defects,

may hold out against modern improvements for a long

time, but eventually the "conservative element," or more
correctly, the "mossbacks," have to bow their heads and
take a medicine that, a? time goes on, they are surprised to

discover does them a world of good. It looks in the pres-

ent instance as though the physic that will have to be

taken will be the much abused trolley system. The Crim-

mins' syndicate is perhaps the most threatening just now.
It already controls nearly a dozen lines, and has plans

under way for as many more connections and extensions.

Canvassers, it is uuderstood, are at work endeavoring to

secure property owners' consents to a change of traction

power on certain lines, and the wail of the New York
dailies is that it is noteworthy that the blank forms of con-

sent exclude steam power only. If the necessary propor-

tion of consents to a change can be secured, and the syndi-

cate is able to handle the State Railroad commissioners,

the New Yor":ers will ride like the residents of Boston

and many other cities where advanced ideas obtain.

There has also been considerable talk as to the possible

introduction of the electric system by the new Fiftieth

street, Astoria Ferry and Central Park Railway company,

in the event of its securing the necessary permission to lay

out its proposed crosstown routes. That this was to be

done, however, has been denied by Frederick A. Bartlett,

the secretary and treasurer of the company.

There is still another possible friend of the trolley in the

field beside the Crimmins syndicate, in the shape of a new-
ly organ'zed surface railroad company, known as the East

&: West Railroad company. This corporation presented

itsperition for permissicn to gridiron the upper end of

Manhattan island at last Tuesday's meeting of the board

of aldermen. The company's proposed route is as follows:

Cue Hundred and Twenty-ninth street and Second

avenue, Oae Huudred and Twenty-ninth street and
Fifth avenue. Fifth avenue to One Hundred and Thirty-

fifth street. One Hundred and Thirty-fifth street to Edge-
combe avenue, or the first new avenue west of Eighth

avenue, Edgecombe avenue to One Hundred and Forty-

second street, Eradhurst avenue, or first new avenue west

of Eighth avenue to One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street,

One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street to Harlem river, also

from Eighth avenue and One Hundred and Fifty- fifth

street via Eighth avenue to the Harlem river.

It will be observed that this route includes a piece of

Fifth avenue, between One Hundred and Twenty-Ninth

and One Hundred and Thirty-fifth streets, which is by

law closed to any form of surface or elevated roads. The
progressive minds, who are looking for "niggars'' in wood
piles and petitions, think that the most suspicious feature

of the company's written request for permission, is the

clause providing that the road may be operated "by horse

power or some power which may lawfully be used other

than steam locomotive power." On August 24':h the rail-
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road committee of the board of aldermen will meet for final

action on the petition.

There will be a sale of storage battery equipment at the

New York Exchange salesroom on August 22d, when the

remains of the old Julian Electric Traction company are to

be disposed of. The property consists of sixteen cars and

trucks now at Marion. N J. , and the electric plant at Eighty-

fifth street and Madison avenue in New York city. The

cars have been standing out in the open air for a long time

and rather than let them go to ruin the Mercantile Trust

company which, under virtue of a mortgage, owns the

stock and fixtures of the old Julien Electric company, has

foreclosed and will dispose of everything to the highest

bidder. At the office of the attorneys for the Mercan-

tile Trust company, Alexander & Green, it was said

that this was the last act in the existence of the Julien

company. The mortgage having been foreclosed, the

trust company had determined to realize what it could on

the property rather than let it fall to piece? from neglect

and ruin. The Julien company, it will be remembered,

ran two electric cars on the Fourth avenue railroad until

stopped by an injunction granted by Judge Cox. The

stock was owned chiefly by the New York Central peo-

ple.

It will be remembered that mention was made in a re-

cent letter of the death of an electric workman who "was-

in the habit of tasting wires." It is understood now, how-

ever, that the deceased's relatives are suspicious of poison-

ing, and the rain's father intends to take steps to have the

matter investigated in the courts.

The directors of the American District Telegraph com-

pany on Thursday declared a quarterly dividend of i 1-4

per cent. This is the first dividend declared since the old

American District and the Mutual District companies were

consolidated last January, and is 1-4 per cent, above the

ra-e of the old District company.

The electric light plant of the Erie Railroad at Jersey

City is to removed from the ferry house to dock No. 4,

where a new power house has just been completed. Nf.w

cables are being laid in he passenger shed preparatory to

making the change.

Last Monday the building known as "Tube Works No.

11" of the Edison General Electric company's factory at

Schenectady, N. Y., was destroyed by fire. The fire was

discovered about 7 A, M., and in a short time the entire

building with its contents, much valuable machinery and a

large quantity of stock wire entirely consumed. It is sup-

posed that the fire was due to spontaneous combustion.

The loss is estimated at about !^ioo,ooo. The building is

fully covered by insurance, however, and the company

states that it will be manufacturing the tubes in temporary

quarters within forty-eight hours after the adjusters have

finished their work.

At a recent meeting of the board of managers of the

Electric club the following named gentlemen were elected

members: J. F. Hughes, Edward Peck, D. A. Patton,

Leonard F. Requa, Alex. H. Bauer, J. H. Long, H. J.

Stanbaugh, George E. Kent, J. 11. Enholm, A. G. Green-

burg, Harry S. Marior, F. H. Leonard, Jr., W. S. Hine,

E. W. Seymour. W. F. O.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, July 30.—The Consolidsted Inter-

state Rapid Transit Railway company is equipping

its Eighth street line from the Union depot to

Delaware street with the overhead electric system.

The poles are placed between the tracks. The road

was formerly operated by cable power, which was unsatis-

factory inasmuch as all the rest of the company's lines

(about 10 miles) are operated by steam power. This por-

tion of the system is elevated and the company intends to

equip the entire system, elevated and surface, with electric

power.

On July 25th both houses of the council of Kansas City

passed an ordinance creating the office of electrical in-

spector and regulating the installation of electric light,

heat or power wires. The officer is to act in conjunction

with the fire department, and is to be appointed by the

chief of that department to hold office at the pleasure of

the chief. It shall be his duty to enforce all ordinances

respecting the installation of wires and inspect and approve

all electrical apparatus, wires, etc., before they are put in

use.

All wires shall be so placed that they shall still be prac-

tically insulated should the insulative covering be removed

in any way ;ind the "Kules for Safe Wiring" adopted by
the National Electric Light Association in 1891 and revised

'n 1892 shall be strictly followed. No change shall be

madein any witc or apparatus without the knowledge and
approval of the inspector. Concealed wires must be in-

spected before they are put in use. Fees for inspection

shall be based upon the following schedule:

Arc lamps. $1 each; motors, large or small, $1 each;

from I to 10 incandescent lamps, '^i; 11 to 25 incandes-

ent lamps, $150; 26 to 50 incandescent lamps, $2; 50 to

100 incandescent lamps, $3; for each additional 100 or

fraction thereof. ^3. The same rates shall be charged for

inspecting wires for furnishing such lamps or motors, in

which case no charge shall be made for inspecting lamps

or motors.

An appeal from the decision of the inspector shall go to

the chief of the fire department, superintendent of build-

ings and city engineer, whose decision shall be final.

The inspector shall retain $1,000 of his collections, the

remainder to go to the city. It is also provided that the

inspector shall be permitted to accept such additional re-

muneration as the board of fire underwriters may give him.

He shall give a $5,000 bond to the city for the faithful

performance of duty.

An ordinance of this sort has long been before the coun-

cil. It is passed at the request of the fire underwriters and

fire department.

There is an ordinance pending before the public improve-

ments committee of the upper house of the council, to

grant the Missouri & Kansas Telephone company a fran-

chise for thirty years to place its telephone wires in under-

ground conduits. According to the ordinance, as drawn by

the company's attorneys, the right is not to be exclusive.

All plans for work are to be approved by the city engineer

and one mile of conduit is to be laid and in use one year

after the ordinance becomes a law. The company proposes

to begin building the conduits at its general office building

at Sixth and Delaware streets, extending the system as fast

as possible. One duct 2}4 inches square is to be reserved

in every conduit for the use of the city and this is the only

compensation offered the city. Sewers or railway conduits

previously laid are not to be interfered with, but the tele-

phone conduits shall not be disturbed after they are laid

unless through public necessity. If a change in the grade

of streets is made, or new sewers built by the city, the

conduits shall be changed at the company's expense. The

company is to give the city a $10,000 bond conditional so

that the city shall be protected from all damage suits oc-

casioned by the negligence of the company and to insure

proper repair and replacement of all pavements disturbed

in laying conduits. If at any time the telephone company

fails to comply with any provisions of the ordinance, thirty

days notice shall be given it by the city to comply, and

if the company still fails to do so, the franchise shall be for-

feited provided a forfeiture shall be declared by the city in

six months.

This is the substance of the ordinance now pending. An
ordinance similar in nearly every detail was introduced in

the council last September and it passed both houses, but

was vetoed by the mayor because the company refused any

compensation to the city for the rights granted and because

the company refused to permit any regulation'of telephone

rates by the city. A remonstrance signed by the majority

of the local telephone subscribers was presented at that

time and public sentiment was very much against granting

the franchise. Within a year the council of Kansas City

has taken a stand against granting franchises of value

unless the city is given compensation for the privileges

granted, or is permitted to share in the profit of the com-

pany. The patents and privileges now held by the Mis-

souri & Kansas company in Kansas City will soon expire.

It is thought that tlie city should be assured that telephone

ratf s will be materially reduced in the near future before

granting any long time franchises. It is admitted by the

officers of the telephone company that the ordinance will

not pass in its present form, audit is safe to say it will

never pass unless one of these provisions is given the city:

A right to regulate prices of telephone service, compensa-

tion for the franchise given, or a share in the profits of the

company.

By the new charter of Kansas City telephone wires and

all electric wires are to be placed under ground as soon as

practicable.

The Thomson- Houston Electric company and the Mis-

souri & Kansas & Texas company of Kansas City will

ask for a franchise for an electric railway on Wvandotte

street from Second street to Weslport avenue, a distance

of about seven miles. There is much opposition to the

scheme already from property owners on Wyandotte street

which is the only unobstructed thoroughfare of any ac-

count on the west side of the city. It is paved mostly with

asphalt.

The council of Westport^ a suburban city, has been

asked by B. T. Whipple and others for a franchise for an

electric railway on Summit stieet, from Thirty-First street

to Westport avenue, n distance of about five miles. The
road will connect at the north end with the Kansas City

Cable Railway ('ompany's tracks, K. E. T,

Louisville, Ky.

LouisvtLLE, July 30.—The semi-annual report of G i?

Inspector Breeder has been completed. It shows that th:

cost of lighting Louisville for the first six months of the

present y^ar was as follows: January, $5,482,43; Febru-

ary, $4,837.85; March, $5,214.95; April, $4,874.54;

May, $5,179-54; June, $5,057-35. The cost of lights for

the corresponding six months of last year follows; $5 916,-

82, $5,351-05, $5,958.40, $5.77i-5i> $5 962.95, $5,763 93.

A comparison of thes5 figures shows that the saving to

the city by the introduction of electric lights during the

first six months of the present year was $4,083. The gain

comes entirely from the electric light district, as the costs

of the gas lamps have always shown an increase from year

to year. It is thought by Inspector Breeder that when
the electric lights are placed all over the city the latter

will save about $to,000 every year.

The Louisville Railway company now expects to put the

Second and Sixth street electric line in operation between
August 1st and 15th. Everything in connection with the line

is complete, with the exception of some of the'cars. The
delay, in fact, in starting the road is due to the inability of

the company to secure a sufficient number of motors.

When this road gets in running order, Louisville will have
something over sixty miles of electric street railway.

The Ohio Valley Telephone company has begun work
on a conduit which will place a great many of its wires

under ground. The conduit will hold a cable of 4,000
wires. When completed it will extend from Baxter ave-

nue down Green street to Eighteenth, a distance of four

miles. The wires on Preston street and Shelley street

will first be put in the cable. Those on the Tenth street

route and the Twelfth street route will also be placed in

the cable as soon as the conduit is completed. This will

remove wires from Grayson and other streets. The inten.

tion is, as soon as possible, to extend the conduit from
Tenth to High street, and out Eighteenth to Portland

avenue, a distance of neariy three miles. Within a year

work will probably be begun on a conduit out Center street

to Broadway, and thence out Fifth street to the southern

part of the city. Work was begun on the Green street

conduit this month, and it will probably be completed by
fall. A manhole will be left in the conduit at every street

corner, so that pipes can be extended from it through the

cross streets.

Capt. Gifford, the minager of the telephone company,
said yesterday that fully two-thirds of the telephone wires

are now under ground.

C. C. Y.

Denver, Colo.

Df.>jver, July 30.—Chicago capitalists have been nego-

tiating for the purchase of the property and franchise of

the Trinidad Street Railway company, and it is believed

that the deal will soon be closed. It is understood that

the Patton motor will be used.

It is expected that the Denver Tramway company's new
plant at Thirty-first and Blake streets will be in running

order before the Knights Templar conclave in August.

The City Cable company is to erect a large car house in

West Denver, although the location has not yet been
determined.

Prof. H. Howe of the Denver University has just con-

cluded an interesting course of lectures to the Denver
Electric society.

Articles of incorporation of the Baker Coal Mining &
Land company have been filed with the secretary of state.

The incorporators are: E, B Light of the Denver Manu-
facturing company, C. H. Mayhem of the Westminster

Land company and Isaac Berlin, a Denver capitalist. The
corporation on the start will be capitalized at $300,000,

fully paid in. An electric line eighty miles long, to extend

into the country west and north of Denver, is one of the

company's projects. The route as mapped out starts some-

where near the North Denver "loop." runs to WeEtminis-

ter, thence to Dry Gulch, where Col. Dodge of the Rio

Grande Western, ex-Gov. Cooker, D. C. Brown of Aspen,

and other capitalists, are preparing to develop the gas, oil

and coal properties, and are laying out a town site. Coal

Park, another town site, Is the next point reached, and

there it is proposed to erect the company's power house.

From Coal Park the road will run to Boulder, Longmont,

and thence to Greeley. E. C. D.

The correspondent of a London electrical journal re-

ports that Thomson- Houston electrical machinery, Bab-
cock & Wilcox boilers and Okonite cable will be used
in the new municipal electric light plant of Melbourne.
Australia. This is a gratifying indication of the esteem
in which American electric products are held abroad.
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PERSONAL.
W. R. Mason left for Buffalo ani the East Monday

night, expecting to be gone a week or ten day;,

George K. Wheeler of the western railway department
of the General Electric company left for the East on Mon-
day.

Geo. D. Shepardson of the department of electrical en-

gineering. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn,
was in Chicago last week.

T, C, Rafferty, assistant-general manager of the Great
Western Electrical Supply company, Chicago, returned

last week from a short vacation at Bir Harbor, Mich , and
other Eastern points.

Frank W, Harrington of New Vork, connected with
the New York Insulated Wire company, was in Chicago
on Friday of last week. Mr. Harrington has just returned

from a western trip.

Charles E. Brown of the Central Electric company,
Chicago, met with a very painful accident last week.

While adjusting a fan motor the blade of the fan struck

Mr. Brown on the back of the hand, cutting a gash almost
into tte bone about an inch wide. Dr. John McKinlock
promptly dressed the wound, however, and there should,

therefore, be no occasion for serious results.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
C.J. A. W. Electric company, Louisville, Ky. ; capital

stock, !j;io,ooo; selling electric machines, etc.

Garvin Falls Power company, Concord, N. H., capital

stock, $100,000; generating electric power; H. F. Lowell,

Concord, N. H.

Lowell Water & Light company, Lowell, Mich.: capital

stock, $200,000; to furnish electricity for light and power;

C. A. Church, Lowell, Mich.

Central Electric company, Peoria, III.; capital stock,

$5,000; to manufacture, buy and sell all kinds of electric

machinery, appliances and supplies; H.W.Wells, Peoria,

III.

Citizens' Electric Light company, Logan, O.; capital

stock, $15,000, manufacturing, selling and furnishing

electric light in the village of Logan, O.; L. D. Vickers,

Logan, O.

Silver Plume Electric Light X: Power company, Silver

Plume, Col.; capital stock, $25,000; to supply electric

light and power to the city of Silver Plume, Clear Creek
county. Col.

Lemont electric Light & Power company, Lemont, III.;

capital stock, $20,000; to furnish electric light and power

for the village and citizens of Lemont, III.; J. G. Bod-

enshatz, Lemont, 111.

Blanks Ice, Water & Power company, Yoakum, Tex.

;

capital stock. |6j,ooo; supplying city of Yoakum and La-

vaca & Dewitt counties with water, ice and electric light;

Ja-nes Bhnks, Yoakum, Tex.

Menominee Electric & Mechanical company, Menomi
nee, Mich.; capital stock, $20,000; to manufacture elec-

tric appliances and general mercantile business; Jno. M,
Opsahl, Menominee, Mich.

New York Electric Incandescent Limp company, 3g6
Congress street, Portland, Me.; capital stock, $2,000,000;

manufacturing and selling electrical machinery of all kinds;

SHh L Larrabee, Portland, Me.

Lake Washington Canal &: Improvement company, Se-

attle, Wash.; capital stock, $5,000,000; to build and op-

erate gas and electric light plants; F. H. Whitwortb, 24

and 25 Olympic block, Seattle, Wash.

Sandusky, Milan & Huron Electric Railway com-

paiy, Sandusky. O ; capital stock. $100,000; building,

equipping and maintaining street railaoads to be operated

by electric, horse, or other motive power; A. W. Prout,

Sandusky, O.

Burlington & Mt. Holly Connecting company, Burling-

ton. N. J.; capital stock, $100, ojo; to transport goods,

merchandise or pas'eagers between Burlington and Mr.

Holly by means of steam, electric or pneumatic system; W,
n. Clough, 45 BfoadA'ay, New York, N. Y.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Fort Smith Electric Light company has ordered a

new Westinghouse dynamo.

The Fort Wayne company is seeking a franchise from

the Jackson, Mich , city Council.

The streets of Cairo, III,, are to be lighted by arc

lamps supplied by the Cairo Electric Light &: Power com-

pany.

A Janesville, Wis., paper reports that insects gathered

so thickly about an arc lamp in that city recently as to

practically extinguish the light.

The Hot Springs Electric Light company is moving its

plant from its present location on Central avenue to the

gas plant property on Malvern avenue.

A Russian physicia^^ now asserts that the pain of neu-

ralgia, if superficial, can be relieved at once by throwing a

beam of light from a strong arc lamp upon the affected

part.

M. Fleming, representing the Reliance Electric Light

company, has purchased the 17 transformers seized from

the Citizen's company of Windsor, Ont. , foru^bt. The
Ediion company bought the remainder of the plant

and, together with the Reliance company, will operate
it. The station will be put in a first-class condition at
once.

The electric street lights of Rochester, N. Y., have been
placed in charge of City Electrician, Chas. R. Barnes,
whose department formerly included only the fire alarm
telegraph.

Indianapolis will soon be supplied with 750 additional
arc lamps for street lighting. The lights will be about
equally divided between the northern and- southern sec-

tions of the city.

The city council of Fort Madison, Iowa, has advertised
for proposals for public lighting, which will be received
until August 15th at 7:30 p. m. From 75 to 100 arc
lights will be needed.

S. Lenox Tredwell has begun suit in the Supreme court
at Yonkers, N. Y., against Hugh R. Garden and Henry
C. Davis, whom he charges with dishonesty in the man-
agement of the Consolidated Electric Light company.

The boiler of the Grand Ridge, III., electric plant ex
ploded a short time ago. The explosion set fire to the
debris and the entire electric plant and other buildings
were destroyed.

The Cicero Light, Heat & Power company of Cicero,

111., a suburb of Chicago, has purchased a block of land

on Lombard avenue, south of and fronting the Wisconsin
Central railroad, and will immediately commence the elec-

tion of its plant. Poles have been strung for the lighting

of the streets in Austin and the south end of Cicero, and
arc lamps of 1,200 candle power will be used.

The main plant of the Toledo, O., Electric Light com-
pany on St. Clair street wa5 destroyed by fire shortly after

5 o'clock on the morning of July 30th. The building is a

total wreck and the loss will be about $6,500, which is

fully covered by insurance. The loss on machinery and
fixtures is $68, 500, with $55 ,000 insurance. Over one half of

the city was lighted by this plant. It is not known
whether the company will rebuild on the old site as it has
been negotiating for a site for a new establishment in

another locality. Tne fire was caused by the crude petro-

leum fire under one of the boilers.

A dispatch from New Orleans, dated July 25th, says:

It was learned to day that numbers of stockholders of the

Edison Electric Light company have been approached by
officers of the Fort Wayne, Ind., Electric company and
made offers for the transfer of their stock, and some of

them have accepted. The deal is generally accepted
as part of the scheme by which the large electric company
expects to secure control of the street railways and lighting

plants of the city and consolidate them under one man-
agement with an immense central plant to supply the

power for the entire system.

It is proposed to have a brilliant electrical illumination

on Pennsylvania avenue, in Washington, on the occasion

of the next national encampment of the Grand Army of

the Republic. To do this it was necessary to have intro-

duced in Congress a joint resolution by which the Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia were authorized to

permit the committee on illumination of the citizens execu-

tive committee to stretch suitable conductors, with suffi-

cient supports, wherever necessary for the purpose of

effecting the illumination. The Senate has already agreed
to the resolurion. A provision was addc^ requiring that

the conductors and other apparatus should not be used after

the 27[h of September, and that they must be removed by
the 1st of November. No part of the expense is to be
borne by the District government, and the pavements are

to be restored to their former condition to the satisfaction

of the commissioners.

The Citizens' Electric Light & Power company 'stroubles

have at last been ended by a ch^-nge of name says the Louis-

ville, Ky , Coriniiercial of July 22d. It has been made a

part of the General Electric company, of New York. The
name assumed is the Citizens' General Electric com-
pany. Under the agreement reached, new directors were
elected for the company under its changed name as follows-

W. F. Grant, A. M. Worthington, John G. Roach, J. J.
Harbison, Leon H Cooper, Paul T. Bradley and R. E.

Drake. The old officers will remain. Under the amended
articles of incorporation the company will issue stock to

the amount of $600,000. Four hundred thousand dollars

of this stock is to be taken by the parent company. The
remaining $200,000 of the stock is to remain in the pos-

session of the local stockholders. The original stock of

the company was $114,000, which is to be replaced by the

new issue. The new company will build a large plant

between Fourth and Fifth streets on the river front, to

which place its machinery will be removed. Work on
the plant will be begun at once and pushed to completion

at an early date. The General Electric company will

take the entire issue of bonds, and over $150,000 will be

expended on the new plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
The Baltimore Traction company has decided to equip

its Carey street line with electricity.

The Washington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon Electric

Railway company of Alexandria, Va., which has awarded
contracts for its road, will use the Thomson- Houston sys-

tem.

The city council of Greenville, S. C, has granted a

franchise to the Thomson-Houston company for the con-

struction of an electric railroad. Work is to be com-
menced within six months.

The Oakland, San Leandro and Haywards Electric

road of Oakland, Cal., will soon be extended farther tow-

ard Fruitvale. The company has bought up the horse
car line on Twenty-third avenue, and is converting it into

,
an electric road. The company has also applied for per-
mission to lay a double track on its main line.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the Mari-
nette, Mich., Gas, Electric Light and Street Rnilway com-
pany, it was decided to bond the road for $5,000 to build
extensions. The bay shore route has been abandoned and
the track will be laid on Pierce avenue.

The Huntington, W. Va., Electric Light & Street Rail-
way company. Huntington Gas company and the Belt
Line Street Railway company, have consolidated under the
name of the Consolidated Light &: Railway company, with
J. L. Caldwell as president. The new company owns
about seven and a half miles of street railway, partly
electric and partly animal power. Extensions and im-
provements will be made, including the equipment of the
entire road with electricity. The capital stock is $100,000.

Mayor Washburne has vetoed the Chicago & North
Shore electric railroad ordinance. In speaking of the
matter J. L. Cochran, who is connected with the com-
pany, said : "The ordinance as amended was of abso-
lutely no use to us, and we never would have accepted it.

We could not afford to build the road and then spend more
than the cost of building to put our wires underground.
We still have our original franchise from Graceland ave-
nue nr.rth, but we will not build until v, e can make
the desired connecrion with the cable. Many prop-
erty owners who opposed the southern extension are be-
ginning to see their mistake, and we will riot relax our
efforts to arrange the matter, although we can do nothing
more with the ordinance until September." The ordi-
nance was referred, after the veto, to the committee on
streets and alleys north.

Early on the morning of July 27th the south half of
the roof of the power house of the street railway com-
pany on Hill street St. Paul. Minn., collapsed. The roof
was made with a slight slant to the south to drain the
water. At the south side the wall extends up on a level
with the back wall, forming a large reservoir. This was
drained by water spouts, which were inadequate lo
carry off the rain of the 26th, and the roof was soon
covered by several feet of water, the weight of which pre-
cipitated part of the roof into the dynamo room below.
Six generators were under the part which fell, and these
and other electrical apparatus were damaged by the roof
and water.

The bill which passed the United States Senate provid-
ing for the abolishment of ''one-horse" cars in the District
of Columbia was recently called up in the House by Mr.
Heard and sent to conference. The bill originated in the
House, and at the instance of Mr. Washington a provision
was attached providing that the trolley system could be
used by any company operating outside limits of the
city. This provision the Senate eliminated. Mr. Wash-
inton was not in his seat when the bill was presented, but
he said afterward that he would not insist on his amend-
ment, for he had looked into the matter and found that
both branches of Congress permitted this system on all

roads outside the corporation. The Senate ob-ected to

this amendment because it was in the nature of general
legislation on a special bill and was not necessary.

Henry Pierce of Albany, N. Y., has invented an in-
genious device for automatically indicating when electric

cars are about to pass cross streets and public buildings
on the line. The apparatus is enclosed in a receptacle
about one foot square, which is placed over the doorway
on the inside of the car and at a point opposite the usual
location of the passenger indicator. At the top and
bottom of this box are apertures. Oq the span wire
which supports the main or overhead wires is placed a
check or projection near the main wire, and from the
trolley wheel a small arm projects in the direction of this

projection. When the wheel passes by this point it

touches the projection with sufficient force to make an
electrical contact, which rings a bell. Immediately the
name of the cross street next to be approached with the
nearest number thereon to the main street, or the name of
a public building, is shown in the box, and, as the car
approaches the next street or public building, it again
rings the bell, and the names of the street or building tirst

registered drops automatically to the bottom, and the one
approaching occupies the top. and so on to the end of the
line. The convenience of this device will be appreciated
by strangers in particular, as by watching the indicator

they are warned as they approach their destination.

TELEPHONE.
Steps have been taken in Montreal to establish a new

telephone company. Provisional directors have been
chosen, and it has been decided to call it the Merchants'
Telephone company. The rates proposed to be charged
subscribers are not over $25 a year.

The new telephone company in London is receiving
substantial support. It has already obtained 2,500 si;b-

scribers to its service, and proposes to start operations im-
mediately with underground metallic circuits, promising
satisfactory service to all customers.

It is said that a paying occupation for the blind can be
found in operating switch-boards in telephone exchanges.

The Philadelphia and St. Louis exchanges have blind
operators on their forces, and they work as rapidly and
skillfully as though their sight were perfect.

There is a likelihood of a legal battle betWeen the Sun-
set Telephone & Telegraph company of San Francisco
and the Oakland, Sin L2andro and Haywards Electric

Railway company. When the new electric road was put
into operation the telephone company found it necessary
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to put in new poles and raise its wires, as the electric

wires were too near. This work put the telephone people

to considerable expense, and they want the railway com-

pany to stand a portion of it. The corporations have

been unable to come to terms, and it is very probable that

the matter will be taken into court for settlement.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Bell Telephone

company of Philadelphia on July 26th it was decided to

increase the capital from $560,000 to $1,000,000. A
greater portion of the extra sum is to be expended in lay-

in^- wiie's underground- and making other improvements.

Fire Marshall Sweoie of Chicago, has advertised for

bids for furnishing the city of Chicago with four and one-

half miles of three conductor telephone cable in accordance

with specifications on file at the office of the superintendent

of city telegraph. Proposals will be received at the office

of the fire marshall until noon of August loth.

The telephone company at Little Rock, Ark., has re-

placed the old lines with new fifty-five foot poles, and con-

templates extending the sjstem to Fort Smith on the north

and Pine Bluff on the south, with new long distance lines

to Hot Springs, tapping intermediate towns. The com-

pany has one of the best equipped systems in the country,

and Manager Adams deserves great credit for the efficient

manner in which he has handled the business.

The great increase in the use of the telephone in Eng-

land is giving much concern to the government, which is

fearful that the spread of telephony may interfere with its

telegraph business. That there is considerable ground for

alarm is certain, as last year the telephone companies

in Great Britain distributed 160,000,000 messages, against

a total of 66,000 ooj by the psstoffice. The government

has already a cheap and efficient telegraph service, and if

the people fitid that even with sjch a service at their dis-

posal the te'ephone is better suited to their needs, they

will talk their messages insceid of writing them.

descent wiring, bell hanging, etc., in connection with the

sale of the Rockford apparatus.

The Enterprise Electric company, Chicago, has secured
the general western agency for the wire manufactured by
the National India Rubber company of Bristol, R I,, and
will push its sales throughout the territory tributary to

this city. The wire has both a tape and braid insulation,

making it, as it would appear, entirely seamless. The com-
pound used in covering the wires, it is claimed, posses-

ses very high insulating qualities, and is not effected by
heat, cold or moisture. The Enterprise company is to be
congratulated on having secured this agency, and there

can be no doubt that the confidence placed in it will be
well sustained. This company commenced operations on
May 1st, but in the three months passed a very fine busi-

ness has been built up, the last m^nth showing an increase

in sales over the fir.ct of 50 per cent. , and the ^ales for the.

first month aggregating a good round sum. Mr. McKinlock
and his associates have commenced on a good, solid foun-

dation, and there can be no doubt as to the results.

TELEGRAPH,
Dynamos have just been inroduced in the New Haven,

Conn., office of the Western Union company, to supersede

batteries.

The government of New Zealand is considering the

question of laying a cable to Australia at an estimated

cost of ;^i5o,ooo.

A clever piece of work was recently done by the tele-

graph battalion of an English regiment in the course of

some night experiments. A cable was rapidly laid over

the roughest possible ground, and that, too, without the

slightest assistance from searchlights, and the general in

command was thus enabled not only to find a lost brigade,

but to control the simultaneous advance and attack of

three separate brigades on an earthwork at midnight. The
telegraph, in fact, rendered a most difficult and doubtful

operation comparatively easy and certain. With large

scale maps, a balloon and increased observing staff, it is

likely to be made a most important aid to the strategist

and the tactician.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An electrical fountain is to be built at a cost of ^2,500

in the city of Lynn, Mass., the money being provided by
the will of a late resident of that place.

The Westinghouie Electric & Manufacturing company
is said to have received since March ist orders aggregating

$3,000,000, including its World's Fair contract.

The latest thing in night clocks has an incandescent

lamp over it and a yard or so of insulated wire which runs

to the bed of the person who wishes to "enow what time it

is in the dark.

The city council of Boise City, Idaho, has awarded the

contract for a complets fire alarm telegraph system to the

Gamiwell comoany. There will be tea boxes, and the

cost will be $2,600.

"Vh^ Daily Financial News oi Pittsburg says that the

Mather Electric company has asked the United States

court at Boston for an injunction under the anti-trust

statute against the General Electric company, the Ed son
General Electric company and the Thomson-Houston Elec-

tric company, restraining them from representing that the

plaintiff is infringing upon certain of their patents.

TRADE NEWS.
The Gate City Electric company, the Kansas City branch

of the Central Electric company, Chicago, has sold to

.\rmour Brothers ten miles of Okonite and ten to twenty
miles of weatherpioof wire, besides other supplies for the
new Armour buildings. The order was secured by W D.
Green, the manager at Kansas City. The company is to

be congratulated upon having such a capable man in

charge of its Kansas City house,

W. S. Love, for a number of years secretary of the Pond
Engineering company, and well known through his prom-
inent connection with the home office of his company, at

7otj Market street, St. Louis, has been elected vice presi-

dent of the companv, with headquarters at room 8. Rook-
ery, Chicago. Mr. Love will have charge of the sale of
the Armington & Sims engines for the Pond company in

Chicago and vicinity, and do the contracting for the instal-

lation of steam plants, etc.

Frank Hoffman A; Co., a new corporation, have secured
the agency for Chicago and immediate vicinity for the
Mayo generators and motors, manufactured by the Rock-
ford Electric Manufacturing company, Rockford, 111. The
Rockford company has some large motor installations in this

city—notable among which is \\\ii Inter Oa'an plant 125
ho s: pOA^cr, Us apparatus is well known in Chicago, mak-
ing the outlook for a fine business most flattering. The
new company will do a general contract business, incan-

BUSINESS.
The Electric Gas Lighting company has been selling

from its western office, 20 Lakeside building, Chicago,
many Porter motor fan outfits during the recent hot

weather. The company has made quite a hit with a pri-

mary battery outfit, which gives 35 hours work from one
charging, and is also selling a number of storage battery
outfits, which, in connection with gravity batteries for re-

charging, make a complete and convenient plant for office

or sick room fans.

During the month of July the Pond Engineering com-
pany sold, through W. S. Love, its Cuicago agent, one
compound Armington & Sims 250 horse power engine to

the Hyde Park Thomson-Houston Light company, and
one compound Armington l^ Sims 175 horse power engine,

boilers and heaters, complete, to the Calumet Electric

Street Railway company of South Chicago. These instal-

lations are both very handsome ones. The Pond Engi-
neering company is doing a very fine raid summer busi-

ness,

A postal card to the Link Belt Machinery company,
Chicago, will bring a neat and tasteful little catalogue on
"Manila Rope Power Transmission." This company is

prepared to make plans and estimates for furnishing and
erecting machinery to transmit any required power, or. if

preferred, will supply a skilled superintendent and working
drawings for the installation of its machinery. Where
the power to, be transmitted is considerable, or the loca-

tion of the plant diffcult, the Link Belt Machinery com-
pany will send one of its engineers to look over the ground
and take the necessary measurements.

The Electrical Supply company, Chicago, reports hav-
ing received a much larger number of orders than it an-
ticipated for Crocker-Wheeler motors during the first week
it has acted as Crocker-Wheeeler agent. Not only were
the sales large for fan motors, on account of the weather,
but the company received also several orders for large

motors The Electrical Supply company attribu'-es its

success at the start to the fact that the Crocker-Wheeler
motor is well known and is recognized as the very best of

its c'ass. Doubtless the sales in this department will be
pushed with the same energy that has been shown in other

departments of the company's business, for the start has

been made with the motor department organized with
experienced men.

A distinct step forward in the application of electricity

has just been made in Denver, Colo., in the Sheridan build-

ing, owned by J. H. Ernest Waters and erected by him
exclusively for light manufacturers. This building is con-

structed after the plans of Baerresen Bros., architects

of Denver,, is designed for the use of light manu-
facturers, such as watch case makers, brass finishers, etc.,

and contains some twenty odd rooms above the ground or

store fl^or adapted to the above uses. In this building there

is installed a plant for the distribution of power to the

tenants by wire exclusively instead of after the usual

practice by belting and shafting. The power plant, located

in the basement of the building, consists of two 60 inch

return tubular boilers, one 165 horse power Eraser &
Chalmers Corliss engine and one 40 horse power straight

line engine. Belted through a countershaft to the Cor-

liss engine is an 80 kilowatt C. & C. dynamo, wound for a
pressure of 120 volts, and to the 40 horse power straight

line engine is belted direct a 20 kilowatt C. & C, dynamo
wound for the same pressure. The switch-board in the

engine room is built of Vermont marble and is i6 feet

long. On this board are located the terminals of a dis-

tributing circuit for each tenant in the building. In each
circuit is an ampere meter, to show the amount of power
used by each tenant and thus keep the supply of power
constantly under the supervision of the engineer. The
large engine and dynamo supplies the light and power
during the day, and the 40 horse power plant furnishes

such I ght and power as may be required after 6 i'. m. . the

circuits beitg so connected at the switchboard that either

or both of the dynamos may be connected to the supply
circuits of the building. The steam plant was designed
and erected by Eraser & Chalmers. Chicago, and the

electrical plant by the C. & C. Electric Motor company of

New York.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued July 26, 1892.

479i37Q' Cord Carrier for Underground Conduits.

Stephen R. Bradley, Nyack, N. Y.

'I'hi: tk-vicc coimista uf an clcctro-m.^yael, llic arinaliirc

wlicrcof hy reason of the intunnillcnt electric How, actuates
clcvjccs which engage with the walls of the conduits to propel

,
the carrier.

479,410. Electric Belt. Andrew M. Ekiund, Minne.
apolis, Minn.

479,469. Motor Frame for Electric Motors. Sidney H.
Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

The motor framt; is composed of two parts, one insulated
from the other, thus preventing leakage of current to ground.

479,493. Electric Railway. Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse,
N. Y,

A line is connected with a source of non-continuous currents
and to an electric condenser extending along the railway; a
motor is carried upon the vehicle and connected to an electric
condenser carried upon the vehicle in inductive proximity to

the former condenser.

479,509. Cord Adjuster for Electric Lamps. John W.
Heaphy, Jr., Rochester, N. Y.

Separate clutches are provided for the electrode and in-
dependently movable to positions parallel or inclined to each
other by means of athenno-expaoeive electric conductor.

479.5IO- Electric Arc Lamp. William E. Irish, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

479.520. Electric Self Winding Clock. Malcolm Mac-
Keliar and George D. Weaver, Reading, Pa.

Means are provided for automically making and breaking a
circuit to actuare an electro magni:t armature which acts upon
the clock train through a pawl and ratchet.

479,525. Electric Conductor. Frederic A C. Perrine,

Trenton, N. J.

A flat conductor is twisted into a spiral form and provided
with a CO leering supported only on the e.xterior lines formed by
the spirals.

479.540- Electric Signalling Device for Fire Hose. John
C. Wharton and James W. Braid. Nashville, Tenn.

Conductors are provided in each section of hose, the respec-
tive conductors of the different sections being connected by
coupling the hose. A key is provided at the nozzle and signal-
ing device at the engine end of the hose,

479.541- Sealed Battery Cell or Similar Articles. Charles
Willms, Baltimore, Md.

479-557- Electroplating Toy Apparatus. Edward A.
Clark, Boston, Mass.

479,596. Thermo-electric Element. Charles W. Iden,
New York, N. Y.

A compound of zinc and antimony is cast in an iron box and
pole pieces made of another metal are cast in said compound.

479,608. Trolley. Frederick F. Poole, Newark, N. J.

A spring clasp attached to the trolley wheel is adapted to
engage with the wire and hold the trolley wheel In place.

479.659. Electric Arc Lamp. Jonathan A. Pierce, Aus-
tin, Minn,

The carbon is placed between spring-pressed rollers to uni-
formly feed the same; one of the rollers being held between
friction washers. A spring is adapted to regulate the frictional
contact between the roller and washers.

479,666, Switch and Signal Apparatus. Jens G. L,
Schreuder, Edgewood, Pa.

479 673- Apparatus for Producing Variegated Lights.
Frank L. M. Smith and William J. Bryan, Chicago,
111.

A series of different colored lights are contained in a single
chamber provided with semi-transparent material on one or
more sides, and by bringing the lights into action in combina-
tion, the material will transmit solid colors differing from any
of the lights in the combination

479.675. Alternating Current Motor. William Stanley,

Tr., Piusfield, Mass., and John F. Kelly, New York,
N. Y.

A rot ting armature is combined with stationary coils closed
upon themselves adapted lo produce an effect equal but op-
pusite to that of the armature coils whereby the self induction
and consequent retardation in the armature will be neutralized
or overcome,

479.676. Alternating Current Motor. William Stanley,

Jr., and John F. Kelley, Pittsfield, Mass.

A polarization cell is placed in an alternating circuit in series

with the transmitting devices and adapted to yield an electro-
motive force opposite to that of the self-induction.

479.709. Fire Alirm Apparatus. Albert Goldstein, Bal-

timore, Md.

479.7I5- Key Controller and Signal Transmitter. Morris
Martin, Maiden, Mass.

479.726. Acoustic Telephone. Alfred L. Simpson, New
York, N. Y.

.(79,727, Alternating Current Motor. William Stanley,

Jr., and John F. Kelley, Pittsfield, Mass.

A polariziition cell is included in one circuit of an alternating
current motor having independent energizing circuits and the
cell is adapted by its electromotive force to advance the phase
of the current in its circuit relatively to that in the other cir-

cuit.

479,746. Electro Magnetic Motor. John F. Kelley,

New York, N. Y., and William Stanley, Jr., Pitts-

field, Mass.

The invention embodies an alternating dynamo and a
motor, both of the elements of which are energized by the
directly impressed electromotive force of the generator and a
condenser in series with such motor and adapted to neutralize
its self-induction.

479i753- Secondary Battery. Arthur E, Colgate, New
York, N. Y.

479761. Temperature l\egulator. Washington II. Kil-

bourn, Greenfield, Mass.

479,77-. Matrix Making Machine. George A. Goodson
and Alexander S. Capehart, Minneapolis, INTinn.

479.773- Matri.x Making Machine. George A. Goodson,
Minneapolis, Minn.
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Agents to sell our

Niagara Electric Motors and Dpamos

Id cities where we are not already represented.

Liberal discounts and eiclnsive territory to re-

sponsible dealers in electrical apparatna.

I.OTEL'Ij aiFG. CO„ Ltd., £rie. Pa.

WANTED, POSITION
AS CHIEF ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Thoroughly familiar with high speed engines and
econom'cii opeiation cf central etatluoe. Lun?
experience in cciiatrnction and wiring for all
principal syttems, and installing macblnery.
West or South preferred. Address W. A.T.
ctre Western Electrician, Chicago, 111.

ARMATURES-FIELDS
R6\VOund and Repaired, Our Esclnsive Work.

Dispatch Guaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply Houees.

—Write ns.~

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room 415, 195 to 199 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

The address of George H.
Bent, Electrical Salesman,
formerly of Chicago.

ALEXAPER, BARNEY KHUPIN.
20 Cortlandt SI , New York.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
InsoJation Guaranteed -wliereTer nsed. Aerial, UDdergrronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Ouni should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
-jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. f^OB RAILWA x and iUOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE GUARANTEE OITR INSULATION WHEREVER USED, AERIAI^, UNDERGROUND OR SUBSIARINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 91ASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, TreaBnisr and Qen'l Manager.
BBRBEKT H. BUSTIS, PMildent and Electrician.

.A. LOISTO-
WRITE FOB PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

STJI=^LIEID.

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE &. CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMIaKSS R.UBBE1R. WIRES AND QABLmS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and I 73 Lake St. Chicago, III.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Ijamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS 171 and 173 eBEBNE ST., lUBTT yOUK.

MICA All Sizes

anl

QnaliUes

Fop Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
218 Water Street, Xew York.

¥. H. SILLS, 86 Lake Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 John St., KewYork.

ergetlc; forsa'e of
Cement, Facing, Plates for Buildings, and Porcelain
Articles foi Eiectrotechnical, Technical ana Telegraph
Purposes Apply to V. S7H>. care of Rudolf
Mosse, Franlifort-on-the-Main (Germany).

Notice is hereby given that sealed prosoenle

mil be received by the City of Springfield, Mo.,

np to twelve o'clock, noon, of Tuesday, the 6th

day of September, 1S92, for furnfehiug aaid city

and citizens thereof with Electric Lights.

Specifications and form tf proposal will be fur-

nished on application to tbe t ity Clerk.

By order of the Council.

G. W. HACKNEY. City Cerk.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the number being two 650-llslit,
1,000 TOlt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAfiO.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
% H. P. 500 Yoit Armature, "Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We claim ttiat our "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

ent of its class on the market. The
coils are wound with platinoid wire
and adjusted to a guaranteed accuracy
of one-flfth of one per cent. Tlie
galvanometer Is deadbeat, sensitive,

and Isunafftc'ed by mechanical vi-

brations and proximity to masses of
iron or intense magnetic fields. The
total range Is from .001 to 11,110,000
ohms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies these features, which are
essential to satisfactory results.

It is possible to buy sets from our-
selves or elsewhere at prices lower

than the cost of the above, but we would advise all to examine the merits of our "1891"
TYPE before purchasing any other.

Send for illustrated descriptive circular No. 285.

QUEEN £ GO., PHILADELPHIA.

0j^(:^Y^rM,m/i/ia^u/'^
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Established is 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD ELSCTEIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRAITOH STOBB-

8134 Michigan Avenu*.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE iii Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TRANSMISSION 0' POWER
BT MANILLA ROPE.

Copiously illoetrated and described in catalogne

'just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

SALESMAN WANTED.
Traveling salesman to represent Elec-

trical Supply House. One that has estab-

lished trade, preferred. For particulars

address, "W. C "

Care Western Electrician.

J. H. & D. LAKE CO.
MANDFACTUBKR8 np
ICTIONCLUTCH
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFFCOUPLilNGS.

ITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR,

HORNELLSVILLE,N,Y,
The Simplest, ,

rorigest and Best
ClatchPulley
made. Adapted
<} light or heav,
urk. stopping and

tart ine: machines easily
and qnifkiv Without '

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

Conaultationa, Reports, Plane, Speciflcatlons for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighiitg,

and Electric Bailwaya.

56 Turner Building, St, Louis,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thorouKlilv day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHNOLOGY, 151 Throop
IStreet, Chicago, 111. Amateurs, ArtJeans
and others asBisted Practioallt in any line, and
inetrncted in the latest and moBt improved
methods.
Mechanical Draugbtikq, Mathematice, Elec-

trical Calculations, Architecture, Mechanics, also

aught day and night.

KODAKS.
New Features.

'- New Improvements.

The Uew Ilodel Folding Kodak has

g'a33 plate attachment, Earlier shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hatd or tripod camera.

NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU have a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

S6.00to $65.00.

EASTMAN KODAK CO,

Send for Circulare. Rochester, N. Y.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : "Waterbury, Conn. S5 Parli Place, Ne-w York,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

OFFICE DESKS.
^^'•Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

Undernf^riters' Copper Electric Light Line M'^ire, Copper llagnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and AVorBted Cords for
Incandescent Lig^hting. Hound and Flat Copper Bars for Station M'^ork.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

.^^^ PATENT ^^K, K,"TlNEWiRE
For Electric Ligbt, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company _ Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GKEAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SEPPIY COMPAM, CBIC4G0, . SEllING AGENTS.

TBOS. L SCOVILL. New York Agent

EI.ECTRIC L.I6HT
AND BATTERY

CJ{/iBO/tS.
fcjM M_ e b; cttiiq

A. H. Andrews &, Co,, 215 Wabasti Ave.. Cliicago.

ManufactufeKs of

ocTAGONAL»^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI&Electrical

RailwayPolesxCRossArmsi

#H.M.L0UD&SONSLlJMBER(o.
OSCODA , MICH.

CL:E]VE!XjJi.3Sri3, OHIO.

imoTo/f

BlfUSifES.

THET^ESHiT'CDI^ ^\7«r-A.T"E;n. TTCTXZESESX.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

Capacity,

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most eimple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads rnnnlng from 'iOnp to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

ELKCTRIC TBAIVSMISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaitlons
of speed and pressure, have brought it into special prominence and extensive
nee for this class of work. Ail applications should state amonnt and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
13i-lS3 main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 IjIBEUTT street, - - NEW TORK,
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that ail anch infringements will
be duly proeecuted.

PiCLTON IVATEK MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given eniount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreee as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
!AIIIR8, KBKBT A. CO., Mt. Paul, Hlnn.
MTAIVDAKO KI.RCTRICAI. WOBKH, GlnclDnatl, Ohio.
MOGNTAIiV BliECTBI'O CO., DenTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEl^CBRAXED IVAXER WHEEH, as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, liiclt Sipeed
and ^reat Efficiency, and larg:e Capacityforitsdiameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {>:aaranteed.
SENO FOR CATALOGUE ABTU PARTICUEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

TURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
FACTORY:

WTLSUNGTON

iia.:Eix> 1878.
SOI,i: MAUrFACXUKEBS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Sliapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

'pEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. uiii^Ii.^%x.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of liOw Voltage.

Over 40 New Styles of lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue Part I and II,

Ready.
Part ni in Print.

EXPERIMENTAL LAMP ffOEK

AND GLASS BLOWINQ.

Write for prices and illustrations.

1 Ann Street,
) New York City,].L, SOMOFF, Maiilaclnrer,

THE UTEST'^'il^imi,ELECTRIC
SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ISC CO.,
641 North Broad Street, - PHIIiADEIiPHIA.

Commercial Bnlldlng. ^^t. Louis. 31o. I Patented Jan. 22, 1884.

• STEAM PUMPS

|A.M.Morse&&
11 E^C1NEERS AMDCONTRACTORS. I

h&te of Enelish. Moree & Co.,

Power plants
K. C, Mo

A.T.Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are Dsed all over the conn-
try. Send for eetimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
ew. 14lhSt .NewYork.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE IMANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vulca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Constroctlon. A Complete Method for all

Electrical Systems. Junction Boxes, Ont-Onts, Angle Boxes,
Etc., Etc. Vnlca Coupling Compound.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street^ Chicago.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL"

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Lamp.

iiend for Trial Order.

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

Tnk r I •/

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
liamp.

Send for Trial Order.

«ANDESGENTlJ«ff'

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Iiighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 M 163 Randolph St., GUcago.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO,,

BBID&HPOBT, CONN.

EheoBtatB of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof, Waterproof, Indeetructible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for lUuetrated Catalogoeand Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

ToTir invention may be valasble. Ton ehonld
protect it by patent. Address for full and Intelli

gent advice, free of charge.

w. w. i>iji>i.£ir & CO.,
SolicltorB of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 P St., N. W., Washington, D. 0.

Please mention this paper.

HH g\ n For electrical

nn
1 1 . A purposes.

Ifll^n Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« Kartavsrt « Manufacturing ^ Do.^

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or I ily. Absolute

STRIPS.) Uniformity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
:zo.^a-^.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

25,300 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' fland-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourtli Edition, Nintli Thousand.

94 Pages, 70 Illustrations, Fleoc-

ihle Cloth Binding, Type
Page 6x3 inches.

The only PEAOTIOAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. .Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Eogineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891

.

Bell-Hangers' HaDd-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Sixth Thousand.

106 Pages, 97 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches,

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Eighth Thousand.

72 Pages, iH Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches,

Five Tables, 12x18 Inches.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation the size of wire required

In each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wlremen and

learners, and does not r^'qulre any previous

ktowledge of wiring. It differs In this

respect from other wiring tables, or com-
puters.

The hook contains full Illustrations and

complete Information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, Insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, etc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric Transmission Hand-BfloL

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 Illustrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Cloth
Binding, Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-
mation for power producers, capitalists,

agents of hydraulic and eltctrlc companies,
engineers, motor inspectors and other per-
sons interested In electric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
ting expenses, or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-
taining hoTse power of motors, driving
various classes of machinery, as hotels,

pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Twenly-seven new and original tables
give more Information on the subject in a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

lElaoJcx "Worls. Sent X>ostp>Alca. oxx ZI.eoelx:>t oT One I>ollo,x>.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
J On account of its high efflclency at all stages of gate, steadinesa of motion nnd easy working pa(e. the coa-

atraction of which makes It the most senaiiive to the action ofa governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE I'lnBtrating virions eW^^^of^setm^^^^

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DATTON. OHIO.SUCCESSOES TO
STOUT, ailliLS & TESIPtE.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. "Upright and T-Iorizonttil

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working tratps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and slate your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL 6l CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-SPRINCFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling licandesceni Lights

m PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric Supply
Houses,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manofactiirer and PateBtet,

DIRECT COUPLED, $LOW SPEED,

MDLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR

THE STANDAED OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
^11 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

ELECTRICITY
Amateurs, beginners & all interested in this science need
the only paper devoted to its first ijrinciples. lllnatratcd.

SlaTsET. 3 JIos. Trial asp. Sample lOe. Adrir. ELECTRICAL
FBOGBESS and Amati-ur tleClrlelan, P 512, Kaven-iivoinl, 111.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodhoase & Rawson,

IJiriTED, L,D.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World-

COERESPONDENCE INVITED.

PBESEXT SIZES: lOO, 150, 350, 50O H. P.

Before yon build or enlarge yonr Power Station, yon -will do "well to consider the fact that nnder onr eonstraction

¥ u will Reduce your Total Floor Space, Including Brilers,

(with reserw) Fire Eo^m, EcoDnmlzer, Slack, Puirp Room,
etc, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.

You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel
alone and of total Power Account, than -witli any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia GoTernor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We haTC now ready tlie Second Edition of "NOTES OST POWER PIiASlTS."

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Westrnghouse Building.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street,

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.,

MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

ST. LOUIS; Commercial Building.

Drexel Building.
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THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BtJIl-.r>EBtS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially aesigned for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMT AND REGULATIOII GnARAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all iniiuii-Ies to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B, PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Tliey are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

L,orn<iit Brackets,
Oak Krackets,

Cross Arms.
Chestnut Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thousand
l.ocnst Pins,

and yon will order
a car load.

FialS AIRWAYS IS STOCK. tiiPECIAIi PINS OX SHORT NOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted.

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, - - HACERSTOWN, MD.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
«a0O N. Second Street, ST. I/OCIS.

Commntators Refilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICK, POSTAttE PHKPAID, fl.OO.

SEND IN YOVB OBDEB NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Lane & Bodlet Co.,

cincinnati, o.

EWard Leonards Co.,

136LMySL, NewYortCity.

Bulk Electric Contractors

COMPLETE PLANTS
ot every iind, including buildings, s'eam

plants, wa er p:.wers, electric generaling

plants, pole lines, underground work, road

beds, bridges, motors, inside wiring, etc.

Having no agencies and no connection

with any manufacturing concern, we in-

stall any apparatus and any system de-

sired.

NINE YEAB8' EXPERIENCE.

THE BRAVITY
PURIFIER.

The Best Filter on the Jllarket.

ONE GALLON OF OIL BUNS A
DYNAMO 200 HOURS.

This Alter will eave ite cost In a Bhort time, and does
the work perfectly. Just clean the movable ecresnB, Nob.
2 and 4, occaeionally, and it ^vill do the work.

Lima, Ohio, April 20, 1893.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO., Decatur, Intt.

Uentlhmkn :—We have used two of your Porlflers for
ahoat one year, and find they are all you claim for them,
and we would not be without them

.

Years truly, LIMA ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
<:. J.Diehi, Supt.

Ttiey are Guaranteed and sent on 30 Days' Approval.

IVo.iS (iStock Size) Holds 8 Gallons Clean Oil.
Price, S16.00 Net. No OUconnt.

Filtering capacity from 3 to 10 gallona per day, accord-
iTiR to quality of oil. Other sizte made to order and
charged accordingly. Large eizee made with two or more
tubpa to increase llltering capacity. Send for one and
give It a trial, and you will he well pleased.
Write for descriptive circular.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO.,
DECATUB, INDIANA.
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BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Antomatio Cnt-off ENGINE.
liVith 'Sew Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smooth and <^aiet Running.

New York Office: 18 Cort-
landt St., F. B, Chinnock,
Sales Apent.

Chicago Office: Room 506,
"The Kookery."

J. W. Parker i Co-, 38 South 4tli St,
Philadelphia. Pa.

Croolt, Horner A: Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St.,

Elchmond. Ya.

L. M. Bumsey Mfe. Co., ''t. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vater, 22i Washington Ave.

So., MinneapoUs, Uinn.
F. R. Dravo & Co.. Lewis Block, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Blsdon IroQ Works, San Francisco,

Cal.
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. G. Gilbert. Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St..

Boston, Mass

The Best Engine for Electric LIgliting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

SPEAKING TUBES JINO WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pnaumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS K^ BELLS.
FVIaIa link always IJff STOCK..

PAGE BELTING CO. Chaeo^estow?!, N. H., Aug. 18, 1891.

DeaeSibs:—In April, 1891, St your reqneet, I made a carefal teBi at your works o£ toe driving
capacity of varioHB belte. Tonr Eureka Dynamo {eloTted) ' elt proved that the elottingnot only ftUl
further diniiniBhed the elip, but that it materially IncreaseB the power bttaioable, in this reepect sur-
pssinn^ one of the "perfoiated" belts, po called, which was tested at the sa'^e time and under the pame
cnndltioEs. The Blotting is a decided advantage to the bflt. This belt under a very alight Bt;ain,

ehowed reeulta which surpasBed all others of which I have any rfcord.
_YoDr0 vpry t-uly, SAMUEL WEBBEK, M. E.

Factory, C''n''ord, N. H,
Seid for Illus'ratpd Cat-

Made only by PACE BELTINC COMPANY,
«fMv»a- * ^^ ^^5" street N- T., 17 Feder-1 Street. BoHton.Stares

1 165 Lake Street, Cbicaso. 409 Market -t.. Ran Fr mcieco. alogue No, 11, and Price!?

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
185 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

Send for New CAXiLoeuE. Ont Angost let.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Antomatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Fumisiied.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48S. CaJiaJ street, CHICAGO.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO.OfaaniiWorks,ERIE, PA.
COVaFI^ETE FOTVER PLAKTTS FOR— -^.—..^ . .^........^ WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

( NEW YORK. 136 Liberty St.

DDAWPU nrriPPQ' ) PHII.ADKLPHIA, 944 Dresel Rnildlnsr.ManUn UlllbliO. 1 I'HIOAGO. 1130 "The EooHery."
( .SAN FRANCISCO, 39 and 31 Spear St.

BO!LERS OF ANY FOR ANY DUTY.

I

BOSTON-S. L. Holt & Bart. 67 Sudbary Street.
ipriJPipi!' '

ST. LOUIS-M. P. Jolinston Machinery Co.. e.fuioir , », ,, ^^..„„.,.,„AlltHljltO.
t

715 and 717 North Second Street. SI M PLE AN D COM POU N D
t
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.-T.M.Masulre, 23 Syndicate Block. CONDENSING OR NON-CON DE NST NG-

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES KO STATIC EliECTRICITV.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

ce;-

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
The only Manafactnrers In the Country.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belting and Lace Leather Is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, - CHICAGO, ILL.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

'^mMmmm^/.
That doesn't n ^% «A| fn
require a Dk^ WW C 1^

to eecuid
a draught.

KELLY GRATE,
And fox DURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL. It will barn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT C04L equally well. They
areespeciallvadap'ed for hard, contlnuoai aeivlce required by El,EJTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.
Wewarrantthem NUTto WARP,andt)OUTWEART«0 COMMON GRATES. When yonr plant
reqalrea gratea again DON'T be content with one that is "good enough," but nee the same Dumber of
DOLLARS and secure theBEST—that ie, THE KELLY GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing ue for
descriptive circular. We will return it. and tell you about our SHAKER GR-ATE, the only one of its
kind made in the IJnited Statea or any other place.

CtlVE US A. CSA9IGE TO BE OF USE TO TOIT.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IND.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

5T0 Illnstratlons. Cloth Binding. Type Pages lO x 7 inches. Price, postage Prepaid, to any part of the world, SS.OO.562 doable-column Pases.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Encyclopsedla than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,

concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-

ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-

Cl4 Science on which the definition is Founded.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration Or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

CLEARNESS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they

shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who hare had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

sEisriD iisr TroTTE. oiaiDEia isto'vt.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINO CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, Illinois.
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W.P.
THE noMSiii-iinisnii electiic to.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

mb

o

Can furnish from Chicago stock, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Gompanyp
And fill ma][e yon factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD ENCASED CABLES, INCANDESCENT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAPP ELEGTRIOiL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

I
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The Stanley

FAN MOTOR
IS THE ONLY PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT MOTOR FOR

ALTERNATING CdRRENTS.

WOTJI^DIT'T SEAT EGGS.
They had just arrived and were walking along Randolph street, going toward the

lake. Father and son seemed a little bewildered, but they kept up an animated con-

versation as they walked,

"Turruble hot, Nate," said the old man.

"Turruble, Daddy, turruble, Hotter'n hoein'corn." And both of them mopped
their faces with a large bandana.

Nathan caught sight of the Masonic Temple just then.

"Great ditches! Daddy, lookee!"

"Suflerin' Mariah!"

"Bigger'n Bob Pinter's hay stack, aint she Dad?" 'Daddy' was lost in wonder;

they stopped and counted the stories, counted them up and then counted them down.

"Aint she a high 'un, Daddy?" They walked on until they reached Michigan

avenue. Daddy chewed an apple core reflectively. Nate looked out over the lake.

Suddenly he cried "Dad!" and shot across the street like a frightened squirrel.

Daddy followed as quick, nearly, and both stood with their noses pressed flat against

the window for a full minute.

"Great shucks, Daddy! Don't they whiz?"

"Umhuh!"
"Wouldn't they everlastin' make butter?'"

" Wouldnt they keep the flies ofi'en old Erindle a-milkin'?"

"Wonder what they call the tarn nation buzzers?"

"Dast ye go in, Dad?"

"Yep." Nathan disappeared through the door and presently came back and

handed Daddy a small card

—

The Crocker-Wheeler
FAN MOTORS

Beat Anythlne

!

"Wonder ef they'd beat eggs?" mused the old man as they turned the corner.

CROCKER-WHEELER
7UTOTORS.

Exclusive CHICAGO Agency.

Tb? Largest stock of PoWer and Fan Motors

in the West.

We have a corps of Expert Motor Engineers and are prepared to make

Motor Installations OF EVERY NATURE.
Shipments Promptly Made from Chicago Warehouse. Plans and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

REVOLVING FAN.
For OPHk and (mice Uap.

1-12 H. P. ELECTRIC FAN.
WItli wire Guard and Swilcli tor runnlnfi fast or slow.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
E:KCl-usive Cliicago, and. G-eneral "W^estern JLecents,

COR. RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE,
Kuitnrii OfHcif und FuotorleH,
ANbONIA.OONN CHICKCO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MANUFACTrREBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to S.OOD IVIegolims per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very plialile. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Glenwood^ Tonkers^ Iff. Y,

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Tb Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

80S CMAMBEB OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICMGO. ILL-.

-MAXTTFACTUBEKS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AGENOIXS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohioago, 111.

The Blectrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn,

W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
7. If. Jones & Co., Buffalo, Jl. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
LouiBville Electric Co., LouiBVille, Ky

.

ISountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lrghting our Specialty.

We invite you to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.
Sexxd. for X>x«lces to

Standard Electric Co.,
313 to 317 So. Canal St.. Chicago.

HEAT-PROOF versus WiTER-PROOF.
One motor GEARED TOBOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

3x/i:a,s:im.'u.m. Txa-ction., ^con.onnL3r in Operation.,
G-enera-toxs of .^t^inry Size,

Ir3LC£LrLd.escei:Lt ;037-r3.a,mos, StSLtiora.a*i37- asvdCotoxs,

EJlectiioa^l S\a.pplies of E]'vex37- IDescxlptioxi.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
J^EST-nOIT, IVJUOH.

CHICAGO, BOSTON,
Monadnock BIdg. Fiske BIdg.

CHATTANOOGA,
F. I. Stone.

NEW YORK,
18 Cortlandt St.
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PROTECTION!!

Wrlle for Circular:

rsE . ^
"FULMEN" ARRESTERS. l|

C. S. VAX Nuis. il

136 Liberty St., New York.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT 18

PERFECTION.

Ash your nearest
Supply Honse
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IRTINQTON STBEKT, BOSTON, MASS.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, iEnslnesa Manaeen
H. DURANT CHEEVER, j'*'^"'*^'^''"^"'-

The

Intanational OKONITE COMPANY,

*.0N/^

IIHITED,

13 Park Row, New Yorki
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tapi,

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, PMladelpliia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati.

Omaha, Loalsville, St. I.oals, San Francisco, tnindon and So. America.
City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YOKK,

MASUFACTUEERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS ]:S

Electrical Supplies

OF All DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
(Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY yoR CAPACITY TESTS. Llnc Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THF.

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUPACTUBE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrnmeiits and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
> Maniifactared by tbe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
ACiElKTS:

SEW YOFK CITY, Chas. E. Chapin, 136
I ibertv Stre^-t.

CHICAliO. Ii.L., ElectTic Appliance Co., 242
.MarilsoD Street.

ST. PADL, MINN.. The Electrical Engineering
&SHppl,v Co

I OMAHA, NEB., B. B.Dowce, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LO0IS. MO., St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Blectr.c

Sapply & ConBtruction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., 17a

West Sth Street.
LOUISVILLE, KT., Smithers & Dayia.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
CM. Am. Soc. M, E.)

Hecbasical and Electrical Engineer,

Coreultationa, Reports, Flans, Soecificailons for
Central Station or Jsolateti Elirctnc Llghii. g,

and Electric Bailways.

56 Turner Baildiriff, St, Lou*s,

FOR SALE.
DjTianios,boih arc an-i Incandescent, alyonrprice.
Sfaooth Arc Specialtit'S,

Wire Tightt^nin^ Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp Htnger wita Antomalic Switch.
Arc Lamp Han2<?r for ooteide lamps.
Arc Ampere Meters for 6 :i-10 or 10 Ampere Cnr-

rente, and other specialties of Interest to \ 01J.

GREGORY, ''''£^\?,T«o.™*'CHiS.

*, •< tut metes

^I^attee'sHectricai

'^^ris.THEsooN^sv. CHICAGO.'^m

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATIVES :

Julian Sclioll & Co. , l2t! liberty St., New Tork.
Geo. D. Hoffuian, 8'.^ Lake St., Chicago. 111.

H- M. Sciple & Co.. 3d & Arcb Sts.. Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BuiLTBY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

W. B.Pearson & Co.. HomeIne.Bldg.,CMcago,IH. James & Co.. Chattanooga, Teon.
Tbos. G Smith. Jr ,

William M. Porter, Detroii. Mich.
Hammond Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W, Anderaon, Houeton. Tex.

W A Day, 1% Oliver St., BostoiL, J^ea. F. II. Whiting, Jacobaon Block, Denver; Cole.

t
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Thomson Eecordins Vail Holer.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

IVIanufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Powfir Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892

1,159.
1 4,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

iSend for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

T^STHjv^OISTI.A-XjS:
GBBMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
QBNTIiBBffBN:—Replying to your iniquiry of the 2lBt

lam pleased to say the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are bo insigniflcant as not to need mentioning. We
are tising a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
OurrentB, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GBRMANTOWN BLBOTRIC LIGHT CO.,
(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
fpimi

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,
173 Adams Street, Chicago,
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co is

American Desk & Seating Co. . siv

American Engine Co s:ii

Andrae, Julius —
Andrews & Co., A. H —
Babcock& "Wilcox Co., The....
BaEgot, E siv

Ball Electric Liglit Co xvi

Ball Engine Co xix

Ball & Wood Co.. The 1

Beacon Vacuum JPump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John siii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. x

Bernstein Electric Co xii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvi

Bowers Bros xvi

Bristols' Mfg. Co -
Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H..
Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Butler"Hard Rubber Co -

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Motor Co xii

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Gushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Qeo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Go. . .

-
Dayton Globe Iron Works Go. .xvii

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xvii

Dudley & Co., W. W xvi

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co xvi

Eastman Kodak Co xiv

Edison General Electric Oo viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Go. . . iv

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Secret Service Co x
Electrician Pub. Co.. . . xv, xvi, xvii

Electrical Construction Co.,The. xji

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii
Elektron Mfg. Co xix
Empire China Works x
Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix
Ferracute Machine Co xvii
For Sale Advertisements... i, x, xii

Port Wayne Electric Co xxiv
General Electric Co ix

Gravity Purifier Co
Greeley& Co., The E. S I

Gregory, Chas. E i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co x
Helsler Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works xix
Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Haydeos. . . . xiv
Illinois Electric Lamp Co. . . "7 ; xv
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxiii

Institute of Technology xiv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Go. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Go i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W x
Kartavert Mfg Co xvi
Kelly Brothers
Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Lake, J- H. & D., Oo
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xviii

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xvii
Lefmann, Julius xvii

Leffel, & Co., Jas xvii
Leonard & Co., H. W .... iv, xvii
Link Belt Machinery Co xiv
Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co iv
Morse & Co., A. M xv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Carbon Co. xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire G*"' . xv
jS". T. Safety Steam Power Co. xvi
New York & Ohio Co I

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co xix
Pioneer Armature Co xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Premier Electric Co., The xiv
Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Railway Equipment Co x
Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Hoebling's Sons Co . J. A ... . x
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . xii

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xii

8awyer-Man Electric Co v
Schuyler Electric Co iv

Sechrist, Albert xvii

Shultz Belthig Co xvi
Siebert, G xiii

SieraeQs & Halske Electric Co. xiii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.,
Sioux City Engine Works. . . . xix
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Somoff . J. L
Sperrv Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co vi

Standard Paint Co xvii

Stanley Electric Mfg, Go vi

Star Electrix Co xv
Steams Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W. G xv
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxiii

Taylor Enghie Co
Thomson-HoustonElec. Co.. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co..
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co xvii

VanNuls C. 8 i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company. xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xix
Want Advertisements xiii

Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

i& Co '.

xviii

Westinghouse Elec.andMfg Co . . xi

Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . . .—
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Anniuiciatora

.

Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical WorkB.
Blectrlcal Supply Co., The.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc Lamps.
Ball Electric Liglit Co.
BeggB, J. B., Mchy. & Snppiy Co.
BiitHti Electric Co.
Dnplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Snppiy Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Koee Electric Light Snppiy Co.
s*rhnyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomaon-Honston Electric Co.
Weatlnghoase Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Are rilsht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
-American Battery Co.
Centr^ Electric Co.
Detroit Illectrlcal Works.
Electrical Snppiy Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Garter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jara.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric \Jo.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Bleotrle.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. 8.
Knspp ElectHcai Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, HCasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlnc
Chicago Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link jtJelt Machinery Co.
Page Belling Co.

Boilers.
Bahcock & Wilcox Co.. The.
Lane & Bf dley Co., The
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Burslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SnpDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co. ,1116 fl. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Parmck & Carter Co.

Cables.
fSee IneulBted Wires )

Cables, Electric. (See Insulated
Wire B), Copper, Hbeetand Bar
Rneblings Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Cameraa.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brneh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.

Clntc&es. Friction.
Falla Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill cmtch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D, Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constmctlon and Bepairs.
Andrae, Julius.
Electric Cone. & Supply To.
Electrical Construction Co., The,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Smith, ThoB. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, JElectrle Msbt,
Bnslne Plants and Electric
Bauivays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball»fc Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
rirush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Heisier Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley to., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Leonard* Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safely Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W. U.
Racine Hardware Mfg Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halsk Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, ThoB. «. Jr.

Standard Electric Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WestinghouBe, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Ilaydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works. . .

National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'fl Son's Co., J. A.
SperryEIec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius,
iiond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric ( o.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuis, C. S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brnsh Electric uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co,
Fort Wayne Klectrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
HeJBier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.

. Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Oo.

Electric liaTa Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Bail^rays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electriral and DIectaanieal
£nsineer8.
Bryan, W.E.
Leonard* Co., H. W.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co

.

Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The fl. 8.

Western Electric Co.

Electrfcal Intellleence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Jtillus.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Riee Electric Specialty Co , The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CoMibina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Snppiy Co., The.
ThomBon-fioQBton Electric Co,

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Electro-PiatinK OlaclLinea.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Engines, Mteaap.
-American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball 4 Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Worke.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson* Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith. Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Ontflts.
Chicaeo Electric Motor Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrica & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrnace Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Snppiy Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Soerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€ta.» JiiisAtlns, <ciectric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Jnllns.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Engineering iS Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
tireeley & Co . , The B . 8.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
SioQS City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
irare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Graphite Sppcialtles.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Bnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

insulators and Insnlatlnc
Materials.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Condnit & Insulation Co.
International OkonJte Co., The.
Johns Mfg, Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Lefmann. Julius.
Munsell & Co., Eugene
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
Standard Faint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Oo.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated IVires and Cables-
Slaenet IVire.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
New York insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J, A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

I^amps, Incandescent
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Oo.
Buckeye Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter Electriral & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Enapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
8awveT--MBn UlectricCo.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Ijis^htnin^ Arresters.
Van Nuis, C. S.

naffnet fTlre.
(See Insulated Wire s.)

Heobanical Machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck <fc Carter Co.

nrica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. CO..H. W.
Munsell & Co., Engene.

Mine Sisnals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.

ninins Apparatus, Electric.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomeon-BouBton Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

aiotors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Dielil & Company.
Easton Electric Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lo7ell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mdther Electric Co.
Porter Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Premier Electric Co,
Royal Electric < ;o.

Siemens & HaJske Electric Co.
Thomeon-HoustOD itifectnc Ov

.

Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co.Name flatcs.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co., A. H.on Puriflers.
Gravity Pnrlfler Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co
Schlndel & Shin del.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Sietert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber f o
Railway Equioraent Co.

Porc^ lai'^.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, ^electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pusb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailn^ays, Electric.
fSee electric railways.)

Becovdins: Pressnre Gauses.
Bristols' Mfg. Co

.
, The.

BfsnlHtJDg: Morkets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

RheoAtats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speaklnc Tubes,
Central Electric Go;
Electrlcat Snppiy Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcflJ Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railwai'.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cushlng, F. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical SupplyCo., The
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co

.
, The

Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telcpbones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works,
Western Electric Co.

Test Instmments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectricManufacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works,

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works,
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine 'Wtieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co,

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

FniTersities.
Institute of Technology.

Water Wbeela.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins, Wire tS; Cable Co.

,
Electrical Snppiy Co-
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National ludia Rubber Co,
Ral'way liq lipment Co.
Rop 'ling's Hons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.
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Questions and Answers.

Q :—What is the most important electric railway work now in progress?

_^.; The Cayadutta Electric Railway, connecting Fonda, Johnstown and

Gloversville, N. Y., where an electric railway for passenger and

freight service will, for the first time, compete with a parallel

steam railway.

Q;—What is the handsomest power plant now being installed in N. Y.

city?

A : That of the Broadway Cable Railway at Houston St. and Broadway,

where a fourteen story building is being erected for this purpose.

Q :—What is the handsomest office building now building in N. Y. City?

A. :—The Havemeyer Building, ocrner Cortlandt and Church Sts.

Q,

:

—What is the handsomest office building now building in Philadelphia?

A.:—The Betz Building, corner Broad and Penn Square.

Q :—What kind of plants and whose system will be used in these in-

stallations?

A. :—Direct coupled plants in the buildings named. That is, slow speed

dynamos coupled directly on the engine shaft.

No "system" will be used. The best apparatus and methods

of all makers will be selected and combined to make the most per-

fect plant possible.

Q. ;.—Who is installing these important plants, and who determines what

shall be used?

A.:— H. Ward Leonard & Co., who are acting as Bulk Electric Contrac-

tors for all these plants.

Q. :—Why were the contracts awarded to this concern?

A :—Because they could do the work cheaper, quicker and better than

any manufacturers or concerns limited to the use of certain partic-

ular apparatus, and because of their familiarity with the require-

ments of such work, and the best methods and apparatus to use,.in

order to insure the most perfect result.

THE SCHUYLER
-airsTDBnyn oif-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETANT FKATUHES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof againsta burn-out

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OP

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Dice, 161 and 163 Randolpli St., Chicago.

AANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18S3.

Arc La/^ps

AN
ESTABLISHED ,

EACT: J

pSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LA/nP THAT
WORKS SATlSrACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

I

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLCPnONi; BUILDING,

NEW YORK. Search Light No. 13.
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THE VERY BEST WIRE.

XmARGx: stock, quick shipikizints,
Besides a Very Labge Stock of General Electrical Supplies at lowest prices.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, J>Ur ;!^.

NEW irORK I/AHP FACTORY, Capacity ao.OOO per day.

LAIWEPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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;\'

ST ^'^''U

Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lighting our Specialty.

We invite yor to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.
Send fozr X*x-loes to

Standard Electric Co.,
313 to 317 So. Canal St.. Chicago.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS.
WE ARE CONSTANTLY ADDING

OF GREAT VALUE TO STATIONS.

150 light and 200 light transformers adapted for OUT-DOOR USE
THE SAME AS THE SMALLER SIZES.

THESE TRANSFORMERS ARE REMARKABLE FOR

HIGH EFFICIENCY % LOW LEAKAGE.

Oox*xresx3c>xxdexxoe Sollolted.

Western Agents: STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

The Electrical Suoply Co.,
C Randolph St. and Michig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. PJttsfJeitl, Mass.
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12,G72,000 Feet.
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

TBE BEST INSOLATION
TS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, 6HICAGO,
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

|-N"piTM"Tp"I> A m/%"r>C« Biahest Efficiency.

\3ddXX £j^%#X^ JL \^JL%>|9« Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all Others.

COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT.

T. is^ jWI ^^^^ The only Incandescent Lamps ivhich have secured Universal Apj)roval,

MILLIONS SOLD AND MILLIONS SELLING.

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety LsYices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instrunnents.

ELECTRIC LICHTINC SUPPLIES.
:Bx%..A.isro£a: of^f^xoejs:

4S BHOAD SXflKET, - NEW YORIi.
620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, ill. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CtLicago Office: ITe^csz "V^orl^ Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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A New Lamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Eflfective Contact.
Plenty ofRoom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the shell.

Ko. lOS Concealed IVork.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOR MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houbbs, or by-j?ur atuu uy ouppiy ^iuubbh, or uy ^

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company, V^
p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and IVeHilnghoDSB (Styles.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
UAainFACTUBEBS OW

Ts? MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plants process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

amehicah eattiry compahy,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BMNGH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 41 Broad Street, Hew York City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 509 Arch Street, PWladelphia, Pa.

Gonld Bnllding, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Denirer, Colo.

264 West Fonrth St„ Cincinnati, 0. 401-407 Sil)ley Street, St. Panl, Minn.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION,

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.

,

S'STfl.A.O'CTSS], Sr. T-., TJ. S. .A,.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
136 I.tbertj' St., F. C. TIMPSOJT, Uanager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

Satisfactory RESULTS,
Not THEORIES, are wanted
By CENTRAL STATION people.

The BUCKEYE Gives the FORMER.

"THINGS AIR WORKIN."

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

CHICAGO,
437 "1?Iie Rookery."

WEir TOBK,
611 aiall and Bxpreas Bnildlns-

THE FALLS

ftivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MAITOPACTUKEES OF

It

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES \ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

/ 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have sued H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap S'nitches.

The trade will please note that we have no intention to annoy them, but have sued Mr. Paiste, the manu-
facturer of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early hearing and it is not too much to ask
that the trade will in the meantime respect our patent rights and await the decision of the Oourt in the case.

THE HART & HECEMAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart Switch. HARTFORD, CONN.

(C. & W.)

FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSULATION,
Now Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,

JERSEY CITr.

MANUFACTURERS OF VULCABESTON.
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, ISn^W TOEK.
PHII.AUELPHIA, BOSTON, ATLANTA.

H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,

Two 300 Amp. Shnntwonnd U. S. Dynamor-.
Two 2J0 Amp. ShnntwouDd U. B. Dynamos.
Two 500 Lt. T. B. Dynamos, compoaod wonnd,

with bise, rheostat and ammeter.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,00:) C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Spprry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
Twelve 12 Lt. Knowles Dynamos, with lamps,
Ninq 30 I t. Weatinghouse Arp Dynamoe.
Twelve 50 Lt. Schnyier Dynamos, 2,U00 C. P.

Six 30 Lt. Excaiaior Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., with
single lamps.

Tno 15 Lt. Excelsior D\ uamos, single lamps.
Two 150 Lt. Brash Incande-^. Machines, 95 Volis,
One 15 Lt. Brash Arc, 7 amperes.
One till Lt. Vaidepoele Arc Machinea, with two

armatares and 25 doable 2,000 C. P. lamps.
One IW H. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 a. P. Armlngton & Sims Engine.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases lor

Cut-Outs and SwUches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same com-
position , and are haked alike

,

which are the features of

Trne Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 19 156 6im St.,

tireen Point,

BimOKUV, N.I.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

The Solntion of the ProMem of Safe GnariliDi

ELECTRIC CONDDCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpoBO employedj la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

HANUPACTURED BY

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinOKc. i B27 to B31 W. 34th SI.,WOHKS.^ B26toB28W.3BthSt..

General OtBces: 42 & 44 Broad St., New Tort

ThoB. Day A Co,, 222 Salter St., San FranclBco, Cal.

ftlonntuln Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 3J6 Pearl St., BuSalo.N Y.
Piitnjira, (Jay & Co , 27 E. M;iin St., Rochester, N. Y.
(Hover Elect. Co., 127 W t'th St., Cincinnati, O.
('has. Uabrlel, Saginaw. Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 ChestniU St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construc'ion Co.. Ptttsburgb, Pa,
Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
liEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAtiO. 173 Lake St. TBEKTOST, ST. J.

8A!« FBAIKCIISOO, ^3 & «7 Fremont St. NEW TOBK, 117 liibert^ St.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullrrta-i Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

I^xo-nript Sln.ip3:2:2.erLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.\W. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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WESTIIKHIISE ELEtimC t MFt. CI,

NOTICE!!!
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will, at its

own cost and expense, defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement
of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Edison-
Thomson-Houston electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otherwise, a monopoly of the electric lighting
and power business, which they are not entitled to, and cannot secare by meaas of their patents. If they could succeed in
frightening users into entering into contracts bindirg them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a contract which they might have some difficulty in setting aside.

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to oae of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-
tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
name from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust would exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million
dollars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue ( f ten millions of bonds.

The users of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refusing to purchase, except upon the terms and
conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the open market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Ccmpany sells all of its apparatus and mikes all of its contracts on the
above basis, and has never done otherw^ise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.

We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see
that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.

2. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,
Which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:

" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be instituted by any
party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patenter patents, when such alleged infringement shall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shaU have made all payments then due, provided that imm.ediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the ccmpany, and that the purchaser shall permit the company,
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give all needed information, assistance and authority to enable the

company to do so, and thereupon, in case cf an award of damages in such suit or suits, the company shall pay such award,
but the company shall not be bound to defend any such suit or suits, nor to pay any damages therein when the same shall

arise by reason of the use cf parts not furnished by the company."
3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockholders are numerous, and that specious arguments may

be advanced, and threats used, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.

4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination can expect to receive a higher
price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.

When the Wes.inghouee Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of rail^way

apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,500.00 per car equipment. One-half of

the above figure is the asking price to-dey, and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.

The members of the Electric Trust (Thomson-Houston, Edison General, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made
bids for the incatidescent lighting of the World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since offered to do the same work for $650,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, who desire to have the benefits of

competition.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO,Pittsburg, Pa., April 29, 1892.

Agents for Canada: AHEARN & 80PER, Ottawa, Ontario,
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOFACTTJBED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
aUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

2 Ball & Wood 13 xl2irclies.

2 Ball & Wood 16 xl6 inche".

1 ArmiQgtott & Siois 18+xl8 inches.

1 Ideal 13 xl4 iochf s.

1 Williams 14^x20 Inches.

1 Williims Uixie inches.

All of the above were in use but four

months, a-e the la'fst designs of the vari-

ous makes, are in perfect order and
complete io every way.

CMcap Arc l\i\\ & Power Co.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—SI.00.

—

]Nr €3 1" IOET-
Notice is hereby given tbat sealed proeoeale

will be received by the City of Spriogfield, Mo.,

np to twelve o'clock, noon, of Tuesday, the 6th

day of September, 1893, for furnlehing said city

and cltizenfl thereof with Electric Lights.

Specifications and form of propoBal will be fur-

nished on application to the City Clerk,

By order of the Council.

G. W. HACKNEY. City Clerk.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the number being two O50-light,
1,000 Tolt Alternators.

to
WANTED TO BUY:

Second-hand machine, from 50
300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
4S and 45 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO

MSora BRAIDED COR
le the most <^^

t)le for hangi
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Saiiiitl«>s and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGREtiK STREET, BOSTON,

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATION
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IiiiiiiilMrit%Co.,
Z^9 S, Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

LAMPS
OR

HIGHEST QUALITY
AT

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. '

FOR SALE.
Three .35-Light Waterhouse Dynamos,
One 300 Light Bcusb.
Two 65-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos,
One 600-Light United Stales Alternator,

One 600-L'ght United States, 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. l!ru?h Arc Lamps.
Sixty No, 10 Biush Arc Lamps,

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchana; Building, NewYork,

MICA
For Electrical Porposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
aift Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Lake SM, CHICAGOJLL

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-'-^ built of any required size and power,
foi" all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes HM) or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated

Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

FAN MOTORS,
SEND m YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 10 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chieaffo Electric Motoi^ Co.,
313 louth Uanal Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

DENSMORE,
^'T/ie JVor/ds Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

Standard key board, "delightful touch,"

most convenient, simple, strong, dur-

able, rapid. Alignment strictly permanent.

For Catalogue and Testimonials, apply to

DENSMQRSirPEWRITERCO., 202 Broadway, New York.—i^j^z:-

DHIDII BUDWm CO,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
. AND—

-

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

"^voi^miiJsroTOisr a60,-ias ZXor-se Po-v^eir

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 9fi Lak.^ St., CHICAGO, ,S(; imd K,s Liberty St„ NEW YORK,

ISO.STON. PHII,AI)EM-HIA. ST, LOCl.S, ST, PAUL, Es:

HORSE SHOES
rOR SALE,

Bryant Electric Co.,

1522 MONADMOOK BLDG.

^taUou, \S'tv\le3. $\,atas.

$mtc\ves atvi Soc\,els, Pa\a\,£

^mtcWs, K,. "yj.Cul-Ouls 'jot

•K\ou\a.ei, coxvceoVei o-c o-^exv

^;/jt\, axvi olYiax; Cul-Ouls.

YouTa iTUVy,

Bcyaxa E\eclT\c Co.,
r/ios. G, Qrier, Weai. Mcjr.

p. $. ila^ie -you cace.\^De^.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BKIDeKPOBT, CONN.
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Isolated Lighting Plant in the Masonic
Temple Chicago.

One of the finest of the many isolated plants for electric

lighting in Chicago's great office buildings is that recently

installed in the new Masonic Temple, on the corner of State

and Randolph streets, and which is illustrate^ by the ac-

companying pictures. Aside from the fact that the plant

—

with its capacity of nearly S.ooo i6 candle power

lamps— is the second largest isolated installation in

the city, being exceeded only by that in the great Auditori-

um, it possesses peculiar interest from the fact that it is lo-

cated in the tallest building in Chicago—a city of tall

buildings—and probably the tallest in the country. The

Thomson-Houston in candescent machines rated as i.ooo

lighters, but fully equal to a maximum output of 8,000

lights should occasion demand, the building being wired

for about that number of lamps. The maximum electro-

motive force is 125 volts. The dynamos are very compactly

arranged, as will be seen by Fig. i. They are driven by
a line of counter-shafting so arranged that one or more
generators can be run while the others are at rest, thus

obviating loss in friction, due to the unnecessary running

of dynamos without load. This is effected by means of

friction clutches on the countershaft, driven by two Corliss

engines, which are connected so that eilher one or both

can be run at one time, so that in case of the emergency of

tions—one for rheostats and measuring instruments and the

other for switches. It is also provided with special single

pole switches by which it is possible to make any combin-
ation of machines desired. The machines can be thrown
into multiple on the main bus bars by throwing down
special switches. The rheostats are of the non-combustible

type, being composed of iron bodies with black lacquered

slate fronts. All the connections of generators to switch-

board and from switch-board to feeders are of the approved

type of bright lacquered bus bar work. The main bus

bars are of copper, 2^ by i inch, and receive the total

current of all machines.

The system of distribution used throughout the building

FIG. I. ISOLATED LIGHTING PL.\NT IN THE M.\SONlC TEMI'LE, CHICAGO.

Masonic Temple, with its 19 full stories and two addi-

tional stories in the dome or observatory, is a conspic-

uous landmark in Chicago. The highest point of the roof

is over 300 feet from the sidewalk, and it is said that over

4,700 tons of steel entered into the construction of the

building. There is no tower, and the dimension given in-

dicates the extreme height of the homogeneous structure.

The building is divided into stores, offices and assembly

rooms for Masonic bodies. Sixteen elevators, distributed

in a semicircle about the central light shaft, give access

to the upper stories.

The bulding is lighted entirely by incandescent lamps,

all of 16 candle power, and attached to handsome dark

steel-finished fixtures, which appear to add greatly to the

brilliancy of the lights. The dynamo room is located in

that portion of the basement projecting under the alley on

the north side of the building. The plant consists of six

one engine breaking down the plant will be still in good

running order.

The dynamos, which are compound wound, are con-

nected by an equalizing connection by means of which all

generators are kept at the same potential, thus securing

for all an even share of the total load, which obviates the

internal strains occasioned by undue overloading of any

one generator. This equalizing connection consists of a

bar of high conductivity copper two inches wide and half

an inch thick, the distance between the machines being so

slight that there is practically no difference of potential be-

tween any two terminals at which this equalizer connects

with the various machines. The generators are supplied

with self-oiling revolving ring bearings.

The switch-board, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2,

is of Italian marble and is immediately in the rear of the

generators. It is 42 feet long and is divided into two sec-

is the two wire multiple arc system. It is calculated that the

total loss from the dynamo terminals to the farthest lamp is

less than 5 per cent. The lamps are supplied with current

from two risers, located in shafts at the opposite extremi-

ties of the line of elevators. These risers are of number 000

Simplex rubber covered wire. They are in turn fed by

eight feeders, four feeders to each riser, which join the

risers at equally distant points by special devices so ar-

ranged that at all parts of each riser the potential is practic-

ally the same. The risers are bound together at the points

of junction with the feeders by equalizers, so that the dif-

ference of potential is practically the same at all points on

both risers. The feeders on the north riser are respectively

754,000, 612, oco, 472,oooand 3i5,coocircular mils in di-

ameter, while the feeders on the south riser are respectively

of 882,000, 737,000, 595,000 and 452,000 circular mils.

On each floor of the building there are two combined cut
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out and switch cabinets, one connected to the south riser

and the other to the north riser. These cabinets are fire-

proof and all cut-outs are porcelain, the switches being

mounted on porcelain bases with nickel plated covers. By

means of safety plugs the cabinets may be entirely dis-

connected from the risers while the main fuses are being

replaced, allowing the lights to continue burning during the

process of replacing fuses. In these cabinets there are in-

dividual cut-outs for about every six lights. From these

cabinets stretch forivard the maze of branch wiring, each

cabinet talcing one half of a floor. For this branch wiring

there has been consumed no less than 240.000 feet of Sim-

plex No. 14, B. & S. rubber covered wire, and 60,000 feet

of No. 16 wire of the same insulation. Beside the S.ooo

lamps of the building there are a number of small motors

used for dental and other purposes. The branch wiring is

all done on the concealed plan, and not a wire is to be

Electricity at the World's Fair,

The ways and means committee of the Exposition com-

pany, acting on the advice of its chairman, H. N. Higin-

botham, who had the matter in charge, has set aside the

recommendation of the construction department in

favor of awarding the contract for. electric launches to

the Columbian Launch company of Chicago, and decided

in favor of the Electric Launch & Navigation company of

New York. This decision has been confirmed by the ex-

ecutive committee, and is regarded as final unless some

new development comes up before the contract has been

actually signed. Two weeks ago, when the construction

department and the committee on grounds and buildings

had reported in favor of the Chicago company, it was the

general opinion that the local company would get the

contract. The change well illustrates the uncertainty of

final decision in the awarding of World's Fair contracts.

FIG 3. ISOLATED LIGHTING PLANT IN THE MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

seen in the whole building except in the shafts, where the

main feeders run where they can be easily got at.

All of the fourteen passenger elevators are wired by

means of a special flexible cable adapted to high speed

work.

The entire electrical equipment was installed by the

isolated lighting department of the western office of the

Thomson-Houston Electric company, under the supervis-

ion of E. C. Noe, superintendent of the engineering de-

partment of the new General Electric company. The
whole plant is wired strictly in accordance with the fire

underwriters' regulations and is complete and satisfactory

in every detail. Eraser & Chalmers of Chicago installed

the steam plant.

of which the electrical fraternity has heretofore had ex-

perience. This is undoubtedly due to the number of offi-

cials who hive to pass on each proposition, especiaUy

where financial and engineering considerations are mingled,

and is probably inseparable from a concern of the magni-

tude of the World's Fair.

The contract was given to the Electric Launch & Navi-

gation company on the ground that it offered a larger

percentage to the Exposition company, had a better

designed boat and a battery that was just as good as that

of its competitor and not subject to the possibility of in-

fringement su'ts- The coostruction department based its

decision largely on the business dissensions among the

members of the New York compaay, but Mr. Hlgln-

art gallery, Illinois, women's, horticultural, transportation

mining, electricity, administration, machinery, agricultural

and many smaller buildings. The concession is regarded

as a valuable one, one Chicago paper estimating that it

is worth $300,000 to the successful company.

In its naval news the TW-iy ]'(?;/' //tv-^z/^/ says that "Lieut.

O. G- Dodge, who has successfully concluded his examin-

ation for the position of professor of mathematics, will

probably be assigned to duty in charge of the electric

light plants of the government buildings at the Columbian

Exposition in Chicago." There must be some mistake

about this, as the lights for the government building will

be supplied from the central station in machinery hall.

The iron supports in the electric subways have all been

placed in position, and the cement plastering will be

finished within a month. Pumps driven by electric motors

are used to pump out surface water in the unfinished por-

tion of the subways.

It has been decided to locate the power house for the

intermural railway in the southeastern corner of the park,

near the forestry building.

A new Wood arc machine of So lights capacity has been

added to the temporary lighting plant. It is used to

supp'y lamps used in the work of elevating the tracks of

the Illinois Central Railroad company outside the grounds.

The dynamo belongs to the railroad people and is simply

operated by the Exposition company.

The work of allotting space to exhibitors is occupying

the time of Chief Barrett's assistants at present, and an

elaborate plan has been prepared by the department for

handling this business. The electrical building has been

divided by main aisles into 68 blocks, 41 of which are on

the first floor and 27 in the gallery. The number of ex-

hibitors in each of these large blocks will control the

number of allotment spaces in each. Independent of

these divisions, the building has been divided into 27 sec-

tions, 17 below and 10 in the gallery, which have been

named after the letters of the alphabet. This arrange-

ment will make it possible for permits for space to indicate

precise'y the location of the space assigned. Small

prints have been made giving thes division lines, so that

if John Smith & Co. are given a permit to occupy section

A. block 3, No, I, th;y will be able to refer directly to

the print and locate the space without trouble. Conven-

tional signs on these prints will indicate the physical char-

acteristics, such as beams, posts, foundations, etc., the

purpose being to give every exhibitor a full description of

his space without having recourse to correspondence or

actual measurements on the grounds.

The form of permits for space has been prepared by

Prof. Barrett, and will be submitted to Director-general

Davis in a few days. The final allotments will also

be ready at that time, and the department expects to

be able to send out official permits for the occupancy

of space by September 1st.

While the systematic methods instituted by Prof. Barrett

are calctilatei to secure precision and simp'icity, yet the

labor of keeping all the various interests in correct form

before the depaitm^nt, and of always being in touch with

th; req'iirements oE individual exhibitors, is very great.

For this purpose a large ledger Is kept, with special

Fig. 3 shows a bit of the electric lighting effects in one

of the stores of the building. The subject of the illustration

is a porlion of the ceiling of the drug store of Matkin

Brothers on State street. The ceiling is handsomely deco-

rated by means of a round central painting, typical of the

four seasons, and elaborate designs in lincrusta. A fine

electrolier hangs from the center, and on cither side in-

candescent lamps are arranged in the form of a star

and a crescent. Jn all there are 115 lights, arranged on

half a dozen circuits, so that all or a small portion can be

burned at once. The general effect is very pretty.

An interesting computation shows that there are in the

entire building 53 miles of electrical conductors, containing

about 12 tons of copper.

The Bloomington, Ind,, cicctriclightplani was entirely

destroyed by fire on July 27th. The total loss is $i3,oc>o;

insurance $6,000. The stock is owned by a local com-
pany.

!. ISOLATED LIGHTING PLANT IN THE MASONIC TEMi'Lt,.

botham evidently did not attach much importance to this

objection. It is expected that about forty electric boats

will be required for the regular fine and twenty smaller

ones for private parties. The work of building the

launches will be divided among several firms. The Elec-

tra, the company's sample boat, will remain on the grounds,

and will shortly be put to commercial use in carrying

visitors about the lagoons. The pries to be charged for

the trip has not been decided upon, but twenty-five cents

for the round trip, or fifteen cents one way, has been sug-

gested. The route commences at the north landing in the

basin and extends west on the basin, north on the north

canal, passing through the lagoon on the eastern side of the

wooded island, on into the north pond, to the landing at

the art gallery. In returning to the starting point the

same course is traversed, except that in going south the

boats will pass west of the wooded island. This route

gives access to the manufactures, government, fisheries,

CHICAGO.

headings, so that an accurate account may be scheduled

with each exhibitor. Under these heads each article in-

tended to be exhibited is classed, giving the group and

class to which it belongs in the official classification. The
manner of exhibition, the method of arrangement,

the power required, the special lighting, incandes-

cent or arc, are also recorded, and the part

the exhibitor intends to take in the electric equipment of

the building. Thus, by opening the ledger to a given

page, at a glance the whole purpose of an exhibitor may
be seen.

The circular sent out in June, outlining the plan for a

special Cfiuipment of the electrical building by exhibitors,

has resulted in securing offers of all the apparatus neces-

sary for the purpose. The larger firms have responded

liberally to the call made by Prof. Barrett for service ap-

paratus, and the department clerks are now scheduling all

this apparatus, so that Prof. Barrett may present his plans
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to the bureau of construction. The plan provides for 422

arc lamps for general illumination, 7S lamps for special

purposes, 5,000 incandescent lamps and 500 horse power

for m Jtors, with a reserve of 500 horse power for addi-

tional incandescent lamps required by exhibitors.

The arrangement of exhibits has practically been set-

tled. All heavy machinery will be located on the lower

floor, where foundations can be built of sufficient sustain-

ing strength. Most of the foreign countries have had

space allotted them on this floor, at the north end of

the building. Wires and insulation will be shown in the

FIG. I. SPOKANE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

gallery, with telegraph apparatus, specialties of all kinds,

models, etc.

It is definitely settled that there shall be three railway

tracks, at least 1,500 feet long, on the grounds for tram-

way exhibition purposes, and the electrical department is

now preparing the detailed plan for this exhibit. It has

been agreed that these tracks shall be used by the trans-

portation exhibits department also for the exploitation of

gas and ammonia motors wherever these will not interfere

with the operation of the electric systems.

Portable Combination Telephone and
Telegraph Set.

An interesting and ingenious combination of telephone

and telegraph apparatus is represented in the device illus-

trated in the accompanying cut. The instrument is in

use in the office of Fire Marshal Swenie at the city hall,

Chicago. It is made of aluminum and weighs only three

and a half pounds. It is a very handsome device and oc-

cupies very little room on the desk. It is essentially a

PORTABLE COMBINATION TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH SET.

portable desk telephone set comprising the usual trans-

mitter and receiver of the Bell pattern^ and by means of

the switch in the base connection may be made with "cen-

tral" or a private line. The switch lever is at the right,

in the cut, directly under the receiver, while the call but-

ton is shown a little to the left. On the opposite side of

the base and not shown in the cut there is a telegraph key

connected to the city telegraph system. The outfit was

devised and made by j. F. Mehren, who is connected with

the city's electrical department.

It is proposed to increase the capital stock of the Spring-

field, Mass., Electric Light company from $400,000 to

f 500,000.

Spokane Electric Railway System.
The Spokane Street Railway company owns or controls

nearly all the street railway lines in the city of Spokane,

Wash. It recently purchased the franchises of the City Park

Transit company over E 1st Sprague street, Third street,

Hatch street and part of Monroe and Pine streets, and it

has also obtained the controlling interest in the Ross Park

Street Railway company, which runs some four miles east

of the city on the north side of the Spokane river through

Ross Park addition. These recent purchases, together

with the franchises already possessed, give the company

the absolute control of the transportation business of the

city. With the exception of two miles of cable the sys-

tem of the company is electric throughout. The company
took possession of the plant and franchises in 1889, pre-

vious to which time they were the property of private individ-

uals, and a horse car system was used. Since this time great

extensions have been made in every direction, and in every

respect the system has undergone a complete transform-

ation. In June. iSgi, the company began to operate the

electric system, and since then scarcely a month has passed

without new lines being projected in some direction ex-

tending into the residence portions of the city to meet the

requirements of the traveling public, twenty miles

of double track being now in operation. The com-

pany possesses seventeen different franchises, which

cover all the principal business streets of the city, as

well as the principal streets and avenues leading to and

tion will not interfere with the operation on any of the

other sections. The size of the trolley wire is No. 4 B.

W. G. hard drawn copper. An auxiliary main is run

parallel to the trolley, supported on side poles and feeding

into the trolley every 500 feet on an insulated conductor.

The trolley wire is supported entirely by vise clamps made
of cast iron, no solder being used on the trolley line.

Automatic switches are used throughout the system, and
the mains from the dynamos feed into the system at eight

different points.

The Spokane river, which flows through the center of

the city, divides the company's system; and in order to en-

sure continuous and successful operation on both sides of

the river, the company found it necessary to construct a

special bridge across the river connecting Bridge and Post

streets. This bridge is 360 feet long; the largest span is

186 feet. It has one combination Pratt truss and one

Howe truss. The track across the bridge is composed

of girdered rails. The bridge was designed, the iron

rolled, the timber sawed, and the whole structure erected

within 30 days, and this during high stage of water. The
company is now preparing to operate the lines across

the new Monroe street bridge, which has just been built

by the city.

The car equipment of the company consists of 32 cars.

Sixteen of these are of the J. G. Brill company's manufact-

ure, having maximum traction double trucks. Nine open

summer cars manufactured by the Stockton Car company
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FIG. 2. SPOKANE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SVSTE^L

from the center of the city to the residence portions out-

side of town.

The entire system is divided into seven different routes,

as follows: Broadway and Division, Pacific avenue and

Division, Monroe and Second, Boone and Second, Ross

Park line, Liberty Park and Union Pacific depot, Monroe

street and South Side addition (the last named being oper-

ate \ by cable). These lines reach out in all directions to

the residence portions of the city, as will be seen by the

the map, Fig. 2. They are operated by separate sets of

cars, and they all intersect at Riverside and Howard,

which is the business center of the city. A view of the line

at this point is presented in Fig. i.

The track is standard gauge throughout, and is con-

structed in a thoroughly substantial manner. The rails

used are 40 pound steel T rails on the sections on which

there is the heaviest traffic, and 35 and 30 pound steel T
rails on the other portions. The track is laid with the

most perfect alignment and grade, and with the exception

of 500 feet of track, which has a maximum grade of 5 per

cent , no part of the system has a grade exceeding 1 per

cent. Special care has been observed in the construction

of curves. The m'.niraum radius of curves on the system

is 45 feet, and cars can pass over them at their maximum

speed of twenty miles an hour without jars, jolts or

strains.

The overhead construction is in accordance with the

best practice, and cross suspension is used in the overhead

work of the line The whole line is divided into

four sections, each section receiving current from an inde-

pendent double feeder running direct to the power station

where a fuse is placed, so that a short circuit in one sec-

and 7 cars of the Pullman manufacture, with Bemis trucks,

complete the equipment. The maximum traction truck on

the Brill cars has two pairs of 30" driving wheels, to which

are attached the motors, and one pair of 18" wheels in the

center of the truck. The arrangement of these trucks is

such that 80 per cent, of the weight of the cars is carried by

the 30" driving wheels. By making the center wheelssmal-

ler it enables the car body to be placed about 1 2 inches nearer

the ground than is ordinarily done on double truck motors,

the smaller wheels swinging clear of the floor beams when

passing over curves. This arrangement and also the de-

sign of the car bodies on these trucks is the work of B. C.

Riblet, construction engineer of the company. The car

bodies are 29 feet long, open at the ends and closed in the

middle. The seats at the open ends are transverse; in the

closed compartment they are longitudinal. Each car has

a seating capacity for 44 people, and is capable of carrying

150 passengers. The artistic finish of these cars, as well as

of the Pullman cars, is exceedingly fine. Ten of the Brill

cars and five of the Stockton cars are equipped with Edison

double reduction motors, all the other cars being equipped

with Thomson-Houston single and double reduction

water-proof 30 horse power motors. The company also

possess one snow plow of the latest design of the

Thomson- Houston company.

On one of the suburban lines running out to Liberty Park

the company is running four small dummy cars, each hav-

ing two longitudinal seats, similar to cable dummies.

Each of these is mounted with a single water-proof 30

horse power Thomson- Houston motor equipment. The
rootorman stands in the center of the car and controls it

from the same point as the gripman in the cable dummy.
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The axles of the wheels are connected by a sprocket cha-n.

These little cars are able to run at a great speed and give

admirable service. They have not had a dollar's worth of

repair since they began to run some two month ago.

The car house of the company is situatued near the

center of the system at Bridge and Lincoln streets, so as

to be easily accessible to cars from all the routes. It is

two stories high, built of brick, its dimensions being 140

feet by 72 feet. The floor is laid with six separate sets of

tracks, and switches are arranged so that a car can pass

from the main line to any of the tracks in the car house

without having to go on a transfer table. A force of me-

chanics is kept constantly employed in the car house

mounting new equipments and looking after the mechani-

cal work of the system. The company does all its own

armature winding, and facilities are being arranged where-

by the company can perform regular machine shop work

in connection with its own system as well as that of the

Edison Electric Illuminating company. The company is

^r^HntM1
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WILDER ELECTRIC HOTEL CALL.

als > pu ting an electric elevator in the car house capable of

raising 15 tons from one floor to the other.

The company re:eives the electric power for the system

from the Edison Electric Illuminating company, whose

plant and water power station were fully described in the

Western Electrician of May 16, 1891. Two So kilo-

watt 500 volt Edison street railway generators and three

500 volt Thomson-Houston street railway generators sup-

ply the necessary current. These generators are placed at

the south side of the station on the second floor. The

switchboard, indicating and controlling aparatus is ar-

ranged on the south wall of the station, altogether apart

from the electrical gallery of the Edison company's plant.

The positive wires of the generators are connected to

earth through the penstocks of the station, the negative

wires going to the trolley line. This arrangement causes

the arc which forms between the trolley wheel of the car

and the trolley wire to cling to the wheel when the circuit

is broken by the trolley arm leaving the wire, as the

arc always clings to the positive side. This saves

the trolley wire from breaking in miny places owing

to the burning action of the arc. The

trolley wheel when worn can easily be

replaced.

The hydraulic machinery of the station

is arranged on the first floor. There are

five generators. Four of them are driven

from one pair of ij'/i inch Victor turbine

twin horizontal wheels of 450 horse power

capacity, the fifth being driven from a

pair of ten inch wheels by direct and

almost perpendicular belting to the floor

above. These wheels have a speed of 600

revolutions per minute, being somewhat

less than the speed of the generators.

The head of water under which they oper-

ate is 50 feet, with an additional fall of 20

feet from the wheel case to the tail race.

The wheel case opens into the main pen-

stock, which is 7 feet in diameter, and

which is laid along the first floor of the " "

station from cast to west. Each pair of

wheels operates on the one shaft, which projects through the

center of each side of the wheel case. Four driving pulleys

are placed on ihe shaft of the 17 1-2 inch wheels, two on

each side of the wheel case, and one pulley drives one gen-

erator. These four generators are therefore driven with

exactly the same velocity. Each pulley is supplied with a

friction clutch, so that any one or more of the machines

can be thrown out without interfering with the running of

the others. All the hydraulic equipment was supplied by

the .Stilwcll & Ricrce Manufacturing company, iJayton, O.

For the first few months of operation the company experi-

enced considerable difficulty in the regulation of the ex-

tremely varying loads to which the system is subjected.

The company has recently introduced the Woodward gov-

ernor, which gives good satisfaction.

The cable line of the company, which is 2j^ miles in

length, is operated from an independent set of wheels in

the station. This line runs south on Monroe and Cliff

streets to the South Side addition, and has a rather steep

grade. The bulk of the cable line was changed into elect-

ric recently, after the company began to operate the elect-

ric system, as it was found that electricity was much more

satisfactory in every way. The Spokane Cable Railway

company is nominally a separate organization, but it has

been practically absorbed into the general system of the

Spokane Street Railway company.

The capital stock of the Spokane Street Railway com-

pany is $500,000. The officers are: President, H. Bolster;

vice-president, H. Brook; treasurer, J. D. Sherwood;

secretary and general manager, W. S. Norman; superin-

tendent, O. De Camp, assistant superintendent, E. E.

Knowles; electrician. J. B. Fisken; construction engi-

neer, B. C. Riblet. Mr. Riblet has had charge of the con-

struction work of the entire system from its commence-

ment as an electric road, and all who have examined it

are impressed with the thoroughness and completeness of

the work.

The stock of the Spokane Street Railway company is

owned entirely by the Washington Water Power company.

This latter company also owns the stock of the Edison

Electric Illuminating company of Spokane, and two-thirds

of the power of the Spokane river at this point, with con-

siderable adjoining real estate property. The Spokane

Street Railway company also owns a large amount of real

estate in various parts of the city.

Commandoer's Wave Power System.
The utilization of the power of small streams, which

has so long been neglected, has of late received consider-

able attention from those interested in the transmission and

distribution of power by electricity. The latest device in

this line is that introduced by Herman Commandoer, of

Milwaukee. This device, which is illustrated in the

accompanying cut, can be used, it is claimed, in small

streams, water falls and rapids, and also with a few modi-

fications, in artificial chutes.

Referring to the cuts, A represents parallel floats united

by end beams B, arranged above the top of the floats, and

connecting side walls C, which rise some distance from the

inner edges of the floats and are braced by diagonal braces

c. At the end of the floats, which is upstream or opposed

to the current, are arranged divergent wings a, which

gather and direct the water through the space between the

floats. These wings may be omitted if the stream be too

narrow or may be lengthened if the stream be broad or the

current gentle. By a slight change in the construction of

parts the device may be adapted for use under falls, rapids,

or at the mouth of artificial chutes. In the latter case the

passage way between the floats should be closed across

tion of the wing /F, its extremity e extending a sufficient

distance to engage one of the notches iV in the large wheel

on the shaft and just inside the bearing. Several buckets

are connected as described, forming an endless chain,

which passes at each end of the device over a pair of the

large wheels /", where the ends of the bottoms // of the

buckets bear upon the peripheries of the wheels. The
flanges /prevent the longtitudinal displacement of the

buckets, and the extremities f of the shafts 7" rest in the

notches //. Between these large whtels the lower side of

this endless chain passes longtitudinally between the floats

A and sinks sufficiehtly below the water level to receive the

water which is flowing between the floats. The upper side

of the endless chain passes over a pair of supporting

wheels S, which also may be provided with flanges s,

WILDER electric HOTEL CALL.

mounted on a shaft V, journaled at its ends in uprights O,

rising from the centers of the side walls C.

It is claimed for this device that, by the arrangement of

buckets, every available pound of water that passes be-

tween the floats is utilized.

commandoer's wave power system.

the boltom. Upon the upper edge of each side wall is a

bearing, and journaled in the.'^e bearings across each end of

the device is a shaft, one end' of which carries a driving

pulley, from which a belt may be led to the machinery to be

operated.

The buckets when arranged for use in the device arc so

placed that the front edge of the end pieces //' of one

bucket will come just inside the wing //''of the bucket next

in front, and passing transversely across each bucket is a

shaft T, each of whose ends extends through the lower

front corner of an end piece //' and through the lower por-

Wilder Electric Hotel Call.

A number of electrical and pneumatic devices for af-

fording a speedy means of communication between the

office and any room of a hotel have been exploited, the

most satisfactory of which have been those in which the

general principle of the electric multiple call box has been

followed, but the vastly greater number of "wants*' to be

transmitted to the hotel office than are necessary in the

case of the ordinary district messenger service, has lead to

the production of systems much too intricate and scien-

tific for the matter-of-fact service of a modern hotel.

The system herewith illustrated is quite applicable,

without any change whatever in the running of the wires,

to the ordinary push-button and annunciator call system

so extensively employed in hotels at the

present time. Consequently but one wire

to each room and a neutral return wire

are necessary in its operation.

A dial form of transmitter, not much
larger than the common multiple call box,

is placed in each room. On the face of the

dial, arranged in a circle, are printed a

large number of wants, such as "boy,"

"coupe," "doctor,'' "bill," "ice- water,"

etc. On the present dial seventy five

different wants are printed, but any addi-

tional number could be readily arranged

for. In this transmitter are contained

a magnet and a large break wheel.

To procure any desired service the occu-

pant of a room, say 24, places a pointer,

on the face of the dial, over a given

service and then pulls the crank in the

usual way for sending in a call. The

circuit leading to the annunciator is closed

and the clei k is apprised of the signal. The clerk

thereupon inserts a metallic plug in a switch, which

transfers the circuit of the room from the annunciator to

the circuit of a magnet contained in a box termed the re-

ceiver, and at the same time inserts into the circuit an ex-

tra battery. This extra battery has the effect of attracting

the armature of the magnet within the transmitter, in

room 24, and thereby causes the release of the large break

wheel. This wheel is capable of causing 75 makes and

breaks of the circuit. The number of such makes and

breaks that it may cause, however, is regulated entirely
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by the distance from zero to which the pointer m '•} \

moved by the occupant in placing it over a desired want.

The receiver in the hotel oflice is also provided with a

dial and pointer similar to the dial and pointer of the

transmitter, and having corresponding wants printed on

its dial. The receiver is also provided with a iarge tooth

or pin wheel, corresponding in size and number of teeth

or pins to the teeth of the break wheel of the transmitter.

This wheel is given a tendency to rotate by an ordinary

recoil spring, but its rotation is regulated by a "step by-step"

device, controlled by the magnet in the rectiver. This

magnet is placed, by the action of the clerk, in the circuit

of any room desired. Normally, the point of the receiver,

which is mounted on the same shaft as the wheel, is placed

cable ^ends in the cone c^ which fits into a similar cone.

The outside conductor is prolonged by a split tube (/J.

The coupling is shown at g for connection with a second

cable or with the terminals of the supply circuit, Fig. 4.

As is shown in the latter figure the terminals are covered

by a glass padlocked V, so that the maliciously disposed

cannot tamper with it.

The combination has proved highly efficient wherever it

has been tested. In an experiment with one of these en-

gines at the latp Crystal Palace electrical exhibition, the

motor was worked on a circuit at a pressure of 105 volts.

With this pressure, when running at about 450 revolutions

per minute, the pump propelled a jet of water from a i

inch nozzle to a height of 100 feet, the water pressure be-

system in Chicago, but has not succeeded in gaining one.

He now threatens to bring suit for the amount stated on

the groirnd that while his letters patent grant him permis'

sioa to 'use, sell and manufacture" the D'Unger tele-

phone anywhere in the United States, the aldermen of Chi-

cago have unlawfully interfered with this right, so far as

Chicago is concerned. The authorities of the city are not

greatly troubled about the matter.

Reported Electric Railway Consolidation
in Clnicago.

There is a possibility of a consolidation of the Calumet
and South Chicago Electric Railway companies, that

promises to be of importance to the entire Hyde Park dis-

FIG. 2. ELhCi

at z^ro If, for instince, room 24 should have desired

"ice-water,'' and assuming that to place the pointer of the

transmitter over "ice-water"' the break wheel was moved

15 teeth past zero, it is clearthat in returning to its start-

ing point it will send in 30 makes and breaks. The cir-

cuit having thus been made and broken 30 times, it is

obvious that the step-by-step motion of the toothed wheel

in the receiver will carry its pointers around to the "ice-

water" mark on its dial.

The annunciator thus indicates the room calling, and

the receiver dial the nature of the service desired, of both

of which the hotel clerk makes note, after which he resets

the dial to zero, the act of doing which rewinds the recoil

spring. The movement of the pointer back to the start-

ing point is an indication to the occupant of thercom that

his call has been received.

The plug may be removed from the switch and con-

nected with any other room that may in the meantime

have called.

The device is the invention of E. R. Wilder.

RIC FIRE ENGINE.

iog 75 pounds per square inch. With two delivery hose

pipes on at once, having nozzles respectively i inch and

}i inch, the motor ran at 550 revolutions per minute, and

the pressure was 45 pounds per square inch, the two jets

rising to a height of about So feet.

The D'Unger Case.
D . Robert D'Unger, owner o' the renowned D'Unger

telephone, proposes to sue the city of Chicago for $500,000

Electric Fire Engine.

When electricity is as extensively distributed as water-

the electric fire engine will doubtless come into general

use; even now it is being used to a limited degree. The

combination of an electric motor and a pump has mani-

fest advantages over the steam fire engine, provided a

supply of current is available. In the case of the latter

it is always necessary to keep up steam, so that time will

not be lost when an alarm is sounded, and for

this reason the machine is costly for the actual power

which it develops when needed. The fact that the

motor is instantly ready for service as soon as

a current is turned on mikes it obviously superior, and

the simplicity of the motor and pump as compared with

the steam fire engine constitutes a rather substantial ad-

vantage. No one questions the fact that the day will

come when the distribution of electricity will be so gen-

eral that the pump operated by an electric motor will be

the most important piece of fire-fighting apparatus.

A number of inventors have designed electric fire

pumps well adapted to the purpose; that illustrated in

Fig. I was exhibited at the Naval Exposition in London

by Siemens Brothers. The pump with its motor is mount-

ed in a wagon, and it is noticeable that the absence of a

boiler leaves considerable space in the vehicle which may
be occupied by firemen. The pump, as will be seen by

reference to Fig. 2, is driven by a Siemens motor of

20 horse power capacity, making 1,000 revolutions per

second. The shaft of the Gramme ring armature carries

a pinion which meshes with a gear on the shaft of the

rotating pump. The reduction of speed is in the ratio of i

to 3. For the connection of the motor to the source of

supply there is arranged in the wagon a Siemens flexible

concentric cable about 200 feet in length. The cable is

connected to the rheostat .S" of the cable, the other end

terminating in a joint so designed that by means of a nut

the cable can be connected to a corresr^onding joint

in another Iens;th of cable or to a joint tap on a local

main, Fig 4. Fig. 3 shows how this joint is made. The

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC FIkE tNGINE.

trict if consummated. The report is that Columbus R.

Cummings is negotiating for a controlling interest in both

roads in order to combine the two systems into one

and make numerous extensions throughout Hyde Park.

The Calumet electric road has been in operation for about

a year and controls some valuable franchises. It runs on

Ninety third street, from South Chicago to Dauphin Park

and thence north on Cottage Grove avenue to Severity-first

street. W. V. Jacobs is president of the company. The

South Chicago road has a line in operation on Stony Island

averueand has franchises for several prominent streets in

the eastern portion of Hyde Park. This road is under the

management of Dwight R. Cameron.

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC FIRE ENGINE.

dimiges. He says that suit will be broaght in the United

States Circuit court. The claim is based on a novel poin*^

of law, which it is said has never before been raised.

The English electrical papers describe an arrangement
that wss made to display the returns of the recent geceral

election in London. A large board was hurg out of the

tower of the National Liberal club building, on the Thames
embankment, and on this the resultswere flashed in letters

and figures four (ett high. A large light at the (op of the

board was shown to report a liberal victory, while a small

light at the bottom signified conservative victories. The
name of^ constituency and the majority of the successful

candidate were displayed. Another use which electricity

FIG. I. ELECTRIC FIRE ENGINE.

Three telephone patents have been issued to D'Unger by f"
put in connection with the gen-.ral election is to be

^ t-
^ „ . , found m the employment of hand km ps. 1 he Lithanode

the United States pitentoffi:e. They core: an improved company furnished Colonel Wyndham Murray with a port-

transmitter, a reciiver and a diaphragm with buffers. The able electric hand-lamp for carriage use or for lecturing

patentee has twice applisd for a franchise for his telephone purposes.
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A VERY large and complete isolated electric lighting

plant is illustrated in this issue. It is that installed in

the nioeteen-story Masonic Temple building in Chicago,

which is probably the tallest office building in America.

The work of installation has been thoroughly done, and

there are many central station plants in ambitious cities

that are neither so large nor so well equipped for incan-

descent lighting as this plant, which is devoted entirely to

one building. A careful estimate shows that the edifice

contains fully twelve tons of copper in electrical conduc-

tors.

Announcement is made that the issuing of official per-

mits for the occupancy of space in the electricity building

at the World's Fair will be begun about September ist.

Some idea of the general plan of the arrangement of ex-

hibits and the plan of recording them adopted in Chief

IJarrett's department is given on another page. The pros-

pect of the complete success of the display in this depart-

ment will gratify every person engaged in electrical study

or industry. The only cause for regret at present is the

possibility that the foreign exhibits may not be as repre-

sentative as is desired.

KviiJKNCF.of the progress that the trolley system is

making is found in many western towns, but there are few

that have contributed so much to the system as the city of

.Spokane, Wash. There the electric railway reigns su-

preme. The city is covered with a net work of railways

that give fine service not only In the business district, but

also in the residence portions of the town. This service

has contributed greatly to the prosperity of the city, and

its advantages are fully appreciated by the people of Spo-

kane. Evidence of this is shown in the fact that the old

cable system has been largely replaced by electricity. Full

details of the progress of this system and the interesting

features of the road are given in the article presented else-

where in this issue.

GRADirALLY New York is coming in line with modern

progress in the matter of surface railways for outlying

districts. The daily papers in that city are terribly

alarmed at the flattering prospect of an electric railway on

Columbus avenue, from Sixty-fourth to One Hundred and

Tenth street, operated by means of overhead wires. Un-

disturbed by the shrieking of the journalistic calamity

howlers, the property owners along the street have calmly

given the needed consents, and there is good ground

for the hope that the aldermen will pass the necessary or-

dinance and that the measure will receive the signature of

the mayor. New York is bound to have electric street rail-

ways, operated, undoubtedly, on the overhead system, and

the sooner the newspapers recognize this fact and bow to

the inevitable the better for all concerned.

A \ERY practical article on "Testing Dynamos," by

Foree Bain, presented in the last issue, attracted considera

ble attention. Mr. Bain makes gcod use of the voltmeter

and ammeter to measure insulation resistance, locate

ordinary armature short circuits, and also to locate

trouble without unsoldering connections on a finished

arma'ure, or without burning a coil. In another article

published recently Mr. Bain talked very plainly on

the subject of lightning arresters. It may be said that

Mr. Bain is not an enthusiastic advocate of any type of

lightning arrester now on ths market. He reluctantly ad-

mitted that too many of the so-called "arresters'' fail to act

when most needed. However, Mr. Bain differs from many

writers who are deft in finding fault but are singularly back-

ward in suggesting remedies. In his short article on

"Protecting Dynamos" simple and, it is claimed, most

efficient means of arresting lightning and also of carrying

off static charges were presented. Written as they were by

a practical man who knows whereof he speaks, the articles

are worthy of careful perusual.

Methods of conducting a systematic warfare upon in-

sects are being considered by fruit growers. One of these

is described by an exchange. It is proposed to place elec-

tric lamps in orchards, a few feet above the tree tops, sur-

mounting each lamp by an umbrella shaped wire screen.

When the current is turned on in the evening the light will

attract the insects The screens could be charged and when

the insects would come in contact with the wires they

would be instantly killed.

A device in some respects quite similar was described

in the Western Electrician, December 20, iSgo. It

was used successfully in a park at Munich, Bavaria, which

had been visited by myriads of insects. A rough frame

work was built with a large electric projector at the top.

At the same point was a powerful exhaust fan operated by

a motor leading to a kind of grinding mill. The insects,

attracted by the light, would be drawn by the draft into a

passage leading them down to death and mutilation in the

grinder. In some parts of Northern Europe it is

claimed that these pests have been turned to good account,

the crushed insects being mixed with flour and water and

baked, the cake being used for feeding poultry.

The advancement that has been made in the application

of electricity to drilling is related in a most concise

form in Mr. Marvin's Institute paper published in

this issue. Mr. Marvin believes that the electric per-

cussion drill has reached the stage where it can

safely be relied upon to do its work, and that it

will compare favorably with other styles of drills. "The
efficiency of those machines," he says, "compared with

other forms of electric motors is of course low, but this

factor is of comparatively little moment in percussion drill

work. It is far more important that the machine should

be able to endure the development of a large amount of

power with a small weight, than that it should be highly

efficient. It would seem that the general mechanical de-

sign of these machines admits of greater durability and

simplicity of construction than air diills, as there are no

steam tight joints rticjuired, and a very great wear upon the

moving parts does not reduce the effectiveness of the drill.

The general flexibility of the electrical system and its pe-

culiar adaptation to mining work are well recogni/ed, but

it has been urged that for drill work compressed air is a

necessary factor for ventilation. A careful investigation of

this maltcr reveals the fact that there is Utile or no weight

in this objection. The instances are extremely rare where

compressed air is relied upon for ventilation, and I have

found few miners who consider this matter of importance."

Mr. Marvin's conclusions will be generally accepted by

those who have investigated the conditions atiending the

introduction of electricity in mines. Moreover, his state-

ments are corroborated by reports of those who have had

practical experience in handling drills in mines. The
favor with which these applications are now received shows

that mining engineers are beginning to appreciate the

practicability and possibilities of the system.

The temptation to reproduce the queer things said

about electricity in the daily newspapers is sometimes

irresistible. The following is taken from a paper published

in Lancaster, Pa.:

Wm. Breen was badly burned last night by electricity.

The crossing of an electric light wire with the car trolley

wire formed a series of ground currents which danced like

blue demons on the motors. Mr. Breen started up a posi-

tive pole with an iron magnetic monkey wrench in his

hand. Somehow his body formed an arc and he received
a charge of 5.000 volts. He was knocked down and feels

pretty shaky to-day.

If it is true that Mr. Breen has seen a " series sf ground

currents " dancing " like blue demons on the motors " and

has experienced a shock from a current of electricity having

a potential of 5,000 volts, with no more serious resu'ts than

feel-ng a
'

' little shaky," he should take the lecture plat-

form at once. A recital of his experiences would be of

great popular interest as well as of importance to the icientist.

Stereopticon views showing the gay and agile ground

currents at their demonical revels would greatly add to the

attractiveness of the entertainment.

The conservative opinion held by the majority of

American electrical engineers in relation to the prospect

of the displacement of steam Iccomotives for lorg dis-

tance transportation on trunk lines, so ably voiced by

Frank J. Sprague in his address at the last meeting of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, appears to

meet the general approval of British engineers, "It has

yet to be proved," says the Engineer oi London, "that it

is possible to make an electric motor which will comply

with all the multifarious conditions inexorably dictated by

the exigencies of traffic. In the United States nothing

of the sort has yet been produced, and it is fair to as-

sume that they know as much at the other side of the At-

lantic as is known at this about electricity. Apparently a

very wide departure from existing methods and principles

of construction may be needed to secure success, and no

one can say that the field of invention in this direction is

nearly filled. It seems, however, to be almost time that

some one with the requisite knowledge and ingenuity set

himself in earnest to the work of designing a real electri-

cal locomotive." Probably the machines now building

for hauling trains of passenger and freight cars of normal

type through the Baltimore tunnel form the nearest ap-

proach to what our contemporary calls "a real electrical

locomotive." The Baltimore experiment is being watched

with interest on both sides of the Atlantic.

It is a noteworthy fact that a distinct tendency toward

the consolidation of electric lighting companies in cities is

observable. Buffalo, Rochester, Minneapolis, Louisville

and New Orleans afford recent examples of plans of this

character in different stages of advancement. Many con-

sumers, no doubt, will look on this movement with dis-

trust, taking it as a step in the direction of increased

prices. There is no reason to believe that this fear is well

founded, however. The ultimate effect of concentration

will be to reduce the cost of operation to the lowest possi-

ble point. Considering the state of the electric lighting

business in the country at large, it is safe to assume that

the consolidated companies will be content with a reason-

able profit after meeting the cost and the fixed charges.

In the case of many of the companies entering the ccm-

binations this will be doing better than the accomplish'

ment of years past. The movement toward consolidation

promises better and more extensive service at fair, but not

exorbitant, prices. It is in conformity with a similar

tendency visible in all other lines of business. Unless a

decided change takes place in the electrical business of

the United States, it will be impossible for any huge par-

ent company to establish a monopoly of the electric light-

ing business. This being the case, the public can afford

to look with equanimity on the consolidations of local

companies, for it is difficult to conceive of any manner in

which they could so completely intrench themselves as to

defy a resolute attempt at competition in nase undue ex-

actions were made. But there is every reason to believe

that the new combinations will be conleit with reasonable

returns and an unmolested business.
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The Electric Percussion Drill in Tlieory
and Practice.

By Harry N. Marvin.'

Wherever rock is to be excavated in raining, tunnelliog,

or quarrying-, there,of necessity, we find the percussion drill.

Until about a year ago two types of drills held the field,

the hand drill and the direct acting sleam or air drill.

With the extension of electrical methods of power- trans-

mission to mining operations came the urgent demand for

an electrically operated percussion drill. The mechanical
and electrical requirements of this machine are particularly

severe. It is called upon to continuously endure an action

that is, in almost all other machinery, studiously avoided,

namely, a practically uncushioned reciprocation and a blow

FIG. I. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY

AND PRACTICE.

upon substances harder than cast iron. The general re-

quirements of an electric percussion drill for mining work
are that it shall be light enough to be quickly handled by

two or three men, powerful enough to compete with an
air drill that absorbs eight or ten horse power; and so sim-

ple in design that it can readily be repaired by an ordi-

nary mechanic without electrical experience. It must be so

constructed that the complete macnine and its several parts

can be soaked in mud and water without injury. It should

be incapable of burning out. It must De able to endure

almost any amount of the roughest handling without in-

jury, and the materials employed should be as little subject

to crystallization as possible. My experience suggests the

FIG. 2. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY

AND PRACTICE.

following elements of construction to be avoided: traveling

conductors, commuta'ing or current shifting devices, slid-

ing contacts, spring contacts, cotton insulated wire, and
all insulating material capable of carbonization, switches,

lamination of the moving parts, close fittings and joints

liable to be impaired by considerable wear, all construc-

tions liable to be impaired by careless or unskilled atten-

tion. For the benefit of those unfamiliar with the actions

of the air drill, I will state that the general piactice at

present is to give the machine a stroke of from five to seven

inches, to strike as nearly as possible an uncushioned blow
upon the rock, and to make as many blows per minute as

the power applied will develop, usually from two to four

FIG, 3. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEUKY

AND PRACTICE.

hundred per minute. It is found that a stroke of about
five inches is necessary to properly free the hole from
mud.

In the electrical solution of the problem, the solenoid

and plunger affords the simplest method of developing
this action, and most of the work in this field has been
ronfmed to this line. After much experimental work
with divided solenoids and commutating devices mounted
upon the drill, I abandoned these methods and in 188S

I. Read at the general meeting of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, Chicago, June 7, 1892.
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devised the system of operation that is at present rather
well known, but for clearness this may be illustrated.

Fig. I, shoivs an ordinary continuous current, dynamo
haying two opposite points of its armature connected to a
solid collecting ring and a half ring respectively. The
outer terminals of the drill coils J\I^ and M- are jonnected
by line wires to the two brushes alternately bearing upon
the half ring. The inner terminals of the coil are joined
and led to the solid ring. It appears that as the armature
revolves, current impulses are directed into the drill coils
in alternation, causing a reciprocation of the plunger in
synchronism with the dynamo armature. It will be noticed
that the action here closely resembles the action of a steam
engine, force being exerted first in one direction and then
in the other, one end of the cylinder being idle while the
other end is active. Of course connections are such that
the polarity of the plunger is never reversed. This sys-

tem simplifies to the utmost the construction of the drill

and enables it to be designed so as to satisfy all of the
conditions before mentioned. The complications of this

system are more apparent in theory than in practice.

Three wires are required, but once placed they give no
further trouble. The generator can be used to develope
continuous current and pulsating currents at the same
time if desired, but I believe that it is better practice to
use a separately excited drill generator without regular
commutator. The machine then becomes extremely
simple, as shown in Fig. 2. I have found it desirable to

run these drills at a speed of about 400 per minute, a
rather slow speed for small dynamos. This difficulty may
be avoided at the expense of simplicity in several ways.
One method is shown in Fig. 3. The regular commutator
of a continuous current armature is equipped with a pair

of revolving brushes B B^, one of which connects to the

solid ring of the drill circuit commutator and the other to

FIG. 4. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE.

the half ring. In this manner pulsations, are developed in

the drill circuit as the brushes, B B^, are rotated and with

a frequency entirely independent of the armature speed.

With this arrangement we are also able to take off 100 volt

alternating currents from a commutator that is also supply-

ing a 500 volt continuous current circuit, by spacing the

brushes B and B^, an amount less than iSo".

Another method of reducing the frequency of the pul-

sations is shown in Fig. 4, where the drill commutator
is geared to the dynamo shaft, reducing the frequency to

one-half of the speed of the generator.

The general character of the impressed electromotive

force in the two drill circuits in these systems is shown in

Fig. 5, curve A showing the voltage over the uper coil and
curve B showing the voltage over the lower coil.

A method of operation by which a somewhat different

curve is obtained is shown in Fig 6. It will be noticed

that current is admitted to the drill circuit when the volt-

age is at a maximum, the curve of impressed electromotive

force being generally as shown. The general plan of ad-

.n r\ M
B r^ r\

FIG. 5. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE.

mitting the current alternately to the two drill circuits, one
circuit being idle while the other is active, characterizes all

of these methods. This may be called plan A.
I have devised a method for affecting this without com-

mutation, as shown in Fig. 7. Here one wire from a

simple alternator is led to the drill while the other wire

passes through the secondaries of two converters C C^
The cores of these converters are continuously saturated

by continuous currents in the primary coils as shown, the

windings of the converters being opposite. When current

endeavors to pass through these it is checked considerably

in the converter whose magnetism it tends to reduce and to

much less degree by the converter whose magnetism it

tends to increase. A reverse current is opposed by the

other converter and thus pulsations of one polarity are

strong in one coil while those of the reverse polaiity are

strong in the other drill coil. This would not probably be

a very efficient method.
Another general plan of drill operation, which I will

call plan B, has been developed to some extent by the late

Mr. Van Depoele. This plan is based on a difference of

phase of current in the two coils, and is shown in its

simplest form in Fig. 8. The two outer drill wires

are connected to the two regular brushes of the armature

A, and the middle wire connects to the solid ring

connected to one point of the armature. As the arma-

ture revolves, currents rises in one drill coil and falls in the

other, producing the reciprocation of the plunger. The
voltage curves for this type of machine are shown by Fig.

9. An arnrature giving two alternate currents of 90" dif-
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ference of phase may also be used, but with the disadvan-
tage of reversing the polarity of the drill plunger. This
appears to be less efficient than plan A, for the reason that
the drill coils are constantly working against each other,
and heated by current opposing the action of the drill.

A third plan of operation, which we may call plan E, is

that devised by Siemens & Halske, and shown in Fig. 10.
Here three coils are used in the drill, the middle coil be-
ing excited by a continuous current and the two end coils
by an alternate current of proper frequency. The function
of the middle coll is to maintain a constant polarity in the
bar, and the motion is effected by the effort of the two end
coils. In this sys'iem, both motor coils are continously
excited as in plan C, bat there appears to be less waste of
energy.

Aside from the extra complication of drill construction,

.1 "S
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it is questionable if as much power can be obtained from
a given weight of wire with this arrangement as can be re-

alized on plan A. It must be borne in mind that in these
machines it is necessary to get the utmost power possible
out of a given weight of copper and iron, and the heating
limit is the only practical consideration. The efificiency of

the machine is secondary.
Plan C has been reduced to practice in this country by

the late Mr. Van Depeole, who avoided the use of a fourth

wire in the system by an ingenious method shown in Fig.
II. The regular commutator .-^Z is applied with rotating

brushes, B'^B'^ in addition to the regular brushes BB'. It

appears that as the rotating brushes revolve a simple alter-

FIG. 7. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE.

nating current flows through the end coils of the drill, while
a unidireclion pulsating current of one half the frequency
circulates in the middle coil.

The requirements of construction and service have thus
far induced me to employ a rather low voltage in the oper-

ations of drills, our present practice being to use about 100
volts alternating upon the drill. I have employed several

methods of operating drills from high voltage circuits.

Referring to Fig. 3, if the regular brushes B'^ B'^ be
connected to a 500 volt circuit, the armature will run as a

motor, and if the rotating brushes B B^ be spaced by a

suitable amount, less than 180^, they will take off the

pulsating current for the drill circuit at, say, 100 volts.

(

FIG. S. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN TlIliOKY

AND PRACTICE.

Another method is shown in Fig, 12, where a 1,000 vol:

alternating circuit Is lead from the prime generator A, to

the vicinityof the mine where it passes through the prim-
ary of a converter C, in which the voltage Is reduced to 100
volts. A small motor M, running in synchronism with
the generator A, directs the alternate pulsacions into the
drill circuits.

Turning now to the drill construction, Fig. 13, shows
the first form in which the percussion drill was put upon
the market. This I call a type A machine. As appears
in the sketch the machine consists of a 7 inch boiler tube
provided with a suitable mounting. Wi.hin the tube are
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two solenoids, B B^, a rotating device and a cushion

spring. Traveling through the coils is a two inch plunger

1), the middle portion of which is of iron; the upper end
is of brass and is rifled, as shown to fit the rotating de

coil complete, ready to be put into the drill. The coil is

constructed as follows: Upoa a brass spool, the body
and heads of which are insulated with mica, is wound a

bare copper wire of square *;ection. This wire isinsu'ated,

and is what I call the double magnet type. The forward
part D~ is also of steel, and the connecting piece />' is of
brass. The desiga gives a solid steel chuck and brings
the brass part of the plunger virithin the drill body. The
coils are now encased in boiler tube jackets brazed up with
hard spelter and are heated to a bright red in proccFs of
manufacture. The spring connections have been abanr
doned and solid set screw connections now fasten the
cable to the drill. A switch is inserted in the cable near
the drill. This machine seems to overcome the defects of
the old drill and has thus far proved very satisfactory.
This machine takes a stroke of about 5 inches and runs at

FIGS, 9 AND 22. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

vice, while the lower end is also of brass and is

enlarged at the end into a chuck to hold the

bit. The three sections of the plunger are weld-

ed together. The weight of this plunger was 33 pounds.

as it is wound with mica. The complete coil is wrapped
with mica and a metal tube slipped over the whole and
soldered to the coil heads, making the completed coil

water proof and heat proof, as it is insulattd with mica

FIGS. 10 AND 21. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

This machine was designed to make 600 blows per min-

ute with a 3 inch 104 inch stroke. The first of these ma-
chines to be put into a mine was that started in May, rSgi,

in the Black Bear mine at Gem, Idaho. This was, I be-

alone and nothing but mica and metal being used in its

construction. The trouble with our first coils was that

they were soldered up with a comparatively soft solder,

and when the coils got very hot this solder softened, the

12. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL

IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

about 380 blows per minute. This longer stroke is found
more elTective in keeping the hole free from mud.

Fig. 16 shows a still later type of drill that I have re-

cently built and which promises to be much better than
the others. The outside dimensions of this machine are

about the same as the type A machines, but the plunger of

this machine is a solid steel forging and 4 inches in diame-
ter. No brass is used in the plunger, the metal being re-

duced in section where it passes through the front head.

The rachet device is similar to that used in air drills, and
in fact, the whole design of ^he machine quite closely fol-

lows the air drill construction. This machine takes a

FIGS. 13 AND 13 A. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Heve, the first commercial electric percussion drill plant

ever operated. During the ne^ct few monchs several other

mines and quarries were equipped with these drills, with

ttie general result that where the rock was not excessively

joints opened, and oil and dirt getting in, carbonized and
developed a ground. As an example of the treatment these

drills received I will state that while visiting one of our

drill plants that was used for railroad grading on the

stroke of from 6^ to 7i inches and makes about 380 blows

per minute; the plunger weighs 80 pounds.
Fig. 17 shows the cable connection and switch .4 and

the cable fuse box B, through which connection is made

hard the

hard rock

of the plu

above the

FIGS. II AND rs. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

work was fairly satisfactory, but in extremely Great Northern railroad in Idaho, I saw the men dump from the mains to the cable. A study of the operations of

several defects developed. The brass portion one of these drills bodily off a flat car in a dump of broken these machines present many interesting features. In

nger would crystallize and break a short distance stone down which the drill rolled some twenty feet. I Fig. iS is shown what may be termed an energy curve of

chuck. Under the severe strain of continuous might add that this was one of our most successful plants, the machine. This curve is obtained in a manner similar

ICO

FIG. 19 ANl

work in hard rock the coils would become S3 headed a^ to

grou'^d, and the spring conn'^ccions between the c:ib'e

and the coili would give ou'.. 'I'hc co.nstriijtion of these

drill coiU deserves 3p.:cial d-.'3''('ipUon. Fig. 14 show.^ a

THE THE ELECTRIC PRRCUSSTON DRILL IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

18 foot holes being regularly drillei in granite rock. In
view of [he defcccs in mtloned the des'gn of the nnchine
wan altc'ed, as sh>vn in Fig. 15, which shows a type I!

michine. The plunger ha^ been enlarged to 2^ inches

to an indicator card of a steam engine. Referring to Fig.

ig A is a cylinder mounted par.iliel to the drill rod. This
cylin ler is getrel to the armuure s'laft in such a manner
tliat it rotates in synchronism with it. A pencil carried by
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the drill rod rests upon the cylinder A; it appears that as
the drill rod reciprocates and the cylinder A rotates a
curve will be traced by the pencil. Fig iS shows such a
curve. The direction of motion of the paper being from
left to right, it appears that the angle A' of the curve at

any point indicates the velocity of the plunger at that in-

stant. A is the point where the plunger strikes the rock

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

gy curve. The lines £> £)' indicate where the brushes make
contact with the half ring.

The etiicieucy of these machines, compared with other
forms of electro-motors, is of course low, but this factor is

of comparatively little, moment in percussion drill work. It
is far more important that the machine should be able to
endure the development of a large amount of power with
a small weight, than that it should be highly efficient. It
would seem that the general mechanical design of these
machines admits of greater durability and simplicity of
construction than air drills, as there are no steam-tight

A
FIG. 18. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY

AND PRACTICE.

and the sharp rebound is shown by the angle. The con-

cave character of the curve at -/]/ shows the backward ac-

celeration of the plunger. The buffing spring is encoun-

tered at S, and the angles at S and S^ show that there is

little loss in the spring. The angle A' gives the find ve-

locity of the plunger when it strikes the rock. A simple

calculation gives the energy of the blow in foot pounds.

A

FIG. 20. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE.

This affords a good method of comparison between differ-

ent machines and conditions. The general character of

the curve reveals the general action of the forces during

the stroke. The curve in Fig. 20, for example, shows
that the drill rebounded sharply at A and then stood still

for a considerable time at B, indicating that the stroke

ALARM BELL INDICATOR.

joints required, and a very great wear upon the moving
parts does not reduce the effectiveness of the drill. The
general flexibility of the electrical system and its peculiar

adaptation to mining work are well recognized, but it has

been urged that for drill work compressed air is a necesEary

factor for ventilation. A careful investigation of this

matter reveals the fact that there is little or no weight in

this objection. The instances are extremely rare where
compressed air is relied upon for ventilation, and I have

KIGS. 14 AND 17. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

was too short for the power applied and the frequency

of the stroke. On Fig. 21 we have shown the reverse

conditions, where the concave character of the curve at

B indicates a loss of velocity and the length of stroke is

evidently too great for the power applied. Fig. 22 shows

found few miners who considered this matter of import-
ance.

Although the introduction of the percussion drill has
been attended with many difficulties, I believe that the
obstacles have been so far overcome that the machine is

to-day in thoroughly practical shape.

Alarm Bell Indicator.

The cut illustrates the Gem double speed alarm bell

indicator. It is a very neat combination of a speed indica-
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shaft of the machine being tested, and, with watch in

hand, wait until the bell rings. Upon the ringing of the

bell, begin to observe the time and continue as long as

may be desired, it being simply necessary to count the

strokes of the bell thereafter, each stroke indicating 100
revolutions. Upon the expiration of time limit remove
the indicator and add any fraction of 100 that may be
shown upon the dial to the full hundreds previously

counted by bell strokes. The E. S. Greeley & Co., New
York, is placing thesedevices on the market.

Arrester for Incandescent Circuits.

The accompanying illustrations represent a new style

of lightning arrester for incandescent circuits, which is

-J

FIG. I ARRESTER FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

a modification of the Wurts-Winsor device. Its distinct-

ive features are that it is made out of incombustible ma-
terial, operates without any electro-magnetic device, and

its arc is self-desiructive.

Fig. I represents the lightning arrester in its normal

position ready for a discharge. The apparatus is compact,

consisting of very few parts. It has a cylindrical air

chamber of brass, each end of which is covered with a

marble plate. Two discharge points on opposite sides of

the air chamber, consisting of brass tubes tipped with car-

bon, are attached to brass lever arms in such a manner as

to swing freely through circular openings in the marble

plates. Within the air chamber is a carbon ball held

stationary in the center, and the two discharge points ap-

proach this ball to within one-sixteenth of an inch. The
carbon ball is grounded and the lever arms connected to

the respective pelf s of the generator.

FIG. 23. THE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE.

a curve taken on a type A drill with an 18 foot bit drilling

downward in slate rock.

The energy of the blow being determined it can then be
decided whether the drill delivers the greater amount of
energy upon the reck by a few long strokes or by a greater
number of strokes-

Some other interesting curves are shown in Fig. 23.

Curve A shows the voltage on the drill circuit. Curve B
and B^ the current in the two coils. Curve Cis the ener-

FIG. 2. ARRESTER FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

tor and alarm bell. It is nickel plated, and in size is only The operation of a discharge is as simple as it is tffect-

3fXI ^x J inches, and may be easily carried in the vest pocket. ive. Supposing a lightning discharge to come in from

To use the indicator, apply the engaging point to the the line, the discbarge will take place from the two dis-
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charge points to the carbon ball arid from thence to the

ground, forming a double arc in the air chamber. The
dynamo current will then follow, causing a short circuit

on the generator, and the heat produced by these arcs will

expand the air in the chamber and drive the two discharge

points out, thus extinguishing the arcs and rupturing the

short circuit. The next moment the discharge points

swing back to their former position within the chamber

and the apparatus is at once ready for another discharge.

The entire operation is automatic, and when the light-

ning arrester is once placed in position it requires no

further attention.

Fig. 2 is a reproduction of a photograph and represents

the arrester in actual operation. In testing one of these

arresters the binding posts were connected to the poles of

a 1,000 volt 1,500 light alternator, and the two air-spaces

were bridged over with a small strip of tin foil. Then by

the throw of a switch the generator was short circuited

through the arrester, the tin foil was fused, the air ex-

panded, the discharge points were forced out of the air

chamber against the bumpers, the arcs were blown out

with a report like a pistol shot, and the discharge points

returned to their normal positions ready for a fresh dis-

charge, all in an inconceivab'y short space of time. After

several hundred such discharges the arrester showed no

deterioration whatever.

The device i^ manufac'ured by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing company,which also makes lightning

CORRESPONDENCE.

NliW ELECTRIC WIRING COMPlJrER.

arresters on the same principle, but differing in construc-

tion, for pover houae installations and car equipments of

electric street railway companies.

A New Electric Wiring Computer.
The accompanying cut illustrates a device invented by

William Cox, by means of which the sectional area and

the number of wires suitable for lighting and other pur-

poses may be obtained.

It consists of a suitable foundation plate, with a revolv-

ing circular disk about eight inches in diameter, both

graduated in accordance with the factors of the formulae

whose solution it gives.

This is the well-known one

:

1 X c X L0.8
C. M. =

V
in which

1 — whole length of circuit in feet,

c=:current in amperes,

V=drop of potential in volts,

C. M-.=sectionalarea of suitable wire in circular mills.

The method of using this computer may be illustrated

by the following ei^amplc, in which there are 7O feet as the

whole length of circuit, current of 10 amperes and loss of

2 volts. Turn the disk around until the division representing

2 volts is opposite and coincides with the one representing

10 amperes. It will now be foond on the outer upper

scale that 4.100 circular mills, which corresponds to No.

14 wire, B. & S. guage, is the number of the wire suited

to the circumstances.

Mr, Cox has sold his invention to the Okonite Company,
limited. New York,

Burlington Klectric I-.ighting company, Burlington,
Iowa; capital stock, $150,000; to equip and operate a light-

ing and power plant in Burlington, la. I-'rank G. Jones,
Burlington, Xa.

New York Notes.

New York, August 6.—Wire tappers are again at work

in New York, if the Herald is to be believed, although the

truth of th2 story is denied by the Western Union com-

pany. According to the newspaper in question, which

published a column account of the affair on Tuesday, the

tapping was done by experienced operators, who engaged

a front room and bedroom in a tenement house near Third

avenue and Twenty-sixth street. "Sixty cells of a dry

battery were concealed in a trunk which ostensibly con-

tained the clothing of the young man who rented the rooms,"

says the Herald, "and the race wire was tapped with the

finest of wire. The connections were made so neatly that the

most expert lineman would be weeks in discovering how the

thing had been managed. The wires were run down the

chimney of the tenement, and then the whole arrangement

was put through after the men had tested the wires for sev-

eral days to see that there was no possibility of a hitch.

The men in the scheme included a Brooklyn sporting

character, two linemen, an Englishman with some money

and five men with a throrough knoAfledge of telegraphy.

It had been arranged to hold back the returns on seven

races, audit was thought that if nothing went wrong from

^2,000 to $5,000 would be divided. It is customary for

the Western Union company to send out 'flash' messages

when a horse is heavily played at the track jus': before the

racers are started. It was by this means that the men who

were to lay the money at the pool rooms were to be ad-

vised by the men who were tapping the wire as to which

horse won. The men at the 'tap' held back the start

and a description of the races, aud when they received the

name of the winner in cipher they sent a 'flash' message

over the wire to the pool rooms. Four or five minutes

later they sent the description of the race." By this means

it is asserted that several pool room keepers in Harlem lost

considerable money. The chief of the Western Union's

racing department says that there is no foundation for the

story, however.

Despite the hysterical attacks of the New York press it

now appears probable that an electric railway, operated by

means of overhead wire, will soon be built on Columbus

avenue. The chief promoters of the plan have every as-

surance of success. When the idea of operating trolley

cars on Columbus avenue was first broached, as the sug-

gestion of John D. Crimmins, the recently chosen presi-

dent of the so-called Broadway syndicate, it was an-

nounced also that the property-owners along the route

were insympathy with the idea, It is now learned that virtu-

ally all of the necessary consents have been obtained in

spite of the nonsensical outcry in the papers. From Six

ty-fourth to One Hundred and Tenth street, on Columbus

avenue, under the Ninth avenue elevated structure, noth-

ing is now needed for the erection of an electric road except

the passage of an ordinance by the Board of Aldermen and

ils approval by the Mayor. The company has secured the

consents of owners who hold f6,oq3,ooo of the prop-

erty on this line, the total assessed value of which is $9,627,

000, and the law only requires the consent of one-half in

value. The company in June made application to the

Board of Aldermen for the requisite permission, and the

Railroad committee of the board held a hearing on the ap-

plication on July 27th. A final committee hearing was

then set down for September 2Sth. Among the property

owners on Columbus avenue who have given their con-

sent are Oscar C. Ferris, William F. Havemeyer, John M.

Pinknev, Theodore A. Havemeyer, the Romaine family,

Robert Marshall's estate, John Casey, Henry Clausen, Jr.,

Randolph Cuggenheimer, C. A. Peabody, the Recken-

dorfer family, H. B. Auchincloss and the Hudson River

Bank. Of the properties for which consents could not be

oblained, a number were in litigation and others were so-

held in trust that no legal power of giving consent ex-

isted.

The first electrical execution in Clinton Prison, Danne-

raora, took place on August 2d, when Joseph, or, as he

was belter known, "Cat" Wood, was executed for the

killing of his father-in-law, Leander Pasco, at Stony

Creek, Warren county, May 10, 1893 The current was

turned on four times, iha total length of contact being 35

seconds, the shortest on record. It is said that there was

no burning of flish and but a slight contraction of the

muscles. A current of seven amperes at 1,560 volts was

used.

Electricity guards many of the treasures of the Metro-

politan Museum of Art in New York. In the room con-

taining the Moses Laxurus collection of miniatures, painted

porcelain, and other rich and valuable objects of art, tlicrc

arc wires running underneath the Hd of each. If anybody

tried to lift the cover or disturb it in anyway a bell would

ring in the trustees' olfica, and also give warning on the

ground fljor by ringing a b'g gonj. There is a similar

arrangement in use with other valuable cases.

Highway robbars have a n-w object of attack in electric

cars. A car on ths Central electric railroad, of Paterson,

was held up by six raenbers of the Cream gang oae night

last week. They stopped the car on the road leading from

Passaic to Paterson. They overpowered the conductor

and cut off the current. There were only two passengers

on the car, and they ruahsd for help When help arrived

the roughs beat a retreat. The gin^ failed to git any

money.

The wi'l of Cyrus W. Field was filed for probate in the

Westchester County Surrogates Court at White Plains on

Tuesday. It was dated January 22, 1892, which wjs

after the failure of his son Edward M. Field, and it proba

biy was made then to revoke all the wills or testaments that

were made before that time. A summary of this interesting

document follows:

The will first directs that the sum of $50,000 shall be
given to his sonin law, Dxniel A Lindley, and his friend

John Lindley. to be invested and held in trust for his

daughter, Alice D Field, so that she may have the income
during her life. In case the sum mentioned is not suffi-

cient to properly support his daughter, she is earnestly

commended to the rest of his children. To the rest of his

children, excepting his daughter Alice and son Edward M,
Field, is left a number of articles of personal property.

The list is varied, and in many cases the articles were gifts

from well known men and serve to show the esteem and
honor in which Mr. Field was held by the people of this

country as well as those of other nations. These articles

are lo be divided by mutual agreement, and comprise the

gold medal presented to Mr. Field by the unanimous vote

of the Congress of the United States; and duplicate of the
same, the original having been lost or mis' aid in the Treas-
ury Department at Washington, but afterward found; the
gold snuffbox presented by the City of New York, with
the freer"om of the city; the grand prize medal presented

by the Exposition Universelle of 1867 at Paris; the gold
medal presented by the Chamber of Commerce of the State

of New York ; the gold medal presented by the merchants of

New York; the gold medal presented by the American
Chamber of Commerce of Liverpool; the gold medal pre-

sented by the State of Wisconsin; the Decoration pre-

sented by Victor Emmanuel, King of Italy; the silver ser-

vice presented by George Peabody of London; the silver

epergne presented by Peter Cooper, Moses Taylor, Mar-
shall O. Roberts and Wilson G Hunt, who were for

many years co-directors with Mr. Field in the New York,
Newfoundland & London Telegraph company; the silver

pitcher presented by clerks in his employment, the tankard
made from wood of the Charter Oak at Hartford and pre-

sented by the workmen at Central Park.
Other articles thus disposed of by Mr. Field are his gold
watch, emerald pin, diamond pin, the old portrait of Prof.

S. F. B. Morse, photographs of John Bright, Richard Cob-
den and M. de Lesseps, each of which had been presented
by the person photographed with his autograph; the din-

ing table on which the contract was signed March 10, 1 S54,
for connecting Europe and America b} submarine tele-

graph cable, and also the chairs and other articles of furn-

iture belonging to the same set with the table; the side-

board which formerly belonged to Thomas Jefferson and
was used by him while he was President of the United
States; the American and English flags wrought into one
which floated at the masthead of the steamship Niagara in

the cable expeditions of 1857 and 185S and of the English
steamship Great Eastern while the cables of 1865 and 1866
were laid; the collection of fossils and mineral specimens,
together with the cabinets and cases in which they are usu-

ally kept; the carved hairs and carved table now in Mr.
Field's library; the patronship which he had in the Metro-
politan Museum of Art, and the Fellowship in the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History ; all other furniture, books,
works of art, paintings, engravings, photographs, bronzes,

porcelain, curios from foreign countries, bric-a-brac,

and silverware. The six oil paintings and forty-seven

water color paintings illustrating the laying of the Atlantic

cable have been given by the will to the New York His-
torical Society. All the rest of the property is divided into

five equal shares, and one share each is left to the testator's

daughters, Grace F. Lindley, Isabella F. Judson and
Frances F. Andrews. Another share is left to Daniel A.
Lindley and John Lindley in trust in separate though not
necessarily divided portions for the children of Edward M.
Field, each such portion to constitute a separate trust fund.
The remaining share is left in trust to his friend, George
Waddington, for his son Cyrus William Field, the net in-

come to be applied to his son, Cyrus William Field.

The Board of Electrical control has let the privilege of

extending the electric street lights through more streets of

the annexed district than are bsing lighted by electricity

now. The lights in the Twenty third and Twenty fourth

wards, as furnished by the North New York Electric

Light company, have been very satisfactory, and when all

the electric lights contracted for are in place the district

will doubtless be the most brilliantly lighted in the city, as

the system is to be extended as far as Jerome Park. Work
is to begin at once and will probably be finished within

sixty days. W. F. 0.

Electric motors are used to operate looms for weaving
in Blackburn, England.
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PERSONAL.
Geo. Martin, western auditor for the General Electric

company, visited Omaha last week.

Henry M. Byllesby, the president of the Northwest
Thomson-Houston company of St. Paul, was seriously

injured at Ely, Minn., a short time ago by being thrown
from a buggy.

A. L Riker, president of the Riker Electric Motor
company of Brooklyn, and wife, have just returned from
a two weeks cruise on Long Island Sound in the yacht

Charlotte. They stopped at Newport and Bristol.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Mohiwk Valley Electric Light & Power company, Can

ajoharie, N. Y ; capital stock, $40,003; to furnish heat,

light and power.

Four Lakes Light & Power company, Madison, Wis.:

capital stock, $50,000; to construct and operate an electric

plant; J. M. Olin, Madison, Wis.

Yuma Water & Light company, Saco. Maine; capital

stock, $100,000; to manufacture and sell water pumping
and electric light raachioery; Fairfield & Moore, Saco,

Maine.

Berwick Electric Light company, Berwick, Pa ; capital

stock, $25,000; furnishing light by means of electricity for

the Boro of Berwick and vicinity; C. W. Miller, Blooms-
burg, Pa.

Titusville Electric Light & Power company, Titusville,

Pa.; capital stock, $100 000; supplying light, heat and
power by means of electricity at Titusville, Pa.; Chas.

Neubert, Kittanning, Pa.

Electrical Development compauy, Chicago, 111.; capital

stock, $1,000,000; to develop, manufacture, buy and use

electrical inventions; E. E. Hinckley, First National Bank
building, Chicago, 111.

Columbus Gas company, Columbus, O. ; capital stock,

$1,800,000; to manufacture and sell appliances for gener-

ating and conveying electric currents; Columbus Gas
company, Columbus, O-

Portland Gas company, Portland, Ore.; capital stock,

$1,000,000; to manufaciuie generate and sell gas and
electricity for light, fuel and power; Dolph, Bellinger,

Mallory & Simon, Portland, Ore.

Beacon Electric company. Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$30,000; to manufacture, use, sell and deal in electrical

apparatus and operate electric plants; Barton & Brown,
1435 Mooadoock building, Chicago, III.

EIrawood & Fairmount Park Passenger Railway com-
pany, Philadelphia. Pa.; capital siQck. $50 000; construct-

ing and operating an electric street railwav in Philadelphia;

Henry V. Massey, 505 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fairmount Park & Haddington Passenger Railway com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock. $50,000; construct-

ing and operating an electric street railway in Philadelphia;

Henry V. Massey, 535 Ctiestnut street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Chirleroi Heat, Light & Power cimpany, Charleroi, Pa.;

capital stock, $5,000; supplying heat, light,

and power or any of ihsm by electricity to the public in

Charleroi; Geo. D. Qaiill, Si D^amo.id street, Pittsburg,

Pa.

Philadelphia & Bryn Mawr Passenger Railway compauy,
Philadelphia, Pa. ; capital stock, $50,000; constructing and
operating an electric raiivay in Pnlladelphia and Mont-
gomery county; Henry V. Massey, 5-55 Chestnut street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Kalispell Water & Electric company, Kilispell, Mont.

;

capital stock, $250,000; acqu ring water rights and storing

and utilizing wa:er for manufacturing, irrigating, mining
and domestic purposes, operating electric power plants for

lighting, heating, manufacturing purpo es, operating elec-

tric telegraph, telephone and electric lighting plants, lines

and systems; carrying on manufacturing, mining, mechan-
ical and chemical business.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Lafayette, Colo., is to have an electric light plant.

The villa e of MilUs, Mass., recently celebrated the in-

troduction of an electric lighting system.

The new Omaha Thomson-Houston Electric company
has just put in two 50 arc light Thomson Houston ma-
chines for use in city lighting.

The new United States cruiser Marblehead is to be

lighted with electricity throughout, and fitted with two
search-light projectors of the latest and most approved
Mangin type, including pedestals and a combination auto-

matic and hand lamp for each, designed for eighty to

ninety amperes of current.

The Pennsylvania Railroad company will improve the

union passenger station at Canal and Adams streets. Chica-

go. A power house will be erected near the corner of Madi-
son and Canal streets. It will contain the power plant for

operating the elevators in the station, and also the plant

for lighting the buildings and grounds by electricity.

The much talked of Mt. Washington search light has

not yet materialized. The main difficulty so far relates to

securing the necessary power to generate ihe current.

It will require a 40 horse power f^ngine to do the work. It

has been suggested that the difficulty be overcome by
utilizing Ammonoosuc river at the base of the mountain.

This could be done, but it would necessitate an expendi-

ture of upward of $3,000 for wire to convey the current

to the summit.

In discussing the question of street lighting City Elec-

trician Fairfield, of Nashville, Tenn-, said at a recent coun-
cil meeting that "an average of six cities per month are
now putting in their own electric light plants as rapidly as
their contracts with companies are expiring. More than
200 cities in Europe now own their own electric li^ht

plants." The authority for these statements was not
given.

At the annual meeting of the California Electric Light
company, which was recently held in San Francisco, the
financial report showed that ihe company had made a net
profit for the year of $68,202 62, including $64,716 which
was received as dividends from the Edison Light &
Power company, being the earnings of the latter company
from its plant in San Francisco, not including the conduit
system, beside $7,000 in profits from the sale of the plant
at Yreka. The net assets of the company were stated as
amounting to $730,495, including $663,680, which is the
value or cost to the company of the stock of the Edison
Light & Power company.

The Rochester Gas & Electric company is the name of

the new concern incorporated at Rochester, N. Y., in

which the gas and electric lighting interests of the city

have consolidated. The capital stock is $4,300,000 and
is divided amopg the companies as follows: Gas com-
pany, 20 500 shares, half common and half preferred

stock; Edison company, 6,000 shares, half common and
half preferred stock; Rochester Electric Light company,
4,000 shares, half common and half preferred stock.

Twelve thousand five hundred shares of stock, half

common and half preferred, is authorized to be issued by
the directors to be used in the purchase of not less than
two-thirds of the capital r-tock of the Brush Electric Light
company on the basis of not more than five shares of stock

of the consolidated company for each share of the Brush
company. The officers of the corporation have been
elected as follows: President, J. Lee Judson; first vice-

president, William Runkle; second vice-president, Fred-
erick Cook; treasurer, George W. Archer; assistant treas-

urer, H.G. Runkle; secretary, George C Hollister, assist-

ant secetary, H. G. Runkle; attorney. W. H. Harris.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Electric streetcars are now running in Hartford, Conn.,

from the city hall to East Hartford and Glastonbury.

Columbus, O. , conductors and motormen have organ-
ized a union, and "Lhere may be a general strike for $2 a

day.

The Dover, N. H., Electric Railway company uses

storage batteries, conveniently installed in a smalt house,
to help out the overhead current on steep grades.

The Coast Line railroad of Savannah, Ga , to be
equipped with electricity, will hereafter be operated by the

Savannah, Thunderbolt & Isle of Hope Railroad company.
This company will also equip an electrical railroad from
Thunderbolt to Sandfly.

The Buffalo, North Main street and Tonewanda, N. Y.
electric railroad is to be completed by October Tst. The
contract for grading has been let and work has been be-

gun. The contract for the construction of the entire road
of 5 !^ miles was awarded to the Field Engineering com-
pany at $too.ooo. The route is from Main street in Buf-
falo, at the poorhouse, a'ong the Townline road to the in-

tersection at the Eggertsvilie road, and thence alongf the

Eggertsville road to ihat portion of the same thoroughfare

known as Young street, and thence along Young street in-

to the village of Tonawanda,

A meeting of property owners favorable to the construc-

tion of an electric s'reet railroad on Ninety-fifth street in

Chicago was held on August 2d. The main discus'.ion

was as to whether the prt posed road should be built from
Oak Lawn to Western avenue only,, or to State street, a

distance of six and one-half miles. It was finally deter

mined to proceed with the road as far as Western avenue,

on the understanding that the rest of the distance to State

street would be covered in the future as a matter of necessity.

A committee was appointed to ascertain the names of

ad property owners on Ninety-fifth street, and obtain con-

sents for the right of way. It was claimed at the meet-

ing that the right of way was already pledged for a suffi-

cient distance to begin work at once. Another meeting will

be held at an early date to complete the organization and
build the road.

TELEGRAPH.
A cablegram from London states that Premier Dibbs

of New South Wales has left London on his journey

homeward. He will spend a few days in New York and
go thence to Montreal and Ottawa. His object in visit-

ing Canada is to sound prominent capitalists in the Do-

minion in regard to the plan of laying new cables between

England and Canada, and the la)ing of a line between

Vancouver and Australia.

In speaking of the interest taken in the recent British

elections on this side of the water, EkcUicity of London

says: The United Press received by cable from its

London agents, the Central News, the result of every

election immediately after the figures were announced by

the returning officers; the names politics and votes polled

being given in full, as in the London newspapers. The
United Press also received daily from r,ooo to 2.000

words descriptive of the chief contests and explanatory of

the general political situation as it varied from hour to

hourand day to day. An election cable service of such ex

tensive dimensions had never before been attempted. The

cables used were those of the Commercial and Direct

companies, and both performed their work without a

hitch.

ELECTRIC MINING.
A survey is being made from the water power of the

Champion mill near Idaho Springs, Colorado, for a pipe
line to the _ Salisbury mill. Tha old stamp mill, at the
mouth of Trail Run, will, in all probability, be torn down as

it is of no further use. This will make a valuable power
and can be utilized in running the mill bolster by electric-

ity.

It is reported that Thomas Rickey is about to erect an
electric power plant about twelve miles from Bodie, Cali-
fornia, for the purpose of furnishing power to the Bodie
mines and mills. The power will have to be conveyed
about twelve miles. There is sufficient water power
where the plant is to be erected to keep the mines and
mills in operation the year around.

TELEPHONE.
It is said that a telephone service between Korat and

Nong Khai, in Siam, a distance of 210 miles, has been
established.

The Providence, R. I., Telephone company has per-
fected a plan for putting Its wires underground at cost of
from $200,000 to $300,000.

A dispatch from Peoria, 111., dated July 31st, says: At
10 o'clock to-night a fire in the telephone exchange de-
stroyedall the connections, and the city is without tele-

phone service. The damage is so extensive that it \vill

require several days to repair it.

Eighteen girls employed in the operating room of the
Central Union Telephone company at Indianapolis quit
work at noon on July 28th, and refused to answer any
calls till the manager should dischars^e Miss Jennie Con-
dell, the chief operator. The girls claimed that they were
subjected to a great many annoyances by Miss Condeli.
When the manager entered the office he found the girls

sitting idly in the room and a dozen people in the office

demanding that their telephones be looked after, as they
had been calling for an hour and could get no answer.
The manager qaestioned the strikers, and they demanded
Miss Condell's discharge. Manager Cherry granted the
demand, discharged the head operator and the girls re-

turned to work.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Oakland, Cal., claims to have the best fire alarm tele-

graph system wtst of Chicago

A special correspondent of the Boston Daily Traveller
wrote a column account of the Westinghouse factory at
Pittsburg for the issue of July 30th.

A branch of the National Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers has been organized at Newark, N. J. It is ex-

pected that many of the employes of the Edison works will

join.

A case has occurred in France which points to the im-
portance of long and persistent treatment of persons
struck by lightning. Two young women were prostrated

by a lightning flash during a violent storm. They were
taken to the village doctor, who treated them coniinously

for two hours, when signs of returning life were seen, and
early the next morning the consciousness of both returned.

One was soon well, but the other was left with a profound
sciatica. Her tongue was also paralyzed for two, months,
after which she also recovered.

In an article on electric fans the New York Mail and
Express says: One of them placed on a butler's tray rear
a dinner table will make dining a positive luxury even on
a day when the mercuiy dances up and down between ^0
and 100. Placed by one's bedside, they will guarantee a
night's rest that even the mountain breezes and zephyrs

from the sea will sometimes fa'l to give. The servant can
use them in the kitchen, the invalid in the sick cban^ber,

the clergyman in his study; in fact, they are applicable to

any and all p'aces, and can be regulated to give much or

little air.

There is a mechanical genius in town, says the Mf?iipkis

Commercial, who set about cleaning his electric fan yes-

terday Id some manner, in turning off the current from
his fan, he threw the whole c rcuit out of gear, and the
patrons of the Electric Light & Power company almost
burned out the company's telephone, so rapidly did they

follow each other in their inquiries about the stoppage of

their fans. A man was started out to find the trouble, and
after some fifty fans had been examined, the lineman

came across the genius tinkering with his fan complacent-
ly, while every one else was working himself into a fever.

Mr. Cavanaugh, of Kent, Wash., believes that he has a
scheme that will create destruction among fruit tree pests.

He describes it as follows : "I have in mind an insect de-

stroyer that I believe will work to perfection. If my orchard

were larger 1 would try it at once. It is simply this. Con-
duct electricity from the Kent electric works to my orchard

and have powerful lamps put in at an elevation of a few
feet above the tops of the apple trees. Only a few would
be needed per acre. Surmount each lamp or burner by a
steel wire screen umbrella-shaped. At evening, in May,
June and July, turn on the light. The bright light will

attract the winged insects of ail sorts. The wire screen

should be charged with electricity, and the insects, flying

against it as they naturally will, will be killed instantly."

A torpedo militia company for the United States Navy,
to be composed exclu-ively of Thomson- Houston men, is

being organized in the works at Lynn. The company will

be composed of 5S officers and men, to serve for a term of

three years. It will be drilled one evening in every week
in one of the armories of the state militia in Lynn. Later on
an armory especially for the company may be built. Every
summer the company will have active duty on the water in
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a five days' cruise on one of the naval vessels. A differ,

ent cruise will be arranged every summer, and it will ex-

tend as far as the time limit will allow. The chief officials

of the company have been consulted and have very gener-

onsly consented to let the men off for the cruise every sum-

mer, providing too many are not drawn from any one de-

partment, paying them in full as though they had worked.

The company will also be required to spend one day in the

field every fall.

TRADE NEWS.
The Star Electric company of Philadelphia has removed

its factory from Broad street to 130S Filbert street.

Manager P. G. Fielder of the Boston Braid Manufac-

turing company of Boston was a visitor at the New York
office of the Western Electrician last week.

Those interested in electricity should write the West-
ern Electrician, 6 Lakeside building, Chicago, for a

copy of the most complete catalogue of electrical books pub-

lished. Chapter headings and tables of contents are given.

The B35ton Braid Manufacturing company of Boston

has now over 60 braiding machioes in operation and is

receiving miny orders for silk braid for electrical purposes.

Since the company's removal from 28 to 27 Beach street,

it has been enabled to double its output.

The Riker Electric Motor company of Brooklyn is in-

troducing quite a novelty in the way of fans for incandes-

cent circuits . Placed at any desired height upon the side

of the wall an iron cast base is screwed as a foundation

for a swivel support upon which is mounted a ,1 horse

power motor. The fan is of the 15 inch size. By this ar-

rangem'snt it may be set in any direction required.

The LaRoche Electrical company of Philadelphia is

running its factory an average of 16 hours daily. Some
of its recent installations include: Standard Theater,

PhiUdelphia; Richard Hayes & Co., Bsrry, Orton & Co.,

W. P. Troth &i Co., and the Standard Iron Foundry com-
pany, Philadelphia; Stephen F. Whitman & Sons, Phila-

delphia; Lake Bluff Hotel Park company. Lake Bluff. III.;

Chas. C Hallowell.Hatboro, Pa. ; C. C. Lockstaedt and J.

F. McGrew, Chicago.

"A Modern Triumvirate" is the name of the handsome
souvenir that has been issued by Bartlett & Co., New
York. The "modern triumvirate" which this screed tells

abDut is composed of three men who have formed a coal-

ition and is known as Bartlett i Co., of New York. It is

composed of an artist, an engraver, and a printer. In this

little brochure they call themselves a "centra! station," and
in che five chapters describe as well as illustrate the dif-

ferent departments and show the kind of work produced
by this central station.

The Enterprise Electric company, Chicago, has opened
a branch salesroom and agency at 15 N. Ninth street, St.

L->uis, in order to handle in a more satisfactory manner a

raoidly increasing southern and southwestern trade. Mr.
McKinlock is recognized as a pioneer in the electric sup-
ply business in St Louis, and his Chicago company has,

very naturally, been able to do a very fine business in

that city from the day of its inception. The business in

St. Louis will be done in the name of the Chicago com-
pany, the Enterprise Electric company, with Wm. H.
Ferris in charge as manager. Mr, Ferris has until re-

cently held a prominent position with the Southern Elec-

tric supply company, St. Louis, and is well and favorably

known to the trade.

BUSINESS.
The Rodney Hunt Mach'ne company of Orange, Mass.

reports the sales of a large number of water wheels to

woo'en, paper and coticon factories through the country,

operated by water power. The company's new buildings,

which will greatly increase the capacity of the works, will

be completed shortly.

A correspondent of the Jos. Dixon Crucible com-
pany, Tersey City. N. J., says: "I have used handhole
and manhole gaskets eight to ten times by carefully

smearing the surface next toiler shell, taken out at periods
of three to four weeks, using steam pressure as high as

100 pound?. In packing water glasses, by putting a little

graphite and oil on the gasket, they would vulcanize as

soft as lamp wick and retain their elasticity until the
glass was changed, when the old rubber could be re-

moved without trouble, while by the old way f have spent
much time in digging out the rubber, baked hard as vul-

canite. Another thing I used it for was, after putting
back my handhole plate or plugs in back connection, I

carefully brush away all the soot and ashes, then with a

small brush paint a good coat of graphite over (lange,

stud and nuts. After running boiler from three to six

months, and using coke for fuel, with forced draft, the
nuts can be removed without trouble, as the heat has not
been great enough to burn the lead."

The Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., has shipped dur-

ing the last three weeks the following: Compania Mexi-
cana y Luz Electrica, City of Mexio, two 60 horse
power engines, two 60 horse power heaters; Hot Springs
Electric company. Hot Springs, Va,, one 100 horse power
engine, two 80 horse power boilers, one 200 horse power
heater, one 200 horse power pump; Am<js-Bonner com-
pany, Toledo, O,, one 80 horse power engine; Brooklyn
Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y., one 80 horse power en-

gine; Arnold Ore Mines, Ferrona, N, Y., one 35 horse
power engine; Northwestern Supply company. Tacoma,
Wash., one 25 horse power engine; Carbon Iron com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa,, one 130 horse power engine;
Diamond Light & Power company, Sheldon, Iowa, one 80
horse power engine; North Hudson County Railroad

company, Hobokcn, N. J,, one 250 horse power engine;

Puget Sound Pulp& Paper company, Everett, Wash., one

25 horse power engine; Pittsburg Iron & Steel Engineer-

ing company, Pittsburg, Pa., one 130 horse power en-

gine; Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing company, Akron,

one O., 80 horse power engine; Fort Clark Street Railway

company, Peoria, III., one 130 horse power engine; Boulder

Electric Light company, Boulder, Colo., one 100 horse

power engine, one 100 horse power boiler, one 150 horse

power pump; two 100 horse power heaters; Stiamokin

Electric Railway company, Shamokin, Pa., one 130 horse

power engine; North Avenue Street Railway company,
Baltimore, Md , two 130 horse power engines; Mt. Ver-

non Electric Light company, Mt. Vernon, O., one 150

horse power engine; H. F. Watson & Co., Erie, Pa., one

350 horse power cross compound engine ; Rock Cut
Clay company, Alfred Center, N. Y., one 6o horse

power engine; Metropolitan Telephone building. New
York City, one 60 horsepower engine; La Gran Fundicion

Nacional Mexicana, Monterey, Mexico, one 60 horse

power engine.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued August 2, 1892.

479.781. Process of Purifying Liquors. Courtland W,
Brunson, Hamilton, O.

479.782. Mechanical Telegraph Instrument. Benjamin
F. Builer, Logansport, Ind.

479,786. Galvanic Battery. Martin M. Clark, Chicago,

III.

Means are provided whereby an exhausted cell may be replen-

ished with fresh electrolyte without unsealing it.

479.791. Incandescent Lamp Guard. George W. Dim-
mick, Lynn, Mass.

479 793- Commutator. William B. Elkins, Cambridge,

Mass.

479.795- Valve Controller. Charles L. Fortier, Milwau-
kee, Wis.

479, S02. Brush Holder. Francis J. Haeseler, U. S.

Navy.

479,804. Electro-magnet Bobbin. Edward B. Hatch
and Charles A. Colton, Hartford, Conn.

The bobbin is provided with projecting flanges of partially-

vulcanized india rubber and asbestos composition.

479,809. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Edward
H. Johnson, New York. N. Y.

4 79 814 Electrical Water Heater. Rankin Kennedy,
Kilmarnock, Scotland.

One or more chambers or receptacles for containing liquid

are provided with an iroQ core. A. magnetizing coil surrounds
the core and an alternating current is sent through the coil to

heat the core,

479821. Electric Switch. Andreas P. Lundberg, Lon-
don, Eng.

479 828. Electric Steering G:ar. Edgar H. Mumford,
Detroit, Mich.

In this invention curved arms attached to the tiller of a vessel

act as plungers for a pair of electro-magnets,

479 S34. Device for Indicating Washouts in Railroad

Beds. Jose O. y Espinosa, Mexico, Mex.

479.335. Storage Battery Plate, Harry G. Oiburn, Chi-

cago, III.

The electrode is a grid consisting of longitudinal webs, and
the transverse ribs or bars are deflected alternately in opposite
directions, and the active material is placed in the receptacles
thus formed.

479 849. Thermostat. Thomas W. Shepherd, Peabody,
Mass.

479859. Telegraph Key. Albert F. Tucker, Auburn-
dale, Mass.

479,886 Electric Current Regulator. Alvaro S. Krotz,
Difiance, O.

Asolenoid is included in a shunt circuit and devices are con-
nected with the core of the solenoid and vary the strength of
the current in the main circuit, while electrically operating dc -

vices are included in the main circuit for controlling the opera-
tion of the solenoid.

479,887. Galvanic Battery. Felix de Lalande, Paris,

France.

479,891. Mold for the Manufacture of Electrical Switch-
boards. John B. Lyon, Brooklyn, N. Y.

479 928. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Adoniram f.

Wilson, Port Chester, N. Y.

479,932, Electric Meter. Lucien V. Brillie, Paris,

France.

The meter consists of an electro-dynamometer, an electro-
motor, a retarder consisting of two relatively movable mem-
bers, one connected to the dynamometer to be oscillated there-
by, and the other connected to the motor to be rotated thereby,
and a current regulator for controlling the motor operated by
the dynamometer.

477,941. Influence Generator of Electricity, William
Henry, Detroit, Mich.

A i^'roup of in^ulaccd metallic .lectors is electrified to fonn
positive and negative inductors, and another group is adapted
to move in inductive relation to the first to produce a continu-
ous current by ^itatic induction,

479,948. Reciprocating Electric Drill. Frank F. Loomis,
Akron, O.

Two duplex wound solenoids nre arranged in alignment; one
wire of cncli is connected with the di rcct .ind return circuits of
ti dynamo, and the second wires of each arc connected with
br.mchcs from the direct and return circuil-s, and a circuit
breaker ih interposed in the branch direct circuit and arranged
to altcrnalely connect the wires therewith.

479,949. Electric Switch. Frank F. Loomis, Akron,
O.

The switch comprises a tank and a revolving non-conduct-
ing cylinder partially covered with a conducting plate and
brushes arranged to rest on the cylinder, and an acid metallic
solution in the tank.

479.950- Fire Alarm Telegraph Indicator. Frank F.

Loomis, Akron, O.

479 95 1- Pulsating Current Generator. Harry N. Mar-
vin, Schenectady, N. Y.

Bearing brushes or blocks are adapted to rotate about the
commutator, and means are provided for establishing connec-
tion alternately between the brushes to excite two circuits,

479,963. Controlling Mechanism for Recipr&cating
Electric Engines. Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn,
Mass.

The invention comprises a reciprocating" electric engine,
comprising a magnetic piston and motor coils for Imparting mo-
tion to the same, the coils being excited by alternating cur-
rents.

479.961. Feed Mechanism for Electric Reciprocating
Engines. Charles J. Van Depeole, Lynn, Mass.

479.962. Reciprocating Electric Engine. Charles J. Van
Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

A sectional commutator is provided at the generator, and
meansare provided fordividing the current of the generator;two
separate and independent circuits extend betiveen the genera-
tor and theengine. each including part of the coils of the en-
gine, and the divided current is directed into these circuits.

479.963. System of Supplying Currents to Reciprocating
Electric Engines. Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn,
Mass.

The engine utilizes currents of constant direction for magne-
tizing the plunger and alternating currents to energize coi Is to
react upon the constant polarity of the iron parts.

479.964. System of Distiibuting Electric Currents.
Charles I. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

A brush bears upon the commutator at the negative neu-
tral point and two other diametrically opposite brushes are
adapted to be rotated about the commutator; by making the
proper connections between the conductors leading from these
brushes pulsating currents of continuous or alternating di-
rection may be obtained.

479.965. Reciprocating Eclectric Pile Driver. Charles

J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

479.966. Electrical Transmission of Power. Charles J.
Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

479,994- Spark Arrester for Electric Arc Lamps. Charles
Smallwood, Birmingham, Ala.

480,004. Electric Railway. Charles H. Baker, Lake Ge-
neva, Wis.

480,009, Safety Cut-out. Rudolph Furgang, Boston,
Mass.

480,011. Insulator. John J. Green, Boonton, N. J.

480,033. Method of Preparing Battery Solution. Ed-
ward Poppourtsch, Brooklyn, N. Y.

480,038- Testing Apparatus for Electric Lighting Cir-

cuits. Charles H. Rudd, Evanscon, III.

A ground testing apparatus employs the principle of the
Wheatstone bridge, in which the four sides are respectively:
From one dynamo terminal through the lamps to the ground to
be detected; from second terminal to the same ground through
remaining lamps; from first terminal 10 a plug in a resistance
bo.x; from second terminal to the same plug through the re-
maining resistance of the box; while the diagonal limb con-
tains tne dynamo and the other a galvanometer in a ground-
ed branch from the plug.

480.049. Field Magnet Frame for Dynamo-eleetric Ma-
chines. Ernest P. Werner, Chicago, 111.

In this frame the support is brought near the armature shaft
by extending the field m.ignet cores downward below the sup-
port so as to be enclosed within the framework of the sliding
carriage upon which the frame is supported

480.050. Duplex Arc Lamp. Ernest P. Werner, Chi-

cago, III.

A unitary electro-magnetic device controls the carbons and a
polarized electro-magnetic switching device tsadapted upon the
reversal of the current to transfer the arc from one pair of
carbons to the other.

480,073 Train Order Annunciator. Leonard T. Crab-
iree, Embarrass, Wis.

480.099, Electric Jail Plate. William S. Hull, Sheffield,

la.

480.100. Electric Screen for Doors or Windows- William
S. Hull, Sheffield, AU.

480,147. Automatic Device for Electric Block Signals.

Joseph B. Stewart, Haverstraw, N. V.

480,039. Device for Measuring Electrical Currents.

Charles H. Rudd, Evanston, 111.

The device embodies two concentric coils, one conveying the
current to be measured and the other containing a telephone
receiver in circuit; one of the coils is rotatable, and when
moved to such an angle that no sound appears in the tele-

phone the tangent of the angle between the planes of the coils

gives a measure of the strength of the current flowing.

480.051. Rheostat. Charles W. Tobey, New Bedford,
Mass.

480,152. Electric Cord Tip. Charles W. Tobey, New
Bedford, Mass.

480,201. Reflector. Charles A. Meadows, Yonkers,
N. Y.

480.240. Trolley for Electric Cars. George E. Purple
and Charles W. Purple, Minneapolis, Minn.

The trolley wheel is supported upon a suitable yoke that is

provided with spring controlled dogs that project over the
wheel to prevent it from jumping off the wire.
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Agents to BBll our

Niagara Electric Motors and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.

Liberal discounts and exclnBive territory to re-

eponaible dealers in electrical apparatna.

I^OVELIi MFft. CO.. Ltd.. Erie, Fa,

WANTED, POSITION
AS CHIEF ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Thoroughly familiar with high speed engines and
economical operation of central etatlons. Lon?
experience in conetraction aofl wiring for all

principal eyeteme, and Inptalllng machinery.
West or South preferred. Address W. A. T.
cere Webtebn Electric[AN, Chicago, III.

ARMATURES-FIELDS
Rewound and Repaired, Our Exclusive "Work.

Dispatch Guaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Snpply Co., and
other Electrical Snpply Houses.

—Write ns.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room Jl =

, 195 to li)9 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

SALESMAN WANTED.
Traveling salesman to represent Elec-

trical Supply House. One that has estab-

lished trade, preferred. For particulars

address, *'W. €X "

Care Western Electrician.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlation Gnaranteed -frhereTer used. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insula'ioii wiil prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as onr standard color.

Clark Joint Oum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass, FOR BAIIj^VAv and MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE GUARANTEE OUR INSUI.ATION AVHEREVER USED, AERIAL., UNDERGROUND OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quaiititicp.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRY A. CLARK, TrBasorer and Gan'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EDSTIS, PMBldent and Bleclrlclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AKD SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

/ ©RAMIaKSS RUBBEIR WIREIS AND QABLELS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III,

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnni for Incandescent Lamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS 171 and 173 «)BKESIE ST., TiKW TOBK.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
34 H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500,

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th gtreet- NEW YORK,
THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

A Perfect Milling Machine,

For the various operations of milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

ITell adapted for use In electrical

maofelne sliops.

Sean-d. for ClrCTJ-lax-

JOHNBECKERMANT&CO,,
FITCHBURC, MASS.

PORTERLEAVlTT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines. Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

Wo. 1, 3 Volts, 1-32 h. p. S3.00
Bfo.2, 4 Volts.1-16 h. p.. So. 00

No. 3, 6 Toits. 1-12 h. p., SIO.OO
No. 4, 10 Voltii. IS h. p.. .SI5.00.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Gua>anteed.

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We claim that ou.- "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

ent of its class on the market. The
col^s are wound with platinoid wire
and adjusted to a guaranteed accuracy
of one-fifth of one ptr cent. The
galvanrmeter Is dead*^eat, secsitive,

and Isunaffec'ed by mtchan^cal vi-

brations and proximity to masses of

iron or intense magnetic fields. The
total range is from .001 to 11,110,000
obms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies the^^e features, which are
essential to satisfactory results.

•* J2£-'' -'-^ ^^^^ possible to buy sets from our-
-i'S^i^-^ -j^ .S3::..^_ ti*-^ selves or elsewhere at prices lower

than the cost of the above, but we weuld advise all to examinelhemerltsof our "1891"
TYPE before purchasing any other.

Send for illustrated descriptive circular No. 285.

QUEEN & GO., PHILADELPHIA.

/^/M^y^^
c^„.Pf?'n€'r'ih'ay.

"^t^^'/^t^j^y/^yi/ia^iy'

i:(c^m^nJ^'c
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Established in 1861.

B. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenu«»

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taa?ht th^rr-nehlv dav and nipht at. fhe IHISTI-TUTE of TECH\'OLO<-Y. 151 Throop
Street, Chicaso, III. Amateurs, Artisaae
aad others aealat-d Practically In any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanical Draughting, Matbematice, Elec-
trical <-alcuIatioaB. Architecture, Mechanlce, also
aujjht day and nif^ht.

TRANSIVIISSIONo^ POWER
BV 9IA9fIL.LA ROPE.

CoplouBly illustrated and described in catalogue

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

PREMIER BATTERY FAN MOTOR.
Putenled June 30. 1885.

No. 1 Motor and Fan, $3.00.
No. 2 Motor, 2 or 4 Volts. $4.00.

No. 3 Molor, 4 or 6 Volts, $6.00.
No. 2, 6 inch. 4-blade Fan, 75c.

No. 3, 8 inch, 6-blade Fan, $1.50.

THE PREMIER BATTERY SI. 75.
The best F.in MotorB for Storage or Primary Battel ies.

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,
17 and 19 IVhlppIc St„ Brooklyn, HT. *.

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The New Model Folding KotJak has

glass plate attachment, Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

NO DARK Room REQUIRED

IF YOU liave a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

$6.00 to $65.00.

FASTMAN KODAK CO.,

Send for Circnlare. Rochester, N. Y,

^ ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalogues of
office tiuinga.

AMERICAN DESK ADD SEATING CO..
870-273 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

Manufacturer's of

ocTAGONALt^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI&ELECTRICAL

I,
RailwayFolesxCRossArms

1

1 #H.M.Loud&SonsUimberQ.
11 OSCODA, IVIICH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Watertmry, CTonii- SS Farlc Place, Ne^v TTorli.

-MAKUFACTURERS OF-

Underwriters' Copper Electric liight I/ine AVire, Copper Magnet AVire. Flexible (^ilk, Cotton and AVorsttd Cords for
Incandescent liiglitin;^:. liound and Flat Copper Bars for Station AVork.

Ihsniatcd Iron Prcssnre Wire.

PATENT "K, l^/'TmEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapli and TeleplioDe Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TBB GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPACT, CHICAGO, . SELLING AGENTS.

TBOS. L.SCOVILL. New York Agent

EliECTItIC liieHT
AXD BATTER

V

CJ{l\BOflS.
g».gy ^ Bfm&>-.r^-^l r., ^ _»;A^B ...... i-.-

CXEl V-E;X.A_ISrT3. OTTTO.

imoTOH

B/lUS/fES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highes) Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

afford i the most eimpleard reliable power for all minine and mannfactnr-
iDg machlDery. Adiipted to heHde lunniDS from '.0 np to 2.000 or more feet.
From 20 to BO per cei t. better le^ulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

BliKCTRIC TBANSMISSIOK.
The advantages the Pelton Whepl affords in the way f f a uniform and relia-

ble power, clo^e repulafi .n and ttiefanlily of adaptation to \arylng conultions
of epeed and pressure, have I'rought it Into epeclal prominence and esitnslve
nee for ih'B clues of work. Alt applications shoold elate amount and head of
water pi wentqnired, and for what purpoee, with approximate length of pipe
line. SEND FjK t^ATALOGUS.

THE PELTOIQ^ WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-13:t Main »t., t^an Francisco, Cal.. IJ. S. A.

IJ.V LIBERTY STKEJET^ - - XEW YORK,
CP^H Invlng come to our notice that our pfttent rights wre being iufrinved

upon, iniendlngpurchaBerB are hereby warned that all Buch infringements will
be duly inoai-cntpfl.

Pr;iiT01V WATER MOTORS. Varying from ihe fraction of 1 to 15
and 'M hnrse i ower, une<iualed for all light running machineiy. Warranttd
to develou agiven ^^lOunt of power wllh one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreea as above. Deliveries made from
San Francieco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AmKH, KBKKT & CO., Ht. Faal, Minn.

Selling AKentS; J
HTAIVUAKU KLKCTBICAIj WiDBHM, Cincinnati, Ohio.

( nOCNTAIN KliECTBIV CO , UCDTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor, Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'led to this CEr.E-BRAXED WAXER WHEEH, as particularly adapted to their use

on accouiit of its reinarkat>ly steady motion, tiig^li Sitpeed
and s^reat Efficiency, and lai*]s;e Capacity foritsOiameter,
being doMble the Po"wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {^naranieed.
SF.lfl> FOR rAXAIL^OOUE ANU PARXICfJI.AR^i.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch "VICXOR

XIIRBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOL.£ MAKTIFACTTJKER8 OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii^Sl^Urn^L. The Standard Eleotrioal Insulating Material of the World, i^i&^/l^f^ t.

SEND FOR OUR
Kew Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of its

kind ever published,

Bent Free to A17 Address.

Wears
In the West for CL£C-
TRICAL BOOKS, and SU
orders promptly, pre-
paid, onrecelptof piiie.

Eleclrlclan PablinhlnK Co.,
I) Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111. "

TUC I iiT^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
I nC LniCOi LIGHT SUPPLIES.

ST-A-IS EI
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

CO.
ISOS Filbert Street, PHII.ADBI.FHIA.

C^ommercial Buildins, !^t. Liouis. Slo.

.^^E^/^,STEAMPUMPS

!l.M.Morse&&
ENGINEERS addCONTRACTORS.
V.->>p»<Cr^> complete:
<7^SJ^;P0WER PLANT5

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

'.ate of UnalUh. Mn,-B(. ,ft Co..

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles. Ties and Posta, save monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

3I3-3I5 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vulca Electrical W^ire Ducts for laterior Coustractlon. A. Complete Method for all

Electrical ti^ysteins. Junction Boxes, Cnt-Onts, Ansle Boxes,
£tc., £to. Tnlca Coupliog Compound.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OP THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" .i^^ INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
liamp.

Send for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
liamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
"IS ISrO'F I3M IT!"."

Innvhat? In the prepoBterona'T^ombine" which hfie lately been formed to make legitimate bnsineaa the cat's-paw of a
etock-jobbing operation. The BALL ELECTKIC LIGHT COMPAT^Y ie opposed to any and every combination that seeks to do
busineee upon other than a fair ^nd straightforward baeie. An enormoos capitalization algnlfiea eiceiBlve expeneee and decreased
dividends ; and, invariablv, the balance sheet must be against the public.

The BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY is proud of its past record. It hae conducted its enterprise upon strict husineBs
p ioclplep, and has g-iinpd a reputation which, though often attacked by the make-up of the rreaeot "Combine," has never yet been
injured, riie Companya stockholders are happy; so are Its patrons. It Is now prepar.-'d to gi "a step better," and herewith
bnn< uticee tbe completion of the new

BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
Beginning with the eeaaon now opening, ve are placing 00 the market an AUTOilATIC DYNAMO. Do not think from this

that we are offering in place of our celebra'ed dynamo :iny new and untried departure, or that we are oJTering our old dynamo with
some external complicated mechanism called "an automatic regulator" of little merit save In name only

We are placing tlie justly praised BALL Oynaiiin as simple as of old, hut containing Tvithin itself the power of eelf-
action and adjustment to the varying conditions of the load that may be brought upon it.

The AUTOMATIC DYNAMOTs as much superior lo a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic cut-off
engine Is superior to the old slide-valve with its esrernal throttling governor.

We exteu<I our thanks to our business rivals at d their agents, who lu the past have materially assieted us with the admiaaions
that "the Ball waa a good, or was the beat, arc dynamo, liue it ha*l no resnlator "

Its moriia have been eo generally recognized by the trade that Jt is nc t here for ua lo praise it now. We will only eay that in
the future, as in the past, we will have nothing in it to excuse or apologize for.

We ask mtending purchasers to write us for quotations before purchasing elsewhere,

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17. JUST ISSUED.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., Office: No. 404 West 27th Street, New York City.
Factory: ^81 to SS9 Ninth Avenne and 40t to 4ie IVest arth (Street, K«w York Ciiy.

CARPESTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDGBPORT, CONAT.

Rheostats of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for Ihuetrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891

Your invention may be valuable. Y'ou ehould
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice free of charge.

W. W. DnHjEY & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 F St., N. W., Washington, D. fc.

Please mention this paper.-

HH g^ n For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

If I I^ II Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. FATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« Kartavert « Manufacturmg « Co»^ 39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or > ity. Absolute

STRIPSi ) Unifo mity in Size,

TTIT'XXjXkrXXSa'O-ITOlNr, I3XtlM. :xo.a.a-o.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hi^li Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Coiiplfite Steal Plants Mailed.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also, 30 Oortlandt Sheet, New York City

.

THE ELEMENTS OF

llYNAMIG FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

A Book TTTQnn rfcTTT«f Prioe, $2.
For Learners. «IIJ»X UUX; Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in prodaclng a aniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beaoh Street, Boston, Maes.

WE MANUFACTURE ARC DYNAMOS
\\itli uaraniefd Automatic Kegulaiioii. and no
sparkliig at the coramuiator. Low speed; high efficiency;
RHtisfaction giiarantetd-
()nr Incandeeceot Dynamos are either compODnd or

-tt unt wound. We mabe a specialty of direct coDnected
MiiJtlpo ar or Bi-polar Low Speed iOeneratora or Motors
of iny size or desired speed.

1 Arc Lamps far ase on Arc or 'ncandescent Circuits-

''t*f\ f aS ^*'^ agents \vanled. Liberal terms and exclaaive

"^iK^ Lu(W territory arrangt^d for. For information addrees

The Easton Electric Co.,
647 KENT AVF., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

W. S. Chesley & Co., 13b Liberty St., Ne
York City.

Nowo'nev Klectric Co., ClnciDnatl, Ohio.
Wm. Murdock, St. Louie, Mo.

^f^:

Sh#<eHi

YV LEATH

V ANO ROPE

vxm

^an,ufaeturers ofa

ALL LEATHER
NOmONRDDORHINGE.OiD STYLE

LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROD 8ELT,|

ANO ROPETKANSMISSION SUPERSEDED

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEYS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING.

BOljr"- ,

ELTlHCi'
TANNED ON THE
SURTACES ONLY
NTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE -

IHL ONLYPERFLCT BLLt \

MADE NO 5LIPPIND

OR LOST MOTION

fBANCHES: 164 .SuiniiierSt., Boston, Muss ; 'ii^ Peftrl Ht.,New York City,

lao N. TUIrd St., PliiludelpLla, P»,
i
tiO W. MoDkOe St. Ohicaao.

D Picker Leather.-

I St. Louis. Mo.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadiaega of motion and easy working gate, the con-
struciion of which mates It the most senBllive to ihe uctiun of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 9IIIil.S & TEMPIiE. DAYTON, OHIO.

l'eTfI! water wheels
110 styles and Sizes, irpripht ;iih! irorizmital,

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every fucility for miikiuf; ilicm.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven hy them. Easy working c;itps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of \vatpr, at full and part gates; in-
suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine jiamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

THEJEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH
FOR

Controlling Inoandescent Lights

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric Supply
Houses,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
laimfactnrer and Patentee,

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send foe Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
nr to 117 East 131st St., lit. Y.

LEONARD'S 3 WIRE SYSTEM.
Identical in Cost and Efficiency with

Edison System.

SIMPLER TO OPERATE.
Copper required guaranteed to be not over 30^ of

that required Tor 2-wir-< system, under
eame condi.ions.

Royalty 1 cent per lb. of copper installed.

Patented June 7, 1893. BTo. 476.544.
Charlestown, W. Va., June 18,189a.

Messrs, H. Ward Leonard & Co.,
I3(i Liberty St., New York.

Gentlemen :—The Central Station Plant, which
you installed for ua here, under yournewpafented
system, has given entire Fatlefactlon ever since it
started, which was about six moolhs ago,
The o]}eration of the plant is quite eimple and

ecouiomical, and as a result the plantis makiug
very satisfactory earnines, alihough our ti.wn ie
rather email, having only about3,0U0 Inhabitants.

Yours very trnly,

{ Signed) City Electric Light Co.,

Wm. Campbell, Sec'y.

Forbids for complete plants or conductors only
address,

H. WARD LEONARD & CO ,130 Liberty Bt., New York City.

Utica Electrical Mfg & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

'•HenCUUS- switches for Arc and Power Ciraiits.

'•UTICA- QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK- KNiFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

A UTOMA TIC MA BAZINE FUSE BOXES.
SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLtX LIGHTNING ARRESTERS for

Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STAIIDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'^.e To

I

JULIUS LEFMANN,
I
e«00 W. i^econd Street, ST. I.OIIIS.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR IGLECTRlCAIi ITSES.

erapliite Bods of Tsrinns lienerihs, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes and Crucibles, Reslstin;; Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries tiladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Insulating Componnds,

Tape and Armatnre Varnlsli.
MANUFACTDBED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liberty St., XEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 542 "The Bookepy."
SOLD BT

THB RLRCTRICAL. SUPPIrY CO., Chieaeo.
aiOVEL,TY RIiECTKIC CO., Philadelphia,
PE:TTlniCiEL.I/-AlVDRE^V8 CO., Boston

And Supply Houses ETcrj Trhere.

U.S.
MANnPACTUREKS OFFERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,^"'^T.P.±t

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
ASfD OTHER SHEET METAL, TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illus'rated prices desciibiag 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

562 donble-colnmn Pages. 570 lllastratlons. Cloth Binding. Type Pages 10 x 7 inches. Price, postag^e Prepaid, to any part of the 'n'orld, S5.00.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
F]irases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Encyclopaedia than a
dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles Of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOSS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

CLEAHMESS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

esisriD iisr yottk. oiaiDEia 2sro"w.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, Illinois.
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Standard Compound Engine.

m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERINQ WORKS,
BTJILiDEKS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing: and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOHOMY AHD REGULATION GDiRAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inauii'ies to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT
Tlie Compound Engine, when non-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off in economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Qeneration. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and autamatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked
out, making expansion below atmosphere impossible under any load, however
Ught. For the first time ill the history of Steam EnginfBr-
ing, either Simple or Componnd, is bnilt an Fngine
which maintaiiiB essentially nniform economy, irrespeet-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghouss Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 33 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deeeived ourselves

Id this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested In the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to ssnd a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. P. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Francis«o.

""^^Nb/ Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,
xgiNro-xno'xizsfi.s.

NEW YORK: t7 Corllandt St. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake St.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave. MINNEAPOLIS; Beery Block.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouso Building. ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M, R, MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
New York Office: 18 Cort-
landt St., F. K. Chinnock,
Sales Apent.

Chicagro Office: Boom. 506,
"The Kookery."

J.W, Parker & Co.. 38 South 4th St.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St.,

Kichmond. Va.
Ii. M. Rumsey Mfc. Co.. Ft. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vater. 2'24 Washington Ave.

So., Minneapolis, Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co., Lewla Block, Pltts-

Dweh, Pa-
RiBdon Iron 'Works, San Francisco,

Cal,
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. G. Gilhert, Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Houchton, 201 Coneress St.,

' Boston, Mass

Antomatic Cut-off ENGINE.
With Kew Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smooth and Quiet Running.

The Best Engine for Electric Ligiiting and Eiectric Raiiways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ot High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMFI.£, COMPOUTJD, AUD CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO,

SPEAKiNG TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUirCIATORS «J°> BELLS.
Fi;i.I< I.INIE AI.WAX8 IK STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
199 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 BeEalb Aw., Brooklyn, N. T.

Send for New Catalosdb. Ont August Iflt.

TRADE MARK.

Warranted Hard Porcelain.

When yoQ are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write the

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO.,
Estimates Cheerfully Given. T^J^^^AT^ IvIII_F~CDF=?rD, CTCDr^^^.

Write us at once, we can save you money.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CQ- Office and Works
. FRIE.

COBXPX.EXE: POWER PI.A.SrTS FOR WOODBURY
ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticlGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

r

PA.

BBANOH OFFICES\
NEW YORK,
PHII,ADELPHIA,
CHICAGO,
SAN FKANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building.
1130 "The Rookery."
39 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
» /^-n-n-riTT.n (BOSTON—S.t. Holt & Bart, 67 Sudbury Street.
AGEHOIES: ST.I.0CIS-M. P Johnston Machinery Co.. 715 and 717 N. 3d St.

) MINNEAPOLIS, MINN T. M. Masulre, 33 Syndicate Biocls.
SIMPLE AND COMPOUND —

CONDENSINGOR NON-CONDENSING-

HILL
Glutcli Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

X^,
.../Jf.

EASTERN OFFICE:
"~^— —^ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK,

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal »t.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and Famiahed.

Send for ne^ Catalogue ofPow-
er TraneiaiBsion Machinery.

V|/\f>lup\CTUF^EI^

''Electric LiGHTrL0BE5^r-^

rTiUMiiHi/iiiia!

42 MURRAY ST. NY.
.SEND FOR CATALOGUE

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET tlECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF8. CO., Springfield, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

!

Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Sayings Building. n'aRbinstnn, I». C , J. tT. BURKETT & CO , 1409 New York Ave. St. Panl
Minn F. J. RENZ, 360 Minneeota St. Philadelphia Pa.. PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. 7tli St. Mew Orleans, I,a., BUCKEL
MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contl St. Denver. Col., HAYWAED COCHRANB, 33 Jacobson Bnilding. Chlcaso, 111., C. F. DTJNDERDALB, 435 Sookery
Buffalo, Hr. T., D. H. DAEKIN, SS8 Pearl St.
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W.P.
THE noMsni-iinm electiic to.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

m
Pm

C5

53

Can furaish from Chicaga stock, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
And will make yon factory prices on allMnds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD ENCASED CABLES, INCANDESCENT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

p
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The Stanley

FAN MOTOR
IS THE ONLY PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT MOTOR FOR

ALTERNATING GyRRENTS.

L V, wouldn't it be stacks of fun just now

to shovel SDOw

From off the walks and wade through

it, wherever we might go?

And what a picnic just to slide along an

icy street,

So very smooth and frosty, we could

scarcely keep our feet

!

And as upon the railway, we some cool

resort would seek;

O! wouldn't it be pudding to be snow-

bound for a week?

Such things would bring a jag of joy,

but we've no doubt that when

They hunt us up next winter, we'll be

kicking at them then.

But though wc can't experience such

pleasant things as these,

We've somthing that's about as good.

and that's the cooling breeze

That comes to cheer and Uven up the

sizzled office man;

It don't cost much to get it from a

Crocker Wheeler fan.

CROCKER-WHEELER
7UTOTORS.

Exclusive CHICAGO Agency.

The Largest Stock ot Power and Fan Motors in the West.

We have a corps of Expert Motor Engineers and are prepared to make

Motor Installations OF EVERY NATURE.
Shipments Promptly Made from Chicago Warehouse. Plans and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

REVOLVING FAN.
For Desk and onice Use.

1-12 H. P. ELECTRIC FAN.
Willi wire aiiard anil Switch tor riiunlng fast or slow.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
E:x:clu.sive

AN80MJA.C0MN

Cliicaeo, a.nd. G-eneral ^iZy^estern >A.eents,

COR. RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICKCO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO
THE K/TJBBEK, TJSEX) IHST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Marine Core, used
on ««overninent

Cruisei'S.

Feeder Core.
BroadTvay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder <'able, Brooklyn
JBdiSDu Electric Liiglit Co.

(Submarine Work* Edison Electric
I^ight < o., Easton, Pa.

Kaval Core, United
States s. s. "Cliicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Coiidnctor.

"I>rypla es."
Orand Cen'ral Bepot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
d^phia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

W IVIi Ml HAdIKoHAW J riUiOij 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

eiEKEBAIi MAXAerEB. KEW YORK CITY.
Feeder Cal»le,

WESTERN SCENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SDPPLY CO., cor. Randolpli St. and Michigan Ave., CHICACO. ILL me2?Ml'lt^JJi*?S.

The Sunbeam Incanilesceiit Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMJEBCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO, ILL-.

-MAIBUFACTIIREIIS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOISS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohioseo, 111.

The Slectrical Supply Oc, Ansonis, Conn.

W. H. Gordon & Go., New York.
F. s-. Jones & Oo., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Loxdsville Electric Co., liouisvllle, Ky

.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wasii.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WAYME ELECTRIC CO.,
]For't ISrayne, IrLciiaLXiaL.

WOOD SYSTEMS OF ARC LIGHTING;

DIRECT CURRENT INCANDESCENT LIGHTING;

TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
Including Automatic Constant Current Dynamos from 1 to 80 lights' capacity.

COMPOUND WOUND INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS from 25 to 2,000 lights' capacity.

POWER GENERATORS AND MOTORS from 7h to 160 horse power.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE GEAR. AND CLUTCH FEED LAMPS.
Elliptic Carbon Lamps, Switch-Boards, Hanger-Boards, Cut-Outs, Ammeters, Etc.

Also Slattery Incandescent Alternating Apparatus for long distance incandescent
lighting, including transformers, meters, and all necessary appliances.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,

HEAT-PROOF -^-^ WATER-PROOF.
One motor GEARED TO BOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

2>«i:a,2^irrL-a.3:2Q. Tzaction., Econ.cm3r in Opera^tion,
OerLera-tors of j^tl-^ Size,

IrLCSLnca-escerit 1D-^TLOjm.o^^ Sta-tioxxai-sr ^^otors,
E;iectrica.l £-a.pplies of :BT7-er3r IDe scxlpticn..

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEW YORK,

Monadnock BIdg. Fiske BIdg. F.I.Stone. IB Cortlandt St.



53 per Annum- EVERY SATURDAY.
l/ol. XI. CHICAGO, AUGUST 20, 1892.

I O cents per Copy.

No. 8

EVERY ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
BHOTJLD BE PROVIDED WITH

g mssiird m§.
Makes contlnoona record, day and night, of 8TEA9I.WATEU, AIK or QASI FBESmlJHE, with or with-
OQt Electric Alarm. Will pay for Itself by iDBoring
safety and economy. Send for circular, fac-slmlle chart,
and llet of handreds of nsere.

THE BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

NATIONAL INDIAINDIA Rubber U0.

S. p. COLT, Prest., P. S. MINOTT, Gon'l Mgr.

QeB«ral 'Western Asents : Enterprise Electric Co„ ClUcaeo.

?fe^n^^'^-C^H^E^ETElj, }B---B Manager..

The

iteinational OKONITE COMPANY,

APN'^

LI1ITE&

13 Park Row, New Yorki
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape
BRANCHES : CTblcaKo, Boston, PUladelphla, Dlinneapolls, Cincinnati, Kanwiii City,

^maha, I.naiBville, St. IjooIb, San Francisco, I.ondon and So. America.

FHE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MASUPACTUREES, IMPORTERS AKD DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF All DE8CKIFTI0NS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
> nanafactured by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren,Ohio.
AGEKTS:

|
OMAHA, NEB., B. B.D(,wiie, 215 SheelyBloct.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Loais Electrical Sapply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., international Electric

Snpply & Constrnction Go.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, GloTer Electric Co., 178

West 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KT., Smithers & Dafia.

Chaa. E. Chapin, 13NEW YORK CITY,
1 iberty StreL-t.

CHICAHO. ILL.. Electric Appliance Co., 242
Madiaon Street.

ST. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hecbanical and Electrical

Conpulfations, KeportB, Plana, SporificatloDB for
Central Station or Isolated El-ctnc Lifjliil, g,

and Electric tailways.

SG Turner Su*lding^ St» Louis,

FOR SALE.
Dynamos, both arcandlncandeecent, atyonr price.
Smooth Arc Specialtips.
Wire Tightening Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp Hanger wita Automatic Switch.
Arc Lamp Hanger for ootside lamps.
Arc Ampere Meters for 6 3-10 or 10 Ampere Cnr-

rente, and other epecialties of Interest lo YOC
CHAS. E. GREGORY, ""£li\g.T«^^':°°'-

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Snpply House
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IRVlaiftTOHr BTBEET, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATEB AND DEA-STINaS StlBMITTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPKESENTATIVES

:

Juuan Sclioli & Co.. 126 Liberty St., New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, 8-2 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

H. M. Sciple &Co.,3cl&ArcnSts.. Philadelphia.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY poK CAPACITY TESTS. Line Material*
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WJB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

'est Instraments and all Scientific Measnreient Apparatus. 71

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

W. B. Ppa'son & Co., Home Ina. Bldg.,Chicago, lU.
ThoB. G. Smith. Jr ,

Hnmmond Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Day, lib Oliver St., Boston, ilasfl.

A^E:r^-r^="
Jamea & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
T W. Anderson, Houston, Tex.
P. H. Whiting, Jacobeon Block, Denver, Colo.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consnmed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404-

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TElSTI3ivC03^I-A-X-S:
QBEMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 2lBt

lam pleased to aay the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Ourrents, to our great satisfaction. Tours truly,

GBRMANTOWN ELBOTRIO LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston., Mass,

WESTERN OFFICE,
173 Adams Street, Chicago, III.
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Want Advertisements xiii
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& Co xvii
Westinghouse Elec. andMfg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Ammnciators

.

Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works-
Electrical Supply Co., The-
Knapp Electrical Worfca.
Ostrander & Co,,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc Lamps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Begga, J. E., Mchy. & Snpply Co.
C:u8ii Electric Co
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne ElectrlcCo.
General Electric Co.
Kose Electric Light Supply Co.
Snhuyler Electric Co.
Siemena & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomaon-HoaBton Electric Co.
Weetlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijlght Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric CO.
Detroit Sllectrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co. .The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Garter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

BeUs, £lectrlc
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. B.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, IS&gneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partoick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltins*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Ponder Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
\Veaton Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publlehing Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SnpDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The fi. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick &, Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electrir. (See Inaulated
Wire e), Copper, feiheetand Bar
RoebllngB Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eaatma- Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Centra] Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.

Clntches, Friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Late. J. H. & D. Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Construction and Bepalra.
Andrae. Julius.
Electric Cons. & Supply Po.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors. Electric JLlght,
Engine Plants and Electric
Bailirays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley CO., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmanu, JuliuB,
Leonard «; Co., H. W.
Mather Electric (Jo.

Moree & Co., A. M.
N, Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
fearson & Co., W. iJ.

Racine Hardware Mfg Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halake Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, Thos. U. Jr.

Slandaid Electnc Co.
Tayior Engine Co,
ThomsoD-HouBton Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National India Rubber Co,
Roebling'8 Son's Co. , J . A.
Sperry Klec Mining MachlneCo.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cat-Outs and Swltcbea.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric t o.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec, Switch Mfg. Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, G. S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd,
Easton Electric Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather ElectrlcCo.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Ballirays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co-
Siemens k, Halske Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Ilechanical
Engineers.
Bryan, W.H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Western Electric Co.

Electrical Jjitelligenee.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Elsctric Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co,
Ries Electric Specialty Co , 1 he.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bageot, E.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Electro-Plating atacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-HouBion Electric Co.

Bnslnes, Mteaaa.
American Engine Co.
Ball Enelne Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co.,-W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sious City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Outfits.
Chicago Slectric Motor Co.
Stanley Electric MIg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mf|. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrict & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrnaoe Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Sujfply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.

Gas liisAtlng, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Julius.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical &Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric EBgineeringifc Supply Co.
Electric Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise EJeciric Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley ffi Co

.
, The E . 8.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Sious Citv Elec. Supply Co.
UticaElec. Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phceni^ Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Bobber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

insulators and Insulating
Sfateriais.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering it Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Instilatlon Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co,,H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Lefmann. Julius.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C».
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co,
Western Electric Go.

Insulated Wires and Cables,
Magnet TVlre.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
international Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-

lating Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllne'B Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

I^amps, Encandescent.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawver-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

liithes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

]asUtiiLn}>: Arresters.
Van Nuis.C. S.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Heehanical Machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Mica,
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
MonBell & Co., Eogene.

Mine Signals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.

Mining Apparatus, Klectrlc
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- Houston Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston ii,lectrlc uo
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co.Name Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seatlncr Co
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmanu, Julias.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Sietert, Q.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber To.
Railway Equioment Co.Poret- lain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, JKlectrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pusb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knepp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

BallTFays, Electric.
iSee electric railways.)

Kecordins Pressure Gauares.
Bristols' Mfg. Co., The.

Bf'SnIating Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rbeostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Steam.
mne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakiuK Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
Queen & Co.

Steam Heating: jftp;faratus.
American District Steam Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Bailwav.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, InsnlatlnK.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, F.W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical SupplyCo. , The.
Indie Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co-

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcManufacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord,
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & BlerceMfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology.

Water Wheela.
Leffel &, Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^lre. Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway iSqiipment Co.
RoflbUng's Bons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,
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BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!
High Grade Incandescent Lamps.

THE ELECTRIC MANDFACTDRING COMPANY, - OCONTO, WIS.

Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

Direct CDrrent LainilS. ^^^Jij^^^ Filaments wlti or without Hooks.

Alterialins Cnrreiit Laniiis. ^^^^^^3 '*'™"* ^^^^^^' consamption,

Eailfay Circnit Langs. K^fe^bs^ Haxlmam Candle Power and Lite.

Before purchasing elsewhere send in a trial order for Brilliants.

Lamps furnished to consumers in quantities at factory prices.

CHICAGO OFFICE, WM. HOOD & CO., Mananers, i239 LA SALLE ST.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANOFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.

ALTERNATING CURRENT FAN MOTORS.
Ko Heating. No Sparking. Hfo Xeise.

SAVES A CENT PER HOUR IN POWER CONSUMED.

CONTINUOUS CURRENT FAN MOTORS.

MULTIPLE AND SERIES LAMPS
For all Circuits and Sockets.

Bernstein Electric Company,
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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THE VERY WIRE.

ImJLRGE stock, quick SHIPIKIZSNT'S,
Beddes a Veby Large Stock of General Electrical Supplies at lowest prices.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, m;;gAI.V

ACOLD BLUFF.
When You Contemplate Purchasing Apparatus of

Manufacturers Other Than the TRUST,
Do they threaten to enjoin you ?

Do they threaten to sue you?
Do they threaten to shut off your lamp supplies?

Do they threaten to put in an opposition plant?
Do they threaten to close us up?
Do they bring you a tale of woe concerning our apparatus?
Do they tell you about throwing out our apparatus, (not mentioning the fact that it is in

stations where they have a controlling, or large interest)?

Do they ever tell you where we have replaced their apparatus, (tvhere we have no interest)?

Do they ever try to sell their apparatus STRICTLY ON ITS MERITS?

a
It s all "A COLD BLUFF. 99

We make a better machine and sell it at a lower price. That's OUR idea of competition.

It costs you nothing to have us bid against them, and you can save money by it.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY,
Broadway and Ninth Ave., EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
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Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lighting our Specialty.

We invite yoi- to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.
Send fc3x> Px*lcej5> to

Standard Electric Co.,
313 to 317 So. Canal St., Chicago.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^s/£ercer Street, 3^eT?sr "2"or3^,

POSSESS aUPEBIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTUBK OF

XX.A.RZ3 RXTBBSR C3-OODS
Especially in articles adapted to electrical indtistrieSf having obtained the sole, right to manufacture

BARD RUBBER under the valuable Patents grantetl to WIMjIjIAM KIEL..

ALL OPERATIONS OF SATVING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUB NEW STANDARDS OF
O LJ C* p"T^ D f\ Y\ A M r^ T^ I I R I M €^ ^^^ ^^ performed with a laree reduction in the wear and tear of toola, and coneiderable eaving of labor, Onr new standards are
*J *l C I— I 5 ri \J LJ r\ iN LJ I Li O 1 1\ \J of a richer black thronehout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the united States. In addition to these advantages, we also oSer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still Tcmaln the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids

HARD RDBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION MJNDFACTURED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES,

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18«3.

&^. Arc Laaps

AN )

ESTABLISHED
[

PACT: J

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS,

THE ONLY ARC LA/^\P THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS,

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

\<iii^M
^' v^ UNITY BUII.DINU,

CHICAGO.

T];li;piion]; building,

NEW YORK. Search Light No. 13.
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12,672,000 Feet.

The largest order ever given in this country for high grade
insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSDUTION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

"W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

(iQ

GENERATORS. " '^""^ ~
Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all Others. jal IjK^I

COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT. ^ltJ

'^~^p»t,

1,7^ ^SljSaL^/ (i^^ TjrVTH"^^?^ -^''^ o»'?/ Incandescent Lamps which have secured Universal Approval.

_T1L/

MILLIONS SOLD AND MILLIONS SELLING.

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instrunients.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.
43 BHOA-O ST£IKET, - NEW YORK.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers,

CtLicago Office: ITeizr "V^ork: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
"IS nxroT inxr itp."

In 'What ? In the prepoaterouB "Comhlne" which hsB lately been formed to make legitimate? bnainees the cat'a-paw of a
Btock-jobbing operation. The BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANT 15 opposed to any and every combination that seeks to do
bueinesB upon other than afair «nd straightforward basis. An eaormoas capitalization signifies eice:8lve expenses and decreased
dividends; and, invariably, the balance sheet must be against the public.

The BALL ELEiJTKIC LIGHT COMPANY is proud of its past record. It has conducted ita enterprise upon, strict bnslness
P'incjplep, and has gtinpd a reputation which, tbougb often attacked by the make-up of the present "Combine," has never yet been
injured. The Company's stockholders are happy; so are Its patrons. It is now prepared to gj "a step better," and herewith
announces the completion of the new

BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
Beginning with the season now opening, ve are placing on the market an AUTOMATIC DTNAMO. Do not think from this

that we are offering in place of oar celebrated dynamo any new and untried departure, or that we are offering onr old dynamo \vith
some esiernal comp'icated mechaniem called "an antomatic regulator" of little merit aave in name only.

We aie pUcing the jaatly praised BALL Dyoanifi, as simple as of old, bat containing 'witliin itself the power of self-
action and adjustment to the varying conditions of the load that may bebrooght upon it.

The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO Is as much superior to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern antomatic cut-off
engine Is superior to the old slide-valve with its esfernal throttling governor.

We extend our thanks to onr buelness rivals aid their agents, who in the past have materially aasieted ns with the admiseiona
that "the Ball was a good, or was the best, arc dynamo, bdt it ha<l no regnlator "

Its merits have been so generally recognized by the trade that It is nf t here for us to praise It now. We will only say that In
the future, as in the past, we will have nothing in it to excuse or apologize for.

We ask intending purchasers to write us for quotations before purchasing elsewhere.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17. JUST ISSUED.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., Office: No. 404 West 27tli Street, New York City.
Factory: 381 to 389 Nintli Avenue and 401 to 416 West 27th Street, X<,tr York City.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
MAIVCFACTUREBS OF

Tm MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRT BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitteries {or Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Pans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMIRICAK BATMRY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BRANCH OFFICES:
620 Stlantlc Jyc, Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, Hew York City.

173, 175 Adams Street, CMcago, 111. 509 Jrcli Street, PMladelpWa, Pa.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Fonrth St„ Cincinnati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paal, Minn.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric EngineeriDg& Supply Co.,

S-S-Zt..^OTTS£l, JJia-. -S-., XT. S. jSk..

NEW YORK OFFICE: Send for Catalogue of our
136 lilberty St., F. C. TIMPSON, Manager. Specialties.

THE COILED FILAMENT

a
USED IN BUCKEYE

ff

LT^iyCFS

of 90 volta and upward, can be placed at any angle, and in a life of 4,000 HOURS
will not drcop enough to touch the side of bulb, thereby destroying the lamp.

Practical RESULTS, not Theories, are demanded. We guarantee the former.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAeO,
437 "The Rookery.'

HmW TOBK.
611 Mail and Express Bmlding:.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MAITOTACTUEEKS OF

ictii CM
SHAFTING, ETC

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Cacal St , CHICAGO.
OFFICES- S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 Cortlandt St. , NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO. Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have sued H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap Switches.

The trade will please note that we have no intention to annoy them, but have sued Mr. Paiste, the manu-
facturer of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early hearing and it is not too much to ask
that ttie trade will in the meantime respect our patent rights and await the decision of the Court in the caoe.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MANUFACTURING GO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart Switch. HARTFORD, CONN.

Two 300 Amp. Shnntwound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 2J0 Amp. Stnatwoiind U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500 Lt. T. H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with b^Be, rheostat and ammeter.
Two -^ Lt, American i?,00ft C. P. Arc DynamOB.
One 50 Lt. Spprry :>,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
Twelve 12 Lt. KnowleB DynamoB. wilh lampa.
Nine 30 ' t. Westinghoiise Arc Dynamoe.
Twelve 50 Lt. Schayier Dynamoe, 2,000 C. P.

Sis 30 Lt. Exc^-lsior Dynamoe, 2,000 C. P., wllh
eingle lamps.

Tko 15 Lt. Excelsior Dvnamoe, eingle lamps.
Two 1.50 Lt. BruBhlncandea, Machines, 95 Volis.
One 15 Lt. Brush Arc. 7 amperee.
One 6') Lt. VandepoelB Arc Machines, with two

armatures and 25 double 2,000 C. P. lamps.
One 100 H. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 a. P. Arralngton & Sims Engine.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.. 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,

which are the features of

Trne Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

U4 to 156 Green 8t

,

Green Point,

wmm, N. Y.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTUKEES OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

"'

Two lorsc power to tlree linEilreil lorse powet,

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. H.S.WALKER, Manage r

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pij|lma-i Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

^roir^CLpt Sli.ipa::3Ciex3.ts.

CATAI.OGU£S AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Oen'l Mgr.

ITtica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES far any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC NIAQAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLIX LIBHTNINU ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIQHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hisrli Grade Eujriues jiud l{ollcrs.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty,

CoiiplfiteSteani Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt StieBt, New Tork City.

INTERIOR CONDUITS The Solntion of tlie ProMein of Safe Snarfling

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to

be fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

MANUFACTURED BY

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

WORKS: 627 to 631 W. 34th SI.,

B26to628W. GBthSt.,

TRADE-MARK

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , Nev York.

Thos. DBy & Co., 222 Sutter St., San FranclflCO, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2-.26 Pearl St., Bnffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Uay & Co., 27 E. M.iin at., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. Sth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 551 Chcetnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constnictiou Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LI6HT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK
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The Dnm States Electric Lighting Co.,
[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

m IND INCIHDESCENT ISOUTED ELEGTIIIC LIGHT PUNTS,

1

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

TTF^ICZ:

MOTORS"' GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

KEW XORK I.A1IP FACTORf, Capacity -^O.OOO per day.

LAIWPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volls to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSDLATORS
MANTJPACTTTRED BY

WTttn BROOKFIELDy
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

r>RACmE-HIGH-SPEED:;

wfmi
SUPERIOR RESOUmON
A"" ECONOMY ro!K

,

BECTRICl|(SHTIMfi'
ANDfiENERAL

""^

16 5IZL3

CARRIED_IN_STOCK||

'lumcm Of om

ENfilMES
IBEfCREStllPm

ro«PR|CES«»"

CATALOGUE
3 ADDRfSS

ENGINE DE?r.

RACINE HARDWARE MK-CO-RAc"'Vi)

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE.
We can furnish at bottom prices

I<eclai]che,
Andrae Carbon,

liRclede,
fSamson

and liatv
Batteries.

Bells, liVire and Pushes.

Agent for SUNBEAM LAMPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Tlie Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
the moet dura-

ble for hanging:
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Mapnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South WaBhington St., PEOKIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND EI.ECTRIC MACHINERY.
Tee Most Complete Alternating System now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

•

RIDGEPDRT MaCHINe¥ol\JoRKS

E.PBu]]2^rd.P^''"-Brid^eporh Conn.

Ths laATSST AND BZSST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow Bpeed, emaU lloor Bjjace, direct driven, eelf-oillng bearings, Utile external
magnctlem, etc.

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
MADE BY THE ^

liiniited,

CORRY, PA.
^rlv;'^';U'^- \ ItoMton OnU'l'-II. C. HawliB, Manager,
f Q- liW'rir'^-JS-, C:;0 Atlantic Ave.
'

-/if . />->;. ,' - —ii CliieaeoOnicv -It. J. Uamlolph, Man-
• -**"''^'*^ -' ' agcr, l:i^IJ Monadnock Building.

HU.1M11H <:ity, Itlo., Ofllre-L. u.
lldlr, H(i(l Walnut Street.

IVi-w VorU Olllce-W. 11. Gordon,
Manager, 11 r, fJroadway.

•hliudeliihln Ulllrc-Olln v.. Sluiirt,

MiuiaRyr, -iX City Trust Blllg.

..A.goxa.'ts:
<'liuttanof»ua, T<^iin.-~F. 1. Stone.
I.lnrnln, IMvli.— lti|' low Electric Sup-

l.ly Co., 11-.; 8. lllth Bt,

l*p»vlil«*.M-«\ If. I.- DruUo, Payson &
Wlilltl.r, Cur. WuBhlni'ton Si Eddy His.

Tui'pu.i MlirinUM, Flu.—W. U. Wllflon.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T t^C^^ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no " dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any macliine requiring gi-eat velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE -A-Oly^E OF SHv^FLIOIT^X".
No skilled engineer is required.

^^ For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, caU upon, or addre.'s"-

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOUND BROOK, DT. 3.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIDR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Corneir' Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cBBt Dry Steam. OutBtripping all competitors. '"^

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

VERTICAL. HINE ELIMINATOR CO., ' newyork. hobizoktai,.

This advertisement appears every other week.

HUDWiSE CO,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND—

-

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TlieWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOKKS AT BKIU«erORT, COKN.
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The Electric Street Railway System of

Little Rock, Ark.
It was in the early seventies tliat a street railway was

first talked of in the city of Little Rock, Ark. At that

time the city had a population of less than 10,000 people.

Beyond the expressed desire of enterprising citizens to push

their city to the front, nothing was done toward the prac-

tical realization of this desire until several years later, when

the city had about 12.000 inhabitants. In January,

1S77, John Cross and Chas. R. Diver, of Little Rock, and

L. D. Cain, of Hot Springs, Ark., secured from the city

council of Little Rock an ordinance authorizing the build-

ing of a street railway in the city through the most import-

ant streets. Only about two miles of track, however,

was laid and operated, with small cars, and this system

served the people for some years.

It was not until July i, 18S4, when the population had

National Bank of Little Rock, to whom the city, it may be

said, is indebted for its present efficient electric street

railway service, purchased a controlling interest in the

Citizens' and Little Rock Street Railway companies and

organized the Capital Street Railway company. On July

22d of the same year this company secured authority from

the city council to propel its cars by electricity. A short

time later Mr. Allis secured control of the City Electric

Street Railway company, and the other lines were then

leased to this company. The authority from the city gov-

ernment to lease these roads was obtained on February 16,

1S91, and on the same date the Capital Street Railway

company was granted additional rights.

In October, iSgi, the company closed a contract with

the Thomson-Houston Electric company to equip its lines

for electric motive power, the local company building its

own track and road-bed, under the superintendency of H.

furnish current was about 50 feet above the level of the

steam railroad track from which the plant would receive its

coal. After a personal inspection of this unique station

it will be apparent to any practical railroad man that

Mr. Arnold has adapted this plant to its peculiar situation

in a manner that does credit to him for good engineering.

A study of the plans, Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, will reveal

that the designer's sole idea was to build a power station,

taking every possible advantage of peculiarities in the site,

that would not only operate at a minimum of running ex-

penses and repairs but would stand hard service for

years. Although most of the distinguishing features

of the plant will be understood from the drawings, a few

of the more important points should be referred to. It

will be noticed that the line shafting is all set on top of

the partitioning walls. This arrangement makes the

walls serve a double purpose, and a most substantial foun-

teached 25,000 and there was a demand for better service,

that the city government closed a contract with the Little

Rock Street Railway company, granting it the right to

build a cross-town line.

Prominently identified with the new company were a

number of the leading and most enterprising business men

of Little Rock. The railways at the start were operated

separately, but were at last operated under the same

management. Three years later, as the city grew, there

came a renewed demand for a more efficient service

to open up the suburbs, which resulted in the granting of

a franchise to the City Electric Street Railway company,

the stock of which was owned largely by Philadel phia

capitalists. This ordinance was passed December6, 1&S7,

and granted a perpetual franchise to the company with the

right of way over valuable and important thoroughfares.

This company immediately began operations and built

about four miles of track over the western and southwest-

ern part of the city to a point about a mile and a half be-

yond the city limits. The cars were propelled by steam

dummy engines.

On April i, 1S90, H. G. Allis, president of the First

THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF LITTLE ROCK,

P. Bradford, general manager of the company. The

Thomson-Houston company's contract work, consisting

of the overhead construction and the installation of

the electrical machinery, was supervised by E. E.

Downs, one of the constructing engineers of that com-

pany.

The engineering of the power station was placed in

charge of B. J. Arnold, consulting engineer of the Chica-

go office of the Thomson-Houston Electric company, who

designed the plant and superintended its construction.

Mr. Arnold was assisted by Rickon & Thompson, archi-

tects, of Little Rock, to whom should be given the credit

of the artistic front and details of the upper stories of the

building.

The peculiar features of the Little Rock station distin-

guish it as a novelty in the line of electric power plant

construction. The general idea of the building, extending

up a hill side with the stories over-lapping each other,

was suggested to the designer by the natural forma-

tion of the land. This construction appeared particularly

advantageous, when it was taken into consideration that

the level of the electric road to which the station was to

dation for the shafting is secured. Another good feature

is the location of the car barn in the top of the power
house on a level with the street. The utilization, too, of a

short story in the structure under the car barn as a pit

room permits the repairs and cleaning of cars to be made
without switching; a washing pit under each track in the

house is also a decided advantage. The placing of a

summer theater pn top of the power house and including

the entire plant under one roof is another unique

feature.

While the plans of the power station were being pre-

pared the work of excavating for the foundations was done

and the material was delivered for the construction of the

track. The track laying was begun on the 3rd and the

construction of the power house on the 15th of July, iSgr.

The work was pushed rapidly by the heads of the respec-

tive departments, and on the 22d day of November the

trial trip was made in a blinding snow storm without ac-

cident or delay of any kind. On the following morning

the road was formally and permanently opened for traffic,

and it has been operated successfully up to the present date

without an accident or delay of any kind that could be
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attributed to imperfect construction of the power station

or the electrical work.

Duringthe period of 131 days that elapsed from the be-

ginning of the construction work to the opening of the

road, 32 days' work were lost on account of Sundays and

rainy weather, leaving but 99 actual working days. Dur-

ing this time the entire system, about twenty miles of road,

was either taken up and new rails and ties laid or the track

narrowed from broad to standard guage, involving the

use of about 1,400 poles, forty-one miles of No. o bare

copper wire for trolley and return circuits, and 40,000 feet

of No. 000 insulated wire for feeders. At the power sta-

tion there were 1,000 cubic yards of solid slate excavated,

over 1,000,000 brick laid, 330,000 feet of lumber erected

on the structure, and 1,000 horse power of engines, boil-

ers and condensing machinery put in place during this

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

were taken from the coal bills themselves, showing the

actual amount of coal purchased and consumed through-

out a period of some months, so that practically they are

of more value than a scientific test would be,

as they show the actual consumption of the plant.

These records, it should be stated, were taken before the

steam piping had been covered or the live steam purifiers
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and other metal plates which are sunk in old wells and

ravines at suitable intervals along the road. The return

wires also are attached to the water pipes of the city

wherever it is convenient. There are also heavy copper

wires running from the switch board in the dynamo room

to the Arkansas River, in the rear of the power house,

where the terminals are attached to old car wheels sunk in

the river. It will thus be noticed that the rail return cir-

cuit of the entire system is as thoroughly grounded as it

was practicable to make it.

As to the overhead construction: There are about twenty

miles of No. o hard drawn copper wire for the trolley

wires in addition to about 40,000 feet of No. 000 insulated

wire for feeders. The conductors are supported upon about

1,400 poles, 100 of which are of the MilHken latticed iron

type, through the business portion of the city. Special in-

sulators are used on the arms of the iron poles to prevent

ordinary leakage, and also in cases where there is exces-

sive strain caused by curves or turn-outs. The cross

TftAHSVEflSE SECTION Or 00NDEN3CF1 PrT

LONCJTUDIHAL SECTION or C0NDEN3DI PIT

FIG. 2. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

period. After the road had been started the front of the

car barn and offices were completed as rapidly as possible.

To H. G. AUis, who owns the controlling interest, is

due the credit of financiering the road and getting it to a

practical completion.

The company is now operating twenty 30 horse power

motor cars and six trailers and is doing it upon twelve tons

riG. 3. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OK
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put in operation, so they do not show as great an economy

in operation as the plant is capable of. From figures

made during the short time the above improvements have

been in operation, it is not unfair to believe that the plant

is now driving its load on less than ten tons of slack coal

per day, but it is not thought best to claim this economy

until a longer period of time has elapsed and the present

indications are verified.

There are in all about twenty miles of road now laid.

Fig. I. This track is for the most part of 35 pound steel T
rail, while through the business portion of the city the

lines are of 52 pound Johnson girder rails placed on

chairs. The ties are spaced 25^' feet apart from center

to center, and are mostly of sawed oak. There are in the

PLAN OF C0NDEN3EH PtT.

FIG. 4. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

suspension method of overhead construction is used

throughout and the poles set with a small amount of rake,

so that when drawn up with the steel span wires they stand

perfectly straight and in almost absolute line. The thor-

oughness of the electrical work will be appreciated when

it is known that the first time the current was sent out

over the line not a ground was discovered or any defect in

FIG. 5.

of slack coal per day of twenty-four hours run, or less than

one-half ton of slack coal per car per day. The cars are

operated eighteen hours per day, but the small elcctiic light

engine, running eighteen arc lamps for lighting the car

barns and summer theater, is run all night, and this fuel

consumption is included in the above amount. There

has been no thoroughly scicnlific test made as yet to as-

certain the economy of the plant, but the above figures
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system one double track and thirty-five single curves, six

turn-outs and one cross-over.

The track is bonded throughout with No. 6 bond wire

joined to the rails with the Wheeler channel pins. These

bond wires are attached to a No. o copper ground wire

running the entire length of the track and returning to

the power station. To secure as perfect a ground as

possible the ground wires are attached to old car wheels

ARK.

the electrical construction noticed. This excellent showing,

of course, redounds greatly to the credit of E. E. Downs,
the contracting engineer.

The location of the power house, as before stated, was
selected for its natural advantages. It is on the Arkan-
sas Kiver, on the site where formerly stood the water
works, which supplied the city for a number of years. The
wells formerly used had been abandoned, owing to the ia
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ability of the water company to filter its water sufficiently

for city use. The wells, upon which had been spent

about $15,000, were thus practically completed, hence

the water question for the new power plant was partially

solved. The property that went with these wells consisted

of a lot loo feet wide by 350 feet deep, extending south to

North street, over which runs the principal line of the

road, extending frooa the depot to the city. This location

would bring most of the cars by the power station every

trip. Again, there was a soHd slate sub -structure, which

would give a good foundation, and the profile of the lot

was such that it enabled a building to hi designed which

brought the entire power station, car barn, repair shops,

offices, etc., under one roof and on one set of foundations,

making it thereby cheaper to construct than would have

been the case had two pieces of real estate been purchased

and two distinct buildings constructed. The main line of

the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern railway runs

along the river bank in the rear of the building, permitting

a side track to be built cheaply and fuel delivered directly

into the coal house with but one handling. To those not

familiar with the location of this plant the idea of a theater

on top of the power station may seem absurd, but when it

is remembered that the roof of this building has an area

is 20 feet in diameter and 30 feet deep, and in it will be placed

3,000 horse power of condensers and pumping machinery, ar-

rang;ed for either jet or surface condensing from the same sys-

Fassing through the coal house, the boiler house is nest

encountered. This, as shown on tha plan, Fig. 9, is a room 44

feet by Sg feet, 25 feet high. In it will be placed, when the

FIG. 6. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

tem of pumps, the details of which will be referred to later.

One thousand horse power of this machinery is now in place.

On a level with the main track of the railroad is the side

FIG. 7. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

of over six-tenths of an acre and is located about 100 feet

above the river, entirely removed from the noise of the ma-

chinery, and that there is presented to the observer on the

roof one of the most beautiful views that can be obtained

in the Ozark Mountains, the idea may not seem so pe-

culiar. An idea of these views may be obtained from Fig.

8. The power station is located on the main line of

the street railway and the theater produces a source of

revenue to the road that makes it quite an important factor.

It should be understood that the rise of the water in the

river is 33 feet from low to high water, and that during cer-

tain seasons of the year the water contains over 30 percent,

of solid matter, consisting mostly of sand and vegetable sub-

stances. As a consequence of this, the means for handling

the water is of necessity somewhat complicated. Before

starting upon the plans of this plant, the designer

secured the government records of the river, extending

back to 1844, thereby ascertaining the extreme high and

low water mirks. A 14-inch pipe, which the wa'er com-

pany had used, was found in place, runn-'ng from the

river into the outside well. This pipe, as laid two feet be-

low low water line, so that the water supply in the well is

always insured. Below this pipe it will be noticed on the

sectional drawing, Fig. 5, there is a low water filter, com-

posed of a wooden framework supporting layers of char-

coal, coke and pressed hay, through which the water filters

by gravity into the lower portion of the well. From the

bottom of this well, where the filtered water remains, the

suction pipes extend to the condenser pumps and other

pumping machinery used in the plant. These pumps are

placed on brick foundations in the condenser pi' located in

theboilerroom,asshownbyFig.ii. This pit, Figs. 2, 3 and 4,

track shown on the longitudinal section. Fig. 5. This

track is carried across the outside well on trusses. Next

to the side track comes the coal house, which is 20 feet

plant is completed, eight 250 horse power water lube

boilers. Three of these are at present installed. Over

the top of these boilers is a sheet iron breeching, extend-

ing to the space between the center row of columns, where

they join the main trunk breeching leading to the smoke-

stack, located outside the main building. The plant is at

present operated from an iron stack, 5 feet 6 inches in

diameter and 180 feet high, set off to one side, so that the

permanent brick stack can be constructed in its proper

position without interrupting the operation of the plant.

The permanent stack will be built of brick, and will be 84

inches in diameter by iSo feet high.

Just south of the boiler room is the engine room, with

its floor located 6 feet higher than that of the boiler

room, thereby providing for the exhaust piping system

to be located under the floor. This room is 49 feet by 89

feet, and will contain when completed 3 000 horse power

of engines, three of these, aggregating 1,000 horse

power, being at present installed.

Leading upward from the engine room into the dynamo
room, 133 feet long by 88 feet 6 inches wide, are stair-

ways, located one on each side of the engine room. In

the dynamo room will be located two distinct line shafts,

resting upon the tops of the partition walls of the building.

From the north line shaft, which is at present installed,

there will be belted eight no horse-power Thomson-
Houston railway generators, five of which are now in use.

There will also be an additional no horse railway gen-

erator belted directly from a high-speed engine, located

below in the engine room, for the operation of '.he "owl
trains" after the main railroad part of the plant is shut

down for the night. The other line shaft is to be located

on the top of the wall at the south end of the engine

room, and from it will be driven the lighting machinery.

The two shafts will be cross-connected at their centers

with a 54-inch bsit, thereby enabling any generator in the

house to be driven from any engine in case of accident to

any one of the engines. The railroad switch-board is

located in the north end of the building, as shown on the

plan of the dynamo room. Fig. 10, and the lighting

switch-board is in the south end, so that the leads from the

dynamo to the switch-board may be as short as possible,
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wide and extends the entire length of the building, and

"s capable of storing 300 tons of coal. That portion

of the coal house which extends over the outside well

is carried on iron I beams and concrete construction.

and also for the purpose of keeping the railway and light-

ing plants distinctly sepirate. Over each row of gener-

ators and the line shafting extends an overhead single

track railroad, with the necessary differential pulleys, etc.,



for lifting out an armature or box caps. This overhead

railway runs to the elevator shaft, so that the heavy part

may be delivered directly into the elevator and trans-

ferred to the machine shop above with but little labor.

Glimpses of the boiler, engine and dynamo rooms are

shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

On each side of the dynamo room are stairways extend-

ing up to the pit room above. This room was placed in

the plant to provide for easy access to the motors and cars.

to make repairs at all times without necessitating the

changing of the location of the cars. In the rear of this

room, on the river end, is a machine shop, a portion of

which is pirtitiooed off for a supply room. The heavy

portions of the car machinery can be dropped down into

the p't room, placed on hand trucks, and drawn to the

machine shop for repairs, with but very little physical ex-

ertion on the part of the mechanics; it also provides an

easy means for wiping the cars.

Extending fifty feet south of this pit room is the washing

pit, Fig. 13, having a tar concrete floor sloping to the south,

so the drainage will run into the sewer connection at that

end, and prevent the water from flowing over the

dynamo room. This washing pit extends the entire width

of the building under all of the tracks, so that the cars from

either track can be run over the pit, washed, drained and

run back to their place without any transferring.

On each side of the pit room stairs extend upward into

the car barn, Fig. 12. This room is 88 feet 6 inches wide by

297 feet long, and contains eight tracks of 4 feet SK inch

gauge. This barn is capable of storing 96 motor cars; In

the rear on the river side are located the small benches and

stands for the head-lights and other small parts of the cars.

The floor of this room has a slight slope from the rear of the

building to the front, so that in case of fire the cars can be

gotten out of the house rapidly. This is an important

feature. The eight tracks swing into the main line of the

road by curves, thus making a transfer table unnecessary.

The transfer table pit in case of fire would greatly hinder

the removal of cars.

On top of the car barn roof is located the summer theater

and pleasure garden, already mentioned. This theater is

capable of seating an audience of i,ood people in the audi-

tory proper and about 400 around the tables and places

of amusement in the belvedere. The entrance to the

theater is from the front of the building up one flight of

stairs, having a total rise of but 16 feet- In the rear

of the stage there are dressing rooms for the actors, while

the offices of the railroad company are located immedi-

ately over the front of the power house and one story
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engines were built and capped with several courses of

brick, and upon these the stone foundation caps for the

engines were set. These foundations have proven most

satisfactory, as no vibration whatever can be detected when

th? engiues are doing the heaviest work. The first story of

the buildinj, fro-n the foundation up to the level of the

dynamo room floor, is laid in Louisville cement and sand,

while from the dynamo room floor to the top of the build-

ing the walls are laid in lime mortar.
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operation in the building. The engine room is designed for

an additional 2,000 horse power triple expansion Corliss er-

gine, which will drive the lighting plant when installed,

and one 175 horse-power high speed engine for driving the

railway generators to operate the "owl trains," or any trains

that run at night after the main plant Is shut doA'n.

There are now three 250 horse power Heine boilers in-

stalled and provision is made in the boiler room for the

addition of five similar boilers when the plant is extended.

!l

PLAN OF ENGINE AND BOILER ROOMS.

FIG, g. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

The present electrical equipment consists of 28

Thomson-Houston double 15 horse power motor cars and

five no horsepower multipolar railway generators, with

the necessary switcli-board and overhead construction appli-

ances. Provisions are made also for the addition of four

more generators and other cars without any additional ex-

pense except the cost of the additional machinery. The

PLAN or DYNAMO ROOM.
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above the ground. The conductors' and motor men's

room is on the ground lioor under the offices.

As was before stated, this station stands upon a formation

of solid black slate, which is as hard as ordinary limestone.

The formation of slate, however, is on an angle of about

45''. Inasmuch as the sla'e was fractured in difcrent

places, it was not thought best to trust it to hold the

foundation bolts for the engines, conscqutnlly holes were

excavated in the slate and the concrete foundations for the

plant is designed for the addition of an electric lighting

plant having a capacity of 10,000 16 candle power incan-

descent lumps and 1,000 2,000 candle power arc lamps, a

portion of which will be added as soon as the necessary

business arrangements can Oe made.

The present steam power equipment consists of Hamilto .-

Corliss landcm compound condensing engines having cyl-

inders 2ox3')x4.S and 16x30x48 respectively; also one 8x10

"Ideal'' high spetd engine for oprrating iBaic lights now in

The connections for the steam piping are now in and
ready for the boilers.

There is at present installed one 1,000 horse power
SmithA'aile duplex condenser and also two Gordon steam
pumps for the boiler feeders. Each one of these pumps is

capable of supplying the entire plant. Provision is made
for an additional 2,000 horse power condenser.

The shafting now running consists of about 80 feet of

bl4 inch hammered iron shafting with five 62 inch by 15
inch friction clutch pulleys, with the necessary plain pul-

leys, tighteners and clutches, to receive the power fiom
the two large engines now installed. The shaft is divided
near the center so that one portion of it can be kept going
in case of a hot journal on either part. The cap stones are
set and the belt holes made in the foundation for the other
line shaft, which will drive the electric lig.iting machinery
when the time comes for placing it.

There are at present two main bells in the plant, one
of which is 54 inches wide and 135 feet long, and the
other 36 inches wide and 125 feet long. These belts

transmit the power from the engines to the line shaft.

There are five 14 inch belts which transmit the power
from the line shafting to the railway generators.

The piping of this plant is arranged in duplicate

throughout, so that it is unnecessary to shut the plant

down on account of a break in the piping. There are

two water connections from the river to the outside well

and two suction pipes from the outer well to the boiler

feed pumps. There are also two risers from the boiler

feed pumps to the main headers extending across the
boiler room, for supplying feed water to the boilers. These
risers are arranged with suitable valves and cross con-
nections, so that either pump will deliver water up either

riser, through either header, to the boilers, either through
the live steam purifiers or directly in the boilers, as the
engineer desires. The suction pipes to the pumps are
arranged so that the water can be taken from the hot
wells of either the surface or the jet condensers, the
outside well or directly from the river. The condenser
pumps are so piped that the plant can be run either jet

or surface condensing, or both, at the same time. The
overflow pipe from the condenser is placed about 4 feet

above the average water line in the river, and the air

pumps low enough to permit the condensing water to (low
into them when the river is at its normal stage, thereby
saving the energy that would be required to lift the con-
densing water were the air pumps placed higher. The aux-
iliary ovcrllow pipe is placed 2 feet above the extreme
high water line, and the piping is so arranged that when
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the water rises to the above overflow pipe the water

from the condenser can be delivered through the auxiliary

pipe. This pipe has already proved its usefulness, as

the plant was operated successfully through the recent

southern floods, which brought the water to the highest

point since the extraordinary floods of 1S44. Over each

boiler is placed a live steam purifier, and the piping is

arranged so that the boiler feed pumps deliver feed water

throngh these purifiers into the boilers, or directly into the

boilers, as desired. Arrangements are made whereby the

steam and water valves for the condensing system

and boiler feed pumps are all handled by valves

placed on the level of the boiler room floor,

so that it is unnecessary for the engineer to go

attention of the engineer. On top of the dome of each

boiler is placed a "T," out of which leads the main steam

pipe from each boiler to the main header which extends

entirely across the boiler room. From the other side of

this "T" extends an auxiliary pipe running to the auxil-

iary header which also extends the entire width of the

boiler room. It will be noticed that each boiler is piped

independently to both the main and auxiliary steam head-

ers, and suitable valves are placed for supplying either

header, as the case demands. The steam pipes to

each engine join to both headers, and the valves are so

arranged that the steam can be taken from either pipe

Chapman bronzed seated valves are used through-

out the entire plant wherever high pressure steam
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down into the condenser pit except for making re-

pairs or for changing over from one system of condensing

to the other. An iron spiral stairway extends to the bot-

tom of the pit, Figs 2, 3, and 4, and the top of the pit is

left open for ventilation, except in front of the boilers,

where it is covered to allow firing space for the boilers im-

media'ely in front of it. The exhaust steam from the en-

gines is led through pipes under the engine room floor and

through a 24 inch pipe located in a tunnel under the boiler

room to the condensers in the pit. The auxiliary 20 inch

pipe is led out through the same tunnel through the build-

ing to the river, into which all drain pipes and auxiliary ex-

hausts are led, so there is no waste steam visible about the

plant. This pipe is used only for exhaust steam in case

of accident to the condensers, and an automatic relief valve

is placed between each engine and this pipe, which will

open in case of accident to the condenser to permit the ex-

haust steam to go directly to the atmosphere without the

or water comes in contact with them, and lighter

valves are used on the exhaust conuectioLS. The exhaust

steam from the steam cylinders of the condensers and

boiler feed pumps is passed through a small tubular

heater thence to the auxiliary exhaust pipe. The boiler

feeJ pumps deliver the feed water through this heater to

absorb whatever heat there is in this exhaust, which would

ordinarily be wasted. Arrangements are provided so that

the exhaust from the condensers and boiler feed pumps

can be turned into the condensers to get the benefit of the

vacuum in case the heater is not in u-^e. By opening and

closing certain valves the water can be shut out of the

outside well so as to permit the cleaning of the fil ers.

While this is being done the pumps draw their supply di-

rectly from the river.

From the boiler feed pumps there extends upward a vertical

riser through all the stories to the top of the building. From

this riser on each floor there extends a system of horizon-

tal pipes with hydrants located at suitable places. These
hydrants are provided with hose and reels and are always

in readiness in case of fire. There is an electric bell sys-

tem placed in the plant whereby the engineer can be sig-

naled by any one in any portion of the building in case a

fire breaks out. The pressure from the boiler feed pumps
is always on the fire service pipes and an automatic ar-

rangement is provided whereby the boiler feed pumps
can be almost immediately turned into fire service pumps. It

will be remembered that each one of these pumps is amply

FIG. 12. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

large to supply the plant so that one pump is always in re-

serve for fire service. The water car for wetting the tracks

of the road and also the water for sanitary service in the

building is supplied from the fire service pipes, so there is

no water consumed in the building from the city, although

the system of piping is connected to the city mains as an

extra precaution.

Located in the engine room, in plain view of the engi-

neer, and immediately behind the boilers, there is a pol-

ished oak gauge-board, upon which is mounted an auxil-

iary steam gauge, glass water gauge and gauge cocks, for

ea:h boiler, beside the necessary vacuum gauges, clocks,

recording steam gauges, etc. This arrangement enables

the engineer on duty to keep a constant check upon his

firemen, v/ho handle the water and steam.

An elevator large enough to take a complete motor truck

is to be located in the northwest corner of the building,

and it will lun from the boiler room to the car barn floor.

By this means a cinder car can be lowered to the boiler

room, loaded and returned to the car barn tracks, and out

onto the line, where the cinders are distributed for surfac-

ing the tracks. It also allows car trucks, supplies and

heavy freight to be unloaded directly from the railroad

onto the elevator and raised to the floor on which it is to

be used. The work on the Little Rock station was
executed by the following named contractors;

FIG. 13. THE ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

Building—Biick work, Noah Hamlet; wood work, W.
D. Holtzman; iron work, D. R. Wing & Co. and E. C.
Wehrfritz, all of Little Rock.

Machinery— Electrical equipment, Thomson-Houston
Electiic company, Chicago; engioes, Hoovens, Owens li

Rentschler company, Hamilton. O.; boilers, Heine Safety
Boiler company, St. Louis, Mo.; shafting, Hill Clutch
Works, Cleveland. O.; belting. Chicago Belting company,
Chicago; condensers, Smith-Vail company, Dayton, O.;-
boiler feed pumps, Gordon Steam Pump company, Day-
ton, O ; live steam purifiers, Iloppes Manufacturing com-
pany, Springfield, O ; steam piping, Nick Peay & Co. , Cittle

Rock, Ark., and Crane company, Chicago; steam pipe
covering, Chicago Fire Proof Covering company, Chica-
go; smokestack, D. R. Wing & Co., Little Rock, Ark.

In conclusion it may be said that the western depart-

ment of the Thomson-Houston company has in the Little

Rock system a work of which it may well feel proud; in

fact, after a personal inspection of the plant, one is in-

clined to concur in opinion with the gentleman, who, after
visiting the station, remarked, "The designer of thisstation

has erected a monument for himself and his company."
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"Ninety per cent, of the farmers of this province don't

know what electricity is," writes R. W. Turner, the

United States consul at Cadiz, Spain, in response to a

request for information from the government. This is

not at all surprising. If Consul Turner will only explain

"what electricity is," he will greatly benefit not only the

the farmers of Spain, but also the scientists who have

given so much time to the investigation of the subject.

No city seems to be more actively engaged in street

railway projects at present than St. Louis, and a large

batch of ordinances for new routes and extensions of elec-

tric lines is awaiting the attention of the local law-makers

after the summer recess. It is strange that if the over-

head trolley system is the dangerous, unsightly and abhor-

rent thing that the New York and Chicago papers assert,

it should continue to exhibit such marked evidences of

public favor as it does in Boston and St. Louis. These

are large cities and great business centers and both have

reputations rather above than below the average for the

beauty of their streets, yet in both electric traction by

overhead wires is the predominant system.

Wk desire to direct the attention of our Knglish electri-

cal contemporaries who arc wondering what liinglish elec-

trical manufacturers arc to gain by exhibiting at the

World's Fair to the case of the Sultan of Johore, We
have the authority of a United States consul for the

statement that this Oriental potentate is contemplating the

erection of an electric lighting plant for his palace, but

that he will make no decision until he has inspected the

systems of electric lighting at the World's l-'air. This is,

of course, an isolated case, but it is only reasonable to

presume that of the thousands of visitors from Canada,

Mexico, South America, Australia, Japan, China and

India, all interested in electricity will be similarly in-

fluenced. This being the case, can the English, German
and French manufacturers of electrical apparatus afford to

neglect this great opportunity to exploit their goods in

competition with those of American production ?

It seems that the hare-brained scheme of holding an

electrical exhibition at Milwaukee next year to surpass the

display in the corresponding department of the World's

Fair has been definitely abandoned. Since Manager

TrumpiT of the Milwaukee exposition turned a willing ear

to the tale of Mr. Stewart, who represented that the

electrical exhibits at Chicago would be practically a failure,

owing to disaffection on the part of those who should

make large exhibits, he has learned a thing or two about

the feeling of the electrical fraternity of this country tow-

ard the World's Fair. That feeling is one of enthusias-

tic support, and in consequence the Milwaukee project re-

ceived no encouragement and was given up. Chief Bar-

rett's letter, which was published in this paper several

weeks ago, helped materially in giving the Milwaukee peo-

ple the correct idea. The little boomlet was interred

without ceremony or regret and passed almost unobserved

from a world where it had no place.

According to the press dispatches it appears that Sena-

tor Hansbrough of North Dakota claims to have experi-

enced some remarkable sensations during a recent electri-

cal storm. He is reported to have described his condition

as that of an "electrical paroxysm." Disinterested visitors

to the House of Representatives have often remarked

strange conduct on the part of members, but it is safe to

say that the most learned and scientific observers of the pro-

ceedings in this branch have not attributed the contortions

of representatives to this cause. It is true that there have

been uncharitable critics who would lead the people to be-

lieve that many congressmen had succumbed to Jersey

lightning, but in view of the recent investigating com-

mittee's report it would be presuraptious to as.ume that

such a state of affairs could exist. And if this be true of

the lower branch, how can any one entertain suspicion

of the dignified Senate? In the interest of science Con-

gress should investigate Senator Ilansbrough's case.

It is probable that the time set for the convention of the

American Street Railway association at Cleveland, O,, will

be changed owing to the fact that the dedicatory exercises

at the World's Fair will be held October :gth, 20th and 21st,

the timeof meeting of the association according to the present

arrangement. The necessity of changing the date is to be

regretted inasmuch as it may entail some confusion, but

as there is still plenty of time to leariange matters, it is to

be presumed that the change will be made. It would be

impossible to hold the convention according to the present

programme without seriously affecting the success of the

meeting. The attendance would be diminished if the con-

vention was held at the same time as the exercises at Jack-

son Park. There is really no good reason why the date of

the meeting should not be postponed. The street railway

men of the West, and particularly of Chicago, are deeply

interested in all that pertains to the World's Fair, and it is

quite probable that the eastern members would leave the

meeting at Cleveland in order to attend the Chicago

exercises. There seems to be a general inclination

among street railway men and the supply companies to

postpone the meeting until after the exposition exercises

have been held.

According to the press dispatches from New York last

week, electricity will be called upon to solve the Chicago
terminal freight yard problem, which has been giving the

railroad companies so much trouble. It is announced that

Frank J. Sprague has prepared plans providing for the use

of electricity, which he believes will bring about the de-

sired relief. The details of these plans have not yet been

published, but an outline is suggested in an intervieAf with

Mr. Sprague, presented in another column. L'eut. Sprague

calls attention to the peculiar requirements of the service,

and concludes that, "while this is a large problem, it may
be approached hopefully," The success which has re-

cently been achieved in the building of large electric

locomotives for handling freight, etc., leads Mr. Sprague

to hope that little trouble will be experienced in securing

700 horse power electric locomotives for service in Chi-

cago. "There is no doubt that they can be made," he

says, "and that electricity can do everything done by

steam, while removing entirely the nuisance of smoke and
cinders that must attend the use of steam as a motor."

There arc other features of the problem which will re-

quire as much attention and study as the building of huge
electric locomotives, and these seem to have been thor-

oughly examined. Should it finally be decided to utilize

electricity for handling Chicago freight, an entirely new
field would be opened, that would present great oppor-

tunities to the electrical ergineer.

The idea of utilizing the water power of Niagara pos-

sesses great attractions for those who are interested in

commercial affairs, but it is reserved for the visionary to

picture "the possibilities" of this great water power. In
an interview recently published in the Rochester, N. Y.,

Herald, Leonard Henkle, a resident of the Flower City, un-
folded a tale that should secure for him enduring fame in

the world of fiction. In the article referred to Col. Hen-
kle describes his plans for building a mammoth power
house at Niagara— "the largest building on earth"—which
he says will cost not far from $35,000,000. Such an enor-

mous investment might be considered a drawback b~y small-

fry capitalists, but to the projector of this enterprise it is

a mere bagatelle. The enterprise is .jredicted to pay six

per cent, on an investment of $256,000,000. Another in-

teresting feature of the project is the announcement that

electricity generated at Niagara Falls "can be transmitted

to Louisiana without appreciable loss." It might be
thought from this that the colonel had found a new
brand of electricity, but he modestly disclaims any such
discovery. He asserts, however, that he has found a met-
al whose conductivity is perfect, and this metal, he says,

can be cheaply produced.

An electric railway power house on a side hill, with the
car barn above the generating plant and a summer theater

topping all, is certainly a novehy in electric railroading.

Such an installation is that of the City Electric Street Rail-

way company of Little Rock, Ark., which is described at

length in this issue. The photographic reproductions that

accompany the article show that the the claims made for

the beauty of ihe scenery visible from the roof of the sta-

tion are amply justified, and an evening's entertainment
amid such surroundings should be doubly pleasant. No
doubt the citizens of Little Rock will appreciate the ad-

vantages of this excellent innovation in the amusement
line and the directors of the railway company will reap the

increased revenue that their enterprise merits.

Mr. Arnold, the engineer in charge, appears to have
turned the advantages of the location of the site to the

greatest possible account, and the arrano;ement of the plant

is entitled to cordial praise. The provisions for receiving

fuel and water, transmitting the power and giving access

to the car motors are all excellent. Many of the features

of this fine station can only be reproduced in a power
house alike favorably situated, but the plant will never-

theless repay the careful examination of all interested in

electric railway work.

At the time of his death Cyrus W. Field was compara-
tively poor He had amassed a considerable fortune, but

had met reverses, and had been misled by supposed friends

in business transactions, the result of which was disas-

trous to his once almost princely fortune. His son's

transactions, which are still fresh in the public mind, re-

duced the great philanthropist almost to poverty. His
collection of souvenirs and presents was about all that re-

mained after the wreck, and now, by the provisions of his

will, these are to bedivided. One of the favorie reminders
of the great work of his life was a set of paintings, six in

oil and forty-seven in water color, illustrating the principal

scenes connected with the laying of the first cable. These
have been bequeathed to the New York Historical Soci-

ety. There were also preserved the American and English

flags that were floated from the Niagara and Great

Eastern in the cable laying expeditions. Another vaki

able reminder is the table on which was signed the con-

tract for the laying of the cable. This was a dinner table,

and has always been carefully preserved, together with the

chairs and ornaments about the room in which the contract

was executed. Numerous medals presented by Congress,

legislatures and private individuals in this country, \q

getlicr with marks of distinction bestowed by foreign gov-

ernments and scientific bodies, go to make up one of the

most interesting collections of the kind in existence. Now
it is proposed to distribute these mementoes among the

members of the family. When once divided it is hardly

possible that the collection will ever again be gotten to-

gether.

It is suggested that the World's Fair authorities take

steps to secure the loan of these treasures for exhibition in

the electricity building. They would make an unique

and interesting display, and would add greatly to the value

of the historical feature of the electrical exhibition.
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Electricity at The World's Fair.

I Preparations for the work of supplying the electric

'launches at the World's Fair are being made by the Elec-

tric Launch & Navigation company, although the contract

has not yet been signed. It is said that the bond required

of the company is ^50,000, and that ^10,000 has already

been deposited with the Exposition company. The loca-

tion of the charging station has not yet been determined.

E. E Keller, the superintendent of the Westinghouse

incandescent installation at the World's Fair, left for a

few days' stay in Pittsburg on Friday of last week.

English and other foreign manufacturers of electrical

apparatus who are still hesitating about exhibiting at the

World's Fair should heed the testimony of the United

States consul at the Singapore Straits settlements, who

calls the attention of the state department to the fact that

the municipal council of that place is discussing the light-

ing of that city by electricity; also, that the Sultan of

Johore will do the same for his palace and city at an early

date. He continues: " At present there is but one small

electric plant at Singapore consisting of Thomson-Houston

dj'uamos. It lights the government house and the

colonial secretary's house with incandescent lights. The

cost of an iostallatiou of a plant of 250 arc lights in Singa-

pore is put at $350,000 by the municipal engineer,

whose figures are based on the result of diligent inquiries

in the United States and Great Britain. His highness

the Sultan of Johore, whose capital and palace are but

fourteen miles from Singapore, is waiting until the Singa-

pore authorities arrive at some definite conclusion in re-

gard to the best methods of lighting, when he will adopt

them for Johore, as he has told us that he intended to

light his palace with electricity at an early date. Johore

would probably require a plant of fifty arc lights. Who-

ever gets one contract will get both. His highness will

do nothing, however, until he returns from the Chicago

Exposition and has seen the best results of electric light-

ing in America."

Professor Elisha Gray, chairman of the World's Electrical

Congress committee has returned from Europe. "If all

who had the desire to come had the means to spare to

bring them here the attendance from foreign countries

would be a great surprise to the American people," said

Professor Gray. "I explained to those I met in the vari-

ous countries the plans and purposes of the various con-

gresses proposed. It was my special mission to give in-

formation and make arrangements in relation to the electri-

cal congress to be held next year. Many eminent electrician

of different countries are expected to attend, including a

large number from Great Britain. The work of the

World's Congress auxiliary has been done so quietly that

the general public is not aware of its extent and efficiency.

There seems now to be no question that the world's con-

gresses of 1 893 will be very much more largely attended and

will be conducted on a more imposing scale than those of

any previous occasion in the world's history.''

The New York state board of World's Fair managers

has received 44. applications for space in the electrical de-

partment.

An Electrical Carriage on Chicago
Streets.

Several months ago the Western Electrician pre-

sented an illustration and description of an electrically

propelled carriage, equipped with Morrlson-Plante storage

cells, which bad been successfully tested in Des Moines,

Iowa. The batteries used are manufactured by the Ameri-

can Battery company of Chicago, and on Thursday of

last week a trip was made in Chicago from 538 West

Monroe street to Jackson boulevard and thecce to the cor-

ner of La Salle and Monroe streets. The trial was under

the auspices of the Battery company and was an entire

success. The route as taken is about three miles in length,

and with several stoppages the distance was covered in 22

minutes. Five persons were in the wagon, and with the

entire 24 cells in use. with which this wagon is equipped,

the ammeter indicated the use of fiom 30 to 40 amperes.

Later the same evening the wagon, was run back to the

starting point, at J. B. McDonald's residence, and from

there to Garfield Park and return, making a trip of from S

to g miles and then by no means discharging the cells.

With the same batteries a day or two later the wagon was

run from West Monroe street to Harold Sturges' residence

north of Lincoln park, on the lake, and thence through

the park, attracting much attention. The motor was built

by William Morrison at Des Moines, and is said to be too

light for the vehicle. The steering device is very in-

genious, and is apparently just suited for the purpose.

The Battery company will rebuild the motor and probably

place the wagon on exhibition in some of the parks in

Chicago or at the World's Fair.

Convention of Edison Companies at
Toronto.

The eighth annual meeting and thirteenth conven-

tion of the Association of Edison Illuminating Com-
panies met in Toronto, Ont., on Tuesday, August gth.

The first session was called to order at 2:30 p. m. by

John I. Beggs, who for six years has been president of the

association. The following named members were present:

W. M. Brock, general manager Edison Electric Illumi-

nating company, Paterson, N. j.; A. F. Walker, superin-
tendent Electric Illuminating company, Grand Rapids,
Mich. ; W. S. Barstow, general superintendent Edison
Electric Illuminating company, Brooklyn. N. Y.; Wilson
S. Howell, treasurer of the association and honorary mem-
ber; Frederic Nicholls, president Toronto Incandescent
Electric Light company, Toronto, Ont.; C. L. Edgar,
general manager Edison Electric Illuminating company,
Boston; J. H. Vail, assistant engineer in-chief, General
Electric company, New York; J. A. Colby, secretary' and
manager Edison Light company, Des Moines. la.; F. E.
Jackson, Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.; W. L.
Garrison, treasurer Edison Electric Illuminating company,
Brockton, Mass.; George R. Stetson, president New Bed-
ford Gas & Edison Light company. New Bedford, Mass.;
Charles R. Price, treasurer New Bedford Gas & Edison
Light company, New Bedford. Mass.; William D. Marks,
Philadelphia. Pa.; J. H. McClement, president Edison
Electric Light & Power company, Amsterdam, N. Y.

;

Winston Salem Railway & Electric company, Winston-
Salem, Va

; Arthur Williams, general inspector Edison
Electric Illuminating company, New York; Arthur E.
Kennelly, Edison laboratory. Orange, N. J.; A. L. Smith,

president Appleton Edison Electric company, Appleton,
Wis.; Charles Wustenfeld, manager Elgin Ciiy Railway
company, Elgin, 111.; Hoyt Post, director and attorney

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Detroit, Mich.; C.

P. Gilbert, secretary and manager Edison Electric Illumi-

nating company, Detroit, Mich.; E. R. Weeks, general

manager Edison Electric Light & Power company, Kan-
sas City, Mo.; S. B. Eaton, general counsel Edison Elec-

tric Light company, New York; G. H. Van Etton, Edison
Electric Light 1^ Power company, Little Rock, Ark,

; J. E.
Sayles, general agent Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany. New York; Charles H. Lindenberg, Columbus Edi-
son Electric Light company, Columbus, O.; A. W. Field,

secretary and manager Columbus Edison Electric Light
company, Columbus, O.; Samuel InsuII, president Chicago
Edison company, Chicago, III.; W. J. Jenks, Edison Elec
trie Light company, New York; George H. Finn, secre-

tarv, treasurer and manager St. Paul Edison company, St.

Paul, Minn.; Maurice Hoopes, superintendent Edison
Electric Illuminating company. West Chester, Pa.; W. E.
Rundle, official stenographer, John I. Beggs. director Har-
risburg Electric company, Harrisburg, Pa.; J. H. Sheddy,
general manager Renovo Edison Light, Heat & Power
company; A. D. Page, assistant manager Edison General
Electric company lamp works, Harrison, N. J.; John R.
Markle, director Edison Light company, Grand Rapids,

Mich.; John Langton, Canadian Works Edison General
Electric company; Henry W. Darling, vice-president New-
port Illuminating company, Newport, R. I.; H. J. Smith,
general operating superintendent Edison Electric Illumi-

nating company. New York; M. D. Barr, district manager
Edison General Electric company, Toronto, Ont,; Edwin
W. Hammer, Edison Electric Light company. New York;
C. R. Van Trump, engineer and manager Wilmington
City Electric company, Wilmington, Del; W. S. Andrews,
general superintendent Canadian Works Edison General
Electric company.

The standing committees of the association presented

their reports, and upon these several discussions of practi-

cal subjects resulted. These included the importance of

high insulation in the interior wiring of buildings and the

improvement of safety fuses. On these questions the as-

sociation was favored with a practical talk by Capt. Will-

iam Brophy, who, by vote of the meeting, was specially

invited to be present and participate in the discussion.

J. H. McClement raised some interesting questions rela-

tive to the possibilities of operating electric railway sys-

tems, and during the discussion William Lloyd Garri-

son of Boston gave in an exceedingly interesting

manner some results of his pioneer incandescent

electric light experience at Brockton, Mass. Addresses

were made by Messrs. Barstow of Brooklyn and Stetson of

New Bedford.

By invitation of the association M. J. Sullivan, for

several years ofiicial stenographer of the association, read

a paper entitled "The Central Station and Street Rail-

ways," which occasioned further discussion on the ques-

tions suggested

An interesting and valuable paper, illustrated by sta-

tistical tables and diagrams, was read by J.H. Vail on

"The Application of New Apparatus and High Economy

Engines in Central Engines to Secure Greater Commer-

cial Efficiency and Economy of Coal."

Second Session.

Returning from a delightful drive through the suburbs of

the city, in open carriages provided by the Edison company

of Toronto, the association convened at 11 o'clock.

The courtesy of the Edison company in arranging for

this early morning ride and the moonlight sail of the pre-

vious evening was suitably acknowledged by vote of the

association.

The Canadian department of the General Electric com-

pany offered to the delegates the pleasure of an excursion

to the Peterborough factories, but as the business engage-

ments of the majority of the members of the association

prevented any general attendance upon such an excursion,

the invitation was declined with regrets and thanks.

The principal feature of the day's programme was a dis-

cussion of important questions of business policy-

In the afternoon the discussions of the morning were

continued, C A. Coffin, president of the General Electric

company, and S. D. Eaton, general counsel of the Edison

Electric Light company, being present and participating.

The following oflicers were chosen for the year: Presi-

dent, John I. Beggs; vice-president, Frederic Nicholls; sec-

retary, W. J. Jenks; treasurer, Wilson S. Howell; execu-

tive committee, C. P. Gilbert, C. L. Edgar, E. R. Weeks,

W. D. Marks, Samuel Insull.

The question of the place of holding the next annual

meeting will be decided by the executive committee.

A statement regarding the work which had been done

during the year by the fuel gas committee, was made by J.

R. Markle. The committee was continued for another year,

as were also the committees on lightning protection, dangers

from systems of high pressure and grounding the neutral

Electricity for Chicago Terminals.
A New York dispatch says that Frank J. Sprague,

president of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, has been intrusted by Henry Villard for the North

American company with the solution of the terminal

freighc yard problem in Chicago. In applying himself to

the work Mr. Spragus is convinced that the most feasible

solution will be found in a system for interchanging

freight by a six-track belt road, which shall form a com-

mon zone of transfer, either by itself or in combination

with freight warehouses or storage yards. Electric trac-

tion will be recommended for the work proposed.

Mr. Sprague has satisfied himself, it is said, that the

only way in which the current can be properly applied in

any complicated system will be by an overhead conductor,

practically rigid in character, following nearly the center

line of all tracks and switches, with no movable overhead

parts, and with return through the rail. In speaking of

the outlook for the successful solution of the problem pre-

sented, Mr. Sprague is reported to have said:

There are three problems requiring solution in the ap-

plication of electricity to propulsion on a large scale under
conditions existing at the Chicago terminal. They are:

First— The development of an electric locomotive of

ample power, which may be as readily controlled as the

steam locomotive, which shall be reliable in operation and
shall show high economy. Such a machine must have all

the adjuncts which are necessary for train movement.
Second—A system of conductors and methods of sup-

porting the same, which can be relied upon for ample sup-
ply of current and absolute certainty of continuous con-
tact at all speeds on curves, switches, cross-overs and the

multitudinous combinations which exist in yard tracks.

Third—A system of automatic block signals which,
while effective for steam traffic, will not be thrown out of

operation by the use of tracks as conductors of electricity.

This implies a change in existing signal systems. While
this is a large problem it may be approached hopefully. The
success of the General Electric company in equipping elec-

tric motors for the Baltimore and Ohio railroad furnishes

conclusive demonstration of the practicability of efforts in

this line. At Chicago locomotives of 700 horse power
will bs needed. There is no doubt that they can be made,
and that electricity can do everything done by steam

,

while removing entirely the nuisance of smoke and cinders

that must attend the use of steam as a motive power.

Electricity at Homestead.
Electricity figured to some extent in the great strike at

the Homestead, Pa., steel mills. It is said that prepara-

tions were made to defend the works by stringing wires

above the high board fence surrounding the mills, and con-

necting these with dynamos, so that intruders could receive

a powerful intimation that their presence was not desired.

After the Carnegie company had succeeded in getting some

men to go to work, one of the officers said this: " The

rate of pay for the new men will be increased in propor-

tion as the number of hours is increased, so that no in-

justice will be done them. The old open-hearth mill may

be abandoned altogether, and, in any event, at least fifty

of those formerly employed there will find their places

filled by automatic electric motors now being manufac-

tured by the Westinghouse company." Thus it will be

seen that electricity plays a part even in labor troubles.

The Jura-Simplon Railway company of Switzerland

has entrusted to Lahmeyer & Co.. of Frankfort, Ger-
many, the execution of a project for electrically utilizing

the water power available in the Scheuss-Teubinloch val-

ley, Svitzerland. Provisionally, 300 horse power will be
used for driving the company's works at Bienne.
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Combined Switch and Fuse Box for Rail-

way Lighting Circuits.

The accompanying cuts illustrate a combination switch

and fuse box for use on the lamp circuits of electric street

railway cars. Fig. i shows the box complete with the

switch handle in place: Fig. 2 the body of the box with the

rotating ratchet switch in the lower compartment, and Fig.

3 the reverse side of the cover with the terminals and

thumb screws for the metal fuse.

This box is compact, neat, and is made entirely of porce-

lain. Tire switch is of the latest type of rotating ratchet

switch manufactured by the General Electric company and

possesses the essential points of good contact and sudden

break.

The fu^eis placed on the inside of the cover, so that in

replacing a blown out fuse the terminals are taken com-

pletely out of the circuit, and it is utterly impossible to re-

ceive a shock in any way. The brass clips on the cover fit

over the two con'act posts in the box. and serve the double
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frictional contact. The smaller sizes have the cross bar in

a single piece; those of larger capacity are provided with

a double bar as shown in the cut.

Electrical Lightship.

A new lightship of a novel construction has arrived at

the Light Hou?e Department docks, Thompkinsville, S.
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New Telephone Battery.

The accompanying cut illustrates a telephone battery

especially adapted for use in cities where telephones are

almost constantly in use and on long distance lines, over

which extended conversalions are held. The main features

which place this type of Fuller battery in the front rank

are its high efficiency, durability and uniformity of strength.

The E. S. Greeley & Co., New York, are exploiting this

battery.

FIG. I AND 3. COMBINED SWITCH AND l-USE BOX FOR
BAILWAY LIGHTING CIRCUITS.

purpose of holding the cover in place and forming part of

the circuit.

As will be seen by reference to Fig. 2, the box is divided

into two parts, the lower holding the switch and the ter-

minals for the wire, and the upper part consisting

of a shallow recess into which the thumb screws

on the inside of the lever project In the back

of the box, behind this upper recess, is a magnet-

ic blow-out, which breaks the arc formed when

the fuse is blown.

NEW INSTANTANEOUS SWITCHES

I., from West Bay City, Michigan, where she was built,

says the Neio York Herald. The new vessel is known as

Lighiship No. 51. She is the first of the four for which the

government has contracted. Siie will be stationed on
Cornfield Point. She is iiS feet long, 13^ feet depth and
has a displacement of 350 tons. The lights throughout
will be generated by electricity. The flish signals will be
regulated automatically from the engine room. She has

also a fresh water distilling mach-nery of a capacity of

1,000 gallons per day, and has five water tight compart-
menls. The pecu'iarity of the new vessel is a i6-iDch hawser
pipe throug^h the center of the stem at an angle of forty de-

grees, which enables the vessel to ride at anchor more
easilv and also reduces the strain. She is fitted with p o-

peller and machinery and is capable of steaming about

riine knots an hour.

Wood's Trolley Wire Clamp.

No little difficulty has been experienced by electric rail-

way builde'S in securing the numerous small devices needed

"^^^

New Instantaneous Switches.

The accompanjing cuts illustrate a switch for

use on railway and high tension circuits.

The cross bar instantaneous switch of the

General Electric company is the latest high

voltage instantaneous device and has its con-

tact blade at right angles to the actuating lever. The

terminal clips are placed opposite to each other, but

widely separated, and the circuit clones as soon as the

cross bar simultaneously enters both clips. This cross

bar is loosely supported in the paws of the lever by

two steel pins, and a small steel spring serves to press the

bar against the lever so that it will enter the clips tru^y,

and make full and easy contact with both inside faces of

the clips. The snap or instantaneous action of the

switch is obtained by means of two strong spiral springs,

which are attached both to the handle and the lever The

movement downward of the handle distends the springs

to that point of tension which compels the obedience of

the lever, and the cross bar flies out from the clips break-

ing the circuit at two points, and reducing the possibility

of arcing to a minimum. When the swi'ch is fully opened

WOOD S TROLLEY WIRE CLAMP.

in first class construction of a sufficiently perfect model

to eliminate aggravating annoyance. The larger matters

have received the careful attention of expert designers,

while too ofle.i the little details have in a manner shifted

rWr'
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a catch spring retains it in position, and an accidental

closing of the circuit is rendered impossible; this small

spring also atrvcs to give a snap action to the switch when

the circuit is made.

The principal novel points in this switch arc consider-

able distance between the clips, an absolutely instanta-

neous breaking of the circuit and a perfect, flexible and

Nl'AV lELLl'HONE liATTLRY.

for themselves, not infrequently finding a common level in

he scrap pile after a brief use. Time and experience is

changing this, however, and such things as polc-rachets,

strain-insulators and trolley hangers are getting their share of

attention. A recent improvement in the last named class is

shown in the illustration of Wood's trolley wire clamp. It

is of the simplest possible construction and seems to have

been planned with the purpose of making it a universal

clam)); it will hold any size of trolley wire and can be used

in connection with any of the usual insulating bells. It

offers no projections or bUmi corners to cut and wear the

trolley wheel. It ij made by the Electrical Supply com-

pany, Chicago.

Change-over Switch.

The switch shown in the cut has been devised for use as

a main switch on installations provided with independent

or isolated dynamos and at the same time connected with

the street service.

The switch is mounted upon a slate base. Three con-

necting wires are arranged crosswise between the two sets

of side contact clips. To thesa bars are hinged three

switch blades, having a common handle, which can be

FIG 2. COMBINED SWITCH AND FUSE BOX FOR RAIL-
WAY LIGHTING CIRCUITS.

thrown into either set of contact clips. Two of the clips

on one side areconnected, and it is on this side that con-

nection is made with the main wires of the isolated plant,

which must be wired according to the three wire system.

It is necessary that the neutral wire which is

^ brought to the central connecting bar of the

switch should be of larger sectional area than

usual. When the lights are being run from

their own isolated plant the neutral wire acts as

the positive conductor, the two outside wires

serving as the negative. Thus, when the isolated

plant is shut down and the street service thrown

on, the building is lighted on a true three-wire

sys'em.

The advantageous uses to which this switch

can be put are numerous. In factories having

isolated electric plants the operation of the boil-

ers, engines and dynamos after whistle-blow, when part of

the force is working overtime, would be extremely costly.

Connection with the street service is therefore made, the

switch illustrated thrown over from the isolated surface,

and the factory lighted on an economical basis. The
switch can ^bo be used as an emergency or break-down
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CHANGE-OVER SWITCH.

switch in case of injury to the isolated plant. In theateis

and other public institutions where a sudden extinction of

light would inevitably cause a panic, it is a moment's work
only to switch on the current from the street and avert

disaster. The device is placed on the market by the

General Electric company.

The fiist electric car in Bozeman, Mont., was run last

month.
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New York Notes.

New York. Aug. 13 —It is now asserted that the

Broadway cable line will be in full operation by January

1st. The track from Central Park to Bowling Green is

praclically completed, there being only a few unlinished

stretches here and there, that all toj;ether do not amount to

100 yards. The power house at the eastern end of the com-

pany's property, at Sixth avenue and Fiftieth street, is fin-

ished outside and the boilers are now being set. The in-

terior work and the setting up of the engines may be ac-

complished in a few weeks. At Houston street the first

floor is already laid, and as far as the operation of the

cables is concerned, this is sufficient, as the basement of

the buildings alone will be required for the engines and

boilers. The auxiliary power house at No. 11 Front

street, which will drive the cable around Battery Park,

will not be needed until the others are completed, and

consequently will be finished last. President Crimmins,

who is the contractor for the work as well as president of

the company, in speaking of the trouble and care ex-

pended in building the road, said that when finished it

would undoubtedly bs the best system of its kind in the

country. At all of the power stations double the number

of boilers needed will be put in, and duplicate engines will

be set up side by side. It is not the intention of the

Broadway Syndicate to wait until the whole road is com-

pleted before operating any of the new cars. Between

Thirty-seventh street and the park the cable will be used

as soon as the Fiftieth street power house can be finished

and the cable laid. This will be some time in the fall and

will be a training ground for drivers. Passengers will be

transferred at the corner of Thirty seventh street. Presi-

dent Crimmins lays great stress on the fact that the power

house machinery is supplied in duplicate, but does not ex-

plain of what assistance that would be should the cable

break or a grip become jammed in the slot.

Notwithstanding the claim of excellence there is no in-

dication that New Yorkers are waxing enthusiastic over

the new cable line. In an editorial on the "Propulsion of

Street Cars" the Times says: "It is almost as evident that

the coming motive power for street cars is to be electricity

as it is that horses are to be superseded. The application

of electricity to propulsion is in its infancy, and improve-

ments are being made constantly. It has been our opin-

ion that the adoption of the cable system in this city was a

mistake, but on the lines that have adopted or decided up-

on it it will hold its groucd probably for many years, be-

cause the plant and equipment are costly, and the operat-

ing expenses after it is once established comparatively

light." If the Times means to intimate that the operat-

ing expenses of cable lines are light as compared with

those cf electric railways, it would be interesting to know
where it procured the data on which the assertion is

based. Farther on in the same article the Times practi-

cally admits that the only "insuperable" objection to the

overhead system is its unsightliness. The relegation of

the "danger" cry to the background is encouraging, and

there is hope that the press of New York will yet discuss

the one question involved fairly. That question is whether

the people of New York shall be deprived of the best

known system of rapid transit for surface railways in cities

in deference to an esthetic sentiment.

A number of men were injured at Ogden, N. J., yester-

day by the collapse of a large building under process of

construction for the New Jersey & Pennsylvania Ore

Concentrating companv. This company, whose central

office is in New York, was organized two years ago by

Thomas A. Edison, and a plant was erected on the site of

an abandoned mine in Ogden, where the Edison magnetic

ore separator was put to work. Ttie ore as taken from

the mine is run through enormous crushing machines and

then into the separator, where immense magnets extract

the metal. It was for the crushing operation that the

collapsed building was being erected. Mr. Edison, who
spends much of his time at the works, personally super-

intended the work of rescue.

Recent thunder-storms did much damage in the south-

eastern portion of New York state and in northern New
Jersey.

From Wall street it is reported that Western Union

stock has gone qaietly up to gg, the highest price the

stock has ever sold at since the company passed from the

control of the Vanderbilts to Mr. Gould and his American

Union was consolidated with it. If the company in-

creases its dividend, as there is some talk of its doing, it

will sell some points above par. General Electric stock

has also advanced.

W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, Aug. 13.—The trouble between the city of

Racine and the Wisconsin Telephone company in regard

to telephones to be furnished to the city has been settled.

A. B. Ferdinand, of Oshkosh, the new manager of the

Racine exchange, has taken charge of the office. The

system has been thoroughly rebuilt and a new office on

Main street leased. The improvements at Racine cost

|20,OCO.

The plans for the mammoth packinghouse plant which

Cudahy Brothers intend to buildat Cudahy, formerly Buck-

horn, a few miles south of Milwaukee, include an electric

light plant that will supply 2,000 incandescent lamps tor

inside illumination and 20 arc lamps for outside use.

The Board of Public Works found that the West Side

Railway company's track on Wells street did not conform

to the established grade in many plices. The street is be-

ing paved. An exact profile of the road was made and

the company was ordered to conform to the grade.

The Western Union Telegraph company has about

completed the work of putting up aerial cables in the al-

leys throughout the business portion of the city. As rapid-

ly as the cables were strung and the connections were

made, workmen removed the o'd wires and the poles were

cut down for use elsewhere. The telephone, police and

fire alarm wires were put underground some time ago, in

the business section, where there are now very few wires

in the air.

The Sheboygan City Railway company has laid addition-

al tracks so that its system now consists of about six miles

of road. In the near future, it is anticipated, electricity

will supersede the horses.

It is promised that the new electric rail\vay at Racine

will be ready for use by September 1st.

As might have b^en expected, the plan of holding an

electrical exhibit in Milwaukee next year, as a World's

Fair attraction, has fallen through. Mr. Stewart of this

city, suggested the matter, claiming that electricians were

dissatisfied with the space allotted to them at Chicago and

that an exhibit might be arranged at the exposition here

that would excel the World's Fair exhibi^ Manager

TrumpfF, of the exposition wrote to some twenty manu-

facturers throughout the country and received only three

responses, which, moreover, stated that there was no se-

rious discontent with the World's Fair management. A
letter from Chief Barrett helped to give the Stewart plan

its quielus.

The Common Council has granted the Milwaukee Street

Railway company the privilege of extending its tracks on

Sixth avenue, in the Eighth ward, the Fourth avenue

tracks to be taken up when the extension is built. The

council has ordered the Chicago & Millwaukee Telegraph

company to remove its wires and poles on Broadway, south

of Michigan street and has directed the Milwaukee Street

Railway company to tear up its unused tracks from the

corner of Huron and East Water streets to the Union

Depot and on First avenue from National avenue to

Florida street.

The Superior Street Railway company has announced

its intention to build ten miles of electric railway in that

city this season. Six miles will be laid on Tower avenue,

one and one half miles on Broadway as well as to the steel

plant, and a mile of double track from the West Superior

Hotel to Twenty-seventh street.

Hans Jacobson, a member of the fire department, was

seriously injured recently. In jumping off an electric car,

he struck a pile of dirt and rolled under the car.

The Milwaukee -^ Wauwatosa Motor line, which is now

in operation, will be extended to the state fair grounds at

once. Cars will be running on the extension by the time

of the fair next fall.

A new electric light plant is talked of at Neenah and

iNIenasha— the Twin Cities.

The Milwaukee & Layton Park Street Railway company

has filed articles of incorporation in the office of the regis-

ter of deeds. The incorporators are F. T. Day, president

of the Plankinton Bank; William Sanderson, of the Sand-

erson flour mills, and Charles L. Clasoa. The capital

stock is $10,000. The company proposes to build an elec-

tric railway from the terminus of the Villard system to

Layton Park. The distance is about a mile. Although

an independent line, the cars of the Villard syndicate will

run over it. Layton Park is a populous and growing sub-

urb and the new line will connect it direct.y with the city.

Cars will be running on the new line, it is expected, by

October. The incorporators own property at Layton Park

and are men of wealth.

After several weeks delay the West Side Railway com-

pany and Contractor James O'Donnell submitted their

dispute abou:the work 00 Wells street to arbitration and

it was promptly settled. It was in this case, it will be

remembered, that the railway company secured an in

junction restraining the contractor from "unnecessarily in-

terfering" with the running of its cars. The contractor

promptly stopped work altogether and th re the matter

rested for some time. The arbitrators finally elected were

Isaac Ellsworth, formerly owner of the old Milwaukee

City railway, and Major George P. Troeumer, ex commis-

sioner of public works. They decided that the company
should pave the street inside and a foot outside of its

tracks, the contractor to furnish the blocks. Both parties

accepted the decision of the arbitrators, the suit instituted

by the company was discontinued and work was resumed

last Monday morning.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has completed

the construction of a double tra:k at the intersection of

North, Murray and Farwell avenues. Some months ago,

when the company attempted to put down a double track

at that point. Cornelius Djan. who keeps a saloon on the

corner, secured an injunction. The company agreed to

pay him a stipulated sum, in case its track would encroach

on his property. Instead of putting a double track then, how-

ever, the company put down a single track past the property

and provided it with switches so that the cars going either

way could get on to their respect ive tracks without difficulty.

A double track was found to to be desirable, in the end,

and the company has just paid Dean $Soo for the privilege.

Electric cars are now running on the Bay View line

proper, via East Water street bridg;. On this line the

Fortst Home cars are being hauled as trailers by the Bay

View electric cars between Mitchell street and the inter-

section of Pleasant and East Water streets. The Forrest

Home cars are hauled by animals only on Mitchell street

and Forrest Home avenue and Brady and Racine streets.

The electiic road on Reed street and Greenfield avenue,

from National avenue to Twenty-Second avenue, has been

opened, so that cars are now running the entire length of

the Third street and Greenfield avenue line. The work

on Brady street is to be completed as soon as possible and

cars will soon be running from Forrest Home to the ter-

minus of the Whitefish Bay Dummy line, via Cambridge

and North avenues.

Children, especially boys, court ihe danger wh'ch the

electric cars threaten. On Third street a motorman found

a little boy, who had climbed an electric railway pole and

was climbing out toward the trolley arm, with another boy

following him. The motor man stopped his car and com-

pelled the boy to climb down at the same time threatening

lo chastise him. The boy's mother, lurned on ihe

motorman and threatened to have him arrested if he

touched her son. On the Russell avenue line, at the North-

western Railway viaduct, small boys have been amusing

themselves by standing on the track and seeing how near

the cars would come and yet allow them to escape. Some

of the cars had to be stopped, while a slip or the breaking

of a rod might have caused death, as there is quite a grade

at that point. C.

St. Louis. Mo.

St. Louis, Aug. 13 —Ernest D. Martin, mayor of Mai-

sha'l. Mo., advertises that the city is ready to receive

proposals for electric lighting. A franchise will be granted

for a term of five years, and a city lighting contract for one

year.

Over 75,000 gas and incandescent electric lamps will be

used on the streets of St. Louis in connection with the ex-

tensive plan of ornamental illumination now being prepared

by the Autumnal Festivities association.

For some time the ciiy authorites in St. Louis have had

great difiaculty in getting the Municipal E'ectric Light &
Power company to erect and maintain additioral arc lamps

under its contract of $74.50 per year for all night and

every night lighting. Particularly has this been the casein

remote districts where new circuits were required It now

appears that efforts in that direction have been ab indoned

as the supervisor of city lighting has recently ordered in-

candescent lamps of 30 candle power erected on thestreets.

These are furnished by the Laclede Gas Light company,

using the Heisler system, and the Missouri Electric Light

& Power company, using the Westirghouse. These com-

panies now light all the alleys in the city.

At Greenville, III., the recently formed local company,

has a large force of men at woik erecting pole lines.

The Clayton & Forest Railway company has been

granted its revised franchise by the county court of St-

Louis county. The city council of St. Louis has approved

its bond for $15,000. It is therefore in shape to begin

work at once.

William J. Phelps, of the Chicago office cf the Brush

Electric company spent several days last week in St. Louis,

and Southern Illinois.

The Alton & Surburban S'reet Railway company which
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proposes to build an electric street railway at Alton, is

making efforts to have the $5,000 bonus renewed for

placing its lines on State street. It is proposed to have the

line in operatioa by January ist. The company has pur-

chased the Wise tract of land, and has notified the present

occupants to leave at once, as it proposes to erect dwel-

lings on the property.

The Edward Thomas Electric Railway company which

has a franchise for operating on the principal streets in

Belleville, Ills., and which proposes to extend its lines to

East St. Louis, now has a force of men doing prepara-

tory work near the glass works.

The Chicago & St. Louis Electric Railroad company has

purchased, for the sum of $83,000. the coal shaft at

EJinburg, III., and the surrounding land. It is said that

one of the two power stations will be located at this point.

The ordinance now in effect granting the Jefferson Av-

enue Street Railway company the right to change its motive

power to e!ectricity, or, as it has been expressed, "from,

mule to fuel," is evidently not satisfactory. A new bill

has been introduced into the assembly, granting it this right

and also the privilege of building new lines on certain

streets in the northwestern section of the city.

E. Sweeney of the City Central Railway company,

which is before the Municipal Assembly asking for a fran-

chise to build an electric railway over a number of busy

streets, has offered to pay to the city the entnecost of the

Eighteenth street bridge over the railway tracks in the

Mill Creek Valley. He further offers to deposit at once

with the city treasurer $10,000 as evidence of good faith,

the amount to be forfeited if a good bond is not given

within si.xty days from the passage of the ordinance. The
franchise is considered a very valuable one.

Active work is in progress on the consolidated Cass

avenue lines preparatory to changing them to electricity.

Several hundred men are at work relaying the tracks of the

Union line. Rails, ties, fastenings, wire and other material

are coming in large quanties, and are being distributed

over the line. No definite electrical system, or plan of

power plant, has yet been adopted.

East St. Louis, is rapidly coming to the front as an

electric railway city, and bids fair to soon occupy as

prominent a place in this respect, relative to population,

as its big namesake across the bridge. The roadbed of the

Edward Thomas railway has already been graded to Belle-

ville, a distance of fourteen miles, and it is expected that

the road wilt be completed next spring. A branch of the

present Eist St. Louis line will connect with the Thomas
road near the Little rolling mill. Sen itor Stephenson,

president of the St, Cliir County Turnpike association,

also talks seriously of bnilding an electric railway between

Eist St. Louis and Belleville. This company owns the

most desirable route, viewed from the point of prospective

patronage. Still another electric line for which active

preparations are being made will extend from St. Clair

avenue to Lansdowne Heights.

The Detroit Electrical Works have begun suit at Gal-

veston, Texas, against the Galveston City Railway com-

pany, which recently adopted the Detroit company's system

of electrical propulsion, for $38,002.91, for obligations

alleged to have been entered into by the street car com-

pany. The latter claims that the Detroit company, erected

an inferior plant instead of a first-class one, as provided in

the contract.

The following new bills for electric railways in St. Louis,

were introduced into the Municipal Assembly during its

closing meetings: The Independent Loop Railway com-

pany wants to build a single track line from Sixth and

Lucas avenues, south to Chestnut, east to Third, north to

Lucas, and thence west to the point of starting. The bill

authorizes any other line to use the same tracks on pay-

ment of a fair proportion of the cost of interest and main-

tenance. This line would no doubt prove a profitable one

as it traverses the most thickly populated parts of the city.

The Forest Park t-V Bridge Railway company desires

to construct a double track line from Third and Cass;

south to Washington avenue; west over the Lindell electric

tracks to Grand avenue, north to Delmar, west to King's

Highway and Manchester road; also a branch north on

Ncwstead avenue, from Dilman to Bope, on Pope from

Ncwstcad avenue to Elorr'sant avenue, thence northwest

to the cemeteries. This bill was vigorously opposed in

the council on account of the apprehension of damage to the

boulevards which the line crosses.

The Sportsman's J'ark, Cemeteries and Madison Rail-

way company desire to construct a double track road from

Tenth and Washington avenue; north to Lucas, West to

Twelfth, north to Mullanphy; west to Twenty-second;

north to Dodier, west to Jefferson avenue, north to

Herbert; west to Prairie, A branch from twentieth and

Herbert ruiib north to Florrisant avenue, thence to Terry

to (Jrand, to Guy, to Rosalie, to Newstead. Another

branch from Florrisant and Angelica runs east to

Second, to Terry to water works reservoir, where there will

be a 400 foot loop.

All these measures, together with those already before

the assembly, and referred to in this correspondence here-

tofore, will be taken up for final consideration immediate-

ly on the re-assembling in September. They indicate great

activity in the direction of increased electric railway facil-

ties in and around St. Louis.

B.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Aug. 13.—The city council of Ar-

gentine has adopted a resolution to appoint a committee

to investigate the affairs of the Argentine Water & Elec-

tric Light company, and determine if the company has

complied with the terms of its franchise, by which it

agreed to spend a certain sum of money in improving Its

service,

A suit was filed yesterday in the District Court of Kan-
sas City, Kan., which brings to public notice the troubles

that have long been brewing in the West Sida Electric

Street Railway company. The suit is entitled W. S. Nel-

son against W. N. Coler and others, and is brought for

the specific performance of a contract bearing date of

May 20, l8gl. A certified copy of the contract is at-

tached to the petition. By this contract W. N. Coler &
Co. agreedto convey to W. S. Nelson one-fifth interest in

the lands received from E, M. Lambkin, the contractor

who built the electric road, also to transfer to Nelson

$25,000 in shares of the stock of the Electric company, as

wellas to surrender a notefor i^i.ooo held against Nelson.

In return for this Nelson was to release Coler & Co. from

all claims for past services performed and deliver to the

company the West Side electric street railway.

Nelson claims that his work has been performed, that

he secured the resignation of all the directors of the West
Side Electric Railway company who were unfriendly to

Coler & Co.. and secured a board satisfactory to them, and

also secured the election of W. N. Coler, Jr., as president

of the company. The land in question is a tract of

twenty-eight acres called Brown's Park, established to

bring revenue to the street railway company. W. S.

Nelson is the largest individual holder of original stock in

the company, but his relations with the new directory have

been unpleasant. This lack of harmony in the company
has three times prevented sales of the electric road. If

the present suit brings the troubles to an end, the company
will probably be reorganized, and the West Side electric

street railway will pass into other hands.

The mayor has just approved an ordinance requiring

electric light companies furnishing arc street lights to the

city to suspend each lamp from a mast arm, projecting

twelve feet from the post. The ordinance met with con-

siderable objection from the Kansas City Electric Light

".ompany, which furnishes the citv with about 190 arc

lights. The company made the claim that a safe and re-

liable mast arm had not been devised, and that the erec-

tion of mast arms on all street pDsts would greatly in-

crease the danger of accidents. The company will proba-

bly comply with the ordinance, however, and erect the

mast arms on all posts as soon as possible.

R. E. T.

Concord, N. H.

Concord, Aug. 13.—At last the long talked of plans

for the development of the water power at Sewall's Falls

near this city have materialized, and contracts have

been signed for the hydraulic work. The construc-

tion is to be completed by November rst. Ground has

already been broken. The power will be transmitted to

the city electrically. It is intended to have the station

ready to start when the water power is ready. Contracts

are being made to furnish current for light, heat and
power, from November ist.

The street railway company has added several new open
cars to its summer equipment and has also purchased a

beautiful park and baseball grounds in the suburbs.

The Northern Electrical Supply company has lately

been incorporated with the following oflicers; President,

T. L. Hoitt; treasurer, N. E. Martin; manager, Wm. B.

Koss; agent, H. J. Lowell; superintendent, G. P. Warde.

This concern will handle all kinds of electrical goods for

house and station use. A. B. C.

PERSONAL.
W, A. Childs, president of the Law Telephone company,

of New York, left last week for a three weeks' vacation at

the Thousand Islands.

F. A. Baux, Chicago agent of the Mather Electric com-
pany, returned on Monday last from a very successful

business trip to Minneapolis and St. Paul.

G. Siebert, of New York, left last week for Hanau, Ger-
many, where his platinum works are located. Mr. Sie-

bert expects to be gone about five weeks.

J A. Wright, late manager of the Federal Telephone
company of Montreal, was in New York last week, during
which time he visited a number of his friends.

John M. Palmer, U- S, senator from Illinois, has been
elecied president of the Inter-Ocean Electric company, Chi-
cago, an organization formed to exploita writing telegraph
system.

General Manager E. L. Smith, of the Crown Electric

Manufacturing company of Bridgeport, Conn., was a vis-

itor at the New York office of the Western Electrician
last week.

Geo. A. Redman, formerly superintendent of the Brush
Electric Light company of Rochester, N. Y., has been ap-
pointed general superintendent of the Rochester Gas &
Electric company, which is the name adopted by the con-
solidated electric light and gas interests of the city.

Among the indictments returned by the recent grand
jury in Chicago was one against James CVRourk and Wil-
liam J>uffv for the alleged tapping of the wires of the

Western Union company. The men were linemen for the

Telephone company, and, it is said, tapped the Garfield

Park wire on Kin/ie street and ran a connection into a

house at No. 102 North Francisco street.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
E. G. Bernard company, Troy, N. Y. ; capital

stock, .$15,000; to manufacture and use electrical and
other machinery.

Oak Cliff Water, Light cc Power company, Oak Cliff,

Tex.; capital stock. $roo,ooo; to supply light and power
by means of electricity.

Maroon Water, Light & Power company, Aspen, Colo.;
capital stock, $250,000; to furnish light, heat, water and
power to the people of Aspen, Colo.

California Land & Stock company, Seattle, Wash.; cap-
ita! stock, $300,000; to operate water, gas and electric

works, etc.; First National Bank, Olympia, Wash.

Commandoer Water Power Electric company, Milwau-
kee, Wis.; capital stock, $10,000; to purchase and control
certain United States patents; C. K. Pier, Milwaukee, Wis.

Sperry Electric Railway company, Cleveland, O.; cap-
ital stock, $250 000; managing electric street railways and
manufacturing electrical supplies; J. H. Hough, Cleveland
O.

Electric Cunent Regulator company, Manchester, N.
H. ; capital stock, $g,ooo; to manufacture and sell devices
for regulating electric currents; F. C. Trombly, Manches-
ster, N. H.

Red Cloud Power company, Red Cloud, Neb.; capital

stock, ij;6o,ooo; to purchase and erect elevators, mills and
manufactories, and sell water and steam power and eUc-
tric current.

Campania de Tranvias Electricas de Monterey, Mexico,
Jersey City, N. J ; capital stock, $1,000,000; to construct
and operate electric railways, etc.; G. O. Vanderbilt,
Princeton, N. J.

Citizens' Electric Light & Power company, Newark, N.

J.; capital stock, $1,500,000; to manufacture, use and
sell electrical appliances of every kind; Leon Abbett, Jr.,
Hoboken, N. J.

People's Electric Light & Power company, Jersey City,
N. J.; capital stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture, use and
di:tribute electricity for electric light, etc.; Leon Abbett,
Jr., Hoboken, N. J.

Portland General Electric company; capital stock, $4.-
250,000; generating, making, transmitting, furnishing and
selling electricity for the purpose of lighting and power;
P. F. Morey, Portland, Ore.

Ice, Light & Water company, Marble Falls, Tex ; capi
tal stock, .'j;25,ooo; supplying water to the public; to man-
ufacture and supply elecrricity for all purpc3ses, etc; A.
R. Johnson, Marble Falls, Texas.

Point Marion Electric Light & Power company.
Point Marion, Pa.; capital stock, $10,000; supplying light,

heat and power by eleciricity to the town of Point Marion,
Fayette County, Pa.; S. L. Mestrezat, Uniontown, Pa.

Missouri Water & Light company, Kansas City, Mo.;
capital stock, $2 000; to furnish the city and citizens of
Carrolton, Mo., with water, gas and electricity; Trimble
& Bralcy, Seventh and Wyandotte streets, Kansas City,
Mo.

Rochester Gas & Electric company, Rochester, N. Y
;

capital stock, $4,300,000; this is a consolidation of the
Rochester Gas company and the Edison Electric Illumi-
nating company of the city of Rochester, N. Y., with the
Rochester Electric Light company, adopting the above
name.

Acme S.orage Battery & Manufacturing company,
Jersey City, N. J.; capital stock, $5 ooo.oco; to lease and
sell the patents, patent rights, applications for inventions
and improvements applicable to storage or other electric

batteries; Waller, Cook c<: Wagner, 15 Wail strreet, New
York. N. Y.

Municipal Engineering & Construction company,
Orange, West Haven postoflice. Conn.; capital stuck, $3,-
000; to build, equip, develop, own and operate all kinds of
works of internal improvements public or private; water,
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gas and electric works, railways, bridges, etc.; H. Hun-
gerford, Secretary, West Haven, Conn.

American Electro Enamelite conpaay, Chicago, 111.;

capital stock, $250,000; to manufacture, buy, sell and
lease electric heating apparatus, devices, etc., using enam-
eled conductors, etc.; James S. Cummins, 173 Adams
street, Chicago, 111.

Union Railway & Electric company, Everett, Wash.;
capital stock. $200,000; manufacturing, producing and
selling electricity, steam, gas, compressed air, etc., fur-

nishing light, heat and power; owning a.nd operating street

railways, and dealing in railway equipment of whatever

nature; Brown & Brownell. Everett, Wash.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

An effort is being made to secure an electric light plant

for Shell Lake, Wis.

The Chicago Edison company has certified to increase of

$500,000 in its capital stock.

The Asheville Street Railway company and the Ashe-
ville Light &: Power company, of Asheville, N. C, have
purchased the Reem creek water power near Asheville,

and will utilize it for operating their electric light and
power plants.

The Providence, R. I., common council has indefinitely

postponed a resolution introduced in that body, assert-

ing "that it is expedient for the city of Providence to pro-

duce and distribute electricity for lighting all of its street

and highways.''

The proposal to light Rome by electricity generated by
the Falls of Tivoli has at last been carried into effect.

Six turbines of 2,000 horse power have been erected,

which are capable of driving dynamos of sufficient capacity

to light the streets and public buildings. The current is

carried across the Campagna for fifteen miles and through
step-down transformers at a loss, it is said, of only twenty
per cent, of the electromotive force.

The Australian BuHdi/iii and Eii^!ue£?-ing Joui-nal s^ys

that the poll on the electric light for Launcescon was sup-

ported by the municipal council and opposed by the gas
company, both sides canvassing vigorously. The scheme
had to secure a two-thirds majority before beingundertaken.
The result was—for the scheme 2,172, and against it 690.
The council will immediately carry out K L. Murray's
scheme, the requisite ;^^5,ooo being borrowed locally.

The new station of the Pawtncket, R. I., Gas & Elec-

tric Light company has eight boilers of 150 horse power
each, one 600 horse power engine, one 800 horse power
engine, two high speed engines of 100 horse power each,

ten 50 light dynamos for arc lighting, two generators of

130 borse power each for street railway work, one 1,350
light and one 600 light alternator, one 130 horse power
generator for motors, and one 400 and one 200 light

dynamo for direct current incandescent lighting.

As a result of the recent contest for the Minneapolis
electric street lighting contract, B. L. Ames, of the

Western Electric company, sent a communication stating

that his company was unable to bid on the origi-

nal specifications for electric lighting, but if allowed to

submit a bid, would guarantee to furnish i.ooo lights of

2 000 candle power, to burn all night and every night for

five years, at a cost not to exceed $185 per light per year,

and at the en d of that time would turn over the entire

plant to the city for a consideration of $1.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Bristol, Tenn., Belt Line Railway company will

expend $50,000 on extending and improving its electric

railroad.

The Tampa, Fla , Street Railway & Power company
has applied to the city council for permission to extend its

tracks. It contemplates changing from steam to electric

pow er some time during the coming year.

The Detroit Electrical Works is seeking a franchise for

an electric road in Oshkosh, Wis., but the Wisconsin Tel-
ephone company is opposing the project, alleging that its

service will be impaired.

An ordinance has been introduced in the Oakland, Cal.,

council to provide for the substitution of electric power for

horses or mules in running street cars on Webster, Water
and Broadway streets, under franchise for a stieet railroad

granted to the Alameda, Oakland & Piedmont Railroad
company.

A German company has asked the minister of commerce
for a concession to convert the Baden steam tramway into

an electric line. It is proposed to extend the line, and
also to connect the stations of Baden and Voslau The
generating stations would also be arranged so as to supply
current for the electric lighting of the town.

The El Paso, Tex , Street Railway company is said to

be completing arrangements for equipping its Hues with
electricity, and the Santa Fe Street Railroad company of
the same town has been granted permission to operate its

lines by electricity. This, with the road to be built by the
El Paso Electric company, will give the city three electric

railroads.

In consequence of the bad condition of the road bed, the

cars of the electric railroad between Newark and Orange,
N. J., are continually running off the tracks, and great in-

convenience is experienced in consequence. The road is

being rebuilt in East Orange, and it is hoped that the an-

noyance will cease as soon as the work is completed. There
is, however, a great lack of cars on the road, and in the

busy hours of the day it is said that the accommoda-
tions are inadequate.

A resolution is pending in the Mount Clemens, Mich.,
city council to grant a franchise for a street railway on
Gratiot street, conditioned on connecting Mt. Clemens
with Detroit within six months. The Gratiot Street Rail-
way company asks for the franchise.

About midnight on August nth an Eighth avenue elec-

tric car and a Circle railroad train came into collision at
South Water street, Denver, Colo. The motor man of the
electric car, W. C. Seizinger, was the only one injured. He
had both legs torn off and will die. The collision was caused
by the motor man disobeying instructions.

"The new electric cars have awakened a new interest in

electricity," says the Fairfield, Me., Journal, "and the
whys and wherefores are discussed more than ever. No
one has yet been found who can explain why the car
moves when the juice is turned on at the front end of the
car. 'Because it does,' 15 the safest and most satisfactory

explanation to make if any one asks you."

It is reported that all the employes of the New Haven &
West Haven, Conn., Electric Street Car company are likely

to strike for shorter houis. The company was the first to

introduce electricity as a motive power in New Haven and
emplo3'S about eighty men. Some of the men are working
sixteen houis a da\ at present, but the officials claim that

this is due to the fact that the road is not yet thoroughly
organized since putting in electricity.

The Board of Electrical Subway Commissioners of New
Jersey held a meeting on August 2d, and received a

number of petitions for permission to erect poles. The
commissioners granted permission to the North Hudson
Railway company to operate its elevated railroid from
Hoboken to Jersey City by electricity. The Newark Plank
Road company asked for permission to erect poles and
string wires on its road between Newark and Jersey City.

Permission was granted to the Trenton Horse Railway
company to erect poles from Trenton to the Inter-State

Fair Grounds.

ELECTRIC MINING.

A Newcastle, England, firm has recently completed a
powerful electric pumping plant for the Nortn Seaton col-

liery. The pumps are capable of delivering 250 gallons of

water per minute through 1,300 yards of 8 inch pipe
against a head of 50 feet, and are driven by an electric

motor, the dynamo and engine for supplying the current

being placed on the bank. The dynamo can be used for

supplying current to electric lamps in the colliery when
not required for pumping purposes.

TELEGRAPH.
The threatened strike of railway telegraphers on the

Union Pacific railwa) has been averted. General Manager
Dickinson having acceded to the demands of the men.

It is reported from London that there is no foundation

for the report circulated in New York that the French
Atlantic Cable company had made overtures to rejoin the

cable pool, which it left sone years ago, and cable rates

were to be raised from 25 to 50 cents.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The valuable technical index of periodical literature pub-

lished in the Engineering Magazine is now issued in sep-

arate form every month.

The Canadian Electrical Association has published the

proceedings of its first convention, held in Hamilton in

June, in a neat pamphlet.

The new sub -treasury building at San Francisco has an
electric burglar alarm installed between the rows of bricks

so that any interference with the cement or bricks will

complete an electric circuit and sound an alarm.

"There is nothing so fatal to crawfish as a thunder
storm," said a Washington, D. C, fish dealer to a repor-

ter. "When I make a shipment of them to any place at a
distance I always make sure the weather promises well.

On more than one occasion I have had entire consign-

ments killed on a journey by a small electrical disturb-

ance."

The Bradley-Martins are going to have some exceed-

ingly fine electrical attractions in their home when they
get it to rights again, says the New York Recorder. It

has been carefully estimated that about $10,000 will be
the cost of the electrical apparatus and appliances which
will be devoted to decorative as well as illuminating pur-

poses in this residence.

Lebanon, Pa,, was visited by a severe electrical storm on
July 26th, and large number of persons felt the effects of

the lightning. The N'ews says that: "At the C. & L.
round house two bolts, or what appeared to be a double

bolt, entered the open door, flashed across the room, and
crashed against the stone wall on the opposite side, throw-
ing the sparks in all directions. James Wagner stood

within five feet of the course of the bolt and was consider-

erably shocked.''

Under date of Denver, July 29th, a United Press dis-

patch says: At 6 p. m. last Sunday I. Hough, a laborer

at Castle Rock, was driving a pin in the ground with a

hatchet. The sky was clear, but a bolt of lightning rushed
down from it and struck Hough. The top was taken off

his hat and consumed, and the rim of his hit was split.

His hair was singed all over his head, and upon the crown
it was burned in the shape of a tonsure, a piece about the

size of a quarter being wholly bare. A livid mark is left

across his breast from shoulder to shoulder, and directly
above his heart a hole was burned in his shirt. Hough
did not know what struck him. He remained unconscious
till 10 p. m.,butthen quite recovered his senses and is still

alive.

A jury in Flndlay, O., recently inspected a dynamo.
Suit was brought by the Excelsior company against the
Findlay Electric Light & Power company for the value
of a dynamo sold by the former company. The defense
was that the macbiue was unsatisfactory, and the jury was
taken to look at it.

A novel experiment has been tried by the London
police force in the substitution of small electric lamps for

the ordinary oil bullseye lantern. The new venture is said
to have proved highly satisfactory. The electric lamp
weighs four pounds, and is guaranteed to give a continu-
ous light for seven hours.

The Chicago Tribune reports that all the electrically regu-
lated clocks in the down-town district of Chicago stopped at

4 P. M. on a recent Sunday. The pendulums kept on swing-
ing and the clocks continued ticking, but the hands re-

mained at 4 p. M. The clocks are wound up by electricity

and are regulated at the end of each hour from the West-
ern Union office. The trouble was caused by a ground on
the line.

In his new book on the English factory system. Cook
Taylor, the English factory inspector, expresses the opin-
ion that a great change in the distribution of trade and
industry is impending. He think; by the use of electric

motors, power is destined to be distributed in working-
men's homes and :n isolated communities, which will re-

sult in the retura of the laborer to his cottage and his

family.

William Cassell and Solomon Richardson, colored, were
killed by lightning in Highland Park, Pittsburg, recently.

When the clothing was removed from Cassell's body a perfect

photograph of the foliage of the tree under which the men
were standing was found on his breast. Three hours
later the picture began to slowly fade away. Another
curious circumstance was that Cassell's legs had turned to

an ashen white.

No stronger evidence of the safety of electric lighting
installations can be afforded than by the fact that many
guopowder factories are now being lighted by electricity.

It is obvious that in a baild'nj wherein the prepiratioa of
inflammable or highly explosive substances is carried on
very special care should be taken in order to avoid even
the smallest risk, and powder minufacturers now find that

the ele:tric light adds a considerable percentage over gas
to the chances of safe operation.

Russia has long been the source of supply of platinum
for electrical purchases. Canadian platinum has now made
its way into the market, and the product promises to be
large in time. It comes from British Columbia and is met
with in association with alluvial gold. The Tulameen
district yields it in grains and nuggets. Oae firm in the
United Srates is reported to have bought 2,000 ounces
within the last year or two, and another portion of the
yield has b;enmirk;ted in England .

Writing to the Post-Express of Rochester, N. Y., of

recent date a correspondent says: "About 10:30 o'clock

last night a tremendous explosion, which was heard all

over the city, occurred at the rear of the Eraser Shorthand
school, ig Clifton street. William Fraser, who witnessed
the explosion, said that a solid ball of fire seemed to leap

out of the sky, and as it reached the earth, exploded with
a noise like several Fourth of Julys rolled into one. Be-
yond frightening everybody in that neighborhood, and
burning out the insulation on the electric light wires, no
further damage was done."

At a recent meeting of the common council of Roches-
ter, N. Y., a communication from John N. Beckley was
read inviting a conference on the subject of placing under-
ground conduits for electric wires in several of the princi-

pal streets. Mr. Beckley said that if the franchise was
granted and assurance of patronage was obtained from
the city and companies operating electric wires he aud
his associates would undertake to place subway conduits

on part of State street, Main street, Plymouth avenue,

North avenue and University avenue. The matter was
referred to the electric committee.

Applied electricity is not in an advanced stage of develop-

ment in rural Spain. In response to a request for infor-

mation from the United States government Consul R. W.
Turner, who is stationed at Cadiz, says: "Electricity is

not used in Spain as a power for the propulsion of farm
machinery or implements. Ninety per cent, of the farmers

of this province don't know what electricity is, and not one
has ever thought of using it as a force for the propagation
and growth of plants, is the answer given me by the

ofiicers in charge of the agricultural interests of the pro-

vince. Agricultural conditions existing here are almost

the same as those of the times of Ruth and Boaz. A stick

sharpened at one end serves for a plow."

TRADE NEWS.
Pepper & Register of Philadelphia report that they have

recently been given several large contracts in the East for

the installation af electric light plants.

The Otto Gas Engine company of Philadelphia since

January ist has placed four more engines for electrical

purposes than during the previous year.

A new company to be known as the Electric Specialty

company has been organized in Chicago, with office and
factory at 85 Fifth avenue, for the purpose of manufactur-
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ing electro-medical, dental, and surgical apparatus.

Attention will be given to experimental and special work
in tha above lines.

California, Oregon, New Mexico and Michigan have

contributed some fine orders to the Chicago office of the

Buckeye Electric company, during the past week.

The Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing company of Phil-

adelphia is compelled to run its factory overtime to

fill orders for the new C. S- reflector shade and portable

lamp stand.

The Novelty Electric company of Philadelphia is having

a large sale of improved desk fan motors. They are full

nickel plated and consist of two blades S 1-4 inches in di-

ameter, the height to top of guard being 15 inches.

Chas. Bockmeyer, manager of the Commonwealth Elec-

tric company, announces that his concern is in receipt of

large orders for its continuous current fan motors, and is

about to add new machinery to meet the increasing

trade.

The Pennsylvania Electric Engineering company of

Philadelphia is sending to the trade a neat little price list

and a few important facts regarding the Pennsylvania

lamp in the form of a little pamphlet which will be found

very useful to central station men and the trade in general.

The company also makes mention of its dynamos, motors

and power generators, electric light and power supplies.

The Consolidated Temperature Controlling company of

Minneapolis is a thing of the past, a reorganization having

recently been effecicd, and the name changed to the Elect-

ric Thermostat company. A very handsome new catalogue

has been issued, showing, in a series of illustrations, the

appliances manufactured by this company for the automatic

regulation of temperature in connection with any kind of

heating or ventilating apparatus.

The following sales have been reported by Milton

Thomas from the Chicago office of the New York Safety

Steam Power company during the first ten days in Aug-
ust. C. J. Warren, Plaza apartment house, Chicago, 50

horsepower engine; Pittsfield Electric Light company,
Pittsfield, Ills., So horse power engine and 100 horse power
boiler pumps and heaters; Thomson-Houston Electric

Light company, Charleston, 111., So horse power boiler. In

addition to these sales estimates have been made on a

targe number of plants for electrical purposes.and the out-

look for fall trade is reported as being exceedingly

good.

The Packard Lamp company, limited, of Canada, has

fitted up a commodious and complete incandescent lamp
factory at 96 to 100 King street, Montreal, and is manu-
facturing lamps to supply the tiade in Canada. The
lamps manufactured are the latest type of "Packard High
Grade," in all respects similar to those made by the New
York & Ohio company, at Warren, O., the factory being

under the personal management of J. W. Packard with

F. E. Cavanaugh as superintendent. This new firm hav-

ing the only independent [amp manufactory in the Domin-
ion, making a lamp of an established reputation and
being very advantageously situated as regards the

supply of labor and materials should be able to command
an extensive trade. The complete lamps in all their de-

tails and adapted to any base, voltage and candle power
are manufactured in the King street factory.

BUSINESS.

The Page Belting company of Concord, N. H., an-

nounces the sale of several belts to electric light and street

railway companies. The company has made a special

feature of dynamo belts, and is building up an extensive

business in this particular line.

The District Telegraph company of Little Rock, Ark.,

has moved its office to 307 West Markham street, and is

now under the management of W. G. Brown, who is also

manager of the Arkansas Electric Supply company. All

the lines have been overhauled.

The Enterprise Electric company has already made, so

it is reported, a number of very fine sales of N. I. R.

wire. The general western agency for this wire was only

secured a short time since, but its reputation is such that

its introduction in the West, it appears, is to be an easy

matter.

The I'.lectrical Supply company, Chicago, reports hav-

ing sold, during last month, a very large number of

Stanley fan motors for alternating work, also a large num-
ber of Crocker-Wheeler motors. They are actively push-

ing the sale of the Wirt station indicator, which has now
become well established and has been adopted by some of

the large parent companies.

Albert Blanchard, for a number of years Chicago man-
ager for the Pond Engineering company, has severed his

connection with that company, and Is now at room ^27
Rookery, Chicago. He is prepared to furnish esti-

mates and plans on complete steam power plants. All of

the work for the Pond Engineering company done in Chi-

cago and vicinity has been under his personal supervision,

and the success of the installations is the best evidence of

his ability in this line of work.

The Havcmcycr building now being erected in New
York city, will have an installation of over 3,ono in-

candescent lamps. The wiring will be done in interior

conduit throughout, aiid the generating plant will be

of the most modern type, the dynamos being directly

coupled upon the shaft of the engine. The contract

for the entire electrical efpiipment has been awarded to

H. Ward Leonard &Co., New York. This concern has

also secured the contract for the Bctz office building of

Philadelphia, in which will be between 3,000 and 4,000

lamps. The plant is to have slow speed dynamos, direct-

ly coupled on the shaft of the engine.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has received a

large stock of weather-proof wire, in double and triple

braid. The conipiny's success with the Lundell fan mo-
tor is very encouraging. Orders for interior conduit are

still being received and the Central Electric company can

hi congratulated upon the maintanance of its large busi

ness during the hot weather.

Among the busiest manufacturing concerns in the

vicinity of New York at present is the Ball & Wood com-
pany, with shops at Elizabethport. Night and day the

works are driven to their fullest capacity in turning out

the new improved Ball high speed Engines, and some-
thing over 6,000 horse power is at present on the floor

under construction. A contract amounting to about $40,-

000 was closed by this company for a large steam plant

recently in Western Pennsylvania. Among other large en-

gines now building is one for Hartford, one for Water-
bury, two for Binghamton, two for Bethlehem, one for

Kingston, one for Geneva and three for Jersey City.

E. J. Wessels, of the New York office of the Short
Electric Railway company, has recently closed an order
for 30 horse power single reduction motors and a 100 horse
power generator for the Syracuse, Eastwood Heights &
DeWitt Railroad company, of Syracuse. N. Y. Short
motors are to be used by the Hartford & Wethersfield
Horse Railway company. The Collins Park & Belt Rail-

road company of Atlanta, Ga., is now in successful opera-
tion with two 150 horse power generators and 10 Brill cars,

equipped with 20 horse power single reduction Short
motors. The company is operating the two ends of its

system, not having, as yet, been able to complete the line

through a part of the city.

The Electric Manufacturing company of Oconto, Wis.,
will hereafter be represented in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa
and Nebraska by Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle street, Chi-
cago. The incandescent lamp manutactured by this com-
pany is known as the "Brilliant,'' and a stock of ten
thousand will be carried in Chicago. Mr. Hood has the

exclusive agency in the four states named and the right

to take such business as may be offered him in any other
western states. T. A. Pamperin, general manager of the
Oconto company, was in Chicago for several days during
last week and closed the deal with Mr. Hood that

will undoubtedly be highly satisfactory and profitable to

both parties. Mr. Hood has a wide acquaintance and
will undoubtedly make a success in introducing this lamp
to the trade.

480,393. Method of Electrical Regulation.
Vineing, Roseville, N. J

Henry E.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Aug. 9, 1S92.

Edward R, Knowles,480,266. Secondary- Battery Plate,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The plaLe is composed of an alloy of about 83 parts lead, 16

parts tin, 1.9 parts antimony, and o.i part arsenic.

480,272. Ignitor for Gas Engines. Emory I. Nichols,
San Francisco, Cal.

Lamp. Paul Scharf,

George W. Conover, Chicago,

480.284. Incandescent Electric

Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

Two tubular metallized bearings are provided upon the neck
o£ the lamp, to which the conducting wires are soldered.

480.285. Arc Lamp. Charles Schmid, Chicago, III.

The carbon is given a positive feed by a mechanically sus-
pended retaining ciamp, adapted to be released by a mechanic-
ally acting trip-feed.

480, •^iiq. Electric Bell

111.

480,340. Burglar Alarm. Fred H. Neal and John R.
Donnelly, Fairfield, Me.

An elliptical spring is placed with its convex surface in the
line of motion of the door or window and adapted to close a cir-
cuit.

480,362. Motor Truck. John A. Brill, Philadelphia
Pa.

480.369. Time Cut-out for Electric Service Systems.
Samuel R. Liaville, Philadelphia, Pa.

The cut-out consists of a trigger, clockwork tripping the trig-
ger, a switch for cutting out the service circuit, and a bell-

crank lever connected with the switch and controlled by the
trigger.

480,372. System of Electric Lighting. George F. Myers,
Pittsburg, Pa.

'I'lic object of the invention is to provide means for lighting
the cars of a cable railway by placing conductors in the conduit
and providing trolley wheels upon the car.

480,375. Electric Lighting System. Charles Selden,

Baltimore, Md.

A Wheatstone bridge is interjiosed in the main line wire and
is arranged to supply a defiaite current to the translating
devices connected in the bridge wire,

480,384. Galvanic Battery. Herbert H. Dow, Midland,
Mich.

The battery is composed of a zinc clement, a bibulous sheet
moistened with the electrolyte and a layer of finely pulverized
carbon.

480,392. Method of Electric Soldering,

son, ]-ynn, Mass.
Klihu Thon

'I'lio method of solderinii or brazing which consists in passing
ti current through the bodies to heat ihein to the proper lempei

-

alurr:. 'I'hc first claim reads aalollows;
"The herein described improvement in soldering or briizing,

which conuiiitfl in generating heat in tlic body of the piece or
pieces of metal to bo united, through the resistance of the ma-
terial to the passage of an electric current through it, such
ciirrentbeinff of volume sufficient to develop the dctcrmintitc
or required soldering or brazing temperature,"

Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,

A supplementary elecro-magnetic regulator is provided with
adjustable means in the nature of sectional coils for varying
the current supply which actuates the primary regulator,

480,409. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Alex-
ander L. Lineff, London, England.

The invention embodies improvements in a system in which
a magnet carried upon the car induces magnetism in a pair of
magnetic conductors to cause them to attract a flexible con-
ductor carrying a current, the flexible conductor lying in a
closed conduit, the current passing to the car through one of
the magnetic conductors where the flexible conductor has been
attracted to make contact with it.

480,411. Block Signal Apparatus. Thomas H. Paten-
all, Rahway, N. J.

4S0 470. Supporting Device for Electric Arc Lamps. John
Maier, St. Louis, Mo.

480,475. Telegraph Key. Alfred E. McClaren, Joplin,
Mo.
A telegraph key is adapted to be connected with any one of

the wires to which the operator attends without his moving
from his seat.

480.491. Electrolytic Cell. Elisha B. Cutten, New York,
N. Y.

An anode consisting of carbon pencils projecting from a
carbon bar is enclosed in an outer tank and the bar is enclosed
in a projecting trough.

480.492. Method of Electrolytically Producing Potassium
Chlorate. Elisha B. Cutten, New York. N. Y.

The method consists in electrolyzing magnesium chloride
in the presence of potassium chloride and slaked lime.

480.493. Method of Electrolytically Producing Potassium
Chlorate. Elisha B. Cutten, New York, N. Y.

The method consists in electrolysing magnesium chloride in
the presence of potassium chloride and magnesium o.xide.

480,507. Circuit Closing and Breaking Device for Rail-

way Tracks. Thomas H. Patenall, Rahway, N. J.
A reciprocating plunger is operated by the passing train to

force a circuit maker out of en >cageni;nt with one pair of con-
tacts and into engagement with another pair.

480,525. Electric Arc Lamp.
111.

480,539. Support for Electric Arc Lamps. Augustus
Wright, Providence, R. I.

The support is adapted to bing the lamp into a convenient
position for cleaning aad to break the circuit through the lamp
and close the circuit through the main circuit.

480 543. Electric Railway. Francis B. Badt, Chicago
III.

The underground transformers are connected in multiple to
the primary wires, and the secondary wires are connected
with plates upon the surface with which contact surfaces,
carried upon the car. engage to successively close the multiple
circuits through the motor upon the car.

4S0 546. Electric Door Opener. Louis Bates, Jersey
City, N.J.

480 567. Duplex Telegraph. Thomas A. Edison, New-
wark, N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to the
Western Union Telegraph Company. Patented in
England Feb. 5, 1S75, No. 3S4: in France April 28,
1S75, No. 107,859; in Italy April 30, 1875, No 2-

940 and 7,803; in Austria- Hungary lune 28, 1875, No.
2 936 and No. 14.584, and in Russia May 24, 187S,
3.163.

The invention embodies the method of transmitting two dis-
tinct niesiages over one wire in the same direction at the same
time, one by reversal of current and the other by increasing or
decreasing the current strength.

480,573. Conduit for Electric Wires. Samuel H. Flagg,
• Providence, R. I.

A glass pipe is enclosed within a metal pipe and somewhat
longer, so that the coupling forms a portion of the outer pipe.

480.575. Electric Accumulator. Giovanni Gandini,
Lodi, Italy.

The electrodes arc formed of a mixture of lead oxide and
small pieces of carbon having a thin top layer of lead oxide and
a porous partition separating the electrodes."

480.576. Method of and Apparatus for Testing Circuits
for Electric Time Systems. William F. Gardner,
Washington, D. C. Filed Jan. 7, i8qi. Renewed
July 8, 1892. Serial No. 439,416. {No model.)
Patented in France Dec. 10, 1889, No. 201,080.

508.577. Clock Synchronizing Device and System. Will-
iam F. Gardner, Washington, D. C.

480,644. Telegraph Transmitter. Charles Willoughby,
San Francisco, Cal.

The transmitter comprises a bank of keys like a typewriter,
by means of which the Morse or other telegraph alphabet can
be transmitted over the line at a high rate of speed.

480.651. Electric Fuse Box. Geo. W. Baumhoff.

480,656. Telephone. Tames A. Christy, San Francisco.
Cal.

480,673. Electric Low Water Alarm. Erneste Rothlis-
berger, Lima, Ohio.

480,67s. Dental Engine. Charles W. Thomas. Tersey
City, N. J.

The direction of rotation of the drill is adapted to be altered
by two independent friction gears and independent connec-
tions between the gears and a common driving sheave.

480,681. Electrical Spool. Schuyler S. Wheeler, New
York, N. Y.

480,683. Electric Push. Tohn F. Wollensak, Chicago.
III.

**

480,689. Automatic Circuit Closer for Telegraph Keys.
Charles W. Bradford, Clinton, Me.

80,694. Electric Switch.
Conn.

Jacob S. Gibbs, Hartford,
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Agents to Bell our

Miagara Electric Motors and Dynamos

In ciiiee where we are not already represented.

Liberal disconnts and esclasive lerritory to re-

sponeible dealers in electrical apparatus.

LOVELiL aiF<i. CO.. Ltd., Erie, Pa.

WANTED, P03ITI0H
AS CHIEF ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Thoroughly famJlliir with high epeed engines and
economical operation of central etatlone. Long
experience in conatrnction and wiring for all
principal Bystems, and Installing machinery.
West or South preferred. Address W. A. T.
C6re Western Electrician, Chicago, 111.

ARMATURES-FIELDS
Re\vound and Repaired, Our Esclnsive Work.

Dispatch Guaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply llousee.

—Write UB.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room 415, 195 to 199 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

mm Batteries lor Sale.
One hundrfd 50 ampere-hour Cells,

manufact'iredby the Consolidated Electric

Storage Company, for sale very cheap.
Entirely rew. Write for particulars.

THE ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO..
85 Fifth Ave ,Clii*'ago.

THE "CLARX " WIRE.
InBolation 6>naraiiteed vrliereTer used, Aerial, Underground or ISubmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of ttie Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, ;ind will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre"-*- extent flreproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as onr standard color.

Clark Joint Ouni should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot lon^ and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

•vnd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAIL^VAY and iflOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

"*VJE GITARAXTEE OUR INSlJIiATION ^VHEREVER USED, AERIAX, UXOERGROUND OR SIJR3IARITSE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flret-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLAKK, TresBorer and Gen'I Manager.
HEBBERT E. EUSTIS, Fcaildent and Electrician.

.A- Loira-
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

s-crz=r=ni^iEinz).

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SRAMLRSS RUBBEIR WIRRS AND QABLEIS,
JOHN A.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. jr.

ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 17 1 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, I

PLATINUM
For all kinds oi Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Liamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS. 171 and 173 OBKENE ST., NBW TOUK.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a nnmber of Dynamoe and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low pric«,

among the nmnber being two 650-llglit,
1,000 volt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO.

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & 00.,
31S Water Street, Slew York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 La^e Street, CHICAGO. ILL -

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tan?ht thoronffhiy day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHSOLOOY, 151 Throop
Street. Chicago, 111. Amalears, Artisans
and others aBBlBt°d Pbacticallt In any line, and
inetrocted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanical Draughting, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Calcuiatlone, Architecture, Mechanics, also

aujihtdayand nlebt.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
K H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500,

The Motors are made \vith the beet appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve

ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th Street- NEW YORK-

LAMPS
OI=

HIGHEST QUALITY
AX

-. j^ Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. '

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We clato that ou.- "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

ent of its class on Ihe market. The
colls are wound with platinoid wire
and adjusted to a guarantefd accuracy
of one-flfth of one per cent. The
galvanometer is dead^eat, sensitive,

and is unafftc'ed by mechanical vi-

brations and proximity to masses of

iron or intense magnetic fields. The
total range is from .001 to 11,110,000
ohms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies these features, which are

essential to satisfactory results.

It is possible to buy sets from our-
^~^**^

-.-
^^^ selves or elsewhere at prices lower

than the cost of the above, but we would advise all to examine the merits of our "1891"
TYPE before purchasing any other.

Send for illustrated descriptive circular No. 285.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA .

XU<^n^mi)/-'!^&^^^i^.
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Ebtablishbd is 1861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE '11 Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Commutators^ ReflUed.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

TRANSMISSIONo^POWER
BY 9IANir.LAROPe.

CoploiiBly illustrated and described in catalogne

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

I^lii

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNTTKCIATORS pS^ BELLS.
FITJbli I.INB A1.WAT8 IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
^^^^^ 195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14113 DeEalb Aye., Brooklyn, N. T.

Send for New CATALOeDE. Out August let.

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The Jfew Model Folding Kodak has

glass plate attachment, Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU have a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

S6.00 to S65.00.

FASTMAN KODAK CO.,

Send for Circnlare. Rochester, N. Y.

OFFICE DESKS. ^
'Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds, jlii
'^ Brass and Wire Work. IptrZZ^Bi!

'lilZSi'fi

A. H. Andrews &Co„ 215 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

l\flanufactuKeKs of

octagonal;^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHiSt Electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

i^^H.M.L0UD&SONSl4JMBER(0.
OSCODA , IVI 1 CH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : W aterbixry. Conn. - - S5 Par.li: Place, Ne-v»^ Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bsire and InsTxlateci
Underw^riters' Copper Electric Liight fjine "Wire, Copper Majrnet Wire. Flexible Bilk. Cotton and ^Voretcd Cords for

Incandescent Iii^litiii;::. J«ound and Fiat Copper Bars for istation AVork.
Insniated iron Pressure AVire.

PATENT ^^K, |^,"TiNEWiRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TEE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COJIPANS, CHICAGO, • . SELLING AGENTS.

TnnS. r. fiCnvm.. New Tnrk Agent

KLECTRIG I.IGHT
AXD BATTEKV

CJ{llBOflS.
J—i^:J££=-. ^.J_i--,i>'-_^Uci^EiiJi^ ' '^ ^If^'-

CX.IE'VIEIXiA-IsriD. OHIO.

/woTor^

Bf^US^ES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the WoMd

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Afforc[^ the moat pimple ard reliable power for all miuine and manufactur-
ing niacblnery. Adapted to heads ruDning from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 'io to 30 per cei t. better reeulte guaranteed than can lie produced from
any other Wheel ia the countiy,

EIiKCTKIC TBAirSDIISSIOlV.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel afforde In tbeway cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, cloee regulation and thefacilily of adaptation to \arylng conultlons
of i.peed and prenaure, have brought It into epeclal prominence and exitnalve
use for this class of work. All applicatlpna should state amonnt and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
IS1-1S3 Main HI., Han Francisco, Cal., IT. H, A.

14S IjIBERTY street^ - - XEW YORK,
^^It having come to our notice that our pfitent rights are being infringed

upon, imeQaintjpnrcliUBLTS are hereby warned thatall eucb Infringements will
be duly ])roBPC(ited. •

FtCLTOIV AA^ATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horee lower, nrifquah^d for all light running niiichineiy. Warranted
to develop a given aiiiount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circnlar. Addrees ae above. Deliveries made from
San FrancJBCo or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( ADIKM, KBKBT &. <;<>., Ht. fnal, IHInn.

Selling: Agents! l

HTAMI.AUI* IOI.KCTBKIAIj W.^BKN, tUnrlnnutl, Ohio.
'

( nUl'IVTAIN KL-KCTBIO CO., Ueover, Colo.
I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEIjE.BRAXED WATEK WHEEL, as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, hig;^1i Sipeed
and ;i^reat Efiiciency, and larg-e Capacityforitsdiameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same "diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect e'ua'i'anteed.
SEI\D FOR CATAL.OOUE AN1> PARTICflEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

TURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue aod Prices.

wnMixcTo.v'DEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World. 14

SOIiE MAJrrFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:
DEI' ST., W. Y.

TUC # i?Tr"OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
I n Em LM I 00 I LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.
Fancy Incandescent Lamps

Of I)Ow Voltage.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

For the first time on

Catalogue Part I and II,

Beady.
Part III in Piint.

].L

AITD GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illustrations.

,
1 Ann Street,

) New York City,

1308 Filbert !$ireet, - FHIIiAI>£IiPHIA.

Commercial Building. !i^t. Loais. illo.

y/^ STEAM PUMPS

|A.M.Morse&(s
If ENGINEERS ANDCONTRACTORS.
•>•>>—jJ^T^/ complete:
y^^a^j^gviZK PLANTS

Late of English. Morse A <

Patented j=n. 22, 1884. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for eetimatee or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
ew. UlhSt , New York.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
K ws^^ -s^^.a^,vvv\>^nX^,aV5s. for this

General Western Agenis "^^jiiriiii MWIiifii gelebrated wire.

3I3--3I5 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vulca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Constraction. A. Complete Method for all

Electrical ti^ysteins. Junction Boxes, Cut- Outs, Angle Boxes,
Etc., £te. Vulca Conpliog; Compound.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortfandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" Af^\. INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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HOLLY SYSTEM OF UNDERGROUND STEAM SUPPLY,
FOR THE UTILtZATION OF EXHAUST STEAM AT ELECTRICAL STATIONS.

The prudeot manager will not throw away his ex-

haust steam which he can fell for $3,000 to $5,000
per annum for each 100 H P., thereby materially
iccreislng his net revenue

For pamphlets and particulars regarding Electrical

Companies who are using the ' Holly System and

conveiting a waste prcduct Into morey address

American District Steam Co.

LOCKPORT, NEW YORK
Sectional ^'iew of a Line of Steam Mains, ehowing Iron Pipe, Wood Log Covdrine, Anchorage, Variators and Street Angles.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO,,

JBBIDeEFORT, CONN.

Rheoetate of every kind and elze. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestractible.Sinipleand
Cheap. Send for Ilmetrated Catalogue and Price
LlBt.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valaable. Ton ehonld
protect it by j)atent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, free of charge.

W. W. I>1JI>i.C¥^ & CO.,
Solicitors o£ Patents,

Pacific Bld'g. 822 F St., N. W., Washington, D. fc-

Please mention this paper.

MICA
BOWERS

121 Lake St.,

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BROS.,
CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- KartaYsrt - Manufacturing ^ Co,, 39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

FUSE ] Correct Carrying CapaC"

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ] Unifo mity in Size.

ITCTXXjlVEXZia'G-a'OSir, X3£IXj. [XO.^Ca-0.

For Incandescent
Lamp

Filaments.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Insulating Gomponnds,

Tape and Amatnre Varnisi.
MANUFACTDKED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liiberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 548 "The Kookery."
SOLD BY

THE EI.KCTBICAt BlFPPIiY CO., Clllcaso.
JVOVm.TV KliEC'TKIC <'0., Philadelphia,
P£TTIN<.iEL.L.-AlM>ieKWB CO., Boston

And Supply Houses ETerTTrhere.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass difEusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

G-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indefinitely in any position

at will. Arm indestructible and
may be curved or colled into

an endless variety of graceful

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH nth STREET,

Philadelphia, • Pa.

FRANKLIH 8. CABTBR

125 South Second Street,

ZESTA-IBIjXSIIEID IBS v.

CHARLES M. WILKINS. B. WARD WILKINS,

-TRADING AB-

fahtrich: & cahter co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE PATBNT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goodsand afull lineofsuppliesfor hotel and housework.

Cutalo^aeB and DlBCoant SheetB will be eent to those In the trade upon receipt of Application and BuBlneee Card.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
i On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and easy working gate, the con-

"* strnction of which makes It the moat eeneltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

, ^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating varions styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
SDCCESSOKS TO

STOUT, MII,l.S ^k TEMPI/E. DAYTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles find Sizes. Upright and ITorizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
afFords every facility for m:ikiiig tliem.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants ot all kinds driven by them. Easy working eates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ;
in-

suring easv regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &. CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH
-FOE

Controlling Incandesoent Lps
IN PRIVATE RESIDENEES.

For sale l»y Electric Supply
HonseSf

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patente«,

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send fok Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'// to in East 13UtSt, N. Y.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
Caoo Sr. second street, ST. I/OCIS.

EWard Leonard & Co.,

130 Liberty St,, New YorS City,

Bulk Electric Contractors
FOB

COMPLETE PLANTS
of every kind, including building?, s'eam

plants, waer pDwers, electric generaiiog

plants, pole lines, un:2erground work, road

beds, bridges, motors, inside wiring, etc.

Having no agencies and no conneclion

with, any manufactuiiog concern, we in-

stall any apparatus and any system de-

sired.

NINE ITEABS' EXPKRIENCB.

ORDERS 'OR WESTMHOUSE ENGINES
DURING JULY, f892.

Wilmington City R"y Co., Cth order,
BrooklynClly^&NewlonR.E.Co. 1st "

" " 3d "

3d
4th "

Allegheny County Lleht Co., 4lltli "

" " 50th "

BamlordBrcs. SilkMtg. Co., 4th "

St. Louis SmoU'g Sl RafiQlng Co , 6th
NewportNewH Ship Building and
Dry Dock Co., 9th "

Wilmington, Del.,

Brooklyn, N. T.,

Pittsburg, Pa.,

Pateraon, N. J.j

St. Louis, Mo.,

LP.
330

330

330

330

330

330

330

20O

130

Bast End Electric Li»htOo.,

Broobllne Artificial Ice Co.,

Drexel Institute,

Alliiuce Mill & Elevator Co.,

Solvay Process Co.,

Arlington Hotel,

J. P. CartlBS,

3;Sd order.

4th

iBt "

2d
iHt
2d

Pittebnrgh, Pa.

Brookline, Mass.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Milnor, N. Dak.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Hot Springe, Ark.,

" Newport News, Va., 1

New Britain, Ct.,

Total, 19 Engines, aggregating

sisTG^ico :e:s.

Thomas D. Whltaker,

Detroit Motor Co.,

DunnellMfg. Co.,

American Sugar Refining Co.,

Morris Machine Woiks,

St. Louis Smelting and Refining
Co.,

W. E. Peck & Co.,

Chicago & N. W. R'y fo.,

John Bromley & Son,

Ramsdell Paper Mills,

*Linden Paper Co.,

Jarvia Paper Co.,

O. G. Cowles,
* Subject to countermand.

3 t o
2d
4l8t
lOth
Gth

7th
1st
2d
lat
2d
!«th

»th
1st
2d

2a

Bonneville, N. J.,

Detroit, Mich.,

Pantucket, R. I .

S. Boston, Masd.,

Baldwinsvllle, N.

St. Louis Mo.,

New York,

Chicago, 111.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Salisbury Miils, N. Y.,

Ho.'.joke, Mass.,

Ciaremont, J'n N. H.,

Oac.olo, N. y..

Rio Grande Smelting Workg,

S. D. Warren & Co.,

150 Westlnghouse Machine Co.,

150 DunnellMfg. Co.,

ICO St. Nicholas Bnilding.

Chicago AN. W. R'y Co.,

Weetinghouse Air Brake Co.,

C. G. Boult,

East End Electric Light Co.,

James Stewart & Go.,

St. Nicholas Building,

Rich Electric Heating Co.,

Crane & Co.,

Morris Machine Works,

West End Street Railway Co.,

4th ord r,

25th "

l>»th "

4:d "

ist
31
29th "

23d "

3d
7th

Socorro, N. Mei.,

Cumberland Mills,

Pittsburgh, Pa ,

Pawtucket, R. I.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Chicago, 111.,

Wilmeidlng, Pa.,

Ahnapee, Wle.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

St. Louis, Mo.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

Dalton, Mass.,

Baldwinsvllle, N. Y.,

Boston, Mass.,

85

85

65

65

65

65

65

36

35

35

23

15

10

10

10

10

5

Total, 31 Engines, aggregating, 1,845

Pencoyd Iron Works,

B. P. Stoner,

Macatawa Park Association,

R. F. Llvengood,

Euglei &, Handke,

Franklin Glazier & Son,

M. B. Pottsr &Co.,

John L. Ominger,

Agent,

David Bradley Mfg. Co.,

Whitall, Tatum&Co.
Pencoyd Iron Works,

H.
13th o rder, Pencoyd, Pa.,

Bellwood, Pa-,

Holland, Mich,,

De'avan, Minn.,

Bristol, S. D.,

So. Glad atonbury, Ct.,

Hitchcock, S. D.,

AmatBFdam, N. Y.,

Sydney, Australia,

Chicago, 111.,

5th order. MlilvlUe, N. J.,

13th " Pencoyd, Pa.,

E3»7G;-Xia£3S.

Agent,

Jackson Pulp Co., 3d or
Texas Elevator and Compr- sa

Co.,

Agent,

Aloert Hermann,
Jnles Senn,

Agent,

Fontaine Croaalng Co., 5th
Cryatal Ice Co.,

Grand Total for July, 71 Engines, aggregating 5,8

Sydney, Anstralla,

Jackaon, Mich
,

Dallas, Texas,

Sydney, Auatralia,

Paria France,

L'ons, Franc,
Paris, France,

Detroit, Mich.,

Youngstown, O.,

21 Englnea, aggregating

ID H. P.

RONEY MECHANICAL STOKER-Recent Orders.

Carnegie Steel Co.,

Baltimore City Pa'^a. R'y Co.,

Jollet Enterprise Co.,

WeBtinghonee Air Brake Co.,

Cheney Broa.,

Pittsburg Plate Glass Co.,

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Kerr Thread Co.,

Paige Tube Worke,

lOth order,

5th
31

Stokers.
Pittsburg, Pa., Iti

Baltimore, Md., 14

Jollet, 111., 1^

Pittsburg. Pa., 12

Sd, Manchester, Ct., 8

Plttsbnrg, Pa ,
8

" 8

Fall River, Mass., 7

Cleveland, Ohio, (J

Niagara Falls Paper Co.,

Linden Paper Co ,

National Rice Milling Co.,

Chicago Cold Storage Exchange,

Rumford Falls Paper Co.,

OtiB Falls Pulp Co.,

Decatur Gas Light Co.,

PUt3burg Water Works,

Niagra Falls, N. Y.,

Holyoke, Masa.,

New Orleans, La.,

Chicago, III.,

Romford Falla, Me.,

Otis Falls, Me.,

Decatur, 111.,

PittBbuTg, Pa.,

10

10

10

10

5

485

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR Sl CO., Engineers.
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Ti LAKE ERIE ENQINEERING WORKS,
-BUfLOEItS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inqniries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.
401 Home Insiiranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
TJiey are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

THE SCHUYLER
-S"2"3TE2iC O-F-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THB FOLLOWING IMPORTANT PEATUEBS;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Arnnature. proof against a burn-out>

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Our patrons and the electrical public are cautioned
against being annoyed with intimidating letters from
our competitors.

We are prepared to fully protect our customers in
tJie use of:

Series Lamps for Are Circnits.

CombiDatioD Antomatic Gat-Ont and Lamp Socket.

Fan Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circnits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting Apparatns.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatus.

New Catalogue and Price List in course

of preparation.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

OFFICE:
Drexel Building,

Philadelphia.

Storage Battery

Installations for

all services.

WORKS:
Gloucester City,

N. J.
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New Tork Office: 18 Cort-
landt St., F. K. Chinnock,
Sales Ajrent.

Chicago Office: Room 506,
"The Kookerv."

J, W. Parker & Co.. 3S South 4th St.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St.,

Richmond, Va.

L. M. Rurasey Mfff. Co.. Ft. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vater, '2-2i Washington Ave.

So., Minneapolis, Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co., I^wis Block, Pitts-

burgh, Pa-
Eisdon Iron Works, San Francisco,

Cal.
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. Q. Gilbert, Atchison, Kan.

J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St.,

Boston, Mass

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
VTvTV Antomatic Cut-off ENGINE.

With New Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest
Economy, Durability, Smooth and <{aiet Running.

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

THOS. G. SMITH, Jr., IVI. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installations.

Bent Pipe and CoIIb in Iron, Braee and Copper, for all kinds of service.

(I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Planta Furnished.

Worl<s: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE

;

48 S. Cuml Street, CHICAGO.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADn MAliK

^i^^MMm POTTERY CO.,
Kew Milford, Conn.

WANNOPEE

Warranted Hard PorcelalD. Estimates Cheerfully Given,

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB KliECTBICATi US£S.

Grapbite Bods of Tarions lienstlis, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Wraphite Boxes and Crncibles, Resisting^ Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries C^iadiy Ansireced.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO,, Jersey City, N. J,

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.DfficeanilWorks,gRIF, PA,
COM^-Exa j-owaj. f"»™ f°" WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES;

NEW YORK, 136 Liberty St.
PHII,ADKLPMIA. 944 Drexel Building.
CHICAGO. 1120 "Tlie Koofcery."
SAN FKANCISCO, 29 and 31 Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.
AGENCIES, f

ST. LOITIS-M. P. Johnston Macliiner.T Co.. ^
715 and 717 North Second Street. SIMPLE AND COM POU N D --~'''^^^

[MINNEAP0I.IS,M:INN.-T. M. Masuire, 23 Syndicate Bloct. CON D E N S I IMG O R NON "CON DE N SI NG-

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES KO STATIC EI.ECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

mmi PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Manufactarers In the Country.

Lace Leather Mope and other Mawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected by steam' or dampness; never be-
comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

BLOWER

KELLY GRATE,
And forDURABILITV. PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HA,SNOE(iUAL. It will barn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL equally well. They
are especially adap'.ed for hard, continuous eeivlce required by ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.
We warrant them NOT to WARP, and to OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GRATES. When your plant
requirea gratea again DON'T be content with one that ia "good enough," but nee the same unmber of
DOLLARS and secure the BEST—that is, THE KBLLT GRATE. Inveat a stamp in writing ne for
descriptive circular. We will return it, and tell you about our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of its
kind made in the United States or any other place.

CrIVE us A CAANC£ TO B£ OF USE TO TOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, [ND.
XXlOSa- Z'OTTZO'X^J

La ROCHE
116 ami 118 N. en Sl„

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for Oi+y
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

267 and !i69 Dearborn t^treet.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 light"

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents Irom l-S to 50 H. P.
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W.P.
THE TIMSMI-HOIISTIN aECmie Gt.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RilLWAT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSOMOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

Hb

o
iz;o

o

Can furnish from Chicago stocl<, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
And lill make yon factory prices on all kinds of ROBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD EHCASED CABLES, INCANDESCEHT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

I
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WHICH 18 THE BEST RUBBER WIRE?

THE ANSWER.

In HABIRSHAW insulation, only Pure Para Rub-

ber is used, it has proved to be superior to all other

rubber wires where actual definite tests have been

made. It is easy enough for each one to make the

claim that his wire is the "best". The claim amounts

to nothing without the proof. Every user of large

quantities of rubber covered wire should make his

own tests. We are satisfied to have Habirshaw

Rubber Covered Wire entered in any test, and we

have no doubt as to the result.

In installations demanding THE
BEST, Habirshaw Rubber Covered

Wire meets no successful competi-

tor.

THE WIRT

Lamp RegiilatiDg

Takes the place of ordinary one-

light switch and enables the lamp

to be burned at any candle power
desired, from "off" to full light.

The funeral editor came in with a light, cautious step and sat down by his desk to

think over the general mutability of human affairs and wonder why the manager didn't

buy each of them a fan motor.
The exchange editor wiped a bit of mucilage off his shears and without looking

up said:

—

"Here is one for you, boys."
Dead silence, except the busy scratching of a pen,

"What is the difference between a 'plain drunk', who has been arrested, and a
broken suspender?"

The funeral editor glared at him with a wicked scowl.
"Don't get personal Snipsey."
"Scissors" slid a quart bottle of gum nearer the edge of his desk. The new reporter

turned around.
"Any blamed chump could answer that—let's see

—'why is'
—'why is'— er—what

did you say?"

"What is the difference between a 'plain drunk', who has been arrested, and a
broken suspender?" repeated the exchange editor.

"Oh! yes, 'what is'—w'y one is a— is a 'jag of joy' and the other is— is—oh—con-
found it! a jackass couldn't see through one of your jokes!"

"So I discover."

The sporting editor took a fresh chew—
"Oh, come off. you aint in it, I'll knock that conundrum out the first round—lemme

see
—'why is*—yes, well, one is a—is a busted suspender, and the other is a—hold on,

I've got it—and the other is a suspended bust! that's easy—see?"

"Time!" called the funeral editor who had been listening.

"Nopee!" exclaimed Snipsey, "that's pretty fair but it isn't my version"—he laid

one hand on the glue bottle and firmly gripped the shears in the other, keeping one eye
on the funeral editor

—"one is the ragged end of a jag, and the other is—is the jagged
end of a rag."

The funeral editor slipped out soft and easy with the new reporter close in his

wake. The sporting editor grinned a sickly grin and the office towel flapped lazily in

the breeze.

—

Electric Spark.

Crocker =Wb??I?r Motors.

We carry a large stock

of these celebrated Motors.

All sizes of Fan and Power

Motors.

1-12 H. p. ELECTRIC FAN.
Wllh Wire Guard and Switch for running fast or slow.

We are prepared to

make Motor installations

of every description.

ESTIMATES AND PLANS
PROMPTLY MADE.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

AND

EXCLUSIVE CHICAGO DEALERS.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,
COR. RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE,

l';iiH*.)irii 0»IU:«>iiii(l I

ANHONIA.CONN. CHICMCO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & 6UTTA PERGHA INSULATING CO.,
-lIASriJFACTrBEBS OF

VULCAMZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, io any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE an-" ,W0 - WIRE

CAB' ' ^, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

ar.d Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Glenwood, Tonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Go.^

805 CXLAMBEB OF COMMEBCE BVILDINQ,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MAJfUJCACTUREBS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering* Specify
AGENOISS:
The Electrical Supply Oo., Ghioago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn,

W. H. GoTdon & Co., New York.
r. £•. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Louisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long Life Lamps

or High Efficiency

Lamps*
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
'f

WOOD SYSTEMS OF ARC LIGHTING;

DIRECT CURRENT INCANDESCENT LIGHTING;

TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
Including Automatic Constant Current Dynamos from 1 to 80 lights' capacity.

COMPOUND WOUND INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS from 25 to 2,000 lights' capacity.

POWER GENERATORS AND MOTORS from 2H to 160 horse power.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE GEAR. AND GLUTCH FEED LAMPS,
Elliptic Carbon Lamps, Switch-Boards, Hanger-Boards, Cut-Outs, Ammeters, Etc.

Also Slattery Incandescent Alternating Apparatus for long distance incandescent
lighting, including transformers, meters, and all necessary appliances.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,

HEiT-PROOF ^'»<» WiTER-FROOF.
One motor GEARED TOBOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

l^/LojzLl-rrtL-yjjrrtL Txa-ctiorrt, ^cora-oa^ciL^T" in. Opera-tion,
Oen-era-tors of .u£i>^-nr^ Size,

Inca,n.d.escerLt XD3rrLa,r3Q.os, Sta.tiorLa<X37- Hv/^ctors,
:HJlectrica<l S-a.pplies of ^\rer3r ^Descriptiorx.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICACO, BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEW YORK,

IMonadnock BIdg. Fiske BIdg. F. I. Stone. IB Cortlandt St.
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PROTECTION
WITHOUT HIGH TARIFF.

Use Fulmen Arresters on your Street Railway.

C. S. VAN NUIS,
136 Liberty Street, New York.

mjBzVzx^w « • •»• \h\\ meles
;

^^PATTEE'SPLECTRICAL

r'"'-^,°^^lN»NDE5CtHi feeORGE (utter!
71l.TlltRoo^tli,. CHICAGO.'^a

WLLARD L. CANDEE,
I BuninoBa Muniffen

The

iitenational OKONITE COMPANY, LIHITED,

1 3 Park Row, New Yorkr
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRAIfCHES: CliiGSgo, Boston, Philadelphia, MinneapoUB, Cljiclimatl, TaiMM City,

Omaha, l,nnlSTllle, St. lioals, San FranclBco, ILondon and So. America.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEIT STREET, NEW fORK,

MAUUFACT0REBS, IMPORTERS ASD DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OFlIlDISCaiPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOR CAPACITY TESTS. Llno Material.
WE OWN ASD OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instruments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
r 91anafactared by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren,Ohio.
AGEKT8:

NEW YORK CITY, Chas. E. Chapin, 136
f iberty Street.

CHICAOO, ILL., Klectiic Appliance Co.,
Maflfeon Street.

ST. PAUL, MIS N., The Electrical Engineering 1

& Siipplj' Co

OMAHA, NEB., B. B.Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Lonia Electrical Snpply Co.
BAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Blectrlc

Sopply & Conatrnction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., 17a

West 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KZ., Smlthera & Davis.

MANUFACTURER OF

INSULiATED EIiEGTRIC WIRi:,
FLKXTBLE COItr>S and CABLES.

SDO and 30S North Tblrd Street, PHIIiA^DBIvPHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Slnpply Konae
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBVIMOTOlir BTB«BT. BOSTOHf, MASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl & Co. . 12(i Liberty St.. New York.
Geo. D- Hoffman. b"2 Lake st., Ubicago. Ill,

H. M. Sciple & Co., ai& Arcti Sis., Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

W. B. Pearson & Co., Home Ins. Bldg.,Chicago, 111. James & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tboe. G. Smith, Jr

.

William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
Hammond BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Anderson, Houston. Tex.

W. A. Day, 1S6 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. F. H. Whiting, Jacobson Block, Denver, Colo.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actaal Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404-

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TE:STI3iv/£03iTI-A-lL-S:
GEEMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 21st

lampleased to say the THOMSON EECORDING WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are bo insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Ourrents, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GERMANTOWN ELBOTRIO LIGHT CO.,
(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,
173 Adams Street, Chicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Americau Battery Co ix

Amerlcaii Desk. »to Sealing- Co. . xiv
American District Sleani Co xvi

Americau Electrical Mfg. Co., iv

American Engine Co xii

Andrae, Julius
Andrews & Co., A. H . .

.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The i

Baggot, E xiv
Ball Electric Light Co iv

Ball Eaglne Co xix
Ball & Wood Co.. The I

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. x
Bernstein Electric Co xii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co svi
Rowers Bros xvi
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. .

Bristols' Mfg. Co
Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H. . xiv
Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co,, The ix

Butler'Hard Rubber Co
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi
Central Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co . . xiii

Gushing. F. W vii

Cutter. Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co, .xvii
Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co. . . . xii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xvi
Dudley & Co., W. W xvi
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co
Eastman Kodak Co xiv
Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . vi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix
Electric Mfg. Co.. The vi

Electric Secret Service Co xix
Electrician Pub. Co. . xv, xvi, xviii

Electrical Construction Co..The. xii

"Electrical Progress" xii

Electrical Supply Co., The . . . sxii

Elektron Mfg. Co x
Empire Ctilna Works x
Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet »& Machine Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co xvi
For Sale Advertisements, x, xii, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
General Electric Co iv

Gravity Purifier Co
Greeley& Co., The E. S I

Gregory. Chas. E xii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co x
Helfller Electric Co
BOll Clutch Works xix
Hlne Eliminator Co , . .

.

Holmes, Booth & Haydens xiv
Hood & Co., Wm vi

Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xii

Illinois Electric Lamp Co xv
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxiii

Institute of Technology xiv
[nterlor Conduit & Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W x
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Kelly Brothers
Klipstein, A xii

Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Lake, J- H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co xviii

La Roche Electric Works xix
Leclanche Battery Co., Tlie .. xvii

Lefmann, Julius xvii

LefEel, & Co., Jas xvii

Leonard &, Co. , H. W xvii

Link Belt ilachinery Co xv
Loud, H. M. »fc Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co iv

Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M . . xv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Carbon Co xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co . . .

.

'N'ew York Insulated Wire Co, xv
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co. x
New York & Ohio Co I

Ostrander & Co.. W. R xix
Page Belting Co
Partrlck &, Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W, B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . . . xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co xis
Pioneer Armature Co xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Railway Equipment Co ix

Rsdding Electric Co iv
Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Roebllng's Sons Co . J. A iv

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . . xii

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works. ,. xH
Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi
Schuyler Electric Co xviii

Sechrist, Albert xvii
Shultz Belting Co xviii

Siebert, G xiii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co. xiii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.,
Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T -—

-

Smitb.Thos. G. Jr
Somoff, J. L •

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co vi

Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Star Electrix Co xv
Steams Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W.C xv
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxiii
Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-HoustonElec.Co.. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co .^xii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuis C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii
Wannopee Pottery Co xix
Want Adveri;isement8 xiii

Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xvii
Westinghouse Elec.andMfg Co xi
Weston Engine Co I

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annuiiciators

.

Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co,

Arc liamps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
BesRa. J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Oiii(*h Electric Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co,
Schuyler BlPctrlc Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co,
StJindard Electric Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Iilsht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries-
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co,
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Weatern Electric Co.

Bells. iClectric.
Central Electric Co,
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatrander & Co,, W, R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Saffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Greeley & Co., The B,8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
WflBtern Electric Co.

Beltfns.
(-'hicago Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane & Bcdley Co., The.
N. Y. Sitfety Steam Power Co.

- StearuB Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Booba, Electrical.
Electrician Pubilflhing Co.

Barslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electrical Supnly Co,, The.
Greeley & Co.,The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires.)

rablen, Electric. (See Insulated
Wire B), Copper,Sheetand Bar
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebllngs Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Cnmera«.
Ea:^tman Kodak Co.

Carbons, ''oljits and Plates.
Broah Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.

Cordase.
Sameon Cordage Works,

Clntcsjies, FMetInn,
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch WorkB.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Consirnctlon and Bepalrs.
Andrae, Julina.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Constrnction Co., The.
Smith, Tbos. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, jEIeetrln U^lit,
Bnarine Plants and £lectrio
Bailivays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcos Co., The.
hall Electric Light Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit iClectrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
(ieneral Electric Co,
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefraann, Jnlius.
Leonard* Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearaen & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens it Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, Thoa. G. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
WestinghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
We^^liiighouee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weeton Engine Co,

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire& Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Edlaon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supp_ly Co,, The.
Entorpriee Electric Co.
Holmee, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co.^ The,
Knapp Electrical Works,
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'8 Son's Co. , J .A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Sapply Co., The,
Hu^'hes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Let'mann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cat-OntM and STTltcbes.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, Julius

.

Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Uegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van NulB, C. S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co,
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Staudard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
WoBtlnghouse Electric& Mfg. Co.

Elpctric liava €!as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

£lectrlc BallTrays-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co

Electrical and Mechanical
Ensineers.
Bryan, W. H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.

Electrical Instrmnenta.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
areeley « Co .. The E. 8.

Queen &, Company.
Western Electric Co.

£lectrl<^al Ijatelllsence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Ries Eleclric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bageot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
ThomBOTi-HonBton Electric Co,

Elevatorw-
Llnk Belt Machlaery Oo.

Electro-PIatins IHacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-Uoiutoii Electric Co.

Engines, Steaai.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Oo.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co,, The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson 4; Co,, W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
'Smith, Thos.G. Jr.
Sion:c City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co,
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo,

Fan Ootflts.
Stanley Electric MIg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
VoJcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrna<^e €rrate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Sapply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€ras Jjiffhtins, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, Julius.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotrlc Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
i^reeley A Co

.
« The E . S.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood &Co., Wm.
Klipstein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.

Celebes and Electrical CJiass-
irare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoanis Glass Co,

Graphite tSpecialtles,
Dixon Crucible Co., Job.

Hard Knbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co,

Insulators and insnlatlns
HCaterlalM.
American Electrical ^Ifg. Co.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Bdlson General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Suppty Co., The.
Empire China Worl^.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co,
Interior Conduit &InBul&tlon Co.
International Okonltn Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Lefraann, Julius.
Moore, Alfred F.
Mansell & Co., Eusene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopeft Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
THusnet ITire-
AmeriLcn Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co,
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W,
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterprise Electric Co-
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latingCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, btoandescfxnt.
American Electrical Mf;.'. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co,
Bernstein Electric Ca
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central KiectricCo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co,
Bdlson General Electric Co.
Electric ManufacturingCo., The,
Klectricsl Sunply Co., The.
Hood& Co , Wm.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
New Yor^ <ind Ohio Co,
ReddiDL' i'^lectric Co.
8awve''-Man KiectricCo.
Somoff, J. L,
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

liathes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Jvi(;1iinin^ Arresters.
Van Nuis, C, S.

Slasnet Wire.
fSee Insulated Wires.)

^eohaal4*al Machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Ifedlcal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Partrick A Carter Co,

aiica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H, W,
Munsell & Co,, Eugene,

UlilliDg: Iflaebinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

nine siffuals. Electric.
Detroit :mectrlcal Works.

ninlne Apparatus, Eleetrie.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Thomson- Houston ulectric Co.
Sperry Elec Mining Machine Co.
westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg, Co., Ltd,
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
rhomaon-Houston Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co.Name Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Fnrniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapoiy Co.. The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Juliug.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons^ Lumber f o.
Railway Equioment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publlsbers. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co,

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

JftaUn^ays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

KeoordiDs: Pressure Ganses.
Bristols' Mfg. Co., The.

Be^nlatin^ Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rbeostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, steam.
Hme Blimlnator Co.

Silh Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speaklnjr Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
BLnapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators. >

Queen & Co.
Steam Seating Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies. Electric Baliivay.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edlaon General Electric Co.
Electrical SupplyCo. , The.
Indie Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The,
New York InanlatedWlreCo,
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Secret Service Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.. The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Weatern Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Western Electric Co,

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectricManufacturlng Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Truclis. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine TV^heels.
Dayton Glohe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell ifc Bierce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniTersitlcs.
TuBtituteof Technology.

l¥ater Wheeln.
LefFel& Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

irire.Bnre.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire «& Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co-
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Ce.
Railway iSqiJpment Co.
RoehUnc's SonB' Co.. J. A.
Sperry BlBC. Mlniag Machine ;Oo,
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THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
aIS T^C^'r IPO- IT?.99

In "what ? In the preposterouB *'Coinhliie" wMcb has lately been formed to make legitimate bueineBB the cat's-paw of a
etock-jobbing operation. The BALL ELEUTUIC LIGHT COMPANY le opposed to any and every combination that seeks to do
bneinees upon other than a fair and straightforward basis. An enormoHB capitalization elgnlfies eiceaSlve espenses and decreased
dividends ; and, invariably, the balance sheet must be against the public.

The BALL ELEUTRIC LIGHT COMPANY is proud of its past record. It has conducted its enterpriae upon strict buslnesa
princlplep, and has gained a reputation which, though often attacKed by the make-up of the present "Combine," has never yet been
injured. The Company's stockholders are happy; bo are Its patrons. It Is now prepar-'d to go "a step better," and herewith
announces the completion of the new

BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
Beginning with the season now opening, ve are placing on the market an AUTOMATIC DYNAMO. Do not think from this

that we are offering In place of our celebraiea dynamo any new and untried departure, or that we are offering our old dynamo with
some external complicated mechanism called "an automatic regulator'^ of little merit save in name only.

We ate placing the justly praised BALL Dynamo, as simple as of old, but containing within itself the power of self-
action and adjustment to the varying conditions of the load that may be brought upon it.

The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO Is as much superior to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic cut-off
engine Is superior to the old slide-valve with Ite external throttling governor.

We extend Our thanks to our bnelness rivals and their agents, who in the past have materially assisted ne \vith the admissions
that "the Ball was a good, or was the bent, arc dynamo, bat it had no resnl&tor "

ItB merits have been so generally recognized by the trade that it is not here for us to praise It now. We will only eay that In
the future, ae in the past, we will have nothing in it to excuse or apologize for.

We ask intending purchasers to write us for quotations before purchasing elsewhere.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. (7. JUST ISSUED.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., Office: No. 404 West 27th Street, New York City.
Factory: 381 to S89 Nlntb JiTenne and 401 to 416 West S7tli IStreet, li<,w Vork City.

J

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

AMERICAN
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ARE PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO

HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE THE BEST.
OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturinc Company,

201 I TO 2017 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BMNGH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, Kew York City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 509 Arch Street, PMIadelpWa, Pa.

Gonld Bailding, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Fonrtli St„ Cincinnati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Panl, linn.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR AVIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send lor Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO, 173 Iiake St. TBENTON, N. J.
aAM FBABfCISOO, 85^8? Fremont St. NEIT YOBK. 117 Iitberty »t.

\ THE10NA"
^l4>Wi m\m CDT-OBT.

'^U5B

HAVE YOU EVER USED A CUT-OUT THAT

EXACTLY SUITED YOU?

Have you Tried the "IONA"?

No Screws. Positive Connections, o-^,

Reasonable Price. ^^;
Aek your dealer for them or write us.

Sockets. Switches and General Supplies I
|j|

at Manufacturers' Prices. '<Ui|i|

REDDING ELECTRIC GO./
I Federal St.,

Boston, Mass.

THE ^MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
I'n.otor-y: ]VlAxa.oIxeste>r-, Conn,,

MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

^ CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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THE VERY WIRE.

XmARGz: stock, quick skipikizsnts,
Besides a Vebt Labge Stock of General Electrical Supplies at lowest prices.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,m£t Z,.

ToBETTER ACCOMMODATE
stations we have completely revised our list of sizes and

now offer the following line of

TRANSFORMERS:
10 LIGHTS OR 500 WATTS. 100 LIGHTS OR 5,000 WATTS.
15
20
30
40
50
75

750 125 " 6,750
' 1,000 175 " 8,750
1,500 250 ' 12,500

" 2,000 350 ' 17,500
2,500 500 ' 25,000
3,750

WE CAN SHIP PROMPTLY ANY OF THE ABOVE IN STANDARD VOLTAGES.

...»„„... STANLEY ELECTRIC MF6. CO,

The Electrical Supply Co.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

}

Pittsfieldi Mass.
p
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CO..

Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lighting our Specialty.

We invite yov to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.
Send foxr Fx*ice£> to

Standard Electric Co.,
313 to 317 So. Canal St., Cliicago.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THI ELECTRIC MFG. COMPAKY, OCGHTO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMDM CDRRENT CONSDMPTION.with

MAXmOM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Before purchasing elsewhere send in a trial order for Brilliants.
Ijamps fUruished to consumers in tiuantities at factory prices.

CK CAGO OFFICE, Wm. Hood & Co., Managers, 239 LA SALLE ST.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATCD 1883.

ite^^ Arc LAnPS

AN
)

ESTABLISHED -

EACT: J

PeR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAA\P THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDINO,

CHICAGO.

TtLUPJIONi; BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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12,G72,000 Feet.I

The largest order ever given in this country for high grade
insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSULiTION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

"W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST.. NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

r, r^VlCPT^ A^f\J^^ Highest Efficiency. ^^^\
jc^ '; > ^JT^CiJi^ flJCwA^ lA X^JwiS* Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all others. |l| 'p^]

%f\ COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT. ^IW

^fcr^TP" ^Is'l^icis^^AP^ TjA^Ii(r^?JS ^''^^ only Incandescent Lamps ivhich have secured Universal Approval,

'^^"^^
MILLIOMS SOLD AND MILIIOMS SELLING. (i

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instruments.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.
4S BItOA.D STREET, - NE^V^ YORIS:.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELEGTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o Office: Ho^^kt ^Vork: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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A New Lamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Oontact.
Plenty ofRoom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Gap, With Bayonet
Liock, Projecting over the shell.

"ATS APt-IL
^'"^ /

No. 103 Concealed IFork.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOB MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

^For Sale by Supply Honees, or byDor oaie oy ouppiynoaBes, or oy /=

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company, V.
p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN.

J Ill AllL-^-^
T H and ^Yestlnshou'^e Styles.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
BIAJKUFACTtrBBBS OF

Th5 MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERT SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Pans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Elc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMimCAH BATTERY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle SI., CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^xoiocirpt S3a.iprr2.en.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
CHICAGO.-W. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION,

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,

s'srxt..^oi7S£i, IT. "S"., XT. s. .aL.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
ISO I/lberty St., F. C. TIMPSON, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

. 1,

THE -- :En:-rc-?ii-±!j ^ar Jtsj " j-^^"'

Warranted not to droop against the Bide of bulb, thereby destroying the life of the lamp.

A C* ATTVT ^^^ ^^° °^ ™*^''^ ^^"''^ °^ CONSTANT, pure white light, free from
-*»•*'***^^f discoloration, is a matter of self congratulation to our customers.

You are sure to like our methods, write us.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAe o,
437 "The Kookery."

NElf yOBK,
611 Slail and Express Building.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Go,,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUEERS OF

* I *

ll

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 3o. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES •

S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.
18 CortlandtSt., NEW YOKK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE EIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have sued H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap Switches.

The trade will please note that we have no intention to annoy them, but have sued Mr. Paiste, the manu-
facturer of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early hearing and it is not too much to ask
that the trade will in the meantime respect our patent rights and await the decision of the Court in the case.

THE HART & HECEMAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart Switch. HARTFORD, CONN.

Composed of Aebestos, combined with water and acid proof
materials, compreseed and vulcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES,
BwitchboardB, Armature Sleeves, Battery Cella, Inaulat-

ine Washers, Ineulatine Parts for Arc LightB, In-
candescent LightB, Motors, Chandeliers, Dyna-

mos, Etc. Field Magnet Spools.

Speeial Strles and Shapes to order. Prices on application.

—MANUFACTUBED BY—

The Johns-Pratt Co.,
MANUTACTUKERS OF

Moulded Mica.
H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

H. W. Jolins' ABbeetOB Millboard, Sheathinga, Building FeltB, Fire-prooJ PalutB, Liquid Paints, AsllBBtoB Kooflng Btc ,

Selling Agents,

JEBiSEX CITY.
BOSTON.

CHICAOO.
AjriiAHTA..

PHIIfADBI/PHIA.
liONDOK. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
-HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc anil Power Circuits.

'UTiCA'' QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KtIIFE SWITCHES for my
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX anil QUADRUPLiX LIOHTHING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Sugines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steal Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WABEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlaiidt Stieet, New York City.

Insulating Gomponnds,

Tape and Armatnre Varnlsli.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liibcrty St., KEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 54« "The Rookery."
SOLD BY

THB KliKCTRICAIi SlTPPliT CO., Chicago.
arOVEIiTY KLKCTUIC CO., Pbiladelphia,
PETTINC^EIili-ANDRKAVH CO., Boston

And Sapply Houses EveryTvhere.

Two 300 Amp. Shuntwonnd U. S. Dynamos.
Two 3J0 Amp. Shuntuound U. 8. Dynamos.
Two 500 Lt. T. H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with base, rheostat and ammeter.
T%vo 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Aic Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
Twelve 12 Lt. Knowlee Dynamos, with lamps.
Nine 3D l.t, Westinghouse Arc Dynamos.
Twelve 50 Lt. Schoyier Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.

Sis 30 Lt. Excelsior Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., v/ilh
single lamps.

Two 15 Lt. Excelsior Dynamos, single lamps.
Twol.WLt. Brush Incandeg. Machines, 95 Volts,
One 15 Lt. Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 60 Lt. Vaodepoele Arc Machines, with two

arinaturee and 25 double 2,000 C. P. lamps.
One 100 H. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 H. P. Armington & Sims Engine.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Corllandt Street, NEW YORK.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazlns and body
of our ware are of same rom-
position, and are baked aliHe,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 to 156 Green 8l„

Green Point,

DKOIIRHS, N.l

INTERIOR CONDUITS The Solution of tlie ProWeffl of Safe torllns

ELECTRIC CONDDGTORS
VVherOTer and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND DNDERGROnND

co:^nD"criTS
MANUFACTUBED BT

T !NX£RI O R
GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,

WORKS:
527 10 631 W. 34th St.,

626 to 528 W. 36th St.,

TRADE-MARK

General Offices: 42 & 446road St., New Tork.

Thos. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francleco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2^6 Pearl St., BnffaIo,N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. M:iin St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. Sth St., Cincinnati, O.
Ohas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Jllch.

Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,
110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St,, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co.. Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MAGHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.
CI03VEr»IjETI3 .A.3F»aF».A.H..A.TXT» FOX*. X&IOXj.A.'X'SIXS JE'I^.A-N'TISt.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ TASU
SELLING AGENTS

iCU^velnnil, Ohio, C. P. Nl
Minn., I'. .1, RUNZ, 81

MAonlNii; wouKs, 101

ItolTalo, N. T., D. U.

ICUOL80N, MS Soclotv for SuylnRB liulldlnK. Wanl.lnstnn, l>. C, J. U. BUBKBTT & CO., H09 Now York Ave. St. Pan],
800 MlnneHOlii St. Plilladrlplilu Hu.. I'ENNSYl.VANIA MACHINE CO., 3(1 N. 7th St. Hew UrIranH, l,a., BUCHEL
Oontl St. Uenirer. Ool., lIAVWAltU COCHltANK, sa.lucobson Building. Chloaco, 111., C. F. DUNDBKDALE, 430 Rookery.
BAKltlN, i«8 I'oarl St.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACIURERS OF APFARAI1TS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations and
1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators, and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

HEW YORK I.A1IP FACTORY, Capacity »0,«00 per day.

8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St.,

BOSTON. NEW YORK.
Pullman Building

CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
aiAliUFACTURED BY

Virim. BROOKFIELiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a nnmber of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low prica,

among the nnmber being two ©50-liglit,
1,000 volt Alternators.

to
WANTED TO BUY;

Second-hand machine, from 50

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
4S and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO

HUGHES BROS, MFG. 00,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross iriBs, InsDlator Pins «* Brackets,

And Electrical Sfoldlng.

Correi^IionLlenoe Solicited.

CHA1TANOOCA, - TENN.

FOR SALE.
Dynamos, both arc and incandescent, at your price.

Smooth Arc Specialties.

Wire Tightening Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp Hanger with Automatic Switch.
Arc Lamp llanger for outeiiie lamps.
Arc Ampere Meters for 6 3-10 or 10 Ampere Cnr-

rente, and other epecialtiee of Interest lo \ OU.
Canal Street,

CHAS. E, GREGORY, '''Vh ICAUO.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the meet dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE 'W^ORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGUL&TIOn
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

taiilll!tlrit%l!i.,
ZI9 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

Ill LAMPS
OF=

HIGHEST QUALITY
AT

»*iiiu*iiii,Ji*'
Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. '

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Light Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Tvpo eS-LlghtVan Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Stales Alternator.

One eOOL'ght United States, 110 vol*.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exdian;- Building, NewYorli.

QualitiesMICA
For £lectricBl Farposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
218 Water Street, Mew York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO, ILL-

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
^^^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., 73 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook,
N.J.

DENSMORE,
'•'The Worlds Greatest Typewriter"

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

Standard key board, "delightful touch,"

most convenient, simple, strong, dur-

rapid. Alignment strictly permanent.

For Catalogue and Testimonials, apply to-

—

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New York .

ELECTRICITY! BIZffDXSRS
.-Vmateure, beeimKM-s& all intx>reste(nii this Kcient-t' iieetl _ ., UICCTCOM CI CPTDiniJlhl
the only paper devot^^d to its n.-st prmoipk-s. Ih.sn-^^^^^^^^^^ FOP thC WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
SI II Year. 3 Slos. Trial 'iSc. Sample 10c. Adilr. ELECTItlfAL .^ .^^ .^^
ritOGKESS and Amateur Eltclrlcinn, I'51'2, KaveDswooU, 111.

\
—

—

©Xb^J^Ji-

[em^T" ^El.. ^/v ^X'tlxlzxst^ziy HNTe'^^T' 'S'^irls^ IST.
BAftTON

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

\m EUDwm Eo,

PUSH-BUTTON

SZEZZSnLiXjS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

PORCELAIN FIXTURE CUTOUTS.

AND

HORSE SHOES
FOR SAI.E.

Bryant [lectric Co,
1523 MOHADMOCK BLDQ.

Chicago, £k,U(j. 1, '92.

Slessts. Siu-o-^l'^ axvi C2uUa\
$i\,a\.\o-a, \Su\led %\^\z%.

$,'ojUci\\ea, IS,. ^JJ.Cul-Outs to^

yjo\\, ax\5. o\.\\,rc CuV-Ouls.

Youxo Ixu'vy,

B-v\jaul ll\etVdc Co.,
Thos. 6. Grkr, Weil. Mgr.

OUT catoVoQua'^,

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTBIC BRAND)

isaiForElectricai Purposes
SRANIBIiH Grimranteed 98/99% and free of lead and ii'on.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A. KLIPSTEIIM, 1 22 Pearl St., New York .

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.
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Fahrig's Electrostatic Process for the
Manufacture of Ozone.

Ozone was first discovered by ^'an Marum a century or

more ago, but it was first investigated and brought promi-

nently to the notice of medical and scientific men by Schon-

bein of Germany, in 1S45. From that date to the present

it has been a subject of active study by scientists,

sanitarians and medical men generally. Ozone teems to

exist in a minute quantity in the atmosphere, and how it is

formed there and the conditions of its existence have long

been matters of dispute. Schoiibein, Andrews in England,

and Houzean in France were the earlier and important ex-

ponents of the view that ozone is a normal constituent of

the atmosphere. In a valuable monograph published in

Germany in 1S79 Prof. Engler comes to the same conclu-

sion. On the other hand, however, the Russian chemist,

Schoene, after a long series of observations and laboratory

experiments, concludes that the effects ascribed to ozone

in the air are due, not to that substance, but to another

strong oxidizing agent, hydrogen peroxide. This view is

from England for the purpose of establishing the manu-
facture of ozone on a large scale. The Fahrig process, in

so far as the generation of the ozone from oxygen is con-

cerned, is strictly an electrostatic one. The idea of pro-

ducing ozone on a large scale was first conceived by
Prof. Fahrig in 1878 while he was engaged in experiment-

ing to produce calcium chloride directly from sodium

chloride by electrolysis. Through these experiments it

occurred to him that an easier way could be found to pro-

duce on a large scale a more effective bleaching agent

than chloride of calcium. Ozone was well known to him, of

course, through Schonbein's investigations, as the strongest

oxidizing agent, and the knowledge of the influence of the

electric spark upon oxygen led him to experiment with an

alternating current of very high tension. In 1S84 his

first ozone plant was built in Manchester, England, and

in 1S87 a large plant, the Sc. Helens Ozone Works,

was built in London, England. This led to the organization

of an ozone syndicate, which now controls Prof. Fahrig's

European patents pertaining to ozone. In 1SS8 Prof.

branches into the test pipe e and the gas pipe/, both pipes

being furnished with stop valves. A hand-regulating

steam valve g is provided for regulating the draft and
combustion in the furnace. The gas pipe / leads to the

two washer barrels C and D, The construction of the

washers is very plain. Each is an air-tight barrel half

filled with water, the supply of water being kept clean and
cool by the water being forced in through pipes k

h, and out through the siphon pipes / /, to the waste pipe

k. Washers CandZ? are joined by a pipe /. FromZ* a pipe

m extends to the gas reservoir E, in which the pressure is

maintained by water power through the inlet pipe n and

outlet pipec. A water glass is at/ with a scale to show
the height of the water in the reservoir, and ^ is a gauge

to indicate the gas pressure. From the reservoir E a pipe

r extends to the ozone generating apparatus. This con-

sists of three ozonizing generators, F F, of which No. I

and 2 are connected in multiple, with No. 3 in series.

Just beneath the ozone generators in boxes G and G^

are two specially wound and insulated converters that

la&^rji

FIG. I.

sha.ed by others of the present time, while several careful

experimenters seem to deny the presence of either sub-

stance.

Ozone is best made by the passage of electricity through

oxygen, and many scientists have been working upon ap-

paratus devised for the practical preparation of it in

quantity. By the slow combustion of phosphorus in moist

air ozone is also formed, but only in limited amount.

Various appliances in which this principle is employed have

long been in use in laboratories and elsewhere for purposes

of illustration.

Although fi fty years ago it was cl early shown by

Schonbein that ozone could be readily produced from the

ordinary oxygen of the air by the passage through it of

the electric spark, it is fair to presume that few, if any, of the

readersof the Western Electrician have had an opportu-

nity to inspect what could be very properly called an ozone

factory. Such a plant exists, though, at Marseilles, 111.,

and from the accompanying illustrations a very clear idea

may be had as to the extent to which the project has been

developed commercially in this country.

The Marseilles plant is operated in conjunction with the

American Ozdhs Water company and the gas is utilized

to ozonize table waters and high grade carbonated mineral

waters. The two establishments, located side by side,

are, however, separate, mechanically speaking, except that

the ozone is delivered to the Water company's plant by pipe.

The process employed in the JNIarseilles plan, is that of

Prof, Ernst Fahrig, who recently came to the United States

fahrig's electrostatic process for the manufacture

Fahrig exhibited the products of the St. Helens Ozone

Works, London, at the Manchester technical exhibition,

where they may still be seen. In 1891 Prof. Fahrig came

to this country with the view of exploiting his United

States patents. The Marseilles plant was the outcome of

his first negotiations in America, and it is claimed, further-

more, that it is the first plant in this country established to-

produce ozone for commercial purposes.

As has been already stated, in the B^ahrig process the

ozone is generated through the aid of electricity, the

chemical portion of the process consisting chiefly in the

production of the oxygen through the agency of a heated

compound of peroxide of manganese and hydrate of soda

and lime.

The manner in which the Fahrig process, which is ex-

tremely simple, is carried out will be better understood by

reference to the diagram, Fig. 2. This cut shows the rela-

tive arrangement of all the apparatus constituting a Fahrig

ozone generating equipnent. In this diagram A h z

furnace consisting of eight 5 inch by 6 feet pipes, a a,

connected in series and placed in four rows of two over a fire-

place built of fire brick in the usual way. To the first of

the pipes, a. there is connected an air pipe b with valve b^

leading from a blower B, which is operated at a speed of

4,000 revolutions per minute and gives an air pressure of 10

inches on the U-tube l>^. Joining the air pipe is a steam

pipe c with valve c' and test pipe tr- tapped off the main steam

pipe of the boiler plant. From the outlet tube of the furnace

a pipe d extends and carries the pressure gauge d^. This pipe

OF OZONE.

deliver current to the generating boxes above at a cal-

culated electromotive force of 40,000 volts. H is an al-

ternating dynamo of a capacity of 112 amperes at 50

volts pressure; / is the exciter dynamo. Switches, me-
ters and regulators are placed conveniently in the ozon-

izing room, so that the operator can vary at will the

current in the primaries of the converters, and thus

change the electrical pressure in the generators. The
electromotive force obtained in the secondary coils is, as

was before stated, calculated to be 40,000 volts. The
secondary wires are enclosed in glass, and again in hard

rubber tubing, and extend up through the tables and
enter the generators through glass tubes set into the

sides of the boxes. K is an apparatus for ozonizing

alcoholic liquors. L L are experimental jars for the

purpose of treating various liquors.

The operation of the plant is as follows: The pines

of the furnace are filled with a compound of peroxide of

manganese and hydrate of soda and lime. A fire is built

in the furnace and the air blower is started. When the

temperature reaches 250° the chemicals which are to act

as an oxygen absorbent are ready for action. The air

passing over the chemicals is decomposed, its oxygen

being retained by the absorbing chemicals, while the

nitrogen passes out through the waste pipe e, the valve

being left open. After an oxidization of 10 to 15 min-

utes the valves b' and e are closed, shutting off the air

blast and closing the nitrogen pipe c~. The draft in the

furnace is now increased, raising the temperature to
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about 400°. After a minute's increased heating,

which causes the chemicals to give up the absorbed

oxygen and leave it in a free state in the pipes, the steam

valve c and gas valve /' are opened far enough to obtain

a steam pressure of about 15 pounds per square inch. The

steam, rushing through the pipes, carries the oxygen with

it and carries it through pipey to washer C Here the

steam is condensed, leaving the free oxygen to pass to the

second washer D for an additional cooling. From the

washer the gas is carried to the reservoir -£. The valve o

is opened, so that the water escapes in the same propor-

tion at which the gas is accumulated. The oxygen is now

ready for the ozone room. When from 10 to 15 cubic feet

of pure oxygen have been obtained, the steam valve c and

gas valve/"' are closed, the draft in the furnace reduced

and the air valve // and nitrogen valve e' opened. Now
the chemicals, which have been deprived of all their oxy-

gen, absorb fresh oxygen from the atmosphere passing

over them, and after 10 to 15 minutes have elapsed the

operation is repeated as before described. When a suffi-

cient quantity of oxygen has been obtained, the gas inlet

pounds of No. 37 B. &. S. wire were required for the sec-

ondaiy.

In Fig. 3 one of the ozone boxes is also shown apart.

Reference to Figs. 5 and 6 will enable the reader to ob-

tain an idea of the details of a generator's internal arrange-

ment.

The case or box of a generator is built of wood, and

measures on the outside 24 by iS by S inches. The box prop-

er is lined inside with plate glass and is made air-tight with

insulating cement. The generator proper is made up of

plates of i^-inch glass and glass tubes i-inch in diameter.

The plates and the layers of tubes are arranged

alternately as indicated in Fig. 6. Each tube is

drawn solid at one end and contains an aluminum wire.

Fig. 5 shows two of the tubes with the wire cores. In

the generators at Marseilles two of the glass plates are

pasted each on one side with a sheet of aluminum foil as

shown in Fig. 6. This diagram shows also the electrical

connections of a generator. It should be explained that

the distances between wires and wires wires and fo'l, foil

and foil, foil and wires, and wires and wires, are equal.

wires from the generator may be attached. Before cementing

the sheets to the plate glass, they are pressed against a

sheet of steel netting with meshes 3 millimeters square.

This fills the sheet with a great number of raised points,

so to speak, that serve to direct the discharge more evenly

from plate to plate. The aluminum sheet is now varnished

on the under side, placed upon the glass and pressed evenly

with a felted pressure board and left to dry for twenty-four

hours. Then the sheet is varnished over, and when dry

the plate and its conducting surface is ready to go into the

generator. The thinner the foil the better the result.

The quality, too, of the varnish and the manner of var-

nishing form a most important part in the successful work-

ing of the generators.

After a study of the construction and the electrical con-

nections of a Fahrig generator, a most natural question is,

''Does the electrical discharge, which acts upon the oxy-

gen flowing through the generator boxes, pass through the

thick glass plates and solid glass rods?'' Mr. Fahrig an-

swers this question in the affirmative. He states that an

inspection of the interior of the box during action reveals

FIG. 2. FAHRIG S ELECTROSTATIC PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF OZO^E.

valve m is closed and ^e outlet valve r opened. To
create a pressure in the reservoir, the water outlet valve 0'

is closed and the inlet valve n opened; the water now

flows in the reservoir forcing the oxygen out through ; to

the ozonizing generators F F. In passing through the

generators each molecule of oxygen is brought under the

direct influence of the electric discharge, and is thus con-

verted from its original state O^ into O;,, or what is known

as ozone.

As the ozone generators and the converters are, from an

electrical standpoint, the most important portions of the

I''ahrig apparatus, a detailed explanation the con-

struction of these two parts will be of interest. Figs, i,

3, 5 and 6 are several views showing the generators and

converters. Fig. i is a reproduction of two photographs

taken in the ozone room at Marseilles. These general

views show the relative positions of the ozone generators

or boxes, the converters underneath, and the operator's

test table, switches, etc. One converter, it will be noticed,

has been raised from its oil box so that its construction

might be more easily seen. This transformer Is sim-

plicity itself. It is 27 inches long and has a 5 inch

iron core consisting of a number of bundles of

annealed iron wires. A single layer of heavy copper wire

constitutes the primary coil, while ihe secondary is made

up in five sections wound on five separate spools. Twenty

Prof. Fahrig states that the generators, although simple

in construction, require the greatest care in building. In

his work he had to be guided entirely by practical tests.

Having proved that for the commercial production of

ozone a 40,000 volt transformer gives the best result with

the most economical working, the surface of the condensers,

the thickness and distances between plates and wires must

be found by experiment. But irrespective of the number,

it may be said that the surface of the entire discharging

medium being 10 by 20 inches, a 5 millimeters thickness and

as millini3ters distance between will give the best result.

The glass must be of the best quality and of as even thick-

ness as possible. The rods must be straight and even in

diameter. The aluminum foil or tinfoil and the

aluminum wire must be pure, or nearly so. In building

a generator, after the rods and plates have been thoroughly

washed with nitric acid, rinsed in cold water and then in

hot water and last in methyl spirit tliey are at once coated

all over with a varnish made of 20 ounces of button lac to

I gallon of spirit-fini dissolved at 120 degrees temperature;

after a straining of from 12 to 15 hours it may be used with

a flat 2-inch wide camel's hair brush. The rods are

dipped in the varnish and receive also three coats. The
sheets are cut to the size, 10 by 20 inches, leaving a i

inch margin of gla^^s around the sheet. Each sheet has of

course a strip of foil projecting, to which the secondary

a bluish brush discharge between plates and tubes, and as

the gas fed to the boxes is oxygen and that leaving the

boxes is ozone, and as the electrical discharge through

oxygen produces ozone, it is most reasonable to conclude

that the brush discharge must be through the glass.

Neither plates nor tubes, though, show any change in

structure even under the microscope. It is seldom that a

generator plate gives way. It is a peculiar fact, though,

that if a plate doeg break the crack is

usually zig-zag and in one direction; that is,

the line of the break is, as indicated in Fig. 7,

from terminal corner to terminal corner. The plates,

though, show no sign of puncture. The rods, if they

break, invariably do so at about one inch from the end.

The transformers are wound for 40,000 volts, and the

current passing through the primaries is constant, but the

electromotive force now and then seems nearly to double

itself. This efi'ect is detected by the pitch of the sounds

in the generators. This seems a peculiar phenomenon.

It does not last long, and it ends usually in a snapping

and jumping over of sparks; then all is normal again.

With reference to the commercial utilization of ozone,

Prof. Fahrig says: "Ozone is the strongest oxidizing

agent known, and should be most useful particularly in

bleaching processes. At present chloride of lime is used

extensively as a bleacher. Chlorine, however, in a pure
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the strongest one would

[ per cent, of ozone is

any commercial oxidation.

and dry state has no bleaching properties. But from its

great affinity for hydrogen, forming oxygen and hydro-

chloric acid, chlorine becomes the strongest bleaching

agent. It is the oxygen set free in the chlorine in com-

bination with the water which performs the bleaching.

Now ozone is nothing but oxygen in a condensed state.

Oxygen converted into a i, 2 or 3 per cent, ozone is a

powerful bleacher. It is a mistaken idea that ozone can

be produced at any per cent, of strength. Six and 7 per

cent, of ozone is about

care to handle, and a i

strong enough for most

Ozone seems designed as nature's own o.xidiz-

ing agent. By employing ozone instead of chlorine

we substitute a harmless substance for a deadly poison.

It would be a step forward did our spice merchants adopt

ozone for bleaching ginger, pepper and all other food

stuffs. It could be used also for treating drinking waters.

Ozone alone can kill the bacteria in water. For

instance there is a splendid artesian well giving

water with valuable medicinal properties, but

on account of the water's passage at 1 800 feet

depth through coal and iron ores, it is highly impregnated

with sulphureted hydrogen. There is no process so sim-

ple and inexpensive as treating such waters with ozone.

Twenty grains of ozone per 1,000 gallons of water gives

a good result. Here we have at once a large field for the

use of ozone. Ozone could be used for bleaching paper,

especially the better grades; also for treating sewage; for

separating su^ar in sugar refining; for preserving meat,

fish, milk, etc.; for aging alcohol in general, and whis-

ky in particular. By carefully handling whisky direct

from the still we produced in 24 hours, with a six to one

volume ozone pressed through at 7 inches U-tube pres-

sure with a loss of 1.5 per cent., a liquor equal to that

asjed 10 years. The butyrine, arayline and toxy acids

yield to ozone, whereas the most destructive distillation

does not effect them. Whisky aged by ozone has been

pronounced of first-class quality.

'*Ozone is also used for making iodoform of very superior

quality; for making aldehyde; for oxidizing heavy oils; for

linoleum and and oilcloth manufacture; for sterilizing

water; for brewing purposes and for general medicinal

preparations and sanitary uses; for oxidizing aniline • in

That ozone kills the bacilli is a fact, but the appearance of

the phosphorescent light does not always prove that bacilli

are present."

Figs. S, g and lo show the main portions 01 the apoaratus

at the Marseilles plant, while Fig 4 is a view of the bot-

tling room of the American Ozone Water company. Fig.

8 is the blower which forces the air down from an elevated

point in the building to the furnace, Fig, 9. Fig. 10 is a

Electricity at the World's Fair.
Preparations for the work of equipping the electric iu-

termural railway at the World's Fair are progressing rap-

idly. The awarding of the contract for the erection of the

elevated structure and the location of the power house in

the southeastern corner of the park, near the forestry

building, have already been noticed in the Western
Electrician. Work has been begun on the foundations

FIG. 3. FAHRIGS ELECTROSTATIC PRO'

vlewof the alteroatorand its exciter, which furnishes the 50

volt current to the converters at the generators in the

ozone room. It was not possible to obtain a picture of

the reservoir.

For the information and photographs relative to this in-

teresting installation the Western Electrician is indebt-

ed to Prof. Fahrigand also to General Manager Gustave

fahrig's electrostatic process for the manufacture of ozone.

Monrath, Chicago, Mr. Monrath, it should be stated,

acted as Prof. Fahrig's consulting electrical engineer in the

construction of the Marseilles plant.

FIG. 4.

course of manufacture; for solidifying H^ S O^; for treat-

ing the sour mash in distilleries; for oxidizing animal

products; bleaching wool, silk, ivory, bone, wax, tallow;

bleaching sponges; treating eucaliptus and cod liver oil,

citron and olive oils. A very brilliant experiment is the

charging of certain liquids with ozone, 'which produces a

phosphorescent light. This pheiiomenon[ has-been observed

by others beside .myself, and Drs. ^Ring and Jeserich of

Berlin attributed the light to the process of, killing bacte-

ria in the liquid. I' cannot, however, entertain thls^theory.

The South Covington Cincinnati Street Railway com-

pany has filed a petition in the County Court against

Edward R. Stearns for the condemnation of a lot on the

west side of Lowell street, between Eleventh and Liberty

streets, Newport, Ky., 122 feet front by 425 feet to low

water mark on the Licking River, to be used as a location

for a power house.

CESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF OZONE.

for the elevated tracks and the heavy timbers will soon be

on the ground. The electrical and mechanical engineer-

ing of the plant is in charge of B. J. Arnold, who is now
at work on the plans for the power house. The station

will be equipped with Eabcock &: Wilcox boilers of 4,000

horse power capacity, and oil will be used as fuel. The
largest engine will be one of 2,000 horse power capacity

of the Reynolds-Corliss cross compound type and manu-

factured by AUis & Co. of Milwaukee. This will be di-

rectly coupled to a huge Thomson-Houston multipolar

railway generator of 1,200 kilowatts capacity, the whole

making an imposing combination. In addition there will

be a tandem compound Reynolds-Corliss 750 horse power

engine directly coupled to a 500 kilowatt generator; a

Greene 750 horse power engine, made by the Providence,

R. I., Steam Engine company, belted directly to a 500

kilowatt generator; a Williams 750 horse power vertical

engine, made by the Lake Erie Engine Works of BuiTalo.

coupled directly to a 500 kilowatt generator, and a Mc-

intosh & Seymour engine of 750 horse power directly

coupled to a 500 kilowatt generator. All of the electrical

machinery will be of the Thomson-Houston type, and the

dynamos will be multipolar and of great size. The total

capacity of the machines is 3,000 kilowatts. The con-

densing machinery will be placed in a pit in the engine

room. Here, also, will be located the well from which

the boilers will besuppHed with water. This will be con-

nected with the lake by a tile pipe, and will be partially

filled with water, which will, of course, stand at the level

of the lake. A feature of the plant will be the pro-

visions made for visitors. The partition separating

the boiler and engine rooms will, in the upper portion,

be constituted of a series of arches, and a gallery

will e.xtend on either side of this the whole length of

the building. Spectators will thus have an uninterrupted

view of the boilers on one hand and the engines

and dynamos on the other. Another "show" feature

in contemplation is the placing of a mass of incandescent

lights at the bottom of the well, which will illuminate

the water and show it surging in response to the action

of the pumps. This will doubtless constitute a popular

attraction.

Nearly all the outside work for the incandescent

wiring at the World's Fair has been accomplished.

Mr. Keller, the superintendent of the installation,

returned from Pittsburg last week, and Mr. Broadnax,

the engineer of construction, came back from New
York last Monday. The plans for the wiring of the

administration building have been prepared. A feature

will be the lighting of the great dome, which will be

partly accomplished by arc lamps concealed by a false

ceiling, which will cover a portion of the space over

the center of the* building. Fifty-light clusters of in-

candescent lamps and others of smaller size will encircle
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the interior space on the several floors and add to the gen-

eral effect.

Mr. Gardner, the designer of the Electra, the Electric

Launch & Navigation company's successful boat, is in the

city conferring with the World's Fair officials to determine

whether any changes shall be made in the model before

the orders are placed for the boats needed. The length

favored by the Electric Launch & Navigation company is

not to extend 34 feet.

The Electra continues to make occasional trips about

the grounds. On Friday of last week Mrs. Whitelaw Reid

old tombstones dating back to 1700, and here within twenty
feet was an electric line carrying farm products to market.
Extremes meet in Hampton-

and described. The work shows evidence that much
attention has been, given the compilation in order to
make the information trustworthy.
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and Secretary Rusk enjoyed the pleasures of a ride on the

lagoons in a boat propelled by electricity.

The French minister of commerce and industry recently

appointed thirty-nine committees to take charge of the

exhibition of French products at the World's Fair.

Among the number was one appointed to take charge of

groups 122 to 135, which comprise the department of elec-

tricity. The appointees are men who are well known in

the electrical world. They are MM. Baron, of the postal

and telegraph department; Dr. Berthelot of the faculty

of sciences; Carpentier, electrical engineer; Fontaine, pres-

ident of the Gramme society; Fribourg, inspector gen-

eral of telegraphs; Mascart, director of the Central met-

eorological office; Menier, cable manufacturer; Monnier,

professor of the Central schools of arts and manufactures,

and others.

At a recent meeting of this committee it was stated that

the government had been asked to make an appropriation^

of $20,000 for an exhibition of the French telegraph

service. With this as a nucleus, a creditable exhibit of

electrical apparatus could be made; otherwise the coopera-

tion of manufacturers could not be secured, as an appeal

to their patriotic pride would not alone induce them to

stand the necessary expense. The government, it was

stated, had refused the desired aid, as the administration

felt it had sustained the national honor sufficiently by its

participation in other classes.

This statement of the unwillingness of the government

to share in the electrical exhibit had such a discouraging

effect that the members of the committee decided at once

to send in their resignations. One of the number, however,

announced that he had not despaired of inducing the gov-

ernment to reconsider, and at his request the members of

Electric Railroading in Ohio.

Neighborhood rivalry is doubtles responsible for the fol-

lowing amusing description of the electric railway in Lima,

O., which is taken from the Coinier oi Findlay, O.

:

Prominent, if not chief, among the eccentricities of

Lima is her street car line. It looks like the "last existing

copy of the original edition" of the electric motor. It is a

sort of an overhead, double-trolley system. The trolleys

run on top of the wires, being held in place by suspended
weights and are connected with the motor by means of flex-

ible, insulated wires, the whole arrangement trailing out

behind the car like a dilapidated kite tail. The motive
power is applied by means of chain belt and cogs, which
apparatus when in motion, makes as much noise as a good
sized rock crusher. It can hardly be said with truth that

the cars run. They just proceed over the sagging rails

with a combination of movements. They transport the

people from place to place very much as the Santa Clara
street underground system did in San Jose. You enter the
oar, drop your nickel in the slot and ride half a block.

Then the ancient vehicle hobbles off the tra"ck, bumps
sidewise over the cobbles for awhile and you walk to town.

THE BOOK TABLE-
STREET Railways; Their Construction, Mainten-

ance AND Operation. By C. B. Fairchild. Published

by the Street Railway Publishing company. New York,

This book is by far the most complete work on street

railways that has thus far been published in this country.

It is designed to help builders and operators of street rail-

ways, but it also contains much information that will be
interesting to capitalists who have invested in street rail-

way securities or contemplate such investment. The sev-

eral systems of street railway propulsion are described, the

apparatus employed is explained and the best modern
practice in track and line construction, etc., is clearly pre-

sented. The first chapter of the book is devoted to elec-

hesr^n/f sircT-v/c/fi/r^c/zf.
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trie traction. After a brief explanation of fundamental
principles, the special application of electricity to the oper-

ation of street railways is described. The best known
types of generators, motors and other devices are illus-

trated and their construction and operation explained.

Special chapters are devoted to cable traction, horse trac-

tion, steam, air and gas motors, and elevated roads.

The work will be of particular value to those who desire

reliable information on car building and track construc-

tion. A chapter is devoted to each of these subjects.

There are many other interesting and valuable features in

this work which will commend it to street railway man-
agers. Under the head of "Discipline and Rules" direc-

tions are given for the conduct of a model road. These are

especially commended to superintendents as forming the
ground work for rules for the guidance of their employes.
Many excellent suggestions are also contained in the chap-
ter on book-keeping and classifications of accounts that
will be readily appreciated by accountants.

Throughout the entire work the author has shown a
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the committee determined to postpone, for a short time,

sending in their resignations.

Marketing Vegetables by Electricity.

In writing of the "truck farming" region of Southeast-

ern Virginia, a correspondent of the Manufacturers''

Record oi Tialtimore says:

In one of our trips the other day wc visited the old town
of Hampton, which is connected with Old I'oint Comfort
("Fortress Monroe) by a line of electric railway. While ex-
amining the "old Episcopal church." said to be the third
oldest church in America built by English people, wc saw
two electric flat cars pass rapidly down the line en route
for Old Point loaded to their full capacity with potatoes,
cabbages, cucumbers and tomatoes. Wc believe this to be
the first pijint in the world where "tatcrs are toted to mar-
ket" by electricity. The sight was a novel one. On one
hand was the old church, with its ivy covered walls and its

familiarity with the most minute details that will at once
inspire confidence. His suggestions are practicable and
they disclose an intimate knowledge of the requirements of
modern practice. This is particularly noticeable in the
chapters on track construction and car building, already
alluded to, which are probably the most valuable portions
of the book. Altogether the work is a most timely and
valuable contribution to street railway literature.

The Scientific American Cyclopedia of Receipts,

NoTKS AND Queries. Published bv Munn & Co., New
York.

This work contains 12,500 receipts and replies compiled
from the notes and queries of correspondents as published
in the Sciciilific Aiiicricnn during the last fifty years, to-

gether with many valuable and important additions. The
information is presented in concise form convenient for
reference. Instructions are given for working different
processes in the arts. Many of the principal substances
and raw materials used in manufacturing arc defined

Phenomena of Atmospheric Electricity.

The recent remarkable auroral disturbance pro-
duced curious phenomena on the telegraph circuits and in-

struments of submarine cables and cerial land lines that
may afford data for scientific men in determining the
actual nature and laws of the mysterious auroral phenom-
enon itself, says the New York ^mw. In a broad sense
telegraph circuits are affected by auroral displays in the
same manner as by violent thunder-storms, but the precise
effects from the two causes are very different. Interrup-
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tions to telegraphic communication on lines in far northern
latitudes are of frequent occurrence. The lines in Canada,
for instance, which run north of Lake Superior, from
Montreal to Winnipeg, are at certain seasons of the year
interrupted almost nightly by slight aurora! disturbances.
But the disturbance on July i6th was the most remarkable
in its effects on telegraph circuits of any noted for a great
many years, if not the greatest of all such displays. A
prominent electrician in this city took careful notes and
tests of the effects of this disturbance, and he calculated
that the force of the electrical current from the auroral dis-
turbance was equal to 500 volts.

It is interesting to note, too, that the telegraph instru-
ments showed the auroral disturbance to be very much
greater during the day, from about 11 in the morning to

4 in the afternoon, our time, when there was no spectacu-
lar display of celestial scenic effects, than it was at night
when the wonderful ph»;nomena was so apparent. The
electrical disturbances were noted at precisely the same

I'TG 9. FAHRIG S ELECTROSTATIC PROCESS FOR T?IE
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time in this city, in Chicago, and in Nova Scotia and New-
foundland. In Chicago it was noted that, while the sky
was cloudless and the sun was shining brightly, tremen-
dous currents of electricity charged the air, completely in-

terrupting all telegraphic communication. The currents
came in waves at irregular intervals.

But the most interesting effects were noted on the deli-
cate instruments of the Atlantic cables, and with there, on
account of their peculiar construction, various phenomena
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of the auroral disturbance could be noted that were not
possible on land line instruments. With the latter the ef-

fect was simply to put a current or a ground on the circuit,

which broke things up generally and prevented all com-
munication. On the cable instruments the length, inten-

sity, and direction of the waves of electricity were recorded

accurately. The effects were noted on the instrume nts of

the cables that run into this city from Nova Scotia, and on
the long cables at Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, which
run under the Atlantic to Ireland. It was on the long
cables that the auroral effects were displayed most strongly,

and as the cable drops direct from the office into the

ocean, and lies at the bottom, in some places three miles

down, the presumption that the auroral force was exerted

through that watery space as well as on the instruments
directly is of interest.

The siphon recorder, the instrument used for submarine
cable telegraphing, is the most sensitive kind of a galvan-

ometer in practical use. The auroral disturbance inter-

rupted communication entirely. During the disturbance,

especially between the hours of 11 and 3 midday, the si-

phon or needle was deflected intermittently very strongly

from the zero, or middle, position, and it swayed first to

the right, and then to the left. The movement of the
needle was very slow. It would suddenly move away to

the left, pulled by, say, a northerly current, and would be
pulled very far, indeed, beyond the limit of any cable cur-

rent, indicating that the current was verv powerful. It

would remain at the extreme point of deflection from 5 to

10 or 15 seconds, and then return slowly to zero. Some-
times immediately, sometimes a few seconds or minutes
later, the needle would be pulled slowly in the other direc-

tion by a southerly current, would Reflect to a remarkable
distance, remain there a few seconds, and then return

slowly to zero. That seemed to indicate that the electrical
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who may now come under the second Icass to such work :

will place them in the first rank."

Badt's Alternating Current Electric Rail-
way System.

The apparatus for conveying power to electric motor

cars by underground conductors which is illustrated by the

accompanying cuts is the invention of Lieut. F. B. Badt

of Chicago, who proposes to use alternating or multi-

phase currents for this purpose. It is proposed to trans-

form the current in step-down converters located at short

distances apart, using two surface conducting rails, con-

nected with the secondary coils of the transformers, to

conduct the current to the car motors by rolling contacts.

It is, however, possible to make one transformer answer

for a considerable extent of tract by using; suitable switch-

ing arrangements. The conductors are to be laid in sec-

tions insulated from one another, and an automatic

switch is provided by which the rails next in advance

of the car will be thrown into circuit in time to furnish

the working current as soon as the car has moved over

them in the proper position and cutting it off after the car

has passed. By this device, it is claimed, the conducting

rails will only be in circuit at the time of the passage of a

car.

Fig. I gives a diagrammatic view of the parts of the

apparatus in their relative vertical positions, while Fig. 2

shows an enlarged detail of a transformer and its associa-
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currents set up by the aurora were very powerful, were
steady and of long duration, and alternated in direction of
force in their polarity; they were like great waves of the
ocean ebbing and flowing. The effect of a severe thunder-
storm on a cable instrument, felt often when the storm is

far at sea, is a quick, instantaneous jerk of the siphon, the
effect lasting only an instant. The cables were effected in

the evening of the auroral display when the heavens were
aglow with the magnificent streamers and banners of light,

but the interruption was very slight as compared with
that experienced during the day.

Physicians and Electricians.
In commenting on the convention of the American Elec-

tro Therapeutic association, which is to be held in New
York this fall, the Sf. Louis Globe-Democrat sz.ys: "Such
a communion is calculated to do an immense amount of

good in directing attention to the admirable results that

have been attained in many departments of surgery and
medicine by means of electrical applications. Another
outcome of such a meeting can be looked for with satisfac-

tion. The field of electro-therapeutics is covered by three

pretty clearly defined classes of practitioners—the really

earnest and scientific workei ; the ordinary practitioner,

who, recognizing that electricity is 'the thing nowadays,'
uses it in a blind and perfunctory manner, knowing, per-

haps, that certain causes give certain general results, but
not knowing or, perhaps, not caring to know why; and the
electrical medical humbug. It is no small advantage that

such an opportunity can be afforded of differentiating be-

tween sound and questionable practice, and it is not

unlikely that the stimulus afforded by the prc"'0sed con-
vention will be the means of urging on many practitioners

ted parts. Referring to these cuts, A is an under-

ground cable containing two conductors. The cable

proper is composed of successive sections, each of which

is securely let into the side of the box E by means of the

stuffing-box D. Within this box the main conductors are

bared and from them lead the terminals of the primary

coil F, and in opposition to the secondary coil //, whose

terminals lead through stuffing-boxes into the switch-box

K, The two cover boxes may be tightly filled by means

of the funnels L L with oil to assist insulation. In the

box j^ is located the switch consisting of an electro-mag-

net M, which is included in the local circuit composed of

the conductors M^ M'~^ leading, respectively, from the

sectional rails M"^' A/*, Fig. 2. Opposed to this electro-

magnet is the pivoted armature ^V, normally disengaged

from the contact-block jV^, which forms one extremity of

the conductor which leads from the secondary converter-

coil. The other conductor 0, Fig. i, from the secondary

leads to the sectional rail Jl/*. The armature jV may be

held away from the contact point //^ by spring, gravity or

otherwise, as may be convenient. The rails Jl/"' M^ are

made in successive fairly well insulated sections laid upon

the surface. These sections are, preferably, slightly less

in length than the distance between the trolley wheels

R R and S S.

In the underground cable it is proposed to use currents

of 2,000 volts potential, or higher if desired, to be trans-

US

formed down to fifty volts. If for any reason the local

circuit is closed, no particular loss of current will ensue,

for insulation sufficient to confine a current of such low
voltage in the sections of conducting lail can easily be ob-

tained. Moreover, if by any possibility a local short cir-

cuit should be completed, small damage, if any, would be
done on account of the low voltage of the local current.

Suitable fuse- plugs would be placed in any or all of the

circuits or connections, as desired, for the purpose of in-

suring safety, and the car is preferably provided with two
motors, though more or less could be used, and with two
sets of trolley-wheels. One set will be placed forward on
the car and the other toward the rear. The conductor

^

^t^ v^
J^^JL-r

FIG. I. BADT S ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC RAIL-
WAY SYSTEM.

rails or strips are preferably arranged between the tracks

or rails on which the car is supported, and consist each of

successive sections insulated in the ordinary manner and
so far as may be convenient from each other.

Various means may be devised for closing the switch in

the first instance to start the car—as, for example, a stor-

age-battery cell or two may be associated with the car.

Assuming that current taken up by the forward trolleys is

being passed through the motors on the car and through

the magnet of the switch to hold its armature up and the

circuit closed, the car will, of course, tend to move forward

under the action of its motors. Its forward motion speed-

ily carries the forward trolleys toward the next succeeding

set of conductor rails or strips. The rear trolleys will,

however, at such time necessarily be on the set of rails or

strips in the rear of those against which the forward trol-

leys act. This current is being supplied to operate the

car and to keep the rear rail-sections in circuit through
the rear trolley. At the same rime the forward trolleys,

being connected, as shown, with the rear trolleys, a circuit

is closed through the switch associated with the next con-

verter, and a sufficient current is diverted through such

circuit to close the switch or lift up the armature and com-
plete the circuit through the secondary coil of the forward

converter. This brings the forward trolleys into circuit

and they lead a current through the motor or motors of.

the car. When the rear trolleys pass off of the set of con-

ductor-rails on which they are acting, they will of course

cause the release of the switch and the local circuit con-

nected with these rails will be broken; but before this

action takes place, sinje the conductor rails are somewhat
less in length than the distance between the trolleys, the

forward trolleys will have passed on to the second succes-

sive or forward conductor rails and will have brought them
into circuit and the current will be supplied through them,

as last above described.

FIG. 2. BADT S ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC RAIL-
WAY SYSTEM.

The system with some modifications is applicable to

conduits already laid. Lieut. Badt has also devised a

mechanical switch for this system by which the current is

turned on and off by means of projecting pins from the

trolleys. The advantages of the invention are the absense

of overhead wires, the presence of the current in the sur-

face conductors only when the car is over them, and the

low voltage employed in these rails. The principal defect

of the system is the lack, at the present time, of a satisfac-

tory alternating current motor adapted to street car work,

but when this want shall have been supplied Lieut. Badt's

invention will no doubt be thoroughly investigated by

practical tests.
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Ku-Xi RiCAi. interests in Northern Michigan and Wiscon-

sin will hereafter be especially guarded by an organization

formed last week by representatives of the electrical com-

panies in that region. It will be known as the Northwestern

Electric Light association, and among the names of the

members are many who are well known as successful sta-

tion managers. It is quite probable that the new organiza-

tion will do good work in promoting the interests of those

engaged in electric lighting and opposing oppressive legis-

lation. It has started out well and is deserving of success.

It appears likely that the French electrical exhibits at

the World's Fair will be meager, as the government has

declined to make an appropriation for a telegraphic dis-

play, which would have served as the nucleus for an elec-

trical exhibit of considerable size. This action is to be

sincerely regretted. One of the greatest attractions of

the Paris exhibition of 1S89 was the display of American

electrical inventions, but it does not appear that the French-

men are disposed to reciprocate in kind, even in a lesser

degree. Plnglandand Germany will each make fairly large

exhibits of electrical products, France, with hardly any-

thing to show in this department, will make a sorry show-

ing beside them. It will be a great pity.

EviDKNCK of the eagerness with which the public gen-

erally grasps at information on electrical topics is pre-

sented in the statement of the officers of the Chicago Uni-

versity, who have in charge the arrangements for the uni-

versity extension course of lectures, The subjects which

lead all others in point of popularity are electricity and
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American history. Interest in both of these topics, es-

pecially the latter, has been greatly stimulated by the

World's Fair. Everybody interested in educational work

reahzes what a fascination there is for the student in every-

thing pertaining to electricity. It is not to be wondered

at, therefore, that a popular series of lectures by men of

wide reputation would prove a great attraction at this time.

It was hoped that the labor troubles at Buffalo would

be settled without involving the telegraph operators in the

strike, but, according to the daily papers, there is reason

to believe that some of the operators will join the strikers.

The operators on the Lackawanna road want more money

and fewer hours. Almost precisely the same conditions

exist on the Erie road. The Vanderbilt roads pay about

the average wages, but the hours of labor are the same as

on the other two roads. The adjustment of these differ-

ences is likely to result in a strike. This statement, which,

it is claimed, was authorized by a member of the Order of

Railway Telegraphers, conflicts with the avowed policy of

that organization. It is to be hoped that a strike may be

averted, as conflicts between labor and capital are general-

ly attended by hardship to the men-

Projects for high speed electric railways to connect

adjacent cities are not confined to the United States. An
eng'neer, presumably a Belgian, rejoicing in the name of

Prosper van den Kerchove de Gand, has proposed to the

government an electric railway to connect Brussels and

Antwerp, trains to be run at tlie rate of S3 miles an hour.

As the distance between the two cities is slightly less

than thirty miles and as the country is almost perfectly

flat it is thought that the plan is a feasible one. It is

proposed to run single cars of large size and to make the

trip in 20 minutes. The cost of the railroad is put down

at $2,300,000, and, what is somewhat surprising, it is

stated that the promoter of the scheme is prepared to fur-

nish the money if the right to operate can be obtained

from the government. It is to be hoped that he will be

allowed to put his plan in operation. The results would

be awaited with interest.

It is gratifying to learn that steady progress is being

made on the long-distance telephone line that is to connect

New York and Chicago during and after the World's Fair.

The latest reports state that a point between Goshen and

Elkhart, Ind., has been attained in the westward progress

of the work of construction, and before long South Bend

will be reached. Work is also under way from the Chi-

cago end. The company which is back of the enterprise

has generally been accorded fair treatment by the authori-

ties of the cities on the route, as it is generally recognized,

even by aldermen, that the project is one deserving hearty

support. There is little doubt that conversation between

Chicago and New York—a distance of almost a thousand

railes^can be successfully held, and the accomplishment of

this feat will be one of the greatest of the striking elec-

trical achievements of the nineteenth century. The pro-

ject is in line with enlightenment and progress, and it is

entitled to public approval.

Within ten miles of the city of Baltimore there is an

excellent water power capable of furnishing 10,000 horse

power throughout the year. This power has never been

utilized, but now it is proposed to build an electrical gen-

erating plant at this point and transmit the current to the

city. Advocates of municipal plants have already pre-

pared statements showing that the city can light the streets

with electric lights and sell enough power to street railway

companies and manufacturers to realize a handsome

profit on the investment. They are just now bending all

their efforts towaid securing the passage of an ordinance

authorizing a $1,000,000 loan which will enable them to

put their pet theories into practice.

It is hardly possible that this scheme will go through.

It is much more probable that private capital will event-

ually be called upan to develop the water power of the

Gunpowder river. If the estimates presented by engineers

are reliable, there may be a great future for Baltimore as a

manufacturing city of the first class.

Any plan for using alternating currents in street rail-

way work is sure to excite interest, and no doubt Lieut.

Badt's invention, which is described on another page, will

attract much attention. The Idea has advantages that are

apparent. Economy of transmission is secured by under-

ground circuits carrying alternating currents of high poten-

tial, which are, however, transformed in converters, placed

at frequent intervals under the track. down to a pressure of

fifty volts. Connection is made with the car motors

through surface conductors and trolley wheels. These

conductors arc laid in insulated sections slightly shorter

than the car body. An automatic switching arrangement
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allows only that portion of the conductors under the car to

be in circuit, as the car passes along, but even should an

accidental contact be made by a man or an animal the

voltage is so low that no harm would be done. The prin-

cipal drawback to the scheme, as it is outlined on ,3aper,

appears to be the lack of an alternating current motor

adapted for stieet railway work. With this difiiculty

obviated, Lieut. Badt appears to have one of the most

promising of the many schemes for electric railways

operated by means of underground conductors.

It now appears that the original programme of the

American Street Railway association will be followed, and

the convention held at Cleveland, O., October 19th, 20th,

and 2 1st, despite the fact that the dedicatory exercises at

the World's Columbian E.x;position will be held at the

same time. This conflict of dates will undoubtedly have

a bad effect upon the attendance at the Cleveland conven-

tion. As was pointed out last week, the street railway

men of Chicago, and in fact of the entireWest, will be much

more interested in the exercises at Jackson Park than in

the proceedings at Cleveland. It cannot be expected that

the heads of the great street railway lines of Chicago will

have any time to devote to the Cleveland meeting. Every

man connected with these lines will find plenty to occupy

his time in handling the great throngs that will be attract-

ed by the exercises at Jackson Park. It is generally be-

lieved in Chicago that there will be more street railway

men in the World's Fair city than at Cleveland during the

convention. It is therefore to be expected that the manu-

facturers of street railway apparatus and the supply dealers

will find it necessary to give quite as much attention to

Chicago as Cleveland, and it is probable that Chicago

concerns will give much more. It would seem that the

conflict in dates would jeopard the success of the conven-

tion, yet the announcement is made that the original plan

will be followed. Secretary Richardson says the matter

has been passed upon by the executive committee, and

that that body did not feel warranted in making the

change. This is certainly to be regretted, as it will cause

considerable disappointment among the friends of the

association in Chicago and elsewhere.

The process of manufacturing ozonefor commercial pur-

poses by passing oxygen through a box or compartment in

which there is a constant brush discharge due to the action

of an alternating current of 40,050 volts pressure is one

that will possess a peculiar attract on for all who are in-

terested in the phenomena of electricity. That such a

plant is in actual operation in the state of Illinois, not far

from Chicago, will no doubt be news to nearly all the

readers of the Western Electrician, as heretofore

the work done in this direction has been almost entirely

confined to Europe. The fact is as stated, however, as a

reference to the complete description of Prof. Fahrig's

process which is published in this issue will testify.

Of particular interest are the details of the generating

boxes in which the oxygen is transformed into ozone by

the electric spark. The description is too long to be repro -

duced here, but the essential feature is the alternate ar-

rangement of thick glass plates and glass tubes contain-

ing aluminum wires. It would hardly seem possible that

the current, even at 40,000 volts, could pass through such

approved insulation as this, but Prof. Fahrig says that

there is no doubt about it. He states, further, that an in-

spection of the interior of the box during action reveals a

bluish brush discharge between plates and tabes, and as

the gas fed to the boxes is oxygen and that leaving the

boxes is ozone, and the electrical discharge through oxy-

gen produces ozone, we are irresistibly led to the conclu-

sion that the brush discharge must be through the glass.

Neither plates nor tubes, however, show any change in

structure even under the microscope.

Several other interesting facts are noted by Prof. Fah-

rig. The generator plates seldom give way, but when

one does break it has been noticed that the crack is usually

zig-zag and in one direction; that is, the line of the break

is from terminal corner to terminal corner. The plates,

however, show no sign of puncture. The rods, if they

break, invariably do so at about one inch from the end.

The transformers are wound for 40,000 volts, and the

current passing through the primirles is constant, but the

electromotive force now and then seems to double itself.

This effect is detected by the pitch of the sounds in the

generators. This is a peculiar pienomenon. The in-

crease does not last long, and It ends usually in a snapping

pressure and jumpingover of sparks; tlien all is normal

again. The study of the behavior of currents of elec-

tricity at high potentials is of absorbing interest, but it is

seldom that an opportunity for observations of this charac-

ter Is combined with operations of commercial utility, as is

the case in the electrostatic process of manufacturing ozone.
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George A. Redman.
la electrical circles George A. Redman, whose portrait

is herewith presented, is known principally as superin-

tendent of o^e of the largest electric lighting stations in

the country operated by water power. Mr. Redman has

long been an advocate of utilising water power for gener-

ating electricity, and he has fully demonstrated at the

Brush station at Rochester, N. Y., the practicability of

his views. For eleven years he has been in charge of the

Brush plant in that city. This station, which has al-

ready been illustrated and described in the Western
Electrician, has attracted much attention. It pos-

sesses many interesting features devised by Mr. Red-

man and this has naturally brought him into prominence

in the electrical fraternity. Mr. Redman has just been

appointed general superintendent of the Rochester Gas &
Electric company, which controls all of the lighting com-

panies of the Flower City.

Mr. Redman was born at New Orleans, La., in 1S47,

but removed to Rochester, N. Y., at an early age and has

since resided in that city. His first experience was

gained with the New York, Albany i Buflalo Telegraph

company, whose service he entered at the age of fourteen

years. Since that time he has been connected in some

capacity with the electrical interests of Rochester. His

first days in telegraphy were passed under James D. Reid,

who was at that time superintendent. Enos M. Barton,

now president of the Western Electric com-

pany, was an operator at the Rochester office

when Mr. Redman entered the service. Applica-

tion to his duties secured recognition and promo-

tion and it was not long before Mr. Redman
occupied a prominent position in telegraph cir-

cles. He displayed e.^cellent judgment and

e.\ecutive ability of a high order. He was manager

of the American District Telegphone company,

Edison Telegraph exchange and Western Union

office at Rochester. Eleven years ago he left the

telegraph field to engage in electric lighting,

which at that time was iust beginning to attract

attention in commercial circles. The Brush

Electric Light company of Rochester had been

formed and Mr. Redman was made superinten-

dent. The company had only seventy arc lamps

at that time, but it soon began to enlarge its bus-

iness, and its station to-day is one of the largest

in the country. An idea of the progress that has

been made in electric lighting in Rochester can

be gathered from the fact that there are now

operated from the central stations of the consoli-

dated company over 2,300 arc and 23,000 incan-

descent lamps and 1,100 motors- There are four

central stations, three of which are operated by wa-

ter power, aggregating 7,000 horsepower, and one

exclusively by steam. The total driving capacity

of the stations, water wheels and steam engines,

is g,goo horse power. Thomson- Houston, Brush,

Western Electric, United States and Edison

generators are employed.

Mr. Redman is popular with his neighbors and

the business men of the community, and they

have often shown their confidence in him. Mr.

Redman has never aspired to public office, and,

aside from serving one term in the city council, has

declined to engage in politics, although pressed to do so.

Mr. Redman is a member of the National Electric Light

association and takes an active part in its proceedings.

His paper on the utilization of water power for operating

electric light stations, which he read at the Montreal con-

vention, brought out the most interesting discussion of the

meeting, and attracted considerable attention not only in

this country but abroad. It was one of the most valuable

contributions on the subject.

Brussels-Antwerp Electric Express.

One of the most interesting projects recently proposed

in Europe is that of the electric railway between Brussels

and Antwerp, The projector of the enterprise is by no

means a visionary but is a man who has built up a wide

reputation as an engine builder. His name, which is

formidable, Prosper van den Kerchove de Gand, is said

by VElectrkien of Paris to be a guaranty that the project

is proposed only after careful deliberation.

The traffic between the two cities has become so great

that a new line is a necessity. It is Van den Kercliove's

proposition to the government that the new line be elec-

trically operated and that trains shall be run every ten

minutes. The service, bethinks, would prove popular, as,

freed from the soot and smoke of the engines, the ride

would be a pleasant one, and the fact that with a. ten min-

ute schedule no reference to a time-table would be neces-

sary would be especially appreciated by travelers.

The route is direct, and the electric trains, which would
be substituted for the 16 express trains running daily each

way, would make the trip in 20 minutes. E^ch train

would be composed of a long car, seating 60 persons, with

motors on the axles, which would take current from an

overhead wire. The speed has been estimated at S3

miles per hour. The estimated cost of the road is $2,300,

000, which Van den Kerchove expresses himself willing to

risk, giving to the state a certain proportion of the re-

ceipts for the right of operation.

Of the enterprise L'Electricien says, "It is a splendid

project and one that is perfectly feasible. Brussels-Ant-

werp will be followed by Brussels- Paris—a distance that

will be traversed in an hour and a half."

Street Railway Convention.
The suggestion made in the Western Electrician

last week that the date of the street railway convention at

Cleveland be changed so as not to conflict with the open-

ing exeicises of the World's Fair was received with ap-

proval, especially by the street railway men of Chicago.

It appears, however, that the association has already se-

cured a hall at Cleveland and that other arrangements

have progressed so far that it is feared that a change can-

not be made. W. R. Mason, general manager of the
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Railway Equipment company, Chicago, last week received

a letter from Secretary Richardson of the association in

which he said:

The matter of changing the date of our annual meeting

has been under advisement by the executive committee,

and it has been considered unwise to make any change.

The week preceding the Chicago display there will be a

similar "turn out" in New York. The week after the

Chicago demonstration would be too cool, while the first

week in October is too early, so that the meeting will,

doubtless, be held as provided for in the constitution.

Electrical Quackery in England.

One of the greatest impostures of the day received a se-

vere blow recently, says London Industries. A patient

suffering from hernia had applied to the Medical Battery

company. He was examined by an expert whose qualifi-

cation consisted in his being a salesman in the West End.

This exceptionally qualified medical man told the patient

he was not suffering from hernia, but might do so soon if

he did not wear one of Harness' notorious so-called elec-

tric belts. This was therefore applied. It gave rise to

great pain, and the patient eventually consulted a doctor,

who told him he had been suffering from hernia all the

time, and that the so-called electric belt was injuring him
seriously. The patient bad only paid £2 out of the £5 5s.

for the belt,and was sued by the so-called Medical Battery

company, with the result that he obtained his money bacV.

Let us consider this exposure of astounding quackery.

A man believes he has a very serious complaint. He sees

electrical cures advertised in all directions, and seeks med-

ical advice. He is introduced to a shopwalker, who poses

as a qualified medical man, and foists upon the patient an

absurd belt with bits of zinc and copper sewn in, and
charges five guineas for it. It must be remembered that
this is not an isolated case. The salesman from the West
End stated that he had "treated" some 16,000 cases. That
is to say, the health, and perhaps the lives, of 16,000 peo-
ple have been wantonly risked, and something like £80,-
000 taken as payment.
Our readers may think it strange that a technical jonr-

nal should devote space to a case about electropathic
quackery. Unfortunately, there is little chance of such
cases being known otherwise, as the daily papers have
taken their share of the £3o,ooo, and are not, therefore,
prone to explode this scandalous fraud. We were glad to
see that Mr. Gatehouse gave evidence as to the uselessness
of the belt. Mr. Gatehouse has, perhaps, done more than
any other person toward exposing this system.

A Baltimore Electrical Project.
The suggestion has been made that a large amount of

money could be saved for the city of Baltimore if the over-

flow of the water at the Loch Raven dam were used for the

operation of a plant to light the entire city by electricity.

The dam is 170 feet above mean tide and the total flow of

the Gunpowder river in 1891 averaged 424,413,698
gallons a day. The depth of the water varies at

different times, but the flow never ceases. On July
iS, 1S91, the greatest depth of the year— three feet

—was recorded. The dam is ten miles from the city

hall in an air line. It is said that the buildings, machinery
and engineering work necessary to utilize the flow of

water in obtaining 10,000 hcrse power and gener-

ating and delivering the resulting current of

electricity in Baltimore would cost $400,000.

This would provide, roughly speaking, for 10,000

arc lamps or 100,000 incandescent lamps.

It is proposed to use a heavy current, reducing

the pressure at sub-stations in the city. At
present about one-fifth of the city is lighted by

electricity. It is estimated that 4,000 arc lamps

would be required to light the entire city. The
use of this number of lights would leave 6,000

horse power from the generating plant unexpended

which it is said could be used to operate electric

railways or other electrical enterprises until the

growth of the city would require it to be expended

in the electric light service.

The cost of 4.000 arc lamps would be about

$150,000. A rough estimate of the length of

circuit wires required for such a system places the

total at 500 miles. At $100 a mile, the cost oi

the circuit wires would be ^50,000. The poles

generally used would cost §12 each, which

would make an additional $50,000, Their erection

at $2.50 each would cost $io,coo. These items

of construction added to $400,000 for generat-

ing and delivering brings the total cost of plant

to $660,000, to which must be added the purchase

and equipment of sub stations. The sum of

$1, coo, 000, itis said, would be sufficient to cover

the entire cost. The payment of 3^ per cent, in

terest on this amount, which would be $35,000,

and the operating expenses would be the annual

cost to the city.

The appropriations by the city council for the

lighting deparment in 1892 within the old city

limits are $132,000 for gas, including repairs,

$8,025 for gasoline, and $^27,000 for electric lighting,

making a total of $267,025. For the Annex the appro-

priations were $12,018.80 for gas, $5,420.90 for gasoline

and $1,152.90 for electric lights, a total of $18,592.60.

In addition to these sums there are 130 lamp lighters,

who are paid $S a week, which amounts to over

$54,000 a year. The present lighting service costs the city

about $340,000 a year, and it is claimed that a vast annual

saving would result from the operation by the city of its

own electric light plant, amounting to a sum sufficient to

pay off the $1,000,000 loan necessary to start the plant.

A Beautiful Southern Aurora.

A strikingly grand view of the aurora australis was ob-
tained between II o'clock and half-past 11 last night at

Sydney, and off the coast to the southward, says the Syd-

ney, Australia, Herald. The brilliancy of this astronomical

phenomenon was so great as to cause many persons to sup-

pose it was the effect of a terrible fire, and had it occurred

several hours later and more to the eastward, there are not

a few who would hav declared it was the precursor of a
glorious sunrise. Altogether it was a grand sight. As
seen from the steamer Electra, which arrived in port soon
after midnight, Capt. Edward Farrell says that just before

making the Heads he and his passengers had a splendid

view of the aurora. It was deep rosy pink, with lighter

vertical stiipes, and spread over the whole of the southern

horizon from southwest to southeast. It has seldom been
seen in this latitude so striking and beautiful as it was last

night.
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Electric Drill for Mines-

The drilling apparatus shown in the illustration is

mounted upon a heavy timber frame. Behind this is an

electric pump supplying water to the drill and having a

capacity of about 700 gallons per hour against a pressure of

150 pounds to the square inch. It also supplies water to the

hydraulic cylinders of the drill as well as the drill rod. Valves

are set in the pipes leading to the pressure cylinder so that

any desired pressure may be put upon the drill bit. A
valve also controls the supply of water to the drill rod, the

pump being able to supply an ample amount to keep the

cutting rim of the bit perfectly free and clean. The drill

head is arranged with a heavy hinge so that, when un-

coupled from the drill rod, it may be swung away from the

frame to allow room for hoisting the drill rods from the

hole. Here also the machine shows its complete fit-

ness for this work, for at the top of the main standards- of

the iron frame is arranged a small hoisting drum, which,

by the simple movement of a lever, is geared to the

armature of the motor, and the machine is ready, with the

aid of a block and fall, to hoist out its own drill rods. In

the experiments which were made with one of these drills at

the factory the drill under a pressure of 120 pounds per

square inch on the pistons of the pressure cylinder bored

Dynamo and Engine Combined.
The accompanying illustration represents the combination

dynamo and engine now being manufactured by the Dia-

mond Match company of New Haven, Conn. This machine

comprises a complete and independent plant for factories,

offices, stores, steam yachts, and especially for mining, or

any underground work where a movable plant is desired.

Northwestern Electric Light Association.

The electricians, managers and officers of the electrical

works of the Northern Peninsula of Michigan and North-

ern Wisconsin formed an association at Marinette, Wis
,

Aug. rgth, under the title of the Northwestern Electric

Light association.

The officers elected were H. C. Higgins of the Mari-

nette Gas, Electric Light & Street Railway company,

president; T. A, Pamperin, manager of Citizens' Light &
Fuel company, and president of the Electric Manufactur-

ing company of Oconto, Wis. , secretary, and Louis

Lusk, president of the Edison Electric Light company of

Antigo, Wis., treasurer. The directors are G. S. Ley-

kom, James R Dee, F. B, Warren, A. A. Foreman and

John F. Fitzpatric.

The object of the association will be the regulation and

Pattee's New Lamp-Hour Recorder.
A new form of Pattee's electrical lamp-hour recorder for

incandescent circuits is illustrated herewith.

When used for this purpose the recorder is connected in

shunt with the group of lamps or the motor and it then

PATTEE S NEW LAMP-HOUR RECORDER.

tells their actual running time. In the case of lamps on

series or multiple series circuits the Pattee recorder is de-

signed to carry the full current, and in either case it is the

simplest and most reliable device for the purpose. Quite a

number have been used during the past year on both arc

DYNAMO AND ENGINE COMBINED.

and incandescent circuitF. The device is manufactured by

George Cutter, Chicago.

lona Ceiling Cut-out.

The accompanying cut illustrates a new design of ceil-

ing cut-out, the lona. The cap which holds the fuse is

fastened to the base by a long clip interlocking with the

ELECTRIC DUJI-Ls I UK MlNhb.

through twelve inches of solid blue granite in three min-

utes. Under a pressure of 75 pounds the drill cut through

12 inches in six minutes, and at a pressure of 35 pounds it

cut through the same amount in about sixteen minutes.

These cutting speeds were made with the drill bit and short

barrel coupled directly to the drillhead, and will necessarily

be slightly diminished when a considerable length of rod has

been driven into the rock, but they are sufficient to show
conclusively that the even motion of the electric motor

makes it the ideal power for this work. The drill is placed

on the market by the General Electric company.

settlement of lines of policy and exchange of ideas on

matters of mutual interest in the electrical business.

A number of honorary members were elected, including

I-L G. Hamilton of Sault Ste. Marie, Canada, W. T. Sul-

livan of the Chicago Auditorium and J. E. Bowers, presi-

dent of the Crystal Falls board.

^ '<^^ iiiiipy

Safety Side Cutting Plier.

The accompanying cut represents a new device placed

on the market by Vallec Bros, ik Co. of Philadelphia. It

is a side cutting plier with insulated handles. The handles

are covered with a moulded insulating material, which is

very durable and of high insulating quality, and, as is

readily, seen, prevents any contact with electric cunents if

Vy accidenl live wires are handled.

SAFETY SIDE CUTTING PLIER.

After the adjournment of the meeting the visitors, under

the guidance and through the courtesy of President Hig-

gins, inspected the well equipped and regulated electric

light plant and street railway under the management of

that gentleman. The next meeting will be held on Octo-

ber i2th, at Oconto, Wis,

lONA CEILING CUT-OUT.

V piece of the cap; and this is further fastened by a

phosphor bronze spring, thus obviating the inconvenience

of screws. This cut-out is being placed on the market

by the Redding Electric company, 41 Federal street,

Boston.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, August 20.—The probability that the over-

head system of electric traction will soon have a place on

the streets of New York has caused another clamorous

outbreak of denunciation in the daily press of this city.

Many of these attacks are so conspicuously inaccurate and

vehemently unjust as to be simply farcical; and in this

competition of silliness the Evening Post, which, before

the evil days of Godkin, was conducted by \Villiam Cullen

Bryant, easily maintains the lead. In place of sober ar-

gument this journal prejudges the question like this:

Upon the qaestion of the danger of the system to both

life and property there is no room whatever for discussion.

The record of deaths andaccidenf;, both among human
beings and animals, and of fires communicated to adjoin-

ing property, fills columns in the newspapers of every city

in which the wires have been strung. The World has

been doing valuable service during the past few weeks in

collecting evidence of this kind, and the showing which it

has made of the results in Boston and Cleveland especially

is appalling enough to restrain even an alderman from vot-

ing to extend the system in any direction. In Boston,

where the trolley exists in its more aggravated form, the

official record of disasters is made up of almost dally en-

tries of lives lost, or persons injured, or property set on
fire, or accidents from collisions, or panics caused by the

inability of the fire department to approach a burning

building because of the network of deadly wires stretched

over the street in front of it.

Surely evidence of this character ought to be convincing,

and any body of city officials sworn to guard the public in-

terests ought to be incapable of conseniing to the intro-

duction of such a constant menace as this mto the streets

of a great city. It appears to be taken for granted, how-
ever, that our aldermen will consent, no matter what ar-

guments or protests are laid before them. Their action

will have to go before Mayor Grant for approval, and it

would be entirely consistent for him to refuse to give it.

He won for himself great credit as a public-spirited execu-

tive in his energetic and successful fight against the dead-

ly electric lighting wires. Nothing in his public career

has been so popular as his cutting down of the telegraph

poles and forcing all the electric wires, deadly and harm-

less, under the ground. Yet the peril of the electric light-

ing wires was a mere trifle compared to those which the

trolley would introduce. To abolish the first and then

consent to the introduction of the second would be an act

of inconsistency for which there would be no defense.

After a perusal of this editorial the well-informed reader

will hardly know which is the more amusing—the specta-

cle of the Evening Post patting our Tammany mayor on

the back or its statement that the peril of electric light

wires is a "mere trifle" compared to that of the trolley.

Telephone subscribers in Brooklyn are complaining that

the induction from the trolley wires of the electric railways

in that city interferes with the efliciency of the service.

AU-metallic telephone circuits are suggested to remedy the

difiiculty. In test cases in other states it has been decided

that, in case of conflict, the electric railway companies, as

common carriers, have a right to use the highways superior

to that of the telephone companies.

The Harlem Bridge, Morrisaniaand Fordham Railroad

company has been successful in its fight to prevent inter-

ference by the town commissioners of railway of West-

chester, Westchester county, with the laying of its tracks.

The road is better known as the Huckleberry road.

When it started on the work of extending its lines in West-

chester there was much excitement among the citizens.

Some of the track was laid, and soon as laid torn up. The
town commissioners alleged that the company had not the

right to lay the tracks. A temporary injunction was ob-

tained restraining them from interfering with the work,

and Judge Andrews of the Supreme Court has now handed

down a decision miking it permanent.

A corporation known as the New York Visual Tele-

graph company filed articles of incorporation on Tuesday

with the county clerk at Elizabeth, N. J. The company's

capital is placed at ijioo.oa^, and its business will be to

transmit news and perform oiher public services by means

of electrical devices. The incorporators and stockholders

are James E. Browne of Elizabeth, William W. Rider of

New York, and Albert Blackburn of Yonkers.

The new electric railway in Plainfield, N. J., although

completed on only one side of the city, carries 2,500 pas-

sengers a day. North Plainfield will probably adopt a

similar system of rapid transit, as the new road has become

very popular. Mayor W, L. Saunders of North Plainfield

is now traveling about the largest cities studying the merits

of the different methods of street car propulsion, to aid his

council in making a decision.

The papers in the suits brought by the Edison Electric

Illuminating company and the Edison Electric Light com-

pany against the Equitable Life Assurance society have

not been served upon the officers of that society yet. It is

claimed that the electric plant in the EquitaL'e building

contains severaljinfringements^of Edison's patents, and the
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complainants ask for an injunction restraining their use and
for the profits obtained from their use. The Equitable uses

the United States Electric company's system, and the suits

are brought in anticipation of the decision of the judges

of the Circuit Court of Appeals in the suits between the

Edison and United States people over the incandescent

lamp patents. If the decision is in favor of the former the

lEJunclion will hold good.

W. F. O,

St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis, Aug. 20.—The Autumnal Festivities asso-

ciation has contracted for a large amount of electric incan-

descent lighting for the public streets this fall. The
lamps will be employed principally on Twelfth. Broadway,

Fourth, Market and Olive streets, where ornamental

arches are now being erected. The lights will all be of 16

candle power. The Missouri Electric Light & Power

company will furnish current for 5,,000 of these lights; the

Laclede Gas Light company 2,000, and the St. Louis Elec

trie Light & Power company 2,000, making a total of

9.500. The association furnishes the lamps and sockets,

while the companies named furnish lines, converters, cur-

rent, and make connection. An important feature of

the illumination will be an immense revolving ball, which

will be painted to represent the globe. It will be sus-

pended over the corner of Broadway and Olive streets

—

probably the busiest corner in St. Louis. It will be 7S

feet in diameter, and will be illuminated by 3,000 vari-

colored incandescent lights. At each revolution the colors

change, thus presenting a most attractive and unique

spectacle. The illumination will be made on ten gala

nights, to be selected later, between August agirh and Oc-

tober loth. This is the most extensive use of the incan-

descent light wholly for public festivals that has been made

in the West, if not in the country.

The Clayton &: Forest Park Railway company, which

has recently received authority to build an electric road

between Union avenue and the city limits on the west, is

now before the County Court of St. Louis county asking for

a franchise to build and operate the road through St. Louis

county to the town of Clayton, the county seat. For a

large portion of its length the road runs over private prop-

erty, owned principally by the capitalists who will build

the road. It is expected that the road will be in operation

by October ist.

It is reported that John Scullin, the St. Louis & East

St. Louis street railway magnate, will at once build an

electric railway from the bridge approach. East St. Louis,

to Denverside and Alta Sita.

J. D. Gerlach of Chester, 111., who was recentlv granted

franchises for water and electric light systems at that

point, together with contracts for public water service and

electric street lighting by arc lights, is now having pre-

liminary plans and estimates prepared for a combined

plant of proper capacity. He has engaged Wm. H

.

Bryan of St. Louis as his engineer.

E. Ruebel, president of the St. Louis Electrical Supply

company, has just returned from an important business

trip to Arkansas.

No decision has yet been reached by the Cass Avenue

railway officials regarding the electrical system or the

size and arrangement of units which will be used. The
total cost of the change will approximate .$2,000,000, and

it will give employment to over 600 men for four months

or more. There will be required about 40,000 tons of

78 and 85-pound rails, and probably 300 tons of fasten-

ings. The cross ties will be of sawed white oak, 5 by ,7,

spaced two feet between centers, with three ties under

each joint. The contract for copper wire has been placed

with John A. Roebling Sons' company of Trenton, N. J.

It is expected that 100 motor cars and the same number

of trailers, all of extra length and the highest finish, will

shortly be ordered.

The city of Edwardsville, 111., will receive proposals until

September 6th, for an exclusive electric lighting fran-

chise and city lighting contract, both to run for ten years.

The city will require at least twenty arc lights of 2,000

nominal candle power. The bidder is also required to

name a schedule of maximum rates for arc and incandes-

cent lights furnished to private consumers. The arc lights

for the streets are to be located not less thau 35 feet above

the ground, and are to bum all night and every night.

Wm. H. Hall is city clerk.

The reports of the street railways of St. Louis, recently

made for the second 'quarter of the year 1S92, are quite

interesting. All of the roads show a large increase in the

number of passengers carried. The increase is particu-

larly large for those roads which have recently adopted im-

proved motive power. The reports may be summarized

asjfollows:

117

^oa^- Power. Trips, Pas'ng'rs
Baden&St. Lous Horse* 5.155 43,720
Bellefontaine Electricity 36,306 Soi.ogo
Cass Avenue and Fair Grounds. Horse (

545650 845 650
Citizens Cable ioi,h6 2,487,289
Fourth street and Arsenal Horse * 2,528 5,760
Jefferson avenue Horse :|: 45,794 503^790
L'"^*^!' Electricity 169,95$ 3.533,839
^'ssouri C'ble&Erty 278,430 3,S4:?,07i
Mound City Eleclrcity 82,432 i, 120,494
Nortliern Central Horse + 41,084 550,674
Peoples Cable 55,05s 1,260,725
St- Louis Cable 204,240 3. 1=7,456
St. Louis & Suburban Electricity 29,806 1,766,119
Southern Electricity 70,186 1,232,885
Union Horse t 50,870 415,202
Union Depot Electricity 142,956 2,107,404

'^°^^'^
r,37.V99 23,450,16s

The Webb City, Mo., Electric Light & Power corrpany,
recently organized with a capital stock of $i5o,cco, will

make large additions and improvements. George M.
Myers of Kansas City is manager.

Probably the most important and extensive street rail-

way measure now pending before the Municipal Assembly
is the bill authorizing the City Central Railway company
to construct and operate an electric railway. The route

proposed covers the entire central portion of the city, and
considerable distances are covered on the tracks of exist-

ing roadi. Beginning at Sixth and Locust streets, it runs
west to Thirteenth over the tracks of the St. Louis & Su-
burban electric, thence south to Pine, west to Nineteenth,
north to Cass avenue, west to North Nineteenth on the

tracks of the Cass avenue electric, north to North Market,
west to Twenty-fifth, north to Hebert, west to Spring ave-

nue, thence over the tracks of the Northern Cen'ral electric

north to National Bridge road^ and west to Fair avenue,
north to Ruth avenue, thence to Florissant avenue, thence
northwest on Florissant avenue to the city limits. A
branch begins at Nineteenth and runs west on Madison to

Jefferson, Webster, south to Cass avenne, west lo Prairie

avenue, north to Garfield avenue, west to Whittier, north
to North Market, west to Marcus avenue, thence north and
west to the city limits. Another branch runs south from
Pine street on Eighteenth, past the new Union depot and
across the Eighteenth street bridge to Papin, west to

Twenty-first, south to Choteau avenue, west to Armstrong
avenue, south to Park avenue, west to Lawrence, south to

Magnolia, thence west to its terminus. Another branch
starts west from Twenty-first on Papin to Twenty-second,
s^uth on Twenty-second and Armstrong avenue to Park
avenue, west to Nebraska, south to Osceola, west to Vir-

ginia, south to Comptou avenue, to Wilmington road, to

Michigan avenue, to Ivory avenue, to Seventh street, to

city limits. There is to be a spur ruaning west on Rappa-
hannock, from Nebraska to Grand avenues, thence to

Magnolia avenue, thence to Kings Highway. Also a

brench from Park avenue, on OsceoU lo Virginia, south to

Bates, west to Virginia, south to Kansas, west to Sixth,

south to Ivory avenue, southwest to Seventh, south to city

limits. There are several other applicants for right of

way over the same streets. The backer . of the enterprise

are keeping very quiet, the only representative on the

ground being a Mr. S veen2y, lately of Texas.

The Doe Run & Farmington Electric railway, which
was intended to connect Farmington, Mo., with the main
line of the St. Lou-s. Iron Mountain & Southern Railway
for the transportation of both freight and passengers, is

reported to have been given up for the present.

Messrs. Drake & Orton. contractors, of Chicago, have
offered to build the "Manchester Road Electric Railway"

between St. Louis and Kirkwood, taking in the large

towns en route, a distance of nearly fifteen miles. The
cost of the road is now given at $600,000, and a bonus of

$150,000 is asked. A meeting was held at Kirkwood on

July 25th, at which $4,,000 was subscribed. Another
meeting was held on the -26th, at Old Orchard, at which
subscriptions a mounting to nearly $10,000 were made. A
committee of three has been appointed to solicit subscrip-

tions. There is quite a widespread belief that the bonus
will be raised and the road built. It is even asserted that

work will begin within two months, and that the road will

be completed by May i, 1893.

Sixty-two of the motors burned out at the recent fire of

car sheds of the St. Louis & Suburban railway have been

purchased by T. C. White & Co., of St. Louis, who will

at once repair them, so as to be available for active service

again at an early day.

So much dissatisfaction has existed at Belleville, 111., re-

garding the action of the Citizens' Street Railway company
in taking action which appeared to put them in the light of

obstructionists to rapid transit that the citizens have be-

* Making plans Co change to electricity.

C + Now changing to electricity.

% Has secured privilege of changing to electricity.
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come enraged. On a dark night recently a car was over-

turned, and a lot of the rails were torn up and thrown in

the creek. The road is in the hands of a receiver, who has

now decided to discontinue the operation of the road, and

all the cars have been taken off. W. H, B.

Northwestern News.

Minneapolis, Aug. 20.—The stories about the consoli-

dation of the Minneapolis electric companies have been

revived by the securing of a permit by the Northwestern

General Electric company for wiring the Exposition

building with 200 arc lights and 2,000 incandescent lamps

to cost $30,000. This is said to be the name of the new

consolidated company, but Manager Robertson of the

Bmsh company denies the state ment. He insists that

' that is simply a reorganization of the Northwest Thom-

son Houston company, and adds that the local combination

is still under consideration.

The days of the overhead telephone wires in the business

center of St. Paul are numbered. It is expected that the

work of putting them under ground will be completed this

season. Oq many streets they have been removed already

and placed in conduits and tunnels. On the principal

streets tunnels are being constructed forty feet below the

surface. Some of these tuunels run through solid rock.

Wabasha street, from the river to Tenth street, is to be

tunnelled this year. Over 61,000 feet of wire will be used

in one tunnel. The wires leadiug to Minneapolis will be

laid in the Wabasha tunnel and strung out University

avenue. This is a new route. Improvements are prom-

ised in the long-distance service to Stillwater, St. Cloud,

Mankato, aod other points. The St. Paul service will be

greitly improved. The St. Paul system now has 2,200

telephone wires. The compiny intends to put in seven

additional cables of 130 wires each, which will make the

total 3,120.

In Minneapolis, good headway is being made in getting

the wires under ground. Many of the streets are already

cleared of the poles. The telephone service is excellent,

and very few comp'aints are made.

The St. Paul aldermen and President Lowry are still at

loggerheads over street railway matters. The aldermen

accidentally discovered that the company had not paid over

to the city the full amount demanded by the ordinance as

licenses on cars. It is claimed that since 1S85 the com-

pany has paid licenses on 442 fewer cars than were turned

in for assessment. The city treasurer has, under instruc-

tions from the council, sent the company a reminder in

the shape of a bill for $4,420. A law passed in 1SS4 pro-

vided for a license of $10 per car. The Como Park line

matter and other bones of contention are still in statu quo.

A compromise is expected.

The Minneapolis exposition, will have an electrical dis-

play of considerable magnitude. It will be under the di-

rection of the Northwest Thomson- Houston company.

The display will not be so elaborate as that of two years

ago.

There have been rumors about the Great Northern Rail-

way company's operating its wires for commercial busi-

ness to the exclusion of the Western Union. The reports

are denied by the officials of the road. John King, super-

intendent of telegraphs, says that the company has been

operating its own wires for two years along the Montana

Central division, and wili continue to do so. The business

out there is limited. He says that the Western Union will

continue to handle the commercial telegraph business on

the main line of the road, and as far west as Spokane. The

contract to that effect has been renewed.

The Minneapolis Street Railway company has several

fresh damage suits on its hands. Two were brought by

men injured in getting off a car while in motion. A Lake

Harriet car was short circuited and burned by the break-

ing of the trolley wires. A lady claimed she was injured

in sBcaping from the car, and she wants $5,600 damages.

The recent heavy storms have been rough on the tele-

phone and telegraph companies and the street railway

systems. The electric system in the two cities has never

been so badly knocked out as it was by a tremendous

downpour in which eight inches of rainfall in a couple of

hours, it was recorded. It was no fault of the motive power,

the trouble being due to the washing down of sand upon

the tracks in immense quantities. The fall of the roof of

the Hill street power house in St. Paul added to the dig-

comforture there.

During the first six months of 1892 the Minneapolis

building iospector issued 103 electric wire permits of an

estimated value of $'jr, 751. The inspector made 609 in-

spections, and found it necessary to condemn or make al-

terations in 113 cases.

The sharp lightning in recent storms burned out a great

many telephones.

The Minneapolis council has instructed the city attorney

to find out why the Edison Light & Power company has

not paid the 3 per cent, earning tax in accordance with

the requirement of the ordinance.

The citizens of Grand Forks claim that the telegraph tolls

between that point and the Twin Cities are too high.

They are agitating for a reduction.

Experts have decided that an iron bridge should be sub-

stituted for the wooden one at St. Cloud, over which the

new electric interurban is to run.

The South Dakota State Board of Equalization has

fixed the assessments on telephone companies the same as

last year, except in the case of Yankton, where an ad-

vance of $500 is made.

The directors of the Ashland Lighting & Street Rail-

way company have closed a contract with the Thomson-

Houston company of St. Paul for changing the horse car

line into an electric system.

Helena, Mont,, people now have their pick of three

telegraph lines—the Western Union, Rocky Mountain and

Great Northern.

Receiver Hewitt reports that the receipts of the Still-

water electric lines during June were $2,167.04, and the

expenses .$2,028.43.

Prof. Shephardson, who has charge of the department

of electrical engineering in the University, of Minnesota,

is preparing for a busy campaign next year. He reports

interest and attendance in his department rapidly in-

easingcr.

Judge Mitchell of the Minnesota Supreme Court has

made a ruling on the speed of street railways that is of in-

terest. He says: "The degree of care required at the

crossing of a highway and an ordinary steam railroad is

not the test of care required in crossing the track of a

street railroad or a public street. Hence the rule in the

former case that one approaching the crossing must look

up and down the track before attempting to cross is not

necessarily applicable to the latter. The failure to do so

is not, as a matter of law, negligence."

The new St. Paul & White Bear Electric Railway com-

pany has filed a certificate stating that the actual number

of shares issued by the company is 2,000, at $100 each.

The Redwood Falls Telephone company has filed arti-

cles of incorporation. The capital stock is $4,000.

The Crookston Gas, Light & Heating company has been

incorporated with $100,000 capital.

Work is well under way on the interurban ele trie line

to connect St. Cloud and Sauk Rapids. The Thomson-
Houston company has the job.

The men operating the new electric line at St.

Cloud is elated over the cash receipts. They say the total

exceeds that reported by a city of twice the size for the

same time. C.

PERSONAL.
Jos. E. Lockwood of the Detroit Electrical Works was

in Chicago on Saturday last.

Lemuel Bannister, general manager of the Westing-
house company, was in Chicago for several days last week.

J. A. Machado, secretary of the WaddellEntzccmpany,
of New York, is spending his vacation at Lake George,
N. Y.

Dr. John McKinlock of the Central Electric company,
Chicago, has been spending a few weeks with his family
at Mackinac Island.

W. B DeMunn, formerly in charge of the Chicago of-

fice of the Electrical Engineering & Supply company of

St. Paul, has accepted a position with the Knapp Electri-

cal Works as special agent.

H. C. Miner, president of the Enterprise Electric &
Construction company, New Orleans, was in New York
last week, during which time he made several calls upon
prominent electrical concerns.

W. H. McKinlock, president of the Central Electric

company, Chicago, has been taking a cruise on the South-

ern Massachusetts coast. He reports delightful weather
and excellent fishing. He visited the principal watering

places and has been having a thoroughly enjoyable time.

A. A. Forman, manager of the Iron Mountain Elec-

tric Light & Power company, Iron Mountain. Mich., and
F. A. Pamperin, president of the Electrical Manufactur-

ing company of Oconto, Wis., have been in the city sev-

eral days purchasing an isolated plant for the Marinette
Lumber company, Marinette, Wis.

The "C.ossiper" of the Boston Tmvcllct has this to say

of John F. Zebley, well known to the electrical fraternity

in New England: "He has been a very large builder of

steam, horse and electric railways. He built the street

road in Halifax, and built both the Eastern Electric com-
pany's works and the horse roads at St. John, N. B., which
have recently been consolidated, and besides introducing

electric power into the street c.ir system, will control the

electric lighting of the city. Mr. Zclilcy has a delightful

summer farm at The Weirs, which is recognized as one of

the most beautiful places in New Hampshire."

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
C. F. Hunger company, Cleveland, O.; capital stock,

$25,000; manufacturing electrical and other mechanical
devices; Edward S. Granal, Cleveland, O.

Beacon Light company, Seattle, Wash.; capital stock,

$100,000; general manufacturing, mercantile and electric

light business; G. E. M. Pratt, Seattle, Wash.

Consolidated Street Railway & Light company, Salina,

Kas.; capital stock, $100,000; to construct, maintain and
operate by electricity a line of railway in Salina, Kas.

Harrington Transit company, Spokane, Wash.; capita

stock, $50,000; to construct and operate water works, gas
and electric light plants, etc.; R. R. Glasscock, Spokane,

i

Wash.

Canadian Whitney-Hoyt Electrical Instrument com-
pany, i\lanchester, N. PL; capital stock, $30,000; to man-
ufacture electrical instruments; D. A, Taggart, iSlanches-

ter. N. H.

Paterson & Little Falls Electric Railway company,
Paterson, N, J.; capital stock, $50,000; to construct,

maintain and operate a street railway; John R. Ream,
Paterson, N. J.

Northwest General Electric company. Boise City, Idaho;
capital stock, $1 ,750,000; to construct, sell, purchase or

lease electric plants or appliances; J. W. Cunningham,
Boise City, Idaho.

Mansfield Electric company, Mansfield, O.; capi
tal stock. $50,000; manufacturing and selling electrical

supplies for street railway and light; Mansfield Electric

company, Mansfield, O.

Leavenworth Electric Transit company, Leavenworth,
Kas. ; capital stock, $500,000; to buy or lease lines of rail-

way in Leavenworth, Kas., and to operate the same; Wm.
C Hook, Leavenworth, Kas.

Steelton Light, Heat & Power company, Steelton, Pa.;

capital stock, $40,000; supplying light, heat and power
by electricity to the public in the borough of Steelton, Pa.;

James C. Durbin, Harrisburg, Pa.

New York\'isual Telegraph company, Elizabeth, N. J.;
capital stock, $100,000; to transmit news and to perform
public services by means of electrical devices; Percy L.
Klock, 49 Liberty street. New York. N. Y.

Spanish American Light & Power company, Jersey City,

N. J.; capital stock, $4,000,000; to manufacture and sell

light, heat and power, including gas and electricity, etc.

DeForest & Weeks, 62 William St., New York.

Puritan Mining & Milling company, Philipsburg.

Mont.; capital stock, $1,500,000; operating electric power
plants and supplying electricity for cities and towns; to

build, maintain and operate telegraph and telephone lines

Northwestern Electric Light & Power company, Chi-
cago, III.; capita! stock, $25,000; to operate light and
power plants, supply and furnish power and light, etc.;

Percy L. Shuman, goi Owings building, Chicago, III.

Sonora Electric Light company, San Francisco,

Cal.; capital stock, $10,000; to manufactme, construct,

maintain and operate system of conductors for the distri-

bution of electricity for light and power; Holland Smith,
San Francisco, Cal.

Fort Wayne Electric Railway company, Fort Wayne,
Ind.; capital stock. $1,000,000; to own, construct, main-
tain and opera^te a street railroad in the city of Fort
Wayne and the town of South Wayne and in the territory

contiguous to said city and town; Morris, Bell, Barrett &
Morris, Fort Wayne, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is reported that the Fort Wayne company has pur-

chased the Edison plant at New Orleans for $300,000.

Frank B. Rae has prepared a plan for lighting Belle

Isle, near Detroit, by 130 arc and 600 incandescent lamps.

The Boulder, Colo., Electric Lightcompany has amend-
ed its articles of incorporation, making the capital stock

$50,000.

An effort is being made to organize an electric light and
water company at Iron River, Wis., with a capital stock

of $50,000.

Fayette, Mo., has voted $12,000 to establish an electric

light plant. The proposition carried by more than a two-

thirds majority.

By a vote of 179 to 45 the town of Wakefield, Mass.,

voted for the second time to accept the municipal lighting

act and will purchase the plant of the Citizens' company.

The Kansas City Electric Light company will soon be-

gin to equip all the the electric street lights used by the

city with twelve foot mast arms projecting from the top of

the poles.

The present contract of the townof Marshall, Mo., with

the gas company at that place will expire on January ist,

and the town board has just decided to light the streets

with arc lamps after that date.

At the recent annual meeting of the Maiden, Mass.,

Electric Light company the stockholders voted to increase

the capital stock of the company $roo,ooo, making the en-

tire capital stock $250,000, in order to provide for the ad-

ditional construction going on.

The Syracuse, N. Y,, Electric Light & Power company
is the defendant in two suits, one brought by the General

Electric company of New York to recover $5,454.91 for

goods bought between June ist and July ist of this year,

and the other by the Thomson-Houston company to re-
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cover §5.790.99 for goods bought between February 20th

and May 24th, this year. The suits are brought by Rob-
ert E. Drake, attorney for the Thomson-Houston com-
pany.

The contract between the East Albany Gaslight com-
pany and the village of Greenbush, N. Y., for furnishing

220 25 candle power incandescent electric lights, for the

sum of $4,500 per annum for the term of five years, has
been approved by the trustees of the village.

Negotiations are said to be pending at Portland, Ore.,

for a big deal between the Willamette Falls Electric com-
pany and the General Electric company, looking to the de-

velopment of the extensive property of the Willamette Kails

Electric company in Portland and Oregon City.

C. F. Sugg, president of the Huntsville, Ala., Electric

Light iS: Power company, has closed a contract with the

Westinghouse Electric& Manufacturing company, through

J. R. Gordon of the Charlotte, N. C, office, for one 1,000

light alternating current incandescent dynamo and fixtures.

The Fort Wayne Electric company has offered to furnish

the city of Kansas City. Kan., a plant for city lighting

for $196,700. This includes the station and everything
complete, with a capacity of 300 arc and 1,200 incan-

descent lamps. The tower system is to be partially used.

The contract for building the foundation for the new
station of the Toledo Electric Light company at the foot

of Locust street has been awarded to John L. Burns.
The new building will have 1,800 piles driven for a solid

foundation, and will require 2,000,000 bricks and 186 tons

of iron.

The Board of Managers of the State Industrial School
at Rochester, N. Y., has awarded the contract for instal-

ling an electric plant for lighting the institution to the
Western Electric company, the lowest bidder, for $13.-
65382. J. George Kaelber secured the contract for the

Chicago company.

At the recent town meeting of East Greenwich, R. I.,

it was decided to light the streets by electricity, and it was
voted to accept the proposition of the Phenix Electric

Light & Coal company. This company offered to furnish

35 arc lights to be burnt every night ''from early candle
light" to 12.30 A. ji. for $2,500 per year.

A fire, supposed to have been incendiary, broke out on
August 7th in the upper shops of the National Tramway
& Electric Light company at Victoria, B. C., which quickly

spread to the powerhouse adjoining, and in two hours the

whole plant, valued at $200,000. was completely destroyed.
The insurance does not exceed $50,000.

The Denver Consolidated Electric L'ght company made
a novel and beautiful display upon the streets of Denver
recemly. It was a large wagon bearing an electric light

plant, dynamo, and all in full blast, which was illuminat-

ing all parts of the vehicle and the harness, and making a

little glory around the head of the driver.

The council of Seattle, Wash., has advised the board
ot public works to advertise for bids to ascertain how
much it will cost to establish an arc electric light plant in

that city. The city electrician has figured that a plant of

300 lights capacity will cost about §So,ooo complete. The
Fort Wayne Electric company has already asked permis-
sion to bid.

The Methodist Episcopal church of Sycamore, 111., was
lighted by electricity for the first time recently, and the
pastor tcok advantage of the occasion to preach a sermon
on "Christianity and Electricity." The sermon is said to

have been "an excellent one, abounding in forcible illus-

trations and comparisons that interested, instructed and
impressed the hearers."

The Detroit papers report trouble over the electric light-

ing contract for the coming exposition in that city. The
Commercial Electric company has the contract, and it is

asserted that the Detroit Electric Light & Power company
is endeavoring to induce the authorities to cancel it, on the
ground the former company, which uses the Standard arc

and National incandescent systems, infringes patents
which the Detroit company alone has the right co use in

Detroit.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Batavia and Oak Orchard, N. Y., are to be connected

by an electric railway.

A movement is on fo:)t to bui'd an electric railway to

connect Columbus and Worthington, O.

The Peachtree Electric RiiKvay company of Atlanta, Ga.,

has been granted a franchise to extend its line on Spring
street.

Property owners on South Pearl street, Denver, will en-

deavor to have the Tramway company build an electric

line on that thoroughfare.

The Mobile. Ala., Electric Railway company has asked
for a franchise to build an extensive system of electric

street railways on streets not now occupied.

It is said that the electric railway to connect Washing-
ton, D, C , and Arlington will be in operation next month.
It is reported that an underground conduit system will be
used.

It is reported that the ^latn. Court and Chenango Street

Railroad company and the Binghamton Street Railroad

company, of Binghamton, N. Y., have consolidated, and
that the lines will be operated by electricity.

An important electric railway project by which it is in-

tended to connect Fonda, Johnstown and Glovc'ville, N.
Y., is now under way. It is the Cajadutta electric rail-

way and it will parallel a steam road. Electric, locomo-
tives will for the first time be in direct competition with
steam locomotives. The contract for the construction has
been awarded to H. Ward Leonard & Co., New York.

Chester R. McFarland of Vicksburg, Miss., and E. F.
Fuller of New York have applied for a franchise to operate
an electric street railway in Vicksburg, and the city council
has appointed a committee to confer with the promoters.

A large frame building at Woodhaven, L. I., containing
the plant of the Jamaicin Electric Railroad company, was
struck by lightning recently and totally destroyed, with
the valuable machinery. The loss is about $25,000,
partially covered by insurance.

The Aurora III., city council has granted a franchise to
the Aurora and Chicago railway to run from the business
center of that city to Chicago by the way of Riverside.
The right of way is now nearly all secured, and the work
of construction will soon be commenced. It will be an
electric road, and is to be in operation by December,
1S93.

A newspaper dispatch states that on August 15th
work was commenced on the construction of the Chicago
and St. Louis electric railroad at Edinburg, III., and that
the president of the proposed new road says that the
building of the road will be pushed rapidly and that it will

be in operation in a few months, as most of the right of
way has been secured and much of the preliminary work
done.

TELEPHONE.
A telephone line is being erected between Bristol and

Brandon, Vt.

The telephone line between Gloversville and Johnstown,
N. Y., is to be entirely reconstructed with complete metallic
wires, and twenty men are now at work setting new poles.
There will be two metallic loops between Gloversville and
Johnstown, and new wires throughout the city, making
about 100 miles of new wires in all.

One of the latest applications of the telephone is to div-

ing apparatus. A sheet of copper is used in place of one
of the glasses in the helmet, and to this a telephone is fixed
so that the diver, when at the bottom of the sea, has only
to slightly turn his head in order to report what he sees or
to receive instructions from above.

In an interview in Chicago Alexander Graham Bell is re-

ported to have expressed a doubt that telephoning under
the ocean for long distpnces would ever be accomplished,
"No successful telephonic connection under water has
been successful at a greater distance than 200 miles," he
said. "But there is no limit to the pcssibilites of tele-

phone connection on land. By the time the World's Fair
is opened there will be direct telephone communication
from New York and Boston and it will be a success. As
to improvements in the telephone service, I must leave
that to the inventors. The system- of communication in
cities has been so loaded down with complications that it

will require great geniu": to increase the efficiency of the
service. Many cities require that telephone wires be put
under ground. That system injures the telephone service."

TELEGRAPH.
A new district messenger service company has been or-

ganized to operate in Hyde Park, Chicago. The capital
stock is fixed at $200, 000,and it is understood that the com
pany is under the protection of the Postal Telegraph com-
pany. The necessary franchise has been obtained for the
work of construction, and pole planting will be commenced
at once.

It is quite probable that the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Company will be asked to sign a new schedule of wages by
the Order of Railway Telegraphers. In the new list

higher salaries are wanted by the men, and the advance
wanted will average $10 per month more than the present
rate. If the railroad company does not grant the ad-
vance, a strike along the entire line will probably be
ordered. About 2,500 operators would be affected by
the strike.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A Toledo hairdresser announces that he vi ill curl hair

by electricity.

The final arrangements for the consolidation of the
electric lighting companies in Buffalo have been perfected.

A concession for an American district messenger ser-

vice in the city of Mexico has been granted to Adrelio

Ramos.

The University of California is about to erect a build-

ing for its mechanical and electrical department at

Berkley.

It is proposed to increase the capital stock of the Eddy
Electric Manufacturing company, from $100,000 to $225,-
000 and the number of shares from 4,000 to 9,000.

In describing a recent accident at the electric light

station in Terre Haute, Ind., the Express of that city told

its readers that "the accommodalor on one of the dyna-

mos burnt out."

There has been not a little curiosity as to the relations

that exist between Siemens & Halske of Berlin and The
Siemens & Halske Electric company of America, it being

generally understood that the new company is practically an

independent organization. It is now stated, authoritatively,
that the Siemens & Halske company of America is a
branch of the Berlin company, the same persons being in
control of both organizations.

It is said that the plan of electrically transmitting power
from the American river at Folsom City to Sacramento,
Cal., will be in operation by October 1st. The power
house will have a capacity of r,ooo horse power.

A delegation of railway telegraphers visited Scranton.
Pa., last week to adjust with General Manager Halsted of
the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroad the
difficulty arising from the discharge of operators on the
system at Elmira and other places in New York.

Writing to the Chicago Tiihwie of the Genoa expcsttion,
a correspondent says: '-There is practically nothing to be
seen in electrical machinery. The field seems to be new,
and while Genoa is lighted by electricity there seems to be
but one use for it, that of lighting thoroughfares."

Thirty machinists employed in the factory of the Jenney
Electric Manufacturing company at Indianapolis struck
recently because the company declined to re-emplov a
machinist and member of the union who had been dis-
charged for refusing to work with non-union men.

A large bath establishment in Cincinnati makes a feature
of the "electric light bath." A cabinet lined with incan-
descent lamps is used to enclose the body with the excep-
tion of the head, and the temperature ranges from ro.40
to 10 80. This lasts for five or ten minutes, and is followed
by a shower bath. The sensation is described as very
pleasant.

At the recent convention of the National Association of
Dealers in Gas and Electric Fixtures, L. B. Cross of Kan-
sas City was re-elected president; W. E. Goodman of
Milwaukee, vice-president; S. E. Dodd of Cincinnati,
secretary; John Kelly of Pittsburg, treasurer, and E.
Baggot of Chicago, a member of the executive committee.
The next meeting will be held at Chicago in August,
1893.

TRADE NEWS.
The Pratt & Whitney Instru-nent company of Baston

reports business as increasing, with a flittering outlook
for fall trade.

The Electric Heat & Alarm company of Boston is

receiving a steady call for its apparatus, which is about to
be adopted by Ecvetal of the largest manufacturing plants
in the East.

The Bill Electric Light company of New York report's
the sales of its new automatic dynamo as being unusually
good having orders now on hand for delivery in October
and November.

The Newton Rubber company of Boston is

filling numerous orders for storage battery cells and is

much gratified at the increase of its business over that of a
year ago in this department.

The Redding Electric company of Boston is -eceiving
numerous orders for its watchman's register clock, which
seems to meet all requirements. Several orders have re-
cently been received from Canada.

Since the Boston Incandescent Light company offered
its new lamp for sale, flattering increase in the business
has been noted, and it is now making arrangements for
representation in several of the large cities in the West.

Romaine Mace, of the Interior Conduit & Insulation
company, has been spending a few days wiih the Central
Electric company, Chicago, which reports flattering pros-
pects for a heavy trade the cominjj fall on the Interio--

Conduit company's specialties.

Wm. Hood& Co. received a larg^ shipment of the Bril-

liant incandescent lamps last week, and have made some
very satisfactory sales. Mr. Hood is an active, energetic
salesman, and in his hands there is no doubt of the suc-
cessful introduction of the lamp.

General Manager F. A. C. Perrine, of the Gerraania
Electric company of Boston, reports that his company is

doing 50 per cent, more business during the dull months
of this summer than the busy ones of last year. The
company has one of the finest plants in the East. Not a
little credit must be given Dr. Perrine for the rapid prog-
ress of this concern.

The Security Insulator company of New York has
made some large shipments of its well known insulators to
Australia. This company supplied the insulators u=ed in

the wiring for electric lights lor both the new railroad
depots at Elizabeth, N.J. An important change has
been made in the insulators now being placed on the
market. The screw hole has been widened from | of an
inch to iof an inch. The Electric Appliance company of
Chicago and the Enterprise Electric & Construction
company of New Orleans are both working up a large
trade for these insulators.

BUSINESS.
The tenax splicing compound, manufactured by C. S-

Knowles, of Boston, is being used extensively by leading
central stations throughout the country*.

The Shawmut Fuse Wire company, of Boston, will soon
complete arrangements for a western representation at
Chicago for its well-known tested fuse wire links.

The Cleverly Electrical Works, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
have just closed a contract with the Electric Protectioti
company, of Philadelphia, for the manufacture of th
plush protector which the latter company is placing on th
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market as a protection from the dangers of the crossing

of electric light wires.

The Samson Cordage company, of Boston, is busy fill-

ing orders for trolley cord and covered field magnets. Its

western business in this department is in excess of that of

a year ago.

Manion & Co., of New Orleans, have taken the agency

for the sale of the well-known P. & B. insulating com-

pound and manufactured by the Standard Paint company
of New York.

Pepper & Register, Philadelphia, have secured the con-

tract for the Easton. South Easton & Phillipsburg electric

railways, now consolidated under the name of the Easton

Transit company, work on which will begin not later than

September loth.

Swan & Lane is the firm name of a new electrical house

located at 194 Summer street, Boston. They will make a

specialty of the installation of electric light and power
plants, wiring, etc., giving special attention to theatrical

supplies, confining their efforts at present to the eastern

trade.

L. K Coms'iock, Monadnock building, Chicago, has just

finished the wiring of the new Athletic building on Mich-

igan avenue, Chicago. The Interior Conduit & Insula-

tion company's tubing was furnished for this building by

the Central Electric company, Chicago. This company
reports that the ten story Lakota building. Thirtieth street

and Michigan avenue, is to be wired throughout with

Okonite. Interior conduit will also be used. The com-

pany also reports having secured an order for ten miles of

No. 6 Acme lead covered cable, tested for a 5,000 volt cir-

cuit.

The Massachusetts Electrical Engineering company of

Boston has recently opened a Chicago office for business

in the West. The position which this company occupies

in respect to electrical matters is similar, to that of the

architect to the designing and erection of buildings. If elec-

trical apparatus is to be designed, constructed, or installed,

its method is first to consider its intended uses and lo-

cation; then to submit plans and specifications to the pur-

chasers for approval and to the various electrical aud me-
chanical companies for contracts and bids; to personally

supervise the work of installation, and finally to test the

complete apparatus both electrically and mechanically, in

order to insure the fulfillment of the conditions of the con-

tract. In addition to such work in the designing and super-

vision of electric railftay, electric lighting and power plants,

the company carries on an e,\ten;ive testing business at its

laboratory in Boston. Particular attention has been paid

to the electric transmission of power and the designing and .

installation of the lighting plants required for large office

and public buildings. I'he company is now installing one

of the largest transmission plants in the country. The
Company's offices are at 4 Postoffice square. Boston, and
at 201 First National Bank Building, Chicago.

Doubtless few of the visitors to New York during the

past year have failed to avail themselves of the opportunity

to view the city from the famous Madison Square Garden
tower. Visitors are conveyed to the second loggia by a

spacious Otis elevator. From that point an easy ascent is

made to the fifth loggia, where, if one is fortunate enough
to secure admission to the circular veranda, the highest

electric railway in the world miy be seen. The railway

was conceived by Stinford White of McKim, Mead &
White, architects of the Garden. It was devised to carry

around the tower the projector built by the General Elect-

ric company. A perfected Crocker-Wheeler motor is

used to propel the car, which is also furnished with a

Crocker-Wbeeler reversible regulator, so as to place the

whole in perfect control of the operator. An insulated

tangent screw is connected to the motor shaft, thus reduc-

ing the speed to a maximum of fifteen revolutions per

minute of the car wheels, it being thought that a speed
greater than that would be dangerous in case of any care-

lessness of the operator. But even at that speed, and the

projection of the light left on a plane, the wide circle of the

far reaching beam would sweep the surrounding countrj' I ke

a Hying specter. The projector carriage was especially

designed for the purpose by Mr, Van Vleck, of the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of New York,and his assist-

ant, \Vm. Erickson. At a pressure of 45 volts, the lamp
will operate with the best results with 50 amperes of cur-

rent to produce a light which will enable one to plainly

distinguish objects at a distance of over three miles.

ELeCTRlCAL PATENTS.
Issued Aug. 16, 1892.

480.720. Holder for Arc Lamps and similar Globes.
Fredcnck D'A. Goold, New York, N. Y.

480.721. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick D'A, Goold,
New York, N, Y.

480.722. Soap Switch. Frederick D'A. Goold, Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

480 727. Armiiure Conductor and means for Insulating
the Same. Emil Kolben, Schenecta<ly, N, Y.

480.728. King Armature. Emil Kolbcn, Schenectady.
N. V.

480.729. Electrical Drop Annunciator. Thomas W.
Lane, Boston, Mass,

480,739 Connrniitator for Electro- M agnctic Machines,
Horace 1"'. Parshall, Schenectady.

Tllc conductors connect Irk the Mcpar:iU; !4<:giiicntH of llic

comm'itator nrc arninccd in Hcclionw, onclialfof which lie in

one pliinc und Ihc other halt in another [tlunc, whereby ihc con-
ductors can be crushed without contact.

480,740. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Horace F, Parshall, Schenectady,

The armature core is built up of alternating sections of

notched and perforated plates.

480,745. Electric Light Fixture. James T. Robb, Mount
Vernon.

480,747, Sprinkler System, William C. Shaffer, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

480,749. Standard. Lucius T. Stanley, Brooklyn, N. Y.

480,762. Ventilated Brush for Dynamos. Howard H.
Cherry and Seward D, Younglove, Syracuse, N. Y,

The brush is made of perforated metallic layers retained to-

gether by a perforated metallic band extending the length of

the layers,

480,766, Guide for Replacing Electric Trolleys. Charles

Fortin, Florisant, Mo.

480,780. Commutator for Ring Armatures. Gustav
Pfannkuche, Cleveland, Ohio,

480,782. Electric Lighting System, Michael J. Quirk
and Christoph Bach, Jr., Milwaukee, Wis.

480,794. Arc Welding and Heating Apparatus. Philip

I. Unwin and Henry Howard, Halesowen, near Bir-

mingham, England. Filed June 14, 1892, Serial

No, 436,670.

An accumulator is connected in multiple with the parallel cir-

cuits ccntaining the welding devices and a resistance is included
in each of these parallel circuits, the dynamo being adapted to

charge the battery when the welding devices are not in use

.

480,802. Electric Fuse. Otto T. Blathy, Buda Pesth,

Austria, Hungary,

480.804. Electric Dispatch System, Andrew Bryson,

Jr., New York, N, Y.

A carrier propelled by an electric motor is adapted to travel

upon a way and its branches, and a guide is located at each of

the branches and means are provided on the carrier adjustable at
the option of the eendei , to engage automatically with a predeter-
mined guide.

480.805. Automatic Receiver for Pneumatic or other

Dispatch Systems. Andrew Bryson, Jr., New Yoik,
N, Y.

480.813. Combined Gas and Electric Light Fixture.

Alanson T. Enos, New York, N. Y.

483.845. Electric Elevator. Frank E. Herdman, India-

napolis, Ind.

480.846. Electric Elevator. Frank E Herdman, India-

napolis, Ind.

480,850. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

The invention embodies a working conductor of magnetic ma-
terial, asupply conductor, a magnetically actuated switch to con-
nect or disconnect the supply and working conductors, arr.inged
close to the working conductor, and a magnet carried by the car
having its North and South poles brought close together in prox-
imity to the magnetically actuated switch,

480.883. Storage Battery. Edward P. Usher, Grafton,
Mass,

A tablet of active material is enveloped with finely perforated
lead foil.

480.884. Battery Cell. Edward P. Usher, Grafton,
Mass.

The cell consists of an outer wall, or receptacle, a lining of acid
proof gum and a thin shell embedded in the gum Iming, the parts
being permanently united by the hardening of the gum

.

480.885. Storage Battery. Edward P. Usher, Grafton,
Mass.

The invention embodies a sealing substance or compound in

which the lower edges only of the plates are embedded, iuch sub-
stance or compound not adhering to the jar.

480.886. Battery Plate. Edward P. Usher, Grafton,
and William F. Draper, Hopedale, Mass.

The unit of active material consists of a tablet of lead oxide, or
its equivalent, formed of a wrapper of lead foil and a filling of dry
powder, wiih a conducting strip embedded thtrein.

480.887. Battery Plate, Edward P. Usher, Grafton,
Mass.

The plate consists of cross bars, perforated lead coil wrappers
adhering by their edges to the bars, thus forming receptacles, and
a filling of active material in the receptacles; the edges of the
plate being sealed by an acid proof gum.

480.888. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

A conductor in coil loop form moves bodily in an axial direct-

ion, and a body of diamagnetic material is actuated by the con-
ductor and moves across the lines of a field of force, thus damp-
ing the movement of the inde xarm.

480.889. Apparatus for Ratarding cr Damping the

motion of moving bodies in I'-lectrical Instruments.
Edward Weston, Newark, N. J,

Two conductors in coil or loop form are mechanically connected
and bodily movable in an axial direction in a field of force, one of
the conductors being in electrical circuit and the other closed
on itself, whereby the current induced in the closed coil acts to

dump the bodily movement of the conductors.

480.890. Electric Time Indicating Apparatus. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

The invention cubodies moans for transmitting time electrically
by causing an electric impulse at predetermined lime interva Is to
traverse a loop conductor disposed in a magnetic field, thereby
cauaing vibration of the conductor and the consequent operation
of a time indicating device,

480.891. Temperature Regulating Device for FJectrical

Circuits. Edward Weston, Newark, N.J.

A device for maintaining constant electrical resistance in a cir-

cuit despite change.H In temperature, comprising u coil formed of
an electrical conduclor, the re.siatnnce of which varies directly
wlili [he temperature, and a conductor connected in series with
the coil the resiniancc of which viiries inverjiely with the temper-
ature.

480.892. Rheostat. Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.

Two bodies of conducting material are supported in juxtaposi-
tion, and means are provided for regulating the pressure exerted
by one body on the other, wriereby the resistance is varied.

480.893. Rheostat. Edvvard Weston, Newark, N. J.

480.894. Electrical Measuring Instrument, Edward
Weston, Newark, N, J.

Meansare provided for causing augmented deflections on the
index for equal increments of moving force applied, by causing a
weighted arm to exert a constantly decreasing leverage upon the
index.

480.895. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J,

A flejcible body of conducting material in an electrical circuit
extends between abutments and means are provided for applying
a stress at an angle to the body at a point between the abutments,
and an index is adapted to move with the point

480.896. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

480.897. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

483.898. Electrical Measuring Instrument, Edward
Weston, Newark, N, J,

480.899. Electrical Measuring Instrument, Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

480.900. Adapter or Plug for Incandescent Lamp Cir-

cuits. Edward Weston, Newark, N, J.

480915. Rosette for Electric Lighting. Elisha W, Buf-
finton. Fall River, Mass.

480,918, Electric Locomotive. Rudolf Eickemeyer, Yon-
kers, N. Y.

The electric motor islocated upon the under side of the car
body, so that the armature shaft may lie in substantially thesame
horizontal plane as the car axles, the armature shaft being con-
nected With one of the axles by gearing through a counter shaft
located between the axle and the armature shaft in the same
horizontal plane.

480,920. Process of Recovering Tin from Tin Plate,

Manuel R. Garcia, London, England.

480.947. Electrical Pressure Indicator. John W. How- *

ell, Newark, N, J.

The indicator has a resistance sensitive to changes of current
and another such resistance normally not in use, but reserved for
a te.t resistance, and a switch constructed to throw either of the
resistances in circuit.

480.948. Snap Switch. Joseph Hutchinson, New York,
n: y.

A circular track for a switch arm has a series of double inclines,

and contact plates in the alternate depressions formed by the in-

clines.

480,954, Incandescent Electric Lamp. George F, Mel-
ick, Metuchen, N, J,

The lamp ha^ several filaments connected in series, and a short
circuiting switch mounted on a metal sleeve on the base of the
lamp.

48o,9'i8. Electric Arc Lamp. Rupert S:li;fbauer, Pat-

trson, N. J.

Meansare provided for automatically cutting off the solenoid of
the lamp and bringing a resistance coil in circu't when the car-
bons have bseo consumed, thus adapting the lamp for use in se-
ries of high tension currents without interfering with the remain-
ing lamps.

480,98[. Dynamometer. Ernest P. Warner, Chicago,
III,

480,988. Adapter for Incandescent Lamp Sockets. Hen-
ly P. Ball, Scheneciady, N. Y.

481,019. Incandescent Electric Lamp and Lamp Socket.
Bruce Ford, Glowcesttr, N. J.

481 025. Joint for Electric Wires. Walter E. Harring-
ton, Atlantic City, N. J.

481,030. Method of Electric WeMing. Henry Howard,
Halesowen, near Birmingham, England.

48:, 042. Electric Train Signal. George Merritt, San
Francisco, Cal,

481.047. Incandescent Electric Light, Eugene McQuat,
Boston, Mass.

This method of making incandescent lamps consists in uniting
to the interior of an adhesively hot glass tube two platinum wires
causing the tube Co collapse by heat so that the edges of the tube
shall seam together drawing the wires away from each other ami
outwardly, dragging the adhering glass with them so as to leave
the glass in a form for resisting fracture.

481.048. Microphone. Eloy Noriega, Mexico, Mexico.

A carbon for microphones is formed of charcoal, graphite, boric

acid and water,

481.049. Telephone. Eloy Noriega, Mexico, Mexico.

481.050. Microphone. Eloy Noriega, Mexico, Mexico,

A massof carbon filaments is placed between a vibratory car-
bon plate and a fixed carbon plate.

481,062. Electric Control of Railway Trains. Robert
C, Sayer, Bristol, England.

481,075. Electric Battery. Peter Stiens, Charlottenburg,
Germany.

481,114. Combined Telegraph Key and Circuit Closer.

William F. Lott, Philadelphia, Pa.

481,120, Electric Annunciator, Frank A. Pickernell,

Newark, N. J.

The annunciator is self restoring, having an auxiliary electro-
magnet organized to restore the shutter by shortening or reduc-
ing the resistance of tJie magnetic circuit, including the core and
armature of the electro-magnet,

481,132. Insulator. William J, Bowen, Norwalk, Ohio.

481 138. Telephone, Frederick II. B own, Chicago,

lU.
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Agents to sell our

Niagaia Electiic Motois and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already representfd.
Liberal discounts and esclneive lerritory to re-

eponeible dealers in electrical apparatus.

liOVELL MFG. CO.. Ltd., Erie, Pa.

SITUATION WANTED
By experienced meter man. Can oper-

ate old and new tjpe of Edison Cliemlcal
Miter. Open for engagement this fall or
early winter. Btst of reftreccfs. Addrefs,
A. fi. HALL, care Edison Light & Power
C"., M nneapolis, Minn.

ARMATURES-FIELDS
Revvound and Repaired, Our Exclusive Work.

Dispatch Cinaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply Houees.

—Write U8.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room 41B, 195 to 1«0 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

Mm Batteries for Sale.
(Jne hundnd 50 ampere-hour Cillf,

manufactured by the Consolidated Electr'c
Storage Company. f,r ia'.e vi ry cheap.
Entirely rew. Write for particulars.

THE ELECTRIC SPECIALIY CO.,
So Fifth Ave., €hi' ajjo.

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
InBulation Cnaranteed nrherever nscd, Aerial, Undergronnil or Sabmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The robber nsed in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and apecial extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre"' extent fireproof. Our insulation wiil prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work ae well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Oam should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
ind pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAk and 9IOTOU use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE GITARAWTEE OUR INSUI^ATIOHT WHEREVER USED, AERIAIi, UKDERGROUKD OR SURMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, lilASS.

HBHRY A. CLARK, TiMBurer and Qen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. BUSTIS, PrsBldentand Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SRAMLESS RUBBER WIRES AND CABLKS,
FACTORr AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHM A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Ceneral Western Agents, 171 and I 73 Lake St. Chicago, III.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent liamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDKES8 171 aDd 173 eBISEIDE ST., NBW YOUK.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SPEED

MOTORS.
i-4 H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances a.nd material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West I4th gtreet. WEW YORK.

NAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates in the country,

and. guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

SBAD FOR SASIPIiES. DESI«iNS FURNII»HEI> FREE OF EXPENSE.
A few concerne asing our plates are; Thomson-Houston E'ectrlc Co..C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernstein Electric Co., Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Slectric Mannfactar-
ing Co., Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

lOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Filchburg, Mass.

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUHEIITS.

"We manufacture a large variety
of apparatus for both experimeBtal
and practical use, and ehall be
pleased to submit prices to intending
purchasers. Our specialties com-
prise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Kesis-

tance Boxes, Testing Sets, Testisg
Batteries, Galvanometers, Photo-
meters, Tachometers, etc. If your
dealer does not have our goods in

stock, send orders direct to us for

prompt attention.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Illustrated descriptive catalogue, No.1-66, milled post-paid upon receipt of five cents.

z^^rn^^^^
^5

€{:^(Z/^^>f-^^-

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REfiULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines. Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

Kg. 1, SVoltS, l-»3b.p.. »3.00.
Ko.3, 4 Volts,l-lG h. p.,!»5.00.

Tin. 3 e Volts', 1-13 h. p., S^IO.OO.

No. 4, 10 folte, IS h. p., S15.00.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

Ud'.

^~:^mmJJ^^^^^^
ry7. /TZ)
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BEANCH 8T0HB

2134 Michigan Avenu«»

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE 'n Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWEIL & BIERGE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M.Am. Soc. M. E.)

Mecbanical and Electrical

CoDsultatione, Reports, Plane, Spprificatlone for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighiitg,

and Electric Eailwaje.

56 Turner Hiiilding, St, Louis,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tau?ht thoronehlv day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TEt'HXOL.O<^Y, 151 Throop
Street, Chicago, III. Amateure, Artisane
and others aB6i8t?d PRAcricALLy in any line, and
inetructed in the latest and most improved
methcdB.

Mechanical DRArGHTiNG, Mathematicfl. Elec-
trical fHlcuiatioDB, Architectare, Mechanics, also
aufiht day anrt nli^ht.

BINDERS
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The New model Folding Kodak has

glass plate attacbment, Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

MO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU have a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

$6.00 to $65.00.

FASTMAN KODAK CO,

Sond for Circalare. Pochesiepj N. Y,

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognes at
office iitUngs.

AMERICAS DESK AND SEATING CO,.
270-373 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

ManufactufeKs of

0CTAG0NAL»^^ Cedar
TUEPHOHE&lLECmCAL
RailwayPoles&CRossArms

^^H.M.I:oud&Sons|4IMBErQ
OSCODA, rvilCH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conii, - - SS I*ar!li Flaoe, IVeTV Yorlr.

-MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Tjif^ht Line AVire, Copper Ulaffnet AVire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for
Incandescent liislitinc:. h onnd and Flat Coi>per Bars for Station AVorb.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K/^TlNEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TBE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SDPPLY COMPAQ, CHICAGO, - . SELII.VG AGENTS.

Taos. L.SCOriLL, New York Agent.

£1.£CTKIC lilCiHT
ASID BATTERY

CJil{BOflS.
ci.:E:v:E3i.A.3sri3. omo.

/mo TOIf

BlfUStfES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most eimple ard reliable power for all minins and manafactur-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running: from lO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per ceit. bettpr results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

EliKCTRIC TBAISSHISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltiona
of epeed and prehsure, have t'rouglit it into special prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All applications should slate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fok Catalogue.

THE PEIiTON^ "WATER WHEEL CO.,
1^1-123 Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

US LIBERTY STREET, - - XE1V YORK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon. Intending pnrchaserB are herehy warned that all such infringementB will
be duly prospciited. •

Pt<:r.TOAi AVATER niOTOlCS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 16
and 20 horae power, une^iualed for all light runnnig niachineiy. Warranttd
to develop agiven tnioiint of power wllh one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreee as above. Deliveries made from
Han Francieco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instrtiments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Selling Agents

AMKH, KBEBT & CO., Ht. Paul, I»Idb.
HTAlVltABI* KI>K<;TBI<;AI< W<»BHH, Cincinnati, Ohio,
nOVAITAIN B1.KCTBIC CO, UenTcr, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CE1,E-BRAXED ^VAXEK WHEEL, as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its reiuarkably steady motion, liig^li Sipeed
and gfreat Efficiency, and large Capacity for its diameter,
being double the I*o«'er of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect gruaranteed,
SENO FOK CAXAEOOUE AWU PARXICrEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXORXERBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

ElSrF.A.^i:jXSEEE3X> 1878.
SOIiE MAJCrFACTUKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiliJgggg^'DEi,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i^^'^IIi^^ir.

SEND FOR OUR
.lew Catalogoe of

Electrical
Books.

The moBt complete of Its

kind ever publlBbed.

Sent Free to Any Address.

In the West for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

Eleclrlclan Fnbllshing Co.
ti Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111.

TUP # WT^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
inc. LnlCOi LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ecti^j::^ co..
1308 Filbert t^treet, - PHIIiADBIiPHIA.

Commercial Buildins^, St, liouis. 3Io.

|A.M.Morse&(9
If ENGINEERS andCONTRACTORS.

^^^^^?OWER PLANTS
T..ate of Enffliph. Morse & Co., K. C, Mo

TRANSMISSIONo^POWER
BX aiANIliLA ROPE.

Copiously illastrated and described in catalogue

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,
CX3CX0.A.C3-O.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save monej
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

RBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires, Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires, GRIMSHAW Tapes,

Competition Tapes, Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vnlca Klectrical ^Vire Ducts for Interior Constraction. A Complete Method for all

Electrical Systems. Junction Boxes, Cnt-Onts, Ansle Boxes,
Etc., Etc. Tnlca Coupling Compound.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" /^=fi^ INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Holly System of UndergrouNd Steam Supply,
FOR THE UTILIZATION OF EXHAUST STEAM AT ELECTRICAL STATIONS.

For pamphlets and particulars

regarding Electrical Companies who

are using the "Holly System" and

converting a waste product into

money, address

The prudent manager will not

throw away his exhaust steam,

which he can sell fcr $3,000 to $5,-

000 per annum for each 100 H. P.,

thereby materially increasing his

net revenue.

Sectional view or a Line of Steim M-ilns sjin^inp Iron Pipe Wood Log Co\eiiag AnclKraet Vanators and street Anglea

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, LOCKPORT, NEW YORK .

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

TR.A.DE: ivi.a.p^k:

Rheostats of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for Iliuetrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valuabie. Yon ehould
protect it by iiatent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, free of charge.

W. W. I>lJDJL.£ir & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g. 622 P St., N. W., Washington, D. 0.

Please mention this paper.

H f^ B For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

Ifll^n Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavert - Manufacturing - Co»^
'WT'xxiivExiia'orrosj', x>£ixj-

FUSE ) Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or l ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo'mliy in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^sn!^it.u.s.A..

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
ASJI> OTHER SHEET METAI, TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EI/ECTRICAIi USES.

SrHphite Bods of Tarlons liOnstlis, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Hraphite Boxes and Crncibles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Uegrees. Inaalrles dtladly AnsTrered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LA.KESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beaoh Street, Boston, Mass.

WE MANUFACTURE ARC DYNAMOS
\\ th guaranteed Automatic Kegiilation, and no

1 arktng at the commuiator. Lowepaed; high efficiency;

eat efact on gnarantetd.
r Incandescent DjnamoB are eiUier compound or

I t voand. We make a specialty of direct connected
tipo ar or Bi-polar Low speed Generators or Motors

f ny slz'i or dtslred speed.

Arc Lamps for use on Arc or incandescent Circuits.

a'.ienfs wanted. Liberal terms and exclusiveLive a^
territory iirranged for. For information address

The Easton Electric Co.,
647 KENT AVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

AGENTS

:

W. S. Cbesley & Co., 13() Liberty St., New
York City.

Nowo'ney Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wm. Jttirdock, St. Louie, Mo.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

50a doable-colamn Pases. 5T0 Illastrations. doth ltin<Un;;. Tyi>o I'agcw 10 x 7 inclioM. I'rice, ]>o8tac;e Prepaid, to any part of the world, asii.OO.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great claa.ses or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Sncyclopsedia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. 'I'he words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration Or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOSS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

OLEARNFSB, to the end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, Illinois.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
On acconnt of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and easy working gate, the con-

strnction of which makes It the most. Beneitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GIOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, IIIII>I.!S & TEMPI/E. DAYTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Upri^'hl and llorizoiiliil.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility fur m;iking them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Kasy wnrkins eates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest (juantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operatiog under
heads of 8 to 400 feet. Write us for line pamphlet and state your wauts.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling Incandesconi Lights

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric Bnpply
HoDBes,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
lannfactmer and Patentet,

/"flNhw
ORDERSIk)R WESTINGHOnS

DURING JULY, f892.

BEINGlNf:s

/^K^M» 00]MI»OXT3Sri> -EaSSGrHSS-El^.

W ^ tY Wilmington City Ry Co., 6t1i order Wilmington. Del.,
H. P.

330 East End Electric Light Co., 3*d order. Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. p.

130

Brooklyn City &, Newton R. R. Co. let " Broolilyn, N. Y., 330 Brookline Artiflcial Ice Co., Brookline, Mass., 85
U •• (1 11 Sd •( 11 330 Drexel Institute, 4th " Philadelphia, Pa., 85
.1 '( (( II 3d " 4( 3-30 Alliince Mill Si Elevator Co., MilDor, N. Dak., 85

.1 4th " " 330 Solvay Procees Co., ist Syracuse, If. T. 65

Allegheny County Lltht Co., 49th " Pittsburg, Pa., 330 '• " " 3d U It 65llw^^y >C " 50th " " 330 Arlington Hotel, Ist Hot Springs, Ark., 65

yflr>*>i"n1r J* Bamford Bros. Silk Mfg. Co., 4th " Paterson, N. J., 200 *' " 3d " " 65

*V1|TCW|L/ St. Louie Smelt'g Sl Refialng C }, 6th " St. Louis, Mo., 130 J. P. CurlisB, New Britain, Ct., 65

HlClu'^ NewportNewH Ship Bnllding; and^ -^ mAM •
Dry Dock Co., 9th " Newport News, Va., 130 Total, 19 Engines, aggregating 3,4ti0

_ _ (

Thomas D.Whltaker, 3t order, Bonneville, N. J.,

U. P.
3.0 Bio Grande Smelting Works, 4th order. Socorro, N. Mes.,

H. P.
45

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT Detroit Motor Co.,

DnnnellMfg. Co.,

2d
4l8t

" Detroit, Mich.,

Pautucket, R. I ,
150

S. D. Warren i Co.,

Westingbouse Machine Co.,

35th "

ISth "

Cumberland Mills,

Pittsburgh, Pa ,

35

35
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD, American Sugar Refining Co., lOth <t S. Boston, MftS3., 150 DunnellMfg, Co., 4«d " Pawtucket, R. I., 35

And the best made anywhere. Morris Machine Works. 6th " Baldwinsville, N. T. ICO St. Nicholas Building. Ist " Pittsburgh, Pa., 21

Send for CracuLAE & Prices. St. Louis Smelting and Refining Chicago & N. W. R'y Co
.

,

3d Chicago, III., 25

Co.. yth " St. Louis Mo., 75 Westingbouse Air Brake Co., 39th " Wilmerdlng, Pa., 25

The Leclanche Battery Co. W. E. Peck & Co., 1st - " New York, 75 C. G. Boult, Ahnapee, Wie., 25
" " 2d " " *' 75 East End Electric Light Co., 33d " Pittsburgh, Pa., 15

^n to 117 East 131st St., N. Y. Chicago & N. W. R'y Co., l«t " Chicago, 111., 75 James Stewart & Co., St. Louis, Mo., 15

John Bromley & Son,

Sd
SClt

"

Philadelphia, Pa.,

75

75
St. Nicholas Building, 3d Pittsburgh, Pa., 10

Rich Electric Heating Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., 10

innM Dfii FO Ramedell Paper Mills, 9th *' Salisbury Mills, N. T., 75 Crane ,5; Co., 3d " Dalton, Mass., 10

IKIIiy rill fN. "Linden Paper Co., 1st " Holyoke, Mass., 60 Morris Machine Works, yth " Baldwinsville, N. Y. 10

IIIUIl 1 UkkOl
Jarvle Paper Co.,

Sd "

Claremont, J'n N. n
45

, 'IS

Weat End Street Railway Co., BoBton, Mass., 5

Fop Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr'to To 0. G. Cowles, 3d " Osceolo, N. y., 45 Total, 31 Engines, aggregating 1,815

JULIUS LEFMANN,
* Subject to countermand.

eaoo W. Second street, ST. I.OUIS.

Pencoyd Iron Works,
H. p.

12Ch order, Pencayd, Pa., 50

SNOXKTIEIS.
Agent, Sydney, Australia,

H. P

LEONARD'S 3 WIRE SYSTEM.
B. P. Stoner,

Macatawa Park Association,

BeUwood, Pa.,

Holland, Mich.,

50

35
Jackson Pulp Co.,

Texas Elevator and Comprcaa
3d order. JackBon, Mich., 10

Identical in Cost and Efficiency -with R. F. Llvengood, Delavan, Minn., 35 Co., Dallas, Texas, 10

Edison System. Engler & Handke, Bristol, S. D., 35 Agent, Sydney, Auatralia, 10

SIMPLER TO OPERATE. Franklin Glazier & Son, So. Gladstonbury, Ct , 35 Albert Hermann, Paris France, 10

Copper required guaranteed to be not over 30^ of M. B. Potter & Co., Hitchcock, S.D., 3") Jules Senn, Lyons, France, 10

that required for 2-wire syetem, under John L. Omlnger, Amsterdam, N. Y., 25 Agent, Paris, France, 10
eame condiiions.

Agent, Sydney, Australia, 25 Fontaine Crosslog Co., 5th " Detroit, Mich., 5
Royalty 1 cent per lb. of copper iEstalled.

David Bradley Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., 25 Crystal Ice Co., Toungstown, 0., 5
Patented June 7, 1S93. Wo. 476,544.

Whitall, TatnmACo. 5th order. MlllviUe, N. J., 25

Charleatown, W. Va,, Jane 18,1892. Pencoyd Iron Works, 13th " Pencoyd, Pa., 25 Total, 21 Engines, aggregating ^85

JIessrs. H. Waed Leonard & Co., Grand Total fo r Jul t|
—

1 Engines, aggregating 5,8 lO H, P-136 Liberty St., New York. y>
Gentlemen:—The Central Station Plant, which

yon Installed for us here, under yournew patented
Byetem, has given entire eatlefactlon ever since it RONEY MECHANICAL STOKER-Recent Orders.
started, which was about sis months aj^o. StOt-ern. 1 Stokers.
The operation of the plant is quite eimple and

ecomomical. and as a result the plantie makius
very satisfactory earnines, a'rhough our to^^^l is

Carnegie Steel Co..

Baltimore City Pass. R'y Co.,

lOth order. Pittsburg, Pa.,

Baltimore, Md.,

16

14

Nlagara Falls Paper Co.,

Linden Paper Co ,

Niagra Falls, N.Y.,
Holyoke, Mass.,

5

4

rather small, having only abont3,(JU0-lnhabitants. Jollet Enterprise Co., 3d " Jollet, 111., \i National Rice Milling Co., New Orleans, La., 4

Yours very truly, Westingbouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg. Pa., 12 Chicago Cold Storage Exchange Chicago, 111., 4

(Signed) City Electric Light Co., Cheney Bros., Sj. Manchester, Ct. 8 Rumford Falls Paper Co., Ruraford Falls, Me., 3

Wm. Campbell, Sec'y. P-ttsbnrg Plate Glass Co.,

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Keri Thread Co.,

5th «« PittBburg, Pa., 8 Otia Falls Pulp Co., Otis Falls, Me., 3

For bide for complete plants or conductore only,
address,

31 "

Fall River, Mass..

8

7

Decatur Gas Light Co.,

Pittsburg Water Works,

3d order. Decatur, 111.,

Pittsburg, Pa.,

2

2

H.WARD LEONARD &CO.,
136 Ijiberty St., New York City.

Paige Tube Works, Cleveland, Ohio, 6

WESTINCHOUSE, CHURCJ1, KERR & CO., Engineers.
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Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERIN6 WORKS,

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GDARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.Standard Compound Engine.

Address all inq.iiu*ies to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON £ CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering; Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Potver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

THE SCHUYLER
STS'r:EiiiK 01

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATDEBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Arnnature. proof againsta burn-out

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Lane & Bodlet Co.,

cincinnati, o.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Pubiisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

xt5l?!lBYJ.A J. 5HLILTZ,

.OLDSTYLC

_ LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROD I

) AND ROPETRflNSMISSION SUPERS

53'

Y'\

I)

ir> NOIRDNRODORHINGE.OLDSTYLI
*.

I TftTUFD I (ML/ AMn lOflAl Otin O IT

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULIEV COVERING,

RAWHIDE.
LY PERFECT BELT

L.NOSLIPPINS

R L0STM0TIO^

*» ANf'llTT';- J "^ SiimiiuirSt,, Bonton, MJaBfl : 'i'iXi Penrl St., Now York C'ity.

ililo, Pa.; 60 W. MonroB St. OUicago.

l^HlDEiAGElEATriER-
AND PiGKER Leather-

St. Louis, Mo.
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BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Automatic Cnt-off ENGINE.
liVith Hew Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

ficonomy, Durability, ISmooth and C^uiet Rnnning.

New Tork Office: 18 Cort-
landt St.', F. K. Chiunock,
Sales Agent.

Cliicago Office: Room COG,
"The Rookery."

J. W. Parker & Co., 38 South 4th St.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore. Md.
Smlth-Courtoey Co., 1419 Main St.,

Richmond. Ta.
L, fil. Rumsey Mfc. Co., ^ t. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vaier, 224 Washington Ave.

So., Minueapolis. Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co , Lewis Block. Pitts-

burgh, Pa-
Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco,

Cal.
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. G. Gilbert, Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St.,

Boston, Mass

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Eiectric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SLMPI.E, COMPOITND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH office:

48 South Canal Street, CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES JINO WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AirinTNCIATORS <^ BELLS.
Firiii; L.IME AliWAirS IK I^TOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
I us and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14b3 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.
8end for IJew Cataloqdb. Ont Anpnflt let.

When yoa are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write the

TRADE MARK.

Warranted Hard Porccl Aa

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO
Estimates Cheerfully Given. T<JT=^AA7' TS/^TT T=~(—>p?"i—>, CZ^CDr^N^.

Write us at once, we can save you money.

•P

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.QfficeandWote aiF,
cobipx.e:te: po-mter px.a.hts for WOOQBURY If

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY, JTE^H^ «
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

PA.

( NEW TOKK,
BEANOH OFFICES: I'^lhkES^^''^^-

( SAN FRANCISCO,

1.36 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building.
1130 "The Rookery."
29 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
Afi-TWriTPC!. (ST.LOUIS—3r.F. Johnston MachineryCo., 715 and 717 N. 3d .St.
iiujJi'HJlX.O.

j MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.-T. M. Masuire, 23 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND-
CONDENSINGOR NON-CONDENSING.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YOKK,

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal »t.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and FarDiBbed.

Send, for ne\7 Catalogue of Pow-
er Transmission Machinery.

ELECTRIC LIGHT GLOBEjr-^

^^HE-LARCfesT-LiMe- OF

NoVELaRTISTCPATTERNSaEFFEGTSi

^42 MURRAY ST. NY J
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LI6HT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
THE riMsiiiiHniim electik to.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave.

ELECTRIC CO,,

Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

o
1-^

a

a!

Can furnish from Chicago stocl(, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socl<et, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
And fill mik yon factory prices on all kinds of RDBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD ENCASED CABLES, INCANDESCENT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

p
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"Where We Are At.
"

Shield Brand
Moisture-Proof

Line Wire.

Rain, Sleet, Ice, Snow, Howlins Winds, the whole string will be

stabled on you in a few weeks. Are you fixed for them.? Got the

right kind of feed? Have you tried Shield Brand.? It's a regular

anti-fat for Rain and Sleet and the rest of them. Give 'em a good
feed—all around the course.

Habirsiiaw
Rubber Gov ed

Wires, Cables
and Cores.

%£5.».WtS^"^

Architects, Builders, Contractors and Owners make
no mistake when insisting on "Habirshaw". It is the

only absolutely safe insulation. In situations demanding
the very best, Habirshaw Pure Rubber Covered Wire has

no successful competitor.

The Sunbeam
Incandescent

Lamp.

/'*" 1^'"'%, "^^^^ ^^^^ successful lamp made; excelling all others in point of

^IIN'IIFAM
^'^^ ^"'^ economical use of current. Gives the greatest satisfactior'

j:\,!!c*!«Snii*|^ '° ^'^^ customer and the central station. Gives the most light for a

'^Sifeta'^'

dollar invested in current.

Crocker-
Wheeler

Motors.

As announced before, we have secured the agency for these celebrated motors. We
are prepared to make motor installations of evety description.

We have a corps of expert motor engineers and will furnish plans and estimates promptly.

A laroe stock of all sizes carried in stock.

Electric

Railway
Supplies.

Much of the Railway Material made has been of a make-shift, temporary design. This
is not altogether the fault of the makers, the rapid growth of the work is responsible

for it. We have been conservative—perhaps slow—but our line of railway equip-

ment materials show the results in perfection of design and thorough practicability

for the uses intended.

Send for our Special Electric Railway Catalogue, No. 31.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

COR. RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE,
ICiiHtfsrii i)\\\v.v> n.n*\ J'*fu:tot'lcHt

ANbOMA, CONN CHICKCO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE I^TJBBEK. TJSED IHST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
ZS 1PW»S lPA,mA.

Marine Core, used
on Moxernmeut

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broad^vay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable, Brooklyn
£dison Electric Ijig:lit Co.

Submarine "Work, Bdison Electric
JLight Co., Xfaston, Pa.

Naval Core, United
States 8. s. "Chicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

"Drypla'-es."
Grand Central J>epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirsha'w Insulation fuIflUs all requirements in places demanding the
"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Care.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WiVlilVii nADlKoHAW ) ritiOij 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

eSNEBAIi MAITAGEB. NE>V "S^OBK CITY.

lESTEBN AGENTS: THE ELECTRiCiL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolpli St. and Micbigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Feeder Cable.
Brooklyn JROison
£lectric liigbt Co-

The Su&beasi Incandescent Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

-MASirFACTtJREKS OF

CHICHGO, - - ILL.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

The Electrical Supply Co., Chioaeo,m. liOUfiT JLjlX^B XjHilU'PS
The Electrical Supply Oo., Anaooia, Conn. *—

'

*
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. s". Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. « -m V^.^^ •
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Ol* fl1^f*ll KlTl^'lP>¥lAV
WoodrufF-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.

^^*' *•**&** ^^***^i/*^.'**^-'^
Louisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Mountain £Xectric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash. T ^ TYIT^C
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis. M Jfl' 111 I rl^>
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC COM

WOOD SYSTEMS OF ARC LIGHTING;

DIRECT CURRENT INCANDESCENT LIGHTING!

TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
Including Automatic Constant Current Dynamos from 1 to 80 lights' capacit)'.

COMPOUND WOUND INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS from 25 to 2,000 lights' capacity.

POWER GENERATORS AND MOTORS from IH to 160 horse power.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE GEAR. AND CLUTCH FEED LAMPS,
Elliptic Carbon Lamps, Switch-Boards, Hanger-Boards, Cut-Outs, Ammeters, Etc.

Also flattery Incandescent Alternating Apparatus for long distance incandescent
lighting, including transformers, meters, and all necessary appliances.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
IF'oxt "'vX7'SL37rLe, Irtd.., TJ. S- .A..

HEAT-PROOF --- WiTER-PROOF.
One motor GEARED TO BOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

liyLoj2dL-rrr\Djrri. Txa-ction., Econ-orjcx^r irL Opexa-tion,
0-exxexa.toxs of .^^r2.-3r Size,

IrLca,n.t:3.escex2.t :D3rrLa-xxi.os, Sta,tiox3.a<x37- 2!s/^otoxs,

:E31ectxica,l S-o-pplies of ^Trex3r 3Desoxipticn.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEW YORK,

Monadnock BIdg. Fiske BIdg. F. I. Stone. 18 Cortiandt St.



3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.

ol. XI. CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 3, 1892. No. 10

EVERY ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOTTLD BE PKOVIDBD WITH

g mssire wege.
Makes contlnTjons record, day and nigta.t, of STBAUT,
WATEK, AIK or GAH PBESttUXCE:, with or with-
out Electrle Alarm. Will pay for Itself by insuring
»afe*y and economy. Send for circolar, fac-simile chart,

and ilBt of hnndredB of uaerB.

BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

MATIONAL INDIAIndia Kubber v0.

S. p. COLT, Prest., P. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Itgr.

General 'Weaterii Agents; Enterprise Electric Co., Ckicaeo.

ILLAKD L. CAHDEE
DtlRANT CHEEV

The

ternalional

e1.} BosineBB Man&gen.

OKONITE COMPANY, IIIITED.

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Utc,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BKANCBES: cnacBiTo, Boston, Philadelplila, SlinneapoUs, Gincliuiatl,

malia. I.«>TiiaTille. St^ liOule, San Francisco, iKindon and So* America.
City,

FHE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DET STREET, NEW YORK,

JIANUPACTITKEBS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF All DESCKIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
I
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY poE CAPACITY TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AXD OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE JIANUFACTUEE A FULL LINE OF

fest Instrnments and all Scieotlflc Measurement Appaiatas.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
I atannfactiired by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AeEaiTS

:

NEW YORK CITY, Cias. B. Chapin, 13
I iberty Street.

CHICAGO, Il/L., ElectilcAppliance Co., 242
]

Aladlaon Street.

ST. PAUL, MI^N., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

OMAHA, NBB., B. B.Dowis, 315 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Louis Electrical Snpply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Klectric

Supply & Gonetrnction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.,17»

West 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KT., Smlthers & Davia.

MANUFACTUREE OF

INSUI.ATED SLBGTRIG WIRB,
FILKXIBLE COROS and CABLES.

300 and. 202 Nortli THird Street, .- - FHlI/ADEliPHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Supply Bouse
for it.

teacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBTINCITON STBBET, BOSTON, JKASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATIVES

:

JuUan Scholl & Co. , V26 Liberty St., New York.
Geo. D. HoffiQian, &2 Lake St., Chicago, HI.

H. M. Sciple & Co. . 3d & ArcU Sts. , Philadelphia,

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

W. B. Pearson & Co., Home Ins. BIdg.,CMcago, 111. James & Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn.
ThOB, G Smith, Jr., William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.

Hammond BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Anderson, Houston, Tei.

W A Day, 196 Oliver St., Boston, Mass, F. H. Whiting, JacobBon Block, Denver, Colo.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Thomson teeordins Vail Heler.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consnmed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TEST'IIMIOITI-A.lLiS:
QEBMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the Slat

lampleasedtosay the THOMSON RECORDING -WATT
METERS in UBe by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Tours truly,

GBRMANTOWN ELECTRIO LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,'

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,
173 Adams Street, Chicago, III.
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CLASSIFIED LIST.
Anniuiciators

.

Central BlectricOo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc JLamps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
BeggB, J. E., Mchy. & Snpply Co,
Einati Electric Co.
Daples Electric Co., Ltd.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Electric Cona. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Roee Electric Light Supply Co.
Schnyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
ThomBon-HouBton Electric Co.
Weettngliouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc £il^t Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric CO.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bella, IClectric.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bells, JOasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The EG. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick it Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltins*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcos Co., The.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
\VeBton Engine Co.

Books, KlectrlcaL
Electrician Publishing Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpnly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
PartHck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See InenlBted Wires.)

Cables, Electric. (See Insulatea
Wires), Copper.Sheet and. Bar
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Wettem JBlectric Co.

Camera?.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons. Points and Plates.
BroBh Eluctric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worfca.
Katlonal Carbon Co.

Clntcbes, Frletlom.
Fallg Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. U.&D. Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constmctlon and Bepalra.
Andrae, JuUns.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Electrical Oouetrnction Co., The.
Smith, Thos. Q. Jr.

Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Eleetrle Usht,
£nelne Plants and. Electric
BaUvays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & WUcoi Co., The.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
HeiBier ElecLiic Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley LO., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Mather Elecirlc Co.
Moree & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safely Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co,
Sions City Engine Works.
Smith, ThoB. t». Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomson-floaston JSiectrlc Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
WeetinghouBB Electric & Mfg. Co,
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Oo.
Weeton Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins, Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'B Son's Co

.
, J . A.

Sperry Kiec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Letoann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt'Onts and Nivivnbea.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.

. Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co

.

Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechriet, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nulfl, C. S.

Dynamos-
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great ^Veetern Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Helsler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Snpply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schnyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Co.

Electric I<aTa €!as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Ballirays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Siemens S; Ilalske Electric Co.
Thomson-Honston Electric Co,
Weatlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechaolcal
Enslneers-
Bryan, W. H

.

Leonard & Co., H. W.
Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.

Queen & Company.
Weatem Electric Co.

Electrical IntelUsence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot. E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Blectro-PlattnK naoblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,

Enslnes, Steani,
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Oo.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson* Co., W.B,
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co,
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co,
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Ontflts.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrna<*e Crrate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Sujiply Oo.
Knapp ElectiicM Works.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas iAstktisxe-, filectric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Eltctrica! Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Nnpplies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, Julius.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng'. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
lireeley & Co

. , The E . 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood &Co., Wm,
Klipstein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Q.ueen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioos City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Electrical Glass-
vrare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcehix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and insnlattna;
materials.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, JuUub.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
CuBhing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co,» The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. w.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Lefmann. Julius.
Moore, Alfred F.
MnnseU & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New Tork Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopes Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated TV^lres and Cables.
aiasnet ^Vlre.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eaatem Electric Cable Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Sooth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber A Gutta Fercha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weetem Electric Co.

Lamps, Ijicandes<*ent.
American Electrical Mfg. Oo.
Beaoon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bemsteln Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co,, The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hood & Co , Wm.
Illinois Electric L-amp Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Latbes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Worke.

I^ightning Arresters.
Van Nnis, C. S.

nasnet tVlre.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Jtrecbanical 9Iaclilnery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Worke.

Medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Pari;rlck & Carter Co.

Blica,
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfff. Co., H, W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Slllilng: JUarbioery.mne iNieuaia, jcievirlc.
Detroit Electrical Worke.

jninlnK Apparatus, Electric.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- HouBton Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Thornson-Houston Itiectnc Uu.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co.Name Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

OflBee Farnltnre.
American Desk & Beating Co.
Andrews & Co., A. H.on Puriflers.
Gravity ParliierCo.

Fins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Ulectrical Supply Co.. The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Lond, H. M. & Bone Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Lond, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co.

PoFCflain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Kiectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Balln'ays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Kecordins: Pressure Causes.
Brietols' Mfg. Co., The.

Bcguiatin^ dockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
»Uk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Bpcabinc Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Q.neen & Co.

Steam Heating Apparatus.
American District Steam Co,

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, £lectrlc BailTPay.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius,

I Railway Equipment Co.
Tapes, Insulating.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cushlng, F. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Eaatem Electric Cable Co.
EdlBOn General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
enlatlng Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electrfc
Detroit Electrical Works,
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., TheE. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Eleccrlc Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcManSacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Blectrlc & Mfg. Co.

TroUey Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Delroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomeon-Houaton Electric Co.
WeatlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Typeivriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co,

UniTcrsitleH.
Inetituteof Technology.

IVater Wheels.
LefFelA Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Central Electric Co,
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebllne'e Sons' Co.. J, A.
Sperry Elec. MiniBg Machine Co.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And II accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illum.in-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparattis.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICVLARS AND PRICES.

Oim SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SAVIlfG equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.

Quadruples the efiective light of

any lamp

G-S Poitable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indefinitely in any position

at will. Arm Indestructible and

may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

shapes.

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 11th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BRANCH OFFICES;
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, New York City.

173, 176 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Gonld Bnildlng, Atlanta, Ga, Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Fonrth St„ Cincinnati, 0. 401-107 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Lane & Bodlet Co.,

cincinnati. o.

H-Ward Leonard & Co.,

136 Liberty St., New Yort City,

Bulk Eiectric Contractors
FOB

COMPLETE PLANTS
of every kind, including buildings, steam

plants, wa'er powers, electric generating

plants, pole lines, underground work, road

beds, bridges, motors, inside wiring, etc.

Having no agencies and no connection

witli any nxanufacturing concern, we in-

stall any apparatus and any system, de-

sired.

NIIVE VEABS' EXPERIENCE.

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue.

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSON$CO.,
CHICAGO, 8AIV FRjl,]KCISCO, NE^F YORK, TRENTOIV,
173 I/ake St. as and a? Fremont St. 117 l.lberty St. M. J.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANDPACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Iiighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western OfOce, 161 and 163 Randolph St., GUcago.
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CBICA&O
Is over-stocked and we, in particular, on a few sizes of

WEATHER-PROOF WIRE, such as No. 6 and No. 8

B. & S. gauge. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 ^ 118 Franklin Street, Chicago,

OUR NEW MULTIPOLAR.
There is nothing manufactured

that equals it for

EFFICIENCY,

PERFECT WORKMANSHIP,
DURABILITY.
BALL BEARINGS,

REGULATION.
FINISH.

SELF-OILING .

SLOW SPEED.

A STRICTLY HIGH GRADE MACHINE,
Railway Generators, Dynamos, Motors.

National Electric Mfg. Co.,

BROADWAY AND NINTH AVENUE, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

THE ELECTRICAL ENBINEERINe AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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Are prepared to fill orders for Arc Lighting Apparatus of

SUPERIOR MERITS.

Municipal and Commercial Lighting our Specialty.

We invite yoi- to investigate. Get our prices before

buying elsewhere, and

SAVE MONEY.

Standard Electric Co.
313 to 3(7 So. Canal St., Chicago.

f

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFC. COMPAKY, OCOHTO, WIS,
I Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, »it&

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parchasing: else-tvhcre send in a trial order f«ir Brilliauts.
Ijamps farulslied to consumers in quantities at factory prices.

CHICAGO OFFICE, Wm. Hood & Co., Managers, 239 LA SALLE ST.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 18S1.

INCORPORATED )8B3.

Arc Laaps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED -

EACT: J

pgR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAMP THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL,
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPIlONi; BUILDING.

NEW YORK. Search Light No. 13.
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12,672,000 Feet.
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSDL&IION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
13

"W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

/N'pTM'^XJ it 'T'/\"DO Highest Efficiency. ^^^yo,
^jd^j^k ^^MAi£^^ V^JL«i)9* Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all Others. Ml |K^I

COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT. WA
T. P^ jwl ^'^^ The only Incandescent Lamps which have secured Universal Approval.

MILLIONS SOLD AND MILLIONS SELLING. (

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Begulating Instruments.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.
4a BROAD SXK,KET, - NE^V YOPfcK.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATDRS FOR PDWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CTnlasLga Office: He-^zy- York: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
I95--207 South Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers of

Dynamos, Motors,
Liamps, Sockets,
Wire, etc.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
.. AND FIXTURES

ESiof
'

every description.

Gas, Blectric and
Oombinatiou
Fixtures.

Complete Electric Batteries,
Railway Station and Push Buttons,
Line Appliances. Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
aiANUFACTUBEBS OP

Tm MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
Storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICM BATTIRY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^rom.pt Sli.ip22G.erLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.V/. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,

S'S'^l.^OXTSEl, SO". T"., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
lac lilberty St., F. C. TIMPSON, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

Busy bees for drones provkUog
Gather honey;

"Buckeye'' lamps for Central Stations
Gather money.

Special Inforniatiou Concerning Fall PiirchaEes.

Write us BEFORE you buy.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAe o,
437 "Tlie Rookery."

NEW TOBH,
611 9IaU and Express Builfliiig.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUEEES OF

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES : ] 520 Olive St.^^ ST^^LOUiS.^

' 18 Cortlandt St. . NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE EIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO. Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

1^0^ ^o^.

THE "lONA" CEILING CUT-OUT.
Have You Ever Used a Cut-Out That Exactly Suited You?

HAVE YOU TRIED THE "lONA"? ..
-^'^

-—^
No Screw—Positive Connections. Reasonable Prices.

Ask Your Dsaler for Them or Write us.

Sockets, Switches and General Supplies at Manufacturers' Prices.

REDDING ELECTRIC CO., t
I Federal St.,

Boston, Mass.

^'

Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Bates for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
body- The glazing and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baited alike,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

m t« 156 flretii St.,

Green Point,

mtOOKLlN, N.I

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

'HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc anil Power Circuits.

"UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX ami QUADPUPLIX UOHTNINB ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARSON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTUKERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two horse power lo tlireeMM horse dowet,

Weslerr, Deoartmert: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. VMKER, Manaqer

Insulating Compounds,

Tape and Armature Yarnlsh.
MANUFACTUKBD BY

S^^^HiIB OXXE3.A.X=».
Two 300 Amp. Shnntwound U. S. Bynamos.
Two 3)0 Amp. Shuntwound U. S. Dynamoa.
Two 500 Lt. T. H. Dynamos, componnd wound,

with base, rheostat aiid ammeter.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
Twelve 12 Lt. Knowles Dynamos, with lamps.
Nine 30 Lt. Westinghouse Arc Dynamos.
Twelve 50 Lt. Schuyler Dynamos, 3,000 C. P.

SliSO Lt. Ezcelsior Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., with
single lamps.

Two IB Lt. Eicelelor Dynamos, single lamps.
Two 150 Lt. Brush Incandes. Machines, 95 Volts.
One 15 Lt. Brash Arc, 7 amperes.
One 6i( Lt. Vaadepoeie Arc Machines, with two

armatures and 25 double 2,000 C. P. lamps.
One 100 H. P. Ball Engine.
One 90 H.P. Armington & Sims Engine.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hlgrli Grade Kugines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty,

CflfflpleteSteafflPlafltsMalleil.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMSi
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie Solution of tlie ProMei of Safe Guarfling

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and lor whatsoever purpose employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

COiTIDTJI'rS

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liiberty St., JTEW YORK,

Chicago Office: 548 "The Kookcry."
SOLD BY

THB BliRCTBICAI. STJPFIiT CO., Chicaso.
NOVKIiTY KI/BCTKIC CO., Philadelphia,
PETriN<wEl.l.-Aai»REWS CO., Boston

And Supply Houses ETerj wIi.Te.

MASTTPACTUEED BT

T fS^V "R T €\ U
GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,

IMADKC. 5 B27 to B31 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.
-j 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44Broad St., New York.

TRADE-MARK

yhoB. Day & Co.j 332 Sutter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 326 Pearl St., Buffalo.N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. eth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrnciiou Co.. Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Holly System of Unilergrounil Steani Supply,
FOR THE UTILIZATION OF EXHAUST STEAM AT ELECTRICAL STATIONS.

For pamphlets and particulars

regarding Electrical Conipanlefcwbo

are using the "Holly System" and

converting a waste product into

money, address

The prudent minager will n o

throw away his exhaust steam

which he can sell for $3,000 to $5

000 per annum for each 100 H. P.

thereby materially increasing hi

net revenue.

Scctloiml view of a Lino or SUiiun Mitlna, bIiowIdk Iron Pipe, Wood Lok (

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, LOCKPORT, NEW YORK.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
P

u
HANUFACIUREaS OF APFABAIVS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances,

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators, and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPAKATUS, BEPAIBS and SUPPLiIES formerly fnrni^hed by the United States Electric lightins Co.,
?feTf-arli, Sf. J., sboald now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attentiou.

BRANCH OFFICES INALLTHE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

WKW ITOBK JLAUP FACTOBY, Capacity !S0,a00 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. fo 150 C. p. 45 V0II3 to 125 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
fiUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACmE-HlGH-SPEtiui^

P0RPRICE5""'
CATALOGUE
"3 /ADDRESS ^

ENGINE DII^T.

5UPERI0R. RMOLATION
«"=> ECONOMY roB.

BECTRICjJliHTinS
AmfiENERAL

'^

16 SIZLS

CARRIENN STOCK

i"wFrBf
EACH tnt OF OUR.|

ENGINESj
Btfottsminsi

l:MHin!l.Bl!)i:J^cg<.ffiSMl

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE.
We can furnish at bottom prices

Iieclanclie,
Andrae Carbou,

liaclede,
Samson

and JLatv
Batteries.

Bells, Wire and Pnsheg,

Agent for SUNBEAM LAMPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWIUKEE, WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
I Ib the most dura-
ble for hangi

I Arc Lamps,
I
T rol ley

I Cord, Cot-
ering Field

Mapneta, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAUSOlf CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Mobt Complete Alternating System now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

irMeporiHachinBlool Works
P E.P.BULLARD PRDPR, BRIDCEPDRTCONM

The IaATSST and BZZST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow apeed, email floor space, direct driven, Belf-oillng oearlnee, little external
magnetism, etc,

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
MADE BY THE

liiniitcd,

CORRY, PA.
KOHton Ofllce— II, C, Hawks, ManaKer,

CiiO Atlantic Ave.
llliicacoOflicp— 11. J, Randolph, Man-

a;'t;r, l:J2r) Monadnock Building,
HunHiiH <:ity, Illo., OlIiiM'-L. C

IJdtr, KIKI Walnut street.
IMcw Voi'k Olllre—W, II. Gordon,
Miinug'T, lir. IJroadway,

l>hiluil<-li>hia Oni<M'-0tl» K, Slimrt,
M«nnB"r, al City Trust Bldg,

4:liattanooG;n, T«*iin.~F. I. Stone.
fjIncolD, iy*^li.— IJlg. low Electric Sup-
ply Co., iraa, i.'ith St

I'rovlilcnce, K. I.—Drake, rayeon &
Whlttler, Cor. WuslilnRlon &. Eddy His,

Tarpon Mi>ri neui >^la.- W. D. Wilson,

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

(.an be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such, that there are no " dead
L-enters." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and rehable automatic governor. Built of any requii'ed size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room, than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE -A.O]yLE OF SIlvdliprjIOIT^X'.
No skOIed engineer is required.

3^= For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addres'^.

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
7ii Karitnii ilvcniie. BOtTIVD BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per ceBt Dry Steam. Outstripping all competltorB.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

IT HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '""^e^S^Wk. HOBIZONTAI,.

This advertieement appears every other week.

-T^XS-

nm umm co,

PnSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen™

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOBK»* AT BRID«EPORT, COKN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.
Work on the electricity building is not progressing as

rapidly as the World's Fair officials desire, but there is

every reason to believe that the structure will be ready in

time for the opening exercises. The work of finishing

the towers is rapidly approaching completion, as will be

seen from the accompanying illustration, which is a repro-

duction from a recent photograph of the building.

The work of allotting the space in the Electricity build-

ing was finished last week. The total space available in

the building is 185,000 square feet. The total number of

square feet applied for was 448,000. The space applied

for by foreigners was 95,000 square feet; the space allowed

them was 68,700. The plans which were submitted to the

director-general allots 182,000 square feet, leaving 3,000

square feet for emergencies.

In connection with the plans which have been approved

by Chief Barrett, there will be presented to the director-

general blank forms of permits for space and blank forms

partment may have a definite idea as to how the space
allotted will be utilized.

News of an exciting nature relative to electrical matters

pertaining to the World's Fair was a scarce article this

week. But no news is often good news, and so it was in

this case, for that progress has been the watchword among
the electrical workers is plainly evident to any one visiting

the grounds.

The Westinghouse company, through its energetic rep-

resentatives, is making creditable headway with its large

contract, and Superintendent E. E. Keller is giving the

large force of draughtsmen plenty to do. The plans for

the wiring and the arrangement of lights in the Adminis-

tration building have been approved. This building will

be wired in Vulca tubing. All switches and cutouts have

been located in closets at various points throughout the

building; the closets used, though, for the most part, are

in the janitors' rooms. On the ground floor of the Ad-
ministration building'there will be set up eight standards,

and loggias will be wired in ducts; all the offices in the
pavilions will be wired in moulding. The total number
of lamps on the inside is about 3,700.

The work on the Administration building is about half

finished; that on the Art building has jast been com-
menced, while on the Connecticut State building, 120
lights; the Massachusetts building, 176; the Pennsylvania
building, 600; the Wisconsin building, 240, the wiring

work has been finished.

On Saturday evening last General Barney entertained a

party of newspaper men at Jackson Park. A trip by moon-
light on the Electra was greatly enjoyed. General Birney
left for the East Monday to arrange the preliminaries for

the submission to the construction department of severa

styles of boats to be operated on the lagoons. In these boats

the general style of the Electra will be followed in all the

essential features.

Manufacturers of electrical apparatus, especially those

who have been interested in the contract for lighting the

Willi

2^iw-ia^;jE

of acceptance. It may be said in this connection that the

department of electricity is making every effort to live up

to the promises of a great and striking display. Every

care is being taken in the aUotment of space to do Justice

to exhibitors according to the relative importance of each

exhibit. With the knowledge that the space available in

the building is 185,000 square feet, and that the depart-

ment has received applications which, if it were possible to

allow them all, would aggregate 448.000 square feet, it

will be readily seen that it has been no easy matter to

fairly and impartially carry out, so to speak, the boiling

down process. The applications, according to Secretary

Homsby, from parties desiring space in which to exhibit

small and comparatively unimportant articles have been

very numerous. The effort has been made, though, to

have such exhibitors make their display in conjunction

with that of some firm or company which is rightly en-

titled to a large space. By adhering to this plan the num-

ber of those who will appear as exhibitors has been greatly

reduced, but the display will be the same. Each exhibitor

will be called upon, before the final permit is issued, to

famish drawings of the display he proposes to m. ke in his

space. This plan will be followed in order that the de-

ELECTKICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

each carrying a bunch of fifty incandescent lamps. These

standards will be each about eighteen feet high to the

center of the cluster, and the eight standards will fill the

eight corners of the octagonal rotunda. The standards,

in fact, will be nothing more nor less than huge lamp posts

set up on the mosaic floor. In each of the four entrances

to the building will be two clusters of twenty-five lights

each. Within, at the level of the mezzanine floor, about

eighty-five feet from the ground floor, is the rotunda

gallery. In each alternate post of the gallery there will be

placed a seven light standard. This arrangement will re-

quire 420 lights in all. On the cornice, about 130 feet

from the floor and just at the base of the dome, a circle of

lights, about 400, has been placed. These are arranged in

rosettes. Just above the false dome, in the space between

it and the dome proper, a dozen arc lamps have been located.

The position of these lamps is such that they illuminate

the interior of the dome proper from behind the false dome
in such a manner as to best reveal the beauty of its decor-

ation. The light is shed through the opening in the false

dome by reflection, the lamps being out of sight. The

effect is one of diffusion rather than the usual painful bril-

liancy. In the four pavilions at the corners all lobbies

buildings at the World's Fair, will be interested inthe es-

timates made by a Pittsburg paper on the cost to the

Westinghouse company of furnishing the apparatus and

installing the plant. According to this paper it is claimed

by outsiders that "it will cost the Westinghouse company

$800,000 to fulfill its contract, and that consequently it is

bound to lose heavily, while Mr. Westinghouse claims

there will be at least a fair profit on the work."

The conditions of the specifications require that the con-

tractor is to install, operate, maintain and remove all gen-

erators and station apparatus; all conducting and distri-

buting appliances, including lamps and sockets.

Thus, it will be seen that the generators are to be re-

moved when the fair is over, or, in other words, the appar-

atus is going to revert to the Westinghouse company.

Now ten months' use of this apparatus will lessen its mar-

ket value but little, and as for its real value hardly any.

With a little revarnishing and perhaps a little repairing,

the entire plant can be sold for more than its cost to the

Westinghouse company, which will surely cover the factory

cost and the interest on the money invested in the plant

for that time.

It is further estimated that the cost of lamps and sockets



will be about $163,200, leaving over $320,000 for wiring

and labor. It would appear from this that the possibili-

ties of a direct profit are very good, while, of course, the

indirect gains cannot be estimated in dollars and cents,

but will undoubtedly be large, as the advertising benefits

will be immense.

Ahearn's Electric Water Heater.

In the article entitled "The Electric Heater in Canada"

which appeared in a recent issue of the Western Elec-

trician, reference was made to a number of forms of

electric heating apparatus that had been devised and put in-

to service in Ottawa, Ont., by T. Ahearn. The extent to

which Mr. Ahearn has carried out his experiments was

doubtless a surprise to many of those on this side of the

line, who fondly imagined that the electricians of the Uni-

ted States were foremost in all lines of electrical engineer-

ing. The article referred to, however, caused an awaken-

ing, and a number are now watching most respectfully for

details and reports as to the continuous practical working of

the Ahearn apparatus. On this account the accompanying

sketches showing diagrammatically the internal arrange-

ments of Mr. Ahearn's water heater will be of interest.

Referring to the three cuts of the device—an exterior view,

a vertical section, and a horizontal section—the details of

this particular form of heater will be clearly understood.

A is an open vessel, metallic and a good conductor of

heat—such as copper, tin, or thin cast-iron—adapted to

hold water. Upon this are placed strips of insulating ma-

terial B, such as asbestos. Upon this insulation is wound

a coil of wire or strip C of refractory material having a

high electric resistance— such as German silver—and the

terminals are connected with leads ^ c' of an electric cir-

cuit. The vessel thus insulated, coiled, and connected,

is placed in a vessel D, which is large enough to leave an

annular space all round the inner vessel A and also to leave

a space between the two bottoms. The latter space is

packed with a good non-conductor of heat and electricity

E—such as asbestos—and the annular space is filled with

powdered whiting, fire-clay, or other refractory material

J^, which is also a non-conductor of electricity. The in-

terior of the vessel Z) is also lined with asbestos or other

non-conductor of heat £'. The top of the annular space

is made up with a ring cover G, provided with insulators

^^, through which the leads c c are passed. The inner-

vessel H \^ provided with a removable hollow cover A, the

^'\

r-\'.

AHEARN S ELECTRIC WATER HEATER.

interior of which is packed with asbestos h. An opening

//' is provided in the cover convenient for filling the vessel.

To the interior of the cover // there is attached a closed

water-tight vessel //' of such a size as to reduce the water-

space in the vessel A and form an annular space around

vessel //' and a space between its bottom and that of the

vessel A.

I is the draw-off pipe, secured in the bottom of the ves-

sel /I and passing through the bottom of the container D
and provided with a suitable faucet u To pipe / there is

attached a branch /', provided with an elbow ?', in which

a gauge-glass /" is secured. The outer vessel D is further

packed externally with a nonconductor of heat and suit-

ably lagged with wood or other material. The vessel A is

filled with water, the level of which may be readily ob-

served in the gage-glass /". A switch being provided in

the leads i" r' at a suitable point, the current maybe turned

on or off when desired. The coil C is of such a sectional

area that it is heated by the passage of a current without

being fused. The heat thus created in the coil is con-

ducted by the filling /'to the vessel A and by it communi-

cated to the water in the vessel. The water-level in the

vessel // is maintained uniformly by an automatic regu-

lating device.
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An Incandescent Cigar Lighter.
The accompanying cit represents a new electric cigar

lighter of German manufacture. The device is intro-

duced by R. Frister of Berlin, and it is claimed that a

number are actually in use. The apparatus is quite simple

and consists essentially of an incandescent lamp socket

with a suitable handle connected by flexible lamp cord

with wires carrying a loo or no volt current. The outer

end of the socket is supplied with a plug containing a

spirally wound platinum wire, and this is brought to a state

INCANDESCENT _. _

of incandescence v/hen the circuit is closed by means of the

push-switch shown in the handle. This glow is sufficient

to ignite a cigar when aided by a few vigorous puffs. Suf-

ficient resistance is introduced in the handle of the lighter

to suit the requirements of the current.

Search Light Signaling from Mount
Washington.

On. August 22d an interesting search light experiment

was made at Mount Washington, N. H. A message was

telegraphed by means of flashes from the mountain to

Portland, a distance of about 85 miles, and was read by

an operator on top of the Wes'^ern Union building in Port

land. The source of the light itself was not visible from

the Western Union building, but its needlelike beam shot

across the heavens and was clearly outlined. Telegraphic

communication had been established between the mountain

and the roof of the Western Union building, and at 9:30

o'clock the electric light was turned on and the beam di-

rected toward Portland. The operator at Mount Wash-

ington telegraphed over the wires:

*'Can you see the beam of light in the air?" and the an-

swer came back:

"Yes, I can see it directly overhead."

Then the Mount Washington operator wired:

"I am going to telegraph by flash light; send back in-

stantly by wire the word as you will get it."

Then the key which operates the flash light was used,

_
and by the code system of dots and dashes the name

"Mount Washington" was flashed across the sky. In

stantly after the completion of the last word the little

ticker repeated the words which were sent back by wire by

the Portland operator. Then the flash light shot the word

"Congratulations'* into space, and it was read without

hesitation. "Good-night" was the final aerial message,

and it was repeated as the others had been.

It must be borne in mind that the operator in Portland

could not see the direct rays of the light. He read the sig-

nals as they were flashed through the air over his head.

The light was directed at an angle of forty-five degrees

from the air line between the summit of Mount Washing-

ton and Portland, in order to avoid low-lying clouds.

Taking the latter as a base line, it was figured that the

beam of light which was seen by the Portland operator was

at least 80 miles above him, and was in itself no miles

long at the point where it reache d his vision. It was so

sharpely defined, even at that distance, that the flashes

could be read with ease.

At first it was designed to prove that signaling could be

carried on bv means of the direct rays if it so happened

that no clouds intervened between the light and the eye,

but the experiment here described has demonstrated that

communication can be established even if the beam is eighty

or a hundred miles above the eye which reads the mes-

sage it conveys.

During the last week there have been superb weather
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conditions, and many features with regard to the light's

penetrating power have been developed. At Maplewood.

twenty miles distant, it was possible to read print. On
another occasion a lady read a letter on the piazza of Sun-

set pavilion, North Conway, by the light of the big flash

light. That was covering a distance of twenty miles. At

Littleton, twenty- five miles away, it was possible to read a

book, and the flash was seen on another night as far away

as Pigeon Cove, Mass. The light was in charge of elec-

trician L. H. Rogers of Boston.

Conover's Insulator.

I n the accompanying cuts are shown views of an insulator

devised by Chauncy E. Conover of Cincinnati, O. They

may be made of glass or porcelain. Fig. i is a top view.

Fig. 2, a side elevation, and Figs. 3 and 4 are respectively

a top view and side elevation of a modified form.

In Figs. I and 2 a central hole furnishes means for

securing the insulator upon a pole, cross bar, or other ob-

ject, and in Figs. 3 and 4 two holes are provided.

A groove or seat for the line-wire is provided, over

which groove ears are projected, one upon each side of

line wire groove. The extensions are not placed directly

opposite each other, one being forward of the

other in the direction of the line wire leaving a

groove or space between the ears diagonal with the

line wire groove. This diagonal groove is made a

little larger or wider than the wire to be used thus enabl-

ing it to be placed in the insulator by giving to the wire a

slight bend in the direction of the groove without making

a permanent bend, and also while the wire is drawn com-

paratively tight. The line wire will, as soon as it is below

the angular projection of the ears, assume its position in

its groove or seat, while the angular projections retain it.

The wire can be quickly inserted or removed and requires

no other fastening.

By means of the construction shown in Figs, i and 2

the advantages of the old form of insulator are retained,

with the additional advantage of the line wire seat, thus

taking the weight of the line wire from the tie wire and at

the same time obviating the use of a tie wire on every in-

sulator, thereby effecting a saving in the amount of tie

Tiff 1 Imi Titf-2'
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wire required, as well as a saving in the time used in fas-

tening it upon the insulator.

The line wire can be pulled tight before placing it

within the insulator and be put in while tight instead of

threading it through a hole and pulling it tight afterward.

Moreover a secure seat is provided for the support of

the line wire regardless of any tying wire. The modifica-

tion shown in Figs. 3 and 4 may be used in a horizontal or

perpendicular position.

Western Union and Postal Telegraph.

There has been considerable talk in Wall street lately

about a proposed consolidation of the Western Union and

Postal Telegraph companies, but little reliable information

is obtainable. Men who are prominent in the manage-

ment of the Western Union Telegraph company decline

to either affirm or deny the report that they are negotiat-

ing for a closer combination with the Postal Telegraph

company. The impression, however, prevails in the minds

of outsiders that Mr. Mackay has really received an offer

for a large block of Postal shares. Some of Mr. Mackay's

friends declare their disbelief in any willingness on his part

to dispose of his control of the enterprise. One of the

Wall street stories is to the effect that the president of

Western Union recently sent a trusted representative to

have a talk with Mr. Mackay with reference to a virtual

consolidation of the two companies.
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Concord & Montreal Railroad Station
Plant.

Probably one of the most compact lighting plants in the

country is that of the Concord iS: Montreal railroad company

for lighting its shops, depot and yards, in Concord. N. H.
The dynamo and engine room, which is shown in the ac-

companying illustration, is but 14 by 20 feet and contains

one Thomson-Houston arc dynamo of 50 lamps capacity

and two Standard incandescent machines of Soo lamps,

driven directly from a 115 horse power Armington & Sims

engine, and a 250 light incandescent machine called the
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Ing always made to go in the same plane. This is abso-

lutely necessary if the wind-mill is to drive a saw mill, a

corn mill, or anything of that sort, but for electrical pur-

poses the dynamo can quite easily be attached to the wind-

shaft platform so as to turn with the mill as the wind
changes. In this way all gearing is avoided, as the dyna-

amo can be driven with ropes from a large wheel keyed

directly on to the wind-shaft. This I found to answer very

well so long as the wind had a moderate speed, but like a'.l

other windmills, I soon found that it had either to be made
self-reefing or stopped altogether when a breeze came.

to four strong arms, each about 26 feet long—the opening
of each box is 10 feet by 6 feet, and the vertical shaft is a
long rod of iron 5 inches in diameter. At the lower end
it carries a massive pit wheel, which actuates a train of

gearing, and drives a flywheel, 6 feet in diameter, with the

requisite speed for driving a dynamo connected with it by
a belt in the ordinary way. This machine worked mDst
satisfactorily, and with a fair wind speed, gave about two
electrical horsepower. I also tested it in a strong gale, by
allowing it to run with no load, and the result was perfect-

ly satisfactory, as a safe terminal speed was attained, and
all racing avoided. Hence I think that electrical wind-

mills, at least for small installations, are likely to assume
this form, as there is no limit to the size and strength with

which they may be constructed, and, if necessary, several

could be placed in any well e.x;posed position, each having

its own dynamo and set of accuaaulators. During the past

few months I have increased the power of the machine by
adding an auxiliary box to each arm with a gap between

it and the previous one. This I rind to be better than

merely increasing the size of the previous box. As the

whole is a case of vortex motion, the theory is very difficult

Information can only be got from models and applying the

principle of dynamical similarity.

"Regarding the electrical connections necessary I may
say a word. All that is needed is that the circuit be brok-

en when the dynamo is ruoning at less than the storage

speed. This is easily managed by a governor attached to

the dynamo shaft, and which makes and breaks contact in

a mercury pool at the required speeds. I have also tried

a form of governor which throws a greater or Uss number
of cells into the charging circuit as the wind varies; and
in this way the machine is always doing some work."

The cut is reproduced from the London Ekrtiical Re-

view.

CONXURD AND MONTREAL RAILROAD PLANT.

"Shawhan,'' driven by a Junior Westinghouse engine.

The L. P. & D. transmitter is used here, a double one driv-

ing two dynamos from one pulley, as shown in the cut, and

a horizontal one driving the arc machine. The staticn is

in charge of H. A. Conanr, electrician for the railroad,

and was installed by Kendall & Blade of Boston, Mass.

Charging Accumulators in England by
Wind Power.

Americans have done very little in the line of devising

apparatus through which wind power might be made avail-

able to do tht work of charging storage batteries. Prof.

J. Blyth, of England, however, has been experimenting

with the view of stealing a share of Nature's waste forces,

and the cut presented herewith is a reproduction of a pho-

tograph showing his new form of windmill with which he

charges a battery of accumulators.

In a recent address made before the British association.

Prof. Blyth thus refers to his plant:

•'No sooner was the accumulator invented than wind-

mills for electric storage began to be thought of. At the

York meeting of the British association, Sir William

Thomson suggested the construction of cheap windmills

to run dynamos for charging accumulators, but, so far as

I know, no practica'. trial was made till the summer of

1887, when I erected my first electric windmill in the vil-

lage of Marykirk, Kincardineshire. At that time I pro-

cured a set of 13 accumulators and constructed a windmill

of the old English type, having four arms and canvas

sails. The length of the arms was about 14 feet, and the

sails wereS feet by 3 feet. The mill was provided with

beveled gearing at the top, a vertical shaft, and beveled

gearing below, so arranged that the driving wheel moved
always in the same vertical plane, no matter in what di-

rection the wind shaft poioted. The mill was turned into

the wind by hind, having no tail or other gearing for keep-

ing automatically head to wind. The dynamo was driven

by a belt from the driving wheel, and with this I was able

on two or three windy days, to store ray cells.

' 'Although the experiment was not on a very large scale, it

was sufficient to show me that accumulators could quite

well be charged, when the electrical connections were prop-

erly made, by a dynamo driven at the irregular speed char-

acteristic of a windmill. Sails I found were not a great

success, especially since I had no way of reefing them.

To prevent them being torn to pieces the mill had to be

stopped when the wind .was high, that is, just at the time

when it should have been going at its best.
'

' I remedied this partially. I altered the wind-wheel from

the English to the American type, having a rnmber of

arms and blades of sheet iron. I also introduced the fur-

ther improvement of doing away with the driving wheel be-

This is obviously very unsatisfactory, as the best of the

wind for storage purposes is lost, and hence this problem

presented itself, viz., how to construct a windmill that

would satisfy the following requisites:

—

1. It must be always ready to go.

2. It must go without attendance for lengthened periods.

3. It must go through the wildest gale, and be able to

take full advantage of it.

"A possible solutioa of the problem is presented in the

Electric Light for Microscopic Study.
In an article on the use of the electric light for illumina-

tion in microscopic work the New York Adverliser says
that Dr. Henry G. Piffard, who, in his photomicrographic
studies, has made use of nearly all the known methods of
artificial illumination, has invented a new lamp which em-
bodies the best features of modern practice in microscope
illumination. The ordinary electric incandescent lamp in

domestic use has an illuminating value of sixteen candles,

and its filament is brought to incandescence by a current
having an intensity of about half an ampere under a pres-
sure of about no volts. The light is obtained from a
filament five inches in length. Such a light is not desir-

able for microscopic work, in which the light rays should
be more condensed by the use of a shorter and thicker

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS IN

Robinson anemometer, which consists of four hemispheri-

cal cups attached to four arms, and moving in a horizon-

tal plane about a vertical axis. From the theory of this

instrument, which is. however, only approximate, it appears

that whatever might be the speed of the wind, the speed of

the cups attained a certain terminal value, such that the

couple due to the wind pressure was exactly equal to that

produced by the resistance to the motion through the air,

and the friction on the bearings.

' 'Last summer I erected a machine of this kind, which has

been considerably improved within the past three months.

The cups are replaced by semi-cylindrical boxes attached

ENGLAND BV WIND POWER.

filament. The life of such a lamp, however, on an ordi-

nary circuit would be brief, as a certain length of filament

is required to withstand the pressure of the current from
the main Dr. Piffard has overcome this difficulty by de-
vising a lamp of fifteen candle power, requiring a current
of about three amperes at a pressure of fifteen volts. The
peculiarity of this lamp is that instead of having a filament

of the ordinary horseshoe form and of the usual length
(four to five inches), its carbon is but three-quarters of an
inch in length, while the rest of the apparent filament is

composed of copper wire, arranged so as to ho'd and sup-
port the carbon in a vertical position.

When the carbon, which is broader and thicker than that

of the ordinary domestic electric lamp, is rendered incan-
descent by the passage of current, a vertical streak of light
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o£ intense brilliance, about three-quarters of an inch long

and apparently an eighth of an inch wide, is given. The
minified image of this light is focussed by mirror or con-

denser on the object to be examined and constitutes

"critical" illumination, the portion of the object within the

area of the streab having its most intimate structure

thoroughly revealed. A pleasing testimony to the value of

the electric light in work involving great strain of the

muscles of the eye is afforded by the fact that Dr.

Pififard, who was compelled to relinquish his microscopic

labors for some years in consequence of the effect of the

light on his eyesight, was enabled by the use of the electric

light to resume microscopic investigation, which he now
carries on with ease and comfort.

A Dutch Ship Lighting Outfit.

Combinations of engine and dynamo on one base for

electric lighting on shipboard, where it is desirable to

economize space, are possessed of no particular novelty,

but the one shown in the cut seems to be unusually com-

pact, and possesses the further advantage of having been

installed on ships of war, where the demands on the elec-

tric lighting service are severe. It comes, moreover, from

Holland—a country from which little in the way of elec-

trical development is heard in the United States.

The engine and dynamo were made by Wiilem Smit &

Co., of Slikkerveer. Four of these combinations have re-

cently been supplied for the Dutch colonial warships Sum-

bana and Lombo!c. The object aimed at in designing

these generators was the production of a light but strong

machine for running at low speeds. The dynamo has a

large Gramme ring with internal stationary magnets. The

output is 150 amperes, at 70 volts, with 190 revolutions per

minute. TQe machine will, however, give 225 amperes

without undue heating. The armature is 36 inches out-

side diameter and 10 inches long, the iron being 2^- inches

thick. The Gramme ring is made up of disks of charcoal

iron .03 inch thick, bolted on a bronze spider. It is un-

usual to use punchings of this size in dynamos, as it is

very costly, owing to the great waste, unless the inner

blanks can be used for smaller machines. Nevertheless it

admits of a very strong mechanical arrangement, and Smit

& Co. have, therefore, preferred to use 3 foot disks, 2

inches broad, rather than wire or built up segments. The

armature has 480 turns of .14 inch round wire, and 120

commutator sections. The field magnet has four poles,

and as cross connections would be awkward in such a

machine, four brushes are used to collect the current.

The engine is of the ordinary type, with 6^-inch cylin-

ders and 8-inch stroke, and is supplied with steam at 160

pounds per square inch. The dimensions of the plant are:

Length, 7 feet 4 inches over all; height, 6 feet, and

breadth, 3 feet 4 inches, and the total weight, including

the wrought-iron bed-plate, is 2^ tons. The cut and de-

scription were taken from Industries of London.

by reflection from the haze or dust in the air, so that the

general appearance shall be somewhat like a flame.''

In the head of the statue, over the forehead, is a coronet

consisting of twenty-five windows. In front of each win-

dow Major Heap proposes to place two 100 candle power

incandescent lamps, protected from the weather in glazed

lanterns, the backs of which shall be reflectors. At pre-

sent the statue, owing to its dark color, is invisible at

night, as the reflected light from the lamps in the salients

of the fort is too feeble to be seen at any distance. To
partially overcome this. Major Heap proposes to place an

arc light of 2,000 candle power under the balcony of the

torch, with the reflector throwing the light directly on the

head, as shown in the cut, which is reproduced from Har-

per s IVeekiy. This beam of light will be so powerful

and will be so near the head that the latter will probably

be visible to vessels passing close to the statue.

Proposed Illumination of the Statue of

Liberty.
Perhaps before long the St aten Islanders who use the

night ferry boats from the Battery in New York will be

able to discern something more than the mere outlines of

Bartholdi's great statue. It was always intended that

the Statue of Liberty in New York harbor should serve

more than a sentimental purpose, and while being a beacon

of liberty, also be a light-house of value to mariners. For

A DUTCH SHIP LIGHTING OUTFIT,

such a useful purpose, however, the statue has been a

failure. Some time ago Major Heap, of the Kngineer

Corps of the army, was asked to design a method by

which the statue could be properly lighted, and therefore

serve the utilitarian purpose as well as the sentimental.

Major Heap has ju^t reported to the Light-house Hoard,

and proposed that the present lights of about 3,000 candle

power be so treated that a belt of flame shall be seen in-

stead of the small portion as at present. "The effect I

desire to produce," says Major Heap, "is a powerful white

light in the focal pi?ne, and a beam of colored light seen

Platinum Pyrometers.

A demand exists among certain classes of manufacturers

for a reliable and accurate pyrometer that will indicate

very high temperatures without deterioration. In a paper

read before the Iron and Steel Institute, England, by H.

L. Callendar, reference is made to the air pyrometer and

the electrical resistance pyrometer. Mr. Callendar's re-

PROPOSED ILLUiMININATION OF THE STATUE OF LIBkRTY.

marks on the latter form of instrument, are worthy of

reproduction. With reference to the air pyrometer its

great advantage, he says, is due to the fact that it permits

of the calculation of temperature approximately on the

absolute scale. For theoretical work this is extremely im-

portant. For practical purposes, however, it is by no

means essential, and tha air pyrometer has several

disadvantages. It is difficult for several reasons to make

it read with sufficient delicacy and accuracy at high tem-

peratures. It is necessarily fragile, unwieldy and dilhcult

to manipulate. There is always the trouble of making

air-tight joints, and of finding a material for the bulb which

remains sufficiently rigid and impervious at high tem-

peratures.

The second form of pyrometer, the electrical resistance

pyrometer, is, in his opinion, much better suited for practi-

cal work. It is much more sensitive and constant than

the air thermometer, and also much easier to read and

manipulate. The action of the electrical resistance pyro-

meter depends on the measurement of the change of elec-

trical resistance of a wire. Electrical resistance ther-

mometers are generally made of platinum wire, owing to

its infusibility and freedom from liability to chemical

change. For this reason they are often called simply

"platinum pyrometers,'' which is the name by which he

refers to them in what follows.

Matthiessen showed many years ago that the resistance

of a wire of almost any pure metal increased nearly in pro-

portion to the absolute temperature. The resistance of a

pure platinum wire increases by about 34 percent, between

o" and 100" C. At 1,000" C- its resistance is about four

limes as great as at o^ C. Not only is the increase of re-

sistance very large, but it can be very accurately meas-

ured. The measurement of resistance is much the most

simple and exact of all electrical measurements, and there

can be no doubt that thermometers constructed on this

principle can be made much more sensitive and accurate

than any other kind. They have a great advantage in this

respect over thermo-couples. The electromotive force of

a thermo-couple is by nature very small, and could not in

any case be measured with the same ease and accuracy as

a resistance.

The merit of having worked out the platinum pyro-

meter in a practical form, and of having introduced it into

general use, undoubtedly belongs to Sir W. Siemens. In

his Eakerian lecture iu 187 1, he explained the theory of

the method, and described instruments capable of indicat-

ing temperatures up to 1,000" C. The great convenience

and advantage of the method was at once realized, and a

committee of the British association was appointed to test

the instruments, and report upon them. Their report,

however, which was published in 1874, disclosed a most

serious practical defect. The committee experimented

chiefly with a pyrometer in an ordinary fire at moderate

temperatures of about 800° C, and they found that the re-

sistance of the pyrometer increased continuously with con-

tinued heating, and that the wire underwent rapid deterior-

ation. They also made some experiments and suggestions

with a view to remedy this defect, but they did not succeed

in overcoming it. This continuous change of zero is cer-

tainly the most serious practical defect that a pyrometer

can have, and there can be no doubt that the report of the

British association did a great deal to destroy confidence

in this method of measuring temperature.

About seven years ago, when Mr. Callendar began mak-

ing experiments on this subject at the Cavendish labora-

tory, Cambridge, he was at first very much surprised to

find that the plalinum wires which he used did not undergo

continuous change, even when subjected to much more

severe tests than those applied to the Siemens pyrometer

by the committee of the British association. By making

further experiments, however, with a sort of imitation

Siemens pyrometer, he succeeded in reproducing at pleas-

ure the effects they had observed, and in proving to his

own satisfaction that these defects were not inherent in the

method, but mereJy incidental to the particular form of in-

strument on which they experimented. He found that if

the wire was properly protected from strain and from coa-

tamination, the pyrometers could be made practically free

from change of zero, even at very high temperatures.

Now, since he claims to have succeeded in constructing

pyrometers on this principle which are free from this de

feet, he feels that it is incumbent upon him, in order to re-

store confidence in the method, to explain the particular

defects of construction of the Siemens pyrometer to which

its changes of zero are due, and to show how they may be

avoided.

The construction of the Siemens pyrometer has not, so

far as he is aware, undergone any material change since

1874. The coil of platinum wire, which forms the sensi-

tive part of the instrument, is wound on a clay cylinder,

and packed in an iron tube from five to eight feet long and

about an inch or so in diameter. He has in his possession

the fine wire and the clay cylinder from a pyrometer which

was recently in use at the Royal arsenal, Woolwich. He
was informed that it had never been heated above 900" C,
or 1,600° F., but its resistance had increased some 15 per

cent., corresponding to an error of about 100" F. in the

temperature measurements. When the instrument was

taken to pieces, it was found that the wire was quite

rotten and brittle in some places and sticking to the clay

cylinder. This was thought to be sufficient evidence that

the clay, or some impurity contained in it, attacks the

wire, otherwise the local nature of the action could not be

explained, unless the quality of the wire used was very

inferior.

Mr. Callendar has tried several materials on which to

PLATINUM PYROMETERS.

wind the wire, but has found nothing that answers so well

as mica. The plan he generally adopts is to double the

wire on it.self and wind it round a very thin plate of mica,

in such a way that it only touches the mica at the edges.

This method gives very good insulation, even at high

temperatures, and, so far as can be discovered, the mica

has no action on the wire, even at temperatures of 1,200"

C. Another defect of the Siemens pyrometer is the iron

containing tube. Metallic vapors of any kind will attack

the wire readily, and will ruin the pyrometer. It is not

probable that the iron itself will be appreciably volatile at
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temperatures below 1,000'' C, but it is very likely to con-

tain several more volatile impurities. A^apors of copper,

tin, zinc, etc., rapidly render the wire brittle and useless.

A comparatively small trace suffices. Here, for instance,

is a pyrometer with copper electrodes, which has been
kept at a temperature of about S50" C. for an hour or so

in a porcelain tube. The discoloration of the mica in the

neighborhood of the copper leads shows that the copper

was appreciably volatile at this temperature, 150° C. below
its melting point. The resistance of the platinum coil was
in this case increased by nearly -} per cent., owing to the

action of the copper. For this reason copper or silver

leads cannot be used in pyrometers for high temperature

work. The pyrometer has silver leads, and is intended

for workiug up to temperatures of yoo*" or 750' C. only.

It is inclosed in a tube of very hard glass, which does not

begin to soften till nearly Soo" C; that is to say, at a

bright red heat.

For work at high temp^rat^^es it is essential to use leads

of platinum, which must be fused—not soldered—on the

line wire of the coil. Solder of any kind is quite inad-

missible, and screw contacts, such as are used in the

Siemens pyrometers, are clumsy and liable to change their

has adopted the most accurate modification of the latter

method, in which a bridge wire is used for reading the

fractions. The advantages of this method are (i) its

superior accuracy; (2) that the readings are continuous:

(3) that the divisions of the wire may be made to corres-

pond directly to degrees of temperature. The principle of

the method has been described and explained in a paper
published in the Philosophical Magazine for July, 1891.

Most people who are not practical electricians find a

mirror galvanometer rather difficult and troublesome to

work with. For ordinary purposes a needle galvanometer
is sufficiently accurate, and certainly much easier to read.

The cut represents the arrangement of the apparatus for

working with a needle galvanometer at any temperatures
up to 1,500' C. .-/.-P represents the pyrometer in its con-

taining tube connected by the flexible leads Z Z, which
may be of any convenient length to the terminals P P, C C
of the indicator. A common Leclauche or dry battery is

connected to the terminals j5j9. By means of suitable

switches, not shown in the diagram, any number of differ-

ent pyrometers in different places may be alternately

switched on the same indicator. The needle JV of the

galvanometer is furnished with a long fine index, which

ENGLISH ELECTRIC PUMl'ING PLANT.

resistance with repeated heating. Glass cannot, of course,

be used for the containing tube in hig^h temperature work.

A hard glazed porcelain tube does very well to protect the

wire, at least up to temperatures of 1,200^ C. A silica tube

would probably do even better, but such tubes are difficult

to make of the requisite size. The instruments inclosed in

porcelain tubes have been made with platinum leads. This

particular pattern is intended for laboratory work, and for

testing small samples; but it will be understood that they

can readily be made of any other pattern to suit furnace

work. For some kinds of rough work it is convenient to

protect the porcelain or glass tube with an outer tube of

iron, and to make the instrument much larger.

So far Mr. CallenJar has described only the construction

of the pyrometer itself. The construcUonof the indicating

portion of the apparatus, and the method of measuring the

resistance, is a question of almost equal importance. The

resistance of one of these pyrometers can, of course, be

measured by any of the usual methods, but the sensitive-

ness and accuracy attainable depend very largely on the

selection of a suitable method and apparatus. In the case

of the Siemens pyrometer, the differential galvanometer

method has been adopted. A resistance box is used read-

ing to ^V of an ohm, which corresponds to about 3"

Fahr., and a table is issued giving the resistance for every

20° Fahr. The disadvantages of this method are (i)

that the readings are discontinuous, (2) that it is necessary

to refer to the table, and do an interpolation sum to find

the temperature. The differential galvanometer method

is, moreover, for other reasons, unsuitable for accurate

work. It is essential to use the Wheatstone bridge

method. For'use with his own pyrometers Mr. Callendar

moves over a scale divided into 100 parts. R is a resist-

ance box, preferably of dial form, and mounted on the

same base as the galvanometer. The traveling plug T
can be inserted in any one of the holes so as to vary the

resistance in the circuit. The resistance of the pyrometer

is adjusted so that a change of i ohm corresponds to roo"

C. or Fahr., whichever may be preferred. The remaining

coils and resistances forming the Wheatstone bridge are

contained in the galvanometer case. The connections,

etc., are not shown in the diagram, to avoid unnecessary

complication.

In taking an observation, the temperature is generally

known beforehand to within 100°. The plug T is inserted

in the corresponding hole. The key A' is then depressed,

and the needle of the galvanometer at once indicates the

odd degrees and fractions. Iq the position shown in the

diagram the temperature indicated is 930°. When the

needle falls below o the plug 7" must be shifted backwards.

When it rises above 100 the plug is shifted the other way.

An arrangement is also provided for keeping the key

permanently depressed when the temperature is to be in-

dicated continuously. The use of this form of instrument

requires no special electrical knowledge or skill. The

observations are such as any intelligent workman can

readily make. It is many times more sensitive than any

of the ordinary forms of pyrometers, its readings are also

much more constant and trustworthy, and there are no cal-

culations to be made or corrections to be applied. For

many kinds of rough work, and particularly for work in

furnaces and blast pipes, it is not necessary to read with

this degree of accuracy throughout the whole scale. In

many cases the temperature is only required roughly, say

to 5° or 10°. For this purpose the auxiliary resistance-

box R may be dispensed with, and the whole temperature
indicated by the deflection of the galvanometer. This, of
course, makes the apparatus much simpler and cheaper, as
the resistances are expensive and difficult to adjust. By
suitably adjusting the scale of the galvanometer it can be
made to cover any desired range, such as q° C. to t,ooo"
C. or Fahr., instead of 0° C. to 100° C In cases where
greater accuracy is required, but only over a small range,

such as 1,000° C. to 1,300° C, the resistance box may also

be dispensed with, the pyrometer and the galvanometer
scale being adjusted so as to start reading at the desired

point. One great advantage of these pyrometers lies, in

fact, in the ease with which they can be adapted to suit

any particular kind of work.

Another advantage of these pyrometers is that different

instruments, when properly adjusted, agree in their indica-

tions very closely indeed throughout the whole scale.

For practical purposes it is comparatively little use to

endeavor at present to reduce the indications to the scale

ofthe air thermometer, because the latter instrument can-
not at present be made to read with certainty even to 10°

C. or 20" C. at 1,000 C. To the practical man it does not
really mitter wittier ths scile of his instrument be
Centigrade or Fahrenheit, or absolute or arbitrary. What
he wants is an instrument which will always give the same
indication at the same temperature, so that, having once
discovered the temperature necessary or most suitable for

any particular process, he can make certain of reproducing
the same conditions at will at any future time. This de-

sirable result can, I believe, be most perfectly attained, as

far as our present state of knewledge goes, by the use of

platinum pyrometers. Since different platinum pyro-

meters can be made to agree very closely in their indica-

tions, the results obtained by different observers will then
be fairly comparable if expressed on the platinum scale.

If the greatest accuracy is desirable the readings can be
still further reduced to the scale of some particular stand

ard pyrometer. In this way we shall at least be able to

secure uniformity in place of the bewildering discrepancies

at present existing. The platinum pyrometer will preserve

the standard, and if at any future time it becomes possible

to make more accurate measurements with the air pyro-

meter, all the observations previously made will not be
simply wasted, as they are under the existing want of sys-

tem, but can at once be expressed in terms of the new
standard.

English Electric Pumping Plant.

The accompanying cut is one of many illustrations com-
ing from across the water, which go to prove that our

English cousins are making greater progress than is gen-

erally supposed in the manufacture of heavy electrical ma-
chinery.

This outfit was built by Scott & Mountain, limited,

of the Close Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne, for the

North Seaton colliery. These pumps were designed to

deliver 250 gallons of water per. minute, through 1.300

yards of 8-inch pipe, against a head of 50 feet. -The
motor which drives them gives 20 horse power when run-

ning at its nominal speed of 720 revolutions per minute.

This speed is reduced to the thirty revolutions at which

the pump shaft runs by worm gearing, as indicated in the

engraving. The worm, which runs in an oil bath, is of

wrought iron and the worm wheel is phosphor bronze. A
thrust bearing is employed to take up the pressure in the

worm spindle. The pumps, as will be seen, are three in

number. The rams are of gun metal 9 inches in diameter,

and the stroke is 15 inches. The crankshaft and connect

ing rods are steel. The dynamo which supplies the cur-

rent to the motor does so through a cable 2.700 feet long.

A special switch is used at the motor end to prevent spark-

ing at the terminals when starting. The dynamo is belt

driven, being designed to run at 800 revolutions per min-

ute, at which speed its output is 65 amperes at 300 volts.

It can be used for electric lighting when not working the

pump. The engine which drives th» generator is of the

vertical type, having a single cylinder 13 inches in diame-

ter with a 10 inch stroke. It is intended to run at 200

revolutions per minute.

At a recent meeting of the directors of the Buffalo. Ken-
more & Tonawanda Electric railroad the contract for the
construction of the electric railroad was let to the Field
Engineering company, New York. The cost of the road
will be $125,000. The officers of the road are D. F.
Callahan, president; William F. Strasmer, secretary; John
L. Donovan, treasurer; George H. Frost, attorney; N. E.
Mack, J. F. Sheehan, L. P. A. Eberhardt, William W.
Judd, J. A. Selleck, Frank S. Oakes, Alexander Martin,
Martin Riesterer, Charles N. Brayton, Senator McDonald
of Massachusetts, and James J. Bird of New York, di-

rectors. The work of construction will be begun at once.
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A MOVEMENT is on foot in Baltimore for the burying of

all electric wires. It is proposed that the city build a con-

duit and charge a rental sufficient to pay interest on the

debt contracted for constructing the subway and to provide

a sinking fund. The city ofiicials claim that they have a

right to place the wires under ground, and the mayor is in

favor of providing a place for them in subways. There is

considerable opposition, not only on the part of the tlec-

tric companies, but many ta.^payers as well, who maintain

that the city funds should not be used for such a purpose.

Some of the advocates of the me;tsure hope to shut out the

railway compaules thai are preparing to introduce rapid

transit, but it is believed by the latter that their franchises

will stand the test of the courts, and that they will be able

to introduce the trolley system.

"Or<;ani/eo labor" seems to have lost its fascination in

ojic instance at least for the men engaged in one line of

electrical work. For some time representatives of the

"National Brotherhood of Electrical Workets" have been

engaged in "missionary work" in the New ICngland

states. An effort has been made to organize the em-

ployes at the Thomson- Houston works, Lyon, and a pre-

liminary meeting was held in that city Aug. 21st. The
attendance was very small and the indications are that the

plan of organi/.ition will be abandoned. Since the c^lab-

lishment of tiie Thomsrin-llouston plant, there has never

been a serious rupture between ihe company rind its skilled

help. The larger number of workmen employed arc
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skilled mechanics and they fear that a general organizing

of the employes would in time sever the friendly relations

between the corporation and its large force of men. There

are no differences between the Thomson- Houston com-

pany and its employes, and all disagreements are settled

without the intervention of labor unions. The insignifi-

cant number of responses to the call issued for the meet-

ing is explained by the statement that there is a general

feeling prevalent in the ranks of the Lynn electrical

workers which is very much opposed to labor unions as ordi-

narily conducted.

Matters at the World's Fair grounds were quiet last

week, the work going on steadily and there being no new
developments. Chief Barrett has, however, completed

the work of the allotment of space in the electricity build-

ing and his report will be submitted as early as possible to

the director general. It is interesting to note that al-

though the available space in the building was 185,000

square feet the total space applied for amounted to 448,-

000 square feet. The extent to which the demand exceeded

the space available for electrical exhibits is accounted

for by the fact that many applicants wanted space in which

to exhibit some small and comparatively speaking unim-

portant electrical specialty or fixture. It has been the aim

of the department to have small exhibtors arrange to com-

biue their displays with those of others who really require

considerable space. Before the final permit for the space is

allowed each exhibitor will be required to submit to the

department drawings of the exhibit he proposes to make.

This action will put into the department's possession

information that will enable it to judge accurately as to the

attractive value of each exhibit.

It is most amusing to those to whom the electric rail-

way is no novelty, to watch the squabble that is now on

in Brooklyn, N. Y., between the street railway people

and the telephone company. It is the same old story.

The telephone subscribers have begun to register their

complaints, and the telephone company, reluctant to re-

linquish its usual modest claim of owning the earth both

above and below the surface, lays the blame, of course, up-

on the railway companies. These latter aggressive bodies

fortify themselves behind the well-worn suggestion "use

metallic circuits." And thus the fight goes merrily on.

How much better it would be for all concerned, not to

mention the "dear"' public, if the Brooklyn railway men
and the telephone people would come together, arrange to

split the difference, so to speak, of what will be the tele-

phone company's additional expense in the maintenance of

first class service, and leave the lawyers out in the cold.

This plan has been followed in other places with satisfac-

tion to all concerned and if the Brooklyn people stop to

think a moment they will see that it is a good one. The
telephone company has its place in this great world and it

controls a princely share of it, and the electric road is also

a most valuable and necessary improvement. But both are

needed and wanted by the people of Brooklyn, so the

sooner the squabblers come together and arrange their

differences amicably the better it will be for everybody.

Some very interesting experiments are being conducted

at Mount Washingtoa, N. H., with an electric search

light. It is believed that these experiments will lead to

radical changes in the methods of signaling. Reports

from various parts of New England have been received

telling of the practical value of the light as a means of

communication when wires are not at hand or have been

severed by one cause or another. The distance between

Mount Washington and Portland is about eighty five

miles, yet even at that distance a message was flashed

through the air, which was read by a telegrapher on the

top of the Western Union building in Portland. The
source of the light itself was not visible, but its beam was

clearly outlined across the heavens. The searchlight was

mounted on the summit of Mount Washington, and in the

experiment oa August 22d, already referred to, telegraphic

communication was established between that point and

Portland, Messages were flashed by the search light, the

system of dots and dashes being used, and the operator at

Portland repeated the message word for word after the

operator at Mount Washingtoa. The operator in Port-

land could not see the direct rays of the light. He read

the signals as they were (lashed through the air over his

head. The light was directed at an angle of 45 degrees

from the air line between the summit of Mount Wash-

ington and Portland, in order to avoid low-lying clouds.

Taking the latter as a base line, it is estimated that the

beam of light which was seen by the Portland operator

was at least eighty miles above him, airj was in itself

1 10 miles long at the point where it reached his vision,

yet it was so sharply definsd, even at that distance, that
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the flashes could be read with ease. Another use to

which it is hoped to put the search light is to illuminate

cities by erecting towers several hundred feet high and
using a number of search lights with diverging lenses.

The experiments thus far have been far more successful

than was anticipated. They have opened up a new
field for the electric seirch light, and it is expected that

it will be of great importance in the army and navy.

Although it has been announced that the executive

committee of the American Street Railway association

will not change the date of the Cleveland meeting, earnest

protests continue to be made by street railway managers,
as well as the manufacturers and dealers in apparatus and
supplies. Many of them have entirely abandoned their

preparations for representation at Cleveland, while others

will give it much less attention than they would at any
other time. It cannot be expected that the Cleveland

convention will rank with that at Pittsburg last year, or at

Buffalo the year before, either in point of attendance or

interest in the proceedings. The heads of the big cor-

porations will be at Chicago and there too will be found
the manufacturers and supply men. It is to be regretted

that such a condition should exist, especially as there is no
good reason why the convention should not be postponed
a week or two. The objection that the weather would be

too cold during the last week of October is not worthy of

serious consideration. Many of those who attend the

meetings of the American Street Railway association are

members of the National Electric Light af.sociation, and
they have never found fault with the arrangement for hold-

ing midwinter conventions. As a matter of fact the mcst
enjoyable conventions of the Electric Light association have

been those in February, and the attendance at these meetings

has always been much larger than at the summer gaherings.

It is not improbable that a change in the date of the con-

vention would even now result in a largely increased at-

tendance at Cleveland.

Despite the frantic opposition of the calamity howlers of

the daily press of New York, Mayor Grant has approved

the action of the city council granting permission to equip

several street railway lines in the annexed district with the

overhead trolley system. There was no reason why the

mayor should withhold his approval of the measure. It

was demanded by the best interests of the city and it was
his duty to give it his official sanction. The action of the

mayor is all the more noteworthy and commendable in

view of the fact that the sensational New York papers, led

by the World, have bitterly opposed the improvement.

These attacks, inspired by malice, cupidity or ignorance,

are a disgrace to American journalism.

On the other hand, it is a relief to read a word of en-

couragement and commendation for the trolley in the New
York Sun. In a recent editorial that paper said: "There

has been a great deal of dishonesty and nonsense in what

some newspapers hive printed about the trolley system."

This is certainly true, It might be added that the big

metropolitan papers are largely responsible for the opposi-

tion to the trolley system and much of the matter pub-

lished by them on this subject has been extremely unjust

to the electrical concerns. Moreover, it has been of such

a character as to be an insult to the intelligence of the

readers of these papers.

Referring to these attacks the Sidi says:

We have had no sympathy with the widespread con-
demnation by the newspapers of the trolley, because it

seemed to us to be mainly rhetorical and to lack scientific

and practical substance.

We have always held that there was only one sound and
serious objection to taking a current of a high voltage from
overhead wires in a city, and that was that in case of fires

it would probably seriously interfere with the work of the
firemen. We must admit, however, that it would be a
very simple affair to introduce a device whereby the fire-

men could control or ground the current at any point
where it threatened to affect their operations. Our ele-

vated railroads are sometimes brought to a standstill by
the firemen occupying the tracks with hose, but the trolley
lines need not necessarily be stopped in their entire length,
since it should be a simple thing to divert the current, let

it make a detour and return to the main line at a point
where it would not interfere with the firemen.

We commend this statement to the careful attention of

the opponents of the trolley in New York and elsewhere.

In many cases advocates of electric railways have had
much trouble in securing franchises because of the erro-

neous statements of the New York newspapers. In Balti-

more, for instance, the trolley system has been met with

determined opposition on this account. In an article on the

subject the Baltimore IForhi says: "Paragraphs from
the New York World denouncing the trolley have been

read, but what do they amount to? The same ground was
covered by the New \'ork Tlinex over a year ago and the

stories were notoriously false."
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American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science.

At the Rochester, N. v., convention o£ the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, Prof. J. E.

Kershner read a paper on "Electric Lights for Astro-

nomical Instruments." Prof. Kershner said his attention

was first attracted to the subject by an article in a German

scientific journal in which a number of interesting experi-

ments were described. He related how he manufactured

the light for his own use by means of a gravity battery.

The general excellence of the light and its steadiness for

delicate experimentation was shown.

"The co5t'', said Prof. Kershner, "is unfortuiately

much more than it ought to be compared with the prices

paid for light when furnished by a dynamo, and this keeps

the majority of scientists from using what they really de-

sire." Prof. Kershner exhibited a number of photographs

which showed the conveniences and inconveniences as well

in the use of the lights. The only real objection raised by

Prof. Kershner was that of expense.

George E. Hale of Chicago read a paper entitled "The

Spectroheliograph of the Kenwood Astro-Physical Obser-

vatory, Chicago, and Results Obtained in the Study of the

Sun." He describsd the ingenious apparatus which he

FIG. 5. UNSCIEXTIFIC AND SCIENTIFIC DIVINING RODS.

had invented and perfected for photographing the faculfe

and protuberances of the sun. This apparatus has success-

fully photographed the bright spots, showing facul^ which

the eye cannot detect. Means were devised for taking on

the same plate at one exposure both the faculx and the

protuberances, and Mr. Hale exhibitei^ the first complete

picture of the sun ever taken. An observation of unusual

interest was made on july 15, 1892. A photograph of the

sun showed a large spot. A few minutes later another

photograph was taken, which when developed showed that

the bright band had appeared since the last ex-

posure. Twenty-seven minutes thereafter another photo-

graph showed that almost the entire spot was covered with

brilliant faculre, which by the end of an hour had entirely

disappeared, leaving the spot as at the first exposure. This

indicates an eruption proceeding with indescribable and

inconceivable velocity. This disturbance seems to be con-

nected with magnetic disturbances and the brilliant aurora

noted the next day. Mr. Hale's observatory, in which these

researches and experiments were made, and the electrical

equipment which he described in his paper were fully

illustrated and described in the Western Electrician,

June 27, 1891.

Incandescent Lamps for Mines.

Considerable attention is being drawn to.the question of

lighting the breast, rooms, and headings of coal mines by

means of the incandescent lamps, not only on the score of

a great effulgence of li^ht, but also on account of the extra

safety which is claimed on its behalf. The matter has been

frequently discussed, sajs the Black Diamond, and

has "'iven rise to the suggestion that some definite test should

be made to determine the exact status of the incandescent

lamp in case of breakage in a mine where dangerous gases

are present. Of course it is not proposed that the risk of

an explosion should be invited before the subject has been

solved beyond dispute, but it should be a comparatively

easy matter to attain this solution in the laboratory, where

every facility is at hand for the performance of such an

experiment. It would be highly interesting, for if it can

be shown beyond doubt that the incandescent lamp

possesses attributes of a lighting agency far beyond any of

the known existing lamps, its general advent in the mines

throughout the length and breadth of the land will only

be a matter of a short space of time. It is already being

used in many expensive plants in Pennsylvania and Colo-

rado and has given unequivocal satifaetion. So far, how-

ever, there is no record of such a lamp being broken in

a gaseous mine, but it may on other grounds be conceded

considerable merit, for gas that might penetrate another

lamp could not penetrate the incandescent (unless it was

broken) since the vacuum is a safe preventive. There is so

much at stake in safety of lives and the security ^ .' property

that considerable profit may reasonably be anticipated to

accrue from such investigation.

Unscientific and Scientific Divining
Rods.'

BY GEO. M. HOPKINS.
Notwithstanding the tendency of scientific knowledge

and general enlightenment to dissipate superstition, the
proportion of believers in certain kinds of demonstrations
attributed to the supernatural is beyond belief; yet when
we find, on investigating the subject, that many coinci-
dences have occurred which seem to establish the claims of
the advocates of such beliefs, it is no wonder that some of

FIGS. 4 AND 6. unscientific AND SCIENTIFIC DIVINING
RODS.

these notions gain credence, especially in view of the fact

that the majority of unsuccessful experiments are never
made known.
The divining rod—so called—is a very ancient device,

but the belief in its efficiency is as strong to-day as it ever
was. yet there is no scientific reason why it should be of
any use whatever for any of the purposes to which it is

applied. The ancient divining rod, Fig, i, consisted of a
forked twig of hazel, apple, or any fruit-bearing tree. It was
held in the hands with the branches both lying normally in

the same horizontal plane, with the crotch pointed either to-

ward or away from the body of the operator. It was car-

ried in this position over the ground, and whenever the

forked twjg bent downwardly it indicated proximity to

water, minerals, or metals. The same performance is

gone through with in these times, and we often hear of re-

markable successes attained by modern optrators. These
successes are due partly to the good judgment of the

operator, but mostly to sheer luck or chance. The dipping
of the rod is not due to the action of the water or min-
erals, but to the voluntary or involuntary movement of ihe

muscles of the hands and arms. If we assume that the

operator is honest, we must admit the movements to be in-

voluntary In usmg the rod the hands are held in a

strained, unnatural pos tion which renders it very difficult

FIG, 7. UNSCIENTIFIC AND SCIENTIFIC DIVINING ROUS.

to bold the twig for any great length of time in the pre-

scribed position without causing the muscles to twitch and

thus compel the branch to dip.

The mineral rod illustrated in Fig. 2 is formed of a

tube preferably, though not necessarily, of bamboo, with

compartments at its ends. In one compartment is placed

a piece of loadstone, and the other is partly filled with

quicksilver. Both ends are corked and the instrument is

held as shown in the cut. Wben the loadstone end dips it

is supposed to indicate iron, but when the quicksilver dips

it is taken as indication of precious metals.

Although it does not seem advisible to multiply the ac-

counts of these unscientific and worthless instruments,

still, to convey an idea of the variety of devices of this

class in existence, one more example is illustrated. The
instrument consists of a small bottle suspended by a

string and coveied with thin cloth tied around the neck of

the bottle. A specimen of the metal or mineral sought

I From the ScieiUi/ic American.

for is placed in the bottle. The string by which the bottle
is suspended is held by the hands as steadily as possible.
The bottle first revolves in one direction and then in the
o:her. When it stops it begins to oscillate like a pendu-
lum. The line of vibration is supposed to point to the ob-
ject sought. The operator carries the device in the di-
rection indicated until vibration ceases; the point where
this occurs is the spot where the mineral or other sub-
stance looked for is to be found. If several difi'erent sub-
stances are looked for, a sample of each must be put in
the bottle.

It is needless to say that all these devices and methods
are devoid of any scientific principle, and if they ever give
indications that lead to a find, it is either accident or coin-
cidence. In the case of the last instrument described, the
string naturally untwists when the doivnward pull of the
weight comes upon it, and the acquired momentum of the
revolving bottle causes it to continue to revolve after the
string is untwisted, and twists the string in the opposite
direction. The torsion thus produced revolves the bottle
in the opposite direction, and so on until equilibrium is

estabhs led. This will take some time; perhaps a half hour
or more. At the expiration of this time the hands of the
operator are so tired as to be incapable of holding the
string steadily, and as a result the oscillations follow.
As to the scientific divining rods— if such a term can be

applied to scientific instruments—the simplest of these is

the miner's compass, shown in Fig. 4, and familiar to
most readers of this article. It is simply a magnetic com-
pass needle arranged to swing in a vertical plane. Its

pivots being jeweled, it swings freely and points to any
body of iron or maj^netic ore contained in the earth. It is

Fitr. 2.-BOD FOE IBOK AND PBECIODS METALS. Fig. 3.-Q0LB FINDEB.

FIGS. I, 2 AND 3. UNSCIENTIFIC AND SCIENTIFIC DI-

VINING RODS.
'

Operative for a considerable distance, and has been used

for years for locating iron mines; but it is of no use what-
ever for other than magnetic metals or ores.

In Fig. 5 is shown an instrument devised by the writer,

in which a coreless induction coil of peculiar construction

is used in connection with the telephone for indicating the

presence of metals. The induction coil consists of a pri-

mary coil, preferably of rectanglar form, made of coarse

wire, No. 18, and connected with a rapid automatic cir-

cuit breaker and battery. The secondary coil is made of

fine wire, No. 36, and is arranged exactly at right angles

to the coarse wire coil. A telephone is connected with the

secon Jary coil. If the primary circuit is continuously and
rapidly interrupted while the coil is not in the vicmity of

any metal or magnetic material, no sound will be heard in

the telephone, as all the inductive influences are equal and
opposite; but when the coil is held in proximity to a body
of metal or magnetic ore, this equilibrium is disturbed

and the sound is heard in the telephone.

The distance through which this instrument is operative

depends upon the diameters of the coil and the strength of

the current used in the primary coil. The larger the coil

and the larger the current, the greater will be the pene-

tration of the inductive effect. As the induction is effec-

tive for only a few inches in an ordinary coil of 6 or 8

inches in length,the instrument is useful for minerals lying

near the surface. It maybe U5ed to advantage on the sea

bottoTi, along cliffs, in well and borings, and upon ground
abounding in metals lying near the surface, by simply

causing it to pass over or near such surfaces. When it is

to be used under water, it must, of course, be inclosed in a

water-proof casing of non-metallic material.

This instrument, which is an induction coil pure and
simple, should not be confounded with the induction bal-

ance described below.

The induction balance invented by Professor D. E.

Hughes has had a number of useful applications, one of

which is the electric submarine detecter of Captain Mc-
Evoy. Professor Hughes demonstrated the excraordinary

sensitiveness of the apparatus to the presence of small

pieces of metal when brought near to one or the other pair

of coiis.

The arrangement of the balance will be understood from
Fig. 6, where F S and /" 5' are the four coils of the bal-

ance, arranged in pairs separated from each other and con-

nected by insulated wires. The coils, F and P^, are joined

together through a battery, B, and a key or interrupter, /,

thus constitutiuff the "primary" circuit of the balance.

The coils, S S^, are connected through a telephone T
and constitute the secondary circuit of the balance.

The interrupter, /, may be either manipulated by hand or

automatically, so as to give a continuous action. When-
ever the primary circuit is closed by its means, a current

traverses the primary coils, Z' /*^, and induces a corre-

sponding current in the secondary joils, S S^. This cur-

rent is, of course, audible in the telephone, 7\ but by re-

versing one of the secondary coils, say .i.'', the current in-

duced by the primary coil, /*^ in the coil, S^ , is made to

oppose the current induced by the other primary coil, P,
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in the other secondary coil, S, so that it is possible to

cause these two induced currents to annul one another and
produce silence in the telephone.

This is done by making the two primary coils and also

the two secondary coils alike in all respects, and placing

the secondary, S, at the same distance from F that -?' is

from I". The final adjustment to produce silence in the

telephone can be made by altering the distance between a

secondary coil and its primary, say the distance of ^from
~, or it can be made by means of a small piece of metal

adjusted near one pair of coils, as was originally shown by
Professor Hughes. To employ this arrangement for de-

tecting metal masses it is only necessary to obtain a sufficient

lygood balance in this way,and explore the field where the

metal is supposed to lie by moving about the pair of coils,

5' /". Then, if these coils comenear a piece of metal, the

inductive disturbance which its presv^nce creates will upset

the existing balance, and the telephone, before silent or

nearly so, will give out distinctly audible sounds, owing to

the predominance of the induced currents in the secondary

S^, over those in the secondary S.

The idea of applying the balance to the detection of

metals has been worked out by Captain McEvoy, who has

reduced it to a thoroughly practical form. This apparatus

is illustrated in Fig. 7, where .-! is a portable case con-

taining the adjustable coils. P S, and the interrupter, /;

Bis a voltaic battery of two cells, which may be replaced

by a small magneto-electric machine giving alternating

currents; 7" is the telephone in the secondary circuit; C is

DOUBLE POINT TACK DRIVER.

an insulated cable conveying the wires connecting up the

two pair of coils; aod I) is the detecting or exploring case

containing the two secondary coils, S'^ /". The coils /*

S, inside the box, A^ are separated by a layer of soft India

rubber, and an ivory screw passes through both coils and
the rubber washer between. An ebonite head to the screw

is adjusted by hand so as to press the coils together or let

them further apirt by regulating the pressure between

them and ths India rubber. The simple device adjusts

the balance of induction and reduces the telephone to

silence.

The interrupter is a special device which consists of a

small iron reed or tongue kept in vibration by a small

double-poled electro-magnet, thereby interrupting a cur-

rent a certain number ot times per second, so as to g ve

out a definite note which is easily recognizible in the tele-

phone.
A switch, E, at the box turns the current from the bat-

tery on and off the interrupter at a moment's notice. The
telephone is the ordinary speaking receiver of Bell.

The cable, C, is insulated with India rubber having its

pores filled up with ozokerit or black earth wax forced in

under pressure and when in a hot fluid state. It is fur-

ther protected with an outer braided sheathing, and is

fitted to the box, .4, by an ingenious socket, which in an
instant establishes connection between the correspondirg
primaries and secondaries, and locks them together. The
detecting case, TV, is made of wood soaked with paraffin wax.
It is water-tight, and contains two exploring coils, N P,

Kig. 6. When it is lowered into the water by the cable,

C, and moved about, or dragged over the bittom, the in-

stant it comes against a pie':e of metal, such as a torpedo

case, a chain, or a submarine cable, it disturbs the balance,

and the note, heard in the telephone very faintly until now,
becomes unmistakably loud and clear. It is indeed, some-
what surprising to find so marked an effect.

If there is any objection to this instrument, it is that a

body of metal lying in the plane of the coil will not affect

New Regulating Switch.

Very little has been accomplished in the direction of

popularizing electric lights for use in the home. That the

incandescent lamp is the ideal for domestic use goes with-

out argument, but it is yet devoid of many auxiliary feat-

ures. A degree of flexibility of control must be produced

in order to meet the varying demands on a lamp used in

the household. A step in this direction is the little regu-

lating switch illustrated herewith.

NEW REGUI./vIlft. SWITCH.

This device is neatly constructed and mounted on a pol-

ishej marble base. The arrangement is sucli that the

light can be graduated from full candle power to no light

at all. In this respect it is intended to take the place of

the ordinary one light switch. For many uses in the

household this is an extremely convcaicnl device, ll was

designed by Charles Wirt and is manufacltircd by the

ICIectrical Supply company, Chicago.

Double Point Tack Driver.

The Dandy double point tack driver, illustrated herewith,

is used in driving double pointed tacks into corners and

places where an ordinary hammer cannot be employed.

The use of this tool greatly facilitates the wireman's

work. Telephone companies and other large wiring

companies where double-pointed tacks are used, find

the driver very convenient. The Central Electric com-

pany, Chicago, is putting it on the market.

StilwelTs Close Heater.

For more than a quarter of a century the Stilwell l^

Bierce Manufacturing company of Dayton, O., has made

a specialty of introducing devices for heating and purify-

ing the feed water for steam boilers. Their latest con-

tribution is the Stilwell patent close heater, illustrattd

herewith.

In this device the heating tubes are seamless brass, U-

shaped, and are so fastened into the tube sheet as to be

absolutely tight. The base on which the heater stands

serves also as a mud well or settling chamber, for the de-

posit of impurities, which can readily be blown off. De-

posits of impurities in this settling chamber do not dimin-

ish the heating power of the device.

The cold feed-water enters the heater near to the steam-

exit end of the tubes, thus offering the most favorable con-

ditions for extracting the most heat from the exhaust

steam. The diaphrarn, which separates iVc shell into two

STILWELL S CLOSE KtArER.

equal sections, compels the feed-water to traverse the en-

tire length of the heating tubes, audits e-xit from the

heater is made at a point in close proximity to the incom-

ing exhaust steam, thus insuring the highest possible tem-

perature of the feed-water.

The construction of the heater admits of its being taken

apart if necessary for cleaning; the tubes and tube sheet

can be readily removed from the shell for that purpose.

Milwaukee Street Railway Litigation.

Another phase of the long-drawn out Milwaukee Elec-

tric railway litigation has been decided. In the case of

the Merchants' Exchange Bank against the Milwaukee

Electric Railway company, Judge Austin, of the Superior

Court, granted the request of Francis E. Hinckley of Chi-

cago to be made defendant. The bank sought to enforce

the payment of a note for |2o,000. The note was m.ade

payable to the order of Charles F. Pfister, and was signed

by Mr. Pfister as president of the company, and by Carl

Landsee as secretary. It was dated January 15, 1892,

and was to become due one day after date. The court held

that under the circumstances the officer of a corporation

was incompetent to enter into a contract with the com-

pany. The circumstances, the court held, appeared upon

the face of the note, and the bank should have taken cog-

nizance of tliem. The court intimated that it was very

probable that the note was void. The plaintiff's resistance

to Hinckley's motion to be allowed to be made a defend-

ant, the court held, showed that the hank had notice before

taking the noc thai it was given witliout consideration.

Judge Austin said that it would be manifestly unjust not to

allow the Chicago man to defend.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, Aug. 27.—"Ho, the Noisome Trolley!"'

is the amusing wail of the New York /('tv-^/f/ as it wit-

nesses the advance of the electric system into the upper
district of New York City. The daily press can mould
public opinion to a certain e.xtent, but now it might as

well try to find out what is good in the system and stop
the everlasting harping on the dangers of a system that is,

practically speaking, as safe as any other that could be ob-

tained to perform the same work. All the talk about the

terrible "octopus," it seems, has gone for naught, for

Mayor Grant on Friday approved the action of the Board
of Aldermen giving permission to the Union Railway
company (the Huckleberry) to build a number of new
routes in the annexed district. This gives the company
power to operate its road with any other than locomotive
steam power, and it will use the trolley system. It also

gives it a franchise that will soon be a very valuable one,

and one for which the city will get no return until the

average daily earnings for a period of six months shall be

I1.700.

"The Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth wards," said the

mayor, "are very much in need of increased transit facili-

ties, and that the people are in favor of the trolley system
is proved by the consents of the property owners to its

use upon the railroads there. The subject of electricity

as a motive power on street surface railroads was be-
fore the Board of Electrical Control some time ago. It

was discussed at length, and it was decided to be ad-
visable to permit its use in place of horses north of the
Hirlem river. I do not regard that action, however, as
at all binding in regard to the territory south of the
Harlem."

Oa Tuly 5th Aldermin Wand presented the Union
Railway company's petition for new double-track roads to

connect with the tracks already constructed and in oper-
ation. It asked for branches and extensions which are
practically new lines, as follows: From Macomb's Dam
bridge on Jerome avenue, along the avenue to the city

line; through Morris avenue, from its intersection with
Third avenue north to Fordham landing; through Willis

avenue, from Harlem river to its intersection with Mel-
rose avenue, through which the road will pass to Web-
ster avenue, and through Webster avenue to the intersec-

tion with the Bronx river road, which it will follow to

the city line; through Tremont avenue, from the city

line at the Bronx river to the intersection of Tremont
with Webster and Burnside avenues, thence along the
latter avenue to its intersection with Sedgwick and Cedar
avenues, and through Cedar avenue to its intersection

with the Rivervieiv terrace, thence through the terrace

to its intersection with Sedgwick avenue, and west
along Dock street, from its intersection with Riverview
terrace to the tracks of the New York & Northern rail-

road.

Another line will begin at the intersection of Olin and
Webster avenues and run along Olin avenue to the city

line; another will start at Washington bridge on Bosco-
bel avenue and extend through the avenue to ferome
avenue; another will begin at the terminus of the tracks
of the Harlem bridge, Morrisania & Fordham Railway
company at Fordham, and extend across the bridge of
the New York & Harlem railroad to King's bridge road,

and through the latter road to High Bridge road, to

Bailey avenue, and to the intersection of Bailey avenue
with Broadway at King's bridge; still another line will

begin at Sedgwick and Jerome avenues and run through
Sedgwick avenue to the city line.

On Tuesday last the Board of Aldermen granted the
franchise, and Mayor Grant's approval will secure rapid

transit over twenty-seven miles of streets and avenues, from
the Bronx to the Harlem, and up to the city limits. The
franchise was endorsed by a vote of 21 to 2. The privil-

eges allowed are considered to be second in value only to

the Broadway franchise. The provision that the road

shall pay nothing to the city until its receipts average

$1,700 a day, it is thought, will exempt it from expense
for ten years.

About $2,00D was realized from the sale of the remains
of the plant of the old Julien Electric Traction company.
The stuff was auctioned olT on Monday at the New York
real estate exchange and auction salesroom by Richard
V. Harnett. The auctioneer acted for tho Mercantile

Trust company, which recently foreclosed the mortgage on
the stock and fixtures of the company. The sixteen cars

and trucks were sold for $500, and the remaining |r, 500

came from the sale of the electric plant at Eighty-fifth

street and Madison avenue, and office furniture. The
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Storage Battery Supply company bought most of the stock

for junk.

The troubles of the Brooklyn railway men, it seems, did

not end with the securing of the right to string overhead

wires. History repeats itself, so the Brooklyn roads are

now wrestling with the telephone men. There is the same

plaintive cry from the telephone company, and the same

"Let them get metallic circuits, then they won't be troubled

by our wires," from the railway companies. It looks as

though the "dear" telephone subscriber will come in for

his share later on.

There is a squabble on, too, between the railway people

and the municipal authorities. Up to the present time

the trolley companies have been amenable to no one, and

have strung their wires where and when they saw fit.

Now the new Subway commissioners, Frederick R. Lee

and Prof. George W, Plympton, have taken the matter up

and have insisted upon exercising the same control over

the trolley wires as they do over the telegraph, telephone

and electric light and pDwer wires. The law creating

these CDmmissioaers has caused them to be known tech-

nically as Subway commissioners, and their chief business

is to see that electric wires in all parts of the city are buried

or placed in suitable subways, but they also claim that

that work cannot be properly accomplished unless they

have control over the wires while they are still above

ground. They claim the right to permit or prohibit the

stringing of additional wires on any certain street, and espe-

cially aloQg thoroughfares in which subway conduits have

baeu or arc about to be coastructed. When, however, they

attempted to exercise that power in regard to the trolley

roads they were repulsed and politely told to go about

their business. They have referred the legal side of the

question to Corporation Counsel Jenks, and he has de-

cided, after a careful study of the subway law, that all

electric wires within the city limits are subject to the

supervision of this commission. The probabilities are that

the matter will have to be settled in the courts.

After the period of nearly six months of depression, dur-

ing which the board of managers have succeeded in

liquidating the greater portion of the indebtedness of the

New York Electric club, it is a pleasure to notify the mem-

bers that the restaurant and other full service of the club

will be resumed on September ist.

W. F. O.

New England News.
Boston, Aug. 26.—The work of putting the Boston fire

alarm wires under ground is now well in hand. The first

connections made will be with fourteen of the most im-

portant boxes in the business section of the city. It is ex-

pected that these will be in working order by the first of

September. The system will run from the City Hall to North,

ampton street, and the conduits of the New England Tele-

phone company will be used. There will be about 183

miles of wires. The Chariestown, East Boston, the Rox-

bury, Dorchester and Brighton lines will not be buried,

but will enter the cable conduit at the bridges.

Mr. Flanders, inspector of wires, hopes to operate the

fire alarm system by an electric current from a dynamo in-

stead of primary batteries. Thus far his experiments ap-

pear to have been successful, and he believes it will not

only make the system more efficient, but will save a great

deal of work at the headquarters also. Mr. Flanders says

he can take current, from the Edison station or from the

West End company's dynamos.

A citizen of Lynn, Mass., recently deceased, feeling

that the city containing such extensive electrical manu-

factures should present to public view some unique and

handsome electrical feature, left $2,500 to be devoted to

the erection of an electrical fountain in some central spot-

The plan has been made. It provides for a fountain with

a convex mirror basin 25 feet in diameter. The water will

spray from a two-inch pipe, and, descending, will fall

through iridescent rays produced by prisms surrounding

a 4000 candle power electric light. The city council

favors the plan and the fountain will probably be placed

in front of the City Hall.

The Inter-State electric railroad connecting Attleboro,

Mass., with Pawtucket, R. I., has been formally opened

for travel. The first car was run over about a mile of the

road and contained Electrician Tregoind and other officials

of the road and a number of men who, fifty years ago,

used to walk over the line of the present road daily.

The Worcester, Mass., (7a;^'//cr published a statement

that the New York, New Haven S: Hartford railroad is

making arrangements to operate its lines by electricity.

Lucius Tuttle, vice-president and general manager of the

road, denied the statement and stamped it as ridiculous, say-

ing: "It's nothing but romance, pure and simp'e romance,

without the slightest ground for truthl" In its answer to

this denial the Gaze^U reiterates its first statement and says

"Perhaps Mr. Tuttle is not in the secret. It is not gener-

ally known on the road. Our information comes from a

somewhat more prominent official than Mr- Tuttle. Unless

our informant has gone suddenly insane—and we have his

statemeut in writing—our assertions about the N. Y., N.

H. & H. were literally and absolutely correct. Of course

the change is not going instantly into operation." This

statement seems to be backed by official authority, but if

Mr. Tuttle is, as he sajs, ignorant of what is contemplated,

it would seem to be peculiar railroad management that

would keep general managers in the dark concerning as

important a move as this. However this may be, it is a

fact that the road is constructing a four-track line, and the

two central tracks are the ones on which it is said electricity

is to be tbe motive power. These are to carry the pass-

enger and freight cars over that portion of the line between

New Haven and New York, a distance of 74 miles. When
the plant is ready this distance is to be covered In one hour.

It is probable that a light locomotive will be used and that

the power will be taken from an overhead wire. These

central tracks will be fenced in and there will be no grade

crossings. The arrangements at stations will be similar to

those of the New York elevated roads. A passenger can-

not cross the tracks except by a tunnel or bridge. Con-

cerning this scheme O. T. Crosby, general manager of

the railroading department of the Thomson-Houston

Electric company, says: "I think it is perfectly practicable.

The practicability of a speed of 115 miles an hour has

been demonstrated, the trolley system being used. There

might be some trouble with the ordinary flexible trolley

But on a railroad of this sort there would be no passing ex-

cept by the cars, and the trolley line might be put in any

convenient position and be made perfectly rigid. The

trolley wheel might require changing for such high speed,

but this could easily be done, or there might be no wheel at

all, simply the contact of a brush with the wire or a sub-

stitute of more rigid resistance. The friction caused would

not be material. The first expense would, of course, be

in excess of that required for steam equipment, but the

running expenses would be considerably less, which would

make up for the extra first cost of power stations."

The electric street car system is gaining ground fast in

New England this summer, and especially in Connecticut.

At Norwich electricity is the only motive power used- The

New Britain city council is about to be petitioned to allow

the use of electricity on the "bob tail" cars now running.

It is also proposed to extend the line to Plainville, follow-

ing the general line of the New York & New England

railroad. At New Haven electric cars have been put on the

line to West Haven and Savin Rock. A syndicate has been

formed to build an electric road from the Savin Rock ter-

minal of the New Haven & West Haven road westward

to the Woodmont station on the Consolidated road and

thence to Merwin Point. The New Haven Street Rail-

way company is to build a large power house which will

be one of the finest in the state. The Fairhaven & Nor-

ris Cove railway is reported to have closed a contract for

the equipment of its three miles of road with electricity.

Bridgeport people are clamoring for the swift substitute

for the creeping horse cars, and a petition is being largely

signed in Waterbury.

The new Boston third district station of the Edison Il-

luminating company will soon be in operation. In it

there is a temporary plant of eight 1,000 light machines

feeding into the regular mains. The permanent plant

will consist of 650 and 1,500 horse power vertical en-

gines.

The Worcester, Mass., Electric Light company has

contracted with the Westinghouse company for a 250

horse power generator.

The Natick & Cochituate Street Railway company has

finished equipping its line with electricity and has resumed

business.

Wm. H. Aikins, superintendent of the Boston Edi-

son Illuminating company, is spending his vacation at

Old Orchard Beach.

The Wakefield Street Railway company is putting elec-

tricity in operation on 2^ miles of its road.

An order for 30 search lights to cost $3,000 each has

been given the Schuyler Electric company of Middletown.

Conn., by the government.

The Norwich, Conn., croquet club is to light its grounds

by electricity so games can be played at night.

One of the results of the granite workers' strike in New
England has been the invention of an electric granite

polisher.

The Worcester Consolidated Street Railway company

has recently added to its electric power plant a generator

of 500 volts with a horse power of 250 and capacity of

450 amperes.

Rockville, Conn., has voted to discontinue the use of

electricity for street lighting on account of the local com-
pany's advancing rates from $75 to $80 per year per

lamp.

If the new management of the Union Street Railway of

New Bedford can secure permission from the board of

public works the road will be converted to an electric

line.

Manchester, N. H., is to be connected with Lake Mas-

sabesic by an electric road four miles in length.

Stoughton, Mass., has voted to buy and maintain an el-

ectric light plant.

Lawrence, Mass., is following Boston's example and

placing its fire alarm wires under ground.

The Holbrook, Mass., commercial club has appointed a

committee to make arrangements with the Holbrook Light

& Power company to light the streets of that town.

An effort is being made to organize the electrical

workers of Boston and vicinity under the auspices of the

National Brotherhood of Electrical Workers of America.

Sd many new electric roads have been started this sea-

son in the country districts of New England that great

trouble is being experienced in keeping the tracks clear of

the grass and weeds which grow around the rails. In a

few cases an effective mode of clearing the rails of this

nuisance has been put in operation. This is called an

electrical vegetable destroyer. It consists of a wire brush

which is like an ordinary scrubbing brush in appearance.

It is connected by wire with the nearest dynamo, and

when a powerful current is turned on the grass is killed by

simply dragging the brush over it. Some of the steam

railroads are also using this device.

Anew cable has been put in connecting Fisher's Island

with New London, Conn. It is much stronger than the

old one, weighs three pounds to the foot and consists of

s'x insulated copper wires. It is about three miles long,

weighs 26 tons and cost $5,000.

J. C. E

Milwaukee. Wis.
Milwaukee, August 27.—In the case of George

Hiles against the Milwaukee Light &: Power company,

Judge Ludwig of the Superior Court has granted a judg-

ment of foreclosure. Mr. Hiles, it will be remembered,

loaned the company |2g,ooo, secured by a mortgage on

the plant. The mortgage, not being paid when due, he

instituted proceedings for the appointment of a receiver and

the foreclosure of the mortgage.

The Pabst Brewing company has taken out a building

permit for the first two stories of its power house on

Broadway. The two stories and basement will cost $25,-

000. The ground dimensions will be 59 by 121 feet. The
basement walls will be 30 inches thick, and the walls of the

first two stories 21 inches thick. The first floor will sus-

tain a weight of 1,000 pounds to the square foot. When
completed the building will be six stories high, the upper

floors to be connected with, and be a part of, the Pabst

Hotel.

A few days ago a delegation of Oshkosh aldermen and

the mayor of that city visited Milwaukee to inspect its

electric street railways. Mr. Payne of the Villard syndi-

cate, placed the palace car at the disposal of the visitors,

and Manager Lynn and Chief Engineer Bentzen took them

over the lines. The Oshkosh Street railway has recently

been purchased by E. R. Oilman & Co. of Chicago, who

will convert it into an electric system.

The Chicago Sc Milwaukee Telegraph company will

soon complete the work of putting its wire . underground,

in accordance with a recent order from the common
council.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has been en-

joined by the Fond du Lac Plank Road company from

proceeding with the work of building a line on Fond du

Lac avenue beyond Twenty-seventh street. Beyond that

point the plank road company claims the road is its private

property. Pending the litigation, the railway people will

complete the rest of the Fond du Lac avenue line.

The Villard syndicate's Sixth Avenue line has been

opened for traffic. It runs from Greenfield avenue on

Sixth avenue to Windlake avenue, and thence to Grant

street. It is a part of the Third Street Greenfield avenue

line, on which cars will be run five minutes apart, alter-

nating on Sixth and Greenfield avenues.

Work has been commenced on the extension of the Na-

tional avenue line. Before the state fair opens it will be

built to the west line of section 35, from which point 'bus-

ses will convey passengers to the fair grounds. The
company is doing work on Brady and Michigan streets

and several other places.

The building of an electric railway on the Janesville

plank road is being agitated. Most of the abutting prop-

ertyowners, it isunderstood, favor the project.

Already the suburb of Wauwatosa is connected with
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the city by an electric line, a dummy line, and the St. Paul

railway, and yet there is talk of another electric road.

People residing in the Menominee valley have called upon

Mr. Payne and urged him to extend the Chestnut street

line along the valley, which is rapidly filling up with

manufacturing plants. Mr. Payne promised to consider

the matter. It is not improbable that the road will be

built next year.

The Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Rapid Transit company,

which operates an electric line, will double track its road

before wiater sets in. The company carries about 1,500

passengers a day. The fine is now operated with power

furnished by the new plant at Wauwatosa.

The Racine common council has decided to allow the

street railway company to lay T rails on certain streets,

providing the company keeps the pavement between and

along the tracks in repair. The company has been re-

quired to give a bnnd in the sum of §5,000.

The largest clock in Milwaukee will be located in the

tower of the ne.v Pabst block. There will be four dials

each ir feet and S inches in diameter, and they will be illu-

minated at night by electricity.

Willis L, Moore, the Milwaukee weather forecast offi-

cial, has just sued the West Side Street Railway company

to secure $500 damages. He claims that during May last

he was driving on Wisconsin street, when one of the com-

pany's electric cars ran into his buggy. The vehicle was

overiurned an J the horse was injured so badly that Mr.

Moore has not been able to use him since.

What is said to be the largest contract for stationary

engines everawarded has just been received by the Ed-

ward P. Allis company of Milwaukee. The other party to

the contract is the Brooklyn Electric Railway company.

The contract is for the building of fourteen engines, ag-

gregating 20.000 horse power, and the cost of the work

will reach half a million. The contract was awarded on

Friday, August 19th, but the fact has been kept quiet un-

til within a few days.

The contract calls for the construction of six. 2,000 and

eight 1,000 horse power compound engines.

About all of the establishments in the country capable

of building such large engines competed for the Brooklyn

job. The largest contract of the kind ever made before,

it is said, was one for engines of 10,000 horse power, In

the aggregate, let by a London corporation, which after-

wards bought a plant of 10,000 horse power, making a

total of 20,000 horse power in two contracts.

Under a separate contract with the General Electric

company, of Boston, which will supply the electrical ap-

paratus for the Brooklyn railway, the Edward P. Allis

company will supply the castings for the dynamos. The

contract for the engines amounts to $44.0,000 and the

contract for the castings between $80,000 and $90,000, so

that the work that the company will do for the

Brooklyn railway will amount to something more than

$520,000,

Since May, when the annual report was rendered, the

condition of the Northern American company, which has

invested very heavily in electrical enterprises in Milwaukee,

is said to have greatly improved. The result is due to the

enhanced market value of the company's securities, and to

the rapid development of its enterprises. The Milwaukee

street railway lines, which are being pushed to completion,

are showing most satisfactory results, although they will

not be completed until 1893. The Cincinnati electric

lighting and power plant is practically completed, and its

business is steadily growing. The first section of Cincin-

nati's street lighting, under the company's eleven years'

contract, will be in operation during the autumn, and the

suburban lighting system will be ready in the near future.

They will materially increase the company's revenues.

Recently the Wisconsin Telephone company has been

greatly bothered by its wires coming in contact with trol-

ley wires. The current from the electric railways, of

course, knocks down all of the numbers, and they some-

times remain down fifteen or twenty minutes. Not long

ago, eighty drops, costing $2.50 each, burned out at one

time in the telephone exchange,
C.

Appleton, Wis.

Ai'i'i.F.TON, Aug. 27.—The Edison Electric company

has completed the work of relaying its entire track of three

and one-half miles with a 38 pound T rail. The road is

now in fine condition.

By October ist the streets of Appleton will be as well

illuminated as those of any city in the country. The

local company is busily cng.iged in installing the sixty five

1,500 candle power arc lights, which, with the forty already

in use, will make a total of one hundred and live 1,500

candle power lamps.

Lightning entered into the power-house of the Street

Railway company yesterday doing considerable damage

to a 100 kilowatt armature. A. W.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Aug, 27.—The ordinance to grant the

West Side Street Railway company a franchise for an

electric railway on Wyandotte street from Second street to

Twenty ninth street, on Twenty-ninth street from Wyan-

dotte street to Central street and on Central street from

Twenty-ninth street to Thirty-first street, has been re-

ferred to the public improvements committee. The road

is to be equipped by the Thomsoo-Houston company if

the franchise is granted. It is proposed to connect it at

Thirty-first street and Central street with a line to run

several miles south through the town of Westport.

The Kansas City Electric Light company has not yet

complied with the ordinance passed recently directing it

to suspend all the arc lamps furnished the city for street

lighting, from 12 foot mast arms.

The Kansas City Elevated Railway company has ab-

sorbed the Inter-state Consolidated Rapid Transit Rail-

way company and is equipping the line with electricity. A
contract has been made for 6000 pound McGuire trucks

for the cars.

The bond given by the contractor superintending the

conversion of the "L" road into an electric line contains a

clause in which the contractor agrees to have the electric

line in readiness for use on or before September 15th. The

heaviest work of the transformation has already been com-

pleted.

The stock holders of the new company have just elected

the following officers: President, Joshua Wilbourn, Prov"-

dence, R. L, vice president, D. D. Hoag, Kansas City,

Kas ; treasurer, A. 11. Califf, New York.

D. D. Hoag has also been made secretary of the com-

pany to serve for the present. The directors chosen are:

Joshua Wilbourn, Providence, R. I.
; J. C. Ten Eck and

A. H. Califf, New York; Frank Sample, Pittsburg, O. H.
Dean, Robert Gilham and S. L. Conklin, Kansas City,

Mo.; D. E. Cornell, Silas Porter and D. D. Hoag of

Kansas C ty, Kas.

The couacil of Kansas City has just instructed the city

counselor to bring action in the circuit court to revoke the

franchise of the East Fifth Street Railway company, on

Fifth street from Walnut street to Lydia avenue, Lydia

avenue from Fifth street to Guinotte avenue, Gulnotte

avenue from Lydia avenue to the eastern city limits, a dis-

tance of about five miles. The road has not been operated

since January ist.

Thomas Wolfe has submitted a proposition to the coun-

cil of Kansas City, Kas., to light the streets free of charge

for twenty years, if the city will give him an exclusive

franchise for an electric light plant. The Fort Wayne
Electric company has submitted a proposition also and

there is a big fight in the council. The city spends §20,000

a year at present for street lighting. T.

St. Louis, IWo.

St. Louis, August 26.—The Board of Public Improve-

ments has refused permission to the St. Louis Electric

Light & Power company and the Bell Telephone company

to erect additional pole lines on Olive street, on the

ground that the adjacent alleys would answer every pur-

pose.

The Forest Park & Clayton Electric Railway company

has begun work on its roadbed, the contract for construc-

tion having been placed with the Fruin-Bambrick Construc-

tion company of St. Louis, which has agreed to finish

the work by Nov. i.- No steam or electric apparatus or

construction have yet been provided for.

In its issue of Sunday, 2rst inst., the Globe-Denwcrat

published a brief but complete resume of the progress of

electricity. The article is two columns long, and begins

with the discovery of the electrical pro^^erties of amber by

Thales. Goo B. C , and ends with 1892, at which date it

notes the investment of $700,000,000 in electrical indus-

tries in this country alone.

W. L. Arnold of the General Electric company has just

returned from a trip in Southern Illinois. While away he

contracted with the newly organized Pinckneyville Electric

Light company, Pinckneyville, III., for its complete elec-

trical equipment.

The Wagner Electric company has been reorganized

,

and the capital stock increased to $100,000. The company

has heretofore been manufacturing a line of electrical

specialties on Olive street, near Nineteenth. The works

have just been removed to 2017 Lucas place, where they

occupy a large new building.

H. H. Humphrcvi manager of the St. Louis office of

the General Electric company, reports an increase in busi-

ness, both in apparatus and in tight and railway supplies.

Two incandescent machines, each having a capacity of 540
lights, have been sold for the new "Arlington'' hotel at

Hot Spiings, Ark. Another important order was for

9,000 rubber weather-proof sockets for use on the Fall

illumination work, on the many ornamental panoramas

to be displayed on the streets.

The Emerson Electrical Manufacturing company has just

finished work on the many electrical devices to be used in

connection with the Fall illumination. Many new and in-

genious pieces of apparatus have been designed and manu-
factured for this occasion.

Hon F. G. Niedinghaus of St. Lou's has made an ap-

plication to the village board of Madison, III., for a

franchise to build and operate an electric light and
electiic railway system, to connect his new town Granite

City with Madison, and across the Merchants' Bridge

to St. Louis.

W. B, McKinley of the Union Manufacturing company,
Champaign, III., secretary of the local electric light and
power company, and of the Champaiga & Urbana Electric

Street railway, has interested himself at Springfield, O
,

in street railways and will change their motive power to

electricity.

Alex. E. Abend, civil engineer of East St. Louis, has
begun surveys of the motor line and Second street horse-

car line at Alton, III. These companies have decided to

adopt electricity and will put down new rails at once, O.
W. Meysenberg & Co. of St. Louis having the con-

tract. Both lines will use the same loop at the central

terminus east of the court-house. B.

PERSONAL.
The sympathy of the electrical fraternity is extended to

H. P. Lucas of Chicago, who recently suffered the loss of
a child.

C. A. Daigh, of the National Electric Manufacturing
company, Eau Claire, Wis., was in Chicago for severalf
days last week.

F. A. Pamperin of the Electrical Manufacturing com-
pany. Oconto, Wis., and A. A. Forman, manager of
the Electric Light company at Iron Mountain, visited
Chicago in company last week, and while here each re-,

ceived a telegram on the same day saying that a son and
heir had been born to him. Congratulations are in order.

John K. Dunbar, general superintendent of the South-
weHern Telegraph & Telephone company, died recently at
Buffalo Lythia Springs, Va. He had not been strong
physically for many years and his death was indirectly
caused by the grip, of which he had several very serious
attacks. Mr. Dunbar was born in Clinton, La. He was
for a few years in the employ of the Western Union com-
pany at San Antonio, Tex. He organized the telephone
business in San Antonio and from the management of that
exchange was promoted to the general superintendency of
the company in 1S83. Mr. Dunbar was known by many
people in Arkansas and Texas and was universally re-

spected. A typical southern gentlemen, honest, brave and
true, his death in the prime of life causes deep sorrow
to hundreds of his friends and acquaintances in the south-
west. A wife and two daughters survive him.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
Everett Electric Brick company. Everett, Wash. ; capital

stock, $20,000; to generate electric light and power; F. O.
Coe, Everett, Wash.

Albia Electric L'ght & Power company, Albia, la.

;

capital stock. $30,000; to purchase, own and operate elec-

tric light and power plants; J. C. Marry, Albia, la.

Dahl Electric company, Jersey City, N. J. ; capital stock

$500,000; to manufacture and deal in motors, dynamos
and other electrical apparatus; Collins & Corbin, Jersey
City, N. J.

Southwest Missouri Electric Railway company. Carter-

ville, Mo.; capital stock, $500,000; to build and operate
street and suburban railways in Jasper county; J. M.
Maret, Webb City, Mo.

Columbian Electric Perambulator company, Chicago,
111. ; capital stock, $r, 000, 000; to manufacture, buy and
sell electrically propelled vehicles, etc.; Francis W. Parker,

1007 Opera House Building, Chicago, III.

Toledo Electric Heating company, Toledo, O. ; capital

stock, $100,000; manufacturing, selling, and leasing elec-

tric heating apparatus and machinery; William Webster,
Toledo, O.

Natural Liquid Purifying company. Hamilton, O. ; cap-
ital stock, $25,000; purifying or improving the quality of

spirituous liquors or orher liquids by refrigeration, electri-

city, etc.; Robt. S. Carr, Hamilton, O.

Hopatcong Hotel company, Mount Arlington, N. J.;
capital stock, $135,000; to construct, maintain and oper-

ate gas works, water and electric light works, etc.; Clark
& Culver, 80 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

McKechney Milling company. Deer I-odge, Mont.;
•capital stock, $300,000; manufacturing, mining, mechani-
cal and chemical business, treating ores, maintaining and
operating electric power plants, for supplying electricity
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to cities, towns, or private persons to build, maintain and
operate telegraph and telephone lines.

Gerard Electrical Supply company (incorporated in W,
Va.), Philadelphia, Pa ; capital stock, $250,000; manufac-
turing and dealing in all kinds of electrical devices; D. M.
Lotvrey, J^th and Chesiinut streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

North S'lore Contracting company, Chicago, 111.; capi-

tal stock, ^50.000: to build railways, water works, gas
works, electric lights, and all kinds of public works,
C. E. Simmons, C. & N. W. Ry. Land Depot, Chicago,

New England Power company, Newark, N. J.; capital

stock, $100, ooo; to produce and furnish compressed air,

heat, potver and electricity for all domestic and other
purposes, etc.; Parrish & Pendleton, 44 Broadway, New
York. N. Y.

Heppoer Light & Water company, Heppner, Ore.;
capital stock, ^43,000; to constract and equip, maintain
and operate an electric light and water plant in the town
and environs of Keppner, Oregon; James D. Hamilton,
Heppner, Oregon.

Buffalo General Electric company, Buffalo, N. Y.; cap-

ital stock, |ir, 900,000; consolidation of the Brush Elec-
tric Light company of Buffalo and the Thomson- Houston
Electric Light & Power company of Buffalo, under the

Buffalo General Electric company.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Salioa, Kan., is putting in a new electric light plant.

The ferry steamer Oakland at Oakland, Cal., will be
illuminated by iSo incandescent lamps.

Chadrou, Neb., last week had a public celebration over

the opening of the electric lighting st?tion.

The Tac3mi, Wash., Light & Water company has

agreed to sell its plant to the city for $21,000.

An effort is being made to organize an electric light com-
pany in Henniker, N. H., with a capital of $3,500.

The trustees of the village of Greenbush, N, Y., have
awarded a live-year contract to the East Albany Gas Light
company for 200 25 candle power incandescent lamps for

street lighting.

The city council of Youngstown, O., has passed an
ordinance requiring the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railroad company to place arc lamps at all street cross-

ings of its line within the city limits.

Luverne, Minn., has completed arrangements for electric

lights. The contract has been let to the Western Electric

companv, and the plant is to be completed by September
15th. The cost will be about $6,500.

The stockholders of the Merchants' Electric Light com-
pany of Leavenworth. Kas., have elected the following

directors: Frank ODonnell, Henry Ettenson, Herman
Barns, R. Springe, J. E H. Weigant, Ed. Crancer and
Henry Breuggan.

Ground has been broken for the new electric power
house north of the water tower at Pullman. The base-

ment will be equipped with about fifteen Wood dynamos
driven by separate engines. The upper floor will be used

by the electrical department. It is reported that a large

portion of the town will be lighted by the plant.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the

Board of Public Works up to noon of Friday, September
gth, for the furnishing to the city of Seattle, Wash., an

electric light plant for lighting the streets, public build-

ings and grounds of the city, including engines and other

apparatus, together with all labor and cost of construction

for the plant installed, complete, with all the latest de-

vices.

The Longmont light plant has been purchased by a new
company, composed entirely of Longmont, Colo., citizens.

The new company consists of D, C. Donovan, W. B. Wis-
wall, J. H. Jones, F. H. Stickney and J. W. Turretl; the

first tbree being respectively president, secretary and
treasurer. The new company will at once make some
needed improvements which will be fully appreciated by
its patrons.

Superintendent J. G. Magnier of the Columbus, O.,

Electric Light company was before the Board of Public

Works last week to answer complaints against the service.

Many things, he said, were prejudicial to the proper work-
ing of the lights. The sparrows were largely responsible,

building nests in the globes or above them, between morn-
ing and evening; boys throwing stones or shooting at the

lights had greatly injured the service.

The people of Santa Cruz are just beginning to realize

the value of the water power now wasted in their moun-
tains. They propose to utilize the San Lorenzo river to

supply their cities and towns with electricity. The de-

velopment of industry founded on the combination of

water power and electricity is only just beginning in

California, but it has a most important future, because it

will supply cheap power where manufacturing is now
handicapped by the high cost of fuel.

The failure on the part of the Board of Aldermen to

pass the Assembly resolution providing an appropriation

of $5,000 for the illumination of the streets of St. Paul

during the State fair, is being adversely commented upon,

according to the local press. President Burwell of the

Minnesota Agricultural Society said that thousands of peo-

ple, attracted by the fair, were in turn attrac ;d to the city

by the street illuminations. The jobbers' union had ap-

propriated a considerable sum of money for masquerades,

carnivals and various other events of the evenings' amuse-
ment of the people, but, without the illuminations, these
would have to be dropped. There had never been any ob-
jection by citizens to the appropriation of money for illu-

minating the streets, and, from a business point of view,
the failure to have the illumination this year would be
suicidal.

The Madison, Wis., Electric company, composed of
local capitalists, has disposed of its plant, franchises, etc ,

to the Four Lakes Light, Power &: Heating company for

$51,000, and the purchaser will hereafter control the
electrical business in Madison. The new company
will ask a franchise of the common council at its next
meeting, as it thinks the franchise of the old company is

not complete in every particular. The company will ex-
pend $60,000 in enlarging and improving the plant, intro-

ducing new generators and overhauling pole lines, etc.

The new concern hopes to furnish considerable current
for manufacturing purposes.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A new electric street railway is to be built at Seattle, Wash.

An electric road is projected from Plainfield, Ind., to

Indianapolis.

An extension of the Cairo, III., Electric Street railway

is under cons'deration.

Streets are baing graded at Ottucnwa, la., preparatory

to building an electric railway.

Harper & Co. have been granted the franchise to build

an electric road from Cleveland to Gambler.

The Delta Electric company has petitioned the Cairo,

111 , council for a franchise to operate an electric road-

Work has been commenced on the Marshalltown , la.,

street railway, which is to be operated by electricity.

The Consolidated Street Railway company will extend
its road on Elberon avenue, Cincinnati, at an early day.

An electric railway fourteen miles in length and extend-

ing between Atlanta, Ga., and Stone Mountain is contem-
plated.

Martins Ferry, O., will have quite an extensive electric

railway system. The local company is planning to extend

its lines.

The Youngstown, O., Electric Railway company has

been granted permission to extend its Fruit street line, the

work to be completed by Oct. r.

The Decatur, III., City Electric Railway company has

been granted a twenty year franchise and will construct

and operate an electric railway.

F. A Burdick of Aberdeen, S. D., has been organizing

a company to build and operate an electric railway between
Deadwood, Lead City, Terraville and other points in the

Black Hills.

Work has been begun by the Marshalltown Light,

Power & Railway company, Marshalltown, la., on a three-

mile electric railway to take the place of the old mule line.

The new company also operates the gas and electric light

works, and w'll at once build a new power house for the

light and railway plants with a capacity of 400 horse-

power. Wm H. Bryan of St. Louis is engineer in charge

of the work.

According to the Cincinnati, O., Go?nmercial Gazette, it

has been decided to establish a belt electric line in that

city extending from the Bellevue house, by way of Elm
street. Eastern avenue and intervening thoroughfares, to

Columbia, thence to Mt. Lookout and the observatory;

from there over Observatory avenue and Erie avenue to

the Hyde Park and Madison road line, and so to Walnuc
Hills, and by the cross-hill route to McMillan, Ohio
avenue and the Bellevue house again.

The city council of Oakland, Cal., has under considera-

tion an ordinance providing for the substitution of electric

power for horses or mules in running street cars on Park

avenue from the crossing of the tracks of the Central

Pacific railroad to the southern boundary of the city of

Oakland, under a franchise granted to Theodore Meetz by

the city of Oakland Dec. 17, 1888. Another measure be-

fore the same body is an ordinance substituting electric

power for horses or mules in running street cars on Web-
ster street, Water street and Broadway street, under a

franchise granted the Alameda, Oakland & Piedmont Rail

road company, by the city of Oakland, which was passed

over the veto of the major Oct. 18, 1886.

The TifiBn & Fosloria Electric Railway company was
incorporated last week with a capital stock of $175,000.

There are twelve incorporators, including Hon. Charles

Foster, Andrew Emerine, R. Crocker and Ira Cadwalla-

der, of Fostoria, and Hon. George E. Seney, John Mc-
Cauiey, J. A. Beatty and R. W. Brown, the promoter, of

Tifhn. The road will be built as soon as the franchises

are secured. It will be 13^ miles in length, and will cost

about $150,000. The cars will stop on signal at any point,

and graded fares will be charged. It is the intention of

the management to run a car between the cities every

hour, beginning at 5 o'clock in the morning and stopping

at midnight. The track will be built alongside the public

highway, and a series of parks will be established at differ-

ent points along the route.

William M. Harriman, Nicholas Fish and Oliver Harri-

man, Jr., composing the firm of Harriman & Co.. and

Isaac B. Newcombe and Camille Weidenfeld, composing

the firm of I. B. Newcombe & Co . all of New York city,

filed a petition in the Buchanan county circuit

court, St. Joseph, Mo., Aug^ 26th, against the

People's Street Railway Electric, Light ^i Power

company asking that a receiver be appointe.1
to take charge of the entire electric street car system
and illuminating plant of the city. The capital stock of the
street car company is |Soo,ooo, and its bonded indebted-
ness is the same. The deficit in operating expenses dur-
ing the last year was $2,596, and there is no money in the
treasury to pay interest accruing on bonds due Oct. r,

iSg2. The rolling stock and tracks are in poor condition
and will require the expenditure of .$100,000 to put them in
shape. This amount the eastern stockholders will put up
if the management is taken out of the hands of those at
present in power and a receiver appointed to their liking.

TELEPHONE.
The Galena, III., exchange of the Central Telephone

company will be removed to its new quarters about the
middle of September. The new exchange will be thorough-
ly equipped with the most approved apparatus, and other
improvements in the service are contemplated.

F. A. Forbes, general superintendent of the Michigan
Bell Telephone company, has replied to a communication
petitioning for a telephone connecting between Grand
Rapids and Cadillac.in which he says the company 'would
be willing to look the ground over with a view of building,
a line this fall or early next spring."

An injunction has been granted by Judge Dennis in the
circuit court, Baltimore, restraining the Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone company from removing the telephone
of one of the company's subscribers. The proceeding is

based upon the telephone law passed by the last legislature.
The subscriber alleges in his bill that he is desirous of
continuing the use of the telephone, and tendered the com-
pany one quarter's rent, at the rate of S7S a year, autho-
rized by the telephone law. The company refused to ac-
cept the rental offered or to make a contract in accordance
with the act of the legislature and has notified the sub-
scriber that his telephone service will be discontinued and
his telephone removed. The injunction restrains the com-
pany from removing the telephone or in any manner inter-
fering with or obstructing the subscriber's use of the service.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The residents of Oakland avenue who live in the

vicinity of the electric light tower, says the Omaha Bee,
have had a good deal of curiosity aroused by an immense
flock of birds that gathers every evening about an hour
before sundown on the top of the tower, and stays until
thelampsare lighted. When the current is turned on
large numbers of them are instantly killed, and the rest

immediately fly away to return the next afternoon.

The Edison General Electric company has begun an
action against F. J. McCuUough, J. P. Van Patten, J. B.
Fidlar, Frances W. French, N. Kuhnen, Jr , J. N. Van
Patten, Josephine McCuUough, O. S. McNeil and W. J.
McCullough. stockholders of the Davenport, la.. Electric
Railway, Light & Power company to recover a judgment
of $3,579.07 against the company, each defendant being
sued for a certain amount alleged to be unpaid for shares
held at the time the judgment was rendered.

TRADE NEWS.
The National Electric Manufacturing company of Eau

Claire, Wis., has opened an office at room 60S Pullman
building, Chicago, wich Paul Bossart in charge.

The new official reference book recently issued by the
New England Electric club will be found very handy, as
it contains a couiplete list of msmbers and other infor-

mation of interest.

The "Niagara" motor 's one of the latest to enter the

field, and a line to the Lovell Manufacturing company,
limited, Erie, Pa., will bring a neat little catalogue de-

scribing the compact little machine's fine points.

The Electrician Publishing company, 6 Lakeside build-

ing, Chicago, has recently issued a most complete cata

logue of all books published to date on electrical subjects.

This catalogue will be sent free to any address.

The Buckeye Electric company finds it necessary to in-

crease its factory force to keep pace with increasing

business. The sales from the Chicago office of this com-
pany are increasing rapidly, and the outlook for a heavy
western trade is most promising.

The Western Electric company, Chicago, has just issued

a handsome catalogue descriptive of its most improved
electric arc lighting apparatus. The Western Electric

high and low tension systems are referred to as well as the

company's incandescent system.

J. C. Knight, of the Electric Construction & Supply
company. New York, returned last week from Richmond,
Va., bringing with him an order from the Richmond
Manchester railroad for fifty street railroad lamps. This
company received last week another order for Ward arc

lamps for use at the Mechanics' Fair building, in Boston.

There are now 218 of these lamps in use in this building.

The Babcock & Wilcox company of New York re-

ceived last week from the Brooklyn City Railroad companv,
through President Lewis, a contract to furnish twenty

boilers for the eastern district trolley plant. This

is said to be the largest contract of the kind ever g-ven out
from Brooklyn, the amount beiog $200,000. It is also

stated that this company has purchased about ^300,000
worth of engines from the Allls company of Milwaukee.

The New England agent for the Eddy Electric Manu-
facturing company, E. A. Gilbert, reports large sales of

dynamos and motors. Among the many sales may be men-
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tioned a 400 light dynamo for use in the Old Provincial

gold mines in Nova Scotia; a 750 light dynamo to the

Holtzer-Cabot company for a Washington firm; a 30

horse power motor and a 300 light dynamo for the new
Lyceum theatre in Boston and a 300 ampere generator for

the American Lead company, of Salem, Mass.

The Standard Paint company, of New York, is well to

the front In the work at the World's Fair grounds, for the

pipes now being laid by the Waukesha Hygeia Mineral

Springs company, manufactured by the National Tube
company, of McKeesport, Pa., will be coated both inside

and out with its No. i P. 5: B. pipe coating compound.
The Standard company is also supplying all the insulating

paper to be used for protecting the Cold Storage building

now being erected by the Hercules Iron works, of Chi-

cago. All of the iron pipes, etc., in this building will be

painted with P. & B. paint.

The Carpenter Enamel Rheostat company now has its

works at Bridgeport, Conn., in operation. Althoufjh

the works have only been in operation a short time, or-

ders have already been received from over tifty concerns,

one order alone being for one thousand rheostats. The
capital stock of the company is $100,000, fully paid. The
ofiicers of the company are H. Ward Leonard, president;

George H. Finn, vice-president; Charles E. Carpenter,

secretary and treasurer. Several New York gentlemen
are financially interested. A progressive business policy

has been adopted by the concern.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia, have laid in a big stock of,

Deprez Carpentier ammeters and voltmeters. These instru-

ments are strictly dead beat so that readings can be taken

very quickly, and the scales are graduated from zero up.

Being mounted in compact nickel-plated metal cases, they

are adapted for portable testing as well as for switchboards.

For alternating currents the Cardew voltmeter is recog-

nized as a standard switchboard instrument, while an es-

sential feature is its equal correctness when used on con-

tinuous circuits. Queen & Co. are also making these

voltmeters in quantity.

The following abstract from a letter from Geo. I Alden,

professor of mechanical engineering, Worcester Poly-

technic Institute, to the Hine Eliminator company. New
York, relating to a recent test of the eliminator will be of

interest to steam users: "With different qualities of steam

entering the eliminator, we found that the steam after pass-

ing through the eliminator was nearly dry, the calorimeter

showing from 99.28 to 99.48 per cent, of steam. All our

results came between the above figures. Our experience

leads us to believe that, with the kind of calorimeter used

to determine the quality of the steam when very wet and
before entering the eliminator, it is impossible to get ac-

curate results, because the water is not mixed with the

steam, but flows along the surface of the steam pipe. For
this reason we do not attempt to give the exact amount of

moisture in the steam before it entered the eliminator. We
know, however, that in some of the trials there was not

less than 40 per cent, of water in the entering steam. Our
test, therefore, shows fully as high an efficiency for the

horizontal as does the Cornell test for the vertical elimina-

tor."

BUSINESS.
Among the many large buildings which have recently,

been wired with Okonite wire by the Central Electric com-
pany, Chicago, is the St. Charles hotel, which will be
furnished with 1,100 lights.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company, St. Louis
Mo., is determined that- office desks as well as street cars

shall be equipped with at least one on of its "Columbia
special" railway lamps, for the Columbia blotter can now
be seen everywhere

The Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Electric Light & Power com-
pany is engaged in the construction of about one and one-

half miles of protected steam pipe for the purpose of

transmitting and selling for heating purposes its large

supply of exhaust steam. The work and material for

this construction is furnished by the American District

Steam company, of Lockport, N. V. The same company
is constructing a smaller exhaust plant for the Grinnell,

Iowa, Electric Light & Power company. The increasing

prices for anthracite coal under the new Reading com-
bination emphasize the demands for cheaper in the

heat for buildings, which many electric companies are

able to furnish and at the same time materially in-

crease net revenues.

A four column article in the Bound Brook, N. J.,
Chronicle descriptive of the American Engine company's
factory, brings forcibly to mind the fact of this concern's

phenomenal growth. It seems but a few months ago
that the American company, under the guidance of Gener-
al Manager Elmer S. Smith, commenced manufacturing
the now well known American engine. A glance now at

the Bound Brook establishment is all that is necessary to

tell the tale of successful business management. Within
the two hundred and thirty- five acres owned by the com-
pany three railroads run in parallel tines, dividing it in-

to several sections of 250 feet each in depth. About
12,000 lineal feet are reserved for manufacturing pur-

poses, and to other manufacturers who desire to locale

at Bound Brook land will he supplied on the most lib-

eral terms. In connection with the American Engine
company's works there has been made an expenditure
of nearly $400,000. This gives the place an impetus and
the stability of the enterprise is assured by the fact

that there is no ciuestion of the amount of capital back
of it.

Among the sales made by the National Electric Manu-
facturing company, I'^au Claire, Wis. . during the month of

August, arc the following: Cicero Water, Gas iV- Electric

Light company, Oak Park, III., one 2,000 light machine;

Cook County hospital, Chicago, four 800 light machines;

Electric Light & Power company, Livingstone, Mont.,

one 2,000 light machine; Electric Light companv, Bioom-
ington, Ind , one 2,000 light alternator; Hyde Park Elec-

tric Light & Power company, Chicago, one 1,000 light ma-
chine; Steam Shovel & Dredge company, Bucyrus. O., two
120 kilowatt machines for a power transmission plant with

three motors of 16 horse power and eight of 5 horse power
capacity each; Cudahy Packing company, South Omaha,
Neb., two 600 light machines; Electric Light & Power
company, Sheboygan, Wis., two 1,000 light machines;

Delta Electric company, Cairo, 111., one 150 horse power
generator and one r,ooo light alternator; and Orville Car-

penter, Pawtucket, R. I., one 300 light alternator for

special purposes. The National company, under the new
management, is securing a large amount of business, and
the outlook for the coming year appears to be particularly

bright.

The International Okonite company, limited, of New
York, has made for itself a record and established a

name that speaks for itself. Starting business under
the firm name of Smith & Gelpcke in a small town on
Long Island and operating on a very small scale, this

concern grew until the present Okonite company was or-

ganized in March of 18S4, with Cap*". Willard L. Candee
and Commodore C. A. Cheever as its principal promoters.

To these two gentlemen is due the credit for the success

of the present company. The International Okonite
company, limited, was formed by a strong syndicate of

American and foreign capitalists in 1890, and a branch
office was established and a factory erected in London,
England. The company's principal factory is situated on
the banks of the Passaic river at Passaic, N. J., and is

directly on the lines of the New York, Lake Erie &
Western, and Susquehanna & Western railroads. Excel-
lent facilities for shipping and receiving purposes are thus

secured. The plant consists of a main building, three

L buildings and other separate structures, the whole
covering a space of about 125,000 square feet. In se-

curing popularity and a firm foothold for Okonite wires,

the management of the company has always displayed ex-

cellant business sagacity and today it may be truthfully

stated that the superior merits of the Okonite goods are

as universally recognized as its name and trade mark is

well known. At one time 450 workmen were employed
to handle the business but owing to improved machinery
this number has been reduced to 300 which are now em-
ployed steadily. The company's capacity is about loo
mites of wire per day.

In the American Machinist of July 28th there was pre-

sented an interesting article by T. T. Parker regarding
pitting in boilers. In the course of the article Mr.
Parker says: "A bolter of the porcupine persuasion pitting

was found in the mud drum. Acting under advice, the

drum was cleaned and scraped, after which it was painted

with graphite mixed with cylinder oil. Measurements of

the depths of the pits were taken, and six months after

they were found no deeper, and no new ones had shown
up. Other parties have since tried this experiment in

mud drums, but it is too early as yet to give the result.

However, knowing the character of plumbago, if the in-

terior of a boiler could be painted with it in such a way that

it would stay, it may be this would prove a remedy. I am
satisfied also that the person doing so would kill two birds

with one stone, as the scale could be easily detached. In
a pair of cylindrical boilers 42 by 28 occasional applications

of cylinder oil (mineral) and plumbago have kept back cor-

rosion on a trial of six months. Boilers were new when
plumbago was used. The boilers which the new ones re-

placed were thrown out rotten from corrosion. The
feed was mine water, as nothing else could be had."
Harig, Koop & Co., Louisville, Ky., also, after exper-

iencing more or less trouble from rust and scale in the mud
drums of their boilers, applied with great success

graphited oil, purchased from the Joseph Dixon Crucible
company, Jersey City. The mud drums were cleaned out
and the graphited oil applied with swab, brush or any-
thing handy to the joints and parts where the water enters

the drums. Every four or six weeks this process is re-

peated with the most gratifjing results.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issiied August 2-i, 1892.

481,204. Plug Spring Jack. Christopher A. Shea, Boston,

Mass.

The device comprises a plug and conductor and a circuit
breaker between them and a support for a supplemenlal testing
plug.

481,220, Electric Motor and Generator. Charles S.

Bradley, Avon, N. Y., and James J. Wood, Fort

Wayne, Ind.

The magnet comprises a laminated core. The side plates of
the core having their polar projections bent over the end of the
magnetizing coi!sto retain them in position.

481,223. Ships Telegraph. Albert B. W. II. Cords,

Hamburg, Germany.

481.246. Thermal Cut-out. Albert P. Seymour, Syra-

cuse, N. Y,

A fixture cut-out is composed of a curved block of insu'aling
material formed so that it may be molded by .1 single operation.

481.247. Telegraphy. , Jimis G. Smith, New York,

N. Y.

A system of lelcgrapliy comprising menns whereby fit small
expense, persons in one city orrtistrict mny establish coinmuni-
ciiiion with pcrhona at a distance by the use of private lines
without re(|iiiriiiK any hand manipulation except 011 the part
nf the pcrnon calling iind the one called, the rest being acconi-
plinheil aulittimiically.

481,281. Circuit Changing Apparatus. Almon D. Page,

Newark, N. J.

Contact devices carried by adjustable disks, by means of
which the distance between the contact devices may be varied,
are adapted to bear against a body having conductmg sections
and moving beneath the contact devices.

481.284. Telephone. Adolf Rettig, Saabri'icken, Germany."

A wooden case with the grain of the wood running across the
back is combined with a plurality of diaphragms of different
area and the latter and the wooden case are conneced by
spring devices.

481.285. Shade for Incandescent Electric Lamps.

Charles J. Salick and Edward Sipp, Watertown, Wis.

481,288. Reflecting Shade for Incandescent Electric
Lamps. Lucius T. Stanley, Brooklyn, N, Y.

The shade comprises a parabolic reflector having at its lower
end a flange to which is attached an annular reflecting apron,
and a diffusion glass closing the lower opening of the shade.

48:, 291. Electric Water Heater. Thomas Ahearn,
Ottawa, Canada.

481,293. Arm Rest For Telephones. Joseph R Bailey

and L°vi C. Lincoln, Woonsocket, R. I.

A vertically movable bracket is Journalled upon a shouldered
rod, and a ratchet lever carried upon the bracket is adapted to
engage with the shoulders upon the rod.

481,297. Electric Switch. John H. Clark, Boston,
Mass.

A freely suspended weight is connected with the movable
member of a switch device by a flexible connection passed
about a movable pulling point intermediate between the weight
and the movable switch member.

481,364. Train Indicator. Herbert L, Manton, Mel-
bourne, Victoria.

The indicator compristjs a dial having a series of holes at
different distances from its axis and a series of spring-retracted
press button plugs having reduced ends forming shoulders to
limit the entr> of the plugs into the holes.

481, 378. Reflecting Shade for Incandescent Lamps.
Locius T. Stanley, Brooklyn, N. Y.
A reflector encloses the lamp and spiral springs are attached

thereto by one of their ends, the other end of each engaging
with a glass plate over the opening of the reflector.

481,381. Mast Arm. Augustus Wright, Providence,

R. I.

The lamp support is adapted to move along a trolley rail or
wire and mechanism is adapted automatically to cut the lamp
into and out of circuit, and to close the circuit when the lamp
is cut out,

481

481,

481

,386. Electric Elevator. Williim Baxter. Jr , Balti-

more County, Md Filed July ig, i8S5. Renewed
Oct. 31, 1S90. Serial No. 369,873.
A reversing switch is carried upon the elevator car and is

connected with the motor amature and the feeding mains by a
flexible cable attached to the car whereby the motion of Che car
may be conCroIed by changing the direction of the current
through the armature of the motor.

401. Trolley for Electric Railways. Wilton F.

Jenkins, Richmond, Va.

Forward and learward bearing surfaces for the trolley con-
nection are carried upon the car body, a trolley carriage runs
upon conductors and a jointed arm is connected with the trolley
carriage and arranged to move transversely to the car into or
out of the space between the bearing surfaces.

[ 402. Trolley for Electric Railway Conduits. Wilton

F. Jenkins, Richmood, Va.

The invention embodies a drag connection for the trolley
which may be reversed without disconnection from the car and
means are provided for taking up vertical and lateral vibration
between the car and trolley.

403. Conduit for Eelectric Railways. Wilton F.

Jenkins, Richmond, Va.

The conductor support has a collar or shoulder and a screw-
nut and insulated clamping jaws arranged between them to
clutch and hold the conductor.

,407. Production of Caustic Alkalies and Chlorine.

Farnham M. Lyte, London, England.

,430. Pneumatic Electric Circuit Controlling and In-

terlocking Apparatus. William W. Slater and Harry
C. Barnes, Oakland, Cal.

A lever acting upon a diaphragm which fits within a chamber
is acted upon by the wheels of a, passing train so as to depress
the diaphragm as each wheel passes to produce a pulsation of
the air through a pipe to a point whei
mechanism is to be actuated.

the electro-pneumatic

481,457. Insulator. Arthur J. Wylie, Rome, N. Y.
An insulator is provided with a longitudinal hole to receive

the wire and a longitudinal slot is provided to admit of ex-
pansion of the insulator,

481,474. Magnetic Separator. Gurdon Conkling, Glens

Falls, N. Y.

Ore is fed upon a belt moving obliquely to the vertical and the
pole piece of a series of magnets placed beneath the belt to
attract the magnetic particles to the belt.

481,483. Telephone System. Richard N. Dyer, East

Orange. N. J.

Current reducing coils are located in a branch of a current
supplying circuit and secondary coils are provided upon the
magnet and connected with the line through the bell circuit;
a key closes the branch tlirough the magnet coils and not
through the transmitter.

481,503. Trolley Switch. Jacob S. Merkins, Highlands,

Colo.

481,517. Trolley Protector. John Walsh, Cleveland,

Ohio.

481,529. Telephony. John W. Gibboney, Lynn, Mass.
The method of transmitting speech consists in putting upon

the Hnc alternating or pulsating waves of current inaudible or
nearly so in receivers, and inductively superposing waves of
current corresponding to the vocal waves received by a trans*
mitler.
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Agents to sell our

Siagara Electric Motors and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and esclnsive territory to re-

Bponeible dealers in electrical apparatns.

liOTELIi aiFG. CO., Ltd., Krie, Pa.

[ SITUATION WANTED
By experienced meter man. Can opsr-

ate old and new type of Edison Chemical
Meter. Open for engagement tliis fall or

early winter. B st of reffreccfs. Adiiress,

A. H. HALL, care Edison Ligh' & Power
Co., Minneipolis, Minn.

WANTED.
A situation by a thorough business man of ex-

perience and good habits; up in electricity and
electrical and mechtinlcal devices. A good hustler.
Can furnish capital, or give security. Can not
consider any '"Nicicel-in-the-slot" or "Fire-alarm-
tonch-button'' opportunities. Addres, "A. P.,"
care Westekn Electbician.

Storage Batteries for Sale.
One hundred 50 ampere-hour Cells,

manufactured by the Consolidated Electric
Storage Company, for sale very cheap.
Entirely new. Write for particulars.

THE ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.,
Ha Fifth AVH.CIli'ago.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed -wliere-rer used, Aerial, Undergronnd or Snbmarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in estreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafinfc and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre-*' extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Ouni should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

ind pressed firmly it makes a solid mass, FOR RAIIjAVAxT imd HIOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

»VE OITARANTEE OUR INSUIiATIOX WHEREVER VISED, AERIAL, UNDERGROUND OR SURMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSXOUT, MASS.

HENET A. CLARK, TrMsnrat and Gen'l Manager.
HEBBERT H. KUSTIS, PwBidentand Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMIaRSS RUBBEIR WIRES AND CABLES,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and I 73 Lake St. Chicago, lllr

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinum for Incandescent I^amps.
WB CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS 171 and 173 CiBIlENE ST., NEW TOUK.
o-.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a__low price,

among the number being t'wo C50-liglit,
1,000 TOlt Alternators.

to
WANTED TO BDY:

Second-hand machine, from 50

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
13 and 43 Franklin S'., CHICAGO

ARMATURES-FIELDS
Rewound and Repaired, Our Exclusive Work.

Dispatcli Guaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
other Electrical Supply Houeea.

—Write U9.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Rooni^ls, 195 to 193 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

All Sizes

anl

QnalitlesMICA
For Electrical Porposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL & CO,,
318 Water Street, New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 LaSe Street, CHICAGO. ILL-

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SPEED

MOTORS.
H H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500,

The Motore are made ^rtth the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th Street. - - « NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL MEAS0RIN6 INSTRUMENTS.

We manufacture a large variety
of apparatus for both experimental
and practical use, and shall be
pleased to submit prices to intending
purchasers. Our specialties com-
prise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Resis-

tance Boxes, Testing Sets, Testing
Batteries, Galvanometers, Photo-
meters, Tachometers, etc. If your
dealer does not have our goods in

stock, send orders direct to us for

prompt attention.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Illustrated descriptive catalogue, N"o.l-66, miiled post-paid upon receipt of five cents

LAMPS
OR

HIGHEST QUALITY
AT

"-U4!uni^lj^,j|^^

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. '

'ai^^fyYi^~^^<v/-iAa^i^^

a€¥mim'Mf
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Established ih 1861,.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRID
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely preventB SCALE ^ Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & 6IERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

HechSLDical and Electrical

Gonsultutione, Reports, Plans, SpTificatioDB for
Central Station or iBolutea El-ctr.c Ligtiii g,

and Electric hailwuys.

5G Turner litnldirtg, St, Louis,

ELECTRIC LIGBTIKG PLANT.

WANTED.—A 35 or 50 Light Arc

Dynamo, Lamps and a 10x10 Engine.

HOLLAND RACIATOR l>FG. CO.,

48 and ro FmnkliD ttt . 1 hicago.

BIHDERS
-fOK THE-

WeSJEI{N ELECJI{ICIAfl,
ONE DOLLAR.

-BBANOH 8T0BK-

3134 Michigan Avenu*.

HUGHES BROS, MFG, 00,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross firns, Insnlator Pins ^ Brackts,

And Electrical Jloldlne-

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

FOR SALE.
Dynamos, bo'b arcandincandeeceaf, at your price.

Hmoolh Arc Special tii^s.

Wire Tightpniiig Ceiling Boards.
Arc Lamp HdDger witn Automatic Switch.
Arc Lamp Hanger for oattiile lamps.
Arc Ampere Metera for 6 3-10 or 10 Ampere Ciir-

ente, and other epecialties of intereat lo VOU.
313 to 317 Canal Street,

CHAS. E. GREGORY,

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The Kcw Model Folding Kodak has

glass plate attachment, Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU have a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

S6.00 to S65.00.

FASTMAN KODAK CO.,

SeLd for Circulare. Rochester, N. Y.

Urrlbt UtOnO, jmi^^
"Gem' and "Rugby" l/P^ff

Folding Beds, HiJIlL
H Brass and Wire Work. I

A. H, Andrews &. Co., 215 Wabash Ave, , Chicago.

ManufactufeKs of

OCTAGONAL*^^ Cedar
TELEmni& ELECTRICAL

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

#H.M.Loud&'SonsU)mber(o.
OSCODA , IVII CH.

HOLMES. BOOTH Sc HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbiiry, Conn. - - S5 I*a.z"l£ I*laoe,Ne-v»^ "york.

MANUFACTURERS OF

3a.re and IxisTJilated. 'SSTire-
Under^vriters' Copper Electric liight liine ^Vire, Copper ]»Iasnet AVire, Flexible l^ilk, Cotton and Worsted Cords for

Incandescent Iiiglitin$;. H ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station IVork.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K, K,"TINEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPAtiJ, CHIMCO, • - SELLIiW AGENTS.

THOS. LSCOriLL, New York Agent.

EliECTRIC lilGHT
AND BATTEBy

CJ{l\BOIIS.
L -'^y^ "^ .a.^_5y.^ij

ox.:E]v:EXi-A_3srxD. oxxxo.

pnoTo/f

Bqus^ES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 In use.

Affords the moat simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads rutiniaK from ~Oup to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reaulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel In the countiy.

EliECTRIC TRAX89IlS8IO]!lf.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way cf a nnlform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlona
of epeed and pressure, have hroiigbt It Into special prominence and estenelve
use for thla class of work. All applications ehould state hmonnt and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fok Catalogue.

THE P£LTOX "WATER WHEEIi CO.,
1S1-1S3 aiain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all anch infringements wUl
be duly iiroseciited. ^

PlCl^TOW WATER 9IOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light runnmg machinery. Warranted
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address ae above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afiord the most favorable freight ratea.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
{ADIKH, KBEUT & CO., Nt. Paul, Hlnn.
HTAIVI>AKU EUKCTBIC'AI., Wi|>KKM, VInclnnatI, Ohio,
UWCIVTAIIV K1.KVTBIO CO., Itenver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEr,E-BRAXED "IVATEK YVHEEL as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, hi^b aipeed
and ;::reat Efiiciency, and lai-g:e Capacity for its diameter,
being double the I*o^»'er of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect grnaranteed.
SEI\D FOR CATAE06UE AI\1> PARXICCI^ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EISa7.A.^3JXS^EII3 1878.
SO£.£ ItlAKrFACXrBERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wnJ^JgJggJ^bEi^ The Standard Eleotrioal Insulating Material of the World. r*^m^%x.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of liow Voltage.

Over 40 New Styles of lamps

For the first time on
. , ' the market.

^/ Catalogue Part I and II,

V Readj.
Part III In Piint.

EXPERIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illustrationB.

1 Ann Street,
) New York City.

TUC # ^T^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRICInL LnlLOl light supplies.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

rrr 1308 FUbert Street, - PHII^ADEIiPHIA.

Commercial Buildins. !^t. liOuis. 9Io.

STEAM PUMPS•^^J3E^^

LM.Morse&C»
' ENGINEERS AMDCONTRACTORS.

^^A
'.atoof KiifllBh. Mo-FB Arv

Patented Jan. 22, 1884. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Chnrches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the conn-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A. T. SMITH,
6W. 14tliSt , New York.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
hj getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

farryiiig Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

Nos. 78. 80 and 82 Franklin St
,

New York.

Chicago.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

ILLINOIS JEWEL"

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Liamp.

Send for Trial Order.

INCANDESCENT LAMP,

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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MUNICIPAL AND TOWN ELECTRIC LIGHTING HAS COME, AND-

THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Ib prepared to give the BEST RESULTS for the LEAST MONEY.

We will guarantee to give any city or town 150 Arc Lights from a 50 H. P. Engine. Ask any of our competitors if
!l

We make a 100 Light Dynamo 1,200 c, p., and guarantee it shall maintain the 100 Lights over 50 miles of wire.
See where a nice little water power would come in 25 miles away.,

If you use coal remember the smart thing to do is to burn as little as possible.

—BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO is as much superior to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic

engine is superior to the old slide valve with its external throttling governor.

We offer to the public THE BEST SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING in the market—the most economical in oper-
ation the most easily cared for, the most durable, the CHEAPEST IN COST—and invite inquiries from parties interested,aiion, iiiu uiuB jr

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., Factory: 28 1 to 289 Ninth Ave., 40O to 416 W. 27th St., N. Y.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBlDe£PORT, CONST.

RheostatB of every kind and size. Cornpact,
Fireproof, Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for IKustrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Tour invention may be vainflble. Yon ebonld
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

fient advice, free of charge.

•W. W. DUDIiEY & CO.,
Solicitora of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 P St., N. W., Washington, D. tj-

Please mention this paper.

WkU f\ For electrical

Wl I I IA P^POBCS.

Itll^n Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
tN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Co.^ 39th St. and Stewart Ave..

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or I Ity. Absolute

STRIPS.] Unlfomlty in Size.

-VTVT'XXiAXXSa'Grl'OIia', X3JEIXJ. LIG-BLOrQ.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have sued H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap Switches.

The trade will please note that we have no intention to annoy them, but have sued Mr. Paiste, the manu-
facturer of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early hearing and it is not too much to ask
that the trade will in the meantime respect our patent rights and await the decision of the Court in the case.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MANUFACTURING GO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart S^itcli. HARTFORD, CONN

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUXCIATORS <°°> BELLS.
FlJI.Ii lilNE AJLWATB IST STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, K. T.
• Send for New CATALoeDl. Oct Angnst Iflt.

THE GRAVITY
PURIFIER.

The Best Filter on the Market.
ONE GALLON OF OIL RUNS A

DYNAMO 200 HOURS,
Thlfl filter will Bave iiB coBt In a Bbort time, and does

the work perfectly. Jimt clean the movable Bcrcens, Nob.
2 and 4, occasionally, and it will do the work.

, 1892.Lima, Onio, April '.

THE GRAVITY PURIFER CO.. Decatur, Ino.

GENTLEMf:N :~\V6 hive uned two of your PnriflerB for
a'-oat one year, and find they are alt you claim for tliem,
and we wonld not be without tbem

.

Youratroly, LIMA ELKCTRIC LIGHT CO.,
t:. J.Dlehl.Hupt.

They are Gunrantoed and Hont on 30 Daya' Approval.

Ko,'Z (HtovU. Nize) HnliU 8 Oallons Clean Oil.
Price, miCi.OO Xvt. No l>lMcount,

Filtering capacity from 3 to 10 gallone per day, accord-
Iny to quality of oil. Other bizcb made to order and
chtiriied accordingly- Larpe elzefl made with two or more
tiibcH to Incroapo fUteiin^ capacity. Send for one and
^;lve It a trial, and you will be wull pleased.
Write for df^^cri[ltlve circular.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO.,
UKCATITB, INUIANA.

Coininutators^ ReflUed.

SnUX CITY

ELEC'RICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, Wr«1;o To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaoo HI. Seco.id street, ST. rouis.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tsueht thoronghlv day and nieht at tbe INSTI-
TUTE of TECHNOIiO«Y, 151 Tliroop
(Street, Chivaso, III. Amatenre, Artisans
and others asaieted Pbactioallt In any line, and
inetracted in tbe tat^aC and most improved
methods.

Mechanical Dracqhtino, Matbematico. Elec-
trical Calculations, Archilectuie, Mechanics, also
auj,'htday and night.

TRANSMISSION 0' POWER
BY MANI1.I.A KOPE.

Coplotiely illustrated and described in catalogue

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

Tlie greatest care taken in producinf,' a uniform article.

Samples and prices uiailed froe.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOTTLAELY ADAPTED TO DKIYING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
"^ On accouirt of its high efficiency at all etages of gate, Bteadinega of motion and eaey working gate, the con-
-* etrnction of which makes It the meet Beneltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

J SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOTJT, aillilit^ & TEIHPI.E. DAYTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

no stylos ftiKl Sizes. X'priglit and llurizuiital.

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every fa,cility for making the:

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinc gates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy resulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling licandesceni Lights

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For aaleby Electric Snpply
Houses,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Mannfactnier and Patentee,

X3eaa.frex-, Oolo.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'11 10 117 East 131st St., N. Y. I

DIRECT COUPLED. SLOW SPEED,

MULTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR,

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
—ai.oo.

—

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodiouse & Rawson,

UNITED, L,D.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

COERESPONDENCE INVITED.

PBESESIT SIZES: 100, 150, 350, 500 H. P.

Before you build or enlarge your Power Station, you will do well to consider the fact that under our construction

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, Including Boilers,

(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer, Stack, Pump Room,
etc., TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.

You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and ot total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

\Ve have now ready the Second Edition of "NOTES ON POWER PliAKTS."

WESTINCHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEWYORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building. MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. IVIUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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Standard Compound Engine.

THE LAKE ERIE ENQINEERING WORKS,
BUILDEItS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES^
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOBOMY AKD REGULATION GDARAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inqnirles to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

THE SCHUYLER
-sTSTrEsnvc oa

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATURBS!

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WORKS, QLODCESTEH, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatus.

Series Lamps for Arc Circuits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus,

Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits.

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.
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NCTT York Office: IS Cort-
landt St.. F. R. Chinnock,
Sales Agent.

Chicago Office: Room 506,
"The Rookery."

J. W. Parker & Co.. 3S South 4th St.,

PMIadelpUia. Pa.
Crook, Horner & Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St.,

Richmond. Va.
L. M. Kumsey Mfe. Co.. ft. Louis. Mo.
Cooley & Vater. 1^24 Washington Ave.

So., Minneapolis. Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co.. Lewis Block, Pitts-

burgh. Pa-
Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco,

Cal.
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. G. Gilbert, Atcliison, Kan.
J. H. HouRhton, 201 Congress St.,

Boston, Mass

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Antomatic Cut-off ENGINE.
With IVew Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

Economy, Dnrahility, Smooth and Quiet Rnnning.

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installations.

Bent Pipe and CoIIb in Iron, Brass and Copper, for all kinds of service.

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Furmshed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street. CHICAGO.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MAHK.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. Estifitates Cheerfully Given,

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAIi C8E8;

Sraphlte Bods of Tai-ions Iieneths, ftom 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to tbe inch. Kraphite Boxes and Crncibiee, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnlries (itladly Answered.

JOS. DIXOH CRUCIBLE CO., Jei-sey City, H. I.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.OfflceaniiWotks,FRIF, PA,
CO»K.K^=J.OWBRJ.J^..T=lFO» WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutoniaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

NEW YORK. 136 Liberty St.
PHILADELPHIA, 944 Drexel Building.
CHICAGO, liao "Tlie Boofcery."
SAN FRANCISCO, 39 and 31 Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY. AGENCIES:
[ ST. I>OUIS—M. f* Johnston Machinery Co..

715 and 717 North Second Street. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
.MINNKArOLIS. MINN.—T. M. Maguiie. 2S Syndicate Block. CONDENSING OR NON -CON DE NSI NG-

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CAKKIES XO STATIC JEI/ECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Manufacturers in the Country.

Lace Leather Rope and other Mawhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard ; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, - CHICACQ. ILL.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

l^mmmmMm
That doe&n't ^% I 0\UU P ^^ ^" secnra
reqalre a ^# k^^ VV Eb T\, a draught.

KELLY CRATE,
And for DURABILITY, PERFECT F0EL COMBUSTION and SUPBHIOE STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL. It willbnrn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL egnally well. They
are especially adap'ed for hard, contlnnon? aeivlce reqalred by ELE ^TRIC LIGHTING PLANTS,
We warrant them I^OT to WARP, and to OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GRATES. When your plant
rpqniree gratea again DON'T be content with one that la "good enoogh," bnt nee the eame nnmber of
DOLLARS and eecure the BEST—that is. THE KELLY GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing us for
deeciiptlve circular. We will return it, and tell you about our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of Its
kind made In the United States or any other place.

eiVB V» A CKAKGB TO BE OF USE TO TOU.

KELLY BROS., - COSHEIM, IND.
XXV.C333' S'OTTSTX^^Xl.ei.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.'

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
THE Tiiiisni-iinm mm ei.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR,
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams^Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

Pe3

O
o

5S

Can furnish from Chicago stocic, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Gable Company,
And will make yon factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD ENCASED CABLES, INCAHDESCEHT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAFF ELEGTRIIIiL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

I
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HAVE YOXJ TRIED
THIS

COMBINATION?

It is the "open sesame"
that turns THE HANDLE.

The season of the year is

approaching when you will

need the VERY BEST Insula-

tion for your Lighting and
Power Circuits. No other Line

Wire equals SHIELD BRAND.

"Sure an' it's good natured they be wantin' us cooks to be,''

said Bridget O'Shaunnessy, who had dropped into Nora's kitchen

to rest a bit, on the way home from market. Her remarks were

addressed to Nora McGoogan who cooks for the family living

next door. "I'd loike moighty well fer the foine people to tell

us how cooks are to be good natured."

"I would that same," said Nora, who had just been punch-

ing the fire, "fer it's a scrappin' toime we have of it."

"Right ye are," added Bridget. "I've just been goug-

ing the eyes out of the petaties, an' now I've got to baste the

mate."

"An' I've just split the head o' the cabbage an* whipped the

cream an' pounded the steak," said Nora.

"An' I've got to bate the eggs," said Bridget, "an' this after-

noon I'll wipe up the floor with the mop an' then I'm goin' to

make the currant jell an' jam the grapes."

"I'm goin' to be busy, too," said Nora. "I've got to hang

the wash an' then pitch in an' do up the preserves."

And they both went at their work wondering how in the

world a person with a kindly disposition could serve as cook.

Habirshaw
Rubber Covered

Wires, Cables
and Cores.

%£5^. tO^^^

Architects, Builders, Contractors and Owners make

no mistake when insisting on "Habirshaw." It is the

only absolutely safe insulation. In situations demanding

the very best, Habirshaw Pure Rubber Covered Wire has

no successful competitor.

The Sunbeam
Incandescent

Lamp.
.SUNBEAM

The most successful lamp made; excelling all others in point of

life and economical use of current. Gives the greatest satisfaction

to the customer and the central station. Gives the most light for a

dollar invested in current.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

COR. RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE,

KiiHtorii Ofllceaiid Fiictorlev,
ANHONIA»<JONN CHICKCO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MAWUFACTrBEBS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and iWO WIRE

CABi "",0, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with tlie merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

8665 FACTORY: Glenwood^ Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

805 CMAMBBR OF COMMMMCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MASTUFACTHBERS OV^

IHCANDESCENT LIMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify

AGENOIXB:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohioago, ZU.
The Electrical Supply Oo., Anaonia, Oonn,

W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. i".'Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron Oity Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Binuingham, Ala.
liouiaville Electric Co , liouisville, Ey.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Oolo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps*
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.
P

WOOD SYSTEMS OF ARC LIGHTING;

DIRECT CURRENT INCANDESCENT LIGHTING;

TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
Including Automatic Constant Current Dynamos from 1 to 80 lights' capacity.

COMPOUND WOUND INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS from 25 to 2,000 lights' capacity.

POWER GENERATORS AND MOTORS from Ih to 160 liorse power.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE GEAR. AND CLUTCH FEED LAMPS.
Elliptic Carbon Lamps, Switch-Boards, Hanger-Boards, Cut-Outs, Ammeters, Etc.

Also flattery Incandescent Alternating Apparatus for long distance incandescent
lighting, including transformers, meters, and all necessary appliances.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
E^ort '^Xra'STrLe, Irxd.., TJ". S. -A..

HEAT-PROOF ^»" WATER-PROOF.
One motor GEARED TO BOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what coujit.

3^^a,2cim-a.r)Ci. Txa,ctiorL, 'JElooin.o-m.-y in. Opera-tiora.,
(3-er3.exa,tors of -<^rL3r Size,

Inca.r3.d.escen.t 3Z)37'n.a-r2i::LOs, Sta-tion-sux^r 3iv4:otoxs,

E31eotxica,l S^o-pplies of lEl-^^x-y IDssoxipticn.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEW YORK,

Monadnock BIdg. Fiske BIdg. F. |. Stone. 18 Cortlandt St.
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PROTECTION, PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

WITHOUT HIGH TARIFF.

Use Fulmen Arresters on your Street Railway.

C. S. VAN NUIS,
136 Liberty Street, New York.

AMETER

For Arc Lumps
aud Direct
Current
IncBDile-icents.

91anufactared by the -

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGESIT8: 81 OJrAHA,SBB.,B.B.Dowiie, 215 Shaely Block.

XEW YORK CITY, Chae. E. Chapin, °^PT'^f 2!;'',*..v5f,'^.-AS'-i'°?"
,*'*'^'™^ ^^PP'? <^''-

liherty Street sAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Electric

CUICAGO, ILL.. Electiic Appliance Co., 242 „, Soppjy & Constrnction Co.

M.rtlson Street CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., ITS

' '''•rsupvly'cy
'"'' '""'"'^" ^°°"'°"'°g

I
LODlsVILLl;KY:.Smitbere.aDavia.

MAXUFACTCREr, OF

INSULATED KIiBGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE COKDS and CABLES.

PATTEE

Lnnip-Hour RecoitJer.

GEORGE CUTTER.
333 "The Rookery," Chicago,

H.'DnK™ T CH^fv^lt, I^^BineB, Manager..

m:;..^okpnite company,
13 Park Row, New York.

LIMITED.

^oN'^:
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Ol(onite Waterproof Tape.

300 and not STortb Third Street, PtttJjAJt^IiVmlA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask yonr aearest
Supply Honse
for It.

BRANCH EJS : Chicaffo, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,

Oma«ia,I.onl«TllIe, St. I-oals, San Francisco, London arid So. America.
City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTL'RERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ILL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOR CAPACITY TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THi:

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
"^ WHERE WB MANUPACTURB A FULL WNE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scieotlflc Heasnrement Apparatus.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IKVIWSTON 8TBKBT. BOSTOSf. MASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PliKTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl & Co., 121; Liberty St.. New York.

Geo. D. Hnffman, 6".:: Lake St., Chicago. III.

H. M Sciplp- & Co.. Si & Arch sts.. Phttartelpliia,

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUH.TBY THE BALL & WOOD CO., hewyork.

W B. Pearson *Co„Home Ins. Bldg.,Chlcago,Ill. James & Co. Chattanooga, Tenn.

Thos G Smith Jr William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.

iiammond Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Anderson, Honston, Tei.

W A. Day, 1« Oliver St., Boston, Mass. F. H, Whiting, Jacobaon Block, Denvsr, Coltt.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

IhoinsoQ tecordisE Vail Keler.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.

NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TE!STI3ivd:o:LTI-<fi.IL.S

:

GERMANTOWir, PA., April 29, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the Slst

lam pleased to say the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
OarrentB, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GERMANTOWN BLEOTRIO LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWEfe CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,
173 Adams Street, Chicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST. I

American Battery Co ix

A-mericaiiDesk & SeatiDg Co. . xiv

American District 8team Co x
Amerii-au Electrical Mfg. Co.. iv

American Engine Co xii

Andrae, Julius
Andrews & Co.. A. H
Babcock& Wilcox Co., The i

rtaeeot, E xiv

Ball Electric Light Co xvi

ball Enetne Uu sxi

Ball & Wood Co.. The
\

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co. , John xiii

Begga, J. E.. Mch. *& Supply Co. x

Beinstein Electric Co xii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co X7iii

Bowers Bros xvi

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. .

iirookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H xiv

Bryant Electric Co -.. xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi

General Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Crescent lus. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Gushing, F. W vii

Cutter, Geo i

Cutler Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit El*=ctiical Works xxvi
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos xix

Dudley <& Co., W. W xvi

Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd
Fastem Electric Gable Co xiii

E i: ton Electric Co x
Eastman Kodak Co xiv

Rdison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . vi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electrical Mfg. Co. .The vi

Electric Secret Service Co xxi

Electrician Pub. Co
XV, xvii, xviii, xix

Electrical Construction Co. The. xii

Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.Tbe—
Electrical Supply Co., The . . . xxiv

Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works x
Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Ferracnte Machine Co xix

For Sale Advertisements, x, xii, xiii

Fort Wavue Eleccrlc Co xxvi

General Electric Co iv

Gravity Purifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co—

—

Greeley& Co., The E. S i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xvi

fletsler Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works xxi

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Hay^-sna. . . . xiv
IIood&Co.,Wm vi

Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xiv

Illinois Electric Lamp Co xviii

India Ptubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxv
inttltute of Technology xiv

Interior Conduit& Insulation Go. x
international Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co. i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xvi
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Kelly Brothers
Klipstein, A xii

Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lake, J. H. & D., Co xviii

Lake Erie Engineering Works, xx
Lane & Bod ley Co
La Roche Electric Works xix

Xicclanche Battery Co., The . . xix
Lefmann, Julius xix
Leffel, & Co., Jas xix
Leonard &, Co., H. W xix

Link Belt Machinerj' Co , xv
Loud.H. M. «& Sons Lumber Co. xiv

LovellMfg. Co.. Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co iv

Midling Electric Wks xii

Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M . . xv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Carbon Co. xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co . . .

.

t^ew York Insulated Wire C" . xv
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co. x
New York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xxi

Page Belting Co xviii

Partrlck & Carter Co xviii

Pearson & Co.. W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co xxi
Pioneer Armature Co xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Railway Equipment Co ix

Redding Electric Co x

Ries Electric Specialty Go x
Roebling's Sons Co., J . A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . . xii

Royal Electric Go
Samson Cordage Works xii

3awyer-Man Electric Go si

Schuyler Electric Co iv

Sechrist, Albert xix
Shuliz Belting Co xviii

Siebert, G xiii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co. xiii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.,
Sioux City Engine Works. ... xxi
Smith, A. T
Smltb, Thos. G. Jr
Somoff , J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co vi

Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Star Electrlx Co xv
Steams Mfg. Co xxi
Sterling, W. C xv
Stilweli & Blerce Mfg. Co , xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . . xxv
Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-HouatonElec.Go.,ii, xxii
Union Hardware Go xii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co x

v

Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xxi
Want Advertisements. . . xii, xiii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co iv
Western Electric Go xiv
Westingliouse, Church, Kerr

&Co XX
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co . xi
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . . .

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annnnciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
OstTHDder & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co,

Arc liampB.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Eeg^, J. E., Mchy. db Sapply Co,
CiUHii Electric Oo.
Duplex Electric Co,, Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne filectrlcOo.
General Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Sapply Co.
Schuyler Elpctric Co,
Siemens & Ilaleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Oo.
Thomeou-HoaBton Electric Co.
WeaUnghonse Blectarlc & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Samson Cordage Works,

Batteries-
American Battery Co.
OentTfJ Electric tjo.

Detroit illectrical Works.
Electrical Sapply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Go.

Battery Jarf«.
American Battery Co,
Central KlectrlcOo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
VVesiern EleccnL Oo.

BeUs, iCiectrie.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., TbeE. S.
Knapp iSlectricai Works.
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Maffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley* Co., Tlie E.B.
BJaapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltin ff.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belling Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane & Bodley vo.. The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Siearna iVlfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, filectrlcal.
Electrician Publlahlng Co.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical iSupDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The B. 8.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Parmck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Cablest Electric. (See Inanlated
Wires), Copper.Sbeetand Bar
Moore, Alfred P.
Koehling'B Snne Co.. .T. A.
Waslibiirn & Moen Mfg. Co.
WeBLem Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co,

Carbon**, Points and Plates.
Brnflh E.ectric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co,

CInicties, Friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
HlJl Clatch Worka.
Lake, J. H. &D, Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Constmctlon and Bepalns.
Andrae, Julius.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Conetrnction Co., The.
Smith, Thos. G.Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric Ijlsht,
Enarlne Plants and Electric
Ballivays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & WiiCOx Co., The.
tiallElectricLight Co.
Bail Engine Oo.
Ball& WoodCo., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
BdlBon General Electric Oo.
General Electric Co.
MeiBier Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley lo., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M,
N. Y. Safely Steam Power Co.
±'«arBOc & Co., W. a.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Royal Ijilectric Oo.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Sioiis City Engine Works.
bmlth, Thos, tr. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
TnomsuD-ilouBCon Jtiectrlc Co,
Waddell-Entz Company.
Wesunghoase Eiecuic <b Mfg. Co.
Wtsliughoute, Church, Kerr & Co,
Westoru ifilectrlc Oo.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroiv Electrical Worka,
Edison ueneral Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enlerprlee Electric oo.
HoimeB, Booth & Haydena.
international Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
isperry EJiec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Oo.

C jToss-Arms.
Central Eiecrric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Letmann, Julius.
juOQd, H. M. & ooDB Ltunber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Ciii-OutB una rtivi¥.«lieB.
Amf ricau Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, Julias.
Bryant Electric Co.
central n^lectnc Oo.
Cutter, Geo.
Cotter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Sapply Co

.

Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Eledric t o.

Great We;tern Electric Supply Co.
Hart k. Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Kuaup Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Klec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nals, C S.

Dynamos.
Ball ElL't-tric Light Co.
Brusn iLiectricv^o.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sapply Co., The,
i^ort Wayne lilectrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Helsier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manalscturlng Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co,
Staijdurd Electric Co.
Wttddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnehouee Electric& Mfg. Oo.

£l«>etric Lava €>a8 Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edlfion General Electric Co.
Siemens S: Halske Electric Co.

Thomson-floaston Electric Co.
Westlnghouae Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mecbanical
Enein*^er8.
Bryan, W.H.
Leonard & Co.,H. W.

£lectrlcal Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley « Co., The E. S.

Queen & Company.
Svestem Electrjc uo.

Electrical Intellleence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, JuUua.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutler, Geo.
Cotter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric EngineerInK & Supply Co.
Midland Eleciric Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co , The.
Utica Elec. aifg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Coaibina-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Houeton Electric Co.

ElCTators.
Link Belt Machinery oo.

Electro-Platlnff atacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
TtaomBon-Uoueton Electric Co.

Enslnea, Steaat.
American Engine Co,
Ball Engine oo.
Ball * Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The,
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson « Co., W, B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co,
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Oo.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weaion Engine Oo.

Fan Oatflts.
Stanley Electric MTg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Voicanlzed Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Sapply Co,, The,
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrna**e Cirate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Mire.
Electrical Sapply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

6ras ijisntlos;, iciectrie.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Ci^eneral Electrical Hnoplles.
Ameriran Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, Jolina.
Beacon Vacaam Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Cotter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Klectrlcal Works.
Edison General Qllectric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Surply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
lireeley & Co

.
, The E . 8.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co,
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klip'itein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Snpply Co.
CticaElec, Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
eiobes and Electrical CJlass-
w^are.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phcenis Glass Co.

6i*aphlte Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Joe.

Insnlators and ijumiatlns
Material fl.

American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Andrae, Julias.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Cashing. F. W.
Edlaon General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Sapply Co.
Electrics! Sapply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Oo.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conaalt & Insulation Co.
International OkonltB Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Lefmann, Jnlfus.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eueene

.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Sapply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Oo.
Wannopen Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co,

Insulated VFlres and Cables.
Masnet W^ire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
(jentrsl Electric Co.
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Extern Electric Cable Co.
Edlaon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co,
Holmes, Booth & flaydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutts Fercha Ineu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Worta.
Moore, Alfred F.

Natknal India Robher Co.
New York insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. li«(*andes<*»nt.
-A.merican Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vncuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric t;a
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Blectric oo.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The,
Klectrlcal Snooly Co., The.
Hood & Co , Wm.
Illinois Electric i-amp Co.
Knapp Electrical WorKe.
New York ind Ohio Co.
Redding Electric Co.
oawvBr-jrtan Ulectric Co.
SomofF, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Eouaton Electric Co.

liRthes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Ijierhininix Arresters.
Van Nula,"C. S.

jnaKnei tYire.
fSee Insnlated Wirt s.)

JI«'chanlcal Dfachlnery.
Perracute Machine Cn.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

aiedlcaJ Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Milling; illaotiiiiery.
miuc ^isuum, Hievirlc.

Detroit Hilectrlcal Works.
ninlDK Apparatns, Klectrle.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- HoQston Klectrle Co.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.
Westlnehonae Electric & Mfg. Co.

Model MaklDc:,
Midland Electric Wk?.

Itotors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg, Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co,
Porter Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Thomson-flooeton Jtiecinc uo.
Waddell-Entz Company.
WeBtingnouae Electric A Mfg Co.Name Flat«>s.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Farnltnre.
American Desk & Seating Co,
Andrews & Co

.
, A, H.

Oil Purifiers.
Uravliy Porlfier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply <^o.. The
Hughes Broe. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Lood, B.M & Bona Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Eiectrlc Co.

PIatinnm.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Snpply Co., The,
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
Railway Equioment Co.

PorCflai".
Empire China Works,
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Pnblisliers. Jb:i«ctrlcal,
Electrician Publlahlng Co.

Pnsb Buttons-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp lilectrical Worka.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Oalln^ays* Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Bf-gnlating; Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rbeostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Bep^''^'<*i'^* steam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Bilk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speablns Tnbes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
tineen & Co.

Steam Hpatlng^ Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

I

Supplies, Electric Railway,
Detroit Electrical Worka.

I

Lefmann, Julius.
I Railway Equipment Co.

I

Tapes, InMuiaclns.
I Andrae, Julius.

Central Electric Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
BdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Indie Rubber & Gotta Percha In-
sulating Co.

Internationa] Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Waishburn & Moen Mfg. Co,

Telesrapb Apparb«,aa.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co^ The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Queen A Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectricManufacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghoase Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord,
Samson Cordage Worka.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnehouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine AVheels.
Dayton Globe IrOT> Works Co.
Stilweil A Blerce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters,
Densmore Typewriter Co.

TTnlTersities.
Institute of Technology.

ITarer Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jaa.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo.

Wire. Bare.
Central ElPctric Co,
Crescent Tne. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snppiv Co.
Holmws, Booth & Havdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Matioual India Rubber Co,
Rai'way fiqilpment Co.
Rop^)lIn?'8 sons' Co.. J, A.
Sperry Else. Mining Machine Oo.
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KHTAKI.IsnKIt ISHt.

PWASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO
WORKS: irORCEST£)n, MASS., ana WAUKEGAN, 11,1,.

3vcA.3srxj:FA.CT"u's:Ei:RS oi^

BARE AND INSULATED COPPER WIRE
RUBBER, WEATHERPROOF AND UNDERWRITERS' WIRE.

Absolutely FIRE ^'^'^ WATER-PROOF WIRE, Superior to anything heretofore made.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire. Magnet 'Wire. Annnnciator Wire. Feed W^ire. l,ead Encased W^ires.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.
BRANCH OFFICKI» ADID WAREHOUSES:

NEWYORK, leClifrSt. CHICAGO, I07& )09 Lake St. SAN FRANCISCO, 8 & lo;Pine St. HOUSTON, TEX.

THE SCHUYLER
-s'S'STiB^yn OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ARE PRONOUNCED BY A(-L WHO

HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE THE BEST.
OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEOUALED.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturing Company,

201 I TO 3017 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

GENERAL
electric

company.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Ayeiiue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BRANCH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic M., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, Kew York City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Cliicago, III. 509 Srcli Street, PMIadelphia, Pa.

Gonld Building, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Fonrth St., Cincinnati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
JE'a.otor-y: 3\Xa.xa.oli.e6itex-, C7ozizi..

MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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CHICAGO
Is over-stocked and we, in particular, on a few sizes of

WEATHER-PROOF WIRE, such as No. 6 and No. 8

B. & S. gauge. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 ^ 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

ToBETTER ACCOMMODATE
stations we have completely revised our list of sizes and

now offer the following line of

TRANSFORMERS:
10 LIGHTS OR 500 WATTS. 100 LIGHTS OR 5,000 WATTS.
15
20
30
40
50
75

" 750 125 ' 6,750
' 1,000 175 " 8,760
" 1,500 250 " 12,500
" 2,000 350 " 17,500
2,500 500 " 25,000
3,750

WE CAN SHIP PROMPTLY ANY OF THE ABOVE IN STANDARD VOLTAGES.

....,.„.. STANLEY ELECTRIC HFB. CO.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

J

Pittsfield, Mass
p
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting;

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for llig'hfcst effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding nieclianisni, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified donblc-servicc arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ILECTRICAL MFG. COMPAKY, OCOKTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, lith

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Reforn purchBgin;; elsenliore sfiicl in a trial or<l€r r«r Jlrillisiits.
ljBni]i8 furiiiNlied to cousiniicra in quaBtities at factory prices.

CHICAGO OFFICE, Wm. Hood & Co., Managers, 239 LA SALLE ST.

nANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881,

INCORPORATED 1883.

^p Arc Lamps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED -

r^ACT: J

pgR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

Tnu ONLY ARC LA/^P THAT
WORKS SATISI'ACTORILY CM AN
INCANDIISCCNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PMOTO-CNGRAVING. THEATRiCAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

Trie l;Lr:CTRlC

CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.
UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLUIJMONI; F'.UILDING.

NEW YORK. Search Light^No. 13.
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12,672,000 Feet.I

The largest order ever given in this country for high grade
insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

TBE BEST INSULATION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

"W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

GENERATORS. ^-'^""^^^"-
'igmal w^ \jrJCjXV * -* **! ^^ Mm \jF^At}^» Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all Others.

COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT.
^1

-ar>i,

^^^/^

W. BL fft L^5^ T/te only Incandescent Lamps which have secured Universal Approval.

fe^rA^ MILLIONS SOLD AND MILLIONS SELLING.

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instruments.

ELECTRIC LICHTINC SUPPLIES.
4S BliOAD STRKET, - NEW YORK.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CliicaLgo Office: ITeizr "y^orls: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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No. 103 Concealed Work.

ANewLamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty ofRoom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOE MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by SnpplyHoUBes, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and H esttnghonse Styles,

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
aiAA'CFACTUBEBS OF

Tm MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAK BATTIRY COMPAHY,
Office : Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

IPro-no-pt Sls-ipancienuts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric EngineerlDg& Supply Co.,
S'S'Zl.^OXTSXl, N-. Y-, TJ. S. -A..

NEW YORK OFFICE: Send for Catalogue of our
13G liiberty St., F.C.TIMPSOJi, Manager. Specialiies.

One of oar customers writeB ns that the "last lot of lamps he had discolored so that they looted like

regular old BLACK MARIAS." We sent him a lot of CoUeet filament

BUCICEYE Lamps, regular

"keep sweet and move on" kind; they gare him a pure M HITE light for about 1,000 hours with
such constancy—well, he will hereafter use our lamp.

Get our prices and selling conditions before you make another purchase.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICA6 0,
437 '•Tlie Rookery.' 611 Slail and Express Bnildiog.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

t

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

8RANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES- i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 CortlandtSt.. NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

r ..i*\ THE "lONA" CEILING CUT-OUT.
Have You Ever Used a Cut-Out That Exactly Suited You?

HAVE YOU TRIED THE "lONA"? ^^
No Screw— Positive Connections. Reasonable Prices.

Ask Your Dealer for Them or Write us.

Sockets, Switches and General Supplies at Manufacturers' Prices.

REDDING ELECTRIC CO.,
41 Federal St.,

Boston, Mass.

Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Bates for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insuiators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glaziae and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,

which are the features of

Tree Hard Porct^laiu.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 1« 156 Green St.,

Green Point,

BKOOmS, N.Y.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, M.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

^ \ "HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

\ 'UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
\ uoltage and amperes.

I

' AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

I SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLCX LIGHTNINO ARRESTERS for
I Power, Teleptjone and Lighting Circuits.

'/ MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

\
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS,
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Cflffliilete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

AlBO 30 Cortlandt Stieet, New York City.

Insulating Compounds,

Tape and Armature Varnish.
MANUFACTURED BT

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liiberty St., JfEW YORK.

Chicago Office; 54% «'Tlie Bookery."
SOLD BY

THB BliKCTRICAIi SVPPIiT^ CO., ChicOffO.
MOVEIiTY KliECTBlC CO., PhUadelphia,
F£TTING£Ij£i-ANDRE:'1V«4 CO., Boston

And Supply Houses Kvery where.

Two 300 Amp. Shunt wound XJ. S. Dynamos.
Two 2:;o Amp. Shnnt wonnd U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500 Lt. T. H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with base, rheostat and ammeter.

Two Si5 Lt. American S?,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.

One SO Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.

Ten 12 Lt. Knowles Dynamos, with lamps.
Twelve 50 Lt. Schayier Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.

Two 150 Lt. Brush Incandes. Machines, 95 Volts,

One 15 Lt. Brash Arc, 7 amperee.

One 90 H. P. Armlngton & Sims Engine.

Two 120 Amp. EiiiBon Dynamos, self-oiling.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., • 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

WE MANUFACTURE ARC DYNAMOS
With guaranteed Automatic Regnlaiion, and no
Fiparking at the commutator. Low speed; high efficiency;

I

BHtisfaction guaranteed.
Our luCiindeBcent Dynamos are either coraponnd or

shunt wound. We make a specialty of direct connected
Multlpo ar or Bi-polar Low Speed Generators or Motors
of iny size or desired speed.

Arc Lamps for use on Arc or 'ncande$cent Circuits.

Live agents wanted. Liberal terms and exclusive
territory arranged for. For information addrees

The Easton Electric Co.,
647 KENT AVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

ACiENTS :

W. S, ChsBley & Co., 136 Liberty St., New
York City.

Nowo'ney Electric Co., Cincinnati, Obio.
Wm. Murdock, St. Louis, Mo.

INTEMOR CONDUITS The Solntion of the ProWem of Safe GnariliDg

ELECTRIC GONDDCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

co3sriD"criTS
MANUffACTUBED BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinRvc. 1 527 to B31 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.^ 526 to 628 W. 36th St.,

GeneralOfflces:42&44Bioad St., NewYort

TRADE-MARK

y.hoB. Day * Co.j 222 Sutter St., San rranclBCO, C«l.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. SupplyCo., 2^6 Pearl St., Buflalo,N T.
Patnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. M.tin St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae, Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New OrleanH, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Cheetnnt St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Holly Sfstein of Underground Steam Supply,
FOR THE UTILIZATION OF EXHAUST STEAM AT ELECTRICAL STATIONS.

For pamphlete and particulars

regarding Klectrical Companies who
are using the "Holly Hyslem" and

converting a waste product Into

money, address

The prudent manager will not

throw away his exhaust steam,

which he can eell for $3,000 to 15,-

000 per annum for each 100 H. P.,

thereby materially increasing his

net revenue.

Bnctionni view or a Lino or Stoam Malnn.Hhowltur Iron Pipe, Wood Log Govorlnc, Anclioraao, Varlators and Street AuBlee.

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, LOCKPORT, NEW YORK.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, R£PAIBS and S^UPPLIES formerly farnislied by the Tnited States Electric Lighting Co.,
Xewark, ST. J., should noTf be sent to this Company, trhere they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN &. SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

JTEW fORK I.A1IP FACTOBf, Capacity siO.OOO per day-

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts !o 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO,
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANOT'ACTIJKED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number oj DjiiamoE and Motors

nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the number being two OSO-Iignt,
1,000 TOlt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

SITUATIOX WANTED
By experienced meter man. Can opar-

ate old and new type of Edison Chemical

JMer. Open for fEgagerteut this fall or

early wiDt^r. B st 'f lefi renews. Address,

A. tf. HALL, care Edison Ligh' & Power
Ce., Minneipolis, Minn.

Wanted, in Chicago,
First-class man who is ti good correspondent and

understands the requirements of Electric Light
HQd Power Plants Practical Electric Li^ht miin

preferred. Permanent jiosition to right inim- State

experience, references, nnd snlary expected.
Address "SVI*l*Ijll!,Si.'' cure Western Elec-

trician, Chicago.

SaMSON BRAIDED CORD-
Ib the nioet dura-
ble for hangi
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE 'WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RE6UL&TI0»
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

!IMElidrit%Ilo.,
ni9 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

SAL AMMONIAD
(ELECTKIC BRAND)

ForElectrical PurposesI

ELECTRg
(trade MABi<'S;5

BraND; 9| Uiiaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

;il^P If yoti want the Viest quality ask your dealer

I for tliis Ijraiid. Imported Ijy

A.KUPSTEIiy, 122 Pearl St., i^ewYork.

iljlliiplilnfc

ii !

' LAMPS
y HIGHEST QUALITY

A T

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE.. BOSTON. MASS. '

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Llght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.

Two 65-L(ght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Stales Alternator.

One 600-Light United States, 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. brmh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Laanps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical ExchanmBuilding, NewYork.

MICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & 00„
218 Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 UU Street. CHICAGO, ILL-

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
^^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.

Makes 1000 or more revolutions per niinute.

Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-

1 tiou. No skilled engineer requii'ed ! Cheap !

I Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated

Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., 72 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook,
N.J.

DENSMORE,
'''The Worlds Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

Standard key board, "delightful touch,"

most convenient, simple, strong, dur-

able, rapid. Alignment strictly permanent.

For Catalogue and Testimonials, apply to

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO.. 202 Broadway. New York.

MODEL
MAKING and experimental work done. Everything electrical
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Electric Railways on the Pacific Coast.
In the face of determined and well organized opposition

from the powerful cable companies that are operating in

San Francisco, the electric railway has at last gained a

foot-hold in the cities of the Pacific coast, and rapid pro-

gress in the development of this branch may be looked

for. The "deadly trolley," about which so much was said

by the newspapers under the

baneful influence of the cable

clique, has lost its terrors. It

has been conclusively shown

that, with proper construction

and under careful manage-

ment, the overhead electric

system is not only much more

economical than the cable sys-

tem, but that it is compara-

tively harmless and noiseless,

and that vastly superior service

can be given. AU of these

facts have been demonstrated

in the construction and opera-

tion of the Oakland, San Le-

andro Sc Haywards Electric

railway, and the San Francisco

& San Mateo Electric railway,

illustrated in the accompanying

cuts. Fig. I gives interior

and extericr views of the car

house and power station of the

Oakland, San Leandro ic Hay-

wards company. Fig. 2 shows

the engine room of the San

Francisco & San Mateo Elec-

tric railway, and Figs. "3, 4

and 5 are views showing char-

acteristic features of the latter

road. This road is operated

by the Metropolitan Railway

company of San Francisco

and is noteworthy as being the

first electric railway in San

Francisco. The line is ten

miles long, and is pronounced

a model of fine construction.

It is not designed to cover a

heavy business district, although

it passes through a territory

somewhat devoted to retail

trade. For the most part it

passes through a residence

district. The company wishes

to open a section for residences

that has every advantage e.Kcept

rapid transit. Already there is

an appreciable advance in the

real estate along the line of

the electric road. The electric

road parallels a cable line for

a short distance, and on this

account cons'derable rivalry

was eccountered. Its route is

picturesque. Leaving the level

stretches of sandy street., it

surmounts an eminence that

affords a beautiful view in

every direction , and then it

gradually descends to termi-

nate at the shore of the bay. One of the views. Fig. 3,

shows a car on a trestle on the San Mateo line, and Fig. 4

shows a car mounting an 11 per cent grade. Fig. 5

illustrates a cooling pond where the water used in con-

densing is sprayed from fountains. This pond is 30

feet in diameter.

The electrical equipment consists of eight Thomson-

Houston generators of So kilowatts capacity each. The

motor cars are equipped with Thomson-Houston motors.

These cars are of the combination type, partially enclosed.

No trailers are drawn on this line, owing to the numerous

steep grades.

The Oak' and line is also equipped with Thomson-

Houston apparatus pnd is operating satisfactorily. In

fact, the excellent service which this road is giving has led

to the introduction of several ordinances in the Oakland

city council for the substitution of electricity on old horse

FIG. I. ELECTRIC RAILWAYS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

lines, and the building of new electric lines. It will be

seen that the field for the electric railway on the coast is

excellent, now that the people have had an opportunity to

experience some of the advantages to be derived from this

method of propulsion.

An ordinance is pending in the Cincinnati, O., board

of aldermen, providing that all wires and conductors,

except trolley wires, shall be put under ground in subways,

the subways not to interfere with any local improvements

that may be made along the street.

Electricity at the World's Fair.
If the happenings of the last week in World's Fair cir-

cles are to be taken as a sample of what is to follow as the

great work advances toward completion, the task of the

news gatherer stands s fair chance of becoming one in

which a vivid imagination might be mane to play a ser-

viceable part. Lemuel Bannister, vice-president and

general manager of the West-

ingbouse company, was in

Chicago last week on private

business, but he was unable to

arrange his affairs so as to find

time to visit the grounds and

inspect the work of his engin-

eers.

Superintendent Keller has

decided to move his office from

the east to the west end of the

gallery in the Horticultural

building. The quarters of the

Westinghosue company and
the New York Insulated Wire
company have heretofore been,

as it were, in one apartment in

the east end of the gallery.

Among the numerous im-

proved fixtures that the West-

inghouse company will intro-

duce in its World's Fair work

will very likely be an all glass

incandescent lamp. The fact

that lamps with metal and
cement butts often give trouble

when exposed for any length of

time to the weather led Mr.

Keller to devise the improve-

ment. The lamp as yet has not

been fully developed, but there

is a fair prospect that it will be

perfected in a short time. The
socket for outside service with

the glass lamp will be either

porcelain or glass.

As an instance of the ad-

vanced ideas—to say cothing

of good taste—of the Westing-

house engineering corps at the

World's Fair grounds, it should

be stated that many of the

handsomest drawings made in

the east end of the Horticul-

tural building come from the

pen of a lady. This young

woman has her own board and

does her work like any other

delineator, and it is said

the knights of the ''T" square

and triangle at the grounds

have to "hustle" to keep even.

There has been some talk to

the effect that the World's Fair

launch contract was to be di-

vided. It will be remembered

that the ways and means com-

mittee of the exposition com-

pany, acting on the advice of

its chairman, H. N. Higinbot-

ham, who had the matter in

charge, set aside the recommendation of the construction

department and decided in favor of the Electric Launch

and Navigation company, of New York. The rumor

last week was that the contract would be divided. Sec-

retary Crawford of the ways and means committee pro-

nounced this rumor false.

The department of electricity has been offered a i,6po

horse-power combined engine and dynamo by the Helios

company, of Cologne, Germany, through Prof. Max Luhn.

Prof. Luhn is here to arrange for his company's exhibit. His
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wish was to obtain a lighting contract, but this was out of

the question, as his company could not guarantee to fur-

nish the machinery until after July, 1893.

It has been decided to add to the names on the friezes

of the electricity building that of Cyrus W. Field. A let-

ler has been received by General Eckert, of the Western

Union Telegraph company, in which it Is stated that the

Rev. Stephen Field has promised to send on to the fair Cy-

rus W. Field's interesting collection of cable-laying rel-

ics. These relics will be exhibited in connection with the

Western Union display. The department has also been

offered all of Prof. Henry's experimental apparatus which

is now at Princeton College. Secretary Hornsby will go

to Princeton shortly, to arrange for the proposed exhibit.

The department is assured by England and France of

magnificent displays. Charles Mascart, engineer of

bridges and highways and director of installation of the

French commission, has been in Chicago for several days.

France will light the French space in the electricity build-

ing, and Germany will light its space.

New Isolated Electric Lighting Plants
in Chicago.

The approach of the World's Fair has greatly stimulated

building operations in Chicago and naturally tended toward

improvement in the electrical business of the World's

fair city. The sky-scrapers that have been erected in

the down town districts are all equipped with electric light-

ing plants or connected with central stations. Many new

hotels have been constructed with the view of accommo-

dating the throngs that will be attracted to Chicago by the

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC RAILW.A.YS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

big exposition, and many of these have been fitted up with

every luxury known to modern art and ingenuity. As a

matter, of course, these hotelsand big commercial buildings

will be lighted by electricity, and in many of them there

will be isolated plants large enough to supply a small town.

In the Lakota, for instance, there will be five 190,000

watt machines. This hotel which promises to be one of

the finest in the country, will be eleven stories high, and

will hi wired for 3 00.0 incandescent lamps. There will be

several elevators—for passengers and freight— all operated

by electricity. The St. Charles Hotel—another south side

caravansary, will have two 25 kilowatts machines and

will be wired for 1,100 incandescent lamps. The Welling-

ton Hotel, now supplied with current from the Chicago Edi-

son company's central station, is installing two machines

—

one 6? k lowi^ts andons 25 kilowatts.

Am >ng the Iat;st comnercial buildings is that of the

Produce Cod Sorage Exchange, a ten story structure on

Like street. The electrical equipment will consist of one

45, one 60 and one 50 kilowatts machines, 35 Ward arc

lamps and 1,500 incandescent lamps. There will also be

two Hale electric elevators The-e plants are all being in-

stilled by the Chicago Edison company. The same com-

pmyis putting in a plant at the Pullman Works, consist

ing of a complete arc light plant of 600 lamps, 10 dyna-

mos of the wood type, 1,000 incandescent lamps and one

Edison machine.

The Mohawk Valley Electric Light & Power company
has been incorporated with a capital of $40,000. Its

principal ofiice will be at Canajoharie, N. Y., and it will

furnish electricity for producing light, heat and power,
and in lighiing streets and buildings in the towns of Pala-

tine, Canajoharie. Minden and St. Johnsville, and in the

villages of Fort Piain, St. Johnsville, NclUston, Palatine

Bridge and Canajoharie. The directors for the first year

are: George H Smith, of Canajoharie; David Ziclev, Jr.,

of Brooklyn; Edwin N Sanderson, Fort Edward; Irving

Miller, Palatine; and Octavio A. Zazos, of Dobbs Fcriy.

Tnc company has already advertised forbids; for the con-

struction of a dam across the Garoga creek, near Palatine

Church. The size of the dam wll be 200 feet from bank
to bank, and will be 30 feet in height with power produc-

•ng capacity of nearly 500 horse power.

Underground Wires for Rochester, N. Y.

The Consolidated electric companies of Rochester, N.

Y., and the city officials have been engaged for several

weeks in an effort to devise a scheme for placing all elec

trie wires underground in the business portion of the

town. The city has submitted a proposition to the com-

pany providing that the company builds a conduit on

Main street, from Plymouth avenus to University avenue;

on Exchange and State streets, from the Erie canal to

Allen street, and on North and South St. Paul streets,

from Court street to Andrews street, sufficient to accom-

modate all the wires of the company, and, in addition, not

FIG. 5. ELECTRIC RAILWAYS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

to exceed twenty ducts, for the use of the city, or other

corporations or individuals, one-half of such additional

ducts to be on each side of the street; the Edison system,

however, to be laid on top of this conduit, in its latest and

most improved conduit; the kind, capacity, method of con-

struction and occupation of said conduit to bs under the

direction of the common council, executive board and city

electrician. The common council shall also have the right

to direct the rental of any or all of the additional ducts.

In the contract shall also be a provision for the purchase of

such conduit, and the terms thereof, under the direction of

the common council.

It is probable that a contract embodying these pro-

visions will be executed as both the company and the city

is desirous of effecting a settlement of the question at once.

Elihu Thomson's Telephone System.
New systems of telephony are numerous nowadays, but

telephone men will be interested in Prof. Elihu Thomson's

latest effort in this line.

In his system Prof. Thomson utilizes upon the line in

place of a continuous battery or dynamo current, an alter-

nating current of such a low rate of alternation as not

seriously to interfere with speech. The J)referred rate of

alternations is as low as thirty-two vibrations per second,

or even below sixteen vibrations per second. These rates

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC RAILWAYS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

of vibration are so low that although the instruments are

subjected to them they do not seriously interfere with

speech, as the tone they produce is almost inaudible on

account of the small volume of air set in motion by the

diaphragms of the instruments.

In the Thomson system all local batteries are dispensed

with at the subscribers' end of the line, and the system is,

as it were, a closed circuit possessing great flexibility. The

system also permits the working of the annunciators at the

exchange by the subscriber momentarily opening the line

by a switch, or better, by the simple act of lifting the tele-

phone from the hook, while the replacing of the telephone

on the hook again signals the exchange that the use of the

line i.s discontinued. The system also provides circuits, if

found desirable, so that there shall not be any circuits

actually grounded, as connections to earth through con-

densers may be made instead of returning through a con-

tinuous conductor or a metallic circuit connected to earth,

such as is ordinarily employed.

The system will be better understood by reference to the

accompanying diagrams.

Fig. 1 illustrates the invention as applied to the exchange

of a telephone system. Fig. 2 shows the preferred charac-

ter of current used in operating the system. Figs. 3 and 4

are diagrams showing the arrangement at the subscriber's

end of the system. Fig. 5 is a modified type of transmit-

ter, which may be employed in some cases.

In Fig I, at G, is indicated a generator of alternating

currents, which may consist simply of a coil of wire wound

upon a laminated iron core and which Is driven by suitable

pover, or, preferably, around which is driven a set of

magnets jV S. The generator -I has a coil in which alter-

nating currents are generated, and the preferred form of

wave is indicated in Fig. 2—something like a saw tooth or

pointed wave. The construction of the field and armature

will have to be modified to approximate this form of wave.

These are principles now well understood in the art and

the result may be achieved in a number of different ways.

Connections are led from the coil A, in which the alternat-

ing currents are generated, to a set of secondary coils or

transformers, indicated at B^ B- B'' B^, as many as there

are subscribers' lines entering the exchange. These trans-

formers may be connected in multiple or series or in any

o:her arrangement, but are shown connected in multiple

from the terminals leading from coil A. The primary

coils,therefore,receive the same alternating current impulses

or pulsating impulses, as are generated in the coil A.

These primary coils work inductively on secondary coils

wound upon the same core or in inductive relation to the

primary coils, and the secondary coils are in the subscribers'

lines or arranged to be in the subscribers' lines when com-
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munication is desired to be had. The subscribers' lines

leading from these secondaries are shown as four in num-

ber CI b c (/and may, as usual, be led off to considerable

distances. The terminals of the secondary coils not con-

nected to the lines abed are arranged to be connected to

earth at E' through a condenser K or directly to earth, as

desired, and in the lines a b c d^2.\z.t ^fg h, are arranged

annunciators, which, so long as current flows in the lines,

retain their drops in position, but on a momentary inter-

ruption of current occurring, allow their drops to fall and

indicate that the subscriber desires to use the line or call

the exchange. Arrangements should exist, but they are

not shown in the figure, for plugging into the subscribers'

linesi as usual, the exchange-instruments, whereby the

operator can communicate with the subscriber. The
transmitter and receiver used in the exchange will be simi-

lar in pattern to that which the subscriber uses. On a call

being indicated by the droppings of an annunciator, say at

e, the operator plugs or switches line b in the ordinary way

to the other subscriber's line, and at the same time discon-

nects the earth at E' . This may be done by the insertion of

plug switches or by the ordinary exchange switch boards.

Assuming then that the lines abed have been connected

through the exchange in response to a call from either h or r,

communication can now be had between the subscribers on

those lines,

In Figs. 3 and 4 is shown the subscribers' equipment,

which consists of a call bell H, consisting of an electro-

magnetic arrangement responsive to an alternating current

of low frequency and considerable intensity. It also con-

sists of the transmitter transformer /, a coil of which, as /*,

is connected into the line when in use, while the secondary

.V is connected locally through the transmitter T, whereby

variations of the amount of closure of the circuit through

the coil S may be obtained, and the secondary ^^ may have

a current of very low potential when metallic electrodes

are used in the transmitter or when the variations of resist-

ance in that circuit are obtained by a diaphragm acting on

a mercury globule. It would be of higher resistance, but

still of comparatively coarse wire if a carbon transmitter

were used, and in the case of a static transmitter, such as is
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shown in Fig. 5, consisting of a condenser whose plates

are brought near together and capable of being moved by

the waves of sound of the voice it would be a very high

resistance-coil of very many turns. R represents the

receiver, introduced into the line in series with the coil P,

and they may be connected through a transformer, as is

the transmitter, and wound accordingly. The receiver is

of the ordinary type, such as is used in common telephone

practice. An earth connection should be made, as at E'-.

This earth connection may, however, not be a complete

conducting connection, but may be made through a con-

denser of suitable capacity, so that the line remains

insulated while still capable of transmitting the

waves of current. At R is shown in dotted lines

the position of the telephone receiver when hung

upon its supporting hook or rather its position

in the act of being hung upon its hook. When
unhung, contact / is closed and would form, if it is desired

to use the connection, a shunt to the bell magnet H. As,

however, the bell magnet does not respond to the normal

impulses during speech, it is not necessary to so connect it

except to avoid the self induction or resistance. AtJ k are

contacts, which are operated as follows: When the tele-

phone receiver R is unhung, the circuit is closed at K by

the movable lever on which the telephone is supported,

(indicated at /,) always tending upward and depressed

during the hanging of the telephone receiver. This com-

pletes the line through to the transmitting instruments.

When the receiver It is hung on the level /, contact is

closed aty and the connection is made which cuts out the

transmitter and receiver and keeps only the bell // in the

subscriber's line h. Thi§ set of switching actions is not

essential to the operation of the system, but it is quite

useful in the following particular: In taking the receiver

R from the hook, contact aty is opened before contact k is

FIGS. 2 AND 5. ELIHU THOMSON'S TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

closed, or, in other words, there is a momentary opening

of the line. This momentary opening of the line maybe
the means of signaling to the exchange or dropping the

exchange annunciator, the system operating like a closed-

circuit system. When the annunciator drop is lifted, it is

held in its lifted position so long as the line from earth

plate E' to earth E- is intact, whether the condensers are

used in the line or not. During this time the secondary^'

is sending impulses at a low rate—say sixteen or twenty

vibrations per second—but not of sufficient force

or potential to ring the bell //. The lifting of the receiver

R and lever I opens contact/ a slight time before closing

it at^, and the annunciator e drops, indicating that the

subscriber has lifted the telephone from the hook and

desires to communicate. The exchange now answers the

call by plugging in the telephone at the exchange, using a

telephone set similar to that which the subscriber has. The

subscriber speaking into the transmitter T varies in any

suitable manner the resistance of the circuit S, which is in

inductive relation lo the coil P in the line. The circuit of

the transmitter S forms a closed circuit secondary to the

primary coil P in the line through which alternating cur-

rents are constantly flowing when such coil is in c'rcuit.

The variations of resistance of this closed secondary circuit

set up viriations of counter electro-motive force in the coil

P , which react throughout the connected lines and at a

rate corresponding with speech vibrations, and these

smaller superposed waves on the low-rate alternating cur-

rent or pulsating current impulses are carried to the other

subscriber on the line at (, where they may be heard in a

receiver R- if lifted from the hook, as at /-, whereby con-

tact k' is closed. The subscriber on the line c has a simi-

lar set of instruments to those just described, and the

connections are substantially the same. It maybe men

tioned that the back contact of the lever /, ''ndicated aty-,)

may either be connected to earth directly, or it may be
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connected by a wire to earth, as shown in dotted lines w,
instead of the earth connection to the line leading through
the instruments. In this case the earth plate to the left in

the figure will be dispensed with and the earth plate to the

right will be connected by the wire ic/ through the instru-

ments to the left-hand contact aty.

Since alternating currents or impulses flow equally in both
lines b and c when connected, speech may be had back and
forth from one end to the other by the use of the transmit-

ters and receivers provided, and although there is an alter-

nating current traversing the line simultaneously, it is a low-

period current which hardly produces any effect in the

receiver on account of its low rate, and, in fact , in any case

could only produce a very low hum upon which the waves
of the voice are superimposed.

With the form of wave shown in Fig. 2, in which there

is a quick change of the current at all times, there are no
dead-points of communication which would stop the action

of the transmitter except at the tops of the waves; but

m
with the normal strength and rate it is an indication that

the line is complete.

In this system the subscribers' apparatus becomes prac-

tically a fixed apparatus not requiring attention such as is

demanded in the keeping up of a battery, and the electri'

cal energy which is at the command of the subscriber is as

unlimited as the resources of the exchange permit. If it

is desired, no part of the system need be grounded.

Fig. 5 shows a transmitter in which the secondary S is

of very fine wire and connected to two parallel plates which

form a transmitter condenser, the movements to and fro of

the plates during speech varying the condensing capacity,

and therefore the amount of flow of current in S and
inductively the action of the coil P. This arrangement to

be effective should have as much condenser surface as pos-

sible, or a higher rate of alternations be used than with

the other type of transmitter.

In order to insure that the circuit of each subscriber's

line shall be opened for a moment during the removal of

FIGS. I, 3 AND 4. ELIHU THOMSON S TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

these are so small a portion of the general wave that they

do not affect the speech transmission perceptibly.

It remains to describe the arrangement by which the

exchange calls the subscriber. For this purpose a trans-

former, as at B', may be provided, which is capable of

being connected into the subscribers' lines by proper

switch appliances, as at V, and which transformer B^' may
be made to produce currents of great vigor which add

themselves to the currents already found upon the lines

and due to the transformers B' , B-, B\ and B\ With

this added current the bell-magnets /^may easily be made
to respond to the alternations, their adjustment being such

that during the transmission of speech alternations they

are incapable of operating the bell and require the added

current to actuate them. The rate of alternations im-

pressed upon the lines may be just rapid enough to produce

a low hum and may serve, therefore, as an indication of

the condition of the line. If the subscriber in listening at

his receive! does not detect the low hum, he will know at

once that the line is interrupted. If, however, it be heard

the receiver and the replacing of the same, it is advisable

to provide the sustaining hooks with dash-pots or other

retarding mechanism, whereby an appreciable interval

elapses in the change of position of the lever from its

upward to its downward position or the reverse. Such

devices are indicated aX D D as dash-pots filled with fluid

for checking the motion. Of course it is not essential

in signaling from the exchange outward to the lines

that the same frequency of alternations be used, or that

alternating currents hi employed at all, as by making the

subscriber's bell sensitive to interrupted currents, or by

making them sensitive to particular periods of currents the

signals may be effected by different currents from those

which are used normally upon the line. The signal

arrangements do not form an essential feature of the inven-

tion, and may be replaced by the ordinary magneto and a

proper signaling system used in connection therewith; but

it is preferred to combine the features which have been

described in the complete system of this character, as it

gives economy of operation and economy in the plant.
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The Carpenter Enameled Rheostat.

The accompanying cuts will enable the reader to obtain

a clear idea of the general construction of the rheostat

manufactured by the Carpenter Enamel Rheostat com-

pany, of Bridgeport, Conn.

In the device there is employed a base plate of metal

for receiving a coating of enamel or similar vitreous

material, which is adhesive and a non-conductor of elec,

tricity. Many such materials, suitable for the purpose,

are now manufactured and applied to many kinds of uten-

sils, generally in a plastic condition and fused for the

purpose of attaching to the article, and sometimes are

applied in a liquid or powdered state. In this coating is

embedded a resistance, consisting of fine wire reflexed,

covering practically the entire surface of the base plate,

the sections of which are by the coating of enamel or

equivalent material secured firmly in position upon, but

r^v^-NV^WsK- v' \

FIGS. I AND 3. CARrENTER ENAMELED RHEOSTAT,

insulated from the base plate and correspond with the

usual coils of a rheostat.

In some kinds of work—such as electrically operated

street cars and in some electric light systems—the rheostat

employed may have a fixed and unchanging resistance,

and therefore no means need be provided for altering or

varying its resistance. When such is the case, the instru-

ment may be constructed as shown in Fig. i, with any

desired number of sections of the resistance. In cases,

however, where it is desirable to have the rheostat so con-_

structed as to be adjustable for varying resistances, as

usual in this class of devices, it will have the general char-

acter illustrated in Fig. 2. In this type of rheostat there

is also embedded in the coating of enamel the connector-

wire leading from the pivot of the switch lever to the

binding posts, as shown by dotted lines, and also a series

of contact blocks.

In the practical manufacture of these devices, it has

been found most advantageous to first coat the base plate

uniformly over its entire surface, then set the various

resistance coils or sections, wires and contact blocks in

position, afterwards applying one or more coatings of

the enamel or equivalent material, covering the wires, but

leaving the upper faces of the contact blocks exposed; the

blocks, for the greater security against displacement,

being provided with a lateral flange, Fig. 3, around their

base, which is covered by the enamel.

To prevent any undue heating of the base plate when

heavy currents are passed through the resistance, the back

is ribbed, corrugated, or provided with a series of projec-

tions, as shown, which permits a free circulation of air

around the back of the plate, and at the same time exposes

a large surface for the radiation of the heat.

It is claimed that in this rheostat the cost of constmction

is reduced to a minimum, while simplicity, compactness,

and durability are promoted to the maximum, the enamel

or equivalent material serving to retain the resistance coils

in position against displacement, protecting them from

external injury, preventing the danger of fusion of the

resistance, and perfectly insulating the coils from their

support and from each other.

Electric Cigar Lighter.

This little device, shown in the cut presented herewith,

was designed for use on the counters of cigar stores, to af-

ford a light only as required, thereby saving the expense

of a constantly burning flame.

With this lighter the flame is produced by the act of

moving the torch from its sheath or holder, and the flame

is extinguished by the act of returning the torch to its

sheath.

The torch or lamp has a tube corresponding in cross-

section with the interior of its sheath, as shown. This

torch has one end permanently closed and the other

provided with a removable stopper. This stopper is pro-

vided with a ring, which affords a convenient handle for

using the torch. A wick tube leads out of the tube and

the latter is filled with wicking or other absorbent matter to

hold the alcohol,part of the wicking being exposed through
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the wick tube. One end of the wick tube is curved inward-

ly toward the wick and is made with a projecting lip.

A plate is fastened to the base, and to this plate is se-

cured an arm of conducting material, which extends up

over the sheath and has applied to it a contact spring.

This spring is in the line of travel of the wick tube. Con-

nections are made between the arm and sheath, and a bat-

tery, as indicated, the circuit being normally open. If

now it be desired to obtain a flame, the torch is pulled out

of the sheath, the wick tube traveling in the slot. As the

wick tube's projection comes against the contact spring,

the electric circuit is closed, and when tile projection pass-

es or is released from contact with the spring, the circuit

is broken with a spark, which ignites the wick. After the

light has been used, the torch is returned to its sheath, the

curved ends of the passage way co-operating with the wick

tube to guide it, and the wick tube is shoved home be-

neath the lip, thereby extinguishing the flame. As the lip

is springy it may be made to fit the wick tube so closely as

to prevent undue evaporation of the inflammable fluid

with which the wick is charged. The parts are inclined so

as to facilitate replacing the torch. This lighter was de-

vised by W. J. Eastman, Waterville, N. Y.

The Fall Festivities Illumination at St.

Louis.

Electricity plays a prominent, if not the leading part, in

the magnificent street illuminations now in progress in St,

Louis, under the direction of the Autumnal Festivities as-

sociation. These street illuminations were begun in a

quiet way thirteen years ago, and have been continued

and improved each year until the present, when they are

FIG. 2. CARPENTER ENAMELED RHEOSTAT.

on a scale of gorgeous magnificence and unprecedented

extent.

J. C. Wilkinson, who has been chairman of the commit-

tee for three years, has made a thorough study at home

and abroad of the possibilities in street illumination by

means of gas and electricity, and is to be congratulated

upon the results secured.

The expense of this year's display is placed at nearly

$300,000. The grand total of lights is made up approxi-

mately as follows:

16 candle power incandescent electric lights, 14,000.

2,000 " arc
" *'

50-

16
"

gas jets 60,000.

The dates set for these public illuminations include Au-

gust 25, September i, 3, 5, 15, 22, 29; October 1,4, 6,

13 and 20. The lighting commences at 7 p. m. and con-

tinues until 8:30 except on special occasions, when it is not

turned off until later.

Those exhibitions which have already taken place have

been complete successes, and St. Louis now claims the

distinction of being the carnival city of America.

To be more specific as to the nature of the display, it

may be said i^that over six miles of streets are illumi-

nated. The most brilliantly lighted are Twelfth, Olive,

Broadway, Washington, Franklin and Fourth. On
Twelfth street the displays made up a panorama in cele-

bration of the quadro-centennial of the discovery of
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America. Starting south from Washington avenue, the

first design is a huge representation of the Western hem-

isphere. 100 feet in circumference, situated on a pedestal

whose total height is 120 feet. Two thousand incandes-

cent lights are used on this piece, which depicts the dis-

covery of America and its advancement in civilization. An
electric motor automatically operates a series of switches.

by which lights are turned on and off, and certain

sequences and combinations are obtained, giving the ef-

fect of vanishing and motion. First, a very bright light

appears, indicating San Salvador; simultaneously appears

the date "1492" in mammoth figures, 25 feet above the

hemisphere. At the same lime the effect is given of a vast

expanse of waters by means of intermittent lights. Then

i
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follow the illumination of certain other regions indica

ting the discovery and settling of the Florida coast, British

North America, New England, and finally the western

portions of North America, with deep shadows indicating

the mountain ranges. The series is repeated continuously,

and occupies two minutes in each presentation. The elec-

trical mechanism required to bring about these results is

very intricate, and this piece is considered one of the

masterpieces of the display. High above the figures

"1892" appears, as though suspended in the air, a star

with the name "St. Louis,' both indicated by many in-

candescent lights. When the whole design was illumi-

nated the effect was perfect.

The next figure met with on going south on Twelfth

street is the Grant statue, above which are crossed the

flag of the United States and the original personal flag of

Columbus, presented to him by Queen Isabella, and

known as the Castile and Leon. This flag was carried

by the flagship of Columbus' fleet, the "Santa Maria."

Two thousand five hundred incandescent lamps are used

on the design, and 500 more on the statue itself. A
motor arranged similar to that described above turns

lights on and off, giving the flags the appearance of being

waved about in the darkness. In effectiveness this piece

is surpassed only by the one just described.

Another piece, situated at the intersection of Pine with

Twelfth street, is an exact reproduction of Bartholdi's

statue of Liberty Enlightening the World, reduced some-

what in size. It is 55 feet high to the point of the arm
holding the torch, from which a huge gas flame five feet

long projects. In the diadem of the Grecian cap she

wears a 16 candle power incandescent lamp in each spear,

and her girdle and shield are lighted by incandescent

lamps.

The fourth piece, which is the first seen by visitors

coming north on Twelfth street from the Union depot,

is a representation of the ship of discovery, the "Santa

Maria." in exact imitation of that noted vessel. The effects

obtained by turning lights on or off are also wonderfully

shown in this piece, the lights representing the waves being

very effective, giving the ship the appearance of being rocked

in the waves. On one side is a towering column marked

"Spain," and the good ship journeys toward the other

side, where there is a similar column inscribed "America."

Nearly 3,000 incandescent lights are required for. this

piece.

Twelfth street, which is a plaza 150 feet wide, is bordered

on both sides with series of arches supporting gas jets.

Each arch is 27 feet high, and holds 50 gas jets, There

are on Twelfth street 80 of such arches.

On Olive street the illumination extends from Seven-

teenth street to Fourth. On Seventeenth street, which is the

summit of the hill, visible for many miles each way, there

isacoIumni25 feet high provided with vanishing serpentine

lights. The piece used 1,500 incandescent lamps. Along

Olive there is a continuous line of side walk arches, and

a large number of arches spanning the streets, all illum-

inated by gas. At Fourteenth and Olive is a large paint-

ing of Washington, and at Thirteenth one of Columbus,
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both ligbted by arc lamps. From the latter a number of

incandescent lamps radiate to give the effect of the rising

sun.

Perhaps the most impressive spectacle of all is the

mammoth globe suspended in mid-air at Broadway and

Olive streets, the busiest corner in St. Louis. It is twenty-

five feet in diameter and weighs 10,000 pounds. Two sets

of electric motors are provided—one to revolve the globe

on its axis, and the other controlling switches giving

varied effects in turning lights on and off. The globe is

a representation of the earth, the continents and islands

being :,hown by banks of incandescent lamps, and the

water by a dark background. At night the effect is won-

derful, the globe appearing to hang unsupported. The

location of St. Louis is indicated by a red lamp of un-

usual brightness. This ^lobe is perhaps the centre of at-

traction. Three thousand incandescent lights are used for

this piece.

At Broadway and Chestnut street is the "Presidential

Arch," spanning Broadway. In barrel-shaped cylinders

are life-like oil paintings of all the presidents, clearly

brought out by the electric lights inside the cylinders.

There is another large transparency of Washington at

Broadway and Washington avenue. The latter thorough-

fare is also one sea of light. The central electroliers, serv-

ing also as brackets for the trolley and feed wires of the

Lindell Electric Railway system, support myriads of gas

and electric lights. There are six special ornamental de-

signs each requiring two hundred incandescent lamps.

The gas illumination also continues out Washington

avenue, and on Franklin avenue and Fourth street, with

span and sidewalk arches. There are numerous smaller

illNl i'UR LA.Ml' 'IKliMMKR^.

spicial figures in gas and electricity which cannot here be

described in detail, but which add greatly to the effect.

The many colored lamps and globes give an almost per-

fect result, and the whole must be seen to be appreciated.

The incandescent lights used on Twelfth and Olive

streets are furnished by the Missouri Electric Light &
Power company, those on Washington avenue by the La-

clede Gas Light company, and those in the globe on Broad-

way by the St. Louis Electric Light & Power company.

The arcs are all furnished by the MunicipalElectric Light &
Power company and the gas by the Laclede Gas Light

company. __^^^^^^^^^^

Power Transmission by Alternating Cur-
rent.^

EY GISEERT KAPP,

Some two years ago the municipal authorities of Cassel,

in Germany, determined to become purveyors of electric

light and to place the generating station on the site of the

waterworks pumping station, which is situated on the river

Fulda, about four miles from the town. The object in

choosing this site was partly to bring both undertakings

under the same management, and so reduce administrative

expenses, but chiefly to utilize an existing turbine plant

which had been erected for driving pumps to augment the

natural supply of water by gravitation, which was found

in the hot summer months to be scarcely sufficient for the

requirements of Cassel. The gravitation supply being

abundant during the rest of the year, the turbine plant and

an auxiliary steam engine, erected as a standby to the tur-

bines represented so much idle capital during all the time that

motive power was not required for pumping. It was thus

obviously good policy to put the central electric station up-

on the site occupied by the waterworks, using for motive

power the turbine plant and stand-by engine already exist-

ing, and this the more so as the two services—namely,

water and light supply—do not scarcely, if at all, overlap.

In summer, when the greater part of the power obtainable

from the turbines is required for pumping, the demand for

I. Paper read before the British association at Edinburg.

light is a minimum, while in winter, when the whole of
the turbine power is required for lighting, the pumps need
not be worked, the power supply by gravitation being, as
already stated, amply sufficient.

Having laid down this policy, the problem to be faced
was how it could be carried into effect; and this was not
such an easy matter as might appear at the first glance. It

would of course, have been possible to lay down an ordin-

ary alternating current station, but this would not have
been a good solution to the problem. In the first place

the total number of lamps that could have been installed

would not have exceeded 2,500 of 60 candle power, corre-

sponding with the maximum of 200 horse power available

at the pumping station; and, in the second place, the low

FIG. I. POWER TRANSMISSION BY ALTERNATING CURRENT,

load factor of alternating current supply would have oper-

ated against the very object the municipality had in view

—

namely, to make the best use possible of their existing

power plant. In order to carry out this object, it was ob-

viously necessary to adopt some system of storage so that

the turbines could work at full power continuously. With
such a system the number of lamps installed could, at the

same time be materially increased. Thus, an ordinary di-

rect current station with batteries might have
given these advantages but for one, and that

a very serious, obstacle—namely, the great dis-

tance between the generating station and the town.
It was evidently necessary to work at high pressure and
to use some system of transportation at a sub-station in the

the town, but high pressure direct current dynamos present

difficulties which one would rather avoid than face, while

the insulation of some 1,000 storage cells in series when
charging, and their grouping in 10 parallels of 100 and
regulation while discharging, present very serious difficul-

ties and introduce complications. It will thus be seen that

neither the ordinary alternating current system, nor the or-

dinary direct current system with batteries, nor the so-

called Chelsea system, presented a satisfactory solu-

tion of the problem involved iu the lighting of Cassel. It

was nevertheless solved in a very successful manner by a

German engineer, Herr Oscar von Miller, who had been
called in by the municipality to carry out the work. The
p'an adopted by von Miller was briefly this: He deter-

mined to transmit power by single phase alternating cur-

rent from the generating station to a sub- station, or rather

to two sub-stations in Cassel, and to use this power for the

supply of direct current on the three-wire system. At one
of the substations he established a battery which is charged
during the hours of light load, and assists the dynamos
during the hours of heavy load, so that the maximum power
available shall suffice for 3.500 60 candle power lamps wired.

The general arrangement of this installation is shown
in the accompanying Fig. i; A^, A^ are two 60 kilowatt

alternators at the generating station. These can be used
singly or in parallel, and the current is transmitted

through an underground concentric cable over a distance

,
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of about four miles to the sub-stations shown in the right

of the diagram. The sectional area of each conductor is

.093 square inch, and the total resistance about 3.5 ohms.
The alternators are designed for a terminal pressure of

from 2,000 to 2,200 volts, so that the loss in transmission,

when both are working full power, is under 10 per cent.

Each sub-station contains an alternating continuous

current transformer, consisting of a 60 kilowatt alterna-

tor, A^. A^, coupled with two continuous current dynamos,

one on either side, Z*,, Z?2> ^^^ D^. D^ respectively. The
latter machines are connected with each other and with

the mains, in the usual way adopted in three-wire dis-

tribution. At one of the sub-stations there is a

battery, B-^ Bi, also arranged on the three-wire

system. The mains throughout the district are

coupled so that the battery sub-station can supply current

to the other sub-station through the town mains. To
start any one of the two transformers it is only necessary

to switch on the two dynamos, which begin to work as

motors, and after observing by a synchronizer that the

speed of the alternator has reached the required amount, to

close the high pressure alternating current switch, when
the alternator works as a motor supplying power to the

two dynamos which are directly coupled to it. It will

thus be seen that not only are the two alter-

nators at the generating station worked in parallel,

but also the two sub-station alternators erected in

different parts of the town are worked in par-

allel. The dynamos are Brown's design, and the al-

ternators are my design, both made by the Oerlikon Engi-
neering Works, but I must distinctly state that I can
claim no credit whatever for the (.'assel installation, and
that the whole credit for this (probably the earliest) ex-

ample of power transmission by alternating currents, is

due to von Miller, who, at a time when most electricians

were still in doubt as to the possibility of parallel running,
boldly laid down a plant, the success of which was not
only dependent on parallel running, but also on the
economical and safe transmission of power by single phase
alternating current, using for this purpose the ordinary
type of alternator as made for lighting. The plant was
started on May 15th last year, and has been working since
then without a hitch.

The arrangement of the synchronizer is shown in Fig. 2
where A-^ and A-2 are the two alternators which can be
coupled in parallel by closing the switch, S. The ter-

minals of the alternators are also connected by the two
primaries of the synchronizer, the two secondaries being
joined in series and connected by two 100 volt lamps as
shown. When the synchronism has been reached the
lamps become bright, and at that moment the attendant
closes the switch.

As will be seen by Fig. 3, the armature current
is a function of the exciting current for any given
load, and there is always one of the exciting currents
for which the armature current is a minimum. It is

obviously advantageous to work with this particular ex-
citation because the plant efficiency of the machine is then
at a maximum. In Fig. 3 are shown curves representing
the relation between armature and exciting current or
static voltage of motor. These curves are determined
theoretically and for three loads of i kilowatt, 10 kilo-

watts, and 20 kilowatts respectively. The dot at the
curves represent the relation between the armature cur-

rent and exciting current when the action is neglected, the
full curves when it is taken into account. Having found
this relation theoretically, I endeavoured to verify it by ex-

periment, using for this purpose an ordinary lo-kilowatt

alternator as made for lighting. The mechanical output
of the alternator was determined by measuring the volts

and amperes obtained from a direct current machine which

FIG. 2. PCWER TRANSMISSION BY ALTERNATING CURRENT,

it drove, and making a suitable allowance for the efficiency

of the latter. If llie results arrived at theoretically are

correct, this point should fall upon the curves, as shown in

Fig. 3. As a matter of fact, it was impossible to increase

the load to 20 kilowatts, but readings were taken with

loads varying from 9 to 18 kilowatts, and the correspond-

ing points are plotted in the diagram, showing a fair,

though by no means perfect, agreement between theory

and experiment.

Alternating to Continuous Current Transformers.

AUernatiog current motor. Continuous current generators.

Arma-
ture

current.

Machine I. Machine II.

Speed.
Exciting
current.

T'rminal
volts.

Volts. Amps. Velts. Amps.

500 10 l,S20 23 130 120 13+ 130
460 10 i.Soo 20 112 120 '13 120

475 lO 1,840 20 III I2S 117 i'5

475 10 r,Soo 23 120 128 116 iiS

470 10 1,900 22 112 127 128 110

465 .0 1,920 2a 122 115 120 122

By the courtesy of HeirVon Miller I am able to give
the foregoing readings of the working of the battery sub-
station, taken at my request about a month ago. Al-
though at that time of the year the load is necessarily
light, the total efficiency of the transformer, even if we
neglect the correction due to lag, is satisfactory.

Hint for Lamp Trimmers.
The accompanying cut shows the novel adaptation of the

bicycle to electrical purposes at Concord, N. H. The arc

lamps used for lighting the streets are scattered over a large

area, and it necessarily takes the trimmers a long time to

make the rounds. The introduction of the bicycle en-

ables one man to trim many more lamps than before, even

with a team. The patrol finds the wheels a great addi-

tion to the equipment, enabling the men to look after a

large number of lamps easily and quickly and with the fur-

ther advantage of making better time than a horse.
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It is not often that designers of heavy electrical machin-

ery invade the field of the telephone engineer, but Prof.

Elihu Thomson's researches have led him into this very

promising territory. A result of his investigations is given

elsewhere in this issue in a description of a new telephonic

system, that he has devised. The new Thomson system

is presented in detail and telephone men will doubtless

examine it with more than usual interest. Prof. Thom-

son employs on the lines of the system, instead of a con-

tinuous current, an alternating current of such a slow rate

of alternation that its interference with speech is practical-

ly }ni. The rate of vibration may be as low as thirty-two

per second, or even below sixteen per second. In the

latter case the tone produced would be almost inauadible

on account of the small volume of air set in motion by the

receiver diaphragms. There are no local batteries at the

subs-^ribers' ends of the lines; the system is a closed cir-

cuit one, and possesses considerable flexibility. To sig-

nal the exchange it is only necessary to momentarily open

the line by, say, lifting the receiver off the hook, while

the act of replacing it is made to signal the exchange that

the line is once more out of service. No circuits need be

actually grounded ;connections to earth may be made through

condensers. Prof. Thomson's system is replete with

ingenious features many of which are suggestive of broader

development. __^^^^^^^_
A SHORT time ago the Worcester, Mass., Gazelle gave

to the world a story to the effect that the New York, New
Haven S: Hartford railroad was preparing plans to operate

a portion of its system by electricity. Thestatement made

by the Worcester paper went the rounds of the daily press

throughout the country and excited much comment. Not

long after this bit of gossip was published, Vice-president

and General Manager Tuttle was questioned about the

rumor. His amusing and most positive denial of the

truth of the statement referred to was published in the

Western Electrician of July 30th. The latest news now,

however, is that the Gazelle has noticed General Mana-

ger Tuttle's denial with a reiteration of its first statement.

The Gazette now says:

Perhaps Mr. Tuttle is not in the secret. It is not gener-

ally known on the road. Our information comes from a

somewhat more prominent official than Mr. Tuttle. Un-
less our informant has gone suddenly insane—and we have
his statement in writing—our assertions about the N. Y.,

N. H & H. were literally and absolutely correct. Of
course the change is not going instantly into operation.

From the above it would seem that either the Worcester

paper has been led into making a misstatement or the

vice-president and general manager of the road is not

cognizant of his company's business. Doubtless the Ga-

zelle published its story in good faith, but to those

familiar with methods of railway management it would in-

deed be a peculiar railroad company that would keep its

general manager in ignorance of so important a move as

this. If there is really no foundation for the rumor other

than the fact that the railroad in question is building four

tracks, it is to be deplored that such stories should be

set afloat eventually to be contradicted, as such reports

work to the detriment of branch of the electrical industry

which already has enough trials. But on the other hand,

if the paper in question has authentic information that the

railroad's intention is to employ the electric system in such

an extensive manner, it should lose no time in vindicating

itself, and no better method could be found than the pub-

lication of the "statement in writing" from the "somewhat

more prominent official than Mr. Tuttle."

Attention has frequently been directed in these column

to the importance to foreign manufacturers of electrical

apparatus of representation at the World's Fair. In the

case of the French manufacturers it is claimed that they

have been discouraged by the failure of the government

to make a special appropriation for the electrical section

In England it appears the prospect is not much better

at the present time. The secretary of the electrical sec-

tion of the London Chamber of Commerce recently sent

out a circular, but it is reported that it has not met with a

single favorable response. Commenting on this rather

gloomy outlook the London Electrical Review sa.y^ "The
American Commissioner has already declared in London

that the object of this great exhibition Is to wrest from us

a considerable portion of the trade which we now carry on

with South America, Canada, and our other colonies in

the new world, who, they contend, by geographical and

other conditions, ought to make them more their neighbors

than they are ours. Our Yankee friends bid the world

come and see at Chicago the result of the inventiveness and
perseverance of their citizens. With our exports decreasing

seriously month by month, it might be supposed that the

necessity for not only retaining our present markets, but the

necessity for finding new openings, would prove an irresisti-

ble argument why we should endeavor to prove that our crea-

tions are made of sterner stu ff than to be hopelessly snuffed

out by a McKinley tariff. If we can at such an exhibition

prove that we have a superior class of goods, or that we
can do what the American has not yet done, then the his-

tory of trade confirms us in the belief Ihat we will be called

in to supply goods, then the people will have them irres-

pective of the price, and.that which is wanted will com-

mand an entry for itself into foreign ports in spite of all

the hostile tariffs that statesmen can possibly devise."

Now that the cholera is threatening the country, sani-

tary precautions are the order of the day. The arrival in

New York of the first plague stricken ship warned the

country of impending danger and impressed on the officials

the necessity of precautionary measures. Municipalities

are engaged in the commendable work of cleaning streets

and alleys, houses and outhouses. The people of Chica-

go should take to heart the lesson now being taught with

terrible earnestness on the Atlantic coast and totally erad-

icate all material which would favor the spread of the

plague if it should slip past the sentinels on the borders.

The authorities have entered on the work of cleaning per-

haps as vigorously as the circumstances permit, but, it is

claimed, they have shown a culpable negligence in delay-

ing arrangements for burning all the objectionable and

putrefying substances. The city has, we believe, been

experimenting with garbage crematories. To any reason-

able man the burning of the disease breeding refuse would

appear as the most sensible course to pursue. But to con-

sume thoroughly all the decomposing garbage and other

filth of the city, something more extensive than an exper-

imental garbage crematory must be provided.

European cities have set an example in this respect.

The "destructor" is made to burn up everything in the

shape of refuse, including old shoes, rags, etc. These

cities have gone even further, They are experimenting in

utilizing the heat of the crematory furnace for municipal

electric lighting. At the present time, when the employ-

ment of the heat produced by the destruction of town re

fuse for generating steam for electric lighting purposes is

before the scientific world, it might be well for the Chica-

go city fathers to obtain information as to what is beiog

done elsewhere in this line. The city engineer of Liver-

pool, England, Percy Boulnois, recently announced that he

had received valuable information on the subject of the

thermal value of house refuse. It is calculated on the

basis that two pounds of coal is required for providing the

power equivalent to one brake-horse power per hour, that

the amount of refuse which would be required to effect the

same dynamic effect would be 20 pounds or ten times the

weight of coal required to do the same work. Of course

these figures establish the fact that refuse is not first class

fuel, yet there is no question but that crematories capable

of properly meeting Chicago's needs would produce an

amount of heat that, if it could be turned to good account

in work, would furnish considerable current. It is not

however an easy matter to utilize waste products but the

cholera scare may be the means of bringing an indifferent

city council to a knowledge of the value of the crematory

as a garbage destroyer, and should this method of clean-

ing the city be resorted to, the further step might be taken

of instructing the city engineer to consider or, perhaps,

provide for, a possible utilization of the heat which other-

wise would be wasted.

The department of electricity of the World's Colum-

bian Exposition has received assurances through General

E. T. Eckert of the Western Union Telegraph company

that the late Cyrus W. Field's collection of souvenirs of

the laying of the first Atlantic cable would be exhibited at

the World's Fair. General Eckert has written that the

Rev. Stephen Field has arranged for displaying this valu-

able collection as a part of the exhibit of the Western

Union company. This will be good news to the friends of

of the fair generally and it will be of especial interest to

the electrical fraternity. When Mr. Field's will was ad

mitted to probate it was found that his collection of sou

venirs and presents was about all that remained after

the wreck of his once princely fortune. By the provisions

of the will these memento's were to be divided. At that

time the Western Electrician called attention to the

value of these articles from an historical viewpoint and

urged, that before the distribution be made, according to

the provisions of 'the will, they be placed upon ex-

hibition at the World's Fair. Mr. Field's great work had

entitled him to a prominent place among the great men of

the age and these mementos which be had cherished and

clung to through all of his reverses, if exhibited at the

World's Fair, would serve as an object lesson of one of the

greatest projects of the age.

The value of the collection will at once be appreciated

when it is considered that it comprises a complete record

of the project. From the editional already alluded to

the following abstract is taken:

One of the favorite reminders of the great work of his

life was a set of paintings, six in oil and forty-seven in

water color, illustrating the principal scenes connected
with the laying of the first cable. These have been be-
queathed to the New York Historical Society. There
were also preserved the American and English flags that

were floated from the Niagara and Great Eastern in the
cable laying expeditions. Another valuable reminder is

the table on which was signed the contract for the laying
of the cable. This was a dinner table, and has always been
carefully preserved, together with the chairs and orna-
ments about the room in which the contract was executed.
Numerous medals presented by congress, legislatures and
private individuals in this country, together with marks of
distinction bestowed by foreign governments and scientific

bodies, go to make up one of the most interesting col-

lections of the kind in existence. Now it is proposed to

distribute these mementos among the members of the
family. When once divided it is hardly possible that the
collection will ever again be gotten together.

It is suggested that the World's Fair authorities take
steps to secure the loan of these treasures for exhibition in

the electricity building. They would make an unique and
interes'ing display, and would add greatly to the value of
the historical feature of the electrical exhibition.

There is no doubt that this collection will form one of

the most attractive features of the great exposition. The
electrical fraternity will take pleasure in honoring the

memory of the man who contributed so much to the world

at large, and in showing that the value of his great work is

appreciated. The department of electricity is to be con-

gratulated upon having secured this attraction.
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Electric Railways in the South.

The electric railway has made rapid progress in the

South, and although some of the cities were slow in in,

troducing the new system, they .soon appreciated its advan-

tages and adopted it on an extensive scale. This appears

to bs particularly true of Savannah, Ga , where the slow

going mule car has been superseded entirely by the electric

motor. Sandtown has an electric system comprising

40 miles of electrically equipped roads, and the people are

well satisfied with the service.

According to the Morning News of Savannah, that city

is to have the most powerful electric street car motor in the

United States running at a speed equal to that of the average

railroad passenger train and drawing enough cars to accom-

modate about 300 passengers. It will be used on the

Thunderbolt branch of the system of the Electric Railway

company, and will effectually prevent the overcrowding of

cars running lo that popular resort. The motor will be

equal to sixty horse power, and will be placed on the larg-

est and heaviest car owned by the company. Three or

four trailers will be added to the motor car as business

demands.

"Experts who have been here recently," says the News

"state that Savannah has the best electric streetcar,

lines in the world. This is now also one of the leading cities

in regard to mileage of electric roads, and is probably the

only city of any size where electricity has entirely supersed-

ed all other motor power. The success that has been

achieved by the new lines will doubtless lead to others in

the next year or tivo, and there are many who believe that

before long the present mileage will be considerably in-

creased."

British Association Meeting.

At the closing session of the British Association meeting

at Edinburg August loth, Lord Kelvin made an address

in which he announced that a very important piece of work
had been accomplished, and that was an arrangement for

the final adoption of a system of electric measurement
which promised to become thoroughly international. Two
congresses were held in Paris in 188 1 and 1SS4, and a

great deal of work had been done in connection with the

proposals of those cougresses, and in continuation of work
partially finished when they were held. Things seemed
coming to an issue for the very important piactical object

to which he had referred, and the British Board of Trade
had appointed a committee with a view to a final settle-

ment of what should become legal in this country in re-

gard to electric measurement. That committee a year

after bad very nearly come to a conclusion when there was
happily obtained assistance and co-operation from Ger-

many and from France, through Prof. Von Helmholtzand
M. Guillaume respectively. They had affirmed in a satis-

factory manner the proposed resolution of the Board of

Trade in the main, and they had made exceedingly valu-

ble suggestions for amendment, which had been adopted

by the representative of the Board of Trade, who was
present on the occasion. If for nothing else than a settle-

ment of this question, with a view of it becoming legal and
putting it into a strongly favorable position for being

adopted as an international system by the governments of

Germany, France, America, and, he thought, he might al-

most say, therefore, of the rest of the world , the meeting had

been of very great importance. In this great work they had
had assistance from America also, alike in the persons of

Professors Carhart and Rowland, although the latter had

not been present. They had now a distinct system of

measurement for practical purposes of the quantities of

electricity used and the quantity of energy supplied for il-

lumination and other objects, the whole worked out in a

form which, under successive acts for controlling the ac-

tion of the Board of Trade in respect to the public dis-

tribution of electric light and power, would become the

fundamental means of securing that justice was done be-

tween the supplier and the customer in those great public

affairs. But the brilliance of this meeting of the associ-

ation had been very remarkable in other respects besides

that to which he had alluded. The papers communicated

to the different sections and the discussions thereon had

certainly made this meeting of greater scientific Interest

than almost any other he could remember. He begged to

propose a vote of thanks to visitors from other countries

for their communications to the sections—the Prince of

Monaco, Prof. Helmholtz. Dr. Lindeck, Dr. Kahle. Prof.

Carhart, Prof. Atkinson, Dr. Guillaume, Prof. Ostwald,

Prof. E. Wiedeman, Prof. Errera. Prof. Goebel, Prof.

Elving, Baron Richthofen. Prof. Fritsch, Dr. Schoute,

Prof. Otto PetterSEon and Prof. Renard.

New York Street Railway Convention.

The Street Railway association of the State of New York

will hold its loth annual convention at the United States

hotel, Saratoga Springs,beginning Sept.2o:h. The feature of

the meeting will be the discussion of the relative merits of

the electric and cable systems of street railway propulsion.

George W. McNulty will read a paper on "Recent Improve-

ments in Cable Traction" and L. H. Mclntire of the

Union Railway company, New York city, will read a

paper on *'Recent Improvements in Electric Traction."

New English Electric Locomotive.
Ac the recent meeting of the British association, E. H.

Woods of London, read a paper, before the Mechanical

section, descriptive of a new electric locomotive which had

been designed, in the first instance, to meet the require-

ments of heavy traffic on metropolitan railways in sub-

stitution of steam. It was intended to run the ordinary

passenger trains from the main line of the Great Northern

railway to the heart of the city without change of carriage

over the projected Great Northern cc City railway. En-

gines of much greater power than those on the City &
South London railway were required, and it was claimed

for the new engine that it would fulfil all the conditions

the line demanded, while if made on a smaller scale it

would be more economical. It was proposed to work on

a central rail similar to that used in the Fell system, and

to arrange the electric motors vertically, so that the driv-

ing wheels might be horizontal. The necessary adhesion

was to be obtained by means of springs which would press

the driving wheels against each side of the central rail.

The great advantage of this was that it enabled the elec-

tric motors to be kept constantly running, even when the

engine was statioaary, thus avoiding the loss of power in-

cidental to the starting of the engine now in u;e.

Electricity in Sweden.
Little is heard on this side of the Atlantic of electrical

progress in Sweden, yet the number of electric installa-

tions in that country is constantly increasing. Of quite re-

cent and interesting installations may be mentioned one at

Ostrand saw mills, where two Lavel new steam turbine

duplex dynamos, of respectively loo and 50 horse power,

have been placed. The dynamos are coupled directly with

the turbines, and owing to the efficiency of the regulator,

the current is absolutely constant. The larger turbine is

fitted with condensing appliances, and the smaller can be

used with condensing or non-condensing. Both turbines

have governors. The current from these generators oper-

ates thirty electric motors, each of 4 horse power.

At the Onan's company at the Tralhatta canal an electric

crane has just been installed. The crane in question had

previously been worked by hand power, four men being

required. An electric motor has been placed at the crane,

and current is supplied by the lighting machine already at

hand. The motor is easily tended by one man, so three

men's wages are saved. The electric motor has been fitted

with a special appliance, whereby one single handle is

enough for completely working the motor.

The Kalispell Water & Electric company, Helena.

Mont., has been incorporated by J. A. Coram, Frank E.

Corbstt, John B. Welcome, with a capital ot $250,000.

The Railway of the Future.'
By Oberlin Smith.

Recent statistics tell us that there are now running, in

the United States alone, nearly 4,000 electric street cars,

upon 2,oco miles of track, with as much more similar plant

in course of construction. These cars run faster, more
cheaply and under far more perfect control than do their

predecessors, the horse cars. In America this system of

propulsion is commercially but four or five years old,

and is barely out of its experimental stage; yet it is a mag-
nificent practical success—with more than ^50,000,000 in-

vested in it-and this under some of the worst conditions poss-

ible for railway work. Some of these conditions consist of

very narrow wheel flanges; rough tracks, obstructed with

water, snow, mud, gravel and foreign vehicles, curves as

sharp as thirty feet radius, grades as steep as 12 per cent.,

etc. A service more nearly resembling that of our present

steam roads is that performed by the City & South Lon-
don railway, which is practically the first underground
electric road in the world and is already a great success,

having during the eighteen months of its existence carried

more than 7,000,000 people, with a run of over 500,000

train miles. Although not entirely perfected, a road like

this forms one of the notable object lessons by which we
are learning how to travel.

In the light of such experience there is no question what-

ever about the success of either a subterranean or an ele-

vated electric road, if properly designed to meet the new
conditions involved—and the running may be at any speed

which can be made safe. We may. therefore, in our fur-

ther study of the ideal railway, positively leave out of the

question the steam locomotive. Great as have been the

performances of this wonderful and beautiful monster, he

not only refuses to climb very steep grades but he has ut-

terly failed, in the matter of speed, to keep pace with his

improved behavior in other respects. In proof of this we
have records of English engines going at the rate of 75
miles an hour, forty years ago; and that is the maximum
work of our present machines, although they may have oc-

casionally touched a 90 mile rate as a phenomenon.
Until quite recently railroad men have been inclined to

smile at the mention of electric propulsion, bu*: a great

many of them now admit that it is probably the proper

thing for elevated lines and other special constructions.

Comparatively few, however, are yet ready to accept the

probability of electricity displacing steam upon the ordi-

nary railways already in existence. These, who are among
the most progressive in our great corps of railway mana-
gers, are carefully watching developmeDl=;, and stand in a

waiting attitude ready for whatever revolution may come.

I. Abstract of an article in the EnQiiweTing Ma^azlm for August.

The electrical engineers, as a rule, are quite sanguine
about the future use of the electric current on all classes of
railways, and they are naturally proud of the great achieve-

ments that have already been made in the street car ser-

vice. The attitude of the mechanical engineers in general
is one of doubt, especially as regards the ordinary railway.

Several carefully studied papers have been written lately

with long arrays of figures which, in their author's estima-
tion at least, respectively prove both sides of the argument.
The writer confesses that he has hardly made up his mind
upon this difficult question, but he inclines to the opinion
that the experiment will be tried in the near future, and
that it will result in a fair measure of success, especiallv if

the cars are made lighter. We cannot, however, expect
extremely high speeds with our present form of roadway,
on account of the liability to derailment and collision with
foreign vehicles.

A question which has been agitated a good deal among
engineers who admit the desirability of electric propulsion
in general is, whether a train shall be drawn by a so-called

electric locomotive, or whether each individual car shall be
made self-propelling, by having the electro- motors upon
one or moie of its axles. There are many who favor the
former method, but it is difficult to ^ee why—unless because
it is a less radical departure from the old system. The argu-
ments in the case of steam propulsion are all on one side
of this question, and absolutely show the necessity for a
separate locomotive, it being entirely impracticable to di-

vide up the boiler and engine, with their complicated mech-
anism and the necessity for skilled attendance, among a
number of separate cars. Fortunately the heavy load
which it Is necessary to carry, in the shape of fuel, water,
boiler, etc

,
gives nearly enough weight for traction pur

poses—that is for the friction necessary to keep the
wheels from slipping on the track; although there are fre

quent exceptions in the case of wet rails and up grades.
If we could do as the old woman in the story advised the
Mississippi steamboat captain to do, "bile our water on
shore," and if, furthermore, the steam thus generated
could be picked up in small quantities as it was wanted,
along the track, and could be used in a small simple rotary
engine attached to each car axle, then the best course
might be to abolish the locomotive and run the cars as
self-propellers.

In using electricity we have just the conditions that we
cannot have with steam: a rotary motor which is as simple,
as far as its motions are concerned, as a churn or a grind-
stone; which can be mDunted upon or geared to the car
axles direct; which requires but little or no attention while
running and which picks up the current of electricity that
drives it by a simple wire connection, as it progresses
along the line. Furthermore, this electricity can be gen-
erated in stations located at proper intervals along the

route, where the water is boiled "on shore" to run the
great engines which produce by means of dynamos the
required current. This water, moreover, is boiled with a
far greater degree of economy than it possibly can be in

the locomotive, with every advantage in saving of fuel

and attendance which can be gained by large triple or

quadruple expansion condensing engines. The great

economy thus obtained in coal consumption will undoubted-
ly go far to offset, if it does not entirely overbalance, the

loss of electricity by waste along the line, and by a cer-

tain Inefficiency in the dynamos and motors.

One of the rao^t obvious advantages of this system be-

ing the absence of any real necessity for a locomotive, it

would certainly seem very foolish to nearly or quite double
the total dead-weight propelled by building such a machine,
and ballasting it with enough iron or brickbats to get the

necessary traction, when each ear can itself carry the re-

quired simple motor mechanism; and when, with its own
weight and that of its passengers, no matter how lightly

it may be built, it will be sufficiently heavy for tractile pur-

poses.

It is of course unlikely, for many years to come, that

there wilt be any radical change in the road-beds of the

vast net-work of our existing railways, except in the mat-
ter of stronger tracks and bridges, and the avoidance of
grade crossings and some other evils which are now being
reformed upon our richer lines. Such reforms will bring
them only to the high grade of efficiency and safety al-

ready existent upon English and some other foreign roads.

It is probable, however, that some form of highly organ-

ized elevated railway, built with scarcely any regard to the
saving of first cost, and with a vast amount of dead weight
in the track, rather than in the rolling stock, will before
many years be built upon some route where the traffic is

large enough to pay the interest charges on an enoimous
first cost, in addition to meeting the comparatively light-

running expenses. This road will be so built as to make
derailment impossible; will be without switches or crossings;

will have running upon it, driven by electricity, light nar-

row cars, either singly or in short trains, which will be
sharp in front and smooth upon the sides, after the man-
ner of a bird, in order that air resistance may be reduced
to a minimum. If, as is probable, the electricians suc-

ceed in perfecting a block system (something that has al-

ready been experimented with in England by the lamented
Professor Jenkins and others) which shall make it physic-
ally impossible for one train to approach another, either

before or behind it, within a pre-determined distance,

then there need be no speed limit except that due to the
requirements of not braking a car so rapidly, within a
given available stopping distance, as to throw passengers
violently from their seats.

The actual speed which will be obtained is of course ex
treraely problematical as yet, but there seems to be no in-

herent mechanical reasons why we should not. on long and
absolutely clear stretches of track, obtain a velocity ap-
proaching two hundred miles an hour. There will of course
be no drawbridges or other artificial gaps, and everything
about the roadway and its foundations will be built with
such an enormous surplus of strength, toughness and rigid-

ity that no ordinary causes can possibly disturb it. The
cars of this ideal track will be so confined that they
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cannot leave it, even should the wheels and
other machinery be entirely broken up. Such machinery
will of course be made of the toughest material, but will be

so placed as to do little damage should it meet with acci-

dent due to bidden structural weaknesses.

These cars will be so lightly built that the coefficient of

dead weight will be very small, and the stopping and
starting quickly, even at the high speeds at-

tained, a comparatively easy matter. The old-fashioned

notion that the power required to move a vehicle is as the

square of the speed has in recent years fallen into dis-

repute, and although we have not yet made sufficiently

definite experiments to accurately formulate a . law con-

cerning this matter, it seems tolerably certain that while

the air-resistance may approximate this rate of increase, it

will not entirely follow it, if the front of the train is

shaped to properly cleave the atmosphere. The other re

sistances, due to friction, etc., probably increase very

nearly as the speed, and will, therefore, cause but little

more loss of power at a high than at a low speed, when a

given distance is considered. What refinements our in-

ventors may attain to in the way of roller bearings, as they

have already done in the bicycle, and what they may do
in the way of guiding the car sidewise by roller friction,

rather than by the grinding friction of wheel flanges, we
cannot yet determine.

The cars in question will of course be lighted, and
probably heated, by the same electric current which drives

them- If it should prove practicable to use rubber tires up-

on the wheels it is easy to imagine the delightful smooth-
ness and quietness with which they will run—and this

through air untainted with sand, cinders, or steam whis-

tles. If, to secure lightness they are not to be fitted with

as many hotel conveniences as our present "Pullmans," it

must be remembered that the trips will be so shortened
that the want of them will scarcely be felt, at any rate up-

on roads of moderate length.

To make the high speeds referred to practicable, curves

will be avoided as much as possible, and when they do
exist they will be made of the greatest practicable radius.

This method of line location will, however, be favored by
the elevated form of construction, and by the fact that it

will not be necessary to pay so much attention to avoiding

grades as is the case of our present roads. Not only, as

before stated, can an electric car mount a much steeper

grade than we now deal with, but from the inhere Qt nature of

this method of transmitting power it is possible (though the

principle is not yet fully developed) to brake a car elec-

trically upon a down-grade, so that for the time being its

motor becomes a dynamo. This generates an extra cur-

rent and restores it to the line, which in its turn supplies

some of the necessary excess of power at the up-grades.

Thus, a track may undulate up and down to a consider-

able extent without the disadvantage of great loss of

power inherent in our steam railways. This principle

will, therefore, favor the arching upward of bridges in

mid-channel, for clearance of boats, without elevating the

approaches to so great an extent as is now done.

In regard to the location of the pioneer railway of the

type indicated, it seems reasonable to infer that it will be
built either between London and Liverpool or between
New York and Philadelphia, for the reason that the traffic

is probably of greater volume upon these routes than any-
where else in the world. It is not likely, however, that

sufficient capital could be procured at the start for so large

an experimental investment as would be required to build,

for instance, the whole ninety miles between the last

named two cities. It would seem better that a small

portion of such a line should be built first, but long
enough to give a proper trial to the high speed desirable,

without spending all the time in starting and stopping.

It may be that when one of the proposed new bridges is

built across the Hudson River, the best place to try the

first section of this "railway of the future" would be
from the heart of New York city to some central point in

a busy city like Newark, keeping in mind an open route
for the future as an extension to Philadelphia.

Should a few hundred miles of such a road as this be
built, and become a success as regards safety, comfort,

speed and economy, as undoubtedly it eventually will,

after sufficient experimenting, the new system would
gradually spread throughout the world, obviously concen-
trating itself at first about large cities, where the traffic

was sufficient to warrant the expenditure. The lessons

learned by such a system of transportation would enable
the ordinary roads to adopt many of the new principles

involved, and we should see a gradual evolution of new
methods, leading to changes of which we now can
scarcely dream. These changes would spread gradually

away from the large cities to the more thinly populated
country districts. They would at first affect passenger
lines only—the old roads, with their old methods, being
kept mainly for freight purposes, and perhaps for local

short distance passenger traffic. The new principles and
methods would probably eventually extend, in whole or in

part, to freight traffic also.

It is difficult now to say how the changes indicated will

come about, whether by a comparatively slow process of
evolution, adding improvements little by little to our pres-

ent methods, or whether capitalists will be found with suf-

ficient nerve to precipitate the sudden change of methods
which our rapidly gained electrical experience would seem
to call for. If it be asked how the actual work is to begin,

the answer is: by the earnest co-operation of a body of

engineers and scientists, backed by a syndicate of bankers.

Such a great work cannot, if it is to prove successful, be
left to a few individuals, or to an ordinary company, whose
sole object is to build as cheap a structure as possible upon
which to run their trains. The matter should be taken up
by a powerful syndicate of capitalists, who should employ
a commission of the ablest engineers available. This com-
mission should not be composed of railway engineers

alone. Such men, although perhaps of great ability in

practically constructing and managing our present sys-

tems, are educated too much in conventional grooves to

take the broad view necessary in instituting so radical a
change of methods. In their defense it should be said
that it is their business to be conventional, and their em-
ployers, the railways, could not afford to have them other-
wise. There should be, however, enough of them in the
new commission to give ballast and conservatism. Then
there should be thoroughbred mechanical engineers, with
an eye to all possible constructions based on correct prin-
ciples, no matter how novel the form. There should be a
sprinkling of professional inventors, to give originality,

and, last but not least, a corps of electricians of the high-
est standing, especially in regard to practical experience in
street railway work. That it is possible for such a body of
men to devise something better than our present system,
at any rate for special locations, is a matter hardly to be
doubted.

Electric Railways for Oakland, Cal.

Oakland, Cal., seems to have become thoroughly aroused
to the necessity of improved facilities for rapid transit.

Several street ordinances have been introduced granting the
right to change the motive power to electricity. There are
also several proposed new lines. One of these is proposed
in an ordinance granting to J- L. Davie, R. M. Fitzger-
ald and E. L. Fitzgerald a franchise, right of way and per-
mission to construct, maintain and operate a street railroad
by electricity, commencing at the intersection of the South-
ern line of First street with Harrison street, running
thence northerly along Harrison street to Fourteenth
street; thence westerly along Fourteenth street to its inter-

section with Franklin street; thence northerly along Frank-
lin street to Its intersection with Twentieth or Delger
street; thence easterly along Twentieth or Delger street to
its intersection with Webster street; thence northerly along
Webster street to its intersection with Broadway street;

and thence northerly along Broadway street to the northern
boundary line of the city.

Wide Awake and Progressive.
Prom the Popular EUctric Monthly.

Cyrus W. Field died on the morning of July 12th. On
that same day the Western Electrician went to press
with its issue of July i6th, yet upon the first page there
appeared a most intereitlng biographical sketch of the
"Father of the Atlantic Cable." Th's certainly is an in-

dication that the electrical press is wide awake and pro-
gressive.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, September 3.—Beyond last week's excite-

ment over the sure and rapid advance of the "noisome

trolley" New York city, electrically speaking, has been

about as dull as one could well imagine. Bv the use of

the word "dull," though, it is not intended by any means to

convey the idea that all work has stopped. For instance,

in spite of the fact that most New Yorkers like best to

work hard in winter the Rapid Transit engineers have

done their duty, and the corps of draughtsmen

who have been working assiduously on the plans

of the rapid transit underground route, under the

direction of John Bogart, have now so nearly

completed their labors that they expect to reach the

end in ten days more at the utmost. This wo'-k has been of

a painstaking and laborious nature, as it has included the

making of detail drawings. These plans and the accompany-

ing specifications are to be submitted to those contemplating

bidding for the franchise. One reason for the great care

taken in producing the plans is that the Rapid Transit

commission is by law charged with the supervision of the

work of construction. It is intended that the plans and

specifications shall be such that there will be no possibility

of shirking. The plans have been essentially accepted by

the Rapid Transit commission. When Ihe working plans

arecompleted there will remain for the commission the

legal advertising of the sale of the franchise at public

auction. The interest already displayed and the favorable

reports of competent engineers seem to indicate that there

need be no apprehension that the franchise will not fall

into the hands of good men who will go ahead with the

work of constructing the road.

Brooklyn may be progressive in that it appreciates the

advantages of electric street railways, but that city has a

most unpatriotic concern within its limits. Numerous
cases of shabby treatment by employers of members of the

National Guard who were ordered to Buffalo from Brook-

lyn are cropping out. Gen. McLeer. commander of the

Second Brigade, has had five cases reported to him. Two
members of Company E, Twenty-third regiment, who
have held clerkships with the Union Phonograph company
of Brooklyn, reported that when they returned to their

desks they were told their places had been filled and the

company had no use for men whose presence could not be

relied upon.

Arc lamps for constant potential circuits are to be intro-

duced into the city for street lighting, and the lamps will

be used on Fifth avenue. Fifty cast-iron poles, 20 feet in

height, and each carrying two lamps of about 1,000 candle

powei:, will be erected from Washington square to Fifty-

ninth street. There will be one lamp at every cross

street. The poles will be ornamental in character, as will

also the lamps, which will have artistic ground-glass globes

and brass trimmings. The wires will conduct the electric-

ity through the poles from the Edison company's sub-

ways. The lamps used will be those of the New York
Electric Equipment company.

Rumors were rife in Wall street on Thursday to the effect

that efforts were making to form another copper combina-
tion. Two schemes were said to be on foot—one to

establish a corporation selling agency for all American
copper, and the other to form a big company to gather in

the producers of copper. American mine owners were
said to have been in Europe for several weeks dickering

with owners of copper properties resident there. Efforts

were made several months ago to get the producers into

an agreement by which the trade could be controlled, but
they failed to be successful. Some of the leading producers

have been trying since then to arrange matters, but there is

supposed to be a good deal of doubt as to the success of

the new scheme.

A dispatch from Newburg, N. Y., last Wednesday
stated that the storage battery yacht Electron will be used
by the Astor family for a pleasure craft the rest of the

season. Mr. Astor arrived from Newport on Tuesday, the

dispatch stated, to effect Its lease from James Bigler, its

owner. He will have the yacht taken to his Rhinebeck
home to be in readiness for the family when they return

from the seashore. W. F. O.

New England Notes.

Boston, Mass., September 3.—The fire underwriters of

New England are aroused over electrical risks. A great

many fires have occurred lately, which the insurance people

have attributed to poor installations, and the executive

committee of the Boston Board of Fire Underwriters are

considering the question of how uniformity in their code

of rules applying to electrical risks can improve the char-

acter of the risks. In almost everything that has been

said or written about this matter the fires are said to be

due to imperfect wiring. The danger comes from the fact

that telephones, electric clocks and incandescent light ap-

paratus are constructed to receive and dispose of a moder-

ate current and not of a heavy one that may be switched

upon them at any moment by contact with arc light or fire

alarm wires. The Boston Manufacturers' Mutual adopted

some simple rules in iSSi that were followed by an entire

immunity from fires for ten years. Last year there was a

loss of a million consequent upon the dampening of a

switch board by escaping steam. Two of the most im-

portant rules insisted upon by this company are as follows:

"If any wires carrying high tension or strong currents

are to be cairied over or under other wires on the property

of the insured, they shall be attached to poles so near each

other, with one wire so far above the other, that If a break

should occur the pendent wire between these poles may
not be long enough to come in contact with the wire be-

low, or, if not carried on poles, these wires shall be so

placed and protected with guard wires as to render a con-

tact between different wires impossible.

"If the high and low systems are in use in the same

yard, even when developed within the works, the wires

must be kept separate, and so wide apart that no contact

or cross can be made."

An important source of danger in Boston will be re-

moved shortly. When Supt. Flanders gets the fire alarm

system running by means of a current from dynamos, the

mass of batteries in the City Hall, which is one of the

most dangerous spots in the city, will be removed.

The big street railway syndicate with headquarters in

Philadelphia has been casting its net in New England

lately. The purchase of the Lynn & Boston road, one of

the best paying properties In this section, has been effected

by this syndicate. With this road have been bought up

the Lynn Belt Line road and the Naumkeag street railroad

of Salem. The banking house of E. W. Clark & Co. of

Philadelphia heads the syndicate, and associated with

it are others bankers of Philadelphia and New York, This

house has been at the head of most all the large syndicates

formed for the purpose of buying street railroads and

equipping them with electricity. This syndicate will con-

solidate the three roads, and about the first of next year it

will be put under one management. Benjamin Orne,

president of the Naumkeag road, was offered the presi-

dency of the consolidation, but declined it. It is rumored

that this syndicate is also after the street roads of the Mer-

rimac valley.

Some New England lumber mill men are considering

the use of electrical mill tramways. The insurance com-

panies charge such high premiums on risks where locomo-
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tives are used that the mill men ^are forced to look about

for something^ to substitute for steam power. Where there

is much work of shifting to be done and the companies

are bound to have reasonable insurance rates and immu

nity from fire, there seems to be nothing to do but to

adopt the electric tramway.

The initiatory step in a measure that will prove of great

importance to the residents of the Intervale region at the

eastern approach to the White mountains has just been

taken . This valley comprises tlie villages of North Con-

way, Intervale and Lower Bartlett. The water power of

East Branch falls, near Pitman Hall in Lower Bartlett,

has been sold by Mrs. Gray of North Conway to C. At-

kinsoa of Portland, Me., who is a summer guest in that

place. It is the first step toward introducing a system of

electric lighting in the villages mentioned. The falls afford

over 500 horse power, and an organization has been per-

fected with a capital of $25,000 to build a plant and put

in the necessary dynamos a short distance in the rear of

Pitman Hall. It is proposed to have arc lights through

the main streets in addition to those taken by the hotels.

Mr. Atkinson has taken a large share of the stock.

The electric search light on Mt. Washington is proving

a great attraction to the summer boarders in that vicinity.

Its light when thrown upon the Maplewood at Bethlehem,

seventeen miles away, makes it possible to read a news-

paper by its rays. A curious phenomenon is noticed

when the light brilliantly illuminates the point of the hotel.

Across its front dark spots float, probably shadows cast by

the particles of dust or vapor in the air near the arc lamp.

Although very minute, their shadows become the size of

maple leaves at the Maplewood. At a greater distance it

appears as a comet of great brilliancy.

Dr. Louis Bell has been appointed engineer of the long

distance transmission of power department of the General

Electric company for Boston.

A novel feature of the electrical railway system of

Springfield is the letting of electric cars to excursion

parties. The price of a car is $2 an hour. The Spring-

field cars are operated with much less noise than those in

Boston. This is probably because the roadbed and equip-

ment is in better shape.

S. F. Van Choate of Boston has invented a magnetic

photometer whose results, he claims, can not be ques-

tioned, because the personal equation is entirely elimi-

nated. Errors resulting from the unreliability or inaccur-

acy of the human eyesight or the possible dishonesty or

unreliability of the person making the test are impossible

in this machine. Mr. Van Choate has not patented his

invention, but gives it to the public free. He employs

selenium in its construction. Lantern shaped vehicles are

arranged with lateral projecting tubes extending hori:2on-

tally towards each other. The lanterns and tubes are

made of thin brass or any other suitable material, about

six inches in diameter. A hood above the neck of the

lantern is arranged underneath to admit of ventilation and

to carry off the heat from the lamp, and a round, flat

disk is for damping the external light from the ventilation

openings above. The lanterns have each a door on one

side to admit the lamps, and have sockets at the bottom

properly arranged to hold them, and with connections for

the conducting wires or gas pipes, as the case may be;

and if required slides can be fixed between the lamps and

selenium disks to shut off the light, but this may be done

by turning it off with key sockets at the base of the

lamps. There is a selenium disk at the right correspond-

ing to the lamp being tested which is permanent.

Another at the left is movable, and has a smaller brass

tube attached to it in the center and extending out to the

left to a pointer. This small tube has a rack and pinion

or screw gear underneath and connected with a thumb

screw knob for moving the selenium disk on that side and

for adjusting and balancing the light, all of which is ac-

complished by turning the knob right or left, as the case

may require. By this means the selenium disk is made

to slide in and out of a tube, and in order to provide a

soft, flexible, tight joint a layer of soft felt is placed

around the rim of the movable disk. This keeps out the

daylight. The movable tube carries at its right hand end

a pointer which travels back and forth along an index

scale. Behind selenium disks are placed plates of insu-

lated material to which the strips of selenium are secured

by glue or cement. Zero point, needle and magnet coils

are arranged to act as a very delicate galvanometer, or a

mirror reflector may be used. Mr. Van Choate prefers the

latter, as it must be extremely delicate. The coils must

be wound right and left to neutralize each other. Con-

nected with the right hand circuit is an adjustable resist-

ance to regulate the resistance between the two circuits

and bring the needle to zero. This must p^ways be care-

fully done before placing the lamps in the lanterns. These

two circuits are supplied with current from a battery. The

current for the lamps is made from lines or leads. If gas

light is being tested these connections are made with gas

pipes. The strips of selenium must be adjusted accur-

ately to each other as to resistance. As the current must

be of high potential and the resistance of the coils very

great, the wires of the resistance regulator, as well as

those in the connections with the mirror or galvanometer,

and also the selenium disks, must be of such size as not to

heat in the least degree. Both the standard or test lamp,

as well as the light or lamp to be tested, are supplied with

gas in one instance and by electricity in the other from the

samp source. Consequently both lights are subject to the

same variations of resistance and current or pressure of

gas. With this instrument the dark chamber is dispensed

with. There is no necessity for the operator to see the

light.

The capital stock of $50,000 needed to build an electric

road between Norwalk and South Norwalk, Conn, is all

subscribed. The work of building and equipping will be

begun at once, and it is expected that cars will be running

by November.

The new electric light station at Willimantic, Conn., is

about completed. The first machinery installed will be a

500 light dynamo for direct incandescent lighting, and will

be in place soon.

The annual meeting of the Maiden, Mass., Electric

company shows that corporation to be in a healthy condi-

tion. The capital stock was increased $100,000, making

it now $250,000. This is to provide for the construction

of the new power plant which is to furnish additional

lights for Maiden and several circuits of street lights for

Melrose. The new station just finished will be supplied

with 600 horse power engines, dynamos and other facili-

ties for supplying the rapidly increasing demand for elec-

tric lights. The company now supplies all the lights for

Melrose, Medford and Everett in addition to Maiden, and

also supplies them for most of the public buildings, stores

and factories. Over 170 private houses are u-iing electric

lights, and a long list of additional houses are to be con-

nected and arrangements made for enlarging this branch

of the service. Motor generators are also to be in-

stalled, which will enable the company to furnish day

service in the way of power.

The Cohasset, Mass., Electric company has elected

the following directors: Amos A. Lawrence, Edward

F. Ripley, Silas Pierce, John C. Howe, Lyman R. Wil-

cutt and Charles A. Welch. Mr. Lawrence was chosen

president, and Mr. Ripley secretary and treasurer.

The Yuma Water & Light company has been organ-

ized at Saco, Me. , for the purpose of manufacturing

water pumping and electric light machinery. The capital

isStoo.ooo. The officers are: President, C. P. Hemen-
way, Boston; treasurer, J. Dodd, Boston.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of Wind-

sor, Conn., has increased its capital stock from $100,000

to $225,000.

Messrs. R. HoUings & Co., leading Boston dealers in

gas and electric light fixtures, have made a most impor-

tant move by securing a twenty year lease of the premi-

ises at Nos. 523 and 525 Washington street, where they will

occupy the first and second floors.

H. C. Spaulding, late electrical engineer of the Thom-
son-Van-Depoele Mining company, has left the electrical

field to accept the position of general manager of the

John A. White company of Dover, N. H., manufacturers

of wood-working machinery- Mr. Spaulding was one of

the pioneers in the commercial field of electrical business.

The Thomson-Van Depoele company is working the

field of manufacturing electric mining apparatus very suc-

cessfully. The company now has on hand contracts for

eleven underground locomotives. These are distributed

among gold, silver, copper, iron and coal mines.

An electric road is to be built from Dedham to Mattapan,

Mass., through Hyde Park. The company is trying to

secure privileges from the city of Boston which will enable

it to extend its lines to Forest Hills.

The electric road between Rockport and Camden, Me., is

doing an enormous business. The distance is about nine

miles. For the first fortnight the company carried over

30,000 passengers. The only previous means of convey-

ance between these delightful points on the coast was by

stage, and the surrounding populace are riding back and

forth just for the novelty of the thing. J. C. E.

"If Savannah was given to blowing, she might justly

claim to be the electric city; the center of electric develop-

ment in the South," says the Savannah News. But the

possession of thirty miles of electric railways and the most
powerful electric railway motor in the United States will

be looked upon as merely incidental to her steady growth
and continued prosperity.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, Sept. 3.—The Minneapolis exposition

will be brilliantly illuminated by electricity and will have

for its most novel feature an elevated electric railway.

There will be 2,000 lights of 16 candle power in the big

building, not including the incandescent illumination for

the central hall, where there will be 510 lights. There

will be a central chandelier of 254 lights arranged in a

pyramid of circles. From the center a wire will run to

each corner of the hall; upon each wire there will be 64

red, white and blue globes. The electric railway will cir-

cle entirely around the inside of the building, affording a

trip of goo feet. A miniature motor and trailer will carry

ten passengers. Some striking novelties in construction

and operation are promised. The electrical exhibit at the

Minnesota State fair at Hamline next week promises to

be unusually elaborate.

The exhibition of that marvelous mechanism, the "revo-

lution mDtor," devised by a Minneapolis stock broker, has

not yet been made. When asked about it, the inventor

said there had been some unavoidable delays in perfect-

ing the thing, but it would soon be ready for the public

exhibition. It seems, by the way, that instead of sup-

planting electricity, the new motor is to use that subtle

fluid. Wood now admits that it will be "partially operated

by electrical short circuit to be used in connection with the

leverage plan."

The Western Union Telegraph company has not yet

taken possession of its new quarters in Minneapolis. One
reason why it has taken so long to prepare for the change

is the fact that provision is being made for the transfer of

the Northwestern relay station from St. Paul to Minne-

apolis. This will mean an addition of about fifty operators

to the working force of the Minneapolis office.

One of the funny freaks of a recent electric storm in

Minneapolis was the killing, by lightning presumably, of

hundreds of sparrows that were hovering over a down
town corner. It took two men an hour to remove the dead

bodies.

Parties from Aberdeen, S. D., and New York, have or-

ganized the Black Hills Mineral Belt Electric railway,

with $200,000 available capital. The proposed line ex-

tends over fifteen miles, connecting the towns of Dead-
wood, Central, Terraville, Lead and Bald Mountain. The
plan is to utilize water power. J. F. W. Zietlaw, the ex-

pert electrician, and the Pioneer Electrical company of

Aberdeen have a hand in the enterprise.

When 'he electric light mast epidemic was raging, Min-
neapolis put one up at Bridge Square a little higher than

any other then in existence—257 feet, and made a great

fuss about it. It didn't pan out very well for street light-

ing purposes, but it was nice to talk and write about

After a while the light cage was run up only half way,

and now it has been ordained that it shall not be lighted at

all.

The Cooper-Hampton Electric company, with head-

quarters in the Edison building, Minneapolis, has issued a

neat little prospectus. Its specialties are electric railway

equipments, electric elevators, mining machinery, fire en-

gines and pumps.

The St. Paul aldermen are now wrestling with the street

lighting problem. They talk of substituting electricity

for gas because it is cheaper.

President Lowry of the Street Railway company, and

the St. Paul city fathers have not yet come to an under

standing, and but little headway has been made in that di-

rection. It is not likely the Como line will be built this

year. The company will hereafter fight its own damage
cases. An accident insurance company that tried it the

past year claims to have lost $60, coo.

The removal of the company's repair shops from St.

Paul to Minneapolis has aggravated the soreness in St.

Paul, where they say 2\lr. Lowry is always working things

in the interest of Minneapolis. The building on Third

avenue North is being utilized.

Some seventy-five men are employed. The lower floor

has been converted into a planing mill, and there is a rush

of work all the time.

For the first time in several years the company h-^sn't a

particle of construction work on hand. The Bryn Mawr
line has been completed, and is in operation. The brac-

ing up of the tracks on the Fourth avenue south line was a

big and expensive job.

The other night a trolley wheel on a Minneapolis lice

broke in two, and the car was stranded. The motor man
ingeniously rigged up a substitute. He pulled out the axle

of the wheel, and through the holes ran a strand of com-

mon telegraph wire, fastening it securely. It worked

nicely.

Newton Crane threatens to apply for an injunction to re--

strain the city of Minneapolis from using the Gamewell
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system of fire alarm boxes. Electrician Morrison is some-

what worried over the matter, but is inclined to think the

Gamewell company will protect its rights. Minneapolis

has invested some $50,000 to $75,000, in this system, hav-

ing 215 boxes.

The Carpenter-Nevius Electro-Heating company has

sought an injunction in the Minneapolis district court to

compel Frank Nevins to carry out an agreement made in

March, 1S90. It is claimed he promised to relinquish all

right to certain patents, and also any improvements which

he might afterwards become interested in. It is alleged

that he, together with Thomas and Arthur Morford, has

secured certain improvements, and that Nevins has as-

signed his rights to the Morfords,

The Brush Electric Light company has been remov'ng

more of its overhead wires and poles in Minneapolis.

Many of the business streets are now pretty well cleared.

In a recent storm many wires were knocked down, and a

number of horses and dogs were killed. No human be-

ings were injured.

In St. Paul the matter of getting the wires into subways

is still being discussed, although much has already been

accomplished in this direction. The Western Union is

figuring on putting in its own conduit system, and wants a

franchise. So does the St. Paul Light, Heat & Power

company.

The Leffler Electro-Magnetic Railway company has

been incorporated with i$ 1,000,000 capital. It proposes

to manufacture electrical machinery and apparatus on a

large scale. The incorporators are Minneapolis men

:

N. F. Hawley, Freeman P. Lane, F. A. Dunsmoor, John

Gruenberg, Simon Gruenberg, and F. Freemont Reed.

Hawley is president, Dunsmoor vice president, Leslie C.

Lane, secretary, A. L. Brice, treasurer, and Paul W. Lef-

ler, mechanical superintendent.

Shell Lake, Wis., will have an electric light plant.

Citizens of Robbinsdale, a Minneapolis suburb, are fig-

uring on having electric lights.

The Electrical Manufacturing &. Repair company has

been organized in Minneapolis with J. H. Clark, E. J.

Clark, treasurer, and H, E. Thompson, general manager.

The factory is at 25 South Sixth street.

Manager Paul of the Western Electric Light company

of St. Paul is organizing a company to operate a plant at

Red Wood Falls, Minn.

Graceville, Minn., wants an electric light plant.

The Marshfield, Wis., Electric & Power company has

elected W. H. Upham president and W. H. Fitchman of

Peoria, 111-, secretary and treasurer. Moffat, Hodgkins

and Clark of Syracuse, N. Y., are interested in the enter-

prise.

The new Wesley Methodist church in Minneapolis has

on the top of its tower a cross eight feet high on each of

the four sides. It is illuminated by thirteen electric lights

of lo-candle power each.

C.

Detroit. Mich.

Detroit, Mich., September 3.—Judge Swan of the

United States Supreme court has issued a decree of fore-

closure and sale against the Lansing, Mich., City Railway

company in the action brought some time ago against that

corporation by the Continental Trust company of New
York. The latter company held a mortgage of $73,000 of

the $160,000 worth of bonds issued by the railway com-

pany. The affairs of the company have been in bad

shape for soms time, the foreclosure being brought about

by the failure of the company to pay the interest on its

bonds. The auction will include all the railway com-

pany's franchises and leases, the equip.Tient, rolling stock,

and all the real estate and other property of the corpora-

tion. The date of the sale has not yet been determined

upon.

Last fall James F. Maloneyof Cheboygan and Frank E.

Fisher, the Detroit electrician, entered into a contract with

the city of Cheboygan, Mich , to light that place with elec-

tricity for five years. After the contractors had got their

p^les a!! up, preparatory to stringing the wires, the com-

mon council voted to declare thecontract invalid. Maloney

and Fisher intimate that this action was taken under the

influence of dlsippointed contractors, and they have begun

suit in the Uaited States Circuit court against the city to

enforce the contract.

('>. £. Fisher, chief of the electrical department of the

Detroit exposition, reports that during his trip to Chicago

and since his return he has arranged with about twenty-

five manufacturers of electrical apparatus to display their

wares at the coming exposition. lie also expects to have

the Detroit electrical manufacturers well represented. The

success of this portion of the exposition display is fully

assured.

Frank 13. Rac, electrical engineer for the new Union

Depot company, has prepared plans and specifications for

an electric light plant for the depot, and the contract will

be awarded next week. There will be 800 incandescent

and thirty-five arc lights, and the plant will consist of two

engines and three dynamos. Mr. Rae has also equipped a

new line of railway from Toronto to Mimico, Ont., with

his new system of single reduction motor cars.

The representatives of the Citizens' Electric Light com-

pany of Windsor have had a meeting with the creditors

and endeavored to effect a settlement, but nothing was

done, and those who have been using the light will have

to return to the use of gas. The secretary of the lighting

company says their plant will undoubtedly be sold. The

Electric Railway company is ready to purchase the plant.

The ferry boat Victoria, plying between Detroit and

Windsor, will be lighted by electricity. The wires are

now being put in.

The Electrical Equipment company, which decorated

the City Hall during the G. A. R. encampment last year,

has received an order to furnish 1,500 lights for the en-

campment at Washington. It will reproduce the Grand

Army badge as it appeared on the front of the City Hall

and two or three other emblems in colored incandescent

lamps.

The Fort Wayne Electrical company wants a franchise

from the Jackson, Mich., city council. The concern will

put in a $roo,ooo plant for supplying private residences

with electrical light.

The first consignment of the new grooved rails have at

last been received by the Citizens' Street Railway company,

and the work of laying them on Woodward, Grand River.

George C- Baker has had the old battery of the submar-

ine boat repaired and will take the boat down to Amherst-

burg, where the water is 30 or 40 feet deep, and there give

her another trial. If this trial is satisfactory, the boat will

go to salt water for her final tests.

The Mt. Clemens common council has refused to grant

a franchise to the Detroit &: Mt. Clemens railway on South

Gratiot street. The road will have to enter the city on

some less pretentious street.

The board of commissioners charged with providing

Lansing, Mich., with an electric light plant is having some

difficulty in the purchase of the plant of the Lansing Elec-

tric Light company. G.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, September 3, 1S92.—By the middle of the

month the Milwaukee Street Railway company expects to

run cars on the new Fond du Lac avenue line from Wal-

nut street to Twenty-seventh street. Beyond the latter point

work is being prevented by the injunction served by the

plank road company. The Forest Home and Brady street

line is nearly completed and electric cars will be running

over it in about two weeks. The tracks on Brady street

and Warren and Cambridge avenues are already laid.

October i is the date set for the transfer of the West
Side railway from Washington Becker, who has maintained

and operated it for many years, to the Villard syndicate.

The Milwaukee Electric railway will then be the only

street car line in the city not controlled by the Villard com-

pany and that system will go into the same hands as soon

as the litigation concerning it is settled. After the Vil-

lard people take possession of the Becker line they will

make one rather important change, important because it

tends to show the correct method of electric railway con-

struction. The Becker tracks on Wisconsin street consist

of rails fastened to wooden stringers by means of iron

braces. The road bed although new, is rickety, and the

Villard company will lose no time in substituting

a new method of construction. The company will

lay heavy T rails laid upon wooden ties, securely fasten-

ing them together and then tamping the roadbed, just

as such work as is done on a steam railway.

Vice-President Payne has informed Cudahy Brothers

that there is no doubt of the Milwaukee Steel railway be-

ing extended to Cudahy as soon as the packing house and
stock yards are built. An ordinance has been drawn up

and, with a petition signed by the owners of the property

abutting upon the proposed route, will be submitted to the

town board. In the ordinance it is provided that the elec-

tric railway shall be extended to St. Francis before Sep-

tembers!, 1893, and to Cudahy before Decembers!, 1893.

Mr. Payne, while in New York recently, laid the matter

before the directors of the company, and the assurances

that he has given Cudahy Bros, are the result of the con-

ference. The fare from the city to Cudahy will be 6 cents.

Dr. Herman C. Block has brought a suit against the

Milwaukee Street Railway company that will test the

question of an electric railway company's responsibilily for

damage caused by unguarded trolley wires. In his com-

plaint Dr. Block states that on the evening of February 3d

he was driving on Green Bay avenue when his horse

stepped on a broken telephone wire that had fallen across

a trolley wire. The animal was thrown down and the

plaintiff was thrown from his buggy and permanently in-

jured. He demands $21,300 damages.

The common council of Oshkosh has carried out a

scheme that has been agitated in Milwaukee off and on for

several years. It is that of compelling street car com-
panies to carry working people at reduced rates. In grant-

ing an electric railway franchise the Oshkosh council made
it a condition that between 6and 7 o'clock, a.m., and 6

and 7 o'clock, p. m., the fare would be only 3 cents. The
company Is a Westlnghouse concern and pays the city a

bonus of $25,000.

A report coming from New York, that Henry Villard

has drawn out of the Edison General Electric company,
has beeen confirmed by Henry C. Payne, the Villard rep-

resentative in Milwaukee. He still retains his interest in

the North American company and his withdrawal from the

Edison company, according to Mr. Payne, would in no

wise effect the Milwaukee interests.

The matter of transportion to the State fair grounds,

which at one time threatened disorder to the big pumpkin
show, has been satisfactorily settled. The St. Paul Rail-

way company has finally decided to run passenger trains

to the grounds over its freight tracks, at intervals of a half

hour, and the Northwestern, of course, will run numerous

special trains. The National avenue electric line has

practically been completed to within less than a mile of

the fair grounds, from which point passengers will be

transferred in busses. The Milwaukee & Wauwatossa
Motor company will run as many extra trains as possible,

its new line to the grounds beings practically completed.

The Wauwatossa electric line will be extended to the

grounds before the next fair.

The attempt in the East to form a strong organization of

telegraphers has not caused any enthusiasm in Milwaukee.

Commercial telegraphers here declare that they were bad-

ly "done up" in 1885 and don't care for any more strikes.

The sale of the Fond du Lac street railway to W. G. De
Celle, of St. Paul, western agent of the Westlnghouse
company, has been consummated. The Westlnghouse
company will make improvements aggregating $75,000.
The railway will be equipped with electricity and an eleciric

light and power plant erected.

The Green Bay- Fort Howard electric railway enterprise

win probably be abandoned until next year, as Jackson
Case, of Racine, the promotor, and the Fort Howard com-

mon council have been unable to agree upon terms.

The Villard syndicate has ordered from the Filer & Sto-

well company, of Milwaukee, two large triple expansion

engines for its new power house. They are to be of 600

horse power each and have dynamo attachments. One is

to be delivered December i and the other January 20. They
are to be like the Jumbo engine recently put in and two
more of them will be ordered in the near future, making
five 600 horsepower engines in all. They will occupy the

entire first floor of the power house. Several smaller en-

gines will be ordered soon and placed on the second floor.

With the large engines already in place it will be a rarely

complete plant of electric machinery.

From the Pullman company the Villard people have just

received ten handsome and substantial electric motor cars.

They are part of the order given after a competition in

which all the manufacturers in the country took part, and
forty more will be received inside of thirty days. The cars

are 18 feet, 7 inches long and will accommodate seventy-

live passengers. They are finished throughout in oak,

quartered oak ceilings, and are excellent in every respect.

C.

PERSONAL.
George A, McKinlock, treasurer of the Central Electric

company, Chicago, nothing daunted by cholera reports,

has gone abroad for a month on his vacation and will visit

Ireland and Scotland, besides going to London and Paris
in a semi-business capacity for his company.

Walter M. Lenhart. formerly of the Westlnghouse
Electric & Manufacturing company, and lately with the
Brush company, has been appointed assistant general man-
ager of the National Electrical Manufacturing company,
with headquarters at Eau Claire, Wis. The National
company is to be congratulated on its excellent choice.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Eagle Electric company, Columbia, 111.; capital stock,

$7,000; to furnish electric light for Columbia, III.; L.
Wamock, Columbia, III.

Union Telephone Electric Manufncturing company of
New Jersey, Jersey City, N. J,; capital stock, $250,000;
to purchase patents and patent right inventions and im-
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provements relating to and concerning; t:elephone, electric

and accoustic appliances, etc.; Simpson & Werner, 15 Wall

street, New York, N. Y.

QueeQS County Electric Light company, Hempstead, N.

Y.; capital stock, $30,000; to manufacture and use elec-

tricity for light, heat and power.

Santa Cruz Electric Railway company, Santa Cruz, Cal.;

capital stock, ^500,001; to build and conduct a street rail-

way; Wm. J. Joten, Santa Cruz, Cal.

Electric Light & Power company, Van Wert, O. ;
capita

stock. §50 000; elec'ric light, artificial gas and artificial

ice manufacturing; G. L. Marble, Van Wert, O.

Diyton & Springfield Electric railway company, San

dusky, O.; capital stock, $50,000; constructing and oper-

ating electric railway; Jno. L. Moore, Sandusky, O.

Piatt Electric company, Decatur, III-; capital stock,

$100,000, to manufacture and deal in electric machines,

appliances, and operate electric light plants; R F.Piatt,

Decatur, lU.

Kingston Electric company, Kingston N. Y. ; capital

stock. $280,000; consolidation of Kingston Electric Light,

Heat & Power company, and Rondout & Kingston Gas

Light company.

Chicago Electrical Construction company, Chicago, 111.;

capital stock, $150,000; to manufacture and deal in electri-

cal and mechanical appliances; Wm. C. Jones, 805 Ash-

land Block, Chicago, III.

Alameda, Oakland & Piedmont Electric railway com-

pany, Oakland, Cal. ; capital stock, $500,000; to build

and operate a street railway in Alameda, Cal., and else-

where; Geo. De Golia, Oakland, Cal.

Universal Electric company, Cleveland, O.; capital

stock, ^25,000; manufacturing, repairing, purchasing and

dealing in electrical michinery, appliances and suppl.es;

Estep, Dickey, Garr & Goff, Cleveland, O.

Salera Light & Power company, Portland, Ore. ; capital

tock,$i50,ooo; to manufacture, furnish and sell and supply

electric currents for the purpose of generating and produc-

ing light, heat and power; Paxton & Paddock, Portland,

Ore.

Seattle Gis & Electric Light company. Seattle, Wash.;

cipital stock. $1,500,000; to operate and maintain gas,

electric light and power plants, deal in gas and electric

light fi.^ture3 and furnishing, etc.; Stnive & McMicken,
Seattle. Wash.

Sussex Electric Light, Water Sc Power company, Deck-

ertown. N. J ; capital stock, $7,000; to construct and

maintiin electric light plant or works for the distributing

and supplying of electricity for street and interior lighting

purposes, etc.; J. F. Conklin, Deckertown, N. J.

La Burt Automatic Electric Block Signal System & Car

Counler company, New York City, N. Y ; incorporated

in West Virginia; capital stock, $5,000,000; to deal in

letters patent and to manufacture any articles thereunder;

Wm. H. E. Jay, 371 Fulton street. Brooklyn, N, Y.

Gonzales Electric Light & Power company, Gonzales,

Texas; capital stock, $20,000; constructing and supplying

electricity and furnishing electric lights for private and
public houses and for streets and suoplying electricity for

power and heating purposes; W. S. Ely, Gonzales,

- Texas.

fare, and these are made up of red, yellow and blue lights.

Along the sides of the streets are ranged a large number
of lights, and the scene presented when the current is

turned on is fairly dazzling.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Light company's works

at Augusta, Gi., last week was the scene of an accident

which temporarily disabled the plant. A big fly- wheel

burst, some of the pieces going through the wall.

William C Clarke of Wakefield, R. I. ; Frank S. Ar-

nold and Robert S. Fletcher of Providence, R. I., and
Richard P. Williams of New Berne, N. C, have incor-

porated the New Berne Water, Electric Light & Railway
company to build water and electric light works, etc. The
capital stock is $160,000.

An electric light company has been organized at Daw-
son, Pa., by James and P. G. Cochran, Joe Loughrey-

John S. Newmyer, and several others. The company will

be capitalized at $20000. The towns of Dawson and
Vanderbilt will be wired. It is the intention of the com-
pany to have the plant completed by November ist.

The Board of Public Works, Seattle, Wash., has asked

for proposals for street lighting and also for the illumina-

tion of the city buildings. An isolated plant will be in-

stalled. The board has begun the task of making an ap-

proximate estimate of the cost of providing the

city with its own electric lighting plant, and the city elec-

trician has submitted an estimate of the cost of the plant

complete, including 509 double arc lights, 300 hoods, 125

miles No. 6 B. & S, weather-proof wire, 300 pole rachets

for suspending lamps, ftoo pulleys for suspending

lamps, 7,200 feet of cable, 600 pins and insula-

tors, 300 globes, construction and labor. 300 horse

power engines (two of 150 horse power each), and 3,000

thirty or thirty-five foot cedar poles. The estimate places

the cost at $800,000, which includes freight and labor.

It has been customary, heretofore, to expend a consid-

erable sum for public illumination in St. Paul during the

State fair, but this year the city council failed to pass an

appropriation. The local merchants, who have been re-

lying upon this feature of the display to keep visitors to

the city on the streets evenings, and thus give them an ex-

cellent idea of the city and its enterprises, have been very

much exercised over the failure of the city officials to make
the appropriation. Petitions were freely signed by busi-

ness men asking for a reconsideration of the subject, but

the council flatly refused, for the second time, to devote

public money to such purposes. Now it is proposed to

raise a fund by subscription to defray the expense of the

illumination. The merchants of St. Paul seem to be of

the opinion that the State fair would be looked upon as a

failure without street illumination.

renewal of its franchises, intends to build an electrica 1

railroad to Brightwood and Tacoma Park. George B
Crittenden, one of the promoters of the project, says that

the road will be completed within five months; work to

begin September 18th.

John R. Owens has been appointed receiver of the
People's Street Railway & Electric Light & Power com-
pany of St. Joseph, Mo. It is announced that over $roo,-

oaowill be expended at once in improving the street rail-

way system, and unless needed improvements are made
without unnecessary delay the city council threatens to de-

clare the company's franchise forfeited.

R. C. McFarland, T- P- Roach and J. B. Mattingly,

of Vicksburg, Miss., and E. F. Fuller, of New York, have
pet tioned the city council, of Vicksburg, for a franchise to

build an electrical railroad. They propose to begin work
within 60 days and complete the line in eight months from
date of franchise. The Hill City Railroad & Electricity

company will also apply for a similar privilege.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Dyersburg, Tenn., Water ^^ Electric IJght com-

pany, will put in a new dynamo and engine.

Charlottesville, Va., & University Electric Light com-

pany vpill erect a new plant at a cost of $30,000.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of Martins-

burg, W. Va., will add a new engine and dynamos to its

plant-

The Weston, W. Va., Electric Light, Power & Water

company is preparing to enlarge its plant. New dynamos

will be added.

Siemens &: Halske, Berlin, have received an order for the

electric lighting of two new Cunarders now building at

Fairfield, Glasgow.

The Huntsville, Ala., Electric company, will put in a

1,000 light dynamo to be furnished by the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing company.

TheCumberiand Light, Heat Sc Power company of New
Cumberland, W. Va., will add two 750 Westinghouse al-

ternating dynamos to its plant.

The Central Railroad of Georgia will erect an electric

light plant in connection with the Macon shops for light-

ing its yards, depots and offices.

Arthur D. Bosley of Philadelphia, Pa., has obtained

privilege from the city of Maryland, Md., to install an elec-

tric light plant, erect poles, and lay underground wires.

The Shelbyville, 111,, Light 6c Water company has made
a contract with the -city to furnish electric light every

night in the year and all night long for $80 per lamp.

An electric light or gas plant is to be erected in George-

town, Ky. The chairman of the board of trustees will

receive bids until September 19th for lighting the town

either by gas or electricity.

The Four Lakes Light & Power company, which has se-

cured control of the electric light business in Madison,

Wis., has been granted a franchise by the city council and

will begin operations at once.

La Crosse, Wis., is enjoying a public ihumination at

present. Twenty-four arches span the business thorough-

TELEGRAPH.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric street railway is being built at Niles, O.

An electric street railroad will be built at Pekin, Ills.

An electric railway at Durham, N. G., is contemplated

Osceola, Iowa has voted to have an electric street rail-

way.

An electric street railway is being built at Vicksburg,

Miss.

The electric line of Golden Gate, Cal., will be ex-

tended.

An electric railway is to connect Columbus and Lake-

side, O.

An electric railway is to connect Marquette and Negau-
nee, Mich.

Work has commenced on the new lines of street railway

at Topeka, Kan.

The street railroad will soon be changed to an electric

line at Anderson, Ind.

An electric road will connect Pasadena and Los Ange-
les, Cal., in the near future.

Dixon, III., is trying to make a deal with a local com-
pany for an electric street railway.

A movement is on foot to build an electrical railroad

from Norfolk, Va., to Willoughby Spit.

The Cumberland, Md., Electric Railway company will

probably extend its lines before winter sets in.

An electric street railroad is to be built from Milwaukee,
Wis., to the town of Lake along the Howell road.

The Sjndusky, O., Street Railway company has been
granted permission to e.xtendits lines of street lailway.

An electric railway is to be built on the north shore of

the Chautauqua lake to connect Jamestown and Mayville.

An electric line is to connect Deadwood, S. D., with

Central, Terravilte, Lead and Bald Mountain. Work will

soon commence.

Sargent & Lundy, Chicago, are building a new electric

railway at Sioux City, la., which will be ready for opera-

tion in about sixty days.

The Westinghouse Electric company is anxious to put
in a street car line at Oshkosh, Wis-, and has offered to

pay the city a bonus of $25,000 for a franchise.

The Tampa, Fla., Suburban railroad has begun suit

against the Tampa Street Railway & Power company for

$50,000 damages for appropriating its right of way on
Seventh avenue in Ybor City.

The Brightwood Railway company, Washington D. C,
which applied to Congress several weeks ago for the

Carson City, Neb., has granted the Western Union
Telegraph compiny the Tigh\ to erect its poles in the
streets of the city, under the direction of the board of
trustees, on condition that that the company allow the
city the free use of its poles for stringing the fire alarm
wires.

Railroad telegraphers met at Buffalo recently and ac-

cording to the news dispatches decided that four of the
five men who were recently discharged from the Lacka-
wanna on the ground that they belonged to a labor organi-

zation must be re-instated immediately. It was also decided
that the organization force the Lackawanna to recognize the
Order of Railroad Telegraphers in the same way that the
engineers and firemtn are recognized. Possibly the man-
agement of the road may haev some plans that will conflict

with these arrangements.

An old telegrapher is quoted in the New York Sitn as say-

ing: "I notice that the papers are very loud in their praise

of the admirable service rendered during the late conven-
tions by the United Press, a very deserving thing to do, but
we think you have over looked speaking a word of praise

to those hardworking and faithful servants of the public,

namely, the telegraph operators, by whose skill it was sent

and received, whose skill went far in permitting the papers
to so quickly set the news be ce their readers. True
enough, the telegraph operator is little thought of and
seldom mentioned. Still, we think he is a very im-
portant instrument in the progress of our country and
would like to be encouraged.

According to a Philadelphia dispatch last week "Peter
A. B. Widener refused to deny a report that he and Wil-
liam L. Elkins were to succeed Jay Gould as the conlroll-

ine^power in Western Union. He also refused to confirm

it." The dispatch continues, "Although rumors have been
current in Wall street for some days that a big change in

Western Union was impending, it was not until last Satur-

day that any definite prophecies were made that Jay Gould
was to retire from the company, and Messrs. Widener and
Elkins were to absorb the major portion of his stock and
become the guiding spirits of the company. It is known
that Mr. Gould has been wishing for some time to concen-
trate his attention as much as possible upon his railroad in-

terest, and this lends color to the story that he has sold or
is to sell his Western Union stock, and it is believed that

Widener and Elkins are, or are to be, the purchasers."

Russell Sage pronounced the report absurd and said: "The
facts are that neither Mr. Gould nor myself have sold a
share of Western Union, and, so far as I am concerned,
Western Union could sell much higher without my parting

with any of my stock."

TELEPHONE.
The telephone company is burying its wires in Los

Angeles, Cal.

The East Tennessee Telephone company has completed
and put in operation a telephone exchange.

The Wisconsin Telephone company will proceed at once
to reconstruct its lines at Janesville and introduce several
improvements in the service.

A handsome uniform of blue cloth with silver plated

buttons bearing a bell in relief, the insignia of the tele-

phone company, has been adopted for the inspectors and
repair men of the Southern New England Telephone com-
pany.

An ordinance was presented in the common council of
Madison, Wis., Aug. 27th, providing for the regulation of

telephone poles and wires. The poles must not be less

than 50 feet high, and no wires shall hang less than 40 feet

above the ground. The poles must be painted and they
may be occupied by wires of other companies upon the
payment of a proper sum of money. The ordinance was
referred to the committee on streets.

The telephone companies in Tennessee are kept poor
by the boys who steal the wire from the poles. A local

paper says: "The common abuse of the property of our
telephone syndicate and the total disregard of the law
passed by the last Legislature prohibiting this peculiar

species of vandalism, is an aggravation to the mountain
country. The bill introduced by Hon. E. Story, of White,
touching upon this, is one of the prominent features of

that gentlemen's legislative record. But this law is of no
avail. Small boys continue to pull the wires down with
forked sticks, and squirrel hunters make targets of the in-

sulators. Every buggy in Cumberland county is patched
up with telephone wire."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Sprinting by electric light iias proved a great attraction

at Streator, III.

The Grand Rapids, Mich., Herald recently published

the following item: "Wenona Beach, a resort owned by

the Bay City Electric Railway company, where they have

balloon ascensions, music, etc., but no liquor or beer, has

been boycotted by the Christian Endeavor societies. It is

now patronized by several thousand people every Sunday-''

The agitation for the introduction of electricity as a

means of propulsion of canal boats has not been dropped.

The New York Telegram says: "Electricity is the proper

motive power for canal boats. The old fashioned method

of drawing boats by horse power is slow, inconvenient,

costly an(4 incapable of further development. Many at-

tempts have been made to introduce steam propulsion,

but Doae of them have been more than moderately suc-

cessful. The Belgian cable system is clumsy, and it offers

no advantages that would compensate for the cost of its

introduction. In applying electric power lies the true key

to the problem. It would be an easy task to construct a

trolley system along each bank of the canal and supply

ample power to boats."

TRADE NEWS.
George Cutter is about to enlarge his shop so as meet

the demands for the new enamel rheostats which he is de-

veloping.

A ordinance has been introduced in the city council of

Mobile, Ala., authorizing the electric railway company to

build an electrical railroad on Jackson, Manasses, Hamil-

ton and Beauregard street?.

The Peninsula Electric Light & Power company is wir-

ing the new Methodist church at Calumet, Mich. There
will be 118 incandescent lamps in the building, including

one large center leflector, with thirty-five 1-6 candle power
lamps- The Sunday-school rooms in the basement and

the galleries will be fitted up with handsome 2-light brack-

et lamps.

The Goshen Milling company, Goshen, Ind., write as

follows to James Leffel & Co., Springfield, O. "We are

using a 66 inch wheel of your make, and it works very well

indeed. We use it to drive a thousand light dynamo, as

well as to run our 500 bbl. mill. We have a governor fur-

nished by you, and the regulation is as near perfect as can

be made. We use steam as an auxiliary power when the

water is low. The steam power is also very uniform and

steady; as we have a parallel compound condensing Corliss

engine of 300 horse power. When we change from steam

to water, the users of light cannot tell the difference." All

of which speaks well for the Leffel machinery.

Charles D. Shain, New York, formerly district manager

of the Edison General Electric company, has established

headquarters at 303 Electrical Exchange, 136 Liberty

street. New York, as e'ectrical engineer and manu-
facturers' agent. He has been appointed selling agent

for the Weston Electrical Instrument company. Mr.

Shain is one of the most popular men in the electrical

business. He has had wide experience. Before going to

New York he represented the United States company in

the West and was connected with other electrical enter-

prises. He has been singularly successful and his ex-

perience and wide acquaintance will prove advantageous

in his new undertaking.

A new company to be known as the Midland Electric

Works has been organized, with office and work-shop at

224, E Washington street, Chicago. The rfficers of the

company are Ray Griggs, president, and C. I*', Samms,
secretary and treasurer. Mr. Griggs has been with the

Western Electric company for nearly five years, and during

a part of that time was engaged in tbe installation of arc

lighting plants, thus acquiring an experience in the field as

well as in the factory. Mr. Samn:s has had a wide experi-

ence in different lines of electrical work and with Julius

Wantz, who has been for several years with the Knapp
Electrical Works and now has an interest in the new company,

will make a strong combination. The preliminary work

on a new motor embracing many new ideas is well in hand,

and orders will soon be taken for the manufacture of two
gjzes— £.20 and |s horse power. Patterns have also been

prepared for a small incandescent generator and plant com-
plete of 10 or 20 lights, as may be desired, to be sent out

for house or shop lighting, and which can be set up by the

users without expense or without any knowledge of electric

lighting. A number of pieces of new machinery :s being

put into the factory, giving facilities for turning out quite

an amount of work, and with the practical experience

enjoyed by these young men there should be no doubt as

to the success of the enterprise.

BUSINESS.

General Manager E. K. Kand of the Newton Rubber

company, of Boston, was in New \'ork last week, during

which time he took several good sized contracts.

The Wilder Watchman's Duplex Register company. New
York,is installing a large plant of this well known system at

Wichita, Kan., and also five of its systems in Kansas City,

Mo. Since July first the company has averaged :o installa-

tions per day,

W. E. D. Crane, manager electrical department of the

W. Johns Manufacturing company, of New ^'ork, reports

the sales of vulcabcston .-is being unusually large. This

product Is composed of asbestos, combined with water

proof and acid proof materials compressed and vul-

canized.

"Data Concerning Platinum. Etc," is the title of a

little pamphlet just issued by Baker & Co,, gold, silver

and platinum refiners, 408-414 N. J. Railroad avenue,
Newark, N. J. This house is daily receiving many in-

quiries in regard to this metal, and this valuable little book
was prepared in consideration of the many requests for

information which have been received from customers.

The Franklin Electric company, New York, is sending to

the trade a circular giving the capacity, weight and price of

type "A" to "F," of the Franklin mutipolar accumulators,
built on the Irving system. This accumulator was developed
by Prof. Frank Irving after a great number of experiments
and careful investigation. There are many advantages
embodied in the new system. The company states that

there are no lead plates or grids with pasted or applied
oxide of lead used, with the result of a total absence of
danger of short circuits or buckling. The high availble

electric-motive force which is 2.4 volts enables a less number
of cells to be used. The cells are so constructed that a novice
can handle them. This company solicit correspondence in

reference to anything in the storage battery line.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued A ui^iisf 1^, 1892.

481,560. Secondary Battery. William W. Giiscom

Haverford College.

4^1.573- Volt Ammeter. Frederick A. La Roche, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Two soft iron cores are mounted within the coils of an
eleclro-raagnet, one being stationary, the other connected with
the index. When current traverses the coils of the electro-
magnet both cores are magnetized alike and repel one another.

481,590. Auxiliary Fire Alarm System. Joseph Sachs,

New York, N. Y.

The system consists of a fire alarm mechanism and a separate
electro-magnetic tripping device for the fire alarm mechanism,
a circuit controlling device directly connected with the tripping
device and an auxiliary operatmg device at the other end of
the circuit consisting of a circuit closer and a return call.

481,613. Signal Timing Apparatus. Henry A. Chase,

Boston, Mass.

4S1.617. Lightning Arrester Cut-out. James P. Free-

man, Washington, D. C.

A magnetic needle is nominally held by a magnet parallel to

a conductor traversed by the current close to the circuit, and
any abnormal current overpowers the magnet causing the
needle to swing transversely to the conductor and close the
circuit to ground until the current again becomes normal.

481624. Ceiling Rosette Cut Out, James Pass and

Albert P. Seymour, .Syracuse, N. Y.

481,646 Electric Fan. Franklin H. Beers, Newark, N. J.

A suspended motor carries upon its armature shaft a beve
friction gear wheel adapted to engage a friction ring carried
upon and enveloping casing to which the horizontal fan blades
are attached, whereby the fan blades are rotated in a hori/onial
plane.

481,652. Trolling Spoon. Henry Loftie, Syracuse, N. Y
481.664, Galvanic Battery. William J. Engledue, Byfieet,

England.

The battery is filled withVacliv material to such a height that
a part only of the electrodes will be immersed and after the
active material has become weakened, the ceil can be inverted
to bring more of the electrodes under the action of the active
material whereby a steady current may be obtained without
refilling the battery.

481.665. Safety Attachment For Electric Conductors.

Rudolph Furgang, Boston, Mass.

A frame is provided with a slide way open at the end ?nd
a block to which is attached the end of the wire fits in the
slide way and is neld in position by a spring pressed piston so
that if the wire should break the piston will push the block out
of the side way thus disconnecting the broken wire from the
circuit.

48 1,6' 6, Safety Attachment For Electric Conducting

Wires. Rudolph Furgang, Boston, Mass.

481.677. Duplex Lamp. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago,

III.

The different pairs of carbons are placed In parallel circuits

and a single electro magnetic device for controlling a cut out is

placed with its coil in circuit with one set of carbons and its

armature and back stop in circuit with the other set.

481.678. Multiple Switchboard Telephone Exchange

System, Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

The annunciator is bridged across the two sides of the
metallic circuit and a switch is included in the circuit of tbe
test battery, and the circuits and connections arranged so that
when a plug is lifted the test battery will be connected to
indicate the busy lest, and when the plug is inserted in the
switch of tlie line called for the line, with which connection
is thus made, w U test "busy,"

481.679. Telephone Exchange. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111.

One strand of tbe pair of cords, is provided with a branch
circuit through battery to ground, [he other strand being pro-
vided with bridge wires to the first strand, one including the
operator's telephone the other including the clearing out drop
and a condenser.

481,683. Method Of And Apparatus For Extracting

Gold And Silver From Their Ores. Jonas W. Ayls-

worth, Orange, and Arthur C. Pain, Elizabeth, N. J

The ore is first subjected to the nnialgamaling action of a
magnetic mercurial amalgam and then passed Lluough a mag-
netic field, extracting the remaining amalgam.

481,692. Electric Cigar Lighting Lamp. William J.

Eastman, Waterville. N. Y.

'I'hc lighter is ignited by n spark produced by breaking a
l>nttcry circuit ns the lighter is withdrawn from its case, the

Home being 'smotlicred by the replacing of the lighlcr in its

cusc.

481,701. Electric Motor or Dynamo Electric Machine,

Robert Lundell, Brooklyn.

Two hemispheres made of magnetic material are provided
with internal over lapping pole pieces and a single field

magnet coil surrounds the pole pieces.

481,711. Electric Door Alarm. Merton W. Bessey,

Waterville, Me.

Metallic strips are carried upon the door casing and a plate
upon the door is adapted to close the circuit through the strips
and a piece of insulating material is adapted to be interposed
between the strips and the plite as the door moves in one
direction only,

481,726. Electrically Controlled Stop Motion For Knit-

ting Machines. Veeder S, Clute, Cohoes, N. Y.

481,739. Electric Motor And Regulating Device There-

for. Frank J. Sprague, New York, N. Y.

Two regulating switches are provided for the electric motor
and connected in multiple, each being provided with contacts
and circuits for varying the mechanical tHEects in the motor
and with contacts and circuits for reversing the direction of
rotation of the motor,

481,775. Electrically Driven Machinery For Cutting

Coal. Llewelyn B. Atkinson and Claude W. Atkin-

son, London, England.

481,781. Rheostat. Charles E, Carpenter, Minneapolis,

Minn.

Claim I reads:
.\ rheostat or resistance comprising a base plate corrugated,

ribbed or recessed on the rear lace thereof and provided with
a coating of enamel or similar vitreous material on the front
face and resistance coils or sections embodied in such coating.

481,785. Electric Lighting System. Pitt Cravath, White-

water, Wis.

481,814. Extension Chandelier. F. Overholt.

The chandelier is composed of tubes adapted to telescope
one within another, and the conductor is coiled within the
tubes.

481,817. Trolley Carriage For Conduits. Stephen L.

Piatt, Elgin, III.

481,833. Device For Removing Armatures. Stephen H.

Sharpsteen, Honesdale, Pa.

481,842. Magnetic Brake. Armand de Bovet, Paris,

France.

A magnet core is provided with curved plates constituting

pole pieces which are adapted to fit the tread of the wheel and
from which they are normally held by springs. Upon a current
traversing the magnet coil, the plates are pressed against l he
tread of the wheels.

481,847. Fire Alarm Telegraph. Andrew J. Coffee,

Portland, Ore.

A system of auxiliary boxes is used in connection with the

main district or signal boxes, and means are provided for

locating the exact auxiliary that has been turned in so that no
two boxes can interfere in a way to cause confusion.

481,878. System Of Telephony. Elihu Thomson,

Swampscott, Mass.

A set of transformers is used, the primaries being fed by an
alternating machine producing alternations of such low fre-

quency that they are inaudible upon the liae, the secondaries
being connected into the speaking circuit

481,899. Pipe Insulator. George E. Dixon, Chicago,

111.

481,903. Coin Signal Sounding device. Charles W.

Holbrook, Windsor Locks.

A telephone toll collector embodies a signal plate having a
series of coin-channels arranged in succession across the plate

and signal bells project into one or more of the separate coin-

channels.

481, 904. System Of Electric Lighting. Ernest Iluber,

New York, N. Y.

The translating devices are included in two or more circuits

which are continuously supplied by a generator and means are

provided for placing the translating devices in the successive

circuits alternately in multiple and in series.

481,905. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

481,912. Conduit For Electric Conductors. Augustus

Noll, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

The conduit is composed of metallic tube sections inclosed in

tubular coverings of insulating material, tubular insulating

material forming the connection between one metallic tube

section and the next.

4S1 913. Conduit For Electric Conductors. Augustus

Noll, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

A lining of insulating material adheres to the inside of a
metallic tube and an insulating covering encases the tube:

481,914. Electric Circuit Connection. Augustus Noll,

Mount Vernon, N. Y,

481,916. Electric Central Clock. Nicolaus Prokhoroff.

Kiev, Russia, Patented in Germany Mar. 27, iSgo,

No. 56,652; in Belgium Oct. 28, 1890, No. 92,510; in

France Nov. 3, 1890 No. 209,254, and in England

Nov. 22, 1890, No. 18,993.

481,919. Electric Guest Call, Franklin Benner, Minne-

apolis, Minn.

11,266. Dynamo Electric Machine. William S. Andrews,

New York., and Thomas Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa.

Coils included in series in thi: armature circuit are carried

upon the pole pieces and wound in a manner to oppose the de-

magnetizing effect of the generating armature coils that lie

between the planes passing through the points of commutation
perpendicular to the lines of force.
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Agents to sell our

liiagara Electiic Motors and Dynamos

In citiea where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and esclusivn lerritory to re-

eponeible dealers in electrical apparatne.

I^OVEl^Ii MFG. CO.. Ltd., Erie. Pa.

ARMATURES- FIELDS
Work.Kesvound and Repaired, Our Excluf

DIspatcli Guaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and
olher Electrical Supply Houtes.

—Write ue.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room -11?, 195 to mi S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

WANTED.
A sitniition by 11 thorough business luan of ex-

perience and good habits; up in electricity and
electrical and niechanical devices. A good hu:?tter.

Can furnish capital, or give security. Can not
consider any "Nickel-in-the-slot" or '"I'ire-alarm-
tonch-button"' opportunities. Addres, "A. F.,"
care Western Electrician.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT.

WANTED.—A 35 or 50 Light Arc
Dynamo, Lamps and a 10x10 Engine.

HOLLAND RACIATOR MFG. CO..
4:8 and HO FrenkliD »>t Chicafijp.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
InsnJation Guaranteed iFherever used, Aerial, ITndergronnd or Snbmarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: '*A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in inenlatin^ our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heal. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, aud the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and aUo preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre"-' extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
lo furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gam should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot lon^ and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

'jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILAVAV fnd AIOTOlt use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

AVE GUARANTEE OUR IXSl'I^ATION TA'HEREVER USED, AERfAIj, UNDERGROUND OR SUBMARINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other drst-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampsbire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRT A. CLAEK, Traasmer and Gen'l Manager.
HBKBERT H. EDSTIS, President and Sleclrlclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SEIAMLEISS RUBBEIR. WIRES AND CABLES,
FACTORY AND MAiyr OFFICE, TBEKTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinum for Incandescent Iiamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS. 171 and 173 eBEENE ST., NB\T YOUK.

PORTER-LEAViTT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Macliines. Denial Drills.

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

No. 1, 3 Volts, 1 aa h. i> . sa.oo.
No. 3. 4 Volt8.1-16 h. p..*5.00.

No. 3, 6 Voltp. 1-12 h. p , SIO.OO
No. 4, 10 Volt«, 1-8 h. p . S1.5.0O.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
Ji H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appUancee and material obtainable, and embody every improve

ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK

ELECTRICAL MEASDRIN6 INSTRDMENTS.

"We manufacture a large variety

of apparatus for both experimental
and practical use, and shall be
pleased to submit prices to intending

purchasers. Our specialties com-
prise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Resis-

tance Boxes, Testing Sets, Testing

Batteries, Galvanometere, Photo-

meters, TachometerB, etc. If your
dealer does not have our goods in

stock, send orders direct to us for

prompt attention.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Illustia:;ed descriptive catalogue, No.1-66, milled post-paid upou receipt of five ci>u's.

THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

A Perfect Milling Machin?.

For the various operations of milling with

., 3 face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Welt adapted for use in electrical

macfe ine sliops.

Seaid. ior Circular.

JOHN BECKERMANT& CO.

FITCHBURC, MASS.

-I^^M^M^ '/^i^^(^i//i4^^iy'

Z^^/l^/^Jy^^^i^'^^^^
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IK

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKE IIxICTRIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BBAITCB BTORB—

2134 Wlichlgan Avenu».

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

HUaHES BROS. MFG, CO,
MANUFACrURIiKS OK

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins i«p Brackets,

And Electrical Sloldins:.

Corret^pondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA. - TENN,

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

BINDERS ^'^T"^" ^^''^M'o'Ai/,
f ^ ^ I ^r Qjf^ DOLLAR.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tan?ht thnronetily day and niRht at the IIVSTI-
TUTE of TE€H\OL.O<*i\M51 Throop
Street, Chicaso, 111. Amateure, ArtiBana
aod otbers aaelet^d Practicallt In any line, and
In'tracted in the latest and most improved
methrde.

Mechanical Draughting, Mathematice, Elec-
trical Calculations, Archiiectare, Mechanics, also
autzbtdavand nieht.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. £.)

Hechanical and Electrical

CoDsultatioDs, Reporte, Plana, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric LighilLg,

and Electric Kailways.

56 Turner Huilding^ St, Louis,

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The Kew Model Folding Kodak has

glass plate attacbment. Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU have a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

$6.00 to $65.00.

FASTMAN KODAK CO',

Send for Circnlars. Rochester, N. Y.

$^2.00
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

„„, Four and a half feet long.

^!fl' . Send for complete catalogues ot
\rv\/^ ofSce fitiinga.

AM8RIC4N DESK AHD SEATING CO..
270-373 IVabasIi Aveuuc, CHICAGO

ManufactuKeKs of

OcTAGONALt^^ Cedar
Telephone&ELEcmicAL

RailwayFoles&CrossArms

W H.M.LOUD & Sons Ujmber(o
OSCODA, IVIICH.i

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Faetoriefs ; Waterbury, Conn. - - S5 !Pa,:rl£ Plaoe, Ne-w "5forli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bstre arLd IrLSULlated ^SZSTire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Iji;;ht Ijiiic Wire, Copper Iflagnet W^ire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and M'orsted Cords for

Incandescent Li^litinK. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for t^tation Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K- K,^^1lINEWIRE

For Electric Liglit, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Are Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ElECTKIC Sl'PPlY C05IPAM, CHICAGO, • • SElllNG AGEWS.

TBOS. L SCOriLL, New York Agent.

flioroif

BIfUSffES.

t:i.*;CTHlC lilCrHT
AlVD BATTEBY

CJ{I\B01IS.
GX.EV-:EIjA.lNriD. OHIO.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiencyc

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most eimple ard reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
iDg machinery. Adopted to hef-ds running from :.0 op to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cai t. bettf-r reeulte guaranteed than can tie prodaced from
any other Wheel in the conntiy.

EliKCTBIC TBANSMISSIOSr.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way cf a nniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility o£ adaptation to varying conoitlone
of speed and preteure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
nee for thifl class of work. All applications should siate amount and head of
water power reqolred, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. SEND pjK Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-123 Main t^t., San Francisco, Cal., U. N. A.

143 I.TBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending pnrchaaere are hereby warned that all snch infringements will
be tliily prospciited. S

PtCliTOI^ AVATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 'iO horse tower, unequaled for all light running machineiy, Warramtd
to develop a given tmount of power with one-ha'f the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AIHKM, RBICBT & CO., Ht. PanI, SUnn.

Selling Agents; J
NTAIVI>AKI> KLKOTBICAIi WiOBKM, Cincinnati, Ohio,

( nOVNTAIIV BliKCTBIV CO , Usnver, Colo.
I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich 8ts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEr.E-

BRAXCD 'WATER WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its remarkably steady motion, hig;h S^peed
and screat Efiiciency, and largfe Capacity for its diameter,
being double the I*OT»'er of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect e:uaranteed.
SEI\n FOR CAXAK.OGUE ANU PARTICdEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XCRBII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ZX3X> IB78.
SOL.E MAKUFACTUKERS OP

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheeta, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wa^Sl^^'oKL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*bI^
OFFICE:

ST., SI. T.

SEND FOR OUR
jew Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

-The most complete of its

kind ever pnbliBbed.

Bent Free to Any AddresB.

We are

In the West for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

Eleclrician Pablishin^ Co..

ti Lakeside Building,
Chicago, 111.

THE LATEST SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-^IS ELECT^ZSS CO.,
1308 Filbert Street, - PHIIiAJDEI-PHIA.

Commerciai Building, S^t. Ijoais, iUo.

/> STEAM PJMPS

.Morse&&
ENGINEERS <

^ .^complete:
ii*r©WER.BLANTS

',afBof Fnfli.ih M-.-=p * (

TRANSMISSION»^POWER
BX MANILLA ROPE.

Coplouely illustrated and described in catalogue

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

CEDAR POLiBS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If ! want of Polee, Ties aDd Posts, aave monej
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

IN /^^P^^^\ Carrying Current for all In-

^/y*'*-^^ "•^X̂ candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

Nos. 13, 1 5 and 17 Corllandt SI., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., Chicago.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

568 doable-colnmn Pages. S^O Illnstratioas. Cloth Binding. Type Pages lO x 7 Indies. Price, postage Prepaid, to any part of the world, s.5.00.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an EncyclopSSdia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-

ployed.

3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Pounded.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOSS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

0LEASNES8, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

SElsTID IIsT "Z^OTJU. OE.3DEia IsTO-VT".

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Cliioago, Illinois.
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MUNICIPAL AND TOWN ELECTRIC LIGHTING HAS COME, AND-

THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Is prepared to give the BEST RESULTS for the LEAST MONEY.

We will guarantee to give any city or town 150 Arc Lights from a 50 H. P. Engine. Ask any of our competitors if

We make a 100 Light Dynamo 1,300 c, p., and guarantee it shall maintain the 100 Lights over 50 miles of wire.
See where a nice little water power would come in 26 miles away.

If you use coal remember the smart thing to do is to burn as little as possible.

BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.-
The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO is as much superior to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic

engine is superior to the old slide valve with its external throttling governor.

We offer to the public THE BEST SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING in the market—the most economical in oper-

ation the most easily cared for, the most durable, the CHEAPEST IN COST—and invite inquiries from parties interested.
' SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

BALL ELECTRIC I ir^UT f^r% Office: 404 W. 27th St., N- Y
l-l^ri I K^XJm^ Factory: 281 to 289 Ninth Ave., 40Oto 416 W. 27th St., N. Y.

GARPEHTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

SBIDGEPORT, CONN.

TRAPEI IVI.A.F=efcC

Rheostats of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof, Waterproof, Indestructible, Simplefind
Cheap. Send for Ihuetrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Tour invention may he valnable. You should
protect it by jjatent. Address for full and Intelli

sent advice, free of charge.

w. w. i>udle:t & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 632 P St., N. W., Washington, D. C
Fleeise mention this pauer.

WkM g\ For electrical

nn
1 1 . A purposes.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths« KartaYsrt « Manufacturing - Co,,

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPSi ) Unlfomity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
03BCI0A.a-O.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have sued H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap Switches.

The trade will please note that we have no intention to annoy them, but have sued Mr. Paiste, the manu-
facturer of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early hearing and it is not too much to ask
that the trade will in the meantime respect our patent rights and aw^ait the decision of the Court in the case.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart Switch. HARTFORD, CONN.

For Electric Street
NOW MANITPACTDRED BT

THE JOHNS PRATT CO.,
Manufacturers of Vulcabeston.

Jersey City. Chicago. Philadelphia.

RailDray Insulation.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Boston. Atlanta. Loudon.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET glECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALP, PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF8. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ TASU
iCIcvelanil, Ohio, C. P, NIOnOLSON, 513 Society for auvlnge linlldlng. VTaNlilDetnn, l>. C , .T. U. BURKETT * CO., HO!) New York Ave. St. PanI,

Minn.. !'. .1. liKNZ, 1100 MlnneBOtll St. Phllnilellll.la Pa., I'ENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., S9 N. 7tll St. Blew Orli-ana, I-a., BUOHBL
MAOarN E WOKKH, 101 Coutl St. Uenver. Col., HA YWAllD COCUllANB, 38 Jiicobson Building, ohicaeo, 111., C. P. DUNDBUDALB, 435 Rookery.
Buffalo, K. Y., D. H. DARUIN, 21!8 I'earl 31.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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FBAHKIiIH S. CAKTER

lEST-A-BIiXSHIBD ISeV.
CHABLES M. WILKINS.

TKADINQ AB

B. WARD WILKINS.

FAHTEICK & CAHTEE CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PEOPKIBTOES OF THB PATflNT NBBDLE ANNHNCIATOKS.

Manufacturers of and Healers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WB MAKE A SPECIALTY OE-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goodsand afull lineofsuppliesfor hotel and housework.

Catalognea and Disconnt Sheets will ba pent to those in the trade upon receipt of Application and BnalnesB Card.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, »1.00.

SE?rD IN YUUB ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

. & D. LAKE CO.,,^£^H0RNELLSVILLE,N.Y,
.'UFACTL'RERS OF

RICTION CLUTCH
PULLEYS
ind CUT-OFF

COXJI>I-IlMGS
ITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

The Simplest
rongest and Best,
t'lut<>liPul]ey
marie. Adapted

light or heav.
,

iirk, stopping and
„ ne machines easily

" a ;iiid quickly without jar.

-pieeegYjAj shultz

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEV5 WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

TANNED ON the:
SURFACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE-
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT V
MAOE.NO 5LIPPINB

OR LOST MOTION MlDElAGElEATriER-
s^AND Picker LEATHER;

«T?A'Nrf<TTTrc:- J ^^ Summer St., Bopton, Maes ; 225 Pearl St.,New York City. | 0# I niiio IIa^^^^^^^^1
129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa : 60 W.Monroe St. Ohicago. 1 Oli LUUIO9 IflU-

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

'/BOSTON BRAID MFG. GO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

BINDERS WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

Both belts 12 inches wide, both loaded the same. Competitor's belt left the pulleys, Acme kept i' 8

place. The Acme is patented, and made only by the

Factory. Concord, N. H. Branches: New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco. Send for catalogue.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" .^'^X INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
liamp.

8end for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETICULAKLT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineas of motion and easy working ^ate, the con-
Btraciion of which makes it the most sensitive lo the acti jn of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SDCCESSOKS TO

STOUT, MII,l.S & TEMPIiE. DAYTON, OHIO.

l^eTfII WATER WHEELS
110 fStvk-s und Sizes. Upright and IloriZiHitjii.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords everj'' fiioility for making lluiii.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinE catrs. We guarantee

higrhest power, with smallest quantity of watpr. at full and part pates; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 3 to 400 feet. Write us for line pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
MfW YORK CITYSPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE AVORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

1 he Leclanche Battery Co.
lit to 117 East 131st St., lit. Y.

LEONARD'S 3 WIRE SYSTEM.
Identical in Cost and Efficiency with

Edison Sjstem.

SIMPLER TO OPERATE.
Copper required guarantied lo be not over 30:1 of

that required for ^-wir- sjelem, under
same condi.ions.

Royalty 1 cent per lb. of copper installed.

Patented June 7, ISOiS. Ko. 470,544.

Charlestown, \V. Va.. June 18,1892.

Messrs. H. Wabd Leonard i Co.,
13d Liberty St., New York.

Gentlemen:—Tho Central Station Plant, which
you Inetalled fur iia here, under yournewpa'entPd
system, has given entire eatlef;iction ever since it
started, which wasa^ont six monihs ago.
The operation of the plant is quite timple find

ecotnoiuical, and as a result the plantis making
very satisfactory earnings, al'hough our ^ wn ie
rather small, havingonly abouts.ouO inhabitants.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) City Electric Light Co.,

Wm. Campbell. Scc'y.

Forbids for complete plants orcondcctors only,
address,

H. WARD LEONARD & CO.,
136 Liberty St., New Vork Ci<y.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'-te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaOO N. Second street, !«T. liOtJIS.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EI.ECTBICAI:. USES.

Sraphite Bods of Various licneihs, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 ohms Resistance
*^

to the inch. •Graphite Boxes and Orncihles, BeslstlDg Heats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inqniries Madly Answered.

JOS DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

b ROCHE
116 lll< 118 » till St„

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO l200LiGHL

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

267 and 269 Dearborn Street.

THE SEGHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling Isoandescent Ligbl:

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric Siii>ply

or apply to
Houses,

ALBERT SEGHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee,

THE ELEMENTS OF

flYNAMIC FLECTRICITY

AND MAGNETISM.
Price, $2.A Book TTTCI^ /^TTrr f trice, »a.

For Learners. wUlSX K9\J X.» Postage Free

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"*'sn°".it:o'^®-^'

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A-VD OTHEE SHEET METAl TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illusirated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses.

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

ELECTRIC WORKS

Philadelpliia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

"iTO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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Standard Compound Engine.

Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERINQ WORKS,
BUILTDEKS OF-

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially aesigned for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOHOMY AND REGULATION GDARAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON £ CO.
401 Home Itjsnranoe Bldg:.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when nou-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has heen decisively proven, "fnuch to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Weslinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere impossible under any load, however
light. For the first time in tlie history of Steam Enginepr-
ing, either Simple or Compowiid, is bnilt an >ns'iie

^vhich maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespet^t-

ivc of load, and hence for the flrst time the Compound Non-coQilensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 35 lbs. to 70 Iba. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghousa Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested in the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper rod by Mr. P. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Socieiy of Mechanical Engineers, at San Pranciseo.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

xiKrox]xr£SE:xt.s.

NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt St. CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake St.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave. MINNEAPOLIS; Beory Block.

PITTSBURGH: Weslinghouse Building. ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Roprcsonlod in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE. Jr.. & CO.. Droxel Building.
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New York Office: IS Cort-
laiidt St., r. R. CJiinnock,
Sales Aprent.

Chicago Office: Kooui 50G,
"The Kookerv."

J. W. Parker & Co.. 3S South 4th St..

Philadelphia. Pa.
Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St.,

Richmond. Va.
L. M. Huiiisey Mfc Co., *"t. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vnter, 'y2-i Washington Ave.
So , Minneapolis. Minn.

F. B. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block. Pitts-

burgh, Pa-
Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco,

Cal,
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. Q. Gilbert. Atchison. Kan.
J H. Houirhlon, 201 Coneress St.,

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
/\ ^i^V Automatic Cut-off ENGINE.

^^Kw^^^-^ JX^ i«<i*^'°S^lift
W^ith New Improvements, Uneqaaled Begnlation, Highest

^^sMfei S ^kT^I^ ,<k SI Economy, Dnrability, Smooth and Uniet Rnnning.

i^^)>X

Economy, Dnrability, Smooth and 4{niet Running.

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Eiectric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, AlfD CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «» BELLS.
FUIili lilNE AliTVAirS IK i^TOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Fsctory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, S. T.

8end for Nbw Catalogoe. Out Anenst let.

TRADE MARK,

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write tlie

^ WANNOPEE POTTERY CO
Warranted Hard Porcelain.

•P

Write us at once, we can save you money.
S;^Wifij\^^-—-> Estimates Cheerfully Given.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO . Office and Works , gRIE.
co]«px.e:xe: i>oiver planxs for WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

PA.

( NEW YOKK,
n-DA-vrnTi n-c-mnTc 1 PHILADELPHIA,BEANOH OFFICES: i Chicago,

(
SAN FRANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Buildinjr-
1 130 *'Tlie Kookerv."
39 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
AGENCIES: ( ST. LOITIS—M. p. Johnston Macliinery Co.. 715 and 717 N. 2d St.

t MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—T. >I. Mayruire, 33 Syndicate Bloclt.
SIMPLE Al>gD COMPOUND

CONDENSINGOR NON-CONDENSING.

HILL
Clutch Worl(s,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISOortlandtSt., - NEWYORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
!2SISo. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deiigned, Erected aid Knnii8h»d.

Send for neTT Catalogue of Pow
er TransmiBSion Machinery.

l^jAjJufAClUE^EI^

''ELE(TRI(LlGHTGL0BE5r-^-

N0VELaaTISTlWTTEHNS&EFFEGTS|
^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY. J

5e:nd FOR catal-ggue:

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
THE thoiismi-iidiistm electiic to.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RilLW&Y MOTOE.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-OODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostQD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

Pe3

o

Can furnish from Chicago stock, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company
And will make yon factory prices on all kinds of ROBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD ENCASED CABLES, IKCAMDESCEHT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAPF ELEGTRIGAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

f
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DON'T YOG REMEM5ER
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COMBINATION?

-^^*

MM

How often have you twirled and twisted the

Icnob, now slow, now fast; certain, uncertain, until

you got nervous? Just because of one number

slcipped, one turn too many, you could not move

THE HANDLE.

You never miss it with Shield Brand. It is

the «o-,^/ combination, always true and safe. There

is one Shield Brand; a score of imitators "just as

good." Be sure you get Moisture Proof.

SHE DIDN'T LIKE THE REPORTER.

The society reporter took his assignment and boarded a West Side cable yesterday. Swinging

lightly into his seat, he nodded pleasantly to the conductor. He knew all the boys on that line, and it

paid him to keep on the feathery side of them. No. 247 was a jolly conductor and had given him several

pithy pointers. At the next corner a heavy weight Hibernian matron waved her hand at the grip; the

cars slowed up but started again before she was comfortably fixed with her basket. 247 passed down the

aisle.

"Fare, please?"

"Yer rooighty pert, ye are, shtartin th' cayers before a body gets on."

247 was respectfully silent and came back to the platform smiling. Another passenger got on and

he passed the old lady again.

"Run yer old cayers like ye was goin' to a fiarr."

The society reporter snickered audibly. Thinking she was the butt of his amusement, she turned

on him.

"Phwat the devil be ye laafin' at? Yer a nice man to make fun of a poor owld woman, you little

doode—doode—yer too nice; a pussy cat couldn't wipe her feet on ye."

By this time the other passengers were convulsed and chuckling. The society reporter was red in

the face and uncomfortable, but still laughing. She wasn't content to let him off with that and kept up her

tirade
— "Nice little doode." He couldn't stand it any longer and stepped off, saying:

"Good day, old lady, good day, you are one too many for me." As the car passed she gave him a

parting shot.

"Doode! pussy cat!"

"Garfield Park!" called 247.

Lamp RegQlating Swltcli.

Takes the place of ordinary one-light

switch and enables the lamp to be burned

at any candle power desired, from "off"

to full light.

High Tension
Incandescent

Street Bracket.

Wirt's High Tension Incandescent Street Bracket

coiTibines superior insvlaiioii with neatness of design.

Can be used on poles, over door-way or window, or side

of the house. Suitable for any system of out-door incan-

descent lighting. Light—strong—durable.

The Sunbeam
Incandescent

Lamp.

The most successful lamp made; excelling all others in point of

life and economical use of current. Gives the greatest satisfaction

to the customer and the central station. Gives the most light for a

^^^^' dollar invested in current.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

COR. RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE,

AM80NIA, CONN CHICMCO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE :ES.TJBBE1I?/ TJSEID 13^

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Uarine Core, used
on «ii<kvernnient

Crui!!ier!^.

Feeder fore,
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. Brooklyn
Jildison Fleetric Light Co.

8ubuiarine AVorb, Rdison Fleetrie
lii^ht « o., Fa^ton. Pa.

A'^aval Core. United
States s. s. "Chieaso,"

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Condiiefor.

"Drypla* es."'
Grand Central l>epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newatk, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED GONDDCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMilVli HADlKdinAW
)
ribiOi] 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.

GEKERAI/ HIAWAGISR. ]!«EW VORK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

lESTERH iGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and Hicligan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. F5?2?Sl?iifi!i''!t^.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MAXUFACTURERS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOnS:
The Slectrical Supply Co., Ohioago, 111.

The Blectrical Supply Oo., Aniooia, Oojm.
W. H. Gtordon & Co., New York.
T. s-. Jones & Oo., Bnffalo, "N. Y.
The Iron City £lectric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Iionlsville Electric Co , Louisville, Ey.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver, ':3oXo.

C. H. Baker & Co , Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Lon^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WATNE ELECTRIC GO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

APPARATUS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

Direci Current and ilternatins Incandescent LigltJng and

POWER TRANSMISSION.

THE NEW WOOD GENERATOR AND MOTOR
Has the Following Special Features of Merit:

High Jjfficuncy, Ferfect Self regulation. Uniqueness and Simplicity of Design^

Self- Oiling Expansion Boxes, Self- Contained Multiple Fuses ^ Anti-

Friction and Insulating Sliding Base Frame, New Patent

Fire-Proof and Indestructible Rheostat,

For further inforiuation address

FOBT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO., - Fort Wayne, Ind.

HE&T-FROOF ^°" WATER-FROOF.
One motor GEARED TOBOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

ZL/dZstscirrL-u-rDQ. Txaction, "J^oo-n-o-ncu-y irL Operation.,
G-era-era-tors of ..^n.3r Size,

Inca-rLd-esoerLt 3D3m.anc:LOs, Sta,tiori.a.i-37- 3iv£otors,
IBleotxioal SiJipplies of .E]ver3r IDescripticn..

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEW YORK,

NIonadnock BIdg. Fiske BIdg. F. I. Stone. 18 Cortlandt St.
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SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ofHieh Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings'Antomatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing.

Complete Plajits Fumlshed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

. BRANCH office:

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

NATiONAL INDIAINDIA Rubber v0.

n: I. r.

S. p. COLT, Prest,, F. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

F.A.CTOR-S- and. OF^-ICHS, - BRISTOXj, R. I.
Qeacral Western Asents: Enterprise Electric Co, Chlcaso.

rfefe^K^C<5^^E"A ^BuBines, Manager..

Tlie

International OKONITE COMPANY,

i»N/^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York^
INSULATED

WIRES iiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uia,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BBANCHBS: CJiicmgo, Boston, PbllEidelphla, MlnneapolU, Cincinnati.
Oinaba,ZioalSTilI«, St. Iioals, San FranciBco. London and So. America.

City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW TORK,

MANUPACTrREES, IMPORTERS AND DEALrHS IN

Electrical Supplies

OFALIDESCEIFTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOR CAPACITY TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WS MANUFACTURE A PULL LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
I afannfactnred. by the •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTS:

NEW YORK CITY, Chaa. B. ChapiD, 136
I iberry Street.

CHICAOO, ILL.. Electlic Appliance Co., 243 I

iMifllaon Street.
ST. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering

& Supply Co

OMAHA, NEB., B. B.Downe, 215 Sheely Block.
ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Bleotrlc

SuDply & Conetraction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.,X7»

West 8th Street.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Smlthers & Dayls.

MANUFACTTJEEE OF

INSUIiATSD ELBCTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLDE COKDS aiid CABLES.

400 and 202 Nortb Third Street, - - FlIII.ADEIjPBtL4, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask yonr neaica*
Supply House
for It.

teacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IRTINSTniV HTBEET, BOSTOW. IHASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DKAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N.Y,

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scboll & Co.. V1& Liberty St., New York.
Geo. I>. Hoflman, S-2 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

H. M Sclple & Co,, 3(1 & Arcli Sts., Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co.. Hartford. Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork

W. B. ppa'son & Co., Homelne. BIdg.,Chicago,IU, James & Co.j^Cbatt.'mooga, Tenn,

Thofl. G, Smith. Jr..
Hammond BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

W. A. Day, Vit< Oliver St., Boston, Maes,

William M- Porter, Detroit, Mich.
T W, Anderson, Houston, Tex.
F. II. Whiting, Jacobson Block, Denver, Colo.
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THOMSON-HOUSTON ELEGTRIG GO.,
THE

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Thomson Eeeordins Vail Heler.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consuined.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TElSTi:Lvi:03iTI.A-3LiS:
GEEMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
aENTLBMBN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 21st

lampleasedtosay the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in UBe by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GBRMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892,

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Cooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,
173 Adams Street, Chicago, III,
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Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Worbs-
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc camps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Begge, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
DiTiBli Electric Co.
Duples Electric Co., Ltd,

Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Eoae Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Cn.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Iiight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Oaner Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric CO.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, flectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Partrick & Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Bells, niasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B.B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlns*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
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Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
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Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See InBulated Wires.)
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Wliee), Copper.Sheetand Bar
iloore. Alfred F.
Roebllng^e Sons Co.. J. A.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co.
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Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
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National Carbon Co.

Clntcbes. Friction.
Falla Rivet & Machine Co.

Hlil Clutch Workfl.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constmction and Bepalra.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.

tlon Co. The.Electrical Conetructi
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric Idsht,
Enetne Plants and Klectric
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American Engine Co.
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Ball Engine Co.
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Bryan, W. H.
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Roebling's Son's Co

.
, J . A.

Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julias.
Loud, H. H. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Onts and m-wlrcliea.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Catter Electrical <6 Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enternrlse Electric t o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.

Hart Ji Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
HoodSi Co., Wm.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechriat, A.
mica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, C S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric \JO.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Port Wayne Klectric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great AVestern Electric Supply Co.

Eelaler Electric Co.
t-a Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

£l<>ctric liava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Ballways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mlg. Co.

Electrical and Itleclianical
EnsinecFS.
Bryan, W. H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Qreeley & Co., The B. 8.

Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical £ntellisence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering ASnppIy Co
Midland Electric Wke,
Ries Electric Specialty Co , The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

EiectrO'Platlns Haclklnes.
Bmeh Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Enslnes, Steaai.
American Engine Co.
BaU Engine Oo.
Ball * Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse &. Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith. Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Oa(fits.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrica & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnrnace Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Soerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas Ijisbtins, Electrie.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Snpplles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Bllectric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sufiply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
tireeley & Co., The fl. 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co,
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klipstein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Eleotrloai Glass-
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Insnlatlns
Haterials.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Brookfield, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Cushing. F. W.
Edison Genera] Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Lefmann. JuUus,
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eusene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
Standard Paint Co.
irtica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables.
Slasrnet TVire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co-
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Qntta Percha Insn-
iatlngOo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Incandesc<Knt.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. cfc Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hood&Co , Wm.
Illinois Electric tamp Co.
Knapp Electrical WorKs.
New York and Ohio Co.
Redding Electric Co.
SawveT'-fllan ifilectnc Co.
SomofE, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,

liBthCS.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Jjishininsr Arresters.
Van Nuis, C. S.

na^net Wire.
(See Insulated Wire s.)

IVechanlcal machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

lULiiiiDg Dlacbiuery.
jnino i»ieuatB, Jsieuirlc.

Detroit J£lectrlcal Works.
JHinins Apparatus, Kleetrle.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- BouBton Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westinehonae Electric & Mfg. Co.

model maklDs.
Midland Electric Wks.

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co
La Roche Electric Works
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter -Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
rhomson-flouBtOD Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
WestinghouBe Electric & Mfg Co.Name Plates. ^
Becker Mfg. Co., John

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews* Co., A, H.

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Fins and Bractcets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Siehert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, Julins.
lK>ud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber ( o
Railway Equioment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co,

Publishers, Klectrical
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kn&PP Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

Bailways, fiiectrle.
(See electric railways.)

Bfgulatingr Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

BbeosttitH.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co,

(Separators, steam.
Hme Sllmlnator Co.

tSilb Braid.
Boeton Braid Mfg. Co.

glpeak^luK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam SeatlDg Apparatus,
American District Steam Co.

Steam Pumpa.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, £lecTrie Bailwar.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insulatinc
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins Wire »fe Cable Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India RuDber & Qutta Percha In-

sulatiiig Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn k Moen Mfg, Co.

Telegrraph Apparai^ns.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Servica Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
National ElectrlcManufacturing Co,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlughonse Electric & Mfg, Co.

TroUey Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & JAtg. Co,

Turbine TVbeels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Typew^riters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniTcrsities.
Institute of Technology.

Water tVheelH.
Lefl=el & Co., The Jas,
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Halfway Eqilpment Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. ¥:inl3ig Machine Oo.
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THE^MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
I'wotory: IVlAuoliestex-, Coxxja.,,

MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WORKS, GLODCESTEK, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Cnrrent Apparatns/

Series Lamps for Arc Circnits,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatns,

Motors for Alternating and Direct Cnrrent Circuits.

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

TOTHEPUBUC!
We beg to call your attention to the
fact that we have just issued our new
Vook catalogue which comprises the
mcst important works that ha^e ap-
peared to date on all electrical subjects.

We shall be pleased to mail a copy to
any one interested in the science ot
electricity, on receipt of request.

Address

Electrician Pnblishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Bldg:.,

CHICAGO, II.L.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

Ihis system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated bij evert/ plant using altertiating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OT7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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CHICAGO
Is over-stocked and we, in particular, on a few sizes of

WEATHER-PROOF WIRE, such as No. 6 and No. 8

B. & S. gauge. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 & 118 Franklin Street, CMcago.

OUR NEW MULTIPOLAR.
. 1

There is nothing manufactured

that equals it for

f

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION.
PERFECT WORKMANSHIP, FINISH.

DURABILITY, SELF-OILING,

BALL BEARINGS, SLOW SPEED.

A STRICTLY HIGH GRADE MACHIN|.

N

Railway Generators, Dynamos, Motors. i !

3i ational Electric Mfg. Co.,
^^B Utfr74t ecKff'fM "^

^^^4^Ik. ail*^^—JBB

BROADWAY AND NINTH AVENUE, BAU ClAIRB, WIS.

TirLe ^lace to B-a.3r Sio-pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENCINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paujl, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for lligllfeSt effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified doublc-service arc

ligliting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So. Canal St, CHICAGO.

G-S Specialties.

C-SBoilePislFMSillcun
81nBle Pole. Double Pole.

3-nire.

Electrically

Medianically

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. GO.,
27 So, nth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS,

J0HNA.R0EDLING'SS0NSCO.,
CHICAGO, BAN FRANCISCO, SEWYOKK, TRB5ITOX,
17» liSke St. 25 ana 27 Fremont St. 117 liiberty St. K. J.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 1883.

^p Arc Lamps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED -

PACT: J

PSR INCANDESCENT AND /

STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC Lf\nP THAT
WORKS SATlSrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDHSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TtlLCPllONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK. Search Light^No. 13.
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12,672,000 Feet.

The largest order ever given in this country for high grade
insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST IHSDWTION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

"W. R. SRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NFW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

' GENERATORS. "-'^"""^"^"^^ ^
pl^ '; I \yrMJ It! JT-* MT^' f^ii * *ii-^ "^'^r- Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all others, W| P>^l

vSv^ '^'^'^"'^^'^^ niiRARiP ppRPPnx 1l_JVlUi COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT. \|K,'

T. is^ Jwl 1^^^ T/ie only Incandescent lamps which have secured Universal Approval.

mum SOLD AND MILLIONS SELLING. (|

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instruments,

ELECTRIC LICHTINC SUPPLIES.
4S BieOAO STRKET, - NE\^ YORK.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, ill. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FDR PDWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

ClxicsLgo Office: He^^xr "Y'orls: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
I95--207 South Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

,jEL
V

Manufacturers ofJ ELECTRIC SUPPLIES) , ^ -.manutacturers ot^ AND FIXTURES \
^^^""^ description.

Dynamos, Motors, Qas, Electric and Complete Electric Batteries,
l^amps. Sockets, Combination Railway Station and Push Buttons,
Wire, etc. Fixtures. Line Appliances. Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, U Broad Street,
Boston, Mass. New York City.

BRANCH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic ive., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, »ew York City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Cliicago, III. 509 Srcli Street, PiiiladelpWa, Pa.

Gonld BaildiDg, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Foartli St., Cincinnati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. PanI, Minn,

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

S=»ro'nn.pt Sln.ipr)Q.ei:Lts-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.'W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric EngineeringA Supply Co.,
S-S-Xl-j^O-CTSSI, N". -S-., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
130 liiberty St., F. C. TI3IPSON, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

Nancy Hanks
Among laoundesceat Lamps is the

It sets the pace, and without a SKIP or BREAK makes its race of 1,003 to 'AjOOO hour.i to

the ABSOLUTE satisfaction of its owner, or owaers.

Again we urge consumers to write us BEFORE they buy.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAGO, 437 "The Roohei-y."

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St , CHICAGO.
OFFICESM 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.
THE EIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MP.

THE "lONA" CEILING CUT-OUT.
Have You Ever Used a Cut-Out That Exactly Suited You?

HAVE YOU TRIED THE "lONA"?
No Screw—Positive Connection's. Reasonable Prices.

Ask Your D>aler for Them cr Write U3.

Sockets, Switches and General Supplies at Manufacturers' Prices.

REDDING ELECTRIC CO.,
41 Federal St.,

Boston, Mass.

Utica Electrical Mfg, & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
•HEROUUS" S WITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

"UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
ooltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRVPLIX LIQHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insulating Componnds,

Tape and Armatnre Varnisli.
MANUFACTURED BT

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liiberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 542 "The Kookery."
SOLD BY

THE BliKCTRICAIi l8rrFPK.T CO., Chieaeo.
KOTEIiTY KLECTBIC CO., Philadelphia.
PETTI]S(>>EL.t.-AaiDBE1TIS CO., Boston

And Supply Houses ETer> -wlKre.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
alASICFACTVRERS OF

Th? MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC,

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
Storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting. Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery Is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAK BATTERY COMPAHY,
Office : Rooms 23 and 24. 1 77 La Salle SI., CHICAGO, ILL.

tSJS.JLji:Ei 0£XEJ.A.X=».
Two 300 Amp. Shunt wouad U. S. Dynamof.
Two 2j0 Amp. Shunt wound U. S, Dynamos.
Two 500 Lt. T. H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with base, rheostat and ammeter.

Two ii5 Lt. American ?,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One m Lt. Sperry 2,fi00 C. P. Arc Dynamo.

Ten 12 Lt. Knowlea DyuamoB, with lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt. Schuyler Dynamos, 3,000 C. P.

Two 150 Lt. Brush Incande?. Machines, 95 Volts.

One 15 Lt. Brush Arc, 7 amperes.

One 90 H. P. Armlngton & Kims Engine.

Two 120 Amp. Edison Dynamop, eelfoiling.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

I III Ml, ijn/!!f/

For IncandescenI
Lamp

Filaments.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazlnp and body
of our ware are of same rom-
position, and are baked aUHe,
which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

Ui to 156 Green 81,,

(jreeD FoiDt,

liKOOKLY.\, S. Y.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK.

Tlie SoMion of tlie Problem of Sate GnarfliDg

ElEGTRIG CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

he found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

COIiTIDTJITS
MANUPACTUBED BT

T^X£RI OR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

«/np«.J 627 10 531 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.^ 526 to 628 W. 36th St..

General OfQces: 42 &44Bioad St., Nev York.

ThoB. Day & Co.j 322 Sutter St., San Francieco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Klect. Supply Co., 2-J6 Pearl St., Buffalo.N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. fth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae, yabrlel, Saginaw, Mlcb.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St.. New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatruc'ion Co.. Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Holly Sistem of Undorground Steam Supply,
FOR THE UTILIZATION OF EXHAUST STEAM AT ELECTRICAL STATIONS.

For famphlete and partlcu'ars

regard'ng Electrical Compinlcs who
are using the "Holly System" and

coBveitIng a waste prcduct Into

money, addresH

The prudent manager will not

throw away his exhaust steam,

wh'ch he can sell for $3,000 to f.'j,-

000 per annum for each 100 11. P.,

thereby materially increasing his

net revenue.

Sectional Vlovv of a Lliio or Stoam Mains, showing Tron Pipe, Wood L02 Covering, Anchorage, Varlators and Street Angles,

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, LOCKPORT, NEW YORK.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MAXTIFACTURERS OF APPABAIUS FOB

Arc Lighting, Incanteent Ligliting,

LONC DISTINCE TRINSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for AFPABATVS, R£PAIBS and S^UPPLIES formerly famished by the Vnited States Electric Lighting Co.,
Kewark, IV. J., shonid noir he sent to this Company, -where they irill receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

KBW 'FORK IiAUP FACTOBIT, Capacity -^0,000 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 150 C. p. 45 Volts to 125 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTTPACTtTRED ET

WM. BROOKFIKIaD^
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, HEW YORK.

-RACINE-HIGH-

5OPERIOR. RKOUff/ON
«»p ECONOMY roR

BECTRIClIfiHTINQ
ANDgENERAL

'^

^t TORPOSES

16 SIZES

CARRIED IN STOCK

ilVEfOr
acn on! of ouii

ENG1ME5
MfOffiSHIPPIM

fobPRICES"-"

CATALOGUE
J ADDRESS .

ENGINE DI^T.

HUGHES BROS. MFG, 00.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, iDsnIator Pins ^ Brackets,

And electrical Sloldlne.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHAITANOOCA, - TENN.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamoa and Motors
nearly new, which we will eell at a low price,

among the number being two 050-liffht,
1,000 Tolt Alternators.

RACINt HARDWARE MEG-CO-RA^-'Vi)

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 60 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and 45 Franklin St., CHICACO.

S'^MSON BRMDED CORD.
I Is the most dura^
ble for hanging

I Arc Lampa,
[Trolley
I Cord, Cov
ering Field

Mapnetfl, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STKBBT, BOSTON.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AlternatiDg and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complkte Altebnatikq System how on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

BRIDGEPORT CONH.TOOL WORKS
7hb TmAJT'EW^ and BXSST

SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.
ADVANTAGES: Slow Hpeed, email floor space, direct driven, self -oiling 'jearinge, little external

magaetlem, etc.

MADE BY THE

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
Iiimited,

CORRY, PA.

•!^J ll'^^ \ Bosto.1 Offl<^c-II. C. HawkB, Manage
g" K -VVt V lijOAllanllc, Ave.
6 /<-, ^ ~

'i fliii-'aeoOlllcr-B. J. RBEdolpb, Ma
(f-^rr ' ^,/T «- / agcr, 1126 Monadnock Building,
*" ~'

\ r^--_ ,/ BiiiiBUH t;lty, Mo., Ollicc-L. I;ity, AIo., ontce-
Uiilr, HOC Walnut Street.

Kcw York onrce—W. H. Gordon,
Manager, lir> Broadway.

Philadelphia Oni<'<;-Otl» K. Stuart,
Manager, i\ City Trust Bldg.

.A.gexi.tis:
C'liuttanooen. T4^nn.~F. 1. Stone.
Ijincoln, AIel>.—Big low Electric Sup-

l>ly Co., 11;; B. lijlh St.

I'rovlileno.e. K. I.—Drake, Paynon &
Wlilttlur, Cor. Waelilngton <Ss Eddy Ste.

Tarpon l!«iirins«.I''la.-'W. D. Wilson,

AMEEICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no "dead
centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY AND MAPJNE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowere, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes np less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE J^OlvIE OF SIlvdlFLIOITY.
No skilled engineer is required.

j^" For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or address^

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
7S Uarltan Avenue. BOrND BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator teet, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competltore. '"V!

HINE ELIMINATOR CO., "''n'^

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

106 Liberty St., j^^
~4EW YORK. HOBIZONTAL.

This advertieement appears every other week.

-"Fs^ae:-

\m EUDwm CO.

PUSH-BUTTON

'J

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
—and

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TlieWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BBIDeEPOBT, COIVST.
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First Electric Carriage on the Streets
of Chicago.

In the Western Electrician of Dec. 5, 1S91,

there was presented a description and illustration of an

electric carriage that had been built in Des Moines, la.,

by William Morrison. At that time nothing more than a

general description could be obtained owing to the inven-

tor's reluctance to divulge information as to details. Not

long ago, however, this carriage was purchased by J. B.

McDonald, president of the American Battery company,

Chicago, and brought to this city. Ever since its arrival

the vehicle has attracted the greatest attention. The sight

of a wsU-loaded carriage moving along the streets at a

spanking pace with no horses in front and apparently with

nothing on board to give it motion, was a sight that has

betn too much, even for the wide-awake Chicagoan. It is

ERN Electrician was given an opportunity to judge of

the riding qualities of the carriage. Through the court-

esy of Mr. McDonald a party of gentlemen were invited to

a ride on the West side. Accordingly about 4 o'clock in

the afternoon Mr. McDonald, Vice-president Geo. T.

Burroughs of the American Battery company, Messrs.

Lucius Otis, Jenkins and the Western Electrician

representative, assembled at the American Battery com-

pany's factory on West Quincy street on the West side.

The carriage was then backed up against the sidewalk in

front of the factory, as the cells were receiving a fresh

charge after a morning's trip. After a little delay to slip

a new key into one of the gears and disconnect the charg-

ing wires, the word to "pile in" was passed, and all hands

took their seats with Mr. McDonald at the wheel. It

should be here stated that the back end of the carriage was

from which the accompanying cuts were made, were taken,

and the novel little vehicle was then housed in the stable

for the night.

A very good idea of this electric carriage's construction

may be had by an inspection of the cuts. The illustration

Fig. I on the front page embodies a view showing the

general appearance of the vehicle and also two different

side views taken at close range so as to present the de-

tails of the motor rigging and the gearing. To any one

familiar with electrical machinery the whole equipment is

very simple and the views presented leave little to be ex-

plained.

The total number of cells on the carriage is 24. Each of

these cells is of 150 ampere hours capacity, and their total

electromotive force when in operation in series was

4S volts. On the carriage the cells are disposed in three

first electric carriage on the streets of CHICAGO,

most amusing to see the crowd gather whenever the ve-

hicle appears down town. In a number of instances so

great hi5 bsea the curiosity of those on the streets that

the owner when passing through the business section of

the city, has had to appeal to the police to aid him in clear-

ing the way for his carriage.

Since his purchase of the vehicle Mr, McDonald has

been making daily use of it in entertaining friends and

illustrating to the skeptical the merits of the Morrison

storage battery; in fact, it may be said that his chief

object in purchasing the carriage, which was of necessity

more or less of an experimental apparatus, was that he

mi^ht employ it to demonstrate that, with the Morrison

battery, such traction might be made thoroughly practical.

Tqc American Bittery company has purchased the rights

to manufacture exclusively the Morrison storage and dry

batteries, and there is no doubt now, but that the electric

carriage is proving a most excellent means of testing the

practicability of the batteries for the rough service on the

streets.

On Thursday of last week a representative of the West-

on the pavement while the front wheels rested tire deep

in a dirt pile which had been misnamed "the street;'' in

other words, the start was made under disadvantageous

circumstances—against what might be called a dirt pile,

and hence on more or less of an up-grade. Confidence

though, in the reserve power of the little motor and

batteries, was won the moment the starting lever

was pulled, for the way the vehicle mounted out of the

ruts in which its front wheels rested caused exclamations of

surprise from those on board- The party was taken east on

West Quincy street to Clinton, to Jackson street, thence

west to the boulevard and then to Mr. McDonald's resi-

dence on the corner of Monroe street and Winchester avenue.

Of course there was nothing wildly exciting about the

trip, but it is needless to say that as the carriage jumped

in and out of ruts on the side streets, bounced over the

car tracks, whisked around corners, etc., one felt licensed to

predict that the day was not far distant when it would be

possible to telephone for the electric dog cart instead of

the horse and buggy.

.On arriving at the McDonald residence the photographs

sets of eight each, a set beiug placed under each seat as

shown in Fig. 2.

The motor is of 2 1-2 horse power and is series wound.

It is connected by the train of gearing to the right

hand back wheel of the carriage. This wheel is 4 feet in

diameter and is driven at a speed of 6 to 7 miles per hour.

Carbon brushes are used, and these are set on an incline to

the commatator, but the armature can be reversed without

sparking.

The controlling apparatus consists of a contact board

and a reversing switch both fastened to the underneath

side of the carriage floor: It was impossible to obtain a

photographic view of these parts, but the diagram, Fig. 3,

shows the electrical connections of the entire equipment.

The small lever, Fig. 2, works the reversing switch while

the larger or speed controlling lever shown in the same

picture, draws a commuting bar or contact o^ver the con-

tact board, Fig. 3, and throws the cells into the following

combinations up to that for full speed; 8 in series, 3 in

parallel; 12 in series, :: in parallel; 24 in series.

A sprirjg plug foot switch is also shown in Fig. 2, Tq
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shut off the power the driver has only to remove his foot

from this spring switch and allow the small contact plug to

raise from the cup of mercury. This action breaks the cir-

cuit between the battery and the motor.

One of the most important features of the carriage is the

arrangement of the front wheels to facilitate steering. The

peculiar construction employed is shown in Fig. 4. Each

of the two front wheels turns upon a bearing that is

swiveled to swing horizontally and independently of the

axle; the front axle is rigidly fixed in a position parallel to

the back axle. A yoke bar carrying a rack couples the

two front wheels, and a gear working in this rack and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

material being used in its construction. The peculiar

feature of the cell lies in the fact that the active material

is formed out of the pure lead plates by the Plante process

in a remarkably short space of time.

The plates are first formed of pure strip lead, Fig. 5,
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About one-half of the lead is turned into an oxide, forming

the active mater'al, leaving the other half as a conductor

or support, Fig. 6. This mode of construction allows

great expansion and contraction in the line of the plane of

the plate, and therefore, a very rapid charging and dis-

FIG. 7. FIRST ELECTRIC CARRIAGE ON THE STREETS OF
CHICAGO.

operated through the steering wheel shaft, permits of the

two wheels being swung to the right or left so as to

guide the carriage. Where the two wheels, as in a previ-

ous experiment, were run on the one axle and the axle

was pivoted at its center, as is the usual method in ordi-

nary carriages, a great difficulty in guiding the vehicle over

ruts, stones, etc., was experienced; in fact, this last named

arrangement was found to be impracticable for the electric

carriage and was abandoned for the one illustrated here-

with.

As the source of the motive power for the carriage is its

most important feature, the accompanying cuts of the Mor-

FIG. 4. FIRST ELECTRIC CARRIAG

three-eighths of an inch in width, being bent at the ends

so as to form parallel layers. A slot is cut in the two

5TARIIJ16 .5WITCH

REVERSING
SWITCH

^=ynjaSBcue^ccoKmoT

S conni/'TiNG
BAR

W//,^Mj/l^.i^,,.^y..mM'>^^A •

Flf?5T 5EAT

CM
5EC0NE)-5EAT

THIHL> SETn- D

CHARGING
t POSTf

M)

E 'J.N IIIL .^TRlLLi'-S 01' iJMICAGO.

charging is permissible without in the least injuring, or, to

use the common expression, "buckling the plates." As

the capacity of any plate depends to a large extent on the

amount of surface exposed, the capacity of this plate is

very considerable. The plates are six by seven inches, and

nine plates are used in each cell, Fig. 7. Each plate con-

tains, it is figured, about four square feet of surface. The

cells when filled with electrolyte and ready for use, weigh

thirty-seven pounds, with a capacity, it is claimed, of over

\ 50 ampere hours.

As the question of the amount of power required by such

a vehicle when traveling over different roads or pavements

has a most important bearing upon the future usefulness

of the electric carriage, an account of a test made soon

after the carriage's arrival in Chicago by J. K. Pumpelly,

will be of interest.

Mr. Pumpelly writes substantially as follows: "My ob-

ject in making this test was to discover the nature of the

different roads over which we were to ride by reading from

the ammeter the current necessary to overcome every ob-
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rison battery, Figs. 5, 6 and 7, will ibe of interest, show-.

ing as they do the detaiU'',of construction of the plates.

This secondary cell, although on* of the latest on the

market, is in'reality in form one of the oldest storage bat

tcrics known. It is strictly a Plante cell, no applied active
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edges of the plate, into which a strip is inserted, and the

two edges of the plate are then lirmly soldered together.

The positive and negative plates are made exactly the

same. In manufacturing the plates are put through the

forming process, taking, it is stated, only about ten hours.

struction. There were six heavy men in the carriage.

The ammeter was connected in series with the batteries by

flexible wires, so that it could be held conveniently on the

seat at my side. The readings were taken every five min-

utes. Knowing from a previous experience that the bat-

tery would hold up its electromotive force to 48 volts

under almost any output of current for several hours, I

was thus enabled readily to estimate the number of watts

and thus the horse power needed to carry our load over the

various roads and grades met with on the trip.

"We left Mr. McDonald's carriage house on Winchester

avenue, corner Monroestreet, about 4 o'clock in the

afternoon, and turned into Jackson boulevard, going east,

regulating the spsed at six- and one-half miles an hour,

the speed allowed by the road commissioners. Jackson

boulevard is a block pavement, and it was on this occasion

very dry and dusty. The meter read 35 amperes unt
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crossing a slight rise at a cross street, when it read 37

amperes. This cross street was asphaltum pavement, and

during our passage over it, much to our surprise, the cur-

rent rose at once to 3S and 40 amperes. Striking the

pavement again the meter showed 35 amperes, sometimes

32. On reaching the end of this pavement at Canal street,

a distance of about three miles, the iigi^gs taken showed

that the current used averaged- 35 amperes.^thiiSj^with 4S

volts making the electrical energy consumed about 2I horse

power.

"Canal street was rough and uneven. The meter

jumped from 35 to 40, then down to 2S, until reaching the

incline of the fully 6 per cent, grade leading up to the Jack-

son street bridge, the instrument showed 40, 50 and 75

amperes, the carriage steadily moving on at a reduced

speed of about four miles. Reaching the level bridge the

reading was much lower, 2S and 27 amperes. Crossing

the bridge we struck a rough cobble stone pavement, which

demanded a pull of 40 and 42 amperes at a speed of six

miles. Stopping to allow teams to pass, the starting again

ran the current up to 50 and 52 amperes. On turning into

La Salle street our average was 40 amperes.

"We stopped for a moment at Mr. McDonald's ofiice on

La Salle street, near Monroe, and two gentlemen alighted.

Starting again, we had to push our way through a great

crowd of curious people. Our departure was greeted with

a hurrah.

"Running out Madison street to Washington boulevard,

using about the same average of current, we turned west

on Washington boulevard, which has an asphalt pave-

ment. Here we expected to have easy work, but, to our

surprise, the ammeter registered 3S and 40 amperes. I

could only suppose as a reason for this that the day was

hot, and as the vehicle was propelled by cne hind wheel it

sank into the pavement slightly.

"We rode on to Garfield Park, and when passing over

the smooth McAdam pavement the current dropped to 28,

26 and 25 amperes. We returned to the McDonald stables

after a ride of about fifteen miles; we alighted aid lesl(d

the batteries for electromotive force. The pressure was-

48 volts. After dinner we again tcok the carriage and

rode about the streets of the West side until 10 o'clock in

the evening. When the carriage was housed for the night

in the stable the batteries still tested at 48 volts."

What Electricians Mean by "Earth. "^

By Sydney F. Walker.

Perhaps no science has a more puzzling nomenclature

than electricity. Electrical engineers have named their

units after the great men who have worked in their ranks,

and by so doing have perpetuated the names of those

men, as possibly nothing else could have done. But the

names themselves, volts, ohms, amperts, farads, etc., are

sad stumbling blocks to those who would li.<e to know a

little of the science, but who have not time to make a set

study of it.

But of all terms used by electrical eogineersj probably

"earth" is the most puzzling.

Even the trained electrical engineer, the man who has

spent a large portion of his life in the service of the

science, has sometimes to think what is meant by "earth,"

in a particular case. Ho^ , then, can those who have not

studied the subject follow its different meanings?
In the early days of electrical science, before we knew

anything like as much of it as we do now, and when its

use was confined almost entirely to experiments shown in

the laboratory, we had not these difficulties.

In those days "earth" meant earth, and nothing else.

Electricity being looking upon then as something very

much like water, only that it flowed in wires instead of

pipes, it was natural to refer to Mother Earth as the great

natural reservoir of electricity, just as she was supposed

to be of water; and the resemblance was a very close one.

As is well known, ycu can always procure water if you

dig down far enough in the earth's crust, and the earth

will always soa'c up or carry off. more or less readily, all

the water that may descend on it. So, too, the early

electricians found that by connecting one side of their

frictional machines to earth—in this case the floor of the

room—they could go on generating electricity as fast as it

was discharged from the prime conductor. They found,

too, that connection to earth in the form of their own
person was fatal to a certain class of experiments.

Later on, also, when it was discovered that an electric

current sent through a wire carried above the ground would
return to the place of generation through the ground, the

same idea prevailed. Old text books tell the student to regard

a galvanic battery as an apparatus something like a pump
drawing water from a well, able to draw an inexhaustible

supply of electricity from the ground at one place, and to

pour electricity into the ground, ad infinittirn, at another

place.

A study of old text books, and even some modern ones,

will play rare havoc with the ideas held about "earth" in

connection with electric lighting supply, for instance.

In charging the electrophorus, for example, the student

is told to put the brass plate to "earth;" to discharge it,

in fact, by touching it with his finger. And the plate

was, and is, so discharged. Fancy trying to discharge a

10,000 volt transformer in that way!
About the time of the advent of the telephone, it be-

I, From the London Electrical Review.

gan to be realized that the part played by "earth" as a
return for telegraph circuits was not exactly what it had
been supposed. It was gradually recognized that the
return current passed through the surface of the earth's

cru5t, using whatever paths might be open to it, very
much in the same way that the current passed in the wire
forming the other portion of the circuit above ground.
The only difference between them was that, while the
locality of the current passing in the wire was fairly c r-

tain, that of the current passing through the ground was
not so certain. A portion of the return ciicuit from Man-
chester to London, for instance, might go around by way
of Glasgow or Aberdeen, if there happened to be a path
for it by either of those routes.

The development of the telephone, with its often

troublesome "cross talk," which was traced to earth con-
nections, in a great measure gradually drove the old ideas

of the reservoir quite out of the field. Especially was
this so when it was reported from America that messages
sent in one telephone wire had bean heard on another

during the memory of the oldest of us, comes 'earth" again,
but it means something quite different, and yet the same.
Now, if a man standing on the ground touches an elec-

tric light wire carrying a high tension current, and re-

ceives a smart shock, he is said to have "earthed" the
line, or the electric light service, through his body. So,
too, when a naked copper wire, used for delivering current
to a series of arc tamps, touches an iron lamp-post, and
thereby interferes with the working of the lamps beyond,
it is said there is "earth" on. Again, when the possibili-

ty of users of electric light, who are supplied by high
tension currents^ getting shocks, is discussed, we are shown
various devices for putting the circuit to "earth," should
such a contingency arise.

But in these cases the meaning of "earth," though
sufficiently the same as in those previously noticed to

warrant the retention of the name, is really quite different.

"Earth" is not necessary in these cases, as it was in the

early days of electricity, with frictional machines. Nor
do we use "earth", to save us one cable, as we do wi'.h
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telephone wire separated six miles from the first, the only

possible connection being the earth's crust, to which both

wires were connected.
Gradually it came to be recognized by practical men that

"earth" consisted of the ccnducting matter, such as mois-

ture, mineral veins, etc., held in the earth's crust, wiih

any me als buried there. But then came another trouble

over this question of earth. How did "earth" effect a

lightning discharge? and what was "earth" for a lightning

rod? Surely the old idea held good here? Lightning

came down the copperrod to "earth," and was discharged.

Unfortunately, lightning does not always behave in this

proper fashion. Prof. Oliver Lodge has rearranged our

ideas upon this point. He has even maintained that the

"earth" our forerunners worshiped is rather a drawback

than otherwise. Some of us still believe in "earth" for

lightning rods, though we prefer it of a different form

usually to the old patterns; our views in the matter being

based upon what we have learned as to the use of the con-

ductors in the earth's crust and in connection with other

apparatus.

And, now, when we are congratulating ourselves upcn

having at last reached the dignity of supplying electric

light from generating stations, just as gas has been supplied

telegraph wires, and as we may with telephone wires.

It is true that in a recent lawsuit over some electric

lighting patents ' 'eart h" was brought very much in evidence

but it was shown that what was meant was an insulated

metallic return cable, and that the cable might be insulated

if you liked.

Itis also true that certain electric tramways in America

and in this country use what they call "earth" for their

return current; but they do not mean "earth" in the old

sense; they mean a set of conductors, the rails that

happen to be on the ground. In electric lighting work we
get as far away from "earth" as possible. To any but

electrical engineers of considerable experience a recent

report that has been made by a Board of Trade inspector

must be exceedingly puzzling. Shocks were obtained

from the water service in a house in St. James, and a gas

meter had one of its sides, which rested against a damp
wall, eaten through by electrolytic action. The water

and gas service is referred to as being several volts above

the conduit in which the cables of the Electricity Supply

company were laid; and further on it is stated in one part

of the report that earth, which should be absolute zero of

electrical potential, had a difference of 190 volts with one

of the supply mains, the normal pressure of the service
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being 220 volts. What does all this mean? What does

"earth" mean here?

In connection with electric light supply, where two
insulated cables are used, "earth" may be taken to mean
conductor, such as water and gas pipes, iron conduits,

etc., that maybe present in the ground, and which are all

more or less in electrical connection with each other, by
reason of the moisture which is held in suspension in the

soil, as well as in bricks, wood, and even in the hardest

stones present.

But, here 'is the point where this "earth" varies from
what we called "earth" before. These masses of metal,

damp ground, etc., should have no connection with the

electric lighting service at all; they are at absolute zero,

because they are, or should be, absolutely neutral. When-
ever they become connected, either directly or indirectly,

with any portion of the electric lighting circuit, they are

no longer at zero of electrical potential, because no longer

neutral, and form part of the electric lighting system,

just as if they had been regularly calculated for and laid

as the cables were; and the danger, when such a connec-

FIG. 3. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD's FAIR.
tion exists, is not frcm any reservoir having been suddenly
tapped, as a waterbearing fissure may be in a mine, but in

the suddenly bringing within the influence of the electrical

pressure created at the central station, of a system or
conductors that are of uncertain and varying measure-
ments, and quite beyond the control of the engineer.

Electric Power Transmission.
D. A. Tompkins contributed an interesting article to a

recent number o[ the Ma/iu/acturers' J^c'cor/f on "Trans-
mission of Power by Electricity." After enumerating the
advantages of electric transmission and referring to the
large number of undeveloped water powers in this country
Mr. Tompkins concludes his article thus: "The field of
power transmission by electricity has not been much ex-

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
plored. There is nothing in the way of its successful ac
complishment, except that the shops in which the ma-
chinery can be built are pressed with orders for electric

railway machinery, and really can hardly afford to aban-
don a developed line of trade to explore a field which is

yet very little worked. When it is considered that in the

United States over 400 electric street railways have been
built in the last ten years, and that all the machinery has
been constructed by what is practically now two compa-
nies, it will be appreciated that the wonder is that so
much has been done."

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The contract for the single arc light posts approx-

imately 1,000 in number, has been let to A. B. Ayers of

New York. The contract for the posts for three lights

has not yet been awarded- The accompanying cuts show

the design of the two styles of posts; both posts, though,

are of the same general design except at the top. The

single light post, Fig. i, in height measures very close to 17

feetfrom the ground to the arc in the lamp; the triple lamp

post, Figs. 2 and 3,is a little higher. The column is supported

as shown on a cast iron base. On the base there sets an

ornamental cast iron shell 7 feet 4 inches high. This shell

has fitted onto its top a wood shaft or mast of thoroughly

seasoned clean white poplar. This mast has a hole

through its center to contain the wires leading to the lamp.

Surmounting the mast is what might be called the top or

lamp casting, within which depends the lamp. The

post is surmounted by a sheet metal hood of hand-

some design. This hood is made of No. 26 galvan-

ized iron or zinc strengthened with iron straps and securely

connected to the iron framework. The upper section of

the sheet metal hood is made with a t'ght slip joint, so

that it can be removed. There is a wooden frame sup-

porting the sheet metal hood. This is made of two sec-

tions of dressed white pine scarfed together, the joinls

carefully lapped, glued and scewed together and formed

to the outline shown. In general it may be said that all

the cast iron work for these posts is to be of the best

quality of tough gray iron. Where bolts are used to

fasten the different sections together they will be of

wrought iron with spherical heads and octagonal nu^s.

The base of all the arc lamp columns will oe securely lag-

fcrewed to the wooden foundations. In furnishing these

posts the contractor will fit the different sections together

and erect the posts in the grounds. The color the posts

will be painted is to be selected by the director of works

of the exposition.

H. E. de Ville, of Paris, was in Chicago last week,

representing a French company which proposes to trans-

mit by means of electricity, and reproduce in other cities,

photographs of the proceedings at Jackson Park next

month and of the naval review in New York city. M. de

Ville claims that the invention which his company con-

trols was conceived by M. Henri Courtonne, a French

chemist. He has been diligently engaged in perfecting

the details of the system for several years and in his work

has been assisted by many noted French scientists. M. de

Ville does not pretend to understand the method employed

or the principles involved. He says the invention has

plenty of financial backing and that his visit to Chicago is

merely for the purpose of arranging for the transmission

of the photographs to New York and other cities. M. de

Ville in an interview says:

"The people in New York may stay in their own city

and hear the speeches and see the dedication exercises in

New York. In fact, they may stay in New York or San

Francisco and see the whole of the World's Fair as gra-

phically as if they were in Jackson Park, and almost

simultaneously, too. This we know can be done. But we

want to, if possible, produce the same effects in London
and Paris and Madrid and Berlin and Rome and St.

Petersburg. So much capital and energy and determi-

nation are back of our enterprise that it is not without the

range of possibilities that the obstacle, the waste of water

the Atlantic presents, may be surmounted, and, if so, the

fair will indeed be the World's Columbian Exposition.

For day in and day out during the six months of the great

international show the sights and scenes and exhibits at

Jackson Park will be reproduced in facsimile in all the

gieat centers of the civilized world."

The work at the grounds still continues in the S3me reg-

ular ruts. Orders have been received from Chief Burn-

ham by Superintendent Keller of the Westinghouse com-

pany to light the south front of the electricity building.

This will require 500 lamps, and plans for this decoration

are now being prepared.

It is an interesting fact that over fifty miles of wire have

already been placed in the art and administration buildings.

This fifty miles is about one-half of the total amount that

will be put in. The underground work on the outside is

practically finished. The Westinghouse station, it will

be remembered, is located in the machinery hall, and the

total amount of conduit required is about twenty-four

miles. The conduit employed is all of pump log and is laid

eighteen inches below the surface. The joints are pitched.

There will be in all about 180 miles of cable for primary

circuits. The primaries that will be laid in the conduits

will be lead covered, but those which will be strung in the

subways will be without the lead cover and will be taped.

The New York Herald remarks editorially: "At the

Centennial exhibition sixteen years ago people were pushed

about on rolling chairs and shown the queer little toy called

a telephone and told about the curious light which a man
named Brush intended to exhibit if he could get it ready

in time. At the World's fair next year some of the same

people will ride about in electric carriages and won't even

look at the electric lights and telephones. All in seventeen

years!"

R. E. Galaher, secretary, and A J. Tower, treasurer of

)Mi!lII
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FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

the New York Insulated Wire company, are now at the

World's Fair grounds. They arrived Monday, last week.

The new addition to the Edison electric light works at
Philadelphia has been completed. A large force of men
is engaged in building the foundations for the new engines
and dynamos. These foundations are firmly laid and will

be solid and substantial. When the improvements are
furnished the plant will be one of the most complete in
the state.
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Ludwig's Combination Telegraph Key
and Sounder.

In this peculiar looking instrument, which was designed

by Dan J. Ludwig of New York city, the frame which

supports the keys, the sounder magnet and armature, is

made of metal .shaped and constructed in substantially

the following manner: It is in outline C-shaped. The

ends of the C are solid, while the base or lower portion is

bifurcated. The base is provided with feet by means of

which it is secured to the base board of the instrument.

To the higher end of the C-shaped frame the sounder

magnet is attached and depends. This magnet has, as

shown in the cut, an angular piece of soft iron connected

with the upper end of its core and extending down parallel
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wisely proposed, we believe by Prof. Von Helmholtz,
that some international understanding should be arrived

at, and no better opportunity could have presented
itself than the meeting of the British association at

Edinburgh. Here it was found by the committee,
who really hadsomething to do, that Germany and
France were in complete accord with the proposals;
and although Prof. Rowland, who has been turn-
ing his attention of late to that branch of electrical science
known as optics, was not present, it was understood that

neither opposition nor modification would be pressed from
America.

It maybe asked, what has the British association got to

do with the Board of Trade and the Privy Council? and
the answer is simple. The Board of Trade sought the
advice of three bodies, the Royal society, the Postoffice,

and the Institution of Electrical Engineers. It was recoe-
nized that at the meeting of the British association a good
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connected to the alternator that is in circuit, the suspended

disk being in contact through the beam and the post with

the machine that is to be thrown in. There are distance

pieces as indicated to prevent metallic contact of the disks.

A scale is attached to the post and a finger attached to the

beam to allow of its position being noted.

The instrument is shown and described as only applied

to one pole, though it would be preferable to utilize it in

practice for both poles of a machine.

The operation of this instrument when it is desired to

LUDWIG'S combination TEL

with the coil to a point in a plane a trifle below the lower

end of the core. The armature lever is pivoted at the

end of the frame and between its sides or bifurcations.

The front end of the armature lever plays between stops,

the upper one being an adjustable screw passing down-

wardly through the solid end of the frame and the lower

one being an eccentric carried by a rotatab!e pin passing

through the sides or bifurcations of the frame. In the or-

ganization shown, the armature lever falls by gravity, be-

ing unprovided with a retractile spring. The key is lo-

cated below the armature lever, is pivoted in the rear of

the frame, and works between its sides or bifurcations.

Electrical Standards.^

The meeting of the British association of Edinburg was
a convenient opportunity for the consideration of electri-

cal standards, but the position of that body in connection

with this subject ought to be clearly understood. The
value of the work done by the association is inversely as

the prominence or publicity. There are two functions of

the British association which have little to do with sum-
mer science and the popular element, but which are of

very great importance; one of these is the distribution of

annual grants of money to assist research, and the other is

the work of the special committees. The Royal society

contributes in a similar way to the advancement of science

by grants of money, though of course without any competi-

tion or interference. But in the work of special committees,

the British association stands practically alone. It would,

indeed, be a pity if there were any competition, for this

would be inevitably accompanied by interference. The real

work of these committees is generally done by one man.
The committees rarely meet to any practical purpose until

the annual meeting of the association, when a report is

drawn up for presentation to a section. The easiest way
of doing this is to append the names of the committee,

including all absentees to the report which is submitted.

This gratifies everybody, and, thanks to the disinterested-

ness of the true scientific spirit, satisfies the man who has

done all the work.

It is to such committee work that we owe the creation of

the ohm, the volt, and the Weber, in 1863, and the original

determination of the ohm by Maxwell and others, from the

research carried out at King's College with the assistance

of funds granted by the British association; and nowhere
have the initials B. A. been more honorably employed
than in the designation of the B. A. unit of resistance. An
annual report upon the behavior of these standards, upon
re-determinations and comparisons, and other very impor-

tant matters, has been a feature of every meeting of the

British association for several years. There has been no
attempt or the smallest occasion for an attempt to transfer

the responsibility to any other body, and it has been only

when proposals have been made to secure the acceptance

of the electrical units by other nations that the matter has

been discussed by any other body. Tnis was done at a

congress at Paris in 18S4, when a number of eminent but

self appointed councillors attempted to create a unit which
received the ineffectual and misleading name of the "legal

ohm," which served only to create confusion. A similar

congress is threatened at Chicago, but it is to be hoped
that before that city becomes filled with Exposition-mong-

ers and sight-seers, the necessary work will have already

been accomplished by men of whom many would probably

shun the bustle and excitement and exaggerated delights

of a monster bazar, which seems the last place in the

world for important scientific deliberations. The Chicago

congress may adopt the henry, and few will grumble if

they approve of mtgafarads and microboles; they may be

induced by M. Guilleaume to accept a unit of radiation,

and by Mr. Preece to re-adjust the volt and ampere for the

sake of uniformity of indices. The Chicago congress may
be the occasion of the acceptance of the ohm, the volt, and
the ampere by the Unittd States government, if it is

thought worth while to delay for a twelvemonth or so what

has been already well settled by others, "^t was very

I. From the London Electrician.

EGRAPH KEY AND SOUNDER.

representation of these bodies might be expected, and
Major Cardew attended officiall}', although the committee
meeting had no official authority. The adoption of its

report by the three advising bodies, will be a matter of
course; and it may be expected that one of the first duties
of the new government will be the placing of the ohm, the
volt and the ampere of Queen Victoria on the same footing
as the yard and the pound, and the other standards of the
imperial system of weights and measures which were made
legal and compulsory by the Act of 1824.

Electrostatic Switch and Phase Indicator.
This device is designed, mainly, for automatically throw-

ing alternators in parallel. It may also, however, be em-

ployed to indicate when the line currents or machines are

in phase.

The construction of the instrument is based on the well

known law that when two electrically charged bodies are of
unlike sign they attract each other, and when of like sign

they repel each other.

As will be seen by reference to Fig. i of the accompany,

ingcuts, the parts of the device are arranged on a horizontal

FIG. 2. ELECTROSTATIC SWITCH AND PHASE INDICATOR.

throw an alternator into a circuit being fed by other ma-

chines, is as follows: Having brought the machine to a

potential corresponding to that existing on the mains and

thrown in an artificial load corresponding to the load it will

take up on the circuit, one pole is now switched directly onto

one main and the other through the electrostatic switch. The
action of the switch will prevent the machine going into

main circuit unless in phase with the running machines,

as it follows should the machine not be in phase then the

disks of the balance will be oppositely electrified, and

hence attraction, which results in lifting the link on the

other end of the rocking arm out of the mercury cups and

leaving the circuits open. But the moment the machires

are synchronized the disks will be similarly charged and re-

^HL^li

FIG. I. ELECTROSTATIC SWITCH AND PHASE INDICATOR.

base plate of non-conducting material, having upon it a

post supporting on its top the knife-edge bearings of a bal-

ance or rockmg beam, the travel of which may be adjusted

by thumb-screws. The supporting post is coupled whh
the alternator that is to be thrown in parallel. The beam
carries atone end by a non-conducting link, a copper or

aluminum link, arranged above two disconnected mercury

cups. One cup is connected with the main circuit and the

other to the disconnected machine, this connection having

an interposed hand switch.

At the other end of the beam there is carried by conduct-

ing links an aluminum disk, arranged above a correspond-

ing metallic disk upon the base. This disk on the base is

pel one another, resulting in the circuit being completed

and throwing the machines onto the mains.

" In the diagram Fig. 2 are shown two alternators and

main line conductors a b. The alternator d is included in

circuit with the main line through the circuit c!osersy"and

the plug e. Now let the circuit closersy be closed. Under

the conditions already explained the charges on the plates

E'E will cause the terminals D' D to be closed in the manner

explained. In order to insure better connection than

through the mercury, the plug, <?, may be inserted be-

tween the terminals^.

This switch is an invention of Alfred W. Alcock of Mel-

bourne, Victoria.
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The departmeat of electricity now claims that it has as-

surances that both France and England will contribute val-

uable e-Khibits. Charles Mascart who is representing the

French exhibitors says his couatrymen will certainly make

a good showing. It is to be hoped that this will prove to

be the case. American engineers invite comparison of

their machines with those of foreign makers. They be-

lieve they have nothing to fear and thej hope they may

pick up some valuable points in studying the foreign

machines in actual operation.

While New York is doing all it can to check the ad-

vance of the trolley system even in the outlying districts,

Chicago has quietly gone to work, considered the ques-

tion, and wisely decided to permit the introduction of over-

head wires. And now comes the good news that the City

Railway company will commence work in the very near

future. At a meeting of the directors of the railway com-

pany on last Monday it was decided to put an electric line

on the Su h side on Thirty-fifth, Forty-seventh, Sixty-

first, and Sixty-third streets. It was decided to commence

this work immediately, and to push it with all possible

vigor. Ordinances authorizing the company to equip

these cross-town lines with electric motive power were

passed by the Chicago city council March 21st, iSg2. The

company has since been investigating forms of motors and

electrical systems. After the lines have been run on the

new system for a while and when the people have had per-

sonal experience with overhead wires there will be no fur-

ther opposition to the introduction of electricity on all

outlying lines.

The railway company's engineers have been investigat-

ing the several systems, and while no definite conclusion
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has been reached, the matter is well enough in hand now
so there will be no delay on that score. The company will

endeavor to have at least the Sixty-first and Sixty-third

street lines in operation by December, and possibly the

Forty-seventh street line also. Work on all of them will

commence immediately. The Sixty-first street line will

be run all the way on that street from State street to Jack-

son Park, and will not turn at Cottage Grove avenue on

Sixty-third street, as the horse-car line dees now. This

will give the company two independent electric lines to

the park entrance.

In the face of all that is presented elsewhere in this

issue illustrating the merits of the storage battery, it will

doubtless be of interest to many to learn the opinion of

a scientific man who, just at present, takes a gloomy view

of the situation. Regarding the use of storage batteries

for streetcar propulsion Prof. Amoj E. Dolbear of Tufts

College said in a recent interview:

"I do not see how they cin ever be used economically.

They require constant attention, and run out so often

after charging a few times that they would be very costly.

I know that new ones are being heralded every day and
each one is said to be a great advance on anything that

has been seen before; but I do not care how the jar is

painted or by what name you call it. the principle is the

sime, and I predict that until the time comej when the

street car companies can charge 25 cent fares, the storage

battery will not be used as a means of propulsion."

This is pretty strong language, and coming from a man
of Prof. Djlbear's reputation will not be without weight

in influencing many against the already too much maligned

storage cell. The fight over what are believed to be

fundamental storage battery patents has prevented the

public from becoming more intimately acquainted with

this class of apparatus, and there is no question but that

the trolley men would prefer that the storage cell should

remain in oblivion. There has been, indeed, but little en-

couragement to capital to invest in a field where the proper

sort of encouragement would undoubte-IIy have worked
wonders and have placed the accumulator in an entirely

different light before the layman than it is in now. Com-
mercially speaking, the storage battery has not had a fair

chance in this country. But even though this last asser-

tion be disputed, it seems that Prof. Dolbear's strictures

.are unnecessarily severe when he asserts that "until the

time comes when the street car companies can charge 25

cent fares, the storage battery will not be used as a

means of propulsion."

So much has been said and written about the applicat'on

of electricity to street railways, and the manifest advan.

tages of this means of propulsion, that it seems as though

it should hardly be necessary to call further attention to

this subject. Yet, with all the evidence of the success of

the electric railway, and despite the fact that wherever

adopted the trolley system has b een received with public

favor, many of the metropolitan dailies continue to oppose

the introduction of this modern method of propulsion on

the streets of the metropolis. It appears strange that the

great dailies of the leading city of the country should so

blindly oppose the electric railway when other cities are

enjoying the advantages of rapid transit. The people of

New York are constantly clamoring; for better street rail-

way service; the managers of the surface roads announce

their willingness to extend their lines, equip them with

electricity and furnish rapid transit so far as it can be

obtained on surface roads, yet whenever the subject is

broached in the city council the majority of the papers

raise such a howl that the aldermen are affraid to vote for

the measure.

How long will the New York aldermen submit to the

bullying and black-mailing tactics of these New York jour-

nals? They are satisfied in their own minds that the trolley

system is safe and that it is the best possible method that

could be adopted for New York. Mayor Grant is also con-

vinced of this and he has approved the ordinance for the

Huckleberry road. Why not go a step further and grant

the other surface roads permission to equip their lines with

electrical apparatus?

New York, the foremost city of the New World, with

slow going horse cars, will be the laughing stock of visitors

from Europe who will be attracted to this country next

year by the Columbian Exposition, unless immediate steps

are taken to improve its street railway facilites.

In another column there is presented a description and

illustrations of a very novel bit of mechanism—an electric

carriage. This vehicle possesses the distinction of being

the first carriage to be driven by electricity on the streets

of Chicago. A great deal has been published about this

carriage, but little or nothing of value has been given out

relative to the details of construction. The present article,
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though, is most complete and will doubtless be appreciated

by those who want to know something more than the fact

that the carriage is driven by electricity from batteries on

board.

The application is in some respects crude, but the

arrangement will serve as a guide in the construction of

the improvements contemplated by the present owner. The
tests, also, that have been made with this novel carriage

in Chicago will serve as an invaluable aid to the satisfac-

tory sol'ition of the question of the amount of electric

power required for such service. During one of the many
trips made by this carriage, current readings were taken

as this vehicle passed over different street surfaces, and
the curious fact was noticed during the test that more cur-

rent was drawn from the battery while the carriage was
running over asphalt pavement than when it was passing

over what were apparently rougher surfaces.

The appearance of this vehicle is significant in that it

suggests the vast possibilities in waiting for a storage cell

that proves itself to be commerc:alIy suitable for carriage

work. The present owner of the vehicle is introducing,

and is using the carriage to illustrate the merits of, a cell

for which the strongest claims are made. Should contin-

ued tests substantiate these claims, the good impression

made cannot fail to revert to the interest of others exploit-

ing similar apparatus. Chicago would be an ideal location

for what might be termed an "electric livery stable," and

in this one direction alone the storage battery exploiter

will find a field capable of extensive development, Given

a cheap cell and one that will stand such rough usage as

is incidental to the operation of a street carriage and we
venture to say no better place could be found than Chicago

in which to inaugurate an electric carriage service With miles

and miles of streets, boulevards and park roads, as smooth

as a billiard table and without grades—not to mention that

peculiarity of the wealthier and more progressive citizens

who believe in having all improvements and luxuries and

are willing to pay for them—the electric carriage builder

and the "electric liveryman," it would seem, could reap

a rich harvest. It is already announced that it will not

be a great while before Chicagoans will see more than one

electric carriage upon the streets of the city.

According to our New York correspondent medical

men are showing an increased interest in electricity. The
use of electricity is now common among physicians but

those who have given the subject especial attention are

comparatively few. Many medical men prescribe appli-

cations of the electric current very much as the good

mother prescribes Jamaica ginger, viz., because the

patient "has a piin" and something must be done to re-

lieve it. Ox the other hand there is the earnest and

thoroughly scientific investigator who sees in the myster-

ious agent a possible friend and one that, if its acquain-

tance be properly cultivated and its nature systematically

studied, may be made a most valuable aid to the profes-

sion. Many physicians will tell a patient to get "a bat-

tery" and use it himself, but there is no more reason why a

patient should use electric currents of various natures with

out specific advice than that he should use surgical instru-

ments. Physicians do not agree on the question of the

physiological effects of the electric current. According to

the quacks all one has to do is to pass the "galvanic" or

the "faradic" current through the diseased part and a cure

is inevitable. But the truly scientific man is not satisfied

to prescribe something the nature and action of which he

knows nothing beyond, perhaps, that it is harmless.

A prominent physician of Chicago was recently asked

for his opinion as to the use of electricity for medicinal

purposes. His answer was evidently an honest one and

therefore worthy to be recorded. He expressed the belief

that most physicians in applying electrical treatment

worked very much in the dark. He himself, he confessed,

often worked by "feeling," so to speak; that is, when he

thought a patient might be "eased" by an application of

the electric current he made the experiment. If there-

suit was a lessening of pain the electricity was turned on

again; if the current afforded no relief, another remedy

was resorted to. From this it is reasonable to presume

that with the average medical man—even among those in

good standing—very little of a valuable nature is really

known. The aggressiveness of the quack in playing upon

the incredulous has given the "electric doctor" an unsav-

ory reputation. If, then, the American Electro-thera-

peutic association, soon to hold its second annual meeting

in New York, can help in the work of doing away with all

fanciful ideas in relation to electro-medical applications

and put this branch of medicine upon a scientific basis,

the association will earn the gratitude of not only the gen-

eral medical profession but that of the electrical engineer

as well.
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Electrical Features of the St. Louis
Illumination.

The illumlnatioa of St. Louis this year for the Autum-
nal festivities, has been pronounced the most extensive

display of this kind that has yet been made in this coun-

try. An idea of some of the set pieces may be gained

from the accompanying cut, which is a reproduction of

several photographs of the most prominent features of the

display.

It will be noticed that these pieces include representa-

tions of the "Santa Maria," in exact imitation of that

vessel, the Western hemisphere, in which the progress of

civilization from the discovery of the continent is pre-

sented. There is a fine painting of Columbus, illuminated

by electric lights. Perhaps the most impressive spectacle

of all is a globe suspended at Broadway and Olive streets,

twenty-live feet in diameter and weighing 10,000 pounds.

Two sets of electric motors revolve the globe on its axis
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traP ask you over what you want. If she does not hear

you, tell her to 'wake up.'

"Put vour 'plug' in before a storm, and be sure not to

take it out again, but go around to the central office a.nd of-

fer to lick the whole telephone company for neglect of duty.

"Take your time in answering your bell, or, what is bet-

ter, do not answer it at all, but in about half an hour ring

up and ask who called you, and get mad if 'Central' has
forgotten who it was. She has nothing else to do but

remember.

"Allow everybody who wants to, to use your telephone.

Hang the receiver big end up, as in this way it gets full of

dust, which makes another cause for complaint.

"Bang on the transmitter with a lead pencil as though
you intended to knock it through the wall. This invaria-

bly makes it work better.

"Refuse to pay toll messages, and if you are on a line

with some one always listen to their conversation and be

Switzerland, brings the position out plainly in the follow-
ing paragraph: "The manufacturing interests of this
country mainly depend upon their rich water resources. Of
the 2.322 factories which employed motive power at the
close of 1888, 1,114 exclusively employed water power,
and only G58 exclusively steam power, whi.e 457 employed
both water and steam; and, taken altogether, these 2,322
factories used 54,243 h. p. of water and 27,432 h. p. of
steam, and only 717 h p. of gas. The facilities which
science is daily multiplying for the transmission of force
by electricity, recently exemplified by the L^uffen trans-
mission exhibited at Frankfort, are likely still further to
accentuate this special feature in Swiss industry." We
know that since 1888 immense strides have taken place in
this department of science, and Switzerland now stands
with Italy at the head of the European countries in the
utilization of natural forces. In America equal progress
prevails, and in this and other commercial and educational
departures, American authorities are careful to have full

reports from the centers where most efficiency and activity
is found. Special commissions of professors, architects,
and engineers are sent over from time so time to report

and control switches giving varied effects in turning lights

on and off. The globe is a representation of the earth,

the continents and islands being shown by banks of incan-

descent lamps, and the water by a dark background.

Three thousand incandescent lights are used for this

piece.

ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE ST. LOUIS ILLUMINATION.

sure to want the use of the line while they are using it.

Whenever you see the manager tell him if he cannot give

you a better telephone or have that one fixed, you will

throw the whole thing out of the window. When the

inspector comes deny that you have ever complained of the

telephone, and say that it works like a charm."

fully upon all points that can aid progress. If a few travel-

ing commissions could be arranged by the Irish colleges, or

other authorities, to send over students and engineers to

study and report upon the utilization of water power in

Swiss industries, this might give rise to a development of
electric transmission plants that would benefit largely the
financial and commercial aspects of the sister country.

A Telephone Girl's Suggestion.
There seems to be a tendency on the part of telephone

subscribers to "kick on the service" no matter how good

it may be. No doubt there is cause for many complaints,

but that these are largely exaggerated no one who will

stop to consider the matter, will question. The "tele-

phone girl" is the object of most of these manifestations of

temper and some of the representations of this class occa-

sionally air their opinions of the complainants. One of these

girls, annoyed by the exasperating complaints of subscrib-

ers, has prepared a set of rules of which the following are

a few examples

:

"If you have a telephone in your ofiice or store, ring up

'Central' and then go wait on a customer.

"Always speak in an undertone, in order to make 'Cen-

To Utilize Water Power in Ireland.
Ireland is somewhat like Switzerland with regard to its

large latent resources in water power, though unlike in the

little use that is made of them, and it may be worth while

at the present time to draw further attention to this fact,

says the London Elechical Engineer. Not only for elec-

tric installations, now, we are happy to say, rapidly in-

creasing, but for many manufacturing purposes by means
of electric transmission, might these waste powers in the

future be usefully employed, as they have long been in

Switzerland, and it would be well if electrical engineers in

Ireland were to do more in trying to arouse public and
private interest, by means of the papers and otherwise, in

the sources of revenue that lie around waiting to be
tapped. Without coal and without ports Switzerland has

been able, by means of its lavish water supply, to erect

and carry on fine factories and compete with o:her coun-
tries successfully in manufacturing products. A foreign

ofiice report just published on the condition of labor in

Fire in the Postal Telegraph Company's
Chicago Office.

The Postal Telegraph company's main office in the

Phoenix Building, Chicago, was temporarily disabled Mon-
day, the result of a fire, which started among the cables

that come in from the street, beneath the Imperial Build-

ing. The smell of burning insulating material could be

distinguished in the stock exchange room about the same

time the operators in the Postal's big room found trouble

with their lines. The flooring of the stock exchange was torn

up and the fire extinguished, buf: not until the ends of the

main line cables had been burned. The damage to the build-

ing was slight but the delay of three hours at the busiest time

of the day crippled the service for a time. Before evening,

however, everything was running smoothly.
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Painting IVIoulding.

The Standard Paint company of New York has recently

placed on the market a small machine for painting mould-

ing. Asa great deal of the moulding for inside wiring is

now required to be painted with a waterproof compound,

the Standard company has concluded that it would be to

the advantage of those who have the work to do, to employ

such a machine. Through the use of such a machine,

there is effected a great saving in Isbor, and also a con-

siderable economy in the use of paint or compound. This

painting machine is very simple, as will be seen from

the cut. It can be so arranged that any size moulding can

be painted by it. Any one can handle it, and with it, it

PAINTING MOULDING.

is asserted, two boys can easily paint 1,000 feet of ordi-

nary size moulding, inside, outside, and back of capping,

within an hour.

New American Lamp.
The American Electrical Manufacturing company, St.

Louis, has been making for some time an incandescent

lamp, illustrated herewith, which has been christened the

"American," and under the title has earned a well deserved

popularity. No pains have been spared by this company to

put on the market a strictly high grade lamp, and from the

NEW AMERICAN LAMP.

fact that the demand through the summer months has been

such that a large force of men has been kept at work night

and day, it would seem that the reputation of the lamp has

been well sustained. Several special lamps are made by

the company, for street railway and other purposes.

Street Bracket for High Tension Incan-
descent Circuits.

The bracket herewith illustrated is intended to permit

the use of an ordinary half-inch pipe, goose neck, to carry

any kind of bood or lantern, and is suitable for use with

any system of out-door incandescent lighting. As will be

seen by reference to the cut, the bracket holds a long

STREET BRACKET FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

sleeve of hard rubber, enclosing a length of iron pipe which

is vulcanized into the rubber. The latter projects over

the iron at the end where the wires enter. The other end

of the pipe projects from the rubber, and carries a regular

gas pipe thread for connection to the goose neck or pipe

bracket. To reduce surface leakage, the length of the ex-

posed hard rubber Is made as long as possible. It will

be seen that by completely insulating the pipe and all that

it supports, and leading the wires through it inside the

pipe, the necessity for the insulator usually placed be-

tween the hood and the pipe is obviated, as well as the

cross arm with insulators above the hood. This bracket

is manufactured by the Electrical Supply company, Chi-

cago.

The Smith Ventilating Fan.
The accompanying illustration represents the Smith

ventilating fan which is handled by the Huyett & Smith

Manufacturing company of Detroit, Mich. The apparatus

as shown consists of the fan proper with electric motor at-

tachment. As will be s^en, the motor armature is built up

on the same shaft that carries the blower blades,and hence

revolves at the same speed. The whole arrange.ment is

most compact. The fan illustrated was designed for ser-

vice on a 1 10 volt circuit, but these equipments are sup-

plied to suit any ordinary voltage. The fans range in

sizes ofjfrom 18 inches to 54 inches in diameter and are

equipped with motors of from ^:^ to 3]^ horse power.

The weight of the different equipments range from 180 to

850 pounds.

supersede many of the old style trip annunciators now in

the market. The advantages claimed are: Absolute cer-

tainty of receiving the last call only, as a previous call is

thrown down or tripped automatically when the last call

comes in ; no tripping or resetting whatsoever being required

and no instructions over and over again having to be given

servants; freedom from all complicated mechanism, and
consequent durability.

New D. and D. Electric IWachine.
Illustrated herewith is the new type D. and D. electric

motor and dynamo. As will be seen from the engraving.

The Evan's System of Transmitting
Power.

Frictional devices for driving dynamos in close quarters

are now the order of the day. The cut presented

herewith shows that the Evan's Friction Cone company of

EVAN'S SYSTEM OF TRANSMITTING POWER.

Boston intends to keep itself well inline with the demands
of the trade. This company states that with its system

as here illustrated 150 horse power can be transmitted by

the use of an auxiliary palley. Two dynamos can be driv-

en by one pulley, and one or both can be sarted and

stopped while the pulley is running. The main features of

the Evan's system are so clearly represented in the cut

that further explanation is unnecessary.

New Automatic Set-Back Annunciator.
It is a well recognized fact that the ordinary house

annunciator does not answer the purpose for which it is

designed. Servants and others will not restore the drops,

needles or other indicating mechanism, and hardly ever

know from which room or locality the call proceeds, as

there are sometimes from two to four pointers or drops

registering on the dial. After several years of experiment-
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it is a handsome and compactly built machine. The sim-

plicity of the design attracts at once the attention of the

expert.

The pole pieces are very heavy. The arms supporting

the bearings are cast in one piece with the base, insuring

perfect alignment. The bearings are bushed with bronze

sleeves which are fitted accurately to gauge and can, in

case of injury or wear, be easily and quickly inserted. The
bearings are self-oiling; a loose brass ring hangs on the

shaft in the center of the bearing, the lower part dipping

into a reservoir of oil beneath. The ring revolving with

the shaft constantly feeds it with oil, any excess being re-

turned to the reservoir.

The armature shaft is made of the best machine steel.

The commutator is of hard copper carefully insulated with

mica; the bars are of sufficient width and length to insure

a perfect contact and reduce the wear to a minimum. The
brush holders are made for multiple carbon self-adjusting

brushes, so constructed as to maintain perfect contact be-

tween each individual carbon and the commutator.

The magnet core is of wrought iron. These motors are

m.L.

NEW AUTOMATIC SET-BACK ANNUNCIATOR.

ing, thongh, the Partr'ck & Carter company

of Philadelphia, has at last perfected

an automatic system in which only one indicator,

and that the one for the last call, remains pointing. Each

new call resets the pointer that indicated the previous

call,no attention to the annunciator other than observing the

dial when the call comes in, being required. The appear-

ance of the new automatic annunciator i<^ the same as the

Partrick & Carter *'King" annunciator (one needle giving

two indications) except that the resetting knob is dispensed

with. All those who have had any practical experience

with the ordinary annunciators which have to be tripped

every time a call comes in, can appreciate this.

The company thinks that, when the merits of this auto-

matic feature in its annunciator is fully known, it will

NEW D. & D. ELECIRIC MACHINE.

wound so as to maintain as nearly as possible a constant

speed under any variation of load.

AYith the dynamos for lighting plants there is furnished

a switch board, with a double pole switch resistance box,

fuse blocks, lightning arresters, ground detectors, volt-

meters and lamps.

This machine is manufactured by the D. &. D. Mo-
tor company, Minneapolis, Minn,

D. D. Coaley, M. F. McGregor and G. B, Hengen have
incorporated the Houston Heights Street Railway company,
Houston, Tex., with a capital stock of $100,000. The
company proposes to build an electrical railroad to Hous-
ton Heights, and will commence work on it at once.
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National Multipolar Generator.
Experience in building direct current generators of

large output, has shown that in machines of very great

capacity there is a decided gain in employing more than

two poles; in fact, for very large machines the construction

with only two poles involves so many difficulties, both

mechanical and electrical, that it is what might be termed

a very impracticable type. The National Electric Manu-

facturing company of Eau Claire, Wis., has justplaceda

new line of four pole direct current generators on the

market, which the company claim not only have all the

desirable features of its older apparatus, but also possess

some novel points of construction not heretofore applied

to electrical raichinery. The accompanying illustration

shows the general appearance of the new type machines.

They are at present built in sizes of from 50 to 250 kilo-

watts, large generators being also under construction.

The field magnet frame is of the conventional octagonal

shape and is cast entire in one piece making an absolutely

unbroken magnetic circuit around and with the four poles.

The metal employed is similar in composition to mitis

metal, and its permeability is claimed to be within a few

per cent, of that of wrought iron.

The armature is of the Gramme- Pacinotti type, the

conductors being laid in grooves so as to be flash with

the surface. This method of winding reduces the air gap

between armature core and fields to a minimum; at the

same time the sparking at the brushes is avoided.

The journals are large and are all mide self-oiling, and
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NATIONAL MULTIPOLAR GENERATOR.

in the machines of over 50 kilowatts' capacity they are

provided with ball bearings.

The National machines are all over-compounded to give

constant potential at the distribution point under any con-

dition of load. In the construction of the series turns to

accomplish this quite an ingenious idea has been applied,

to avoid the cumbersome mass of cables or wires usually

resorted to. In place of these cables solid copper rods

are used, the coil or turns being built around the shunt

spools by means of CDppsr elbows at the corners; the sev-

eral turns are separated by spacing pieces of hard rubber,

suitable "T" or "L" shaped connectors being used to

connect brush and line terminals.

Western Union Affairs.

The Western Union meeting to act on the dividend
takes place next Wednesday. Mr. Gould expresses a

preference to have the dividend continue at the present

rate for a while longer, but says distinctly that he is will-

ing to change his mind if it can be shown to be for the

best interests of the company.
It was reported yesterday that Western Union intends

to spend $1,500,000 this year for a new building at

Chicago and will issue bonds to pay for it. A director of

the company says this is not true. The company has been
thinking of erecting a building at Chicago, large enough
to accommodate its growing business there, but it is con-

sidered inexpedient to attempt to do any building in

Chicago until after the World's Fair. Values there at the

present time are v:;rv much inflated because of the Fair.—Daily Financial News, September lotk.

New York Notes.
New York, September 10.—The daily papers, with but

few exceptions, have been saying mean things about the

pDor besotted brute who made the mistake of his life

when he attempted to "lick" Corbett. But even the ex-

tinguished "big fellow" knew when he was fairly whipped

and had the decency to acknowledge that the fight had

been a fair one and a better man was now in the field. In

this respect "Mr." John L. Sullivan presented a pleasanter

spectacle than do several of the New York dailies in their

childish opposition to the much needed improvement, the

maligned trolley system. "More Trolley Eff'rontery" and

paragraphs in the editorial columns of the Herald to the

effect that owners of real estate along Lexington avenue

should bestir themselves "early and eagerly about this

threatening attack on their rights and their safety"—all

this reminds one that there are some people in this progres-

sive country who do not know when they are fairly whipped

and when they are progressing. T.ut all this newspaper

talk doesn't seem to worry John D. Crimmins, for his com-

pany on Tuesday last applied to the board of aldermen for

permission to connect lines already built and to construct

several new lines, one of which will run nearly the entire

length of Lexington avenue, and to use on the new lines

any kind of motive power except "locomotive steam power.'"

Permission was asked to build new tracks in Lexington

avenue above Twenty-third street to connect with the

Houston, West street and Pavonia Ferry company's route,

which is known as the "Avenue C" line, at East Thirty-

fifth and East Thirty-sixth streets. The privilege was

also asked to lay tracks in Lexington avenue above Forty-

second street and to the Harlem River when the avenue

shall be opened above Ninety-eighth street, and through

ir6:h street from Morningside park to East river. In re-

turn the applicants agree to pay the city a reisonable re-

maneraiion for the privileges asked and to give passenger

transfer tickets at Broadway and Forty-second street, and

at West Twenty-third street and Lexington avenue for

lines running to the Grand Central station. The applica-

tion was referred to the railroad committee with instruc-

tions to give a public hearing in the council chamber Wed-
nesday, September 28th,

A lo;;al theatre has made quite an attractive feature of

an electrical sunrise. A curved screen, part of which is

made of gauze, so that the light may shine through, ex-

tends around the stage, and behind it is an elaborate sys-

tem of incandescent lamps. The controlling apparatus is

?o graduated that fifty different degrees of light and shade

can be produced, thus causing the sunrise to grow imper-

ceptibly. Another use of the electric current made at the

same place is in representing the explosion of a bomb. A
paper shell contains just enough powder to explode and

make a flash. This is fired by electricity, while at the

same moment another circuit controlled by the sime key,

sets off a gun behind the scenes, which furnishes the nec-

essary noise.

The American Electro-therapeutic association will hold

Its second annual meeting at the Acadamy of Medicine on

Ojt. 4th, 5th and 6th. A number of important papers will

be presented on the relation of electricity to medicine and

surgery by Dr. WiUian J. Morton, president of the asso-

ciation, and Dr. A. D. Rockwell, of this city; Dr. Horatio

Bigelow, secretary of the association, and Dr. B. Massey,

of Philadelphia, and Dr. Margaret A. Cleaves of the New
York Post Graduate Medical School and Hospital. This

association is composed of members who are especially

interested in the study of electricity in medicine as applied

to disease, and all the members are regular physicians in

good standing with the profession. Electricity has been more

abused than used in medicine. It is an agent that for

many years has been mostly in the hands of

charlatans, and it is only in the !ast few years that the

profession has been alive to the fact that it presents an

important field for investigation and should be dealt with

as any other therapeutic measure. Twenty years ago

work in this line was considered a disreputable thing for a

regular physician, and the subject was never mentioned in

any of the medical colleges or journals. To-day all the med-

ical colleges deal with it more or less, and you can seldom

find an issue of a medical jouanal that does not contain

something in reference to it. W. F. O.

The Peninsula Electric Light & Power company, of New-
port, Va., will hold a stockholders' meeting on September
22 to consider, among other matters, an i crease of its

capital stock.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo., September 10.—The Thomson-

Houston Electric company has brought suit in the circuit

court at Kansas City against the Kansas City Electric

Light company for $11,600.25 which is alleged to be due

for electrical apparatus furnished during the period from

March 30, 1891, to May I, 1S92. This suit is said to be

a counter suit against one filed by the Kansas City com'
pany about two months ago to recover $210,000 from the

Thomson-Houston company, the Edison Electric Light

company and the General Electric company of New York.

Breaches of numerous contracts are alleged by both sides,

and the court will endeavor to unravel the differences of

the companies at the October term.

The board of public works of Kansas City last Tuesday
awarded the contract for furnishing two dynamos of

for lighting the new city hall building, to the Fort

Wayne Electric company of Fort Wayne, Ind., at

$2,44^5. Bids for furnishing the electroliers were submit-

ted by E. D. Hornbrook & Co., the Goss Heating &
Plumbing company, L. C. Bair, all of Kansas City, but

all were rejected. Bids on this work will be solicited

again to be opened in about ten days.

Many of the electric supply men came near being "left"

on the letting of the contract for dynamos. The bids were

solicited by official advertisement in a local paper of no

prominence or circulation, and no one knew the city wanted

dynamos. Recently an announcement of the fact was
made in the Western Electrician, and almost at the last

day all the bids came in. These were taken under advise-

ment several days before the contract was awarded. The
contract for wiring the new city hall building was recently

let to the Kansas City Electrical company. T.

Nortliwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, September 10.—The event in Minneapolis

electrical circles is the incorporation of the Commercial

Telephone & Electric company by a number of leading

business men, many of whom are already identified with

large electrical enterprises. The list includes E. S. Cor-

ser, president of the Minnesota Brush Electric Light com-
pany; Thomas Lowry, president of the Twin City Rapid

Transit railway system; Chas. M. LoringandH. A. Tut-

tle, president and general manager of ihs North American
Telegraph company; A. B. Barton and A. M. Robertson,

treasurer and general manager of the Brush Electric com-

pany, and three other moneyed men of the city. The
company is to have a capital of |i, coo,000 and its purpose

is stated to be conducting a general telephone and tele-

graph business, and for the generation, s'.orage, transmis-

sion, application and use of electricity for lighting, heating,

motive and other purposes; the manufacturing, buying,

using, selling, renting, leasing and otherwise disposing of

and dealing in all kinds of material, conductors, conduits,

apparatus, machines and mechanical contrivances which

now or hereafter may be used in or about the generation,

storage, transmission, use, or application of electricity.

The names of the incorporators quite naturally suggested

the possibility that this might be the mych-talked-of elec-

tric?.l "combine." The parties deny this theory and insist

that the company proposes to do what its articles say

—

conduct a telephone and telegraph business. They claim

to have secured control of some new devices which will

make possible better and cheaper service. It is described

in a vague way as a "multiplex telegraph and telephone

system." The company seeks a franchise from the coun-

cil and agrees to put its wires in the old Dorsett conduits,

laid years ago. The company does not propose to do any

lighting.

The Western Union company took possession of its

handsome new quarters the first of the week. The build-

ing itself is a landmark, having been owned and occupied

for years by a leading national bank. It has been "spruced

up" outside and in, and is now an excellent place for the

purpose. It is a great improvement on the wretched quar-

ters in the o'd city hall. The public, as well as the com-

pany, gains by the change, as the new office is far more

central and satisfactory in every way. The company oc-

::upies about half the building, a three story brick with base-

ment. The batteries and wire are kept in the basement

and the general office is on the main floor. The second floor

is taken up with the rooms of the general manager, local

manager and their assistants; on the third floor the oper-

ators have a fine light and airy room, 100x23 feet. There

are twelve operating tables, each having room for six oper-

ators. They are connected with the switch-board by wires

through a false floor. The cables from outside terminate

behind the switch-board and in front of the board is a row

of eight quadruplex instruments. The whole outfit is new
and of the most improved type.

The transfer was made Saturday night and it was remark-

able that there was not the slightest interruption to busi-

ness. There was not an open wire anywhere. More than

350 overhead wires were transferred from the old office to

the underground circuit, 94 overhead wires from the Mil-

waukee and 55 from the Union depot, were put under-

ground. The company now has a very extensive and per-

fect underground system.

It was something over ten years ago that the Western
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Union bought the old Northwestern Telegraph company

and the growth of the business has been like that of the

city, phenomenal. In 1881 there were 15,523 miles of

wire used; now there are 62,691. In t88i there were 800

cells of battery, against 4,4iS now. There were 35,474

messages handled in iSSr and 125,780 now.

A survey is now in progress of a route for the proposed

electric railway line connecting St. Paul and Stillwater.

The plan is to extend the line now running to White Bear

Lake from St. Paul. Most of the route is through Wash-

ington county and the country is very sparsely settled.

The line is expected to precipitate something of a boom.

The line to White Esar has proved itself a very profitable

little investoaent already. It is the intention to add at-

tractions at the lake another year which will greatly in-

crease travel. The line to Stillwater will be twenty miles

long and the trip is to be made in about 70 minutes with

a 25 cent fare one way. It is to be completed next year.

The line will enter Stillwater by a street on the north hill

and run into the business center. A baggage and freight

service is contemplated.

A suit has been begun by E, R. Oilman, formerly

president of the Thomson- Houston Electric company of

St- Paul, against G. A. Mitchell to recover $9,000 claimed

to be due on notes exchanged in a deal. Gilman alleges

that he traded some of the company's stock for a hardware

stock in Minneapolis, advising Mitchell to put in $10,000,

and afterward retired from the company, helping

Mitchell out with $21,000 of notes and $9,000 in the hard-

ware business. While Gilman wants the $9,000, Mit-

chell says Gilman refuses to give up the bunch of $21,000

notes and wants the court to compel him to do so.

The electric illumination in the Exposition building is

quite a brilliant success. The big central chandelier and

surrounding festoons give a very pretty effect. The ele-

vated electric railway makes lots of fun for the little folks

and is an interesting bit of mechanism.

The Telephone company has put up new poles and wires

between Minneapolis and Anoka, twenty miles up the river.

The St. Louis Park electric line is still delayed on ac-

count of the bridging of the railway tracks.

Thomas Lowry and the St. Paul aldermen haven't yet

buried the hatchet, but seem to be getting a b't nearer the

"hatching point."

During the State fair at Hamline this week the inter-

urbaban electric system has been again severely tested and

has stood it well.

H. C. C.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, September 9.—The city council of Cape Girar-

deau on the 5th inst. granted a franchise for a street rail-

way to L. S. Joseph, cashier of the First National bank,

and W. A. Perry. The work of building is to commence

within thirty days.

The Cass avenue line has a large force at work erecting

iron Doles, each being set in six feet of concrete.

Contracts have just been placed with the General Electric

company for three Boo horse power generators, each to be

attached directly to the engine shaft.

At Washington, Ind., the city council has awarded the

city lighting contract for Sy arc lights to Graham & Co.x,

who will at once build and equip a new station.

The owners of the Merchants' bridge, connecting North

St. Louis and Madison, 111,, have submitted to the citi-

zens of the former place proposition to alter the bridge so

that an electric road can cross, and drive and footwa3sbe

provided. The cost is estimated at $250,000.

Telegraphic advices from Waco, Tex , indicate that a

serious accident happened on the 6th inst. to the large

compound Corliss engine operated by the Electric Light

& Street Railway company. A flywheel sixteen feet in

diameter flew to pieces, parts of it weighing hundreds of

pounds be'ng thrown as far as three blocks away. Great

damage was done to the building and machinery, but fortu-

nately no one was hurt. W. J. Hobson &. Sons of St.

Joseph immediately ordered a 150 horse power, Arming'-

ton & Sims engine from the Kansas City ofHce of the Pond
Engineering compiny, and it will hi shipped from Provi-

dence at once.

The South Seventh street branch of the Broadway line

will be operated by electricity from the new station of the

Cass avenue lines on North Market street and Prairie

avenue, three miles distant a", its nearest point. A 250

horse power Ideal engine has b^en ordered for the owl

car service of the combined line.

The village board of Madison, III., held a meeting on

the 5th inst. at which it considered applications for

electric light and rail A^ay franchises, from Mr, Nieding-

haus, Robert Skeen and G. A. Niemann. The franchise

for light was given to thejattcr, who is now operating a

similar plant at the adjoining city of Venice, and will

probably combine the two. The village is to be lighted

within four months. Mr. Niedinghaus asks for a franchise

for an electric railway to run across the Merchants Bridge

from North St, Louis to Madison and Granite City. Ac-

tion was deferred until the ne.\t meeting.

The incorporation is reported from Carterville, Mo., of

the Southwest Missouri Electric Railway company with a

capital stock of $500,000. The incorporators are given

as W. M. Donaldson, E. Z. Wallower, Nadian Hamil-

ton, A. H. Rogers, W. B. Kane, J. H. Maret and

George Storey.

The Eagle Electric company, recently organized at

Columbia, 111., has made a contract with the Consoli-

dated Engineering company of St. Louis for its complete

plant. National Companies apparatus and an Ideal en-

gine will be used.

The Municipal Electric Light & Power company, St.

Louis, is now installing its sixth 3000 light battery alter-

nator. Although it did not enter the incandescent 15eld

until nine months ago, it now has over 12,000 lights con-

nected.

The city council at Edwardsville, III., met on the

6th inst. and awarded the contract for city lighting for ten

years, together with the exclusive privilege of furnishing

commercial and domestic lights for the same period, to

the N. O. Nelson Manufacturing company of St. Louis,

which operates a large manufacturing plant in the neigh-

boring city of Le Claire. The terras were: 2000 candle

power arc lights, all night, every night, $80 00 per year;

commercial arcs till midnight, $3o. Incandescent, one 16

candle power lamp, 60; two, 110; three, 150; each ad-

ditional, 35 per month. Customers to furnish wiring and

lamps; 15 cents per lamp extra if company furnishes wir-

ing and lamps. Fifty per cent, additional for all night

lights. The present plant is operated by Mudge & Cook,

who bid $125 each for the city arcs. $8, $7. 50 and $7 per

month for one, two or three commercial arcs till mid-

night; incandescent, by meter, one cent per hour.

Wm. Wurdack of St. Louis, bid $85, $8.65. $8.35 and

8 15 on the arcs and one cent par hour fjr incandescent

by meter. "• B,

New England News.
Boston, September 10.—The Jackson Electric Engine

& Telephone company, whose methods of business

were thoroughly aired about fifteen months ago, has been

again brought before the public, and in a very sensational

way. The Rev. Dr. George S. Chadbourne of Cambridge,

who was at one time president of the company, when it was

known as the Jackson Electric Engine company, was arrest-

ed last week at his summer home in Wiscasset, Me., on

the charge of obtaining money under false pretenses. Dr.

Chadbourne is one of the best known clergymen in New
England and the promoters of the.Jackson enterprise made

a ten strike in securing the use of his narne. The writ

charging deceit and false pretenses was served on Dr.

Chadbourne in a suit brought by Miss Minerva M. Patten

of WatertoA^n, Mass., and Rev. Hiram L. Keiseyand W.
W. LeSeur' of Boston. The defendent was held in the

sum of $5 ,000 for trial in October.

The Jackson company does not bear a very savory repu-

tation in Massachusetts. One year ago last June there

, appeared in a local paper an expose of the methods of the

company and since that time Boston has known it no

more, at least as an active factor in the pursuit of business.

C. A. Jackson ran the Boston office of the concern. The

Jackson Electric Enfftne company was organized May 7,

1885 at Portland, Me. Its avowed objects were: "To
manufacture, sell and deal in electric engines and other

electric machinery and apparatus; to own and operate any

patents and patent rights relating thereto; to own and

hold any real and personal property, and to do any acts

necessary or convenient for the prosecution of the above

business."

The capital stock was fixed at $1,100,000 and the

amount paid in was $300, The par value of the shares

was $10 and they were taken as follows: F. P. Eenner,

Boston, 10; Frederick Curtis, Boston, 10; C. A. Jackson

of Lawrence, 10, leaving the balance unissued. Curtis

was chosen president and Jackson treasurer, of the board

of directors. On May 13,1889, the articles of incorpora-

tion were recorded, with Robert Parkin as president and

Jackson treasurer, and Lorenzo Cowan, 11. F. Cady and

C. W. Hatch on the board of directors. Stock was sold

to these gentlemen in February before the company was in-

corporated. In June of this year thq Massachusetts com-

missioner of corporations sent a notice to the company for

a return of their business as required by law. Jackson

replied that the corporation, had no office and did no business

in this state.

In September, 1889, C, A Jackson, Uriah Copp, Jr., C.

H. Wood and G. P. Harrington applied to the secretary of

state for Illinois for pei mission to open a stock book pre-

paratory to forming a corporation to be known as the

Jackson Electric Engine & Telephone company. Their

objects nowwere:*' To manufacture, buy, sell, lease and oper-

ate electric motors and engines and other electric apparatus,

including telephone instruments and app'iances, and to

buy and sell patents issued for such purposes." The cap-

ital stock was to be placed at ten millions this time. The
principal office was to be in Chicago and life of the com-
pany 50 years. The same day that a license was issued to

them they filed a report in which they agreed to pay $10
apiece for the shares distributed as follows: Jackson,

999.970; Copp, 10; Harrington, 10; Wood, 10. On Dec,

II, 1S89 they held their first meeting. The directors

elected were C. A Jackson, Boston; C. H. Ward, Chicago;

Uriah Copp, Jr., Lodi, 111.; G- P. Harrington, Edinburg
III

; G. S. Chadbourne, Cambridge, Mass.; J. P. Jackson
Owensville, Ind.; H. F. Cady, Lowell, Mass.

The report of this election was filed at once, and it was
stated that Dr. Chadbourne was president. The amount
of stock paid in in cash was still $300 and the balance of

I9.999r703 was represented by "letters patent." These
documents are the telephone patents which Jackson is

said to have bought for a few hundred dollars, and their

use is said to be impracticable.

In March last the commissioner of corporations of Mass-
achusetts issued a notice for the return of the business

done by this new company. On the company's letter

paper on which branch offices were advertised at Chicago,

Denver and New Orleans, came back the answer that:

"The Jackson Electric Engine & Telephone company has

never done any business, and so soon as they do, 1 will let

you knov," s'gned, C. A. Jackson, treasurer. The
commissioner wrote again saying that this reply was un-

satisfactory. Jackson wrote back: "The above company
has no place of business in Massachusetts." Then Uriah
Copp from Loda, III., wrote to the commissioner: "I
wish to notify you that the Jackson Electric Engine &
Telephone company is doing no business in Massachueits.

It did have an office in Boston, but is doing no business

there now. If any further information is wanted let me
know at the above address.''

That is the official record of the company in the state of

Massachusetts. It has been doing no business other than

the selling of stock. When first started in Boston the

company had a motor in its office which, it was said, was
nearly ready to be put on the street. Stock was offered at

the lowest figure under the strictest assurances that the

machine would be finished within three months. Kev.
Mr. Kelsey's shares cost hlra one dollar each. He was
told that only 4,000 shares were to be sold to get money to

carry on the work.

It was about this time that the Rev. Dr. Chadbourne was
induced to take the presidency. It is said that the doctor

was to receive half of the sales of stock. No criminality"

is charged against him and it should be stated that he re-

signed a soon as the methods of the company were exposed.

Thesuit brought against him now is for $11,500 damages.

The complainants claim that $5,000 was obtained fraudu-

lently from them by the representations of the doctor. The
reverend gentleman's answer is that Kelsey and Le Seor

bought their stock before he knew that it was in existence

and that Miss Patten's investment was made after the

fullest investigation. He admits that he may have been

too enthusiastic in the promise of the invention and un-

wise in lending his name to the concern. All the holders

of stock that can be found regard it as valueless. W. C.

Chaffee who was the electrician of the company, has 200

shares, which he offers at 17 cents a share with no takers.

It is alleged that the transfer of the patents from the

Maine to the Illinois corporation was not legal, and that no

matter what the value of the patent may be the company
that is now issuing stock has no ownership in it.

H. N. Bates & Co. of Boston, have just shipped the

shafting plant of the Haverhill Electric Light company,

and it will b3 put in place at once. The plant is fitted

with Hunter friction couplings.

Steps are being taken in New London, Conn., for the

completion of the electric street railroad for which a char-

ter was granted some time ago. It is now expected that

cars will be running by October.

C. H. Hotchkiss, a weathy resident of Bridgeport,

Conn., has purchased nearly the entire franchise of the

Bridgeport horse railroad. He will adopt electricity as

a motive power. The legislature is to be petitioned for

further privileges and the road put on a first class basis at

once. 'J'he purchase was made from a Rochester, N. V.,

syndicate which bought the road some time ago for

$400,000. J. C. E.
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PERSONAL.
Chas. M. Howell, Bessemer, Mich., president of the

Illinois Electric Lamp company, was in Chicago for some

days during the past week.

T. A. Pamperin, president Electrical Manufacturing

company, Oconto, Wis., spent several days last week at

his Chicago office, 239 La Salle street.

O. W. Meysenberg, manager for Siemens & Halske in

America escaped from quarantine and arrived in Chicago

on Sunday last after a six weeks' vacation in Europe.

W. C. Mclvinlock of the Enterprise Electric company,

returned on Monday night last from a two weeks' trip to

New Vork, Bcistol, R- L, Manhattan Beach and other

eastern points combining business and pleasure.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Socorro Electric Light company, Socorro, Mexico; cap-

ital stock, $25,000; generation of electricity.

New Gaynor Electric company, Louisville, Ky.; capital

stock, $100,000; manufacturing electrical appliances.

Water & Electric Light company. Miles City, Mont.

;

capital stock, $50,000; furnishing water and electric light

to residents of Miles City, Mont.

United Electric company, Dennison, O. ; capital stock,

$100,000; building and operating an electric street rail-

way; Helea & Greene. Urichsville, Ohio.

Electric Manufacturing company, Oconto, Wis.; capital

stock, $50.000 : manufacturing and selling incandescent elec-

tric lamps; R. L. Grunert, Oconto, Wis.

Perry Electric Light & Power company, Perry, la-;

capital stock, $20,000; operation of an electric light and

power plant; E. A. Richards, Manson, Iowa.

Allegan Electric Light & Power company, Allegan,

Mich.; capital stock $40,000; generating electricity for

light and power; T. R. Harrison, Paw Paw, Mich.

Dunlap Electric company, Brownsville, Pa. ; capital stock,

$5,000; supplying light, heat and power to the public in

Brownsville, Fayette Co., Pa.; W. Hogg, Uniontown,

Pa.

Lackawanna & Old Forge Street Railway company,
Lackawanna, Pa.; capital stock, $36,000; constructing and

operating an electric railway in Lackawanna county,

Pa.

Bellefield Street Railway company, Pittsburg, Pa,

;

capital stock, $12,000; constructing and operating an

electric railway in Pittsburg, Pa.; Geo. C. Wilson, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

Economy Safety Heating company, Cleveland, Ohio;

capital stock. $50,000: manufacturing and supplying steam

and electric power for buildings; Foster &. Lawrence,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Iron River Water, Light Sc Power company. Iron River,

Wis ; capital stock $50,000 ; construction of water works, elec-

tric light and power plants at Iron River; W. E. McCord,

Iron River, Wis.

New York Superheating & Purifying company, Jersey

City, N. J.; capital stock, $25,000; to manufacture all

kinds of steam and electric lighting appliances; Henry
Puster, Weldon Bldg., Jersey City, N. J.

Philadelphia & Ardmore Passenger Railway company,

Philadelphia, Pa. ; capital stock $40,000; conducting and

operating an electric railway in Philadelphia; D. S. Lindsay,

S- W. corner Fortieth and Ludlow streets, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Aspinwall Street Railway company, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

capital stock $12,000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway in Ohar Township from end of Citizens line

to Ross Grove; Geo. C. Wilson, 507 Times Bldg., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Peoples Ele':tric company, of Braddock. Braddock, Pa.;

capital stock $3,500; supplying light, heat and power or

any of them by electricity to the public in Braddock

borough, etc.; E. J. Small, no Diamond street, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Declez Granite company, Los Angelos, Cal.; capital

stock, $250,000; to deal in real estate, water rights, electric

power; operate stone quarries, mills and manufacturing es-

tablishments, railroads, tramways, etc. T. H. Ward, Los

Angelos, Cal.

Fox-Chase Electric Light, Heat Sc Power company,

Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $25,000; supplying light,

heat and power by means of electricity to the pubdc at the

city of Philadelphia, Pa.; H. W. Aibertson. 522 Walnut

street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Virginia Light & Water company, Duluth, Minn. ; capi-

tal stock. $20,000; manufacture of|electricity, light, heat and

power; establish and maintain waterworks in any town,

village or city in Minnesota; J. A. Keyes, 205 ist Nat'l

Bank Bldg., Duluth, Minn.

Bradbury-Stone Storage Battery company. East St.

Louis, III'.; capital stock, $500,000; manufacturing and

dealing in electrodes for storage batteries, steam and water

powers, electric light and heat plants, appliances, motors,

mechanical and electrical goods of all kind-^; Thos. L.

Fekete, 333 Missouri avenue, East St. Louis, 111.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Elgin, 111., city council has decided to place 25 ad-

ditional electric lights on the streets.

W. S. Fly, G. W. Dilworth. M. Eastland, R. H. Wal-
ker. T. F. Eastland, John C. Jones and W. B. Covett
have incorporated the Gonzales, Tex., Electric Light &
Power company with a capital of $20,000. W. S. Fly is

president; R. H. Walker secretary, and G. N. DUworth.
treasurer. They expect to have a plant in operation by
January i.

Electric arc lights have been placed on the front lawn at

the Columbus, O., penitentiary, for the purpose of pre-

venting escapes at night. Under the former system of the
lighting a prisoner might easily descend from tbe top of

east or west hall in the shadows and escape, but under the

glare of 2,000 candle power electric lamps this will be im-

possible save in the event of gross negligence on the part

of the front guards.

According to the Cincinnati, O., Times-Star, Newport
is to have two immense electric power hojuses—one for the

electric cars and the other for electric light. This latter

has recently been decided on. The estimated cost of the

building and equipments is $50,000. The plant is to

furnish light to Newport, Bellevue and Dayton. Sufficient

power can no longer be obtained from the Crompton plant

to supply the increasing demand for lights, not only in the

three cities named, but from the Highland, Clifton Heights
and other places outside the city.

The great progress of electrical science in connection
with building interests throughout the country might well be
called a wonder of the nineteenth century, says the Boston
Real Estate Record. To those who have given little

thought to this subject, a comparison of gas and electric

statistics would show some cause for this ''wonder." It

was only a few years ago that believers in incandescent

lighting for house purposes were few and far between.
"Too harsh on the eyes," "too expensive," were some of

the opinions expressed. To-day the uses to which the

incandescent system is applied are almost as complete as is

possible with the present advancement of electrical science

The Citizens Gas Light company and the Light & Power
company of Warsaw, N. V., have consolidated their in-

terests and will be under one management The gas com-
pany was organized in 185S. The works were built in

1859. In 1870 the works were burned and in 1871 the

Citizens' Light company was formed with a capital of

$15,000; new works were built, and the supply of gas was
continued under improved methods, larger area of mains,

and greater consumption. In the fall of 1890 a local com-
pany was organized as the Warsaw Electric Light &
Power company, with George C. Otis president, Edward
H. Morris secretary, Elmer C. Rowe superindendent, and
works of the inost approved kind were built. The board

of village trustees desiring to "keep up with the proces-

sion," so far as enterprise was concerned, made a contract

to light the streets with electricity with the company, and
the business men of the village fell into' line and forthwith

lighted their places of business by the same method. This

seriously affected the income of the gas company, which

was restricted to private house lighting and to some of the

conservative business men who stood by the gas company.
Ever since the electric light company has been in existence

the gas company has endeavore d to circumvent its plans, but

these efforts came to naught. For the'past two months it

has become evident that a consolidation of the lighting in-

terests of Warsaw must be arrived at to make the business

fairly profitable and successful. A happy conclusion has

been reached and the two companies have been merged

upon the basis of nineteen for the gas stock to thirty-one

for the electric light. A new board of directors will be

chosen, new officers elected and then the war will have

ceased.

Houston and Galveston, Texas. Mr, McGoldrick, of San
Antonio, is interested in the matter, and Kansas City cap-
italists have signified their willingness to invest half a mil-
lion dollars in the enterprise. Local capitalists will take
an interest, and large donations of land will be made by
property owners along the proposed line.

Roanoke, Va., will soon have a well equipped electrical

railroad. The company, headed by S. W. Jamison, which
several months ago bought out the street railway and
electric light and power company, has been industriously

engaged in reconstructing the lines, building extensions
and equipping with electricity. It is believed that when
it has carried out its plans Roanoke will have twenty miles

of electrical railroad.

The General Electric company has recently secured a
contract, against keen competition, to supply the Cass
avenue street railway company, of St. Louis, Mo., with

85 cars, each equipped with two 25 horsepower motors of

the standard "W. P." type, and three 800 horse power
direct coupled railway generators to run at a speed of

90 revolutions. Through this purchase by the Cass ave-

nue company, the entire system of electrical railroads of
St. Lou^s, is now equipped with apparatus manufactured
by the General Electric company.

An important extension of the electric railway system at

Rochester, N, Y., has been opened. The new line runs
to the Genesee valley park and was opened last week, tbe
following railway men ccmprising the party: President

John N. Beckley, E. C- Foster, superintendent of the

Lynn and Boston Electric railway; George M. Hoadley,
superintendent of the Bemish Car Box company; Superin-
tendent Rosborough, Eiectrician Green and Engineer
Barnard, of the Electric railway company; Commissioner
Huntington and Secretary A. R. Selden, of the Park
Commission.

On the 8th of February a double track of rails had
been laid almost the full length of Bryant street, from Sec-

ond away out to Twenty-sixth street, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. There were two or three gaps which were ex-

pected to be filled in time to admit of running of electric

cars along the route by the end of August, at the latest.

That makers did not turn out as anticipated, is owing to

the fact an injunction prevents for the present the operat-

ing of the road. A municipal ordinance forbids the use

,of electricity within a certain area of the city. The
question of the validity of such legislation is to be tested

in court, and a bearing is probable within a month. Should
the railroad win the case, then the directors of the North
Beach & Mission street railroad will at once start electric

cars along Bryant street, and also make preparations for

like improvements on Folsom street and other branches of

its system.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The City & Suburban Railway company, Baltimore, Md.,

has commenced rebuilding its York road line preparatory to

equipping with electricity.

The Cresceent Street Railroad company, of New Orleans,

La., is preparing to equip its Coliseum and Upper Maga-
zine road with electricity.

An electric railroad will be built from Atlanta, Ga., to

Decatur by the Suburban City Railroad company. Work
is to commence in thirty davs.

The Ashland, Ky., Catlettsburgh Street Railway com-

pany has commenced work on the extension of its electric

street railway from Ashland to Catlettsburgh.

The Ashland & Catlettsburg Street Railway company
has let a contract for quite an extensive railway system to

the Westinghouse company for electrical equipment.

At Louisville, Ky., the Kentucky & Indiana Bridge

company intends to construct an electrical railroad at a

cost of $80,000, and the Daisy Line Street Railway con-

templates constructing an electrical railroad between

Louisville and New Albany at a cost of $80,000.

The city council, Vicksburg, Miss., has granted fran-

chise to build the electrical railroad, to R. C McFarland,

J. P. Roach and J. B. Mattingly, of Vicksburg, and E.

F. Fuller, of New York. They are to build and equip

four and one-half miles of road.

Work has been commenced in Baltimore, Md., on what is

believed to be the first elevated roadway built especially for

an electric railway. The Lake Roland Elevated Railway

company is the builder, and the elevated structure is neces-

sary in order to reach the city hall over a route which for

some distance is occupied by the tracks of the Northern

Central railroad.

A project is on foot to build an electric railway between

TELEPHONE.
It is expected that Detroit people will be able to tele-

phone as far as New York within a few months. The
Long-Distance Telephone company had its line of wires

connected up to the River Rouge three weeks ago, and
has only been waiting to get its franchise through the De-
troit city council before beginning the work of extension.

There is a little doubt that mayor Pingree will approve the

ordinance as soon as possible.

Some very interesting statistics have been presented in

iht Journal Telrgraphigtie, the official organ of the Inter-

natioal Bureau of Telegraph Administration. At tbe time

the telephone was taken over by the French Government
there were in existence eleven networks exploited by private

telephone companies, and seventeen exploited by the Tele-

graph Administration. At the end of 1891 the number of

networks authorized by government had increased to 119.

An analogous progress tad taken place in tbe development

of the trunk liaes. The number of these was eleven when
service passed into the hands of tbe state; now there are

fifty-eight, comprising lines of such importance as the

Paris- Marseilles, Paris Nantes, Paris-Brussels, Paris-

London. In Germany the number of networks, which was
onlv 200 a year ago, now amounts to 260; the number of

subscribers is nearly 60, coo, and 224,000,000 communica-
tions—making an average of I2j^ per subscriber per day

—having been exchanged.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Themayorof Baltimore, Md., announces that he is in

favor of having electrical conduits built by the city.

The Crown Electrical Manufacturing company has been

organized at Elgin, 111,, with a capital stock of $20,000, by
Frederick J. Mosedale, James B. Home and William S.

Edwards.

At St, Louis last week the Bradbury Stone Storage Bat-

tery company was organized, with $500,000 capital- S. W.
Stephens, Frank P. Hager and Thomas D. Crews will in-

corporate the company.

The Electric Appliance company of Burlington, Ivans.,

has been formed with a capital stock of $2,000; directors

are Warren Harrington, Benjamin Harrington and R.

Wingrent, of Burlington.

The substitution of iron electric poles in Philadelphia

with an arm extending over the street for the wooden poles

previously in use, has been commenced under the super-

vision of the electrical bureau.

Bad weather interfered with the racing programme at

Wheeling, W. Va., last week and it was found necessary

to postpone the event. The city was thronged with visi-

tors from the surrounding country by the novelty of racing

at night by the electric light.

The Amethyst Electric Power & Light company has

been incorporated at Helena, Mont., with a capital itock
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of $200,000. It will operate in Hinsdale county with

principal office at Creede. The directors ate E. N. Mag-
ner, B. F. Kelley, J. P. Wallace and A. W. Brownell.

The Diyton, O., Times-News says; "Electricity has

made Mrs. George Mortimer, of Memphis, twice a widow.

Two years ago her first husband named McCormick, a

lineman, was killed while at work. A year ago she mar-

ried George Mortimer, lineman on the Memphis & Raleigh

electric railway. Monday afternoon Mortimer was at

work on a line wagon. He lost his balance and caught at

the overhead wire to save himself. In an instant he fell

to the wagon dead."

The board of public works of Detroit, Mich., is an-

noyed at the failure of the local company to remove the

electric light poles along Woodward avenue where they

stand in the way of paving operations. "I am just giving

out the fortieth ukase in regard to the matter," said Presi-

dent McVicar last week. "The electric light people were

notified two months ago to move their poles out of the

way, and still the work reraiius unperformed. I believe

that the only thing to do is to have the wires clipped and

cat the poles down." There are four electric light poles in

the way—one on the corner of Charlotte avenue, another

at the corner of Holden avenue, one in front of 1306

Woodward, and the fourth in front of 1400.

Judge Adams has handed down an important decision

in the case of the Eastman company of Rochester, N. Y.,

against Henry M. Reichenbach, Gus D. Milburn and S.

Carl Passavant. The court finds that the plaintiff was en-

titled to a permanent injunction restraining the defendants

from using or in any manner disclosing the secret formalse,

processes or appliances used by the plaintiffs, upon the

ground that they are the exclusive property of the plain-

tiffs. It will be remembered that the defendants were the

confidential employes of the Eastman company, Reichen-

bach being the head chemist and Passavant being the as-

sistant chemist, and that on December 31st Mr. Eastman
discovered that they had been engaged for some time in

secret attempts to organize a company, and, as Judge
Adams finds, with the intention to use the inventions and
processes of the plaintiffs. They were discharged on the

following morning, and proaf having been procured that

they intended to use the processes of the plaintiff, the

action was commenced to restrain them by injunction

from using or disclosing any of the processes in question.

A temporary injunction was granted by Judge Rumsey at -

Rochester, and this has nov been made permanent by
Judge .\dams' order.

TRADE NEWS.
The Central Electric company Chicago, has taken the

agency for the machines for painting mouldings, manufac-
tured by the Standard Paint company of New York city.

These machines can be had from the Central Electric com-
pany, or any of its branches—the Southern Electrical Sup-

ply company at St. Louis, Mo., the Gate City Electric

company at Kansas City, Mo., and the Western Electrical

Supply company at Omaha, Neb.

Chas. M. Howell, Bessemer,, Mich., president of the

Illinois Electric Lamp company, Chicago, was in the city

last week with one or two other gentlemen connected with

his company. The first balance sheet shows a most grati-

fying condition of affairs, and although the company was
organized in the spring when the demand for incandescent

lamps is light, a good dividend has been earned. The
plant is a fine one, and with a few changes that are now
contemplated, the ouilookfor business will be very bright.

BUSINESS.
The Electrical Manufacturing company of Oconto, Wis.,

has enjoyed most gratifying success in the sale of lamps
since August ist, on which date an office and salesroom

were opened at 239 La Salle street, Chicago, with Wra.
Hood & Co. managers. During this time fully five thou-

sand lamps have been sold from this one agency, and the

reports from customers are most sat sfactory. The factory

is now making 1,000 lamps per day and with a prospect

that this output will be increased to 1.500 before October
ist. Further agencies have been established in Milwaukee,
E. G. MuUer, manager, and at Thomasville, Ga., J. B. E.
Lone, manager.

One would be surprised to see the magnitude of the

shipments being made by the Ries Electric Specialty com-
pany of Baltimore, Md. The Ries regulating sockets are

daily becoming more in demand, and large orders are being
received from almost every portion of America and the old

world where alternating current is used. This company
is shortly to increase its plant again so as to meet the

rapidly growing demand for its specialties. John A.
Blattau, special traveler of the Ries company, says the

Ries socket is making thousands of new consumers for the

central stations, and that enterprising construction firms

are reaping a harvest particularly in fitting residences with
this device.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Sept. 6, 1892.

481,921, Apparatus for Cutting Minerals. Llewelyn B.
Atkinson and Henry W. Ravenshaw, London, and
Frederick Mori, Lecis, Eng.

43r,922. Compensator for Signal Wires. Samuel W.
Babcock, Avon, N. Y.

481,956. Automatic Trolley Disconnector. George A.
Kimball, Seattle. Wash.
A cord ift att.-tclic(l to the trolley pole to actuate a pivoted

trlggor. v'hilc within .1 sl«t formed in tlio ahort arin of llic

trigger, iH normally hun^: ;i weight.

481,959. Conduit System for Electric Railways. Reuben
Lawrence, St. Joseph, Mo.
The conduit is covered by removable plates haviop a slot

opening between them, and a space partitioned o(T and to one
side of the slot; a double electric conductor lies in this space
and a trolley makes contact with the top of the conductor and
is carried by an automatically resilient support

.

481,975. Meter for Alternating Electric Currents. Oli-

ver B. Shallenbsrger. Rochester, Pa.

The meter embodies a coil or closcdsecondary conductor con-
sisting of continuous rings or circuits of conducting material
connected togetherin parallel circuit.

481,979. Apparatus for Electrically Purifying Water.
Lucius T. Stanley, Brooklyn, N. Y.

481,989. Electric Fire and Burglar Alarm Connection.
Homer T. Wilson. Louisville, Ky.
A spring contact point is normally held from a contact point

and adapted to close upin it by the fusion of a composition
melting at low temperature.

481,999. Electric Furnace Gsnerator. Emile Berliner,

Washington, D C.

An armiture supported at the end of a permanent magnet is

adapted alternately to be healed by the flames from a furnace,
and to bs coaled by a blast of cold air or water, whereby a cur-
rent is induced in a coil surrounding the magnet.

482,012. Battery Connector. Edward R. Knowles,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

482,015. Printing or Recording Telegraph. ZicharyT.
Lillard and Ursinus Erhird, Kansas City, .Mo.

482,031. Trollev for Electric Railways. Clarence A.
Adams and Thomas J. Thorp, Lincoln, Neb.

Aharpadaptei to support a journal for the trolley roller
carries pockets for the insertion of springs which bear upon the
trolley roller.

4S2 032. Electrostatic Switch and Phase Indicator. Al-
fred U. Alcock, Melbourne, Victoria.

Alternators are included in parallel circuit with the main
line conductors, and circuit closers are included between the
main line conductors, to which are engaged relatively movable
plates charged by the alternators.

482,035. Wire Tightener. John L, Buckingham, Her-
mosa, S. D.

482,043 Storage Battery. Patrick Kennedy and Charles

J. Diss, Brooklyn. N. V.

The active material is held by non-conducting structures, and
an electrical conductor is placed between them and in contact
with the active material.

482,044. Storage Battery. Patrick Kennedy and Charles

J. Diss, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The structure for holding the active material is composed of
a cohesive bitumen, resin, gum, or gum resin, and a mineral
non-conductor of electricity.

402,074. Electrical Heater. John V. Capek, New York,
N. Y.
The heater consists of an insulated heating conductor and an

inclosing sheet meta'. hot, the lower edge of the cover being
bent under the hoK to hold it in place and form a tight joint,

482,093. Rheostat. Harry W. Lawrence, Denver, Colo.

482,104. Ceiling Block for Incandescent Lamps. Lu-
ther Stieringer, New York, N. Y.

The ceiline block carries a perforated projecting pin, from
which depend flexible lamp conductors, which are connected _.

with contact devices on the block and threaded through holes
in the pin to removetiie weight from the electrical connections.

482,112. Support for Electric Lamps. Augustus Wright,
Providence, R. I.

482,126. Train Signaling Apparatus. James M. Henry,
Wilmerding, and Robert B. Wilson, Altoona, Pa.

The invention relates to that class of signals which are em-
ployed upon moving trains for enabling the conductor to signal
to the engineer, and it consists in an improved combination
whereby the agencies of electricity and compressed air, or
steam, are utilized to produce a signal.

482,129. Combined Telegraph Key and Sounder. Dan
J. Ludwig. New York, N. Y.

The sounding raagn'Jt depsnds from the upper end of a C
shaped frame; the armature lever is arranged below the mag-
net and the key below the armature lever; all the parts being
in the same plane.

482,133. Electric Alarm Clock. John McMillan and
George H. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa.

482.136. Automatic Battery Cut Off. Walter S, Rich-
ards, Natick, Mass.

The armature of the electromagnet Is acted upon by a re-

tracting spring and loosely engaged by a bell crank lever hav-
ing a contact or terminal arranged to momentarily engage
another contact or terminal secured to the armature.

482.137. Electrically Adjusting Relay. Walter S. Rich-
ards, Natick. Mass.
A relay and an electromagnet are included in the same cir.

cuit, and the relay is provided with an armature pivoted outside
of the electromagnet and located in front of the pole piece; a
spring connecting the armature.

482,139. Electric Valve Controller. Edward F. Rob-
erts, Columbus, O.
A valve for controllinff the heating fluid is provided with

pistons upon its opposite sides, one of which is operated by ex-
cess of pressure and the other by an electromagnet included in

an electric circuit, which also includes a thermostatic circuit
closer.

482,142. Coin Controlled Vending Machine. Charles A.
Shattuck, Maiden, Mass.

482.148. Telltale for Electrolytic Refineries. Francis
B. Badt, Chicago, 111.

The vats arc coupled in series and visual signaling devices
are included, each in a normally closed local circuit including
itself and one vat, an audible signalini; device is adapted to be
closed upon the operation of any visual device, and a meter is

adapted to be successively cut into each of the local circuits.

842.149, Electrical Circuit and Cable. John A. Barrett,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

An electric current consists of a pair ol naked conductors,
and a single mesh of cord, tape or simitar insulating material
woven betwi'cn and about the conductors, with a greater thick-
ness of ihu w<>V''n insulating matcriid betwei-n than abnul
[.hcni,

John A. Barrett, Brook-82.150. Electric Conductor,
lyn, N. Y.

A group of conductors carry a covering consisting of a strip
of paper or other flexible material wound about the conductors,
provided with tucks extending transversuly to the lines of
flexure.

82.151. Electric Conductor. John A. Barrett, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

The cable embraces a plurality of independent circuits, each
circuit consisting of a pair of conductors formed into a single
oblong strand, the distance between conductors of the same
circuit being greater than that between conductors of adjacent
circuits, whereby inductive action is lessened.

82.152. Electric Circuit and Cable. John A, Barrett
Brooklyn, N. Y.
A pair of flat conductorsis held in position so that the con-

ductors are held edgewise with relation to each other by in-
sulating material between and about the conductors.

482,153. Machine for Folding Tape.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

John A. Barrett,

82,157. Electric Arc Lamp,
burg.

John T. Birch, Pitts-

Two hubs, each provided with carbon rods held in radially ar-
ranged holders, are adapted to be rotated to bring the carbons
successively in position to establish arcs.

482, 171. Feed Indicator for Boilers.

Chusin.
A. Guasco and A,

482,172. Electrical Gas Lighter. James E. Hamilton,
Chicago, III.

A shaft is provided with a pair of arms carrying reciproca-
ting wipers moving in a horizontal plane, and an insulated
spur near the slot of a gas burner is adapted to be engaged
thereby.

482,174. Telephone Exchange Apparatus. Angus S.
Hibbard, New York, N. Y.
A series of telephone service circuits are combined with an

order circuit, an operator's receiving telephone, and a circuit
chariger controlling the connection of the telephone with the
service circuit, a repeating coil has one of its windings con-
nected with the order circuit and an independent loop ex-
tends from the terminals of the receiving telephone and is
formed into a closed circuit with the other winding of the re-
peating coil.

482,177. Electrical Conductor. P. H. Holmes.
The conductor is composed of particles of conducting carbon,

such as plumbago, disposed in strata, which lie inplaoes par-
allel with the direction of the current, and are thus presented
on end to the flow of the current.

482,181. Electric Connector for Hose. Charles F. Ket-
lom, Delair, N. J.

Collars provided with tubes on their sides are attached to the
hose coupling, arid electrical wires He in the tubes, and a seg-
mental ring is adapted to make contact with the wires.

482,209. Induction Coil for Electric Meters. Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

_
A main circuit coil is placed in inductive relation to a meter

circuit and in series with the work, and a helping high resist-
ance circuit IS placed in multiple around the work at the point
of consumption, and also in inductive relation to the meter cir-
cuit.

482,221. Handle Holder for Brushes. William E, Bar-
nett and Bennett R. Chalk, Mount Washington, Md.

482,240. Electric Arc Lamp. James E. Gaston, Sparta,

482,251. Watchman's Electric Time Recorder,
uel R. Heyser, Leon, Mex.

Eman-

82,253. Electric Arc Lamp.
Haute, Ind.

Jesse F. Kester, Terre

482,263. Electric Annunciator. Erastus D. Moore, New
York, N. Y.

482,265. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines. John
Nebel, Charlton.

482,270. Means for Drawing Cables into Conduits.
Thomas F. O'Connor, New York, N. Y., and Joseph
W. Marsh, Pittsburg, Pa.

As a means for introducing cables into conduits and pre-
venting undue strain thereof, a series of draw wires is con-
nected with the cable at different points along its length.

482,297. Electric Insulator. William H. Clark, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

The insulator is provided with a ridge at its top for receiv-
ing the conducting wires, and a horizontal groove around
the body of the insulator to receive the tie wire.

!,3o6. Electric Railway Signal.
New Orleans, La.

Charles K. Hall,

482,322. Ore Concentrator.

Geneva, Wis.
Charles E. Seymour, Lake

482,323. Magnetic Separator for Ore Concentrators.
Charles E. Seymour, Lake Geneva, Wis.

The ore concentrator embraces a concentrator pan or bowl
magnetized by an electric current, spring actuated contact
points within the circuit, a pivoted key provided with an arm
bearing upon one of the contact points and a vertical rod con-
nected with the outer end of the key.

482,324, Electric Meter.

Eng.
Francis Teague, London,

The meter consists of a small motor actuated by current
from the working circuit and adapted to indicate the energy
expended in any desired units by means of an index finger
moving over suitably m.irked dials; the working principle being
that of rotation of currents by magnets as experimentally shown
by Farfaday.

82,325. Trolley for Electric Railways. James M. C.
Tyner and Samuel S. Irving, Minneapolis, Minn.
A trolley having an oscillatory head carries a series of in-

sulated spring pressed fingers adapted to meet over the trolley

; 328. Electric Cable.

'N. Y.
John A. Barrett, Brooklyn,

The conductors arc secured at a distance from each other to
a core consisting of a hollow structure constructed to provide
(ixcd space fur dry air insulation between the coiidiiclors,
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Agents to sell onr

Niagara Electiic Motors and Dynamos

In ciiies where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and esclusive lenitory to re-

sponsible dealers in electrical apparatus.

£.OV£LIi aiFG. CO., Ltd., Erie, Pa.

SITUATIOX WANTED
By experienced meter man. Can oper-

ate old and new type of Edison Cliemical
Meter. Open for engagement this fall or
early ^intf^r. Bfst of referencf s. Address,
A. H. HALL, care Edison Light & Power
Co., Minneapolis, Mian.

WANTED.
A situation by a thorough business man of ex-

perieDce and good habits; up in electricity and
electrical and meiihaaical devices, A good hustler,
Cao furuish capital, or give security. Can not
consider any 'Nickel-ia-the-slot" or "Fire-alarm-
touch-buttoQ" opportunities. Addres, '"A. F.,"
cai'e Western Electrician.

Wanted, in Chicago,
First-class man who is a good correspondent and

understands the requirements of Electric Light
and Bower Plants Practical Electric Light man
preferred . Permanent position to right man. State
experience, references, and salary expected.
Address "SX^PPIi Its,'' cure Western Elec-

trician, Chicago.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insaiation Ouaranteed ivhereTer used, Aerial, ITndergToiuid or Bubmariiie.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : '^A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rnbber nsed in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andia guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for ail our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre*' extent fireproof. Our ineula'ion will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Iwiini should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
".nd pressed firmly it makes a solid ma^s. FOR RAIL^VA K nnd IflOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

AVE «1TARAXTEE OUR imSUT.<ATIOX WHEREVER rSED, AERIAL. VKDER^iROUHTD OR SUB9IARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6S Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MASS.

HENRT A. CLARK, Twaanrer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Frasldent and Electrician.

;tX WRITE FOB PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

y SKAMIaRSS RUBBEIR WIREIS AND CABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Ceneral Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III-

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Lamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRES!!). 171 and 173 C}BEE]«E ST., TlKMr TOUK.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hechanlcal and Electrical

Consultations, Eeports, Flans, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighurg,

and Electric Eailways.

5(> Turner Building, St, Louis,

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL & CO.,
318 Water Street, Slew York.

;, CHICAGO. ILL.

Qnalltles

W. H, SILLS, 86 LaSE

FOR SALE.
135 H. P. Ideal Engine with boiler, pump,

injector and piping complete, used only 90

days ; in good order; for sale cheap. Send
for list of other engines including some of

the best makes, nearly new, taken in ex-
change for Ideals.

A. li. 11>E & SON.
SpriD;i;lleld,Ill.

ARMATURES-FIELDS
Rewound and Repaired, Our Exclusive Work.

Dispatch Onaranteed.
REFERENCES: The Electrical Supply Co., and

other Electrical Supply Houses.

—Write ne.—

The Pioneer Armature Co.,
Room -IIP, 195 to 199 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

EVERYBODY
Who has occasion to use a portable ammeter or voltmeter,

either for laboratory or commercial testing—a universal in-

strument, so to speak

—

WANTS
a good one at reasonable cost. QUEEN & CO., of Phila-

delphia, are issuing a circular on the subject. No. 355,

which contains valuable information and

Cfi JJ

SPEED

MOTORS.
54 H.P. 500 Volt Armatnre, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances a,nd material obtainable, and embody every improve

ment ol merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard ol their class.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK.

SPECIAL PRICES.
ASK THEM FOB A COPY.

Street Fixtures

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

niectaunically Stiooff.
Insnlaiion Perfect.

\\m\ii Mk Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.

-^f^m^M^^.

'^amm^^y/

X^n^^^'S^S^^^^^
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Established ih 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELSCTEIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STOBB-

ai34 Michigan Avenu*.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE 1° Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Commutators Refilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

BIDDERS
-POR THE-

WeSJEI{N ELECflllCIAfl,
ONE DOLLAK.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tano'ht thoronehlv day and n\p:M at. the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHIVOLO«WY, 151 Throop
Street. Chicago, III. Amateare, Artisana
aod others aeelet?d Practically In any line, and
Imtracted in the latest and most improved
methods.
Mechanical Draughting, Mathematica, Elec-

trical Oalciilatlone. Architecture, Mechanics, also
aut^htdayand night.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaoo M. i^econd street, ST. I.OUIS.

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The Neiv DIodel Folding Kodak has

glass plate attacbment, Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU iiave a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

$6.00toS65.00.

FASTMAN KOOAK CO.,

Send for Circnlars, Rochester, N. Y.

OFFICE DESKS,
•Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

A. H, Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave,, Chicago.

r
ManufactureKs of

ocTAGONALi^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI&Electrical

RAiLWArpOLE$& CrossArms

# H.M.LouD & Sons UimberQ.
OSCODA, 4VI1CH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : Waterbury, Conn. - - SS Pair^k Place, Ne^v Yorli.

-MANUFACTURERS OP

Sa.re and IxiSTJilsiteci IZSTire-
Underwriters' Copper Electric liight I^ine ^Vlre, Copper Slaffnet Wire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and AVorsted Cords for

Incandescent Iii;^liting:. Itonnd and Flat Copper Bars for t^tation AVork,
Insulated Iron Pressure AVire.

PATENT "K. K„^^TiNEWiRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SCPPH COMPANY, CHICAGO, • • SELLING AGENTS.

THOU. T, ftCOriKT.. Ifmv Tork Agent.

pnoTo/f

BtlUSifES.

E1.ECTRIC lilOHT
AXja BATTEBV

CJ^flBOiHS.
CX^ZEVZEXiA^lsri^, OXTXO.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mioine and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from "JO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to SOpercei-t. better reBulta guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliECTRIC TBANSMISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conultlone
of epeed and pret-eure, have bronght ll Into special prominence and exicnalve
use for this class of work. All applications should s'ate amount and heud of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
ilne. Send for Catalogue.

THE PEI.TON WATER WHEEL CO.,
li$l-123 MBia St., San Francisco, Cal., 17. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET^ - - A^^IT YORK,
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned thatall Buch Infringements will
be duly jii'osecuted. >

P«;iiT01V AVATER mOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light runnrng machinery, Warranttd
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address ae above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
iAnKS, RBKBT &. CO., Mt. Pool, Nlnn.
HTAIVDABU 1:l.BUTBICAI, Wi»BKH, OlncluQatl, Ohltt
UUCNTAIIV JBIiKCTBIV CO., UenTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEr.E.

BRAX¥:D WAXEK WHEEIiES particularly adapted to their use
on account of its remarkably steady motion, higrh 9ipeed
and sreat Efficiency, and larg:^ Capacity forits diameter,
being double the Po'wer of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (fuaranteed.
SEI\I> FOR CAXAI^OCrE AN1> PARTICUEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch "VICXORXURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantia] cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOI.£ MAJJCFACTUKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiliJgg?5^V>EL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i^i^V^i^fk^r.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of I.0W Voltage.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue Part I and H,
Ready.

Part III in Print.

I.L.

EXPERIBNTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illnstrations.

', Mffliilactttrer, h^^X'iky.

TUC # ^T^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
IrlL Lit I CO I LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A-IS EX-iECTI^I^^ CO.,
1308 Filbert Street, PHII4ADEL.PHIA.

Commercial Building;, St. lioais. ^lo.

A.M.Morse&&i
I ENGINEERS ANDCONTRACTORS.

^/Complete:
.TOWER PLANTS

'.-ste of ETi0-li-^h. Morpo & Co.,

TRANSMISSIQN»^POW£R
BY aiAN[l<LAROP£.

Copiously illastrated and described in catalogne

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
V^^^^^XC:T'::'^/rT^^^'^^^ FOR THIS

General Western Agents
"^^^ MfiilllimiiW celebrated wire.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICACO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO,

Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortiandt St., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., - Cliicago.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPMY, OCOKTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before purchasing elsev'^here send in a trial order far Brilliants.
Ivanips furnished to consuniera iu (inantities at factory prices.

(CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES:] IVIILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(THOMASVILLE, GA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager,
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MUNICIPAL AND TOWN ELECTRIC LIGHTING HAS COME, AND

THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Is prepared to give the BEST RESTJI.TS for the LEAST MONEY.

We will guarantee to give any city or town 150 Arc Lights from a 50 H. P. Engine. Ask any of our competitors if

We make a 100 Light Dynamo 1,300 c, p., and guarantee it shall maintain the 100 Lights over 50 miles of wire.
See where a nice little water power would come in 25 miles away.

If you use coal remem.ber the sraart thing to do is to burn as little as possible.

BALIi AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO is as much superior to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic

engine is superior to the old slide valve with its external throttling governor.

We offer to the public THE BEST SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING in the market—the most economical in oper-
ation the most easily cared for, the most durable, the CHEAPEST IN COST—and invite inquiries from parties interested.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., Factory: 281 to 289 NinthAve., 40O to 416 W. 27th .St., N. Y.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDCiEPOBT, CONAT.

TRA.PE: IVl^SklRfcg:

RheoetatB of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple find
Cbeap. Send for ILuetrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telepbone Patent in 1891.

Your inveniion may be valuable. You ehouid
protect it, by jiatent. Address for full and intelli

£6nt advice, free of charge.

W. W. DVJOLET & CO.,
Solicltore of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g. 622 F St., N. W., Washing'on, D. C
Pleaae mention this paper.

H|a g^ B For electrical

IVI 1 1 A Pii'PO°es.

Ifll^ffl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The^ KartaYsrt « Manufacturing ^ Co.^

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or \ ily. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifomity Size.

39tli St. and Stewart Ave..

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have sued H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, Penn., for infringement of our patent on Eccentric Snap Switches.

The trade will please note that we have no intentioa to annoy them, but have sued Mr. Paiste, the manu-
facturer of the infringing switch. The case will be pushed to an early hearing and it is not too much to ask
that the trade will in the meantime respect ourpitent rights and await the decision of the Court in the case.

THE HART & HECEMAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of the Hart Switch. HARTFORD, CONN.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,'cHrco^r:i::'

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OP THE CELEBRATED

ILLINOIS JEWEL" INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
Lamp.

Send for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
liamp.

tieiid lor Trial Order.

Jtewi

171 and 173 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
"y On account of its high efficleacy at all etagaa of gate, ateadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con-
'^ struciion of which makes It the most Bsnaiiive to ihe acti jn of a governor of any wheel on the market.

J SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SDCCESSORS TO

STOrrT, HUM.!!) & TEMPIiE.

I

DAYTON. OHIO.

ti^ff. WATER WHEELS
1H( Stvlcs ixiid Sizes. Upright and ]Ii.iri;'jnil:il.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
riaiits of all kinds driven by them. Easy working eiitps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantitj- of water, at full and part gates ; In-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Succes.'^rully operating under
heads of 2 "to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

THE SECHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH

Controlling Iioasdesconi Lights

IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES.

For sale by Electric Supply
Honses,

or apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Ifanuractnter and Pateitee,

CORLISS
ENGINES

OF THE HIGHEST TYPE AND IN ALL SIZES
AKE MjiDE BY

The Lane& Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

Pai6ntedj-n.22,i8S4. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple LIgbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6 W. 14th St , New York.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

HnLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR,

PBESEST SIZES : 100, 150, 230, 500 H. P.

Before you builil or enlarge your Power Station, you Avill do "well to consider the fact that under our construction

THE STAND.VRD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Ciecblae & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
1t1 to 117 Bast 131st St., HI. Y.

You -will Reduce your Total Floor Space, including Btilers,

(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer. Slacli, Puipp Room,
etc, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.
You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and of total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

»Ve have now ready the Second Edition of "XOTES ON POWER PI/ASITS."

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 17 Cortlandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Wcstinghouse Building. MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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Standard Compound Engine.

THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
BUILDEKS OJF—

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES^
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing-, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATIOH GDARAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N, Y.

Adtlrcss all lnq.nirie8 to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of JPoiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTEOVn OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOBTANT FEATURES;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

H-Ward Leonards Co.,

136LMtySt,MYorUity,

Bulk Electric Contractors
FOR

COMPLETE PLANTS
of every kind, including buildings, s'eam

plants, wa'cr powers, electric generating

plants, pole lines, underground work, road

beds, bridges, motors, inside wiring, etc.

Having no agencies and no connection

with any manufactuiiog concern, we in-

stall any apparatus and any system de-

sired.

NIXE YEARS' EXPERIENCE.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AITNITNCIATORS *» BELLS.
FUIiIi lilNE AliWAYS IK t^TOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalt) Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.
Send for New Cataloqdb. Out AnguBt let.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRAD1-, MAKK.

<?^

Warranted Hard Porcelain.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

STeiir Milford, Cona.

Estlniatcti Vheerfnlly Given,

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.
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BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Automatic Cut-off ENGINE.
With Xew Improvements, Uncqaaled Begulation, Highest

Economy, Dnrahility, Smooth and C{uiet Running.

New York Office: IS Cort-
landt St.. F. K. Cliinuock,
Sales Asent.

Chicago 'Office: Kooiii 506,
"The Kookerv."

J. W. Parker & Co.. 3S South 4th St..

Philadelphia. Pa.
Croofe, Horner &Co , Baltimore. Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St.,

Richmond. Ya.
L. fil. Kunisey Mfc- Co., 't. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Vater, '2-2i Washinglon Ave.
So , Minneapolis. Minn.

F. E. Dravo & Co., Lewis Bloct. Pilts-
burgh. Pa.

Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco,
Cal,

Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. G. Gilbert. Atchison. Kan.
J. H. HouchtoQ. 201 Coneress St.,

Boston, Mass

The Best Engine for Electric LigHting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MAKTJFACTUREES OF

High Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
^1 HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two torse power to tliree Inmlrel liorse pwet,

Westen Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. H. S. WMKER, Manager

THOS. G. SMITH, Jr., IVI. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Bnglnea and Complete Steam Planta for Lighting and Power Installatlone.
JBent Pipe and Colle in Iron, Braes and Copper, for all kinds of service.

(I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAIi USES.

Ciraphite Bods of Various lien&rilis, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the Inch. •Graphite Boxes and Crncihles, Besisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inq.Q^les <^ladly .A^nsAveied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, H. J.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hi^li Grade £ngrmes and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

CflffliileteStGaiiPlants Mailed.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Sheet, Sew York City.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO.iceMWorks.ERIE, PA,co».«^Bj.ow™j.i^»xsFo» WOODBURY ~

ELECTRIC LIGHTINC,AutoniaticENGINES
STREET RAILWAY

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES;
1 1
NEW TOKK, 136 Liberty St.
fHH-ADELPHIA, 944 Drexel Building.
CHICAGO. 1120 "Tlie Boofcery."
SAN FRANCISCO. 39 and 31 Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY. AGENCIES;
ST. LOUIS—M. P. Johnston Macliinery Co..

715 and 717 North Second Street. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
MINNEAPOI^IS, MINN—T. M.Masuire. 23 Syndicate Biock. CONDENSING OR NO N -CON D E N SI NG

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING,
CARRIES WO STATIC EliECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

h imm PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Manafactnrere in the Country.

Lace Leather Mope and other Rawhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belling and Lace Leather Is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

\mmmMmmM\
That doesn't n ^% tA| P n
teqalre a Dk^ WW E« W\.

to BeCDTd
a draaght.

KELLY GRATE,
And forDURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL. It will burn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL equally well. They
are especiallv adapted for hard, contlnnon^ eeivice required bj ELEJTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS,
We warrant them NOT to WARP, and t j OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GRATES. When yonr plant
requires prates again DON'T be conteot with one that la "good enoDgh," but uee the aame number of
DOLLARS and eecure the BEST—that is, THE KELLY GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing na for
descriptive circular. We will return it, and tell you about our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of Its

kind made in the United States or any other place.

OIFE US A CHAJfiCB TO BE OF USE TO XOU-

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IND.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIBHT AND MOTOR CUT-DOT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK,
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W.P.
TIE TWSONIHISTIN ELECTIIC CO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-
duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOHSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

o
1-^

w

«1

Can furnish from Chicag9 stock, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company
And will make yon factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD EHCASED CABLES, IHCAKDESCENT LiMP CORD.

"

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAFF ELEGTRMl WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

I
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You can make all the 'Dark Days" Sunny.
Use sunbeam lamps.

They will never be "Called Back.

TJe S-genjB of ^hield Bfand.

Shield Brand Line Wire
Sustains its enviable reputation

Successfully, because of its

Superior Insulation. It

Stands the test of the

Severest conditions. We
Suggest that you try a

Sample reel. We make all

Sizes. One quality, that the highest.

Specify "Moisture Proof."

September orders promptly shipped.

STANLEY TRAISFORMEES,
Wherever the Stanley Transformers have

been introduced they hold undisputed sway.
A first sale has almost invariably led to addi-

tional purchases. We do not know that we
can add anything to that fact which will better

illustrate their pre-eniiuent merit.
We give this advice—In designing your

current distribution, do so with the view of

using the larger size converters.

All in all, they are more satisfactory and
economical.

The Electrical Sijpply Co.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO.
J'ru^lfiriiiH tind Kaatorn Ollice:

MNSONIfl, CONN.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MAJriJFACTUREBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megolims per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE an?" .WO - WIRE

CARi 'o, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES oi High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave., Gor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3665 FAGTORY: Grlenwood^ Tonkevs^ Iff. Y,

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incaniescenl Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBEB OF COMMERCE BVILDING,

CHICMGO. ILL.

MAJHTFACTURERS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify
AaENOIBS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohicago, 111.

The Slectrical Supply Oo., Auionia, Oonn.

W. H. Qordon & Co., New York.
F. 2*. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Fitteburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Haxris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
IiouiBTille Electric Co , liouieville, Ky

.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Oolo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efflciencj

Lamps.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

APPARATUS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

Direct Cnrrent and Alternating Incandescent Ligliting and

POWER TRANSMISSION.

THE NEW WOOD GENERATOR AND MOTOR
Has the Following Special Fraturcs of Merit:

High Ffficiency, Ferfect Self regulalion. Uniqueness and Simplicity of Design^

Self-Oiling Expansion Boxes, Self-Contained Multiple Fuses, Anti-

Friction and Insulating Sliding Base Frame^ New Patent
F^re- Proof and Indestructible Rheostat.

For further infoimation address

FOBT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO., - Fort Wayne, Ind.

REAT-FROOF™ WATER-FROOF.
One motor GEARED TO BOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, HI., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

li.jClBj:^l-rrirojrri. Txa.ctLorx, :Eco3n.om3r in. OperatiorL,
G- enersitors of -^^aa^T- Size,

In.ca<n.d.escerLt ZD^T-rLa-rn-os, Sta,tiorLa.i3r ^v^otors,
E:iectrica<l Sio-pplies of ElT7-ex37" IDcscxipticrL.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
I3ESTJFIOIT, ItJIIOH-

CHICACO, BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEWV YORK,
Monadnock BIdg. Fieke BIdg. F.I.Stone. 18 Cortlandt St.
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PROTECTION,
WITHOUT HICH TARIFF.

Use Fulmen Arresters on your Street Railway.

c. S. VAN NUIS,
136 Liberty Street, New York.

W'-XX.:^^.fr^
A METER

For Arc Lamps
and Direct
Current
iQcandcgceQts.

PATTEE

Lamp-Hour Recorder.

GEORGE CUTTER,
329 "The Rookery," Chicago.

^'^^^ES^-cS^^i'v^E'lijB.Biness Manager..

The

International OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: GhlcBgro, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, ClnolnxMtl,

Omahta,LonUville,St.I.onl8, San Francisco, liondon and So. America.
City,

"iMANuT^XtroRifstfiVuvilTDfTAmifsrpTra

PACKARD
HICH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
. 9Ianiifactiired by the «

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren,Ohio.
ACrBNTS

:

NEW YOBK CITT, Chaa. E. Chapin, 136
I iberty Street,

CHIOAOO, ILL., Electric Appliance Co., 242
Madleon Street,

ST, PAUL, MINN,, The Electrical Engineering
&Suppl.vCo.

I OMAHA, NEB., B. B, Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
ST, LOUIS, MO,, St, LoniB Eleoirical Supply Co,
BAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Electric

Supply & Construction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Gloyer Electric Co., 171

West Sth Street.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Smlthers & Davis.

MANUFACTUEEB OF

INSUI.ATED ELECTRIC WIRE
FLKXXBLE CORDS and CABLES!.

300 aad SOS Slorth Third Street, - - PHIIiADBIiFHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMR
IT IS

1 PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Supply House
fop it.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBVIISGTOHr 8TBBET. BOSTOSr. >IAS8.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Sclioll & Co. , 12(1 Liberty St.. New Torlr.

Geo. D. Hoffman. S2 Lake »t.. Chicago, 111.

H. M. Sclple & Co., 3d & Arch Sts., PhUadelpiila.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

KEY FOB CAPACITY TESTS.

WE OWN AND OPEKATB THE

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all ScientiflG Measurement

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BOiLTBY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

W, B, Pearson & Co., Home Ine. Bldg.,ChIcago, 111. Jamea & Co Chattanooga Tenn.

Thi^o Smith Jr William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
IBoe. t,.

»in"'Ji '^•^ ^ B,j Cincinnati, Ohio, T W, Anderson HouBton. Tei.

W. A. Day, 1« Oliver St., Boltin, Mass. F. H. Wh.tjng, Jacobson Block, Denver, Colo.
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QENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,THE ^^^^

Direct and Alteraating IncandescentDynamos,
Incandescent Lamps of all kinds.

Arc Electric Lighting Apparatus,

Electric Railway Apparatus,

Electric Mining Machinery,

Electrical Supplies,

Stationary Motors,

Watt Meters,

Etc., Etc.

630 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

BttSTON, MASS. WEW YORK, JT. Y.

173 and 175 East Adams Street^

CHICAGO, ILL,.

PHILAOELPHU, PA. CLEVELAND, 0. ST. PAUL, MINN.

ATLANTA, GA. DENVER, COLO. PORTLAND, ORE.

CINCINNATI, 0. SAN FrtANCISCO, CAL. SEATTLE, WASH.

ST. LOUIS, MO. SYRACUSE, N. Y. HELENA, MONT.

KANSAS CITY, MO. BUFFALO, N. Y. PITTSBURGH, PA.

OMAHA, NEB. WASHINGTON, D. C. BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW 0RLEAN5,:L#. SPOKANE, WASH.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co ix

A.merlcan Desk *te Seating Co. .

American District Steam Co... . x
American Electrical Mfg. Co.. iv

American Engine Co xii

Andrews & Oi>., A. H
Babcock & Wilcox Co., Tlie. ... i

JtJaffgot, E xiv
Ball Electric Liglit Co xvi
tiail Eogiae Co xix
BaU&WoodCo.. The I

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. x
Bernstein Electric Co xii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co x
Bowers Bros xvi
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. .

i5rookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co viii

Bryan, W. H ' xiv
Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi
Uentral Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler ElectiicCo. . xiii

Cnahlng, F. W vii

Cutter, Geo i

Cuiter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xvii

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xvii

Dudley & Co., W. W xvi

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd
Eas'^m Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv

Edibuo (Jenerai Electric Co viii

'Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . , vi

Electiic Engr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electrical Mfg. Co. , The xv
Electric Secret Service Co xix
fllectrlclan Pub. Co xvi

Electrical Construction Co. The. xii

Electrical Eng. *& Supply Co.Tbe.—
jideclrical ciuppiy Co., The . . . xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co vi

Empire China Works x
Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & MachiDe Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co xiv

For Sale Advertisements, x, xii, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv

General Electric Co , ii, iv

Gravity Purifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co
Greeley ife Co., The E. S I

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xvii

flelsler Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works xix

Hine Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Hayf'-ena. . . , xiv
Hood&Co., Wm xv
Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xvii

Dlinois Electric Lamp Co xvi
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co, xxiii

institute of Technology xiv

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co
Jewell Belting Co
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xv;

^itavert Mfg. Co xv:

Kelly Brothers
Klipstein, A. xii

Knapp Electrical Woiks xxi

Lake, J. H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works xvii

Xicclanche Battery Co., The . . xvii

Lefmann, Julius xiv
Leffel, & Co., Jas xvii

Leonard & Co., H. W xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co xv
LoudjH. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Mather Electric Co iv

Midland Electric Wks xii

Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M . . xii

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

National Carbon Co xiv
.tTationai Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co . . .

.

^few York Insulated Wire Co. xv
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co. xvii

N^ew York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co xix
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Proposals for Elec. Ltg xii, xv
Qutx:n & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Railway Equipment Co ix

Redding Electric Co x
Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Roebling'a Sons Co., J. A ....

Rose Eke. Light Supply Co. . . xii

Eoyal Electric Co

Samson Cordage Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi
Schuyler Electric Co iv
Sechrist, Albert xvii
Shultz Belting Co x
Siebert, G
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. xiii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. .
.-

Sioux City Engine Works. ... xix
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thoa. G. Jr
Somoff , J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co vi

STandard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Star Electrix Co xv
Steams Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W.C xv
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xxiii

Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-HoustonEIec. Co.. ii. xx
Union Hardware Co xii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNula C, S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xix
Want Advertisements xiii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv
Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xviii

Westinghouse Elec.andMfg Co . xi
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . . .

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Ammiiciators

.

Central Electric Go.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Oatrauder & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc lliamps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
BeggfB, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
flinBh fllectricCo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Roae Electric Light Supply Co.
sr.hayler Electric Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomeon-HouBton Electric Co.
WestiDgboase Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc I^lght Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries-
American Battery Co.
Central Electric oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, fiilectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical tsnpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Greeley & Co., The B.».
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltiDK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Bahcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Lane & Bcdiey co., The.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
\Veaton Engine Co.

BoolES, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical bnpDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Ineulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric. (See Insulated
Wire B), Copper. fe^heetand Bar

.

Moore, Alfred F.
Koebling'8 Sons Co.. J. A.
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.
Western Eitsccnc \Jo.

Cameras.
Eastn^in Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Bmah Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.

Clntcbes, Prletlon,
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordage.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Construction and Bepalra.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The,
Smith, Tbos. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Eleetrlff Jjlsht,
£nslne Plants and Electric
Ballirays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicoi Co,, The.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Bail Engine Co,
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edieon General Electric co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hemler Elecuic Cu.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley ».o., Tne.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Leonard & Co., H. W.
Mather Electric (Jo.

Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
I'earsofi as Co., W. a.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sions City Engine Works.
bmith, ThoB. tr. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Thumsuu -'Hauetun Ji^iectric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weetinghuuee Electric dt Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr Si Co.
Western Jfilectric Co.
Weston Engine Lo.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison ueneral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
international Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'a Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Kiec Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Le&ann, Julius.
iioud, H. M. Jz Sons Lumbar Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Outs and S-wltcliea.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
(jentral Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cotter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Elecericai Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric ( o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood&Co., Wm.
Kuaup Electrical Worka.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nnis, C S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
BruBb Eiectnc ^u.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne h-iectric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heieler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
LoTellMfg. Co,, Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weetlnghouse Electric& Mfg. Go.

Electric Ltava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Bleetrlc Bailn'ays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weatinghonae Electric & Mfg. Co.

Blectrloal and mechanical
Enelneers.
Bryan, W.H.
Leonard & Co., H, W.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley « Co., The E. S.
Queen & Company.
Nvestern Electric Co.

Electrical Xntellleence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard & Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric En^ineerinff & Supply Co,
Midland Electric Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Coaibina-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Tbomson-Honston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery oo.

Electro-PIatlnc Haelilnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thomson-Houston Blecteic Co.

Ens:lnes, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball En^ne Co.
Ball * Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos.G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Weptinj^boupe. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weaion Engine Oo.

Fan Ontflts.
Stanley Electric Mtg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Valcanized Bibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fiirnaoe Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fnse M Ire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

CraH ijtetitlns, fclectrio.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Elc^ctrlcnl Hnpplies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
heacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Klectrlcal Works.
Edison General Blectrjc Co.
Electric Coub. & Supply Co,
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sui ply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
lireeley A;Co.,TheB. 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klip^tein, A.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec, Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Kleetrloal Glass-
ware.
Brook field, Wm.
Phcenis Glass Co.

Graphite t^peclaltles.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Insulattnc
Materials.
Anmrican Electrical Mfg, Co.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
CuBbing, P. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works,
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co,
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlto Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Lefmann. Julius.

Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Faint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopes Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
mafirnet Wire.
American Electrical Mfg, Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Gushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co

Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. lTicandes«*Aat.
American Electrical Mfg. Co,
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co,, The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical SuoDiy Co., The,
Hood& <"'o., Wm.
Illinois Electric i^amp Co.
Knapp Electrical Workb.
New York and Ohio Co.
Redding Electric Co.
rtawvei'-iHian t£lectric Co.
Somofl, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

liBthes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Worbe.

Ijislitnin^ Arresters,
Van Nuis.C. S.

nacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

JHeelianiral afachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport ^Machine Tool "Works.

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck A, Carter Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros,
Johns Slfg. Co., H. W.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.

SIilliDs: Macbinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

SIliu. 0l£;k.aiB, lEi^cirlc.
Detroit Electrical Works.

ninlns Apparatus, Klectrle.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-BoQBton Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westincbonae Electric & Mfg, Co.Model Making,
Midland Electric Wki=.

Botors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical En?. & Supply Co.. The
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co
La Roche Electric Works
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Royal Electric Co,
Siemens & Halske Electric Co
Thomaon- Houston Uieciric ue
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg Co.Name Plates. ^

Becker Mfg. Co., John.
Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co
Andrews A Co

.
, A, H.

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Pnrlfier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
TCIectrical Supoly Co.. The
Hughes Eros. Mfg Co.
Lefmann, Julius.

'

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co,

Platlnnm.
Sie^e^t, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, JoIIub.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber r o
Railway Eqnioment Co,

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Klectrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pusli Buttons-
Detroit Electrical Works,
Central Electric Co.
Electrirfll Supply Co,, The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

Ballways. filectrlc.
(See electric rallw&TS.)

Bi>;sulatin^ Hockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats-
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Hteam.
HIne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co,

SpeakiuK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
KnapD Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
ftueen & Co.

Steam Heatins Apparatus.
American Dietrict Steam Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, £lectric Railway.
Detroit Electrical Works.

I

Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
Central Electric Co.
Cnshlng, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co,
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India Rnt)b6r & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn .t i\Iopn Mfg. Co.

Telegrraph Apparbcns.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co,
National ElectricManufactnring Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine WTieels.
Hayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell A; BierceMfg. Co,

Typewriters.
Denemore Typewriter Co.

UniTersities.
Institute of Technology.

lVa*pr Wheels.
LeffelA Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

IVlre.RBre.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens,
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co,
Rai'way Cq ilpment Co.
Roebllng's bons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec, MlnlBg Machine Go.
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EHTABI.tSREn ISat.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.,
WOBUS: WORCESTER, 31ASS., ana WAUKEGAX, iJLl,.

BARE AND INSULATED COPPER WIRE
RUBBER, WEATHERPROOF AND UNDERWRITERS' WIRE.

Absolutely FIRE ^nd WATER-PROOF WIRE, Superior to anything heretofore made.

Cialvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire. Magnet W^ire. Annunciator W^ire. Feed Wire. I.ead Uncased W^ires.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY W^IRE.
BRANCH O^'FICEB AKD TrAREHOTT^ES:

NEW YORK, leClifrSt. CHICAGO, I07& 109 Lake St. SAN FRANCISCO, 8 & lO Pine St. HOUSTON, TEX.

THE SCHUYLER
-sTSTiBDvn oa

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURBS;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom fiom Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ADC PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO TUF DCCT'^nE. HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE I FIC DEO I •

OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturing Company,

201 I TO 2017 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

GENERAL
electric

company.
MAIN OFFICES:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 44 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. New York City.

BRANCH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, Hew York City.

173, 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 509 AkI Street, PMladelphia, Pa.

Gonld Bnllding, Atlanta, Ga. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

264 West Fonrtli St., Cincinnati, 0. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Panl, Minn.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANDFACTDREKS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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CHICAGO
Is over-stocked and we, in particular, on a few sizes of

WEATHER-PROOF WIRE, such as No. 6 and No. 8

B. & S. gauge. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 ^ 118 Franklin Street, Cliicago.

ToBETTER ACCOMMODATE
stations we have completely revised our list of sizes and

now offer the following line of

TRANSFORMERS:
10 LIGHTS OR 500 WATTS. 100 LIGHTS OR 5,000 WATTS.
15 " " 750
20 "

' 1,000
30 ' " 1,500
40 " " 2,000
50 " 2,500
75 " 3,750

WE CAN SHIP PROMPTLY ANY OF THE ABOVE IN STANDARD VOLTAGES.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

Th, Ehctrical Supply Co..
Y\\\%Mi, MaSS.

125 " 6,750
175 ' 8,750
250 " 12,500
350 " 17,500
500 " 25,000

Western Ag'ents:

Cor. Randolph St. and Micliig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILIi.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for llig'hfeSt effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-scrvice arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALI, PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ VSlmi
i CICvelaiKl, Ohio. C. P. NICHOLSON. 513 Society tor Snvinsa Bnlldlng. nraablnston, 1». C , J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 New Tork Ave. St. Paul.

Cei I »«• Af«BMTe.; Minn. F. .1. RENZ, 360 Mionesola St. rhllailelphia Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. 7th St. Blew Orleans, ta.. BUCHKL°"'*"^'"** *^c™ • O,^ MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contl St. DenvPr. Col., HAYWAED COCHRANK, 33 Jacobson Building. Cnlcaso, 111., C. P. DUNDBKDALB, 135 Hookerj,
' Roiraln. Rl. Y.. D. U. DABRIN, 228 Pearl St.

AANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED -1881.

INCORPORATliD 1883.

Arc Laaaps
pSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

AN
"I

TilE ONLY ARC LAMP THAT

ESTABLISHED ] works sATisrACTORiLV oh an

PACT* INCANDESCH.NT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAnPS.

-» THE ELECTRIC

<^_^_^^ CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.
UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLEPflONi: BUIUDINa.

NEW YOHK. Search Light No. 13.
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12,672,000 Feet.S

The largest order ever given in this country for high grade
insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSULATION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

GENERATORS.
COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT

Highest Efficiency.

Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all Others.

l^i^T^ H'''m -^^ **^«^ Ji /\ jVl 1^5^ 2'/(e only Incandescent Lamps which have secured Universal Approval.

W—-Xr
MILLIONS SOLD AND MILLIONS SELLING.

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instruments.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.
43 BROAD SXJRKET, - NEW YOItK.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, Hi. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandesceDCG Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CtLicsLgo Office: He-^z^r Yorfe: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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No. urn Concealed ITork.

A New Lamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Oontact.
Plenty ofRoom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

\ FOR MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Sapply Hoaees, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
p. O. Bos 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and Weetinghoose Styles.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,

Tm MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
Storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launclies,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICM BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

I^roriapt Sl:i.ip32CLerLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric EngineeriDg& Supply Co.,

s's-xt-.A-oxxszi, SO'. :£"., xr. s. .a..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
136 lilberty St., F. G. TIUFSON, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
SpeciaUies.

The COIIiED Filament

Street Railroad LaDip.

Average Life Guaranty

80O Hours.

"Write -US for Prices.

THE BDCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., CleYfiland, 0.,

CHICAGO : NEW TOKK :

437 "The Rookery." Gil Mail and Express Eldff.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUPACTURERS OF

I B

I

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES- S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 Cortlandt St. , NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, RALTIMORE, MD.

THE lONA SNAP SWITCH.
A Switch and Cut-Out Combined.

EVERY SWITCH FITTED WITH FUSE.

YITfilFIED PORCEL&IN, NICKEL COVERS, Also in China, Plain and Decorated.

SfKD FOB S&IUriiE AND PBICEIS.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-Outs, Etc.

REDDING ELECTRIC CO., 41 Federal St. BOSTON,

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,
Two 300 Amp. Shunt wound tl. S. Dynamoe.
TwaSIO Amp. Shunt wound V. S. Dynamos.
T^vo500 Lt. T. H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with b-se, rheostat and ammeter.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc DynamOB.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.

Ten 13 Lt. Knowlee Dynamos, with lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt. Schayler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.

Two 150 Lt, BruBh Incandes. Machines, 95 VoHb.
One 15 Lt. Brush Arc, 7 amperes.

One 90 H. P. Armlnglon & Sims Engine.

Two 120 Amp. Edison Dynamoe, self-oiling.

SILK BRAID

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., • 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YOPK.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greateBt care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free,

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. Ttie glazlnpr and body
of our ware are of same rotn-

positlon, and arp baked alite,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 Id 156 Greon 8

Green Point,

BROOKLYN, B.l

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tie SoMlon of tlie ProWem of Safe Gnariiiig

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

he found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND DNDERGRODHD

COZbTIDTJITS
ILiSTTPACTUBED BT

T^X£R I OR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uinpi/c. 1 B27 to B31 VI. 34th St.,WOKKb.
I 526 to B28 W. 3Btli St.,

General Offlces: 42 & 44 Broad St. , New Tork.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, CaL
Mountain Electric Co., Dflnver Colo,
American Elect. Supply Co,, 21G Pearl St., Buffalo,N T.
Putnam, Uay & Co., 27 E. Main St.. Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. t^th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConBtrnciion Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc ami Power Circuits.

'UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK- KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAQAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLIX LieHTNINC ARRESTERS for
Pouier, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Qenerators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIOHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insulating Goiponnds,

Tape and Ariatnre Yarnish.
MANUFACTURED BT

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liiberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 548 "The Bookery.'
SOLD BY

THB EliKCTBICAI. 8UPPL<T CO., CUeasO.
ISOVEIiTY E1.ECTKIC CO., Fbiladelphla,
PETTINOEIil^ANDBEYVt^ CO., Boston

And Supply Honsee Bverjwhere.

x,t^i?|lBYJAJ SHULTZ

|^uc!ztenN(r^

ALL LEATHER -J
'NO IRON ROOOR HINGE OLD STYLE

LEATHER LINKAND If^ON ROD BELT

'AND R0PETRAN5MISSION SUPERSEOf
'

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

_ JR ,

DeltiHg I

TANNED ON THt
SURFACES ONLV
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE

-

THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \'

MADE NO 5UPPIN0
OR LOST MOTION

164 Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City.

128 N. Tiiird St.. Philadelphia. Pa ; 60 W. MoHiOe St. Chicago.

^ftWHlDElAGElEATriER-
PiGKER Leather-

I St. Louis, Mo.

Jiolly System of Undergrounil Steam Supply,
FOR THE UTILIZATION OF EXHAUST STEAM AT ELECTRICAL STATIONS.

For pamphleta and partlcu'ai-a

regarding Electrical Companies who
arousing the "Holly System" and
converting a waste product Into

money, address

The prudent manager will not

throw away his exhaust steam,

which he can sell for $3,000 to $5,-

000 per annum for each 100 H. P.,

thereby materially increasing his

net revenue.

Sectional view or a Line of Steam MalnK. Htiowlrur I

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, LOCKPORT, NEW YORK.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from, the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, REPAIBS and SUPPL.IES formerly furnished by the United States Electric I.ighting Co.7
Newark, ST. J., should now he sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

ITEW XORK I.ASP fACTOBf, Capacity !iO,<IOO per day.

LAMPS,
8 C. p. to 150 C. p. 45 Vollslo 125 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

"WHITE J^OTL CJLTJLIvOQ-UE.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJFACTCJKED BY

HVm. BROOKFIELD,
3USHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We ha%'e a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will bbII at a low price,

among the number being two 650-liglit,
1,000 volt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

PROPOSiLS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Scaled proposals will be received by the city nf

Kalamazoo, Michigan, to light said city for the
term of tea years with arc electric lights of 2,00(1

candle power each, ivith n minimum number of 150
to a maximum of 250, of which number from 30 to

40 lamps are to be all night lamps on the dark
night scale, and 120 to 100 to run till midnight,
the city reserving the right to ijurchase the plant
at the end of the term of ten years. Bids to be
acccmpauied with epeclficationa as to style of
power, lamps, wire, poles, etc.

The city reserves the right to reject any or all

bids. All bids to be accompanied with a certified

check of ^100,00 and to be indorsed "Bids for city

lighting" and addressed to

THERON F. GIDDINGS, City Clerk,

Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Bids will be received up to 12 o'clock, September
30, IhiOLi.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the meet dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rolley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

MagnetB, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STHEKT, BOSTON.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGUL&TIOK
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IliigiiiilMilc%Cg.,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BKAJfD)

ForElectrical PurposesI
?'

BRaNRIIi'H Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If yoi: want the hest quality ask yom' dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KUPSTEIM, 122 Pearl St., Mew York.

riiiiiililllliiiil LAMPS
Ip HIGHEST QDALITY

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. '

-"^-^aii:, ,

FOR SALI^.
Three 35-L1ght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 65-Light Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Alternator.

One 600-L'ght United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchange Building, NewYork.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
niade and Repaired.

Experimental Work of all kinds
a SjyeciaUy

,

Midland Electric Works,
224 E. Washington St., Chicago.

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-^^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : Ajierican
Engine Co., 72 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook,
N.J.

A.M.MORSE^co.|5|?,o^V:^
BUCK EYF gaT°J-Qao.tL P<:3j^ LQujs.

ENCINESl I'cr.'WNXi i

Co.np,,

(Tvice. Simple
I. S(.-nrlfor (.Ijr

DENSMORE,
''The World's Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

Standard key board, "delicrhtful touch,"

most convenient, simple, strong, dur-

able, rapid. Alio-nment strictly permanent.

For Catalogue and Testimonials, apply to

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New York,

a"3 cxs-

BUIVm CL

PUSH-BUTTON

s:e:sz^x^s.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA.

Conry
Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

SOME
OF THE

ARTICLES
WE

YOU SHOULD

HAVE OUJ!

CATALOGDE.

Western Office;

1532 Miinailiiiick

lliiililiii;;,

THOS. G. GRIER,

Western Mgr.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

IRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,
Factory: Bridgeport, Conn.

stock kept in Chicago.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Eleotrio Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOBK8 AT BBID«EPOBT, COKIf.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

The throng of visitors to the World's Fair grounds on

the occasion of the dedicatory exercises on the 2ist of next

month will admire the beautiful outlines of a practically

completed electricity building. From a point of view

northeast of the building, near the center of the western

facade of the great manufactures building—the position of

the observer in the illustration presented on this page—the

stracture has the appearance of being almost entirely fin-

ished even now. Considerable work remains to be accom-

plished on the southern end of the edifice, however, but

another month will amply suffice to make the exterior of the

building complete. The design of the building has met

with general praise, and Van Brunt iic Howe, the

architects, of Boston and Kansas City, are entitled to

warm commendation for their work. The graceful towers

add much to the appearance of the structure and give it

a distinctive character, beside affording excellent oppor-

tunity for electric lighting effects. The offices of the

department of electricity will be located on the second

floor and will be grouped about the heraicycle in the south-

decided to admit, have necessitated a re-arrangement of the

allotment of space in the electricity building which had

been prepared by the department, and a week or so will

now elapse before the plotting will have been definitely

settled. The amount of space awarded foreign nations in

this building is as follows:

Germany 20,000 square feet

France.... 16,500
"

Great Britain 8, 500
'

'

Canada , 4 000 "

Italy 2,500
"

Belgium 2,000 "

Austria , 1,000 "

Spain 1,000 "

Sweden 1,000 "

Mex'cD 600 "

Russia : 200

Total t 57,3CO "

The comparative indifference to the fair displayed by the

electrical minufaciurers of England is shown by the fact

that they are excelled by both France and Germany in the

amount of space assigned. The latter countries have

wiring and service were lower than the prices charged
down town. The work is being dooe by the Westing-
house company, which got the contract for the incandes-
cent electric lighting after bidding §400,000 or more below
the Thomson- Houston combine.

The facts do not seem to bear out the complaints of the

state building people. The Exposition company charges

$12 per lamp for each incandescent light used by exhib-

itors. This is a flat rate for the entire period of the

World's Fair and covers every expense connected with the

lighting service. It pays for primary and secondary wir-

ing, the use of converters, sockets and connections, lamp
renewals and operation. The price is fair but not exces-

sive. The wiring is computed at $3, and the remaining

$9 is for operation and maintenance. The exposition will

be optn about iSo days, which gives five cents a day as

the cost of each light to the exhibitor. The latter is en-

titled to burn the lamp as much as he desires, and it is

estimated that the average use will bring the cost down to

less than one cent per lamp hour. Of the |i2 one-third

must be paid to the proper authorities before the work of

wiring is begun and the remainder during or at the close

4\
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em end of the building, overlooking the quadrangle and

the administration building. They will comprise private

rooms for the chief, assistant chief and secretary of the

department and apartments for the clerks and stenograph-

ers. Chief Barrett and Secretary Hornsby expect to be

able to occupy some portion of the offices in November.

The space assigned to the electrical newspapers will prob-

ably be on the ground floor of the building, in the south-

western corner, facing the mines building.

The plant at the temporary lighting and power station

is soon to be increased by the addition of a 650 light West-

inghouse alternator to be used for the service building,

which is wired for about 1,000 lamps. Sixteen motors are

now on the circuits of this station, and the average daily

load is 125 amperes at 550 volts at the brush terminals.

Twenty-five arc lamps are now being wired in the admin-

istration building for temporary use, as it is the intention

to push the work on :his building night and day in order

to finish it for the dedication. The operating force at this

station now comprises eight men under Manager J, H. R.

Ward. Superintentendent L. A. Scovil has a force of

about 300 men at work on line construction for the tempor-

ary and permanent arc light wiring.

Late applications from foreign nations, which it was

ELECTRiCrrV AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

evinced a lively appreciation of the advantages of exhib-

iting at the exposition, and their displays will far surpass

that of Eogland. Of domestic exhibitors there will be

about 700, although, as in many cases several are placed

together, there will be but about 150 exhibition spaces.

Oaring to a misunderstanding as to the requirements of

the Exposition company some of the contractors for the

state buildings at the north end of the park have become

imbued with the idea that the World's Fair authorities

were charging them an excessive price for incandescent

lighting. A meeting was held on Thursday of last week,

and the Chicago lA-raid Vans reports it:

Supervising Architect Sommers, of the Pennsylvania
buildmg, first related his experience. "We had to have
Soo incandescent electric lights in our building," he said,

'*and the men here in charge of the work collect an out-

rageous price for it. They wonld not let us do it, but
insisted on putting the wires in themselves. They charged !^4

a lamp, when anybody could have done it for $2 a lamp and
made money. They demanded the money in advance, too,

just as if the state of Pennsylvania would jump the bill.

But that was not the limit of their extortion. We were
forced to pay $S for each lamp for electric service. That
means that it will cost us $g,6oo for our electric lighting

during the fair." Other contractors related similar griev-

ances. Mr. Burnbam afterward denied that overcharges
were made for electric wiring. He said the rates for both

of the fair. The Westinghouse company, which is men

tioned in the Herald article, does extra wiring only on the

order of the Exposition company, and at a rate specified

in its contract. The money received for this work goes to

the Exposition company. Some of the gentlemen in charge

of the state buildings, in ignorance, doubtless, of the

arrangements made by the electrical department of the

bureau of construction, bargained to have their wiring done

by Chicago firms not connected with the World's Fair.

This action was not approved by the authorities, and on a

recent occasion all wiremen found employed on the state

buildings who could not show a Westinghouse badge were

arrested and put off the grounds. The Exposition company

is desirous that all the incandescent wiring shall be uni-

form in quality, of good material and workmanship and

executed in accordance with the National rules. It is

claimed that these requirements have not been met by the

local companies and that much of the work must be done

over again, not being of a quality to stand inspection.

Hereafter, it is stated, no wiring will be done on the

grounds save by the Exposition company itself or com-

panies having contracts under it.

Some idea of the magnitude of the electrical fountains

that are to embellish the grounds may be gained from the
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statement that each will require a 24-inch water main. A
main of similar size will also be put in for the combined

electrical and emblematic fountain. The electric fountain

at Lincoln Park, Chicago, has a lo-inch main. The loca-

tion of the fountains at Jackson Park has not been defin-

itely settled.

The laying of ducts for the outside incandescent wiring

has been about completed. About 30 miles of duct has

been put down, and it is said that loo miles of incandes-

cent wiring has already been placed in the buildings.

The German World's Fair commissioner has informed

the local authorities that German firms will undertake the

lighting of the wooded island and the choral building by

incandescent lamps. The island will be lighted by 32 can-

dle power lamps set on short posts and wired in series.

An interesting exhibit at the World's Fair will be a

model of the Paris Exhibition of 1S89. The reduction at

present occupies a large room near the Palais de I'lndus-

trie, Paris, where it is now being exhibited. M. Pas-

quier, who conceived the idea of thus enabling Americans

who were unable to visit the Paris Exhibition to see what

the exhibition was like, has spent over 300,000 francs on

the reproduction. The electric lighting of the model is an

important feature, about 350 tiny incandescent lamps being

employed. Some of these lamps, used to represent the

street lighting, are only i of a candle power. The current

is supplied from a dynamo and a battery of accumulators.

The Petite Republiqiie Francais says: "A French en-

gineer, M. Terrier de Vdleneuve, who is living at present

in New York and has worked for some time past in con-

nection with Mr. Edison, is about to send to the Chicago

Exposition a unique clock. The clock, which will be

combined with a phonograph, will in twelve hours per-

form the four operas of 'Lohengrin,' 'William Tell,' 'The

Huguenots,' and 'Faust.' The phonograph will reproduce

the voices of the most celebrated singers who have ap-

peared in these operas, such as Patti, Faure and others.

The orchestra will be a phonographic reproduction of the

Grand Opera of Paris."

Tell-tale for Electrolytic Refineries.

It is a common difficulty with electrolytic vats that their

contents become short-circuited or otherwise in a defec-

tive electrical condition, and such an occurrence is asource

of great injury and damage to the contents, which some-

times are of great value. It is desirable, therefore, to

have means whereby each vat may be tested at will and

whereby a visual or audible signal, or both, may be given

to suggest the dangerous condition of any given vat with-

out interfering with the operation of the others. The cut

herewith presented illustrates diagrammatically an arrange-

ment devised by F. B. Badt of Chicago, for this purpose.

In the cut there is represented a series of electrolytic

vats adapted e">ch to cintain a nimber of objects to be
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subjected to treatment. Each is provided v ith two ter-

minals, from which lead the conductors connecting the

several vats in series. From the terminals of each vat

two wires lead each to a contact. These contacts are

preferably arranged in an arc and about a center upon

which swings a circuit closer, the two limbs of which are

insulated from each other and adapted to engage each one

of the contacts, so that any two of the contacts may be

cij^aged at the same time, each by one arm of the circuit

closer. From the two arms of the circuit closer lead two

conductors to a volt meter. The condition of any vat may

of course be easily ascertained by moving the circuit closer.

From the contact plates- conductors extend to a series

of magnets, as indicated, so that]'cach magnet is directly

n circiit w'.th z^'':,^ vat, and is thus energized by the cur-

rent derived from the vat. Each magnet is provided with

an armature carrying a signal disk, numbered so as to indi-

cate the vat with which it is associated. Opposed to each

armature is a contact, and from each of these contacts

extends a conductor through a battery bell, and thus by

the branches connection is made with the armatures.

If now any given vat is in a condition where less current

is shunted through its local circuit, which contains an

indicator magnet, the magnet will be demagnetized or

weakened and its armature will fall, thus exposing the

visual signal which indicates that a certain vat is out of

condition. At the satns tima if the audible alarm is at-

tached the circuit will be closed through the local battery

and bell by the engagemsnt of the armature with its con-

tact and the alarm will be rung and the visual signal will

point out the vat which is in disorder. If the signaling

apparatus gives no indication of a change of condition of

the vats, by swinging the circuit clossr of the volt meter it

may be ascertained whether each vat is approaching the

point of danger or not.

Another Trolley Pole Catcher.

Considerable annoyance is often experienced in running

electric cars by reason of the trolley jumping the wire and

scraping and sliding along it. After the trolley has flown

up it often becomes difficult to restore to its place on the

wire. These difficulties the catcher illustrated herewith

FIGS. I AND 2. ANOTHER TROLLIiY POLE CATCHER.

is calculated to overcome and at the same time provide

means which will hold the trol'ey below and out of ccnnec-

tion with the wire when iris desired to keep the trolley dis-

connected.

Fig. I represents the device as applied to the dash-board

of an ordinary electric car. Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of

the mechanism employed.

The car is provided with an ordinary trolley wheel on

the free end of a spring pole, from which hangs the usual

cord for opeiating the pole. The lower end of this cord

is fastened to a weight, as indicated in Fig. 2, which is re-

movably suspended from a trigger by means of a bail,

and is sufliciently heavy to overcome the upward pull of

the trolley pole. This bail engages over a lip formed by a

downwardly sloping opsn slot located in the trigger below

its pivotal point, and in such juxtaposition as to prevent

the weight from dropping prematu;ely. From the pivotal

point the trigger extends downward, thence outward and

upward to form a handle portion, the end of which is pro-

vided with a ring, through which the cord extends. The

end of the cord is attached to the weight by means of a

ring, which is in turn secured to the weight. The trigger

and weight are inclosed within a box attachable to the

dash board. The top of the box is provided with a cover,

in which there is an open slot, which is a continuation of

an open slot in the vertical side of the box. The free arm

of the trigger rests in the bottom of the slot, while the

weight hangs on the trigger when the trap is set. The

free end of the trigger projects through and plays within

this vertical slot during the operation of the trigger, and

the cord which actuates the trigger passes through the hor-

izontal slot.

In using this mechanism the trolley is first placed in

proper connection on the overhead wire, then the weight is

hung on the trigger and its gravity will pull the free end of

the trigger down on the bottom of the vertical slot, which

gives the slot in the trigger sufficient slope to hold the bail

in place against any possibility of jarring out while the car

is in transit. When thus adjusted, the automatic discon-

nector or pull is set in readiness to operate. Now should

the trolley jump the wire, the spring arm will fly upa short

distance and jerk the cord, which in turn lifts the free arm

of the trigger and inclines the open slot in such a way as

to dump the weight, which descends and draws the trolley

down and out of contact with the wire.

The designer of this device, Geo. A. Kimball, of Seattle,

Wash., claims that it gives an important advantage in

handling the car by enabling the operator to drop the

weight at pleasure and hold the trolley clear of the wire

when desired.

Maver's Relay.
In certain telegraphic systems relays possessing the

quality of being quickly responsive to reversals of polarity

are very desirable—for instance, in quadt uplex teleg-

raphy, in which, at certain times, it is desired that the "neu-

tral" relay shall remain practically passive during the time

of reversals of current on the line. In the neutral relays

usually employed in quadruplex telegraphy various means
have been employed to reduce the moment of "no mag-

netism" at the time of "reversals"—for instance, by short-

ening the cores of the relay, splitting them, forming the

core of bundled iron wires, etc. ; but none of these devices

has been completely successful, in consequence of which

a certain loss of efficiency results.

The relay illustrated in the accompanying cuts, an in-

vention of William Maver, Jr., of New York, is one in

which the moment of no magnetism between reversals is

minimized. This feature secures an increased working

efficiency, as will readily be understood by those familiar

with the art of quadruplex telegraphy. In this arrange-

ment any current passing in the coils of the relay always

tends to move the circuit c'oser in one direction, however

quickly the currents may succeed each other, and regardless

of their direction. The device for solving this problem

is very simple, and it admits of replacing the ordinary

relay without extra cost.

Fig. I is a diagram of the connections. Fig, 2 shows

the relay proper,

Referring to the cuts:

A is a fixed coil, B is a coil rotary about the axis C.

The coils are in series with each other and connected with

the telegraph transmitters D K and an electric gener-

ator E. The coils are so connected that the current in the

two coils will be parallel. The movable coil carries a cir-

cuit closer F, being included in circuit with the electro-

mignet yVand local generator E' . H\% the contact, which

is touched by the circuit closer 7^ for including the gener-

ator E' . The circuit closer F is retained by a retractile

spring / against the stopy.

In practice the transmitter D may be arranged to insert

or short-circuit a resistance R, by which means the total

current strength is increased or decreased. The pull of

the retractile spring / of the circuit closer is ad-

justed to withdraw the circuit closer from its contact

point jy to the stopy when the transmitter Z> is open, or

vice versa.

The operation is as follows: When the key D is alter-

nately closed and opened to send a message, the currents

in the parallel coils pass in the same direction and attract

each other. The local circuit closer is operated in

accordance with the openings and closings of the key, and

the local circuit is alternately closed and opened by the cir-

cuit closer /^coming in contact with the terminal^. K
represents typically the pole changer in circuit with the

generator E. This may be operated as required in practice,

and yet the local circuit closer F will remain closed or

I-'IGS. I AND 2. MAVER S RELAY.

open or practically passive so far as the pole changer is

concerned. The fixed magnet is A, and the movable mag-

net is 5, and this carries the circuit closer F. In whatever

direction the current passes through the series magnet, the

magnet B will always tend to be moved in but one direc-

tion.

The instrument serves also as a sounder, since the stop

y causes a found when struck by the rod F.

This form of relay is especially adapted to respond

quickly to reversals of pjolarity and to minimize the

moment of no magnetism between reversals, because the

coils arc arranged in the manner of the ordinary electrical

dynamometer and are free from iron cores.

According to a press dispatch from Ottawa, Ont., the

guests of the Windsor House, in that city, enjoyed ^ din-

ner cooked by electricity, on August 2gth.

The appointment of a city electrician is under discussion

at Houston, Texas.
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Ruins of the Victoria, B.C., Electric Plant.

The most curious fire that has yet occurred to any elec-

tric lighting or power station on the Pacific coast trans-

pired early on the morning of August 7th last, when the

entire generating station of the National Electric Tram-

way & Lighting company, of \'ictoria, B. C
.

, was

burned to the ground. Within a year or sd previous to this,

two smaller stations, namely, those at Colfax, Wash., and

Dayton, Wash., wereburned, aod at Eugene, Or., a few

months ago a hot bearing, abetted by a somnolent dyna-

mo attendant, caused a fire that destroyed an arc djnamo,

but not the station. The fire at Dayton is believed to

hive been also due to the attendants going to sleep while

on duty, though in view of a great many conllicting state-

ments, it is impossible to definitely determine the cause of

the Dayton fire. The destruction ot the Colfax station i?,

however, directly traceable to carelessness in permitting

sawdust fuel to accumulate near furnace doors. At Victoria

the fire is believed to have been caused by "spontaneous

combustion," or, in other words, to inexcusable carelessness.

The National Electric Tramway & Lighting company

CDOimenced operation; about two and a half years

operating an electric railway—or electric tramway, as

they call it in Victoria—of the Thomson-Houston system.

This was installed and sold to the tramway people by F.

H. Osgood, the ageat of the Thomson-Houston company

for the province of British Columbia. Gradually the tram-

way plant was increased until it reached almost every por-

tion of Victoria, extending out as far as Esquimalt, four

mites westward, where the British government has it-s dry-

dock and shipyards for the naval vessels of the North Pa-

cific squadron. Nothing was done io the way of lighting

until about eighteen months ago when F. H. Osgood en-

tered into a contract with the Tramway company to place

and operate an electric lighting equipment in the station,

he paying for all power consumed and operating the light-

ing plant independently, and the company holding an op-

had been constructed over the engine or dynamo rooms of

the station and it appears that in this cock loft consider-

able litter existed, presumably paper, etc., occasioned by

the unpacking of boxes or supplies. The official referred to

slated that it was always very hot in this cock loft, as the ven-

tilator in the roof of the station was not large enough to

carry away the heat of the boiler and engine rooms. The
fire underwriters had severely criticised this cock loft and
he (the official) believing it to be a dangerous place had in-

structed the watchman to examine it at least once every half
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hour during the night, and in accordance with further in-

structions issued, the official said that each night the fire

hose was unreeled and its nozzle pointed toward the door

of the cock loft, ready for use should fire occur there

.

This condition of affairs appears extraordinary, and it is im-

possible to understand why ^ station manager should make
such unusual efforts to put out a fire he believed might

sometime occur when a far simpler and safer course Io

pursue would have been to remove the cockloft with all its

tinder-like litter. This was suggested to the official in

question, who replied to the effect that it doubtless would

have been better to have removed the hazard, but it didn't

really occur to him to do so. As a result of this careless-

ness, a valuable lesson has been administered. It is cer-

tain that the fire did not originate from electric wires, as

the assurance was given the writers that no wires of any

description passed near the point where the fire originated.

No trams were burned, as the car barn is situated about

i.oco yards from the station.

The Tramway company is already at work rebuilding on

the old site and will erect a substantial brick station, A
2co kilowatt Edison generator has been ordered for oper-

ating the tramway and it is hoped that the system will be

again in operation by the last of September. Meanwhile

the carriage and hansom cab drivers are reaping a harvest.
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tionon the lighting equipment for its purchase at the end

of a spec'fied time. The Tramway company, it appears,

was doubtful of the success of the lighting scheme, particu-

larly in the face of the opposition afforded by the two

other companies, yet under Osgood's capable manage-

ment it proved a success. As matters stood, therefore, the

station contained the power plant for the street railway

system, owned by the Tramway company, and the lighting

plant, owned by Osgood. The loss was therefore a dual

one.

At the time of the fire the steam equipment of the sta-

tion consisted of one Wheelock double tandem compound

condensing engiae, rated at 503 horse power, one 75 horse

pwir Corliss engine, made b/ the Albion Iron Works of

Victoria, and oie 350 horse pDwer cross compound con-

densing engine, also built by the Albion Iron Works.

Steam was furnished from a battery of four tubular boilers

of local make. In addition to the equipment of the

Tramway company, therf^ was the usuil equipment of

pumps, condenser;, etc. The Tramway company oper-

ated threa Thomson-Houston railway generators, type D

62, while Osgood's plant consisted of three Thomson-Hous-

ton 650 light alternaters, type A 35. and one 45 light Ex-

celsior arc dyaami. Oa all dynamos the insurance carried

aggregated $20,000, while the total loss on the entire

building and contents was about |6o,ooo. The insurance

was about $40,000. The illustrations herewith presen'ed

are reproductions of photographs taken by the ccrrebpcn-'ent

of the Western Electrician and give excellent views of

the ruins. The station was a frame build ng and was stu-

ated in a sort of a hollow, below the level of the street.

When the pictures were taken, considerable rubbish had

been removed in order that th= appraisers of damage might

prosecute their work unhindered.

Reverting to the origin of the fire, a prominent official

of the Tramway company expiessed the belief that the

fire was due to "spontaneous combustion,' A cock loft

Western Union Telegraph company; H. P. Brou^hton,

Municipal Electric Light & Power company; Wm. H.

Bryan, consulting electrical and mechanical engineer; F.

W. Churchill, Emerson Electrical Manufacturing com-

pany; H. C. Henley, chief inspector St. Louis Board of Fire

Underwriters; Chas. Higgins. superintendent St. Louis

City Fire Alarm; Robert McCullough, general manager

Cass avenue and Benton-Bellefontaine electrical railways;

W. H. Matthews, vice president St. Louis Electrical

Supply company; A. W. Merston, Emerson Electrical

Maoufacturing company; Ben Nabm, president American

Electrical Manufacturingcompany: H. L, Parker, presi.

dent Emerson Electrical Manufacturing company; F. G.

Schlosser, superintendent Electrical Department Laclede

Gas Light company; C. R. Scudder, secretary St. Louis

Electric Light &: Power company; R. V. Scudder, Western

Electrical Supply company, C. E. Sharpe, Southern Elec-

trical Supply company; J. A. J. Shultz, president Shultz

Belting company; H. A. Wagner, superintendent Missouri

Electric Light & Power company.

This was considered quite a creditable representation of

the electrical fraternity of St. Louis, particularly in view of

tte informal nature of the call, the short time, and the

impossibility of any committee counting any large propor-

tion of those interested in electrical matters among the

immediate acquaintance of its members. After the dinner

Mr. Ayer read a number of letters from persons invited,

but who found it impossible to attend. Among the

writers were W. A. Steadman and Alex. Ross of the

Laclede Gas Li^ht company; W. O. Ganison and Jas. H.

Rothamel, of the Columbia Incandescent Lamp company;

James Campbell, of the Benton-Bellefontaine electric

railway; James Scullin, of the Union Depot electric

railway; George W. Baumhoff, superintendent Lindell

electric railway; Leslie Allen, St. Louis Engineering

company; C. Dougherty, Postal manager Telegraph com-

An Electrical Club in St. Louis.

The electrical fraternity of St. Louis is considering the

advisability of forming an association. A committee con-

sisting of C. R. Scudder, H. L. Parker, Jas. I. Ayer and H.

A. Wagner issued invitations to an informal dinner to be

held at the Mercantile Club at 7:30 o'clock on the evening

of the 16th inst. with the object of securing a more general

discussion of the matter. No attempt was made to limit

the attendance to any single branch of electrical activity,

nor indeed to cover the entire field—the invitations being

RUINS OF THE VICTORIA, B. C, ELECTRIC PLANT.

sent to those known to the committee and to others whose

names could be had. The suggestion met with immediate

and favorable response, and the following named gentlemen

sat down to the dinner at the time and place named:

W. L. B. G. Allen, president of the St, Louis Engin-

eering company; Jas. I. Ayer, general manager of the

Municipal Electric Light & Power company .ind president

of the National Eleciric Light association; E. J. Bagnall,

electrical engineer Lindell railway; R. H. Bohle, manager

RUINS OF THE VICTORIA, E. C, ELECTKIC 1 LAN 1

.

pany. In each case regret was expressed at the writer's

inability to be present, and his hearty approval of the

movement was given.

In an informal talk Mr. Ayer then explained the com-

mittee's ideas in calling the meeting. He felt that some

expression should be given to the generally existing sen-

timent that there should be a closer association and

wider personal acquaintance among those interested in

matters electrical in St. Louis, all workers in a common

field in a common direction. So great has been the de-

velopment of electrical work in St. Louis that it has re-

quired the closest and most undivided attention of its

workers, so much so that the benefits of mutual assistance

and co-operation had been left for a more favorable oppor-

tunity. This opportunity seemed now to have presented

itself and the time was ripe for the formation of an elec-

trical club He called attention to the fact that the com-

ing convention of the National Electric Light as-

sociation would be held in St. Louis next February.

As president of that association he felt the responsibility of

making this meeting at least the equal in every way of any

of its predecessors. He explained the objects of the as-

sociation, the character of its members, and the work

heretofore done at conventions. The benefits which

would accrue to St. Louis by reason of the presence of

such a body of men were explained, as well as the adver-

tisement it would get by a wider knowledge of the vast

progress which has been made here in electrical work in

recent years.

Short talks followed by Messrs. Shnllz, McCullough,

Nahm, Allen, Wagner and others, all heartily in favor of

the project, and enthusiastic as to its poEsibilities.

Mr. Ayer was made chairman and C. R. Scudder secre-

tary, and a committeeof five was appointed to correspond

with other electrical clubs to secure their experience re-

garding organization, plan of work, etc., this committee

\.o present a foimal refort at the next meeting. It was al
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so decided that those present foim an electrical club, and

that until arrangements were made, regular meetings simi-

lar to the present be held on the second Friday of each

month.

Capt. McCullough promised for the next meeting a

paper on the work now in progress of changing the Cass

avenue consolidated lines from horse to electricity as a

motive power. The plans are in many respects novel,

but are believed to be in harmony with the most recent

advancements in this field.

The original committee on invitations was continued

and those present were asked to submit additional names,

so that invitations to the next meeting could be extendi d

to all eligible persons who might be in sympathy with the

movement.

Berliner's Thermo-electric Generator.
The construction of this generator, which was devised

by Emile Berliner, o( Washington, D. C, is based upon

two fundamental principles, which may be stated as fol-

lows:

First. The inductive capacity of magnetic metals is re-

duced by heat and becomes zero at a certain critical tenr-

perature, which is dependent upon the character of the

metal. If the metal is cooled below the critical tempera-

ture, its inductive capacity increases first very rapidly and

then very slowly until at a certain comparatively low tem-

perature the inductive capacity of the metal reaches its

maxium. Within these limits there is a decrease of n-

ductive capacity for every increment of ttmpera'.ure and

FIG 5. Berliner's thermo-electric generator.

an increase of an inductive capacity for every decrement

of temperature.

Second. If a magnet is capable of carrying an arma-

ture of a mass of iron or other magnetic metal of a certain

maximum weight, it will also be capable of carrying upon

an armature of much smaller weight, a mass of non-magnetic

metal weighing about three fourths of the maximum arma-

ture. For instance, if a magnet is capable of holding sus-

pended a mass of iron

—

i. c, an iron armature—weighing

not more thin, say, twenty pounds, it will also be capable

of holding suspended on it a mass of brass or other non-

n:agnetic material weighing about fifteen pounds by means

of an iron armature weighing only a fraction of an ounce.

Mr. Berliner makes use of the first principle by alter-

nately heating and cooling a mass of magnetic material

within a magnetic field and utilizes the variations of mag-

neto-inductive capacity thus produced for the generation

of electrical impulses. He makes use of the second prin-

ciple by selecting as the armature of varying inductive

capacity, a mass weighing only a small fraction of the

weight of the maximum armature. By reason of the first

principle he is enabled to generate electrical impulses by

Ihe direct action of heat, and by reason of the second prin-

ciple to do so, it is claimed, effectively and rapidly with

the expenditure of a minimum amount of heat.

In the accompanying drawings there are illustrated forms

of apparatus by means of which the method can be prac-

ticed.

Fig. I is a vertical section of a simple form of genera-

tor; Fig. 2, a vertical section of a modified detail of the

same. Fig. 3 is a perspective view, partly in section, of a

number of modified elementary generators combined in a

single apparatus; Fig. 4, a vertical section of an element

in the last named device.

Referring to Fig. :, there is a permanent magnet /I with

an axial bore and a coil of insulated wire around it near

one end. The lower projecting end of the magnet is in-

serted into and closes an opsning in the top of a furnace.

E /'are circuit wires proceeding from the terminals of the

coil to an electrical translating device which in this instance

is represented as a galvanometer. A' is an armature of

iron or other magnetic metal, circular in form and mounted

in a r'ng Z of brass or other non-magnetic material, and this

FIGS 1 AND 2. LERLINER'S THERMO ELECTRIC GENERATOR.

annular support of the armature is inserted with its outer

edge into the brick walls ol the furnace, as shown. The

armature is fairly within the inductive field of the magnet

A, but not too close to the same, and its mass is deter-

mined in accordance with the second fundamental princi-

ple of the device; that is to say, the weight of the armaiure

is only such fraction of the maximum magnetic weight

wh:ch the magnet can carry that will enable it to carry

about three-fourths of such weight of non-magnetic ma-

terial.

// is the firebox of the furnace, and S the chimney. A
fire started at // will heat the armature A', and in the oper-

ation of the apparatus care must be taken that the temper-

ature of the armature is not increased beyond the critical

point. It will now be understood that the p'oducts of com-

bustion will strike the lower side of the armature and will

then pass out through the chimney, but will never come

into contact with the upper side of the armature. A tube

7" is inserted into the top of the magnet and is connected

to a pair of bellows J\/, and a vent-hole /" from the cham-

ber formed by the armature A', ring L, the top of the fur-

nace and magnet .4, communicates with the open air. If

now the furnace be started, the armature A' will be heated,

and if the same be made of iron it should never be heated

beyond a bright red heat, which is the critical point for

iron. In this condition the armature has lost the greater

part of its inductive capacity, and during this process a

current of electricity is generated in the coil in accordance

with the well known law of magneto-electric induction.

The effect of the slowly decreasing magnetic capacity of

the armature upon the magnet is obviously the same as if

the armature were slowly removed from the magnet. The

current thus generated in the coil will be naturally very

weak. If now the bellows be compressed, a puff of cold

l-IG 4 UERLINER S THERMO-ELECTRIC GENERATOR.

air will be forced down through the axial bore of the mag-

net and will impinge upon the heated armature, cooling the

same instantly, and then passing out through the vent hole

/'. The sudden cooling of the armature has the effect to

suddenly increase its inductive capacity, and the effect

upon the magnet and the coil will be the same as if the ar

mature had suddenly been brought nearer the pole of the

magnet. A strong electric current will be generated in the

coil and will operate the translating device G. As

soon as the cooling agent (in this instance air) has escaped

through the vent-hole, the temperature of the armature

again rises and another current of electricity, but in the

opposite direction, is generated in the coil. Thus it will

be understood that by alternately compressing and dilating

the bellows a series of alternating magnetoelcctrical im-

pulses are generated. These impulses may be made to

succeed each other with considerable rapidity and miy be

utilized.

In place of air other cooling agents may be employed,

and among these water, on account of its great thermal

capacity, may be used with special advantage.

In Fig. 2 an arrangement for this purpose is indicated.

The axial bore of the permanent magnet is in this instance

made wider, but is closed at its lower end by a plug a,

having a small bore a'. The hollow of the magnet is filled,

or partly filled, with water, which is maintained at the same

level. The bore a' is so small that the water will issue

from the same in drops at regular intervals, and these

drops of water, falling upon the heated armature, rapidly

evaporate, and abstract a considerable amount of heat

from it, the vapors escaping through the vent-hole K.

Any number of generators of the kind described may be

united for joint operation in a single ap_>aratus, and the

alternating currents generated may be commuted, and

the principle of sel.'"-excitation, as in ordinary dynamos.

FIG. 3. Berliner's thermo-electric generator.

may hi utilized. Fig. 3 represents such apparatus. The

furnace in this case is constructed substantially in the man-

ner described with reference to Fig. i, with slight unim-

portant modifications. The armature A' mounted in the

ring L of non-magnetic material in the brickwork of the

furnace, is large enough to act upon a number of magnets,

which in this instance are not permanent, but electro-

magnets, the cores being of soft or cast iron. Fig. 4

shows the construction of these magnets. The cores have

the same kind of axial bore as in Fig. i, and in addition to

the inducing coil £ there is a coil J>' , which may be called

the "field-coil." A flaring funnel O, being in communica-

tion with the axial bore of the core, is placed upon each

magnet. Six of these magnets are shown in Fig. 3; but

any other number may be used. They are mounted upon

a plate A'', of non-magnetic material, which at the same

time is a poor conductor of heat and which forms the top of

the furnace. The magnets are arranged in a circular row

at equal distances apart, and the lower pole of each pro-

jects through the plate N into inductive proximity to the

armature. A reaction wheel P, having a suitable number

of horizontal ejecting arms P' , is arranged with its hollow

shaft P- vertically in the axial line of the group of magnets.

The arms move in the horizontal plane which just clears

the funnels 0, and the ejecting nozzles are bent slightly

downward, so that the lluid issuing from the same will

enter the flaring opening of the funnels, and then, passing

down through the bore of the cores, will exert its cooling

action upon that part of the ariniture which is immediately

below the pole of the respective magnet. The reaction

wheel may be actuated either by air or by water or by any

other suitable cooling agent. If actuated by air, the hol-

low shaft P- is connected with a suitable reservoir of com-
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pressed air, not shown in the cuts. From the point

where the reaction tubes P' branch off, a solid shaft ex-

tends downwardly in the prolongation of the line of hollow

shaft P'-. This shaft carries coramutator brushes and col-

lecting disks. It will now be understood that by the action

of the reaction wheel a quantity of air or water or other

cooling agent will be intermittently injected into the bore

of each magnet and will alternately cool and allow to be

heated a portion of the armature immediately below each

magnet. In the drawings there are shown six magnets,

and three ejecting nozzles in the reaction wheel. Conse-

quently the alternations of cooling and heating of succes-

sive portions of the armature will be so timed that while

the part below one magnet is cooled the parts below the

two adjacent magnets will be heated. From this it will

now be understood that the directions of currents in the

inducing coils of two adjacent magnets will always be

opposed.

Where in certain types of this apparatus, for instance as

in Fig. 5. the cooling agent employed is water or any other

suitable fluid placed in a reservoir, it is sometimes neces-

sary to make the armature slightly curved, to allow the

water to discharge by the vent-holes, of which there is one

for every magnet, before evaporation, whenever by reason

of the Leidenfrost phenomenon the water should not

evaporate with sufficient rapidity. A basin, placed upon

the lops of the magnets, with the stems of the funnels

passing through the same, may be em-

ployed fov retaining the water ejected from

the nozzles between the successive funnels.

Saratoga Springs Railway.

It was generally agreed that the selection of Saratoga

Springs as the place for holding the annual convention of

the New Yor.i State Street Railway association was ex-

cellent, as that resort is admirably adapted for the enter-

tainment of visitors. Its manifold attractions have earned

for it the distinction of being one of the most famous and
popular summer resorts in the United States. It is esti-

mated that five hundred thousand people visit Saratoga

each summer, for whose entertainment there are over fifty

hotels, large and small, and between one hundred and
fifty and two hundred boarding houses; it is the Mecca of

half a million pilgrims each summer, and the permanent

home of thousands.

As has been Lhe the case in so many other localities the

increase in population and importance developed the

necessity for a system of transit that would meet the de-

mands of the multitude. The carriage system had grown
and flourished until the autocrats of the whip absolutely

ruled the resDrt. While conveyances were always to be

had, the high prices and unsatisfactory service greatly in-

coavenienced the majority of the people. It soon became
evident to the business men of Saratoga that they must
keep up with the tide in the matter of traveling facilities.

Other summer resorts had adopted electricity and found it

to afford every advantage, giving the public cheap and re-

it is easy for passengers to enter at the center on either

side and take the spiral stairways directly to the upper

deck from within. These center entrances occupy no

more room than the end platforms on ordinary street cars,

the length of the central platform being only eight feet.

The car body proper consists of two compartments, each

twelve feet long with circular ends, the seats being carried

around the end as well as the sides to increase the seating

capacity. The pilpt house at either end accommodates the

motor man.

A permanent canopy entirely covers the upper deck, be-

ing supported by handsomely decorated stanchion pipes, to

which it is attached by means of ornamental bronze brack-

ets.

The car being divided into two sections, each section

rests on its own truck. These trucks are of the Pullman
make, with the Allen steel tired wheels.

The car was designed to carry twice as many passengers

as the ordinary street car of the same length, without in-

creasing the number of employes.

A view of one of the cars at Saratoga, with a trailer, will

give some idea of the people's appreciation of the new Pull-

man design.

There are now in operation four of the -e new Pullman

cars, and eight trailers made by the same company. Also

four single truck motor cars, and five single truck trail

cars, making twenty-one cars in all. Since the road com-

Telegraph and Telephone in

England.
According to the official report recently

issued, by the British postmaster general it

appears that the increase in the number of

telegraphic messages of a 1 kinds over that

of previous years is 3,276,269, or 4.9 per

cent. The London local telegrams show an
increase of 335,152, or 6 per cent., the

number being 6.081,276 as compared with

5,746 124 in i8qo 91. An important altera-

tion has been made in connection with the

delivery of telegrams at night in the outlying

portions of large provincial towns after the

hour for closing the local branch office.

Formerly porterage used to be charged from
the head office on such telegrams, but now
they are. like other telegrams, delivered

free within the area of the ordinary free

delivery of the local office. With regard to

telephones, it is stated that the results cf

the working of the London- Paris telephore,

which was opened on April i, 1S91, have
been satisfactory. The number of conversa-

tions has increased from 1,221 during the

month of April, 1891, to 2,157 in April, 1892,

and it has been necessary in consequence to

allocate a second circuit for the purpose.

The charge is 8s. for a conversation of three

minutes. As regards the acquisition of the

telephones the postmaster-general says:"One
of the largest companies concerned has

bought up most of its rivals, and gone a lo^g
way toward constituting the monopoly
which Parliament desired to prevent. The
expiration of the patents and the dissatisfac

tion evinced by the public at the want of

development of the telephone system necessarily obigtd
the government to examine the whole subject. Serious

difficulties presented themselves, and the government
decided that the postoffice alcne should possess the

trunk wires between towns and co operate with the

companies in rendering additional services to the public.

The object aimed at is to develop and cheapen the tele-

phone service, as explained in the treasury minute which
was faid before Parliament in May last. A bill founded
upon the minute is under the considerat'on of Parliament.'

SARATOGA SPRINGS RAILWAY.

Conduit Plan in Rochester.

The proposed contract between the common council of

Rochester, N. Y., and the Rochester Gas & Electric com-
pany in relation to conduits for underground electric

wires, provides, among other things, that the additional

ducts to be constructed by the company should be leased

by the company to any corporation that may apply, with

the permission of the common council; that additional

ducts shall be constructed if necessary; the location of

ducts shall be under the direction of the electrical commit-
tee of the council; that a fair scale of rents shall be fixed

by the company for the use of ducts by other corporation?,

the total amount of rental not to exceed 10 per cent, per

annum on the entire cost of construction, equipment and

maintenance; that three citizens, as arbitrators, shall de-

cide any dispute as to amount of rental ; that the company
shall keep books of record, open to the inspection of the

committee, showing the number and location of duels

and electrical conductors and the rentals and payments;

that on the last Thursday of March each year the com-

pany shall present to the common council a statement of

its transactions respecting the conduits; that ihe company
shall at any time upon demand of the common council sell

to the city the conduits and contracts with corporations re-

ferred to.

liable seivice, and earning for its promoters good divi-

dends.

In deciding on what system it was best to adopt, it was

found that the ordinary street car, though equipped with

the swift and attractive electric motor, would hardly take

the place of open vehicles such as the townspeople and

visitors had grown familiar with. It was at this stage of

the investigation that the street railway people decided to

adopt the new double-decked car manufactured by the

Pullman company of Chicago. If the experience of the

road since it commenced operation, July ist, is any criterion,

the double-decked Pullman cars have admirably met all the

requirements of the case.

This style of car is 32 feet long over the body proper,

audits full length is 33 feet 7 inches. The width of the

car is 7 feet 4 inches over the body. The height is 14

feet it inches. Forty passengers can be seated in the

lower portion of the car, and the upper deck seats an

equal number. If crowded tte car can carry one hundred

and fifty.

In details of construction the car is very handsome.

The seats in the lower part of the car are fitted with springs

and handsomely upholstered. Incandescent lamps are dis-

tributed throughout the car, ten being placed under the

canopy and fifteen in the lower portion.

The fcur stairways leadirg to the upper deck form the

most interesting and novel feature of the entire car.

They are combined into two at the bottom, but separate

toward the lop, leading to ehher end of thecar. Thus

menced operation, July ist, these cars have carried daily

to the lake 3,000 passengers; to the Geyser Spring 1,500,

and about 1,000 to the race track on racing days. The
rales of fare charged are ten cents to the springs and re-

turn, twenty cents to the race track and return, and twenty

five cents to Saratoga Lake and return.

The electrical equipment of the road was furnished by

the Thomas- Houston company. The power house is lo-

cated in the rear of the Kissengen springs The main line

of the road from Saratoga to Saratoga Springs is five and
one-half miles long, built principally over private lands

which were purchased by the company for the purpose. It

is constructed after the manner of a first-class steam road

with fifty-pound T rails, angle joints, 2,040 ties to the

mile. A branch line runs from the village to Geyser,

Kissengen and Vichy springs. There is also a branch to

the race track. This cut is taken from the Street Railway
Gazette.

In the office of the Associated Press at Washington
the president's letter of acceptance was placed on two
wires a little before 6 and transmitted to Baltimore, Phila-
delphia and New York by W. S. Daniels and E. J. Cox
in one hour and fifty minutes. Complete copies of the
letter, typewritten from the wires by the receiving opera-
tors, were thus placed in the hands of the printers in
those cities before 3 o'clock. Simultaneously was sent
over the same wires a column of synopsis of the Ittter for
transmission from New York by cable, making a total of
over 11,000 words sent on two wires between 6 and 8
o'clock, or at an average speed of forty-five words a minute
for two consecutive hours.
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In the proceedings of the convention o£ the New York

State Street Railway association this week, the principa'.

topic under discussion was the electric railway. Great ad-

vantages have been gained by the introduction of the elec-

tric system of propulsion, and the advances that have been

made in the application of the electric motor have been so

great as to command universal attention. Evidence of this

advancement is clearly shown in the fact that street railway

conventions have of late become practically electrical meet-

ings. =^^=:^=^
A RECENT extension of the electiic s'.reet railway system

of Ottawa, Ont., through Ann street, is made particularly

interesting by the use of steel instead of copper for the

trolley wires. Sliding instead of rolling contacts are used

and it is intended to ultimately use copper cross wires

from ihe feeders ins'ead of steel, as at present. The idea

is to make use of a harder metal to withstand the friction

of the trolley contact, and to make up for the loss of con-

ductivity resulting frcm this substitution by the use of

copper instead of steel cross wires. The line is about three

quarters of a mile in length, and the experiment is report-

ed to have given satisfactory results. Indeed, an officer

of the company writes the Western Elkctkicjan that it

is intended to use steel trolley wires ultimately throughout

the whole system. On A.nn street the cross wires are con-

nected frou the feeder to the trolley every two or three

poles. Of course, on a busier line the cross wires would

need lo be connected at every pole.

many investigators seeking a solution. Progress in this

direction, though, has not been rapid; a record of the

United States patents allowed on thermo-electric genera-

tois during the last few years would seem to substantiate

this statement. Among those, however, who have been

endeavoring to produce the much sought for thermo-electric

generator is Emile Berliner. A description of a machine de-

vised by Mr, Berliner is presented elsewhere in this issue.

The principle of the device is quite simple. In the appar-

atus a rapidly heated and cooled armature, suspended

before a coil with a permanently magnetized core, has the

effect of varying the core's magnetism and thus producing

alternating currents in the coil. The armature is cooled

by water jets or air blasts. Although this generator can

not be expected to revolutionize the electrical industry, it

is quite ingenious, and from the description and illustra-

tions presented, the readers of the Western Electri-

cian interested in the subject will be able to obtain an

idea as to what is being accomplished along this line.

In a recent issue of the Western Electrician the

precautionary measures that were being taken throughout

the country to guard against the cholera were noted, and

attention was called to the fact that in certain cities of

Europe the crematory or "destructor" was made to burn

up everything in the shape of refuse, including old shoes,

rags, etc. It was also stated that these European cities

had gone even further, and were experimenting with the

view of utilizing the heat of the crematory furnace for mu-

nicipal electric lighting. But electricity has another bear-

ing on the case, as is very pertinently pointed out by the

London Eleclrical E^jgineer, which says: "We are tempt-

ed to ask whether electricity has no part lo play in the

fight with the deadly plague. It is possible to conceive it

has. In Havre, for instance, the sewage is poured into the

harbor, and the surroundings are vitiated month after

month till the tropical warmth of the autumn germinates

the seeds of disease. Means should be taken to neutralize

this plague bed in the towns. We happen to know that

the authorities in Havre have already considered the ap-

plication of electrical purification of their sewage. Plans

were drawn out and the contract almost arranged with an

influential English firm for a practical working of this

method of disinfecting. Unfortunately, political elections

intervened, and the scheme fell through. Possibly the

execution of the project might have prevented the scores of

deaths at this town."

Necessity, usually, is the means of bringing to the

front the invention, and in this instance we most sincerely

hope the "irfluential English firm" will step foiwaid.

Now is the time. If the ele:;trica! purification of sewage

is a practical method it will be hailed with delight, and no-

where more enthusiastically than in Chicago. Here is a

chance for our English friends. When a city is healthy it

is very unwilling to invest in sanitary apparatus, but with

the cholera threatening, a municipality it would welcome

and help the man with credentials who feels reasonably

sure of doing good.

TiiK problem of how to produce alectricity economically

from fuel without the intervention of the boiler and steam

engine is a fascinating one, and one for which there are

It is to be regretted that there should be occasion for the

publication of such a document as that forwarded to Wash-
ington last week by the Society of Military Telegraph

corps, in which these veterans appeal to their old comrades

in the Grand Army of the Republic to assist them in secur-

ing from the government, recognition of the services which

the telegraphers rendered during the civil war. That the

petitioners have been neglected and the value of their ser-

vices underestimated by the government is generally con-

ceded by all who have given the matter consideration. It

is certainly a rellection upon the gratitude of republics that

these men, through whose efforts the great armies of the

North were directed, should be to-day petitioning Congress

for recognition and honorable discharge. There can be

no question as to the value of their services. Their claims

have been endorsed by the great generals of the union

army. There is no doubt that the telegraphers suffered

hardships with the fighting forces, that they braved the

dangers of the campaign, and by many acts of bravery

earned the recognition they are now asking from the gov-

ernment. The value of their services cannot be too highly

estimated. In a report General Grant said of the corps:

"The telegraph service was as necessary to our success as

the railroad is to commerce. Nothing could be more
complete than this body of brave and intelligent men.
The moment the troops were put into position to go into

camp all the men connected with this branch of the service

would proceed to put up their wires. No orders ever had
to be given to establish the telegraph."

In considering the claims of these men the character of

their work and the aciompanying responsibilhies should

be taken into account. When communication be-

tween Baltimore and Washington on the regular lines was

interrupted, the secretary of war formed the American

Telegraph corps. The keys to telegraph ciphers were in-

trusted to operators alone; staff officers were denied this

privilege.

In view of the valuable services rendered it is not lo be

wondered that the officers of the union army unhesitating-

ly complimented the operators upon their work. Then

why, it may be asked, has not Congress long ago recog-

nized this service? The answer is found in the address

issued from Omaha and printed elsewhere in this issue:

Yours being the larger body and having the greater

number, have by your political power been able to exert

upon Congress an influence which has at times enabled
you to secure recognition and the enactment of just laws

for your protection and deserved honor. We, on account
of being a small number, have been unable to secure any
recognition or an honorable discharge from the service so

that we could become members of the G. A. R.

This is certainly a humiUtating coafession, but that it is

true is shown by the fact that while politicians have cul-

tivated the good opinion of-the "old soldiers" they have

entirely neglected the old time telegraphers, who were ex-

posed to the same dangers and who rendered equally val-

uable services at least. While the "old soldiers'' have

been getting pension bills without number passed ths tele-

graphers have been denied the distinction of honorable dis-

charge, or any other official recognition of their connec-

tion with the army.

It is certainly time that Congress should take action in

this matter.

Owing to the great excess of the demand over the

supply of space for exhibition purposes in the electricity

building at the World's Fair, the apportionments for foreign

countries very clearly indicate the degree of interest taken

by these nations in the electrical department of the expo-

sition, as the heads of the department cannot afford to set

aside space that will not bs used. The table given in this

week's arti-^le oa ''Electricity at thi World's Fair," may
betaken, then, as a fair indicatioa of the relative sizs of

the foreign electrical displays of next year. It will be ob-

served that Great Britain is third oa the list, bsing very

largely exceeded by both Germany and Fraace, This order

does not represent the proportionate importance of these

countries in electrical development, and may be accounted

for by the superior con nerclal acuteaess of the Germans

and Frenchmen in recognizing the importance and value

of the World's Fair to them. It is eas'er to take this as-

sumption as the correct one than to believe that the Brit-

ish electrical maoufacturers are loth to exhibit their goods

side by side with similar machinery produced in the U nited

States and on the Continent, fearing that such a compari-

son would result to their disadvantage. It must be ad-

mitted, howe\rer, that the latter theory is apparently borne

out by the attitude of a portion of the English technical

press. Thus the London Electrician of recent issue, in

an editorial article headed "The Science of Exhibiting,"

begins by asking the question, "Are we not in some danger

of taking the Chicago exhibition too seriously?" In an-

swering this question in the afiirmative, our contemporary

says, farther on:

Take, for example, these thousands of South Americans,
who will, so we are told, travel next year all the way to Chi-
cago, and let us confine our attention solely to electrical

engineering. If there is in South America a sufficient

demand, actual or potential, for good electrical machinery
to justify on that account alone the efforts that have been
made to induce the electrical trade to exhibit at Chicago,
are we not more likely to secure the trade by a display say,
at Rio? We should save our South American friends the
fatigue of a long journey and we shouldavoid comparisons,
^vJpch, as ive all knoio, arj odious. Good samples of Eng-
lish engines, boilers, dynamos, motors, mains, lamps,
etc., etc, arranged with an eye to the best general effect,

would surely be more efficacious somewhere near the
equator than on the shores of Lake Michigan.

The clause which we have designated by italics seems

clearly to indicate that the possible disadvantages of a

disinterested comparison fay prospective customers may
have had considerable weight in inducing many English

electrical concerns to refrain from exhibiting at Chicago.

The confessi^n is a rather awkward one to make, and we
prefer to believe that the seeming inferiority of England

in the electrical department is due rather to a certain Brit-

ish dullness of perception than to a tacit admission

of the superiority of American, French and German
prjductions in this line. However, the regretable fact of

a seeming disparity remains, and, however explained, can
'

scarcely redound to the credit of the land that gave birth

to Faraday-

As to the argument in favor of an exclusively British

display in South America, a similar proposition might be

advanced for Australia, Japan or Canada. Inasmuch as

practically all the advantages of these segregated exhibi-

tions could be obtained at much less cost by utilizing the

great drawing power of the World's Fair, the argument

does not possess much force.
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Old Time Telegraphers.
The annual meeting of the Old Time and Military

Telegraphers was held in Omaha last week. At the final

session of the Society of Military Telegraph Corps the fol-

lowing address, which will be forwarded to Washington,

was read:
;, .

'.-

To the Grand Army of the Republic. "Washington:
Comrades: Two hundred of the 1,200 telegraphers who
were with you in active service during the war for the

preservation of the Union still live and are enjoying a re-

union at Omaha. We remember with pride our intimate

relations during that tr)ing time. Vou formed the great

body and did the fighting, but we were with you, and bore

the same relation to you that the tiller moving the rudder
does to that which guides the ship. The commanding
officer, like the pilot, used up our wires and instruments

to guide you.

You very kindly passed favorable resolutions at Milwau-
kee in our behalf, but on account of the slight effort made,
nothing was accomplished. We now appeal to you for your
earnest help to induce Congress to consider what is due us in

the way of recognition from the government. We ask for

nothing more than what is just and right, and demand this

in the name of patriotism. We thus send you our greet-

ing, and hope that we can soon have the privilege of be-

coming members with you of your Grand Army, that we
may be united with you in peace as in war.

The society decided to meet in Chicago next year, the

time to be determined by the presidents of the two tele-

graphers' societies. The historical committee was author-

ized to prepare a history of the military telegraph corps in

the late war for the jubilee celebration at Baltimore in

1894.. The following named officers were re-elected for the

ensuing year: President, William R. Plum of Chicago;

vice-president, William B. Wilson of Philadelphia; secre

tary and treasurer, J. F. Pettlt of Chicago. The president

was authorizsd to appoint a committee on Congressional

action. The society then adjourned for one year.

The Old Timers met after the military telegraphers had

adjourned and completed the business of their session.

The following named officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President, A. H. Bliss of Chicago; vice-president,

William B. West of New Orleans; secretary and treasurer,

William J. Dealy of New York; historian, George C.

Maynard; executive committee, R. J. Hutchinson of New
York, J. M. Turner of Charleston, S. C, W. B. Wilson

of Philadelphia, and T. C. Mason of Tacoma. Chicago

was selected as the place for holding the meeting of next

year.

Black Copper and Blister Copper.
In a recent issue of the £?!gi}n-c-}-i?}g- and Mining J<^^i''-

nal there appeared a communication from A. Raht, of

Pueblo, Colo., in reference to the paper on "Eleclrolytic

Refining of Copper,'' by Y . B. Badt, which was read before

the American Insiiiute of Electrical Engineers at the

recent Chicago meeting and published in the Western

Electrician, June iS:h. In the communication referred

to Mr. Raht calls attention to the fact that Lieut. Badt in

his paper refers to the treating of "black copper" where

according to Mr. Raht he "suiely means 'blister copper.'
'"

Mr. Raht says that "it seems desirable not to get tech-

nical terms mixed" and he asks the Engineering andMining

/o;//-;r«^ 'to clear up things." Concerning the meaning

of these terms Mr. Raht says; \

Black copper (translated from the German schwarz

kupfer) shows in the break a dark appearance; hence the

name, and it may contain from 75 per cent, to g2 per cent,

copper. It contains, besides other impuriiies, such as iron,

lead, etc., always several per cent, surphur; it is produced

in a blast furnace, together with matte of 52 to 65 per cent,

copper (German, dunnstein or Uch). The English copper

smelting in Wales does not produce "black copper," unless

one would call the "bottoms" produced in the "best select-

ed" method by that name. I understand that repeated

attempts of refining "black copper ' electrolytically, made
some years ago, resulted in failure, as the electrolytic cop

per produced usually carried from o.S to 2.5 per cent,

sulphur.

Blister copper shows, when broken, a true copper color.

It carries from 97 to 98.5 per cent, copper and is practical-

ly free from sulphur, and it is ihis metal that is now nearly

exclusively used as anodes in electrolytic refining.

Blister copper can be made by oxidizing matte (or black

copper) in a reverberatory furnace or by the Bessemer pro-

cess; for the latter process I obtained in a U. S, patent in

1865 or 1866.

A copy of Mr. Raht's communication, together with the

paper in which the terms criticised were used, was submit-

ted to M. C. Ihlseng, Ph. D., Colorado State School of

Mines. Prof. Ihlseng has submitted the following:

I am in accord with what you say regarding the use of

"black copper" as anodes in the electrolytic process. I do

this not because I desire to agree with you necessarily, but

because authorities are rather of the same opinions

as those expressed by you and opposed to the

general criticism Mr. Raht makes. I have high re-

gard for Mr. Raht who was superintendent of the

Parrot Copper Works in Montana. If he desires to suggest

a distinction of terms as defined by him, well and good;

let the criticism be so announced ; but if he wishes to "clear

up" what he chooses to term contusing I do

not think he is starting on the right track.

If he intends to limit the use of the terms
"black copper" and "blister copper'' in the manner
he defines, then he is merelv endeavoring to prescribe Mon-
tana practice for that of ihe world.

"Black copper" is the result of a blast furnace fusion,

contains over 95 per cent, of copper and is practically an
ingot of copper with an admixture of some oxide of cop
per; the compound is perfectly homogeneous as a scratch
over its surface or a fresh fracture will show. It may, and
often does, contain other impurities than the ox'de, as

iron, etc., but it does not, as he says, "always contain sev-

eral per cent, sulphur." When toughened it makes the
copper of the market.

'Blister copper" is the result of a reverberatory treat-

ment of copper matte and, as maybe expected, contains

some sulphur. It may carry as high as 92 percent, of cop-
per but rarely dees. A fracture of the "blister copper"
pigs will show a porous surface with pellets or globules of

the metal scattered over ir. The pig is not so homogene-
ous as in the "black copper'' ingot.

Doubtless Mr. Raht, who used both blast furnaces and
reverberatory furnaces at his works, employed the two
terms in question to designate the separate products thereof

in the manner he mentions, but 1 am sure the larger num-
ber of metallurgists will not agree with him. Mr. Pierce,

whose ability as a metallurgist is as unquestioned as Mr.
Raht's, ships "black copper" of the character I mentioned
above. The Arizona smelters, those of Trinidad, Colo-

rado and others that might be mentioned in Europe, call

Electrical Development at Idaho
Springs, Colo.

By George H. Bliss.

In your issue of May 14th a stray paragraph mentions

Pontresina, which has an altitude of 6,000 feet, as prob-

ably being the highest point at which a central electric

light station is operattd. The writer evideuily overlooked

Idaho Springs, Georgetown, Leadville, and a number of

other places in this section.

Idaho Springs, Colo., is a pretty mining town of 2,000

people and upward, 38 miles from Denver and 7,500 feet

above the sea. It is remarkable from the fact that a

central station has been in operation here since February,

1S87. It was started with a small Jenney incandescent

dynamo, to which a 500 light Edison dynamo was soon

added. Still later, a 700 light Edison dynamo was

added, and the Jenney machine was taken from service.

There are a 45 horse power Ball aod a 60 horse power

New York safety engine, one 50 horse power and one 6j

horse power tubular boilers in service. The dynamo and

engine room is shown in the accompanyign cut The fire

boxes under these boilers are V-shaped. 50 inches long,

the full width of the boilers, at the top. and about 14

inches wide at the bottom, for grate service.

ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT AT IDAHO SPRINGS, COLO.

the impure ingots I described "black copper. " I speak now
of copper producers, not refiners as the Orton Works of

Baltimore, Md. At Altenau, Chlausthal and Andreas^

berg, 600 tons are produced annually of "b'ack copper"

averaging 95 per cent, copper, 2 per cent, lead and.oSs per

cent, silver. At Agordo the blast furnaces fuse mattes till

a black copper is produced with 95 per cent, copper. See

Phillips' "Elements of Metallurgy," p. 4cG; "Smelting of

Copper," Col. Grant Frances, p. 27, Greenwood "Metal-

lurgy of Copper." All of these refer to black copper as ihe

result of blast furnace fusion, which same is refined to

ingot copper. The operators of Siemens' electrolytic pro-

cess call their melal "black copptr.

"

"Including Ourself.

'

A reporter of the Press oi Ishpeming, Mich., saw a

telephone burned out recently, and this is the way he de-

scribed it: "While on a visitto M. C. Quinn's this morning

at 9:30 o'clock, the store telephone belched forth a blinding

glare of light and for a few moments that part of the store

was clouded in smcke. Dick Quinn, who was seated in the

office, jumped about ten feet, while parties near by moved

to a safer distance; these included ourself. In some man-

ner the wire dropped, falling on the trolley wire. Biff,

bang, chug, ting-a-ling went phones in several parts of

the city that were instantly burned out. A visit to the

'Central' a few minutes afterward found Miss Lizzie

Sheehan, the attendant, in a state of ncTVOus trepidation.

She had on Wednesday taken the place of Miss Kale

Sullivan, who had been granted a two weeks' vacation.

Miss Sheehan was in the act of calling up Marquette,

when all of a sudden the little room was filled with fire

and smoke, and she rushed from the place with consider-

able agility.
'

Pine wood, costing ^3.50 per cord, is used for fuel, an

is fed in logs three feet long. It is estimated that 25 per

cent, in fuel is saved with the V fire box over the old form

which was first used.

Not a single month has passed since the plant started

which has not shown an increase of business. Nearly

1,000 lights are now instalhd. The town pays for

thirty five 20 candle incandescent and for four Ward arc

lamps for street illumination. The contract method is the

system on which the business is transacted, and good

prices are obtained. The capita! stock of the company

is only $ro,ooo, and the earnings have enabled the com-

pany to increase its plant and also pay dividends. The

stock is valued at $25,000, which is 150 per cent,

premium. The plant is operated all night. The officers

of the company are: J. J. Elliott, president; H. Plum-

mer, vice-president; G. A. Chapman, treasurer: Robert

Turner, secretary.

There is no gas p'ant in place, and in fact one could

not exist in such a scattered community. A more striking

example of the adaptability and success of the electrci

light can hardly be found. The company contemplates

putting in a power generator soon, to permit it to distrib-

ute current to the numerous mines in the vicinity of the

town.

The Unity Electric Light & Power company has
been formed at Chicago; capital stock, $50, coo. The
incorporators are E. H, Thompson, M. P. Alford and F.

S. Donnell.
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The Future of Electrical Power Trans-
mission.'

There is no more attractive subject than that of the

transmission of power by electrical means. In fact, there

is something exceptionally engaging in being able to trans-

rait a thousand horse power through an apparently inert

and passive copper wire, and the electrical transmission of

power has for many years been a pet theme, more especially

of the popular electrical engineer. The transmission of a

hundred thousand horse power from Niagara to New
York is a splendid point for a pub'ic lecturer dealing with

the wonders of electricity and the greatness of electrical

engineering, but to the sober practical man it is not a

question of difficulty, but of pounds, shillings and pence.

He goes to the root of the matter at once, and asks "Will

it pay?" The extraordinary hold liigh pressure trans-

mission has upon the general public was well shown by

the Lauffen-Frankfort transmission plant, and before that

by the Creil experiments. The Lauffen transmission was
generally Considered the most important part of the recent

Frankfort Exhibition, yet there was no difficulty in it. The
truth is that electrical engineers can do many apparently

wonderful things; the only difficulty is to get the order.

When this or that engineer applies electricity in this or

that new direction he deserves credit, not so much for

working out new or special apparatus, as for being able to

convince sceptically minded people that it will pay, and for

getting the scheme carried through. Since electricity has

been employed by engineers in a practical way for commer-
cial use, a number of proposals have cropped up. It was com-

monly predicted, for instance, that electricity was to take

the place of steam. This notion was obviously "popular."

though it never gained ground in electrical circles. In

fact, it did not even live in the daily press for more than

ten years. Next we had schemes for utilizing the power
of the tides by building large dams. Windmills were to

bs fixed on prominent hills. The coal and slack was to be

burned at the pit's mouth, and the power transmitted to

distant towns. The Great Northern railway was to be

worked from a power station in the coal districts. Towns
were to have electric tramways in all their streets. Steam
and gas engines were to disappear from every city, and
power was to be laid on electrically, as it is now in a limi-

ted way by hydraulic service- All manufacturers requir-

ing power were to have it laid on from central stations,

where it could be produced cheaply on a large scale, and
even domestic cooking and heating in large towns were to

be done electrically. Some of these early dreams are des-

tined never to be fulfilled, but in many cases reality will

probably bebeyond the most sanguine hopes of the pioneers

in these directions. It may, therefore, be well for us to

review the position of electrical transmission of power, and
to try and see in what directionsdevelopments are to be ex-

pected.

In the first place, windmills and tidal dams maybe dis-

missed. The power even of a large windmi I is relatively

very small, and it is uncertain; and the capital outlay

needed to construct tidal dams is too great. A tidal dam
must be double, so thit at low tide piwer can be obtained

by emptying one dam, while at high tide it is produced by
filling the other. A single dam cannot give power con-

tinuously. We may, therefore, now consider the case of

distribution of power in a town, steam engines being em-
ployed. If a consumer requires a large power, such as, say,

50 or even 100 horse power, he can generally produce it as

cheaply as a supply company, and thus save the cost of

distribution. Trades, as, for example, that of printing,

demand small powers such as two or three horse, and this

power generally intermittently. At first sight it might ap-

pear that there was no comparison in economy between a

small gas and a large steam engine. It is very easy to

fall into a common error here. Some people continually

treat the matter as if the cost of supply from central

stations depends only on the coal used. This item is often

a very small proportion of the cost of power. The cost of

coal is swamped in the expenses of distribution, collection,

interest on capital, the fees of directors and consulting en-

gineers, and so on. The result is that it is generally cheap-

er to employ a gas engine than to take power from a cen-

tral station. In America small motors have made much
more progress. One of the chief reasons is that gas is

much dearer in the United States. So is coal,

but the higher price of coal increases the price of electrical

pDwerasmall percentage only. The gas engine is also

much more developed in England, perhaps for the same
reason. It was thought for a long time that the supply of

power would improve the "load factor;" unfortunately,

however, the motor load overlaps the maximum lighting

load, so that the plant must be large enough to meet the

demands of both. Some stations, such as that of the

Vestry of St. Pancras, are introducing lower rates for

power taken during the day. In America there is a very

large business now done in small motors for driving fans.

The elevator, too, is there almost a national institution.

One of the first requisites, however, is a low price for

power; sevenpence oreightpence per supply unit is too

much. It would certainly pay all electric light stations to

supply power cheaply during the day—that is to say, when
it is most wanted. To generate power during the day adds
very little to the cost of running a station. In the even-

ing, especially in winter, the motor and lamp loads over-

lap, and extra plant would therefore be necessary, but full

price can be charged for the power supplied after sunset.

The consumer thus obtains most of his power at a low
figure, and. though he pays heavily during the last hour or

two of the day, his average price is low. In spite of its

overlapping the lighting load, the motor lead not only im-

proves the load factor to some extent, but it increases the

output of the station with but little extra cost. Mr. Kapp
has brought forward the plan of making meters which
read less during the day, and if such meters could be in-

troduced commercially they would be of great value in in-

I, l-'rom London Jndu^triei.

creasing the output of central stations. In short, there-

fore, though there are not the same opportunites in Eng-
land as in America, there is every reason to suppose that

the supply of power from central stations maybe devel-

oped to a much greater extent than it is now.
Electrical tram^^'ays do not seem to take rapid hold in

thiscountry. It must be remembered that the enormous
development in America has been largely due to the possi-

bility of using overhead wires. If the culvert or storage
battery systems had to be used, the industry would not
have grown so fast. The horse car is itself very much
more generally used in the United States. In this country
most of the towns are old, and the streets are too narrow
to admit of tramsways being worked properly, while cabs
are much more generally used here, many people con-
sidering it not "quite the thing" to ride in an omnibus or
tramcar. In America the cab is not used to the same ex-

tent, and cab fares are ruinously high. The hot summers
induce people to jump into a tramcar even if they want to

go only a few hundred yards. Electrical tramways in this

country are hampered chiefly by the objections to overhead
wiring. The culvert sys'^em has so far been expensive,
and storage battery cars do not come within the subject

with which we are at present dealing.

Engi-American Institute of Electrical
neers.

The first meeting of the season of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers will be held in New York city on

Septem er 27th. The paper of the evening will be read by

Charles P. Steinmetz on the "Law of Hysteresis, and

Other Phenomena of the Magnetic Circuit." It is also ex-

pected that several members will contribute short papers on

their "Vacation Experiences," embodying observations of

newor curious features of electrical work in this country and

abroad.

The committee on rules, which has had under advisement

the proposed changes regarding the election of officers, has

completed its report, which is herewith presented:

During the first week in February of each year the
secretary shall mail to each full and associate member of
the Institute a list of members and a list of the offices to be
filled at the ensuing annual election in May, giving the
names of the incumbents and a copy of this rule, with the

request that nominations, propositions and suggestions as
to desirable candidates be made promptly and prior to

March ist.

The secretary shall submit all answers to the council, who
during the month of March shall prepare a complete ticket

to be headed "Council Nominees," containing the names
of members whom they deem best suited, all circumstances
considered, for the offices falling vacant. This ticket shall

be printed on the same sheet with a "General Proposal
List." containing the names of all eligible members pro-
posed, with a memorandum stating the reason of ineligi-

bility of all other names proposed, and with a statement
that the nominations by the council are in nowise govern-
ing, but are intended only to assist members in making a
choice. The voting shall be restricted to the names on this

sheet. This sheet, together with an envelope, on which
shall be printed the address of the secretary, with the
words "Voting Envelope— Enclosing a Ballot Only," shall,

not later than the 15th of April, be mailed by the secretary
to every member in good standing.
Each member may cast three votes for vice-presidents

and he may cast all three votes for one candidate or two for

one and one for a second, or one for each of three. Each
member may cast four votes for managers, which he may
in like manner divide between from one to four candidates.
Tliis division shall be specified by the appropriate numeral
marked opposite the desired name.

All names voted for shall be written, printed or otherwise
marked on a single ticket or ballot, which shall be enclosed
in a sealed, unmarked and unidentified envelope of any
suitable size, to be in its turn enclosed in the voting en-
velope received from the secretary. On this outer en-
velope the member shall add nis signature and the postage
stamp.
At the annual meeting, these outer "Voting Envelopes"

shall be opened in the meeting room bv two tellers, then
and there appointed by the presiding officer. After all the
inner envelopes shall have been thoroughly commiogled.
they shall be opened and the votes shall be counted by the
tellers, who shall report the results in writing. The eligi-

ble persons receiving the greatest number of votes for the
respective offices shall be declared duly elected. The tel-

lers shall reject all names that do not appear on the "Coun-
cil Nominee" list or the "General Proposal" list, and they
shall also reject that part of a ballot which shall name for

any office or offices more candidates than there are vacan-
cies.

This method of election shall app^y to the offices of
president, vice-president, treasurer and manager. No un-
salaried officer except the president and treasurer shall be
eligible to immediate re-election to the same office (as

provided in Rule IV,) The secretary and any other sal-

aried officer shall be chosen eachjyear from among the mem-
bers of the Institute by the council. The secretary shall be
a member of council, but shall have no vote in its proceed-
ings.

The Institute will be asked to pass upon this report next

Tuesday evening. It is expected that it will be adopted.

Capturing Monkeys by Electricity.

"I once went up the Amazon and Orinoco rivers on an
animal capturing expedition for the late P. T. Barnura,"
said Dick Cowper, an old showman, to a St, Louis Globe-

Democrat reporter. "I got quite a collection of snakes,
birds and monkeys. I hit on a novel plan for the capture
of the last named, and it worked like a charm. A rhonkey
is a greater imitator than a Chinaman. He will do anything
he sees done, and that is what gets so many of his kind into

the cage. I rigged up an electric battery and attached
it to an apparatus that would allow a score of the monkeys
to get hold of it. I then took a party of natives and
went into the forest where there were troops of monkeys.
We put the apparatus down, attached the wire, and re-

moved the battery to a considerable distance. The natives

then took hold of the apparatus, danced and yelled, then
retired. The monkeys made a dash for it. Half a dozen
caught hold and I turned on the current. They began to

shriek and squirm, but the others thought their perfor-

mance a part of the programme and fairly fell over one
another to get hold of the machine. I could have stuck the
whole troop if they could have got hold of the concern.
We then made a descent on them with sacks and soon had
a score of them corraled. But it would only work once.
We tried it a month afterward at a point fifty miles dis-

tant, but not a monkey came off his perch in the trees.

They viewed the proceedings with evident curiosity, but
without any apparent desire to imitate our war dance
around the machine."

The lona Snap Switch.
Illustrated herewith is a switch and cutout combined

with a fuse. This switch is one of the simplest, and has

as few parts, it is claimed, as any other circuit breaker on
the market. There is practically nothing to wear out. It is

convenient to wire, and the contacts are of soft brass.

THE lONA SNAT SWITCIt.

This obviates the difficulty experienced with spring clips,

which lose their temper by heat, and render the switch

faulty in operation. This switch is carried on a base of vit-

rified porcelain, with a nickel cover. Iris also furnished

in china, both plain and decorated. The loni switch is

being put on the market by the Redding Electiic com-

pany of Boston.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Baltimore, East Baltimore & North Point Railway
company and the Baltimore, Canton & Point Breeze Rail-

way company will soon commence building their electrical

railroads.

New York Notes.

New York, September 17.—Whether the grumblers

like the tunnel scheme for rapid transit or not, no one can

gainsay the fict that the enj^ineirs are doing their part of

the work expeditiously. It is now stated that the

Rapid Transit commissioners are nearly ready to announce

the specifications upDn which bids will be invited for the

franchise of the proposed underground system. Engineer

John Bogart has had this matter in hand since early in the

summer. In the report of the commissioners the follow-

ing paragraph indicates their position in this respect:

The commission makes no recommendations as to the
method of construction. These matters the commission
will deem it wise to leave, so far as permitted by the act,

to the judgment of the purchaser, subject always, as the

act requires, to the control of this board. The particular

shield, if any, to be used in excavating under the streets,

the details as to materials and form of walls and other in-

terior surface should, as far as consistent with the require-

ments of the act, be subject to his selection. Any attempt-
ed determination of the method of construction in advance
might narrow the field of possible competition to such an
extent as to endanger the success of the enterprise.

The announcement of the specifications will be made as

soon as the location of the stations can be fixed. Every-

thing else is practically settled and ready, and most of the

stations have been finally located.

A dispatch from Nyack, N. Y., states that on Friday the

electric launch Vashti made a successful trip, running from

Nyack to Sing Sing and return inside of two hours, a

round trip of eighteen to twenty miles. Current is furn-

ished from seventy-two storage batteries underneath the

floor. They practically act as so much ballast next the

keel. The motor also is under the floor and placed in the

stern of the boat. It is of a special type, designed by

Prof. William Main for President Bradley of the Union

Electric company, New York. It is a slow-speed motor

connected directly with the propeller shaft. The
Vashli is thirty feet over all and two feet draught. The
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hull is built of oak frames, with white cedar planking, cop-

per fastened. The cockpit is 23 feet long in the clear and

has seating capacity for twenty five to thirty persons.

The interior woodwork is fioe quartered oak. It was

built by Charles L Seabury & Co., Nyack-on-the-Hudson

for S. R. Bradley. The model is a duplicate of the launch,

Alva, which Seabury & Co. built last season for W. K.

Vanderbilt. Every bit of the length and width of the

boat is available for use oE passengers, as all machinery is

below ths lljor, giving a clear, open cockpit from stem to

stern. The batteries hold a charge for a nine to ten hour

run, and the speed develope.l is eight to ten miles per

hour.

The Rip Van Winkles in Harlem have at last awakened.

It will startle some when they hear it, but strange as it

may seem, a petition is being circulated for the lighting of

Seventh avenue by electric lights from die Hundred and

Tenth street north to the Harlem river. At present gas is

used for illuminating purp'>s;s but it does not give sitii-

faction. The lights aredim, and it is next to impossib'e

to distipguish vehic'es oi tie broad avenue at night. The

trees throw dark shadows on the roadway, and numerous

runover accidents result every we=k. The petition is nu-

merously signed, and will be presented to the board of

alJerm;n shortly I^^n^x avenue is lighted by arc lamps,

although it is not used as mu:h as Seventh avenue.

The Western Uuion Telegraph company has declared a

dividend of 1} percent. This is something of a disap-

pointment to Will street operators, as it was generally

expected that the dividend rate would be raised. It was

also decided to increase the capital stock of the company

by $I3,Sdo,oo3, miking the ag^jre^ate capital $100,000,-

ODo. The accumulated surplus of the company since

October, iS8r, is stated at f 14 455,757-16. It is to rep

resent this sum earned by the company in addition to the

dividends paid since i88i that the n;w stock will be issued.

;w. F. O.

New England Notes.
Boston, Mass., September 17.—A survey by the North

Siore Traction company, has just been made between

Lynn and Silem, Miss., with the result that the company

has determined to build an electric road between the two

cities. The route will be from Essex and Boston streets,

Salem, over the turnpike floating bridge to the Thomson-

Houston works, when the tracks of the Belt line road will

b; used across the city. Trips every half hour will be

made, the time consumed being twenty minutes. The fare

will be five cents, ten cents lower than the Boston & Maine.

Between Lynn and Salem there are now two street car

lines, om via Peabody and the other via Marbhhead, but

the passengers are obliged to change cars on each route.

The North Shore Traction company is the name assumed

by the syndicate that purchased the Lynn Belt line, the

Lynn »fe Boston and the Naumkeag street railway com-

panies. The syndicate on Thursday took formal posses-

sion of the Lynn & Boston road. Some changes are ex-

pected on the working force of the road at once.

Work on the Haverhill and Amesbury electric road to

Merrimac has been delayed from a novel cause. About

sixty of the men at work on the road fouid

themselves poisoned. In constructing the road they had

to pull up a good many bushes and it is supposed they

came in contact with poisonivy. Some of the cases it is

feared may result fatally.

The new Bradbury-Sione Storage Battery company of

Lowell, claims to be meeting with great success. Indeed

this system of streetcar propulsion is said to have already

taken its place among Lowell's prosperous industries.

The Washington Park line in Sioux City was the first to

adopt this system, and it has given perfect satisfaction

from the St irt Figures taken from its regular trips show

the expense for coal per car mile to be P4 cent. The car

has been in service six months or more without renewals

of any kind. The company is also meeting with success in

Dover, N, H., operating cars on a 9 per cent, grade. The

trolley wire is fed wholly from a battery on the hillside.

The New England Piano company of Boston has put a

250 light dynamo in its factory. The Lock wood company

of Waterville, Me., manufacturers of cotton goods, has

ordered a 400 light plant of the Mather Electric company.

The New York Standard Watch company of Jersey City

has ordered a 400 light michine from the same company.

The Pacific Mills of Lawrence, Mass., which have the larg-

est electric light plant of any mills in New England, have

recently made an addition of 2,500 lights, giving them a

total of 7,000 lights.

The new railroad station of the Concord & Montreal

road at Liconia, N, H , has been equipped with one of

the best electric light plants in northern New Hampshire.

There will b; 100 incandescent and 2 arc li'^hts. From

tlje njaiu dome hang 2 electroliers of 30 lights each. The

remainder of the incandescent lamps are arranged in groups

of six to ten lights. The Concord & Montreal has grant-

ed the Co acord G is L'g'at compiny permission to erect

poles and string wires on its property for the purpose of

transmitting power from Girvin's Fall to Concord.

S P. Wells and C. K. Strauss of the Northwest Gener-
al Electric company are in Boston for the purpose of look-

ing up the subject of long distance transmission of power
for mining purposes.

The Hope Electric Appliance company, a concern r j-

cently chartered in Provideace. R. X,, has just open :d its

works in that city. A Wright is president and R. Tress-

enden, tr;asur,;r. The company is miking an improved
mabt arm for arc lights, recenUy invented by Mr. Wright,

The lamp is lowered by the use of metal tape which
passes through the runway of the mis: and out along the

arm to the lamp at the end. The tape is connected with a
small capstan on the mast, and the lamp is lowered by
turning a key crank. A peculiar feature of the invention

is a rocking pulley, which prevents friction and wear on
the tape. There is also a marked ec )nomy of space.

The company also makes a trolley arm. the lamp sliding

on a trolley wire to the mist, and a simple device at the

ou:er end cut-off the current when desired, A new
cut-out, adapted for use on electric cars will be another

of the specialties.

The Suburban Light & Power compiny of Boston has

had a creditors' petition in insolvency brought agaias': it

by J Edward Addicks on a claim of ^7,786.60 money
loaned. The last statement of the company made in

Nov.mber, iSgr shovs assets of $122,016 65, and liabili-

ties of only $39,016.65. A hearing will be given October

i4'-h.

The directors of the New Rockland, Thomaston &
Camden, Me., electric road inspected the property after

one month's use and fouid everything in a highly satis-

factory state. 0/er 140.000 passengers were carried in

the month. The reseivoir at Glen Cove they decided to

enlarge and they will contract at once for a heavy electrical

locomotive to use in the freight and baggage service. It

was decided to indefinitely postpone extending the track

to Thomaston.

The Naumkeag stree': railway of Silem is to build a one-

story power house.

Manchester, N. H , is torn up over the question of the

new electric road to Lake Massabesic. Gen. Charles

Williams, who owns the roads of the city, wants to bond
them for ^150.000 and build the electric road, which would

be four miles loig. WiUiimshas cootrol of three-fifths

of tha stock, but the holders of the other two-fifths object

to his plan. They claim that they could not compete with

the Concord & Montreal steam road, and that with a road

so heavily bonded would be beyond their control. Lake

Massabesic is oalya summer res)rtand they are afraid

that in order to keep their charter they would have to run

cars every day in the year. They also say it is little less

than criminal to make the lake, which is the source of the

city's water supply, a summer resort. The real trouble

probably is that the citizens want electricity ictroduced on

the main lines of the city and Gen. Williams is not willing

to do this, but is tryiag to create a counter diversion.

.Several street carompantes are negotiating with the

Bradbary-Stone Storage Bittery company of Lowell, re-

girdiag the adop'.loiof theirbatterles if a trial prove

them successful.

By the decision of Judge Colt of the United States Cir-

cuit Court the Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph company

sustains defeat in three suits and wins in one against the

Municipal Signal company. The first suit was brought by

the Municipal Signal company, and related to electric

signal boxes used in a municipal signal system. The Mu-
nicipal rested its case on a patent issued to John C. Wil-

son, which was for an apparatus in which the key given to

a customer removed an obstacle to the signalling crank and

the signal was operated by turning the c"ank, whose handle

projected through the s'de of the door. The special merit

of the Wilson invention lay in controlling the locking de-

vice of th; key by moving the door. In a previous inven

tion for which a patent now expired was granted to one

Hotchkiss, the citizen's key operated directly the alarm

mechanism. The court says:

I do not think a transmitting mechanism controlled by
a key covers a transmitting mechanism operated directly

by the key. In the defendant's apparatus the key oper-
ates directly the alarm mechanism, and for this reason does
not infringe the Wilson patent. Upon this ground I must
direct that the bill be dismissed with costs.

In thes;cond suit the Municipal company was plaintiff,

the Gamewell company was defendant, and the suit re-

lated to patents covering devices in the municipal signal

system. By this apparatus signals are conveyed by elec-

tricity to a central station from boxes located on the street.

The Ennis patent relied on by the plaintiffs was for a re-

ceiving instrument which simultaneously registers a mes-
sage, records the time of its reception and sounds an
alarm. The court says:

The first claim of the Ennis patent is for an apparatus
which accomplished a result unknown in the art up to that
time, and the defendant's apparatus accomplishes the same
result through the same, or well known, or equivalent in-

strumentalities, and therefore the machine is within the
Ennis invention.

The third suit was brought by the Municipal company
on a patent issued to one Noyes, March 22, 1887, on de-
vices by means of which the reception of emergency signals

to the main station is marked by the ringing of a bell,

while in the case of ordinary patrol signals no alarm is

sounded. The defense was that by reason of prior patents

and devices there was nothing patentable in the Noyes ap-
paratus. The court says:

I am still of the opinion that this alleged prior inven-
tion has not been established by that c'ear and satisfactory
proof which ii necessary to invalidate the Noyes pa ents.'

The fourth suit was brought by the Gamewell com-
pany, and alleged the infringement of a patent issued to

Stephen Ch^rster in June, 1S75. relating to an improved
form of signal box for the transmission of fire alarm or

other electric telegraphic signals. The court sajs:

^ A comparison of the defendant's signal box with the
Chester box with respect to the devices by the third claim
shows such dissimilarity that there can be no infrirge-
mfnt.

The Game veil Fire Alarm company has cot given up
the fi^ht with the Manicipal Signal company yet. It has

filed a motion for a new trial in the patent infringement

cases just referred to. The court allowed the Gamewell
attorneys to file briefs but Judge Colt stated that the

cases had been very carefully tried and he issued an in-

junction restraining the Gamewell company from fuither

use of the apparatus involved.

The New Bedford Copper works will put in an elec

trie plant for lighting.

Electric cars were run in Fall River for the first time

last week.

There is a project on foot to develop the large water

power below the Worumbo Mills, Lewiston, Me., by
means of a dam and then transmit the power by means of

electric'ty to Bath, a distance of 14 miles, to be used for

manufacturing purposes. It is estimated that 5,000 horse

power can be developed and that the necessary plant

would cost about 1150,000. J. C. E.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Septe.nber 17.—The magnificent new resi-

dence now being erected by Adolphus Busch, president of

the Anheuser-Busch Brewing association, is now being

wired for 800 incandescent lights.

It is reported that the town of Highland, III., has con-

tracted with the Chicigo office of the Fort Wayne Electric

company to light the town with twenty-one arc lights at

fgo each per annum.

At the last meeting of the city council of Alton, III., the

mayor was directed to lake steps to vards the purchase of

an electric lighting plant.

Dr. Wellington Adams, of the Adams Electric Railway

company, is now in Ihe East on buMoess connected with

his suit against the E Jison company for claimed infringe-

ment of certain electric railway patents.

A train on the Union Depot electric street railway Sep-

tember 13th consisting of a motor car and trailer, bgth

heavily loaded, descending the heavy grade on Rus-

sell avenue, west of Ninth street, got beyond the motor

man's control and ran away. It descended the hill at a

fearful speed. The motor car rounded the curve in safe-

ty, but the trailer was capsized. One man was killed out-

right, and some two dozen more injured—some of them

seriously, it is reported. There have been a number of

complaints at the speed down this hill, and there are many
who attribute the present accident to reckless and careless

handling of the motor. The rails were covered with mud
when the accident happened, which made it impossible for

the motor man to regain control of the car.

A force of electrical experts has arrived at Alton, 111.,

and work is in progress on the East Second Street i£lec-

tric railway. The overhead system is 10 be used.

The Thomson- Houston company, through its Chicago

office, recently entered suit in this city against Eugene

Sweeney on notes issued to it by the North Dallas

Railway company of Dallas, Tex., in payment for appar-

atus and equipment. To secure payment of these notes

Mr. Sweeney gave them the railway company's bonds to

the value of '^60,000, which he claimed to have owned

personally. Mr. Sweeney claims the Thomson- Houston

company were to release a lien it held, but having failed

to do so he now enters a counter suit to recover the bonds
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He was then president of the Dallas company, and is at

present the projector of the City Central Railway com-

pany, which is making strenuous efforts to secure the pas-

sage through the city municipal assembly of a franchise

granting it valuable rights through numerous thickly set

tied districts of the city.

The municipal assembly has been called together in

special session by the mayor, but will consider nothing but

certain contracts. The regular session begins on the 27th

inst., and it is expected that the consideration of the

many bills now pending for franchises for electric railways

will take up a good portion of the time.

The Chicago <Jc St, Louis Electric Railway company,

which owns a coal mine and brick making plant at Edtn-

burg. 111., where one of its power stations is to be loca-

ted, has commenced work on a lot of 500,000 red brick,

for use in its buildings. The company held open its sub-

scription books for the sale of stock until, it is claimed, it

disposed of loo.ooo shares at ;|;3oo each for the purpose

of completing its road bed. The capital stock of the com-

pany is ^7,ooo.oco in 700,000 shares. Prof. Francis E.

Nipher of the department of electrical engineering at

Washington University is president. The preliminary sur-

veys and location have been made, and part of the right of

way secured. The route is an air line between the two

cities, and is claimed to be thirty eight miles shorter than

any existing road.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, September 17,— The Minneapolis Street

Railway company has been rebuilding 37 i6foot Jones

motor cars into handsome 22 footers, and will put them in

service soon.

Mr. Lowry is not yet satisfied of the feasibility of any of

the electric heating devices, and the coil stove will contin-

ue in the Twin Cities another winter at least.

A general strike of telegraph operators all along the

Une of the Northern Pacific Railroad was averted by a

coaference in St. Paul. The company made many con-

cessions, and the operators appear to have gained several

important points, one of which was an increase of salary

from $5 to $15 per month.

The Redwood Falls Electric Light company has been

formed with ^12,000 capital, and stock is being taken by

citizens who will control the plant until the city is ab'e to

buy it. It will be running before winter sets in.

At th,e top of the tower on the Minneapolis exposition

building a 25,000 candle power arc light was turned on the

o her night. It is 240 feet above the ground. A g^

horse power dynamo supplies current for it.

The electric light plant at LeSueur, Minn., was dam-

aged to the extent of about $r,ooo in a recent storm.

Much property was damaged about the town by balls of

fire following the light wires into stores.

The Little Falls Electric & Water company has filed

amended articles increasing its indebtedness limit to $75,

000 and giving itself power to issue bonds not exceeding

$250,000.

Henry C. Hope of St. Paul, superintendent of the Oma-

ha telegraph system, has been notified that he has a good

claim on one of the largest estates in the north of Ireland.

A. C. Russell and Francis Jewett of Lowell, Mass., di-

rectors of the Northwestern Telegraph and Telephone

company, have been making a tour of inspection in the

Northwest. They told the Fargo, N. D., people that their

service was lo be greatly improved and a line put in from

F&rgo to Hillsboro, They are authority for the statement

that .$roo,ooo has been spent in ihe Twin Cities on under-

ground work.

They had a high old time up at South Superior the other

('A-y, celebrating the completion of the new electric line

from the bay front. It is a double track, five miles long,

running perfectly straight all the way.

The line work on the Sauk Rapids, Minn., electric

street railway has been completed, and the line crew has

gone to Ashland, where the Noithwestern General Electric

co-npany is building a road. The Sauk Rapids line will

r ot be operated till the crossings are fixed and new cars

received.

Work is progressing rapidly on the new plant of the

Crcokston Water, Power & Light company.

The foundation is in for the new plant of the Electric

Light company at Deadwood, S. D.

C. N Parker of St. Paul has acquired the electric street

railway franchise at lirainerd, Minn,, granted originally lo

H. Spaulding and others. Mr. Parker will put in four

miles of track at once, and he expects to have the line in

operation November ist. H. C. C.

operation the entire week and In connection with the bus

line between the present terminus and the grounds, carried

thousands of people to the S^ate Fair. The Wells street

electric line, with the dummy line connection, was a

popular route to the fair grounds.

The Cambridge avenue and Forest Home line, which ex-

tends from the corner of North and Farwell avenues to

Forest Home, is now equipped with electricity.

Four Milwaukee street railway employes attended the

national meeting at Indianapolis, the object of which was

to form a national union.

New closed cars for the Milwaukee Street Railway com-

pany, made at Pullman, are being received, and the

National avenue line is now entirely equipped with new

cars.

At the Western Union Telegraph company's Milwaukee

oflice, Augustus Wilson has been made traffic chief and

assistant chief operator, Charles Warth wire chief, William

Plant and A. E. Shape night chiefs, first and second

halves.

The E. P. Atlis company has purchased the block south

of its present plant and now owns all of the property en

the east side of Clinton street, between Florida street and

National avenue, a distance of i,o8t feet. The offices in

the near future will be located in the block just bought,

and the room now occupied by the offijes will be used as

part of the main shop.

A few days ago the conductors on the electric line at

Superior were discharged. They had contemplated joining

the union and the company decided to get rid of them.

Their places were at once filled with new men.

N. P. Van Slyke, a heavy stockholder in the Madison

Gas company, has been elected a director and vice-president

of the Four Lakes Electric company, which recently

secured the franchise for furnishing heat, light and power

in that city. When the new company, which is a Thom
son Houston concern, took possession of the Madison

plant, it found that a St. Paul firm, which had rented two

dynamos to the old company and was opposed to the

Thomson Plouston people, had taken boLh machines from

the building and had them ready for shipment. New
dynamos were ordered at once, but it was several days

before they could bs placed in position, and Madison was

in almost total darkness for a few nights.

Incandescent lighting is very cheap in Wauwatosa, much
cheaper than it is in Milwaukee, and a gentleman who

lives in that suburb asserts that he has fifteen incandescent

lights in his house, that he uses them all he wants to and

that he pays only i|!2.5o a mon"h for them. He would

have: to pay no more for them, he says, if he used all of

the lights throughout every night. In the city the rate is

a cent per lamp per hour. Promoters of Homevvood, a

new suburb west of Wauwatosa, will try to have that place

supplied with light from -the Wauwatosa station. C.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, September 17.—The extension of the

National avenue line past the Soldiers' Home has been in

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, September 17.—Rapid transit was first intro-

daced in Detroit August 22d. Although previously intro-

duced in nearly all the cities and small towns of the state

and in every suburb of Detroit, it was not until the date

named that it made its appearance in any tangible shape

in the city proper. The Detroit Citizens' Street Railway

at this time placed seven of its nine new motor cars on the

Jefferson avenue line, and ran them several trips in order

that the motor men might get accustomed to the cars and the

track. No passengers were taken except on the storage

battery car, which is making five trips daily, and will en-

deavor to bold its own with the trolley cars. The nine

cars went into actual commission on the following day.

They are splendid affairs, the same that the Detroit Electri-

cal Works are furnishing to other roads all over the coun-

try. They are solidly built, finely upholstered, and are

lighted by electricity. The canopy of each platform con-

tains the warning: "Passengers must not talk to the motor

man." The trial trips were made without accident. At

the power house two engines and two dynamos are in op-

eration, the third engine not being in position. The fuel

used is crude oil. As the new cars passed along Jefferson

avenue they were the object of the curious gaze of hun-

dreds who lined the sidewalks on either side, and the re-

marks made were almost universally in the nature of a

glad welcome for the change.

The Woodward storage battery car, which has been laid

up at the Jefferson avenue barns of the Detroit Street Rail-

way company for over two months awaiting the completion

of the bonding of the track,went into commission on the 22d

ult,,and took its place as one of the regular electric cars on

that line. The services rendered were very satisfactory, and

the railway company is vciy much interested in the work

being done by this car. A fair and impartial trial will be

given it, and it is expected that during the experiment this

system will show that it has merits which demand serious

consideration.

A movement is on foot, among local capitalists, to or-

ganize another electric street railway company. A meet-

ing has been held and the subject discussed.

Plans for an electric lighting system on Belle Isle Park

have been prepared by Frank B. Rae, providing for an il-

lumination of every roadway and canal on the island. All

wires are to belaid underground. Alow voltage will be

employed and thirteen circuits of ten lights each will be

provided. Portable electric pumps or wagons will be used

for sprinkling the roads.

The Fuller system of electric lighting has been applied

to the ferry steamers Sappho and Victoria, and electric

lights will now be placed upon the other boats of the line.

The electric light muddle in Windsor is not yet settled.

The Edison Electric Light company cannot get power

from the street railroad owing to some unsettled accounts

of the old company, and will be compelled to build a

power house of its own.

The question of lighting the village of Homer, Mich,,

with electricity has been settled. A proposition from

Cartwright & Ssnshas been accepted and a contract will

be made with the council. The firm will run the dynamos

by the water power from the Kalamazoo river and in its

mills. G.

Denver. Colo.

Denver, September 17—Negotiations are in progress fo

the sale of Pueblo's three electric lighting systems and

the street car line, to a New York syndidate. The amount

involved is about $1,500,000.

The Durango Electric Light company will have a new

plant in operation about October 1st. The capital stock

of th: company is to-be increased from $50,000 to $100,-

000, the increase to be devoted to the enlargement of the

present plant.

The Durango Railway & Realty company is to construct

and operate an electric line in that city. The capital

stock is $250,000 and the directors for the first year are

C. M. Williams, T. C. Graden, John A. Porter, M. J.

McClosky and Henry Arnold.

The supervisors have overruled Mayor Rogers' veto of

th3 ordinance granting a right of way to the Tramway
company for the construction of a loop in the block

bounded by Fifceenth and Lawrence, Arapahoe and Four-

teenth streets. This change in the system was decided

upon in order to more easily handle the traffic at this

point, enabling the trains to make a turn, and doing away
with the present slow methcd of reversing the cars.

A company, organized by Joseph N. Baxter of Denver

and Mr. Wrigley of Raton, New Mexico, will put in an

electric plant at Blossburg, N. M., to light Raton and

Blossburg, operate an electric road between the two

towns, and furnish power fcr operating the Santa Fe mines

at the latter point.

The Amethyst Electric Power &; Light company of

Creede, is prepared to put in a large plant, sufficient for

the needs of the whole city, if a contract can be secured

with the municipal authorities. This new company has

no connection with the old organization. The proposed

system will require seven miles of poles, and twenty-eight

miles of double circuit wire, besides the service wire to

ndividuals. The capacity of the plant will be loo arc and

800 incandescent lamps.

Over 15,000 electric lights were used in the conclavedec.

orations. The system required an entirelv independent

plant from that used for commercial business.

Oscar Renter and Henry Lee of Denver, are among
the promoters of another electric line to Golden. The

Golden town council has granted a franchise for an

entrance into that plac3. Connection with Denver will be

made with the Tramway's electric lines in Highlands.

E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
General Manager A. D. Newton, of the Eddy Electric

Manufacturing company, of Windsor, Conn., is taking a

well earned rest for a few days in the White Mountains of

New Hampshire,

W. A Bright of Monroe, La., was in Chicago Tues-

day last week. Mr. Bright was representing an electric

light and power company at Monroe which is preparing to

instal an extensive electrical plant.

T. A. Pampcrin, general manager of the Electrical Man-
ufacturing company, Oconto, Wis., passed through Chica-

go on Sunday last week en route to New York and other

eastern points. Mr. Pamperin expects to be absent about
two weeks.

(Jeorge R. Brown, editor of the Pfvsx, Little Rock,
Ark., was in Chicago Tuesday last week the guest of B. J.
Arnold of the General Electric company. Mr. Brown is

treasurer of the electric street railway system at Little

Kock, recently illustrated in the Westei^n Electrician.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Mosher Electric company, Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$64,000; manufacturing electric appliances and supplies;

Geo. Burry, 1605 Ashland block, Chicago, 111.

Home Electric Light & Power company, Elkhart, Ind.;

capital stock, $10,000; to erect and operate electric light,

heat and power plants; E. Kuhlman, Elkhart, Ind.

Maroa Electric Eight company, Maroa, III ; capital

stock, |iS,ooo; to erect and maintain electric light, heat

and power plant in Maroa, III.; Crocker &: Co., Maroa,

III.

California Construction company, Pasadena, Cal.; cap-

ital stock, ^100,000; to construct and operate gas. electric

and waterworks, railroads, etc. ; T. H. Ward, Los Angeles,

Cal.

Capital City Electric Light company, Madison, Wis
;

capital stock, ^40,000; to establish and maintain an elec-

tric light and power plant; H. Schulkamp, Mad son,

Wis.

Buckley Electrical company, Buckley.Wash. ; capital stock,

I12.000; transmission of electric current for light, heat

and other purposes; Buckley Electrical company, Buck-

ley, Wash.

Gardiner General Electric company, San Frarcisco, Cal.

;

capital stock, $750,000; developing, applying and dealing

in electricity, light, power, etc.; W. A. M.Van Bokkelen,

San Francisco, Cal.

Pinckneyviile Electric Light company, Pinckneyville,

III.; capital stock, |2,S5o; to operate electric light, power

and heat plant in Pinckneyville, 111 ; Cbas W. Roe,

Pinckneyville, 111.

New York Vo'ti Electric Battery company, Jersey City.N.

J.; capital stock, |ioo, 000; to deal in electrical patents and

to manufacture and sell electrical apparatus, etc.; H. O.

Reed, So Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Hazleton & North Side Electric Railway company, Haz-
'eton, Pa.; capital stock, $75,000; constructing and oper-

ating an electric railway from Hazleton to Drifton, Lu-

zerne county; John F. Finney, Shenandoah, Pa,

Pottsville, Cressona, Schuvlkill Haven & Or»igsburg

Electric Railway company, Pottsville, Pa.; capital stock,

$75,ooo; constructing and ooerating an electric railway in

S-'huylkill county, Pa.; L. K. Hannum, Pottsville. Pa.

Marsballtown Light, Power & Railway company, Mar-
shalltown, la,; capital stork, $250,000; constiucing and
operating at Marsballtown a plant for electric light,

power and street railway; Jones & Hovey, Marsballtown,

la.

Haz'eton & S)Uth Side E'ectric Railway company,
Hazleton, Pa. ; capital stock, $75000; constructing and
cpirating an electric railway from Kline township, Schuyl-

kill county, to Hazleton, Pj.; John F. Finney, Shenan-

doah, Pa.

Star Electrical company (incorporated inW. Va.), New
York, N. v.; capiral stock, $r, 000,000; owning and oper-

ating certain patents granted to Jas. H. Mason relaringto

electrical apparatus; Sammis & Beerck. g'l Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Ohio River &: Chartiers Valley Passenger railway com-
pany, Chartiers Pj ; capital stock, $6000; ccn^^tructing

and operating an tied ric railway in E-plen boiough and
Chartiers, Allegheny county; John W. Patterson, University

building, Pittsburg, Pa.

Philipsburg & Houtzdale Passenger R ihvay com-
pany, Oiceola Mills, Pa.; capital stock, $ico,coo; con-

structing and operating an electric railway in Philipsburg,

Chester Hill. Osceola Mills Sterling and Houtzdale; Silas

M. Patterson, Mifllintown, Pa.

Western Washington Development company. Port

Angeles, Wash ; capital stock, |l3O0,ooo; to consiiuct and
operate railroads, steamships, telegraph and telephone

lines, water works, electric light plants, etc
;
grade streets,

erect buildings, etc.; B. F. Schwartz, Port Angeles, Wash,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Weatherford, Tex., is to be lighted by electricity.

The new lighting plant for the city of Los Angeles, Cat.,

is 13 miles from the city.

The Kansas City Consolidated Lighting company has

secured a franchise to light the citj for three years.

It is expected that the new power house of the Burling-

ton, la., electrical company will be ready by October 15th.

San Bernardino, Cal., is to be lighted by 40 arc lamps,

which will be operated at a cost to the city of ^ir per month
each.

The Norwich, Conn., Croquet club is to illuminate its

grounds with electricity, so that games can be played at

night.

An electric light plant is being erected in Duquesne, Pa.

,

and will be completed in October. The town is low nearly

wired.

The station of the Waco, Tex , Electric Railway .S:

Light company was recently considerably damaj^ed by the

bursting of a fly-wheel.

The boilers of the electric light station at Brandon, Vt..

exploded recently, killing one man and injuring two others

and doing damage to the extent of $5,000.

Milan is said to bs the best lighted city on tue continent

of Europe. It has two large central stations equipped with

American machinery. The wires, instead of being carried

along the streets on poles, are suspended from brackets
placed under the eaves of the houses.

There is a great demand just now for electric torch
lights which can be used by campaign clubs as a substi-
tute for the time-honored, bad smelling oil lights.

Judge Stowe has ordered the receiver cf the McKees-
port. Pa

, Electric Light company to sell the plant within
60 days. The plant is said to be worth ^75,000, with a
$48,000 debt. Quarrels among the stockholders are re-

sponsible for the trouble.

Work has been begun for the buildings the Indianapolis
Electric Light l^ Power company is to erect on Kentucky
avenue north of West street. The main building is to be
200 feet in length by S5 in width, and the boiler and
engine house building will be lOO feet long by 60 wide.

The Lighthouse Board is contemplating the introduction
of electric lights in the lighthouses along the lake. This
system of HghiiDg has been tried at Sacdy Hook, and has
given complete satisfaction. It is believed that the differ-

ence in cost will be more than made up by the better serv-

ice by the new light.

At a meeting of the Sumter Electric Light company of

Charleston, S. C , recently, it was decided to increase

the capacity of the works by putting in a ninety horse

power boiler and a seventy five horse power engine. This
increase of capacity has been rendered necessary by the in-

creased demand for street and private lighls

The management of the electric light company of San'a
Fe, N. M., formally notified the city authorities that after a

certain date no more street lights would be furnished. This
action was forced upon the company as a matter of self-

protection. The city is nearly five months behind in the

payments for street lighting service, and no interest is al-

lowed by the city council on the amounts due.

A dispatch from Middletown, Conn., says: The Schuy-

ler Electric company here has just received an order from
the government for the largest and most powerful search

light in the world. It is destined for the statue of liberty

in the harbor of New York, and will be visible for 100

miles and capable of transmitting messages that distance.

It will be 50,000 candle power and will cost about $4,000.

Twenty-four employes of the Detroit Electric Light &
Power company went on a strike last week. Three of the

men were notified on Saturday that their services would
not be needed after the 15th inst., and the men claim that

the only reason given was that they had brothers in the em-
ployment of the company. The strikers demand the re-

instatement of these men and the discharge of the foreman,

who they claim is trying to break down their order. The
company ?ays that the trouble will easily be settled and if

it is not they will have no trouble in getting new men.

The Denver Consolidated Electric Light company lately

introduced a decided novelty in the w?y of electric illum-

ination in the strtets of that city. It consisted of a

truck upon which had been erected a miniature electric light

plant, with steam engine and dynamo in active operation.

From the dynamo were run wires to every part of the wagon,
to the spoke and tires of the wheels, uprights on the side

of the platform, the seat, difftrent places in the harness of

the horses, and to the wires were attached various colored

lamps, the whole producing a brilliant and unique spectacle

as it moved along.

A Nebraska paper reports that H. P. Maiden, a farmer

living near Ord, in that State, although near sighted, is

able to see strange sights on the planet Mars with the un
aided eye. ''The planet assumes 10 his eye," says the ac-

count, "a diameter of about twenty inches. He has made
several observations and a few evenings ago saw an arc of

brilliant light near the southern pole of the planet, in what,
using for convenience earthly nomenclature, may be called

the anarctic circle. It is at present invisible. He at pres-

ent sees a large arc of equally brilliant light in the north

temperate zone that stretches from verge to verge of the

planet. These, he feels confident, are electric lights and
as the larger arc disappeared and reappeared several times

one evening he believes it is an effort of the inhabitants of

Mars to communicate with us, and is therefore confident

that Mars, like the earth, is inhabited by a race of Intel

ligent beings."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Amalgamated Association of Street Car Employes

was formed in Indianapolis last week.

An ordinance has passed the city council of Nashville,

Tenn., granting the Overland Railway company permission

to use electricity as a motive power.

Jas. Rowan has petitioned the city council of Dubuque,
Iowa, for permission to construct a belt electric railway

seven miles long, principally on the bluffs of the city.

Walter H. Grigg and George L. Clayton will apply to

the city council for a franchise to build an electrical or

noiseless steam motor street railway at San Antonio, Tex.

The Asheville Street Railway company and the West
Asheville & Sulphur Springs Railway company operating

electrical railroads at Asheville, N. C. are putting in

water wheels to generate electricity for the operation of

their roads.

A man can now s't in a trolley car and ride through a

delightful country from North Attleboro to Providence,

covering over one-third of the distance from Boston to

the Rhode Island metropolis. This is only the beginning

of an enterprise which will yet connect Boston and Provid-

ence by electric cars over a distance of 44 mi'es.

The Chicago & Southwestern Electric Railway company,
recently incorporated, intends to bring Oaklawn in closer

connection with Evergreen Park and the South Chicago

district. The road will start at State and Ninety-fifth
streets and run west along Ninety fifth street to Oaklawn.
The total length will be six and a half miles.

The directors of the Detroit & Suburban Street Railway
company, which operates the line between Detroit and
Wyan.!otte, have made a contract with the Westinghouse
company for the equipment of their road. Work will be
begun immediately, and the contract provides that the
equipment shall be completed within fifty days.

The South Chicago Electric Railway company has just
purchased three acres of land on Ewing avenue for §27,-
500 from the Calumet Canal and Dock company. The
track of the road hasbfen laid from Jackson park to South
Chicago on Coles and Buffalo avenues. The track is also
being laid on Commercial avenue, south of Seventy.ninth
street. An extension of the road is contemplated in a
line west on Seventy-ninth street to Stony Island avenue,
and from there north to Sixty-fourth street, where it will

connect with the Alley "L"line.

Right of way has been secured and surveys were
started last week for a railway line between Marquette,
Mich., and Negaunee, thirteen miles distant. The right
of way is in the name of M E. Ascireof Marquette, who is

agent for outside capitalists whose identity is not yet
positively known The company will use either electric

poweror a new steam motor. Negaunee and Ishperaing
are already connected by an electric road, so that the new
line will give frequent passenger service between- the three
cities. The new line will be in operation next sum-
mer.

TELEGRAPH.
A division of the Order of Railway Telegraphers has

been organized at Augusta, Ga., with 30 members.

A new telegraph line is contemplated from Denver to
Helena, Mont. It is to paralled the Western Union line

and be operated in connection with the Postal Telegraph
system. A company is to be formed to handle this new
line with a capitalization of $475,000.

The Western Union company has moved its Augusta,
Ga , office to the Chionicle building. It is said that the
Augusta ofiice is a deficiting station, and that the company
Is operating it at a loss so far as local business is concerned.
All the money taken in is spent in the town in payment of
salaries, and as much more has to be supplied by the
company to meet office expenses every month.

A dispatch from Kansas City says: "The telegraphers'

convention, which was expected to do wonders in the for-

mation of a new union to comprise all the old brotherhoods,
etc., seems to have fizzled out. The proceedings have been
kept secret, but it is understood that there was an uglv fight

over the consthution, which so disgusted many of the
delegates that they have left the convention and the city.

It has been decided to call the new organization the United
Telegraphers of North America, and elect G. W. Baird of
Tcptka, Kan., chief officer."

TELEPHONE.
Permission has been granted the Chesapeake & Potomac

Telephone company to lay underground cables in several
streets in Washington.

The Telephone company of Cincinnati is now making
preparations to put its wires in the conduits and it is ex-
pected will begin drawing them through in about two
weeks.

Judge Pugh, of Columbus, O., recently delivered two
opinions over the telephone, standing at an instrument in

his residence. The decisions were taken down by two
deputy clerks in the court house, one holding the receiver

to his ear and repeating the words to the other, who put
them in writing.

In the Circuit Court at Chicago recently Moses Cohtn, a
member of the firm of A. Lieberman & Co., entered suit

against the Chicago Telephone company to recover $25,000
damages for personal injuries. On May nth last Cohen
was ridirg along Forty-second street near Ashland avenue.
Employes of the company were working on the street and
through their negligence, it is claimed, a heavy cross pole

fell on Cohen's shoulder and seriously injured him. It is

alleged that his mind has been affected.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A new laboratory for electrical study will soon be opened

at Lehigh University.

Articles of incorporation have been issued to the Maroa,
III., Electric Light company, with a capital stock of

$12,000.

It is reported that the electric wiring in Dallas, Waco
and other Texan towns is in a defective condition. The
advisability of arranging to have the electric lighting of
the state inspected by a competent man is now under
discussion.

The electrical workers attracted attention in the parade
in Chicago on Labor Day, Silks hats and black suits were
worn by the men, each of whom carried a fancy Japanese
parasol surmounted by an incandescent lamp. The truck

that preceded this body was also a feature. At each end
of it was an abbreviated telegraph pole with a network of

wire strung from one to the other, while on the cross arms
were seated four linemen apparently busily at work.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of Spokane,
Wash., has submitted a proposition to the city for furnish-

ing the water for the city. It is proposed to transmit elec-

tric power from the city to a point on the Spokane river,to

erect a station there on a block of ground which can be
purchased at a nominal sum from the school trustees; filter
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the water of the Spokane river through the porous gravel

banks to be found there, and deliver the water by the same
pumps which are now used and which are capable, under
the plan propDsed, of supplying a city of double the pres-

ent size of Spokane, to a reservoir on an elevation 200 feet

above the corner of Howard and Riverside, and lying be-

tween D.vision street and Spokane street and south at

Niath street, Uiing this reservior as a distributing reser-

voir, and connecting it with a general distribution system.

At the reservoir a small pumping plant would be run by
an electric motor to elevate the water from the reservoir to

a stand pipe. The company also proposes to furnish to the

city of Spokane the electric motive power to run the pres-

ent pumps of the city, or any pump which it may install,

on the basis of $5.00 per million gallons per day, delivered

at the proposed new station, the basis of measurement to

be governed by the standard now in vogue in the present

pumping station. When the comsumption shall have
reached 8,000,000 gallons per day, then the rate to be re-

duced to $4 50 per million gallons, and if the consump-
tion shall ever reach 12,000,000, then the rate to be re-

duced to I4.00 per million gallon.

TRADE NEWS.
Mr. Richardson of the Enterprise Electric company,

Chicago, has recently sold the city of St, Louis one hund-
red and fifty thousand feet of rubber covered wire, The
Enterprise company is building up a very fine trade in St.

Louis and vicinity on wire and other electric supplies.

Charles E. Lee, western manager for the Electric Gas
Lighting company of Boston, returned to Chicago last

week from a trip through the Northwest. Mr. Lee visited

St. Paul, Minneapolis and other points and judging from

his own experience he predicts an excellent season in that

territory.

The Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing company has re-

cently received an order from London, England, for 25,000

feet of rawhide belting. This company has a large amount
of its belt running lighting plants on Atlantic steamships

—

notably the City of New York and the City of Paris—and

in Europe. Among recent sales in Chicago is a full equip-

ment for the Goodrich line of steamers, each one having a

Mather installation.

The Mountain Electrical Manufacturing & Construction

company, of Mycrsdale, Pa., has just opened its factory,

and recently the plant has been inspected by a number of

visitors. The building is iron, 65x100 feet, two stories

and basement. At the rear is the engine and boiler house.

The basement will contain the brass foundry. All the

machinery will be on the first floor. T'he seventeen ma-
chines are nicely arranged and this floor presents a very

tidy appearance. At the front of the building, first floor,

are the ofiices. A large elevator will run from the base-

ment to the upper story. Manager Geo. A. Smith espec-

ially deserves much credit for the business-like manner in

which everything under his supervision has been done
since the work was commenced. He has shown great in-

terest, not only in the plant, but in everything pertaining

to the welfare and future prosperity of the town, and
doubtless it will all redound to his credit in the successful

operation of the construction works.

Some months ago the Massachusetts Chemical company
of Boston called the attention of its chemists to the fact

that at the present time it is very difficult to buy really

good shellac, the material of commerce being very much
adulterated. Believing that it should be possible to pro-
duce a varnish which could be marketed at a lower price

than shellac and at the same time be of uniform quality
and high resistance, the company has been at work upon
the problem. That its efforts have been successful in a
very great degree was demonstrated by the production of
an alcohol varnish of an insulation resistance nearly four
times greater than that of the best grain alcohol shellacs.

The Massachusetts Electrical Engineeiing company, of Bos-
ton, is the authority by which this superiority is establ'sh-

ed. This varnish is aptly named "Insullac" isolating gum,
It is of a beautiful transparent amber color, but to suit the
public taste the manufacturers will produce it in any de-

sired color. Its appearance when applied, method of ap-
plication and rapid drying qualities are identical with those
of shellac. Prof. Babcock, the well known Boston chemi-
cal expert andassiyer, reports that a careful analysis of the
new compound shows no traces of any acids injurious to

any materials to which it may be applied or any constitu-

ent in any way injurious to the health of workmen.

BUSINESS.
One of the largest stocks of switches and sockets in

Chicago is carried at the local office of the Bryant Electric
company. T. G. Grier is the agent, and his office is at
1522 Monadnock building.

'Some Solid Facts" about the Standard storage battery
are given in a neat little pamphlet that has just been
issued by the Standard Electric company of Detroit,
Mich. The little book talks business in a sensible
manner, and it should be interesting to those making in-

quiries in regard to storage cells.

Archer & Rusling have been appointed western mana-
gers of the Duplex Electric company of Corry, Pa. Mr.
A'cher was formerly constructing expert with the Thom-
son-Houston Electric company. Chicago. Mr. Rusling was
also connected with the Thomson-Houston Electric com-
pany and Excelsior Electric company as salesman. The
offices of Archer & Rusling are at 1325 Monadnock build-
ing. Chicago, The Duplex company is to be congratu-
lated upon the good judgment displayed in the selection
of western representatives.

Secretary C, E. Newton of the Jewell Belting company
/ Hartford, Conn., reports a very perceptible increase in
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the sales of belts to the electrical trade. A few of the re-
cent shipments are as follows: Jamestown Electric Street
Railway company, Jamestown, N. Y., two 36-in. double
belts; Richmond Railway & Electric company, Rich-
mond Va.. one 56-inch and one 36-inch double; Hartford
Electric Light & Power company, Hartford, Conn,, one
60-inch 3-ply and one 44-inch double; Jersey City &. Bergen
Railroad company, Jersey City, N. f , three 27-inch
doubles; North New York Electric Light company, New
York city, one 48 inch double; Albany Railway company,
Albany,N.Y., one 48-inch double; Elizabeth Electric Light
company, Elizabeth. N. J., one 42-inch, 2o-inch, two
18-inch and others; United Electric company, Springfield,
Mass., one 44-inch double; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway company, Mdwaukee, one 56-inch double; Carroll
Electric Light Works, Matteawan, N. Y., one 22-inch
double; Wm. Deering & Co., Chicago, III., one 48-inch
double; Salem Wire Nail company, Findlay, O., two
40-inch double, two 30 inch double, and one 24-inch
double.

In the new automatic switch which is manufactured by
Albert Sechrist, Denver, Colo., each armature has mag-
netic connections with the opposite pole of its magnet,
thereby making very powerful magnets with a small amount
of current. The switch is designed to be operated by
either an ordinary battery, or, with the use of a rheostat, it

may be operated with a shunt off the electric light circuit.
The switch is constructed on a porcelain base with a metal
cover. Instead of operating the switches by hand they
are controlled automatically by means of push buttons.
The automatic switches controlling the various lights in
the house are all located in some out-of-the-way place
where they are not seen, and only the push buttons appear
on the walls, from where it is desired to control the light.

Any number of push buttons may be located at different
points to control the same switch. For convenience two
push buttons are used to control the same light, one white
and the other black. The white button operates the
switch which turns on the light, and the black button oper-
ates the switch which 'urns off the light. By having banks
of buttons located at different points a person moving
about the house need never be in the dark, as simply
touching a button here or there turns or, the light ahead or
extinguishes the light no longer needed. The hall lights

may be turned on or off from either the first, second or
third stories and also fro m each chamber. A set of but-

tons may be located beside the bed and by simply touching
this or that button it is possible to turn on or off any of
the lights in the house. Although Mr. Sechrist 's method
was introduced less than a year ago, it has already be-

come quite popular among architects and owners of

fine residences in Denver. The system is also valuable
as a burglar alarm, as the light may be automatically
turned on.

The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company, Wor-
cester, Mass. , is now manufacturing and offering to the trade
what it claims is the first and only strictly fire-proof insu-

lated wire ever produced. It is called the "Salamander"
wire. The covering of this wire, it is asserted. will not burn
when exposed to a flame, and the conductor can be heated
to the melting point without igniting the inside insula-

tion. This is just what is needed for the inside wiring of
first-class buildings, both public and private. On the iSth
of August, iSg2, an exhibition test of the Salamander
wire was given in New York, before a body of insurance
electrical inspectors and experts, most of whom were con
nected with the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
The tests were conducted in the followingmanner: Several
smooth sample boards were prepared, each having arranged
upon it samples of various well-known electrical wire?,

one sample upon each board being the Salamander wire.

All samples upon the boards had the same size conductor,
and were carefully wired together into a circuit, the plan
being to test them in compsrison, and under the same con-
ditions. These sample boards represented sixteen -leading
makes of insulated wires, several of tht m beirg
claimed by iheir makers to be fire pro^f. A powerful elec-

trical current was then appHtd.and maintained until the con-
ductor was first brought to a red heat, then a white heat,
and in some cases, melted Under this intense heat, everv
one of these samples, it is stated, except the Salamander
was wholly destroyed, in several instances setting fire to

the board and blazing all around the Salamander, but in

no case did suflicient heat escape through the Salamander
covering to discolor the board beneath it. This was cer-

tainly a remarkable showing. The Massachusetts Elec-
trical Engineering company recently made a similar test

with the Salamander wire in JJoston, and the results there
were equally satisfactory. The Boston Journal gave an
interesting account of the test. "The Salamander," said

an expert at the exhibition, "has all the insulating quali

ties and the additional fire-proof quality, which makes it a
safeguard against fires."

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Sfpl. 3, i8g2.

4S2, Tyy-) Electric Light Fixture. Edwin R, Crolius,

Chicago, III.

482,343 Inclosed Conductor for Electric Railways.
George A. Dupuis, Detroit, Mich.

A contact making conductor carried by the car is adapted to
travel bctwt;cn upp^r and Inwur pulleys and to raise the upper
pulleys so that they may make contact with an iilecirieal conductor
whereby current may piss throuajh the pulley to the car. The
contact making conductor is provided with insulation upon its

lower stirface where it bears upon the lower pulleyp, thus insu-
lating it from the ground

483,374 Automatic Electric Cut Ojt. Cyprien O. Mail-
loux, New York, N. Y.

482,379. Fire Alarm. John C. F. McGrifl, Los Angeles,
Cal.
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4§3,397. Ventilating Armature for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The armature is h:)llovv and the shaft upon either end is pro-
viied with encircling ileeve=, one opsn to the air and the other
connected with a blower, whereby a draft ia m;untained
throug'h the interior of the armature.

4S>,420. Adjustable Thiroiostit. Melvin D. compton,
Newark, N. J.

Electro-magnet? are combined with a thermostat in such a
manner that when the initial contact is made an electro-mag-
net will be energized and will hjld the circuit closed, thus obvi-
ating vibrating contacts.

482.421. R'adder Indicator. Charles Cory, New York
N. Y.

J' ,

_A pivoted core to which the indicator is attached is wound
with a cod of wire connected in series with a ring coil sur-
rounding the pivoted core, and means are provided for alterin'-'
the pointi where the current enters and leaves the ring coil as
the rudder is turced.

482.422. Railway Crossing Protector. Robert J. M.
Danley, Columbus, Ohio.

Two sets of reliys are adapted to operate an alarm or a
gate for trains and two othsr relays control the first two sets to
make them inoperative when a train has passed the alarm or
gate.

482 423 Railwiy Crossing Protector.
Danley, Columbus, Ohio.

Robert J. M.

482,425. Galvanic Battery. Thomas T. Ec'cerl:, New
York, N. Y.

_
When one zinc has been eaten away another zinc is super-

imposed by means of short screws of the same material, thus
enabling the zinc element to serve until completely dissolved.

4S2, 433. Safety Device for Eiectric Circuits. Llewelyn
B. Atliinson, London, England.
A subsidiary circuit, insulated e.\cept at its e.-ctremities from

the mam conductor, is protected by a fu=eor cut-out operating
with less than the normal curreut carried by the main con-
ductor.

482,435. Electric Arc Limp. Henry H. Cutler, Wa'-
tham, Mass.

The lamp is provided with a feed actuator governed by a cir-
cuit controller and a therm il feed regulator, responsive to
changes in length of the arc, operates the circuit controller for
the feed actuator,

48^,440. Telegraph Relav, William Maver, Tr , New
York, N. Y.

A rectangular naovahle coil is pivoted with two of its sides
parallel to two iides of a stationary coil while the other sides
of the coils are at an angle to one another respfciively; the
movable coil carries an arm adapted to make contact with one
of two contact points.

482,444. Voltaic Pile. William E. Washburn, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

482,464. Burglar Alarm. Homer T. Wilson, Louisville-
Ky.

482,486. Line Wire Tightening Device for Electric Lamp
Support. Charles A. Pfluger, Chicago, IP.

A rotary bindins: post is combined with a suspension support
and means are provided for holding the post against the strain
of the tightened line wire.

482,506. Underground Trolley. Joseph Fischer, C'evc-
land, Ohio.

The trolley arm is circular and is surrounded by an anti-
friction sleeve where it passes into the conduit to prevent wear
upon the arm.

482.535. Clamp for Arc Lamp Carbons. August Weber
Schenectady, N. Y.

The opening into which the carbon is to be inserted is re-
tained open when no carbon is in place to permit the insert'cn
of a carbon without the necessity of ma- uaily moving the
clamping member out of the way.

4S2 549, Means for Controlling Electric Generation.
Thomas A- Edison. Menio Park, N. T-, Filed Mar 12
iSSr. Serial No. 28,141. Patented'in England Jure
7, i8Sr, No. 24S2; in Germany July 20, iSSi, No.
24,608; in Italy July 30, iSSr. No. 13,198; in ' Bel-
gium Aug 16 18S1. No. 55.302; in Victoria Sept. 6,
18S1, No. 3.078; in India Oct. 13. iSSi, No 822; in
New South Wales Oct. 26, iSSi; in France Oct. 28,
1881, No. 144,103; in Spain Nov. 2. iSSr. No. i,'

781; in Austiia Hungary Nov. 13, iS8i, No. 31 and
No. 1,862; in Queensland Dec. 30, 1881; in New
Zealand Jan. 4 1882, No. 5S0, and in Canada Nov
23, 1882, No, 15,846.

One or more magneto-electric machines are combined with a
main circuit and an exciting machine supplying the field cir-
cultof the main machine, and means ore p ovided for varying
the speed of the e-vcitrng machine independently of the main
machine, while a suitable electrical indicator shows the con-
dition of the main circuit.

482,568. Electric 4rc Lamp. Hubert H. Bigland and
John Burns. Newcastle en-Tyne, England.

The upp-r carbon holder is connected with a twist rod which
is adapted to be raised and with it the carbon holder, until the
rod has rtachad a_ certain determinate point of ils travel when
a rotary motion is given to it whereby the rotation of the
twist rod will offset the rise in the twist rod and maintain the
carbon lulder in a stationary position

.

482,586. Electrical Furnace. Thomas Parker. New-
bridge. England. Patented in England Oct. 29,
1S89, No, 17,060; in France June 23, 1890, No. 206,-
566; In Germany June 27, 1890, No. 55,700, and in
Italy Oct. 23, iSgo, No. 431.

482,59^ Electric Locomotive. William H. Soley and
William W. Perkins, Philadelphia, Pa.

The shaft of a single motor is placed perpendicular to th«
car axles and communicates itsj motion therelo by means of
worms and gears; the car axles are connected together by a
perpendicular shaft and bevel ge,irs,and clutches are provided
upon each a.\lc' the worms and gears upon the opposite end of
the armature shaft are dilTerential. whereby the speed of ro-
tation may be altered by throwing into action one or the other
of the clutches,

482,668. Electrical Apparatus. Leonidas G. Woolley,
Grand_ Rapids, Mich.
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Agents to sell our

Niagara Electiic Motors and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and esclnaive lerritory to re-

eponsible dealers in electrical apparatus.

liOYSLI/ 31F«. CO.. Ltd., Erie. Pa.

SITUATION WANTED
By experienced meter man. Can op;r-

ate old and cew type of Edison ( hemical
Mtter. Open for engagen:eat this fall or
early -winter. B st of leftrete s. Addre-s,
A. H. HALL, care Edison Ligli' & Power
Co., Mfnneapclis, Mion.

A man to take charge of armature department.
Slugt thoroughly understand every detail in con-
nection with Edison street car aod Standard arma-
tures, also T.-H. street car and alteroating arma-
tures, iluat be quick and active, and thoroughly
understand the handling of men. Apply, stating
experience and salary expected, to

Canadian Oenexai £ieciric Co., ltd.,
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada,

WANTED.
A situation by a thorough business man of ex-

perience and good habits; up in electricity and
electrical and mechanical devices. A good hustler.
Can furnish capital, or give security. Can not
consider any 'Nickel-in-the-slot" or "Fire-alarm-
tonch-button"' opportunities, Addres, *'A. f .."'

[
care "SVesteen Electeician.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
InsnJation G^naranteed Tirherever used. Aerial, UDdergrronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The mbberused in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, osidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for alt our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre"^ e.^tent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insalation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a while outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This ig put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

-jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAllj'W'Ayr ."nd MOTOit use, we make al! sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

M'B OrARAXTEE OCR IXSUIiATIOX WHEREVER I'SED, AF.RIAIi, UXDERCiROUND OR SUBjUARINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOUT, MASS.

HEURT A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, PraBldent and Slectriclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

SXJ^IPI-iIEIZ).

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SRAMKRSS RUBBEXR WIRES AND CABLRS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

All SizesMICA
For Electrical Porposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
218 Water Street. Xe-w York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 \M Street, CHICAGO, ILL-

FOR SALE.
125 H. P. Ideal Engine with boiler, pump,

injector and piping complete, used only 90
days ; in good order; for sale cheap. Send
for list of other engines including some of
the best makes, nearly new, taken in ex-

change for Ideals.
A. li. IDE & t^oar,

SpriD^field, IJI.

KORNAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates in Ibe countiy,

and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

SEXD FOB SAlEPIiES. DESIGKS FURNISHED FR£E OF RXPESISE.
A few concetne naing onr plates are: Thomson-Houston E'ectric Co., C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernstein Electric Co., Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Mannfactar-
ing Co., Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Filchburg, Mass.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
14 H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motore are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Stancard ol their class.

430 West 1 4th Street. - ---

EVERYBODY
Who has occasion to use a portable ammeter or voltmeter,

either for laboratory or commercial testing—a universal in-

strument, so to speak

—

WANTS
a good one at reasonable cost. QUEEN & CO., of Phila-

delphia, are issuing a circular on the subject. No. 355,

which contains valuable information and

"SPECIAL PRICES.5J

ASK THEM FOB A COPY.

PORTER- LEAVITT ELECfRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing IVIachines. Dental Drills.

Jewelers' Latties and all kinds of light machinery.

Sfo. 1, 3 Volts, 1-32 h. p., !$:i.OO.

No. 3, 4 VoIts,l-16 It. p.SS.OO.
Xo. 3, 6 Volts, 1-12 h. p , !$10.00.

No. 4, ]0 CoIt«. 1-8 h. p. «I5 0O.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

Y^M^^y^

0j^^p/^^t'(^f^£yM((im^M^'7/'.

TjU^.'l^^/^^nJy

•f^-&:
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ESTABLMHBD EH 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AND IIlSCTHIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH 8T0RB-

SI34 Michigan Avenu««

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & 6IERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
One 220 Volt, 150 AniBere (lenerator,

Oue 220 Yolt, 200 AfflDere Generator,

In perfect condition, suitiible for power circuit of
iuciinduycent lightiug. IFor sale at a big bartfiiiu.

A. li. IDE •& »ON. Sprinslicld. 111.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taught thoron^lily day and night at the IWISTI-
TUTE of TECHIVOI.OUY, 151 Throop
(street, C'liicaeo, III. Amuteurs, Artisans
and others asBieted Practically In any line, and
in^tracted in the latest and most improved
methcda.

Mechanical Draughting, Mathematics. Elec-
trical Calculation B, Archiiectare, Mechanics, also
aught day and night.

rOK Tim-

BINDERS ^'^T''^" ^'^'Ti'o'Afi,^ •fW*r«W«| ^0 fjjfj^ DOLLAR.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«''^g«*-ii; U.S.A.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
AXU OTHEK SHEET METAE, TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WCRK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The Ifeiv ]!Iodel Folding Kodak has

glass plate attacbment. Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU have a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

$6.00 to $65.00.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

Send for Circulars. Rochester, N. Y.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hechanieal and Electrical

CoDfeultatioDB, Reports, Plane, Specificatlone for
Central Station or leolatea Electric Ligbuiy,

and Electric hallways.

50 Turner Hiiilding, St, Lotiis,

ManufactufeKs of

pcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
Telephone&£LEmicAL
RailwayFolesxCRossArms

#H.M.L0UD&SONSl4IMBER(o.
I OSCODA, IVIICH.

HOLMES. BOOTH Sc HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterlmry^ Conn. - - SS Pa,?'3£ Plaoe^Ne-vr Yorli,

MANUFACTURERS OF

llnderwriters' Copper Elerti'ic Ijigrht I^ine W^ire, Copper MaeiicfWire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted CordB for
IneaudeNcent liig^litin};. Hound and Flat Copper Bars for Citation ^Vork.

Insnlated Iron Pressure AVire.

PATENT ^^K„ K^^^TinFWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Dse.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Are Lighting.

THE GKEAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPACT, CHICAGO, . . SEllIBIfi AGENTS.

THOS. L SCOriLL, New York Agent.

ELECTRIC L.IGHT
A\'D BATTEBl' ^^^B~^^

- --' '-^ ^B.^'^*-j^«."^ _S !
^-^"'^ ^- =. -^ HA.U

GX-IBVEXi-A-^^XD, OHIO.

pnOTO/f

BqUSifES.

THE X^E:XjT<31V 'W-A-TESR t?vhesesil

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affordi Itie most simple and reliable power for all mining and mannfactar-
Ing machinery. Adapted to liesde running from -JO up to 2,0UO or more feet.
From '^0 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed tban can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EI.KCTRIC TBAKSDIISSIOai.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlons
of ypeed andpref-snre, have brought it Into B])eclal protninence and exlenslve
use for this class of work. All applications should state amonnt and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. SEND FOR Catalogue.

TH£ PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
ldl-123 Itlain Ht., San Francisco, Cal., V. », A.

143 I.IBERTY STRJBET. - - NEW YORK,
^^Tt having coineto our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending pnrchaecrH are herehy warned that all such infringements will

he duly jiroaecuted. ll

PtCliTOIV W^ATER mOTOlCS. Varylngfrom the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horee i ower, nnequaled for all lipht runnlnjr machineiy. WarranHd
to develop a ffiven hniouni of power with one-balf the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreee as shove. Deliveries made from
Ban Francisco or Kew York, ae may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes^

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instrtiments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AnKH, KBEKT & CO., Ht. FanI, Hlnn.

Selling Agents: 1
HTAM>AKI> ELKCTHIVAI^ Wi|>KHS, Cincinnati, Ohio,

'
( MOVIVTAIIV BI..KVTBI*' CO, Uenvcr, Colo,

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich 8ts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEIiE.BRAXED TFATEIt WHEEHias particularly adapted to their use

on accoupt of its reinarlcably steady motion, ltig;h sipeed
and great Efficiency, and large Capacity for its diametei-,
being donble the Po'wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number ofthe leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect guaranteed.
SENO EOR CAXAEOGUE AJSn I»ARTIC€Jt.ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XURB1]^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

sisa7.A.33XjZs^£:x> xa78.
SOIi£ MANlJFACTUKEas OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wnJ^^gggJ.'pKL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, u^IIi^%.x.

SEALED PROPOSALS.
EOAKD OF PUBLIC WORKS,

Muskegon, Mich., September 15, 1892,

Bids will be received at this office until 6 o'clock
p. m. Monday, October 17, 1892, for lighting the
streets of the city of Muskegon with Electric Arc
Lights. Proposals to be made on a basis of a 2,000
candle power light, and not less than 1.50 lights.
Proposals should be made both for 365 nights a
year, or moonlight nights excepted. Contract is

to be made for a term of five years. Each bidder
will be required to deposit a certified check of five
hundred dollars. The right is reserved to reject
any and all bids. All communlcatioDS and propos-
als should be addressed to the office of the Board
of Public Worts.

-JAMES GOW, President
Board of Public Works.

J. KUPPENHEIMER, Secretary.

TUC # iST^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
I tie LnlLOl LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

1308 Filbert Street, - PHUiADBIiPHIA.
CO.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr*1;e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
«aOO ir. Second Street, ST. I.OFIS.

TRANSMISSIONo^POWER
BY aiANIl^I^A BOFC.

Copiously illQstrated and described in catalogne

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY
General Western Agents

FOK THIS

GELEBRATED WIRE.

3I3--3I5 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN /^^B^ Carrying Current for all In-
candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,
Nos. 13, 1 5 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

New York.

Chicago.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE KLECTEICAL MFG. DOMPAHY, OCOKTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CDRRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CDRRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parcbasing; elseTPhere send la a trial order for Brilliants,
liamps famished to consamers in qnantities at factory prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES: ]mIL.WAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B, E. Uove, Manager.
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MUNICIPAL AND TOWN ELECTRIC LIGHTING HAS COME, AND

THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Is prepared to give the BEST BESULTS for the LEAST MONET.

We will guarantee to give any city or town 150 Arc Lights from a 60 H. P. Engine. Ask any of our competitors if

We make a 100 Light Bynamo 1,200 c. p., and guarantee it shall maintain the 100 Lights over 60 miles of wire.
See where a nice little water power would come in 26 miles away.

If you use coal remember the smart thing to do is to burn as little as possible.

BALIi AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO is as much superior' to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic

engine is superior to the old slide valve with its external throttling governor.

We offer to the public THE BEST SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING in the market—the most economical in oper-
ation, the most easily cared for, the most durable, the CHEAPEST IN COST—and invite inquiries from parties interested.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

DAI I CI Cr^TPIO I lOUT f^n Office: 404 W. 27th St., N. Y.BMUU CUC\# I iVl^ I.IV«n I \^\J., Factory: 28f to 289 Ninth Ave., 400 to 416 W. 27th St., N. Y.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDe£POBT, CONN.

TRAP rs/IA.F^fcg

Rheostata of every kind and elze. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for Ihnatrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invenlion may be valu'ible. Tou should
protect it by patent. Address for full and IntelU
gent advice, free of charge.

W. W. DUDLET & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 F St., N. W., Washington, D. tS-

Please meation this paper.

HH 1^^^ For electrical

lyi 11 - A purposes.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths« KartaYsrt - Manufacturing « Do.., 39tli St. and Stewart Ave.,

FUSE 1 Correct Carrying Capac>

WIRE or I ify. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unite mity in Size.

TTiTxxjivcxsa'G-'roso', assixj. ciOja-o-o.

For £lectric Street
NOW MAHnFACTURED BT

T«E JOHNS PRATT CO.,
Manufacturers of Vulcabeston.

Jersey City. Chicago. Philadelphia.

Railixray Insulation.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Boston. Atlanta. liondoD.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL"

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Liamp.

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

Mend for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
Iiamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOTTLAELY ADAPTED TO DEITING

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
u^^ On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate> steadineaa of motion and eaey working gate, the con-

W'W Btrnciion of whlcli makes U the most aeneltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE IllnBtrating varions styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 1IIL,L.S & TESIPI^i:. DAYTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Upright aud ITorizoiUnl.

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinp eatps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ;
in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 4O0 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A. I ''°^k!^^^SH %W

THeSechrist automatic switch
For ContTOllingr liicandescent Lights

in Fi*ivate Besidences.

For sale by Electrical Supply Houses, or apply to

ALBERT SECHR ST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

THE STANDARD OPENCIRCTJIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

SE>rD FOE Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'17 to 117 East 131 si St., N. Y.

LEONARD'S 3 WIRE SYSTEM.
Identical in Cost and Efficiency with

£dlBon System.

SIMPLER TO OPERATE.
Copper required gnaraoteed lo be not over 305t of

that required for 2- wire syslem, under
Eame condiions.

Royalty 1 cent per lb. of copper installed.

Patented June 7, 1898. No. 476,544.

Charleatown, W. Va., Jane 18, 1892.

Messrs. H. Wabd Leonard & Co.,
13B Liberty St., New York.

Gentlemen:—The Central Station Plant, which
you inetalled for ue here, under yournew patented
eyetem, has given entire eatlefaction ever since It

started, which was about sis months ago.
The operation of the plant is quite simple and

ecomomical, and as a result the plant is making
very satisfactory earnings, although our t*iwn is

rather small, having only aboutS.UuO Inhabitants.

Tours very trnly,

(Signed) City EZectric Light Co.,

Wm. Campbell, Sec'y.

for bids for complete plants or conductors only,
address,

H.WARD LEONARD &CO.,
130 Liberty St., New York Clly.

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. 00.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insulator Fins e^ Brackets,

And Flectrical Molding:.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, • TENN.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB KLECTBICAl USES:

QranUte Bods of VarlouB Iienstha, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohma Besistance
*^

to the Inch, eraphite Boxes and Crucibles, BeBlstlne Heats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnlries Wladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
BuildeT-g of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Coiplete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTERN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieel, New York City.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

H RT SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

5'' -#!^W *'lP^t' ^

^lUf^' r^/Jl ^^^ ONLY Snap Switch that has^ ^' PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 Ampere Double Pole Switch,
FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

Tbe Hart Megeman Mfg. Co., Harm COM.

b ROCHE
116 mil 118 N, 6tt St„

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

k-
acy and 260 Dearborn Street.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Pliiladelpliia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS
Direct System.

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

f

Motors
For Arc or incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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Standard Compound Engine.

THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
BTTILDEItS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all Inquiries to

1 ainJ7T:C?\HY.d^

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when nou-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off in economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

fails off; Bttoreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and autamatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked
out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however
light. For the first time in the history of Steam Engineer-
ing, either Simple or Coniponnd, is bnilt an Fngine
which maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespe«^t-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has i)een made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P.

per hour from full to quarter load, the Weslinghouss Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 33 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

in this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those Inter-

ested in the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Pranciseo.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,
jESKrca-XKrEssxis.

NEW YORK: 17 Corllandt St.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building.

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake St.

MINNEAPOLIS; Boory Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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New York Office: IS Cort-
landt St., F. B. Chlunock,
Sales Agent.

Cliica§:o Omce: Koom 506,
"The Rookery."

J. W, Parfeer&Co.. 3S South Uh St.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore. Md,
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St.,

Richmond. Va.
L. M. Bonisey Mfir. Co.. * t. Louis. Mo.
Cooley & Vater, '^-J-l Washington Ave.

So-, Minneapolis. Minn.
F. R Dravo & Co., Lewis Block. Pitts-
burgh. Pa-

Risdon Iron WorliS, San Francisco,
Cal.

Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. Q. Gilbert. Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St.,

Boston, Mass

BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Automatic Cut-off ENGINE.
With JTeiv Improvements, Uneqnaled Begnlation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smooth and t^uiet Running.

Tiie Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Electric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPI^, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished-

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNTTNCIATORS «°' BELLS.
fTTI.Ii IiIKB AliWATS IH STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
' Send for New CATALoeni. Out Angnat lat.

When yoa are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write the

TRADE MARK.

.*^

•P

Warranted Hard Porcelain.

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO
Estimates Cheerfully Given. f^EI:W IVIII_I=~CDI=?rD, Cr:CDr^r^.

Write us at once, we can save you money,

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.iceMMs ERIE.PA.
cobspz.st'e: fo-vter Px.A.»rTS for WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Autaatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

( NEW TOEK,
•D-n IL-KTrtTT f^T^-mn-nn I

PHILADELPHIA,BEAMOH OFFICES: i Chicago,
( SAN FRANCISCO,

1.36 Liberty St.
944 Drexef Baildlng.
1120 "The Rookery."
39 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
ARF.WflTPC!- (ST. LOUIS—M.P.Johnston Machinery Co.. 715 and 717 N. 2d St.
.Q-trxiAlUAJjO.

, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN T. M. Maguire, 23 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND compound:^'
CONDENSINGOR NON-CONDENSING.

HILL
Clutch Works
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt St

.
, - NEW TOEK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

DesigDed, Erected and Faniishei

Send for neTT Catalogue of Pow^=
er TranerQiBsion Machinery.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTDR CUT-DUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSoii-iinisTM aEcnic Gl,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Mininnum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave.

ELECTRIC CO.,

Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

2S

Can furnish from Chicago stock, Any Cand'e Power, any Voltage and to Fit any^Socl<et, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company
And fill mih yon factory prices on all kinds of RDBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD ENCASED CABLES, INCANDESCENT LAMP CORD.

"

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE RNAFF ELEGTRIGAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

p
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Velocipede 1822.

September 24, 1892

^•^^^S^
^eVentJ Year'? of DeVelopmeni

It is somewhat interesting to review tlie evolution

of the Safety. From the crude, bone-shaking veloci-

pede away back in the "twenties," to the luxurious,

swift pneumatic of 1892, is a long step.

We have thought to make an application of this

"easy running" idea in an entirely novel direction. We
beg to introduce to you our pneumatic SUNBEAM
for '92 and '93. As a vehicle of light the Sunbeam be-

longs to the highest grade of safeties.

No one thinks of riding an "ordinary" these days.

They are back numbers. Yet there are a. fan station

managers that are content to go bumping, toiling over

the rocky, rugged road to success, with the ordinary

lamps, hugging a forlorn hope that they won't com-

pletely drop out of the race—You? Oh goodness, no!

Nothing of the kind—the other fellow.

Some people are bowling along gracefully, con-

tented, self-possessed—they have reached the goal

—

with the rapid, record making, ball bearing, pneumatic

Sunbeam. Where are you at?

Snnbeams set the pace.

^«w€^'
--^eEegijj,

m%^^^J^.

The Electrical Supply Co..

Cor. Randolph SI. and Michigan Ave,

CHICAGO.
Enatoro Dlllco iin<l Fdctorlej

ANSONU, CONN.

Bicycle 1892
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THE INDIA RUBBER & 6UTTA PERCHA INSULATINB CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Marine Core. iiBed
on **overiinient

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broacln'uy Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Table. Brooklyn.
£dison £leetric JLii^lit Co.

Submarine IVork, £dison Electric
liiglit CO., Fasten, Fa.

Xaval Core. United
States 8. s. "diieago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor,

"Dryplaf es/'
Grand Central Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-FROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding tlie

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMilVli nADlnoHAWj ribiOii 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

OEKEBAIi HIAXAGEB. AEW YOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable,

WESTEKM AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,, cor. Randolpli St. and HicWgan kn., CHICAGO, ILL. "leSJJ^lriisM'Jo.

The Sunbeam Incandescenl Lamp Co.^

805 CMAMBBB OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

'^%,

CHICKGO, ILL.

-aiAISTJFACTUREKS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOIXS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohioago, 111.

The Blectrical Supply Oc, Anionia, Conn.

W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
7. i*. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
LouisTille Electric Co., Louisville, Ky.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

0. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, "Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC 60.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

APPARATUS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

Direct U\m\ ani Altoroatii Incaniescen! Liglting aii

POWER TRANSMISSION.

THE NEW WOOD GENERATOR AND MOTOR
Has the Following Special Features of Merit:

£igh JFjfflcifncy, Perfect Self regulation. Uniqueness and Simplicity of Design,

Self-Oiling Expansion Boxes, Self Contained Multiple Funes, Anti-

Friction and Insulating Sliding Base Frame, New Patent
Fire- Proof and Indestructible Rheostat,

For further infoxuiation address

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO., - Fort Wayne, M.

HEAT-PROOF ^--^ WATER-PROOF.
One motor GEARED TO BOTH AXLES
again proves its superiority at Jackson-
ville, 111., showing that THEORY is all

right, but RESULTS are what count.

3xJ:a,22:ii:c2.ULnn. TractiorL, :BcorLonci37" irx Opera^tion,
G-enera-tors of -A-n^r Size,

Inca-rLd.escen.t 1D-ym.ojrr^o^, Sta,ti02n.ax37- Dtvilotors,

IBlectrica-l SvLpplies of :E]^7-ex37" IDescription..

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, BOSTON, CHATTANOOGA, NEW YORK,

Monadnock Bldg. Fieke BIdg. F. I. Stone. 18 Cortlandt St.
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS THS BEST.

lost nQiform in Candle Pofer. High in Efflciency.

Otfjce and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St, Louis, Mo,

NATIONAL INDIAINDIA KuBBER U0.

S. p. COLT, Prest., F. S. MISOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

CrenerallVesterii Acents; Enterprise Electric Co^ Chicago.

The

iDternational OKONITE COMPANY,

f?ME MftSlli

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York^
INSULATED

WIRES AID CABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ut«.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chlcmro* BoBton. PUladelpbla, SflnneapoUs, CinclnxiAtl*

Omaha. IfOaisville, St. LouIb, San FranciBco, I.ondon and So. America.
City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

MASTJFACTCRERS, IMPOKTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ILL DESCKIFTIONS,

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances-
Construction Tools and

H£T FOR CAPACITY TEST8. Llnc Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WJB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test iDStrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatas.

PACKARD HIGH CRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

MAnnfaclnred by ibe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio
A6EKTS:

New York City. Chas. E. Chapin, 136 laberty St-
Chicago, 111., Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul. Minn-,Tlie Elec. Enjineerins & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb. B. B. Dowqs, 215 Sheely Block:

St. Louis. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San Francisco, Cal., luternatioaal E ec. Supply &

Cou. Co., 4th floor Acatlomy of Scieocs Bid-,'

Louisville, Ky., Smithers & Davis.
Pittsburgh, Pa., W, H. Vandevort, 705 Lewis Block.
G. P. Aitenberg. 220 Walnut St., Cincinniti, Oiiio.

aeent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virgiuia.

Little Kock. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
3(17 \V. ilarkham St.

Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St 1 Jloutreal, Cjq„ Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

MANUFACTUKEE OF

INSUXaiATED BLEGTRIC WIRXZ
FLKXIBLE CORDS ana CABLES.

aOO and 302 Nortb Tbird Street, - - FHlIiADElPHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Snpply House
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBVIIHGTOIir 8TBEET, BOSTOM. MASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRATTLNGB SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

BEPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian SchoH & Co. . 126 Liberty St.. New York.
Geo. D- Hoffman, S2 Lake &t., Chicago, IlL

H. M- Sclple & Co., 3d & ArchSts.. Philadelphia,

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

W. B. Pearson & Co., Homelng. Bldg.,Chlugo, 111,

Thofl. G. Smith. Jr., „. a,

Hammona Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Anderson, Honstoa, Tei.

W. A. Day, U6 Olirer St., Boston, Mass. E- H. Whiting, Jacobson Block, Denver, Colo.

James & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
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THE
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

-BMSAIjEBS IX-

THOMSON-HOUSTON AND EDISON

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

TRANSFORMERS.
The Thomson-Houston Type F Transformers, embodying

the latest improvements, are made in the following sizes: 600, 1,000,

1,S00, 2,500, 4,500, 7,500, 15,000 and ?0,000 watts.

The box being filled with oil and hermetically sealed the insula-

tion resistance is greatly increased, and deterioration and the forming

of an arc from disruptive discharges prevented.

A contact between the primary and secondary is impossible.

The core is insulated from the box and connected to an earth

plate by a wire, which carries off lightning discharges.

Every Transformer is subjected to 5,000 volts between the prim-

ary and secondary before being filled with oil.

There are no fuses in the box.

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

173-175 East Adams St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

44 Broad St.,

NEW YORK.

Philadelphia, Penn.

Atlanta, Ga.

Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

Omaha, Neb.

New Orleans, La.

Cleveland, O.

Denver, Colo.

San Francisco, Cal.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Washington, D. C.

St. Paul, Minn.

Portland, Ore.

Seattle, Wash.

Helena, Mont.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Baltimore, Md.

Spokane, Wash.
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Annunciators

.

Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works-
Electrlcal Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc Lamps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
BegffB, J. E-iMchy, & Sappiy Co.
Uineih Electric Go.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens &, Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc I^ifflit Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Elecrric v.-'o.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Weaiern Electric Co.

Bells, JKlectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Alasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B.tt.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co

Beltlns*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcoct & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Lane & B, dley Co., The
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weelon Engine Co.

Boobs, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

jBnrclar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Snpnly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See InsnlBted Wires.)

Cables* Electric. (See Insulatea
Wiiee), Copper. Sbeetand Bar
Moore, Alfred F.
RMebling's S<ne Co.. J. A.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
WBF-tem Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brnsh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.

CIntcbes, Prlctlon.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D Co.

Cordase.
SamsoD Cordage Works.

ConMtmotlon and Kepalrs.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Conetructlon Co., The.
Smith, Thoa. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Kleetrie I^lsiit,
Bnelne Plants and Blectrlc
BallTFays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicox Co., The.
ball Electric Light Co.
Bail Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Ueisier Elecu lu Co.
Ide & Sun, A. L.
Lake Erie Jiuglneering Works.
Lane & Bodiey co., The.
La Roche Electric Works,
Lefmann, Julius.
Leonard *E Co., H. W.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson *!B Co., W. U.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Worka.
bmlth, Thoa. w. Jr.
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Western Electric Co.
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Detroit Electrical Works,
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Electrical Supply Co., The,
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Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'B Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Kiec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
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Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Onts and ST^tcbes.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Catter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snnply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric ( o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm,
Knaup Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nnla, C. S.

Dynamos-
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric »jo.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne b,iectrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heieier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mf^. Co., Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric MannlacturlngCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
StaLdard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weatern Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Oo.

Elpctric I<aTa Cias Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric RailTvays.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Edison General Electric Go-
Siemene i: Halske Electric Co.
Thomaon-Houeton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slechanical

Bryan, W.H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. 8.

Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
Bryan W. H.
Leonard* Co., H. W.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Midland Electric Wke.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
UtiCB Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Coaiblna-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-flonaton Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Electro-PiatinK Sfachines.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Thornson-Houston Electric Co.

Engines, Oas.
i.tWi G.'ie Engine Co,

Engines. Hteam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Entrlne (Jo.

Ball & Wood Co., The.
Ide & Son, A. L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson* Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith. Thos.G. Jr.
Sious City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co,
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse Church, Kerr & Co,
WesLon Engine Oo.

Fan Outfits.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Volcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Soerry Elec, Mining Machine Co.

e^as Iiishtlnar, Electric.
Detroit Elecfrical Worka,
Blnapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Mnuplles.
American Electrical Mf". Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter E lectrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Bdleon General Electric Co.
Electric Cona. & Snpoly Co.
Electric Eng. * Snpply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Su' ply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturiug Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Greit Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klip!*tein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Electrical d^lass-
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Graphite iKpeoialties,
Dixon Grucible Co., Jo?.

Insulators and insulatlnc
Waterlat*.
American Electrical Mfg, Co.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cuebing, P. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okon I to Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co ,H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Lefmann. Julius.

Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated ^Vlres and Cables.
]IIa£rnet Wire.
Americiin Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing.P. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co,
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-

lating Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Boehllrg's Sons Co.. J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

I<anips, Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg, Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Columbia Inc Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edlaon General Electric Co.
ElectricalEng.& Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co,, The,
Electrical SupDly Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Illinois Electric L-amp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Hawvpr-MuD ttlectricCo.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.

Ijflthes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

I^itcbtnin^ Arresters.
VanNui8,"C.S.

nasnet tVlre.
(See Insulated Wires.)

jrecbanieal Sfachlnery.
Ferracnte Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Worka.

BledicaJ Batteries-
Detroit Electrical Works,
Partrlck & Carter Co.

ailca.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eneene.

91<li1it^ niac'tine'-y
Becker Mfg. Co . John.

Mia. Mit;k.tii»i, KIcvirJc.
Detroit Klectrlcal Worka.

Hlnins ApparatUH, Kleetrie.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Honeton Kleetrie Co.
Sperry Slec. Mining Machine Co
Westinehoise Electric & Mfg. CoModel Itlnktng,
Midland Electric Wks,

notors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocaer-Wheeler Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electrlr Co.
Electrical En?, & Supply Co . The
General Electric Co

*

Great Wefttrn Electric Supply Co
La Rncbe Electric Works
Lowell Mfg. Co,, Ltd.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens &, Halske Electric Co.
Phomaon-Houston Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe CoName Plat(>N.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co
Andrews A Co

.
, A. H

Oil Purifiers.
Gravity Purifier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H, M & Sons Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
Railway Equinment Co.

Popc'lai .

Empire China Worka.
AVannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Electrical
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pusb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electriffll Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Union Hardware Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Bailipays, Electric.
(See electric rallwavs.)

B<'^nlntin^ Mnchets.
Ries Electric Specially Co.

Rhr>ORtaiH.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, «*team.
Hine Eliminator Co.
miU Krald.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakiuK Tubes.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Weatern Electric Co.

8peed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Stpam Hi'atiDs Apparatus.
American I")ietrict Steam Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Elecrric Railway
Detroit Elpctrical Worka.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, lnsniatlDK>
Central Electric Co.
Cashing, F. W.
Crescent Tns. Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn .«; Moen Mfg. Co.

Teieerraph Apparucna.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

TelephoneB, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^ The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcManufacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westtnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Worke.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine liVlieels.
Dayton Globe Irop Works Co.
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg, Co.

Typew-iters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

FniTersities.
Institute of Technology.

Wat*»r Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo.

Wire. Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Havdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Rai'way fiqilpment Co.
Roehllnq's bons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,
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STREET LMTIM FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OTTR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WORKS, ULODCESTEE, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatus.

Series Lamps for Arc Circnits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus.

Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

NOTHING
Tells more plainly that

we make the

BEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Than the fact that the

Electric Engineering & Supply Company's

Devices are to be used in all

the buildings for

.AJT OSCXO^^OO.

WE HAVE THE CONTRACT
To furnish the Supplies we manufacture.

SEND US YOUR ORDER.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,
S-S-XI..A.O-CrSX], N-. -S-., TT. S. j^.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
126 I/iberty St., F. C. TIUPSON, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
X'aotorT': ]VIa.xi.oIxester, Oouzi..

MANUFACTURERS OF

;/^^.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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CHICAGO
Is overstocked and we, in particular, on WEATHER-PROOF

WIRE, sizes Nos. 4, 6 and 8. We have all other sizes,

and a large stock. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street^ CMcago.

Pay no attention to THREATS made by agents of the TRUST to

shut off your supply of Lamps. THEY HAVE NOT YET SECURED
THE MUCH TALKED OF AND LONG COVETED DECISION. The
probabilities are that they will NEVER GET IT. The "decision" is of

more value to them in "Statu quo" than it is likely to be WHEN REN-
DERED. It now furnishes them a CLUB TO POUND YOU INTO
LINE WITH. Is this what you call honorable competition? We
manufacture and can sell you a far better machine at a lower price

than you can buy from the Trust. WILL YOU CONTINUE TO BE
ROBBED ?

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFS. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.

Tli-e ^lace to E-a.3r STJLpplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENBINEERINB AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc I<ig;hting

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified doublB-service arc
lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,
318 -317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARKIES BTO STATIC ELECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

^ RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

;

.A. SE'ECI.A.XjT"^'.

rO Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
The only Manafactarers In the Conntry.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents,

This Belling and Lace Leather Is not aileoted by steam or dampness; never be-
comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belling made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

^
ALLLEATHEFT

3IRONR0DORHINSE OLD STYLE
LEATHER L NKAND IRON ROD BELT

AN3 R0PETRAN5MISSION SUPERSEOtOi, DeltiHgis-

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR KONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEYS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING.

[RaWH

SRANCHES: 164 Summer St., Boston, Maaa ; 2-.i5 Pearl St., New York City.

I2» N. Third St.,Pliiladeipliia, Pa ; tiO W. Mon.oe St. Chicago.

'S^lAGElEATrfER-
PieKER Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED (831.

INCORPORATED )8tl3.

Arc Lamps

AN )

ESTABLISHED -

1=ACT: J

r§R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

TUG ONLY ARC LAMP THAT
WORKS SATlSrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK. Search Light No. 13.
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672.000 Feet
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST IHSUUTION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

226 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISOH GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SYSTEM, GIVING GREATEST RESULTS FOR LEAST OUTLAY

[3 \3r£iXV ^LJA%iA^ JL X^JL%lKJ« Electrically and Mechanically Superior to all Others.

W^\
COMPACT. DURABLE. PERFECT. ^|M

'T^ '1*1 --^^i^ Ij^f^IH^^r t^ '''** o"'3/ Incandescent Ziamps which have secured Universal Approval.

^ y MILLIONS SOLD AND MILLIONS SELLING.

Electrically Illuminated Signs and Decorative Displays.

Safety Devices, Measuring, Indicating and Regulating Instruments.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.
:BZt..^INrO£3: OiFIF'XOEIS:

4S BKOA.D STKKET, - NEW YORK.
620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, ill. 40I-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

Could Building, Atlanta, Ca. 15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CliicgLgo Office: He^wr ^Y^orls^ Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
195-207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers of
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
.. AND FIXTURES '

f every description.

Dynamos, Motors, Gas, Electric and Complete Electric Batteries,
I^mps, Sockets, Combination Railway Station and Push Buttons,
Wire, etc. Fixtures. Line Appliances. Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
HIAKIJFACTUBEBS OC

Th5 MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRT BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery Is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMIRICAH BATTSRY COMPAKY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

Z=roT3CLpt Sl1.iprr2.en.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

C-S Specialties. ri

c-

Single Pole. Double Pole.
8-Wire.

Electrically

lecliaiiically

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

SATISFACTORY RESULTS,

GUARANTEES FULFILLED, THP
BEAUTIFUL LAMP,

THE
HAPPY CENTRAL STATION PEOPLE,

"yyin Yo-u Join tlie Procession.?
BUCKEYE

))

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.,
CHICAeO.

437 "The Bookery."
UTEW -FORK,

611 itiail and Express Building.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MAKUFACTUREKS OP

I a

It

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES <. 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK,
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THE
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT

RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MP.

THE lONA SNAP SWITCH.
A Switch and Cut-Out Combined.

EVERY SWITCH FITTED WITH FUSE.

VITRIFIED PORCEL&IN, NICKEL COYERS, Also in China, Plain and Decorated.

HBSID FOB 8A]ni>IiE AND PBICE8.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-Outs, Etc.

REDDING ELECTRIC CO., 41 Federal St., BOSTON.

Two 300 Amp. Shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two Sro Amp. Shnnt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500 Lt. T. H. Di'namoB, compoand wound,

with base, rheostat and ammeter.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.

Ten 12 Lt. Knowles Dynamos, with lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt. Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.

Two 150 Lt. Brush Incandes. Machines, 95 Voltb.

One 15 Lt. Brush Arc, 7 amperes.

One 90 H. P. Armlngton & Sims Engine.

Two 120 Amp. Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., 74 Corflandt Street, NEW YORK.

Insulating Gomponnds,

Tape and Arniatnre Varnish.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 I/iberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 543 "The Bookery."
SOLD BY

THE KliKCTRICAI. SlTPFLiY CO., Clllcaso.
AIOVKLTY K£.ECTKIC CO., Pbiladelpbia,
PETTlK«iEI.I/-AlKI>KElVI» CO., Boston

And Bnpply HouBes ETers'tt^here.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie Solntion of tlie ProMem of Safe (inarillDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AHD DNDERGRODHD

COlNnDTJITS
MANDTACTORED BY

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uunPKsJ B27toB31 W. 34th St.,WOKRS.^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44Bioad St.,m York.

TRADE-MARK

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 226 Pearl St., Bnffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. (iabriel, Saginaw, Mlcb.
Soathern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatruciion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pji.

Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Utica Electrical Mfg, & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

"UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX. DUPLEX and QUADRUPLIX LIOHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MAKE.

^ WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. Estimates Cheerfully Given,

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money .

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue

.

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSON$CO.,
CHICAQO,
173 liske St.

SAJi FRANCISCO,
25 1 nd «7 Fremont St.

NEW YORK,
liy lilberty St.

TRESJTOST,
W.J.

Holly System of Undorground Steam Supply,
FOR THE UTILIZATION OF EXK1AUST STEAM AT ELECTRICAL STATIONS.

For pamphlets and partlcu'ais

regarding Electrical Companies who
are using the "Holly .System" and
converting a waste product Into

money, address

The prudent manager will not

throw away his exhaust steam,

which he can sell for $3,000 to |5,.

000 per annum for each 100 H. P.,

thereby materially increasing his

net revenue.

Sectional view or a Udo of Stoain Mains, Bliowlnu Iron I'Ipo.Wooa Log Covoilng, Ancliorago, Varlatoru .ana Slioet Annies.

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, LOCKPORT, NEW YORK.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANTTFACIURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPABATUS, REPAIBS and SUPPLiIES formerly famished by the United States Electric I.iglttingr Co.?
Hewark, K. J., should now toe sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

.J^.

HBW YORK liAUP FACTORY, Capacity SiO.OOO per day.

LAMPS,
8 C. P. to 1 50 C, P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue,

P08T0N.
510-534 West 23d St.,

NEW YORK.
Pullman Building,

CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAirUPACrCTBED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACmE-HlGH-SFEtrUJ^

ronPRICtS*""

CATALOGUE
J ADDRI35 -

ENGINE DI^T.

jUPEWOR, RE6ULATI0N
AMD ECONOMY r^^

JECTRlcIlQHTiriS
AMofiENERAL

"^^
<c^t WRPOSES

16 SIZES

CARRIED^INSTOCR

rWETKT
tAtIt Dtff OF OUlj

ENSINESj
vsm. immi\

iOlHARDWARE MFG-CO-rac'^Vd'

HUGHES BEOS, MFQ. 00,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlato! Pins ^ Brackets,

And Electrical Iloldiiis.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of DynamoB and Motors
nearly new, which we wIH sell at a low price,

among the number being t^wo 650-llslit|
1,000 -volt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and 43 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the meet dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

MagBetB, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

achine¥ol\jdrks

E.PBu]l2^rd.P^''''-Brid€e'porhConn
.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTKIC BBAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
Gruaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If yon want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KUPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

The ZmATZSST and BZSST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow speed, small floor flpace, direct driven, eelf-oillng besrlnge, little external
magnetlem, etc.

MADE BY TH

k^DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
liimited,

CORRY, PA.
llOHton Office—H. C. Hawka, Manager,
6^0 Atlantic Ave.

CliicacoOfllce~R. J. Randolph, Man-
a(,'cr, l^Wo Monadnock Bnllding.

RuneiaM City, JIIo., Office—L. C.
Eolr, 80(1 Walnut Street.
New York Office—W. 11. Gordon,
Manager, llr> liroudway.

Pliiiadclpblu Olllce-OtlB K. Stuart,
Manager, Dl City Trust Bldg.

Chuttanooen, Tenn.—F. I. Stone.
Ijincoln, Neb.—Big low Electric Sup-
ply Co., ll;i8. 13th St,

Providence, K. I.—Drake, Payaon &
Whlttlor, Cor. Waehlngton & Eddy Bte.

Tarpon l!i|>rln|ca, Fla.-W. D. Wlleon.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

L-an be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

n CSCSG Q^ MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its pai'ts is such that there are no "dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth ruiming and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE JLO]^E OF SIl^FLIOIT^S'.
No skilled engineer is requii-ed.

^- For fiu-ther particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addres

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
78 Barltan Avenae. BOUND BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

In twelve tilalB in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per ce»t Dry Steam. Outetripping all competltore.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

HINE ELIMINATOR GOii newyohk. hobizontai,.

This advertiFement appears every other week.

TORRINGTON, CONN.»

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

CoWs. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BRIDWEPORT. COWJT,
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Armour's Elevated Electric Road.
To P. D. Armour, the well known Chicago packer, is

due the credit of having introduced into his immense

establishment at the Stock Yards, in the World's Fair city,

what is, very probably, the first elevated electric railway

of any size in this country. Six thousand feet of 3-foot

gauge track is now finished, and extensions of about two

miles more are under way.

The Armour elevated railway system connects all the

warehouses and slaughtering

houses, and is so planned that

the entire product of the estab-

lishment will be handled by

electricity. After a careful in

vestigation Mr. x\rmour decided

that, by this arrangement, the

work could be done for one-third

of the former cost, to say

nothing of the convenience and

saving of space. The rapid

transit, too, of fresh material

from slaughter hoases to cooling

rooms is a very important factor

both to the consumer and the

company.

The elevation of the road is

twenty-three feet above the

surface of the ground. Where

the line runs between the

main buildings the structure s

of steel; the remainder is of

Georgia pine. The numerous

switches necessary to reach

all parts of the buildings made

the construction very difficult

to plan satisfactorily. The iron

work was laid out and erected

by Master Mechanic John

Bouchard of Armour & Co.

The electrical work was done

under a contract made with

the Thomson-Houston com-

pany through Manager Geo. P.

Nichols of the motor depart-

ment of the western office of

the electrical company in con-

sultation with Armour & Co.'s

chief electrician, A. Shilling-

Uw, and his assistant, James

Malia. An inspection of the

accompanying view of one of

the most interesting portions

of the road will show what

these gent'emen have accomp-

lished. The cut shows a loco-

motive hauling a train of empiy

cars. At present there are in

service on the system two 20

horse power locomotives of the

standard Thomson - Houston

type. It should also be stated

that the cars, which have each

only two wheels, were designed

by Mr. Xichols. These cars are provided with what

might be called flat flanged wheels, in order that, when

desired, the) may be runoff the rails onto the floors of

the different houses.

The powerhouse is located about a quarter of a mile

from the road, and will be some distance beyond that

when the company moves into its new electric station,

which will be one of the most complete in the

country, occupying a building 125 by 150 feet, and com-

prising three stories, built of steel and brick, with the

engines located on the first floor, shafting on the second

and dynamos on the third. Current for the present rail-

way equipment is supplied from a Thomson-Houston 135

horse power generator. There is also ready for service a

National So horse power machine.

- - The amount of produce handled over this road will

average 400,000 pounds per day, and the innovation will

displace about 150 men. In addition to this, when the

extensions are completed to the coaling station, there will

be dispensed with ten horses and carts and about fifteen

men, and the coal will be delivered directly to the boilers

in better condition and with les6 waste. Much surface

room, too, will be gained.

It is also announced that Armour i; Co. are considerinp

ARMOUR S ELEVATED ELECTRIC ROAD.

the question of a further centralization of powerby the'use

of motors around the works to take current from the railway

system. ._——----_—_^^.«

Electric Light Companies as Manufac-
turing Corporations.

The question as to whether electric light companies

are manufacturing corporations has just been

considered by the Supreme Court of Alabama in the case

of Beggs against the Edison Electric Light & Illuminating

company. The question was raised by the Edison Electric

Illuminating company and the Merchants' Electric Light

5c Power company attempting to consolidate under the

Alabama statute providing that "any two or more mining,

quarrying or manufacturing corporations may unite or

consolidate their capital stock, property and business,"

The word "manufacture" means the making of anything

by hand or artifice. Worcester's Dictionary defines it as

"the process of making anything by art, or of reducing

materials into a form fit for use by the hand or by

machinery." The definition that the word is given by the

Century Dictionary is: "The production of articles

for use from raw or prepared materials by giving these

materials new forms, qualities, properties or combinations,

whether by hand labor or by

machinery."

According to these definitions

of the word "manufacture" the

court declared an electric light

company a manufacturing cor-

poration to all intents and pur

poses. According to the court's

opinion it is no answer to this

argument to say that electricity

exists in a state in nature, and
that a corporation engaged in

the electric light business col-

lects or gathers such electricity.

This does not fully or exactly

express the process by which
such corporations are able to

make, sell and deliver some-
thing useful and valuable.
The business in which an elec-

tric light company is engaged
makes it necessary to invest

large capital in the plant, and
there is purchased and con-

sumed coal and other materials

to produce steam in order to

furnish the power for the

operation of the machinery.

Then there is supplied and
operated a complicated system

of machinery, like that com-
monly used in manufaciuring

establishments, such as boilers,

engines, dj names, shaftings,

belting, etc., and then, by
means of wires, cables and
lampc, the mysterious power
generated by the machinery

used from the material fur-

nished is transmitted, and lights

the streets and private houses.

But the electrical current that

produces these results cannot

be said to be "the free gift

of nature, gathered from the

air or the clouds." It is the

product of capital and labor,

and in this respect cannot be

distinguished from ordinary

manufacturing operations. The
collection, storage, preparation

for market, and the transporta

tion of ice, as found in nature,

is not manufacturing, but the

production of ice by artificial means is. It might as

well be said that a gas company, organized under the cor-

poration laws, is not a manufacturing corporation.

Both gas and the electricity generated are the result

of artifice. Their purpose is the same and their trans-

mission is in a similar manner—the one by pipes and

the other by wires. It has been expressly decided that

a gas company is a manufacturing corporation. When
it is attempted to establish the proposition that the gas

which lights one room is a manufactured product, and

the electricity which lights another is not, one is obliged

to rely more on the definition of terms and the dis-

tinctions of scientists than the actual, practical processes

and productions by means of which results in all re

spects, or at least substantially the same, are produced.
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When it is taken into consideration that tlie electricity

now used and applied in the ordinary business of life is

essentially the product of skill and labor, one can find no

difficulty in reaching; the conclusion with the court that a

corporation eng^aged in generating, storing, transmitting

and selling such electricity to be used for lighting pur-

poses is a manufacturing corporation, and entitled to the

corresponding rights of such a corporation. So the New
York Court of Appeals decided recently, thereby exempt-

ing electric light companies within that state from taxation

.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Visitors to the World's Fair who are at all interested

in electricity will find the great central station plant in

machinery hall one of the most attractive and instructive

features of the exhibition. Here will be seen the latest

type of engines, boilers, arc and incandescent dynamos

and power generators, while large electric traveling cranes,

fitted up for passengers, will slowly traverse the great

building from tndto end, giving visitors an admirable op-

portunity to view the machinery on the floor below. The

plan of the plant, which will supply 90,000 or 100,000 in-

candescent. lamps, about 5,500 arc lamps, and some 2,500

bined capacity of 800 horse power. Then comes the

Westinghouse incandescent installation. There are to be

ten 10,000 light alternators. Two of these in the central

space, which, as indicated on the plan, is larger than the

other sections, are belted in tandem to the big 2,000 horse

power AlHs engine, the largest steam engine at the

exposition. In this section there is also a 10,000 light

machine, operated by a 1,000 horse power Fraser & Chal-

mers engine, and three smaller Westinghouse direct con-

nected power generators. In the next space are four great

direct connected Westinghouse machines, each of 10,000

lights' capacity. Then come three more Westinghouse

dynamos, belted directly to 1,000 horse power engines of

the Buckeye, Atlas and Mcintosh & Seymour types. A
blank section is next indicated on the plan, but this will

undoubtedly be utilized for the Western Electric company's

arc dynamos. Fourteen Fort Wayne 50 light arc machines

will be installed in the next compartment on the west, the

engines being of the Buckeye type, with a combined rating

of 850 horsepower. Twenty Standard arc dynamos, each

a 50 lighter, occupy the space adjoining, which is in the

southwestern corner of the great building. They are

driven by three Russell engines of 950 horse power. The

The Electric Railway in New England
Electric railroad enterprises have advanced with such

gigantic strides in the season now drawing to a close that a

new feature is developed in summer resort travel New lines

are being projected along the whole New England coast,

so that it seems that it will be possible in the near future

to make the grand tour of the beaches from Coney Island

to Bar Harbor in electric cars. The road which is to be

built from Lynn to Salem is another link in the system.

When this is done it will be possible to take an electric car

in Boston and ride to Salem Willows without a change.

This prospect is contemplated with pleasure all over New
England. Competing lines on which electricity is the

motive power serve to keep the passenger tariffs of the

steam roads down to reasonable figures, and thus build up

the suburbs by enabling the poor as well as the people in

fairly comfortable circumstances to live within a radius of

from five to fifteen miles from their work in the city.

Boston's suburban towns are building up very rapidly now,

and this can be attributed almost solely to cheap fares

introduced by electric roads. When the West End road can

carry passengers for five cents to Arlington, a distance of

seven miles, the steam roads have to put their fares at a

^ECT-'OrJ Or Ms^Hrr/cJ^^ ^uli. , ^ECTi(j/j crM^cHif^t'^T /Wex .

horse power for motor service, is shown by the a ccorapa-

nying drawing- The installation takes up the southern

portion of machinery hall and the southeastern corner of

the annex.

These buildings, which are practically one, together

have dimensions of 1,193 by 490 feet. The elec-

trical plant will be included in a space 800 feet long

and 100 feet wide or 80,000 square feet. The boiler

house is distinct, adJDining machinery hall on the south,

and is 630 feet long and 85 feet wide. It will contain

Root, Gill, Heine, National, Campbell & Zell and Bab-

cock & Wilcox boilers, arranged in the order given, from

east to west, the total capacity being about 20,000 horse

power. In the dynamo and engine room the first com-

partment, on the east, in the southeastern corner of machi-

nery hall, contains four Eddy power generators of 250 kilo-

watts capacity each, driven by three Pha;nix engines of an

aggregate capacity of 1,000 horse power, and a 500 horse

power Reynolds Corliss engine directly connected to a

Westinghouse power generator of equal capacity. The
next compartment is also given over to power generators,

containing two 120 kilowatt and two 225 kilowatt Mather

machines, and four 80 kilowatt C. & C. generators, driven

by two Woodbury engines of 550 and 350 horse power

respectively and two other 200 horse power engines not

yet determined- The next section west is occupied by six-

teen Brush arc machines, each of fifty lights capacity.

These are driven by five Ball & Wood engines, of acom-
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Thomson-Houston arc 50 light dynamos, 26 in number,

are in the annex, operated by one 500 horse power Atlas

engine and three Lane & Bodley engines of a combined

capacity of 750 horse power. Aisles for visitors separate

the sections, and the plant is so arranged that the machin-

ery can be seen from all sides. When in operation the in-

stallation will undoubtedly constitute the largest electrical

plant in the world. It was planned by Frederick Sargent

and R. H. Pierce.

Considerable attention is now being given to the subject

of lighting the grounds and buildings for the dedicatory

exercises. This will be done by arc lamps, but the extent

of the illumination is still unsettled. Probably the manu-

factures, transportation, mines and machinery annex

buildings, and a portion of the grounds will be lighted.

The transportation building is nearly all wired for the per-

manent arc lighting. The cross-arms are now being placed

in the subways, and the work of stretching the arc light

wires will soon be begun. About 75,000 feet of wire for

the fire and police alarm telegraphs has been laid. The
principal electrical display at the dedication will be ob-

tained by the use of two Schuckert projectors, by which it

is proposed to throw a flood of light on the buildings and

out on the lake.

Work on the elevated electric railway is well under way,

and many foundations have been already put in.

The eight electric elevators for the administration build-

xnghave been placed in position.

correspondingly low figure. No wonder the electric rail-

way is popular in New England.

New England already has a number of electric roads con-

necting its large cities, and it would not be much of an

undertaing to build connecting links from Providence

through Brockton to Boston and thence by way of Lynn

and Salem to Haverhill. The Merrimac Valley road now

connects the principal cities of this valley. There is now

an elect ic line connecting Worcester, Leicester and

Spencer, and Natick also has an electric road. A line from

Boston to Natick, and thence to Framingham andiWorces-

ter, is among the possibilities now under discussion. It

could probably be made to pay. In fact there will be

no limit to these projects when once they get under way.

In thickly settled districts the electric road seems to be the

only one to fill the bill. In many cases it is thought that

a profitable express and baggage business could be carried

on in this manner.

During the last hot wave a man was seen walking down
the most crowded street in a large city with a unique load.

He had in one hand a storage cell about the size of a

hand valise, and in the other he carried a tripod on the
head of which was fixed a fan motor. A flexible cord con-
nected the motor with the battery cell, and the fan was
spinning away at a rate that produced a lively breeze all

around. There are, perhaps, few people who are des-
perate or enthusiastic enough to carry their fan motor
outfit with them in their peregrinations through a crowded
city, but that the thing is possible has now been demon-
strated.
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Electrical Development on the Pacific
Coast.

The electrician who travels over the Facirtc Coast learns

in a very short time that the states of Oregon and Wash-

ington lead California by a long way in the matter of gen-

eral eleatrical equipment, and he at once attributes the

cause of this to the fact that in the states first named

power is very cheap. Seeing the application of electricity

permeating almost every branch of industry, as it does in

Oregon and Washington, one is inclined to the belief that

after all the keynote of success in operating either electric

lighting or power plants rests in the ability of the station

FIG. r. ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT 0\ THE PACHTC
COAST.

manager to obtain cheap power to drive his generators.

All believe that an abundant supply of falling water afTords

the cheapest source of power known, but through the

timbered sections of the extreme northwest, where hun-

dreds of thousands of tons of sawdust, chips, bark and

slabs are a dru^ on the market, cases are found where,

both steam and water power being available, steam is

used. At Port Blakeley, Wash., the Renton Holmes

Mill company has constructed a wrought iron furnace,

lined with fire brick, that is 34. feet in diimater and lo^

feet high. In this over 100 tons of sawdust is burned each

day, and an equally great amount of chips, bark and slab-

wood is burned in other fires daily just to get rid of it. At

Ballard, Wash., the Stimson Mill company has paid part

of the cost of the construction of a branch road from its

mill to the main line of the West Street & North End

Electric Railway company of Seattle, provided the railway

company would take its fuel from the sawdust pile of th;

mill. At Portland a solitary fire-nan attends to the big

battery of boilers that are automaticallv fired with sawdust

brought over in conveyers from the Willamette Lumber Sc

Mill company, 1,500 feet away. Here six 175 kilowatt

Edison railway generators are operated, and the manner

in which they are operated is so novel that it will be an

ample excuse for a slight diversion. Current is supplied

to two different lines of street railway, and as the center is

nearly two miles from the station, to supply nearly 1,000

horse power at 500 volts at a reasonable loss, that distance

called for a formidable investment in copper. The ma-

chines were therefore coupled up on the three-wire system,

FIG. 2. ELECTRICAL DEVELOTMENT ON THE PACIFIC

COAST.

the neutral was grounded, one line fed positive from its

trolley circu'ts, the other line was negative, and the value

of the copper used was not nearly so appalling. The cur-

rent on the outside wire is metered and charged to the

proper companies.

Reverting to the matter of cheap fuel, the big 450 horse

power Thomson-Houston multipolar railway generator of

the City &: Suburban Railway company of Portland—the

next to the largest dynamo on the Pacific coast—is driven

from the refuse sawdust of the Inman-Paulsen mill, as are

also the two 150 kilowatt Edison generators c' the Willa-

jnette Bridge Railway company. The Tacoma Light &
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Water company burns slabs to run its twenty dynamos,

and the Albioa, Ore., Light & Water company, with

refuse sawdust for fuel, is working its way into the terri-

tory of the Willamette Falls Electric company with water

power. Generally, if sawdust fuel is cheap in the far

Northwest, water power is cheaper, although not quite so

plentiful. Wherever found, it e.Kists in abundance, par-

ticularly at Spokane Falls. Oregon Ciiy, Turnwater,

Olympia and North Vakioia. At some few places, such

as at Salem, Eugene and Albany, Ore., water is used for

nine or ten months, and steam for the remainder of the

year. At Dayton, Wash., the load is carried jointly by

water and steam.

Next to that at Oregon City the water power of Spokane-

Falls, Wash., is the finest in the two great states of Ore-

gon and Washington. Through the remarkably interest-

ing plant of the Edison Electric Illuminating company of

Spokane Falls, which has been illustrated and described in

the columns of the Western Electrician, Spokane

Falls has become more or less familiar to electricians. To
obtain power at Oregon City is almost impossible, for the

reason that the Willamette Locks & Transportation com-

pany controls and jealously guards it. At Sookane, how-

ever, water power may be obtained at the ridiculously low

figure of $1 per horss pover per annum, and for twenty-

four hours a day if desired. Steam power at Spokane

costs $3o per annum.

It is but reasonable to suppose that with power so cheap

there should be remarkable activity in the electrical line at

Spokane, and this is the case. To substantiate this it is

only necessary to refer to the illustrations herewith pre-

sented, whi-^h are reproductions from photographs taken

by the correspondent of the Wk.stern Electrician. On
the bank of the river in Fig. i will be seen a small square

house, with peaked roof and shed attached, standing en

piles. Five j-ears ago this little house and shed was the

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT ON THE PACIFIC
COAST.

only station of the Edison Electric Illuminating company

of Spokane. Its electrical equipment consisted of one No.

12 Edison incandescent machine, and one 12-light 1,200

candle p")war Brush arc dynamo. The little old station is

naw U5ed as a power house for the brewery on top of the

bank, power from water wheels being carried thence by

rope transmission. This, by the way, is soon to be sup-

planted by electric power from the Edison station, two

motors of go horse power having been con-

tracted for. In Figs. 2 and 3 is shown the present sta-

tion of the Illuminating company, the electric equipment

of which consists of two No. 32 Edison and three 80 horse

pOA^er (:yp2 D 62) Fnomiin-H )Ustoa railway generators,

500 volts, two No. :6 and eight No. 20 125 volt Edison

iacindescen' giuerators. ten 50 light 2,000 candle power

Tbomsoa-H juston arc light dynamos and two American

arc machines, one of 5^ lights aud oaeof 35 lights. Still-

well Sc Bierce water wheels are ussd, there being six pairs

of 10 inch wheels, giving 120 horse power per pair, and

two pairs of 15-inch wheels returning 300 horse power per

pair. The nightly load is about 6,000 incandescent lamps

of 16 candle power capacity each, while about 300 horse

power in stationary motors, between 500 and 600 horse

power in street railway work and 500 arc lamps are oper-

ated. In addition, the cable for a road running westerly

up over the "backbone" is driven from the station, ivhich

makes a noteworthy showing for a city of about 25,000

people. Everything electrical in Spokane, street railways

and all, is operated fron; this station.

The remaining illustrations show other views of Spokane

Falls, Figs. 4 and 5 being views of the upper falls looking

up the river, while Fig. 3 shows the lower falls, looking

from a bridge down the river toward the station. The

upper and lower falls each make a descent of seventy feet,

and it is from ths dam forming the lower falls that the

Illuminating company takes its water through two steel

flumes, each seven feet in diameter and about 500 feet
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long. It can always be depended upon that wherever

such water powers exist there will be found remarkable

activity in the application of electricity.

Chicago Electric Club.

Members of the Chicago Electric club will remember
that last January a committee of five was appointed by the

club for the purpose of canvassing the advisability and
practicability of reorganizing the club's finances on the

basis of a stock company. Since the time of the commit-

tee's appointment the matter has been very carefully coc-

FIG. 4. ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT ON THE PACIFIC
COAST.

sidered, and about a week ago three of the committee.

Messrs. Sunny, Terry and Kreidler, at a private dinner,

to which had been invited several other prominent mem-
bers of the club, made a report in favor of a reorganisation

on a stock basis.

This idea was unanimously approved by the members

present, and over ^3,000 in stock was at once subscribed.

A committee of three, composed of Messrs. Home, Meek-

er and Gregory, was then appointed to solicit additional

stock subscriptions.

Apparently the reorganiza*:ion committee's work has

met with the club's approval, for on the day following

the date of the meeting at which the report

in favor of reorganization on a stock basis was presented

thirteen applications for membership were filed Since

then three more have been received, and the prospects for

further additions to the membership are decidedly encour-

aging.

The literary committee appointed for the coming season

will consist of the following named members: James W.
Johnson, chairman, George Cutter, E. E. Keller, Charles

Wirt and L. A. Ferguson.

Government Telegrapln and the People's
Party,

"I could quote you a good argument in support of the

views of the people's party out of tne mouth of Postmas-
ter General Wanamaker," Senator Kyle of South Dakota
said to a Chicago reporter recently. "'I was speaking with

him the other day and he declared that if the management
of the telegraph system was in his hands—under govern-

FIG. 3. ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT ON THE PACIFIC

COAST.

meot control, of course— he would arrange a scale of loo

words for 25 cents. Do you not think that would be a

benefit to the nation? The Western Union company has

now raised its stock from $50,000,000 to $100,000,000.

Where is the thing to stop snould this daily increasing

monopoly continue? Moreover if the telegraph system

were owned by the government we should hear nothing of

a strike of employes, nothing of these periodic difputes

which destroy business while they last.
'

A stock company has been formed in Redwood Falls,

Minn., to put in an electric light plant immediately, The
company has a franchise for five years and the city has the

privilege of buying the plant when the franchise expires
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Cornell University's Test of a 1 7,500
Watt Stanley Transformer.

By Harris J. Ryan.

The method employed in testing the 17,500 watt, 1000-

50 volt transformer, for a frequency of 132 p. p. s., was

as follows:

The power dissipated through hysteresis, eddy currents,

etc., was determined by the use of a contact maker, con-
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY S TEST OK A 17,500 WATT SIAN-

LEY TRANSFORMER.

denser and elsctromateras de5Cfib;d in the paper on trans-

formers in the proceedino;s of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, Vol. VII.. p. i. The transformer re-

ceived current from a Westingbouse alternator at 132

p. p. s. This machine was driven by a hi eh speed
60 horse power tandem compound automatic engine that

had a fair speed regulation. It was found at the start,

however, that the total loss of power in the trans-

former at fall load was in the neighborhood of

but 3 per cent, of the load. On account of the natural

drift of the speed of the engine within certain limits, it was
not found practicable to measure the total power delivered

to the transformer and that given out by it with such a de-

gree of accuracy that the probable error would be less

than I per cent. This would mean a probable error in the

determination of the total power dissipated by the trans-

former of 30 per cent.

Were there no magnetic leakage in transformers we
would get a measure of the power lost through heating of

the primary and secondary conductors by the product of

the drop in volts observed on the secondary into the cur-

rent output of the same. This measure wouM then be
rigidly accurate when the secondary is at work on incan-

descent lamps, and the primary magnetizing current is as

small as it is for this transformer. Actually, however,

there is always some magnetic leakage that increases with
the output of each transformer, and lowcs the electromn-

tive force of the secondary by lesseniog the magnetization
through the same. Since this action results in no waste

FIG, 2. TIIOMSON-aOUSTON SEARCH IJGIIT ON TirE

STEAMER MAINE,

of power, in ignoring its presence we shall maki an error

that couiits agiinst the transformer. It is highly probable
that in a transformer with a drop in pressure due to load
of only 2 per cent, or 2)^' per cent,, the error thus made
against the efficiency at full load will not amount to more
than i per cent.

The drop of secondary pressure due to load was ob-

served by taking simultaneous readings of the effective

pressure at the terminals of the primary and secondary

when the transformer was loaded with lamps to an output

of 17.500 watts and when it was unloaded. In this way
errors due to the drift of the speed of the engine are elim-

inated.

The accompanying diagram, with its curves, gives

graphically the observations made for determining the

power taken up by the transformer with the secondary on

open circuit. From the curves of primary impressed

electromotive force and primary current the power lost

through hysteresis and eddies in the iron core was deter-

mined to be 186 watts, with the pressure at the primary

terminals of 1,110 volts. It is desirable to know the

power lost at the standard pressure of 1,000 volts. In

making this deduction it was assumed that this loss varies

as the 1.7 power of the magnetic density in the iron core.

The power lost in the transformer on open circu t

at a primary pressure of 1,000 volts is therefore 157

watt.

The drop in the secondary pressure due to load was de-

termined from the following effective primary and second-
ary pressure readings which are given as the mean of a
number of observations:

Full Load. No Load.

Primary .
Secondary Primary Secondary

1.077 53-SO 1,132 57-0 3

Reduced to a primary pressure of 1,000 volts.

Primary
|

Secondary Primary Secondary

49.67 50.S3

Drop, r.i6 volts, or 2.32 per cent.

Power lost in heating the conductors, 1.16X350=405
watts.

FIG. 3. THOiMSON-IIOUSTON SEARCH XIGHT ON THE
STEAMER MAINE.

The variation of the efficiency with the load is given by
the following equation:

W
Efficiency= 100

W+H-f-KW-
Where W~the output of the transformer in watts

H= the power lost through hysteresis and eddies
in the core.

K depends upon the effective resistance.

Substituting the numerical values of H and K we
have:

W
Efficiency= 100

W+157+-OOOOOI32W2
The efficiencies at full load, half load, quarter load and

one-eighth load are 96.9 per cent., 97.1 per cent., 960
per cent., and 93.0 per cent, respectively. For one 16
candle power lamp the efficiency is about 24 per cent.

For a determination of the all day efficiency when the
primary pressure is kept up at all hours of the day it is

assumed that this transformer would have a working out-

put equivalent to 17,500 watts for five hours out of every
24. Under these conditions the all day efficiency is 03 S

per cent.

Ducretet and Lejeune's Apparatus for
Generating Alternating Currents

of High Potential.

The accompanying cut, which is reproduced from the

EIcktrotcchIIIseller Anzci^cr, shows a simple device for pro-

ducing alternating currents for high tension experiments.

The apparatus is thus described in the German journal:

After observing with much interest the wonderful ex-

periments of Thomson and Testa with currents of high

potential and unusually great number of alternations, at-

tention is naturally directed to the apparatus by which

these interesting phenomena can be reproduced, and that

in the simplest possible minner; that is, without the em-

ployment of complicated machinery. First of all it will be

necessary to have the familiar Kuhmkorff coil and intei-

ruptlng attachment modified slightly for the present pur-

pose. The accompanying cut shows the general arrange-

ment of Ducretet and Lejeune's apparatus, which wa
used by D'Arsonval and Janet in their experiments in the

Societe de Physique. As a reference to the cut will show,

the current is developed in an induction coil and its

interrupting device r v, the primary current coming from a

primary or secondary battery. The induced current is

taken off at the secondary binding posts and wires / i. In

this machine the potential was so high as to pierce through

an air space of 50 millimeters.

With this source of current were connected a series of

other pieces of apparatus, set up on a special support or

DUCRETET AND LEJEUNE'S APPARATUS FOR GENERATING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF HIGH POTENTIAL,

plate. This auxiliary apparatus consisted of a Leyden jar

L, a small oil transformer T, with its primary winding

connected to the binding posts A and B. The secondary

winding was connected to sliding metal rods, which were

provided at their ends with metal balls and which could be

separated from each other any desired distance.

As was the case with the e.xperiments of Thomson and

Tesla, the number of the impulses was greatly multiplied

by the so-called oscillating discharge in the Leyden jar.

As has be2n shown the operation of currents of this kind

can be greatly assisted by directing against the discharge

point a blast of air. D'Arsonval, however, obtained the

same result by the employment of an electro-magnet. In

these experiments the phenomenon observed by Thomson
and Tesla was also noticed—the absolutely harmless char-

acter of the current, in spite of its extraordinarily high po-

tential. It was possible, for instance, to touch the two

discharge rods while sparks 4 centimeters long were being

thrown across—indicating a pressure of many hundred thou-

sand volts, and yet without danger, and in fact without ex-

periencing the slightest pain, if care was taken to first

bring the rods together and then gradually draw them

apart, and then, before letting go, to bring the rods back

in contact.

If this arrangement of D'Arsonval and Janet presents

nothing new, it at least shows that these interesting and

promising phenomena can be obtained in a very simple

way—a very great essential for the general and thorough

FIG. 4. THOMSON-HOUSTON SEARCH LIGHT ON THE
STEAMER MAINE.

investigation of a new principle or scientific truth. It

might be added that the employment of the Ruhmkorff coil

and the Wagner "hamner" is of value in that it permits of

the regulation of the number of the vibrations of the

interrupter, and thas in this simple way controls the num-
ber of impulses in the secondary—a condition not possible

with a dynamo with a fixed number of coils and constant

speed.
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Recent Growth of Electric Lighting in

Chicago.

Colonel J. J. S. Wilson, who has charge of the elec-

trical inspection department of Chicago, under City Elec-

trician Barrett, has recently devised a new system of keep-

ing the records of the electrical inspections made by mu-

nicipal authority in Chicago. When completed and per-

fected these records will contain the principal data of

every electrical installation in Chicago. Already they con-

tain much interesting information. A representative of

the Western Electrician who lately visited the office

of the bureau was enabled to make up the following table,

giving official details of the electric lighting plants of eight

of the large commercial buildings of Chicago that have

been completed within a year:

No. of Incandescent

I
Lamps.

Great Northern Hotel 5,^64
5.149
4, too

3,200
3,600
3,'3S

2,700
1,000

Alonadnock Building
Title aad Trust Building..
Woman's Temple
Ashland Block

Unity Building

Length of Electric
Wires.

63 mildS 1,760 feet

56 " .^,325
"

46 " S75 •'

37 " 380 "
27 *' 3)iS-
Not computed
27 miles 2290 feet ',

13 " ",042
"

The^e figures give some idea of the recent extension of

commercial electric lighting in Chicago, and indicate a

rate of growth in this direction probably unequaled by any

other city in the country. Of the installations enumerated

in the table, the Great Northern. Monadnock and Vene-

tian buildings are supplied from the Chicago Edison com-

pany's Adams street station; the Masonic, Unity, Woman's

aad Ashland buildings have isolated plants, the first named

on the Thomson- Houston system, the second on the Edi-

son system, the other two employing Western Electric ma-

chinery; and the Title and Trust building is furnished with

current from a small central station plant in the basement

of the University building. In the eight buildings there

are 28,851 lamps, an average of 3,606.

The manner of procedure now adopted in the electrical

inspection department is interesting. First, the person

desiring the inspection of a new electrical installation or

an addition to an old one, in compliance with the require-

ments of the city ordinance, fills out an "Application for

Electrical Inspection." In this he describes the plant,

giving the location, quantity and quality of wiring, num-

ber of arc and incandescent lamps, generators and motors,

description of the system and particulars of the conver-

ters, if alternating current is used. This is duly filed, and

City Inspector Haskins then makes a careful examination.

If he is satisfied with the condition of the plant a certifi-

cate isissued on his recommendation, in the name of the

citv electrician. This certificate is worded as follows:

This Certifies that the undersigned, superintendent

of city telegraph for the city of Chicago, has inspected the

electrical wires and apparatus located at

comprising
used for power illuminating purposes, whereof

user. And having performed said service,

now, on this day of ...18...

does further certify that the said apparatus, wires and at-

tachments are properly arranged and insulated, as contem-
plated in and by the ordinances of the city of Chicago,

and that they are now in proper condition to be used for

purposes specified.

Do not allow any plumber, gas or steam fitter, carpen-

ter or other mtchanic to interfere with these wires. Read
these extracts from the ordinance governing electric liu;ht-

ing.

Sec. 5. No alterations shall be made in the plant, after

inspection. _ without first notifying the city electrician and
subjecting the plant to inspection, subject to the provision

of the ordinance.

Sec. 6. Any person who shall use any electric lights in

violation of any of the provisions of this ordinance shall

be subject to a penalty of not less than fifty dollars nor
e.xceeding one hundred dollars, and to a like penalty for

each day during which he shall continue such violation.

The possession of a certificate of this character, proper-

ly filled out, is a guaranty that a plant is properly wired.

away like the wind on their machines. T he previous

night two men similarly equipped cut wires at the corner of

Grand River and Third street, but the policeman who wit-

nessed the deed was not sufficiently fleet of foot to compete

with the bicycles. On the 22d a conference was held between

the company and the strikers and the trouble was settled, the

company agreeing to nearly all of the demands of the men.

The Detroit Strike.

On September 13th the stri'ce of the trimmers of the

Detroit Electric Light & Power company was

begun, the men claiming that an effort was being

made to break up their union and demanding the discharge

of the foreman. After that for several nights certain por-

tions of the city were in darkness, and it was charged that

the strikers cut the wires. This was denied by the union.

On one night it was reported that over two-thirds of the

lights supplied by the company were out. The strikers

claimed that more lights were not burning on account of

defective trimming by new men, than through any wire

cutting. On the iSih a patrolman reported that he saw

two men with bicycles in Cass park. One '' them had

just cut a wire. He started in pursuit, but they sped

The Thomson-Houston Search Light on
the Steamer Maine.

The building of large search light equipments is becom-

ing a very important branch of the business of a number

of American manufacturers of electric lighting apparatus.

The search light maneuvers of the white squadron a year

ago and the more recent experiments in signaling from

?*lt. Washington, N. H., to Portland, has done much to

lens. The lamp can be drawn out of the projector case

when it is desired to renew the carbons, and all contacts

are made by simply sliding the lamp into position in the

case. The direction of the beam can be controlled from a

distance by means of electrical devices. The light is

readily seen at a distance of several miles. By throwing

the ray vertically, the presence of a vessel can be located

from a great distance during fogs.

All the appliances throughout are very substantially con-

structed and adapted to stand the severe atmospheric con-

ditions to which they are subjected.

The use of the direct coupled machines saves much floor

space, and it is needless to say is a great improvement

over the old belt-driven dynamo. Similar apparatus has

been placed on the New Hampshire, of the same line, and

the steamer Fairfax, of the j\Ierchants' and Miners'.

Thomson-Houston apparatus has also been used to equip

IIU. 1. I'HE THOMSON-HOUSroN SEAK

excite comment and awaken prediction as to future appli-

cations of such machines. The We.stern Electrician

has referred a number of times to the usefulness of the elec-

tric search light equipmenti n lake navigation. The search

light, or projector, located on the pilot house. Fig. i, is un-

der perfect control, and is invaluable as a means of safety

in showing buoys, docks, wharves and approaching ves-

sels, and the coast along which the vessel is running. Its

value in time of fog and as a means of signaling cannot be

too highly estimated. That the steamboat companies of

the country are appreciating what the search light can do

for them is evidenced by the accompanying illustrations

which show the electrical apparatus used on the steamer

Maine, of the Providence & Stonington Steamship com-

pany.

The dynamos on the Maine, Fig 3, are of 8,000 watts capac-

ity each, and are used both to supply current for the incan-

descent lamps distributed throughout the vessel and for

the search light or projector, a cut of which is also shown.

This projector has been brought to its present state

of perfection after many experiments. Is is built of

non-magnetic material, so as not to affect the compass.and

also to withstand atmospheric conditions. The lamp. Fig. 4,

is constructed so that both carbons are automatically fed, and

the arc maintained in a fixed position in the focus of the

;h light on the steamer maim;.

the United States cruisers Newark, Miantonomoh, \'esu

vius, Petrel and Dolphin.

Substituting Electricity for Steam on
Elevated Railroads.

The Interstate Consolidated Rapid Transit Railway

company, which operates an elevated steam railway in

Kansas City, Kan., and part of Kansas City, Mo., is

changing its motive power to electricity, using the trolley

system. The company's cable feeder line, running from

the business part of Kansas City, Mo., to the eastern

terminus of the elevated road, has already been changed to

an electric road. The work of erecting poles and string-

ing wires along the elevated road goes steadily on.

This company is not satisfied with its present scope in

Kansas City, Mo., and. it is said, has a project on hand to

gain control of the Tenth street cable line, and make it

part of its electric system, connecting with the original line

by means of a new electric line on Wyandotte street. An
ordinance to grant the franchise for the Wyandotte street

line is now before the city council, and it is meeting with

considerable opposition.

It is said that nine-tenths of the new houses in Indian-

apolis are being fitted with electric light wires.
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would be interesting to know the increase for the year, and

also the total number of lamps now installed in Chicago.

NodoQbc the result would be astounding. The figures for

the eight buildings, which are given in the article on "Re-

cent Growth of Electric Lighting in Chicago," presented in

this issue, are very large, but it must be remembered that

they only refer to new buildings. The largest private in-

stallation in the city—that at the Auditorium, with 10,000

or 12,000 lamps— is not included.
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If IT can be proved that the arc lamp trimmers who

went on strike in Detroit recently cut the wires leading to

the lamps and so plunged portions of the city in darkness,

as is charged, the miscreants should be severely punished.

Plenty of light constitutes one of the most important ele-

ments of police protection in a large city, and it is a

seriou*; matter to cut off the supply, and one in which all

good citizens are interested. Cutting arc light wires with-

out proper tools or knowledge of the normal condiion of

the load on the station is an expedient that inexperienced

men would not be likely to put in practice, however ardent

their sympathy for the strikers. This fact emphasizes the

natural su-^picion of the strikers entertained in the public

mind, and will divert whatever moral support they might

otherwi'-e have from the community, despite the protesta-

tions of innocence m^dtr by the union. The matter should

be thoroughly investigated.

The decision of the Supreme Court of Alabama that

electric light companies are manufacturing corporations,

reported on another page, will have an important bearing

on the question of stealing electricity, which recently came

up in St. Louis. In that case much doubt was expressed

as to whether the theft of electricity produced by commer-

cial companies was a crime that could be punished under

existing laws, owing to the intangible nature of the thing

taken, and the contention that it was a "free gift of Na-

ture," like air and v/ater. The Alabama court has decided,

however, that the latter assumption is not correct. It lays

down the proposition that electricity produced by central

sla;ion companies "is the product of capital and labor, and

in this respect cannot be distinguished from ordinary

manufacturing operations" The court continues:

Both gas and electricity generated are the result of arti-

fice. Their purpose is the same and their transmission is

in a similar manner— the one by pipes and the other by
wiie^ It has been expressly decided that a gas company
is a manufacturing corporation. When it is attempted to

establish a proposition that the gas which lights one room
is a manufactured product, and the electricity which lights

another is not, one is obliged to rely more on the defini-

tion of terms and the distioctions of scientists than the

actual, practical processes and productions by means of

which results in all respects, or at least substantially the

same, are produced.

It would seem to follow from this decision that electric-

ity can be stolen from wires exactly as gas can be stolen

from pipes, and if the question was brought up in Ala-

bama the court would undoubtedly so decide. This is the

common sense view, and it is to be hoped that it will pre-

vail in all the state.

It is gratifying to Chicago pride to cnnteraplale the fact

that wiihm a year ei^ht large buildings have been comp'eted

in the western metropolis, containing over 28,000 incandes-

cent lamps. It is also an indication of the lavish use of

electric h'ghting in the grtat commercial buildings in this

city. Of course the figure given repTcsents only a portion

of the year's growth in this direction, as hundreds of other

buildings were fitted for electric lighting during the same

period. Were it possible to obtain the exact figures, it
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enterprise that entailed danger to life, and the destruction

of property. They have had ample experience to con-

vince them that the much abased trolley system is a very

desirable impiovement in street railway traction. Con-

cerning the malicious attacks upon this system the asso-

ciation has spoken iu no uncertain manner. In its reso-

lutions it says:

This association earnestly deprecates the opposition
manifested against the trolley system in various quarters,

as being founded upon neither reason nor fact, and as be-

ing contrary to the best interests of any community seek-

ing rapid transit facilities and suburban homes for a grow-
ing population.

This sentiment will be heartly commended wherever the

trolley has been given a trial. It is a most emphatic in-

dorsement and is worthy the serious consideration of all

who are desirous of securing authentic information on this

important subject. It may serve to enlighten the people

of New York and open their eyes to the fact that, in the

matter of improved rapid transit facilities, they are far be-

hind many of their smaller neighbors.

Electric clubs have a most important field of operation

not only in a social and commercial sense, but as educa-

tional mediums. The Chicago Electric club, for in-

stance, has a regular committee whose duty it is to provide

a literary programme for its meetings. Each year the

club considers the questions that are occupying the atten-

tion of experimenters and investigators in this field, and

the contributions to electrical literature that have been

presented through the ageucy of the club have made the

organization known not only throughout this country, but

abroad. The coming season, it is promised, there will be

a plentiful supply of contributions, and as the papers gen-

erally will treat of subjects of considerable popular inter-

est, no doubt the discussions will be equally interesting.

There are many other organizations in the west

planned on similar lines, and although it could not be ex-

pected that the scope of their work would be as extended

as that of the Chicago organization, yet they have done

excellent service in promoting interest in electrical science.

One of the latest organizations of this character is the St.

Louis club, whose plans indicate that the members have

the right idea of the work to be performed.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers h^s al-

ready begun this season's work. The aim of this organi-

zation is to enlist the efforts of investigators in every field

of electrical activity through lut the country. The last

general meeting of the institute, which was held at Chica-

go, showed that the organization was rapidly attaining the

national character to which it aspires. All of these or-

ganizatiois deserve the support of the electrical fraternity,

as they are engaged in disseminating information that can

not fail to be productive of good results.

That street railway men of the Empire state are fully

convinced of the merits of the overhead trolley system is

clearly shown by the emphatic indorsement which is con-

tained in the resolutions adopted at the convention at

Saratoga Springs last week. In these resolutions the

Street Railway Association of the State of New York "con-

gratulates the company and the public of the greatest city

in the Union upon the adoption of the latest and most im-

proved method of street railway traction." This was

done after the discussion of the plans of the Union Rail-

way company which proposes to utilize the trolley system

in the metropolis. These resolutions should have consid-

erable weight with the authorities of the city of New York.

The men who have thus indorsed the tiolley system are

street railway managers and capitalists in good standing,

who could not afford to lend the use of their names to an

The Chicago Tribune prints the following paragraph

relative to the liabilities of insurance and electrical com-

panies;

There is a growing belief that in all cases where elec-

trical companies put in improper connections and improper
wiring they may be held strictly accountable for all

loss occurring to buildings so connected and wired. And
why not? Railways are made to pay for damages from
spaiks from their locomotives and for fires which are
directly traceable to their negligence, and there appears to

be no good reason why electrical companies that ought
surely to know all about proper and iniproper converters

and wiring should not be made to pay for deficiencies and
palpafiie faults. If ihe increase of fire losses of this year
and last can be directly traceable to any cause let the cause
bear its proportion of it. Neglectful and careless is the
general opinion of fire underwriters.

Here is an interesting point, and one that might be made

the subject of much discussion. If it could be proved

that an electric light company had wired a building in an

improper manner and tliat a conflagration hid been the

direct result of the poor or careless work, it is possible

that a case might be made against the company. But in

how many cases are defects in wiring and fixtures due to

hard and rough treatment on the part of the consumer? It

should be remembered that it is decidedly to the central

station man's interest to keep his lines in the best possible

order. Contrary to the policy of the gas man, who figures

upon a most substantial loss from leakage, the central

station man for numerous and really very selfish reasons

spends much time and money in the work of maintaining

the highest possible insulation upon his supply conductors.

Leakage to the gas man means only that so much of the

product of his works passes off without a return; leakage

to the electrical man, as evidenced by the electrical compa-

y's careful inspection, may mean a very serious accident

to property or person. But the greatest care will not pre-

vent accidents from a coasumer's careless handling of

apparatus not his own. Locomotives give off sparks that

cause damage and juries render verdicts against the rail-

ways for fires traceable to the sparks. But are the two cases

parallel? In the one instance we have machinery directly

in charge of the railway company, while in the case of a fire

from electrical conductors we have the consumer viri ually in

charge—or at least as much so as he would be with his oil

lamp or gas jet or gas stove.

Beside, do not the underwriters' inspectors pass upon

all apparatus and fi.xtures within a building and keep a

continual and careful watch for every change that might

increase or decrease a risk?

There is an installation of another character, too, that

should be of decided interest to insurance men, and one

concerning which many interesting points might be raised.

Take the case of an isolated electric light plant turned over

to the building's owner. Where should the liability rest in

this case? An installation may have been constructed in

all its details in a most thorough and scrupulous manner

and while in proper hands be perfectly safe; and yet it may
be the direct cause of fire by reason of the ignorance or

carelessness of men operating it. In order to show how all

precautions may be made of no avail it is but necessary to

call to mind one trick sometimes resorted to by dynamo
men—of inserting copper wire for fuses. In Chicago a

representative of the board of underwriters passes upon

wiring done throui^hout the city and his opinion has a

bearing in the decision as to rates. This would seem to

be a virtual admission of responsibility. The insurance

companies should continue to insist upon a high standard

of construction and employ thoroughly competent electrical

engineers to pass upon all risks. This is a much better

policy than attempting to figure out how the central station

or consumer might be held responsible. The "ounce of

prevention" is all that is ncededi
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THE CONVENTION
Of the New York State Street Railway

Association at Saratoga.

The teath annual meeting of the S:reet Riilway Asso-

ciation of the State of New York was held at the United

States Hotel, Saratoga Springs, on September 20th. The

president of the association, John N, Beckley, of Roch-

ester, presided.

The following named delegates of railway companies were
present: John W, McNamara, president Albany railway,

Albany; Diniel F. Lewis, president Brooklyn City Rail-

road company, Brooklyn; W. J. Richardson, secretary

Atlantic Avenue Railroad company, Brooklyn; James A.
Powers, superintendent Glens Falls Electric railway,

Glens Falls; John X. Beckley, president and Charles J.
Eissell, counsel, Rochester Railway company, Rochester;

Charles Cleminshaw, president, and Charles H. Smith,

superintendent, Troy and Lansingburgh Railroad company,
Troy.

There were also present H. C. Evans, Johnson com-
pany; J. A. Hanna, McGuire Truck company; W. F. D,
Crane, W. H. Johns Manufacturing company; D. W.
Pugh. John Stephenson company; W. J. Clark, A. Lewis
and Prof. Feary, General Electric company; W. H. De-
laney. Royaliae Manufacturing company; W. S. Silver,

Graduated Car Spdng company; F. D. Russell and E.

Packer, Rochester Car Wheel company; C. S. Merrill,

Engineering Equipment company; G. N. McKibben,
Reed & McRibben; Elmer Morris, Thomson-Houston
company;J E. Wallace. Smith &; Wallace; A. R. Cook,

Q. & C. company; J F Ostrom, Pennsylvania Steel com-
pany; Frank R. Ford. Short Electric Railway company;
WilUrd S. Brown, American Casualty & Insurance com-
pany; John Patterson. Taylor Truck company; Frank A.
Magce, The E. S. Greeley & company; J. H. Jones, West
Troy, and Louis Pfingst, Boston.

The first business was the address of the president,

which was as follows:

The oast year has been without special incident, so far

as the street railroad interests of the state are concerned.

I shall take your time but a few moments in giving a brief

summary of the record of the year, and in calling your at-

tention to a few practical matters.

Many members of tbe association feared that the street

railroad interests would be subjected to uncalled for at-

tacks on the part of the Legislature at its late session, and
much apprehension was felt that unjust and hostile legis-

lation might be successful in impairing the value and use-

fulness of street railroad properties throughout the state.

The executive committee of this association took early ac-

tion lookmg to the protection of our common interests.

The report of tbe work done by tbe committee in this re-

gard, will, I am sure, meet your approval. The success

which has attended the efforts put forch is evident to every

member of the association. No bill striking street rail-

road interests, and no bill which injuriously affected street

railroad interests, became a law. l he olDiigation of pro-

tecting the properties which we are called upon to man-
age against adverse and iniquitous legislation is lost sight

of. Certain of our brethren seem to rely upon the success

of efforts which they trust will be put forth tiy others who,
perhaps, have no larger interests to protect than have
they.

The most important function of a state street railroad

association is to furnish information to the members of the

legislature as to the needs of street railroad companies,

and to combat before legislative committees, and in per-

sonal intercourse with senators and assemblymen, the er-

roneous propositions which are often advanced without

adequate knowledge of the condition of things. A great

majority of the members of our legislature are honest

men, who, when informed as to the facts, will act intelli-

gently without injury to any legitimate industry or busi-

ness. There always have been and there always will be

others in every legislative body who take advantage of

every opportunity which ingenuity can suggest, to strike

corporations by the medium of unjust and hostile legisla-

tion. Thus far, the street railroad companies of the state

have not been injured by unwise or disnonest legislation.

But immunity cannot always be secured, except as the

result of diligent and intelligent effort on the part of the

street railroad companies themselves. A fair and intelli-

gent presentation of the facts as they exist, made at the

proper time, I believe, will always protect the interests

with which we are identifiea; but such presentation ought

to be made by the representative of this association, and
such representative ought to stand for every street railroad

corporation in the state.

I trust the time will very soon come when every street

railroad company in this commonwealth wi.l not only have

its name enrolled on the books of the association, but will

be as well an active, earnest and enthusiastic member.
Our interests are common; our efforts should be united.

During the past year much progress has been made in

the education of the people of the larger ciiies of the state

upon the subject of the "trolley system" of propelling

street cars. Even in the city of New York, where a year

ago it seemed electric cars could never be operated be-

cause of the intense and unreasonable prejudice of the

people, franchises are now being obtained, and there is

every reason to believe that the old fashioned, slow mov-
ing and nuisance-causing horse car system of that great

and prosperous city will soon give place on all the lines to

the modern systems of propulsion by electricity cr cable.

Our Brooklyn friends have carried on their campaign of

education with skill and unceasing effort, and the complete

success of such effort seems now to be assured. So
throughout the state, until as error, ignorance and hostile

interests are cleared away, the people of every community
are coming to realize that they live in the last decade, and

not in the middle, of the nineteenth century. The im-
provements which have been made in electric and cable
railroad appliances, machinery and consiruction may be
said to have kept pace with the demand for the same. The
electric motor of to-day represents a great advance over
the electric motor of last year, and the cable roads under
construction in the city of New York represent the cable
system at its best.

Street railroad men are learning that in the manage-
ment of our properties it pays to be liberal. I do not
mean that it is wise to be extravagant, or reckless, or
improvident in the management of such properties, but
that a broad and progress.ve policy, which furnishes to the
people increased facilities for travel, adds to the net income
to be derived from the operation of street railroads. The
public, as most of us have come to know, are quick to
appreciate improvements made, and as quick to respond
with their nickels to the effort of a company to intelligently

and efficiently serve them.
It seems to me wise, and in accordance with the best

business principles, to keep a little in advance of the

reasonable demands of the peop'e with reference to im-
provements, additions and extensions. I do not mean
tbat a company should heed the request or demand of a
hundred families toextenda line where it wilt require 1,000
families to support that line when extended. But con-
structing an extension somewhat, perhaps, in advance of
the time when such an extension will pay operating ex-

penses is, in my opinion, as a rule, the wise thing for a

railroad company to do. Tbe same principle obtains as to

the number of cars to be run on each line, and as to other

improvements and betterments of the system. We depend
upon the people for our patronage, and every railroad man
knows that a good feeling on the part of the people
toward the company which serves them adds to the

receipts of the line, makes it easier to oDtain needed con-
cessions from city governments as well as from individuals,

and prevents the granting of franchises on parallel lines to

competing companies where, perhaps, only one line can be
maHe a commercial success.

While upon this subject of liberality of treatment on the

part of railroad companies I desire to call your attention to

the advisability, from a business standpoint, of adopting,

whenever local conditions will warrant, a transfer system.

It seems to railroad companies who now obtain two fares

from passengers who desire to go from one part of the city

to another by means of the cars on two lines, that the in-

come of the company must necessarily be decreased if pass-

engers are cairied for a single fare of five cents.

After a careful study of this whole question, we decided
at Rochester to introduce a transfer system under which a

passenger can ride from any point in that city reached by
the lines of the Rochester Railway company to any other

point reached (or a single tare. We commenced giving

transfers on this plan on October 5th last. We provided

reasonable restrictions and necessary conditions. The ex-

periment has proved an undoubted success, not only from
the standpoint of the passenger, but from the point of view
of the company as well. There is no question that the

receipts of tbe con^pany have been materially increased by
the adoption and use of the transfer system. Perhaps the

location of lines and other local condi'ions prevailing in other
cities of the state may prevent the success ui introduction

of a transfer system. But I thought it might be of interest

to members of the association to know of the pronounced
financial success of the undertaking, so far as tbe Rochester
Railway company is concerned.

Until March ist the conductors and motormen of the
Rochester Railway company were paid the same wages as

were formerly paid to conductors and drivers of horse cars.

We very soon found after commencing operating electric

cars that we required men of higher capacity to perform
the duties of motorman and conductor than seemed to be
necessary with the old system. It seemed to us that as the

duties of the positions which the men held under the new
system were more onerous and exacting, and as it required

more judgment and skill to properly handle electric cars,

that the men should be paid a somewhat higher compensa-
tion than they had before received. Therefore, the com-
pany, before tbe men themselves made any request for an
increase, advanced their wages. The action of the com-
pany, of course, gave great satisfaction to the men, and the

result has been very beneficial, so far as thecompany itself is

concerned. It has been found that while the item "wages of

employes" has been materially increased the cost of operat-

ing the road per mile has in fact been diminished. This

is accounted for by the fact that the men are more atten-

tive to duty than before, and more careful in the handling of

cars, by the greater freedom from accidents, and by the

material lessening in the cost of maintenance.

I am satisfied that the management of many street rail-

road corporations, where electricity is the motive power,
have not as yet given sufficient attention to the thorough

instruction of their motormen as well as conductors, as to

the function of each part of the motor, and as to the proper

thing to be done by tbe motorman and conductor when
trouble develops while the car is in service on the line.

Some weeks since I had occasion, while riding on an elec-

tric car in a city of another state, to ask the motorman
some questions about the motors he was running. I found
he did not know whether the motors were Thomson-Hous-
ton, Westinghouse, Edison or Sbort. He did not know
whether they were double or single reduction. He did

not even know whether he had under his car body one or

two motors. I asked him what he did in case he had any
trouble on the line? And he said, "If the motor don't

work I wait until another car comes along and pushes me
in." I found that this motorman had been for nearly nine

months in regular service as motorman in that city. This
motorman knew enough to turn on and turn off the current

and to set and loosen the brake. This, of course, is an ex-

treme case, but it illustrates a principle. My own judg-
ment is based upon some experience, that too much pains

cannot be taken to thoroughly instruct the motorman as well

as the conductor, so that each will know the cause of trouble

when the trouble develops in either of the motors in ser-
vice.

The plan the company with which I am connected has
adopted, is to select from among the motormen one of tbe
men who is pronounced by the master mechanic, the elec-

trician and the superintendent, the best posted as to the
construction and use of a motor, and make such man, for
the time being, instructor of motormen on cars in actual
service. This instructor rides with motorman after

motorman, observes the manner in which he handles his
car under allconditions and givesdeiailed instructions as to
exactly what to do whenever trouble of the usual sort de-
velops. The instructor spends from half a day to three
days with each man until he pronounces him in every way
qualified to run a car on every portion of the hne, and to

do that which needs to be d ne when trouble develops.
I might call your attention to many other matters of

practical interest if occasion seemed to call for further
statement. It is, perhaps, presuming in me to sav what I
have said, addressing as I am many who have had more
expeiience than I. My only object in calliog your atten-
tion to the matters I have referred to, is to make some
suggestions which may be of value to some who have had
less experience than I have, brief and limited though
that experience may be.

The executive committee in its report savs: "Electric-

ity has been boomi.ig in tbis state since we last met.'' Con-

tinuing, the report says: "Brooklyn, fortunately for its cit-

izens, will soon be blessed with the overhead system on a

scale nowhere equaled in the world; the very best con-

struction both for track and overhead work havi''g been

adopted throughout the city. When fully developed to

successful operation in that city, the system will bring

about the condition of things throughout the country by

the substitution of electricity for horses, set forth in thead-

vertisement of a famous patent medicine, of which it is de-

clared the 'children cry for it.'

"Already some of the leading dailies of New York city

are beginning to change tbeir hitherto insane abuse of the

so-called 'deadly trolley,' that has never yet killed even

one human being; and they will soon be tumbling over one

another in their enthusiastic advocacy of a system regard-

ing which they have finally decided to learn something;and

no longer to depend upon their imagination for the facts."

The president then introduced Charles J. Bissell, coun-

sel of the association, who briefly reported the work that

had been accomplished at the state legislature, at Albany,

during the recent session. Mr. Bissell stated that the re-

sult of his experience was that he believed that the great

majority of the members of the legislature were honest and

straightforward, and needed only to have matters presented

to them in a logical and open manner, to properly appreci-

ate the right side of any question, and vote accordingly.

Mr. Lewis called attention to the fact that much more

effective work could be done in this direction if the smaller

companies in the state could he brought into membership

in the association, the dues in such cases being merely

nominal. He suggested that the supply men present could

be instrumental in bringing the matter of ioining the asso-

ciation before the smaller companies in the state in the

course of their business calls upon them.

Mr, Ostrom, on behalf of the supply men present, said

that they would be willing to use their best endeavors in

this direction. This was indorsed by W. J. Clark. Dur-

ing a brief recess a meeting of the supply men was held, of

which Major Evans was chairman, and a committee ap-

pointed to report measures for the formation of an auxiliary

to the association to secure this end. The committee con-

sisted of Messrs. Ostrom, Clark and McGraw.

Later in the day another meeting was held, and a per-

manent organization effected, of which the following named
gentlemen were elected officers: W. J. Clark, president;

John W. Fowler, first vice-president: D. W. Pugh, second

vict-president: John H. Jones, third vice-president; Edward

H. Gilbert, fourth vice-president; Clarence E. Stump, secie-

tary; W. J. Clark, C. E. Stump, H. C. Evans, T. C.

Martin, John A. Wood, W. S. Silver, F. D. Russell, S. W.
Baldwin and D. A. Breckenridge, executive committee.

The report of the committee on ' 'Recent Improvements

in Electric Traction" was read by IMr. Mclntire, as fol-

lows:

Recent Improvements in Electric Traction.

BY L. H. m'iNIYRE.

We understand that anything which tends to an in-

crease of reliability or economy of operation of an electric

railway is an improvement; and it is with the intention of
bringing before you in a brief manner the results of my
experience and observation during the past year upon
these points that this article has been written.

As you of course know, electric systems as first con-
structed were built on altogether too light a plan, and tbe

increasing tendency year by year has been, and is, for

heavier and more solid construction in every department,

but particularly in the way of track and station equip-

ments. It has been well said that no new departure is

ever perfect at the beginning, and no one realizes this more
than he who has watched tbe development of electric trac-

tion during the last few years.

The storage battery has made but little progress during
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the past year, and is not likely to cut much of a figure in

electric traction until it is able to make a better showing,

tinancially, than it has in the past.

It may seem strange that the management of roads, even

at preseat operated by horses, cannot see that a change of

some kind must come soon owing to che great cry for

rapid transit; and yet I know of roads at present being

laid with fiat center bearing rails on stringers in streets

being newly paved. I do not mention this as an "im-

provemeat," but simply co show thac what may be re-

garded as an improvement: by some would be called sim-

ply a makeshift or temporay piece of work by others.

The general tendancy of the times to consolidate all

common interests under one management is showing its

effects in electric traction more now than ever, and

scarcely a week passes that we do not hear of some syndi-

cate obtaining control of some horse road, and the infor-

mition usually ends with the statement that "it is intended

to equip all the lines with electricity." From many points

of view this is an improvement and a marked one.

The improvement in track construction has been very

great, and although many expensive errors have been

made, we ought, on the whole, to feel satisfied with

the progress.

The early forms of track construction were too light and

soon went to pieces; but during the past year heavier rails

have been rolled and better joint plates made, so that it is

possible to keep the roadbed in perfect line and surface.

This improvement has been a great help to the electric

equipment and has reduced the cost of maintenance. As
the cost of laying tracks is about the same, whether light or

heavy, it is economy to pat in only the best.

Now, on the question of what constitutes the best form

of track there is considerable variaiice of opinion. My
experience and observation has convinced me that the deep

girder rail, abjut nine inches high, spiked directly to the

ties, is the best form for paved streets, and in dirt or

macadam streets, a six-inch girder rail laid in the same

manner. In the country and where the local authorities

are willing, I would lay a T rail spiked directly to the

ties.

The weakest place in all forms of track construction is

at the joint. Every manufacturer of rails, and many of

the railroad companies, have tried to overcome this trouble.

There are probably as many patents upon rail joints as

upon car couplers,and most of them about as impracticable.

Up to the present time there has been nothing brought out

which surpasses a properly designed "fish plate."

While speaking of track construction, it might be well to

call attention to the bonding of rails for the return circuit.

Many forms have been used, and some of them are still in

operation. I believe that a No. o copper bond wire long

enough to counect with the web of the rail on each end of

the fish plate is the best plan, and then grouudingthe whole

system at frequent intervals, and abandon the supplemen-

tary wire which it has been the custom to use with the

common form of bonding.

Probably the greatest advance in any particular line has

been in the matter of armatures for motors and dynamos.

I consider that the introduction of the "iron clad" type

will do more towards reducing the bill for repairs in that

direction than any other one thing that has been intro-

duced during the year. The electric companies have all,

I believe, nov adopted this form as their standard, and all

roads that have tried them will, I think, agree with me
that, for simplicity, ease of repair and ability to stand the

hard usage they receive, they stand at the head.

In the manner of controlling the motors most of the

companies still use the time-honored rheostat; although I

believe one comnany is endeavoring to introduce a new

type of controller, which they will, doubtless, be happy to

explain at a later date.

Many roads, acting under a misapprehension of the

requirements, started off with motors too small for the

work, and endless trouble has been the result. Some new
classification should be adopted by the electrical companies

for designating the power of their motors, as the present

"office classification" does not afford a proper understand-

ing of its capacity, and the "horse-power" term is but

little better, depending on so many limiting conditions. A
more satisfactory way would be to specify the number of

pounds the motor can pull at different speeds, with the

maximum current for which it is designed.

The first car trucks employed in electrical work were of

the pedestal form; that is, the trucks were fastened to the

car body and oscillated with the car. The motors of

course, had to be suspended from the car body, and the

result was that the grinding of the gears was transmitted

through the whole car; also, the oscillation of the car body

caused the motors to correspondingly rise and fall. This

was very undesirable, and it was soon found necessary to

adopt the post form, in which the truck was complete in

itself and the motors supported directly on the frame of the

truck. Tne body was connected with the truck

only by springs, thus being entirely free from the jolts and

pounding of the truck.

In this form slight spiral springs were first used, the

same as in the previous styles, but it was soon found that

the high speed attained caused the body to oscillate to

such a degree that it became very objectionable, and the

different builders then modified their trucks by extending

the side bars beyond the axle boxes asufficient distance to

allow an auxiliary spring to be added at each end. For

this auxiliary support, coil and elliptical springs have been

used, both forms with marked success, and it is now pos-

sible' to carry a car body 2H feet over all, practically with-

out oscillation. This last modification has been a very

great improvement, and has settled the long car question

on most street railways. 1 mean by this that but very few

double truck cars will be used, though, of course, there

are places where two trucks can be used to advantage, and

in such places they will still be employed. But where we
are able to carry nearly as many people on four wheels as

on eight, and to apply the power equally on each axle, so

that there is no possibility of lack of traction, there can be
no gain to the railroad company in using eight wheels.

The car bodies first employed were of the same style

and proportions as those used for horse roads, and were
not properly designed for electric purposes; first, the fram-
ing of the roof was too weak and would not support the
trolley board properly; second, the framing of the floor

was not adapted for the use to which the cars were put, for

not only was the framing too weak, but it also was not well

planned for putting in the trap doors which are required in

order to inspect the machinery underneath the floor.

The car which it seems to me is best adapted for the

present service is one iS feet six inches long inside,

with platforms three feet six inches long. The rafters

shuold be strengthened with steel plates and the framing
throughout should be heavier.

The coloring of the cars and the necessary signs are at-

tracting considerable attention from the different railway

companies, but up to the present time I do not think any
concerted action has been taken. For my part, I believe

that all of the cars on a system should be painted the same
color; that is to say, each separate line should not have a

distinct color, but signs should be used to designate the
different routes, preferably by means of the well known
reversible sign on the top of the car both at the sides and
front. At night the lines might be distinguished by the

color of the ventilator glass, which would in each case be
the same as the ground color of the reversible sign.

There has been a general improvement in all parts of

the overhead material. We are using stiffer poles, stronger
span wires, better trolley wire insulators and handsomer
curve fittings; so that the general appearance of the system
is much pleasanter. The quality of insulation now in

general use is far superior to what we had two years ago,

and as double insulation is now employed on the span
wires, very little trouble from leakage is experienced
The method of feeding the line is a very important

matter and should receive careful attention. The best

arrangement is to divide the system into several sections,

so that in case of trouble along any portion of the line,

such as fire, etc., that section can be cut out and the

balance of the system run as usual.

This may be rightly called the heart of any e'ectric

system. The trolley and feeder wires form the arteries,

the rails and return wires the veins, and the cars the

capillaries connecting them. The biblical injunction to

"Guard thy heart with all diligence, for out of it are the

issues of life," would certainly seem applicable to the

station. The chief element to be considered should be

reliability, and. after that, economy. Just what means
shall be used to attain this end seems so far to have been
a disputed matter, as shown by the stations now in opera-

tion, which contain almost every conceivable device, good,

bad and indifferent; all shapes, sizes and descriptions of

engines, boilers and dynamos. Many designers of stations

—if some of them can be said to have been designed at

all—seem to have gone at their task utterly regardless of

the future and oblivious to the experiences of the past.

However, through it all I can say that a very marked im-

provement is observable lately. The designers of stations

are learning wisdom from their past experiences, and the

makers of apparatus are more alive to the requirements

of the system, and better material and workmanship can

be had where required.

The recent introduction of large multipolar dynamos
has brought about a change in station arrangements not

heretofore obtainable, and in all large stations now being

built countershafting is dispensed with entirely, and the

general tendency is toward reduction of parts, which in

turn means simplicity. It is very probable that we have
reached now a form of station that will be fairly perma-

nent, and the main point in the future will be the size of

the units. For medium size stations engines with releas-

ing valve gear belted direct to a multipolar dynamo will

be the best where the price of land is not excessive, and
direct coupled engines and dynamos for larger stations.

To my knowledge there have been no comparative tests

made as to the economy of the various types of stations,

although all reasoning would point to these latest types

as being by far the most economical.

There has been heretofore too much taken for granted
or assumed in electrical work, and the rapid growth of the

business has called into it many who were totally un-

qualified for the positions which they obtained. I

attribute much of the unsatisfactory work in the past to

this course, but am happy to note that the great majority

of these are passing into the background, and their places

are being filled with men of good judgment and mechanical
resources.

At the conclusion of the reading of the report, Mr.

Lewis offered the following resolution, which was

adopted:

Whereas, The Street Railway Association of the State of

New York, assembled at Saratoga Springs for its tenth

annual meeting has learned that the Union Railway com-
pany of New \'ork has put in operation this week the first

electric trolley cars within the city of New \'ork;

Resolved, That the association congratulates the com-
pany and the public of the greatest city in the Union upon
this adoption of the latest and most improved method of

street railway traction;

Resolved, That this association earnestly deprecates the

opposition manifested against the trolley system in various

quarters, as being founded upon neither reason nor fact,

and as being contrary to the best interests of any commun-
ity seeking rapid transit facilities and suburban homes for

a growing population; and

Resolved, That the association hereby tenders to I-. II.

Mclntire, engineer of the Union company, its thanks

for his able address on the work already accomplished in

New York, and its wishes for the development in the me-
tropolis of the system thus inaugurated.

George W. McNulty, engineer of the Broadway railroad

of New York, announced that his paper on "Recent Im-

provements in Cable Traction'' which he had promised to

prepare for this meeting was not ready, as his road which

he had intended to describe was not yet in operation.

Messrs. Cleminshaw, Lewis and McNamara were ap-

pointed a committee on nominations. They reported the

following names, and the gentlemen were thereupon elec-

ted:

President, C. Deusmore Wyman, New York; vice-

president, Daniel B. Hasbrouck, New York; second
vice-president, James A. Powers, Glens Falls; secretary

and treasurer, W. J, Richardson, Brooklyn.

Executive committee: D. F. Lewis, Brooklyn; John
N. Bsckley. Rochester; John W. McNamara, Albany.

Mr. Lewis offered an amendment to the by-laws, in-

creasing the annual dues of members in the first class to

fifty dollars, as recommended by the executive committee,

which was adopted.
The meeting then adjourned to meet in Rochester, the

third Tuesday in September, 1893.
In the afternoon all in attendance at the meeting were

invited by the Union Railway company of Saratoga, to

participate in a trip on the electric road to Saratoga Lake.
The ride was enjoyed by all.

Electrical Decorations at Washington.
The special electrical illumination of Washington, D.

C., in honor of the G. A. R. convention was on an elabo-

rate scale. Pennsylvania avenue, from the capitol to Sev-
enteenth street, was ablaze with light. Every available dyn-
amo in the city, public and private, was brought into

requisition, and numbers had been installed especially

for this display. The result of these efforts of the com-
mi'tee having the matter in charge was exceedingly satis-

factory. One of the features of the illumination was the

display along both sides of the famous avenue of brilliant

representations of corps badges. Seventy or more of these

were placed at convenient distances in three colors—red,

white and blue —the respective colors of the First, Second
and Third Divisions. Each of these was outlined by in-

candescent lights of the same color as the badge.

A design of special interest was erected at the head of Fif-

teenth str^t, at the head of the White lot. It was a mon-
ster fac-simile of the G. A. R. badge, eighteen feet in

height. It was made up of incandescent lights of the var-

ious regulation colors, and produced a grand effect. The
duplicate of this piece was also shown at the corner of

Pennsylvania avenue and Seventeenth street. Over one of
the entrances to the White House spanning the arch of the

gateway was placed a great fan of 1.300 lamps arranged so

that they could be turned on and off, giving the fan the

appearance of opening and shutting. Over the other gate

was a great shield with an eagle surmounting it. A fine

display, and something entirely new in Washington, was
shown in the White House grounds in front of the man-
sion. Here innumerable lights were half hidden in the

shrubbery, allot them changeable in character, disappear-

ing and reappearing in the most bewildering manner.
Throughout the grounds were a number of other electrical

devices, among them wheels turning and changing colors

with each revolution.

The illumination of the Treasury Bui'ding with co'ored

lights was especially fine, and notable also were a number
of set pieces along the avenue, probably the most conspicu-

ous being a great anchor of blazing light placed at the

corner of Tenth street. During the display powerful

search lights thrown from the tops of high buildings pro-

duced a dazzling effect.

New Chicago Electrical Firm.

Considerable interest has been aroused among the mem-
bers of the electrical fraternitv in Chicago by the announce-
ment of the formation of the firm of Taylor, Goodhue &
Ames, which proposes to manufacture and sell electrical

material, with an ofiice at S27 Monadnock building, Chicago.

All the members of the new concern occupied responsible

positions with the Electrical Supply company until very
recently, and Mr. Amei will not sever his connection wiih

the old company for a week or two yet. In the new asso-

ciation William Taylor will be president. Wells Goodhue
vice-president, and II. |D. Ames secretary and treasurer.

Each of these gentlemen has a wide acquaintance in the

electrical field, and it is announced that the new firm has

already secured some valuable agencies.

Cause of the Trouble.

Electric car 199 of the Main street line was stopped, not

by the motorman. but apparently by the failure of power,

last evening at the junction of Sophia street, says the

Rochester, N. Y. . Posf-Express. The conductor and
motorman alighted and took a long look at the wheels and
other running gear without finding the source of the

trouble. Another car came up, and its officers joined in

the search. Just then it seemed to occur for the first time

to one of the men to look up, and, wonderful to relate, he
discovered that the trolley was off. That and nothing

more had been the trouble!

There is talk of connecting Iron Mountain, Florence

and Crystal Falls, Mich., by a telephone line, and there is

some probability that such aline will be built before the end

of 1S92.

Eight thousand five hundred red, 6,000 white, 4,200
blue, 1,800 green, and 3oo yellow incandescent electric

lights were used for street displays along the line of

march of the ICnights Templar parade in Denver recently.
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The General Electric Company's Mining
Locomotive.

The mining locomotive herewith illustrated is known as

the "G. L. M." type of the General Electric company, and

is of an entirely new design, and is arranged for operation

in particularly low and narrow entries.

The frame consists of but a single heavy box-shaped

casting with recesses in the sides for the axle boxes. Space

is allowed at one end for the operating platform, and at the

other end for the rheostat, the motor being placed in the

center. Recesses are also provided in the frame casting

for the brake levers and axle gears. The motor is of a type

similar to the "W. P." railway motor, and consists essen-

tially of two main castings. The lower casting forms the

lower pole piece, and supports the bearings for the arma-

ture shaft, the two intermediate shafts (placed one on

each side of the armature) and the field spool. The gears

are set in pockets in the frame of the motor, and are com-

pletely and tightly covered by the iron castings thus doing

away with the separate gear cases. The top

pole piece is part of the upper casting of the motor, and is of

suchshape as to make a complete cover for the motor, thor-

oughlyprotecting the armature, field spool andother interior

parts. The armature itself is of the iron clad ring type. The

the trolley iu place. The rheostat used is of the standard

railway type provided with a special filling. The brake is a

very powerful form of toggle joint made of substantial steel

castings. The locomotive is also equipped with headlights

and sand boxes. Tha following are some of the general

dimensions of the 30 6 and 30-ro locomotives as made for

a 30 inch gauge: Draw-bar pull, 3,000 pounds; speed, 6

or 10 miles per hour; length overall, 9 feet 6 inches; total

height, 36 inches; width over all, 48 inches; wheel base, 40

inches; gauge. 30 inches; diameter of wheels, 28 inches;

weight, 15,000 pounds. The same type of machine is made
of different capacities, draw-bar pulls varying from 750 to

4,500 pounds.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Sept. 24.—Now that the rapid transit

commission is bringing its arduous undertaking to a com-

pletion, the croaker has appeared; this time in tie shape

of a real estate paper. The Record and Guide, whose edi

tors have the reputation of talking common sense in regard

to matters of public interest, is inclined to be skeptical

about the ability of the rapid transit commissioners to

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMT

intermediate shafts, two in number, are placed on each side

of the armature, and transmit power directly to both axles.

The axle gears are set in fixed bearings supported by the

frame of the locomotive, and are fastened to the axle by a

flexible coupling of novel design which allows free move-

ment of the axle in all directions, except a longitudinal one,

with reference to the gearand frame. This coupling is built

entirely of heavy steel castings with gun metal linings, so

that it will easily witnstand the rough wear and tear of

mining service.

The following advantages are claimed for this construc-

tion: First, by gearing the armature to two intermediate

shafts on opposite sides, the thrusts of the gears tend to

neutralize each other so that the resultant pressure on the

armature bearings is very slight. Second, by doing away

with the parallel connecting rods ou the axles it is possible

to largely decrease the width of the machine. Third, it

allows a spring suspension for the whole machine, motor

included, the advantages of which will be readily appreci

ated by every one. Fourth, the axle boxes are on the out-

side of the machine and are easy of access for oiling, or

for the removal and replacement of the linings.

The locomotive is equipped with a neiv form of trolley,

insulated so that the operator may take hold of itat any part

except at the wheel. In case it is necessary to move the

trolley wire from one side of the entry to the other, the

trolley may be lifted entire from its socket, and placed in a

corresponding socket on the opposite side of the locomo-

tive.

All connections are automatically made by simplysetting

any's mining locomotive. '

find a purchaser for the franchise which the will pre:eatly

offer for sale. It is the opinion of that paper that, if the

franchise is offered only for a limited number of years, or

if it is conditioned with safeguards and restrictions in the

interests of the patrons of the road—as, for instance, in re-

spect to the frequency and speed of trains, the rate of fare,

and the character of the accommodations—no purchaser

will come forward to put in a bid. Even if the franchise is

offered without any conditions whatever, the chances are

held to be not better than even that any purchaser will be

forthcoming.

As has been suggested in a criticism of the Record and

Guide's opinion, it would, perhaps, be well to wait until

the matured plans of the commissioners are submitted to

the public and the capitalists. They are said to be nearly

ready for presentation. They may be of such a character

that the critics and doubters will be able to take a more

hopeful view of the future of rapid transit.

Bathing by electric light, horse racing by electric light,

base ball by the same illuminant—with all these the arc

lamp has played an important part. But now we are to

have the "very latest and improved" sporting novelty, viz.:

foot ball by electric light. Word comes from Orange that

the foot ball team of the Orange Athletic club will play a

number of practice games by electric light. The club

team is now hard at work training for the opening of the

club's foot ball season on October i st. Within a short time,

it is stated, the team work at night will be commenced on

the Orange Oval.

Yes, the electric railway is a very deadly something—at

least so many would think did they believe all the wild

nonsense and trash which a number of New York papers

have been printing. It is a peculiar fact, though, that oU|-

of many accidents that have occurred of late there is hardly

one which was due to the action of the current. For in-

stance, under the misleading head of ''Another Victim of

Trolley Poles" the public is informed that in Newark. N.

J., a motorman on the Rapid Transit electric line was at

the front of one of the cars on Lister avenue when some-

thing attracted his attention. Leaning over the side of the

dashboard, he looked back, and an instant later his head

was brought in contact with one of the iron poles. The
blow stunned him, anc, falling unconscious over the rail,

he had been struck by three poles before the car was
stopped.

Of course this was the fault of the electric system.

On Monday afternoon last Dennis Sullivan, superintend-

ent of the Slocum trolley road in Brooklyn, was shot by

Frank Gateley, a discharoed employe of the companj, and
so seriously Injured that he will probably die. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, Sept. 24.—The starting up of^ the fine

new power station at Duluth last week was an event of

much local interest and importance. The people of the

town are elated over the completion of the improvements.

The end of the season will find the city provided with 38

miles of street railway, just about double the amount at the

beginning. Double tracks have been laid in many direc-

tions where singles have done duty heretofore. Sixty pound
rails have been used. The equipment now includes 5 cars.

The new station has a capacity of g8 cars. The power
house is a beauty. The big band wheel is the largest in the

country, with a diameter of 28 feet and a weight of 85 tons.

The machinery rests upon the solid rock, and everything is

made to stand the test of time. It has a rated horse power
of 1,000 and will develop 1,500.

The receiver of the Stillwater Electric Street Railway,

company reports receipts for August amounting to $3,-

482.19, against disbursements of $2,044.57. That is a

pretty good showing for a bankrupt road.

The Minneapolis Street Railway company has changed

the time schedule on the interurban line so as to reduce

the number of cars by one and at the same time keep the

six minute intervals unchanged. This was accomplished

by shortening the time each way three minutes. From
Minneapolis to St. Paul the time Is now 54 minutes and

from St. Paul to Minneapolis it is 51.

The regular train service to Lake Harriet has been

discontinued for the season. Cars will be run hereafter on

Sundays only. This has not been so profitable a season as

last on account of the misunderstanding between the com-

pany and the Minneapolis park commission on the subject

of attractions and who should pay for them.

During the IMinneapolis exposition the street

railway company has provided a special service

which has proved very satisfactory. On some days

the rush has been big enough to recall the grand crush of

the Republican National Convention week.

The Minneapolis building inspector got after the tele-

phone company the other day for undertaking to set poles

without a permit. The battle was brief and bloodless.

Work has been commenced on the electric line at Ash-

land, Wis. C. K. Stearns of the Thomson-Houston com-

pany is looking after the construction. The poles are

being placed on the side of the street.

The Duluth Street Railway company has contracted

with W. C. Doherty to build an extension to Lakeside, to

be completed by Nov. 15th. When this is completed the

Superior street line will be fifteen miles long.

St. Paul is considerably stirred up over the report that

the next step toward the removal of tbe^ Northern Pacific

railwayoffices to Chicago will be the transfer of the superin-

tendent of telegraph.

The Butte, Mont., General Electric company has filed

articles of incorporation with the secretary of this state.

St. Paul is named as the principal place of business,although

Butte is the local habitation of the plant. The capital

stock is $600,000. The incorporators are Henry M.

Byllesby and Howard C. Levis of St. Paul and Jesse R.

Wharton of Butte.

On account of the difficulty in getting poles the company

which is putting in an electric plant at Luverne, Minn., has

had to ask for an extension of time. The delay will not

be long, however. Most of the material is on the ground,

and F. E. Scoville, who is to superintend the construction,

is on hand.

Another very large grist of damage suits begun in the

St. Paul courts against the street railway company makes

the company long for the happy days when an insurance

company was shouldering all the consequences of this sort.
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It is noticeable that in the majority of cases the complaint is

that the car was started so suddenly that the person was

thrown and hurt. It would seem as though a few more

lessons of this kind would lead to a radical reform in this

respect.

The St. Paul aldermen are brooding over the matter of

underground conduits. It appears that the National Sub-

way company, the St. Paul Street Railway company and

the telephone company have authority to lay wires un-

derground. The two latter are using condaits while the

only wires in the Subway's are those of the fire department.

The Edison Electric company has a franchise and is pre-

paring to put its wires down, laying them along each side

of the street with connections every 2 ij feet and manholes

at street intersections. The Western Uoion Telegraph

company and the Economy Steam Heat & Power company

are asking for franchises. There is likely to bs trouble

finding spice in the streets for the manholes, which are

necessarily large. The city engineer is also afraid there

may be some danger in allowing so many companies to

tear up the streets.

H. C. Emery, of Indianapolis, who is interested in

street railways after siziij uo the svstem has pronounced

the Twin Cities lines the finest he ever saw with one excep-

tion. He criticises the lack of an enclosed warm transfer

station located somewhere along the loop.

The Northwest General E'ectric company has contracted

with the street railway company at Great Falls, Mont.,

to cc^aai^fa all the oil style mitors for water proof single

reduction motors. The Great Falls company is disposed

to give its patrons the bes*" of service, although the invest-

ment has not as yet prov'ed very profitable. The cars now

average 700 miles a day. The track and equipment are

excellent.

S. D. Davidson has b-^ught the Sauk Center, Minn.,

electric light plant and will run it in connection with his

mill.

H J. Spencer, J. N. Nevens and H. Spaulding have

turned over to C. N. Parker all their interests in the pro-

posed electric street railway at Brainerd, Minn. Mr.

Parker will spend $40,000 in putting in a first-class plant.

The new machinery for the electric light plant at Sioux

Falls, S. D., has been installed and is working well.

Thecity authorities of Deadwood, S. D., and the street

car company are wrangling over the tearing up of a track.

The company threatens to sue for damages. H. C. C.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, Sept. 24.—The Milwaukee Street Railway

company's big cable at Mi:higan street bridge, which sup-

plies the current for the Farwell avenue, Greenfield avenue

and Holton street lines, gave way recently and these lines

were then supplied from a cable used for the West Side and

South Side lines. The increased current proved too much
for the cable. It parted, too, and many of the fuse boxes

and motors were badly damaged. The whole system was

at a standstill for several hours. The damage to machin-

ery, etc., was about $5,000.

It is not only proposed to extend the Milwaukee and

Wauwatosa railway from the state fair grounds to North

Greenfield, but to equip the whole line with electricity,

and eventually extend it to Hale's Corners and Muskego
Lake. The distance from the fair grounds to North

Greenfield is one and a half miles. North Greenfield

people are willing to bear part of the expense of making

the extension. The company asks them to build the road,

or give a bonus of $15,000, which would practically be the

same thing. The track will be a double one. From
North Greenfield to Hale's Corners a single track would

be built. The distance is about six miles, and the road, it

is said, could be built for $65,000.

The experience of state fair week has proven that better

rapid transit facilities will be necessary in order to make
the next agricultural show a success. Although the St.

Paul and Northwestern Railway companies ran trains to the

grounds at intervals of half an hour, the crowds were not

accommodated properly. The Milwaukee & Wauwatosa
Motor company was unable to run trains of any size, for

one thing, and the National avenue electric line, with its

omnibus adjunct, was far from satisfactory. Next year

the National avenue electric cars will run right to the

grounds, and the Rapid Transit electric line will also be

extended to that point in all probability, so that there

wi.l be little or no trouble about transportation.

Henry C. Payne, of the Villard syndicate, has just re-

turned from a business trip to New York. He announces
that the Mihvaukee Street Railway company will probably

not take possession of the West Side railway or Becker

line until ApriPrst next. It has been generally supposed

that the change would be made on October ist. It is

learned that the time fixed in the contract for making the

last payment is April ist, but it is provided that by giving

thirty diys' notice the Villard people may take possession

of the Becker line on October ist. Such notice has not

been given, ho vev*r, and the change will be decayed until

spring- Mr. Payne adds that some of the Becker line

will be rebuilt this fall and that it will be supplied with

additional rolling stock, which is being built by Jones &
Co., of Troy, N. V. The work of equipping all of the

city lines with electricity will be practically completed by

the end of the year. The policy of the company, Mr. Payne

says, speaking of the construction of suburban lines, is to

extend its system and give first class service as rapidly as

business warrants and the towns secure right-of-way fran-

chises. The f^wn board of Lake has granted the Howell

avenue franchise and the line will be built as soon as pos-

sible. Property owners raised a bonus of $25,000.

C.

New England Notes.

Boston, Ma^s., Sept. 24.—The big electrical concerns

of Boston are vitally interested in an ordinance recently

passed by the city government. This order provides that:

''No per50T shall use bi'uminous coal for the pirpose of

generating steam in boilers in any building, unless the fur-

nace in which the coal is burned is provided with some

effectual device for consuming its own smoke." After this

order was passed the inspector of buildings received many

complaints from persons who suffered from the smoke nuis-

ance. He ruled that a smoke consuming device, in order

to be approved, must consume at least ninety per cent, of

the smoke emitted, but after repeated trials, no device was

found which would comply wth this requirement The
iaspec':or was ia a quandary, but the city coancil came to

his relief September 8ih by ordering that the conditions of

this ordinance should not be enforced during such tine as

would be necessary to allow him to investigate and report

upon the merits of the devices on the market. A meeting

of the soft coal consumers was held on Monday last, to

assist the inspector in his investigation. Among tho-e

present were E. W Burdett, F. A. Gilbert, of the Boston

Electric L'ght company, F. S. Pearson, chief engineer of

the West End street railroad, and other electrical experts.

Mr. Burdett called the meeting to order. The general

opinion seemed to be that the order could not be effectual-

ly enforced because it does not prohibit the use of soft coal

by the railroads running in and out of Boston. It was

finally decided to appoint a committee of three to investi-

gate the matter. The committee consists of F. A. Gilbert

of the Boston Electric Light company, F. S. Pearson of

the West End. and Moses Williams, representing the real

estate interests. Mr. Gilbert promised one hundred dol-

lars toward the expenses of the committee, and said two

other gentlemen had promised similar sums. W, W.
Gouch, for the I'Jison Electric Light company, also prom-

ised one hundred dollars. At preseqj: there is no success-

ful device of this kind in use in Boston. If nothing can

be found to meet the requirements of the city government,

it will be necessary for consumers to give up the use of

soft coal. This will be a hardship in most cases. To the

Boston Electric Light company alone it will mean an addi-

tional expense of over $20,000 per year. Supposing this

ordinance were enforced it would embarrass the companies

in two ways. First there would be the extra cost of an-

thracite coal and contracts already made for bituminous

coal would have to be canceled. Probably the coal com-

panies would attempt to compel consumers to carry out

their contracts. Until people know what to expect in this

matter there will probably be no more long-term contracts

made. If these companies are compelled to use an-

thracite coal, rentals will probably advance. Both gas and

electric lights would also be higher. The Edison company

uses about a hundred thousand pounds of soft coal a day.

The Boston Electric Light company uses about a hundred

and ten thousand pounds a day. The market price of an-

thracite coal is $1 30 per ton higher than bituminous.

One engineer who has made the change says he uses 10

per cent, more coal now. He figures that it costs 40 per

cent, more to get up steam with anthracite than with

bituminous.

Arrangements have been made for giving the daily

forecasts from the top of Mount Washington by means

of the electric search light. At 8 o'clock in the evening

the light is directed toward Portland, Me., and after ro or

15 short flashes the forecast is given for the following day.

After the warning signal, long flashes of from 6 to 8 seconds

duration refer to weather and short flashes of from 2 to 4

seconds in duration refer to the temperature. Those for

the weather are always given first. This is the code:

One long Fair weather.

Two long. ....... Rain or snow.
Three long Local rains.

One short Lower temperature.

Two short Higher temperature.
Three short Frosts.

Interpretation of combined flashes: One long, alone,
fair weather, stationary temperature; two long and one
short, rain or snow, lower temperature; three long and
two short, local rains, higher temperature; one long and
three short, fair weather, cold wave.

After the signal has once been given toward Portland, it

is turned toward Augusta, and then Lancaster and so on

around the horizon. After Portland is reached again the

whole thing is repeated so as to avoid error. It is not

necessary to be in a position to see the top of the moun-
tain in order to see the signal. High in the air overhead

can be seen the small beam of light.

By December ist very few horses will be used for draw-

ing Boston street cars. Within two months the West End
expects to have the Milton, Upham and Field's Corner line

running with electricity. The Maiden line is equipped

with electricity as far as West Everett. Another line to

Mi'den will shortly be made electric as far as Everett. A
line between Grove Hill and Boston by way of Warren
and Northampton streets, one from Harvard square to Bay
View, South Boston, one from Brighton to Boston and
the Bedford line will sooa b; run by electricity, and then

there will be little left to equip.

More than 75 per cent, of the stock of the Lynn & Bos-
ton road has been transferred to the books of the syndicate

which has bought it The Lyan & Boston, the Lynn
Belt L-ne and the Naumkeag roads will probably be called

the North Shore Traction company when fully consolidated.

Superintendent E. C. Foster has been appointed general

minager. The B oston offices will probably be abolished

and the business transferred to Lynn. It is said that Vice-

President Oliver is to be treasurer. Stock is being bought
at $190 a share as fast as presented.

Extensive changes are being made in the power station

of the Watertown electric lighting works. The present

plant is now overtaxed. A new 30 by 50 engine house is

to be built and will contain a 700 horse power Wheelock
engine. A shaft is to be run the entire length of the

power house and all the dynamos will be run from it.

This means a change from a high to a slow speed station.

The company has recentlv put in a dynimo of 2,000 com-
mercial lights capacity, and as soon as the new engine is

ready for use this will be started. At present the company
is furnishing power for 105 arc, 7S3 street and 2,600 com-

mercial lights. Applications for over 6oo incandescent

lights have been received. The improvements will cost

about $25,000.

Electric power for manufacturing purposes is to be had
in Bath, Me., soon. On the 16th inst ex-Mayor Patten paid

$5 000 toward the purchase of a water power for this

scheme, and it is believed that the balance of the .$20,000

needed, will soon be subscribed. The plan is to buy the

lower fall of the Androscoggin, just above Brunswick and

to generate electricity to be carried to Bath, 14 miles away.

The water privilege is of 6200 horse power.

A new electric road is soon to be operated between

Springdale and Sanford, Me., a distance of 2!4 miles.

There are ten mills at Sanford and heretofore they have

not had any connection with other towns. The nearest

railroad station was at Springdale and from there things

had to be carted to Sanford. The new road will be a cora-

binatioa passenger and freighi; line. The equipment will

consist of two passenger cars and an electric locomotive

for handling freight cars. The primary power will be

taken from the waterfall and will operate a 100 horse

power multipolar generator. Westinghouse apparatus will

beused. This road is expected to be in operation in a

month.

The Interstate Electrical railway between Providence,

R. I., and Attleboro, Mass , has fallen into financial dififi-

cuUies, which, however, are expected to be soon dissipated,

as they arise principally over a dispute about the amount

of a bill. The demons Electrical company has attached

the road for $40,000. Treasurer Otis of the railway says

the bill is due for construction, and should be only $20,-

000. The company claims the construction bill was too

high.

A mysterious new storage battery company for electric

traction is one of the possibilities talked of. On each car

one motor will be used and it will be connected with both

trucks.

The Meriden, Conn., Horse Railroad company has sold

its cars, horses, buildings, etc., to J. W. Coe of that city

for $60,000. Mr. Coe expects to put in an electric plant.

The Fairhaven & Westville Railway company of New
Haven, Conn., has applied for permission to operate its

road by electricity. It wilt use the trolley system.

C. E. Riley & Co., of Boston have received an order

from the Shove Mills, Fall River, for drawing-frames

to be supplied with Howard & Bullough electric stop

motions. The Newmarket Manufacturing company of
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Newmarket, N. H., has also placed a similar order with

them.

The electric road between Salem and Danvers via Pea-

body was opened for travel on Saturday last.

W. E. Ayer of Newbury, N. V., has purchased land in

Monterey on which he will build an electric experimental

station employing 30 men.

George Westinghouse Jr. has had a party of Boston

capitalists in Pittsburg visiting the Westinghouse works

during the last week.

The Newport, R. I., Illuminating company is going to

have its old style alternating current dynamo recon-

.structed into the new toothed armature of the latest

Westinghouse type.

The Holyoke, Mass., street railway will partially adopt

the Westinghouse system. The company is now operating

six cars of the Thomson- Houston system.

The Littleton, N. H.. Water & Electric Light company

has elected these officers: Directors, B. H. Corning,

Charles F. Coffin, E. Summerfield, E. A. May and John

T. Mastendall; clerk, O. W. Hunkins.

J. C. E.

sell, construct and operate gas, electric telegraph, tele-

phone, heat and power plants; Hahn & Hawley, 53
Guaranty Loan and Trust building, Minneapolis, Minn.

PERSONAL.
W. J. Johnston of the Electrical World, New York, was

in Chicago last week.

J. H. McGraw of the Street Raihvay yonrnal. New
York, was in Chicago last week.

H. E. Webb, representing the Solar Carbon S: Manufact-

uring company, Pittsburgh, made the Western Elec-

trician a pleasant call on Saturday last. Mr. Webb is

making a business trip for his company, and expects to re-

main in the West for some weeks.

B. E. Greene, New York, publisher of £'/^c/r/a/)', was in

Chicago several days last week. Mr. Greene has had con-

siderable experience in newspaper work and he possesses a

wide acquaintance in the East. He will give the manage-

ment of the paper his personal attention, and we extend

our best wishes for his success.

S. A. Douglas has been appointed western manager of

the Brush Electric company, to succeed Alexander Kempt,

whose resignation takes effect October rst. Mr. Doaglas,

who is already in the city, came here from the Cleveland

office of his company. He is an energetic and popular

young man, and will no doubt score a distinct success in

his new position. Mr. Kempt, the retiring manager, is

widely acquainted among the members of the electrical fra-

ternity, and will bear the good wishes of his friends where

ever he may go

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Electric Light k Power company, Syracuse, N. Y.

;

capital stock, $800,000; to furnish light, heat and power.

Cooperstown Electric company, Cooperstown, N. Y.:

capital stock, $12,500; furnishing light, heat and power^

Empire Electric company, New York, N. Y. ; capital

stock, $25,000; to manufacture and sell electrical

appliances.

Nevada County Electric Power company, Grass Valley,

Cal.; capital stock. $500,000; to generate electric power
and light; Fred Searles, Nevada City, Cal.

American company, Portland, Me. ; capital stock,

$750,000; to manufacture and deal in all kinds of elec-

trical appliances; Clarence Hale, Portland, Maine.

Barberton Electric company, Barberton, O.; capital

stock, $40,000; manufacturing and distributing electricity

for illuminating, power and heat; Edward A. Huene,
Barberton, O.

H igham Electric company, Portland, Me. ; capital

stock, $5,000,000; to secure and develop patent rights

connected with electric lighting; Edward Woodman,
Portland; Maine.

Sierra Water & Power company, Los Angeles, Cal.;

capital stock, $200000; to develop and deal in water and
water rights, water, electrical and other power; R. H. F.

Variel, Los Angeles, Cal.

San Eemard'no Electric company, San Bernardino,

Cal. : capital stock, $500,000; to erect and operate electric

plants, deal in electric, water and other power; William

Gird, San Bernardino, Cal.

Butte General Electric company, St. Paul, Minn.;

capital stock, $600,000; to manufacture electricity, gas

and steam for light, heat and power purposes and all kinds

of electrical apparatus; H. C. Levis, 403 Sibley street,

St. Paul, Minn.

Whiting, Hammond & East Chicago Street Railway

company, Hammond, Ind.; capital stock, $100,000;

owning, constructing, maintaining and operating electric

street railways, switches and side tracks within the state

of Indiana; Chas. F. Griffin, Hammond, Tnd.

Warren Water, Light .S: Power company, Summit, N.

J.; capital stock, *loo,ooo; manufacturing, producing,

selling and supplying water, gas and electricity for munici-

pal, domestic and any and all other purposes; Sullivan &
Cromwell, 45 Wall street. New York, N. Y.

Minneapolis General Electric company, Minneapolis,

Minn.; capital stock, $2,500,000; to generate, manufact-

ure, use and sell electricity, gas and steam for lighting,

telegraph, telephone, heat and power purposes, buy, own,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Canton, O., has been having races by electric light.

Salamanca, N. Y., expects to have electric lights by
November ist.

The cars of the Toledo, O., Electric Street Railway
company are to be heated by electricity.

The Chicago Edison company is testing a system of
down draft furnace which promises to effectually consume
smoke.

At Palma, in the Canary Islands, an electric light in-

stallation is to be established, both for public and private

purposes.

The city council of Salem, Va., has decided upon the
purchase of the Salem electric company's lighting plant for

$19,000.

The electric light company at Silver Creek, N. Y., has
about completed its work, and expects to be able to turn on
the current soon.

The Electric i: Water company, of Little Falls, Minn.,
has filed an amendment to its articles of incorporation
fixing the limit of indebtedness at $75,000.

As a result of a disagreement over a contract between
the trustees of Batavia, N. Y., and the consolidated Gas
& Electric company, the village is in darkness.

Henry Keller, of Sauk Center, Minn., has sold his elec-

tric light plant to S. D. Davidson, who will run it in con-
nection with his mill. The consideration was $12,000.

W. R. Yeargin, of Dyersburg, Tenn., will probably
erect an electric light plant and construct a system of

waterworks in Greenwood, Miss., as the city officials

have promised to subscribe for water and lights if he will

do so.

An isolated electric lighting plant of 800 lamps' capacity
has been placed in the new Beveridge apartment building.

Twenty-sixth street and Calumet avenue, Chicago, by the

Chicago Edison company, which furnished machinery,
wiring and lamps complete.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the Edison
Electric Light company, of Philadelphia, the original con-
tract with the General company was modified by the re-

duction of the royalty about 70 per cent., and the capital

was increased by the addition of $1,000,000.

Frank P. Arbuckle of Denver, has closed negotiations
for the sale of the Longmont, Colo., Electric Light &:

Power company, of which Mr. Arbuckle is the principal

stockholder. The property was sold to a syndicate of

Longmont people for $20,000, and all the stock is to be
owned by citizens of the town of Longmont.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Edison Electric

Illuminating company, of Lancaster, Pa., several import-
ant matters were voted upon, chief of which was the in-

crease of the bonded indebtedness from $35,000 to $250,-
000. The bonds will be issued on October ist. The
capital stock will remain the same—$135,000.

The contract of the city of Montreal with the Royal
Electric Light company expires Dec. 31, 1892, and
other companies have an eye on the franchise, judging by
the letters the mayor is receiving, asking that the tendters

be called for at once, so that whoever gets it will have
time to put in the plant, etc. The price paid under the
present contract is $148 per lamp. Voluntary bids have
already been put in for $100 per lamp.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway to connect Sandusky, Milan and

Huron, O., is talked of.

The Central Railway company, of Baltimore, has
equipped its entire line with electricity. The Thomson-
Houston system is used.

The Savannah Electric Railroad company will shortly

commence the extension of its road to the railroad wharves
at a cost of about $50,000.

The property and franchises of the Lansing City Elec-

tric Railway company have been sold at receiver's sale to

Charles H. Osband, representing the Continental Trust
company, of New York, the owner of the bonds. The
price paid was $35 000, and the sale was made subject to

a mortgage of $50,000. The road will be operated by the

trust company.

The adoption of electricity for operating the Baltimore

& Ohio Belt Line tunnel in Baltimore has called attention

to the applicability of electric locomotives to tunnel service,

and it is now reported that the Grand Trunk is considering

the problem of hauling its trains through the St. Clair tun-

nel by means of electricity. As this company is now using
the largest decapod locomotives ever built, weighing 195,-

000 pounds on the drivers, for this purpose, it is evident

that the problem to be solved is by no means an easy one.

The Philadelphia Record sB.ys: "A big plunge of Phil-

adelphia capital into street railways is revealed by the in-

corporation of the North Shore Traction company of Mas-
sachusetts, with a capital stock of $6,000 000, of which
amount $20,000 has been paid in. The names of the in-

corporators as given are Edward E. Denniston, John P.

Ilsley, and C. Ford Stevens of Philadelphia, A. Hass of

Chester, and John McNeill. But it is understood that E.

W. Clark, Clarence H, Clark and Edward E. Denniston
are the principals interested in the new combination. The

road, which is a combination of the horse car roads run-
ning out of Boston to Lynn, Marblehead, Salem, and other
towns along the north shore of Massachusetts Bay, will be
operated by the trolley system."

The cars for the Liverpool Overhead Electric Railway
company of Liverpool, Eng., are 45 feet long, 8 feet 6
inches wide, carried upon two four-wheel trucks. 32 feet
apart between the centers of truck pins. Truss rods are
used as in American cars. The truck frames are of pressed
steel, and the wheels are 33 inches in diameter, with steel
tires and wrought iron spokes. Each truck has a 70 to loo
horse power electric motor, supplied by the Electric Con-
struction company of Wolverhampton. The ends of the
car are closed, and the interior is divided into two main
compartments— first and second class, with one door in
each side of each compartment. There is also a separate
smoking compartment. Each car has seating accommo-
dation for fifty-six passengers. The framing is of oak and
teak. The interior finish is of oak and walnut for the
first class, and yellow pine for the second cl.<=s. The roof
is arched and has no clearstory. Each train will consist
of two cars. The cars are lighted by electricity and are
fitted with hand brakes, as well as the Westinghouse auto-
matic brake, the arrangement for the latter being similar
to that of the locomotives and cars of the City and South
London railway.

TELEGRAPH.
It is said that the telegraph operators on the Vander-

bilt system of railroad are contemplating an appeal for
higher wages.

The Pennsylvania Railroad company has discharged four
telegraph operators at Toledo for refusing to renounce their
connection with the Order of Railway Telegraphers.

O. M, Stone, a Chicago grain commission merchant,
has filed a bill in the Circuit Court to restrain the Western
Union Telegraph company, the Postal Telegraph com-
pany and the Chicago Board of Trade from removing tele-
graph wires from his office, at the corner of La Salle and
Washington streets, and connecting with his place in the
Imperial building, on Clark street. He claims that he
has been paying the necessary money for the quotations
and that the defendants have threatened to disconnect his
wires without any cause. It is alleged that the defendants,
are seeking to discriminate in favor of special customers,

A formidable antagonist to telegraph construction in
Mexico is found in the monkey. The favorite diversion
of these animals when not in quest of food is to betake
themselves to the telegraph lines for gymnastic exer-
cises, and linemen assert that often 100 able bodied mon-
keys have been seen swinging on the wire, festooned, mon-
key fashion, by looping their tails. The continuous vi-

brations of these forest gymnasts start the iron nails used
on the cross-arms, and these often come down, bringing
the wire with them. And it is not a safe matter to under-
take to disperse these robust monkeys. Linemen have
found that on shooting a monkey swinging on the wire
they have been pursued by a whole regiment of monkeys.

MISCELLANEOUS.
It is asserted that the General Electric company pos-

sesses insurance policies amounting to $24,000,000.

A Boston dispatch says: "There is no authority for the
statement that negotiations are pending toward consolida-
tion of the Westinghouse and General Electric companies.
Westinghouse people will not go in less than par for ail

classes of stocks."

The Peninsular General Electric company has filed a
mechanic's lien for $4,890.63 on the Shepard-Hartman
building, at Grand Rapids, Mich , covering the amount
claimed to be due for labor and material furnished in the
building. Fifteen hundred dollars of the amount was due
Sept. 16, 1892, and the balance was to have been paid
May 5, 1893.

A gentleman of leisure in England has just built a dairy,

the like of which has never been seen. The building,

which is of Carrara marble, is fitted throughout with elec-

tric light, and all the motive power for separators and
churns and washing purposes is supplied by electricity.

The opening of the edifice was perfouned with great
ceremony by the Lady Mayoress of London.

The Acme Storage Battery & Manufacturing company
was incorporated at Trenton. N J., last week with a cap-
ital stock of $5,000,000 by George C. Warner, C. T,
Griffin and William L. Barker of New York; Jacob Her-
bert Potts of Jer.-ey City, and W. M. McDougall of
Orange. The object of the coaipany is to purchase and
deal in storage batteries and generators and erect a plant
to carry on the business.

Preliminary steps have been taken by a body of gentle-

men in Milan for the organization of an electrical exhi-

bition in that city in the spring of 1S94. Further informa-
tion can be obtained from Angelo Bertini, electrical en-
gineer; Francesco Grassi, professor of physics ac the
Societa dTncoraggiamenti d'Arde Mestieri; Palamede
Guzzt, engineer; Cesare Saldini. professor at the Instituto

Tecnico Superiore; and Augusti Stucchi, manufactnrer.

A damage suit against the Louisville Railway company
and the Ohio Valley Telephone company was brought in

the Common Pleas court yesterday by John Sweeny, says
tht Louisville Commeycal. Sweeny is a fireman for the city,

and was at the Dow wire works fire on Market street on
the 3d of last July. While engaged in the discharge of
his duties as fireman he came in contact with a wire of the
telephone company which had broken and was down in

the street, but crossed a wire of the railroad company. A
severe shock was received from the wire, and Sweeny was
rendered insensible. He was confined to bed, and, as his
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petition cbims, permanently injured. He wants $2,000

damages.

An electric light pole possessing several novel features

has been invented in England. The object of the inven-

tion is to provide a safe and simple means of ascending

high poles, and to do away with the necessity of requir-

ing the lamp trimmers to carry ladders or movable steps to

fit the holes usually made in the poles. Inside of the pole

is a gearing which takes the formof an eccentric or cranked

horizontal bar. Steps are attached to this at regular in-

tervals. By means of a key at the base, the bar is raised,

thus causing the steps to shoat out of the pole, forming a

safe and strong ladder. By another turn of the key the

steps can as readily be withdrawn within the pole. The

gearing is so constructed that the steps are perfectly rigid

and cannot fail or give way. These can be renewed or

taken out only by those in charge, and all danger of tam-

pering by mischievous or malicious persons is averted.

An Albany, N. Y., daily paper calls attention to the fact

that very few people have any idea of the uses that elec-

ericity is put to aside from the propulsion of street cars

and lighting purposes. The Albany Electric Light &
Power company furnishes power to upwards of a dozen

small establishments where a power of from one-half horse

to ten horse power is used. The Edison Electric Light

company does much more of a business in this line, up-

wards of 35 subscribers being upon its books. Tliis form

of power is very popular and is exceedingly economical, for

the reason that no engineer is needed to run the motors.

Several printing offices, laundries, carpet-beating estaD-

lishments and tailor shops ars fitted with motors with most

economical and satisfactory results. The power is also

used for revolving fans, coffee and peanut roasters and for

running elevators, and in a variety of other ways.

An entry made on the trial docket of the Court of Com-
mon Pleas at Cleveland, O., shows that Morton W. Cope,

as guardian of Gusiav Pfannkuche, insane, has made a

settlement with the Brush Electric company for $5 000, to

be paid by the company to the guardian for Pfannkuche,

the guardian to pay the costs out of the estate. Pfannkuche

was an Austrian inventor, who sued the Brush company

for $150,000 in matters growing out of the alleged wrong-

ful use of his patents by that company when his contract

to work for it was terminated. A demurrer was filed by

the Brush company and sustained by Judge Solders last

April. Mr. Cope meant to take the case up, but on settle-

ment Judge Solders' entry of judgment was vacated by

consent, and Judge Hamilton entered a judgment as

above. After beginning the suit a series of misfortunes

caused Pfannkuche to go insane, and hence the appoint-

ment of Mr. Cope as his guardian to look after his affairs.

TRADE NEWS.
The McGuire Manufacturing company, Chicago, has

just issued a new and very tasty catalogue descriptive of

its improved electric street car trucks.

Waterhouse Brothers, of Hartford, Conn., well knownas
manufactures of arc lamps, are sendmgto the trade a neat

pamphlet describing every part of their lamp.

Huebel & Manger of Brooklyn are very busy in filling

orders now on hand for a new electric bell. They manu-

facture these bells in a number of styles and sizes.

The Automatic S- itch company of Baltimore has re-

cently placed one of its switches in connection with the

freight electric elevators installed in Baltimore for Parr &
Johnson. The Edison motor installed by J. P. Judge is

used.

The Ball Electric Light company. New York, reports

the sales of the Ball automatic dynamo as being very large.

During the past month very large shipments have been

made to Illinois, New Orleans and throughout the New
England states. The company's illustrated catalogue is

very interesting, containing many valuable hints.

Queen & Co. of Philadelphia report steadily increasing

sales of magnetic vane ammeters and voltmeters. These
instruments meet with much favor for switch-board use on

account of an entire absence of permanent magnets and

other changeable parts. Four manufacturing concerns have

adopted these instruments, and installed them in both light

and power plants.

The Waddell-Entz company of New York has issued

its price list "No. i" of belt driven generators and motors.

Upon this same circular there is illustrated also the

Waddell-Entz combination ventilating set designed for the

Unitefi States Navy. This company is also busy manu-
facturing its improved slow-speed multipolar generators

and motors, and directly connectel motors for power pur-

poses.

The Southern Electric company of Baltimore has re-

cently made a number of changes necessary to meet the

rapid growth of its business. A new store has been added

in connection with the one now occupied, and the lease of

a large warehouse for the storage of its street railway sup-

plies has also been secured. This firm has begun to

manufacture a number of specialties. The company is

now at work, too, upon several large contracts for the

United States government. Orders were received this

week for wiring and lighting the postoffices of Rochester,

N. Y., and Toledo, O.

Engineers and others who have been fortunate enough

to obuin pure, soft flake graphite, properly prepared, do

not question its value as a lubricant. On the contrary,

they make daily use of it in many ways, and recommend it

n the highest terms. Those who have desired to test

the virtues of graphite and the claims of its advocates, and
who have been unfortunate enough to obtain only impure
and gritty graphite, naturally condemn its use. It is for the

better understanding of mechanics that the Jos. Dixon
Crucible company has prepared and published a pamphlet

on this subject. The value and'some of the uses of pure
flake graphite as a lubricant and the reason why some ex-

periments with the ordinary commercial graphite resulted

in such little success, are pointed out.

The Electrical Supply company has secured the exclu-

sive control of the Carpenter car heating apparatus for

Cook county, 111., also the general western selling agency.
With the introduction and development of these devices

there seems to open a new era in the application of elec-

tricity. Probably one of the most important uses to

which it will be applied is that of heating electric cars.

Among the numerous applications of this device are bake
ovens, smoothing irons, hair curlers, soldering irons, glue

pots, coffee pots, teakettles, broilers and griddle cake
bakers; in fact, there seems to be no limit to the purposes
to which it can be put. Next week, and for some time
thereafter, the general public will be given an opportunity
to witness the operation of these devices in actual use, as

the Electrical Supply company will make a display in its

large show windows, corner of Michigan avenue and Ran-
dolph street, Chicago. This certainly will be an exposi-

tion of unfailing interest.

BUSINESS.
The Lodge & Davis Machine Tool company, Cincinnati,

O., is introducing new combination upright and radial

dri'ls. These machines are fitted with ball bearings,

which make them very easy in adjustment.

"A Scientific Opinion of Graphite as a Lubricant" has
been published in pamphlet form by the Jos. Dixon Cruci-
ble company, Jersey City, N. J. This little book is worth
reading and can be secured from the Dixon company for

the asking.

"A Key to Engineering" is a hand-book published by
the Mason Regulator company of Boston, Mass. This
book is an exhaustive catechism of the steam engine and
boiler and contains many practical ideas gathered from
wenty-four years' experience with the steam engine.

The Dover, N. J., Electric Lighting company speaks most
favorably concerning the Ries socket. Thiscompany states

that it expects to have some in every building that it sup-
plies. These sockets are a great convenience to the user,

and are a potent factor in gaining new customers for lights.

George Cutter has removed his office and salesrooms
from 333 to 329 Rookery, Chicago. The new quarters
afford considerably more room, which was made necessary
by the expansion of the business due to the addition of the
BPw enameline electric beater to Mr. Cutter's list of special-*

ties.

The Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable company, of

Trenton. N. J., is considering the advisability of adding
quite materially to its works, as the large increase in busi-

ness during the last few months has taxed its plant to its

utmost capacity. The call for this company's well known
seamless rubber wires and cables has been unusually
large.

E. W. Wilkins, of the Partrick & Carter company, Phil-

adelphia, reports that orders were received in one mail for

650 of the company's new automatic hotel annunciators.

This firm is at work upon a large amount of this appara-
tus, and guarantees prompt delivery. Mr Wilkins will

begin an extended trip through the West and South about
October ist.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is preparing
an exhibition at its warerooms of interior conduit and sup-

plies. The company is erecting a house complete, show-
ing the method of wiring and the connections by junction

boxes. The exhibition will be unique and practical. The
company reports large sales of triple and double braid

weatherproof wire, beside a steady demand for Okonite
wire, cord and Manson tape. The sales of Washington
carbons also during the last week have been very large.

The National Time Recorder company, Milwaukee,
Wis., will shortly commence the manufacture of a clock

device to be known as the Bolte automatic timekeeper.

The company is not yet ready for business, but its fi st

models are being rapidly built. This device shows at a

glance the exact time of arrival and departure of em-
ployes. The time recorder is so made that the proprietor,

passing through the door in the morning, sees at one
glance, without opening the clock, just how many em-
ployes were late, and how much time was lost. The em-
ployes themselves, too, can seethe time their keys regis-

ter, either at the time of recording or at noon when going
to dinner. James Ilsley of the Marshall & Ilsley Banking
company, of Milwaukee, is president; F. H. Bolte, of the

Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing company, is the inventor,

and P. H. Sercombe, of the same company, one of the
stockholders.

The Railway Equipment company of Chicago has se-

cured the right to manufacture and sell the new electric

heater invented by T. Ahearn of Ottawa, Ont., and which
was recently described in the Western Electrician,
The negotiations were concluded by W. R. Mason, the
president of the company, who paid a recent trip to Ottawa
lor the purpose. The territory that the Railway Equip-
ment company will supply includes all the world
except Canada. In an interview in the Ottawa
[ournal, Mr. Mason, who is described as "a young man
of sharp, business like appearance," said of Mr. Ahearn's
system: "His heaters, while they do not take markedly
less power, give better results for the same amount of

power. In his system the heat is better distributed. But
the main advantage I take to be the fact that the appli-

ances are wired in such a way they do not fuse. In the
past the wires have never been properly protected. In
other patents, if the closest attention was not paid, they

would burn out; and if attended to, too much valuable

time was occupied."

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Sept. 20, i8g2.

719. Conduit for Electric Railways. Francis O.
Blackwell, Boston, Mass.

;

The conduit comprises transverse yokes and slot rails one, at
least, of which consists of an inverted channel iron set flush
with the street surface and bolted to the yokes,

724, Electrolytic Apparatus. Thomas Craney, Bay
City, Mich.
An anode consisting of a body of carbon arranged to e.tpose a

number of separate horizontal surfaces, and a cell of noncon-
ducting material incloses the anode and has openings leading
to Che surfaces.

727. Suspension Bracket for Electric Lamps.
Thomas Dillon, Indianapolis, Ind,

753. Insulated Electric Wire. Thomas L. Reed,
Providence, R. I,

A conducting wire is covered with a textile wrapping filled
with a composition of petricide, wax tailings and Unseed oil.

778. Electric Signaling Device for Firemen. George
L. Barnard, Milwaukee, Wis.

780. Signal Telegraph
Buffalo, N. Y.

820. Carbon Holder.
111.

The clamp Is of angular cross-section, and is adapted to give
three points of contact to the carbon, two of which are pro-
vided upon lips running in a horizontal direction.

825. Armature Winding for Dynamo Electric Ma-
chines. Rudolf Eickemeyer, Yonkers, N. Y.

Strands or lengths of wire are bent into various forms and
constitute separate sets or series of strands, each a destructive
form and all being secured in place by pins in holes, in the ends
of the armature cores.

482,863. Electric Locomotive. Conrad M. Conradson,
Madison, Wis.

482,872. Insulator. Charles T. Lee, Boston, Mass.

The insulator comprises a block composed of a series of mica
sheets compressed together, tne block being provided with a
parallel sided seat, and a casing inclosing the block.

482

482,

482,

^32.

482,

482,

482,

482,

Claudius V. Boughton,

Ernest P. Warner, Chicago,

482,

482,

482,

482,

482,

4S2,

48;

482,

4^2,

483.

483.

483

483,

483.

483.

483.

879- Method of and Apparatus for Tempering Wire.
Fred Purdy, Englewood.

The wire is heated by a current o£ electricity and the heat is

equalized by moving the wire th/ough a heated tube and then
chilling the wire.

,913. Insulator. Herbert H. Brooks, Cambridge, Mass.

The insulator consists of a cylinderof insulating material and
a trough holder in which the cylinder is placed and loosely
held, the holder having lips or projections which partially in-

close the cylinder and keep it in place,

,936 Electric Switch and Case, Augustus Wright,
Providence, R. I.

,940. Frame for Electric Arc Lamps. William F.
Bossert,Utica, and John H. Findlay,Ogdensburg,N.Y.

The supporters for the lamp hood have a segmental portion
on wh'ch the edge of the hood rests, projecting lugs being
adapted to receive the edge of the hood, the hood being se-
cured in position by a screw.

,964. Electric Railway Conduit. Rudolph M. Hun-
ter, Philadelphia, Pa.

A slotted conduit is provided with an upper longitudinal corn-
pa- tment and a lower drainage compartment opening into the
former, in combination with a flexible, suspended, bared con-
ductor in the upper compartment supported at intervals within
the conduit.

,974. Alternating Current Motor. Otto T. Blathy,
Buda Pesth, Austria-Hungary.

A rotary field alternating current motor is provided with two
sets of field magnet coils suppied from a source of simple alter-

nating currents, and self induction coils and condensers are
connected up with the field magnet circuits, whereby the'cur-
rents are displaced in phase.

Edward R. Knowles, Brook-,979. Storage Battery,

lyn, N. Y.
The element consists of a metallic plate provided will' a

cavity for an active material, the metallic walls of the cavity be-

ing lined with an easily oxidizable metal.

,986. Electric Arc Lamp, James A. Stuart, Phila-

delphia, Pa,

993. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Levi P.

Bunce, Minneapolis, Minn.

043 Apparatus for Covering Wire with Fibrous
Material. James Buckner, Boston, Mass

044. Attachment for Electric Lamps. Joseph Clift,

Dorking, England.

061. Trolley Stand for Electric Railways- John C.
Hough, Pittsburg, Pa.

In this device a disk having springs upon its opposite sld^S is

combined with n forked trolley pole socket, pivoted to the disk

and passing astride the spring and disk.

,074. Joint for Electric Conductors. Joseph W.
Marsh, Pittsburg, Pa.

The adjacent ends of the cable sections are united by a re-

cessed supporting block of insulating material, the adjacent
endsof the corresponding conductors being united and sup-
ported in the recesses carried upon the supporting block.

,108. Electrical Stop Valve. Adolf Franke, Berlin,

Germany.

,iro. Manuf.'icture of Rubber Coated Wire, etc. C.
Theodore Guilleaume, Cologne, Germany. Patented
in England June 18, 1S90, and in Germany Aug. 14,

1890.

123. Circuit Switch. Georg-i W. Russell, Jr., and
Daniel B. Minor, Denver, Colo.

The main circuit is provided with a pair of solenoids, within
whichissupporccd areciprooatlngbar. The solenoids lie in a
branch circuit and push buttons are provided whereby the,

current is alternately p.^sscd through the solenoids, and the

main circuit closed or broken.
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Agents to eell onr

Hiagara Electiic Motors and Dynamos

In cities where we are not already represented.
Liberal discounts and ejclnsiTe lerritory to re-

sponsible dealers in electrical apparatas.

]jOV£IiIj 91FG. CO.. Ltd., Erie, Fa.

FOR SALE.
One 220 Volt, 150 Ampere Generator,

One 220 Volt, 200 Amjere Generator,

In perfect condition, suitable for power circuit or
iucnndescent lighting;. For sale iit a big bargain.

A. £.. IDE •& SOX. N|>riii;;fielil. ill.

100 H. P. Ide Engine, 13x18, with 5-inoh Bhaft
li inches long, with four large driving pulleys and
bearings. One 66xl6-inch tubular boiler with
Worthiugton Pump and piping complete.
Send for list of other good second-hand engines,

iuctuding Reynolds, Corliss, Armington & Sims,
Rice. Westinghouse. and other "Best" makes taken
in exchange for Ideals, used a short time, in per-
fect order, and for sale at half price.

WANTED.
One second-hand, 650-light,

1,000 volt Alteruating Cur-
rent tjrPuerator.

Springlielj Electric light & Power fc,

SPRINGFIELD. ILL.

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
Insolation Qnaranteed irhereTer used, Aerial, Undergronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says >'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber tieed in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and ia guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an exira weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre'*'' extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gnm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAV pnd itlOTOR use, we make ai! sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

IVE GIJARANTEE OUR INSUL.ATION ^VHEREVER rSED. AERIAL, UN]>ER(>;ROUND OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-claas Insulated Wire, We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, TreaBnrer and Q«n'l Manager.
HIBBERT H. EUSTIS, Fntldent and Blectitclan.

.A. LOI^O-
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

si:jx=:f»ilieid.

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SKAMLEISS RUBBER WIRES AND CABLEIS,
JOHN A.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. JT.

ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Ceneral Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, UK

^,6HAWA\VT
MFV5EWIRE
XOA\PANY

65 WATER .5T BOSTON

HICHEiT GRADE

TESTED FViE WIRES UNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LIJTJ

WNEMEN WANitD.
We'can ^ive to two good inside wiremen perma-

iient positions at good wages. Must be competent
to do flrst-class work without close supervlsion.
IMeu who know something about central station

work preferred. Must bring good references. Ap-
ply iit once toKDWARD PEKDERUAST.

Foreman Wiring Department,
Forest City Electric Light & Power Co.,

Rockford. 111.

OFFICE DESKS,
'Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

A. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave,. Chicago.

\% lbs. Anthracite COAL, i)er Horse Power,

Largest Saving in Fuel
Per Honr, GUARANTEED.

Hizes: 50 Hurse Pow^er and UpTvard.
We will contract to furqish Incandescent or Arc

Electric Light Plants with " OTTO " Engines, guar-
anteeing results.

OTTO CAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

1 K Vesev Street, New York.
1.">1 Manroe Slreet. Chlcajto, 111.

19 rear! street, Boston. IMass,

Street Fixtures

AT BOTTOM PRICES,

Slechanlcally Stroaer-
Inenlailon Perfect.

Bernstdii lUrie Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H. H.P. 500 Volt Arm&ture, A^ntilattd. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard ol their claba.

430 West ( 4th Street. NEW YORK.

PR0P0S4LS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Scaled proposals will be received by the city of

Ivalamazoo, Michigan, to light said city for the
term of ten years with arc electric lights of 2,000
caudle power each, witti a minimum number of 150
to a luasimum of 250, of which number from 30 to

40 lamps are to be all night lamps on the dark
night scale, and VIQ to ItiO to run till midnight,
the city reserving the right to purchase the plant
at the" end of the term of ten years. Bids to be
accompanied with sijecifications as to style of
power, lamps, wire, poles, etc.

The city reserves the right to reject any or all

bids. All bids to be accompanied with a certified

check of ^100.00 and to be indorsed "Bids for city

lighting" and addressed to

THERON r. GIDDINGS. City Clerk,

Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Bids will be received up to 12 o'clock, September
30, 1892.

Patented J^n. 22. 1884. A. T, Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Llgbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public HallB.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6 W. 14th St .New York.

SEALED PROPOSALS.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,

Muskegon, Mich., September 15, 1692.

Bids will be received at this office until 6 o'clock
p. m. Monday, October 17. 1892, for lighting the
streets of the city of Muskegon with Electric Arc
lights. Proposals to be made on a basis of a 1.20" to

2,000 candle power light,and not less than 150 light-S.

Proposals should be made both for 365 nights a
year, or moonlight nights excepted. Contract is

to be made for a term of five years. " Each bidder
will be required to deposit a certified check of five

hundred dollars. The right is reserved to reject
any and all bids. All communications and propos-
als should be addressed to the office of the Board
of Public Works.

JAMES GOW President
Board of Public Works

,

J. KrPPEXHEIMER, Secretary.

All Sizes

and

Qnalities

For Electricel Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
318 Water Street. New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MICA

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent liamps.
WE CARRT THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS 171 and 173 eBKBNE ST., NEW^ YOUK.

EVERYBODY
Who has occasion to use, a portable ammeter or voltmeter,

either for laboratory or commercial testing—a universal in-

strument, so to speak

—

WANTS
a good one at reasonable cost. QUEEN & CO., of Phila-

delphia, are issuing a circular on the subject, No. 355,

which contains valuable information and

fi£ SPECIAL PRICES.
ASK THi;m FOB A €OPY,

JJ
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BBAHOH STORE^—

2134 Michigan Avenu«»

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE <n Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in prodacing a aniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut'Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 to 156 ereei 81

,

Green Point,

BROOKUK, N.J,

KODAKS.
New Features.

New Improvements.

The Ifew Model Folding Kodak has

glass plate attachment, Barker shutter,

sliding front, automatic register and

can be used as a hand or tripod camera.

NO DARK ROOM REQUIRED

IF YOU have a DAYLIGHT KODAK.

S6.00 to $65.00.

FASTMAN KODAK CO.,

Send for Circulara. Rochester, N. Y.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. iSoc. M. E.)

Hechanical and Electrical

ConeultatioDS, Reports, Plana, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Llghii: g,

and Electric Eailwaye.

56 Turner Building, St, Louis,

ManufactuKeKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI&Electrical

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

,# H.M.LouD & Sons UimberQi.)

OSCODA. , IVI I CH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterlmry, Conn. - - SS Faa^li !Plaoe, Ne-vr Yorlr.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underw^riters' Copper Electric liight I/ine Wire, Copper itlagrnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and W^orsted Cords for
Incandescent liigliting. > onnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station W^orfc.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K-"MIM11
FoF Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapli and Teleplione Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TEE GEEAT WESTEEH ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANT, CHICAGO, . - SELLING AGENTS.

Taos. L. SCOriLL, New TorkJgent.

imoTotf

BlfUSifES.

EliECTRIC lilCiHT
AarD BATTERV

CJ{llBOflS.
ro^sE-^^Fm!^*^o:

C!X,E'^^:EIX./>^Isr-D. OTTTO

THE x^ESXjO^onxr ttit-a^tpezh ^wtzxeiesil

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 In use.

Affords the moat simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads lunninK from ^0 up to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the coantry.

BliECTBIC TRANSMISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way ol a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlone
of epeed and pretenre, have brought it into special prominence and extensive
use for thte class of work. All applicatlcns should etate amount and head of
water power reqoired, and for what purpose, with approximate length, of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PEIiTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
121-123 aiain St., San Francisco, Cal., V. S. A.

143 IjIBERTY street, - - NEW YORK,
^^Itliavlng cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, iniendlngparchasers are hereby warned that all each infringements will
be duly jirOBPcuted. 4

PtCl^TON IVATER 9IOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horee jower, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or Kew York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Annunciators^ Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instrum^ents,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AUKM, BBEBT A. CO., Mt. rani, Hlnn.

SBIIIIIK Agents:) MTANDABD EliBOTBICAI. WiDBKH, Clnclunatl, Ohio,
( UOriVTAIlV ELEVTBkO CO., I>«nyer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI^E-

BKATJED "WAXEK WHEEI^as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, liig:h S»pee<|
and ffreat Efficiency, and large Capacity for its diameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is tised

by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the

economical \ise of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent

of useful effect grna-ranteed,
SEI\I> FOK CAXAEOOUE AN1> PARTICUEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

TURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a F.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

xasa7.^^XjXsia:E:i3 is78.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors. Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wn.Si^S?SJ.bE^. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>e^yst.a y.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of liow Voltage.

p-^^ Over 40 New Stjles of Lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue Part I and 11.

Ready
Part III in P.int.

EXPMIMEJITAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and lUnetrationG.

i.L, SOMOFF, Mamlacttirer, L^^^yohIcuv.

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES
FOB EEiECTBICAIi trSES^;

OraDliite Bods of Various Iiensihs, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the Inch. Graphite Boxes and Crnclbles, Kesisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inanlrles (>)Iadly Answeied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr<^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
e»00 N. Second Street, ST. I.OIIIS.

TRANSMISSION 0^ POWER
BY MANIl^LA ROPE.

CopIouBly illDstrated and described in catalogne

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

GBDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Polea, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO,

Carrying Current for all In-
candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

Nos. 13, 1 5 and 17 Corllandt St. . - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., - Chicago.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!
scxca-: Gk-:Ei..A.i^iss xza'o.^]>a-33£isox]zaa? Xji.^AXf>s.

THE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMFMY, OCOHTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before purchasing else^rhere send in a trial order for Brilliants.
Ijamps famisbed to consaniers in qnantities at factory prices.

AGENCIES:
CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.
MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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MUNICIPAL. AND TOWN ELECTRIC LIGHTING HAS COME, AND

THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Is prepared to give the BEST BBSUIiTS for the LEAST MONEY.

We will guarantee to give any city or town 150 Arc Lights from a 50 H. P. Engine. Ask any of our competitors if

IT.
We make a 100 Light Dynamo 1,200 c, p., and guarantee it shall maintain the 100 Lights over 50 miles of wire.

See where a nice little water power would come in 25 miles away.
If you use coal remember the smart thing to do is to burn as little as possible.

BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.
The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO is as much superior- to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic

engine is superior to the old slide valve with its external throttling governor.

We offer to the public THE BEST SYSTEM OF ELECTRia LIGHTING in the market—the most economical in oper-
ation, the most easily cared for, the most durable, the CHEAPEST IN COST—and invite inquiries from parties interested.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

DAI I CI Cf^TDlf^ I lOUT on Office: 404 W. 27th St., N. Y.dMLL ELCV^ I IVlW Ll^^n I S^yjm, Factory: 281 to 289 Ninth Ave., 40O to 4!6 W. 27th St., N. Y.

CARPEHTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDGEPOBT, CONN.

TRA.PE IVI.^K.F^K^

RheoBtate of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for lUuBtrated Calalogaeand Price
Llat.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valuable. Yon phould
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

£6nt advice, free of charge.

W. W. BUDL.EY & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 632 P St., N. W., Wasliington, D. t.

pleas© mention this paper.

Hn g^ B For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

IfllV"" Loi^ Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD KUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

ThsH KartaYGrt « Manufacturing h Co., 39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ] Unite mity in Size.

TTVrXXjXkOIXIia'G-TX'OlNr, 33£IXj. 0:^x0.^0-0.

FRANKLIN S. OAKTER CHARLES M. WILKINS.

TRADING AB

E. WARD WILKINS.

FAHTRICH & CAHTEH CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PEOPEIBTORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goodsand afull lineof suppliesforhoteland house worl<.

Catalogues and Discount Sheets will be sent to those In the trade upon receipt of Application and Euslnese Card.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL"

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
I^amp.

8en<( for Trial Order.

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
Iiamp.

Send for Trial Order.

vGAND^^gentL^

171 and 173 South. Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEI'7IN&

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
J On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, Bteadineaa of motion and easy working gate, the con-
^ Btruciion of whlcti makes it the moat aensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various etyles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
SacCESSOES TO

STOUT, ailliLS &. TE3IPI.E. DAYTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

no Stvles and Sizes. Vpright and Ilorizotitul.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords everj' facility for mating them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workin" srates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easv regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL <&, CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

THeSechrist automatic switch
For Controlling Incandescent Jjig^hts

in Private Residences.

Apply for the Agency to

ALBERT SEOHKIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

MORSE^c
pi,i(~t<;pYF ^°'^°'°°°"'''*^'''- lquis.

ENGINES OverSWOii Seirice, Simple
nd. Si?TiilItirCir-

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognes of
office fitiinga.

AMERICAS DESK AHD SEATIHG CO.,
270-373 AVabasIi Avenue, CHICAGO

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Sl.OO.

DON'T WANT TO SELL
But we want to act for you in buyirg Elf c-

trie L'ght and Electric Hallway Supplies
on tie Chicago rrarket. We lepres' nt the

buyers Vut not the manufacturers or job-

be' s, and being in touch wllh all the Dest

prices extant, we can rfnder you valuable
asfistance. Panies obliged to place orders

beff re sscuiirg quotations will do well to

enlist our services. We guarantfe to

guard your jnttrfsts closely. Wecturgf:
Invoices up to |100, 5^; |1C0 to $250, 4?;
$2.50 to $500, 3J; $500 to |1,000, 2^';

$1,000 upward, \'i. Send for irospectus.

Seven jeiro' experience in Electrical Sup-
plies. Edward Lasell & Co..

I3Z5 Uonadnock BIdg., Chicago.

THE STAND.iEB OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Se>t) for Cieculak & Prices.

I

The Leclanche Battery Co.
U1 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MULTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR

PBESEXT SEIZES: lOO, 150, SaO, 500 H. P.

Before you build or enlarge your Power Station, you will do well to consider the fact that under our construction

You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, including Boilers,

(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer, Stack, Pump Room,
etc, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.
You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and of total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We have now ready the Second Edition of "SOTJES ON POWER PIiANTS.'

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEWYORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street, PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO : 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street,

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.,

MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Drexel Building.
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THE LAKE ERIE ENQINEERING WORKS,
-BtJILDEItS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST KCOMOMY AND REGULATION GDARAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address aU inqiniries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W.B. PEARSON &C0.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of JPoiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTEDvr OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES

.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two korse power to tlreeliDMrel liorse Down.

Wester DeoartmenI 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. W^LKER, Manager

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht thoronjjblv day and niglit at the INSTI-
TUTE of TEt'HXOIiOWY. 151 Throop
Street, Chica(;o, III. Amatecra, ArtiBana
aod otbere aaeiBt^d Practically in any line, and
Inetrncted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanical DRAroBTiNG, Mathematica, Elec-
trical ralculatlone. Architecture, Mechanics, also
aiiijlif tlav HD'i nl<'ht.

Commntators^ Refilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

THE BRAVITY
PURIFIER.

The Best Filter on tlie Market.
ONE GALLON OF OIL RUNS A

DYNAMO 200 HOURS,
Thin filter will aave its cost in a eliort time, and doea

the work perfectly. Jiiat clean the movable screens, Nob,
*~ and 4, occasionally, and it will do the work.

Lima, Ohio. April 20, 189i
THE GRAVITY PURIF.ER CO., Decatur, ino.

Uhntledien;—We li^ve need two of your Pnrifiere for
almut one year, and find (hey are all you claim for them,
and we would not be without them

.

Youra truly, LIMA ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
0. J.Dlehl, Supt,

Ea4^

The7 are Guaranteed and aent on 30 Daye' Approval.

No.'^ rStoek Hizo) Holds 8 Gallons Clean Oil.
Price, iiiilS.OO IVet. No UitKcount.

Filtering capacity from 3 to 10 gallons i)er day, accord-
ill,' to quality of oil. Other eime made to order and
ilinfL'ed accordingly. Large eizee made with two or more
lull's to incroaeo lllteiint; capadtv. Send for one and
t^lvo It a trial, and you will hii woll pleased.
Write for descriptive circular.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO.,
DKCATCR, IIVDIAKA.
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BALL ENGINE CO., ERIE, PA.
Automatic Cnt-off ENGINE.
'With Xeir Improvements, Uneqaaled Begnlation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smooth and i^niet Banning.

New York Office: 18 Cort-
landt St.. F. R. Chlnnock
Sales Asent,

Chicago Office: Room 506
"The Rookery,"

J. W. Parker & Co.". 38 South 4th St,

Philadelphia. Pa.
Crook. Horner & Ca, Baltimore. Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., Iil9 Main St.,

Richmond. Va.
L. M. Kumsey Mfc- Co.. ^t. Louis, Mo.
Cooley & Taier. 2i!4 WashiDgton Ave.

So., MlDoeapolls, Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co.. Lewis Block, Pirts-

burgh. Pa-
Blsdon Iron Works, San Francisco.

Cal.
Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma,
Wash.

E. G. Gilbert. Atchison, Kan.
J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St.,

Boston. Mass

The Best Engine for Electric Ligliting and Eiectric Railways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.
CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ofHigh Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE

:

48 S. Canal Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS <^ BELLS.
FiriiD I^INB AliTfATB IX STOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulto" St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14t>3 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Send for Nbw CATALoetrs. Out Angnst let.

H. & 0. LAKt CO
SfANCKACTLHEES Of

FRICTION CLUTCH ,.»,

PULLEYSt
and CUT-OFF 1

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR,

|eHORNELLSVILLE,N.Y,
Tbe Simplest, ,_

Irongesi and Ee.stp
Clutch Pulley
made. Adapted
to light or heav
work, Rtojiping and

tartin^ machines easilv
and quiokly without jar.

Downward Diaft Steam Boilers.
Fael Saving, Smoke Preventing,

Qaick: Steaming and I>arable.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.DfficeandWorks,ERIF, PA,
CO««.EX«J.OWERI.J^I.XByoj. WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BEAKCH OFFICES:

( XEW YORK, 136 Liberty St.
1 PHILADKLPHIA, 944 Drexel Building.
) CHICAGO. 1120 -Tlie RooUery."
( SAN FRANCISCO, S9 and 31 Spear St.

BO'.LERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY. AGENCIES:
ST. LOUIS—M. P. Jolinston Machinery Co..

713 and 717 Nortli Second Street- SIMPLE AND COMPOUNDMtNNEAPOLIS, MINN.-T. M. Maguire. 33 Syndicate Block CONDENSING OR NON "CON DEN SI NG

CORLISS
ENGINES

OF THE HIGHEST TYPE A>'T> IN ALL SIZES,

ARE aiADE BY

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

.Ward Leonards Co.,

136 LMy St,MM City.

Bulk Electric Contractors
FOB

COMPLETE PLANTS
of every kind, including buildings, s'eam

plants, "wa'er powers, electric generaiing

plants, pole lines, underground work, road

beds, bridges, motors, inside wiring, etc.

Having no agencies and no connection

with any manufacturing concern, we in

ttall any apparatus and any system de-

sired.

NIXE YEAH8' EXPEFIEXCE.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Planta for Lighting and Power Installations,
Bent Pipe and Coils in Iron, Brass and Copper, for all kinds of service,

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI. OHIO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Comlete Steam Plaits Mallei

WESTEKN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Streei, New York City

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOB CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
THE THoiisni-iinm euctiic ti.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET R&ILWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

pqb

!z;

o
1^

Can furnish from Chicago stock, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are General Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company
And will make yon factory prices on all kinds of RDBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD EMCASED CABLES, INCANDESCENT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chiea(»*o, 111.

J
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THE

CARPENTER

ELECTRIC

HEATING

APPARATUS.

We have secured exclusive control of

the above appliances for Cook County,

also the General Western Selling Agency.

We call attention of Electric Street

Railways particularly to the

CARPENTER

CAR

HEATER.

Terpsicliore in the Flat Creek Quarters.

Listen when I call de figgers! Watch de music es you go!

Chassay forrard! (Now look at 'em! some too fas' an' some too slow!)

Step out when I gibs de order; keep up eben wid de line;

What's got in dem lazy niggers? Stop dat stringin' out behin'! ^

All go forrard to de center! Balance roun' an' den go back!

Keep on in de proper 'rection, right straight up and down de crack!

Moobe up sides an' mind de music; listen when you hear me speak!

(Jes' look at dem Pea Ridge niggers, how dey's buckin' gin de Creek!)

Dat's de proper action, Sambo! den you done de biznis right!

Now show 'em how you knocked de splinters at de shuckin t'udder night;

Try to do your lebbel bes', an' stomp it like you use to do!

Jes' come down on de '"Flat Creek step" an' show de Ridge a thing or two!

Now look at dat limber Jonah tryin' to tech de fancy fling!

(Who ebber seed a yaller nigger dat could cut de pidgin-wing?)

Try dat lick agin, dar, Moses; tell you what, dat's hard to beat!

(How kin sich a little nigger handle sich a pile o' feet?)

Swing your corners! Turn your pardners! ('Pears de motion's gittin' slow.)

What's de matter wid de music? Put some rosgum on dat bow!

Moobe up, Tom— don't be so sleepy! Let em see what you kin do!

Light off in de "gra' vine-ttvis" and knock de "double-shuffle," too!

Gosh! dat double j'iated Steben flings a hifalutin hoof!

He kicks de dus' plum out de planks an' jars de shingles on de roof I

Steady, now, an' check de motion! Let de fiddler stop de chune!

I smell de 'possum froo de crack, an' supper's gwine to call you soon!

De white folks come it mighty handy, waltzin' 'roun' so nice an' fine;

But when you come to reg'lar dancin\ niggers leabes ''em -way belmi'

!

1^0 other device secures such an even distribution of heat. Every-

body comfortable; no "hot" or "cold" spots, and not a nickel's worth

of space taken up.

Temperature can be controlled and varied to suit the weather.

SM OUR SHOW WIUDOWS NEXT WEEK FOR THE
CHmESE LAUHERY.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue,

KaMtern oni<-4* antl Fni'torit'H.
ANHOMA, 4-ONX. QHICAQO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-9IAK1JFACTVBEBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP. COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE an(! iWO - WIRE

CABi I0, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d Sf, NEW YORK.

3665 FAGTORIT: Glenwood, Tonkers, IV. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

MAJJIIFACTIIREBS OF-

The Sunbeam Incandescenl Lamp Co.^

805 CMAMBEB OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO. - - ILL.

INCAHDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

The Electrical Supply Co., OhiOfteo.IU. jflU^ Jijlj!(B JjdiUllJS
The Blectrical'Sapt>l7 Oc, Anionia, Oonn. ^^ '^
W. H. Gordon & Co., Hew York.
F-z*. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N.Y. ^P^* "m - ^F^.fV* •
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa. At* HlO*rl rUTII^lAllOV
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala. ^^^ ^-^^S** *i^**AV/*^^**^i/^
LouiSTllle Electric Co , Louisville, Ky

.

Moiintaui Electric Co., Denver, Oolo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash. T ^^WlV%0
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis. Ji^f^-l | B ¥r^<
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

APPARATUS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

Direct Current asd Altematiug Incandescent LiglitiDg and

POWER TRANSMISSION.

THE NEW WOOD GENERATOR AND MOTOR
Has the Following Special Features of Merit:

Migh Ffficiency, Perfect Self regulalion. Uniqueness and Simplicity of Design^

Self-Oiling Expansion Boxes, Self Contained Multiple Fuses, Anti-

Friction and Insulating Sliding Base Frame, New Patent
Fire- Proof and Indestructible Rheostat.

For farther information address

FOBT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO., - Fort Wayne, Inj.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

Street Railway Motors and Generators,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS, STATIONARY MOTORS,

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

EiectricBJ MercJiandise of Evsry Description.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: LOUISVILLE: CINCINNATI: ST. LOUIS: CHATTANOOCA:
18 Gortlandt Street. NoDadoock Balldlog. Commerce Bolldlog, Heave Balldlog. Commercial Building. 305 Fort Street.
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PROTECTION,
WITHOUT HICH TARIFF.

Use Fulmen Arresters on your Street Railway.

C. S. VAN NUIS,
136 Liberty Street, New York.

A METER

For Arc LamiJS
and Direct
Current
locanciescents.

PATTEE

Lamp-Hour Becotder.

GEORGE CUTTER.
329 "The Rookery," Chicago.

r^^/^^^c'=^^E^#E'kJsu.^ess Manager..

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY, LIHTED,

f^^OCj^ARKJ

13 Park Row, New York^
INSULATED

WIRES AID CABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, PMladelphifl, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,

I

Omatia, I.oaUTllle. St, I,oaia, San Francisco, I.ondon and So. America.
I City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW TORK,

MANUFACTUEEES, IMPOBTEES ASD DEALEES IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOR CAPACITY TESTS. Llno Material.
WE CWS AND OPEBaTB THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHEEE WS MASUFACTCEE A FULL LINE OP

Test InstmineDts and all Scientific Measarement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH CRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

Mannfactured by Ibe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGEKT S

:

New York City, Cha.^. E. Cbapin, 136 Liberty St. ; Louisville, Ky., Smitliers & Davis.
Chicago, 311., Elec. Appliance Co.. 2i2 Madiaon St. I Pittsburgh, Pa.. W, H. Vandevort, 709 Lewis Block.
St. Paul. Mian.,The Elec.Eui-'iQeerinKi; Supply Co.

;
G. P. Altenberg. 2>0 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha, Xeb., B. B. Down:?, 215 Sheely Block I agent for Kentncky, Tennessee, Virginia and
St. Louis. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply Co. I West Virginia.
San Francisco, Cat., International Elec. Supply & Little Bock, Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,

Con. Co., 4th floor Academy of Science Bldg. 1 307 W, Marfcham St.
Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 213 W. ith Rt.

|
Montreal, Can- Packard Lamp Co., a6-100 King St.

MASUFAOTCKEE OF

IlffSULiATSD SLEGTRIG WIRB
FLKXTBLE COKDS* and CABLES.

200 and 30* North Third Street, - - PH[II,ADEI.PBI.a, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ash: your nearest
Snpply House
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Ele-strioal Co , ^^;irelT Boston, Mass.
New York Oflio© aotl Stock Room: Central Building, lil Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PliNTS.

ESTIMATES AUD DEAWTNGS STTBMITTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N.Y,

KEPBESENTATITES :

Julian Scholl & Co. , 12(! Liberty St., Kew York.
Geo. D. HoffDiaa. 82 Lake St., Chicaso, III.

H. M. Sctple & Co. , 3d & Arcn Sts. . Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W B. Pearson & Co., Home Ins. Biag.,Chicago, III. James & Co.^ Chatlanooga, Tann

Tbos. G. Smith, Jr William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.

HammondBldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Andereon, Honston, Tex.iiommv_ _ B..
f. H. Whiting, Jacobson Blocfc, DenYor, Coltx.

W. A, Day, viB Oliver St., Boston, Mass.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston. 44 Broad St., New York City.

THOMSON HOUSTON - EDISON SYSTEMS.

CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT,

ALTERNATING OR DIRECT, HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

Feeder and Three Wire Systems of Electrical Distribution.

Isolated Lighting Plants. Complete Plants for Lighting Ships, War Vessels, Etc.

ARC LAMPS. INCANDESCENT LAMPS. SEARCHLIGHTS.

ILLUMINATED DISPLAYS AND LAMP SIGNS.

STATIONARY MOTORS ELEOTmC^MOToV^WORK.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

THE ONLY PERFECT STREET RAILWAY SYSTEMS.
RAILWAY MOTORS. RAILWAY SUPPLIES. CONTROLLING APPARATUS.

SLECTISIC 2v/CIl^I^Ta- IE^Xj-^^TTS-
LOCOMOTIVES. HOISTS. DRILLS. VENTILATORS. PUMPS. COAL CUTTERS.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

HMPERE-METERS. 7^1EXERS. iZOLTMeTGRS.

ELESGTRIGAL SUPPLIES.
iTT^ltolxeai. Oi;it-Ova.ts. Xl.ea;x3.lAtox*s. wAb£>£3llAXXoes.

020 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 44 Broad Street, New York.
17:i and 171} Adama Strett, Vhicano, IV. SOU Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Z04 Went Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Baildiny, Atlanta, Oa. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

IS First Street, San Francisco, Cat.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co ix

American Desk ifc Seating Co. .

American Electricai 3Ifg. Co.. ix
American Engine Co xii

Andrews & Co.. A. H
Babcocli& Wilcox Co., Tlie i

HagKot, E xiv
Ball Electric Light Co xvi
Ball Engine Co xlx
Ball & Wood Co., The I

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elee. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. x
Bernstein Electric Co xii

Banchard, Albert —

—

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xiv
Bowers Bros xvi
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. .

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co . . j viii

Btyan, W. H xiv
Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co , The ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi
Central Electric Co v
Chicazo Riwhide Mfg. Co
Columbia Inc Lamp C •

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electi ic Co . . xiii

Cnshlnp, P. W vii

Cutter, Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xvii

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

d'Int'reville, G xiii

Dixon Crucible Co , Jos xv
Dudley & Co., W. W xvi
Duplex Electric Co. , Ltd
Eas'em Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv
Electric Appliance Co xii

"Slectric Cons. & Supply Co. . . vi

Electi ic Engr'g & Supply Co . . iv

Electrical ilfg. Co , The xv
Slectric Secret Service Co xix
Slectrlclan Pub Co xvi
Electrical Construction Co The. xiii

Electrical Eng & Supply Co.The.—
Blectrieal Supply Co., The . . . xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xvii

Bmplre China Works xiv
Enterprise Electric Co xv
Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Fenacute Machine Co x
For Sale Advertisements x, xii, xiii

Fort Wavne Electric Co xxiv
General Electric Co ii, xx
Great Western Elec, Supply Co—

—

Greeley& Co., The E. S 1

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xvii

Helsler Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works xix
Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & HayAens.... xiv
Hood&Co.,Wm xv
Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xv
Ide & Son. A. L xiii, xvii/

Illinois Electric Lamp Co viii

India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xsiii

Institute of Technology xv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting C" i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W viii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Woiks xxi
Lake, J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works.xviii
Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works x
Lasell & Co., Edw xvii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . x
Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel, & Co. , Jas xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Mather Electric Co iv

Midland Electrical Wks xii

Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co. , A. M xii

Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Carbon Co xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire O . xv
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co. xvii

New York & Ohio Co 1

Otto Gas Engine Works
Oatrander «Sb Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co xvii

Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

PeltoD Water Wheel Co xiv
Penn. Electric Engineering Co. viii

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co xix
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Proposals for Elec. Ltg xiii

Queen & Co xill

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
R«ilw»7 Equipment Co Ij
Bedding Elecfrie Co ?
Blw Electric Specialty Co i
Boebllng'a Sons Co , J . A ....

INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Rose Elec, Light Supply Co. . . xii

Samflon Cordage Works. xii

3awyer-Man Electric Co xi
Scbuvler Electric CJo iv
Sechrist, Albert xvii
Sbawmut Fuse Wire Co xvii
SbuUz Belting Co
Siebert, G
Siemens & Halske Electric Co vi

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.. . •

Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Somoff , J. L
Sperrv Elec. Mlninc Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co vi

Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
SteamsMfg. Cn xix
Steuten Lamp Works xni
Sterling, W. C xv
StUwell &BierceMfg. C' . xiv xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . .xxiii
Taylor Engine Co
Union Hardware Co xii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuls C. 8 ;:..... i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xix
Want Advertisements ...xiii, xvii
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv
Western Electric Uo xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xviii
Westlnghoxise Elec,and Mfg Co . xi
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd x
Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annnnclatorsi

.

Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical 8npply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical WorkB.
Oatraoder & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co,

Are lismps.
Ball Electric Light Co.
BeggB, J. E., Mctiy. <fc Snppiy Uo.
BiTiMli Electric Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Sapply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
**chU7ler Bl^ctrlc Co
Siemens & Halyke Electric Co.
Btandard Electric Co.
WeetinghonseBlectric & Mfiy. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
BLnapp Electrical Works.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co..The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Leclacche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

Battery Jam.
American Batte;yCo.
Central Electric Uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Weaiern Electrit Co.

BeUs, £lectrio.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp illectnca] Works.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

BeUs, Hairneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Greeley & Co. , The B. B.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Parmck & Carter Co.
Wffltem Electric Co.

Belting.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
JeweU Belting Co.
Link Belt Maclilnery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Bahcock & Wilcox Co., The,
Blancbard, Albert.
Lane & B dley Co., The
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearne Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, filectrleal.
Electrician Publlalilng' Co.

jBnrclar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke,
Electric Appliance Co.
BlectrtcaJ Bupply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The B. 8.
Enapp Blectrieal Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Gables.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Eiectno. (See Insulated
Wires), Copper. Sbeetand Bar
Moore. Alfred F.
R^ebllng's Sons Co.. .T. A.
Washbarn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Camera*.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kziipp Slectncal Worm.
ITatToaal CubOB Co.

Cl«t«keB, VrftstlRW.
F»ll| Rivet & UMhlae Co. '

Late, J. Bad Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works,

ConstmctlOD and Kepalrs.
Electric Cons. & Supply t'o.
Electrical Conetruction Co., The.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, KleetrlA Ajisbt,
Knfflne Plants and Klectrle
Bailif'ays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
irail Electric Light Co.
Bail Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The,
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Sapply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Ide &, Son, A. L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Mather Electric Co.
Moree & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
hmlth, Thos. G. Jr.
Siandaid Electric Co.
ThomsoD -Houston Biectrlc Co.
Waddell-Entz Comptiny,
Westinffhouse Electric & Mfe. Co
WtBlinghouee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine to.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroii Electrical Works,
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebllng'8 Son's Co. , J .A.
SperryKiec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Bleccric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Blectrieal Supply Co.. Tne.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. U. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Gnt-Onts and «wit«-h*>«,
American Electrical Mfg- Co.
Bryant Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Sapply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Entorprise Electric • o.

Great We:tern Electric Fnpply Co.
Hart it Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knanp Electrical Works,
Perkins Elec. Switx:h Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg.* SuiplyCo.
Van Nuis, C S.

Dynamos.
Ball Electric Light Co.
Brush Electric uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co . , Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne h-iectrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electi ic Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Worke,
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric MannfactnrlngCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Eloctrlc Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co,
StaL dard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

El<>ctrlc £<aTa Gas Tips.
Smith, A.. T.

Electrle Bailirays.
Detroit Electrical Works,
General ElectricCo.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and UlecbaD ical
Enslneers.
Bryan, W. H

.

Electrical Instrnsients.
Central Blectric Co.
Blectrieal Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Queen & Company.
Western Blectric Co.

Electrical IntelUeence.
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Eectric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Midland Electrical Wke.
Ries Electric Specialty Co , The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot. B,
Electrical Supply Co., The.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Go.

Electro-Platlns Maehlnei.
Brash Blectric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Geqeral Sleetrlfi Co.

fEndwes, Has.
0.(0 Ga4 £og ue ^uitta.

Ensrines, Bteaat,
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball * Wood Co., The.
Ide & Son, A. L.
Lake Erie Enginpering Works.
Lane & Bodily Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Oatflts.
Stanley Electric Mlg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fase If Ire.
Electrical Snpply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
ShawmutFuse Wire Co.
Snerry Elec.Mining Machine Co.

€ia» iiientlns, fclertrie.
Detroit Elecrrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electric»> ^^nnplles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacnum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Ofttrolt Blectrieal Works.
d'Infreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Su ply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterprise E ectric Co.
General Electric Oo.
Gre.t Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley &Cto., The B. 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klip'tein, A.
Knapp Blectrieal Works.
Penn

. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
ReddiDff Elpctric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co
Utica Elf c. Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Western Electric Co.

^lobf^s and Electrical UiasK-
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co. -^

Graphite Sp«>f>ialt1es,
Dixon Crucible To , Jos.

Insolatora and Inianiatlnc
waterla'*.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Electric Engineering it Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
iJart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
TntemftMnnal Oknnit-o Co., The
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert MfR. Co,
Lefmann, Julius.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co.. Elu?ear.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply C o.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannope« Pottery Co,
Western Electric Co.

iDsnlated Wires and Cables
aiasnet W^fr**
American Elec'rical Mfg. Co.
Central Blectric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cnshing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
RRflt-om Blectric Ca.^i'* Co.
Electric Applianc. Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Elwtr'c Co,
(General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Int-ernatlouBl Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insn-
latingCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.

Natic nai India Rubber Co.
New York insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'p Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmnt Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & .Moen Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, in«»andes'»*»"«*.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Ca
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electoral & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.. The.
Electr cal Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
General ElectricCo.
Hood&Co.. Wm.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New Ynrk and Ohio Co.
Penu- Electric Engineering Co,
ReddiDg Electric Co.

Steuben Lamp Works.
Somoff, J. L,
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

Lnthes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Mshtnlnff Arrestev^.
VanNqls, O.S,

B«r«et wire.
(SeelninlitMl Wf:, I

)

.nechanlral arachlnery,
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

BledlcaJ Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Sllca.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

9Illlli>«: nBCbinevy
Becker Mfg. Co.. John.'

911d«:: niS'iuin, JCIectrle
Detroit Electrical Works.

Mining ADParstus, Electric.
General ElectiicCo.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WestlneboTiae Electric & Mfg. Co.

JI- del Makins:,
Midland Electrical Wks.

notors.
Brush Electric Co.

, Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Ene. & Supplv Co Th*»
General Electric Co.

' '

Great Wettern Electric Supplv iCoLa Roche Electric Works
Matiier Electric Co,
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co '

Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe Co

Becker Mfg. Co., John
Office Fnmitnre.
American Desk & Seating Co
AudrewB&Co., A. H.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Wlectrical Snpply Co-. The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Siehert, G

Poles.
Electrical Snpply Co. The
Lefmann, Julius.

'

LonA, H. M. & Sons' Lumbar Co
Railway Egninment Co

Porcfrlai".
Empire China Works.
AVannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers. Eieetrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Balln^ays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

B<>^nlatiiis Aookets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co

Separators, •tteam.
Hlne Eliminator Cc.

8i>k Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speaklns Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Kallwnr.
I

Detroit Electrical Works.
I Electric ApplianceCo.

I

Lefmann, Julius.

I

Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insoiatinc,
Central Electric Co,
CushIng, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Electrical Supply Co., The
India RuDber & Gutta Percha In*
sniatlng Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn 5; Mcen Mfg. ( o.

Telei^aph ApparatuK
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, RlRctWc
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^ The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

TPHnsrnrmers,
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Nacioua! ElectricMannfactnrir -^

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfi; >, ,

Trolley Co»-d.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
DelroU E'ecfrVal Works.
General Electric Co.
WeBtlngnonse Electric & Mfg. Co,

Turbine Wlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Woi-be Co.
Stilwell ifc Blerce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UnlTerslties.
Inetitnteof Technology.

'Wat^T Wheels.
LefFel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel to.

Wire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snppiy Co.
Holmei. Booth &Ha\d6n8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
NatiOQftl India Rubber Co,
Kw'way equipment Co,

Sjisrry Blws, Umiag Mtichine po
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-ig«T A TlljIS^ElP 1831.

WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKBUS OF IKON, STEEL AND COPFEB, and Manufacturers of lEON, STEEL AND COFPEB WISE for all Furpcses

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed 'Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Kubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

HBSOI-WTEI-Y

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,
SiJLX3ex>loxr to

Arkytbing Heretofore Made.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

,V«KK8
I ^Zl^^'^JIt^tt''^ BK^'fOH OFFICES A^« WAKBHOIISKS

J gfr,Vi5Ri«C^V« l^a l^ViSiSI! 'S?«1?l?r'5S,*^^5.1'«.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTiEnyc 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTAMT PBATITBES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricatingf Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure Wiiite Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

NOTHING
Tells more plainly that

we make the

BEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Than the fact that the

Electric Engineering & Supply Company's

Devices are to be used in all

the buildings for

Vorn Colilii Eipsibi
.A.^r 0£CI0.^G-O.

WE HAVE THE CONTRACT
To furnish the Supplies we manufacture.

SEND us YOUR ORDER.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,
S'S-fL.A.OXTSE], ISO-. -S*., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
130 I.iberty St., F. C. TIMPSOW, Ulanaser.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CCMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Liigbting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolpli St., Gblcago.
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CHICAGO
Is overstocked and we, in particular, on WEATHER-PROOF

WIRE, sizes Nos. 4, 6 and 8. We have all other sizes,

and a large stock. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CMeago.

ToBETTER ACCOMMODATE
stations we have completely revised our list of sizes and

now offer the following line of

TRANSFORMERS:
10 LIGHTS OR 500 WATTS. 100 LIGHTS OR 6,000 WATTS.
16 " 750
20 " 1,000
30 " 1,600
40 " 2,000
60 2,600
76 ' 3,760

125 " 6,760
176 " 8,760
260 " 12,600
360 " 17,600
600 " 26,000

WE CAN SHIP PROMPTLY ANY OF THE ABOVE IN STANDARD VOLTAGES.

........... STANLEY ELECTRIC HFB. CO.,

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Cor. Randolpli St. and Michig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. Pittsfield, Mass.

J
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting;

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for llighfeSt effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one

pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified doublc-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So Canal St., CHICAGO.

-y^^M. ^^^^Y^^'^/^^iAan^

^^/A^a^T^,^J(M^^^MJ^.

S/^'(^^^'^^^/^^^

i:^n^2Jj/'^^^^^^,

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 1883.T INCORPORA1

fe^ Arc Lamps

AN \

ESTABLISHED -

FACT: J

PSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

Tlin ONLY ARC LA^^P THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA^PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK. Search Light No. 13.
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12.672,000 Feet
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSDLiTION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

"W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,.

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

226 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED
^

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" .^^Tv INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES: WlEfOtiBWSti SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating ^tM^f^^TrnkMA Illinois 'Waterproof
I-aniP' m6™^GEHf^ Lamp.

Send for Trial Order. ^^V -3,!^
Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 Sonth Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
fTfTT 1^ A 'D'E^CFri'Kr r^^*^^""^™) ^^^ ELECTRICAL INSULATION.
\ ^J -B-i^-/^^^JJjlJA \_F.L1I .^ ASBESTOS. / Furnished in Bheeta, tubes ana moulded forma of any shape.

FIELD MAGNET SPOOLS. VULCABESTON PACKING,
For steam, Water, Acid and Gag; in eheet, wick,

20,000 NOW IN USE. round and gasliet iorms of any shape.

Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT 00., - - HARTFORD, CONN.,

Manufacturers of 3MC^>TJIjI3!E3ID lS/L1.GA.m
H. W. JOHI\BS MFG. CO., Sellmg Agents, 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

JERSEY CITY, CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, ATLANTA,. LONDON.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKIVoWI/EDeED TO HAVE TBB HIWHE8T MERIT IN AJLli THE BBCEKT roWPVTITIFB TESTS.

IKC VmnESVEIVT I.A.1IIP8. S TO 3 .0 <;AI<ID1.B I'U^VkB. Alili VOLTAeES AND BA«ES AI>WA1f H IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

ClxicaLgo Office: Ue^csr York: Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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No. 108 Concealed Work.

A NewLamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty ofRoom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
liock, Projecting over the shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOR MOULDING, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Hoases, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
p. O. Bos 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and neattnelionsn (Styles.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
UAHiUFACTIIBEBS OF

Tsi MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRT BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launclies,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plants process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAH BATTERY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

'Fxo-mrpt Sli.ip3::iQ.en.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

•W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

For Long Life, Hi^h Efficit-ncy, Full Candle Power and
Freedom f om Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ADC PRONOUNCEO BY A> L WHO TU C DFQT#*I^Ci HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE IrlCi DbOla

OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturinc Company,

201 I TO 3017 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

The ENORMOUS increase in the sales of

the "BUCKEYE" lamp, is evidence that

the public are not slow to appreciate STRONG
VALUES.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.,

CHICAGO,
437 "The Bookery."

NEW YORK,
Gil Mail and Express Bnilding.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUEERS OF

I

It

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES- S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 CortlandtSt.. NEW YORK,
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FOR ALTERNATINC CURRENT INCANDESCENT lAmPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

THE lONA SNAP SWITCH.
A Switch and Cut-Out Combined.

EVERY SWITCH FITTED WITH FUSE.

VITRIFIED PORCEL&IN, NICKEL COVERS, Also in Cbina, Plain and Decorated.

SEIVD FOR SAIHFI/E AWD FKICE8.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-Outs, Etc.

REDDING ELECTRIC COm 41 Federal St„ BOSTON.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CC^^^^nr.itio'^-^-^'
FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIESTwo 300 Amp. Shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.

Two 2C0 Amp. Shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 600 Lt. T. H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with base, rheostat and ammeter.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.

Ten 12 Lt. Knowles Dynamos, with lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt. Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.

Two 150 Lt. Brush Incandes. Machioes, 95 Volte.

One 15 Lt. Brush Arc, 7 amperes.

One 90 H. P. Armlngton & Sime Engine.

Two 120 Amp. Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Insulating Gomponnds,

Tape and Armatnre Varnisli.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 Liberty St., KEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 54S "The Bookery."
SOLD BY

THB KliKCTBICAIi BVPFIiY CO., CUcosO.
NOTEIiT'T EI.BCTBIC CO., Fbiladelpbia,
Pi:TTIS[eBIj£.-AaiDABWIS CO., Boston

And Supply Houses Bverywhere.

INTERIOR CONDUITS The SoMion oftlie ProWei of Safe Gnariins

ELECTRIC CONDDGTORS
Wheraver and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

KANUPACTUEED BT

T 7TX£RI OR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

WORKS: 527 to 631 W. 34th SI.,

626 to 628 W. 36th St.,

TRADE-MARK

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., Nev York.

ThoB. Day & Go.} 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

MouDtain Electric Co., Dwnver Colo,
American Elect. Supply Co., 226 Pearl St., Baffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 37 E. Main St., Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Clncinnatt, O.
Chas, Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 631 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply &Con8traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pft.
Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

AAfD OTHER SHEET METAli TOOLS.
They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armaliire Discs, etc.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodhonse & Rawson,

UNITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World-

COKRESPONDENCE INVITED.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send fok Circular & Prices.

I he Leclanche Battery Co.
f11 lo 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

Uticsi Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

••HERCULES" S WITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

•UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MACAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLCX LIGHTKim ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIBHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

b ROCHE
HE aid 118 M. tl> St„

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.,
20» anil 1400 Itearborn Mtrcct.

ELECTRIC WOBKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANTTFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, REPAIBS and SUPPLirES formerly furnished by the United States Electric I.ighting Co.T
STewark, N, J., should no^F he sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

ITBW XOBK I.AUP FAGTORf, Capacity iiO.OOO per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

WRITE T^OE. CATJLU DO-TJE.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAKirFACTlCJRED BY

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR HIGH GRADE SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.

TVe guarantee our supplies to be first-class ia every respect, and our speciallics the

In their respective lines.

We offer something of Interest to electric railways in the

SGHUTTLER RATCHET TRACK DRILL.
Will save its cost in one month. Far sni»erior to any geared tlnll made.

Sentl /or further inforutntion.

Electric Appliance Company,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGUL&TIOn

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

!lMIltdTit%llt.,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

LAMPS
OF=

HIGHEST QDALITY
AT

Reasonable Price.
'';iii;iiiillllllii,i.i>iw^'

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. '

FOR SALE.
Three 35-L1ght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300-Light Brush.
Two 65-Light Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Stales Alternator.

One 600-Light United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchange Building, NewYork.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
Made and Repaired.

Experhnental Worlc of all kinds
a 8i>ecialty.

Midland Electric Works,
224 E. Washington St., Chicago.

MORSE' ,
^520 Olive

Rllf^KFVFSQTO I QOOH. P-^ST. LQUIS.

/t-r.TtHH) hi Service. Simple
Coinpouiiil. St-mlfor CJr.ENCINESl

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
^-^ built of any required, size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. UnequaJed regula-
tion. No skilled eng;ineer required ! Cheap ?

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., 72 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook,
N.J.

QualitiesMICA
For Electrical Farposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
818 Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSOir CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONURBSS STREET, BOSTON.

260,-^25 XZox*se PoTTcrex'

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 95 Lake St.. CHICAGO. 86 and SS Liberty St., NEW YORK.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. ST. LOUIS. ST. PAUL. hj:

DENSMORE,
'The World's Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

with (ewerThe most simple and convenient; for,

parts It attains more ends than any other.

Alignment not injured either by rapid work, mani-
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

The accompanying illustration gives a view of machin-

ery hall and annex at the World's Fair, the picture show-

ing the southern front of the building, the side on which

the electrical service plant will be located, as indicated on

the plan published in the Western Electrician last

week. The pumpiog station is shown on the right, and

the boiler house can be plainly seen. The iron stack visi-

ble at the western end of the boiler house is connected

with the battery of Babcock & Wilcox boilers, the first on

the ground. An idea of the magnitude of the building

may be had by comparison with the freight cars standing

in front of it. The building will probably be completed

in a month or six weeks.

For the temporary lighting of the manufactures build-

ing for the inauguration ceremonies about 250 arc lamps

will be installed. Most of the wiring for these will be of

temporary character, but as much as possible will be re-

tained for the permanent lighting. It is probable, also,

that the transportation, mines, electricity and machinery

annex buildins;s will be temporarily lighted by arc lamps

on the grounds and to place the larger one on some tall

building down town—say the Auditorium or the Masonic

Temple—and direct the light on the World's Fair build-

ings, seven miles distant.

Proposals for furnishing police and fire alarm telegraph

wire and telephone conductors are being sought by the ex-

position authorities. An equivalent of 100 miles of the

former is being advertised for, while 150 miles of metallic

circuits are needed for the local telephone exchange. It

will cost the World's Fair people about $100 to install each

telephone furnished by the Chicago Telephone company.

Two 80 kilowatt C. & C. generators, wound for 220

volts, will be installed in machinery hall to furnish current

for the eight electric elevators in the administration build-

ing, the motors of which are wound for 220 volt circuits.

The other power generators are wound for 500 volts.

The electrical engineering department has received no-

tice to wire the building for the Baker Chocolate com-

pany for 180 lights.

The Westinghouse company, through the New York

Insulated Wire company, has now nearly finished the

New Auditorium Plant.
Reference was made last wee'i in this paper to eight

new electric lighting plants in Chicago of unusually

large size, but since then the contract has been let

for a private installation in this city more than three times

as large as the largest of those enumerated at that time.

This is the great Auditorium plant, which will have a

capacity of 17,000 lamps.

On the southern corner of Michigan avenue and Con-

gress street a new ten story hotel—the Congress—is

building. Although the corporation erecting it is a dis-

tinct company, the stockholders are virtually the same as

those of the Auditorium company, and the ownership and

management are almost identical. In fact, the Congress,

which is directly across the street from the vast bulk of the

Auditorium, is practically an addition to the hotel part of

the latter institution, and the two will probably be con-

nected by a tunnel under Congress street. The exterior

appearance of the buildings will be very similar, and

the principal difference will be that the owners will

conduct the new hotel on the European plan exclu-

'^

..^-

at the time of the dedication for use as barracks for the

soldiers attending the ceremonies. A temporary plant

will be installed in machinery hall for the manufactures

building and machinery annex. It will consist, probably,

of eight Standard arc dynamos of 50 lights capacity each

and three Ball & Wood engines, each of 150 horse power.

Two of these engines, which are the first on the ground,

will be used to drive the dynamos and the other will be

held in reserve. These engines will operate Brush dyna-

mos in the permanent plant. The temporary lighting of

the transportation, mines and electricity buildings will be

done from the temporary station now used for lighting

purposes. It is also proposed to install in machinery ball

two 4,000 light Westinghouse alternators, now on the way

from Pittsburg, for temporary incandescent lighting at the"

dedication. These machines will be placed in the largest

Westinghouse section—their permanent position—and will

be driven by two Westinghouse engines, each with cylin-

ders iS by 30 inches and 16 inch stroke.

The two projectors that are to be used during the in-

augural display are nov." on the grounds, in charge of F,

W. Tischendoerfer, a representative of Schuckert & Co.

of Nuremberg, the manufacturers. One of the projectors

takes up 150 amperes of current at 60 volts, and the other

is a 90 ampere lamp at the same voltage. It is now pro-

posed to mount the smaller on the transportation building

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

wiring of the administration, art, Connecticut, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and

Indiana buildings. All the wiring is accessible, there be-

ing no concealed work. Alluding to the controversy over

the wiring of the state buildings, referred to in the issue

of this paper for September 24th, Thomas G. Grier writes

to the Western Electrician as follows:

The wiring is executed according to specifications of the
most rigid and absolute character. The object and pur-
pose of these specifications are not to handicap the work,
but to insure a standard of installation the excellence of

which will be above any other in the country, with the
danger from fire or accident entirely eliminated. A max-
imum loss not to exceed 2 per cent, is the rule for determin-
ing the size of the wires. The converters are located out-

side of the buildings and necessarily the wire required for

the work is both large in size and quantity. All appliances

are of a capacity largely in excess of the amount of cur-

rent they are required to carry, and the work is done
in the most thorough and workmanlike mann er. All
work is watched as it progresses by capable engineers
working in tbe interest of the exposition and exhibitors.

The price paid for the wiring and service which will be
rendered during the exposition is not fair, but extremely
low.

The Houston Heights Railway company, of Houston,
Tex., has been chartered with O. M. Carter president, to

build an electric railroad to Houston Heights. The cap-
ital stock is $100,000.

sively, while the Auditorium will be on the American plan.

The consulting architects for the new building are

Adler & Sullivan, who designed the old one. In con-

sidering the question of light and power they came to the

conclusion that operating expenses could be reduced

and the smoke nuisance considerably abated by having

only one plant for the two buildings. It was decided to

build a power house to the south of tbe new Congress,

fronting 5 5 feet on the alley between Michigan and

Wabash avenues, and 90 feet deep. In this will be in-

stalled a boiler, engine and dynamo plant capable of a

maximum output of 1,300 kilowatts, although it is esti-

mated that the greatest load will never exceed 800 kilo-

watts. The two buildings will be wired for about 17,000

lamps, and in addition a number of fan and other motors

will be on the circuits.

There will be five engines in the installation, of the com-

pound, non-condensing type. Each of these will be directly

connected to a Siemens & Halske multipolar dynamo,

as the entire contract for the electrical equipment has been

awarded to the Siemens & Halske Electric company of

America. One of the engines will be of 800 horse power,

two of 350 power each and two of 150 horse power each.

In the old building there are three switch-boards, and

these will be retained as centers of distribution connected

with the mains from the station. There will also be a
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station switch-board, of course. The old dynamos and

engines will be taken out. The details of the new plant

have yet to be perfected. A feature, however, will be the

tall stack. 200 feet high. This will probably be built of

iron, with a diameter of eight or nine feet. It is proposed

to inclose this in another pipe, the outer space to act as a

ventilating shaft, by which it is expected to carry all the

heat and odors of the plant far above the roof of the

hotel.

With its i,Soo horse power and 17,000 lamps the plant

will be undoubtedly the largest private installation in the

country, and probably in the world.

Electric Meter.

The accompanying cut shows a form of electric meter

devised by A. G. Waterhouse. In this meter gas is col-

lected in a reservoir, which has within itself the elements

for discharging the gas ,
after a certain amount of gas has

been collected, and means are provided for registering the

number of times the gas has been collected and discharged.

In other words the device might be termed an electrolytic

gas meter adapted for measuring gas produced by an elect-

ric current.

Referring to the cut, it will be seen that there is provided

an electrolytic cell containing a fluid electrolyte. At the

bottom of the cell are two electrodes, between which an

electric current passes, and in doing so producing gases

which correspond in volume to the work of the current.

In order to measure this gas there is set inside the outside

jar a gas collector placed over the electrodes, or either one

of them, so that the gas which arises will be collected. In

connection with the collector there is a self-discharging in-

verted siphon tube, which is capable of discharging the

gas from the collector after a certain amount of gas has

accumulated in it.

In order to register each time the collector has been

filled with gas and discharged, a float is placed inside of

the collector and connected, as indicated, to the simple

registering mechanism. As the collector is filled with

fluid the float is buoyed up, and it raises the lever. As the

collector is filled with gas the float moves down by gravita-

tion and causes the lever to swing down with it, so that

each time the collector is filled with gas and emptied it

causes the lever to move once each way. To the spindle of

the worm wheel of the indicating mechanism there is at-

tached a pointer, which revolves with the worm wheel and

points on a dial (not shown) to figures which show the

ELECTRIC METER.

movement of the pointer and consequently record the num-
ber of times that the collector has been filled with gas and

emptied, thereby registering the quantity of gas that has

passed, indicating the electrical energy expended in pro-

ducing the recorded amount of gas.

Rudd's Method of Measuring the Strength
of Magnets.

This method, which was devised by Charles H. Rudd,

of Evanston, 111., consists in balancing the inductive effect

of the magnet to be measured upon an iron core by a mag-

netic field of known or calculable value, and in deter-

mining when the magnetic induction of the permanent

magnet is exactly balanced.

In practicing this method a bar of soft iron is arranged

so as to complete or continue the magnetic circuit of the

magnet whose strength of magnetization is to be measured.

Surrounding t&is bar are two coils, one of which is in cir-

cuit with a battery and means for measuring and varying

the current, and the other of which is a circuit with a gal-

vanometer. The first coil may be described as the *'bal-

Thc electric light company at Lee, Mass., has broken
ground for a brick building on Canal street, and will move
its works from I'ast Lee to the village, 'i'he power will

be furnished by a new 250 hor.se power engine. Two new
Thomson-Houston dynamos will be put in.

RUDD S METHOD OF MEASURING THE STRENGTH OF MAG-

NETS.

ancing coil" and the second as the "test coil." By ad-

justing the current in the balancing coil a field is created

about the soft iron bar of such strength as to bring the in-

duction through the bar to an amount just sufficient to

balance the induction due to the magnetization to be

measured. This point of balance is determined by inter-

rupting the magnetic continuity of the soft iron bar, when,

if the induction due to either the magnetism of the magnet

or the field of the balancing coil predominates, a current

will be induced in the coil depending in volume upon the

magnitude of the difference between the two forces and in

direction upon the resultant direction of the induction

through the system, and this induced current will be in-

dicated by the galvanometer. When by successive trials

the two magnetizing forces acting upon the soft iron bar

have been brought to equal amounts, the strength of the

current in the balancing coil may be measured. The value

of the balancing current furnishes a basis for calculating

the value of the magnet tested.

If the number of turns in the balancing coil be known
and the permeability of the entire magnetic circuit, the ab-

solute value of the magnetization of the tested magnet may
be calculated; but in practice it is not usually necessary to

have more than a comparative value in terms of some

standard magnet. In this case the magnetizations of two

magnets of similar form and equal weights would be to

each other as the currents required to balance them re-

spectively.

In the accompanying cut there is shown a form of appar-

atus for carrying out the Rudd method, as employed in

measuring the strength of a permanent horseshoe magnet.

In the illustration .f^ -? are helices, which together may
be called the "balancing coil." They are firmly clamped to

the base.

C C are the helices of the testing coil, rigidly clamped

to a block B, which is hinged at //and is movable in re-

spect to the base. The helices of the balancing coil and

of the testing coil are provided with soft iron cores respect-

ively. The cores abut upon each other as indicated, and

the adjacent ends are smoothly finished to insure good

magnetic contact. The free ends of the cores of the testing

coil are joined together by a soft iron yoke. Thus when

the apparatus is in the position shown the magnetic circuit

is practically continuous through the two sets of cores and

the yoke.

The magnet M to be tested is placed upon the base with

its poles opposite and near to the free ends of the cores,

and is secured firmly in a definite position relatively to the

testing and balancing coils, by being clamped against stops

by a set screw. The balancing coil is connected in circuit

with a source of electricity and an adjustable resistance.

A voltmeter is connected in shunt to the balancing coil,

whereby, since the resistance of this coil is constant and

known, the current through it may readily be determined.

A galvanometer is connected in circuit with the testing

coil. With the apparatus thus arranged the magnetic cir-

cuit is repeatedly broken and made by striking slight

blows upon block B, and carrying the testing coil so as to

disengage one set of cores from the othsr, while the var-

iable resistance is adjusted until no deflection of the needle

of the galvanometer occurs, when the magnetic circuit is

completed or interrupted. The magnetizing force of the

balancing coil is then balanced against, and hence equal to,

that of the magnet M. The value of the current in the

balancing coil, as deduced from the voltmtter reading, is

then compared with the value of a current necessary to

balance a standard magnet under the same conditions.

The ratio thus obtained is the ratio of the inductions or

numbers of lines of force through the two magnets. Mr.

Rudd explains, though, that the practical value of magnets

may not always be proportional to the values thus ob-

tained. Thus, since the tractive strength of a magnet

acting upon an armature in contact with its poles is pro-

portional to the square of the number of lines of force

traversing the magnet, the value of a magnet designed to

act under such a condition would be proportional to the

square of the current balancing it, or to the energy con-

sumed in the balancing coil. Again, the practical value of

a magnet, designed as a field magnet for a magneto ma-

chine, would be as the square of the current required to

balance it, since with a given armature revolving at a con-

stant speed the output in watts of the armature will be

proportional to the square of the total number of lines of

force set up by a given field magnet, for the given field

magnet will generate an electromotive force in direct

proportion to its number of lines of force, which, since

the resistance of the armature circuit remains constant,

would increase the current of the armature in the same

proportion.

The value of magnets designed for other uses may be

deduced from the total induction through the iron as

measured by this method by well-known formulae to suit

different cases.

Small Steam Dynamo.
The usual practice in designing a direct driven dynamo

is to couple an ordinary engine to an ordinary dynamo,

but this produces a rather clumsy result. More recently

the engine has been made with a prolonged or altered

bedplate, so that the dynamo can be mounted on it. The

SMALL STEAM DYNAMO.

dynamo thus becomes a sort of attachment to the engine.

In the steam dynamo herewith illustrated, the reverse

practice has been followed—the engine is a mere attach-

ment to the dynamo. It will be observed that the dynamo

has its bed-plate carried out a few inches farther than

usual, and the bearing bracket projects out. The thrust

of the engine is taken by two light wrought-iron pillars,

and the cylinder is cast with a bracket, which is bolted

to the field magnets. The floor space required is no larger

than if the dynamo had a pulley for belt driving. The
little engine is specially designed for ship lighting. The
dynamo itself presents no remarkable features, being a

four-pole machine of a type that is very common in Ger-

many. The cut is reproduced from London Industries,
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Mammoth Dynamos for the World's
Fair.

A distinguishing characteristic of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing company's exhibit at the

World's Columbian Exposition will be the great size of

the alternating current incandescent dynamos employed.

These machines will form a portion of the service plant

of the exposition, and ten or eleven of them will furnish

nearly all the current for incandescent lighting at the

World's Fair. They will have a capacitj of io,ooo lights

each, and will be the largest dynamos ever built in the

United States.

Both direct connected and belted machines will be used.

The former type is shown in Fig. i and the latter in Fig. 2.

The combination of engine and dynamo, represented in

Fig. I, covers a space about 30 feet long and 14 feet wide,

and the engine is ig feet high. The dynamos are set four

feet below the floor line and extend ten feet above it. As

shown in the illustration, the machines are multipolar.

Each one has two sets of field magnets and two armatures

on one shaft. The collector rings are on either side of the

two armatures. The machines are designed to run at 200

revolutions per minute, and at this speed the output will be

350 amperes at a potential of about 2,200 volts.

The belt connected machines will cover almost as much

floor space, although not nearly so high. The figures are

22 by 14 feet. Much of this space will be taken up by the

monster pulley, Fig. 2, which will transmit the 1,000

horse power from the belt to the armature shaft. This

wheel will be nine feet in diameter, and have a six-foot

face.

i'he current from these great machines will be carried

from the central station to the multitude of converters in

about sixty primary circuits, about half of which will be

laid in subways and half on the elevated railway structure.

About 150 miles of cable will be needed, mostly No. 4 B.

& S. gauge.

Electricity, Light and Fire.'

By C. C. Haskins.

An eminent writer tells us that "electricity has come to

be understood as intimately related in ii"S nature and actions

to that necessary something called universal ether, filling

all space, and permeating the most solid object." A beam
of light is assumed to be an electrical phenomenon, and
the rate of motion of the two is the same. An intimate

relation exists also between electricity, magnetism, heat

and chemical action. Electricity is without; inertia, and

portion is dipped in water setting the law of gravity at

defiance. We only know that these are but so many man-
ifestations of that fundamental law of nature which con-
trols all life and growth—animal, vegetable and cosmical

—

the universal law of vibrations.

This mystery, which authorities tell us is neither mat-
ter nor energy, and yet resembles both in that it can
neither be created nor destroyed, has become so intimately

interwoven with our daily life that we are amazed when we
stop to think what a yawning chasm would be apparent in

the business, the social and the domestic world, were we
suddenly deprived of this necessary adjunct to our every-

hands from you. Watch the strands, which will seem to
move along the rope, yet we know they are only turning
round. Perhaps from all these attempts you may be able
to select one explanation of how current passes from the
dynamo to line and back again.

One application of current of interest to the under-
writer is that which pertains to the motor. The motor
fills a place in commercial economy which is all its own.
Capable, as we have seen, of deriving its power from afar,

miles away, where power may be had almost forthe taking,

it has a decided advantage over steam, in that it is noiseless,

cool, clean, and in no way objectionable to the smoke author-

FIG. 2. MAMMOTH DYNAMOS FOR THE WORLD S FAIR.

day life, hourly becoming more useful as a servant, or more
dangerous as a master, in proportion as it is guarded or

neglected.

While electricity has neither mass, solidity, nor any
known property pertaining to substance, it is capable of

motion, has the attribute of quantity, may be measured
both as to its pressure and rate of flow, and may be ob-
structed in its progress. We know its capacity for devel-

oping heat, its capability of inducing magnetism, and its

action In aiding chemical effects by means of which electro-

plating is accomplished.

FIG. I. MAMMOTH DYNAMOS FOR THE WORLD S FAIR.

therefore not matter; it is intangible and imperceptible,

save when disturbed; capable of exerting most powerful

energy to destroy or consume when uncontrolled; potent

for good in the hands of the physician and surgeon to re-

lieve distressed humanity; a power in the industrial aits,

and a glowing luminary within the reach of all, its rays

rivaling those of the sun itself for purity and excellence.

What this mysterious agent, so potent for good or ill, is, is a

question still unanswered. Yet the same is true of other

great mysteries in nature—heat, light, gravity and mag-
netism, and that peculiar attraction which carries sap to

the tops of the tallest trees to feed the leaves, or lilts the

moisture to the top of a lump of sugar when but the lower

1, Abstract of paperread before the Fire Underwriters' Association

of the Northwest at Chicago, September sS, 1S92.

The movement of the electrical curient is rather difficult

of explanation. Perhaps it would be more explicit to say

an effect traverses the circuit. Some writers speak of it

as comparable to the movement of water through a tube,

assuming the dynamo to be a pump capable of forcing

water out through the tube which leads back to the dyna-
mo, and so pumping in and out a constant stream. It has

been called a molecular effect, and has been compared to

the action produced on a row of billiard balls touching each
other. When the first is struck, the last one alone moves.
If these could be arranged in a circle, and some internal

action produce a constant hammering in one direction

within the first bail, the hammering would go through all

the balls and back to the source. Another illustration;

Hold a rope, one end in each hand, twist it with both

ities or the street commissioner, while doing the work of a
little giant as a miller, a printer, or a car horse, exerting

the energy of a whole stable of these, and a score of small

steam engines thrown in. In smaller local installations,

the motor is creeping in everywhere, and the desk fan. the

passenger and freight elevator, the custom coffee-mill at

the retail grocer's, and the moving racks of stockings or

neckties in the windows of drygoods houses, are more and
more, day by day, actuated by the mysterious agent we call

electricity. The stationary engine, with its heat and grime,

is bowing before its supremacy.
When the motor was in its infancy, it was a matter of

considerable doubt whether it was worthy of hearty en-

couragement, because of the fact that it was placed on
high potential circuits, and the protection which could be
given it was hardly ample. An arc lamp, hung overhead,

never touched save by the trimmer, is safe; but a motor,
handled several times a day, cannot be suspended, like

Mahomet's coffin, in mid-air, and the oftener it is handled
of course the greater the chances of mistake, with a couple

of thousand volts to emphasize the punishment. Electric-

ity is like a bank—no mistakes are rectified. The incan-

descent motor fortunately has forced the arc machine to

take a back seat. It is much safer, and fully as efficient.

It never oversteps the bounds of propriety and plays the

roll of slugger in case of accidental contact. The current

used for the majority of motors, save those for railroad

use, is seldom over 220 volts, and 50O volts for railroad

currents is the usual pressure. Regular power circuits are

rated about the same.
The direct enemy of the electrical engineer is water,

moisture, dampness in any of its forms. The best inter-

ests of the electric light man are constantly threatened by
this indefatigable mischief-maker. Even the temperance
advocates must admit that the fluid to which they pin their

faith so solidly may stand in the way of light.

It may sound a little paradoxical to say that cold water
will sometimes cause fire, but if we drop a bit of potassium
on water it will burst at once into a fierce flame. Cold
water poured into cold sulphuric acid will make the bottle

too hot to hold, and you all know what water will do with
quicklime.

But water acts somewhat differently in aiding electricity

to produce fire. Water—unless chemically pure—is a
conductor of electricity, and when moisture makes a path
for the current, the expense account sometimes finds its

way to the underwriter for liquidation.

In order to keep our current within due bounds and
send it in the track we have laid for it, two things are nec-

essary for the most complete success:

Fust—To give it such a roadway as shall be easy for its

passage; and
Secojid—To hem it in with every practical appliance, to

keep it from going astray.

The disposition of the electric current is to take short

cuts across lots, and get back by the quickest possible

route to the dynamo.
To make the road easy, we furnish the best available

metal, copper, as nearly pure as possible. Only silver is a
better conductor than copper. Having provided the cur-

rent with the best practical conductor, then the next move
is to surround it with the best practical insulator, and
guard against possible contacts with anything which might
aid in forming a path for it to the earth. We constantly

hear of grounding a line. The term is a technical one,

which I find is not thoroughly understood by the under-
writers. A wire in contact with a stay wire, which leads
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to earth, would be grounded. So, too, it might be

grounded on an iron roof if gas or water, or any con-

ductor of whatever nature in contact with the roof, reach

to the earth. A brick wall might ground a plant, and so

might a wet clothes-line.

Now, while a single ground can do no possible harm
when the rest of a plant or line is perfectly insulated, there

may be material danger to life or property should a second

ground develop while the first is on.

One of Franklin's proverbs was: "Take care of the

pence and the pounds will take care of themselves." If

we take care of the first ground the rest will take care of

themselves.

In the infancy of electric lighting an insulated wire was
demanded, which should be fire-proof—or at least one, the

insulating cover of which should be incapable of maintaining

combustion. Experience soon showed that the weakne;s
of carrying fire when ignited was more than compensated
for by the strength of insulation possessed by several of the

vegetable gums, notably gutta percha and India rubber.

Fire-proof is not one-half, not an hundredth part as val-

uable for protection as electrical-proof. Fire-proof cov-

ering was not water-proof, nor damp-proof nor moisture-

proof, and the moment the least moisture attacted the fire-

proof covering its insulating properties vanished, and the

wire now was simply covered with a wet braid, little, if any,

better than a naked wire. Of course this all applies to out-of-

door work. Indoors, where everything is constantly dry
and unhandled, such a wire might do good service.

There was a time within the memory of man when any
old barn, wood-shed or cow-house was plenty good enough
for an electric light plant. A wheezy, rickety engine was
hunted up somewhere, patched up, and put in service. Two,
possibly three, boys were set to run the machine, and ten

chances to one the whole outfit soon went up in smoke, or

down through the sheriff's hands to the unhappy creditors.

Is it any wonder that underwriters werechary of electric light

guide for your inspectors. Armed with this, taking one
section at a time and going through a plant or an installa-

tion with this code as a basis for criticism, an inspector

should be able to detect the faults of construction, and de-

mand their correction where there is no regular electrical

inspector. He will find an occasional stumbling-block,

but I believe much good can be accomplished in the out-

lying districts in this way. The day is not far distant

when every union and association of underwriters will have
competent electrical ability to guard its interests. 1 am firm

in the belief that the electrical advancement for the past

twenty years is to be eclipsed in the score of years to come.
The steam engine with its fumes and noise and grease,

its oily waste that does so dislike to get into the can, will

be relegated to safer localities than the printing office, the

paint mill, the box factory, the cotton mill, and substituted

by the safer, when properly placed and operated, new
order of generator. Electricity will light and run the iron

mill and the welding shop, drive the ponderous hammers,
and planers, and saws of our factories and shops. That
most abject slave, who eats or goes famished, drinks or
suffers thirst at the will of an unfeeling master—the horse
—will soon be relieved from his most arduous labors, and
ceause to be a care and worry for the Humane society. The
harnessed waterfalls are already toiling in the underground
depths, and the thunder of Niagara will ere long sing the

song of homely labor, rather than the hum of stupendous,
idle grandeur. In the household there will^be everywhere ap-

pliances for heating and for cooking, for ironing, for cool-

ing the air in summer and waiming it in winter. I see no
valid reason why the toil of the husbandman may not in a

great measure be relieved by the aid of the same mysteri-

ous agent, electricity. Is this extravagant? It certainly

is no farther in the dark of the future unknown than were
the telephone, the electric light and the phonograph, even
the Atlantic cable, when Professor Morse went almost on
bended knees through the streets of the national capital

^?frk^

FIVE HUNDRED HORSE POWER DYNAMO.

plants, and property through which wires were run helter-

skelter by men who knew little of electrical laws, to be
inspected by those who knew less? No wonder tjjat the

smoke from electric fires blackened the eyes of electrical

enterprise, and made the underwriter wince with dread.

The novices, the schemers, the speculators who
crowded the ranks, the half-baked electrician who
talked of "computators," and presented you
his business card, with "electrical engineer" en-

graved upon it; these are nearly all gone, and the busi-

ness has fallen into legitimate, competent hands. Station

houses are better built, wires are more carefully selected,

greater pains are taken in construction, the entire en-

terprise is settling down to business and scientific bases,

and in all the larger cities careful supervision of plants has

been inaugurated by the underwriters, or by municipal

authority, or both.

This examination is still far from perfection. The un-

derwriter should join hands and purposes throughout the

land, from Bedloe's Island to the Golden Gate, and from
New Brunswick to the mouth of the Rio Grande, and de-

mand a proper installation or refuse a risk on property

wherever the hum or the light of electricity is known.
I have before suggested, and I now repeat, that the un-

derwriter and the fire department should work together for

the general good. In every district there should be within

easy reach some competent person to whom the electrical

inspection of an installation might be confided. It makes
a wonderful difference when a plant is in prospect whether

an inspection is to follow the installation or not. Without

mentioning names or locality, I may say that I know of a

case in a town where there was no inspector and two
plants were erected by the same constructors. The con-

tract for one of these called for an inspection by an elec-

trical expert; the other did not. The first was passed high

and dry, with many complimentary remarks. The parties

owning the second plant, accidentally learning that an in-

spector was present, pressed him to go over their plant.

The result was that the .second plant was utterly con-

demned, and the wires had to be removed from the build-

ing-

The National Code, adopted by the National Electro-

Insurance Bureau, in August of 189T, forms an excellent

begging for aid to construct a telegraph line from Wash-
ington to Baltimore.

Five Hundred Horse Power Dynamo.
With scarcely an exception the larger types of dynamos

now constructed in Europe are designed for direct connec-

tion with the engine shaft. A tendency in the same di-

rection is noticeable on this side of the water, and several

plants with machines of this design are in course of con-

struction. A recent machine of this type built by the In-

ternational Electrical company of Liege, Belgium, is illus-

trated by the accompanying cut. The dynamo, connected

to a compound condensing engine, is of 500 horse power,

audit is installed in the national armory at Herstal, near

Liege, where it generates current for supplying motors

used for operating machinery employed in the manufacture

of arms. The installation is the most important plant for

supplying motors in the country, and it is predicted that

it will serve as a model for manufactories in Belgium, as

the advantages attending the electrical distribution of pow-

er are better appreciated.

The machine is multipolar and the armature is of the

Gramme ring type. As the illustration shows, the field

magnets form a ring made up of ten sections joined by

heavy bolts. There are 20 projections of the pole pieces

extending to within 6 millimeters of the armature. In

constructing the armature, the diameter of which is about

19 feet, special devices have been employed to insure abso-

lute rigidity of the hub on the shaft. The core, which is

made of sheet iron 15 inches in width wound on, with paper

separating the successive layers, has a thickness of a little

over 5 inches. The sheet iron is tightly held by bolts ex-

tending from the periphery to the hub. The armature

wire is flat (4 mm. by 5 mm.) and is insulated by cotton

covering and shellac. There are two commutators, each

about 8 feet in diameter. Current is collected by 80 metallic

brushes which may be moved simultaneously. The output

of the machine is 2,440 amperes at a pressure of 125 volts.

The current is carried by four underground cables, two for

each commutator, to an ordinary switch-board. The
eflSciency of the dynamo is said to be 90 per cent.

The proper metal for the field mignets was decided up-

on only after a number of tests. Forgings cost too much;
cast iron did not possess proper magnetic qualities; but ex-

tra soft steel made in the Angleur steel v/orks was found

desirable, as its magnetic permeability equaled that of

the best commercial soft iron and it could be cast. The
following data of weights are given: Weight of steel in

the magnets, 10 tons; iron in the armature, 6 tons; base

plates, 8 tons; copper in the field coils, 5,340 pounds; cop-

per in armature winding, 1,602 pounds.

The cut is reproduced from L'EUctricien.

Cost of Diplomatic Telegraphing.
In an interesting article on the use of the telegraph by

the state department of the United States government,
written by George Grantham Bain, Chief Clerk Brown,
when asked about the cost of state department telegrams,

is reported to have said:

"An attack of cholera or a diplomatic episode with
Chile will double our expenses in a very few weeks. And
then we may go on for months without having any extra-
ordinary expenses. We could not possibly average the
cost of telegraphing. It is like the fund for the relief of
disabled seamen abroad. Some years we may not need to
use much of it. and other years we may have a call for
more than we have on hand. Some years ago almost the
entire American whaling fleet in the Pacific was disabled
in a storm. Many of the sailors were taken to Honolulu,
and there were cared for and returned to the United
States by our representatives. Our duty was imperative;
but extending this relief exhausted our relief fund and
took $10,000 more. When the fund was exhausted, the
bankers who held the drafts on the state department for
the additional |;io,ooo had to wait for Congress to make a
special appropriation for their relief. And Congress kept
ihem waiting two or three years for it. During a foreign
epidemic or any other emergency like the present, our tele-

graph bills are very heavy; but it would be impossible to
approximate them.

"State department messages have precedence of other
business. I remember some years ago taking a long cable
message to a cable company here and offering it for trans-
mission. It would have been worth $150 to the company.
While the operator was sending it, some one broke in
with a commercial message. I took the department mes-
sage away and filed it with the other cable company. It

was just .$150 out of the first company's pocket. They
thought it over and came to the conclusion that it would
pay to handle the business of the department promptly.
So our messages are given precedence now."
The greater part of the foreign telegraphing dope by

the state department costs the government 15^^ cents a
word. The cable companies make a concession of 50 per
cent, on government business. That concession applies
from New York. The regular rate from New York to
Great Britain, Ireland, France and Germany is 25 cents a
word. The government pays for this service 12^ cents a
word, and the Western Union Telegraph company charges
three cents a word additional for handling the message
between Washington and New York. This heavy charge
is made because of the care needed in transmitting such
important matter and the necessity for repeating it as a
precaution against error. When the message is to go be-
yond the four countries named above, the government is

placed on an equality with the individual. The conces-
sion does not extend to continental rates. The full rate

must be added to the rate to London, and sometimes this

rate is very high. To Queensland, for example, the rate
from London is $2.31 a word or ^3.16 if sent via Siberia.
To Formosa. China, the rate from London is $2,143
word. The Queensland rate is charged to Corea. When
the Chinese or Corean ministers send messages to their
governments they run up a pretty bill of expense.
The state department cables are sent from an office in

the state department building. The operator there is

familiar with the work and is less likely to make mistakes
than another operator would be. The messages go over
a special cable wire to the Wall street office of the Western
Union company in New York. So they do not come in

conflict with the domestic business of the telegraph com-
pany. The Western Union company handles cable mes-
sages constantly from the legations here. Most of them
are in cipher, and as only figures are used, there is no
difficulty in sending them anywhere.

Fred H. Whipple Arrested.
Fred H. Whipple has been arrested on the charge of

obtaining money under false pretences. Last week Whip-
ple was arraigned in the district court at Pittsfield, Mass.,

on the charge of securing $100 on a worthless draft. Bail

was placed at $1,000, but the prisoner was unable to se-

cure it and was obliged to go to jail. Many other charges

of a similar character have since been filed, mostly by elec-

trical concerns. Whipple will be remembered as the pub-

lisher of "Whipple's Reports" and "Whipple's Directory."

Both of these publicatiors have passed out of his hands,

yet he has, it is charged, been obtaining money on drafts

made on the Fred. H. Whipple Publishing company.
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Siemens & Halske Electrical Machinery.

Considerable interest will be manifested, no doubt, in

the machine illustrated in the following cut, inasmuch as

it shows the type of direct current dynamo which will be

placed on the American market by the Siemens & Halske

Electric company of America. This company, convinced

that the large dynamo coupled directly to the steam engine

shaft, running at a comparatively low rate of speed, there-

by saving the expense of belling, with its corresponding

loss of power through friction, slipping, etc., is bound to

be the machine of the future, has turned its attention to the

designing and construction of such machines and has gone

from 500 horsepower, to i,oco horse power, thence to i,-

500 horse power, and now 2,000 horse power. The wisdom

of building large dynamos was questioned by electrical en-

gineers. Sylvanus P. Thompson , in his recent work,

"Dynamo-Electric Machinery," states that he has

been of the opinion for years past that large dynamos are

preferable, not because he has any admiration for mere

-bigress, but because in dyamos, as in steam engines, the

large machines may be made more efficient than the

small in porportion to their cost. The mechani-

cal, electrical and financial resu'ts achieved by the Sie-

mens & Halske large dynamos warrant the belief of those

who advocate such large machines.

The machine illustrated in the cut is of the inside pole

ring type, with four to twelve poles, which are placed in

the form of a star inside the rotating armature. The

brushes, which are always of the same number as the field

magnets, take off the current from the outside of the

armature winding. The armature itself consists of an

iron core wound with copper segments. The special ma-

chine herewith illustrated has ten poles and is designed

for an output of 746,000 watts. This machine can be

built without special commutator from 100 to 700 volts,

and can be used for lighting and power. The loss of pres-

sure in the armature is only 2 per cent, with maximum
load. For exciting the field magnets, only i^^ per cent,

is required. The electrical efficiency of this machine is

claimed to be 96/-^ per cent. It is shunt wound and has

surface velocity of 50 feet per second.

The works of the Siemens & Halske Electric company

of America are located in Chicago. The American

branch receives all drawings from Berlin, and will duplicate

the construction that has resulted from Che vast experience

gained by Siemens S: Halske during the half century of

their existence.

Telephone Contracts.

Telephone companies will be interested in the opinion

handed down in the case of the Martinsburg Deposit

Bank against the Central Pennsylvania Telephone & Sup,

ply company, where an important point in the construction

and enforcement of contracts was raised.

Where the authorized agent of a telephone company

agrees to furnish telephone service at a certain rate for a

specified time and at regular rates after that time, if the

contract, when reduced to writing, through the mutual

mistake of both parties is closed without expressing their

original agreement, a court of equity will reform the con-

tract and enjoin removal of the telephone until the original

contract is performed. It is the person's duty who signs

a contract to know, or, if he does not know, to ascertain,

whether the written contract contains the proper terms.

Signing upon msre supposition, without knowledge or

inquiry, comes dangerously near negligence, and the mis-

take to be relieved against in equity must be one that is

mutual, material, and not induced by negligence. As to

what would be regular rates it may be said that, prima

facie, the term is to be construed with reference to

rates paid by others at the same time, in the same place,

and for the same service. They are not necessarily the

same for different places, even though in the same vicinity.

The distance from the central office, the nature of the

country between affecting the cost of construction and

maintenance, the number of customers, and the kind of

service supplied, are all elements to be considered in fixing

a remunerative, and yet reasonable rate. But while,

therefore, there is no presumption that regular rates for

one place are the same as for another, even though near

at hand, yet what is meant by the use of the words in an

unwritten contract is always a question of fact in the par-

ticular case.

Edison Lamp Patent Sustained.
A telegram to the Western Electrician from New

York announces that the incandescent lamp case has been

decided, the Edison patents being sustained.

The Effects of Alternating Currents on
the Human Body.^

By Chas. Proteus Steinmetz.

In No. 32 of the Zcitschrift appeared an article by Engi-
neer Kortals, wherein he explained by the capacity of the

human body the harmlessness of an alternating current of

70,000 volts and very high alternations when subjected to

the familiar Tesla experiments. This explanation does
not agree with Tesla's statement that this immunity from
danger exists only at a certain adjustment of the primary
circuit. On the contrary, the secondary discharging cur-

rent, by variously adjusting it, varies considerably in its

character and becomes no longer harmless. Furthermore,
if we grant the truth of Kortals' statement, then must be
the oscillating discharge of a Leyden jar, which has a much
higher difference of potential, be imperceptible.. The
reason for this harmlessness seems to me to be much
more simple and clearer. That the human body in this

experiment of Tesla is subjected to a voltage of yo.oco to

rectly from the collector are not only harmless, bf *. scarcely
perceptible,

I have taken from the driving belts of dynamos pretty
lively sparks at a distance of two feet from the belt, repre-

senting an enormous voltage, yet they were scarcely felt,

the current following through the body and also

the difference of potential in the body is infinitesim-

ally small, while the voltage outside of the body is con-
sumed in sparks and is consequently harmless. The num-
ber of alternations has nothing to do with this phenome-
non, and is only indirectly a factor as regards it? influence

of the self-induction of the circuit. A dynamo such as
Tesla used has a very high self-induclion. In addition to

this must be counted the self-induction of the induction
machine; consequently the exciting circuit is highly self-

regulating for constant current, and the dynamo current,

as in the Westinghouse arc dynamo, cannot rise above a
certain maximum.

If we take 10 horse power as the power of a steam en-

gine, the dynamo can deliver at the mcst 10 amperes at

.lEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRICAL >[ACHINERY.

The German telegraph service has adopted copoer- bronze
wires and is replacing all its iron and steel wires by the
new metal, which weighs i3o pounds to the mile.

100,000 volts is no hing more than the experimenters fig-

ure of speech.

I had the pleasure of being present at one of the first ex-

hibitions of this experiment. The experimenter connected

himself in the secondary circuit of the induction apparatus

in series with an air space one fcot in length, and, as the

resistance of his body was infinitesimal compared with

that of a foot long air space, the experimenter re-

ceived only an infinitesimal part of the whole of the 70,-

000 volts. Had the experimenter touched both secondary

contacts directly, then the secondary voltage of 70,000

would have ceased to exist, and the secondary coil, short

circuited through his body, would be without a difference

of potential, as in every spark inductor.

The error in the conclusions following these experi-

ments lies simply in comparing them with the conditions

present in touching an ordinary alternating current dynamo
of constant potential, because in the experiments the volt-

age was absolutely not constant, but depended on the resist-

ance of the circuit. The experiment, however, is analo-

gous to the conditions in a frictional machine. A well-

built friction machine of medium size can easily induce a

potential of 100,000 volts, and yet the sparks taken di-

I. From the Elektroieclntische Zeitschri/t.

500 volts. Transforming this to 70 000 volts at 50 per cent,

efficiency—higher than it is in reality—will give 1-30 am-

pere in the secondary. With a body whose resistance is 2,000

ohms, this will give no more than 2^4^ watts and will be scarce-

ly perceptible. The apparatus for electrical execution, on

the other hand, had a voltage of 1,500 from hand to hand

and a current of 3 amperes; that is, 4,500 watts, or an ef-

fect 2,000 times as great as from touching the "70,000

volt circuit." In this apparatus, the 4,500 watts were not

instantaneously fatal, and the connections were changed so

that the circuit was made between the head and leg of the

criminal. Under these conditions 7 amperes and 1,500

volts produced instant death.

Therefore it is clear that unusually high voltages are

harmless if they are accompanied by small currents, pro-

ducing as a consequence little effect on the body. If 70,-

000 volts had really passed between the hands of the experi-

menter, he would have been receiving 140 amperes, that is,

over 10,000,000 watts. In other words, instantanecus ex-

plosion and breaking down of the tissues would have re-

sulted, as from a heavy lightoing stroke.

The Baltimore, Md., Traction company contemplates

extending its Pikesville branch to Arlington.
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The Electrical Review of London has taken upon itself

the creditable work of exposing the quackery of a device

that seems to have an extensive sale in England and which

is known as "Harness' electrcpathic belt." Our contem-

porary asserts what all persons who have an intelligent

understanding of the principles of electrical action will be-

lieve to be true, that these belts can generate but an in-

finitesimal current of electricity at best, and that their sale

for medical purposes is a swindle on the public. The
"Medical Battery company," which is the proprietor of

the belt in question, does not relish this, and has, through

its solicitor, given newsdealers handling the Review no-

tice that they will be held responsible for selling copies of

the paper containing such "malicious libels." The Review

has retorted by assuring the dealers that it will undertake

to save them harmless in any suits that may be brought,

and stating, furthermore, that it is taking direct legal pro-

ceeding to defend its interests and that of the trade. We
wish the Revieiu every success in its good work, and hope

that the issue may be clearly joined in the courts. We
have no doubt of the outcome, and it is possible that the

decision will be of value as a precedent in the United

States.

Heretofore the largest dynamos have been manufac-

tured abroad, and England, France and Germany have each

surpassed the United States in this respect. At the World's

Fair, however, there will be shown ten or eleven incandes-

cent machines of American production that will rank well

up toward the topmost notch of European practice. These

dynamos will be of 750 kilowatts capacity each, and many
of the castings have already been made. While these ma-

chines do not attain the size of the great Ferranti dyna-

mos at Deptford, in England, and perhaps of some ma-

chines of German manufacture, they arc nevertheless suffi-

ciently near the maximum to entitle them to rank easily

among the great dynamos of the world. This fact is grati-

fying, as showing the ability of American electricians to

produce generators of great capacity, although the su-

perior utility of huge machines of this charac-

ter has not yet been conclusively demonstrated. It is

worthy of note also, that a great German electrical house is

preparing to manufacture 1,000 horse power dynamos in

this country.

It is not customary to place a stable boy in charge of a

machine shop, a flagman in charge of a locomotive, or an

unskilled laborer of any sort in charge of complicated

machinery—excepting electrical apparatus, which is sup-

posed by some people to require no special care. On
many of the electric railways in this country drivers of

horse cars have been given charge of electric cars without

any special instruction as to the requirements of electric

motors. President Beckley of the Street Railway assoc^ia-

tiou of New York, in his annual address, which was pre-

sented in the Western Electrician last week, called

attention to the necessity of instructing men engaged in

handling electrical apparatus. He said that his company
found that it required men of higher capacity to serve as

motormen and conductors of electric cars than seemed

necessary under the old system. In Rochester, N. Y..

Mr. Beckley says, they have detailed a man as instructor,

who rides with the motormen, advises them as to the best

methods for handling their cars, gives them detailed in-

structions what to do in case of a break-down or any other

trouble. The company finds that its repair bills are much
smaller, that there are fewer interruptions in the service,

less cause for complaint on the part of the patrons of the

road, and consequently considers itself well repaid for the

trouble and expense involved in instructing its men
in handling electrical apparatus.

On the other hand there are companies, and they can be

found in every part of the country, which do not con-

sider it necessary to inform their motor men of the type

of machine in use. Mr. Beckley is authority for the

statement that he met a motorman in another state, who,

when questioned about his equipment, professed the most

profound ignorance. He did not know whether the

motors were Thomson- Houston, Westinghouse, Edison

or Short. He did not know whether they were double or

single reduction. He did not even know whether he had

under his car body one or two motors. When asked what
he did in case of trouble on the line, he said: "If the

motor don't work I wait until another car comes along,

and pushes me in." This motorman had been for nearly

nine months in regular service as motorman in that city.

This motorman knew enough to turn on and off the cur-

rent and to set and loosen the brakes, but his knowledge

did not extend much farther.

It is on lines which employ such men as this that operat-

ing expenses exceed the income of the road. Of well

regulated roads, conducted upon business principles,

where intelligent men are employed, a different story can

be told.

Insurance rates on property in which electric light or

power is used form a subject of general interest, and the dis-

cussion on this question has done much to call attention to

faulty construction and bring about the adoption

of improved methods. Tliat the insurance com-

panies are not yet satisfied with the advance-

ment in this department is shown by the eagerness with

which they discuss the subject and solicit suggestions

from practical electrical engineers. The latest instance in

this line 1= found in the proceedings of the last meeting of

the Fire Underwriters'Association of the Northwest, which

was held at Chicago last week. A comprehensive paper

on the installation of an electric plant was read at this

meeting by C. C. Haskins. An abstract of this paper is

presented in this issue. Touching on the progress that

has been made in the methods of construction, Mr. Has-

kins calls attention to the fact that in the early days of

electric lighting any old barn, wood shed or <;ow house was

considered good enough for an electric light plant, and tha

two or three boys without any knowledge of electrical ap-

paratus, or any other kind of machinery for that matter,

were placed in charge as a rule. The engine selected for

driving the dynamo was generally one that had been cast

off as being unfit for any further use in the line

for which it was designed. Under such conditions, and
with such management, it is not at all surprising that elec-

tric lighting soon experienced setbacks. It is to be won-

dered that it survived the hard blows delivered by the "pro-

jectors" of these enterprises. Now, however, electrical

enterprises are conducted upon legitimate lines, and, as

Mr. Haskins remarks, "Station houses are better built,

wires are more carefully selected, greater pains are taken

in construction, the entire enterprise is settling down to

business and scientific bases, and in all large cities careful

supervision of plants has been inaugurated by the under-

writers or the municipal authorities, or both." This is as

it should be, and every friend of electrical enterprises will

encourage all honest endeavors to further raise the stand-

ard of work. The interests of the electrical companies and
the underwriters do not conflict, and wherever this fact is

appreciated the insurance and electrical companies, by
working in harmony, have been abundantly rewarded. It

should be remembered that some of the blunders that have

served to retard the advancement of electrical work have

been made by the underwriters themselves. This, of

course, was due to a lack of expert knowledge, but nowa-
days, with the assistance of competent engineers, under-

writers should make no more serious mistakes. The elec-

trical business has become too great to be treated lightly,

and the interests involved should secure just consideration.

Moreover, the field of electrical application is extending,

and it behooves insurance men to study carefully the ad-

vances in all lines, that they may act intelligently.

To judge from present indications it will not be a great

while before New Yorkers will have an opportunity to

judge for themselves of the merits of the trolley system.

For some time it has been evident that the overhead sys-

tem would eventually be fouod to be a necessity for the

great city. But the old fogies did not awaken to a reali-

zation of how close upon them was the much-needed im-

provemeut until the Harlemltes showed their progressive

spirit and desire to be in line with the rest of the country,

by gran'ing permission for the introduction of overhead

wires. Brooklyn had, to be sure, decided to employ the

system some time ago; but it was when llarlem saw what

a mistake it would be to further delay the advance of the

most practicable scheme for rapid transit, that the poor,

congested and jealous old city raised its greatest howl.

And what a howl it has been all along ! To any one who
has watched the advance of the electric system and has

noted the satisfaction that has almost invariably followed

its introduction, the New York dailies, with their wild and

irrational talk, appeared in a supremely ridiculous light.

It has been plainly evident that the editors of these

papers had made up their minds that they didn't want the

trolley system and as a consequence it has been nothing

but "deadly," "deadly," "deadly," until now intelligent

people lau2;h at them, and "deadly" is beginning to sound

about as ridiculous in its misuse as are the adjectives "aw-

ful" and "funny." New York felt badly, of course,

when its much maligned Harlem submitted to improve-

meit, but the great city's rage knew no bounds when last

week, as one paper put it. New York was "betrayed," and

the aldermen at a special meeting granted nine franchises

to connect and extend the lines of the Metropolitan Trac-

tion and subordinate corporations. Of course, there has

arisen a great wail, and corruption is its burden. But as

"corruption" is the usual cry when extensive franchises

are allowed, it is fair to presume matters would have been

much the same had the question hinged upon any other

sort of motive power.

In another column our eastern correspondent tells the

story in detail. It is not certain that Mayor Grant will

approve the council's proceedings, but the general feeling

is that whether he does so or not the people will see

the trolley wires go up on the streets of New York.

Without discussing the question as to whether the

franchises were obtained honestly or otherwise, it is safe

to say that when the road is once in operation the public

will soon arrive at a correct understanding of how little is

the real danger from railroad wires, and also how great

and dense has been the ignorance of a set of newspaper

men that the country thought knew better. Chicago is to

have overhead wires upon its cross-town streets and this

great city is glad of the change. But good and artistic

codstruction should be the watchwords, and with the

work carried out along these lines and in a thorough

manner the nonsensical "deadly" will vanish in thin air.
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American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers.

The first meeting of the season of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers was held at New York, Tues-

day, September 27th. Charles Proteus Steinmetz read the

paper of the evening. Its title was "On the Law of Hys-

teresis (Part II.) and Other Phenomena of the Magnetic

Circuit." It was practically a continuation of the discus-

sion on the same subject upon which Mr. Steinmetz pre-

sented a paper January igth. At a meeting of the coun-

cil on the same day the following named gentlemen were

elected associate members: H. Fleetwood Albright,

Western Electric company, Chicago, III.; Charles G.

Armstrong, Chicago, 111.; Romaine Callender, Brantford

Electrical Laboratory, Brantford, Canada; Chester D.

Crandall, Western Electric company, Chicago, 111.;

George E. Fisher, Commercial Electric company, Detroit,

Micb.; Charles Flesch, Melbourne, Australia; J. P. Jack-

son, Pennsylvania State College; Frank E. Kinsman,

Plainfield, N. J.; James P. Magenis, Adams, Mass.; Carl

K. MacFadden, Chicngo & Norhtwestern Railway com-

pany, Chicago, 111.; James McBride, New York & Boston

Dye Wood company, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Augustus Noll,

New York Insulated Wire company, New York; William

D, Ray, Northern Pacific Railroad company, Oak Park,

111.; Howard S, Rodgers, Thomson-Houston Electric

company, Lynn, Mass.; Robert A. Ross, Edison General

Electric company, Peterborough, Ont.; Frank Stuart

Smith, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company,

Pittsburg, Pa.

The Washington Illumination.

Reference has already been made in these columns to

the elaborate electrical illuminations which formed so im-

portant a feature of the Grand Array celebration at Wash-

ington. Herewith are presented two illustrations showing

characteristic features of this display.

The interest in the reunion centered about Pennsylvania

avenue, stretching from the Capitol to the Treasury

and the Executive Mansion, and it was determined that

the electrical display should also be centered there.

Running from near the Pennsylvania railroad depot to

the Treasury, pole lines were erected on both sides of the

avenue. At short intervals along these two lines different

corps badges were designed in incandescent lamps, each

corps badge being repeated three times at various points

on the avenue in the national colors of red, white and

blue. Above each corps badge the name of some notable

fight in which the corps took conspicuous part, or some well

remembered sojourning place during the war, was pre-

sented in electric lamps. At rarer intervals the portraits

in oil of the leading war generals were suspended, each

surrounded by a double border, the inner one of very

small lamps, the outer of lamps of a larger size and higher

candle power.

At the corner of Tenth street, in front of the Jl'ash'mg-

ton Post building was erected a splendid anchor, about

twenty feet high. It was the most attractive set piece on

the avenue. In front of the Washington Star offices

twin stars of red and blue were placed, and a patriotic

device gleaied from within the office window.

At the head of the avenue at the entrance to the White

lot was erected the most conspicuous design of the occa-

sion. It was a monster fac-simile of the G. A. R. badge,

eighteen feet high, entirely made up of incandescent

lamps. The eagle was outlined in white lamps, the

cannon In blue, the stars and stripes in the regulation

colors, and the pendant star in amber lamps. This piece

was duplicated at the corner of Seventeenth street, below

the White House. From the children's stand, at the

head of the avenue, the name of Lincoln was represented

in white lights.

The illumination of the Treasury building presented

considerable difficulty. This was overcome by arranging

along the cornice at the top of the fluted columns, a line

of colored arc lamps, which stretched from the entrance

to the White lot almost entirely around the building. The

red, white and blue globes of the lamps lent themselves

admirably to the colors of the flags with which the build-

ing was hung. Colored arc lights were also used to illu-

minate the camp on the White lot.

On the White House lawn, in front of the mansion, a

most fairy-like effect was produced. Every bush, tree,

fern and flower bed glistened with the light of innumer-

able miniature lamps, so suspended as to conceal all the

mere practical details of installation. No less than ten

revolving stars, each of different design, were also set up

here, and, constantly changing in design and color, re-ap-

pearing and disappearing, obtained a well-merited meed

of success. Over each entrance to the maD<;ion was set

a star of deep blue lamps.
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A marvelous effect, and one never yet essayed to add to

the brilliancy of an illumination, was obtained by the in-

troduction of the search light. On the roof of the Wash-
ington Loan & Trust company's building were set four

24 inch projectors, three facing the capitol and one facing

the monument. During the evening, the brilliant rays of

light from these projectors shot the national colors on the

clouds, or illuminated the surroundings of the city. The
most marvelous effects were obtained, however, when the

whole four were brought to bear on the capitol, or on the

monument. The nights being without moonlight, the
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nation. Some idea of the work can be gained from the

fact that over 25,000 incandescent lamps were used in the

illumination, as well as 100 arc lamps.

The projectors were built by the General Electric com-
pany and the entire illumination wss designed and installed

by the decorative lamp department of the General Elec-

tric company.

Credit for the success of the illumination is due to A.

D. Page, to whom carte blanche had been given and to F,

Clarke, the Washington representative, who were materi-

ally assisted by Mr. Fanshawe and Mr. McAllister, both

skillful designers and versed in lamp requirements. The
search lights were in charge of Mr. Gragg.

THE WASHINGTON ILLUMINATION.

background was absolutely black, and when the lights

were thrown on the capitol it appeared magnificent and

awe inspiring beyond conception. The illuminated monu-

ment was none the less effective. The white stone shaft

springing up straight into the blackness of night, seemed

like a supernatural finger pointing heavenward.

All this remarkable disp'ay was not obtained without

The Chicago and St. Louis Electric
Railway.

A dispatch from St. Louis, dated September sgth, says:

At 10:30 this morning pedestrians on Olive street

noticed a long train of wagons, plows, mules and horses
wending its way slowly between cable cars, delivery wagons
and stylish equipages. It would have looked like a travel-

ing gyp^y camp, but the instruments of toil were too
numerous to allow that idea to prevail. Those who saw
the first wagon go by stopped until the procession had
finished. It had a peculiar interest for them. On either

side of the wagon, which was filled to overflowing with
cooking utensils, bedding and camp furniture, were two
streamers bearing the legend: "For the St. Louis and
Chicago Electric Railway." At Broadway and Olive streets

stood Dr. Wellington Adams in natty fall attire, a gleam
of triumph coming from behind his gold-rimmed eye-
glasses. As the wagon train went by he explained its

import: "That is the first gang of workmen going
over to Edinburg, 111., where we will commence opera-
tions on building our new road. This gang is under com-
mand of Andrew F. Burke, an old railroad contractor,

and contains all the requisites for a railroad camp. We
have mules, plows and camp utensiis for 200 men. They
are going overland and will reach Edinburg, which is

eighty miles from here, on Monday. By Tuesday or
Wednesday, perhaps, we will turn the first shovelful of
dirt. Of course we will have appropriate ceremonies,
speech-making, and all that. I have invited Mayor
Noonan and Mayor Washburne, of Chicago, to be present.

Work on the roadbed will be commenced at once. We
have our powerhouse built at Edinburg and equipped with
enough machinery to operate the first section when it is

built. The building of the road will be pushed in both
directions. Our cars are now in process of construction,

and the first section will be in operation quicker than peo-

ple think. It is possible to have the road finished in time
for the World's Fair, and if money can push it through
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great effort. Less than thirty days elapsed between the

commencement of the -work and the illumination. Poles

hsd to be erected, and a whole three-wire system installed.,

drawing current from every available dynamo, public or

private in the city. In fact, not enough current could be

procured.

Two G. A. R. badges, sixty-three corps badges, the

same number of mottoes and names, special devices such

as the anchor and stars, had to be designed and executed.

The streets had to be skillfully wired and socketed, the re-

volving wheels to be conceived and constructed. Project-

ors had to be brought from the factory and erected. It

was a great undertaking brought to a satisfactory termi-

we will have Chicago and St. Louis within three hours of

each other. Our finances are in splendid shape," said

the doctor, as the last wagon went by. "I made a deal

on my last trip east that has put all worry about finances

out of the way."

Shocks from Old Neptune.

Capt. H. S. Sieward of the schooner Dora Sieward met
with a startling experience on his voyage from Copper
Island, to Seattle, Wash. When north of Athka Island

the schooner was suddenly lifted, as if a whale had

struck her keel. Falling again into the trough of the sea,

she experienced a succession of shocks, which cast every-

thing loose about decks, the men being unable to keep

their feet, and the mate, who was at the wheel, having to
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cling to the spokes to keep her head to the wind. The
weather was clear at the time and the surface of the sea

betrayed no evidence of the subaqueons eruption which

was taking place. The vessel humped along on her course

for fully a minute, and when she had covered 500 yards,

and after being shaken from stem to stern, the eruption

ceased, and she sailed smoothly on. The mate at the

wheel described the spokes as so many electric batteries,

from which strong shocks tingled through his body till he

could hardly keep his position.

New Railway Line Specialties.

The accompanying cuts illustrate several new electric

railway fixtures that are being introduced by the Railway

Equipment company, Chicago. Fig. i shows the cora-

FIG. I. NEW RAILWAY LINE SPECIALTIES.

pany's latest type of frog for right hand, left hand and

"Y" turnouts. Fig. 2 shows the section insulator.

In actual use the latter is covered with a hood. These

devices were designed with a view of meeting the

varying conditions of the different systems now in use

The ease of adjustment to both span and trolley wire is a

feature which the company thinks will commend both of

these devices to practical street railroad men.

quality and not quantity of material should govern, which

means the best material in the right place. Years ago

this concern commenced building engines without outbear-

ings, but after costly experimenting and years of experi-

ence, it has been decided that an outbearing is necessary to

the life of an engine, thus securing, it is believed, the least

wear and uniform wear; the least time lost in repairs and the

least cost of repairs, A self-contained engine saves much cost

in the setting, but there is not a full appreciation of the

safety it secures against the shaft getting out of line from

unsettling of foundation or other causes, with all the ex-

pense incident to such repairs. The nine hundred engines

the Racine company has in operation throughout the

country is an excellent testimonial for the Racine

automatic engine.

Huebel & Manger Electric Bell.

The main feature of this bell, illustrated in Fig. i, is

the contact post, Fig. 2, which is so constructed that it

cannot turn. Electric bells frequently become inoperative

because the insulating bushings between the post and the

base shrink, thereby loosening the connection of the post

New Horizontal Engine.

The accompanying illustration shows the new horizontal

engine built by the Racine Hardware Manufacturing cora-

paey of Racine, Wis. This concern has until recently

confined itself to producing vertical stationary and

marine engines of a high grade. The company is a be-

liever in the vertical type wherever it can be used. This

ii»'
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company probably carries as large a stock of engines as

any builder in the country, with a view to the immediate

filling of orders. At this writing it has as many as 174

steam engines complete on the floor or in process. As
the company makes 30 different numbers such a stock is

necessary.

It is well understood by intelligent men that where fuel

costs anything, no one can afford to use any other than an

automatic engine, which takes just as much steam as is

riG. 2, HUEBEL & MANGER ELECTRIC BELL.

to the base, so that the post, on account of the continued

vibrations, will turn to one side and no longer present the

platinized end of the screw to the action of the contac

spring.

The groove in the base is a little larger than the bot-

tom of the post so as to admit a layer of insulation. The

post is held from underneath by a fastening screw. It is

claimed that is impossible for this post to turn or twist in

any way. This bell is being placed on the market by

Huebel & Manger, manufacturers of electrical and brass

goods, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Lane & Bodley Shafting Stand.

The accompanying cut represents a new shafting

stand which has been put on the market by its manu-

facturer, the Lane & Bodley company, Cincinnati, O.

This stand was designed to meet the demands for a sub-

stantial stand with first-class self-oiling boxes easily ad-

justed and from which the boxes may be taken without re-
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neccessary to move its load, and no more. Steam repre-

sents fuel. Fuel represents money. In these days of

locating power in basements, there are places where the

height of a vertical engine is objectionable. This has

induced the Racine company to commence building a line

of horizontal engines from 35 to 100 horse power in which

are embodied all that long experience has proved to be the

best. These engines are what may be called reasonably

high speed.

The engines arc built to stand all the stress that their

high rating demands, with broad margins for safety. It

has come to be understood in engine construction that

ZONTAL ENGINE.

moving the shaft even though a bearing or pulley hub be on

both sides. The bearings are made in lengths four times

the diameter of shaft and are lined with first quality bear-

ing metal and supplied with a self-oiling chain feed.

Flowers Sent by Telegraph.
There is a sign over the door of a florist in New York

which says: "Flowers by Telegraph to All Parts of the
World." This sign seemed sufficiently extraordinary to

warrant inquiry into its exact meaning, so the owner'of
the flower store was interviewed upon the subject, and he
said:

"Yes, flowers by telegraph sounds strange, but it is

nevertheless quite possible and done in a perfectly simp'e
way. Here is how it is managed: We have arranged with
one of the leading florists in every city in this country and
Europe, so that when any of our customers come, write or
telegraph to us and tell us to send flowers to some friend in

another city we at once telegraph the order to our corre-

spondent and have it filled immediately. We charge the
cost of telegraphing or cabling to our customer. The
scheme has only just been started, but its working has sur-

prised and delighted both ourselves and our customers.
My partner is in Europe now establishing new stations,

and we hope to have a complete belt round the world
soon.

"An amusing incident happened in Gibraltar. A young
woman had sailed from New York on an Italian steamer
and an admirer wanted a bunch of roses sent to the ship
when she arrived off Gibraltar. Ten dollars was the
amount he invested. I telegraphed ray correspondent to

FIG. I. HUEBEL &. MANGER ELECTRIC BELL.

go out in a boat with the flowers and have them handed
over the side of the ship. Now it seems that flowers are

very abundant in Gibraltar, and the florist had never re-

ceived so large an order before. I forget how many dozen
roses were secured, but they almost filled the small row-
boat, and the effect was as if a flower bed were floating out

from the rock. The boat attracted great attention from
the ship, and all the passengers flocked to the side to

watch the flowers approach. Of course there was great
curiosity to know whom all this floral display was for, and
when the name of Miss Evans, I believe that was the

young lady's name, was called out, she became uncom-
fortably conspicuous. Devotion represented by a boat load

of flowers must be that of something more than a friend.

LANE & BODLE\ SHAFTING STAND.

The young woman was an object of interest the rest of the
voyage.

"

Electric Railways in Chicago.
On September 30th the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

faturing company closed a contract with the Chicago City

Railway company for four 700 horse power railway gener-

ators and 61 electric car equipments. The generators will

be of the multipolar type. Forty-five of the sixty-one cars

are to be fitted with the Westinghouse double motor equip-

ment, the motors being each 25 horse power, single reduc-

tion. The remaining sixteen cars will be equipped with

single motors. The apparatus must be delivered by
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December 15th. In addition to the above mentioned ma-

chinery the City Railway company has contracted with the

McGuire Manufacturing company, Chicago, for 61 of its

"electric" trucl^s. The electric power house of the railway

company will be located at Fifty-second street and Wabash
avenue.

Insurance Rules and Electrical Instal-

lations.^

There is undoubtedly much inconvenience caused by the

variety of rules which exist among fire insurance offices

with reference to electric light installations. It is not that

any one rule can be said to clash directly with another, but
rather that the rules differ in stringency, so that, although
if the most stringent rule be taken as a guide all offices

will practically be satisfied, yet if the least stringent be
adopted, the requirements of some office or offices would
not be met. Opinions may differ as to whether the rules

most widely adopted, namely, those of the Phcenix office,

are the best; they certainly, however, fulfil most reasonable

conditions, and would probably be still more generally ac-

cepted, were it not for the perhaps not unnatural feeling

that every office must do something to show its originality

by framing its own rules, which shall in some respects, at

least, differ from those of every other office. In America,
recently, an important meeting of electrical insurance ex-

perts was held for the purpose of discussing and adopting
a uniform code of electrical insurance inspection rules and
reporting the same to the various associations and com-
panies for adoption. A draft scheme was prepared which
was to be printed and circulated for further opinions, after

the receipt of which a final set of rules will be drawn up
and reported for adoption. It is not announced that there

have been any dissentient voices on the matter, but we
should hesitate to say that were a similar convention as-

sembled in this country, such dissension would not arise.

There are certainly many rules adopted by all the insur-

ance companies which are practically the same, and as re-

gards those rules which differ in respect of stringency,

such, for instance, as the lowest limit to be allowed for the
insulation of an installation, the most stringent should be
adopted, for no limit can be too high, provided it is reason-

ably possible to work to it. When an apparently too

stringent clause is inserted in a specification, the contractor

at first asserts it is impossible to work to it, then (upon a
refusal to relax the conditions) he finds that with consider-

able difficulty he may just be able to comply with it, and
finally that after all it can be worked to without any
trouble, the will to do it having developed a way; this we
have known to be the case in more than one instance. So
in framing a set of regulations one should not entirely be
guided by what it has been found possible up to the pres-

ent to effect, though, of course, existing practical exper-

ience must be a chief guide; this practical experience,

however, being that of men of real authority and not that

of contractors who wish to keep the standard low, so that

they may put in inferior work.

Governmental Control of the Belgian Tel-
ephone System.

According to the Belgian newspapers consternation

reigns in the telephone offices throughout the kingdom of

Belgium. The operators are greatly disturbed by a civil

service examination which their new employer, the state,

is shaking at them. The newspapers are trying to console

them, and the government organs are talking of the eleva-

tion of the public service, but the examination promises
to be as unfair as it is ridiculous. All the telephones in

Belgium were recently acquired by the government, but
with the understanding that all the employes would be
re-engaged after December 31st next, when their present
contract expires. The operators are now informed that

they will have to undergo an examination at there-engage-
ment, and a failure to pass means a loss of place. The
girls naturally supposed the examination would simply be
on matters concerned with the proper performance of the
work required of them in the manipulation of the telephonic
apparatus, and were not a bit afraid, being all well skilled

in the work for which they are engaged and paid. But
the official programme of the examinations recently arrived

at the telephone offices, and created consternation. A
thousand things will be required from telephone operators
under state control which were not considered at all neces-

sary by private companies, which have operated the sys-

tems with perfect success. In addition to the two national

languages, French and Flemish, a thorough knowledge of
German and English will be obligatory on the hello girls.

They must be well up in geography, and submit a com-
plfte drawing of the map of Europe. Many other condi-
tions of similar nature are to be imposed. And with all

this salaries are to be largely reduced, in some cases 33
per cent. While it is conceded that it would be advan-
tageous to have one or two operators in the large central

offices possessing a knowledge of the four languages, it is

considered absurd and oppressive that all operators should
be required to know them. It is stated by the Indepen-
danc€ Beige that many women who have been connected
with the telephone service for from ten to fifteen years will

be compelled to seek other employment after December
31st. Dozens of younger women will have to go, too, for it

isimpQssible to learn German and English in three months
and answer "hellos" all day, too. The paper quoted says
that the ministry "is being heartily cursed," and that

efforts are being made to have the examination require-

ments sensibly modified.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, October i.—During the last week New
York city has been the scene of a great victory for the

trolley system. But the people at large are very much ex-

ercised over what they believe was the too hasty action of

the aldermen. This wholesale condemnation, though, of

the board of aldermen's proceedings was to be expected

after all the wild and silly newspaper talk against the

"deadly trolley." It is most amusing to read the hopeless

wails of the papers, which, by the way, in some cases do

not stop with denouncing the system, but descend to per-

sonalities. Here is what a New Yorker telegraphed to a

western paper. The dispatch sent last Thursday gives

in a few words a good idea of the situation, but it should

be explained that the writer is apparently unable to see

why "deadly" isn't a good word to use when talking of the

electric system: "New York has surrendered to the dead-

ly trolley. Everything asked for by the Crimmias syndi-

cate of street railways was granted by the board of alder-

men at an extraordinary session this afternoon. Nine

franchises to connect and extend the lines of the Metro-

politan Traction and subordinate corporations were given

away without compensation to the city. Four of them

have to do with the continuous line of trolley wires, which

it is intended to stretch between the Sixth and Ninth ave-

nue structure from the Battery to One Hundred and Tenth

street. Nothing now stands between the people and the

deadly overhead device save the State railroad commis-

sioners, whose consent to any new form of motive power

must be secured before it can be put in operation."

New York's chief executive declines to give any intima-

tion as to what action he is likely to take in the matter

of the nine resolutions adopted by the board of aldermen

Thursday.

The monument being built in Ireland to the memory of

the late Cyrus W. Field and his wife, will be placed in the

historic burial ground at Stockbridge, Mass., where mem-
bers of the Field family have been interred for generations.

Mr. Field was buried side by side with his wife, and the

monument is to be erected at the head of the two graves.

In design the monument is very plain, and, although mas-

sive in outline, its contour is simple. Made of a huge

block of gray Irish limestone, it will bear but little sculp-

tured work. On one face of the stone will be carved a

Latin cross in high relief. This symbol rests at the inter-

section of two palm branches, also in strong relief, placed

crosswise. Immediately below these will be deeply cut

the following inscription:

CYRUS WEST FIELD. MARY STONE FIELD.
Born Nov. 30, 1819. Born Aug. 23, 1817.

Married Dec. 2. 1840.
Died July 12, 1892. Died Nov. 23, 1S91.

At the base of the stone will be another inscription,

"Love is Imperishable."

Staten Island will be well up with the times, for the res-

idents will in all probability have a chance to attend races

at night. Work is going on rapidly at the new Wiman
Corrigan track. It is understood that in connection with

the enterprise electric light racing at night is to be tried.

Ed. Corrigan is said to have reported favorably to Erastus

Wiman in the matter of electric light racing at night as he

saw it at the South Side track, St. Louis, and thinks it

entirely practicable. The Chicago racing man is expected

to go East to confer with Mr. Wiman about a plan for

lighting the track.

The steamship El Sol, which arrived on Monday last from

New Orleans, had an unusual experience in the Gulf of Mex-

ico. On the night of September 22d, while off Tortugas,

the captain reports that his vessel encountered an electrical

storm such as is rarely witnessed by mariners. The ship

was enveloped in a constant blaze of light. A bolt which

struck the pilot house demagnetized both the steering and

standard compasses. The storm was accompanied by

much rain and wind. W. F. O.

The Rock Creek Railway company, of Washington, D.
C, has opened for business (i% miles of new electric road,

traversing an attractive suburb of the nation's "apital.

I. From the Ixindon E/t-ciricai Review,

St Louis. Mo.
St. Louis. Oct. i.—The Smith-Davis Manufactur-

ing company, St. Louis, has completed arrangements to

put in a power installation composing a 100 horse power

Ideal engine and a large electric generator. Power from

this generator will be distributed by wires throughout the

new factory building on Twentieth street and Lucas

place. Individual motors will be located throughout the

factory where needed and no shafting or belting will be

used at all, except for very limited and special cases.

Some other modern ideas, in the direction of higher steam

pressure, etc., will also be introduced.

James I. Ayer, president of the National Electric Light

association, states that he expects from 400 to 600 dele-

gates at the annual convention which is to be held in this

city in February next. It is expected that the convention
will occupy the greater part of a week. Important papers
bearing upon subjects of special interest will be presented,

among them being contributions from Nikola Tesla and
Prof. Elihu Thomson.

At the last meeting Oi the Municipal Assembly, the

Southern Electric Railway company asked permission to

extend its tracks and overhead wires, so as to reach a ter-

minus nearer the heart of the city. To do so, it will be

necessary to pass over the tracks of other companies.

H. H. Humphreys has tendered his resignation as

manager of the St. Louis office of the General Electric

company, and has accepted a similar position with the

Western Electric company of Chicago, which has com-
pleted arrangements to open a branch office in St. Louis

The managers of the Clayton and Forest Park electric

railway promise to have cars running before Christmas
over the entire line. Work is now actively in progress at

various points on the route.

The Wichita Gas & Electric Light & Power company of

Wichita, Kan., is having two steel boilers built in St.

Louis. They are to be 70 inches in diameter, 18 feet

long, with 70 4-inch tubes.

Ex Governor E. O. Stanard's resideuce on Lindell

avenue is being wired and furnished with fixtures for 150

incandescent lights.

Owing to the resignation of Manager H. H. Humphreys,
some important changes have been made in the local office

of the General Electric company. The office of manager
has been abolished, and each department will report di-

rectly to the general western office at Chicago. W. L.

Arnold will continue in charge of the department of elec-

tric lighting, while the electrical railway work will be

handled by a special representative. The supply busi

ness will be in charge of two gentlemen from the Chicago

office.

T. C. White & Co., dealers in electrical supplies and
other specialties, report a large and increasing business.

This has necessitated more room, and they have therefore

moved to larger quarters, at 904 Pine street.

The supervisor of city lighting and the special com-
mittee of the Board of Public Improvements on the

same subject have recommended the erection of 36 addi-

tional 2,000 candle power arc lights, most of them
located in the extreme western and northern districts of

the city. All arc lights for city use are furnished by the

Municipal Electric Light Sc Power company on a ten-

year contract expiring in 1900,

The Denver Tramway company has purchased of D. E.

Garrison of St. Louis 800 tons of 48 pound steel rails

with ail necessary fastenings, etc. The Denver company
operates 86 miles of track.

The St. Louis office of the General Electric company
reports the sale of a 30 light arc plant to the Pinckneyville

Electric Light company; also two incandescent dynamos
to the State Insane Asylum at Fulton, Mo., and an in-

candescent plantcomplete to the Keller & Tamm Manu-
facturing company of St. Louis.

It is reported that a New York syndicate has been figur-

ing on the purchase of all the street car lines in Alton, 111.,

with a view of equipping them electrically, and operating

them all from one plant. The same men propose fur-

nishing electric lights.

Contracts have been made at Savannah, Mo., for an
electric light plant of a capacity of 40 arc lights and
500 incandescents.

That portion of the city south of Osage street is lighted

by gas under an old contract not yet expired. The
Southern Electric Railway company has had a number of

serious accidents on South Broadway, which are attributed

largely to insufficient lighting, and it now propose to

its their lines at its own expense. Fifty arc lights

will be required. B.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis. Sept. 30.—The sale of the electric light

company's plant and franchises at Missoula, Mont., to the

Thomson-Houston company for $75,000 is regarded as

important for Missoula. The new company is expected

to put in a large power plant two miles above the city, and
the negotiations are practically completed for acquiring

the tracks and franchise of the Missoula street railway.

An electric line well equipped is contemplated.

The Cooper-Hampton Electric company of Minneapo-

lis has been reorganized on a permanent basis, after an
experimental organization dating back a year and a half.

At its office in the Edison building it has been perfecting

its machines and appliances and the Business Union has

finally taken hold of the enterprise. The new company
will have $500,000 capital, and will manufacture electric

pumps. The pump has reciprocating pistons of ad
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justable stroke and is valveless, it is asserted. The

incorporators are leading business men including J. S.

Pillsbury, John Martin, Charles H. Chadbourn, Charles

H. Woods, Loren Fletcher, S. C. Gale. P. B. McMillan,

Charles H. Maxcy, W. IC. Morison, Edward M. Johnson,

J. M. Shaw, C. P. Lovell, F. C. Barrows, P. B. Winston,

C. M. Loring, William Cooper, George P. Hampton, A.

C. Paul, J. F. Conklin and F. N. Walcott.

Paul Martin, of St. Paul, has secured a five years fran-

chise for an electric light plant at Redwood Falls, Minn., the

city having privilege of purchase at the end of that time.

He has incorporated a company with $10,000 stock.

Steps have been taken looking toward putting in an

electric light plant at Tracy, Minn., planned after that at

Sleepy Eye.

The breaking of the trolley wire caused a miniature

panic on Washington avenue, M nneapolis, the other

night. The wire fell on top of the car and the passengers

in their rash to leave the car were considerably bruised,

but the current did not do injury to any one.

It is reported (unofficially, however) that Thomas Lowry

has a scheme in process whereby the running time between

Minneapolis and St. Paul may be reduced to 30 minutes.

John Mather, general manager of the Water, Light &

Power company of West Superior, has resigned. He will

go to Seattle, Wash., where with R. C. Elliott of St.

Paul, he has secured a controlling interest in the Seattle

Water, Gas & Electric Plant.

Dr. W. S. Townsend, who has been commissioned by

the Bates Electric Conduit company of Minneapolis, to

sell franchises in Michigan, Ohio and Indiana, reports

that he is about closing up a deal at Detroit, Mich.

A score of handsome vestibuled cars for the iciterurban

line are expected daily from the American Car company's

works at St. Louis. They will be 34 feet long and closely

resemble vestibuled railroad coaches.

John Murphy has resigned the position of general super-

intendent of the St. Paul & White Bear Electric railway.

Fire in the wire storage box at the main power house of

the Minneapolis Street railway system caused a stoppage

of cars all over town for a short time.

The electric light station at Northfield, Minn., has been

located, and numerous improvements in the service are

promised, including possibly a day circuit.

The new electric light plant at Pipestone, Minn., is

about ready to be started up. That at Luverne, Minn., is

also ready.

The new electric line from St. Cloud to Sauk Rapids is

about ready to begin business.

It has been discovered that the Minneapolis city fathers

forgot to appropriate the $3,000 required to put the police

telephone and telegraph wires underground, and postpone-

ment to next season may be necessary.

The city of St. Paul has had notice served upon it that

suit will be brought by M. G. Crane for alleged infringe-

ment of the Gamewell fire alarm system.

Work has been commenced on the electric light at

Kalispell, Mont.

August Johnson secured a verdict for $3,000 against

the Northwestern Telephone company for injuries due to

a pole falling on him. H. C. C.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. i.—The hopes of the

Missouri and Kansas Telephone company were rudely

shattered last week by the upper house of the city

council, and those of the consolidated gas and electric

lighting companies were jostled to an equally disagree-

able extent by the same body. Some weeks sgo, the tele-

phone company submitted to the council a proposition to

lay all its wires within the city limits in conduits provided

the city would grant the company a franchise for thirty

years. This proposition was referred to the committee on

public improvements. The committee has submitted an

adverse report, which was adopted. The committee, in

its written report, exercised no consideration for the feel-

ings of the gentlemen who guide the destinies of the

telephone enterprise, as will be seen by reference to the

following abstract:

After the full discussion of this subject last spring and
the decisive action of the mayor, supported by the urgent
remonstrances of our citizens, we think the action of the
company in again applying for the franchise is, to say the
least, offensive to good taste.

It would seem they desire to have a trial of endurance
between the guardians of public rights and the harpies of
public benefits. Such persistence needs rebuke. The
company comes before the city offering a boon and in re-

turn they ask a thirty year franchise. What do they
offer? It is to place their wires under ground. They
screen the fact that the city now has the power *o make
them put their wires under ground, and can compel them
to do it at any time. They have no favor to confer upon

the city, and if they had, it is not favor but justice we
want.

Some time ago, the gas company and the electric light

company agreed upon a plan of consolidation, and an or-

dinance was presented to the city council to carry the

scheme into effect. The ordinance also provided for

granting to the consolidated company a thirty-year fran-

chise, and embraced a plan by which, it was contended,

the city would share, in a measure, in the profits of the

concern. This project was also referred to the committee

on public improvements of the upper house, and the com-

mittee submitted an adverse report, which was adopted by

a unanimous vote of the members present. The com-

mittee not only opposed granting the consolidated com-

pany the franchise asked for, but also reported in favor

of the city owning and operating its own system of light-

ing, under the direction of the board of public works.

The committe, in its report, declared that a plant with a

capacity of 200 arc lights could be built for $35 000.

This was based on reports received from other cities.

But everybody knows that city councils sometimes change

their minds, and the telephone company and the gas and

electric lighting companies may both be happy yet.

Westport, which recently became big enough to be in-

corporated as a city of an inferior class, adjoins Kansas

City on its southern border. Before the war Westport

was the town in this neck o'-woods, and Kansas City was

a struggling river settlement known as Westport Landing.

After the late unpleasantness Westport went to sleep, and

it is only now beginning to show signs of recovery from

its Rip Van Winkle stupor. A couple of years ago Kansas

City took Westport into its municipal fold, and was pre-

paring to begin a series of public improvements in the

ancient village, when the supreme court of the state

knocked out all these plans by declaring that, on account

of a technical irregularity in the election at which West-

port was voted in, Westport was not legally a part of the

city at all. Westport accordingly lapsed back into West-

port, but the people had had a taste of city life, and they

decided that the good work of public improvement should

go on. They were all the more willing to saddle the town

with a big debt, because they knew that Kansas City

would have to pay for it, for everybody knows that sooner

or later Westport will again be a part of the city, and this

time the extension will probably stand. Among other

improvements, the public improvements committee of the

Westport council has under consideration an ordinance to

vote $50,000 in bonds for the construction of an electric

light plant, to be owned and operated by the city. The
council recently voted a franchise to B. T. Whipple and

others for an electric street railway in Westport, and a

Cleveland, O., syndicate has asked the Westport council

for a 20-year franchise for an electric light plant. S.

Denver, Colo.

Denver, Oct. i.— The enterprising city of Denver, with

its fine location, wide streets and handsome buildings, is

always an object of great interest to an eastern man. It is

specially interesting to any one identified with the' electric

business, for the 150,000 people here probably use more

electricity in proportion than any other city of the same

dimensions.

The entire city is lighted by electricity. Arc lights are

suspended over the center of street intersections in the

heart of the city; at every other intersection farther out-

and incandescent lights are used in the outskirts.

The Denver Consolidated Electric company holds a

monopoly of the electric lighting in the city. This com-

pany has about 60,000 incandescent lights installed, and

1.600 arc lights.

In addition to this I understand that there are about

30,000 incandescent and 250 arc lights used in isolated

plants in Denver.

I walked pretty thoroughly over the business district of

Denver on a recent evening, and not ten per cent, of the

place 1 illuminated were using gas, and even in these at least

one-half used electric light as well ?s gas. I understand that

the incandescent light is used very generally for house illu-

mination.

The writer exploited the Edison light from Chicago in

its early history and was often assured by his gas friends

that the time would never come when the incandescent light

would ever interfere with gas. To see gas so effectually

squelched in a place the size of Denver within twelve years

from the start of electric lighting is certainly a great

victory,

I am not quite sure that the incandescent success is well

deserved. The candle power of the lights did not appear

uniform to me; one was low. The trouble may be due to

changes in the central station while new apparatus is

being added, but overloaded machines are not conducive

to permanent prosperity, and it never does to tempt the

public to rise in its might with a demand for competition.

Denver has nearly one hundred miles of electric street

railway. I rode on all the lines, and the service is very

satisfactory. I also patronized the cable lines and heard

many remarks by the citizens detrimental to them, and in

favor of the electric roads.

Capt. H. H. Brown, so long identified with the Thom-
son-Houston interests in Denver, now has charge of the

mining department of the General Electric company,
in this territory. He reports that owing to the low price

of silver, miners are avoiding new investments. The use of

electricity in mines is extending, however, and a fair amount
of business is being secured, with large transactions in ex-

pectation.

F. H. Whiting, at one time superintendent of the

Des Moines Edison station and later identified with the

Thomson- Houston Welding company, is now located in

Denver, as mechanical and electrical engineer of the

Westminster University. The University is being erected

on a most charming and commanding location about six

miles north of Denver. It is part of the plan to connect

the university and Denver with an electric road, which will

be operated at a speed of forty miles an hour.

The Commonwealth Mining company, which operates

the Little Mattie mine and mill on Chicago creek, near

Idaho Springs, has a 100 light Edison machinCj which
lights both mill and mine.

Phillip Mixsell, an old-time telegrapher, who built the

Rocky Mountain Telegraph lines, which were afterward

absorbed by the Western Union Telegraph company,
resides in Idaho Springs, and is a successful miner and
mill owner.

The U. P. R mine, located near here, is largely owned by
D. H. Louderbach, F. G. Beach, Prof. Jno. P. Barrett and
the estate of E. G. Lynch. It is considered a very promis-

ing property, and shows that electrical people have an eye

open for good things outside of their regular line of

. business.

The telephone interests here are in a languishing con-
dition, owing to a feud between the citizens and the tele-

phone company. It furnishes quite a contrast to the

prosperous condition of the electric light interest.

G. H. B.

New England Notes.
Boston, Mass., Oct. i.— The Eastern Electrical Supply

company, Boston, has made an assignment to Ira C.

Hersey. The liabilities are $19,000, and the assets at face

value aggregate $22,000.

The Piscataquis pulp and paper mills of Enfield, Me.,
are to use electric lights hereafter. A 250-light Westing-

house plant has been contracted for.

Among the largest contracts for electric lights recently

closed in Boston are the following: Lally& Collins, 200
incandescents and 31 arc lamps; L. G. Mcintosh & Co.,

61 incandescents; Bradley Fertilizer company, 68 incan-

descents; C. H. Carruth, 58 lights; S. A. Beckhardt, 67
incandescents; John Cuckson and the Suffolk county court

house, 287 incandescents.

General Manager C. L. Edgar of the Edison Illuminat-

ing company of this city has returned from a western trip.

He says the new Edison plant in Chicago is to be a fac

simile of the new Boston plant.

Wm. Lee Church, head of the Boston office of Westing-

house, Church, Kerr & Co., is enjoying a month's visit to

Colorado looking after mining interests.

An electric road is to be constructed through the famous
and beautiful Middlesex Fells region. It will run from
Somerville through Wellington, Maiden, Medford, and

Stoneham to Reading.

The Gonic, N. H., Manufacturing company will light its

big woolen mill with electricity, and electric motors will

also soon be introduced.
J. C. E.

PERSONAL.
Fred Reckenzaun, who has been in Chicago for some

months, returned to New York on Friday last.

General Eckert of New York, general manager of the
Western Union Telegraph company, was in Chicago last

week.

T. A. Pamperin, general manager of the Electric
Manufacturing company, Oconto, Wis., passed through
Chicago on Friday last, returning from a short trip to New
York and other eastern points.

On Monday Prof. J. P. Barrett left for Louisville to at-

tend the national convention of firemen. Chief Barrett will

talk to the firemen about the World's Fair and the ad-
vantages of holding the national convention in Chicago
next year in connection with the exposition. He will after-

ward visit several eastern cities to confer with electrical

men on World's Fair matters. From this time on Pro-
fessor Barrett will devote more of his time to the depart-
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ment of electricity at the World's Fair, and his assistant,

David M. Hyland, will take charge of the city telegraph

and lighting departments until the fair is over.

Charles D. Shain, formerly district manager in New
York for the Edison General Electric company, has been
appointed eastern manager of the Siemens Sc Halske Elec-

tric company of America. Mr. Sbain's office will be in

the Electrical Exchange building, New York, and his terri-

tory will include thirteen eastern states. The newly ap-

pointed manager is one of the best known and most
popular men in the electrical business, and his acquain-

tance and experience will prove of great value to the new
company.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Electric Manufacturing company, Portland, Me.; capital

stock, ^25,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical ap-

pliances; Drummond & Drummond, Portland, Me.

Nevada Electric company, Nevada, Iowa; capital stock,

|i8,ooo; to build, equip and operate an electric light and
power plant; Nevada Electric company, Nevada, la.

Schuylkill Traction company, Ashland, Pa. ; capital

stock, §10,000; operating passenger railways by cable,

electrical or other means, etc.; MacHenry Wilhelm, Ash-
land, Pa.

Marion Electric Light & Street Railway company,
Marion, 111.; capital stock, $20,000; electric lighting and
street railway work in Marion, 111.; Wm. H. Wardner,
Marion, 111.

Cooper Hampton Electric company, Minneapolis,
Minn.; capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture electrical

and other machinery and devices; Paul& Merwin, Temple
Court, Minneapolis, Minn.

Standard Electric company of Clinton, Wis., Clinton,

Wis.; capital stock, $20,000; to manufacture and sell

electric lamps, dynamos, etc., and furnish electric light;

L. Lusk, Antigo, Wis.

Paterson & Passaic Electric Railway company. Pater

-

son, N. J.; capital stock, ^40,000; constructing, maintain-

ing and operating a street railway; Barkalow, Pennington
& Beam, Paterson, N. J.

Pittston, Jenkins & Avoca Street Railway company,
Pittston, Pa.; capital stock, $75,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Luzerne county, Pa.;

C. F. Bohan, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Commercial Electric company, Indianapolis, Ind.; capi-

tal stock, §20,000; to manufacture, use, sell and erect all

classes of electric machinery and instruments, also engi-

neering works and power plants.

Dawson Electric Light & Power company, Dawson, Pa.;

capital stock, $20,000; supplying light, heat and power
by means of electricity to Dawson, Fayette county. Pa.;

M. M. Cochran, Uniontown, Pa.

Passaic, Rutherford & Carlstadt Electric Railway com-
pany, Paterson, N. J.; capital stock, $185,000; construct-

ing, maintaining and operating a street railway; Barkalow,
Pennington & Beam, Paterson, N. J.

Jefferson Electric Light & Power company, Punxsutaw-
ney. Pa.; capital stock, $6,000; supplying light, heat and
power or any of them by electricity to the public in Punx-
sutawney. Pa,; A. J, Truitt, Punxsutawney, Pa.

River Valley Electric Railway company, Seattle,

Wash.; capital stock, $250,000; construction and opera-

tion of electric and other railroads, telegraph, telephone

and electric light plants; C, E. Bowman, Seattle, Wash.

Trenton Light Sc Power company, Trenton, N. J.; capi-

tal stock, $760,000; manufacture, production, use, sale,

supply and distribution of electric currents or electricity

for electric light, heat and power, etc.; Wm. B. Allen,

Trenton, N. J.

People's Street Railway company, of Nanticoke and
Newperte, Nanticoke, Pa.; capital stock, $60,000; con-

structing and operating an electric railway in Nanticoke
and other burroughs in Luzerne county; John M. Gorman,
Wilktsbarre, Pa.

Citizen's Passenger Railway company, Pottstown,

Pa.; capital stock, $75,000; constructing and operating

an electric railway from Douglasville, Berks county, to

Pottstown, Montgomery county; W.W. Carr, 518 Walnut
street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cleveland General E'ectric company, Cleveland, O.;

capital stock, $25,000; manufacturing and selling elec-

tricity for power, heat and light, manufacturing and deal-

ing in electrical and other machinery, etc.; Squire, San-

ders &. Dempsey, Cleveland, O.

North Shore Traction company, Camden, N. J.; capital

stock, $6,000,000; to construct, maintain and operate

motors, cables and other mechanical or electrical appliances

for the purpose of supplying motive power to passen-

ger railways; R. C, Dale, 135 South Fourth street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Covington Light Sc Power company. Covington, Ind.

;

capital stock, $50,000; to construct, maintain and operate

an electric plant and supply the city of Covington and its

inhabitants and the vicinity with electricity for purposes
of heat, light and power, and for all purooses to which
the use of electricity may be adapted; Pierre Gray,

Indianapolis, Ind.
^^

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Clinton, Wis., has a new electric light plant.

An electric light plant is being erected at Ely, Minn.

Boone, la., is to have a combined electric lighting and
railway plant.

It is claimed that Main street, Memphis, Tenn., which
has a center row of arc lamps, is the best lighted street in
the country.

The village trustees of Batavia, N. Y., are considering
a project for installing a plant for electric lighting, to be
owned by the corporation.

The Board of Public Affairs of Little Rock, Ark., has
asked the city council for $50,000 to enlarge and improve
the city electric light plant.

The city council of Roanoke, Va., invites proposals un-
til October i6th for lighting Roanoke with not less than
50 nor more than loo arc lights of 2,000 candle power
each. J. E. Hough is chairman of the light committee.

The town of Salem, "Va
, has just purchased the Salem

electric light plant, franchise, real estate, etc., which cost

a year ago $30,000, for $19,000, the company taking town
bonds at par to run from ten to twenty years, at the option
of the town, and bearing 6 per cent, interest.

The fine new courthouse at Geneva, III., was recently

lighted for the dedicatory exercises by 250 incandescent
lamps supplied with current from the municipal station at

St. Charles, several miles away. The courthouse seems to

be the principal feature of the village of Geneva, for it has
neither a gas company nor an electric plant.

Workmen of the IndianapoHs Light & Power company
began setting poles on the arsenal grounds recently for the

plant which is to furnish the city lighting. Maj. Varney
ordered the work stopped. His command was ignored
and he called out a squad of United States regulars, who
hustled the workmen from the grounds. The district at-

torney will decide the dispute.

Bids for furnishing electric lighting apparatus for Gales-

burg, 111., have been submitted to the city council. The
proposals ranged from $5,550 to $7,566, exclusive of the
VanDepoeJe plant now in use, and were received from the
Western Electric company. Fort Wayne Electric company.
Standard Electric company and General Electric company.
The matter was referred to a special committee.

The Parkersburg, W. Va., Electric Light company is

arranging for the erection of an addition to its plant which
will give it double the space now occupied. When this

building is completed, machinery sufficient to give 2,000
additional lights will be installed. It is also stated that a
power plant will be put in with sufficient capacity to fur-

nish power to the electric street railway,which is to take the
place of the horse road now in operation.

The Mutual Light & Power company of Montgomery,
Ala., has secured the contract for lighting that city for

five years at $19,890 per annum. The detailed cost is

as follows: Fifty 2,000 candle power lights at $9 per
month, or $108 per year of 365 nights, $5,400; 1501,200
candle power lamps, at $7.25 per month, or $87 per year

of 365 nights, $13,050; 150 incandescent lamps at eighty

cents per lamp per month, or $960 per year of 365 nights,

$1,440.

The Wilmington, N. C, Electric Light company is en-
larging and extending its plant. The main building has
been enlarged by the addition of a brick building 40x37
feet. This will give a building 100x37 feet, besides a
commodious boiler room adjoining on the west. The
new building has been erected for the purpose of enlarg-
ing the plant by the addition of another engine of 150
horse power and two dynamos, one with a capacity of

fifty arc lights and the other for 1,000 incandescent lights.

Pending the erection of its large new station on the West
Side, the Chicago Edison company has found it necessary
to make an addition to its plant at the Adams street station.

It has rented a space forty feet square in the basement of
the old Rand-McNally building, at No 146 Monroe street,

which is directly in the rear of the old station. In this

space it will instal two 500 horse power engines and four

3,000 light Edison dynamos. The present boilers are suf-

ficient, with the addition of one more, to furnish the steam
required.

The question whether the city of Fort Dodge, la.,

should own an electric lighting plant has finally been
decided in the negative. The question has been discussed
for over a year and assumed many complicated phases.
The city council has at last settled it for the present by
granting the Thomson-Houston company a five years'

contract for lightiog the streets with arc lights, to burn
from dusk to daylight, at the rate of $75 per lamp per
year. The company is granted a 25 years' non-exclusive
franchise. It has now dissolved the injunction preventing
the city from taking its poles off the streets and will volun-
tarily remove them to the alleys.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A new power house will soon be built by the Ashland,

Wis., Electric Railway company.

It is stated that the street railway of Corpus Cfaristi,

Tex., will be operated by electricity.

The Ashland and Cattletsburg, Ky., electric railway will

be completed and in operation by December ist.

The petition of P. O, Saunders, W. A. Bowen, and A. A.
Gray, for authority to build an electric railway at San An-
tonio, Tex,, has been granted. The gentlemen named
will organize as the Mission Electric Street Car company,
and intend constructing six miles of road.

The Capital Railway & Lighting company, of Baton
Rouge, La., has been chartered to purchase the plants of

the Baton Rouge street railway and the Citizens' Electric

Light & Power company, and operate them. B. R. Mayer
is president; O. B. Stelle, vice-president, and W. J. Knox,
secretary and treasurer; capital stock, $150,000. Consid-
erable new machinery will be put in the two plants.

The new power house of the West End railway at Pitts-
burg, is to be a three-story brick and iron structure
75x160 feet, with a brick boiler house in the rear, 35x80
feet. It is already being built on West Carson street.
The first two stories are to be of brick, and the third of
iron, insuring a fire-proof building. The builder ss the
Schultz Bridge and Iron company, and it is to cost $30,000.

A nriotion was made in a special term of the supreme
court at Rochester, N. Y., recently, to substitute the Cen-
tral Trust company of New York as trustee of the mort-
gage against the Seneca Electric railway company. The
road extends from Waterioo to Seneca Falls, N. Y., and a
mortgage of $40,000 was made to the American Loan Sc

Trust company, as trustee. The latter company became
insolvent, and consequently this motion was made.

The equipment of the elevated electric road at Armour
& Co 's establishment, Chicago, illustrated in the last issue
of the Western Electrician, will shortly be increased.
F. B. Badt, manager of the mining department of the
General Electric company, who closed the contract for the
original equipment, last week received an order for an
additional locomotive. The new locomotive will be of an
improved type and will be built under the supervision of
E. C. Noe of the engineering department of the General
Electric company.

Mather & Piatt, of Salford, England, have recently con-
structed a heavy electric locomotive for use at some large
iron works at Sweden. This locomotive is designed to
work with an electromotive force of about 300 volts, and in
external appearance is similar to those on the City and
South London railway. The motors are of the double arma-
ture type, and are connected to the axles through 10 to i

spur gearing. An overhead wire, 16 feet from the rails,

furnishes the current, the collectors consisting of an iron
bar at each end of the locomotive, carried on upright pipe
pillars.

TELEPHONE,
A metallic circuit will be put up between Nebraska City,

Neb., and Omaha, to replace the grounded circuit now in

use, and a new line will also be built to Lincoln.

Fifty telephones are being placed in the great Tampa
Bay, Fla. , hotel. These useful instruments facilitate

matters when guests under the same roof, but separated a
quarter of a mile, wish to talk to one another.

A fire was caused in the telephone tower in Utica, N.
Y., on the morning of September 26Eh by a telephone wire
coming in contact with a trolley wire. A heavy wind
broke a "dead" wire, which fell across the two and
made a short circuit. As a result the cables, carrying about
1,100 connections, were burned or broken, and all the
telephones in the city were rendered temporarily useless.

The damage is not large, as the fire was discovered in time
to prevent the flames from communicating with the switch-

board or the building.

TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union company is considering the project

of erecting a new building in Chicago. Several sites are
under consideration.

A committee of operators and the officers of the Miss-
ouri Pacific Railroad company are conferring in relation to

a new schedule of wages.

The strike of the telegraph operators on the Burlington,
Cedar Rapids and Northern railway has not been settled,

although such a report has been circulated. Chief Ram-
say declares the railway company started the report. The
company claims that the road is getting in better shape
every day.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The organization for furnishing electric power for the

mines of the Nevada and Grass Valley districts, Califor-

nia, is getting into shape, capital having been secured to

carry through the enterprise, and the work will be com-
menced in a short time. The site of a dam on the South
Yuba has been selected at a point about two'miles above
the Purdon bridge. The survey for this structure will be
commenced in a few days. The location will be at

a point where the river narrows, and will be upon
a rock foundation, making a secure footing for a dam
which cannot be carried away by any flood that may
come into the river. When the dam is secured the canal

will be commenced. This will be four miles in length.

From the end of the canal the water will be dropped 380
feet to the bank of the river, where the dynamo plant will

be set up, and from which the electric power will be trans-

mitted. It is the expectation that the works will be com-
pleted and the electric power be ready for the use of the

mines at an early date next spring.

MISCELLANEOUS.
John R. Fletcher has brought suit in the United States

Circuit Court at Chicago against the Knapp Electrical

Works, through his attorney, Francis W. Parker. Mr.
Fletcher alleges that the defendants have manufactured
and sold a pulley for arc lamps that is an infringement on
a similar device invented and patented by him. Barton Sc

Brown are the defendants' attorneys.

Supt. E. L. Bugbee of Washington, who has charge of

the weather bureau telegraph service, visited Alpena,
Mich., recently, looking over the ground preparatory to

putting in cables lines to Thunder Bay and Middle Island

life saving stations. The line to Thunder Bay Island will

be over the land from the city to Troden's landing above
North Point, a cable being laid from this point running
north of Sugar Island to the north end of Thunder Bay
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Island. Supt. Bugbee will recommend that telephones

be used instead of telegraphic instruments. Also that the

lines terminate in the weather bureau office, and that an
arrangement be made by which connection may be made
with the islands through the telephone exchange from auy

telephone. Supt. Bugbee estimates that the lines will be

running in two months. The establishment of these lines

will be a great benefit to the lake marine, as the storm sig-

nals will be displayed from the life saving stations on each

island from the weather bureau. A large number of the

vessels on the lakes pass within sight of Thunder Bay
island every trip, and the display of storm signals both

night and day will prevent many accidents. In case of

wrecks, tugs can be secured much more promptly than

formerly.

TRADE NEWS.
H. S. Kaliskie, treasurer of the Beacon Vacuum Pump

company of Boston was in New York last week.

The Wilder Fire Alarm and Burglar Alarm company of

Kansas City, is placiag 500 messenger boxes in that city.

The Wilder Duplex Burglar Alarm and Messenger com-
pany of New York, is putting in a burglar alarm and
messenger system, at Wichita, Kan.

Alfred F. Moore, of Philadelphia, reports an unusual

demand for insulated wire and cables; to meet this

rush of business the factory is being operated over-

time.

"The Champion" is the name of anew dry battery

which will be placed oq the market next month by C. J.
Hirlimann, of New York. Business in this line is begin-

ning to pick up.

Baker & Co., of Newark, N. J., the well known
platinum and gold refiners, report an increase of 50 per

cent, over the preceding year in the use of platinum for

electrical purposes.

The Safety Electrical Co., of Newark, N. J., is busy
manufacturing small motors for battery and incandescent

circuits. The company is also supplying the trade with

its electric bells and other novelties.

W. E. Stow, well known to the electrical trade through
his connection as New York representative of the Electri-

cal Engineer^ has accepted a position as electrical engineer

for the Mather Electric company, with office at 97 Nassau
street, New York.

F. G. Ross, New York agent for the Eddy Electric

Manufacturing company, is sending out some very quaint

but pointed postal cards calling attention to the apparatus
of this well known company. Pie reports the outlook in

his territory as being unusually good.

The C. Mclnlire company of Newark, N. J., is obliged

to work overtime in response to the many large orders it

has now on hand for the well known Mclntire connec-

tors. Last month this company shipped 26 000 of these

connectors to the Bell Telephone company of Belgium.

General Manager C. E. Stump of the Novelty Electric

company, Philadelphia, has received a very complimentary
notice from Wm. McDevitt, inspector of the Philadelph'a

underwriters, regarding the company's new mica insulation

which is used as a preventive agaiust leakage of gas and
fire This concern is filling \zj%<t orders for this valuable

article.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor,
Conn., is sending to the trade quite an odd little pamphlet en-

titled '"The Chances Are." Oa each page in the upper left

hand corner in a square are the words '

' The Chances Are,

"

and in the lower right hand corner in the same sized space,

the words "Eddy Electric Motor," the reading matter
coming in between. The Eddy company has represen-

tatives in a number of the large cities throughout the
country, and is kept busy making shipments.

During the last week the Electrical Supply company,
Chicago, has given the public an interesting object lesson

in electricity, as applied to household uses, by means of

various appliances known as the Carpenter electric heaters.

Crowds have gazed at the novel sight of a Chinese laundry,

operated by three almond-eyed celestials, without the aid of

that hitherto indispensable adjunct, the stove, the heat

for these different operations being obtained from the same
source as that used to light the building. The Chinamen
were at first skeptical, if not a little superstitious, and
were afraid to handle the irons that "just gettee hot flom

no placee." But after it was explained how the heat came
through the wires, and how comfortable they could be
without a redhot stove for a neighbor, they considered
them "much good, velly nice," and consented, for a con-

sideration, to exhibit them for the Electrical Supply com-
pany. It will be no little glory to these antipodal sons of

Confucius to hand down the fact that they were the first

Chinamen to use electricity for cooking and ironing. They
boiled rice, brewed tea, and ironed collars and culls, seem-
ing to enjoy the novelty of the occasion fully as much as

did the hundreds who gazed in upon them. Next week, in

the same window, the Electrical Supply company will

have a model kitchen, in which the cooks will be pretty

young ladies, who will bake cookies, and pies and bread,

and have flour dusted over their dimpled arms in a most
bewitching way.

manager of its electrical department, W. F. D. Crane,
who will make a large display of mica appliances for street

line work.

F. L. DeRonde, of the Standard Paint company of

New York, is receiving congratulations from his numerous
friends for a large export order recently taken for P. & B.
insulating compound which was given after this material
had been subjected to a number of severe tests.

F. P. Little & Co. of Buffalo, N. Y., have closed a
contract for equipping the Buffalo Furnace company's
establishment with 31 arc and 250 incandescent lamps,
furnishing one 50 horse power gxi6 Rice automatic engine,
and one 30,000 watt Thomson Houston dynamo. This
firm has also closed a con tract for equipping the residence
of George V. Foreman of Buffalo with a complete
outfit of bells, speaking tubes, electric gas lighting

fixtures and incandescent electric light wiring.

The manufacture of Day's Kerite insulated wires and
cables for so many years carried on by A. G. Day and
later by S- A. Day, has passed into the hands of W. R.
Brixey. For fourteen years, Mr. Brixey was superinten-
dent of a factory under A. G. Day. After the death of

Mr. Day, he was given full control of the manufacturing
of the different materials by S. A. Day, and later the
management of the business, both manufacturing and sell-

ing. His experience, therefore, places him in a position

to be fully competent to meet the demands of a trade re-

quiring wires with a first-class insulation. The practical

experience gained through his close connection in manu-
facturing cables, places Mr. Brixey to the front, thus en
abling him to judge of the best manner of laying and
covering both aerial and submarine cables for all manner
of electrical purposes.

"Arc Lighting on Constant Potential Circuits" is the
name of a very handsomely illustrated pamphlet, exquisite

in every detail, coming from the press of Bartlett & Co
,

and now being distributed by the Electric Construction
and Supply company of New York, to its many patrons
and friends, The contents of this pamphlet are divided
into ten chapters, treating upon the development and
growth of the Ward arc lamp, and the evolution of the
electric light. The ornamental Ward lamps are given con-
siderable space and the company calls attention to the Ward
street railway and alternating current lamps, also to those
for photo-engraving, theatrical, stereopticon and ophthal-

moscopic uses. The Ward search lights are constructed

in three different sizes, the smaller size being used on
"small craft, especially steam yachts. The next size, known
as the large Ward search light, is used principally for a

bow or side light, and is of service when going into harbor,

locating a buoy, landmark, ships, or following a crooked
channel, etc. This lamp is placed upon the pilot house
with shaft extending into the interior from whence it is

operated. The largest size is of the special type for ocean
steamers, the cylinder being made of extra heavy iron or

brass, with copper trimmings. As it is waterproof, it can
stand exposure to all kinds of weather. Mention is also

made of the company's well known resistance coils which
have met with such rapid sale since they were placed on
the market. The memorandum of the cost of using the

Ward arc and search lamps will be of interest to all those
contemplating a purchase of this character. Under the

heading of a few letters from customers, ihere is printed

correspondence from leading firms in nearly every branch
of business, letters from the telegraph departments of the
larger railroads of the country being especially noticeable.

The growth of the Electric Construction and Supply com-
pany has in manj respects been phenomenal, having the

advantage of apparatus perfected in detail. Promoted by
General Manager R. B. Corey, a gentleman of large ex-

perience and wide reputation, it is very easy to prtdict the

tontinued success of this prosperous company.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Sept. 27, l8g2.

483,124. Electric Heater. Thomas Ahearn, Ottawa,
Canada.

483,151. Time Stamp. Samuel H. Hoggson, St. Louis,

Mo.

483, 162. Automatic Coin Actuated Telephone. Franz
Mueller, Berlin, Germany. Patented in Germany,
March 30, 1891; in Switzerland, May 4, i8gi, and in

Italy, June 30, iSgr.

483,168. Method of Measuring the Strength of Magnets.
Charles H. Rudd, Evanston, 111.

The method consists in balancing' the magnetic field of the
magnet by a counter magnetic field generated by an electric

current, measuring the current, and comparing the value of the
current with the current required to balance a standard magnet.

483,175. Test System for Multiple Switch-boards. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

One Tmb of a telephone is permanently connected with the
springs of the switches of the line, and the other limb with the
frames or test pieces of the same switches, the limbs being con-
nected together at the central ofilce by a wire including a con-
denser and an individual annunciator.

Addison G.Waterhouse, Hart-

BUSINESS.
The Acme Storage Battery company of New York, is

about to begin a test of its apparatus upon the Ninth
avenue line. From the few trial trips made this battery

gives promise of doing good work.

The II. W. Johns Manufacturing company of New
York will be represented at the coming convention by the

483,189 Electric Meter,
ford. Conn.

The meter consists of a vessel adapted to hold a fluid elec-

trolyte, and is provided with electrodes, a gas collector over the
same, and a float placed within the gas collector and provided
with connections, through which the movement of the float is

imparted to a recording mechanism,

483,204. Electric Locomotive. Norman C. Bassett,

Lynn, Mass.

The locomotive embodies a motor having its armature con-
centric with one of itsaKlcH, and liaving a held magnet with 2
single coil embracing the armature, a hollow shaft for the ar-

mature through which passes the axle, a yielding connection
between the shaft and tke wheel, and a yielding support for

the motor ixo\n the frame of the locomotive.

483,231. Circuit Closer for Railroad Crossing Signal
Mechanisms. Irvin W. Loy and Richard O'TooIe,
Mechanicstown, Md.
A track bar is located by the side of the railroad track with

a lever pivot near it, one end of which protrudes beneath the
track bar while the other operates a spring controlled fly wheel
adapted when released to close an electric circuit through a
bell or other signaling device.

483,235. Electric Cut Out and Switch Box. Llewellyn
D. McMunn, Cromwell, N. D.

483,272. Means for Controlling the Operation of Mechan-
isms. Henry E. Vineing, Roseville, N, J.

483,285. Electric Cable. Theodore Guilleaume, Cologne,
Germany.
A strip of non-conducting material is twisted about its own

axis to form spiral grooves or air channels, in which the conduc-
tors may he.

483 308. Watchman's Electric Time Recorder. Nelson
H. Raymond, Buffalo, N. Y.

483.309. Electric Bell. Nelson H. Raymond, BufTalo,
N. Y.

The bell is provided with a porcelain base, the electro-magnet
being: attached to a frame seated in a recess in the front of the
base.

483.310. Electrical Annunciator. Nelson H. Raymond,
Buffalo, N. Y,

483,316. Electric Snap Switch. Seth F, Alden, New
Bedford, Mass.

483,327. Coupling for Underground Wires. John J.
Purcel, Washington, D. C.

483,339- Thermostat. Ira F. Beers and Frederic C.
Beers, Elraira, N. Y.

483 3*" 6- Electric Railway System. Andrew L. Riker,
New York, N. Y.

The conductor is inclosed by a hollow rail of magnetic ma-
terial, and rests normally on an insulated portion of the interior
of the rail;maenets carried upon the vehicle are adapted to
attract the conductor into electrical contact with the rails, and
the current is collected from the rail by brushes carried upon
the vehicle,

483,388. Trolley Track Hanger for Electric Railways.
William Q Prewitt, Lexington, Ky.

The hanger is composed of two clamping members provided
with an underlying flexible support, the members having a
channel between their adjacent edges to receive the track.

483.423. Process of Electric Welding. Charles L. Cof-
fin, Detroit, Mich.

The process consists in first heating the articles to be welded
by passing an electric current through them, then up-setting each
an appreciable distance back of the place of weldiqg and not
at the plane of junction, then pressing the articles together
to form a weld, and finally completing the weld by hammering.

483.424. Electric Metal Working Device. Charles L.
Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

The device consists of a clamp for holding the article to be
worked and carrying a die, a movable conductor for applying
pressure to the article to be worked when heated, and means
for passing a heating current through the article.

483.425. Process of E'ectric Metal Welding. Charles
L. CoffiD. Detroit, Mich.

The process is adapted for filling a seam :n a plate wiih
molten metal, and consists in connecting the plate with one
pole of a source of electricity, supporting over the seam a plate
of metal with which the seam is to be filled at an angle with
the first plate connecting the last named plate with the other
pole of the electric generator and forming a voltaic arc between
the plates.

483.426. Process of Electric Metal Heating. Charles L.
CoffiD, Detroit, Mich.

The process is adapted for electrically heating metal of vary-
ing cross sections, and consists in simultaneously subjecting
the metal at different points to the action of separate vnltaic
arcs, whose heating power.s vary ii approximate proportion to
the respective cross sections of the material at the points at
which the arcs are applied.

483.427. Electric Metal Working. Chailes L. Coffin,

Detrot, Mich.

The process is used for electrically welding the ends of a
continuous piece of metal, and consists in closing a gap in the
secondary of a transformer or converter by the ends of the
piece to be welded, the piece of metal lying parallel at all
points to the secondary, passing suitable currents through the
primary of the transformer, and pressing the ends of the piece
together when raised to a welding heat.

483 428. Process of Electric Metal Working. Charles
L. Cofiin, Detroit, Mich.

The method consists in subjecting the opposite sides of the
metal simultaneously to the action of voltaic arcs alternated in
position.

483.431. Electric Motor, William M. Dresskell, Brain-
erd, Minn.

The motor consists of a cylindrical casing, a field magnet
formed of circular segments having the cores and pole pieces
with enlarged extremities formed integrally with the segments,
the segments being provided with inwardly projecting ears for

'

receiving one of the clamping bolts, a clamping ring for hold-
ing the circular segments in position, and insulation interposed
between the clamping rings and the cylindrical casing.

483,494. Electric Railway Conductor. Rudolph M,
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

Claim I follows:

A suspended conductor arranged above a railway track and
supported wholly from above, a source of electric energy sup-
plying electricity to said conductor and railway track, a travel-
ing car,, a motor on said car to propel it, an upwardly extending
arm projecting above the n^of of the car, a grooved wheel
journaled on the free end of the arm and running againtt the
under side of the conductor, and a motor circuit including the
motor, lor conveying current from the conductor and returning
it to the rails.

483,506. Test System for Multiple Switch-boards. Oro
A. Bell, New York, N, Y.

A telephone line is combined with spring jacks having two
line springs and two back contacts, one line spring and its back
contact of each spring jack being included in each side of the
line circuit and test pieces upon each spring jack are connected
to the line circuit between the different back contacts of the
last jack of the sories; whereby the test picctis are disconnected
from the line circuit when a plug is inserted into any jack.
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"WAXTTSD.
By an experienced salesman, a pos'tion to

travel. Has had eight yeais' experience

in selling electrical appa-atus. Good ref-

erences. Address ''E. M. F." care

Western ELECTniciAN.

FOR SALE.
One 220 Volt, 150 Amjere (jCDerator,

One 220 Volt, 200 Ampre Generator,

In perfect condition, suitable for power circuit or
incnodescent lighting. For sale at a big bargain.

A. L.. !!>£ A »0\. «lpriiisfield. 111.

100 H. P. Ide Engine, 13x18, with 5-inoh shaft
14 feet long, with four large driving pulleys and
bearings.
Send for list of other good second-hand engines,

including Keynoldg, Corliss, Armington & Sims,
Kice. WestiDghouse. and other "Best" makes taken
in exchange for Ideals, used a short time, in per-
fect order, and for sale at half price,

A. Ij. 1U1<: <t SOX, aprlnsfiela. 111.

ITITANTfSD.
Man to calibrate electrical instru-

ments; one liaving some knowledge
of drafting preferred.

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.,
7ti W. .Taolii^oii mt.. Cliioago-

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
Insulation Onaranteed -wbereveT used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating oiir wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre^ extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of ail gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a whife outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Onm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

•Uid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAl L'WAV find ]fIOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

AVE GITARANTEE OUR INSUI.ATION WHEREVER ITSED, AERIAX, UAiDERCiROUND OR SURStARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOUT, MASS.

HENRY A. CLAEK, Treasnier and Gea'l Manager.
HERBERT H. BUSTIS, Prseident and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMLKSS RUBBER WIRES AND CABIaKS,
factohy and main office, teenton, n. j.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, C7I and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III.

ANY CANDLE POWER. :ei

ii

\;«rrl*e for I=»r-loes.

STEUBEIT" LAMP.
STErBESf liAMP WORKS, CAJflSTEO, W. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

S£«.xs3LX3le^ Free.

n

WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.
—

G. d'lnfreville.
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer,

See issue Western Elkctkician Oct. 8 431 Canal St . New York

porter-leavjtt electric motor CO.,
134 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REtiULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all l<inds of light machinery.

K'o. 1, 2 Volts, 1 33 h. p.. S3.00.
mo. 3, 4 Volts.1-16 h. p., $5.00.

STo. 3 6 Volt9, I- 12 h. p , SIC 00.

Wo. 4, 10 Foltn, 1-Sh.p.. ISI5.00

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
J^ H. P. 500 Volt Armatare, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th street. ..... NEW YORK.

THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

A Perfect Milling IMachine.

For the various operations of milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

^ell adapted for nse in electrical
machine siiops.

Se2s.d. for CircTAlar-

JOHNBECKERMAFF&CO,.
FITCHBURC, MASS.

SEALED PROPOSALS.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WOEKS,

Muskegon, Mich., September 15, 1892.

Bids will be received at this of&ce until 6 o'clock
p. m. Monday, October 17. 1892, for lighting the
streets of the city of Muskegon with Electric Arc
Lights. Proposals to be made on a basis of a 1,20" to
2,000 candle power light,and notlessthan 150 lights.
Proposals should be made both for 365 nights a
year, or moonlight nights excepted. Contract is

to be made for a term of five years. Each bidder
will be required to deposit a certified check of five
hundred dollars. The right is reserved to reject
any and all bids. All communications and propos-
als should be addressed to the office of the Board
of Public Works.

JAMES GOW President
Board of Public Works,

J. KUPPENHEIMER, Secretary.

SecoDd-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

amon^c the number being t^vo 650-light|
1,000 TOlt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
Gruaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KUPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

FOR DIRECT CURRENTS.
"HaMic Vane"

AMIVIETERS ..<,

VOLTMETERS.
Tte best switchboard instruments

for constant use.

Adapt'^d £ r central stations, iso-

lated plants and marine installations.

Give them a tiial and you will not
regret it.

Ask for descriptive circular Ko. 330.

(IDEEMCO.,
PHIL,ABEtPHIA.
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Established ih 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD ILSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STOR£-

2134 Michigan Avenu«»

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boileis. Catalogue on application,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

For Incandescent
Lamp

Filaments.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC.CO.,
27 Beaoli Street, Boston, Mass.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazing and budy
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,

which are the features or

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

H4 to 156 SreeD St.,

GreeD Pomt,

BROIIKLH, N.T,

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hecbanical and Electrical

ConeultatioDB, Reports, Plana, Specifications for
Central Station or leolated Electric LlghiiEg,

and JElectric Eailways.

50 Turner Building, St* Louis^

KODAK

D
A

King of

Kameras.
A New Model Folding
Kodak with the Barker
Frictionless Shutter,
automatic counter on roll

holder and glass plate

attachment.

$55 and $65.

Eastman Kodak Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

D
A

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
T£L£PHONE&£LECmiCAL

RailwayFolesxCRossArms

i^^H.M.LOUD&SONSU)MBER(j
OSCODA , is/l I CH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : "Waterbixi-y^ Conn. - - SS Paris I*laoe, Ne^^v Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cndervrriters^ Copper Electric Ijistit JLine ^Vire, Copper llaenet AVire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and M'orsted Corde for
Incandescent JLiig^hting. ftound and Flat Copper Bart^ for Station IVorh.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT ^^K. K."IMMI1
For Electric Liglit, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapli and Teleplione Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, CHICAGO, . - SELLING AGENTS.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent.

[HIOTOIl

BI^UStfES.

EliECTRIC I/IGHT
ASID BATTEBY

CJllfBOflS.
^wf^m

CXjE'^:E3ILA.2SrX), OHITO.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Afford* the moat eimple ard reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from !:0 np to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

FI^CCTRIC TBAXS9IIS8I01V.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlons
of ppeed and pref-Bure, have brought It into special prominence and extensive
nee for this class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power reqnired. and for what purpose, with approsimate length of pipe
line. Send foh i.'ATAi.u(iiiB.

THE PELTOir WATER 'WHEEL CO.,
131-1S3 Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW TORK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be duly proaecnted.

PiCLTON -^VATER DIOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, nnequaled for all light running machineiy. Warranted
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies '^ools and
Other Electrical Appl iiwes.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Selling Agents:]

AnEH, KBEBT & GO., Ht. Pan!, MinB.
MTANDABn ELKCTBICAI. W(|>BKI4, Cincinnati, Ohla
UOrNTAIN KliECTBIC CO., Dunver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELE.

BRAXJCD WAXEK WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its remarkably steady motion, liigrli. Sipeed
and creat Efficiency^and large Capacityforitsdiameter,
being donble the Po'wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful eSect grnaranteed.
SEI^D FOR CAXAEOGUE AN1> PARTICtJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXORXURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st:ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them. ^

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
FACTORY

wxLauaieTox,

SOIiE MAJfrFACTrBKRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheeta, Tubes, Koda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

'bel. The Standard Eleotrioal Insnlating Material of the "World, m&^lxfir y.

HUaHES BEOS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross iiins, Insniatoi Fins f^ Brackets,

And Electrical Molding:.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tauffht thoronerhly day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHXOIiOGX, 151 Throop
Street, Chiea£0, III. Amateure, Artieana
aod others aeeiBtad Peacticallt in any line, and
inetrncted in the latest and most improved
methods.
Mechanical Draughtins, Mathematice, Elec-

trical Calculatione, Architecture, Mechanics, also
anght day and night.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAIi USES.

Graphite Bods of Varlons Iiensnlis, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Besistance
to the Inch, uraphite Boxes and Crncibles, Besisting Heats

of 4,000 l>egree8. Inanlrlea Gladly Ans'wered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr<te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaoo W. Second street, ST. I.OITIS.

TRANSMISSION »^ POWER
VS 3IA1VI1.I/A BOF£.

Coplonely illastrated and described in catalogne

jast issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Poeta, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Western Agenis

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,
IN y^^^^ Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

_ _ If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandi St., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., - Chicago.

THI ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPAHY, OCOHTO, WIS.
.Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION,

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before purchasing elsewhere send In a trial order for Brilliants,
liamps famished to consamers in quantities at factory prices.

« ^ »>«%. ^^ (
CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.AGENCIES:] IVIILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.

( THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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MUNICIPAL AND TOWN ELECTRIC LIGHTING HAS COME, AND

THE BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Is prepared to give the BEST RESULTS for the LEAST MONEY.

We will guarantee to give any city or town 150 Arc Lights from a 50 H. P. Engine. Ask any of our competitors if

We make a 100 Light Dynamo 1,200 c. p., and guarantee it shall maintain the 100 Lights over 60 miles of wire.
See where a nice little water power would come in 25 miles away.

If you use coal remem.ber the smart thing to do is to burn as little as possible.

-BALL AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.-
The AUTOMATIC DYNAMO is as much superior' to a dynamo with an automatic regulator as the modern automatic

engine is superior to the old slide valve with its external throttling governor.
We offer to the public THE BEST SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING in the market—the most economical in oper-
ation, the most easily cared for, the most durable, the CHEAPEST IN COST—and invite inquiries from parties interested.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., Office: 404 W. 27th St., N. Y.
Factory: 281 to 289 Ninth Ave. 400 to 416 W. 27th St., N. Y.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

RheostatB of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valuable. You ehould
protect it by ])atent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, free of chca-ge.

W. W. DVDJLET & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g. 622 F St., N. W., Washington, D. 0-

Please mention this paper.

H|B 0^ For electrical

lUI 1 1 , A purposes.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIibm Kartavcrt ^ Manufacturing ^ Co.^

FUSE \ Correct Carrying Capac <

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS.) Unifo-mlty in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
czo.^ca-0.

READY OCTOBER 15TH.

"New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
230 Pages. 140 XSngravings. Pocket Size.

11

After enjoying a sale of nine thousand copies, the ^^Dynamo Tenders' Hand-
Book" has been entirely rewritten and brought fully abreast of the latest

and most approved practice. The new book contains twice as many
pages and twice as many engravings as were comprised in

the old, and will continue to retain the distinction of
being the ONL Y STANDABD WORKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

PRICZS, postage prepaid to any part of the world, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Uteide Bidg., cuago.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVIN&

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
y Oa account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadinesa of motion and easy working gate, the con-
* Gtruciion of which makes It the most eensltive to the acti jn of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE IlluBtrating varione styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, aill^Liil * TE3IPI.E.

i

DAYTON, OHIO.
JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

no StyU'S and Sizes. Upright and HorizoDtal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

ecially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working ^atps. We guarantee

hishest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy reculation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &, CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A. I "a.^Jv^^5^!ll7TV

eSechrist automatic switch
For Controlling Incandescent Liglits

in Private Residences.

Apply for the Agency to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
ManLfacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

DON'T WANT TO SELL
But we want to act for you in buying Elec-

tric Light and Electric Railway Supplies
on the Chicago market. We represent the

buyers hut not the manufacturers or job-

bers, and being in touch with all the best

prices extant, we can render you valuable
assistance. Parlies obliged to place orders
before securing quotations will do well to

enlist our services. We guarantee to

guard your interests closely. We charge:
Invoices up to |100, 5<^; |iOO to §250, if,;

$250 to ftoOO, Sj'; |500 to fl.OOO, 2^;
$1,000 upward, 1,'i. Send for prospectus-

Seven years' experience In Electrical Sup-
plies. Edward Lasell & Co.,

1325 Monadnock BIdg,, Chicago.

HAWnVT
FV5EWIRE
CO/HPANY

63 WATER 5T BOJTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TESTED FVJEWIRES UNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE L!.5TJ

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advetiisers

WANTED.
One 8 to 15 light arc dyna-

mo, with or •without lamps.
Must be in good condition and
cheap. A. L. Ide & Son,

SprlDgflelil. 111.

HARTSWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS

10 Ampere Double Pole Switch.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TlniHart&HegeMiillfg.(!o.Harw,coiii.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER GO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York City

ACME LINK AND DYNAMO DOUBLE BELTS-TANDEM.

The belt driving the nearer dynamo is one of oar Acme Link Belta, 8 inches wide,
and the outer belt is one of our Dynamo Doubles, 6 Inchee wide.

©"e also have in snccessfal operation, Dynamo Doable and Acme Link Belts running tandem, with the
pnlling side on the top fold, the Link Belt being the outside of the two belts.

PACE BELTING COMPANY, FACTORY, CONCORD, N.H.
„„„„„„.( 16 Dey St , New York. 17 federal St., Boston.

|
Send for lUnstrated

SiUKHo.
I
j(^5 Lake St., Chicago. 409 Market St., San Francisco. |

Catalogue Ko. 11 and Prices.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MAGHINES.

PERRET glECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALU. PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ "SWyiiStreet.
(Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Bnllding. Washlostnn, l>. C, J. U. BUHKETT * CO., 1409 New York Ave. St. Panl.

»•....»«. m.^w.mt^a ) MlnW F .1 EENZ 360 Minnesota St PhiladelDhia Pa.. PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. Tth St. New Orl^anB, ta, BUCHEL
SELLING AGENTS:^ macWe WOMsfkl Contl S^t Benvef. Co^^^ 33JacobsonBnilding. CIllGaeO, 111., C. F. DTJNDERDALE. 435 Hookery,

( Buffalo, W. T., D. H. DAHKIN, 228 Pearl St.
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Standard Compound Engine.

Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Eoth Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inq^niries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator,

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when non-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off in economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of §uch engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperatiire proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere impossible under any load, however

light. For the first time in the history of Steam Engineer-
ing, either Simple or Coniponml, is bnilt an yngine
ivhich maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespect-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghouss Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 33 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested in the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. P. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Francisgo.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

z3]>TGt-xsirxjE:xi.s

.

NEW YORK: 1 7 Oortlandt St.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building.

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake St.

MINNEAPOLIS; Beory Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Drexel Building.
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FOR ^^ FOR
ELECTRIC I^^^P^ ELECTRIC
LICHTINC. ^^ RAILWAYS.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPLE, COMPOUNIJ, AUD CONDENSINCL,

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH OmCE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAOn.

k^^J

SPEAKING TUBES JIND WHISTLES.
Oral, Eltctric, Pntamitic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^ BELLS.
miilA 1A.1iK AlilTATB IM STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
^^^ I9B and I07 Fulion St., New Yotk.

Factory, 1461 and 14&3DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N- ¥.
* Send for New Catalosuz. Oat Angnst let.

TRADE MARK,

Wben yoQ are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write tbe

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO•P

Wairanted Hard porcelain.

Estimates Cheerfully Given. T^J^^'VAT' IvTII_F~CDFRED, CZCDI^t*^.

Write us at once, we can save you money.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.OieMMsERIE.PA.
COBIPX.ETE: POIATER PX.A.IVTS FOR WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticlGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

( NEW TOK
BEANOH OFFICES: \ cIicago,'

( SAN FRAN

NEW TOKK,
PHILADELPHIA,

BANCISCO,

136 I^lberty St.
944 Drexel Bnlldlnj;.
1120 "The Rookery."
29 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
AftTIWnrPR- (ST. tons—M. p. Johnston Machinery Co., 7 16 and 717 N. 2d St.JIUXiUUUjD-

j MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-T. M. Magolre, 23 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND compound:
CONDENSINGOR NON-CONDENSING.

HILL
Glutei) Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
laCorttandtSt., - NEW YORK

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal 8t.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected ind Fsmihed.

Send for ne\7 Catalogue ofPow
er Transmission Machinery.

Nj/\|JufACTLlF(EF^S

^'ELE(TRI(LlGHT^L0BE3r-^

NoVELaRllSTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSf

^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY. J
.SEND FOR CATALOGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDNT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
THE TIIOIII$ni-HII$TM EUCTIIIC CI,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RilLWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

m GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 173 Adams Street.
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Perkins Incandescent Lamns.

pa
Pm

o
1-4

o

Can furnish from Chicago stocl<, Any Candle Power, any Voltage and to Fit any Socket, and will make you factory prices.

We are Qeneral Western Agents for

The Safety Insulated Wire and Gable Companyp
And fill make yon factory prices on all kinds of RDBBER WIRES and CABLES, LEAD ENCASED CABLES, INCANDESCENT LAMP CORD.

We manufacture all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
For Electric Light, Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm Work. Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Bells, Batteries, Etc., Etc. Write for prices.

OUR WEATHER-PROOF WIRE CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

THE KNAFF ELEGTRI6AL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin Street, Chicago, 111,

p
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO

EI?clPi( Street Raitoays.

THE

CARPENTER

ELECTRIC

HEATING

APPARATUS.

CRYSTALLIZED GINGER.

We have secured exclusive control of

the above appliances for Cook County,

also the General Western Selling Agency.

We call attention of Electric Street

Railways particularly to the

CARPENTER

CAR

HEATER.

Now that the heated term of the political season draws near, the
Funny Column does not think it inappropriate to repeat the following
jokes of other days: as. for example this one of Horace Greeley, who
was a candidate for President in 1872.

"Mr. Greeley was an extreme temperance leader, as pure as cool
water, even in his blunders, but as much out of place as a Democratic
nominee as Bishop Simpson in the Vatican. After he agreed to stand
for that high office, the Southern politicians called on him at Chappaqua,
his country-seat on the Harlem road, and he benevolently asked them to

drink from his famous spring. Thty were surprised but submissive,
until he offered them a second draught, at which Colonel Carter, of

Virginia, somewhat; testily declined, with the remark that that was a
beverage he never internally applied. The legend runs that when the

party left the white-haired editor, the Colonel sadly observed that he had
to drink several cockiaih to keep the yiomination do'i^ny

The Clergy used to run to politics very like their taste for "slum-
ming" now, and manifested their likes and dislikes as distinctly as they
could without calling names.

Father Ta> lor, the seamen's preacher of Boston, was, in his day,
more outspoken. It is related that during an excited contest, he thus
wrestled with the Lord in prayer:

"O Lord! give us good men to rule over us—pure men who fear

Thee, religious men, temperate men, men whom we can trust, men
who—Pshaw! O Lord! what's the use of veering and hauling and box-
ing round the compass?—give us George N. Briggs for Governor.
Amen." And the prayer was answered.

Who has not heard of Tom Marshall's wit? Once when he was
making a political speech in the open air from a platform, a fellow, quite

tipsy, elbowed his way to the front of^the platform below, looked up
and, with thickened utterance, said to the speaker:

"I knowsh you Misher Marshall; you're nushin but—but a dema
gogue!

'

"That's all right," said Marshall. "If you had a wisp of straw-

around your neck, we couldn't tell ybu from a dtmijohny

The following while not exactly of a political complexion is a good
satire upon the custom that prevails in some of the states of bestowing

a military title upon any person who can establish the remotest claim lo it.

Some time ago I had the following conversation with a Virginian

"colonel"—an elderly gentleman, belonging, of course, to one of the

first families. He was a man of great intelligence, of a very jovial turn,

and had withal such a keen sense of humor that he enjoyed a joke none
the less because it happened to be at his own expense. I said to him:

"Colonel, did you see much service during the war?"

"Oh no; I was not in the army at all. I had passed the military

age before the war began."
"Ah! then you served in 1812?"

"No, Sir; that time it was just the other way— I was loo young then
"

"I suppose then, you were a colonel of volunteers in the Mexi-

can War?"
"You are wrong again. Sir. I never was in Mexico."

"Ob, I see now how it is—you were a militia colonel during the

piping times of peace?"

"No, Sir; I never served in the militia."

"Well, then, will you please tell me how on earth you got your

title of colonel?"

"Why, that's very easily explained. You see, there used to be,

before the war, a law imposing a fine for not attending the militia mus-

ters. And they made me a colonel on account of my promptness in pay-

ing thefine'''

1^0 other device secures such an even distribution of heat. Every-

body comfortable; no "hot" or "cold" spots, and not a nickel's worth

of space taken up.

Temperature can be controlled and varied to suit the weather.

Correspond with us before making contracts.

We carry a full line of Carpenter Heaters, including Laundry Irons,

Soldering Irons, Bake Ovens, Broilers, Hair Curling Irons, Stew pans,

Griddle Cake Bakers, Tea Kettles, Glue Pots, etc., etc.

SEE OUR SHOW WINDOWS FOR OPERATING DISPLAY.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
lilastera onice and iKactorlov.

Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue,

QHIQAQO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 GO.

THE I^TJBBEI?. TJSEI5 IHST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
xs pw»s ^.a.m^.

Marine Core, nsed
on Government

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. Brooklyn
£dlsou Eleetric Iiig;ht cot

Submarine Work, Ellison Electric
I<ig;ht Co., Ea^ton, Pa.

Xaval Core, United
States s. s. "Cliicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor,

"Drypla'-es."
Grand Ceniral Depot.

. Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

W IVIi IVii HADlnOnAW J ribiOi) 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

CiKSTEBAIi MAHTAGEB. IfEW XOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable,

WESTERN AGEHTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Aye., CHICAGO, ILL, i!e2??i'e*lifSi^S.

The Sunboasi Incandescent Lamp Go.

805 CUAMBEM OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-MAKUFACTUKEKS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOHB:
The Electrical Sopply Co., Ohioaeo, Xll.

The Blectrical Supply Oo., Anionia, Oonn.
W. Kr Qordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron Oity Electric Co., Fittsburg, Fa.
WoodrofE'-Harris Electric Oo., Birmingham, Ala.
Louisville Electric Co., LouiBTlllf>, Ky.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps*
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FORT WATNE £LEGTRIG CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF-

APPARATUS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

Direct Gnrrent M Altemiiting IncaDdesceot Liglling M
POWER TRANSMISSION.

THE NEW WOOD GENERATOR AND MOTOR
Has the Following Special Features of Merit:

Migh Ffficiency, Ferfect Self regulaiion. Uniqueness and Simplicity of Design,

Self- Oiling Expansion Boxes, Self Contained Multiple Fuses, Anti-

Friction and Insulating Sliding Base Frame, New Patent

Fire-Proof and Indestructible Bheostat.

For further iuformation address

FOBT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO., - Fort Wayne, Ind.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

Street Railway Motors and Generators,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS, STATIONARY MOTORS,

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

Eloctrical MerclianiJise of Every Description.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Micii.

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: LOUISVILLE: CINCINNATI: ST. LOUIS: CHATTANOOGA:
Gortlandt Street. Hooadoock Baildlng. Commerce Balldiog, Neave Bolldlng, Commercial Baiidlog, 306 Fort Street.
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS THB BEST*

lost noifoim in Candle Power. Higb in Efficiency.

Office and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

HATIONAL INDIAINDIA KuBBER V0.

mi r:

S. p. COLT, Prest., F. S. MINOTT. Gen'l Mgr.

Cceneral Weatern Asents : Enterprise Electric Co., Cblcaso.

WTLLAKD L. CAKDEK

Tlie

International

DUK^TCIffiEVMj, }BuBtoeB. lta,>.ger..

OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'/.

luited,

rTRAtK. MARK]

13 Park Row, New York.:
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U>e,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: Chlcagro. Boston, Phlladelpbia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati.
Omaha, I.oolsvllle, St. Zioois, San Francisco, I.ondon and So. America,

City,

•M A KU FACTO Rl ES JN ,U N I lTD';STATrs jFSCOTl;!! N D':iF_RAHK/13E_RM4NY'SpSIRlA.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW TORK,

MAKUPACTnKEKS, IMPOKTERS ASD DBAI.EHS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF 111 DESCRIPTIONS,

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY poK CAPACITY TESTS. , Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instruments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

Mannfaotured Ijy tbe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AG E K T S

:

New York City, Clias. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St. _ i

Lomeville, Ky., Smithera & Davis." "'
Pittsburgh, Pa., W. H. VandeTort, 709 Lewis Block.Chicago, 111., Elec. Appliance Co., 242 Madison St.

St. Paul. Mian.,The Elec. EnKineeriofr & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb., B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
St. Louis, Mo., St. I-ouis Electrical Supply Co.
San Francisco, Cal., laternatlonal Elec. Supply &

Con. Co., 4th floor Academy of Scienci^ Bldg.

Gr. P. Altenberg-. 220 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,
agent for Kentucky," Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Rock. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W. iEarkham St.

Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 21.5 W. 4th St.
|
Jloutreal, Can.. Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

MANUFACTUEEK OP

INSUI.ATBD XSLXSGTRIG WIRE
FX-KXIBLE COKOS and CABLES.

30O and 208 Korth Tbird Street, - - PHIEiADEEiPHLa, PA

THE BEACON LAMP:
IT 18

PERFECTION.

Ask sour nearest
Supply Honse
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Ele^lrical Co , ^"irefC Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Room: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

E8TIMA.TES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, H.Y,

KEPRESENTATTVES

:

Julian SchoU & Co. , 126 Liberty St.. New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman. S2 Lake St., Chicago, HI.

H. M. Sciple & Co. , 3d & Arch Sts. , Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B, Pearson & Co., Home Ina. Bldg.,OUcago,Ill. James & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
ThOB, G Smith, Jr., William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich,

Hammond Bldg,, Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Anderson, Hoaston, Tei,

W, A, Day, 148 Oliver St, Boston, Mass. F. H. Whiting, Jacobaon Block, Denver, Colo.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston. 44 Broad St., New Tork City.

THOMSON HOUSTON - EDISON SYSTEMS.

CENTRAL STATION UGHTING PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT,

ALTERNATING OR DIRECT, HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

Feeder and Three Wire Systems of Electrical Distriintion*

Isolated Lighting Plants. Complete Plants for Lighting Ships, War Vessels, Etc.

ARC LAMPS. INCANDESCENT LAMPS. SEARCH LI6HTS.

ILLUMINATED DISPLAYS AND LAMP SIGNS.

STATIONARY MOTORS electric motoV work.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

THE ONLY PERFECT STREET RAILWAY SYSTEMS.
RAILWAY MOTORS. RAILWAY SUPPLIES. CONTROLLING APPARATUS.

iOiii^,ECTISZC Is/£I3^i:tTa- :E=>L-^aiTTS-
LOCOMOTIVES. HOISTS. DRILLS. VENTILATORS. PUMPS. COAL CUTTERS.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

HMPERE-METERS. T^EXERS. yOLTMeT6HS.

ELESGTRIGAL SUPPLIBS.

oao Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Blass. 44 Broatl Street, New York,
J7-i itnd 175 Ada/m,s Street, Chlctif/o, lit. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

Z«4 WeHt Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn,
Gould Building, Atlanta, Oa, Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo,

IS Urst Street, San Francisco, Cat,
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Americau Electrical Mfg. Co..
American Engine Co xii

Andrews &Cn.. A. H xiii

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The i
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Ball Engine Co xxi
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—
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CLASSIFIED LIST.

Anniuiclators

.

Centra] Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical WorkB.
Electrical Sappiy Co., The.
Eqbpp Electrical WofKb.
Oatrtiuder & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liBinpa.
BeggB, J. E., Mchy. & Sapply Co.
CinHtiElectricCo.
Dnples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
JEosher Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Weetlnghonse BlectrlC & Hfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liisht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Blectrlc uo.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electrical Stipply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetarn Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

BeUB. AGlectric.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bella, Alaffneto.
Central Blectrlc Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. U.
Knapp Electrical Works

.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltliiK'
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Helt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Albert,
Lane & B-.dley Co., The
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearna Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Klectrlftal.
Electrician Publiehing Co.

Bnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical bnpoly Co., The.
Greeley* Co.,The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insnlated Wires )

Cables, Electric. (See IiuQiated
Wires), Copper,Hbeetand Bar
Moore, Alfred F.

Roebllng'B Sons Co., J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
We&tem Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eaatman Kodak Co.

Caroons, Points and Plates.
BruBh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Workfl.
National Carbon Co.

Clnccbes, Frlctloa.
Falls Riyet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constmctlon and Kepnirs.
Electric Cone. & Supply "o.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Smith, ThoB. G. Jr.
Western Blectrlc Co.

Contractors, Klectrl<^ Msht,
iCnfflne Plants and Klectric
Ballivays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wucoi Co., The.
Ban Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brash Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works

.

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Sapply Co.
Ueisler Electric Co.
Ide tfc Son, A. L.

Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Mather Electric Co.
Moree & Co., A. M,
::^. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
fearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
SiemeuB & Halske Electric Co.
Sious City Engine Works.
Hmlth, ThoB. i». Jr.
Siandaid Electric Co.
ThomsuD-Hoaston jfiiuctrlc Co.
Waddell-Eniz Company.
WestinghouBe Blectrlc & Mfg- Co
Wt si inghouee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston EnE^ine to.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
uutter, Geo.
Detroii Electrical Works.
Electrii ai supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmes, Buoth & Maydens.
International Okunltu Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rub'-er Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry hilec. Mining JUacblneCo.
Western Electric co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SnpoiyOo.. Too.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Letmann, Julius.
Load, H. M. & tiooB Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Onts and Hwftob***.
Aiuf ilcan Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Catter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Sapply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric* o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart h Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Dynamos.
Brash Blectrlc Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Dnplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne liiectrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electiic Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
National Blectrlc Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
WeBttnghonee Blectrlc & Mfg. Go.

El«>ctric Lava <3as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Bailw^S-
Detroit Electrical Works.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Westlnghouae Electric A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Meoban ical
Enslncers.
Bryan, W.H.

Eleetrtcal Instrnmenta.
Central fflectric Co.
Blectrical Supply Co., The
Greeley A Co., The B. S.
Queen & Company.
VVestem Electric vo.

Electrical Intellleence
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
E'ectric Appliance Co.
Electric EngineeriuK & Supply Co.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CoMiblna-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, B.
Electrical Supply Co., The.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Blectpo-PlatlniT Blacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Q enerai Electric Co.

EnalneB. Oas.
Otto Gaa Engine Works.

Ensrlnes, Steaai.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Oo.
Ball 4 Wood Co., The.
Td6& Son, A. L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodity Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
^'. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith. Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Workfi.
Stearna Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
WestinghoufjQ. Church, Kerr & Co.
WesLon Engine Oo.

Fan Oatflts.
Stanley Klectric MIg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Iibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Blectrical Supply 00.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuae Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Clas liietitlns, Klectric.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Gteneral Electrical Mnoplles.
Americnn Electrical Mfg. Cp.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotrlc Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
d'lnfreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. A Sapply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sm ply Co., The.
Electrical Miinufacturlng Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise E'ectric Co.
General Electric Co.
Greit Western Electric Supply Cn.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Kllp?tein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Penu. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mtg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

4ilobP8 and Electrical Qlass-
w^are.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Mtpecialtles.
Dixon Crucible Co., Job.

InsolatorN and Insnlatlus
MatPirlaiH.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cushlng, P. W.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg, Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Lefmann. Julius.

Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopeo Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

losalated V¥lres and Cables.
afa^net Wire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cashing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gntta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Kubber Co,

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Boebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fnee Wire Co.
i^perry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec, Co.
Bernstein Electric Ca
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electriral & Mtg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eug. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical SuRpiy Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood&Co., Wm.
Illinois Electric i^amp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Sawver-Man Kl nitric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Somofl, J. L.

8unt>eam Incandescent Lamp Co.

loathes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

liigrbtnliia Arresters.
VanNuis, C.S.

aiaKnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical macblnery.
Ferracute M achine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool "Works.

Hedlcal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

nillliDg: Itlacbinery.
Beclier Aifg, Co., John.

UtiucMitEuuiB, Eiecirlc.
Detroit ifilectrlcal Worka.

mining Apparatus, Kleotrln
General Electric Co,
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co
Weetlnehonae Electric & Mfg. CoMndel Making,
Midland Electrical Wks.

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Ens. & Supply Co The
General Electric Co.
Great Weetern Electric Sapply Co
La Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavltt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghoase Electric A Mfg Co

Alame Plat«-8,
^

Becker Mfg. Co., John
Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The
Hughea Bros. Mfg. Co,
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Siebert, G

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber ( o
Railway Equioment Co.

Popc»-lai«i.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Pnbllsbers, Klectrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pusb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electriffil Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballw^ays. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Bc^nlatjng Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakluK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Knapp ElectricaJ Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qneen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, £lectrlc Railway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co,

Tapes, Insuiatlnc
Central Electric Co.
Cushlng, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gntta Percha In-
BUiatiDgCO,

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn & Moeu Mfg. Co.

Telesrraph Apparatus
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The K. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Blectrlc.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcManSacturlr
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Weatlnghouse Electric & Mfg t,,.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
General Electric Co.
WeBtinghonse Electric A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Eayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

TypCTFriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology.

W^ater Wheel".
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^lre, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co,
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway fiqiipment Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co.. J. A.

I Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Oo.
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THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Gbicago.

THE SCHUYLER
-S'2"STE!]yC Oa

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT PBATTTHES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out?

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WOEKS, OLOUCESTEK, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatus.

Series Lamps for Arc Circuits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus.

Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system xtermits a PBOFITABLJE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should he investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICUJLABS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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CHICAGO
Is overstocked and we, in particular, on WEATHER-PROOF

WIRE, sizes Nos. 4, 6 and 8. We have all other sizes,

and a large stock. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

National Electric Manufacturing Company,
:EiEL-\jL Oletlz-e, ~\^7'ls., XJ. S. A..

High Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Long Diastance Transmission of Power, Street Railmray Generators,
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Klectric Mining Plants,
Isolated Liighiing Plants, Central Station laighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

«20 AtlanHc Avenue, BOSTOTf. Pullman Building, CHICAGO-
136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK. 134 East Sixth. Street, ST PAUL-

Penn Mutual BiHlding. PHILADELPHIA. 39 E. First South Street. SALT L4KE CITY.
Ha Small Building. CINCINNATI. Hn'ler Buildiag, SEATTLE. WASH.

167 Gravier Street. NEW ORLEANS. 314 California Street. SAN FRANCISCO
Equitable Building, ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street, TORONTO, OJST.

Tii-e ^lace to B-a.3r S"a.pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL EN6INEERINB AND SUPPLY 00.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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m LAKE ERIE EN6INEERING WORKS,
-BXJILUEItS OF-

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing: and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

Standard Compound Engine.

Address all inquiries to

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
TJiey are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CAKKIES XO STATIC ELiECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

-^ R.\WHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC

.A. s:pe;ci.a.IjT"Z".

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Manufacturers In the Country.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather la not ailected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard ; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

CHICAGO, ILL.75 OHIO STREET,

G-S Specialties.

Electrically

Mechanically

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So, nth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U, S. A.

/AANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18«3.

Arc Lamps

AN
)

r:STABLISHED
\

1 =ACT: J

P2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

Ttm ONLY ARC LAMP TtlAT

WORKS SATlSrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS;

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDINO,

CfllC/VGO.

TCLUPHONi; BUILtMNe.

NEW YORK. Search Light No. 13.
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12.672.000 Feet
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSULATION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

W. R. BRIX£Y, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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ORGANIZED 1890.

Capital Stock, $64,OO0, Full Paid.
INCORPOKATBD 1892.

THE MOSHER ARC LAMP
FOR-

Alternating and Direct Incandescent Circuits,

ALSO-

Arc, Street Railway and Power Circuits.

,.j£^v^.

THE MOSHER ARC LAMP
Is the only Lamp that is a success on an Incandescent Circuit.

Our new ALTERNATING Current lamp is now ready for the market, find we
guarantee it a perfect lamp in every respect. We invite correspond! nee,

and will send Lamps on trial to responsible parties.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND INFORMATION.

MOSHER Electric Company,
125 and 127 East Ontario Street, CHICAGO.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
195-207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.
ARC LICHTINC.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers of ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
.. AND FIXTURES

ESj
of every description.

Dynamos, Motors, Gas, Electric and Complete Electric Batteries,
Lamps, Sockets, Combination Railway Station and Push Buttons,
Wire, etc. Fixtures. Line Appliances. Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
9IASI1TFACTUBEBS OF

Th5 MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC,

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical IJse, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
Thla Battery I3 made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMSRIDM BATTIRY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, :i.L.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

:E=roT2ci.pt Sli-ipnfLerLts.

CATALOGn£S AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

CHICAGO.Vr. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

Magnet Wire, OfSce and Annunciator Wire,
Lead CoTered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue

.

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHICAGO, SAN FRAKCISCO, NEW YORK, TBENTON,
173 liSke St. i!5 rod ar Fremont St. 117 liberty St. HT.J.

Price Right:
Quality Bight!

These two conditiooa are making themselves felt among "Central Station" and "Isolated Plant"
people. There will be ISO liJET IT until the

^^ 77

Lamp is hustled to the top round of the Lighting World's ladder.
"Grit on boa'd chillun,

CJIT on boa'd chillun,"

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, 0.,

437 ^'Tlie Bookery." Gil Slail and Express Building,

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

atAKDFACTURERS OF

I

11

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • \ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MP.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HERCULES" SWITCHES fof Ai-c and Power Circuits.

•UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KltlFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MACAZIHE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLiX LIGHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insulating Componnds,

Tape and Armatnre Varnish.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 Iriberty St„ KEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 548 "The Rookery."
SOLD BY

THE ELRCTBICAI. BTTPFLiY CO., Chlcaso.
KOVKI^TY KliECTBIC CO., Pbiladelphia,
PETTINUEL.Ii-ANDBE'WIS CO., Boston

And Supply Honses Everywhere.

,^5HAWA\VT
fFVSEWIRE
tOA\PANY

65 WATER ST BOJTON

HICHEJT GRADE

TESTED FVJEWIRE6UNKS

JEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LIJTJ

FOR SALE.
Two 300-amper63 shunt wound U. S. Dynftmos.
Two SOO-flmperea shuut wound U, S. Dyntimos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Biise, Rheostiit and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry i!,O00-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lii;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 'J,00'>-c. p.

Two IBO-Brnsh Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, T amperes.
Que l)0-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

74 COBTI,ASfI>T ST.. N. Y.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKKO^VIiEDGBn TO HAVE THE HIUHE8T DIEBIT IN AL.L. THE RECENT ronPKTITIVR TKHTS.

[NCANDESCEKT liAIUPS. » TO 3uO CAND1.E POIVUB. ALiLi TOliTAGEs AND BA<SE» AI^IVAYH IN STOCK

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie SolEtioi Of tlie ProMei of SafeUMw
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

TRADE-MARK

Wherever and for vphatsoever purpose employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

C03iTIDTJITS
MANTTPACTUEKD BY

T T9^X£RI OR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uinPKC S 627 to B31 W. 34th St,WOKKS.^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44Bmd St., Nev Yoik.

ThOB. Day * Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Dflnver Colo.
American Klect. Supply Co., 2-.i6 Pe.irl St., Buffalo,N Y.
Putnam, Uay & Co., 2T E. Miiin St., Rocheater, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. fth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chafl. ^iab^lel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orieana, La.
Walker & Kepler, 631 Clieetnut St , Philiidelptla, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MARK.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. Estimates Cheerfully Given.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

FROM GASOLINE.
CtioaptT than Steam

rect from the Tank.

For Arc aDd Incandescent lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boiler, steam, coal ashes, danger, an

almost no attendance.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia. Pa.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"lUmOIS JEWEL' .«ScV INCANDESCEKT LIMP,

JlWlii
SPECIALTIES: V^^lJLfB|l| • SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating llEVWE||U Illinois ^W^aterproof
Lamp. pPANUyGEN!^ Lamp.

Mend for Trial Order. Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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OFFICE OF THE

WESTINfiHOySEFLECTBICAMFB.f!0..

,y October 6, 1893.

TO USERS OF INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS:

In order that no one may be misled by the statements of the owners
of the Edison patents with regard to the effect of the recent decision of

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Southern District of

New York, sustaining the second claim of Mr. Edison's incandescent lamp
patent (the other three claims having been held by the Court not to be
infringed ), we beg t3 announce to our customers and to users of incan-

descent electric lamps generally, that we are prepared to receive orders,

for the delivery in quantities, after December 1, of our new incandescent
lamps, the manufacture of which has been established at our Pittsburgh
factory.

These lamps not only do not infringe the Edison

patent above referred to nor any of the patents of other

companies, but they are fully covered by patents of

our own.

The new lamp differs radically from those now in use. It requires no
platinum and is made in separable parts, so that the incandescent
burner can be renewed and the bulb and other parts of the lamp used
over and over. Furthermore, by means of an important discovery, the
burner is rendered stable, its efBciency increased, its life prolonged, and
its normal candle power maintained.

The manufacture of these lamps will be carried on almost entirely by
machinery, and the first cost thereby considerably reduced, so that, with
the advantage obtained from, the re-use of the bulbs, a saving of from
30 to 50 per cent, to consumers in the cost of incandescent lamps for a
given service, will be effected.

These lamps are in appearance a decided improvement over those now
in use, and when used with a new socket designed for the purpose, a
further reduction in the cost of lamp renewals will be effected, as no
base attachment is required to make the connection with the socket.

We are prepared to make advantageous time contracts with the
users of incandescent lamps, with important allowances for the return
of the bulbs to our factory.

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

By GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE, Jr., President.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAiTOFACTlimED BY

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

INAUGURATrON
CeremonieB this month will undoubtedly bring a number of the electrical trade to Chicago.

We take this opportunity to extend an iuvitation to our friends in particular, and the
trade in general, to call upon ns and examine our stock of supplies and specialties, among
which we mention:

Paranite Products. Packard Lamps.
Canvas Jacket Wire. Flexible Conduit.

Mica Asbetite Railway Appliances.
Swinging Ball Lightning Arresters.

Elkhart Transformer. Security Insulator.
Schuttler Ratchet Track Drill. Jack-Knife Switches.

Ries Regulating Sockets. C.-S. Push switches.
Combination Branch Block. Security Cleats.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANT.
342 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

-RACINE-HIGH-

Hi

reRpRICES"-"

CATALOGUE
3 ADDRI53 ^

ENfilNE Df^.

SUPERIOR. REfiOLAnON
AH" ECONOMY ro^

gECTRICl|liHTlN6
AwfiENERAL

""^
e^TORPOSEj

URRIED IN STOCK

"WETlsf
Kcn cnt OF mi

ENGINES
BtfOBE SfllPPIHS

All SizesMICA
For Electrical Porposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & C0.>
ai8 Water Street, Xew York.

f . H, SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a nnmber of Dynamoe and Motora
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the nnmber being two 050-llght,
1^000 Tolt Alternators.

RACINt HARDWARE MF6-C0-R*c"'Vo

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

PLATINUM
For all kinds oi Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent Lamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS. 171 and 173 OBEENE ST., KBIT fOUK.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the mopt dura-
Die for hanging'
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov

,, ering Field
Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.
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Preparation for Electrically Utilizing the
Power of Niagara,

No project of greater interest or importance to the elec-

tricians of the country is now engaging the attention of

engineers than that of utilizing the immense power of Ni-

agara Falls and of transmitting the greater part of this

energy to the points where needed by the medium of elec-

tricity. The readers of the Western Electrician do not

need to be assured that a carefully considered plan for

this work has been devised and that the actual construc-

tion is well advanced toward completion. While the

purpose of this article is mainly to describe the work

takes a sharp turn to the north, and the principal works of

the operating company on the American side will be locat-

ed on the river over a mile east of this bend and about

three-quarters of a mile from the center of the city of Ni-

agara Falls, N. Y, Here also are.the local offices of the

construction company. At this point a canal is being

built 200 feet wide, 12 feet deep and several hundred feet

long. From this the water will be let into a smaller "ser-

vice canal" through gates of heavy masonry, and from the

latter, through huge iron pipes, down into the pit to the

water-wheels. The wheel pit, or "slot," as it is called, is

an ioimense shaft in the earth iS feet wide, 140 feet long

The advice of water wheel builders and hydraulic engi-

neers all over the world was sought, with the result that the

designs of Faesch & Piccard of Geneva, Switzerland, were

accepted, and this firm has prepared plans for the wheels.

Each wheel will practically consist of two wheels, one

above the other, the 2,500 horse power from each be-

ing realized on one shaft, which will extend to the

surface and operate perhaps one or more dynamos.

Each of the three double wheels will be operated by a

column of water 7 j^ feet in diameter, and of 130 or 140

feet head.

The tunnel is a mile and a quarter long and extends in

FIG. I. PREPARATION FOR ELECTRICALLY UTILIZING THE POWER OF NIAGARA.

thus far accomplished and now under way, a brief re-

hearsal of the general outlines of the plan will not be out

of place.

It is proposed, then, to make use of the immense vol-

ume of water flowing through the Niagara River and of

the difference of level of about 230 feet caused by the falls

and the rapids immediately contiguous to them. This will

be done by the use of turbine wheels in deep wheel-pits

and a long tunnel to act as a tail-race in carrying the water

away. The work is being done by the Cataract Construc-

tion company, which was organized for the purpose. At

the falls the river, which before flows from "ast to west,

and 180 feet deep. In this great excavation there will be

installed three turbine wheels, each of 5,000 horse power

capacity, making a total of 15,000 horse power for the

plant as at present constructed. The canal will have a

capacity of 100,000 horse power, however, and the output

of the plant can be increased to that extent by digging new

wheel-pits, installing additional turbines and making the

proper connections.

The designing of the turbine wheels was recognized by

the engineers in charge of the work as of the greatest im-

portance, as heretofore, it is believed, no wheels of a

greater capacity than 1,500 horse power have been built.

a northwesterly direction from the wheel-pit to the river be-

low the falls, the portal being a short distance north of the

small suspension bridge near the falls. It is horseshoe-

shaped and is lined with brick. The interior dimensions

are: Greatest height, 21 feet 4 inches; greatest breadth,

18 feet 10 inches. There is a fall of fifty feet in the tunnel

and it has a capacity, when full, of 100,000 horse power,

the same as the canal. Ultimately it is expected to utilize

the entire capacity of the tunnel.

The engineers in charge of the work are: Coleman

Sellers, Philadelphia, chairman board of engineers;

Clemens Herschel, New York, hydraulic engineer; John
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Bogart, New York, consulting civil engineer; Theodore

Turretini, Geneva, Switzerland, foreign consulting engineer;

George Forbes, London, electrical engineer; Albert H.

Porter, Gso. B. Burbank, Niagara Falls, N. Y., resident

engineers.

In a recent article on the subject Mr. Hersche]

said:

When it is considered that 100,000 horse power, avail-

able night and day, is equal to about five times the water

power of Lowell, Lawrence and Holyoke combined, and

that these cities have grown by means of their water power

to their present combined population of some 1 50,000

people in about 45 years, and when it is further considered

that freight rates to New York and to Boston are no greater

from Niagara Falls than they are from the cities named,

while to and from the South and West they are very much
less for Niagara Falls than they are for the above New
England cities; when all this is properly viewed, a predic-

tion that the future city of Niagara Falls will have a million

inhabitants within fifty years does not sound like a rash one.

Such a view contemplates, however, only the use of the power
generated at Niagara Falls in its immediate vicinity, and
only refers to the use of some 150,000 or 200,000 horse power
as representing five or six times the total power, water and

steam, which has gone to build up the three named manu-
facturing cities. Beside this, it is more than likely that Buf-

falo and other distant points will get power from Niagara

Falls; and to reassure those who fear that the supply of

power may become exhausted, it is but necessary to state

that Niagara Falls, used on 140 foot fall (the fall availa-

ble on the works now in construction), represents over

jjOoo.ooo effective and available horse power. The pres-

ent works are therefore intended, ultimately, to utilize

only about 2% per cent, of the available power; and a city

of a million inhabitants could be built up on utilizing less

than 7 per cent, of the available power.

The part now building is the down-stream end of the

main canal, between the river and Buffalo street. A float-

ing boom to help keep out ice will cross the mouth of this

canal, and the ice entering notwithstanding is to be dis-

charged into the tunnel. At a later stage of the works
the water is to enter that portion of the canal which runs

parallel with Buffalo street from the up-stream end. A
gate-house is projected at the present temporary end of

the piece of canal now building, and another at the up
stream end of the main canal. Works intended to run

without intermission are to draw water outside of the gate-

houses, while the main canal, between the two gate-

houses, is to supply power to ordinary manufactories, and
can be drawn off in the usual manner to facilitate repairs

To run out ice, the do;vn-stream gate-house is to be

opened, giving a fall of some two feet on the length of the

main canal for the purpose named. Ordinarily the

do vn-stieam gatehouse will be shut, and the water
will enter the lower reach of the main canal directly from
the river, as it is to enter the portion of canal now build-

ing.

From many points of view the enterprise here described

may be considered as one of the most notable of those un-

dertaken in these closing years of the nineteenth century,

icself notable for great undertakings. It is a credit to the

men and to the nation that have conceived it and to these

who are engaged in its development.

The main tunnel is now practically completed, and the

wheel pit and connecting tunnel will be finished by Janu-

ary 1st. Workmen are now engaged in e.xcavating and

building the masonry walls for the main canal. A view of

this work, reproduced from a photograph recently taken, is

shown in Fig. i. The river can be seen in the background,

held back by a coffer dam. Two of the gates leading to the

service canal are shown to the right. A nearer view of two

of these gate openings is shown in the picture of another

portion of the canal wall, Fig. 2. In excavating the great

slot for the turbine wheels much difficulty has been caused

by the inroads of water. An interesting example of this is

shown in Fig. 3, which represents the interior of the shaft,

many feet below the surface. A seam of water was struck,

and the jets can be seen spouting from two sides of the

earthen walls. It was found necessary to erect a dam in

the shaft in order to continue the excavation below this

seam of water. A little reservoir was created, as shown in

the illustration, and from this the water was pumped to the

surface. Figs. 4 and 5 are interior views of the great tun-

nel. The former shows the timber shoring and the latter

the completed, brick-lined tunnel.

Readers of the Western Electrician will be particu-

larly interested in the provisions for transmitting the power

by electricity, but unfortunately there is little that can be

told about this branch of the work as yet. The problem

is entirely in the hands of Prof. Forbes, who is now work-

ing on it in London. It is proposed that each of the 5,000

horse power wheels shall be directly connected to an im-

mense generator, and that all power sold in lots of 2,000

horse power or over shall be transmitted by electricity, but

the details are not settled, nor has anything been accom-
plished in the way of electrical construction.

This article has so far dealt with the works on the Amer-
ican side, which are now un-ier construction by the Cata-

ract Construction company. But the Canadian side is to

have a tunnel, too, although less has been said of this en-

terprise than of the other. A word about it is necessary,

however, in order to attain a proper understanding of the

power transmission scheme. The same company will de-

velop the power on both sides of the river. It is expected

that a tunnel 800 feet long on the Dominion bank will de-

velop 100,000 horse power, while a boring of 6.700 feet

was necessary on the American side. The British govern-

ment will derive a revenue of $25,000 a year from the

Canadian tunnel privilege, and the power, being generated

in Queen Victoria's Park, must be transmitted to factories

outside the park, as the building of no mills will be per-

mitted in the park preserves. Work will be begun on the

Canadian tunnel early next spring, and it is hoped that

at least 20,000 horse power nray be available a year

from now. For several reasons the purpose is to trans-

mit to Buffalo the power that is generated on the

Canadian side. First, it is expected that all the power that

is developed by the American tunnel will be utilized by

manufactories that will locate near the falls; second, it is

not expected that the Canadians will or can use anything

like 100,000 horse power in factories on the Dominion

riverside; third, the distance from the Canadian wheel pits

to Buffalo will be several miles less tl an from the American

wheel pits; fourth the tariff laws will not permit Americans

profitably to locate factories across the river; while, accord-

ing to rulings of the United States Treasury department,

electrical power may be entered free of dutv. If power

can be transmitted to Buffalo without too costly diminution

the experiment will follow of conducting electrical energy to

Hamilton, and perhaps even I0 Toronto. Undoubtedly

river. This is no experiment. We will deliver the power
in Buffalo, and that with little loss. I can say that the
loss between the turbines and dynamos will be between 3
and 4 per cent , while that in transmission will be less than

5 per cent. We have the most perfect system of insula-

tion in the conduit contrivance. The total loss of power
when delivered in Buffalo, you see, will be less than lo

per cent."

"How large will the dynamos be?"
"I can say they will be the largest that electricians have

ever been called upon to design. The company has signi-

fied its intention of putting in dynamos capable of gener-
ating 10,000 horse power each. These monster machines
will be constructed entirely from new and original plans.

You see the centrifugal force in a dynamo tJ develop this

amount of power will be immense, and to overcome this is

one of the problems in the construction of these machines.
1 have received a large number of designs from prominent
electricians, but find none that completely satisfy me. I

shall probably construct the dynamo on plans of my own
in which I have confidence."
"What current will be used?"
"Oh, there you have asked one of the most important

questions in our whole talk. It will be the alternating

current. I find that the best results have been obtained
from this current, and it can be used iu many more differ-

ent ways. There is less force lost in transmission and the
electrical power is received and handled with better results

at the other end of the wire. So we shall use the alternating

current

"

The method of lighting the great American tunnel

adopted during the work of construction is interesting. At

first the contractors put in a plant of their own, employing
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several factories will be erected by English capital near the

Canadian power tuntel, as already the agents of corpora-

tions are on the ground pricing land.

Prof. Forbes, while at Niagara Falls last month, ac-

corded an interview to a leporter of the Daily Cataract of

that city. The following extract will be read with interest

by all electricians, although it is to be remembered that no

plans have been definitely adopted:

"Yes," said the professor, "these are the greatest un-
dertakings the world has ever seen thus far in electrical

work. I have not yet entered into the details of the work,
but know in a general way what the company desires. The
tunnel and plant on the American side of the river will be
used more for local purposes for building up of manufact-
uring plants. Dynamos capable of generating 5,000 horse

power each will be put in the power house. The Canadian
tunnel, while not nearly so long as the American one. will

be capable of the same if not greater power. Work on
this will not commence before next spring, as the com-
pany desires to complete the American plant before be-

ginning this one. The power generated by this Canadian
water power through the dynamos is designed to be trans-

mitted, a great portion of it, to Buffalo for use in running
factories, iron furnaces and foundries, for lighting pur-

poses and for the various devices to which electricity can
be put in this work-a-day world of you Americans."

"How will this electrical power be conducted to Buf-

falo?"

"Well, I have decided to use the underground conduit
system. I will have the wires laid in conduits under the

ground, but still where the linemen can readily inspect the

wires and make any needed repairs. The pole system is

too risky by far, as it is liable to accident by storm and too
much waste of power is experienced with the wires strung
in the air. The lines in conduits will follow the Canadian
shore, as it is by far the shorter route to Buflalo. It will

cross the river either on the bridge or by cable under the

direct current, but this attempt was unsuccessful, owing to

the length of the line and other difficulties, and the work

was entrusted to the Brush Electric Light company of

Niagara Falls. This company of which Benjamin Rhodes

is manager, has supplied the Cataract Construction com-

pany and the sub contractors on the great work with forty

arc lights and about 700 incandescents for temporary use.

The 'ormer are located about the main canal and at other

points above ground (Fig. i). The latter were installed

in the big tunnel, nearly 200 feet below the surface of the

ground. The Brush alternating system was used for the

incandescent lights, groups of which are shown in Figs. 4

and 5. Two thousand voUs pressure was used in the pri-

mary circuits, transformed down to 100 volts in the con-

verters. On account of the wetness of the two shafts lead-

ing to the tunnel and of the portal in the river gorge, it

was a grave question whether to locate the converters out-

side or to string the primary circuits down into the tunnel.

The latter course was finally decided upon, however, on

account of the distance to be covered—200 feet down each

shaft and 1,300 feet on either side. No. 6 B. & S. wire

was used for the primary circuits, and cut-outs were placed

at the top of each shaft. The transformers, of roo lights

capacity each, were located at the bottom of the shafts. In

descending the wires were fastened to the elevator struct-

ures by glass insulators; porcelain insulators were used for

the secondary circuits. For the purpose of lighting the

actual working operations twenty flexible, rubber covered

cables 100 feet long, with a lamp every five feet, or

twenty lamps to a cable, were supplied. These cables

were equipped with plugs, and were inserted into the lamp

circuits, which were, of course, extended as the work
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progressed. The workmen could tbus arrange the light as

desired. In the finished tunnel lamps were left at inter-

vals of fifty feet. Fuses were located every 300 feet, so

that jn case of a short circuit only a few lamps could go

out, and the trouble could be easily located. This system

was found to work well, and gave complete satisfaction.

Current was supplied from two 600 light alternators in the

company's station. This plant is operated by water

power, with a^rope drive of 100 feet from the water

wheels.

It is expected that the company will be able to realize

and offer for sale some of the power from this great plant

some time next spring. The rates announced are

FIG. 4. PREPARATION FOR ELECTRICALLY UTILIZING
THE POWER OF NIAGARA.

$;io per year per horse power, for twenty-four hours

a day, in lots of 5,000 horse power and over, and from

that up to $21 per year per horse power for 300 horse

power.

Edison Lamp Litigation Ended.
As announced in the last issue of the Western Elec-

trician the litigation over the incandescent lamp has been

ended in a victory for Mr. Edison, whose patents are sus-

tained. On October 4th Judges Lacombe and Shipman,of

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, handed down

a decision in the case of the Edison Electric Light

company against the United States Electric Lighting com-

pany. The suit was originally brought on three pat-

ents. No. 223,898, dated Jan. 27, 1880; No.

227,229, dated May 4, 1880; No. 265,777, dated

Oct. 10, 18S2. Before trial, however, the

original bill was amended, the plaintiff with-

drawing the last two patents. The cause was

tried before Judge Wallace of the Circuit court.

Southern district of New York, and his decision,

which was handed down July 14, iSgi,was pub-

lished in the Western Electrician of July

25, 1S91. Judge Wallace granted an injunction

restraining the United Slates Electric Lighlicg

Co. from manufacturing or using incandescent

lamps, and at the same time ordered an account-

ing for damages and profits on lamps already

made by that company. The case was appealed.

The present decision sustains that of J udge

Wallace. The following abstracts from the

opinion, which was written by Judge Lacombe,

cover the points involved in the controversy:

The patent sets forth that "the object of the

invention is to produce electric lamps giving light

by incandescence, which lamps shall have high

resistance so as to allow of the practical sub-

division of the electric light." By the phrase

"sub-division of the electric light" is meant
such a sub-division of the electric current that

at several alternating foci supplied from the

same source of electricity there shall be devel-

oped lights of moderate intensity—comparable

to those given out by our ordinary gas jets^—and

the problem to be solved required a system and
apparatus which would admit of the develop-

ment of thise moderate lights in sufficient '
^'

number and at so low a cost as to be commercially

useful.

Prior to 1879 experimenters seemed to have reached the

conclusion that success was to be obtained, if at ail, by
modifications of the arc lamp, but up to that time no lamp,

arc or incandescent, had been given to the public which,

with the means then existing for generating and distributing

the electric current, accomplished this result. Since the

date of the patent in suit electric lighting by lights of mod-
erate intensity has become a commercial success. Subse-

quent improvements in the lamps and in otherparts of

the system have undoubtedly contributed materially to its

development, but the record abundantly shows that with

lamps such as the patent describes, constructed with the

skill then known to the art, and operated under the condi-

tions admitted by the generating and conducting apparatus

then existing, it became practical for one generator to op-

erate a considerable number of lamps located at reasonable

distances from it, and which at the same time were economi-

cal, durable and cheap enough to be commercially useful,

and so simple and reliable that they could be manipulated

by the public. In view of the utter failure of the prior

art to produce any such subdivision of the electric light,

a lamp of this kind which was capable of economical use
in factories, large buildings, and in smaller buildings con-

tiguous to each other—in other words, available

for isolated lighting—should be considered com-
mercially successtul, though further development were
needed to enable it to compete with gas for domes-
tic lighting, on even approximately equal terms.

It is not necessary to enter into any elaborate discussion

of the prior state of the art so far as it bears upon the ques-

tion of patentable novelty of such embodiment of a num-
ber of high resistances and small radiating surface. Irre-

spective of all patents or publications of others, the phil-

osophy of this method of producing light is undoubtedly
found stated clearly and sufficiently, and applied to the

production of an incandescent platinum burner in Edison's

French Patent No. 130,910, taken out May 28, 1879.

Whether under section 4S87 of the Revised Statutes that

patent, embodying as it does his own invention, is or is not

sufficient, so far as Edison is concerned, a part of the prior

art and to what extent in view of the prior art, that patent

discloses patentable invention need not be determined upon
this appeal, inasmuch as %ve are satisfied that there was in-

vention in the substitution of the carbon of the patent in

suit for the platinum of the French patent, even though all

knowledge as to what should be the ratio of resistance to

radiating surface were pointed out, either in the French

patent or elsewhere in the art.

In his invention as described in the French patent Edi-

son departed from the existing idea of burners of low
resistance; declaring the commercial and scientific neces-

sity of burners of high resistance, although they must be

slender and presumably fragile, and attempted to find a

method of protecting them from the effects of heat and of

the atmosphere. It is said that the heretofore known
laws of electricity should have taught every one that an
electrical incandescent lamp must have a burner of small

cross section and small radiating surface. The electrical

laws had been known and had been recognized, but they

did not tell how to protect the materials which would make
efficient burners from the destructive effectof other sources

than electricity to which they must be subjected; in other

words, they did not tell how to construct a lamp. Edison,

in his French specification, followed the principle of high

resistance to an extreme, made platinum burners with a

resistance of 200 to 300 ohms and described the method
by which they were to be prevented from speedy deterior-

ation "by destroying or intercepting the atmospheric

action.*' He freed them from occluded gases by subjecting

them to a high degree of electrical heat in a vacuum, and
subsequentlv sealed them also in a vacuum. The platinum

lamp, however, did not achieve success. Inasmuch as carbon

has a specific resistance from 200 to 400 times that of plat-

inum (hard, dense carbon having a lower resistance than

warrant for the contention that its structure was to be so rad-
ically changed as to substitute a light and compact all-glass

globe with irremovable burner for the cumbrous apparatus
with its column of mercury which he describes in detail.

Neither the inclosing chamber of Crookes, nor the
Geissler tubes—though being all of glass with wires sealed

in they would not leak— were used by the prior art to pro-

tect incandescent burners. By reason, in part, of that
mode of construction with a separable chamber, the vacua
which the earlier experimenters sought to secure could not
be maintained. Though subsequent improvements in ex-
haust pumps might give their apparatus a higher initial vac-

uum, it would rapidly disappear in the leaking globe. It

was against the oxygen or other carbon-consuming gas^
that all prior inventors sought to protect the burner, and
later inventors tried to accomplish the result by fill-
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porous carbon), is practically infusible, had bf^en long be-

fore suggested as a translating device and used as such in

many of the lamps devised by the prior art, it might be
supposed that when one skilled in thai art was seeking a

substitute for the platinum wire, something which would
by reason of high resistance and small ladiating surface

apply the philosophy disclosed in the French patent, and
yet admit of operation at higher temperature without

melting, he would have turned to carbon, but the record in

this case clearly established the converse of this proposi-

tion. Carbon when exposed to the air at a temperature

sufficient to produce incandescence undergoes combustion.

To remedy this difficulty, earlier inventors suggested

inclosing the carbon burner in a glass globe from which
air and moisture were to be excluded. Their globes

were separable, to allow of replacement of the interior

parts. We do not find in the words "suitably sealed," used

in the King patent (British, 1845, No. 10,919) to describe

a modification of his lamp for use under water, sufficient

FIG, 5. PREPARATION FOR ELECTRICALLY UTILIZING
THE POWER OF NIAGARA.

ing the chamber with nitrogen or some other gas which
was inert, i. e., did not combine with the carbon; the car-

bons themselves were also subjected to processes for mak-
ing them harder and more tenacious, and series of carbons
were arranged to be brought in operation successively

without opening the chamber, but one and all of these

devices failed to secure stability in the carbon. A deteriora-

tion variously described as a "disintegration." "a wearing
away," "a kind of evaporation," was soon fatal to the life

of the burner. The record abundantly established the

proposition that so far from turning to carbon for his first

burner, which was to have so high a ratio of resistance to

radiating surface, one skilled in the art would have been
led by the teachings of that art to suppose that its insta-

bility would prov^e fatal to its use,irrespective of the size of

the burner. Especially is it true that the use of small

carbons in the attenuated or filamentary form which Edi-
son had indicated in the platinum patent would
not have been thought of. Nor do we find in the
suggestions of Lane Fox either in his patents
(British, Nos. 3 9SS, 4,043, 4.626, of 1878.
112, of 1879) or his other publications, any
such appreciation of the cause of the disintegra-

tion of carbon or any such proposed method of

preventing it as would controvert the conclusion
that the art was looking elsewhere than to car-

bon for the burner, which should have a future.

Certainly Lane - Fox himself seems to have
looked for success rather to his metallic alloys

and his compounds operated in nitrogen or
other suitable gases than to carbon in a perfect

vacuum. The literature of the art fullv sus-

tains the statement of Mr. Schwendler quoted
in the Telegraphic Journal in 1S79 that "we
can scarcely expect that the principle of incan-
descence will be made use of for practical

illumination," unless there be discovered a con-

ductor without the defects of platinum, and
"which doe^ not combine at high temperature
with oxygen."

In June, 1878, and January, 1879 (United
States patents 205, 144 and 211,262), Sawyer and
Man indicated one of the causes which operated
to produce this disintegration of the carbon, viz.,

that "some oxygen or other element or com-
poimds remained in the lamp," the carbon
"occluding sufficient air or oxygen to render its

consumption a mere question of time," as "the
least quantity of oxygen in a sealed lamp is

sufficient to combust an indefinite quantity of
carbon."

This they sought to remedy by heating the
carbon pencils immersed in a hydrocarbon liquid

to an extremely high temperature, thus produc-
ing a hard and dense carbon (and one whose
specific resistance was lowered by that very

process). They also, while the globe was on the pump
and nitrogen flowing in and out of it, heated the "carbon
to incandescence, thus driving out all the impurities and
occluded gases which are carried out of the lamp by the
current of nitrogen." Believing that the deterioration of
the carbon burner was due to the presence of occluded
oxygen, which escaped into the sealed chamber and "pro-
moted combustion," they sought to secure stability by sub-
stituting for the oxygen they had forced out by heating on
the pump an atmosphere of nitrogen; that done they
sealed their chamber, which seems to have been a separa-
ble one.

Edison had experimented with carbon before he devised
the platinum lamp of his French patent. Subsequently to
the date of that patent, apparently because that lamp did
not seem to promise the success he hoped for, he again
turned to carbon. In the course of his investigations h^
made a discovery as to the cause of "disintegration," of

which he availed himself to devise a lamp, in which car
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bon, even in the filamentary form required for a burner,

whose ratio of resistance to radiating surface was such as

to apply the philosophy pointed out in his French patent,

could be maintained for a sufficient length of time to be-

come a commercial success.

At the date of the application for the French patent he

had apparently reached only the point that "pencils (not

filaments)'' "of carbon can also be freed from air in this

manner and be brought to such a temperature that the

carbon becomes pasty, and if it is then allowed to cool, it

is very homogenous and hard/' The knowledge that prac-

tical stability can be given to a carbon filament was not

gained until October, 1879.
Edison's invention was practically made when he ascer

tained the heretofore unknown fact that carbon would
stand a high temperature, even when very attenuated, if

operated in a high vacuum, without the phenomenon of

disintegration. This fact he utilized by the means which
he has described, a lamp having a filamentary carbon
burner in a nearly perfect vacuum. Although all glass

globes with leading wires passing through the glass and
sealed into it had been used before to preserve the condi-

tion of the interior of a chamber from the effects of leak-

age at the joints, and although the prior art, including the

Freoch patent, indicated that subdivision of the

electric light was to be obtained by the use of burners of

high resistance and sm^l radiating surface; and although
pencils of carbon had been tried in imperfect vacua—and
found wanting—it was invention, in view of the teachings of

the art as to the disintegration of carbon under the action of

an electric current, to still select that substance as a suitable

material from which to construct a burner, much more at-

tenuated than had ever been used before—reduced in size

to the filamentary form, in which economy of construction

requires that it must be used in order to avail of the phil-

osophy of high resistance and small radiating surface

—and so to combine old elements, that the disintegration

due to "air washing" should be practically eliminated,

and the burner thus become commercially stable. It is

true that carbon burners still break down, that the im-

provements, neither of Edison or other inventors, have
made them absolutely stable, and in a sense it may be said

that Edison only made them more stable than they were
before—that it is a mere matter of degree. But the degree
of difference between carbons that lasted an hour and car-

bons that lasted hundreds of hours seems to have been pre-

cisely the difference between failure and success, and the

would permit its being raised to higher temperatures, with-

out rupture, cracking or diminution of weight, by volatili-

zation. But the evidence shows that the platinum lamp
did not achieve success, and we think there was manifest
invention in the substitution of carbon, freed from occluded
gases, and placed in the nearly perfect vacuum. The
change of material involved a reorganization of the lamp,
dispensing with the thermal-regulator, which was an essen-

tial, part of the structure of the French patent; it developed

qualify must be so small as to be threadlike, and we think
a sufficient indication of what that size it would be afforded
by an examination of the ordinary threads in common
use.

An examination of the patent, however, indicates its

dimensions with more exactness. It is to be fragile, so
small in cross section that, compared with earlier carbon
rods, its use is a ' 'reversal of former practice." One of the
substances suggested in the patent to be used as a burner is to

FIG. I. ELECTRIC CRANES USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SPANISH BREAKWATER.

new properties in the lamp by reason of the enormous dif-

ferences between the resistance and the melting points of
the two materials; it utilized the discovery of that cause
("air washing") of the instability of carbon, which seemed
to preclude all hope of its future usefulness as an incandes-
cent illuminant; finally and principally, by tlie substitution

there was presented the complete combination of elements,
which for the first time in the art produced a practical

electric light. We are of the opinion that on principle and

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC CRANES USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SPANISH BREAKWATER.

combination which first achieved the result "long desired,

sometimes sought, and never before attained," is a patent-

able invention.

It is also true that the combination and manipulation,
which secured a practically perfect vacuum by heating the
burner, while the exhaust pump was at work, and subse-

quently sealing the globe without introducing a foreign
gas, is set out by Edison in his French patent as the means
of effecting such a change in the condition of platinum as

under the authorities such a substitution of material is in'

vention.

The second claim of the patent is broad enough in its

phraseology to cover the invention above set forth—at

least when the burner is a carbon filament. This last word
is not specifically defined in the patent, though therein it

appears for the first time in the art. It was a common
English word with a meaning sufficiently plain to indicate

tliat the cross section of any article which it was used to

be reduced to .007 of an inch in diameter Ordinary cotton
thread, also suggested in the patent, has varying diameters,
the largest commonly used being „^ of an inch in diam-
eter; the Patent Office model has a diameter of about -^i„- of
an inch. The evidence fails to satisfy us that the prior
art furnished any burners less than twice this size.

The second claim may be thus paraphrased:
The combination of carbon, filamentary or thread-like

in size and properly carbonized, used as an illuminant in
an incandescent electric lamp with a receiver made entirely
of glass and conductors passing through the glass, and
from which receivers the air has been exhausted to such an
extent that disintegration of the carbon, due to the air
washing action of surrounding gases or to any other cause,
is so far reduced as to leave the carbon practically stable.

Defendant's lamps are plainly infringements of the
second claim as thus construed.

Defendant further contends that the patent is invalid
because it does not so describe the lamps as to enable a
person skilled in the art at the date of the patent to make
a practically useful structure. The evidence of the witness
Howell seems to us a conclusive answer to this contention.
He made, as he testified, according to the directions of the
patent, and using only processes known to the art before
its date, incandescent lamps such as the patent describes,
which lasted 600 hours. Defendant criticises this evidence
because the witness subjected the filaments made by him
to the action of the electric current during the process of
exhaustion. But the patent repeatedly directs that the
vacuum shall be high and nearly perfect. Sawyer and
Man had, prior to the date of the patent, shown that there
were occluded in the carbon itself, and in the various inter-

nal parts of lamp chambers, gases and impurities, which are
set free by the passage of the current. Manifestly, if

they were not removed before sealing, the nearly perfect
vacuum would soon disappear. Edison's French patent
also details a process for forcing them out of platinum and
removing them while exhausting is going on, and a person
who was sufficiently skilled in the art to know of these
earlier publications, and was carefully solicitous to conform
to the directions of the patent, would naturally have re-
sorted, as Howell did, to this method to secure a vacuum
free, so far as might be, from the intrusion of such occlu-'ed
gases. It is contended, however, that this process of
"electric heating on the pumps" in effect produces a car-
bonization of the filament, that it is now used as a part of
the process of^carbonization. and that, therefore, because
the patent simply directs that the filaments be "properly
carbonized," because electrical heating is now used with
the understood object of supplementing the work of the
carbonizing furnace, because Edison has always thus heated
his filaments, and because such additional carbonization is

necessary to make a practical lamp under his patent; there-

fore, he has either purposely suppressed an essential

element of his process, or has failed to give the full, clear
and exact description of it which the statute calls for.

To this proposition we cannot consent. It is immaterial
that the philosophy of electric heating on the pumps is

better understood to-day than it was in 1879, so long as
the requirements of the patent would not be complied
with by one skilled in the art, unless he did in fact so heat
the filaments. Whether he heated to carbonize or to secure
a nearly perfect vacuum, the result would be the same—an
operative lamp produced by following the directions of the
patent with the ordinary skill of the art, and that is all the
patentee was required to show.

Other points interposed by the defendant, based upon

legal technicalities, are passed over briefiy by the court

which finds in them nothing applicable to the cause under

consideration. The decision is based squarely on the

question of the invention of the first practical incandescent

lamp, and as such is a notable victory for Mr. Edison.

The first electric launch has arrived in Spain, and is

traveling the waters of the river Sena.
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Effect of the Lamp Decision.
It is not anticipated that the decision in the incandes-

cent lamp litigation will have the effect of closing the

factories of the other lamp manufacturing companies.

The Westinghouse company, for instance, has already

placed anew lamp on the market, which, itis claimed, does
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Electric Cranes Used in the Construction
of a Spanish Breakwater.

The electric motor plays an important part in the con-

struction of the breakwater at Bilbao, Spain. This pro-

tection to the harbor is almost a mile in length and the

work when completed will cost about four million dollars.

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC CRANES^USED IN THE^

not infringe the Edison patent. The lamp companies in

and about Chicago do not anticipate any trouble. They
will undoubtedly continue to manufacture lamps under

license if satisfactory arrangements can be made with the

General Electric company. Otherwise they will continue

the manufacture of lamps until ordered by the court to dis-

continue. Then it is presumed they, too, will bring out

"new" lamps. This at least is the present policy of

several companies.

In the East the lamp decision created something of a

sensation audit was the only topic of conversation in

electiical circles last week. A dispatch dated New York,

October 6th, and published in the Boston Traveller,

created considerable discussion. The paragraph follows

It is announced that the Perkins Lamp company of Man-
chester,Conn. , one of the largest manufacturers of incandes-
cent lamps in competition with the Edison company, has,
in view of the recent decision, shut down its works and
discharged its employes-

It is hardly necessary to say that this statement is with-

out foundation and that the Perkins company has no inten-

tion of leaving the field without a struggle. It is possible,

according to a representative of the Perkins company, that

an agreement may be made by all the lamp companies not

controlled by the General Electric company to close their

factories until November lo, 1893, when the Canadian

Edison patent expires. This, of course, would only be

done on the refusal of the General Electric company to

make reasonable terms with the other companies. Inas-

much as the General Electric company's facilities for manu-
facturing lamps are not sufficient to supply the demand,

and as it would undoubtedly discriminate in favor of con-

sumers operating its own apparatus, there would be a gen-

eral uprising against such a policy. It is not anticipated

that the General Electric company will adopt such a

course. On the contrary, it will probably be willing to

license outside companies, and they will no doubt be

willing to pay rather than have any trouble.

The decision had the effect of booming the General

Electric company's stock, and the fortunate holders had

reason to congratu'ate themselves on their good fortune.

,CONSTRUCTION OF A SPANISH BREAKWATER.

The foundation for the breakwater is the rock formation,

and the superstructure is built of huge blocks of artificial

stone. When the contract was let in 1SS9 the successful
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lowered into position. The crane is illustrated in per-

spective in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 and diagrammatically in Fig.

I. It is built of a stout braced steel framework resting

on two four-wheel trucks and carrying on a housed plat-

form at the top, the operating mechanism. It travels on
rails 18 feet apart.

The car is operated by an electric motor, taking its

current from a trolley wire. As the cuts show, a double

trolley system is used, the poles being bamboo. The
motor is of the type manufactured by Hillairet & Huguet
of Paris, and is of 60 horse power, the armature making
600 revolutions per minute. Its power is employed for

two purposes; first, it is applied to the pistons, of the

hydraulic machinery by which the blocks are lifted; then,

to a shaft which by means of linked chains and sprocket

wheels moves the car with its ponderous weight.

The generator, located a short distance away, is of the

same make as the motor. It is of 60 horse power and is

operated by a compound engine, developing at 300 revolu-

tions 200 amperes at 200 volts.

The blocks are lifted by jointed hooks attached to the

pistons of hydraulic lifting devices shown in the diagram-

matic cuts. The hooks clutch the block by means of two

bands of iron put in position when the stone is in process

of manufacture. The band is slightly below the surface,

and holes are drilled at the top for attaching the

hooks.

After the block is raised from the ground, the crane is

set in motion, and run upon a truck or carriage traveling

in an opposite direction, as shown in Fig. 2, on two double

tracks. The truck is electrically operated, the motor re-

ceiving its current from wire strung on the walls of the

trench in which the car travels. The block is carried

under the trestle shown in Fig. 5, upon which travels a

crane similar to the larger machine illustrated in Figs. 2, 3

and 4. It is operated by electricity, and is equipped with

hydraulic lifting devices tdeatical to those already referred

to. The block is raised, carried out over a flat boat, as

shown in Fig. 3, and lowered to the deck where space is

available for two blocks. The freight is towed to the

point where building is in operation. Here the blocks are

handled by a powerful steam crane.

The platform where the stone is made is provided with

517 moulds, 120 of the larger size and 397 of the smaller

size. This number of blocks can be transported and laid

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC CRAKES USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SPANISH BREAKWATER.

The electric light companies of Cincinnati employ none
but the best legal talent, it seems. The Times Star of
that city asserts that on September 28lh ex-Governor
Foraker appeared in the police court to defend John
Turner, supeivising engineer of ihe Edison Electric com-
pany, who was charged wiih violating the smoke ordinance
Gov. Foraker told bow the company bad tried to get smok
consuming appliances, but that they had not worked well
and contracts bad been let for new devices. On this state-

ment the case went over to November i;,th.

bidders established at the spot a manufactory for making

the stone and instituted the preliminary work on the

foundation, part of which is fifty feet below the sea level at

low tide. The work of laying the stone was begun last

year.

The blocks are made in two sizes, the larger moulds con-

taining about 60 cubic yards, and the smaller about 37
cubic yards. The number of the latter used is about

double that of the former. A special form of traveling

crane is employed for transporting the stone from the

platform, where it is made, to the boats from which it is

in favorable weather in about three months. The cuts

are reproduced from Le Genie Civil.

One of the heaviest thunderstorms of ihe season passed
over southwestern Pennsylvania on the night of Septem-
ber 25th, doing great damage. Trees and fences were
blown down, telegraph, telephone and electric light wires

were prostrated, and several houses were struck by
lightning. The storm left the Western Union and Postal

Telegraph companies badly crippled, while hundreds of

telephones were rendered useless. As a result of the

prostration of the electric light wires whole districts were
in total darkness.
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Much attention has been attracted of late to the

project of transmitting by electricity a portion of the tre-

mendous power of Niagara Falls. The project will be

realized for comparatively small distances— that is, in the .

immediate neighborhood of the falls—within eight months,

probably, and as far as Buffalo within a year and a half.

Prof. George Forbes of London, who has charge of the

electrical engineering, talks of the installation of five and

ten thousand horse power dynamos for this work, but as

no data of these gigantic machines are at hand, comment

must be reserved. The whole scheme is one of great in-

terest, and the progress of the work will be intently fol-

lowed by electricians, both at home and abroad.
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is to be regretted, though, that no information can be given

as to the output of this generator. There is no doubt but

that electricity can be produced by heating the juncture of

two dissimilar metals, or alloys, and also that a battery of

such elements might be made to produce considerable

current; but the all-important featuie is that the ap-

paratus shall work eliliciently. Information of this kind

from the designer would be of value.

Ei.HKWiiERii in this issue is presented a description of a

thermo-electric generator that should prove of interest to

those experimenting along this line. The apparatus is de-

scribed in detail, and for this reason the article will un-

doubtedly be of great value to the experimenter in thermo-

clectrics. The inventor, Paul Giraudof Chantilly, France,

employs in the manufacture of his battery an electrode

made of three compositions, according to the size of the

apparatus. Each element is made up of two electrodes of

composition, and these are arranged around a stove of

special design so that the action of the heat may be utilized

to the highest degree. Mr. Giraud's apparatus is worthy

of a careful study, in that the designer has undoubtedly

made considerable research into this undeveloped field. It

The man who is to compile a collection of the funny

mistascs made in the newspapers when electrical subjects

are under discussion has not yet arisen, although there is

an ample field for the exercise of his talents. The S/ar of

Pipestone, Minn., has come forward for honorable mention

in the list of journals thus distinguished. In a recent is-

sue it published a short but graphic description of a new

alternating current dynamo that had been installed in the

local electric light station. After stating that the new ma-

chine is a "Composit Field Alternater, fitted with new

tooth armature, and is one of the best made," the Sftir

boldly goes on to assert that "in addition there is a small

dynamo called an 'Exciter' of no bolt, with g empers."

"Bolt" and "empers" are very good indeed.

Conventions of the street railway men are of great

importance to electrical engineers and manufacturers of

electrical apparatus. That at Cleveland next week will be

devoted largely to the consideration of electric railway

problems and the men who will present their views on

these subjects have the advantage of knowledge that can

be gained only by practical experience in the operation

and management of important street railway lines.

There will be a general display of electric railway appara-

tus and specialties of all kinds, and visitors will be enabled

to see all the standard systems of electric propulsion in

actual operation on the Cleveland lines. Many street

railway managers who are contemplating the introduction

of electrical equipment will have an excellent opportunity

to study for themselves the special features of the several

systems, and compare their merits.

It is reported that S. H. Wood, the Minneapolis "in-

ventor" who brought to the attention of the public a mar-

velous motor which was to accomplish wonderful tasks at

merely nominal cost, has actually commenced the erection

of a factory at West Minneapolis. It will be remembered

that Mr. Wood's announcement was characterized as much
by clearness of statement as by modesty of assertion.

That is to say, both of these pleasing traits were conspicu-

ously absent from the preposterous prospectus which was

noticed in this journal several months ago. One thing was

made perfectly clear, however, and that was that Mr.

West wanted money from such of the confiding public as

he could induce to exchange dollars for experience. From
the recent announcement from Minneapolis it appears not

unlikely that Mr. Wood's advertisements have been in-

strumental in attracting persons whose capacities fit them

well for this sort of barter.

The principal electrical display of the dedication cere

monies at the World's Fair grounds will undoubtedly be

made on the evening of the2ist instant, after the exercises

in the manufactures building. A great Schuckert pro-

jector'—possibly two— will be mounted on the transporta-

tion building, and the light will be thrown on the beauti-

ful light colored buildings of the exposition,*on prominent

objects down town, out over the lake and up in the sky.

The display will probably be visible all over the city, and

is sure to excite wonder and admiration, as nothing of the

kind has been seen in Chicago on a scale commensurate

with that contemplated. A specially wound low tension

dynamo will be required, and the current will come from a

temporary plant in machinery hall. It is likely that the

search light exhibition will remain in the memory of spec-

tators as one of the most impressive features of the dedi-

cation.

The fight for the trolley in New York city has been a

good one, but prejudice, it seems, has conquered. Mayor
Cjrant says no, and the aldermen, too, have begun to back

water, so to speak, and it now looks as though the battle

wa*i over for a time at least. The fight was a good one

and was for a cause that the railway companies knew to be

just. But the newspapers decided that the city did not

want the system, and they proved themselves to be en.

tirely unscrupulous in the methods they employed to excite

the people to rebel against it, The fight was against odds,

too, for it was not to be presumed that Mayor Grant, after

his fierce and determined opposition to all overhead electri-

cal construction, would at this late day submit without a
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protest to the introduction into the streets of New York of

what the people had been taught was the "deadliest" sort

of wire. Old fogyism has kept the trolley out of New
York proper, but many of the citizens of the metropolis

will be surprised as day after day they read in the very

papers that condemned it oi the success of the system in

other territories. The opportunity now is for the storage

battery. It is thought, now that the litigation is being

brought to a head, that this backward system of electric

traction will be brought rapidly to the front. No better

place for trial can be had than in New York, and it is

hoped that the companies which have this method of trac-

tion so much at heart—to say nothing of pocket—will

make the most of New York's desire for electric traction

without the overhead wire.

It is a noticeable fact that there have been numerous

accidents on electric railways reported in the East, and it

is worth while to call attention to another fact, viz., that

these casualties have almost invariably been in nowise due

to the supposed dangerous characteristics of a 500 volt

current. An electrically posted reader's impression after

perusing the newspaper accounts of these numerous acci-

dents is that the trouble is with the men who run the cars,

and in whose hands they so often become, as the reporters

put it, "uncontrollable." Such statements tend to make
right-minded men who know how absolutely controllable

an electric motor is, highly indignant, to say the least.

The fault in the majority of cases 1 es in the railway's

management rather than the machinery, A street railway

company equips its cars with a power that responds almost

instantly to the touch of a button, and then places in

charge a man who, in many cases, does not know enough

to experiment in a pit with a shovel and pick, to say noth-

ing of handling a car carrying human beings. Cable rail-

way companies train their gripmen for the most selfish of

reasons. They know better than to place in charge of a

car a man that through ignorance or carelessness might

cut the cable. But the eleetric railway superintendent has

to look out for the safety of no such enormously expensive

machinery, and too frequently he yields to the temptation

of employing cheap help, and rests content to take the

chances of cars becoming "unmanageable," "uncontroll-

able," etc. The public should bear these facts in mind; a

clear understanding of them will enable the patrons to

discriminate between faulty machinery and incompetent

management.

During the last five years the legal controversy over the

incandescent lamp patents of Edison and Sawyer and Man
has been in active progress. The decision of the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals, announced in the

last issue of the Western Electrician, brings this cele-

brated litigation to a close, and awards to Mr. Edison

the distinction of having given to the world the first prac-

tical incandescent lamp for commercial use. An abstract

of the opinion fully covering the points in the controversy

is presented in this issue. The decree of Judge Wallace,

granting an injunction and accounting for damages and

profits, from which appeal was taken, is sustained. The
principal claim in the Edison patents, as construed by

Judge Lacorabe, who wrote the opinion, is the combina-

tion of carbon filaments "threadlike in size and properly

carbonized, used as an illuminant in an incandescent elec-

tric lamp with a receiver made entirely of glass, and con-

ductors passing through the glass, and from which the air

is exhausted to such an extent that the disintegration of the

carbon due to the air washing action of surrounding gases

or to any other causes, is so far reduced as to leave the

carbon practically stable." According to the decision of

the court, "the defendant's lamps are plainly infringements

of this claim."

After tracing the development of the incandescent lamp

the court reaches the conclusion that "Edison's invention

was practically made when he ascertained the heretofore

unknown fact that carbon would stand high temperature

even when very attenuated, if operated in a high vacuum
without the phenomenon of "disintegration."

What the effect of this decision will be on the lamp busi-

ness of this country is the most important point to the gen-

eral publio. It is not yet announced what the policy of

the owners of the Edison patents will be, but it is pre-

sumed that a satisfactory arrangement will be made with

other lamp makers which will enable all who are willing to

pay a license to continue in the business without further

litigation.

Personally, Mr. Edison is naturally very much elated

over the decision. His claim of having invented the first

practical lamp is sustained. It is a notable victory, too, for

the Edison interests, and one which, though generally an-

ticipated, is none the less valuable from a commercial view

point.
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Giraud's Thermo-electric Battery

Careful study of the accompanying diagrams will give

the reader an excellent idea of the details of an apparatus

devised by Paul Giraud, of Chantilly, France, for the pro-

duction of electricity directly from fuel.

Mr. Giraud employs in the manufacture of his thermo-

electric battery an electrode made of three compositions

as follows:

For elements of small size—antimony, 1,450 parts by

weight; zinc, 900 parts; cadmium, 50 parts; pure copper,

80 parts; tin, 40 parts; silicium, 3 parts.

For elements of medium size—antimony, 1,440 parts;

zinc, 7S0 parts; cadmium 60 parts; pure copper, 30

parts; tin, 15 parts; silicium. 2 parts.

For elements of large size—antimony, 1,830 parts; zinc,

960 parts; cadmium, 65 parts; silicium, 2 parts.

Fig. 1 represents a side view and a plan of one ele-

ment of the battery. Fig. 2 represents a horizontal sec-

tion of a group of elements connected. Fig. 3 represents

a vertical section, in the line A B of Fig. 2, of several

"^ elements by reason of their large size present sufficient

guarantee of solidity. The proportions in which the dif-

ferent metals enter into the alloy may vary, in fact, ac-

cording to the greater or less effect which it is desired to

have and the dimensions of the elements. Experiments,

Mr. Giraud states, have proved that the composition of the

alloy being the same the electro-motive force of an element

varies, first, with the three dimensions given to the ele-

FiG. r. giraud's thermo-electric battery.

superposed elements. Fig. 4 is an end view correspond-

ing with Figs. 2 and 3. Fig 5 is a detail view illustrating

the connections between the elements. Fig. b represents

a vertical section of a portable stove, serving for the heat-

ing of one of the extremities of the thermo-electric elec-

trodes. Fig. 7 represents a horizontal section on a larger

scale than Fig. 6, taken in the line V Z of the latter figure.

Fig. 8 represents a vertical section of a modification of

the stove shown in Figs. 6 and 7,

Each element, Fig. i,of the battery is composed of an elec-

trode a and an electrode b b\ the electrode a being a cast-

ing of one of the alloys specified above, and the electrode b b'

consisting of two plates of sheet metal. The elements are

formed by placing one end of a plate b and one end of a

plate b\ one in one end and the other in the opposite end

of the mold in which the electrode a is to be cast and

afterward casting the latter electrode in the mold upon the

ends of the plates. The electrodes a are formed, as above

stated, of alloy of zinc, antimony, copper, tin, silicium,

and cadmium. Certain of these metals—such as zinc and

antimony—have already been used in thermo electric bat-

teries; but Mr. Giraud's experience has led him to employ

them in various practical conditions, to the results, first,

that they furnish a greater electro-motive force without in-

creasing the internal resistance of the element, and, sec-

ond, that the primitive crystallization (that resulting imme-

diately from casting) is avoided, as well as the ulterior

crystallizations (those produced by the heating of the ele-

ments). The solidity and durability of the elements are

thus increased. As to copper, it is added, first, to aug-

ment the mechanical resistance of the alloy; second, to

diminish its internal electric resistance, and, third, to raise

FIG. 5. giraud's thermo-electric battery.

ment, and second, with the thickness (vertical dimension)

of the element, the length and breadth not being changed.

Thus, for example, with the same metallic composition the

same length and the same breadth an element of two cent-

imeters thickness will have a greater electro-motive force

than another of three or five centimeters thickness. The

longitudinal electric resistance will also be greater in the

former than in the latter.

The changing of the proportions of the alloy has for its

end to preserve to the elements, while increasing its thick-

ness, the same electro-motive force, and that without in-

creasing its internal electric resislance. The effect is thus

greatly augmented.

Three thicknesses of electrodes a, which may be em-

ployed with the greatest advantage, are as follows, accord-

ing to different cases;

Small size, length equals .07 millimeter, breadth equals

.02 millimeter, and height equals .02 millimeter;

medium size, length equals .07 millimeter, breadth

equals .02 millimeter, and height equals .03 milli-

FIG. 7. giraud's THERMO ELECTRIC BATTERY.

meter; large size, length equals .10 millimeter, breadth

equals .03 millimeter, and height equals .05 millimeter.

These proportions may evidently vary in a certain

degree.

The second electrode b or h' of each element is consti-

tuted of tin-plate or of a plate of pure nickel; but the

electrodes may also be made of sheet-iron having its sur-

face coated with irridium, platinum, or nickel, or made of

be clearly seen in Figs, i, 2, 3 and 5, to anchor the plates

into the electrodes a. The part of the plate b which is

next to the inner end of the electrode a is folded over

against that end, then again folded to be applied against

the lateral face of the electrode a, a thickness of amianthus

or other insulating material being interposed between the

last mentioned face and the plate. The plates b and b' of

two adjacent elements are lapped and secured together by

a solder which will not melt at the temp2rature to which it

has to be exposed.

This mode of connection permits the easy replacement

of one of the elements in case of damage by unsoldering

the two joints between that and the adjacent elements in

FIG. 2. GIRAUD S THERMO ELECTRIC BATTERY.

the same row, and replacing the damaged element by a

good one and remaking the connections.

The thermo-electric elements of the system above de-

scribed may apply to all kinds of apparatus emitting heat

and capable in consequence of heating one of their extrem-

ities, while the other will be maintained cold by any

means whatever. They may bs arranged around steam

boilers, furnaces, etc., in order to utiliz3 the waste heat,

and thus to produce electricity withoutcost while absorbing

the heat, which in certain cases* is objectionable—for

example, on board ships. Or else they may be aflSxed

around a stove in such manner as to constitute an appara-

tus, serving both for warming the air of an apartment or

of any space whatever, and producing electricity for light-

ing or other purposes.

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show this application of the elements

around a stove. It is here supposed the stove is of a port-

able kind which may be rolled about from one part of an

apartment to another. The employment of the stove in

this way as a generator of heat permits the utilization for

the heating of the battery of all the heat commonly lost

from the stove, whence results a more thorough utilization

of the combustible expended, and consequently great econ-

omy.

This utilization Is more perfect when the stove is so con-

structed that the outer surface is never above a moderate

heat, as it is always desirable that the stove shall be such

that the solderings of the elements should not be heated to

a sufficient temperature to melt them. In the Giraud sys.

the fusion point of the alloy. On the other hand, the tin

which enters into the composition of the alloy makes it flow

better for casting and renders it more homogeneous and

more solid. The silicium increases the resistance to break-

age. Finally, the cadmium has for its object to greatly aug-

ment the electro-motive force of the elements.

There maybe, too, notable differences between the pro-

portions of the different metals. The copper and tin may

l^e omitted in the composition for large elements when the

c=4

FiCS. 4, 3, 6 AND 8. giraud's THERMO-ELECTRIC BATTERY.

ferro-aluminum. Each of the plates b b\ constituting

electrodes, is united with the electrode a by an autogen-

eous solder—that is to say, produced by the casting of the

alloy forming the latter electrode.

In order to have a perfect union and a large surface of

contacts, which, it is evident, is of great importance, the

extremity of each plate is first divided by several longitudi-

nal slits. Then the tongues thus formed are turned alter-

nately to the right g.nd left aqd afterward twisted, as may

c=}

tem the thermo-electric battery surrounds the stove exter-

iorly, the solderings, which should be maintained cold,

being toward the exterior and being cooled by a current

of air, for example, while those solderings which must be

heated are toward the interior and exposed to the heating

action of the stove. The elements of the battery are not

in contact either with the combustible or the gases of com-

bustion, nor even directly with the walls of the heating

apparatus, aud this, in connection with the special ar"
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rangement of the elements, prevents all deterioration and

insures the battery an almost indefinite durability.

The stove represented is composed of two distinct parts

viz, the "stove," properly so called, and a jacliet </,

which surrounds it, with a space B between them to con-

tain the thermo-electric battery. The whole rests upon a

base /, preferably mounted upon wheels «, which permit

the apparatus to be moved about.

The stove proper, represented in Figs. 6 and 7' is a

conical cast-iron fire-pot, of which the bottom is consti-

tuted by the movable grate /, which rests upon a cast-iron

cylindrical piece k, carried by the base /; m is a hollow

cylinder of cast-iron, situated above the pot and serv-

ing with it, to contain the incandescent fuel,

and n is a slightly conical fuel reservoir situated above the

cylinder tn. The cylinder m is of a diameter somewhat

smaller than that of the bottom of the fire-pot, so that

there is an annular opening v between them, interrupted

only under the mouth o of the smoke pipe, where there is a

horizontal flange ;z', which rests upon the top of the pot.

The cylinder w has upon its exterior a series of vertical

radial ribs ;//, the outer edges of which fit to the external

cylinder r, which constitutes the exterior wall of the stove

-

proper. This cylinder ^ and the jacket ^ both rest on a

gallery k'
,
provided on the exterior of the lower cylindrical

niece k on the base /. At the top of the cylinder c, reser-

voir //, and jacket q, which are all carried up to the same

height, there is an annular cap plate s, which covers the

space between the cylinder c and the reservoir, and that B
between the cylinder and the jacket ,/, and in this cap

plate is provided an annular sand-channel fcr the re-

ception of the edges of the cover s of the reservoir «,

which cover is removable for charging the reservoir with

fuel. The cap plate is also provided with a larger remov-

able cover J-. which also covers the annular spacs provided

between the exterior e of the stove proper and the jacket q

to receive the battery. This larger cover is of spider form

to permit the escape of air and heat from the annular

space.

In this stove the gases of combustion pass from the fuel

in the pot /and the lower part of the cylinder m thrcugh

the opening v and circulate within the space between the

exteriors of the cylinder m and reservoir c and the inteiior

of the cylinder e. and piss out by the smoke pipe o to the

atmosphere, the circulation, first upward and then down-

ward, being produced by the ribs ;// and tiange n .

The gallery /-', before mentioned as surrounding the

cylindrical piece -6 and as supporting the cylinder and

jacket q, also supports the battery elements. This gallery

has in it numerous holes r' for the admission of air to the

annular space B between the cylinder and jacket, and the

cap plate s has in it numerous small holes for the escape

of air from the space. The extremity of each electrode a

which is intended to be heated is first plunged into a plaster

made of pulverized amianthus and silicate of soda or silicate

of potash, preferably silicate of soda, and is then iu&erted

into a little cup c, which may be made by stamping out of

sheet metal. This cup serves not only to prevent the metal

of the electrode from fusing externally, but also to spread

the heat equally around the sides of the end which is to be

heated. The plaster of silicate of soda or silicate of pot-

ash and amianthus indicated by d, in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, con-

tributes to assure the electric insulation at the same time

that it produces the adhesion of the electrode to its cup c.

The cups c, electrically insulated from the external wall or

cylinder tf of the stove by a sheet of amianthus paper /,

are cemented to the wall or cylinder by means of the plas-

ter of silicate and amianthus. The different horizontal

tiers of cups c are insulated one from another by rings or

washers of amianthus papery, Figs. 3, 4 and 5, and be-

tween the vertical faces of the cups of the same horizontal

tier there are also interposed small pieces of amianthus

paper /^. Any other insulating material, as for instance

mineral wool, may be employed; but the amianthus paper

gives very good results.

The external portions of the battery elements are cooled

by a current of air, which, entering through openings pro-

vided in the base /, passes through the holes r of the cir-

cular gallery /-', and through the three spaces left around

each element, finally escaping after having been heated,

through the holes in the cover s. This circulation of air

takes place over all the surfaces of the portions of the ele-

ments which require to be cooled, including the vertical

exterior face, because there is a certain amount of space

left between this space and the jacket q. To favor the

cooling, this jacket is blackened inside and outside.

With the construction of the stove represented in Figs.

6 and 7 the gases of combustion pass more or less directly

to the chimney. It results therefrom that the higher por-

tions of the battery are less heated than the lower portions

and furnish a current less intense than the latter. The

utilization of the combustible will then be better and the

electric result be augmented if the gases remain a long

time within the space between the reservoir w and the cy-

linder e and are obliged to rise to the upper part of the

stove. This effect may be obtained by interposing be-

tween the reservoT n and cylinders an additional cylinder

z', serving as a balile. In this construction, which is rep-

resented in Fig. 8 of the drawings, the gases of combus-

tion, arriving at the exterior of the winged cylinder w, rise

between the reservoir n and the additional cylinder v,

which may be made of cast iron or sheet iron, passing

through orifices v in the upper part of the cylinder, de-

scending through the space between the cylinders v and e,

and escaping by the smoke-pipe o after having lost the

greater part of their heat. In this example the horizontal

flange )i of the winged cylinder in , as shown in Fig. 6,

must evidently be suppressed as the additional cylinder v

serves the same purpose and in a much more efficacious

manner.

Besides the above mentioned advantages, the additional

cylinder z' prevents the melting of the elements by any

sudden increase of heat which may take place at the level

of the hottest portion of the incandescent fuel.

It is obvious that instead of employing in the stove a

solid combustible—such as coke or coal, a liquid or

gaseous combustible may be employed. The stove repre-

sented in the cuts may be heated by gas or other hydro-

carbon liquid by simply taking out the grate and introduc-

ing in its place suitable combustion apparatus.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Many manufacturers of electric motors are endeavoring

to secure permission from the expcsilion authorities to

allow them to sell motors to exhibitors during the exhibi-

tion. The World's Fair people will not consent to this,

however, and the motor men must make their contracts

with exhibitors outside of the exposition grounds.

The contract between the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion company and the Electric Launch &: Navigation com-

pany has been signed. The stockholders of the latter

company are greatly elated over the decision of the United

States Court of Appeals sustaining the Brush storage bat-

tery patents.

Especially designed incandescent lamps will be used by

the Westinghouse company for the World's Fair. Many
of them will be keyless, with a switch in the socket so ar-

ranged that the light can be turned on or off by a quarter

turn of the lamp. There is no brass on the lamp, the butt

being of glass.

One of the most attractive features of the horticultural

building will be an artificial hill under the great glass

dome. This dome is 1S7 feet high, and even the largest

of conservatory palms would look small under it if rising

from the floor. The hill will be about seventy feet high,

and consist of earth and boulders supported on a strong

timber framework, which is now building. It will be laid

out with winding walks amid plants and flowers. On the

top will be several giant palms, and the whole will have a

very fine effect. But the exterior will not be the only feat-

ure of the hill, for it will contain a large cave. This cave

will be lighted by 800 incandescent tamps, and will be al-

most as light as day. In here plants will be shown grow-

ing by electric light, and it is proposed to make a number

of experiments upon the effect of electric illumination on

vegetation.

Unless the Chicago council committee on streets and

alleys sou'h favorably considers an application of the

World's Columbian Exposition for permission to string

wires on certain Hyde Park poles, the telegraph service

during the dedicatory exercises will be limited. An ordi-

nance was introduced in the council asking permission to

string wires on poles of the Hyde Park Electric Supply

company. It was referred to the committee on streets and

alleys south, and the matter is still unsettled.

Litigation over Storage Battery Patents.

The latest decision in the litigation over storage battery

patents was handed down in the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Second District of New York,

October 4th, in the caseof the Electrical Accumulator com-

pany against the Brush Electric company. The case

was an appeal from the decree of the Circuit Court for the

Southern District of New York, enjoining the Accumulator

company from infringement of the seventh and fourteenth

claims of patent No. 266,090, dated October 17, 1882, and

of the first, second, third, sixth, seventh and twelfth claims

of patent No. 337,299, dated March 2, 18S6, granted to

Charles F. Brush for improvements in secondary batteries

These cases had been heard by Judge Coxe, who had

written three opinions on the points involved. It was on

appeal from these decisions that Judge Shipman hand-

ed down his opinion, in which he says:

The improvement described in No. 337,299 was con-

fessedly an improvement upon the Plante battery and upon
no other. * * "^ * Brush's secondary f>attery is Plante's

secondary battery improved, and his language is to be read
in the light of that fact, and the fact that he was speaking
only ot a current storing device. It, therefore, serves no
useful purpose to show that the Brush patent was antici-

pated, because some pre-existing scientist had described a
battery which corresponds with the general phraseology of

the claims, provided their language should be so construed
as to include the class of batteries which has been men-
tioned, a construction which is forbidden by the history of

the invention and a disinterested examination of the patent.

Respecting No. 266,090 the decision says: Upon the

strength of the clause, "In any manner provided with
active coating," which slipped by the scrutiny of the Pat-

ent Office it is now insisted that the general languageof the

various claims covers a plate in a secondary battery pro-

vided with an active coating electrically formed or mechan-
ically applied. The literal language of the claims is broad
enough for such a construction, but it would be obtained
by an undue enlargement of the meaning of an amend
ment, the effect of wnich was not appreciated by the ex-

aminer. Mr. Brush has obtained a'lto which he is en-
titled by construing his patents for improved form of plates

in the order and system in which they were originally pre

sented to the Patent Office. What the construction ought
to be, had different inventors taken these progressive steps,

it is not necessary to inquire, but when one inventor makes
a generic invention and also subordinate specific inventions,

and presents the whole story in a set of contemporaneous
applications, the patentee must not be enabled, by an in-

genious use of general terms, to enlarge the boundaries of

each invention, to extend into the borders of another, and
obtain a series of overlapping patents. This construction

is narrower than that permitted by Judge Coxe, who found
an infringement by the defendant (Accumulator company)
of two claims only. As construed by this court there is

no infringement of No. 266,090.
The decree of the Circuit Court will be modified in ac-

cordance with the directions herein contained, with the

costs of this court to the appellant. In other respects the

decree will be affirmed.

Steffens' Tachyscope.
During the last year the daily papers and technical jour-

nals have been telling stoiies about the efforts of inventors

in this country and abroad to produce a machine that would

represent photographically, so to speak, figures in motion,

such, for instance, as pugilists fighting, soldiers marching,

a rider on horseback, etc. It was asserted that a foreigner

had built a machine that would produce the effects satis-

factorily, and Mr. Edison, it is said, has also announced

to his many confiding admirers that if they would wait un-

til the World's Fair opened he would show them what

could be done in this line. Mr. Edison promises, it is un-

derstood, to throw on a screen a photographic representa-

tion of prize fights, with the pugilists striking, parry'ng,

feiting, etc. Few, though, have seen these machines, and

it is a question whether any of those referred to operate in

a thoroughly satisfactory manner. It seeme, however, as

though it has remained for a Chicago man to introduce an

apparatus of the kind referred to, and one that is very

near to perfection. Visitors to Chapin & Gore's restaurant

on Monroe street, Chicago, are now having their curios-

ity aroused by a mysterious-looking cabinet that stands to

the left of the cigar counter in the barroom. In general

appearance the cabinet reminds one very much of an oak

finished wardrobe, e.xcept that its front is railed in and about

head high on its front there is susnended from a brass rod,

bent outward so as to inclose a semicircular space of

about the size of a man's head, a short curtain

of blue velvet. This curtain covers the only visible

openingto the mysterious box, and it is behind this screen,

with all external light excluded, that an observer may view

through a lens-covered porthole an effect that is simply

wonderful.

Dropping a dime in a slot an observer waits but a few

moments when with a v/hirring noise the machinery starts.

It is not an easy matter to describe what can be seen by

the aid of this remarkable piece of stereoscopic appar-

atus. A personal inspection is necessary to enable one to

appreciate fully the realistic manner in which a horseman

is represented riding along a boulevard. Every motion

of man and animal may be clearly seen. The movements

of the rider's body, hands, arms, legs and feet, the motion

of the bridle, every step of the horse, and even the dust

stirred up by his hoofs, and what is most astonishing of

all, every movement of the muscles in the horse's flank—all

this is clearly depicted photographically. In fact the effect

should be described as a photographic one in which all

live figures are shown as they would appear in real life.

To the electrical man the inside of the cabinet is most

interesting. One naturally expects when the door is

opened to see much complicated machinery, but on the

contrary the arrangement is quite simple. Essentially the

apparatus consists of a large wheel, driven by an electric

motor, carrying on its outer edge twenty-four photographic
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transparencies. These pictures are a series of photographs

instantaneously but successively taken so as to show in

the proper order every successive movement of the object.

It may be explained that the views of the horse and rider

already referred to are such as might be obtained by plac-

ing twenty-four cameras in a line along a race track and

arranging a thread, or an electrical connection, so that the

horse as it came directly before each camera would spring

the shutter and expose the plate. These twenty-four pic-

tures are attached to the rim of the wheel in such a man-

ner that when the wheel is revolved the pictures pass

in rapid succession before the le ns- covered porthole

through which the observer is gazing. On the rim of the

NEW ELECTRIC GAS BURNER.

wheel, beneath each picture, there is a metal pin. As each

picture comes before the lens, the pin at this point on the

wheel brushes over a spring clip and breaks the secondary

circuit of a large induction coil, producing a vivid spark or

flash of electric light. With the wheel revolving rapidly

and the flashes being instantaneous and occurring just at

the moment when each picture is centered, so to speak,

before the observing lens, the result is that the eye

sees but one illuminated picture in which the live

figures appear in motion.

This "tachyscope," which was developed by M. J. Stef-

fens and E. E. Flora, Chicago, was designed as a coin

operated machine. Dropping a coin in the slot has the

effect of starting the motor for driving the wheel at full

force, and then when the proper speed is attained of auto-

matically reducing the current to suit this speed. Current

for the spark coil is obtained from three storage cells.

Accident at Sioux Falls.

By an accident at the station of the Sioux City Electric

Light company all the lights in that city were instantly ex-

tinguished on the night of September 22d. The SioJix

City fournal gives this graphic description:

The accident occurred to Ihe center engine. The big
drive wheel, ii feet in ciiameter and weighing three tons,

was running at the rate of 210 revolutions a minute when
the belt leading from it to the shaft wheels through
which the power is transmitted to the dynamos, came off.

The belt gathered about the shafting, and the wheel, re-

fieved of the strain upon it, tore around at an alarming
rate. The belt was thrown about with it, and catching in

the machinery of the engine, tore the governors off. The
engine then went beyond the control of the workmen, and
the immense drivewheel tore through the air at sucii a rate

of speed that it fairly churned the air in the room and
caused it to send tool boxes, chairs, etc., whirling in every
direction. In less time than it takes to tell it the centrif-

ugal force created by the rapid revolution of the wheel was
such that there was not sufficient strength in the great

steel spokes of the wheel to resist it and hold it together,

and it burst with a deafening report. Huge pieces of the

wheel flew out on a tangent from the shafting. Four
piec s went up through the roof, thirty feet above, tearicg

great holes in it, and lighted far outside the building.

Two pieces weighing upward of 100 pounds each flew off

to the north of the shafting. One struck the heavy brick

wall about five feet above the floor and tore a hole com-
pletely through it. The other struck the wall nearer to

its base and where it was stronger, but its force was only
sufficient to drive it about half through the wall. The
force of the pieces flying off to the south of the wheel was
broken by a large fender built around that side of the

wheel to protect it. The fender was torn to pieces, though,
and one of the pieres struck an iron feed pipe, conveying
the steam from the boiler to the engines, which is about
a foot in diameter, and protected by a heavy coating of

paper. The velocity of the piece was such that it tore a

great hole through the pipe. Another piece found its way
np among the wires in the roof and tore them apart, so that

a short circuit was formed on the dynamos supplying the
arc circuits. This sent the shaft wheels in another part of

the house off at an alarming rate and another huge belt
slipped off. Fortunately this belt was thrown away from
the engine in the southwest corner of the room, or it, too,

might have been torn to pieces, and great havoc wrought.
In the meantime the great belt on the shaft of the center

engine was being whizzed through the air at a tremendous
rate of speed. Every time is was carried down into and
out of the drive wheel pit it struck the heavy floor of the
room and dashed the boards nearest it to splinters, which
were thrown to all parts of the room. The flooring for a
considerable distance from the wheel was torn up by the
belting. Andrew Belt, one of the engineers, who was
working near by, saw the belting when it came off, and
realizing the danger the men working in the building were
in, made a race through the shower of splinters being
thrown up by the belling, and directly toward the bursting
wheel for the cut-off valve and succeeding in reaching it

and cutting off the engine's steam supply and escaping in-

jury by a miracle. During all the time he was in the room
the steam was escaping from the hole in the feed pipe in

clouds.

California Electrical Society.

The California Electrical Society of San Francisco,

opened the season on October 3d. George P. Low, elec-

trical inspector of the Pacific Insurance Union, who has

lately made an extended tour of investigation throughout

the Northwest, made an address on "What the Electrician

Finds of Interest in Eastern Oregon and Washington," il-

lustrated by photographic views.

At the next meeting Mr. Low will deliver an address

upon a kindred subject entitled: "What the Electrician

Finds on the Northern Pacific from Spokane to Portland."

A New Electric Gas Burner,

Illustrated herewith is the lona safety pendant burner,

which possesses several novel features. In this burner

there is but one contact made in lighting and extinguish-

ing the gas. This result is accomplished by the wipe

spring passing over the electrode on its return from the

lighting pull, and on the off pull, by a very ingenious ar-

rangement of the valve cam, the electrode is not

touched at all. The on and off pulls are decidedly dif-

ferent, and one can readily tell even in the dark whether

the gas valve is open or closed. There is no possible

danger of mistake on this point. These burners are made

in the best possible manner, the valves being hand ground

and always perfectly tight. The movements are simple

and positive, and there is no ratchet or complicated

springs to get out of order. This burner is being placed

on the market by the Redding Electric company, Boston.

Volt and Ammeters.
The Electric Engineering & Supply company of Syra-

cuse, N. v., is manufacturing and putting upon the mar-

ket ammeters and voltmeters of the magnetic vane type,

the principle being that of magnetic repulsion, which is

controlled by a spring of great permanency by means of a

large air vane of aluminium. The general type of these

^0L'1 AND AMMt-JhK^.

devices is shown in the cut. These instruments are made
quite dead-beat, and the pointer in them will come to rest

much quicker than in the ordinary instruments of this

class. The pointer is furnished with a good sized black

dot to render the reading of the instrument possible at

quite a distance. High resistance is aimed at in the volt-

meters, and low resistance in the ammeters. With a fine

finish and an accuracy unexcelled by the commercial in-

struments, these meters are worthy of a position upon

the finest switch boards, as well as being suitable for

portable work.

Packard Motors and Dynamos.
In this typeof niiachine, illustrated in the accompanying

cut, the field is built up of wrought iron bars held in place and

shaped by a coating of soft cast iron. The wrought and cast

iron unite and form one solid mass, and there is thus secured

a very strong magnetic field by the expenditure of a very

small amount of electrical energy. There is but one field

coil wound upon a movable spool, and but one joint in the

magnetic circuit of the machine. The construction is such

that the removal and replacement of the field coil is ex-

tremely simple.

The armature is of the drum type, built up of thin disks

securely fastened to a shaft made of the best grade of ma-
chinery steel of greatest diameter in its central part. The
winding is the modification of the Siemens method, and
the armature is so proportioned that there is very little

idle wire over the ends.

The commutator is constructed of a large number of sec-

PACKARD MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.

tions of pure, hard copper insulated throughout with

mica.

The manufacturers claim, as a point in favor of these

machines, freedom from sparking at the commutator. The
brushes, having been once set at the non-sparking point,

require no shifting under extreme changes in load. The
magnetism of the field is so powerful relatively to that of

the armature, that no distortion of the lines of force is

produced, and consequently the line of communication re-

mains unchanged regardless of changes of load.

Self-oiling boxes are used on all the Packard motors and

dynamos. AIL Packard machines, both motors and dyna-

mos, are mounted on a hollow cast iron base fitted with a

door and designed to be used as a closet; they are also

provided with a belt tightener, and are insulated from the

base by hardwood.

These machines are made by the Packard Electric com-

pany, Warren, O.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, October 8.—It now looks as though the

trolley would not after all gain an entrance into New York

proper for to-day Mayor Grant sent a message to the board

of aldermen approving eight of the surface railroad extension

franchises recently granted by the board, and asking the

aldermen to recall the resolution authorizing the exten-

sion of the Crimmins' syndicate's lines on Ninth avenue.

It was on this extension that the use of the trolley system

was proposed. This action is looked upon by the op-

ponents of the electric system as a practical assurance that

the electric system using overhead wires will not be per-

mitted. The mayor has approved the resolutions granting

franchises for the extensions and connections asked for,

with the exception of that on Ninth avenue. Most of

these are so connected with existing lines that the same
motive power will necessarily be used that is now used

upon them, at least until some change shall be newly

authorized for the entire lines. In the case of the Lex-

ington avenue extension, both the consents of property

owners and the resolution of the board of aldermen specify

the cable as the power to be used. In the case of the

Ninth avenue extension the mayor returns the resolution

for such modification as shall exclude the use of the trolley.

In view of the demonstration of public opposition and the

assurance of the company that its purpose was to use the

cable on this line, the railroad committee of the board had

already decided to recall the resolution for amendment.

The underground workers are also meeting with difficul-

ties which are delaying the preparation of the detailed

plans of the Rapid Transit commission. These plans, it

will be remembered, were to be ready about this time, but

now word comes that a week or two more will be required

in which to finish the work. The delay is due almost en-

tirely to engineering difficulties encountered at various
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points along the route. The two chief difficulties presented

themselves at Houston street and at Canal street. At

Houston street the Broadway Cable Road builders have

located one of their power houses, and have excavated

under Broadway at that point below the surface of the

street. This excavation was a serious and, to some

extent, unexpected obstacle to an underground rapid tran-

sit tunnel, and it was not fully anticipated when the gen-

eral plans of the rapid transit road were drawn up and pub-

lished. The excavation is thirty-four feet deep. The

rapid transit engineers have been considering two plans for

getting around the difficulty. One plan is to go under the

excavation; the other plan is to go around it. Both plans

have been elaborated in detail and an approximate esti-

mate of their cost has been determined. The engineers are

inclined to favor going underthe excavation, but the other

plan has its advantages, and which one will be finally

adopted will depend on the Rapid Transit commission.

Proposals to build the contemplated road cannot be adver-

tised for until the detailed working plans are ready for the

inspection of would-be bidders for the franchise. It was

said that the working plans might possibly be in shape for

final adoption by the commissioners at their next meeting-

The commission is scheduled to meet Wednesday. Coramis*

sioner Steinway, however, is not back from Europe, nor is

John M. Bowers, counsel to the commission,and it is not like-

ly that final action will be taken until their return, which will

be within a short time. The bill of sale to be inserted in

the newspapers in connection with the advertisement for

proposals is practically completed.

Mr. Edison is. of course, all smiles over the recent de-

cision in his favor in the lamp suit. He said to a reporter

he had always suspected that he was the inventor of the in-

candescent lamp, but now he was sure of it. It had taken

just twelve years to reach a conclusion, but he guessed the

matter was settled now for all.

The decision of the Court of Appeals, handed down
October 4th, in the appeal from the final decree rendered by

the Circuit Court in the case of the Brush-Swan Electric

Light company of New England, complainant, against

the Brush Electric company, respondent, was a victory for

the latter company. The action was based upon the

alleged failure of the Brush company to perform a contract.

The decision is as follows:

Inasmuch as we are of opinion that the company had
not broken its contract, which was not modified, and that

it is, therefore, not in a position to ask for a specific per-

formance by the other contracting party, the particular

phraseology in which that party placed its final demand
for arbitration seems unimportant.

In our view of the testimony, the complainant is asking

a court of equity to compel the specific performance of a

contract which it has not kept, which it cannot truthfull>

assert that it will keep, and which it apparently cannot help
violating, and desires to compel the defendant to furnish

it with merchandise which it cannot pay for, and the ulti-

mate payment for which it cannot attempt to secure.

The decree of the Circuit court is reversed, and the bill

is directed to be dismissed with costs in the Circuit Courts
and in this court.

The difficulty in New York between the board of under-

writers and the Edison Electric Illuminating company over

the question of grounding the neutral wire is assuming a

serious aspect.

The wish of many merchants to illuminate the outside of

their places of business, stores, etc., with electric lights for

the Columbus celebration has brought home forcibly

the notice of the board of fire underwriters issued six

months ago that after October ist no equipment for elec-

tric lighting would be approved by that board where the

grounding of the wires was any part of the system. The
Edison Illuminating company has disregarded the notice

of the underwriters, and refused to change its system. The
board of fire underwriters base its determination on the

advice of Prof, Henry Morton. The decision of the un-

derwriters, which is in effect the decision of all the insur-

ance companies, prevents any person getting insurance

against fire if he has the Edison system in his building,

and would vitiate an existing policy if it contains the clause

(as all new ones do) requiring the inspection and approval

by the board of fire underwriters of all electrical equip-

ments and service used by the insured.

The Edison company looked upon the action of the

board as un^varrantable. It is claimed that, should the

matter come into the courts, it would rest upon the under-

writers to prove that the grounded wire was really a

menace.

Assistant Superintendent Harrison of the survey depart-

ment of the board of underwriters, says: "The company

will have to come to our terms. AH there is about it is

that by the grounding it effects an economy. It can fur-

nish light for less than any other company in the city. But

there is an increased risk. We propose to do away with

that risk. The insurance companies will uphold us in our

action."

The statue goddess, which many people outside of New
York have fondly imagined was lighting New York har-

bor, is at last being properly fitted up. The work of re-

placing the light on Liberty by one of greater power

has been begun by Mayor Heap and a force of electri-

cians. The necessary material has been taken to Liberty

Island, together with a large search light and the apparatus

for stringing a circle of red lights over the statue's cap.

Captain Schley. U. S. N., of the Lighthouse Board, says:

"We have begun experiments and will continue them for

several days. Everything will be ready for the Columbus

celebration The new light will be twice the power of the

present one, and a powerful search light will be placed on

one of the corners of the fort to illuminate the whole

statue. The spikes of the Liberty cap will be gilded and

an arc of red lights will be placed just under them."

The American Electro-Therapeutic association opened

its second annual meeting Tuesday at the New York Acad-

emy of Medicine. About forty members of the association

from different parts of the country were in attendance.

The meeting was opened with an address of welcome by

the president. After this the various standing commit-

tees reported and papers were read on subjects connected

with the application of electricity in the practice of medi-

cine. At the close of the evening session the members of

the association were entertained at the New York Electric

club.

W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.
MiNNEAroLis. October 8.—The recently reported

"combine" of the electrical companies in Minneapolis is

not yet officially announced, but there seems to be no

doubt that the combination has been effected. The Min-

neapolis General Electric company is doing business and

getting permits for wiring.

The Faribault, Minn., city council has authorized a con-

tract with the Consolidated Gas & Electric company for

lighting the city. There will be twenty-five lights, to run

all night.

The money has been raised for building an electric street

railway at Everett, Wash . and also for electric lighting.

L. Marion, formerly superintendent of the Winona,

Minn., street railway system, now has general charge of

the new electric light, power, and railway plant at Fond

du Lac, Wis. Three miles of track have already been

equipped.

At Great Falls, Mont., the electric light company has

contracted to furnish the city thirty five lights at $14 per

light.

The electric company at Mankato, Minn , has increased

its power, and it is likely that electric cars will be running

within a year.

The newly 0''ganized Commercial Telegraph & Electric

Company in Minneapolis has not yet secured its franchise

for putting in conduits.

The Twin City Rapid Transit company has 100 men at

work substituting heavy steel rails for the old T rails be-

tween the Washington avenue bridge and Oak street, on

the interurban line. This will give the line heavy rails

from the bridge to Cedar street in St. Paul.

The Cedar Rapids, la , Street Railway company is con

sidering the purchase of a snow sweeper.

C. N. Parker has let the contract for the boiler and en-

gines to furnish power for the Erainerd, Minn., car line.

Rails and poles for three and a half miles of track have

been purchased, and about October 15th work will be be-

gun.

The new electric car line from St. Cloud to Sauk Rap-

ids, Minn., will be ready to run October 15th. There has

been delay in getting the cars from St, Louis.

Electric bells are being put into the central high school

at Rochester, Minn.

The transfer of the Sauk Centre, Minn., electric light

jflant from Henry Keller to D. Davidson has been con-

summated.

Henry C. Payne, president of the Milwaukee electric

street railway system, was in Minneapolis the other day

and took a tour of the Twin City system in company with

Vice-president Goodrich.

There has been some talk in the Minneapolis papers

about the need of a central street car shelter, but General

Manager Heald says that the scheme is neither practica-

ble nor necessary.

S. H. Wood claims to be going right ahead wi;h his

new-fangled motor scheme. He has actually begun work

on a factory building at West Minneapolis, which is to be

ready for operation March ist. He has not given his pub-

lic exhibition yet.

Joseph Wiilulkern, a former employe, sues I he St.

Paul Street Railway company for $20,000, on account

of injuries received in a collision.

The Northwest General Electric company got the con-

tract for a complete system of arc and incandescent lights

for the city of New Richmond, Wis.

The recent pleasant weather has permitted the use of

open cars. The closed cars have been painted and other-

wise fixed up for cold weather.

The Northwestern Telephone compaay has not yet

given up the fight in the Johnson damage case, in which

a $3t5oo verdict was returned, as the company claimed,

through undue influence of jurors.

It is claimed by the Brush Electric Light company that

it is being discriminated against in favor of the gas com-

pany on the recent city lighting deal in Minneapolis. It is

in connection with the change to the all night schedule,

and Manager Robertson of the Brush company says that

the gas company will gain ^50,000 a year by the change.

It isrepDrted, but not formally announced, that the new
Cooper-Hampton Electric company will locate its plant in

Northwest Minneapolis. The organization has been com-

pleted and the following named officers elected: Presi-

dent, John Martin; vice-president, John S. Pillsbury; secre-

tary, Alfred W. Hastings; treasurer, F. M. Walcott;

manager, E. D. McMillan; directors, John Martin, J. S.

Pillsbury, C. M. Loring, Loren Fletcher, P. B. Winston,

S. C. Gale, E. M. Johnson, C. H. Chadbourn, E. D. Mc-
Millan, W.K. Morison, C. H. Wood, J. M. Shaw, F. C.

Barrows, C. H. Maxcy, J. F. Conklin, C P. Lovell, Will-

iam Cooper, A. W. Hastings and F. M. Walcott.

There was a violent electrical storm in St. Paul last Sat-

urday. In the telephone office 200 wires were disabled.

Charles Hoppe was struck and killed while driving along

the street. Much damage was done by the beating down of

the wires. The storm did not strike Minneapolis at all.

It visited Stillwater and damaged the dynamos in the

street railway power house to the extent of $300.

The St. Paul street railway aldermanic committee and

President Lowry have had another long and stormy con-

ference, and it resulted in reaching an agreement which, if

indorsed, will settle the Como Park business. Mr. Lowry
agrees to have a double track line to Como running by

June 1st provided the city will give him a right of way
through the park and provide at the lake a pavilion, boats,

etc. , and maintain attractions. Several large factories

have recently been located in the district along this pro-

posed line. If the deal goes through the line will undoubt -

edly be built to Minneapolis. The daily papers are op-

posing the deal.

W. E. C.

New England Notes.
Boston, Mass., October 8.—The annual report of the

Boston fire marshal contains much of interest to electri-

cians. He says; "Electricity has caused its usual percent-

age of some thing over 2 per cent, of the total number
of fires, which, however, shows a larger ratio of loss than

those originating from other causes.

"While a considerable majority of the fires during the

past five years have owed their origin purely and simply to

carelessness, yet 70 per cent, of the entire loss has been

classed as accidental. The principal part of this accidental

loss is attributed to two causes, electricity and spontaneous

combustion, and 70 per cent, of this accidental loss has

occurred in wholesale stores and manufactories. Two-
thirds of the electric fires have resulted from short circuits,

generally caused by imperfect or worn out insulation.

During the year several hres have been caused by the burn-

ing out of electric car motors, but in no case have the trol-

ley wires been productive of a fire.

"As spontaneous combustion has always existed as a

prominent cause of fires the query naturally arises—is

the abnormaHncrease in our fire waste due to the recentlyin-

troduced agency of electricity? While I must confess myself

unable to give any definite or sufficiently reliable answer,

the basis for suspicion seems so apparently well-founded

that it would seem to be the part of wisdom to adopt every

possible method of protection and safeguard for the pur-

pose of lessening the electrical fire hazard. We cannot

afford to ostracize this subtle force, which has become one

of our most useful servants, and as its use is becoming

more and more general every year, our safety from fire

must depend upon the exercise of unusual care and insight

in installation and maintenance."

It will be noticed that Fire Marshal Whitcomb says dis-

tinctly that no fire has been caused by the trolley wire.

This statement is of value in view of the threat of the in-

surance people that they will have to raise their rates if the

trolley is introduced in New York. When this system was
first put in use in Boston the fire rates were raised, and
since that time the insurance companies have made a heap

of money, for comparatively no fire losses have been traced

to the trolley wire to offset the increased amount of pre-

miums charged.
J. C. E,
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St Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, October 8.—The work of grading the

road-bed of the Chicago and St. Louis electric railway at

Edinburg, III., was begun on the 6th inst. The little

town was decorated in holiday attire, the public schools

were closed and ths local bands were out in full force. A
little party of interested capitalists froaa St. Louis were

in attendance at the formal ceremonies. The little daugh-

ter of Dr. Wellington Adams turned the first ground with

a silver pick. An experienced contractor, with a force of

several hundred men, is now at work, and the construction

will be pushed right along.

H. H. Humphrey, the electrical engineer, has opened an

office in the new Globe-Democrat building. In addition to

representing the Western Electric compinyof Chicago, he

will do a general business in electrical supplies.

TheSouthera Railway company, operating on an electric

railway system on South Sixth street, bet veen St. Louis

and Carondelet, has had a number of new motor cars and

closed trailers.

William C. Gotshall, late engineer in charge of the

building and operation of the electrical railway at Cairo,

III , has been appointed assistant to William H. Bryan of

this city as engineer in charge of the construction of the new

500 horse power steam plant and electric railway, now be-

ing installed by the Marshalltovn Light, Power & Rail-

way company, Marshalltown, la. W. H. B.

PERSONAL
M. B. Austin, who has severed a sis years' connection

with the Western Electric company, has allied himself

with the Knapp Electrical Works, 54-56 Franklin street,

Chicago.

H. S- Rogers, who has for some time been assistant

electrician at the factory of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany, at Lynn, Mass.. has accepted a position with the

Eddy Manufacturing company, of Windsor, Conn.

Jay Holmes, of New York, who for the last four years

has been in the electrical supply business, has accepted

the position of New York lepresentative for the Beacon
Vacuum Pump Electrical company, of Boston, with office

in the Central building. Mr. Holmes has a large acquaint-

ance among the electrical trade, and is eminently fitted to

fill a position of this kind.

On October ist a complimentary banquet was extended

to Albert L. Rohrer, at the Tborodike Hotel, Boston, by
sixty gentlemen connected with the Thomson- Houston
works at Lynn. Mr. Rohrer was transferred from
the Lynn Works to the Schenectady factories some time

ago, but still continued his residence in the former city.

Now, however, he will remove his family to the Empire
State, and reside there permanently.

A, S. Garfield of the mining department of the General
Electric company, with an office at Lyon, was recently

married to Miss Pauline Hitz of Philadelphia. Mr. Gar-
field is a son of Secretary E. L. Garfield of the Boston
office, and is an intelligent and capable electrician. Last
winter he acted as superintendent of the electric drilling

plant on a United States government contract at Rock
Island, III., and it was largely through his energetic efforts

that the work there was brought to a successful completion.

He has since been developing the work left unfinished by
the death of Inventor Charles J. VanDepoele. Mr. Gar-
field made many western friends at the time of the execu-

tion of the Rock Island contract, who will extend hearty
congratulations.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Citizens' Light & Power company, Rochester N. Y.

;

capital stock, $150,000; to produce electricity for light,

heat and power.

Hearne Electric Light company, Hearne, Tex.; capi-

tal stock, $10,000; supplying electric light for streeis and
houses at Hearne; P. L. Brady, Hearne, Tex.

Citizens* Passenger Railway company, McKeesport, Pa.

;

capital stcck, $30,000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway in McKeesport, Pa.; W. B. Rodgers, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

General Incandescent Arc Light company, New York
city, N. Y.; capital stock, $250,000; to manufacture,

purchase, lease and sell all kinds of electric lamps and
other electrical apparatus.

Harvey Electric company. Harvey, III.; capital stock,

$lo,ooo; to operate, equip and construct street railway,

with recessary appurtenances; H. T. & L. Helm, 6g Cal-

umet building, Chicago, 111.

Hanover & McSherrsytown Street Railway company,
Hanover, Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; consfructing and
operating an electric railway in Hanover, York county.

Pa.; G. E. Ehrehart, Hanover, Pa.

Humraelstown Electric Light, Heat & Power com-
pany, Hummelstown, Pa. ; capital stock, $10,000; supply-

ing light, heat and power to the public at Hummelstown,
etc.; F. J. Schaffner, Hummelstown, Pa.

Alien-Hussey company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

S 10,000; to manufacture electrical apparatus of all

kinds, contract, furnish, and put same in buildings; Jones,

French & Stone, 720 The Temple, Chicago, 111.

Reynoldton iSc Portvue Traction company, Reynold-

ton, Pa., capital stock, %\Z 000; constructing and operat-
ing an electric railroad in Reynoldton and Portvue. Alle-
gheny county, Pa. ; W. A. Dunshee, McKeespcrt, Pa.

Ravenswood Electric company, Ravenswood, III.; cap-
ital stock, $ro, 000; to furnish electric light and power to
residences, shops, stores and buildings in Cook county,
III.; Walter J. Donovan, 36 LaSalle street, Chicago, III.

Pittsburg Land company. Seattle, Wash. ; capital stock,

$300,000; to buy, sell and improve lands, construct and
operate railroads, steamboats, etc., waterworks, mills, gas
and electric light works; Eshelman, Llewellyn & Co., Se-
attle, Wash.

Wichita-Wilder Duplex Electric Burglar Alarm &
Messenger company, Denver, Colo ; capital stock, $50,000;
to sel! burglar and fire alarms, messenger service and
night watch service under the Wilder Duplex Electric com
pany of New York.

Berkeley Electric Light, Power & Heat company, Berke-
ley. Cal. ; capital stock, ^50,000; to establish and operate
electric works, generate and deal in electricity, power, gas,

light, etc.; Berkeley Electric Light, Power & Heat com-
pany, Berkeley, Cal.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A proposition for the introduction of electric light is

being discussed by the village council of Reading, Mich.

At a recent town meeting the citizers of Wakefield,
Mass,, decided not to purchase the local electric and gas
plant.

Racine, Wis., people are endeavoring to abolish their

present electric light system, and to substitute one con-
trolled by the city.

The Roseburg. Ore., Electric Light company has
pissed into the hands of a receiver, L. A. Walker, of

Portland, now being in charge.

The Chicago City Railway company has installed one
Brush arc machine and one 200-light Edison dynamo in its

barns at State and Thirty ninth streets.

At Elgin, III., the citycouncil has voted to award the
extension of the street lighting plant to the Fort Wayne
Electric company. The price is $5,578, the company tak-

ing the VanDepoele dynamos and lights now in operation.

F B. Badt, manager of the mining department of the
General Eleciric company, Chicago, closed a contract with
the Hamilton Ore company for two 30-arc dynamos and
six'y double lamps, together with a s'eara plant. The
plant is for the Biwabik mine, Mesaba range, Minn.,
and will be installed by the Northwest General Electric

company.

An isolated plant of four Edison dynamos—two of 60
kilowatts each and two 15 kilowatt machines—has been
installed in the McCormick Harvesting Works, Chicago,

by the Chicago Edison company. The factory will be
wired for about 3,000 incandescent lamps on the three-wire
s^sf^em. About forty arc lamps will also be installed, the

Standard system being used.

The electric light service of Manchester, Mich., is oper-

ated by water power, but for some time the light was not
satisfactory and recently an inspection was he'd with a
view to locate the trouble. One part after another was
examined until finally the water wheel was reached, when
it was found to be fu'l of slashed eels, some of which
measured four feet and were as large round as a mans
arm. They were removed, the water turned on, and now
the lamps are burning up to candle power.

A new lighting company has been formed in Rochester,

N. Y., to compete with the consolidation of all the old

eleciric anH gas companies. The new company will be

known as the Citizens' Light & Power company, and it

will have a capital stock of $150,000, Among the citizens

interested in the scheme are: James W. Gillis, Robert M.
Myers. H. Wheeler Davis, Henry D Stone, Isaac Willis,

Jonas Jones, P. V. Crittenden, John H. Chase, Ezra M.
Higgins, Stephen G. Hollisler and Martin W. Cooke.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Lockport, N. Y., is to have an electric railway.

A fatal accident occurred on the tsth inst. to the fast

train from Pontafel to Vienna.

Air bra':es have been successfully introduced on the

electric street railway lines of Buffalo.

New lines on Pinnacle avenue and Genesee street have

been recently laid by the Rochester, N. Y., Railway com-
pany.

Shortly before the death of the late Herr Baros, Hun-
garian minister of commerce, Ganz & Co submitted to

him a project for the construction of an electric railway
between Budapest and Vienna. The projett was, how-
ever, returned as being impracticable. Since that time
Herr Zipernowsky has been very busy reorganizing the
project, and a new plan is shortly to be laid before the
present minister of commerce with, it is hoped, more
favorable results.

The Cook County. III., Board of Public Service com-
mittee has concurred in an ordinance giving to the Chi-
cago, Blue Island & Harvey Railroad company the right to

construct and maintain an electric or animal power street

railway. The ordinance allows the building, maintenance
and operation for a period of twenty years of a single or
double track street railway on Western avenue, from the

south boundary of Blue Island to One Hundred and Forty-

seventh street, to the Illinois Central railway, on One
Hundred and Forty-fifth street to Leavitt, on One Hun-

dred and Forty-fourth to Leavitt, on Ash to Spaulding
avenue, on Spaulding avenue to One Hundred and Forty-
seventh street.

Peter A. B. Widener. William L. Elkins, and several
Baltimore members of the traction railway syndicate, which
operates lines in Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, and
other cities, are consideriog plans for the proposed boule-
vard and electric railway between Baltimore and Washing-
ton. The company has already secured the right of way
to Washington. The only difficu'ty seems to be in set-
tling upon a route out of Baltimore. The present intention
is to proceed at once with the surveys and follow the
adoption of a satisfactory line by grading and preparing
the road. The expense of building both boulevard and
electric railroad is so small a sum compared with the value
of the investment that thei'e is no doubt of its being pushed
with energy.

The Calumet Electric Railway company of Chicago re-

cently endeavored to get Judge Anthony to dissolve the
injunction restraining it from crossing the Baltimore &
Ooio railroad tracks at Commercial avenue. The attorney
for the Calumet relied entirely upon the fact that the city

council had granted his client a franchise, and that the
route laid out ran across the Baltimore & Ohio tracks at

Commercial avenue. No one, he argued, ha.l any right
to interfere with the full enjoyment of privileges granted
by the city fathers. Attorney Jewett, for the Baltimore &
Ohio, told the court that the ordinance provided that the
overhead wires should be twenty feet above the surface
This would make it extremely dangerous for freight brake-
men on high freight cars. The court held his decision in

abeyance until the railroad commission could pass on the

matter.

TELEGRAPH.
The Postal company has extended its lines to Rockford,

III,, from Holcomb, III.

The Western Union comoany now has over 4,000 stock-
holders, the largest number ever carried on its books.

The Western Union Te'egraph company ha? brought
suit for S5000 damages against J. DeWitt in the United
States Circuit Court at Sin Francisco. It is charged that

De Witt broke the company's wires at Chualar, Monterey
county, by driving a threshing machine unuer them.

The first submarine cable is being laid between France
and Algeria. About 15 miles of the cable have been laid

from the African coast, and the work Is proceeding briskly

and satisfactorily.

The English firm of Woodhouse & Rawson has just

1 Hunched upon the Seine, at Asnieres, an electric boat,

L'Eclair. Its first trip was made on August g^h. This
boat is 37 feet long, 5 feet 10 inches wide, and has a
draught of 16 inches.

The telegraph and express companies are said to be
looking forward with great interest to the forthcoming le

port of the postmaster general. They fear Mr. Wana-
maker may take an aggressive position in favor of postal

telegraph and a parcel post. He is known to strongly favor

the postal telegraph and to be preparing a recommenda-
tion for its use though he doubts the feasibility of the

parcel post at this time.

Robert Smith, fcmerly an operator employed by the
Western Union company, was arrested in Circinnati on
October 5th on the charge of wire tapping. His brother

John was also arrested. A scheme bad been laid to rob
two poolrooms. The base of operation was laid in a build-

ing on Vine street. In a third story room the instrument
was hidc'en. ready to be used on short notice. The last

Louisville race of the date mentioned was the one selected

to do the work, but the conspirators learned they were be-

ing watched, and the attempt was abandoned.

In the work of receiving and sending messages women
do equally as good work as men. The} may not be capa-
ble of such phenomenal bursts of speed as the ma e tele-

graphers, but at the same time extraordinary speed is not
so much an element of success or necessity as accuracy
and the ability to maintain a fair average rate. They per-

form really creditable work, and a great point in their favor

is their reliability. As yet women have not been success-

ful in the handling of press reports. Day and night the

Assoc'ated Press and the United Press send many thou-

sands of words to the newspapers in all parts of the coun-
try, and the wires are very generally in charge of men.
The immense amount of matter to be handled necessitates

a very high rate of speed, forty-eight words a minute being
maintained for hours at a stretch. A woman's strength is

hardly equal to such a task.

TELEPHONE.
It is claimed that Honolulu, Hawaii, has a finer tele-

phone system than any other city in the world.

At the end of 1891 there were iS,igr subscribers to the

telephones in France as compared with 11, 140 at the end
of 1889.

The long-distance telephone line between New York and
Chicago has been completed to within tifteen miles of the

latter city.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Grand Rapids, Mich , will probably create the office of

city electrician.

The directors of the General Electric company have de-

clared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent., payable Novem-
ber ist.

At the recent meeting of the Western circuit of wheel-
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men at Louisville the track was lighted by electricity, and

there was racing in the evening.

An electro magnet at Willetl's point, Long Island, is

considered the largest and strongest in the world. It is

made of two 15-inch Dahlgren guns wound with eight

miles of wire.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of Yost &:

Packard, architecis, Columbus, Ohio, up to noon of

October 2rst, for furnishing materials and performing

labor necessary to erect a partial heating and lighting

plant for the Ohio Hospital for epileptics. Plans and
specifications can be seen at the office named.

The Indianapolis Journal says that one of the great

western systems of railroads has placed an order with the

electric head-light company, of that city, for twenty-five

electric head-lights, and the general manager of the sys

tem is negotiating for 150 more, intending to eventually

equip all the company's engines with electric head-lights.

Professor Vernon Boys lately lectured in Edinburg, on
"Electric Spark Photography." In the course of the

lecture Professor Boys explained that by the electric spark

articles moving at the rate of 10,000 miles an hour can be
photographed, and by the introduction of a revolving

mirror a speed of 180,000 miles an hour can be coped
with. The mirror makes 1,024 turns every second, worked
by electricity, which is equal to about 150 times as fast as

a rifle bullet travels. The whole photographic power of

the spark is over in a time equal to the ten or eleven

millionth part of a second, and it is during that incredibly

brief space that the image is made on the sensitive plate.

There is being built across the Colorado river at Austin,

the capital of the state of Texas, a massive granite dara,

the object of which is to furnish the city with waterworks
and electric light and to also furnish manufacturing en-

terprises with cheap water power. This great structure

is being built by the citizens of Austin, who at public

election voted to bond the city in the sum of $1,400,000
for this purpose. The dam is 1,200 feet in length, and
60 feet high. It is 16 feet thick at the top, increasing

downward and spreading out in a broad toe or apron,

making the extreme width at the bottom 50 feet. The
structure is being built to allow a depth of sixteen feet of

water on its crest.

Within recent years several schemes have been drawn
up for the transmission of large quantities of water power
to Turin, Italy. Among these there is tbat of Messrs.

Aguidio & Azari, engineers, who have asked for the con-
cession of a large quantity of water power on the Italian

side of Mount Cenis. In this scheme it is proposed to

generate on the spot and transmit to Turin—a distance

of nearly forty miles—-for electric lighting and industrial

purposes an electric energy of 500 horse power which may
be doubled by utilizing the fall of -the river Cenischia,

which has a minimum of two cubic meters of water jier

second, falling from a height of over 3,280 feet. The
water, which comes from the top of Mount Cenis, now
feeds a basin of 63 square kilometers, surrounded by ice.

There will be two generating and transmitting stations,

each provided with four vertical turbines of 1,000 horse
power, each connected to two dynamos of corresponding
power. From these stations six large coppsr wires, sup-

ported by special insulated stands, will carry the current to

Turin, running parallel with the Susa-Turin railway line,

to the electric station in Turin, from where the power is

to be distributed. Accordiog to the project the estimated

cost is put down at $800,000.

TRADE NEWS.
The new work "Trams," by C. B. Fairchild, can be

supplied by the Electrician Publishing company. This
work has met with a very flattering reception, and should

be in the hands of every street railway man.

Manager J. F. McGowan of the Electric Railway
Engineering company, 180 Summer street. Boston, Mass.,

writes that his company has secured a corps of competent
engineers and is prepared to do general engineering for

the designing and construction of power plants for electric

railways, lighting and other stations, also steam plants

and water powers.

The Clark Electric company, New York, illuminated Its

offices with the Clark system of arc lighting during the

Columbus parade on Wednesday night. The light could

be seen as far down Broadway as Trinity church and Wall
street, and the en'ire length of Dey s'reet. Since Friday oi

last week iheccmfanyhss disp'aytdoie of the finest Amer-
ican flags on Broadway, from the front window of the of-

fice. This company has established a very high reputa-

tion for its arc lighting system, and it is stated as a fact

that its apparatus invariably gives perfect satisfaction to

the purchaser. The company is meeting with great suc-

cess in New York with its handsome arc lamps for incan-

descent circuits.

BUSINESS.
Those in the market for standard electrical goods and

improved electrical specialties should lose no time in writ-

ing to the Partrick & Carter company for its new cata-

logue.

Secretary F. W. Davis of the Perkins Electric Switch

Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn., reports that

his company is very busy in filling orders for electrical

supplies. The Perkins company has been awarded the

contract for furnishing ils dovetail ceiling roselte for

buildings at the Columbian exhibition at Chicago.

The Whitney Instrument company, Manchester, N. U.,

has removed its (aclory to Pennacook, where it now has

increased facilities for manulacturing on an extended

scale. The call for the Whitney volt and ammeters has

increased so rapidly as to necessitate the present enlarge-

ment of quarters. The Boston office is now located at

146 Franklin street and is in charge of the company's
treasure^, J. F. Preston.

A very complete catalogue, giving a list of every work
on electricity published in the Eoglish language to date,

has been prepared by the Electrician Publishing com-
pany, Chicago, and will be furnished on application. This
company carries the largest line of books on electricity

and kindred subjectsof any house in the West. "Houston's
Dictionary," "Trams," a new work by C. B. Fairchild,

"Dynamo-Electric Machinery,"by Thompson,and all other

standard works can be furnished promptly. Catalogues
sent free on application.

The Electrical Supply company, corner of Randolph
street and Michigan avenue, Chicago, reports an unusual
demand for the Stanley transformers. The winning feat-

ures of these converters being their high efficiency and
close regulation, customers are learning to appreciate the

fact that the regulation of the transformers bears a very

intimate relation to the size of the lamp bill. Another
specialty of the Electrical Supply company is the Carpen-
ter electric heating apparatus. The company has received

many flattering testimonials from electric railways and
manufacturers using them.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is selling large

quantities of Acme lead cables, made by the Okonite com-
pany. A large stock is always carried. The pin and
bracket mill of the Central company is working full force,

and turning out thousands of pins and brackets. These
goods are made from second growth white oak, sawed
with the grain, making them tough and durable. The
company will handle the Ijnia porcelain rose'te. This
rosette was illustrated in the Western Electrician a

short time ago. The cap is removable, and is replaced by
a bayonet catch, and does not require a screw-driver.

"Inventive Progress-Benefi.s of the American Patent

System," is the title of a little pamphlet that has just been
issued with the comp'iments of Wm. A. Rosenbaura,
electrical expert and patent solicitor. Times building,

New York. Mr. Rosenbaum presents a number of inter-

esting portraits of prominent inventors among, which, it

may be stated, is that of Elmer S. Smith, inventor of the

American engine. Mr. Smith is now but 39 years of

age, but the records of the Patent Office show that he

has attained some great results in mechanical inventions.

But his greatest achievement is the high speed engine.

Among some of the latest specialties in the introduction

of which the Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has

built up a nice trade is the "C. S.' flush face push
switch. This device is being largely used foi fine residence

and office work, and it is frequently mentioned in archi-

tects' specifications. The combination branch b'ock, which
takes the place of eight ordinary branch blocks, is also in

demand. This branch block is made of one piece of

porcelain and is provided with a handsome polished hard-

wood cover. The Ries regulating socket is another speci-

alty which was first handled in Chicago by the Electric

Appliance company; the Ries socket has now become a

standard stock article with the Appliance compay.

The Detroit City Street Railway company has let the

contract for the electrical equipment of the Woodward
avenue line to the Detroit Electrical Works, which equipped
the Jefferson avenue line. Not the least consideration

which entered into the letting of the contract was the

satisfactory manner in which the Jefferson avenue line was
equipped. The directors of the company can hardly say
ChOugh in commendation of the system now operating on
Jefferson avenue. They are pleased beyond measure, and
say so without reserve. The Detroit Electrical Works
are to furnish the poles, wires, motors, and all other ad-

juncts necessary for the line, and are to do all the work of

putting them in place. All the overhead equipment is to

be of a heavier type than on Jefferson avenue. Forty horse

power motors of the Detroit type will be placed in each of

the twenty magnificent cars ordered by the company from
the Pullman Car Works. The contract calls for the com-
pletion of the road in forty-five days. With the heavy
grooved rail and the magnificent rolling stock ordered by
the company, the Woodward avenue line promises to be
the model electric street railway of the country. The cost

of the Woodward avenue equipment will be about $100,-

000. Another improvement decided upon is a new car

barn on Woodward avenue. The present wooden struct-

ure will be torn down, and a commodious brick building

will be erected in its place to accommodate the cars de-

manded by the large traffic of Woodward avenue.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Oct. 4, 1892.

483,545. Electric Fan. Elisha B. Cutten, New York,
N. Y.

483,556. Adjustable Electric Light Hanger. Plerbert

L Holt, Ellsworth, Me.

^83.562. Storage Battery. Edward R. Knowles, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

483 563. Storage Ba'.tery. Edward R. Knowles, Brook-
lyn. N. Y.

This storage battery consists of a series of trays or boxes
having at each end on the bottom a peaked projection, and at

each end at the top an angular groove, the trays or boxes being
arranged one on top of the other, and the peaked projections
on the bottom of the one iray or box fitting into the angular
grooves upon the top of tho next tray or box.

483,564. Electro Magnetic Mechanism for Operating
Printing Presses. Ernst 11. Korsmeyer, Kansas City,

Mo.

483,582. Motor Mounting for Electrically Driven Fans.
Andrew L. Riker, New York, N. Y.

483,625. Electric Burglar Alarm. Homer T. Wilson,
Louisville, Ky.

483,646. Process of Making Artificial Mica Sheets for
Electrical Insulation. Arthur H. S. Dyer, Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

483,653. Molding Mici Forms for Electrical Insulators.
Ctiarles W. Jefferson, Schenectady, N. Y.

483 6 '^4. Galvanic Battery. Harry T. Johnson New
York, N. Y.

This gal"-anic battery has the exciting agent and the depo-
larizing agent arranged alternately in hoiizontally disposed
strata within the cup shaped positive electrode.

483,689. Trolley Catcher. John J. Hoppes, Springfield,

Consists of a trolley arm having an electric contact device
supported by a yielding pressure in contact with an overhead
conductor, of a spring mechanism on the arm normally under
tension, an independent connection from the spring mechanism
to a stationary part from which the trolley arm is supported,
and means for releasing the spring mechanism to shorten the
connection when the contact is moved t j an unusual position.

483,692. Electrolytic Diaphragm. Anton J. Lehman,
New York, N. Y.

483,700. Armature for Dynamos and Motors. Elihu
Ttiomson, Sj^ampscott, Mass.

The principal claim is:

"The combination, with the annular magnetic core having
one or more notches and filling plugs, and having projections on
its inner surface, of the separable coils of a size and shape ena-
bling them to be passed tbrjugh the notch and over the projec-
tions, said coils being secured in place between such projec-
tions."

483.704. Electrc S vitch. David H. Armstrong, Long
Island City, N. Y.

483,708. Armature for Motors and Generators. Norman
C. Bassett, Lyni, Mass.

483, 7[2. Electric Switch. Axel Ekstrem, Lynn, Mass.

483.713- Electric Soap Switch. Axel Ekstrem, Lynn,
Mass.

483,718. Telephone Receiver. Ferdinand Gross, Mon-
treal, Canada.

483.725. Hygrometric Valve Controller. Charles W.
Rogers, Chicago, III.

483.728. Electric BurgTar Alarm. Alfred Scromberg,
Chicago. III.

Claim three follows:
"In an electric burglar alarm c'rcuit the combination, with a

flexible surface, of a series of pliable conductiny- strips, said
strips being folded longi-udinally and attached by one of the
free edges thereof to said flexible surface, and electrical con-
nections between said strips."

483.729. Armature Winding for Dynamo Elec ric Ma-
chines. Ernest P. Warner, Chicago, 111.

The third claim read,'-;

"The combination, with tht' armature core, of colls wound
thereon in uniform relation with respect to the different turns,
the two halves of each turn upon the face of the armature be-
ing removed from diametrical position by the thickness of the
wire."

483 732. Commutator for Electric Machines. Norman
C Bassett, Lynn, Mass.

483,739. Door Lock Switch for Electric Lights. CharUs
Green, Toronto, Canada.

483,745. Electro Therapeutical Instrument. James W.
Moliere, San Francisco, Cal.

483,758. Electrical Heater. Arthur E. Appleyard, Bos-
ton, Mass.

483 759. Electrical Heater. Arthur E App'eyard, Bos-
ton, Mass.

483,761. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Wil-
liam G. Creighton, Norwood Pa^k, I'l.

483.768. Police Telegraph System. Charles A. Rolfp.
Chicago, III.

The ninth claim reads:
"The combination of the shunt contacts, the rotary cam p-o-

vided with stops and arranged for separating the shunt contacts
for the purpose set forth, and the shunt relay having its arma-
ture arranged to engage one of the cam stops when said arma-
ture is in its normal position, and to stand in the path of the
remaining cam stop, so as to engage the same when said arma-
ture is attracted by the relay magnet.

'"

483 771. Insulator, Albert P. Seymour, Syracuse, N. Y.

483.782. Thermo Electric Battery. Paul Giraud, Chan-
tilly, France.

483,806. Insulated , Rivet. William S. Hull, Sheffield,

Ala.

483,816. Alternating Current Motor. William Stanley,

Jr., and John F. Kelly, Pittsfield, Mass.

The invention consists of a combination of an alternating
current motor, of a condenser or its described equivalent in a
shunt to the motor, and of a capacity or value capable of neu-
tralizing the self-induction of the motor with which it is associ-

ated.

483,822. Electric Locomotive. Thomas L. Willson,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

483 844, Burglar Alarm Contact. Nevil M. Hopkirs,
Washington, D. C.

483,856. Electric Railway. William G. Murphy, Jr.,

Marysville, Cal.

483,862. Electric Switch. Harry T. Paiste, West Ches-
ter, Pa.

483,940. Electric Heater. Fred. B. Perkins and Charles

S. Jones, Toledo, O.

483,974. Holder for Incandescent Lamps, Edwin P,

Allam, Romford,
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thoroneblv dav and nisht at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHXOLOfciY, 151 Throop
S»freet, CMcaso, 111. AmateurB, ArtiBane
and others asBlBted Practicallt in any line, and
In'^trocted in the latest and moat improved
methf^dB.

Mechanical Draughting, MathematicB, Elec-
trical PalcuIattoDB, Architecture, Mechanics, also

aufrhr day and nleht.

FOR SALE.
M 220 Volt, 150 Ampere (JeDerator,

One 220 Volt, 200 Ampere Generator,

In perfect condition, suitable for power circuit or
incandescent lighting. For sale at a big bargain.

A. L. I1>E & SO]V. Npriiisneld. III.

r'O'El I^A^TLbTSI,
100 H. P. Ide Engine, 13x18, with 5-inoh shaft

14 feet long, with four large driving pulleys and
bearings.
Send for list of other good second-hand engines,

including Reynolds, Corliss, Armington & Sims,
Bice WestiDghouse, and other "Best" makes taken
in exchange for Ideals, used a short time, in per-
fect order, and for sale at half prire.

A. I>. II>E A mO\\ c>priii£:fleld.lil

HUGHES BEOS, MFG. 00.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insulator Pins «» Brackets,

And Electrical molding.
Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TEN N.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insolation Guaranteed vebere'veT need, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The mbher nsed in insulating our wires and cabl«8 is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flfslble in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The influlation ia protected from mechanical injury by one or more braide, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special eztra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our aolid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and aleo preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, atid to a very gre*' extent fireproof. Our insula'ion wiil prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made tj order. We are now prepared
lo furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gam should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot lon^ and five-eightha inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

-Jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR BAIliWAV fnd .tlOTOU use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE GFARAXTEE OUR INSri-ATION WHEREVER FSED, AERIAI/, tJXDERGROUND OR SITR9IARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other liret-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, 9IASS.

HBNRT A. CLAKK, TresBuier and Gsn'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EU8TIS, PrsBldent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AKD SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SKAMIaKSS RUBBEIR WIREIS AND OABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, ll[.

ANY CANDLE POWER. a7EC£l

ii

T^rnto loT- I»rlo©s.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEX liAMP WORKi^, CANISTEO, W. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

GI<iX22I3lesi fr-ee.

Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufactnrer,

See issue Western Electrician Oct. 8 43 • Caial St . New Yo k

Street Fixtures

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

JUechanlcally Strone*.
Insnlaiion Perfect.

hiiii Mk Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H. P. 50a Volt Armatnre, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Uotors are made with the beet appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTRIC BKAND)

.....„ForElectrical Purposes
BRaNI>|-H Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and ii'on.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

SEALED PROPOSALS.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WOBKS,

Muskegon, Mich,, September 15, 1892.

Bids will be received at this office until 6 o'clock
p. m. Monday, October 17, 1892, for lighting the
streets of the city of Muskegon with Electric Arc
Lights. Proposals to be made on a basis of a 1,20" to
2,000 candle power llght.and not less than 1.50 lights.
ProposaLs should be made both for 365 nights a
year, or moonlight nights excepted. Contract is

to be made for a term of five years. Each bidder
will be required to deposit a certified check of five

hundred dollars. The right is reserved to reject
any and all bids. All commuDlcations and propos-
als strould be addressed to the of&ce of the Board
of Public Works.

JAMES GOW President
Board of Public Works.

J. EUPPENHEIMER, Secretary.

OFFICE DESKS,
^L"Gem' and "Rugby" JLj^

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

V H. Andrews & Ho.. 215 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Foot and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalogaea of
office fittings.

AMERICAN DESK AND SEATING CO..
J70-2T2 tVabasH Avenue, CHICAGO

50.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

FOR DIRECT CURRENTS.
"Magnetic Yane"

AMMETERS ...

VOLTMETERS,
The best switch-board instruments

for constant use.

Adaptfd fcr central stations, iso-

lated plants and marine installations.

Give them a tiial snd you will not
regret if.

Ask for descriptive circular No. 330.

PEN&CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.
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B. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET.

CHICAGO.

Stiiweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

-BBAHOH STOBK-

9134 Michigan Avenu*.

Removes all Impurities,

Entirely prevents SCALE 1" Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANXUNCIATORS «<" BELLS.
FV£.I< I.I\E Al^WAT'S IK STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.
• Send for New Cataloqdb. Ont Angust 1st.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates for

Cui-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazliie and bndy
nt our ware are of Bame i^om-

posillon, and are biked alike,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

Hi t9 156 eretn St.,

Green Point,

BKOOIiLl'i, N. 1,

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. B.)

MecbaDical and Electrical Engineer,

Gor&ui'atioDB, Reports, Plans, Sppfificatlons for
Central Station or Isolated EUctric Ligliii g,

and Electric 1 ailwiiye.

5(i Turner Utt'ldit.g^ Si* Loii'f*,

KODAK

D
A

King of

Kameras.
A New Model Folding
Kodak with the Barker
Frictionless Shutter,
automatic counter on roll

holder and glass plate

attachment.

$55 and $65.

Eastman Kodak Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

D
A

KODAK
H

: Nianufa'ctuKefs of

0eTAG0NAL»^^ Cedar
TELfPHOHE&iUmiCAL
RAiLWAyFoLES& CrossArms

f^^ H.MIOUD &'SONS Ujmber^o.

OSCODA. IVIICH.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : Waterb-ary, Coiin. SS Parli Plaoe, ISe^v York.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Ba.re SLnd Ins\ila.t;ecl 'HTire-
Underwriters' Copper Eleetric I^ight liEiie Wire. Copper Masrnet Wire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for

Incandescent liiglitiiig:. y ouiid and Flat Copper Bars for fe^tatiou Worb.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "|C^^ |^,"T!NEWiRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph tnd Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Are Lighting.

TAB GREAT WESTERN ElECTRIC SUPPH COMPAM, CBIC4G0, . . SEllINC AGENTS.

THOS. I SiCOVILT.. New York Agent

K1.ECTR1C I,IGHT
AMD BATTEBV

CX,E^^:E!X.A.3SnD. OTITO.
BqUStfES.

THE I'ESIL.T'OlXr -^7%7'.A.'r:El-FL 'W^ZXESESI-i
Over 2,000 in use.

ASoidi the most aimpleand reliable power for all minins and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adiipted to heads running from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the coantry.

ELISCTKIC TBANSMISSIOAf.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlona
of speed and pretsure, have brought It Into Bpeclal prominence and estenBlve
nee for this class of work. All applications ehould s'ate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogub.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-183 Slain ISt., San Francisco, Cat., IT. S. A.

143 JLIBBUTT STREET, - - NEW YORK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being iDfrioped

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all auch infringements will
be duly prosecuted.

PtCl,TOSl WATER 9IOTOKS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse lower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warrani+d
to develop a given fruiount of power wllh one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreps as above. Deliveries made fr'tm
San Francisco or New Yorli, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,
'"- Insulated Wires, Line Supplies Tools and

Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Selling Agents:]

An KM, RBKBT &, CO., Mt. rani, Hlnn.
MTAIVItAKO KI.Kt;TBICAI^ WcDUKF^, Cincinnati, Ohio,
nODNTAlN KliKVTBIf) CO., ItOnver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CE:E.E.

BRAXED "iVAXER WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its remarliably steady motion, hig^It Speed
and sjreat Efficiency, and lai-g;e Capacity for its diameter,
being double the I*o\»'ei- of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the

economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent

of useful effect guaranteed.
SEI\0 FOR CAXAEOGUE ANU PARXICCEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

TERBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioD

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

»a7.A.^XjXS^£3I> X878.
SOIiE MAUrFACTURERS OP

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY:

WTLaLUiOTOM, DEIi.

In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World. i4pe¥'st:
OFFICE:

W.Y.

DON'T WANT TO SELL
But we want to act for you ia buying Elec-

tric L'ght and Electric Eailway Supplies

on the Chicago market. We reprts nt the

buyers but not the manufacturers or job-

bers, and being iu touch wilh all the Dest

prices extant, we can render you va'uable

assistance. Parlies obliged to place orders

bef re sicuring quotations will do well to

enlist our services. We guarantie to

guard your inttr^sts closely. We cfcarge

Invoices up to $100, o%; $100 to $250, i^i

$250 to s500, Sjl; $500 lo $1,000, 2%
$1,000 upward, l:i. Send for prospectus.

Seven yens' expsrtence in Electrical Sup-
plies. Edward Lasell &, Co.,

1325 Monadnock Bidg., Chicago.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELiECTBICAli USES.

Graphite Bods of Various Lensths, from 1-5 Obin to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch, uraphite Boxes and Crnpihleg, Beslstlng Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inanlrles Wladly Ansiveted.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

TRANSMISSION »' POWER
BX MANILLA ROPE.

Copiously illustrated and described in catalo^e

Just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr<'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eSOO N. Second Street, ST. LOITIS.

GXSDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If Id want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agenis

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

Carrying Current for all In-
candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,
Nos. 13, 1 5 and 17 Cortland! St. , - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., - Chicago.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THI ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPAHY, OCOKTG.WIS.
Lamps for a\\ Systems.

DMCT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power,

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parcliasiiig else-wliere send in a trial order for Brilliants.
Lamps famislied to consumers in quantities at factory prices.

(CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES:] IVIILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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READY OCTOBER 15TH.

"New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book."
226 Pages. 140 Sngravings. Pookei Size.

^3r I_iie-a.t. ^_ ^. ^a,d.t.

After enjoying a sale of nine thousand copies, the ''Dynamo Tenders^ Hand-
Book" has been entirely rewritten and brought fully abreast of the latest and

most approved practice. The new book contains more than twice as
many pages and twice as many engravings as were comprised

in the old, and will continue to retain the distinction of
being the ONLY STANDARD WOBKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

PAIGE, postage prepaid^ to any part of the -world, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldg., CUcago.

-A- n^ETTsT

STREET RAILWAY HANDBOOK.

Indispensable to every Street Railway Employe.

STREET RAILWAYS;
Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

I»rlc5©, $4.00.JUST OUT OF PRESS.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
IJ For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION,

Electric EngineeriDg& Supply Co.,
STU-A-OTTSEI, KT. "K"., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
1«« lilbert.v Ht.,

Scud for Catiilogue of our
Speclalilcs.

FOR SALE.
Bfew Storage Batteries, 50

Ampere honrs. Bnbber.iars
Too large for onr piirp< se.

MARION MFG. CO.,
31 So, Canal St., - Cliioago.

Patented Jfl_n. 22, 1884. A. T» Snilth'S
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Chnrcbee, Theaters
and Public Haila.

Are Hsed all over the coun-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A. T. SMITH,
RW. 14th St .New York.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Higb Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two horse power to tlree Imnilrel lorse pown.

Wester;, Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager

X^Jii^Y J.A J. S HULTZ.

^:'}^^>

ALLLEATHER. ^ /""^^
NO IRON ROD OR HINGE. OLD S1YLE L ^

ft
OUR^ ,

DeltiHgi

^i

LEATHER LINKAND IRON ROD BELT
|

ANO ROPETRANSMIbSION 5LIPER5ED

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MOHEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING,

RAWHIDE
lONLYPEHFtCT E

MADE NO SLIPPING

D Picker Leather.-

RANCnu-.^-i IMSiimmerSt., Boflton, MaBB ;2:;5 Pearl St..New York city. I C4 I niiip 11a»«AHl.ujl,s.j
139 n. Third St., Philadelphia, ta; 60 VV.Mon.oe St. Cblcago. | Oli LOUIS, MO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
i On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadineaa of motion and easy working gate, the con-

•^ Btrnclion of which makes It the most sensitive to ihe actijn of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating va-ious styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SDCCESSORS TO

STOUT, MII-LS & TBMPIiE. DAYTON. OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, IVIining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easv working gates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads" of a to 400 feet. Write ns for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

THeSechrist automatic switch
For Controlling Incandescent I/ights

in Private Residences.

Apply for the Agency to

ALBEET SEOHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo.

THIS IS A

Perfect Burner.

^ ION A
Safety

Pendant.

THE

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MOLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR.

One contact in lighting and

extinguishing Gas.

DlffereDt "palls" for "on" and

Cannot be Short-Circuited.

NO LEAKING VALVES.

Write for manufacturers' prices.

ReddiBg Electric Co.^

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS,

I'BESEXT SIZES : 100, l.'iO, a.jO, 300 H, P.

Before you bnild or enlarge your Power Station, you will do well to consider the fact tliat under our construction

You -will Reduce your Total Floor Space, lEclud ug B.- ilers,

(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer, Stark, Pun p Room,
etc, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.
You will operate at a Lower Coat per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and of total Power Account, than witli any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We have now ready the Second Edition of "NOTES ON POWER PtANXS.'

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEWYORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building. MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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THECONVENTION
<3:f* mm

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

All \/|Q|T^)R^ *° **^® Cleveland Convention, especially those who intend to
F^lak V 101 I \/l\w either entirely adopt Electricity as the Motive Power of

their roads or increase their equipments, will do well to make a thorough inspection of the
Westinghouse Electric Railway System.

Our Motors^ Generators and all other Railway Appliances are in point of workmanship^
durability, efficiency and operation superior to any other.

We are merely voicing the opinion and judgment of all Railroad men, who are now operat-
ing their roads with our apparatus by stating that

The WESTINGHOUSE SYSTEM is the BEST on the MARKET.

WESTINQHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.,

Branches in all Leading Cities. PITTSBURGH, PA.

NKW YORK I.A1IF FAGTOBf, Capacity iiO.OOO per daF-

LAIWPS,
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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b ROCHE
lit ind 118 N. Bill a.

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Eiectric Co.

267 and 269 Dearborn Street.

ELECTRIC WORKS

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,

»

Direct System.

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO,,

BBIDC^EFOBT, CONAT.

trade: IV1A.IRK

Rheoatate of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof, Waterproof, Indestructible* Simple and
Cheap. Send for ILuetrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891 •

Your invention may be valuable. You ehonld
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, free of charge.

W. W. DCDIiEX^ & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 F St., N. W., Washinglon, D. fc.

Please meDtiou tbis paper.

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

MICA

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIis« KartaYsrt « Manufacturing - Co.^
-\7t7'XXj3VEXS3'C3-'rOIia', 33£IXj.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or I iiy. Absolute

STRIPSij Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
lT.<D.^GrG.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Eleotrio Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
Monadnocic BuWding.

ITe^Qsz ^^Tork Office:
42 and 44 Broad Street.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fuel Saving, Smoke PrcTenting,

((aick Steaming and Dnrable.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Siihscribe for the Western Electrician.

c
SILK BRAID

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free,

'/BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Biiilders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Ccmpound, Condensing.

Complete Plants Funiiahed,

Worl<s: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street. CHICAGO.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.OficeaniiWorks,ERiF, PA,00««.EXE J.OWEJ. J.I^KX. ,OJ. WOODBURY
ELECTRIC LIGHTIIMCAutomaticENGINES
STREET RAILWAY

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
( NKW YORK. 136 Liberty St.

RB4HPH lirriPr<!' ' t'HrjLADELPBIA.ailDrexelBuildins.
Dnanijll UHIOLO. , Chicago. 1120 -The Rookery."

I SAN FKANCISCO. 39 and :!1 Spear .St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.

ST. I.OUIS—M. P. Johnston Machinery Co..
715 and 717 North Second Street. "SIMPLE A N r> roiwpniiwnMINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-T.M.Maguire. 33 Syndicate Block CON D E N S I N G OR N ON "CON DE NS I NgT

CORLISS
ENGINES

OF THE HIGHEST TYPE AND IN ALL SIZES,

ARE MADE BY

Tlie Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

Commntators^ ReflUed.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

Fancy incandescent Lamps

^%
Of I.on- Voltage.

^i^0*^.. Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

il i' ,% I-
'^-

.
--i;),!] I'or the first tin

Catalogue Part I and II,

Ready.
Part III in Piint.

AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illustrations.

1 Ann Street,
New york City.].L. SOMOFF, Mannlactttrer,

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lightin? find Power Installations.
Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Brass and Copper, for ail kinds of service,

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI. OHIO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Engines and Boilers.

'Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Alao .30 Cortlandt Street,, New York City

INDIVIDUAL ADD LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-DOT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS,

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

IIIZ3ZI ^ GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.
vr

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK,
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General Electric Company.
XSdison and "Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRO STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.IroB-CladMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS FLOATING ARMATURE.
COMPACTNESS, FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH.
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT

OUR LINE OF

OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES
COMPRISES

All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

SHao-uLld. Toe Orca.ered. from ijls at Orice.

We are the Only Company vrho can Supply Reliable Snovr Siveepers.

13IR.A.lSICrM[
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

173 and 17r, Adams St , CHICAGO, ILL
2G4 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Gould liuUdlny, ATLANTA, G A.

44 liroad St., NEW YORK.
609 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA , PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN
Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO.

16 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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K K K
ENAFF ELEKTBIKAL KOMFANY.

KNAPP KANT KICK
At his sales for September, but if business keeps konstantly

koming as at present, the month of Oktober will make a

showing in excess of any korresponding month.

KNAPP KNOCKS KOMPETITION
By kwotins Faktory Prices on all Supplies.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

The Safet} Insulated Wire and Kable Kempanii,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

ELEKTRIKAL SUPPLIES.
Write and let us kwote you pricey on large or small orders.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

PERKINS IICMDESCENT LAMPS.

m miimm ws,
54 and 56 Franklin St., Cliica«»*o, 111.
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SIX REASONS WHY
It may be to your advantage to place your orders with us:

The Oldest and Largest

Establishment.

Large and Carefully Selected

Stock.

Exclusive Control of

Specialties.

We are the OLDEST and LARGEST establishment doing an ex-

clusive ELECTRICAL SUPPLY BUSINESS.
AGE alone, is of no value, but the PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

born of an EXPERIENCE covering the whole period of COMMER-
CIAL ELECTRIC LIGHTING, IS OF UNTOLD VALUE.

We carry a LARGE AND CAREFULLY SELECTED line of

GOODS both at Ansonia and Chicago, and this, with our EXPERI-
ENCE in the BUSINESS and the efficiency of our organization, gives

us a GREAT ADVANTAGE in PROMPTLY and SATISFACTOR-
ILY filling orders.

The SPECIALTIES which we control, that we do not make our-

selves, we have the EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY for. The extent of

our business enables us to distribute these to the consumers at less cost

than the manufacturers could themselves. WE SELL NOTHING un-

less convinced that it is THE BEST in its line.

We make contracts enabling us to sell at the manufacturer's LOWEST
PRICE.

Best Facilities for

Manufacturing.

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS. Our works are equipped with

the BEST FACILITIES that experience can devise, or that money can

buy. These in the hands of a corps of efficient workmen enable us to make
STANDARD GOODS at the lowest possible cost.

Expert

Electrical

Engineers.

We have in our employment WELL KNOWN and COMPETENT
Electrical Engineers, who THOROUGHLY and CRITICALLY pass

upon all goods before they are added to our line. This INSURES to our

customers goods of STANDARD and UNIFORM quality, and appliances

of PRACTICAL UTILITY and RELIABILITY.

15 Tears' Actual Business.

The reputation of our Company and that of our goods is the legitimate

result of FIFTEEN YEARS' BUSINESS, and we think that this should be

in a great measure a GUARANTEE of our ability and desire to SATIS-
FACTORILY care for all business entrusted to us. No electric broker can

offer you these advantages. Usually they must buy theirgoods after the receipt

of an order, and naturally they supply whatever they can buy the cheapest.

The Bane of the Electric Light and Power Business has been Poor Material and

Inefficient Appliances.

We are prepared to meet any competition based on quality of goods.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..
EnMtern Ofllce and Factorl^H,

ANHO.V'IA, (:<»IVN.

Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue,

QHIGAGO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MANrFACTUBEBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage. FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK. HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

an-* <*0 - WIRE

CAB' '.o, to any specifica-

iion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

crd Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Glenwood^ Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandescenl Lamp Co.^

806 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO, - - ILL.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

Long* Life Lamps

or High Efficiency

Lamps.

AOENOIXB:
i

The Electrical Supply Co., Chiosgo, 111.
' The Electrical Supply Co., Ansonia, Oonn,

W. H. Gtordon & Co., New York.
F. £•. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City £>lectric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
I<oulB7ille Electric Co., liOuisTille, Ey.
Mountain Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co , Seattle, Wasn.
i Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc IJighting

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici"

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,
313 .317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

Street Railway Motors and Generators,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS, STATIONARY MOTORS,

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

EleGtrical Merchandise ef Every Description.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

NEW YORK:

18,Cortlandt Street,

CHICAGO:

MooadDock Balldiog.

LOUISVILLE:

Commerce Balldiog,

CINCINNATI:

NeaTe BolldlDg.

ST. LOUIS:

Commercial Bailding.

CHATTANOOGA:

306 Fort Street,
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Use Fulmen Akkesters for Cars, Station and Pole Line.

C. S. VAKNUIS,
lt6 Liberty Strett, - XEW YORK.

-0eorge (ujiier'sj\/er-s\on

^'^'^e. 13&W Cljicago Banner !

" A 6TMBOL OF Electrical Prosress"
329 Tfte" BooHer/.OicS^o

Tbe

biternational OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'^;

LOOTED.

[TBAOE MAR^I

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uta,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: Chlcaffo, Boston, PhUadelpIiia, MinneapoUef Cincinnati,
Omaha, LonisTllle, St. Iiools, San Francisco, I.on(Ion and So> America.

City,

IabgS
3oi:oR 20- a'.YtU<l0.0.4l2KP.»r-PMH£SC

\HIW0SlEWS,U.57ClBn:a£!ST,>
f

1

. ^ "mii.cm.iisiuiiiifii*"
'^y;^!

:m t NU FACTO R I ES J N JJNI TE STATTS; S'COTLSHpTmNCE,!:

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW TTORK,

MAaUPACTCBERS, IMPORTERS ASD DEALERS W

KEY FOR CAPACITY TESTS.

Electrical Supplies

OF All DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE O^rN ASD OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LIUE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scieotific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

' Manufactured 1>y- Ibe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AQ£NTS:

N"ew York City, Chas. E. Cbapio, 136 Liberty St,
Chicago, 111., Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul. Mian.,The Elec. EmnDeennpj & Supply Co.
Omaha, Xeb.. B. B. Down?, 21.5 Sheely Block
St. Louis. Mo., St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San Francisco, Cal., International Elec, Supply &

Cod. Co., 4th floor Academy of Science Bldg.
Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St,

( Louisvitle, Ky., Smithera & Davie.
' Pittsburgh, Pa.. W. H. Vandevort, 709 Lewis Block.

I

G. P. Altenberg. 220 -^Valnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,
agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Bock. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
j

307 W. Harkham St.

;
Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

MAXUFACTCEER OF

INSUIaATED ElaECTRIG WTIRX:^
FJLKXIBLE CORDS* and CABLES.

MO and 302 IKorth Third Street, FHII.ADei,FHIA, FA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Supply Hoiue
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Eleotrical Co , ^Trefr Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Room: Central Building. Itl Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMATES AND DEAWrSSS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATIVE.S

:

Julian Scholl & Co. . 12ti Liberty St.. New York.
Geo, D. HofEman, .S2 Lake at., Chicago. 111.

H. M. Sciple & Co. . M & Arch Sis. . Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B. PfaTeon & Co., Home Ins. Bldg.,Cliicago, 111.

ThoB. G. Smilh. Jr.
Unnimond Bldg., Cincinaati, Ohiu.

W. A. Day, 1(8 Oliver St., Boston, Mass,

A.s^E:isc"r^=
James & Co.. Chattanooga, TeHD.
William JI. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
T W. AndersoDj Honeton, Tex.
F. H. Whiting, Jacobson Block, Denver, Col J.
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™ GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

-OEAlfERS IX-

THOMSON-HOUSTON -> EDISON

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

0F INTEREST TO CENTRHL STATIONS

USING HLTERNHTING CURRENT.

A long series of experiments and tests have recently been

completed at our Harrison, IST. J., Lamp Works, the object

of which was the production of a new long filament, low

voltage incandescent lamp. The results of the final tests

were more than satisfactory, and we are now prepared to

furnish to users of Alternating current throughout the

country the most efficient Q,nd economical lamp that has

yet been offered to them.

Further information and prices gladly supplied upon

application to any of the, following offices:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 173-175 East Adams St., 44 Broad St.,

BOSTON, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK.

Philadelphia, Penn. Cleveland, O. St. Paul, Minn.

Atlanta, Ga; Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash.

St. Louis, Mo. Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont.

Kansas City, Mo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Omaha, Neb. ' Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md.

New Orleans, La. Spokane, Wash.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co xi

American Desk & Seating Co. . xvii

American Electrical Mfg. Co.. xi

American Engine Co xiv
Andrews & Co., A. H
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The 1

Baggot, E xvi
Baker & Co xiv
Ball Engiae Co xxiii

Ball & Wood Co., The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xv
Beggs, J. E., Meh. & Supply Co. xii

Beinsteln Electric Co xiv
Blanchard, Albert
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvi
Bowers Bros xxi
Bradbury-Stone Storage Battery

Co.". xvi

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. .

Brookfleld, Wm xiv
Brush Blectrlc Co Tiii, xxi
Bryan, W. H. . xvi

Bryant Electric Co xiv
Buckeye Electric Co., The xi

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xxi
Central Electric Co v
Chicajo Rawhide Mfg. Co
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co. . . xv
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xv
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xv
Gushing, F. W vii

Cutter, Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co... x
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . six
Densmore Typewriter Co xiv
Detroit Electrical Works xxviii

Detroit Motor Co. iv

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xiv
d'Infreville, G xii

Dixon Crucible Co. , Joa xvii

Dudley & Co., W. W xxi
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Eastman Kodak Co xvi
Electric Appliance Co xiv
"illectrlc Cons. & Supply Co. . . vi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . x
Electrical Mfg. Co., The xvii

Electric Secret Service Co. . . . xxiii

Electrician Pub. Co x,xviii,xx, xxiii

Electrical Construction Co.,The. xv
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The.—
Electrical Supply Co., The . . .xxvi
Elektron Mfg. Co x
Empire China Works xvi
Enterprise Electric Co xvii

Falls Rivet & Machine Co xi

Ferracute Machine Co xvi

Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co . . xi

For Sale Advertisements, xii, xiv, xv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxviii

General Electric Co ii, ix,xxiv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co
Greeley cSs Co., The E. 8 1

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xvi
Helsler Electric Co ix
EOU Clutch Works xxiii

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & HayAens. . . . xix
Hood & Co., Wm xvii

Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xv
Ide & Son, A. L xv
Illinois Electric Lamp Co xii

India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.xxvii
Institute of Technology xv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. xii

[ntematlonal Okonite Co i

Jewell Belting Co 1

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xviii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxi
Klipstein, A xv
Knapp Electrical Works xxv
Lake, J. H. & D., Co xvi

Lake Erie Engineering Works, xxii

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works xxi
LaseU & Co. , Edw xvii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xii

Lefmann, Julius xvii

LefEel, & Co. , Jas xix
Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xvi

Mather Electric Co iv

Midland Electrical Wks xiv
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M xvi
Mosher Electric Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiv

National Carbon Co xvi
National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co ... .

Hew York Insulated Wire Co . xvii

N. T. Safety Steam Power Co . xii

New York & Ohio Co 1

Otto Gas Engine Works
Ostrander & Co., W. R xxiii

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co x
Pearson & Co., W. B xxii
Pelton Water Wheel Co xix
Penn. Electric Engineering Co, xii

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. xix
Phoenix Glass Co xxiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xv
Qjieen & Co zv

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Railway Equipment Co iv.xi
Redding Electric Co xix
Ries Electric Specialty Co xii

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A . . .
.

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .. xiv
Samson CorAge Works . xiv
8awyer-Man Electric Co xiii

Schuyler Electric Co ix

Sechrist, Albert xix
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xii

Shultz Belting Co x
Siebert, G
Siemens & Halske Electric Co . vi

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. .
.

Sioux City Engine Works xxiii

Smith, A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
SomofE, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xxi
Standard Electric Co vi

Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co • v
Stearns. Mfg. Co. xxiii

Steuben Lamp Works xv
Sterling, W.C xvii
StUwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . xvi, xvii
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . xxvii
Taylor Engine Co
Union Hardware Co xiv
Utica Elec. Mfg, & Supply Co. xii
Van Nula C. 8 1

Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii
WaddeU-Entz Company xiv
Wannopee Pottery Co. .• xviii
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv
Western Electric Co xvi
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xxii
Westinghouse Elec. and MIg

Co xiii, xviii
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Bawson, Ltd
Worthlngton, Henry R xiv

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Anniiiiciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works-
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck &. Carter Co.

Arc £iaiiip8.
Beggs, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co
Dnples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moener Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Weatlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijisht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Batteries-
American Battery Co,
Bradburv -Stone Storage Battery Co
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpplv Co. The.
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co
Greeley & Co., Th^ E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Eiectilc Co.

Battery Jara.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Uo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, jBlectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, fflaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley itCo., Tie B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck db Garter Co.
Western Blectrlc Co,

BeltinK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

BoUers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Lane & Budley Co., The
N, T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
vyeston Engine Co.

Books, SlectrleaL.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Barslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

(See Ineulated Wires )

Cables, £lectrlc, (See Insnlatea
Wliee), Corper.HheetaadBar.
Mooie, Alfred F.
Koebllng's Sone Co., J. A.
Washburn & iloen Mfg, Co.
WeBtem Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrictd Worfca.
National £aiboii Co.

ClutcJies, friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Workfl.
Lake, J. H. & D. Co.

Coraage.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Constmctlon and Bepalns.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Smith, Thoa. G. Jr.
Weatern Electric Co.

Contractors, £leotrlo ULglit,
IQnerine Plants and JBlectrlc
Rail-ways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wucox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Braabury-Stone Storage Battery Co.
Bryan, W. H.
BruBh Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Detroit Motor Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.

- Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Ide& Son.A. L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T, Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sious City Engine Works.
Smith, Thoa. «. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston jiiiectric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins, Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okoalte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
l^ational India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co. , J . A.
SperryKlec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Amis.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Kn.ipp Electrical Works.
Lefmann. Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Onts and STrlrfihen.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Catter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric ( o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Detroit Motor Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
atather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weatinghouse Blectrlc & Mfg. Co

Blectrlc Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.
K lec.trIc Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
General ElectrlcCo.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Ulechaoical
Enelneers.
Bryan, W.H.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Blectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley * Co., The H. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company,
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Intellieence
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply CoKnapp Electrical Works.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Flxmres.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo

Electro-Piatine SlaclLinefl
Brush Electric Co

'**"*'^**"e8»

Detroit Electrical Works.
General Electric Co.

Ensiesn eas.
Otto Gas Engine Works

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball dfc Wood Co., The.
Ide& Son, A. L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co., The.
Morse&Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson* Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr. -

Siouz City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church; Kerr & Co.
Wesion Engine Oo.

Fan Outfits.
Stanley Electric Mtg. Co. .

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlct & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse M'ire Co.
Soerry Elec.Mining Machine Co.

Cras JjiglLtlne, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
d'Infreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co
Greeley &Co.,TheE. S.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klipstein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Penn, Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
eiobes and Electrical Ctlai^s-
"ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Insulatlnc
Materials.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
CuBhing, P. W.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elect' ical Works,
Lefmann, Julius.
Moore, Alfred F.
MunseU & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables
Slasnet Wire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Gushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Inso
latlngOo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Eoebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

liamps, Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The

'

Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood(fc Co., Wm.
Illinois Electric i^amp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co
Redding Electric Co.

'

Sawver-JWan ffijo^tric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
SomoS, J. Li.

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co
Lathes.
Bridgeport Machine Too! Works

I.iis:htnjng Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Van Nuis, 0. S.

nacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Hechanical Machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool ^Vorke.

Medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Milling: Machinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Mln<e Hlsuais, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.

Mining Apparatus, Electric
. General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co
Westiaehonee Electric & Mfg. Co.Model Making.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Midland Electrical Wks.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Detroit Motor Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The

f Ford-Washburn Stortlectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works
Jlather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric A, Mfg Co

iVame Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seatino- Co
Andrews & Co

.
, A. H.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
BJ.actrlcal Supp]y Co.. The
"Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber t o.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber ( o
Railway Equipment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Electrical
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kpapp Electrical Worts.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

lOaUways, Electric.
fSee electric railways.)

f Be^ulatlns Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co-

Speakine Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works, »

Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Wester"n Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
; Q.Tieen & Co.
Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railwav.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, JusulatiuK.
Central Electric Co.
Gushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
BlectHcal Supply Co. , The.
Indie Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

international Okonite Co., The.
I [Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
StandaniPalp'^o.
Wasfeburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telegrraph Apparatus
central Blectric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.. The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Weatern Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply COj The, •

Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Que«n & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Biamond Electric Mfg. Co,
National ElectricManufacturir lCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Ti'rueks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Geoeral ElectrlcCo.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Tf^heeis.
Havton Glohe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

TTniversities.
j

Institute of Technology.
1 TVater Wheels.

LeffeKfc Co., The Jae.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

IVire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co.. J. A.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS OF IRON, STEEL AND COPPEB, and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WIBE for all Purpcses.

Oldest and Largest iVIanufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Anminciator ^\'Me.

Feed Wii-e.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.
nrr^tta^.i WORCFBTER, MASS.WOKH.H.

I WAEKEtiABf, IL,!..

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

KBSOI-UTEI-Y

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,
SiAx^eirlc^ir to

Anytliing Heretofore 91a.de.

HKAJVLH OFFICES ASiD WAKEHOUSE8 :
j ^^j^ FBAKIOIISCO, 8 and 10 Pine St. HOCSTOiV, TEXAS.

AHEARN ELECTRIC HEATER,
.A.]M id^\zic=:e: F'CDFR

CARS AND RESIDENCES.
ELECTRIC CARS, HOUSES AND BAKERIES COMPLETELY EdUIPPED FOR HEATING

AND COOKING. FOR FULL INFORMA.TION ADDRESS

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers. Pullman Building^ CHICAGO.

The Detroit Motor Company.
Gen. Offices & Factory:

1343 and 1346
Cass Ave., DETROIT, MICH,

CORRESPOND WITH:

HATZEL & BUEHLER, 114 Fifth Ave., New York, N. T.

NOVELTY ELECTRIC COMPANY, 50 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

JORDAN & M.VCLEOD, 513 Tenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

E. A. HEWITT & CO., 36 S. Water St., Cleveland, Ohio.

POST-GLOVER ELECTRIC CO., 215 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., 201 S. Canal St., Chicago.

OMAHA CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC CO., Omsha, Neh.

ENTERPSISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO., New Orleans, La.

WOODRUFF & HARRIS ELECTRICAL CO., Birmingham, Ala.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Atlanta, Qa.

DALLAS ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Dallas, Texas.

STRATrON & WHITE, Fort Worth, Texas.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

^-^ Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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CHICAGO
Is overstocked and we, in particular, on WEATHER-PROOF

WIRE, sizes Nos. 4, 6 and 8. We have all other sizes,

and a large stock. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain. .

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
IIB and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

iNOTHER REGORD SMASHED.
the: E^-^^Hiv^OTJS

STANLEY TWO YEAR OLD
Raises the record of Transformer efficiency to

97.11 ON HALF LOAD.
A full account of this performance can he obtained by writing us for a copy of

the report by Professor Ryan of Cornell University ^ of a test

of one of our 350 light transformers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
Western Ag-ents: '

The Electrical Supply Co.,
PittQflPlfl MflQQ

Cor. Randolph St. and MicM^an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. IllldllUIUp Iffluudi
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc liighting

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, . unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for MgllfeSt eflici-

eiicy and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 .317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

:^^Mm

^0/A/^6^t2^^, tJ^xi^t^'l^^^€J>.

f^ai 'M^MTM

z^e^n^/'yj/-'37S^-^^,

^^.

a^/^.^et^ri^./-^^.

AANUPACTURERS ORSANIZCD 185T.

INCORPORATED 1863.

Arc Laa\ps

AN
ESTABLISHED ,

^n rACT: J

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS,

THE ONLY ARC LAA\P THAT
WORKS SATlSrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

1

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

DNITY-BUILDING,

CHICAGa
TCLUPHONU EUILDING.

New YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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G72.000 Feet
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSDLiTIOM
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

"W, R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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BRUSH
ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Brush Generator of 300 E. P., for Power Transmission.

Arc and hcadeseent Lighting hmk,
eENERATORS, MOTORS.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

GENERAL OFFICE,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Edison and Thomson-Houston Systems
OF

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS
ARE THE

IN THE

We shall be Prominently Represented at the

STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION
With an Exhibit which will Prove that Our Systems are

I* ES JFl IF' E:O T-

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,

44 Broad St., NEW YORK, 620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 173 Adams St., CHICAGO. ILL.

P

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANTJFACTITRING AND CONSTRUOTINU

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WORKS, GLOUCESTER, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatus.

Series Lamps for Arc Circnits,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus.

Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

THE SCHUYLER
-STTSTEinyE 01

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOKTANT FBATURBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-outr

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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FRAWKirN S. CABTER

I!3STj^.BXiISIIE!I3 X8S7.
CHARLES M. WILKINS.

TRADING AB

E. WARD WILKINS.

FAKTBICE: & CAHTEB, CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PBOPHIBTORS OF THB PATEKT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full line of supplies for hotel and housework.

CatalogneB and Discount SheetB will be sent to those in the trade upon receipt of Application and Bnelnees Card.

STREET RAILWAY HANDBOOK
Indispensable to every Street Railway Employe.

STREET RAILWATS;
Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

JUST OUT OF PRESS. I^rioo, $4.00.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

E. E. & S.

Volt and Animeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability

,

Accuracy,
Economy of Power,
Dead-Beatness and
Good Finish.

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

New york OHlce, 14C liiberty St. SEND FOE CATALOGUE.

G-S Specialties.

C-SDoiiPnslFlisliSwllcl
single Pole. Double Pole.

S-nire.

Electrically

lecliaiiically

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. nth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S, A.

^1336 gyjAJ SHULTZ

I^HULTZBelting (?«

v^^^m^

Jl/ilU^N

W^ANOROF

faeturers o;

VloVenLinkBi
'— ALL LEATHER

JtNO IRON RDDOR HINGE OLD STYLE

J^LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROD BELT

)FKm ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEDED,

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BYCOVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

ELTlriGi5^-<y^-»~
TANNED ON THEL^'gf^
5URFACE5 ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE'
THE ONLY PERrECT BELT V
MADE. NO SLIPPING

OR LOST MOTION

: Picker Leather.-

UTi iicr-av-fi-i 164 Summer St., Boeton, Maee ; 225 Pearl St., New York City.
| Q* I Anin UnBxiAi>u±ij!i3.-j

1291^. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago. | Oli LUUlO» IIIUi

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SrSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. GO., Springfield, Mass. "^TiSU
i

Cleveland, Ohio, C. p. NTOnOLSON, 618 Society tor Savlncs Balldlng. WuRlllnston, I>. Cj J. U. BDRKETT & CO., MOD New York Ave. St. Paul,
Minn., i', .1. ItKNZ, 300 Minne«otii St. Phlla<lelphln Pa.. PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. Tth St. Wcw Oi'lranH, I,o., BUCHEL
MAOHINE: WORKS, 101 Contl St. ]>enTer. Col., UAYWAKD COCHRANE, 83 Jacob.son Building. Chicago, 111., C. P. DUKDBRDALE, 435 Rooker.i'.

Iniralo, N. Y., 1). H. DARUIN, a!!» Poarl St.
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THE FORD-WASHBURN STORELECTRO GO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

Storage Batteries
FOR STREET RAILWAY TRACTION.

A Street Car in Practical Operation.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
aiASICFACTllBEBS OF

Thi mobrison plante
STORAGE BATTERY.

BRY BATTERIES, BATTERT SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage B itteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plants process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAS BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, CLL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

X^'xo'ir^Q.pt Sl:Lipm.era.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.TV. R. MASON, Qenl Mgr.

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
A DP PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO TU C DCOT'^nb HAVETRIEDTHEMTOBE irib DbOI.

OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
anufacturing company,

201 I TO 2017 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

f' )i

THE FOKCE BEHIND THE GREAT DEMAND FOi.

'»"r» 1 .H
s

Is (p-U-JLLITY. Artistic in Desisn.)
Superb in <^naiily. ^ Beat it if 3^ou can.
HKjiHT in Price. '

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, 0.,
CHIOACiO, SEW YORK,

437 "Tlie Rooliery." 611 Mail and Express Buildiugr.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTDREE9 OF

It

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES: 1 820 Olive 8t„ ST. LOUIS.

i CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT

THE RIES ELECTEIC SPECIALTY CO.,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, K. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

'HERCULES- SWITCHES for Arc anil Power Circuits.

•UTIOA- QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZI/IE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLCX LIOHTHINB ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insniating Gomponnds,

Tape and Armature Varnisli.
MANUFACTURED BT

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 I-iberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago OfHce: 548 "The Kookery."
SOLD BT

THE EliRCTBICAIi 8ITPPJL.Y CO., Chioaso.
IVOVEIiTY RliKCTBIC CO., Fbiladelphia,
PETTUVQJBIilt-AIKDBEWS CO., Boston

And Supply Houses fver^-wliere.

JHAWAWT
^FV5EWIRE
^COA\PANY

65 WATER ^T BOJTON

HICHEiT GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRES UNK5

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LIJTJ

FOR SALE.
Two iJOO-amperes shunt wound U. S. Dynamoa.
Two 200-ampereB shunt wound XT. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T,-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-liRht American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lifjht Kiiowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, '2,00n.c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

m vim m. i mm co.,

74 COBTtAlVnT ST.. SJ. Y.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIKCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
U1 to 117 East 13UtSt., N. Y.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKIVnWIiBDeED TO HAVE THE HIOHEST 9IEBIT IlVAl.li THE BBCENT COHPBTITIVR TESTS.

INCA-NDESCEKT liAHIPS. » TO ."JoO CAND1.E POIVEB. Alit, VUliTACiEs AISD BASES AL,WAYS IST STOCK.
^CB.oeis:

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tie SoMloi of tlie ProMeffl of Safe GnariliDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpoae emplojed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AMD DNDERGRODHD

co^rnD-criT's
MANUFACTUBED BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinoKc. J 627 lo B31 W. 34th St.,WUKKb. ( B26 to 628 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , New Tork.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2:i6 Pearl St., BnfEalo,N T.
Putnam, Uay cfc Co., 27 E. Main Kt.. Rocheeter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Uabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Oheetnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construciion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sonthern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

^
m ml

WASTELESS
ZSlxxc
For Gravity Batteries.

G. d'Infreville,
Role Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer,

See Issue Western Electrioian Oct. 8. 434 Caial SI .NewYork.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Engines and Boilers.

JElectric Xdght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stiest. New Tork City

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" .._ ^.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Liamp.

Mend for Trial Order.

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
Iiamp.

Send for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THECONVENTION
Of* ^PJ=M.Ail

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

All WIOinr^^R^ ^^ ^^^ Cleveland Convention, especially those who intend to
#^l"l" V 101 I \/^mW either entirely adopt Electricity as the Motive Power of
their roads or increase their equipments, will do well to make a thorough inspection of the
Westinghouse Electric Railway System.

Our Motors, Generators and all other Railway Appliances are, in point of workmanship,
durability, efficiency and operation superior to any other.

We are merely voicing the opinion and judgment of all Railroad men, who are now operate
ing their roads with our apparatus, by stating that

The WESTINGHOUSE SYSTEM is the BEST on the MARKET.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.,

Branches in all Leading Cities. PITTSBURGH. PA.

HEW fORK liAIIF FAGTOBf, Capacity ^O,0a0 per day.

LAMPS,
8 C. P. to 1 50 C, P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, S^WITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANnTACTlCrRED EY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

PARANITE WIRE
DID NOT GO IN AT THE

WORLD'S FAIR.
\7VHY V

Because we can sell all we can make withont

We are after your business on General Supplies, and if you XDV IX
will send us a sample order, you will follow it with others. I 11 I Mb

ELECTRICAPPLIANCE CO.,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

%, LAMPS

-'""i'iaiSllBii*"'

OR
HIGHEST QDALITT

AT

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. '

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RE6UL&TI0K
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IliiiioiiiSkdritMt;.llo.,

219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-L(glit Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 65-Light Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Stales Alternator.

One 600-L'ght United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1.200-C. P. brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchange Building, New York.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
made aad Repaired.

Experimental Work of all kinds
a Specialty.

Midland Electrical Works.
224 E. Washington St., Chicago.

IaATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platluum Purchased,
BAKKR & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Kailroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-^-^ built of any requii'ed size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes lOGO or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula
tion. No sldlled engineer required ! Cheap \

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated

Catalogue, call on or address : AarERiCAN
Enqink Co., 72 Raritan Ave,, Bound Brook,
N.J.

All Sizes

and

QaalitlesMICA
For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
218 Water Street. New York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SAMSON BRAIDED COR
B the mopt
ble for hangi
Arc Lamps,
T rol iey
Cord, Cov
ering FleM

MaE:netB, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA.

l&TXvy Xt.. -srsf ^rtlalxist^xi, ^iGsisr "ST^rls^ XO". 'S'.

Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

DENS9IORE,
"The World's Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

The most simple and convenient; for, with fewer
parts it attains more ends than any other.
Alignment not injured either bv rapid work, manl-

fcldinir or long usage. Has the mist popular keyboard with shift.

For detailed statement of the advantages of the Densmora over the older favorites,
and for teatimoni lis from business concerns of national reputation, call on us or our
dealers, cr send for catalogue.

DENSMQRE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New York .

SOME
OF THE

ARTICLES
WE

Manufacture,

YOC SHOULD
HAVE OUK

CATALOGUE.

Western Office

:

1522 Jlonailniick

THOS. G. GRIER,

Western Wgr.

BRYAUT ELECTRIC CO., "'lirffiS..

-^^£i-

50.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen"

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOKK» AT BKIDSEPOBT, OONDir.
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The Ahearn Electric Heater in Ottawa,
Canada.

There has been a general awakening this year to a reali-

zation of the fact that in the utilization of electricity for

heating purposes a field exists which presents astonishing

possibilities. Patents innumerable have issued, and the

number of electric heaters that have appeared on paper is

remarkable. But one hears, too, of a great variety of heat-

ing apparatus for which the designers claim a thorough

practicability. To those who have not studied the ques-

tion of the practicability of electric heating from every

point of view, these signs of rapid development in what is

cursory consideration of the conditions indicated. Never-

theless, even at this early stage, the electric heater is being

brought to the front in a manoer that leaves no doubt

that this apparently uneconomical device, by reason of its

extraordinary usefulness under multitudinous conditions

where heat directly from fuel is not easily obtainable or

perhaps desirable, is proving itself to be of a character that

is in reality anything but uneconomical. But by far the

most promising field for the introduction of electric heating

apparatus, and one that is enlarging itself in a most as-

tonishing manner, lays in districts supplied with electricity

from water powers. Where water power is plentiful or

accomplished in the Dominion in this branch by T.

Ahearn of Ottawa, Ont. Since the publication of that article

arrangements have been consummated between the firm of

Ahearn & Soper, which controls the Ahearn apparatus,

and General Manager W. R. Mason of the Railway Equip-

ment company, Chicago, for exploiting this heater outside

of Canada. Through the courtesy of Mr. Mason a repre-

sentative of the Western Electrician was accorded re-

cently an opportunity to examine the heater in operation in

Ottawa and obtain a more comprehensive idea of the ex-

tent to which the electrical distribution of heat had been

developed on the other side of the line.

virtually a new branch of the art may seem somewhat

singular. The ordinary observer sees a central station

first producing heat at the boilers and after a number of

conversions developing the energy which is distributed to

consumers under the nameof.electricity. The fact is readily

appreciated that the current thus obtained indirectly from

the fuel and applied to the heater can only be produced at

a loss even though the current be utilized in the station

itself and without transmission to a distance. But when,

in addition to the losses due to the various ccnversions of

energy in the station, transmission losses are taken into

consideration, it is very easy to see how it will appear to

many at first glance as though the introduction of electricity

for heating service could only be proeecuted at a disad-

vantage. Such a view is a very natural one after merely a

;. I. THE AHEAKiN ELECTRIC HEATER IN OTTAWA, CANADA.

fuel is cheap, there the electric heater will be employed to

the greatest advantage.

But, some would say, as yet the progress made, although

considerable, especially in the line of street car heating, has

not been such as to warrant extravagant predictions. A
comparatively short time ago it did indeed seem as though

the electric heater would have to remain more or less in

the background until the much-sought process of efficiently

producing current directly from fuel should appear. Re-

cent developments, however, are opening the eyes of

many to the immense possibilities in the lice of the distri-

bution of electricity for heating purposes from water-driven

central stations. In the Western Electrician of July

23, i8g2, an article entitled "The Electric Heater in Can-

ada" gave an account of some of the work that has been

A visitor from the United States would be surprised

many times during a tour of investigation into electrical

Ottawa, and his respect for Canadian enterprise would be

raised to the highest degree on being brought face to face

with a system of electric heating developed to an extent

that warrants its projector in seriously considering the

problem of electrically heatingthe Ottawa Telephone com-

pany's building. But such is the fact nevertheless.

The firm of Ahearn & Soper, of which T. Ahearn, the

designer of the heater, is a member, controls the bulkiof the

electrical business in Ottawa. Without reference to an ex-

tensive electric light and power business, the latter branch

including both a system of stationary and railway supply, it

may be said that Mr. Ahearn 's heating business bids fair

soon to rival that of the distribution of stationary power
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and light in Ottawa. The Ahearn heaters are in use

throughout the city. The device has found its way into

barber shops, saloons, apothecary shops, groceries, photo-

gfraphic studios, a livery stable, private residences, etc.,

until recently it was found necessary to inaugurate a special

heating service and purchase a dynamo to supply current

solely for heating circuits. Many of the heaters, though,

are now connected with the fifty volt secondaries of the

secondaries of the converters all supply current at 50 volts.

The machine in the background is a railway generator.

This station is driven entirely by a water power with a

fifteen feet head, from the Chaudiere Falls on the Ottawa

river. Its estimated capacity is 5,000 horse power. There

are three 600 horse power wheels, two of which drive the

heaters in the kiln will take 20 amperes at 50 volts, and
for this service a charge of $250 per year will be made,

the company basing its price for current on its lamp rates

Before leaving the power plants, which are located not

far apart in the lower section of the city, reference should

be made to an extensive piece of work now half com^

FIG. 3. THE AHEARN ELECTRIC HEATER IN OTTAWA,
CANADA.

Westinghouse alternating incandescent lighting system

supplying commercial lights.

The accompanying views will enable the readers of the

Western Electrician to obtain an excellent idea of the

general use to which the system has been put. The illus-

trations are reproductions of photographs of several in-

stallations in actual daily service.

In the illustration on the first page, Fig. i, is presented

FIG. 4. THE AHEARN ELECTRIC HEATER IN OTTAWA, CANADA.

railway machinery, while the third wheel drives the heating

machine. The I^Iinneapolis water wheel governor is used

on the turbine connected with the heating dynamo.

While it is not possible to refer to all the places in

Ottawa in which electric heaters are used, mention may be

made of a number of the more interesting installations.

pleted in the station illustrated in Fig. i. Mr. Ahearn is

preparing to heat this dynamo room, which is 80 by 50 by

II feet, by water heated electrically. The view in Fig. 2,

showing a heater in a pit in the corner of the room, and con-

nected with coils of pipe, gives an excellent idea of this

installation. To heat the station three heaters like the

one shown in this cut in the pit beneath the floor will be

FIG. 6, the AHEAFN ELFCTRIC HEATER IN OTTAWA,
CANADA.

FH.;. 5. THE AHEARN ELECTRIC

excellent views of the exterior and exterior of

the generating station from which the heating cir-

cuits will in the future be supplied. This sta-

tion is a new one, comparatively speaking, so at

present quite a number of the heaters in use in the

city are still furnished from converters on lighting cir-

cuits from another station. The Westinghouse alterna-

tor shown in the foreground in Fig. i is the machine

specially purchased and installed for the heating circuits.

It has a capacity of 150 amperes at i.roo volts, the

HEATER IN O ITAWA, CANADA.

On the tour of investigation the first visit was to what

will doubtless be when finished, the first lumber drying

kiln in the world in which electric heat is employed. This

kiln was rapidly building at the time of inspection and is

now probably ready to receive the heaters, three of which

will be installed. The temperature required will have to be

not less than 150 degrees Fahrenheit; current for this kiln

will be furnished from the station of the Chaudiere Elec-

tric Light company near by. This company carriesa nightly

load of 8,000 Westinghouse lamps. Each of the three

FIG, 7. THE AHEARN ELECTRIC HEATER IN OTTAWA,
CANADA.

required, and these, it is calculated, will heat enough water
,

to keep 3,oo3 feet of pipe at 70 degrees Fahrenheit. The
water is supplied automatically to each heater from the

little supply tank in the corner. The heaters each occupy

a pit space of about 2 by 3 feet, and each one, it is figured,

will require about 60 amperes of current at 50 volts. The
heater shown in the picture was the first one of so large a

size, and had just been built, so it was not possible to give

accurately the amount of current it would take when finally

connected and its coils adjusted for permanent operation.
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On leaving the power house the next visit was to the

city water works pump house. The first experimental

heater that was built by Mr. Ahearn is now in the fore-

man's office, Fig. 2, at the water works. It replaces a

coal stove, which was used in the fall and spring before the

steam furnace was put in operation. The size of the room

heated is 10 by 12 by iS feet. The dimensions of this

heater are 5 inches outside diameter by 20 inches high. It

takes 4 amperes of current at no volts, current being fur-

nished from a United States 60 light dynamo on the prem-

ises used for lighting the pump house. The men use this

little heater for warming their dinner pails, and in the even-

ings when the temperature outside Is chilly it makes the

Toom comfortable. This heater was constructed in March

.ast and was presented by Mr. Ahearn to the men this

summer.

W. A. Jamieson's drug store, Wellington street, was

from the same current if used for lighting purposes. The
charge for light is based on what is called the commercial

system and is $S per light per annum; the current for this

heater is about equal to that consumed by three lights. On
this system the customer is privileged to burn the light all

day and all night, paying for his own lamps. The current

is on this heater only 4 hours per day.

The barkeeper at the Windsor Hotel in Ottawa is also

an advocate of electric heaters. He may be clearly seen

in Fig. 2—as may Mr. Jamieson, the druggist—mixing

"chemicals" with hot water. The heater at the Windsor

replaces a gas stove. It is wound with iron wire instead

of German silver and on that account takes a little more

current at the start, say 5 to 6 amperes, but at the end of

fifteen minutes it drops down to between 2I4, and 3 amperes.

For this heater $26 per year is charged. The service is

from a ten-light converter, which supplies eight'lights, all

ing purposes. This heater is still in service, but the plain

style with a faucet, and in which there is no syphon, is

preferred. The current for these heaters is supplied from

a bank of converters (three 40-Iighters); these were on the

building before the heaters were installed. Each heater

takes 3 amperes at 50 volts.

The Rev. Father Whelan, a prominent clergyman

of Ottawa, is also a firm believer in electrically heated

water. In his residence there is an eight-gallon heater

which warms the water for his bath. It takes 9 amperes

at 50 volts. Current is supplied from a 20-Iight converter

that was in use at this gentleman's residence before the

heater was put in and no change was made on this account

The rate charged is i cent per ampere-hour by meter.

In March last Mr. Ahearn had constructed and put in

operation in the residence of es-Alderraan Johnstone on

Wellington street an electric furnace for domestic

FIG. 2. THE AHEARN ELECTRIC HEATER IN OTTAWA, CANADA.

next in order. Mr. Jamieson has a gallon and a half

heater wound with German silver wire. He states that

after closing his store at ten o'clock at night, when he comes

in the morning he finds the water almost hot enough for

his purposes. A similar heater is in use in R. A. McCor-

mick's drug store on Sparks street. This heater was put

in at the same time, upon the same terms, and is giving

great satisfaction. Both these gentlemen say that they

are now able to dissolve chemicals without loss of time;

they do not have to tell their customers to come again in

an hour or so for prescriptions Mr. McCormick has his

heater on the counter beside the glass case. These two

heaters are made of German silver wire, and the converter

capacity has never had to be increased on their account.

Each of the druggists' heaters takes a steady current of three

amperes at 50 volts, and on account of the German silver

winding, no change in current consumed is perceptible

after starting. The Jamieson heater is wired from a 40-

light converter that supplies several places in the neighbor-

hood with light. For this service he pays $26 per annum,

which is $2 in excess of the price which would be .derived

of which are on at night, with the heater on when required.

Insurance men should be interested in the little view of

a harness room also embodied in Fig. 2. It shows an

Ahearn heater as used in T, W, Chisnall's livery stable on

Queen street. The picture is strongly suggestive of lower

rates of insurance on stables, due to the introduction of

electric heat in place of the hazardous coal or wood burn-

ing stove. In this heater bran mashes and other liquid

feed for horses is prepared. The hot water is also used

for bathing the horses' feet, cleaning harness, etc. This

heater has been in operation since May last and replaces a

coal stove. It is a question as to whether there should not

be a reduction in the insurance rate on this risk on account

of the change. The capacity of the heater is six gallons,

and it required 6 amperes of current at 50 volts. The

charge for current is $52 per annum.

The barber shop was the next in line, and in J. F. St.

Louis' "tonsorial emporium" on Elgin street two heaters

were found, one of which is the first Ahearn hot water

heater. In this a syphon was used through which to draw

off water and cool it a trifle before being applied for nhav,'

service. This outfit has been in successful and

continuous operation since being installed, and has attracted

much attention. The large coal furnace abandoned for

the small perpendicular electric furnace suggests

immense possibilities for electric heating. The heated

water passes upward into a tank in the corner, from

which it flows to the two upper stories of Mr. Johnstone's

residence. The fact that hot water is being constantly

drawn off, and cold water taking its place, is a much more

severe test upon the furnace than if the water was being

used for house heating purposes only, as in the latter case

the same water is being circulated always. Mr. Ahearn has

applied the latter principle to hot water apparatus for car

heating. Ex-Alderman Johnstone's heater is three feet six

inches high by six inches diameter and it is wound for the

500 volt power circuit of the Chaudiere Electric company.

It takes 5^- amperes and this amount of current heats q.

63 gallon bath tank 18 inches in diameter and 4 feet high,

supplying three bathrooms and the kitchen sink. Two of

the bathrooms are in the same building and one is sixty

feet away in an adjoining building. The water is being
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drawn continually, and the users say is is always hot.

This was an experimental outfit, no charge being

made. The charge^ however, would be $200 per

annum for this service.

In addition to those already referred to the following

named commercial users in Ottawa of the Ahearn electric

heating apparatus may be mentioned: M. Lanctot, bar-

ber, Sparks street, 3 ampere heater; W. L. Buller, restau

rant, 3 ampere heater; Levi Booth, grocer, 3 ampere heater;

O. Laurin, barber, Wellington street, 3 ampere heater;

G. L Snider, photographer. Bank street, 3 ampere heater;

King& Morse, S. Cassidy, W. Codd, saloons, each equip-

ped with a 3 ampere heater.

The need of artificial heat during the summer months

for drying out repaired armatures or field coils of electric

car motors suggested the construction of a drying kiln for

the Ottawa electric railway car barns. This kiln was put

in operation several months ago, and has proved a great

success. To economize space the kiln was put on top of

the steam heating furnace which was used during the last

winter for heating the premises. Its situation makes it

appear somewhat bulky, but it simply consists of the small

furnace with pipes running into the kiln four deep, thence

back to the furnace. A water tank is placed on top of the

kiln to supply the furnace. The hot water circulating

through the pipes in the kiln heats the air to 120 degrees,

the 500 volt current from the trolley wire being used; 4

amperes do the work.

FIG. I. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE NEW YORK
COLUMBUS CELEBRATION.

It may be stated that in connection with the water-driven

system of the Ottawa road, the electric heater has proved

itself to be a valuable adjunct, serving most profitably to

steady the load on the system, and likewise to increase

the company's revenue through the sale of the additional

current.

It was during the last winter that a series of four 125

volt electric heaters obtained in the United States was first

tried in a cat of the Ottawa railway. The rigorous Cana-

dian climate, however, proved too severe a test for these

heaters. It was due to his appreciation of the fact that a

good practical heater would be a most valuable piece of ap-

paratus to operate on this particular system in Ottawa in

connection with the power machinery that Mr. Ahearn

set to work to develop a thoroughly practical heater. His

first production was a 500 volt stove for car service. This

stove replaced the coal stove in general use. It is cylin-

drical in form. Fig, 4, 29 inches high by 11 inches outside

diameter by 7 inches inside, being in fact an iron tube within

an iron tube. Theinner tube is wound with iron wire, and

the space between the inner and outer tubes is filled with

whiting, powdered fire clay, or sand. As the stove is

placed two inches from the floor, the cold air rushes from

the floor upward through the center of the stove, and this

movement of the air increases with the temperature, and

thus makes a vigorous circulation of hot air. According to

Mr. Ahearn, with six amperes of current this stove proved

equal in heat-giving power to the ordinary coal stove and

in addition possessed all the other well known advantages.

This stove was wound to permit of the use of a constant

current throughout the day, thereby requiring no attention

on the part of the conductor. Three cars have been

equipped with this form of stove since February last.

In Fig. '4, in addition to the stove, there is shown a new

type of car heater just built by Mr. Ahearn. Four of

these oval-shaped heattrs will be required for a car, and

they will take together the same amount of current that is

necessary for the cylindrical stove illustrated in the same cut.

inner tube so as to concentrate the heat upon the inner

tube and leave the outer casing, practically speaking, cool.

A study of the diagram, Fig. 3, will make clear the man-

ner in which this arrangement has the effect of promoting a

constant circulation of air through the heater; the air

streams in constantly at the bottom to be heated by the

inner tube, and then passes out at the top. It will be

noted, too, that the winding of wire does not cover the entire

surface of the inner tube, P'ig. 4, but is terminated some

distance from the top of the tube. The reason given by the

designer for this construction is that, as the hottest part of

the heater is at its top. there would be at that point, with the

winding continued to the top, too great a concentration

of heat, which would lead to a rapid deterioration of the

wire.

In the construction of the hot water heater the object

sought was likewise the insulation of the heat from the ex-

terior of the apparatus, and its concentration upon the in-

terior surface, so as to obtain the greatest heating effect

upon the water.

During a recent visit to Ottawa the Western Elec-

trician representative was taken out to the grounds of

the Central Canada exhibition to see the display that had

been made there of electric heating apparatus. A general

idea of these remarkable applications of electricity made at

a point three miles from the source of energy may be had

FIG. 4. electrical EFEATURES of the new YORK
COLUMBUS celebration.

These heaters will be placed in the four corners of a

car under the seats. Four of these, it is calculated, will fur-

nish heat equal to that of the electric car stove. The winding

is of iron wire, done in such a manner, it is claimed, as to

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE NEW YORK
COLUMBUS CELEBRATION.

counteract self induction, and consequent flashing at the

switch; the direction of the winding is reversed at the

center of the coil as may be clearly seen in Fig. 3,

There are a number of distinguishing features in the

I'TG. 3. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE NEW YORK
COLUMBUS CELEBRATION.

Ahearn heater. In both the ordinary form of cylindri-

cal air heater. Fig. 4, and the hot water heater, P'ig. 2, the

construction is such as to make them, it is claimed by the

designer, most efficient in their action. In the cylindrical

hot air heater the special feature is its hollow form and the

winding and insulation of the heating wire around the

FIG. 2. ELIiCTRICAL FEATURES OF THE NEW YORK
COLUMBUS CELEBRATION.

from a close inspection of the four views embodied in Fig.

5. There was an electric bake oven, the size of which can

be better appreciated after a comparison with the bakers,

who also appears in the picture. Figs. 6 and 7 show

the details of this oven and the arrangement of the heaters

within it. Fig. 3 is a drawing showing the internal con-

struction of one of the heaters in the oven. With the three

heaters a baking temperature of about 400° Fahrenheit is

maintained. Only two heaters, however, are necessary

under ordinary circumstances; the third was put In this

exhibition oven to compensate for the frequent opening

and shutting of doors rendered necessary by the large

amount of cakes and buns being baked. Without exag-

geration it may be said that the Canadians at the exhibi-

tion jostled and crowded one another in their attempt to

purchase a share of the "electric bread." In fact, this

first electric baker realized a small fortune on fresh baked

buns "at 15 cents a bag." The size of each of the heaters

in the exhibition oven was 29 inches high, 11 inches out-

side diameter, 7 inches inside diameter. Two of the heat-

ers took twenty amperes, and the third one took nineteen

amperes at fifty volts.

In theWomen's ChristianTemperance Union refreshment

room, Fig 5, two 12 gallon hot water reservoirs were in use.

These vessels were electrically heated and were connected

bv a common supply 'pipe, as shown in the illustration,

with five smaller coffee heaters. The larger heaters sup-

plied the smaller ones with hot water, and in the latter both

tea and coffee were made. In addition to the heaters just men-

tioned tliere were four more in another part of the room,

rendered necessary by the incessant demand for hot tea

and coffee, This outfit gave an ample supply of hot water

in the refreshmen'-, rooms. The Chaudiere Electric Light
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company's heating exhibit was also a revelation. The

most striking feature of this displ-y was the hot water ra-

diator, shown also in Fig. 5, which was heated by water

supplied from an electric stove in a pit just in front of it.

The pit was covered by a grating level with the floor and was

lighted with an incandescent lamp. The radiator, it is fig

ured, was. equal to 200 feet of pipe. This heatertook twenty

amperes at fifty volts.

Across the aisle from the radiator these, too, shown in

Fig. 5, were two combination heaters, which contain three

lights. From the top of the building was operated a large

search light.

The Metropolitan Hotel placed over its entrance a pic-

ture of the landing of Columbus in a framework of 16 can-

dle power incandescent lamps.

From the roof of Niblo's Garden was operated a search

light of unusual strength and brilliancy. Broadway was

made as luminous as -^ay by the brilliant sheen of electric

light playing upon this long and crowded thoroughfare.

Madison Square Garden, Fig. 3, was a blaze of light

and upon the excursion boats on the East River, were

trained upon the bridge and towers, as shown in Fig. 5,

producing a weird effect.

Never was there a more expectant throng than that

which waited many hours for the appearance of the night

pageant and its many electrical effects, especially for the

car "Electra," Fig. 6. which was a dazzling exhibit. In

the eyes and mouth of the great monster and at all prom-
inent points on the figures on the float were incandescent

lamps of various colors. Iq the chariot, guiding the elec-

tric Hydra, was the figure of a woman, and on the sides of

the chariot were bronze bas-reliefs of Edison, surrounded

by hundreds of electric lamps. At the 1 ear was a large hor-

izontal disk, upon which some twenty girls in metallic cos-

tume were standing with lights festooned all about them.

Surmounting this larger disk was a smaMer disk, on which

were the figures of six women bearing aloft a globe, the

longitudinal and latitudinal lines of which were shown by

incandescent lamps. The current was obtained from ac-

cumulators concealed in the car. There were nearly 3,500

lamps used in this exhibit. The Union Storage Battery

company furnished the batteries, which bad a capacity of

over 125 ampere hours, the weight being about 2|^ tons.

One other float which attracted much attention was the

Ocean and the Cable, Fig. 7. The Gieat Eastern was seen

triumphantly riding the waves, in which flying fish and

other creatures of the sea sported, while the Atlantic Cable

and Cyrus W. Field's name encircled the globe.

From several conservative estimates, made by well-

known gentlemen connected with ihe electrical business, it

is believed at least $250,000 was spent in electrical decora-

tions in New York and Brooklyn for this event.

FIG. 7. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE

compartments for tea, coffee and hot water, each one be--

ing provided with a separate faucet like the small heater

in use in the restaurant.

Last but by far the most important work that has as yet

been contemplated by the Canadian exploitei s of the Ahearn

heater is that through which the Bell Telephone company's

building in Ottawa is to be electrically heated. This buildicg,

oownearly completed, isihown prominently in Fig. 2.When
finished it will contain 5 000 feet of pipe, the size of the

building being 30 by 75 feet, with three stories and abase-

ment. To heat this structure there will be installed in the

basement a Gurney furnaje and an Ahearn heater. An ar-

rangement of valves will permit either of these heaters be-

ing used; the coal furnace is to be employed in the event

of anything happening to the electric heater.

Such a task as this , to any one who h as not'

been on the ground, will seem a bold undertaking, but to

one who has been in Ottawa and seen what has actually

been accomplished, it will not seem a rash prediction to

say that the exploiter cf the Ahearn heater in this country

may, ere long, be justly entitled to point to the first and only

electrically heated building in the world.

NEW YORK COLUMBUS CELEBRATION.

from its search light and numerous arc lamps. A cluster

of lamps placed atthe extreme top could be seen a great

distance.

The electrical displays in the residence portion of New
York and BroDklyn were numerous, especially on Fifth

avenue, where the designs were worked out in shields, an-

chors, stars, etc
,
placed amid beautiful fes'oonsof naiion-

al colors. Among those noticed was one of Columbus,

Fig. 4, stauding bedde and resting his hand on a globe

Long Distance Telephoning.
The long distance telephone line connecting Chicago

and New York is now finished, and will soon be ready for

public use. It is operated by the American Telephone

& Telegraph company, whose Chicago office is in the Rand-

McNally building, on Quincy street. A reception to the

representatives of the press was given on Tuesday, and

the lines were tested.

Wirennen on a Strike,

The Chicago Edison company is having trouble with its

wiremen. The men first demanded an eight-hour day, and

when this, with extra pay for overtime and holidays, was

Electrical Features of the New York Co-
lumbus Celebration.

New York has been ablaze with electric lights during

the last week, and the many thousand visitors who were

attracted to the metropolis by the Columbus celebrat'on

were amazed by the display of e'ectric lights. Through-

out the celebration electricity played an important part.

One of the most striking effects was that of the World

building. Fig. i, on the dome of which were arranged 212

incandescent lamps of 32 candle power each. These lamps

were arranged in rows of red, white and blue. The wire was

encased in a specially made copper covered conduit, man-

ufactured by the Interior Conduit company. Seven days

were taken up in the construction of this display, which

reflected much credit upon the electrician of the World,

F. Schede, who planned the illumination.

Among the displays in the business portion of the city

that of the New York Life Insurance company. Fig. 2,

contained about 1,100 incandescent lamps. The letters and
dates 1492 and 1S92 were made of gold colored lamps with

bands of red, white and blue lamps acioss the face. A
portrait of Columbus, heroic size, was placed over the en-

trance in a frame of white and gold lamps, the shield be-

ing similarly lighted.

The General Electric company made a novel and inter-

esting display. From both sides of its office building

03 Broad street were hung eight arc lamps, making a

frame between which were placed three rows of electric

revolving wheels of varied colored lights, located in the

embrasures of the windows. Over the prinripal cornice

were the figures 1492 and 1892, in incandescent white

FIG. 6. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE NEW YORK COLUMBUS CELEBRATION.

showing North and South America, the outline of the fig-

ure and dis'c being of incandescent lights. The Union

League Club, located at Fifth avenue and Thirty ninth

street, had a design of red, white and blue lights arranged

in perpendicular lines, seven in all, extending the entire

height of building, and producing a beautiful effect.

The display of fireworks from the great East River

bridge was probably the most extensive ever seen in this

country. The set piece, the Falls of Niaga,ra, over 500

feet in length, strung along the outside of the southern

roadway, was lit by electricity. During this display

numerous search lights, on top of the large office buildings

conceded, the men demanded the recognition of th< ir

union by the signing of a formal agreement. This the

company declined to do, and on Thursday of last week 130

men, out of a total force of 160, refused to work until the

union's demands were complied with. The officers of the

company assert that they will not recede from their posi-

tion and are filling the places of the strikers as fast as pos-

sible. The wiremen of several other companies are also in-

volved.

The Montgomery, Ala., Terminal & Street Railway

company will probably equip its line with electric power
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The convention of the American Street Railway asso-

ciation at Cleveland is one of the most important gather-

ings of the year from an electrical point of view. It is

practically an electrical convention, inasmuch as a majority

of the members of the association are interested in electric

roads, and all of the papers prepared for the meeting are

upon electrical subjects. It is customary to appoint com

mittees each year to prepare reports on special subjects,

and these reports form the bases of the discussion at the

sessions of the convention. This year it is proposed to

give up almost the entire time to the discussion of matters

pertaining to the electric railroad. What better evidence

of the advancement of the electric railway in America can

be asked than this convention of the leading railway

companies of the country to discuss the "deadly trolley"?

opposed to the motor, and day after day they lend their aid

and encouragement to those who are fighting the best in-

terests of the city. They have so persistently kept up

their senseless chatter about the so-called "deadly trolley"

that it is barely possible they have begun to believe

these silly and malicious fabrications. Among those who
favor fair play, even in New York's municipal affairs, it is

agreed that the following paragraph in the Sun correctly

states the case;

As a matter of truth and soberness the chief objection
to the trolley is its unsightliness. The clearer the streets

are from house front to house front the better for the
beauty of the city and its general convenience.

Yet this concise statement of fact does not fully explain

the situation. No one who has ever seen the hideous

structure of the "L" road system of which New Yorkers

are so proud would pronounce the modern overhead trolley

system objectionable on the ground of unsightliness. A
city that can turn over its streets to an elevated railroad

without violence to the esthetic tastes of its people can-

not consistently object to neatly placed overhead trol-

ley wires.

The opponents of the electric system in New York
based their objections originally on what they were pleased

to term the "deadly" character of the motive power em-

ployed. Just at present the opponents of the trolley sys-

tem seem to enjoy a temporary advantage, but their po-

sition is untenable, and their present apparent victory will

be turned to inglorious defeat.

Readers of this journal can form an excellent idea of

the appearance of the new Westinghouse incandescent

lamp by referring to the cuts presented in this issue. This

is the lamp for which Mr. Westinghouse makes the claim

that it does not infringe on the Edison patents, as upheld

by the recent decision of the New York Circuit Court of

Appeals; and of course everybody interested in the electric

light business wants to see what it looks like. This desire

the Western Electrician can gratify, but it is not able

to do as much in the direction of an exact and detailed

description of the construction of the lamp, as this infor-

mation is withheld by the manufacturers. The leading

features are briefly pointed out, however, and no doubt a

more ample description will be obtainable in due time.

It is said, and truly enough, that if the claims made for

the new lamp, including the low cost of manufacture, are

true, its appearance marks a new era in the lamp business.

In the absence of precise information as to the construc-

tion of the lamp, it is of course impossible to hazard a

conjecture as to the probability of an infringement of the

Edison patent. The Court of Appeals paraphrased the

second claim of that patent as follows;

The combination of carbon, filamentary or thread-like in

size and properly carbonized, used as an iltuminant in an
incandescent electric lamp with a receiver made entirely of

glass and conductors passing through the glass, and from
which receiver the air has been exhausted to such an ex-

tent that disintegration of the carbon, due to the air wash-
ing action of surrounding gases or to any other cause, is

so far reduced as to leave the carbon practically stable.

This is a broad claim, and it is difficult to see how it is

circumvented by the Westinghouse lamp, unless some

other material than carbon is used for the burner. Pos-

sibly this is the "important discovery" alluded to in Mr.

Westinghouse's announcement. It is said that the fila-

ment burns in rarefied carbonic acid gas, and not in a

vacuum, as in the Edison lamp, but it does not seem likely

that this departure will be greatly relied upon, as the lan-

guage of the claim, as construed by the judges, appears

broad enough to cover any process by which the air is ex-

hausted. Speculation of this character, however, although

interesting, is of little value. The public will be com-

pelled to content itself with guesses until the exact method

of manufacture is known.

Opposition to the trolley system on the part of corpora-

tions whose interests are opposed to the advancement of

the electric motor has been so great that many of the daily

papers of the metropolis have permitted not only their ad-

vertising and news columns to be used for the publication

of false reports and misleading statements, but they have

even turned over their editorial columns to those who are

In England recently, to judge from the newspapers,

quite astir was created by a display at the Crystal Palace

exhibition of electric heating apparatus, and since the dem-

onstration at the Crystal Palace an electrically cooked

dinner was given at Oxford on the occasion of the opening

of the new electric light station in that town. The people

were much interested and of course great things were

prophesied for the future. In Switzerland, also, a year or

two ago, according to a newespapsr paragraph, a hotel

keeper used an electrical broiling iron. In the United

States, too, more or less progress has been made in the in-

troduction of elec'ric heating apparatus. For instance in

Minneapolis electric sad irons have been employed in

laundry work; in Chicago and Minneappolis heaters have

been used in restaurants for cooking, boiling coffee and tea.

baking cakes by electricity, etc. The progress, also, in

the employment of the current in the country to heat street

cars has been such as to indicate that in this one direction

alone the exploiter of a thoroughly practical car heater

that combines a sufficient efficiency with durability will

find a field of constant growth in which to work.

But the movement forward in the United States or

elsewhere in this line, taken all in all, has not amounted to

a great deal, comparatively speaking, and it will now have

to be conceded that the most decided step in advance in

either this country or abroad stands to the credit of a
Canadian.

Those who read the Western Electrician of July 23,

1892, already have some idea of the remarkable work that

has been accomplished in the introduction of electric heat

upon a large scale in the city of Ottawa, Ont. But a full

understanding of the extent to which the gentle-

man referred to in the article just mentioned

has carried his project to introduce an electric

heating system on an extensive scale could only, as it

proved, be realized after a personal inspection. A repre-

sentative of the Western Electrician visited Ottawa
recently, and a comprehensive description of the electric

heating work that has been accomplished and is now under
way in that city is presented elsewhere in this issue. To
say that surprise awaits the visitor in Ottawa would be

putting it mildly. Undoubtedly Ottawa may now come to

the front and claim for itself the distinction of being the

first city in the world in which there has been established

and developed a special electric heating service from a cen-

tral station. And furthermore it is very likely that the

same city will, ere long, point with pride to the first

building in the world electrically heated throughout.

A perusal of the present article will undoubtedly open
the eyes of many doubters to the astonishing possibilities

in store for electric heating. By many the electric heater,

as usually employed, consisting essentially, as it does, of

a conductor heated by energy obtained from fuel after

several conversions, is believed to be an uneconomical de-

vice; and so it is when considered in one light. To quote

from the description of the Ottawa system :

To those who have not studied the question of the prac-
ticability of electric heating from every point of view the
signs of rapid development in what is virtually a new
branch of the art may seem somewhat singular. The or-
dinary observer sees a central station first producing heat
at the boilers and, after a number of conversions, develop
ing the energy which is distributed to consumers
under the name of electricity. The fact is readily appre-
ciated that the current thus obtained indirectly from the
fuel and applied to the heater can only be produced at a
loss even though the current be utilized in the station itself

and without transmission to a distance. But, whe n

,

in addition to the losses due to the various conversions of
energy in the station, transmission losses are taken into
considaration, it is very easy to see how it will appear to

many at first glance as though the introduction of electric-

ity for heating service could only be prosecuted at a disad-
vantage. Such a view is a very natural one after merely a
cursory consideration of conditions indicated.

But thope who have undertaken the work of introducing

the seemingly uneconomical apparatus are in a position to

see that the electric heater, by reason of its peculiar advan-

tages over the ordinary fuel stove under many conditions,

will slowly but surely demonstrate itself to be in reality

of anything but an uneconomical character. Even at this

early stage its field of usefulness is rapidly widening. As
was the case with the incandescent light the electric

heater at the start will come in competition with gas; and^

undoubtedly, where the device is used upon the majority

of electric systems supplied from steam driven stations, the

cry as to a heating service being expensive will have to be

met by a demonstration of an electric heater's extraordinary

usefulness and advantages under multitudinous conditions

where heat directly from fuel is not easily obtainable or per-

haps desirable. And just here it is very much to the point

to raise the question as to what will be the electric heater's

influence upon the Boards of Fire Underwriters? Surely,

for instance, the introduction of- an electric heater into a

stable or barn in place of an ordinary fuel stove should

lead to lower insurance rates. This is but one, too, of

many other situations that might be mentioned, as pecu-

liarly advantageous to the introduction of electric heat.

But, on the other hand, the most promising field by far

for the introduction of electric heating apparatus, and one

where the best work will be done, lays in districts supplied

with electricity from vvater powers—Hke that of Ottawa.

Where water power is plentiful or fuel is cheap; there the

electric heater will be employed to the greatest advantage.

So with a knowledge of the rapid manner in which Amer
ican water powers are being utilized through the aid of

electricity, it is most reasonable to presume that the electric

heater will before long find a place in line with its relatives^

the electric light and the motor.
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New Westinghouse Lamp,
The accompanying cuts show the new Westinghouse

incandescent lamp, of which so much has been said since

the decision of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

in New York, upholding the validity of the claim of the

Edison General Electric company as the possessor of the

first patent on a practical incandescent lamp. Mr. West-

inghouse has met this decision by asserting that he has a

new lamp "which not only does not infringe the Edison

patent nor any of the patents of other companies, but is

fully covered by patents of our own."

A keyless lamp of this new typs is shown in the illustra-

tions. Fig. I represents the lamp itself. There is no

brass at the base of the lamp, the butt being of glass. No
platinum is used for the leading-in wires, its place being

taken, it is said, by an alloy which is c aimed to be a sat-

isfactory substitute, and to have a proper coefficient of ex-

pansion. The nature of this wire composition is, of

course, kept secret. The lamp is a separable one—that is,

the filament can be removed and the bulb used over again.

This is accomplished by attaching the burner to a ground

the springs shown on the sides. It is asserted that these

lamps can be sold at wholesale for 30 cents each.

FIG. I. NEW WESTINGHOUSE LAMP.

glass Stopper, which is tightly inserted in the bulb. Then,

after the air is exhausted, the lamp is sealed by a peculiar

brownish paste. To remove the filament the lamp is

soaked in hot water, which softens the sealing compound

and allows the removal of the stopper, which, when re-

fitted with a new burner, can be replaced in the manner

described, it being necessary, of course, to again have

recourse to the pumping process.

The connection with the socket is made directly through

the leading-in wires, the projecting ends of which are

shown in Fig. i. The part? of the socket are shown in

Fig. 2. The base is of porcelain, and is of extremely

simple construction. The binding posts are connected to

two spring clips, as shown in the cut, which are arranged

to receive, in the middle portion, the two wires leading

from the lamp. Contact is made by turning the lamp so

that the wires are at right angles with the spring clips,

which are thus forced farther apart, one wire pressing

against each strip. A quarter turn of the lamp places the

wires parallel and batween tne strip;, which spring back

to their normal position, shown in Fig. 2. and the light is

thus extinguished. The shell of the socket, which is

nickel-plated, is also shown in Fig. 2. Tht, lamp is not

screwed into it, but simply pushed in, being retained by

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The wiring for the temporary arc lighting for the dedi-

cation ceremonies was completed last week. There are

250 lamps installed in the manufactures building, the

scene of the dedication proper, 50 in the agricultural

building, 30 in the transportation building^, 25 in the

electricity building, 25 in the mines building and 150 on

the grounds—about 530 in all. Current will be supplied

from the present station, south of the transportation

building, and from a temporary plant in machinery ball,

consisting of three Ball &: Wood engines and eight Stand-

ard arc machines, steam being supplied from Babcock &
Wilcox boilers. In the big manufactures building there

will be twelve clusters of five lights aach above the speak-

ers' stand and the reserved seats section, and there will

also be four clusters over the orchestra and chorus stand.

Above the gallery will be seventy-two lights, one in the

center of each arch between the roof trusses. Under the

gallery will be ninety lamps, and one at each end of the

four entrances to the building. There are also sixteen

lights in the nave, where luncheon will be served.

The Electric Launch & Navigation company of New
York, to which the concession for running electric

launches in the lagoons of the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion has been awarded, announces that it is the exclusive

licensee of the Consolidated Electric S.orage company,

the owner of the Brush patents. The recent decision in

New York will, the New York company asserts, prohibit

any other company from running electric launches on the

fair grounds.

R. E. Richardson, who was chief inspector of the elec-

trical department of the bureau of construction at the

World's Fair, has resigned to accept a position with the

Electrical Supply company, Chicago. Mr. Richardson had

charge of the arc lighting, and his plans received general

commendition. He will be succeeded by Prof. Dodge,

late of the United States Navy, in the inspection depart-

ment, while G. B. Foster will have charge of the arc

lighting.

To accommodate the representatives of the press at the

dedication, space in the manufactures building was as-

signed as follows: Western Union Telegraoh company,

20x40 feet; Postal Telegraph company, 20x30; reporters'

room, 20x75; typewriters, 20x40; telephone and district

messenger service, 20x40.

One of the big Schuckert projectors was tested on the

top of the transportation building on Wednesday evening

of last week. The special dynamo needed for the pur-

pose was not at hand, but an Edison 500 volt generator

was utilized by changing the field connections, reducing

the potential to about 70 volts. The monster lamp threw

a great flood of light over the grounds and buildings, but

owing to the foggy nature of the atmosphere the result

down-town was not as successful as had been hoped for,

although the light at the Auditorium, sevea miles away,

was very powerful. There was one amusing incident,

which was thus described in Thursday's Tribune:

Six innocent reporters with no evil intentions touched off

a pan of red fire on top of the Auditorium tower last night

and almost caused a panic in the audience listening to John
Philip Sousa's band below. Some bright young man on the

street saw the light, turned in a fire alarm by telephone,

and a fire engine, hook and ladder truck, hose cart, chem-
ical engine, a police ambulance and a score of firemen were
hurried to the scene. The reporters were working in the

cause of - science. In the tower of the transportation

building of the World's Fair grounds, seven miles away, a

massive search light was being tested. It was shooting its

rays around over Illinois, Indiana and Lake Michigan,
prying into other people's business, and it had been ar-

ranged beforehand that at a certain hour it should be thrown
on the Auditorium tower, where an ash pan of red fire

would burn. The men at the World's Fair grounds found
the red lights, and so did the Fire Department. Among
the numerous names that will go down to posterity with the

Auditorium tower is that of Eva Cartan of Toronto, Can.,

which is chiseled in the stone on the east side of the tower
and 270 feet from terra firma. The letters are two inches

high, and the name could be read when the light's rays

struck the tower.

It is said that over 500 men are employed in electrical

wiring at the World's Fair.

Twenty telephones were installed at the World's Fair

grounds by the Chicago Telephone company for use at

the time of the dedication. These were in addition to

those already in place.

Reproach for Telephone Companies.
To hold a telephone to the ear for ten long minutes^

awaiting the usual response "They're busy; shall I call

you?" is not calculated to soothe one's temper. Neither

is "holding the line"' for what seems to be an intermin-

able time a pleasant occupition. Telephone receivers,,

too, as they are now mida are of a shapa and are built of

a material that causes a long- waiting user to feel his suf-

fering auricle and wonder if its origioal shape is still pre-

served. Telephone companies, then, it must be agreed, do
not concern the-nselves much about the comfort of sub-

REPROACH FOR TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

scribers, and for this reason the accompanying cut consti-

tutts a reproach that should not pass unheeded.

The designer of the device says that it is intended to be

"attached to the ends of telephone receivers to exclude ex-

ternal sounds without discomfort to the user from a firm

pressure of the instrument against the head," also that the

device can be applied to the receiver without detriment to

it and it will effectually exclude external scunds by allow-

ing a greater pressure against the ear without any discom-

fort and secure a perfect accommodation of its surface \o

the ear.

In brief the device is simply an air cushion constructed

of a hollow soft rubber ring having an elastic hood or

sleeve for securing it in place upon the end of the tele-

phone receiver. A close inspection of the cut will show

the arrangetn^n': of a smill tube by which the ear cushioa

may be inflated. Ferdinand Gross of Montreal, Canada,

is the designer.

Electric Train Signaling.

From Wells street depot, Chicago, to West Fortieth

street on the Galena division and to Clybourn Junction on
the other two divisions of the Chicago & Northwestern
railroad the Westinghouse electric system is to be put into

use in the course of the next sixty days. Undtr it trains

will be no longer started by conductors. Five minuter
before the time of their departure they will be inspected by
the train inspector to see that connections are properly

made, air brakes and bell cords in working order and
everything in perfect condition. As soon as he has satis-

fied himself in this respect he will touch an electric button

in the depot, which will communicate to the tower man at

the bridge that the train will be ready to leave the depot in

five minutes. Immediately on receipt of the signal the

tower man will flash the intelligence all along the line from
the bridge to Clybourn Junction or West Fortieth street as
the case maybe, and the tracks will be cleared and every

switch properly set, and as soon as everything is in crder

The City Street Car company of Staunton, Va,, which has

a franchise to operate its road by electricity, has awarded
the contract for the equipment of its road. Work is to

begin by November ist, and be completed by January ist,

1893.

FIG. 2. NEW WESTINGHOUSE LAMP.

throughout the section the tower man at the bridge will be
notified and be prepared to signal to start at the appointed
moment. One minute before the time of the departure
of the train the tower man will again be signaled that ihe

train will be ready to leave in a minute, and he will again
repeat the signal to the end of the section. Having re-

ceived in reply another signal that the tracks are clear, he
will display a given signal from the tower house, which,
on being seen by the engineer, he will start up his tiain

and proce- d without further hindrance at as high a rate of
speed as the city ordinances will allow to the end of the
section.



Cleveland Street Railway Men.
Cleveland has many men whose work in developing

street railway lines in the Forest City has secured for them

considerable distinction. Those whose portraits are here-

with presented are known by reputation to street railway

men throughout the country.

There are few street railway men, for instance, who are

better known than J. B. Hanaa, secretary of the Woodland

Avenue & West Side Street Railroad company. He
was born at New Lisbon. O., in 1854,' and

removed to Cleveland in 1S62. He received his education

in the public s':hools of that city and began business with
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he is interested, and which has lately been adopted by the

West End Railway company of Boston.

He is a director and a larg^e stockholder in the Johnson

company of Johnstown, Pa , which is er gaged in the man-

ufacture of all kinds of rails for street railroad use. He is

the inventor of the Johnson girder rail, which is largely

used on electric roads in the United States.

Another officer of the Brooklyn and South Side com-

panies who has contributed largely to the needs of the

road is H. J. Davies. Mr. Davies was bcrn in Canada in

July, 1S59, and went to Cleveland in April,

1863. He attended public schools in Cleveland. In

J B. Hanna. Tom L. Johnson

CLEVELAND STREET RAILVl^AY MEN.

the firm of Rhodes & Co., the largest coal and iron ore deal-

ers in Ohio. From this concern he went to the West Side

Street Railroad company as secretary and purchasing agent,

and when this road was consolidated with the Woodland

Avenue Railway company, he was made secretary of the

consolidated company. Mr. Hanna has been engaged in

the street railway business for ten years, in which time he

his gained a practical knowledge of the business that

ranks him among the leading railway men in the country.

He has been secretary and treasurer of the Ohio State

Tramway association for sis years, and has taken an

active part in the work of this organization.

Tom L. Johnson, who is interested in the Brooklyn and

SDUth Side railway companies, has of late figured more

prominently in politics than in street railway work, al-

though his street railway interests were never larger than

they are to-day. But as a member of congress and a dem-

ocratic leader in Cleveland he has attained more than a

purely local or business reputation. Tom Johnson comes

from an old southern family which occupied a prominent

position before the war, but which, like many

others, was overcome by reverses during the late

unpleasantness. Unlike his father and grandfather,

the subject of this sketch was obliged to begin life

for himself at a tender age. He secured a position in the

Central Passenger office at Louisville. At the age of six-

teen he was made secretary of the road and placed in

charge of the offices of the company. He continued to

advance and became complete master of the business. He
invested largely in other railways and soon became a power

in street railway circles.

Beside his interests in the Brooklyn and South Side

Street Railroad companies of Cleveland, Mr. Johnson is a

large stockholder in the Southern Railway company of St.

Louis and the Johnstown Passenger Railway company of

Johnstown, Pa., of both of which companies he is the

president. Under his direct supervision and management

both were changed from horse roads to electric roads.

Under his direction, also, the Tuscarawas Electric com-

pany built an electric line connecting New Philadelphia

aid Canal Dover, O. While connected with the Louisville

company, Mr. Johnson invented and patented a fare-box,

which was adopted and used by the Central Passenger and

many other companies. Later, and before the introduction

of electricity into street railway work, he designed a cable

system and built a short experimental road in Cleveland

and a longer road in Ijrooklyn, N. Y., which was success-

fully operated, but was abandoned as soon as electricity,

in his opinion, was shown to be a more desirable motive

power. He also invented and patented an automatic lever

brake, which is now in use en almost every cable road in

the United States. Among his o'^her inventions are a

tower-wagon used for stringing overhead wires, and the

Johnson lifeguard, which is used on all the roads in which

1875 he studied short-hand and became a successful sten-

ographic reporter. In October, 18S9. he became private

secretary to Hon. Tom L. Johnson, and in January, i8go,

secretary and treasurer of the Brooklyn and South Side

Railroad companies.

Dr. A. Everett ha^ been interested in street railway

affairs since 1S60, when he purchased a controlling interest

in the East Cleveland road. At that time, however, the

system comprised only two miles of track on unimproved

streets and four horse cars of the style known as "bob-

tails." There are now, however, 40 miles of electric road

and 90 motor cars equipped with the Edison system. Dr.
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visitors speaks well for his executive ability. Mr. Stanley

is practically the executive head of the Broadway road and
is one of the most enterprising street railway men in the

Forest City.

Street Railway Convention at Cleveland.
When the American Street Railway association voted

to hold its i8g2 convention in Cleveland it reached a wise

decision, for that city presents many attractions for the

street railway man. Not the least important consideration

was the fact that the local members were anxious that the

association should meet in the city, and that they were

ready to devote to the preparatory work sufficient lime, at-

tention and money to make the meeting successful from

every point of view. As soon as the decision to meet in

the Forest City was reached, these gentlemen at once be-

gan their preliminary work, and unless all signs fail they

have been remarkably successful. They pinned the hotel-

keepers down to a contract binding them to refrain from

the overcharging to which they seem to be addicted at

convention times; arranged an excellent exhibition of street

railway apparatus, and prepared an unusually interesting

programme for the entertainment of visitors.

The headquarters of the association were located at the

HoUenden; the Army and Navy Hall on Superior street,

almost directly opposite, was rented for exhibits, and the

hall of the Young Men's Christian Association, a short

distance away, was secured as a place for holding the

business meetings.

The committee met with the most cordial co-operation

from local manufacturers, and especially from the Short

Electric Railway company, which proposed to entertain

the visitors on a most lavish scale at its works. The local

street railway companies, too, agreed to afford the com-

mittee all possible assistance in providing for the enter-

tainment of the attendants at the meitin ;.

A large share of the work fell upDn the shoulders of H.

J. Davies of the B ODklyn Street Railroad company, who
took charge of the correspondence. The other members

of the local committee are: Dr. A. Everett, president of

the East Cleveland Railroad company; Horace Andrews,

president of the Broadway & Newburgh Street Railroad

company; J. B. Hanna, secretary of the Woodland Avf-

nue & West Side Street Railroad company; A. L. John-

son, vice-president of the Brooklyn Street Railroad com-

pany, and F. De H. Robison, president oE the Cleveland

City Cable company. Owing to the absence in Europe of

Horace Andrews of the Broadway & Newburgh Street

Railroad company, most of the work assigned to him w^s

Everett. Dr A. Everett.

CLEVELAND STREET RAILWAY
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Stanley

Everett is over 70 years of age, but he is still the control-

ing power in the corporation. He is a firm believer in the

electric motor and was one of its earliest advocates in the

state.

Associated with Dr. Everett is H. A. Everett, secretary

and treasurer of the company. His business training has

been almost entirely in this line of work and his experience

has proven valuable to the company. It was largely

through his negotiations that the Montreal and Toronto

lines were secured by the Cleveland capitalists who now

control them. He has given considerable attention to

these lines, although he continues to personally direct the

East Cleveland company.

John J. Stanley, general manager of the Broadway and

Newburg railway, has taken an active part in

arranging for the present convention, and the

excellent preparation for the entertainment of

performed by John J. Stanley, vice-president and super-

intendent of that company.

CLEVELAND STREET RAILWAYS.

A person who wishes to study the operation of electric

railways can find in no city in the country better opportu-

nities than in Cleveland. Whenever an electric railway

installation is proposed in any city a trip to Cleveland is

always the proper thing. A New York paper, in its

ravings on the trolley system, amused the Cleveland rail-

way men recently by saying that "in no city in the coun-

try has the electric devil-fish got its tentacles so firm y
fixed," They are afraid of no such expressions in the

Forest City. The motor car has contributed in such a

marked degree to the prosperity of the city, it has afforded

such splendid rapid transit, and has proved so far frcm

dangerous that little objection is found to the system. A'-

though the best cable road in the country is in operation
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in Cleveland, it suffers badly in comparison with the elec-

tric lines in the estimation of the residents. No one who

makes even a superficial investigation can fail to be struck

by the fact.

There are five street railway systems in the city, under

the control of the same number of companies, although

nominally the number of the latter is greater. Three of

the five systems are electrically operated, with an aggregate

length of 1 16 miles of single track; one will be electrically

equipped within a few weeks, thereby adding 32 miles to

this number, and the fifth, as already stated, is a cable

line. That the tendency is toward electrical operation \s

set forth plainly in that statement, but it may be added

that the company operating the only cable line in the city

shares in this tendency. It controls the St. Clair street

line, which is operated by horses. A petition is now be-

fore the city council to substitute electricity for animal

power on this road. The company has stated that the in-

stallation would be a temporary one to afford rapid transit

to the patrons until certain improvements are completed

in the street. It may be added, however, that no one ex-

pects when electric motors are once in operation that St.

Clair street will ever be cabled. The electric lines are

liberallv patronized, and they make such rapid speed and

are so generously laid out that citizens are continually in-

creasing the profitable short haul traffic.

What makes Cleveland a city of particular interest to

those who study electric railways is the diver-

sity of the equipment. If one is anxious to see

in operation any particular kind of apparatus,

or to note the advantages attending any special

arrangement of power station, it is safe to as-

sume that examples will be found in the city.

There are to be seen the oldest forms of double

reduction motors and the latest type of gear-

less, mounted on trucks of a dozen different

makes, all kinds of car bodies and every arrange-

ment of power station. Should you wish to ste

a station in which generators are belled directly

to high speed engines, three illustrations may be

found at as many points on the line of the

Brooklyn company; if you des're to see a station

with Corliss engine and countershaft, the East

Cleveland company has a plant worth studying;

if you are interested in direct belt connection

between slow speed engine and generator visit

the station of the Broadway & Newburgh com-

pany; and in the new station of the Woodland

Avenue &: West Side company you may examine

in embryo form a plant in which generators are

to be attached to the shafts of triple expansion

marine engines.

It is not pxoposed here to give detailed de-

scriptions of the several systems, but to cote

briefly the electrical apparatus that is in use.

EAST CLEVELAND RAILROAD COMTANY.

The East Cleveland Railroad company is the

pioneer electric railway company. It introduced

electric motor cars in December, 1888. At present it con-

trols fifty miles of track, all of which is traversed by electric

motors of the following types: Eighty Edison double reduc-

tion, ten Edison single reduction, one Thomson-Houston

single reduction. The power station is located at the

Cleveland & Pittsburgh track, near Cedar avenue. Current

is generated by sixteen Edison machines, varying in capac-

ity from 40 to 150 kilowatts each. They are

driven by three Armington & Sims engines of 250 horse

power each, three engines of the same make of 125 horse

power each; and two C. & G. Cooper Sz Co.'s slow

speed engines of 500 horse power each. The Armington

& Sims engines are belted directly to the generators, and

the slow speed engines are connected to a countershaft.

There are 14 boilers of a capacity of 130 horse power

each; half the number are of the Cooper make, and the re-

mainder was made by the Variety Engine Works company

of Cleveland. A special feature of the East Cleveland

company's system is the car shops located at the terminus

of its main lines. Their equipment is complete in

every respect, and they have been arranged in such

a manner that the work of inspecting and repairing

motors is greatly facilitated. The officers of the com-

pany are; President, A. Everett; vice-president, C. W.
Wason; secretary and treasurer, H. A. Everett; assistant

secretary and treasurer, L. E. Beilstein; superintendent,

E. Duty.

BROOKLYN STREET RAILROAD COMPANY.

The Brooklyn Street Railroad company and the South

Side Street Railroad company are to all intents and pur-

poses a single company. All the good or bad that they

both may do is ascribed to the former corporation, and it

alone is known to residents of Cleveland, few of whom

ever hear of the latter company. On the books the two

corporations are separate, and they have different officers,

but they are the same men in different capacities. The
two roads may here therefore be considered as a single

system, officered by President Tom L. Johnson, Vice-

president A. L. Johnson, Secretary and Treasurer H. J.

Davies and Superintendent Samuel Harris. The roads

have been operated by electricity since the fall of 1889,

and at the present time 70 motor cars and 92 trailers

carry passengers over the lines. The cars are all operated

by Thomson-Houston double reduction motors wi th the ex-

ception of six, five of which are operated by Wigbtman

motors and the sixth by a Short gearless. Located at three

different points on the system are power stations, each

arranged in practically the same way. In the Scoville

street station are installed five Thomson-Houston gene-

rators, each of 62,500 watts capacity. They are belted

directly to five Straight Line engines. The boiler room

contains three boilers of 150 horse power, made by the

Variety Engine Works company of Cleveland, and

equipped with the Roney mechanical itoker. In the

Pearl street station the generators are ten in number, of

the same capacity, and belted to Ball high speed engines.

The boilers are of the same make as in the Scoville street

plant and are 150 horse power each. The third station, on

Canal street, is equipped with seven Thomson- Houston
generators of the same capacity, belted to engines of the

PROF. SIDNEY H. SHORT.

same make. The boilers are of the same make and

capacity as those in the Pearl street station.

CROADWAY & NEWBURGH STREET RAILROAD COMPANY.

The Broadway & Newburgh Street Railroad company

operates on its two lines thirty motor cars. Of this num-

ber 25 are Edison double reduction; 12 Short, i: double

and one single reduction; and one Weslinghouse singi* re-

duction. The power station, which is located on Broad-

way, corner of /Etna street, is of special interest, as the

generators are belted directly to Corliss engines, and it

is claimed by this arrangement most economical results

have been obtained. The four engines are Reynolds-Cor

liss, made by E. P. Allis & Co. of Milwaukee. The

largest of the four, which is of 600 horse power, drives two

150 kilowatt Edison machines. The other three engines

are each of 250 horse power and each drives two 80 kilo-

watt Edison generators. The boilers are five in number,

each of 200 horse power, and were made by the Variety

Engine Works company of Cleveland. The officers of the

company are: President, Horace E. Andrews; vice-presi-

dent and superintendent, John J. Stanley; secretary and

treasurer, Dr. Edwin Fowler.

WOODLAND AVENUE & WEST SIDE STREET RAILROAD

COMPANY.

Within a few months at the furthest the 32 miles of

track comprising the system controlled by the Woodland

Avenue &. West Side .Street Railroad company will be

electrically operated. Had it not been for a succession of

unforeseen delays the lines would have been by this time

traversed by electric motor cars. At the present time work

is in progress on all parts of the system. The Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing company secured the con

tract for the motors, which are to be of the single reduction

type. Forty new motor cars will form the new equipment,

and the present cars will be used as trailers. The over-

head equipment was furnished by the Railway Equipment
company, of Chicago. The power station is to be equipped

on lines that are novel in this country, at least. The en-

gines will be three in number, all triple expansion and of

the marine type, with a capacity of 500 horse power each.

They were constructed by the Globe Ironworks company
of Cleveland. The generators, which will be installed by
the Westin^house company, are of 250 horse power each.

Each engine shaft will be coupled to two generators, one
at each end. It is expected that this mode of connection

will produce marked economy in operation, and every

electric railway manager will be interested in the results-

The boilers, which were built by the Globe Iron

Works company, are also of the marine type, and each is of

500 horse power.

Prof, Sidney H. Short
Prominent among the men who have contributed to the

advancement in the application of the electric motor to the

street railway and have dene valuable work in bringing the

sjs'-em to its present state of development is the subject

of this sketch, Prof. Sidney H. Shoit of Cleveland, O.
Although Prof. Short's work has been of the most ad-

vanced kind, and has already earned for. him enduring

fame, he has by no means ceased to take an ac-

tive part in street rail»vay work, and seems

confident of further and greater achievements.

He is still comparatively a young man. Born at

Columbus, October 8, 18 5S, he received a

thorough education and was graduated by the

German University of that city. When the Ohio

State University was opened he accepted the

direction of the department of physics. Later

he accepted a similar position at Denver Uni-

versity, which he occupied until 1S86, when he

withdrew from educational work and engaged in

commercial pursuits. He had for several years

given the subject of power transmission and ap-

plication of electricity special study, and had

devised considerable apparatus which he placed

in the market at this time. He had formed a

company to be known as S. H. Short &: Co.

at Columbus, but this was soon organized under

the name of the Short Electric Railway com-

pany.

To Prof. Short, more than any other Amer-
ican electrical engineer, is due the development

of the gear'ess motor. When the sicgle reduc-

tion motor was presented it was considered great

advancement, and when it was afterward an-

nounced that a practical gearless motor had

been devised by an American, universal interest

was attr?cted. Prof. Short has contributed

several papers on this subject, giving the re-

sult of experiments and researches conducted

by him. He is enthusiastic, but he is also practical, and his

inventions have always been marked by a completeness

of mechanical detail, which, it is to be regretted, is not al-

ways found in electrical machinery. Prof. Short oontin-

ues to be the guiding spirit in the corporation bearing his

name, and he personally superintends the mechanical and

electrical departments.

Electrical Talk on Wall Street
Of course the incandescent lamp decision and Mr.

Westioghouse's recent move in bringing out the new
style lamp have occupied the attention of the electrical

fraternity in a manner to make t^e electrical decora-

tions of the Columbus celebrations of secondary im-

portance. Dealers in electrical stocks can speculate now
in more ways than one, for the market is, to say the least,

far from being steady. Wall street isn't quite certain, and

all sorts of rumors are, of course, going the rounds. The
announcement that George Westinghouse had a new in-

candescent lamp through which his company proposes not

only to get around the patent claims lately upheld for Edi-

son by the United States court, but which, it is intimated,

is destined to bring down the price of such lamps 50 per

cent, or so, has attracted much attention in financial cir-

cles. It has helped the price of Westinghouse stock, per-

haps. It looks now as if one of the biggest fights is ahead

in the electrical business that the industrial world has

known in years. Wall street continues, too, to gossip

about the plans of Mr. Edison himself. According to the

current tales, he is not only at outs with his old colleagues,

but is hard at work in developing plans which, if carried

out, will result in some odd situations. This rumor,

though, is given only for what it is worth. It is intimated
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that Mr. Edison has patented a new lamp quite outside of

anything covered by his old patents, and that he intends to

go into the manufacturing business on a tremendous scale.

If he does intend to go into a new electric manufacturing

scheme, some people say that his purpose is to locate in

Chicago. It is claimed that he has lately been making a

close canvass of certain matters which would, under such

circumstances, have to be considered. One of his busi-

ness associates, it is rumored, has been in Chicago indus-

triously at work on the quiet for the last fortnight or more,

while Mr Edison's private office has suddenly become

decorated with Chicago maps.

All the above is the street talk, and it has been denied

at the Edison company's New York office that Mr. Edison

was preparing, with Henry Villard and other financiers, to

organize another company with $12,000,000 capital to

fight the Edison company. The general sentiment in the

street, too, seemed to discredit the rumor, although the

grounds for Mr. Edison's alleged action were that his in-

terests were not wisely guarded, and he was consequently

thrust aside in the consolidation of the Edison and Thom-
son-Houston companies.

Said a man who is conversant with Wall street mat-

ters:

"I don't think there is anything in the rumored deal for

several reasons.

Mr. Westinghouse and the Edison people were coming

together. After the conference, however, Mr. Westing,

house said:

"The Edison people are trying to give the impression

that we must consolidate with them to keep afloat. They

would probably like to have it so. The fact is, we are

going to stand alone as an independent company. We
will keep right on with our business. Full explanation of

the bearing of the recent decision has been made public,

and further than that there is no need of any statement

New Wagner Motor.
Illustrated herewith is a new motor that has just

been turned out of the factory of the Wagner Electric

Manufacturing company of St. Louis. Herbert A.

Wagner is the inventor. As will be 'een by the illus-

tration, the motor is compact, with heavy iron base and

occupies only a small floor space. The claims made for

the Wagner motors are that they embody all the most

recent improvements in electrical and mechanical designs,

and meet in every particular all the requirements suggested

by the most advanced modern practice. They are, it is

claimed, constructed with a perfect mechanical and electri-

cal balance, with very broad base and low center of grav-

ity. The number of parts is small; the armature and field

NEW WAGNER MOTOR.

"Moneyed men are not going to throw away money in

fighting such a well-backed concern as the Edison com-

pany with its many millionaire directors.

"So far as the Edison company is concerned they might

not worry over Mr. Edison's withdrawal, for he has sold

them his inventions."

John H. Herrick, third vice-president of the Edison

company, said to a reporter:

"I don't believe a word of the rumor. Mr. Edison is

still with the company, and so far as I know has no inten-

tion of withdrawing from it."

"Would the company be indifferent to Mr. Edison's

withdrawal?" asked the reporter.

"No, I will not say that. It is true that the company

owns Mr. Edison's present inventions, but we cannot fore-

see what may happen in the future."

Word comes, too, from Charles A. Pillsbury, whose

name has been mentioned in connection with the rumored

new Edison company. In an interview recently at Min-

neapolis he denied that he had been consulted regarding

such a move.

"I am not looking for new business chances," he is

quoted as saying, "and am neither directly nor indirectly

connected with this. I am at a loss to understand how I

have been mixed up with Mr. Edison's affairs.''

In connection with the rumor in question Wall street

was also discussing a rumor involving the Westinghouse

company.

Mr. Westinghouse held a conference with Mr. Villard

on Tuesday of last week, which led to a supposition that

coils can easily be removed without disturbing the pillow

blocks. The field coils are wound on spools, which may
be easily removed should occasion require. One of the

principal features of this motor is its very low speed. All

of the armature wire is completely embedded in the iron

core, but good ventilation is secured. All of the bearings

are self oiling by means of a loose ring, which takes upthe

oil in the boxes and feeds it on the bearings as required.

By this means the motor requires oiling about once a

month while in constant service. Each of the bearings is

provided with a sight-feed, so that the amount of oil in the

boxes may be readily seen. All of the bearings are

mounted on ball sockets, so that the friction is reduced to

a minimum. The brushes, which are self-feeiing, may be

changed while the motor is running, and there is, it is

claimed, no sparking under any change of load. The
Wagner motors are reversible without changing or remov-

ing the brush holders. The regulation is good; the motors

maintain a constant speed under all variations of load.

They readily start under a full load and attain the normal

speed very rapidly. There is no external magnetism, and

the small air gaps in the magnetic circuit have effected

great saving in the field current. These motors are per-

fectly adapted for no and 220 volt currents, and they

are wound as well for 500 volt circuits. The ends of

the armatures are protected by a neat bronze cap and the

appearance of the entire motor is one of handsome me-

chanical design. The manufacturers of the Wagner ma-

chines have arranged with Taylor, Goodhue *si. Ames,

Chicago, for the exclusive agency for six states,

An Idaho Electrical Transmission Pro-
ject.

A company has been formed under the laws of the

state of Illinois to utilize by electricity the power of the

Shoshone Falls in the Snake River, Idaho. It is stated

that the amount of available water power at these cata-

racts is second only to that of Niagara, and that it is con-

stant all the year round. The principal fall is 950 feet

wide and 210 feet high, although a second fall increases

the total head to 290 feet. The newly incorporated Sho-

shone Falls Electric Power & Irrigation company, which

is capitalized at $25,000,000, has secured control of both

sides of the river at the falls, and proposes to erect a

great plant for the generation of electric power. The
conformation of the banks of the river lends itself very

readily to the scheme, and no tunteling will be necessary.

Large power units will be employed, but the details of

the plant are still to be worked out. The Snake River

flows through a canyon of considerable height, and this

fact has heretofore prevented the use of the water for ir-

rigating the surrounding valley, the soil of which is ex-

tremely fertile. It is now proposed to carry the current

along the river from the generating stations at the falls

to points where the canyon walls are lowest. Here, by

pumping 40 feet, the water can be raised to the land

above, where it is needed. Electric pumping stations will

be installed at these points, and the water will be raised

into irrigating canals and sold to farmers. The rates now
prevailing for irrigation are from $15 to $40 for bringing

the water on the land, and then an annual rental of $2 or

$3 per acre. It is estimated that, under the conditions

existing, the expenditure of 5,500 horse power will ir-

rigate 120,000 acres of land. It is the intention to ulti-

mately transmit power and light to the Wood River rain

ing country also. The incorporators of the company are

Nelson W. Perry, H. C. Baker and John B. Schmalz.

Mr. Perry, who will have entire charge of the designing

and construction of the plant, is peculiarly fitted for the

work, as, in addition to a complete equipment as a mining

engineer, he has a thorough knowledge of the applica-

tions of electricity. He was formerly editor of Electricity,

New York, and is well known to the electrical fraternity

of Chicago, Cincinnati and New York. Ground will be

broken for the works at the falls with'n thirty days.

Clear, Concise Statement in Demand.
A professor informs us, says the Baptist and Herald^ of

Dallas, Texas, that science has now immediately before
her three great problems to tackle. The first is to pro-
duce electricity directly from coal; the second is to produce
for illuminating purposes the "beautiful soft beaming
light of the firefly and the glowworm," which illuminates
without heat; the third task is air navigation. With these
undertakings inventors must wrestle victoriously before
there is any remarkably improvement in mechanical science.
This is all well. But there is one problem as mighty as
any, which he does not mention. That makes four for the
coming man of science to solve. The fourth problem is to
find a way to make professors of science and philosophy
write plain, short, decent sentences, such as peoble can un-
derstand. The tremendous waste of gray matter, brain
cells and "potential energy" involved in the attempt to
make head and tail of scientific and philosophical writing
as far exceeds the waste of fuel in producing steam as lo
exceeds 1. Take a sentence in this very magazine article.

The reader begins it. He gets muddled and glances back
to the beginning. It is so far off that he has a curiosity
to count the words in it. There are 165; nearly half a
page, and it wasn't a very good day for sentences either.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, October 15.— The electrical side of Wall

street has had plenty to think about during the last week,

and even those whose mental exertions were the hardest

will have to confess that they are now no wiser than be-

fore. Of course Dame Rumor has been gossiping at a great

rate about the Edison and Westinghouse interests, and it

is patent to everyone that the future may have surprises in

store. Mr. Westinghouse's latest move—placing on the

market the new lamp—is taken as an indication that he

does not consider himself badly beaten, to say the least. As
a matter of course the new lamp is the subject of much
speculation. A number of descriptions of it have appeared

but it wouldn't be an easy matter to find a New Yorker

who knows what the lamp looks like, to say nothing of

possessing information as to its construction and manu-
facture.

Another rumor of an electrical character that permeates

the air of the historic street in which so many fortunes

have been made and lost, is that negotiations have about

been completed for the transfer of the control of the Pos-

tal Telegraph company to the Western Union. This re-

port persists in remaining in circulation in Wall street in
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spite of the disclaimers of Jay Gould and persons con-

nected with the Postal Telegraph. The current belief that

there is something in this report is due no doubt to the

peculiar wording of President Green's official statement

submitted at the annual meeting of the Western Union

stockholders last Wedresday. In speaking of the pro

posed increase of the capital stock of the Western Union

eompany from $86,200,000 to $100,000,000, Dr. Green

said:

The charter stipulates that the lines shall be extended

from the sale of capital stock, and not otherwise. No
definite disposition of the proposed increase of stock has

been determined upon. If the stockholders (at the special

meeting called for October 25th) give the necessary authority

the board of directors will determine such disposition of

new stock as shall be for the best interests of the com-
pany.

Quite naturally Wall street men regard Dr. Green's

language as indicating that the Western Union people pro-

pose to pay for the Postal Telegraph property with new

Western Union stock. George J. Gould said that he

knew of no negotiations looking to the acquisition of the

Postal Telegraph company by the Western Union.

W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, Oct. 15.—The Selby avenue hill in St.

Paul has always been a source of worry to the street rail-

way management. The grade is terribly steep. Several

lives were lost there by a car breaking loose and cavorting

down hill. Engineer McCook thinks he has a scheme that

will make such accidents impossible. The device consists

of an endless chain or belt passing over carriers down and

on its return passing over a sprocket wheel mounted on a

shaft or friction break. A hook hangs from the car and if

the car slips the hook wou Id at once catch and bring the

car to a standstill. The endless chain is intended only for

the track on the right side. On the other side will be an

iron ladder with apertures at short intervals. When the

car goes up the hook drags over the apertures, but if it

should begin to slip back it would catch and hold the car.

It will cost $17,000 to put it in. The aldermen are favor-

ably disposed.

Notice has been served upon the St. Paul authorities to

the effect that the use of the Gamewell fire alarm system is

an infringement of a patent. Minneapolis has received

similar notice. In both cities the system has been in suc-

cessful operation for years. The St. Paul couocil has con-

tracted with E. B. Birge for his appliances for opening the

doors of fire stations when the alarm comes in. The drop

box, over which there has been a patent war, will be

thrown out entirely.

The much-talked of combination of the Brush and Edi-

son electric companies in Minneapolis has been duly con-

summated. At a meeting at the office of the Brush

company a few days ago officers were elected as follows:

President, E. S. Corser; vice-president, H. M. Byllesby;

secretary, A. M. Robertson; treasurer, A. B. Barton.

Most of the officers were officers in the Brush company.

Mr. Byllesby is a St. Paul man and president of the North-

west General Electric company. For the present, at

least, both power stations will be maintained. The gen-

eral offices of the Edison company in the Lumber Exchange

have been abandoned and all business will be handled at

the old Brush office on Washington avenue. The changes

in personnel have not been announced. The capital of the

new company will probably be $1,250,000. The Brush

company had $750,000 capital and the Edison $500,000.

The compromise agreed upon by President Lowry and a

joint committee in St. Paul about the proposed Como line

has been repudiated by a special council committee and

the matter is practically no nearer a settlement than before.

The Phceoix Electric company has filed amended arti-

cles of incorporation at Duluth.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company proposes

to run a wire from Missoula to Deer Lodge, Mont., thus

giving direct communication between Missoula, Butte*

Helena and Anaconda.

The contract has been let for the new electric power

house at Ashland, Wis.

The Chicago & St.Louis Electric Railway company,which

has just begun actual construction at Edinburg, III., an-

nounces that it will place on the market 50,000 shares

of stock at $4 per share, the par value being $10.

This company recently sold 100,000 shares at $3, and

the next sale will be made at $5. This present sale

will open on October ist and close October 7th at the

company's office at St. Louis.

Telegraphic advices just received indicate that Atchison,

Kan., is to have electric cars. A company known as the

Atchison Electric Motor & Street Railway company has

been organized with a capital stock of $500,000. It is re-

ported that thirty miles of track will be built.

At the meeting of the city council held on the nth inst.,

an ordinance was introduced granting a forty-five year

franchise to the Connecting Electric Railway company.

The route of the proposed line begins at the intersec-

tion of the New and Old Manchester roads, along New
Manchester road to King's Highway, then on Berthold ave-

nue to Clayton road, and then on either Childes or Louis-

ville avenue, across Dale avenue into either Plateau, Mit-

chell or Glades, whichever may appear most desirable;

thence to McCausland avenue and Manchester road to the

terminus at the city limits. This company agrees to de-

liver its passengers down town, from any point of its line

for five cents, the transfers to be good on all connecting

lines.

Work is progressing rapidly on the new power plant of

the Marshalltown Light, Power & Railway company, Mar-

shalltown, Iowa, plans for which were prepared by Will-

iam H.Bryan of St. Louis. There are to be five 120

horse power steam boilers, two 150 horse power Corliss en-

gines and two 100 horse power high speed engines, together

with necessary shafting, clutches and pulleys. The boilers

are to be made by the Lennox Machine Works at Mar-

shalltown. The first Corliss is now being completed by the

St. Louis Iron and Machine Works. The two high speed

engines are of the Ideal type. The contract for shafting,

clutches and pulleys went to the Falls Rivet & Machine

company. A 600 horse power brick stack is nearly com-

pleted. Thomson-Houston electrical apparatus will

be used throughout, the total capacity being 2,650

incandescents, 100 arcs and a 125 horse power railway gen-

erator. Five cars are to be operated on three miles of

track. It is expected that the new plant will be ready for

service about the middle of November.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company and the Pu-

eblo City Railway company have filed a petition in the

United States Circuit Court here against the Union Trust

company of this city, asking for an injunction to prevent

the Trust company from selling certain bonds. The Thomson-

Houston company claims that the Pueblo company orfes

it $1 16,000. The Thomson-Houston company also claims

to own 2 510 shares of the capital stock of the Pueblo com-

pany, whose property is bonded for $500,000 on a first

mortgage. These bonds were given the Trust company

as security for a loan of $250,000, due September i, i8gi.

This note was afterward surrendered for a new one for

$279,336, bearing ten per cent, interest. The Thomson-

Houston company claims that the Trust company is now

preparing to dispose of the bonds, and that it has no

right to do so. An order was granted requiring the de-

fendants to show cause why a preliminary injunction

should not be granted. B.

St. Louis, Mo-

st, Louis, Oct. 15.—The council committee on rail-

roads held an important meeting on the 13th inst. The

Delmar avenue and Clayton railway, and the Manchester

Road railway bills were taken up for consideration. A
number of prominent citizens urged the passage of the

bills. No final action, however, was taken.

The attorney of the City Central railway announced the

readiness of the projectors of that enterprise to deposit

$50,000 in the city treasury as a forfeit, if that company

failed to build the railway, provided a franchise was granted.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Amityville Electric Light company, Amityville, N. Y.;

capital stock, $20,000; to produce electricity for light, heat

and power.

Panora Electric Light company, Panora, Iowa; capital

stock, $6,000; to maintain and operate an electric light and
power plant; G. M. Reynolds, Panora, Iowa.

Electric Power company of Wilmington, Chicago, 111.

;

capital stock, $1,000,000; general electric light, heat and
power business; G. W. Kretzinger, Monon block, Chicago,

III.

Selma Photo Electric Manufacturing company, Kittery,

Me.; capital stock, $10,000; to manufacture and deal in

electric and photographic goods; Frank E. Rowell, Kit-

tery, Me.

Redlands Electric Light & Power company, Redlands,

Cal.; capital stock, $200,000; to generate electricity by

water or steam for lighting, heating, manufacturing and
other purposes.

Twenty-third Avenue Electric Railway company, Oak-

land, Cal.; capital stock, $300,000; to construct and oper-

ate a street railroad in Oakland, a distance of two miles;

George W. Reed, Oakland, Cal.

Grand Forks Electric Street Railway company, St. Paul,

Minn.; capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture, generate,

sell, and furnish electricity, gas and steam, for light,

power and heat; construct, own and operate street rail-

ways, water powers; F. C. Stevens, Pioneer Press build
ing, St. Paul, Minn.

Columbia Manufacturing company, Seattle, Wash.;
capital stock, $10,000; to deal in mechanical and electrical

machinery and appliances, patents and patent rights; Geo.
H. King, Seattle, Wash., Box 996.

Helios Electric company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital

stock, $100,000; manufacturing, contracting, furnishing
all articles, apparatus, machinery, equipment, etc., for the
use and application of electricity; Frank S. Marr, 1310
Filbert street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pacific Grove Electric Light & Power company, Pacific

Grove, Cal. ; capital stock, $6o,oco; to generate and deal
in electricity for light, heat and power, operate telephone
and electric lines, and do other kindred business; Carnall
& Hopkins Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Butte General Electric company, St. Paul, Minn., and
Butte, Mont.; capital stock, $600,000; to manufacture,
generate, sell, furnish and supply elecricity, gasand steam
for light, heat and power, telegraph and telephone pur-
poses; Jesse R. Wharton, agent, Butte, Mont.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric light plant is to be equipped at Hearne

Tex.

Metropolis, III., has just completed a system of electric

lights.

The Mutual Light & Power company will erect a $150,-
000 electric plant at Mobile, Ala.

Leamington, Mich., has voted $5,500 toward the pur-
chase of an electric lighting plant.

The citizens of Pecatonica, III., are contemplating the
purchase of the local electric light plant.

The trustees of Shelbyville, Ky. , have appointed a com-
mittee to consider the practicability of erecting an electric

light plant.

The Brush Electric company has offered to buy the city

plant of Moline, 111., for $16,000, if it be given a contract
for five years.

The electors of the village of Linwood, O., will vole
next month on the question of issuing bonds for an elec-

tric light station.

It is said that the placing of powerful arc lights in front

of the penitentiary at Columbus, O., deters convicts from
attempting to escape.

The left bank of the Seine at Paris is about to be light-

ed electrically. A company has just been formed with a
capital of $1,500,000, and an office has been opened at

the Boulevard St. Germain.

The supply of natural gas used for fuel at the Thorn
son-Houson electric lighting station at Buffalo was sud-
denly cut off one night last week, and for a time a portion

of the city was in darkness.

At Richmond, Va., the aldermanic committee on light

has adopted a resolution to appropriate $125,000 for the

erection of an electric light plant, and submitted it to the
city couBcil, which referred it to the finance committee.

The new Citizens' Light & Power company of Rochester,

N. Y., has purchased property for a station on Brown's
Race, Genesee river, with several water rights. A steam
plant is also to be added to supply power when the water
of the river fails during the summer months. The work of
construction wiM commence at once. The officers of the
new corporation are: Robert M. Myers, president; H.
W, Davis, vice president; Ezra M. Higgins, secretary; P.

V. Crittenden, treasurer.

The cases of the Brush Electric light company against

the Jones Bros. Electric Light company and the Queen
City Electric Light company were argued in the Supreme
Court of Ohio recently. These are Cincinnati cases. The
Brush company secured perpetual injunctions restraining

the defendant companies from stringing wires on its poles

but the Circuit Court held that the council had no right to

grant the Brush company permission to erect its poles and
that the poles were therefore the property of the city.

Recently the old electric light company of Mobile, Ala.,

sued out an injunction in the Chancery Court of Mobile
against the new electric companyrestraining the latter com-
pany from stringing its wires along Royal street in prox-

imity to the wires of the former company. It is alleged in

the bill of complaint that the new company in stringing its

wires is endangering the wires of the former company. It is

alleged that they are so close that by the swaying of the

wires from storm or accident great damage may be done
the former.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The village authorities of Lowell, Mich., have granted

to McDannell &: Church a franchise for the construction of

an electric railway in that place. Both passengers and
freight will be handled.

The matter of consolidating the Negaunee & Ishpem-
ing Street Railway company and thi Ishpeming Gas &
Electric Light company has been broached to the officers

and stockholders of both companies, many of whom are

interested in the two concerns.

The Denver, Lakewood & Golden Railway company has
decided to erect an electric power house at Lakewood, Colo.

Temporary arrangements have been made with the Golden
Electric Light company for power for the cars. When
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the resorts are opened next season an independent power
house will be constructed at Golden.

The new electric line on Bainbridge and Catherine

streets, Philadelphia, is nearly completed. All the poles

are in place, the hangers are up, the power house is nearly

under roof, a portion of the rails are down, feed wires

have been laid between Thirteenth and Fifteenth streets

on Bainbridge, and the men at work are doing their ut-

most to complete the work at an early date.

The power house of the electric railway at South Chi-

cago is rapidly nearing completion. This road is to run

from the gates of the Columbian Exposition to One Hun-
dred and Sixth street. It has been mainly built by a bond
issue, but the stockholders have now ratified the proposi-

tion to increase the capital from $roo,ooo to $1,000,000.

The date set for the opening is the holiday season.

A concession for an extensive system of underground
electric railways in Madrid, Spain, has been given to an

architect of Barcelona. It comprises several lines, which
will connect all the important parts of the capital, particu-

larly the railway stations and public walks. It is not

known so far whether the necessary capital will be forth-

coming, but it is generally considered that the project has

little chance of being carried out.

The plans for the traction syndicate's boulevard and
electric road between Baltimore and Washington have

been completed. The electric road will be constructeu

with a double track, and will be stone ballasted, the same
as for steam railroads. Its construction will admit of the

running of cars or trains at the rate of sixty miles an hour,

which it is thought will furnish the rapid transit service s^

necessary between the two cities and the intervening

towns. The boulevard is to be patterned after the one in

use between St. Paul and Minneapolis.

TELEPHONE.
The Ishpeming, Mich., Telephone company is extend-

ing its lines to the Winthrop, Saginaw and Fitch mines.

The longdistance telephone between Trieste and Vienna

has been connected to Prague, a total of 728 miles. From
end to end the sounds are perfectly clear, and conversation

is carried on with ease.

Considerable comment has been caused by the order of

the Chicago Telephone company that henceforth all the

young lady operators must dress in black while on duty.

The change was brought about, it is said, at the instance

of the chief operators, who objected to the practice of

some of the girls in wearing out all sorts of odds and ends

of old finery and party dresses in the exchange. It is also

claimed that the girls do better work when neatly and
tastefully dressed. There was S5me objection to the

order, but no formal complaints were made.

By burying its wires in the business district the tele-

phone company of Cincinnati will replace 1,500 poles by

48. This district embraces the territory from Third street

to the canal, and from Central avenue to Broadway. The
poles to be removed are all those on the streets included

within the boundaries mentioned, and this means that not

a single telephone wire will cross streets, but all will radi-

ate from 48 center poles (there are 48 squares in the

district), each in the alley of its respective square, and in

such a location as will injure or bother no one.

TELEGRAPH.
The Pecos Valley Telegraph company will build a line

from Roswell to Eddy, Colo. A telephone line will also be

strung on the same poles.

Several changes have lately been made in the rules gov-

erning the business of the Western Union Telegraph
company. One of the changes will save considerable

money for the people engaged in commercial pursuits.

Formerly every character not a part of a word was counted

as a word, hence ''too.000'' expressed in figures was
counted as six words. The new rule permits figures to be

grouped in threes, which would allow 100,000 to be sent by
telegraph as two words. The rule applies toall characters

except initial letters, which will still be sent as though

each constituted a word.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The company operating No. 7 Mine at Green River.

Wyoming, has installed a sixty horse power electric mo-
tor, which will be used to haul pit cars to the surface. The
motor has a traction capacity of thirty loaded cars.

Additional interest in the great Atlantic and T'acifiic

tunnel in Colorado will be excited in consequence of a

large electric plant operated in connection with this pro-

ject. By this system the same wires furnish power to the

ajr compressors and a fifteen horse power locomotive as

well as lighting and ventilating the tunnel The plant is

operated by water power, and electrical energy transmitted

to each end of the tunnel where work is progressing. At
each heading air compressors are placed, each capable of

driving two 33^-inch drills. These compressors are kept

close up to the headings, so there will be little loss in the

transmission of power.

MISCELLANEOUS.
It is said that no less than 30 new houses are being

erected in West I.ynn by men who work in the Thomson-
Houston factories.

The Franklin Institute committee on scienccandthearts
has recommended Lieut, Bradley A, Fiske's electric range
finder for the Elliott Crcsson gold medal.

The city of Denison, Tex., was visited on October

14th by a severe electrical storm. The Missouri, Kansas
and Texas ice house was badly wrecked by lightning.

On September 17th a curious eleclrical phenomenon
was witnessed at Oberhausen, in Germany. Under a
bright sun and clear sky several flashes of lightning were
suddenly seen, accompanied by clashes of thunder of great

violence. A flash of lightning struck a telegraph pole and
rendered the wire useless for some time. In the village of

Osterfeld the lightning struck a house and paralyzed a
woman.

The Hull House, 335 S. Halsted st., Chicago, is making
its announcements for the college work for the coming
terms. The course in phys'cs will be conducted by Thomas
G. Grier, M. E., University of Pennsylvania, and will con-
sist of talks and discussions on the laws of motion, the

forces of nature, energy, heat, sound, description of the

metric system, and the determination of units used in prac-

tical work. Lectures on the fundamental principles ot the
science of electricity will be given by L. K Comstock, Ph.
B., University of Michigan. Experimental investigations
in applied electriciiy will be conducted by Edward Shaw,
E. E., Boston iLstitute of Technology.

TRADE NEWS.
Those wanting to purchase second-hand machine tools

should send to Manager E. D. Goodwin for the list of
stock now carried by his house, the Lodge & Davis Ma-
chine Tool company, 68-70 South Canal street, Chicago.

The Ries Electric Specialty company, Baltimore, Md.,
has received a letter from Morris W. Mead, superintendent
of the bureau of electricity of the Pittsburg department of
public safety, in regard to the Ries socket. Superintendent
Mead states that he has examined the socket, and finds in

it all that the company has claimed for it as a convenient
and good regulator of electric incandescent lighting. The
device is positive in its action, saving in its results, and at

the same time it is simplicity itself.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, reports
great activity in all lines of its business, It is working
overtime with a largely increased force, and is only en-
abled to keep up with its orders with great difficulty. The
Elkhart transformer factory is working day and night.

The Packard Lamp company is crowded to its utmost
capacity. The Paranite people are doubling their force,

and other factories furnishing specialties to this company
are obliged to increase their working forces.

The Rice Machinery company is now permanently lo-

cated in new quarters, 166 174 South CHnton street, Chi-
cago, having removed from its old quarters, 63 and 65
South Canal street, October ist. This concern is now mak-
ing a specialty of complete shafting equipments for elec-

trical generating plants, and with the increased facilities

and heavy machine tools recently added, is in position to

handle contracts of any size. The Rice company is gen-
eral agent for the Dodge Manufacturing company of Mish
awaka, Ind.. and is pushing the sale of the Dodge patent
split disk friction clutch pulleys and cut-off couplings,
also the Dodge special dynamo pulleys.

BUSINESS.
One of the most handsome and unique souvenir folders

that hive been distributed to the electrical trade this sea-

son is the illustrated "History of Illumination from Pre-

historic Times to the Beacon Incandescent Lamp."

The Carpenter Enamel Rheostat company of Bridge-

port, Conn., has recently finished doubling its furnace
capacity. The works are running night and day with this

enlarged capacity. These enamel rheostats seem to meet
with universal approval from the electrical manufacturers
and engineers. The theater and street car rheostats seem
to be especially appreciated.

The Brush Electric company of Cleveland, O., through
its agents, S. W. Trawick of Atlanta, Ga., and A, D Dor-
man of New York, has just closed a contract with the
Mutual Light & Power company of Montgomery, Ala.,

for a complete central station plant, the consideration be-

ing considerably in excess of $ico,ooo. The station will

have a capacity of 300 arc lights and 2,500 16 candle
power incandescent lights. The contract for the com-
plete steam power plant was awarded to the Heine Safety

Boiler company of St. Louis, represented by C. S. Munoz.
The Heine company has sub-let the engine portion of the

contract to the Hamilton Corliss Engine company, repre-

sented by J. A. Vail of St. Louis. The complete plant

must be installed and in operation by January i, 1893.
Mr. Dorman has also just closed a contract with T. S.

McLachlin of Whitehall, N. Y,, for a 90 arc light plant of

the Brush system.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued October 11, 1S92

484,045. Electric Cable Splice. Frederic A. C. Perrine,

Trenton, N. J.

Each spliced conductor is surrounded by a sleeve of non-
absorbent paper or similar non-absorbent material, and a casing
is provided outside the group of spliced conductors.

484,068. Railroad Signal. Eugene Urbain, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

484,077. Rosette. Charles Wirt, Chicago, Til.

484,096. Galvanic Battery. John W. Hoffman, Chicago,

III.

The battery comprises a zinc cup or cell provided with a
plastic hntng of starch and an excitant which is filled with a

moistened mixture of cruohed coke or carbon, and a depolariz-

ing agent; a carbon tttick or plate is embedded in the nilttig.

484,110. Apparatus for Regulating the Intensity of In
candescent Lights. James F. McElroy, Albany
N. Y.

A hinged piece of iron is adapted to be inserted into the in-
terior of a coil of wire included in the lamp circuit thus increas-
ing the self- nductlon of 'an altcrnatin-j: current traversing the
coil and causing a decreased current to traverse the lamp.

484.120. Secondary Battery. William L. Silvey, Lima

The invention embodies a process of preparing secondary
battery plates which consists In mixing a suitable metallic oxide
with a liquid, placing the resulting paste on a suitable support,
subjecting the oxide to the action of heat and pressure, and then
pickling the whole in an acid solution.

484.123 Electrically Operated Railway Switch. Charles
A. Stone, Newton, and Edwin S. Webster, Boston,
Mass.

484,140. Electric Fire Alarm. Harvey Cortland, Tor-
onto, Can

484,150. Magnetic Telephone. Charles S. Forbes, Lon-
don, England

Compound ringing magnets having soft iron pole pieces car-
ried by one end are combined with a tympan box and tympan,
and adjustable polar extensions, each carrying an inducing
bobbin filled with a conducting wire connecting line and earth

484.182. Method of Electrical Refrigeration. Mark W.
Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.

The invention embodies a method of electrical refrigeration
in which a portion of a suitable electrical conductor issubjected
to a cooling atmosphere and an electric current is sent through
the conductor to increase the conduction of heat from the
warmer portion of the conductor to the cooled portion.

484183. Electrical Depositing Meter. Thomas A. Edi-
son, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

484.184. Manufacture of Carbon Filaments. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn P^rk, N. J.

The filaments are placed in a chamber with a quantity of
lead or other fusible metal above and around them, which, when
the chamber is placed in a carbonizing furnace, wUl melt, and
the filaments will then be subjected to the pressure of. a liquid
column formed by the melted metal while exposed to the car-
bonizing heat.

484.185. Manufacture of Carbon Filaments. Thomas
A Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

A number of the filaments of carbonizable material are placed
in a tube and packed with powdered carbon or other material
of good heat conductivity which will not fuse under the heat
necessary for carbonization; a number of theye tubes are then

_, suspended in a carbonizing chamber out of contact with the
walls of the chamber.

484.199. Electric Arc Lamp. Joel A. Hayes, Carson
City, Nev.

The upper and lower carbons are continuously fed toward one
another so that the arc may remain fi.xed in position.

484,205. Apparatus for Indicating the Positions of Rail-

way Cars. Joseph H. Hunter, Pittsburg, and John
S. Lucock, Allegheny, Pa.'

An inclined plane is provided with gates at certain points,
which are actuated by electro magnets adapted to be thrown
into operation by the cars passing certain points of the line; balls
moving upon the inclined plane as the gates are opened indi-
cate tne passage of the cars through certain sections.

484 206. Device for Preventing Accidental Closing of
" Electric Circuits in Signal Boxes. William H.James,

Boston, Mass.

484.207. Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket. Charles

J. Klein, New York, N. Y.

A packing in the form of an elastic rubber ring is placed so as
to surround the neck of the lamp and be in contact therewith,
and with the adjacent portion of the socket.

484.208. System of Electrical Distribution. Harry W.
Leonard, New York, N. Y.

JMa-n lamps are placed in multiple arc with the main genera-
tor, a low voltage storage batte y is in series with the mam
lamps, and in multiple arc with a series of low voltage lamps,
whereby the low voltage lamps may bt: burned when the main
generator is thrown out of circuit.

484.209. Insulator. Fred. M. Locke, Victor, N. Y.

An insulator pin has one end pointed and threaded, and the
other end solid and channeled longitudinally.

484.232. Portable Burglar Alarm. David D. Nolley,
Wilson, N. C.

484.233. Combined Electric Burglar and Fire Alarm
David D. Nolley, Wilson, N. C.

484,280. Trolley Wire Insulator. Albert Anderson,
Boston, Mass.

The invention embodies an arch shaped frame adapted to be
secured to the span wire without cutting the same, provided
with an enlarged portion to form a socket or insulator recepta-
cle.

484 344. Trolley Wire Cleaner. Ernest B. Smith, South
Amherst, Mass.

A wheel provided with radial cleanmg arms is normally held
out of contact with the trolley wire by n detent, and is adapted
to be pressed against the trolley wire by a spring when the de-
tent is released.

484.375. Railway Train Telegraph. Matthew S. Reiley,

Washington, D. C.

484,380. Electric Switch. Milton R. Utley, Minneapo-
lis, Minn.

280,385, Butery Compound. William Wright, New
York, N. Y.

The invention embodies a process of mnking a dry chemical
sand (.r granular composition which consists in subjecting sul-

phuric acid contninmg a metallic oxide and a chromium com-
pound to a tcmpernture of 275 degrees for fifteen minutes, and
then spreading the same upon a plate cooled to 60 degrees to be-
come dry and granular.

484,385. Battery Compound. William Wright, New
York, N. Y.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tauffht thoronffhly day and nieht at tbe IXSTI-
TITTE of TECHXOLO«Y, 151 Throop
Street, Chicago, III. Amatenre, ArtisaiiB
and others aeelBted Pbacticallt In any line, and
inftracted in the latest and most improred
methods.

Mechanical DRAnoHTiNQ, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Oalculatione, Archiiectare, MechanlCB, also

au<:btdayaDd nl^ht.

FOR SALE.
One 220 Volt, 150 Amiiere Generator,

One 220 Volt, 200 Ampre Generator,

In perfect condition, suitable for power circuit or
incandescent lighting. For sfile at a big bargain,

A. r. lOK & »0\, HprinsrHold. 111.

WANTED.
Oae 8 to 15 light arc dyna-

mo, with or -without lamps.
Must be in good condi-tion and
cheap. A. L. Ide & Son,

HUaHES BEOS. MFG. 00.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, InsnlatorPinss^'BracMs,

And Electrical Sloldlng,

Correspondence Solicited.

CHAYTANOOCA, - TEMN.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation 6rnaranteed Trherever used. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rabber need in inealating oar wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, osidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insolation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for ail our eolid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre'^ extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a whit* outside finieh for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOB RAILWAY ."^nd n^OTOlt use, wo make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

\¥E GUARANTEE OUR IN8UI.ATIOX AVHEREVER USED, AERIAX, USiDERGROUNO OK SUB3IARIAE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flrst-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for qoantiiief.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, TreaBUier and Qsn'l MaDager.
EEBBEBT B. BUSTIS, Frasldent and Slectriclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMLRSS R.UBBKR. WIREIS AND QABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIK OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III

ANY CANDLE POWER. 07:1^EI

\l\J z-lte for X'rloeEt.

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN 1.A.MP WORKS, CANISTEO, Bf. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

SlA^xxix^leaa "yreo-

TRANSMJSSJONo^POWER
BY aiANIIiLA ROPE.

Copiously illustrated and described in catalogne

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

LIGHT MANUFACTURING,
Of any Specialty, in any Quantity.

Experimental work in Electrical and Mechanical
ContriTances, Models for Inventors made in first-

class manner. Gears from 12 to 64 pitch. Castings
and parts of Models in larye variety. Tools. Brass,
etc., kept in stock. Standard Thermometers.
Wholesale and retail.

«.oluniblH mt^ & tsnpplr Co.,
340 and 342 Dearborn St., Chicago.

P^OR.NAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates io ibe country,

and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

SBKD FOB 8A3IPI.es. DESIGKS FUBNI8HED FBEE OF EXPEKSE.
A few concerna Dsing onr platee are: Thomson-Houston E'ectric Co.,C. & C. Motor Co., Crorker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernstein Electric Co., Sclinyler Electric Co., Eddy Blectric Manufactur-
ing Co., Holtzer-Caboc Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

lOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Fitchburg, Mass .

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTRIC BKAND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Guaranteed 98/90% and fi'ee of lead and ii-on.

K you want the liest quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

GEORGE EDENSOR DORHAN,
Original designer of the

D and D Motors,
standard Arc Generators, Etc

After two recent trips to Europe, is now engin-

eering the production of a new line of motors for

the Chicago Electric Motor Co, and is open for

additional business in other departments. Com-
munications may be addressed to P. O. Box li:i3.

THE POK9IAN BYNA^IOtO.
Is not incorporated; a new one may be formed.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low pric*.
among the numi>er being t^vo 6aU-light,
1»000 Tolt Alternators.

WANTED TO BDY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
}i. H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated, Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th Street. - . . . . NEW YORK.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
1 24 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REbULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing IHachines. Dental Drills.

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of liglit machinery.

Ho. 1, 2 Volts, 1-33 h. p.. S3.00
No.3,4 Valt8.I-16 h. p., S3.00.

No. 3, G Volts, 1-lS h. p., SIO.OO
Mo. 4, lO Volts, 1-8 h. p., ISIS.OO.

Send for Clicular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

FOR DIRECT CURRENTS.
"Magnetic Vane"

AMMETERS ...

VOLTMETERS.
The best switchboard instruments

for constant use.

Adapted fcr central stations, iso-

lated plants and marine installations.
Give them a trial and you will not

regret it.

Ask for descriptive circular No. 330.

PEN&CO.,
PUU^ADEI/PUIA' .
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Established in 1861.

B. BHGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STOBK

8134 MIchlann AvAnu«»

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

0.1. i.^/:) i ,"s HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

10 Ampere Double Pole Switch.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

Tie Hen & Hegeman Mfi. Co., BariM, rop.

STORACE BATTERIES
STRFFT PAILWAY gQUIPMgNTS,

For Stationary and Locomotive Power.

BRADBURY-STONE
STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

1,5 and 7 Grand Street, - - LOWELL, MASS.
II. \V. ]\I()llTON, Genenil MftDimer,

4iiy Exflmuf^'o Buikiins', BOSTON, MASS.

Non-Conductive Blocks.
Rosettes and Basel lor

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators. Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
body. The clazjnc and body
or our ware are of same roni-

pnsltlon, and are bikert allte,

wblch are the features or

Trne Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

Ui td 156 fireen St.,

HreeD Point,

miOOELiS, N. Y,

A.M.MORSE ^co.*s|?„°^V"

BUCK FVI-" 3QTo lOOOH. p.»3t. Lquis.

ENCINES;:;o:;:;;:,r^s^:i^:r

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

HecliaDical and Electrical Engineer,

CoDSultatioDB, Reporte, Plane, Specifications for
Central Station or leolated Eltt'Ctrlc Lighting,

and Electric Eailwaye.

56 Turner liiiilding, St, Louis*

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,^''*'§«*«'"''^''-"s-Av

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A.\l> OTHER SHEET METAX TOOL,!^.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

J. H. & D. LAKE CO
F.\tTrittI!.= OF

FrictionClutch
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFF

COXJFLIISIGS.
TE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

HORNELLSVILLE,N.y,/ ,,»
^—, The SiniplosI, / ,A r^

stron-est ,'tn<i Mesif X^sU^^i
^--^fluU-IiI'ullv.yJ f.i '^Q^-^ nv.uU-. AiktiM.'d^,—-^^?>AnS

I '.vork.stoj.iiiN^-iNO^Hlf K>-7
iSt:Lrtinsnia<.'liiTii>-.i-usil\ wBl,-, ./

Manufacturer's of

Octagonal#CeDar
TELEPHoni&Electrical

RailwayFoles&CROssArms

ffl<f

H.M.LOUD & Sons Ujmber^o.
OSCODA, IVIICH.

For Incandescent
Lamp

Filaments.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Sam()lt;B and prices imiiled free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

BINDERS
JPOH. THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

EI.ECTKII; I/ICiHT
AXD BATTEBV

CJilfBOflS.
^ g t;*>iW iji^fr'^-^ <^ a.8i^^at>^''^ t^ttAUx"^^ ?-"^-^^gvtlj

OTjIE"^^TT<"r. A *rcr-r^ r-^^Iz^-^r^

pf/OTOff

BtfUSffES.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AnKM, KHEUT & CO., Ht. Pnol, Hlnn.

Selling Agents!) MTANOABI* EL,K0TB1CAI. WiI>BK«, OlncinQatl, Ohio,
'
( UODNTAIN KLKCTBIC CO., Denver, Gal».

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEEiE.BRAXED IVAXER WHEEI^as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its reiuark:al»ly steady motion, lii^Ii Sipeed
and ereat Efficiency, and lai-g;e Capacity for its aiametei*,
being double the PoT»'er of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ff'uaranteed*
SEND FOR CATAI^OGUE ANU PARTICfJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

TURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st/ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioq

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOIaE UAKIIFACTrBERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wa^SlT^l'BEt.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>"e¥^I^.?a y.

DON'T WANT TO SELL
But we want to act for you in buying Elec-

tric Light and Electric Railway Supplies

OQ the Chicago market. We represent the

buyers but not tbe manufacturers or job-

beis, and being in touch with all tbe best

prices extant, we can render you valuable
Hssistanoe. Parlies obliged to place orders

before securing quotations will do well to

enlist our services. We guarantee to

guard your interests closely. We charge:
Invoices up to $100,5:^; $100 to $250, 4^^;

$250 to $500, S^; $500 to $1,000, 2';;

$1,000 upward, 1:^. Send for prospectus.

Seven years' expeiience in Electrical Sup-
plies. Edward Lasell & Co.,

1325 Monadnock BIdg,, Chicago.

GRAPHITE SPECIAI.TIES
FOR EIiECTBICAIi USES.

Graphite Bods of Various Iiensths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 ohms Resistance
to the inch. t.raphite Boxes and Vrneihles, Resisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnlriea (Aladly Ans'freiefl.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr<'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
exoo ar. tJiecond street, )s>T. I.OITIS.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Foar and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognea of
office fitilnga.

mmm desk and seating go..
370-373 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of PoleB, Ties and Poste, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Wesiarn Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO,

Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

New York.

Chicago.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!
scio-: G»-xt..A.z>35S xza'o..A.zia'x>£]sox]za'a? Xi.^axps.

THE SLECTRIDAL MFG. COMPAHY, ODOHTO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parchaslng elseivhere senil In a trial order for Brilliants,
liamps famished to consumers in qnantities at factory prices.

(CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

ACENCIES:i>VIILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(THOMASVItLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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Office Of tlrL©

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
October 6, 1898.

To Users of Incandescent Electric Lamps:
In order that no one may be misled by the statements of the owners of the Edison patents with regard to the effect of the recent decision of

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Southern District of New York, sustaining the second claim of Mr. Edison's incandescent lamp
patent (the other three claims having been held by the Court not to be infringed), we beg to announce to our customers and to users of incandescent

electric lamps generally, that we are prepared to receive orders, for the delivery in quantitie?, after Dseember 1, of our new incandescent lamps, the

manufacture of which has been established at our Pittsburgh factory.

These lamps not only do not infringe the Edison patent above referred to nor any of the pat-
ents of other companies , but they are fully covered by patents of our own.

The new lamp differs radically from those now in use. It requires no platinum and is made in separable parts, so that the incandescent burner
can be renewed and the bulb and other parts of the lamp used over and over. Furthermore, by means of an important discovery, the burner is

rendered stable, its efficiency increased, its life prolonged, and its normal candle power maintained.

The manufacture of these lamps will be carried on almost entirely by machinery, and the first cost thereby considerably reduced, so that, with
the advantage obtained from the re-use of the bulbs, a saving of from 30 to 50 per cent, to consumers in the cost of incandescent lamps for a given
service, will be efl'ected.

These lamps are in appearance a decided improvement over those now in use, and when used with a new socket designed for the purpose, a

further reduction in the cost of lamp renewals will be effected, as no base attachment is required to make the connection with the socket.

We are prepared to make advantageous time contracts with the users of incandescent lamps, with important allowances for the return of the

bulbs to our factory.

The Westinghouse Electric £ Mfg. Ce.,
By GEORGE WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.

(C. & W.)

TRADE MARK.

p 0x^1 FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSULATION,

i"_ ^4 Now Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,
S ' I MANUFACTURERS OF VULCABESTON.

L*iW H- W. JOHNS MFC. CO., 87 Maiden Lane,'sn^,WTOEK.

^^Billl'lliW^ JERSEY CITY. CHICAGO, PHILABELPHIA, BOSTON, "ATLANTA.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Eiectrical Purposes, write tiie

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO
P^::* Estimates Cheerfully Given. T<n=^'\A7^ rvlII—F^CDFRID, CZCDISIIM.

wa.aoteaHaJ^:::;r Wrltc US 2lX 01106, we can save you money.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

."iOS <loablc-colamn PagoH. SfO llln^trntions. i;ioth Itindin^. Typo Pages lO x 7 inclios. Price, postage Prepaid, to any part of the -world, !$5.00.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Encyclopsedia than a
dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

l.st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles Of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOBS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

OLiEARNESB, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they

shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

BSlsTID Iisr "X"OTJ» OK,IDE!ie I>rO"W.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 6 Lakeside Building, Chioaisop Illinois.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
J On acconnt of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadineas of motion and easy svoiking gate, the con-
'^ Btruction of which makes It the most eeneitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

:i^^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illuatrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, DIlIiLS & TEMPIiE. DAYTON. OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 Wtyles and Sizes. Upright and Ilorizontiil.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of ail kinds driven by them. Easv working eates. We Ruarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ;
in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 3 to 400 feet. Write us fur fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &, CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

eSechrist automatic switch
For Controlling Incandescent Lij^lits

in Private Residences.

Apply for the Agency to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—gx.oo.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives tlie Higliest Efficiency of any Wlieel in tiie World. Over 2,000 in use.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from 'JO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeultB guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliECTRIC TBAIVSJUISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlong
of epeed and presenre, have brought It into special prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Oatat-ouue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
ISl-iaS Main St., San Francisco, Cat., U. S, A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW YORK,
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon. Intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will
he duly prosecuted.

PiCliTOIV WATER SIOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, uneqnaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

HOLMES. BOOTH Sc HAYDENS,
Factories : "Waterbnry, Conn. es Pai-li Place, Ne-w Yorli.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

81x30.x^le^
C3orxT7©aal©aa.t,

Write for Manufacturers' Prices.

EedfliDg Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

Underwriters' Copper Electric I<ie:lit Ijine ^Vire, Copper Maemet AVire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and M^orsted Cords for
Incandescent Lighting. JHound and Flat Copper Bars for Station M'ork.

Insulated Iron Pressnre Wire.

PATENT "K. K/^TJNEWlRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SEPPIY COMPACT, CHICAGO, . - SELLING AGENTS.

TH08. L. SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.

A NEW lAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

£b^ [i^%

Durable and EfEective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

T No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

Pats \li^'^'

No. 103. Concealed TFork.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPAHir,

P.O. Box 816. Hartford, Conn. T. H. and Westinglionse Stjles.
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NEW BOOK!
READY OCTOBER 29.

NEW
DYNAMO TENDERS'

HAND-BOOK.
226 Pages. 140 ZSngravings. Pocket Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badfs latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

30poo copies have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as

many pages and twice as many engravings as were comprised

in the old^ and will continue to retain the distinction of

being the ONLY STANDARD WORKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

READY OCTOBER PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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La ROCHE
116 and 118 N. a SI..

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
I OP TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.,

ii67 and 269 Dearborn Street.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 light"

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.

CARPENTER ENAHEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDOKFORT, CONN.

TRA.PE: tV1.A.FRKr

RheostatB of every kind and size. Compact)
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestractible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
Llat.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent In 1891-

Your invention may be valuable. Ton ehonld
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, free of charge,

W, W. OUDIiEY & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 632 F St., N. W., Washington, D. t.

Please mention this paper.

M|| I g^ n For electrical

nn 1 1 . A purposes.

Ifll^n Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - OHICAaO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« Kartavert « Manufacturing - Co,^
-^TtrxxjAAXsa'ca-Trosa', x>£ix<.

FUSE \ Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. )
Unilo-mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Cliica.^0 Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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m LAKE ERIE ENQINEERING WORKS,
-BUI3-,r>EItS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRfPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY A»D REGDLATIOH GDAR4KTEED,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Potver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when non-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off in economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

Bteam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere impossible under any load, however

Ught. For the first time in the history of Steam EngiiPcr-
ing, either Simple or Componnd, is bnilt an Engine
which ntaintaina essentially nniform economy, irrespect-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghousa Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested in the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Francisgo.

Westinsliouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

XSKTCt-XniTZiESfl. IS .

NEW YORK: ITCorllandt St.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Woslinghouse Building.

CHICAGO: 1 56 and 158 Lake St.

MINNEAPOLIS; Bocry Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Drcxel Building.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

SPEAKING TUBES JIND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AXTNITKCIATORS <^ BELLS.
FVIiEi XiISTE AliWATS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
igs and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1468 DeKall) Ave., Brooklyn, K. Y.
" Send for Naw Catalooub. Oat AngnBt let.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

siMPL,!;, coiviPOtnsD, aud condensing.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH office:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO,

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.;rc«o°,";'?

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.Ofa and Works
, FRIE.

compx^exe: poivsr px^ants for WOODBURY
ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticlGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

PA.

BKANOH OFFICES:
NEW YORK.
PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO,
SAN IRANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building.
H30"The Rookery;''
39 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
Afi-TITIfirRK- (ST. LOUIS—M. P. Jolinston Machinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 2djivrjjiiuAjjtJ.

j MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.-T. M. Masuire, 33 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND COMPOU
CONDENSINGOR NON-CON

ND
D E N S I N G.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

53^ EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW TOEK,

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and Fomished.

Send for ne-vr Catalogue of Pow^
er Transmission Machinery.

TLECTRK Light Globeje'

-JHE.l;AR(jEST-LlMe- OF

llOVEL^AdTISTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTS.

^42 MURRAY ST. NY. A
.SEND FOR CATAL-OGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIBHT AND MOTOR CUT-ODT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-Cladfflotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE.
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH.
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Slio-u-ld. "be Ordered, fror^in. i:ls a<t Orice.

We are the Only Company vrho can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

13F=2i^lNrC=:H:
G20 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

173 and 17.'i Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.
204 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, DENVER, COLO,

IS First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Jl^ i^
urn ELEKTRIKAL KOMFANY.

KNAPP KAN T KICK
At his sales for September, but if business keeps konstantly

koming as at present, the month of Oktober will make a

showing in excess of any korresponding month.

KNAPP KNOCKS KOMPETITION
By kwotina: Faktory Prices on all Supplies.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

The Safety Insulated Wire and Kable Kompany,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

ELEKTRIKAL SUPPLIES.
Write and let us kwote you prices on large or small orders.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

PERKINS IBKANDESCEFT LAMPS.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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HOW THEY FELT.
Old Gent- {Blozus his Jinge^s attd swears in Greek,) "(J(T(/iof ! £/c dvo /ieouv]"

Fat Lady: "The outrage! my prunes will freeze solid! catch me again, next time I ride in one of their old cars.

Fritz (f/om Milwaukee): '-Subcfiii-ffeicic tfciiv! 3cft qfaii&c -luLscTvc-it tins fiou^-vtiiiv luit ^civ Ofcn ficiaa ftaCtcii

I'll walk!"

Miss Blanche B—"Mercy! What does he mean? I feel like an icicle now."
Mr, Ulster: "Well Checks, how's things? Going to be a hot election?

Derby Checks; "Hot election!" Damn the 'lection; wish they'd get some 'hot' cars on this line.'

Fkirz: "Yah!"
Miss B— : "Ah!"

A
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80-
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The Fi'eezing Point
Is not a thing to contemplate with any great degree of satisfaction. Particu-

larly not to the benumbed passenger who has paid his fare, and justly expects

in return, not only transportation, but some element of comfort as well.

There is no attraction in an ice-box with wheels; it is pleasanter to walk,

than to ride in a refrigerator on a cold day.
TKt ElfetrnAl

_

iuppl'y Co.

C a I- p g n t p 1-

There is a magnetism in the congenial atmosphere of a warm, cosy

Electric Car that almost picks the weary pedestrian off his feet, and

helps him drop a nickel in the slot with a smile of rare contentment.
ElcdritHfAttri.

T.
.'V-ij The Carpenter Electric Heaters will keep the temperature nearer

temperate than any stove that ever smoked or scorched out a miserable

existence. We are so confident of this that we have worked ourselves

into a fever heat of anxiety to tell you all about them. Can't do it here. Just

drop us a line before you purchase, and we will confide the whole secret of

their success to you. Don't wait. Now is the time.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

ASIMOSIIA, COS!»l.

Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue,

QHICAGO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE k.tjbbe!:e?. TJSEID IltT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Varine Core, used
on <*overnnient

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. Brooklyn
Edisou £lectric J^ight Co.

Submarine lYork, Edison Electric
Ijigrht «. o., Easton, Pa.

IVaval Core. United
States s. s. "Cliicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

"Drypla'-es."
Grand Cent rat Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, DRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulflUs all requirements in places demanding the
"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

I^eeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

WIVIilVli HAdIKoHAW
I
ribiOij 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Seoond St.,

CrEKEBAI/ 9EAIirA«I!B. KEIV YOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable,

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SDPPLY CO., cor. Randolpli St. iU MicMgan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. E"i™?rYc''l.i5{li^?S.

The Siinbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDISTG,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MAJUrFACTlIREBS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOLBS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chioagb, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. 'sr. Jones & Co., Buffalo, W, Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg:, Fa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
ItOuiBville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Mouutaiu Electric Co., Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co , Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WATNE ELECTRIC CO.,
Fort IZCayne, Iia^dL.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc I iDcandescent LigMing Appratus,
ALTKRIffATING AND DIRZSGT^

For either Isolated or Central Station Plants.

GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND OTHER MOTOR CIRCUITS,
ACCURATE MEASURING METERS,

Motors, Cut-Outs, Switches and General Supplies.

44 Broad St., New York City. 185 Dearborn St., Chicago. 907 Filbert St., Philadelphia.
533 Wood St., Pittsburg. 35 New Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Kirk Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 819 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

Street Railway Motors and Generators,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS, STATIONARY MOTORS,

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

Electrical Merchandise of Every Descriptien.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mlci.

INEWYORK: CHICAGO: LOUISVILLE: CINCINNATI: ST. LOUIS: CHATTANOOGA:
18 Gortlanit Street. Honadoock BalldlDg. Commerce PalldiDg. Neave Balldlcg. Commercial Baiidiog, 306 Fort Street.
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDBSCBNT LAMP

IS THB BEST,

lost Uoiform in Candle Pofer. Higb in Efficiency.

Office and Works; 1912 and 1914 Olive Sfreef, Sf. Louis, Mo.

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber v0.

N; ). R.

S. p. COLT, Prest., p. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

eemcral Vfeattivu Agents ; Enterprise Electric Co, CUcbko.

Intentional OKONITE COMPANY^ UMH^B
"^^^^

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U(t,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape

B&ANCRES : Cblcaco, Boston, PhlladelpUa, Mlnnespolla, ClnciniiBU.'nil CitT,
> -naha, I.niilAvilIe, St. Irfmls, San Francisco, London and So. America, ,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 HEY STREET, NEW -FORK,

MAStnFACTTJREES, IMPORTERS AUD DEALERS IK

Electrical Supplies

OFULDESCEIFTIONS.

KEY POB CAPACITT TESTS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instroments and all Scientific Measorement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH CRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

Hanml'aotnTed. by tbe

NEW YORK Sl OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTS:

New York City, Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.
Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul. Mino.,The Elec. Ensrineeria^ k Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb., B. E. Downs, 215 SheelyBlocfc-
St. Louis. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San Francisco, Cal., International Elec. Supply &

Con. Co., 4th floor Academy of Science Bldg.
Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St.

LouieviUe, Ky., Smithers &Davis.
Pittsburgh, Pa. W. H. Vandevort^ 709 Lewis Block.
G. P. Altenberg, 220 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virgioia,

Little Hock, Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W. MarkhamSt

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

MASUPACTUEEE OF

INSUJLiATED BlaEGTRIC WIRE,
FJCKXTBLE CORDS and CABLES.

200 and 302 North Third Street, PHILA.DKE.PHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your mearas*
Snpply JSoiuie
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & EleMrioai Co., ^"tfefr Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Boom: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, M. Y.

KEPKESENTATIVES

:

JuUan SchoU &; Co. , 126 Liberty St., New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, S2 Lake St., Chicago, BL
H. M. Scipie & Co. , 3d & Arch Sts. , Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off engines.

W. B. PeaTBon & Co., Home Ins. Bldg.,Chicago, III. James & Co., Chatlanooga, Tenn,
Thos. G. Smith. Jr., William M. Porter, Detroit, Mlcb.

Hammond BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio, T W. AnderaoD, Houeton, Tex.
W. A. Day, liB Oliver St., Boston, MaflB. F. H, Whiting, Jacobson Block, Denver, CoI<^
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™ GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

BBAliEBS IX-

THOMSON-HOUSTON -^ EDISON

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

OF INTEREST TO CENTRHL STHTIONS

USING HLTERNHTING CURRENT.

A long series of experiments and tests have recently been

completed at our Harrison, J^T. J., Lamp Works, the object

of which was the production of a new long filament, low

voltage incandescent lamp. The results of the final tests

were more than satisfactory, and we are now prepared to

furnish to users of Alternating current throughout the

country the most efficient and economical lamp that has

yet been ofiered to them.

Further information and prices gladly supplied upon

application to any of the following offices:

620 Atlantic Avenue. 173-175 East Adams St. 44 Broad St

BOSTON, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK.

Philadelphia, Penn Cleveland, O. St. Paul, Minn.

Atlanta, Ga: Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati, 0. San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash.

St. Louis, JVl 0. Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont.

Kansas Ci ty, Mo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Omaha, Neb. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md.

New Orleans, l.a Spokane, Wash.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co si

-a.merican Desfe tto Seating Co. . xvii

American Electrical Mfg. Co..
American Engine Co xiv
Andrews & Co., A. H xiv
Babcock & Wilcox Co. , The i

Biggot, E xvi
Balier & Co xiv
iJaU Engine Co xxiii

Ball & Wood Co., The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.l
Becker Mfg. Co., John
Beggs, J. E . Mch. & Supply C<-xvii
"^eiustein Elpcirtc Co iv, xv
B anchard, Albert xxiii

BoatOD Braid Mfg. Co xvii
Bowers Bros xxi
Bradburv-Stone Storage Battery

Co xvi
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.. xiv
lirooiifield, vvm xiv
Brush Electric Co viii, xxi
Bryan, W. H xvii
Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co , The xi
Carpenter Enamel llheostal Co. xxi
(jentrai Elecirlc Co v
Chica.'o Riwhide Mfg. Co xvii

Columbia Inc Lamp Cj i

Columbia Mfg. *& Supply Co. .

Crescent Ins. Wire & Caole Co. xv
orucker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xv
Cnshlng, F. W vii

Cutter, Geo
L.utter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . x
Oayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xsx
Densmore Typewriter Co —

—

Datroit Electrical Works xxviii
Detroit Motor Co iv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
d'Infreville, G xvii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xvii
Dudley & Co., W. W xxi
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xiv
Eas"«rn Electric Cable Co sv
Eastman Kodak Co xvi
Electric Appliance Co xiv
Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . vi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . x
Electrical Mfg. Co., The x
Slectrlc Secret Service Co xxiii

fllectrlclan Pub. Co x, xxii

Electrical Construction Co. The. sv
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The. .v
Electrical Supply Co., The . . . xxvi
Elektron Mfg. Co
Empire China Works xvi
Enterprise Electric Co xxi
Falls Rivet & Machine Co xi
Ferracute Machine Co
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co. . x
For Sale Advertisementsxiv,xv, xvii
Fort Wayne Electric Co. . . .xxviii
General Electric Co ii,xx,xxiv
Great Western Elec, Supply Co xi
G etiey& Co., The E. S I

Gregory. Chas E xv
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xvi
Helsler Electric Co xx
HIU Clutch Works
HIne Eliminator Co. ... xiv
Holmes, Booth & Hay^^ena xii

Hood & Co., Wm x
Hughes Bros. Mfg Co . xvi
Ida & Son, A. L xv
Illinois Electric Lamp Co xii

India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.xsvii
Institute of Technology sv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. xii

International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kartavert Mfg Co xxi
Klipstein. A xv
Ivnapp Electrical Works xxv
Lake, J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xxii
Lane & Boclley Co ^ xvii
La Roche Electric Works
Lasell & Co. , Edw xvii
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xii

Lefmann, Julius xvii
Leffel, & Co., Jas xix
Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co xvii
Mather Electric Co iv
Midland Electrical Wks
Moore, Alfred P i

Morse *& Co., A. M xiv
vfosher Electric Co ix
Miinaell & C ., Eugene xiv
National Carhon Co xvi
National Electric Mfg. Co v
National India Rubber Co i

^ew York Insulated Wire C' . xxi
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co xxiii
New York & Ohio Co 1

Otto Gas Engine Works xxiii
Osborne Steam Engineering Co xiv
Ostrander & Co., 'W. R xxiii
Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xxii
Pelton Water Wheel Co xvi
Penn. Electric Engineering Co. xii
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. xii
Phoenix Glass Co

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Queen & Co xv
RaclLC Hardware Mfg. Co xiv
Railway Equipment Co iv.xi
Redding Electric Co six
Ries Electric Specialty Co xii

Roebling'a Sons Co . J, A ..... xi

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .
.

Samson Cord^tur WorKa xiv
Sawyer-Man Electric Cu xviii

Schuyler Electric Co. xx
Sechrist, Albert xix
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xii

Sbultz Belling Cu x
Siebert, G xiv
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. vi
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.. . xvi
Sioux City Engine Works xxiii
Smith, A. T xvii
Smitb, Thos. G, Jr xxiii
Sperrv Eiec- Minlntr Macb.Co. xxi
Standard Electric Co vi
Staoaard Palm Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Stearn« Mfg. Co xxiii
Steu^en Lamp Works xv
Sterling, VV. C xvii
StUweb &BierceMfg C- . xvl.x-^ii
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . xxvii
Taylor Engine Co xxiii
Union Hardware Co xv
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. xii

VanNuls C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii
Waddell-Entz Company xiv
Wannopee Pottery Co xvii
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. .

Western Electric Co xvi
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co six
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg
.^ Co xiii, xviii
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd -

Worthlngton, Henry R
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Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical WorkB.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Knapp Electrical Worka.
OstrnDder & Co.,W. R
Partrlclr. & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Begg:e, J. E., Mchy. &. Supply Co
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Moaner Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co
Hchuyler Electric Co.
Siemena & Hatske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Wefltlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
KnappElectrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Bradburv -Stone Storage BatferyCo
ueiroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Foid Washburn Storelectro Co
Greeley & Co., ThP E. S.
Koapp Electrical Works.
LeclancliG Battery Co., The
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jarn.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leciancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, jKleccrlc.
Central Electric Go.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp tflectricai Works.
Ostrauuer & Co., W. R
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Jnasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Greelev&Co.,The K.tt.
KnappElectrical Works.
Partrfck ds Carter Co.
Western Biectrlc Co

Beltlns.
Chicago Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Ma( hlnery Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Albert.
Lane & Bl dley Co., The
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weeton Engine Co.

BoobH. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical supply Co., The
Greeley & Co.,The fl. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co

Cables.
fSee Insulated Wires )

< ables. Electric. (See ineolatea
Wires), t'opper.SHeetand Bar
Moore, iilfred P.
R<'ebllng'B Sfins Co.. J. A.
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.
Western Electric Co.

CameraM.
Eaatman Kodak Co.

Carbons, fpints and Flates.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Katloaai Caibon. Co.

Clntches. Frlotlon.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hllj Clutch Works.
Lake. J. H. & D. Co.

Corduse.
Samson Cordage Works.

Construction and Kepalrn.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Smith, ThoB. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrln l^lsbt,
Kns;lue Flants and Biectrlo
BallTrays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicos Co., The.
Bail Unglne uo.
Ball& Wood Co., The,
Braobury-Stone Storage Battery Co.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electiic Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Detroit Motor Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Ide & Son, A, L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W. JU.

Kaclne Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
bmith, Thos. U. Jr.
Standard Electric Co,
Waddell-Entz Company.
WestinghouBe Electric A Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr k Co.
Western Electric Co.
Washburn & Moen Jifg. Co.
Weston Engine uo.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins, Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Snpply Co., The,
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co

,
, J , A.

Sperry iilec. Mining Machine Co,
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpr'^ Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mk^-, Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Bona Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Onts and MTntnben.
American Electrical Mfg. Co,
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. "

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric t o.

Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
Hart h liegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood Si Co., Wm.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Van Nnis, C. S.

Bynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Detroit Motor Co.
Electrical Eng. &, Supply Co., The.
Port Wayne b-iectrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Great AVcBtern Electric Snpply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Helsler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric* Mfg. Co

Electric LaTa (i>as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Klectrlc Ballways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
General Electric Co.
Siemens k Halske Electric Co.
Wesilnghimse Electric & Mfg. Oo.

Electrical and ]l[echanical
Ensineers.
Bryan, W.H.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.

Electrical Anstramencn.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley ACo.,TheE.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Vvestorn Electric Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co,, The.
Utica Elec. .Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and coviblna-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical SuDply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical "Works.

Blectro-Platinx Macblnea.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
G eneral Electric Co,

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Engines, Oas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Ensines, Hieavi.
American Engine Co.
Bali Engine Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The,
Ide & Son, A. L.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Weetinghonee. Church, Kerr & Co.
WesLOn Engine Oo.

Ean On tilts.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Knapp Electrical Works
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnse W Ire.
Electrical Supply Oo.

al WKnapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Klec.Minlng Machine Co.

Cas Ijlffhtins, ^electric.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
KnappElectrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Hnpplles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter E lectrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
d'Infreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
GreU Western Electric Supply Co.
iireeley &Co.,TheB. 8.
Hart &. Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood &Co., Wm.
Klipstein, A.
Knapp Electrical Workp.
Penn. Electric Engiueering Co.
Q.ueen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co
Western Electric Co,

<^lobPS and Electrical ftJlaos-
vrare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.

InsnJators and Insnlatlns
Materials.
American Electrical Mfg, Co.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co,
Hart k Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co
International Okoult»> Co., The
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Knapp Elect ical Works.
Lefmann, Jollus.
Moore, Alfred F.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene

.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Inatilated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

iDsnlated Wires and Cables.
Bla&met W^ire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Gushing, P. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co,
Holmes, Booth «Jfc Haydens.
international Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber &G. p. Ins. Co.
KnappElectrical Works
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company,
Washburn & Moer Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

liamps, lncandes«**>*<«
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric '^o.

Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Uo,
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electriral A Mtg. Co.
Electric Apiiliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.. The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Illinois Electric i amp Co.
Knapp Electrical Wofkb
New York und Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
KqnTvwr-MftD rtlo^trlr ^^o.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Or

IjBtbes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Ijit!:htninff Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Van Nuis, C. S.

aiaarnet wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

JTechanical Maehlnery.
Ferracute Machine Co-
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

nedlcal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

ailca.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.

nulling: MacbiDCry
Becker Mfg. Co., John*

9iiu<^ wlskiuio, isleccrlc.
Detroit Electrical Worka.

Stinlng ApparatQs, Klectrle
Genera! Electiic Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WestlnghonBR Electric & Mfg. Co

M«idel M.akinff.
Columbia Mf- & Supply Co.
Midland Elecirical Wks.notors.
Brush Electric Oo.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co
Detroit Electrical Works.
Detroit Motor Co.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co., The
Ford-Washburn Stordectro Co
General Electnc Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe Co

fiame Plat<>s.
^

Becker Mfg. Co., John.
Ofllce Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co
Andrews & Co

.
, A. H.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co.. The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.

'

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, JnliuB.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber ( o
Railway Equiomeut Co.

Popci-lai".
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publlsbers, icieetrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsli Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailn'ays. Electric.
fSee electric railways.)

Be^ulating: f^ocltets-
Ries Electric Special^ Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

(Separators, Hteam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speafeins Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric BallivH.i'
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insnlatlnjc.
Central Electric Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Electrical SupplyCo.,The.
India Rubber & G. P. Itb. Co
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Palp ^ 3o.
Washburn & Moen Slfg. Co.

Tele«rraph Apparatus
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transforuiers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcManufactiirir -^

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Cv.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
D'ftvton Globfi Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & ElerceMfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

FniTersities.
Institute of Technology.

Water Wheela,
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel t o.

Wire. Bnre.
Central Electric Co,
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway fiqilpment Co.
Roebllng's Bone' Co.. J. A.
Snerrv Elec. Wlnlnc Machine Co.
Washbnm & Moen Mfg. Co.
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AHEARN ELECTRIC HEATER,

CARS AND RESIDENCES
ELECTRIC CARS, HOUSES AND BAKERIES COMPLETELY EGtUIPPED FOR HEATING

AND COOKING. FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers. Pullman Building^ CHICAGO.

The Detroit Motor Coxnpaxiy.
Gen. Offices & Factory: ''f.ri4f' DETROIT, MICH.

CORRESPOND WITH:

HATZEL & BUEHLER, 114 Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y.

NOVELTY ELECTRIC COMPANY, 50 Norlli Fourlh Stoe', Philadelphia, Pa.

JORDAN & MiCLEOD, 512 Tenth Street, N. W., Washington. D. C.

E. A. HEWITT & CO.. 30 S. Water St., Cleveland, Ohio.

POST-GLOVER ELECTRIC CO.. 215 W. Fourth Si, Cincinnati, Ohio.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., 201 S. Canal St., Chicago.

OMAHA CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC CO., Om>ha, Neb.

ENTERPSISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO., New Orleans, La.

WOODRUFF HARRIS ELE..TRIC CO., Birmingham, Ala.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Atlanta, Ga.

DALLAS ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Dallas, Texas.

STRATION & WHITE, Fort Wcrth, Texas

STREET LIGHTM FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VIXG equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS.

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Iiighting are Unsurpassed.

^^ INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago,
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CHICAGO
Is overstocked and we, in particular, on WEATHER-PROOF

WIRE, sizes Nos. 4, 6 and 8. We have all other sizes,

and a large stock. We will sell below the market rate

to make room for other goods. Send us your

orders promptly, if you want a bargain.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CMcago.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
ESeLUL Olctire, T^Tis-, XJ- S- -A.-

High Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Long Distance Transmission of Poinrer, Street Railisay Generators^
Stationary IVEotors and Appliances, XSlectric IVEining Plants,
Isolated laighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

I3F=?.A.rsIC^M CDF^F^IC^:E^:
(i20 AtlanHc Avenue, BOSTON. Ptillman Building, CHICAGO-

136 Liberty Street, NEfF YORK. 134: East Sixth, Street, HT. PAUL.
Penn Mutual Building, PHILADELPHIA. 29 E, First *o»'//t street, SALT LAKE CITY.

65 Smith Bui'ding, CINCINNATI. Haller BiUldiag, SEATTLE, WAt<H.
167 Gravier Street, NEfF ORLEANS. 314 California Street, SAN FRANCISCO

Equitable Building, ST. LO UIS. 70 Pearl Street, TORONTO, OM T.

Tlie ^lace to ^-0.37" S"a.p^lies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERINC AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carhon rod and one

pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified douWe-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So Canal St., CHICAGO.

(^^^r^h^i^^y^i

MANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED 1851.

INCORPORATED 18(53.

^'>'W Arc Lamps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

r§R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAMP THAT
WORKS SATISPACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELtPHONi; BUILDING,

NEW VOBK.
Search Light No. 13.
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12.672 Feet
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSULATION
IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

The Old

Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

W. R. SRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

22S DEARBORN STREET, 6HIGA69.
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BRUSH
ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Brush Generator of 300 H. P., for Power Transmission.

Urc and I&ea&iescent Mm hmk,
BENERATORS. MOTORS.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

GENERAL OFFICE,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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OBGANIZED 1890.

Capital Stock, $64,000, Full Paid.
INCOKPORATED 1892.

THE MOSHER ARC LAMP
FOR-

Alternating and Direct Incandescent Circuits,

ALSO-

Arc, Street Railway and Power Circuits.

THE MOSHER ARC LAMP
Is the only lamp that is a success on an Incandescent Circuit.

Our new ALTERNATING Current lamp is now ready for the market, and we
guarantee it a perfect lamp in every respect. We invite correspondence,

and will send Lamps on trial to responsible parties.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND INFORMATION.

MOSHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
125 and 127 East Ontario Street, CHICAGO.
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THE FORD-WASHBURN STORELECTRO CO.,
MANTJFACTURERS OF

Storage Batteries
FOR STREET RAILWAY TRACTION.

A Street Car in Practical Operation.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

-A. n^TETTsT

STREET RAILWAY HANDBOOK
Indispensable to every Street Railway Employe.

STREET RAILWAYS;
Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

JUST OUT OF PRESS. X>3^1ce, $-i.OO.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter,

These instruments excel in

Durability,
Accuracy,
Economy of Poiver,
Dead-Beatness and
Good Finish.

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

1V*»-W York Offic.Pi. 1«6 Ijiberty Wt. SEND FOE CATALOGUE.

C-S Specialties,
f

G-SDoiMBPlSllFMSltcU
ISinsle Pole. Doable Pole.

8-WIre.

Electrically

Meclianically

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. nth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

'-^^^-ALLLEATHEFT
J&NOIROHR0DORHINGE DIOSTYU

'Mpn.EHJHER LINK AND IRON ROD BELT

'^'AND R0PETRAN5MISSION SUPERSEDED.

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEV5 WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING

DeltiHgis
TANNED ON THL
SURFACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE
,
THEQNL^ PERFECT BELT

MADt.NO 5LIPP1N6

OR LOST MOTION
AfflyH'D^lAgElEATriER" ^ AND PieKER iEAIHER-

RATJPTJTi'c: J 164SummerSt., BoBton, Mass ;2iJ6 Pearl St., Kew York City. I P4 I nillC UaBxtaisL-iiJis.-j
12ft N. Third St.,PhiladeIphia, Pa ; 60 W.Mon.-oe St. Chicago. | Oli LUUIO9 IHUi

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPMY, GCOHTO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before pnrehasliie elsewhere send In a trial order for Brilliants,
l^amps furnished to consumers In qnantities at factory prices.

(CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES: i MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
( THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
195-207 South Canal St., CHICAGO. ILL.

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.
ARC LICHTINC.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers JELECTRIC SUPPLIES
I .. AND FIXTURES ..

of every description.

DynamoSj Motors, Gas, Electric and Complete Electric Batteries,
Lamps, Sockets, Oombination Hallway Station and Push Buttons,
Wire, etc. Fixtures. Line Appliances. Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
MAKUFACTCBEItS OF

Tsi MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRT BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery Is made by the Plants process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICM BATTIRY COMPAKY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, :LL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

IF^roTTi-pt SliiporM-erLts.

CATALOGUIIS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

CHICAGO.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,

lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue

.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.,
VHICACIO, BAN FRASICISCO, SEW YORK, TBESTTON,
173 liSke St. as end ay Fremont St. 117 Uberty St. BT.J.

OTSIE

\r. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

BUCKEYE'
IS SUCCEEDIXe

Where other lamps have
failed.

Quality Right,

PRICE Right.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.,
CLE-VEXiA-ISriD, OHIO.

437 "The Kookery,"
CHICAGO.

611 Slall and Express Bnllding,
KEW ITOBK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MAJnJFACTURERS OF

I

l(

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

4
BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

OFFICES • i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.
18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.
THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

THE PENHSYLYANIA LAMP.
ACKKOWIiED&ED TO HAVE THE HI&HEST HIEBIT INt ALiLi THE KECEKT COMPBTITIVB TESTS.

IKCANDESCEKT I.A1IFS, 8 TO 30O CANI>L,E I'OWEK. ALl, VOI.TAeE9 AKD BASES AliWAIH IK'STOCB.C3£B.oes:
PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Insulating Compounds,

Tape and Armature Varnish.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liiberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 543 "The Bookery.'
SOLD Br

THE EI/RCTBICAI. BrPFIj¥ CO., Chieoso.
IVOVEIjTY RI^ECTBIC CO., Pbiladelphla,
PETTinieEIiL^AKDBEWIS CO., Boston

And Supply Honses Everywhere.

Utica Electrical Hfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, M. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

••UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES /or ana
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLiX LIOHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUKPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also general Dealers In ELECTRIC LIBHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

JHAW/nVT
fFVSEWIRE
rOA\PANY

63 WATER JT BOJTON

HICHEJT GRADE

TE5TEDFV5EWIRES UNKS
JEND FOR CATALOCVE

_ AND PRICE USTS

THE STANDARD OPENCIKCTJIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send foe Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
111 to 117 East 131st St, N. Y.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: 'Waterbixry, Conn. - - es I*ai"li: Place, Ne-^v Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Under-*vriters' Copper Electric Hiight tine "Wire, Copper Iflasnet ^Vire, Flexible Silh. Cotton and IVorsted Cords for
Incandescent Iiig:htinjs;. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station ^Vorb.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K/'mwll
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GKEAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPAM, CHICAGO, . - SELLING ASBNTS,

Taos. L. SCOriLL, New Yorle Agent.

A NEW LAMP SOCKtT
With Every Advantage.

Xf M t

[^wImf^/

Durable and Effective Contact,
Plenty of Boom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with. Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

\

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

"ATs

alijsiiilii****

t(f>'

No. lOS. Concealed IVork

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPAWY,

P.O. Box 816. Hartford, Conn. T -H. ano H eBiinghonse Slylfs.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL" INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
I^amp.

Send for Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Liamp.

Hend for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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ELECTRIC ANDMANUFACTURINB C0.>

PITTSBURGH, PK.

LAMPS. SOCKETS
EFFIGIES NT. SIMPLB.
LONG I«IFE. ORNAMEIVTAI..

NO decrease: in reliable.
CANDLE POWER. CHEAP.

Our new lamps not only do not infringe the Edison patent, but they are fully covered

by patents of our own.

By means of an important discovery the burner is rendered stable, its efficiency in^

creased, its life prolonged, and its normal candle power maintained.

The prices for our new incandescent lamps and sockets will be a surprise and sat-

isfaction to all users.

OUR PRICE LIST WILL BE FURNISHED IN NOVEMBER.
Our reason for not now announcing prices is due solely to the fact that we desire

to fix them with reference to the economies which are being effected in their manufac-

ture in very large quantities by the use of special machinery.

The efforts of the agents of the General Electric company to induce our customers

to exchange generating apparatus of our make for Thomson-Houston generating appara-

tus is fully explained by the fact that

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY PAYS US,

through the Consolidated Electric Light Company, five cents for every incandescent lamp
it makes, for the right to sell such lamps for use in connection with generating appara-

tus of its own manufacture only.

While we do not sell our new lamp for use in connection with Thomson-Houston
generating apparatus, the present users of the same may avail themselves of our new
lamp by substituting our generating apparatus, the quality and efficiency of which will

fully warrant the cost.

NOTE.—We are in receipt of numerous letters from all parts of the country con-

gratulating us upon the perfection of a new and better lamp, and we are abundantly

assured that the tactics employed to secure exorbitant prices for apparatus as illustrated

in connection with the World's Fair lighting, by threatening not to supply lamps unless

all apparatus was purchased from *'The Trust," will not prove effective. We are also

assured that the competition resulting from our independent course is widely appreciated.

Do not hamper your business hy long time contracts to purchase lamps and

m,achinery exclusively of any one concern.

We shall be prepared to supply these lamps in large quantities, beginning

December 1st.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANnPAOTURHD ET

Virni. BROOKFIEIiD^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

PARANITE WIRE
DID NOT GO IN AT THE

WORLD'S FAIR.
Because we can sell all ive can make without

We are after your business on General Supplies, and if you XDV IX
will send us a sample order, you will follow it with others. I 11 1 I I >

ELECTRICAPPLIANCE CO.,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

'RACIISE-HIGH?

30PEIU0R REfiOyjlON
*"» ECONOMY. TO'^

^CTRICllGHTINS
"-ofiENERAL

""^
^^ WRPOSES

16 SIZLS

CARftIEDIN2T0CK.

"WETEST
UM cm OF out

ENGINES
MHMSHIPHHi

'"PJUCES""'
CATALOGUE
9 ADDRZU .

ENGINE K^T.

RACINt HARDWARE MFG-CO-RAC'^Vo

OFFICE DESKS.
'Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

ii^^arm
0M

A. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

The OslioriiB Steam EDpeerini Co.,

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St., - Chicago.

Hepresentative work now in course of construc-
tion, 2.000 H. P. Heat, Liglit and Power Piant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
you will get the best, then go ahead.

MICA All Sizes

iU
Qnalilles

For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & 00,,
ms Water Street, New York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Laie street, CHICAGO, ILL-

PLAXINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent liamps.
WE CAKRT THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRESS. 171 and 173 CtBEEDiE ST., AtBlT TOHK.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD
Is the moBt dara-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

MagBetB, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

7HE 1mA.TH&T and BSBT
SLOW SPEED, MTJIiTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow speed, small floor space, direct driven, self-oiling bearings, little esternal
mogDellBm, etc.

MADE BY THE

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
liimited,

CORRY, PA.
BoNtoii OflU'C—H, 0. Hawks, Manager

iy2{) ALliintic Ave.
VhivAitSO <>IIl«'e- Archbr & Eusllng,

MiiJiiJKGrs, ];j'jr. Moiiadiincit UuUdlng.
liunHiiH i'liy. nio., Ofllce— L. C.

Biiir, BOO Wdlniil. Slir,il;.

9ifw york Oniee -\V. U. Gordon,
Mriimfier, 115 Brondwiiy,
h|iBd*>li>lila Ofllce- Cbas. E. Eus-
Boll, 18K(iuth Brond St.

AGENTS:
<'hQttanooKn, Teiin,— 1'. i. Stone.
J^liieolii. aitli.- Blgelow Electric Bun-

ply Co., 1V2 8. lath at.

ProvHleuce, H. I.—Drake, PayBon;&
Whlttier, Oor, WaBhlnirton & Eddy Bti.

Tnrpon Sprlnas, Kla,-\v, p. wubop,

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no "dead
centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly buUt, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE -A.01v2:E of SIlvaiFnL.IOIT'X'.
No skilled engineer is required.

[^=For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addres"-

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
72 Itarltan Avcnae. BOVIVD BROOK, N. J.

JIaATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.
BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Kailroad Ave., Newark, N, J.

A. M.MORSE ico.*=|°„°^v:'
BUCKEYF 5flTCLi.ooo_H...p.'^ST, Louis,

ENGINES^
HINE'S EIiIMINATOR.

THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per ceBt Dry Steam. Ontstripptng all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

E ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.
This advertisement appears every other week.

HOBIZONTAX.

fid^MNachinBlool Works
V E.P.BULLARO PROPR, BRIDGEPORT, CONN

TlieWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

yvonvm at bripobpobt, coirir.
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Electrical Features of the Dedication of

the World's Fair in Chicago.
To say that Chicago was enthusiastic in its efforts to do

honor to the discoverer of America inadequately describes

what took place during the three days of last week devoted

to the World's Fair dedicatory ceremonies. The people

as a whole celebrated with the greatest enthusiasm. Thurs-

day, the 2 1st, was not a legal holiday, but as far as the pros-

ecution of general business was concerned it might as well

have been. The banks were open, but along the route of

the procession the windows of these institutions of finance

showed that the ledger and money counters had been for-

saken for the pleasanter occupation of viewing the great

parade. Generally speaking the ceremonies were such as

to leave the impression upon visitors to the city that Chi-

cago had in this case, as in many other instances, done

itself proud in the usual energetic manner. And such in-

deed was the case so far as the

processions and ceremonies

proper were concerned. But

to the electrical man there

was one cause for regret, and

that was that Chicago fell so

far behind both St. Louis and

New York in the line of

electrical illumination. There

was good reason, though, for

the city being backward in this

respect. Undoubtedly the

trouble that the various con-

struction companies have been

experiencing with the striking

wiremen made them reluctant

to undertake work which it was

felt they might not be able to

finish. In fact it was stated

by one cf the engineers in

the construction department

of the Chicago Edison com-

pany that a number of good

contracts for electrical decor-

ations had been refused by his

company for this reason

Among the Chicago firms which

would have made good dis-

plays were the ''Bee Hive" and

Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.

The former would have ex-

pended $400 on a 300 lamp

installation and the latter would

have used about 200 lamps to

decorate its establishment.

Although the city, taken as a

whole, was found wanting in

respect to electrical decorations,

there were nevertheless a num-

ber of creditable displays.

To the Auditorium Hotel must be given the credit for the

most unique lamp decoration. Above the main entrance on

Michigan avenue were arranged two flags, as shown in the

accompanying cut, Fig. i one was the royal standard of

Ferdinand and Isabella, while the other was the flag of the

United States. In themselves and to an observer in the

day time these two flags constituted a very ordinary build-

ing front decoration. At night, though, these flags were

very much of a revelation. Both were studded with incan-

descent lamps, the total number on the two flags being

estimated at about 280, 180 on the American flag and the

remainder on the Spanish standard. These lamps were

strung and wired on the wooden background of the two

flags in such a manner as to give the impression to an

observer on the ground that the stationary flags were in

reality waving in the wind. This effect was produced by

a motor-driven commutator on the balcony above the flags.

This commutator was so wired to the lamps on the flags

that its revolution by a little electric motor ser, zd to throw

the perpendicular rows of lamps on the face of the flags

out of circuit in rapid succession, producing the peculiar

wave effect referred to. The flags had to be seen, how-

ever, to be appreciated. The remaining Auditorium deco-

rations may be seen in Fig. 2. Strings of red, white and

blue lamps—in all about 250—were festooned from the

tops of four poles at the four corner of Michigan avenue

and Congress street,and across Congress street on the west

side of Michigan avenue 200 lamps in a solid bank, visible

from the east and west, brought out the word "Auditor-

ium" in letters of red, white and blue. The Auditorium

hotel plant, it is said, on the night of the reception, Wed-

nesday, carried a load of very nearly 4,500 lamps.

Siegel, Cooper 8c Co , State street, made a striking dis-

play, as will be appreciated from the central view in Fig. 2.

This picture tells its own story so well that few words of

explanation are necessary. Counting in those distributed

in the windows as well as those about the main doorway,

this firm displayed about 650 incandescent lamps.

ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE DEDICATION OF THE WORLD S FAIR IN CHICAGO,

There were over the door an illuminated arch, a star and

an eagle. On all except the eagle the lamps were white;

the eagle was decorated with red, white and blue lamps

and a few amber lights. The national colors, with a fair

share of terra cotta, and all illuminated by the numerous

lamps made a very attractive display. Siegel, Cooper & •

Co. furnished current from their own plant.

While "The Leader" electrically speaking did not merit

its name, this firm nevertheless did its share in the way

of 'lluxinating its store front. On the State street side

near the Palmer house there was a shield and eagle covered

with white lights, Fig. 2. White lights, too, framed Colum-

bus' portrait, topped with the word "Welcome." At the

corner of the building a red, white and blue star lighted

with white lights and over it a small emblematic picture

framed in colored lamps completed "The Leader's" electri-

cal decorations. The local Edison company furnished

current for this display.

At Jackson Park the principal electrical feature of the

dedication was the display made from the large Schuckert

projector mounted on the tower of the transportation

building. From this a great beam of light was sent cir-

cling about the horizon, up and down, fast and slow, con-

centrated and diffused, every evening after Tuesday until

the close of the week. The light excited general atten-

tion from visitors and Chicagoans alike, and the exhibi-

tion was one of the most attractive features of the week's

festivities. The projector used is one of the largest in

the world, the diameter of the lamp being four feet. The
largest search lights used on warships have a diameter of

about three feet, and the projector used in Chicago last

week is principally designed for coast defense purposes.

The light was very powerful. On Thursday night it was
easily seen at Evanston, 111., a distance of twenty miles

from Jackson Park, and it is probable that the beam was
visible for a considerably greater distance. An idea of

the flood of light poured on near-by objects may be gained

by a reference to Fig. 3, which is a reproduction of a

photograph taken about ten

o'clock at night by the light

from the projector. The pict-

ure represents a log cabin

on the wooded island, about

600 feet from the search-light.

The intense white light and
the blackness of the surround-

ing gloom are vividly portrayed.

In the Schuckert projectors

the normal position of the

carbons is horizontal, or, rather,

parallel to the beam of light

thrown out. The feeding

mechanism is automatic and
lis ingeniously arranged. The
positive carbon is placed in

front of the negative, and the

ight from the crater of the

former is thus thrown back in

the lamp, where the rays strike

a parabolic reflector, which

serves to concentrate them and
project them out of the lamp.

In the lamp used last week the

positive carbon was i^ inches

in diameter and the negative

one inch. The exact focus

of the light from the arc on
the mirror is a matter of great

nicety, and upon it the brilliancy '

of the light largely depends.

The current used averaged 140

amperes at 59 volts, an equiva-

lent of about 1 1 horse power.

Although the lamp stands over

seven feet high, it can be turned

in any direction, elevated or

depressed, with but little effort,

by the aid of mechanical

appliances. By changing the focus the light can be

concentrated for long distance work or spread out in

greater volume when thrown on objects near at

hand.

On Monday the great projector was taken to pieces,

and it will shortly be packed away until next April. At
that time Mr. Tischendoerfer says that he will return with

the largest search-light in the world, which Schuckert &
Co. will exhibit at the World's Fair. This projector will

be six feet in diameter and will be provided with the very-

latest adjusting and regulating appliances. It will be

turned by an electric motor instead of by hand. It is pos-

sible that this great lamp may be mounted on the tower at

the entrance to the basin, which would be an advantage-

ous pDsition for lighting effects.. It is thought that the

light could be easily seen across the lake and perhaps at

Milwaukee. But 150 amperes will be used, as ft has been

found inadvisable to use a current of greater strength

than this for the production of an arc. The improvement

over the four foot projector will be mainly in the para-

bolic reflector, and Mr, Tischendoerfer says that it is in
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this direction that the future improvement of the search-

light must be looked for.

Much extra labor was thrown on the electrical depart-

ment io order to provide temporary lighting for the dedi-

cation exercises of last Friday. This was accomplished

by arc lamps, the total number on the grounds bein^

about 500. About half of this number were in the great

manufactures building. Fig. 4 gives an interior view of

this building, from a photograph taken on Friday, when it

was thronged with the vast multitude that attended the

exercises. The temporarily adjusted lamps can be seen

over the speakers' stand to the left. At the time the pic-

ture was taken the building probably contained over

100,000 people. A glimpse of the temporary plant

in machinery hall from which current was secured is

given in Fig. 5.

St. Louis Electric Club.

On the evening of October 14th twenty-three gentlemen

interested in electrical affairs in St. Louis sat down to a

supper at the Mercantile Club in that city. Among those

present were: E. H. Abadie, W. L. B. G. Allen, B. C.

Alvord, James I. Ayer, J. L. Boogher, R. H. Bohle, H.

P. Broughton, Wm. H. Bryan, F. W. Churchill, H. C.

Henley, Capt. Robert McCuliough, W. N. Mathews, E.

V. Matlack, A. W. andC.'R. Merston, Ben. Nahn, H. L.

Parker, S. B. Pike, E. Ruebel, C. E. Sharpe, J. A. J.

Shultz, J. H. Siegrist, Jr., and H. A. Wagner. This

meeting was an adjournment of the one held on September

i6th, when the first steps were taken toward the formation

of an electric club. After the supper had been disposed of,

Telephoning from Chicago to New York,

The successful transmission of speech for 950 miles, the

distance that separates New York and Chicago,' is surely

one of the most wonderful feats of nineteenth century

civilization. The completion of the long-distance tele-

phone line of the American Telephone and Telegraph

company made this accomplishment possible, and the

event excited wide attention. A test of the line was made

on Tuesday of last week in the presence of a number of

invited guests. About sixty gentlemen gathered in the

Chicago office of the company, on Quincy street, and near-

ly one hundred were present at the office in New York,

which is located at 18 Cortlandt street. At each end

about forty receivers were connected with the circuit.

After some informal talk between E. H. Lyon, of New
York, electrician of the Metropolitan Telephone company,

who was at Chicago, and General Superintendent A. S,

Hibbard of the American Bell Telephone company, at

New York, Mr. Lyon lowered his voice to a whisper and

then held his watch up to the transmitter of the instrument

through which he had been talking. All of these tests were

successful, and the listeners were greatly impressed.

Then Mayor Washburne, of Chicago, talked to Mayor

Grant, of New York. After some difficulty the mayors

were enabled to communicate to each other. Mayor Wash-

burne said:

The city of Chicago greets the city of New York.

, To this Mayor Grant responded:

New York sends her congratulations to Chicago on the

completion of this wonderful line of speaking communica-
tion, which will undoubtedly bring the two great cities into

Meany, Melville Eggleston and W. R. Driver of the

American Telephone and Telegraph company, C. F. Cut.

ler and E. L. Parker of the Metropolitan Telephone com-
pany, A. C. White of the Providence Telephone company,

Ralph W. Pope, Prof. S. S. Wheeler, W. J. Hammer,
Geo. M. Phelps, Chas. W. Price. H. W. Frye, E. R.

Colvin, T. C. Martin, Joseph Wetzler, G. B. Muldaur and

W. F. Osborne.

Among those who witnessed the test in Chicago were:

Norman Williams, E. R. Meeker, S. E. Barrett, Enos M-
Barton, president of the Western Electric company; C. E.

Mosely, local superintendent of the American Telephone

and Telegraph company, and Tracy C. Drake.

A unique souvenir was presented to the guests. It

consisted of a coil of No. 8 highly polished copper wire,

flattened at each end upon which were the words " New
York and Chicago," and from which was suspended a

model of the latest type of receiver.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The seventieth meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers was held at the headquarters of the

Institute, 12 West Thirty-first street. New York, on Tues-

day evening, October 25th. The three electrical railway

papers read at the Chicago meeting came up for discussion

in accordance with the vote taken June Bth. The discus-

sion was opened by Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson. The titles

of the papers are as follows: "Series Electric Traction,''

by Nelson W. Perry; "A New System of Electric Propul-

sion," by H. Ward Leonard; "Electric Railway and

FIG. 2. ELECTR

Mr. Ayer, the temporary chairman, submitted a report from

he committee on permanent organization. The commit-

tee recommended that immediate steps be taken toward

the forming of a club, and that efforts be made to secure

the names of one hundred gentlemen as members. The
committee also recommended that when this had been ac-

complished a permanent organization be effected, and that

a suitable location be secured, near some restaurant if

possible, so as to obtain its service.

It was recommended that the initiation fee be placed at

$10, and the annual dues at i|2o, the rooms to be kept

open at all times, and to be in charge of an attendant.

The committee's recommendations met with hearty ap-

proval, and it was directed to proceed in the manner pro-

posed. At the suggestion of the chairman, the committee

was increased to ten, and it is now made up as follows:

J. I. Ayer, chairman, and Messrs. Allen, Bohle, Bryan,

McCuliough, Matlack, Nahn, Shultz, Siegrist and Wagner.

This committee has already had a preliminary meeting to

map out its plan of work, and will report as early as pos-

sible, not later than the second Friday in November.

Steps are to be taken immediately to secure the names of

one hundred gentlemen interested in electrical industries,

so that the club will be in good working order orevious to

the next annual convention of the National Electric Light

association, to be held in St. Louis in February next.

Capt. McCuIlough's paper regarding the changes now
being made in the construction of the Cass avenue system

of street car lines was postponed until the next meeting.

Electricity at Niagara.

Among the plans under consideration for the electrical

machinery necessary to transmit the power developed by

the great hydraulic scheme at Niagara Falls are those of

the Oerlikon company of Zurich, Switzerland; Brown,

Boverie & Cie. of Baden, Germany; Cie. del'Industrie

Electrique of Geneva, Switzerland; the General Electric

company of New York, and the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company of Pittsburg, Pa. No decision

has been made in regard to the system to be used or the

methods of distribution.

The new electrical laboratory to be erected at Johns
Hopkins University will be a roomy one-story structure

of corrugated iron, illuminated from the roof by larf;e sky-

lights. The heavy machinery will be set up in the new
quarters, thus providing more room for delicate experi-

ments in the physical laboratory.
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closercommercial and fraternal union; and also congratu- Motor Tests," by Prof. Geo. D. Shepardson and E. P.

lates Chicago and wishes her all possible success in the Burch.
great celebrations of the present week. ^^
Mayor Washburne spoke again as follows:

The city of Chicago extends and returns greeting to the

city of New York and congratulates the nation on the

American invention which shall supplement the telegraph

and enable the people of this continent to communicate
orally where they now resort to the post and telegraph.

By this exchange of courtesies the line was considered

as formally opened. Prof. Alexander Graham Bell after-

ward talked with W. H. Hubbard, of Chicago, who as-

sisted Prof. Bell in his first publi'; exhibition of the tele-

phone at the Philadelphia Centennial in 1876, at which

the Emperor of Brazil and Lord Kelvin, the well-known

English electrician, were present. This conversation was

very satisfactory, being clearly heard by all guests who had

receivers. After this a test was made by the playing of

a patriotic air by acornetist in New York. Similar music

was played in Chicago. During the receiving of this in

New York there was attached a magnifying receiver, by

means of which it was possible to hear the music from six

to ten feet from the instrument. After this numerous

tests were made by those present.

A big map, stretched across the wall of the exhibition

room showed that the line over which the greetings were

exchanged extended from New York through Easton, Pa.,

Ilarrisburg, Pa., Altoona, Pa., Pittsburgh, Pa., Youngs-

town, O., Cuyahoga Falls, O., Maumee, O., South Bend,

Jnd., to Chicago. It is made up of 50,000 large poles on

which are strung two lines of No. 8 copper wire. There

are about 50 poles to the mile, while the ordinary telegraph

construction is about 35 light poles to the mile.

The American Bell Telephone company was represented

by F. A. Pickernel, W. A. Hovey and H. G. Bates.

Among the other members of the electrical fraternity pres-

ent at the New York end were Edward J. Hall, E. P.

Wisconsin Electric Club.

At a well attended meeting of the Wisconsin Electric

club on Thursday evening, October 2oth, at its rooms in the

Loan and Trust building, Milwaukee, a joint paper on
" Underground Conductors " was read by H. F. Boggis

of the Edison Electric Illuminating company and W. H.

Hyde of the Wisconsin Telephone company. On
Thursday evening, October 27th, the third annual banquet

took place at the Fabst hotel.

The following is from the Montgomery, Ala., Advertiser
of October rsth: "Edison has patents on the electric

light lamps that are now being used," said D. P. West,
"and it is the greatest thing in a business way imaginable,

representing millions of dollars. I have been using elec-

tric lamps and never knew before that I had no right to

use them. A representative of Edison is here now look-

ing into the matter. They are not disposed to be hard on
us, however, and the company will make liberal and satis-

factory terms with those who have been innocently in-

fringing on their patents, and using their lamps without
authority."
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THE CONVENTION

Of the American Street Railway Associa-
tion at Cleveland, O.

The eleventh annual meeting of the American Street

Railway association was held in the hall of the Young Men's

Christian association, Cleveland, O., October 19, 20 and 21.

1892. The first business session was held on Wednesday

morning. President John G. Holmes, of Pittsburg, Pa.,

introduced Hon. William G. Rose, mayor of Cleveland,

who made an address of welcome, in which he said:

Cleveland is highly honored by your presence, and in

behalf of her citizens it affords me pleasure to extend to

you a cordial greeting, a hearty welcome and the liberties

of the city. I doubt if it would be possible to get together

a body of men more representative of American life than
those I see before me. Coming from the different cities of

this country you embody in your collective capacity a

system which has developed from small and crude begin-

nings into fifteen hundred street railway companies. You
are fast taking harness off horses and putting them on
lightning and steam. The words "grip" and "wire pull-

ing" have received from you a new and enlarged meaning.
You proDOse to divide the use of the streets with the peo-

ple, but you take your half out of the center.

This address was followed by the annual address of

President Holmes, which follows:

The President's Address.

This city offers a fine opportunity to study practical

street railroading. Here we see the most advanced ideas

of construction, the highest development of the electric

system, and a splendid new cable plant, as near perfect

as capital, invention and engineering skill have been able

to make it. And by the way of contrast and historical in-

terest, we find a few horse car lines to remind us of the
meetings a decade ago, when we used to grow excited over
discussions of the relative merits of the horse and the

mule as a street railway motor.

The street railway interests of the United States are

assuming wonderful proportions Every day some new
company is born, and every morning paper brings us
rumors of consolidations, absorptions and syndicate pur-

chases, until the statiatician lays aside his pencil and sheet

in despair, utterly bewildered by the mass of accumulat-
ing and shifting figures. Definite data are out of the

question, and I shall not attempt to tell you how great we
are even in round numbers. But while the street railways

are legion, there is but one American Street Railway as-

sociation, and I know you will be glad to learn that D. F.
Longstreet, one of the founders of this body, in com-
pliance with the request of the executive committee, has
prepared an historical paper, detailing the motives which
led to the formation of the association, and giving due
credit to the gentlemen associated with him in the move-
ment. We shall be favored with this paper a little later.

This is pre-eminently an electric age, and most of us
believe that as yet we are only standing on the threshold.

The horse and his half-brother the mule, are destined to

disappear. The cable system, from its very nature and
cost, must be confined to the thickly populated districts of

large cities, but there seems to be no limitation to the

electric railway. It leaps over the city lines wherever
there is a large suburban town calling for rapid transit; it

girds the summer lakes; it is forcing its way through the
scenic splendors of the Niagara gorge, close beside the
water's edge, and when the convention goes to California,

as no doubt it will some day, we may expect to ride

around the Yosemite on a train of trolley cars. And how
rapidly it has all come about !

It was just ten years ago that the president of this as-

sociation, at the Chicago meeting, with a foresight which
must have been born of intuition, ventured to predict that

the lightning would some day be harnessed to the horse
car. We laughed at his visionary prophecy, and dis-

missed it from our minds as a piece of optimistic nonsense.
But the prophet of a decade ago is with us to-day, and
can take revenge by saying, *'I told you so."

So accustomed have we become to rapid strides and the
complete overturning of the existing order of things in

our business that I do not believe that one among you
would venture a doubtful smile were I to assert that be-

fore the close of the nineteenth century the three suc-

cessive convention cities, Buffalo, Pittsburg and Cleve-

land, will be joined together by a triangular electric belt

line, with an immense powerhouse at Niagara Falls, where
they are even now just on the point of developing 160,-

000 horse power.
But this is an assembly of practical men who have come

together not to vie each with the other in making extrava-
gant predictions, but rather to contribute each to a common
fund the results of his observation and experience. The
congestion of traffic in our business centers, the increasing
throngs of passengers of the working class nights and
mornings, as the day of tenement houses gives way to the
age of suburban cottages, the safeguards against acci-

dents required by the exigencies of rapid transit, the labor
question, the unjust and burdensome taxation of corpora-
tions, the ways and means of increasing traffic and reduc-
ing the cost of maintenance and operating expenses, give
us plenty of things to talk about. The principal subjects
for discussion cover a wide range of practical matters
having an important bearing upon street railroading as a
business conducted lor profit rather than for philanthropy,
and the reports of the special committees will be worthy
of your closest attention and most careful consideration.
The report of the executive ecommittee, of which the fol-

lowing is an abstract, was presented

:

It will be seen that it was the judgmen of your com-
mittee that electricity, having come to stay, should be
considered carefully and largely at this meeting, and we
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therefore provided for the preparation of reports on a
number of subjects of vital interest to the members of the
association in regard to elecirical construction, equipment
and operation. The subjects were selected with great care
and assigned to gentlemen in everyway competent to treat

them understandingly and profitably. It is the desire of
the committee that all subjects shall be thoroughly dis-

cussed in order that the fullest and best information relat-

ing to the operation of street railways by electrical power
may be obtained by all present.
With scarcely an exception, pleasant and harmonious

relations between the employes and the managers in the
street railway business in America have been undisturbed.
The community of interest of both parties has been fully

appreciated, and with the desire to work together harmo-
niously, with the purpose of furthering the best interests

of the companies with which we are connected, but little

friction has developed. May this state of affairs long con-
tinue. The financial outlook for our business was never
better. With peace at home and abroad, the people pros-

perous and happy, we look forward to the future with
brightest hope.

Wednesday Evening Session.
The following named companies applied for membership:

Roanoke Street Railway company, Roanoke, Va.; Wash-
ington, Alexandria & Mt.^'ernon Railway company,Wash-

219

In the selection of the rail depends largely the success
of perfect construction; and a road, whether built for
speculative purposes or as a permanent investment by
the projectors, should not be slighted in this respect.
The requirements of a rail for electric traction are

strength, joint connections, durability. In some localities
there are municipal requirements specifying what the head
of the rail shall be.

For strength we rely chiefly on the weight of the rail
and the thickness and depth of the web.

For joint connections, that rail which affords the best
method of keeping both ends of the rail in perfect align-
ment is the best, and as the girder rail possesses peculiar
advantages in this respect, its almost universal adoption
is due to that fact.

For durability we depend on the height of the head
of the rail at the gauge line over the lower flange,
and the quality of the metal. The former is invariably
considered by the purchaser, but your committee is not
aware of a single instance in which the quality of the metal
has been specified, other than the mere mention- of whether
the same shall be of iron or steel.

In former years, when the old style stringer construction
was in vogue, when a good stringer and cross-tie would
outlast two or more flat rails, iron was chiefly used, owing
to its higher market value as scrap. In the construction
of an electric railway, where the girder system has supei-
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ington, U. C; Wilmington City Railway company, Wil-
mington, N. C; Worcester, Leicester & Spencer Street

Railway company, Worcester, Mass.
Most of the evening was occupied with a discussion of

improvements in rails and chairs and the relative merits of

several types. The construction of roadbed was also con-
sidered.

The treasurer's rfport showed a balance of $1,524.77.
The receipts during the year were $7,574.31. The report

was approved.
D. F. Longstreet of Denver, Colo., read a paper in which

he traced the successive steps that were taken to create

an organization among the street railway men, and which
culminated in the formation of the- American Street

Railway association in Boston, Mass., December 12, 1882.

The next paper was that of Geojge W. Baumhoff of

St. Louis, Mo., entitled " A Model Electric Street Rail-

way Roadbed and Underground Wiring." Following is

an abstract:

A Model Electric Street Railway Road-bed and
Underground Wiring,

by george w. baumhoff.

The mistake is sometimes made in designing and equip-

ping a new road, or in changing from animal traction to

electricity, of neglecting the track construction by ap-

portiouing the amount to be thus expended to such a sum
that, in order to make both ends meet, it becomes nec-

essary to weaken that portion of the investment where, above
above all others, strength and permanency are required,

seded the flat rail, steel is more extensively, if not exclu-

sively employed; therefore, when we have closed oar con-

tract, having duly specified steel, we feel assured that the

best possible rail has been provided for.

The subject of underground wiring is one that

is usually entrusted to the contractor securing the

electrical equipment, and by him sometimes sub-

let together with the overhead line work. As all

this work is underground, out of sight, and with

paved streets made inacessible without incurring large ex-

pense to repair and renew, the most practical method of

workmansh p and material should be adopted.

The object to be accomplished is to fcrm a perfect con-

nection from each rail along the road to the poles of the

generator at the power house; the ground wiie being con-

nected to the negative pole, and the overhead wire to the

positive pole of the machine, although we have read of

the reverse being the rule on some lines, but, as the matter

is foreign to the subject now under consideration, we will

not further digress therefrom.

A large sized insulated copper wire is generally adopted
to form the connection between the generators and s^uch

points along the track as it is deemed advisable to reach.

The return circuit, for by that name it is known, may be

completed, either by connecting said wire to the rail or to a

supplementary wire extending the entire distance of the

track. The latter is in all cases recommended, and should

invariably be soft copper wire, not smaller in size than i um-
ber o. In either event, however, all rail joints should be

bonded with a soft copper wire not less in size than Np. 6,
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and if the supplementary wire is laid, a connection

thereto should be made to at least every fifth rail; and
it will also be of great advantage as a safeguard against

any possible break in the circuit, to connect both sides of

the track with a No. 6 wire, and if a double track, to cross

to the opposite track and to the supplementary wire in

said track at least every thousand feet.

We have heard of instances being cited where copper

wire laid underground was more susceptible to electrolysis

than that of galvanized iron or steel; but, after a thorough

trial of upward of three years, during which time we have
used both, the conclusion reached is that copper, being not

only a better conductor, but less liable to corrode and
break, is therefore the best wire to use for underground
work. Galvanized soft steel or iron wire used for this

purpose have not proved durable, and we have found the

same to be entirely eaten away by electrolysis where it had
come in contact with the cross-tie, and in perfect condition

elsewhere.

The only theory we can advance for this is, that a chemi-

cal action takes place between the gases of the earth, precipi-

tated by the sap contained in the timber and salt water

—

the latter from the use of salt for the purpose of melting
snow and ice—although such results have not been no-

ticeable in the use of copper wire. In addition to cross-

wiring, as above mentioned, as a precautionary matter, to

insure a complete circuit, it will be found advantageous to

the economical operation of an electric railway, to excav-

ate or bore in the earth, to a sufficient depth, to secure

continual moisture, and while iron is usually adopted, ow-
ing to its cheapness, yet we believe the use of copper will,

in time, prove the most economical metal to adopt for this

purpose; for we beg leave to repeat: "The best is none
too good."
Where such grounds are located, care should be taken

to make the best possible connection to the supplementary
wire and the track.

By a careful examination of the ampere meter at the

power house during dry weather compared with that

of rainy weather, it will be noticed that there is a marked
decrease in the amount of current used, in favor of the

latter; hence it follows that the more connections to the

rail and the opposite poles of the generator with the moist

earth the more economically is the system operated. It

must also be remembered that the incteased saving in

current in wet weather over that of dry weather, is not

attributable to the increased moisture of the earth alone,

but to the fact that the dust and dirt which readily finds

lodgment on the rail are washed off, and many roads now
in operation by electricity have found the use of a car

equipped with a tank having one down spout, about |-

inch in diameter, on each side, so arranged as to permit a

stream to flow over the head of each rail, most advan-

tage3us. These down spouts should be located as near

the wheel as possible, in order to insure the same being
directly over the rail at all curves as well as on the straight

track.

In conclusion, we have only to say as to the construc-

tion of "A Model Electric Street Railway Roadbed and
Uoderi^round Wiring," its successful accomplishment will

involve the comparison and investigation of a wide range

of personal experiences, coupled with the patient study of

those engaged in the manufacture of rail and track sup-

plies, who are constantly endeavoring at great expense to

improve the material and method of construction.

Invitations Accepted.
The secretary read a letter of invitation from the Short

Electric Railway company to visit the works of the com-

pany and take luncheon on Wednesday afternoon. A let-

ter was also read from the Walker Manufacturing company
of Cleveland, inviting the delegates and others to visit the

works on Friday, and take luncheon as the guests of the

company. Both invitations were accepted.

The following named gentlemen were appointed a com-
mittee to consider the question of a permanent industrial

institute for the exhibition of all inventions and supplies

relating to the street railway business: H. C. Payne, Mil-

waukee; D. F. Longstreet, Denver; O. T. Crosby, Boston;

William Wharton, jr., Philadelphia; H. A. Everett, Cleve-

land.

The report on "A Perfect Overhead Electric Construc-

tion" was then read, as follows:

A Perfect Overhead Electric Construction.

BY CHARLES H. SMITH.

Iron or steel poles have proved to be the most desirable.

I would therefore recommend the following: The poles to

be of tubular iron, thirty-two feet in length, and made
in three sections, in the usual way. The lower section

should be at least seven inches in diameter, and the other

two sections six inches, and five inches, respectively. The
poles should be set in concrete, and at least six feet in the

ground, and should not be more than 125 feet apart. The
top of the pole should have about two per cent, of rake

away from the curb, and should be fitted with a suitable

pole clamp, so that the span wire can be easily adjusted to

the required height, which should be twenty-two feet

above the track. On top of the pole should be a malle-

able iron cross-arm to carry the feeder wires, and guard
wire spans. This cross-arm should be insulated from the

pole by means of a wooden plug inserted in the top of the

pole. The insertion of the joints of the pole should be
at least eighteen inches, and the joints should be made
solid throughout their entire length by means of shims or
other contrivances.

If these joints are not properly made, the poles will

not stand the strain. For curves, or extra strain, there

should be larger poles of the same make.
Span wires should be of No. 4 R. W, G. silicon

bronze wire, and should be fastened to pole clamps by
means of insulated turn buckles. Great care should be
taken in insulating these turn buckles from the poles.

All well-built lines should be sectional, and the trolley

wire should not be of too great a size, as it would then

call for clumsy supports. As it is not the main current

wire, it can be of a smaller size. I would therefore rec-

ommend No. 4 B. W. G. silicon bronze wire, which affords

sufficient carrying capacity, and has great strength and
durability.

Sections should not be of a greater length than two
miles, and should be separated by trolley breakers, of
which there are now a number of good ones in the mar-
ket. In cities and villages, where there is a great liability

of fires, it would be advisable to put trolley breakers at

shorter intervals. Trolley wire hangers and pull off

brackets should be of the lightest make possible, and still

have the required strength and the very best insulation.

There is a variety of such hangers and brackets now in

the market.

As it is important to have as small a number of joints

as possible in the trolley wire, it should be put up in mile
lengths, and twisted splice joints should be made, and
brass cone-shaped tubes slipped over the wire before the
splice is made. After completing the splice, the larger

ends of the tubes should be brought together over the
splice and a little solder dropped through a small hole

made in the tubes for that purpose, in order to keep the
joint in place.

Overhead switches or switch pans should be avoided,
if possible, as they become a source of great annoyance.
I would strongly recommend a double trolley wire for a

single track road.

Great care should be taken in erecting the guard wire

spans. They should be properly insulated from the cross

arm by means of a strain insulator, or something equally

as good, and should be of at least No. 6 best galvanized
iron wire. There should be two guard wires over each
trolley wire at least three feet apart and four feet above
the trolley wire. The guard wire must be well insulated

Thomas H. McLean, of New York, presided at Thurs-
day's morning session.

Committee on Nomination.
The secretary announced the committee on nomination

as follows: W. W. Bean, St. Joseph, Mich.; Charles
Cleminshaw, Troy; W. A. House, Baltimore; A. L.
Johnson, Cleveland; J. E. Rugg, Pittsburg; G. W.
Baumhoff, St. Louis, and V. Cronyn. London, Ont.
The report of the committee on '"Economy of Electric

Street Railway Machine Shops" was then read. Following
is an abstract:

Economy of Machine Shops for Electrical Street
Railways,

by john h. eickford.

Let us look for a moment at the change which has taken
place in the last five years, and, if possible, discern
whether, according to good reasoning, it is wise to pursue
the long established methods. We have equipped our
cars with delicate machinery, and have put complicated
mechanism in our power stations, and have obstructed (so

the public says) our highways with a multiplicity of wirts
What shall we do now? Still employ the same class of

help? Is it wise to place this apparatus in the hands of
men who do not understand the first law of mechanics?
No; emphatically, no; it would be the height of folly, yet
I am sorry to say that such was the case with some of our
roads in the early days of electrics. The laboring man is

all right in his place, and is a necessary adjunct to a rail

road, but until he educates himself to the level of the me
chanic, he should not be allowed to handle, much less re-

pair, the delicate mechanism of an electric motor. Here
tofore, then, we have been dealing with muscle, now we
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from the guard spans; in case of other wires falling, this

would be of great importance.
Pu!l-oS and anchor guy wires, or other wires for the

same purpose, must be of the very best material, and of

at least No. 8 galvanized iron w're.

Feed-in taps must not be more than five poles apart and
should take the place of the trolley span wire at that

point. They should be of at least No. o insulated wire.

The trolley wire being sectional, it is necessary to run
a feeder wire to each section. I would therefore recom-
mend that the feeder wire be at least thirty per cent, larger

than the occasion demands. It will be found that this is

money well invested. The insulation on the feeder wire
should be the best that can be procured, and I would ad-
vise using locust or iron pins with mica insulators or

something equally as good, for the purpose of fastening

the feeder wire to each pole, and great care must be taken
to protect it from trees and other obstructions.

A cut-out box should be located on the pole at each
trolley breaker, and should not carry a fuse. It should
have the same wire running through it as there is on the

outside. The fuses should be at the station, with ampere
meter and cut-out switch for each section; then, in case
of trouble on any section, the location can be easily seen,

and that section cut out, if necessary, until repaired.

Lightning arresters are of great importance on the line,

and I would strongly recommend using them at least

every thousand feet. They can easily be attached to the

poles, and can be protected by means of a box.

In conclusion, I would say that no matter what expense
is incurred for material, or care used in constructing, agood
line cannot be insured without a thorough daily inspection.

It is to be hoped tliat in the near future a perfect over-

head electric construction will be realized in some of our
large cities, for the example or fact will be of much more
value and interest than any paper on the subject.

Thursday's Meeting.
In the absence of the president, who had been called

away by the receipt of a telegram, the first vice-president,

must have brains; hence we must turn our attention to the
mechanic and ihe engineer.

Having thus arrived at the conclusion that skilled help
is necessary to success, let us look still farther into the sub-
ject and ascertain what else is needed to bring about true

economy. Just here is where opinion will divide, and is

what renders this subject difficult of elucidation. Whether
it is economical to maintain an equipment of machinery
will still remain as a doubt in the minds of many, notwith-
standing what I may say or what others, more experienced
than myself, may write upon the subject. Nevertheless,
we are all here to get information, and as this is brought
about by discussion, perhaps what I am about to say will

bear fruit later on.

There is no denying the fact that to do a piece of work
of any kind properly we must have proper tools; a make-
shift in such a case only leads to the abominable tempo-
rary hitch. We would be much better off if this word
"temporary" and all its modifications were left out of the
English language. To do a thing half way results in gross
extravagance in the end. There is no denying this; we
have examples of this already on the electric railway. If

this be true, what conclusion follows, in view of our pre-
vious conclusion, that we must employ the skilled me-
chanic? Simply that we must provide him with the requi-
site tools and machinery to do the work in a skilled

manner.

Now that we have arrived at this latter conclusion, there
is yet another step, the last but by no means the least. It

is this: How far shall we carry this equipment of the ma-
chine shop ? Shall we make it a manufacturing establish-

ment ? There is surely a point here where we must draw
the line. There is a distinction between repairs and re-

newals, but for all this the question arises whether, if we
go so far as to establish a shop for repairs, is it best to go
a little farther and manufacture supply parts?

In attempting to write upon this subject, 1 found that
in order to present unbiased information it would be nec-
essary to gather as much practical knowledge as possible
from roads other than those with which I am connected,
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therefore I prepared a list of questions covering the most
important points of this branch of the business, and sent
them to over 250 of the more prominent electric street rail-

way companies, asking them to co-operate with me in the
preparation of this paper, by answering as many of the

questions as pertained to their respective methods of opera-
tion and maintenance of line and car equipment. I am
sorry to say that 1 received answers from but sixty-six

roads, notwithstanding I prepared the circular so that it

was only necessary to write yes or no after many of the

questions, beside inclosing stamp and envelope for return.

It occurred to me that perhaps many thought that this

information was for me personally, or else reasoned that if

I was to present this subject, I ought to know enough
about it without their help. However, the sixty-six answers
which I did receive gave me valuable data to substantiate

my own experience and enable me to write much more in-

telligently; and I wish to extend my thanks to those who
did interest themselves in the matter sufficiently to give

me the information asked for.

Among these answers I have found many things to

strengthen my belief that it is economical to mainta'n a
machine shop, not only for repairs, but for the manufact-
ure of supply parts. It turns out to be a fact that no less

than twenty-four roads are maintaining machine shops,doing
all of their own repairs and manufacturing many supply

parts. They say unhesitatingly that there is economy in

so doing. They give as their reasons: First, that they
can make better material than they can buy; that they are

perfectly familiar with the requirements and conditions of

the business; they are operating the roads and are in a
position to know just what is needed, and are better able

to judge of the strength and durability of the apparatus
than those who have never been in a similar position. Is

not this a natural consequence?

In presenting this I do not mean to cast rt flection on
the earnest efforts of my good friends in the manufactur-
ing business, but I must say from personal experience that

theie is much material on the market to-day that is not up
to the standard. Why? Simply because the makers of it

do not understand thoroughly the requirements oE the

business. Some may be unscrupulous enough to put

goods upon ihe market just for what is in them for awhile,

regardless of theii stability; but I hope this is not the case,

for surely we had much ratier believe the contrary.

A second reason given is, that there is a saving of from

25 to 50 per cent, by manufacturing the majority of paits.

What further, then, can we say? Is not this, coupled

with the experience of the steam roads, sufficient to enable

us to conclude that there must be economy in machine
shops for electric street railways ?

I have shown you, then, first, by reasoning, and, second,

by actual fact, that this subject must be treated affirm-

atively; therefore, it will be wasting time to dwell longer

upon it except, perhaps, to give a few examples taken from
information gathered, and add a few recommendations
which naturally arise from a study of the whole.

I have made a sort of classificatioa of the answers re-

ceived, and the result is as follows:

10 Cots or Less.

Received answers from 16 roads; 14 of these buy all sup-

plies and repair parts, and have not a machine of any kind
;

the other two have a drill press, small lathe and black-

smithing outfit.

10 to 20 Cars.

Received answers from 13 roads; seven of these have

partially equipped machine shops, do all ordinary repairs,

and manufacture many parts for renewals; the other six

have not a machine of any kind.

20 io 30 Cars.

Received answers from 10 roads; six of these have well

equipped machine shops, do all repairs, and manufacture

most parts for renewals; the other four have not a machine

of any kind.

30 io 50 Cars.

Received answers from six roads; of these one has not a

machine of any kind; one has only a wheel press; two have

a drill press, lathe and blacksmithing outfit; the other two
have fully equipped shops, and do all repairs and make
nearly all supply parts.

50 or More Cars.

Received answers from 12; two of these have only a

drill press, lathe and blacksmithing outfit; nine have com-
plete shops equipped with machines of all kinds, and manu-
facture about everything necessary to maintain the equip-

ment; one has a very extensive manufacturing establish-

ment, outside of a complete repair shop, and also maintains

a brass foundry.

The remaining roads from which I received answers had

no definite information to give. One or two said that they

were getting ready to establish shops, and others were un-

decided what they would do.

Oat of the 66 roads heard from, 36 were winding their

own motor armatures and field coils, and the cost of arma-

tures varied from $17, the lowest, to $75, the highest; the

average was about $35, including all labor and material.

Fifteen roads had wood-working machinery, consisting

principally of saw table, band saw, surface planer and
mortising machine.

Seven roads are cutting their gears, but some of them
find it no cheaper than to buy. They think, however, that

the work and material are better, and for that reason it

pays them. Others make all gears, and tbink there is a

saving in cost.

Eight roads are building their cars, while several are re-

building old cars, but make no new ones.

I will give now a few of the prices for which supply

parts are being made in the shops of the different roads.

These figures are an average taken from 11 roads which

are using Sprague, Thomson- Houston and Westinghouse
double reduction motors:

Refilling commutator (copper bars) $18.50
Two halves armature bearing, T. H,, $3.96; single

Sprague 1.85
Two iialves axle bearing 3 50
Brush holder 1-35
Rocker arm, T. H., $1.00; Sprague 3.00
Int. shaft (steel), T.H.,$io; Sprague 3.00
Int pinion (steel) 4.20
Int. gear 3.8S
Axle gear 5,66
Armature pinion (steel) 3.58
Trolley wheel (brass) 1,06
Line frog i 90
Clips for line hangers (brass) .15
To bore and press on 30-inch wheel .95

The average price for which roads sell scrap car wheels
is $13.65 per gross ton; the lowest being |8, and the high
est $20.

Some roads have kept no account of cost of making re-

pair parts, and therefore could give no prices. It is un-
necessary to say that it would be wise to do so.

Being anxious to know myself, and thinking it might be
of benefit to many others, I asked the roads to give an

opinion as to which of the different types of motors gave
them the most trouble. With but two exceptions the
single reduction costs less to maintain.

Nineteen roads are employing an electrical engineer, and
four have a superintendent and electrical engineer com-
bined.

In regard to my own experience I will say simply that it

fully coincides with the information just presented to you.
I have no doubt whatever that there is economy in main-
taining repair shops, and even manufacturing supply parts.

to present the subject in a comprehensive manner. I hope
that discussion will follow the reading of this paper, for,

although some of us are fully persuaded that machine
shops are economical, yet I think none of us are so preju-
diced that we could not be convinced should it be proven
to the contrary. Let us get at the truth, whatever it is.

Discussion.

C. W. Wason: I think there is one point outside the
machine shop that should be taken into consideration in the
repairs of motors: namely, the pits in which you do your
work, the manner of handling motors to facilitate putting
them on and ta'iing them off. The number and length of
the pits should, of course, be in proportion to the number
of cars you operate. There is such a thing as having a pit

too long; for it will generally be found that the car which
requires only simple repairs, and which is first needed, is

invariably the last one on the line. In our shops the pits

are so arranged that you can put four cars over them, but
three is all we take over each pit. We have an hydraulic
lift underneath the car, running on the track, which we
have found very serviceable; and when I tell you that we
have taken off two motors and put on two, and had the car
running out in thirty minutes, you will be sure it is a handy
pit. We have taken an armature out and put one in, and
had the car running on the road in five minutes. We
have ninety motor cars, and I do not think we have any
superfluous machines. I am sure that we have more than
paid for all our machinery in the saving over what we would
have had to pay to have the work done, especially taking'

into consideration the saving in the matter of cartage.

I am confident that taking the motors from underneath
the car rather than raising the car bodies up is preferable.

FIG. 4. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE DEDICATION OF THE WORLD S FAIR IN CHICAGO.

Of course what will apply to some roads will not to others.

Some roads are too small to think of its being profitable,

but many others will find it to their advantage if they will

look at the matter in all its parts.

I will not attempt to recommend the number and kind

of machines a road ought to have, as it will depend largely

on the number of cars they operate, but I have made up a

list of machines which I find the majority of those having
machine shops are using, and should judge that it covers

those most necessary for the work;

One 20 inch swing, 10 foot bed, engine lathe.

One 16 " " 6 " " " "

One 16 " " 6 " " speed lathe.

One 24 inch x 24 inch iron planer.

One No. 3 or No. 4 universal milling machine-
One 45 inch upright boring mill.

One 24 *' drill press.

One 12 " "

One \oo ton hydraulic wheel press.

One open die bolt cutter and nut tapper.
One medium sized shaper.
One tool grinder.
Two forges with power blower.
One set of emery grinders.
One grindstone.
Necessary bench tools and fittings for machines.
One 10 horse power motor to run machinery.

Of course roads with a great number of cars would need
to duplicate some of these machines, and add some others

not mentioned.
After having considered this subject and shown you what

conclusions have been arrived at, both theoretically and
practically, I want to add that in order to make a success

of running a machine shop in connection with an electric

road it will be necessary to employ an electrical engineer.

By this I do not n:ean a handy man, or a man who styles

himself an electrician just because he has had a few months'

experience in the electrical business, but one who has a

theoretical, as well as a practical, knowledge of mechanical

and electrical engineering.

In conclusion I wish to say that I have endeavored to be

as impartial as possible in what I have said, and have tried

We have found this system veryadvantageousandcomplete.

G. W. Baumhoff: We do a great deal of manufacturing,

but we sometimes find it more profitable to buy of the sup-

ply Healers. When we started in about three years ago we '

found the prices for the various materials connected with
electric railways so high that for our own protection we
were compelled to inaugurate a machine shop system. In
doing so we found it profitable to press on our own wheels.

We also found it profitable to manufacture our commuta-
tors and to cut our pinions and gears, and in the matter of
gears it is not so much a question of the cost of the cutting

as the quality of the metal used.

On motion of Wm. Richardson a resolution was passed
expressing sympathy for President Holmes in the bereave-
ment he had sustained in the death of his father-in-law.

The report of the committee on the "Relative Cost of

Operating Horse, Cable and Electric Roads" was then
read, as follows:

Relative Cost of Operation of Horse, Cable and
Electric Roads.

by william m. ramsey, frank r. greene, john l. heins.

The work which the committee had to perform was to

ascertain from leading horse roads, cable roads and elec-

tric roads such information regarding the cost o^ opera-

tion of each as the existing methods of accounting in each
case made possible. They recognized in the early stages

of their work that any attempt on their part to shape the
accounts of the companies to suit the purpose of the com-
mittee would be fruitless, for reasons which must be obvi-

ous to all. A series of questions was framed compre-
hending the information desired, and with such subdivi-

sions of operating expenses, as it was thought would meet
with most ready reply. Our experience has proved that the
subdivijions were well selected, for many of the replies

were as full and concise as could be desired.

As to the greatest difficulty encountered—the lack of

uniformity in methods of keeping accounts—enough has
\Coniimted on page 223.]
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The familiar project of standardizing the nomenclature

and dimensions of street railway apparatus was again be-

fore the Cleveland convention. Several valuable reports

on this subject have been made by Mr. Crosby and others,

but the proposed remedy for the existing diversity, which

is generally conceded to be highly desirable, makes but

slow headway among men so busily engaged as street

railway managers. Mr. Crosby's suggestion that a com-

petent man be engaged especially to gather and collate

information on this subject is a good one, and one that

should be heede_d. With a permanent committee and an

officer of the convention devoting himself to the further-

ance of the project, it should be possible to bring about

the desired uniformity in a few years.

A. J. Moxham's convention paper on "Experiments on

the Expansion of Continuous Rails" was undoubtedly

one of the most valuable contributions presented to the

street railway men. Without reviewing in detail the paper,

an abstract of which is presented elsewhere in this issue,

it may be said that its author made a report upon some

experiments carried out with the view of determining the

practicability of a track without joints—or at least with very

few joints. Mr. Moxham's conclusions are very interesting,

as he demonstrates that, although expansion and con-

traction of the rail take place, it is restrained in place,

and held practically rigid by the surface friction of the

roadbed. In fact, Mr. Moxham found during his ex-

periments that a track could be made so as to have abso-

lutely no movement, even at the ends. He was led to the

further belief that not only can the roadbed be made to

hold the track as a complete structure but that it can be

constructed to do so consecutively. This report contains

a number of other interesting points and merits a careful

reading.

The great World's Fair dedication celebration in Chi-

cago has come and gone, and the business of the city has

resumed its wonted channels. While it is to be regretted

that the electrical decorations were not more numerous

—

a fact attributed very largely to the strike of the wire-

men—some consolation is to be had in the reflection that

the few notable displays of this character shone all the

more brightly in their isolated brilliancy. The electrical

companies displayed their patriotism in flags and bunting

and in a general cessation of business on Thursday and

Friday. Of course the big search-light on the grounds at-

tracted much attention, and some of the effects obtained

by it were very striking, although the atmosphere of Chi-

cago is not favorable to displays of this character. On the

whole, it may be said that the electrical features of the

celebration were excellent in quality although deficient in

quantity.

General gratification will be felt by all members of the

electrical fraternity on the occasion of the completion and

successful opening of the all metallic telephone circuit that

connects Chicago and New York. The transmission of

the human voice a thousand miles over slender copper

wires is a wonderful thing, and one well calculated to ex-

cite the question. Where will the extension of telephone

lines end? Already there is talk of a circuit between New
York and San Francisco, a distance of 2,700 miles, and

who shall say that, with proper line construction, the pro-

ject is not an entirely feasible one? Prof. Alex. Graham

Bell is reported to have declared his belief that the time

is coming when the telephone will be as widely extended

as th i telegraph is to-day. At present there seem to be

almost insuperable obstacles in the path of transatlantic

telephony, but it may be possible that the coming years

will witness conversations between New York and Lon-

don, perhaps San Francisco and Melbourne, as readily as

between London and Paris to-day.

reasoning is correct. English electrical manufacturers

who do not profit by it will undoubtedly have cause to re-

gret their short-sightedness.

An eastern electrical paper last week engaged in a fishing

expedition and as a result produced patent specifications

and drawings covering three distinct styles of incandescent

lamps, among which it evidently hoped was the Westing-

house lamp. The journal in question evidently had some

misgivings, for, despite its flaring headlines, it had very

little to say about the new lamp and practically acknow-

ledged its inability to determine which of the patents ap-

plied to the lamp which is now the object of so much
interest. It may be added that none of the illustrations

presented by our contemporary bore any resemblance to

the Westinghouse lamp. The only authentic cut of this

lamp that has thus far appeared is that which was presented

exclusively in the last issue of the Western Electrician.

While referring to this matter it may not be amiss to call

attention to the fact that another eastern paper last week

published cuts of the special Westinghouse generators for

the World's Fair which were recently illustrated in the

Western Electrician.

In a report to his government Mr. Sadler, the British

consul at Chicago, makes some pertinent reflections on the

scope of the World's Fair. "As the enterprise develops,"

he writes, "the more convincing it appears that the Chica-

go Exposition of 1893 will be by far the most extensive

and important which has yet taken place. The effect on

the avenues of trade will probably be wide and far spread-

ing. Considerable changes and diversions may result, new
connections will be made, and old ones lost. Commerce
does not stand still nowadays, nor is trade in these times

of great competition won or retained without continued

exertion, and however greatly this exhibition may benefit

manufacturing and commercial enterprises in the United

States, it undeniably offers the best possible opportunity

of advertising by means of exhibits to the manufacturers

of other countries."

Consul Sadler's estimation of the value of the fair to

foreign industries should receive careful attention from

English manufacturers, including those who make electri-

cal machinery and electrical appliances. The author of

the report has, of course, only the best interests of his

countrymen at heart, and he has had. in addition, an ex-

cellent opportunity for forming an unbiased judgment. He
points out the importance of the exposition as a medium

for advertising the products of other countries, and his

Adverse action on the part of city councils and preju-

diced mayors may for a time serve to retard the advance-

ment of the overhead system in some of the larger cities,

but the electric railway neverthless keeps forging ahead

in a manner that leads one to believe that the people at

large are beginning to weigh intelligently its advantages

against its supposed dangers. The ignoramuses who wrote

misleading articles to help the New York daily papers in

their efforts to turn popular opinion against the electric

system appeared in very much the same light as a boy who
does not want to take medicine thit would cure internal

congestion and sets up a terrible howland resorts to false-

hood rather than accept relief through approved methods.

The best improvements, though, often meet with the

greatest opposition. New York in this instance at least

has acted very much like the celestials who objected so

strenuously against the introduction of the steam locomotive

into their land. Itisonlya questionas to how long the

great city can hold out in view of the growth of sentiment

among street railway men favorable to the electric system.

That this sentiment is quite general and that it is shared by

the leading street railway managers of the country is shown
by the action of the American Street Railway association

at its Cleveland convention. The report of the committee

onthe "Relative Cost of Operation of Horse, Cable and
Electric Roads" concludes with the following paragraph:

We believe that cable road practice has reached the
stage where but little room is left for improvement. They
have been developed, improved and operated by the best
engineering skill which the country af^o ds. Nearly all

are on a good dividend paying basis; but whatever the past
experience of the two systems has been, or whatever the
present status of the two may be, we are only voicing the
convictions of well-informed engineers when we say that
electric systems will continue to increase in efficiency (by
which is meant earning capacity) until all rivals are dis-

tanced, and only one method of rapid transit is recognized
— the electric car.

Such an endorsement as the above, coming, as it does,

not from an enthusiastic electrical manufacturer or an

inventor, but from a committee selected from the managers

of street railways, means but one thing, and that is that the

electric system will lead all others.

In point of numbers the Cleveland convention of the

American Street Railway association last week ranked

with former meetings; but there was a notable absence of

many prominent men who have heretofore figured in the

councils of the association. Of course the supply men
were out in force, and all of the large manufacturers of

street railway apparatus were represented. Most of the

eastern men were present, at least for a day, but the at-

traction at Chicago proved too great even for them. A
large number of the most active men from the West did

not appear at Cleveland. They believed that they could

spend the time to better advantage in the World's Fair

Cfty, where the methods employed by the street railway

companies for handling the immense throngs during the

dedicatory exercises would prove a liberal education in the

management of street railways. Of course the vast ma-
jority of street railway men who were in this city during

the opening exercises will never be called upon to handle

any such crowds as those which confronted the Chicago

companies; but it is needless to say that every one of them

gained valuable information and received suggestions

which will enable them in their own sphere to improve

their service.

When it was learned that the convention at Cleveland

conflicted with the dedicatory exercises, those who desired

to attend both events endeavored to have the convention

adjourned, but without avail. A perusal of the list of

delegates and visitors at the convention, presented else-

where in this issue, will show that there was a good attend-

ance. An attractive display of street railway apparatus

was made, and. as a matter of course, the electrical system

took the lead. For all practical purposes the meeting was

an electrical convention. There were a few cable roads

represented, but even these did not seriously dispute the

supremacy and superiority of the trolley. The executive

committee in its report says that recognizing that the elec-

tric system has come to stay, the subject of electrical con-

struction, equipment and operation has been given promi-

nence, as the committee believed it "should be considered

carefully and largely at this meeting." In view of this fact

almost the entire convention was devoted to the discussion

of electrical topics. The committee and the association

are to be congratulated upon the excellent judgment dis-

played in reaching this conclusion. The papers presented

are printed elsewhere in this issue and are worthy careful

consideration.
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THE CONVENTION total cost of operating line per day—for

Of the American Street Railway Associa-
tion at Cleveland, O.
\^ColidIt lied from page 22I.J

been said at former conventions. The difficulty, how-
ever, still exists; and it might be observed, another diffi-

culty was brought prominently to the notice of the com-
mittee; that is, the woful lack of acquaintance with facts,

and the need of scientific study and research into the eco-

nomics of one's own road.

Correspondence was opened with every cable road in the

United States by Mr. Greene, and by myself with the rep-

resentative electric and horse roads. It is with regret that

the committee announces that the information received

from horse roads, for various causes, is meager and unsat-

isfactory. It was not the intention of the committee to

pass superficially over the horse roads, as our report would
seem to indicate.

Many of the replies sent to the committee were given

for the personal consideration of the committee alone, and
not for publication or public reference in any way. We
have, however, chosen a few of the representative roads of
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TABLE NO. I. OPERATING EXPENSES OF EIGHT CABLE ROADS,

are yet many discrepancies to explain, for which we must
seek other reasons. Why should the gross operating ex-
penses of No. 3 electric road exceed the gross receipts per
car mile of No. 4 electric road by nearly 100 per cent, and
yet both roads still have a fair percentage of their receipts
left for dividends? No. 4 road is a small road and No. 3
is a large one, but we cannot argue that small electric roads
have a better chance for profits than large ones. It is fair

to assert that study of No. 3 report would lead to the con-
clusion that either there is more in the road than is brought
out of it, or that the only thing that justifies the outlay of
25JC. per car mile (trail car mileage included), is the re-

ceipt of over 40C. per car mile to do it with.

The quality of the management which any of our roads
receives is an uncertain quantity, but must be assumed to
be good in our arguments. The management of roads
Nos. I and 3 in the cable list are known to the writer to be
excellent. The other conditions under which the two
roads operate are nearly the same. Yet a "figure of merit"
—obtained by multiplying the total daily mileage by net
earnings per car mile, and dividing by the amount of capi-

tal stock paid in—shows vastly in favor of No. 3 road, and
this notwithstanding the gross operating expenses of Ylo. 3
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each class, and have tabulated the replies in such a way
that reference can be made to them by number if desired.

Names, location, amount of stock and bonds, and other

marks by which a road might be identified, are necessarily

omitted.

A comparison of the reports from these roads does not

reveal the characteristics which we should expect to find.

We see results which are as varied as could be imagined.

Why should cable road No. i, earning only 18 cents per

car mile, have within 8 cents per car mile as much to di-

vide among its stockholders as road No. 3, having nearly

12 cents per car mile more receipts? Let us refer to the

reports of these two roads and make a few comparisons.

The first noticeable difference in the condition under
which the two roads operate lies in the fact that road No.
I operates daily an average of 298 trail or tow cars, while

road No. 3 operates only grip cars. Road No. i operates

1.54 tow cars for every grip car operated or a daily mile-

age of 203.2 for every train of one grip car and 1,54 tow
cars to every 100 miles made by a train of one grip car

only, which road No. 3 operates. Now if the expense of

operating increased directly as the mileage, whether made
by grip or by tow cars, a direct comparison of these two
roads would be possible; but such is not the case. Road
No. 3 is evidently at a disadvantage. The same difEculty

though there are two cars instead of one, yet the trail car

is by no means as hard on the rails as is the motor car.

Second.—Maintenance of line—r == i. It is the same
whether there is or is not a trail car.

Third.—Maintenance of power plant—r =1.4. Bf cause

I have found by experience that under average conditions

a train requires about 1,4 times the power of a motor car,

and maintenance should be assumed proportional to power
developed.

Foutth.—Cost of power.
(a) and (b) Fuel and supplies, r — 1.4, as above.

(c) and (d) Attendants, r = i. Because for a good size

plant no more men would have to bt employed in the

power house if all the cars hauled trailers; the force re-

quired is not proportional to the output, but is constant

within pretty wide limits.

Fifth.—Maintenance of rolling stock.

(a) and (b) Repairs to motors, r = i.

(c) Repairs to cars and trucks, r = 1.25.

Repairs to trail cars are very much less than to motor
cars.

Sixth.—Transportation expenses.

(a) Car men, r=::i.5; 3 men on a train and 2 on a motor.
(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) may all be bunched at r = 1.25.

Seventh.—General expenses, r = r.

road are about 50 per cent, higher than the operating ex
penses of No. i road, both being placed on an equal basis

of grip car miles. We see, therefore, that still another
method of comparison must be resorted to in order to give

an intelligent idea of the comparative earning power of two
roads^—namely, the comparative earning power per day of

each dollar invested in each road. This ratio, when stated,

comprehends all of the conditions under which the two
roads operate; it is the final result of a compound propor-
tion of which the ingredients are the investment, the out-

lay and tha income—"outlay'' comprehending the man-
agement and efficiency of the road, and "income" compre-
hending, amoEg other things, the comparative value of

the territories through which the roads pass.

Operating expenses per motor car mile, or per grip car

mile, afTord a satisfactory basis on which to compare ex-

pense of operation, but net earnings per motor or grip car

mile tell us nothing of the value of a road as an investment

unless we know also the total investment necessary to earn
so much per car mile; and we take occasion to remark here

that future committees on this important topic will find it

discouraging work to follow the usual lines of investiga-

tion into receipts, cost of operation and net earnings of

street railways, and may find it necessary to look to some
method of comparison by arbitrary "figures of merit," as

TABLE NO. 2. OPERATING EXPENSES OF SEVEN ELECTRIC ROADS.
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occurs in the comparison of certain electric roads with one
another.

A very excellent method of correcting this error has been
formulated by Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson, and is here pre-

sented by his kind permission. It is evident that what is

wanted is a formula which will represent the ratio of cost

per car mile, as ordinarily counted, to cost per motor car

mile, for any item of expense.

Dr. Hutchinson's method is as follows:

Let "t" = No, of miles a train of two cars runs per

day.

Let "m" = No. of miles a motor car alone runs per

day.

Let "a" = cost per train mile for any special item, e. g,,

cost of fuel.

Let *'b" := cost per motor car mile—the same item.

Let"N" = 2t + m, equals "car miles" as ordinarily

counted.
Let "r" = a/b, equals ratio of cost per train mile to

cost per motor car mile for any given item.

Let "c" = cost per car mile, counting trilers same as

motor cars. This is the figurt ordinarily given.

Referring again to cur table of statistics

:

No. I road expends .925c. per car mile for the item of

cost of power, and No. 3 road expends for the 5ame item

1.07c., and this notwithstanding the fact that road No. 3
only pays $1.21^ per ton for fuel, while road No. i pays

I1.47 per ton.

Using for r the value assigned above for cost of power,
I 4, our equation reduces to b = 1,07c. or, in other words,
.925c. should be multiplied by 1.07 to bring it on a basis

of comparison with No. 3 road. This gives us .99c. for

No. I road against 1.07c. for No. 3.

The difference which siill exists may be accounted for

either by reason of a possible difference in the efficiency of

the two power plants, or by the possibility that one road

may operate more cars to do the same amount of business

than the other road.

This method of comparison can be used satisfactorily for

any roads, cable or electric, providing the necessary data
have been obtained as to n'.otor car miles and train miks,
and providing experience and careful observation have en-

abled the investigator to assign approximately correct val-

ues for "r," which will differ in diffeient cases. But there

has been suggested by several of our thinking engineers.

For a comparison of an average cable road with an
average electric road let us take this same No. 3 cable

road and compare it with No. 7 electric road. The cable

road has been shown to be scmething better than the aver-

age, and the electric road is known to the writer to be at

least up to the average. These two roads afford us a better

opportunity than any other two which we might select, for

the following reasons:

1st. Both are located in the same city, where climatic

and other local conditions are the same.

2d. Both roads are of the same magnitude.

3d. Fuel and labor cost the same In each case.

4th. Neither road operates trail cars.

The cable road has the advantage in route as to grades

and curves; otherwise, the roads offer excellent opportuni-

ties for comparison. It might be added that the invest-

ment in each case is up to the average; that is, is not

extravagantly large, and yet is ample for the business

transacted. Each road may be regarded as typical of its

class. We see upon examination that the cable road has

the greater fixed charges by 1.7c. There is a diiTeience of
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ic. in the gross receipts in favor of the cable road; one

cent of which may be said to be due to the larger gross

receipts; but resorting again to the comparison by "figure

of merit," we find a ratio of .00015 to .00020, or nearly 3

to 4 in favor of the electric road. This simply means that

each dollar invested in the cable road will earn .00015 i^

one day, whereas each dollar invested in the electric road

will earn ,00020 in one day. The total investment in the

case of the cable road in this case is 2^5 times the total

investment in the case of the electric road. The capital

stock alone, exclusive of bonds of the cable road, is 2.4

times the capital stock of the electric road. What is our

conclusion from these facts, or can we draw a conclusion

on which we can stand? We have not been conservative

in our statements thus far, but are, of course, not infalli-

ble. "One swallow does not make a summer"—nor do the

examples we cite determine the whole matter once for all.

The cable road has its place firmly established in the trans-

portation business of the Pacific slope, and we, who are

unacquainted with the conditions met with there, cannot
presume to say that the electric railway would do the same
work better and more efficiently. We are tempted to say

rivals are distanced, and only one method of rapid transit

is recognized—the electric car.

Discussion.

B. L. Baldwin of Cincinnati said that it was found that

as to the actual cost of operation per car mile the cable

road was far cheaper to operate than electric cars over the

same route. It required more than double the number of

men to clean motors and make the usual repairs to electri-

cal apparatus. Most of these men were high priced men
in place of ordinary mechanics, as in the case of the cable,

so that when the cost of this labor was taken into account
it was found to be fully three times that necessary to keep
the cable cars in good order. Mr. Baldwin recommended
that a committee be appointed to prepare suitable blanks

and learn the operating expenses of the different roads in

the country and report at the next meeting.

The recommendation was referred to the executive com-
mittee.

W. H. Ramsey: I would say in answer to the gentle-

man who has just spoken that he is in line with our com-
mittee in the position he takes. The committee in its in-

TABLE SHOWING STATISTICS OF SEVEN ELECTRIC AND ONE CABLE ROAD.
By permission of Dr. Carv T. Hutchinson,
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Appended to Dr. Hutchinson's Table.

r=i 5b=i.I4C,
b— 1.36 c.

b=i,i8 c. r=^i.4

(a) and (b), b=i.i8c, r=:r.4

Cc)and (d). b=i.38c. r=i.
(a) and (b), b=i.38 c, r= i.

(c) b=r.25 c r=i.25
(c) b=:r.i4 c, r=i.5
(b)(c)(d)(f)and(e). b= i.25 c.

b= i.38 c, r=l.
These are the figures used in computing cost per motor car mile in ihe case of the No. 2 railway. No other line used trailers.

so, but the interests concerned are too great to be trifled

with in so dogmatic a manner. We recognize that the
greatest value will be obtained from this report by mem-
bers taking it home with them and studying the figures

analytically. Another year may develop such improve-
ments in methods of accounting that definite conclusions
can be formed; but to do more than merely produce figures

from typical roads the committee is not prepared at this

early stage of electric railroad practice. The cable roads
have their methods pretty well digested, and their figures

are, as a rule, reliable. The electric roads are as yet, with

few exceptions published in this paper, in the dark as to

what they are doing—except that they have enough left

to satisfy stockholders; in fact 89 per cent, of the elec-

tric roads heard from report dividends of from 5 to 12

per cent.

We believe that cable road practice has reached the

stage where but little room is left for improvement.
They have been developed, improved and operated by
the best engineering skill which the country affords.

Nearly all are on a good dividend- paying basis; but
whatever the past experience of the two systems has been,

or whatever the present status of the two may be, we are

only voicing the convictions of well informed engineers

when we say that electric systems will continue to increase

in efficiency (by which is meant earning capacity) until all

vestigation came across several cases similar to his own.
Our report was presented to the second largest cable rail-

road in this country for a preliminary reading, and it was
returned with the statement that ' our views on this im-

portant subject are fully expressed in the attitude which
our board has taken in regard to further extensions of

some thirty miles of electric railroad which we are about
to build."

Mr. Lawless of Paterson: I was connected with one of the
first cable lines built in this country, and have been connected
with the construction of a number. I was always a strong
advocate of the cable and still am in its proper sphere.

The cable railroad sphere is limited, but in that sphere it

holds its own. There are some districts where I claim

cable railroads can be operated more economically than

any electric railroad. As regards car mileage I find that

some roads have made wonderful results in the operating

expenses per car mile. In those districts where the elec-

tric cars are run into sparsely settled sections the results

are better than cars run in thickly populated portions.

Where you can run at ihe rate of about twenty miles an hour
you can make about 130 miles per day; but in the heart of

the city you can only make from 85 to 90. If you pay the

same wages per day, the results are better in the former

case; so that it is pretty hard to get at accurate figures in

that respect. The results were rather in favor of cable

lines three or four years ago; but since the single reduction
motors have come in and the cost of repairs has come
down, in thickly populated sections, even the electric line

is going to press the cable pretty hard. We have no rea-
son to expect that we have come to the end of improve-
ments in the motors, and as these progress the conditions
will be increasingly in favor of electric traction.

World's Columbian Exposition.

A report of the World's Columbian Exposition commit-
tee was presented stating that all arrangements had been
made for a most creditable exhibit of street railway supplies

and equipment under the auspices of the association, and
urging upon those who had not already made arrange-
ments for an exhibit, and desire to do so, to make applica-

tion for space. The report was accepted.

Mr. Crosby then read his report, an abstract of which

follows:

Standards for Electric Street Railways.

by o. t. crosby and h. l. bettis.

At the date of the preparation of this report H. L.
Bettis had made no special report on the subject of ac-
counting and, perhaps, indeed, little remains to be said
save to insist upon the importance of preserving the three

separate headings, namely, transportation, maintenance,
and construction, while at the same time referring to the
particular forms which were largely prepared by Mr. Bet-

tis, and which appeared in the paper read by the under-
signed last October, the discussion of which resulted in

the appointment of your committee.
While awaiting any further special treatment of the sub-

ject from Mr. Bettis, I beg also to call special attention to

the recommendation that a car mile be adopted as the
unit of operation in regard to the item of motive power.
The introduction of the double truck cars into

street railway service makes this unit, however,
somewhat inaccurate unless the distinction between the
various kinds of cars be carried along with the use of
this term. We have thought that the distinction should
rest rather as between double truck cars and single truck
cars than between cars of different specified lengths.
Furthermore, and especially relating to the question of
motive power, we recommen:^ that it will be reasonably
safe to class two standard i6 foot cars with double tiuck
cars, experience having shown that the consumption of
power in the two cases is nearly equal under given con-
ditions as to track, grade, etc.

One of the chief difiiculties heretofore standing in the
way of determining accurately the cost of one mile of
service has been the inaccuracy in the determination of
the amount of power consumed for such unit service. The
perfection of recording wattmeters that has taken place
during the past year will go far toward renredying this

difficulty. This, like any other mechanical assistance, will,

however, be of no avail if the books be not rcpt accurately
with respect to all expenditures going to motive power.
For such accuracy there must be paid a reasonable sum
for clerical labor. The object of the blanks above referred

to is to reduce that labor to a minimum for a given degree
of accuracy. It will, of course, be possible to arrive at

satisfactory results by means somewhat differing in de-
tail, but it is strongly urged that the general lines indicated
in the recommendation of this committee be followed so
closely that it will at least be possible to feel sure in dis-

cussing reports of operating expenses from any two roaos,
that the same items of cost have gone into the headings of
transportation, maintenance and construction. We do
not feel it necessary to enlarge upon the importance of
careful bookkeeping looking to the determination of these
three headings. We assume that all intelligent railway
men appreciate the importance of knowing what they are
doing.

In regard to standardizing of specific dimensions, I

take pleasure in inserting herewith the report of C.
N. Wason, sub-committee on this subject.

"In order to better determine the sizes of the several
parts given me, as a member of the standardizing com-
mittee, I sent out circular letters to two hundred of the
leading'electric railway companies requesting them to give
their opinion as to the sizes of the several dimensions.

"I would state right here that from the small number
returned, namely, about thirty out of two hundred, that

the street railroad companies do not realize the benefit

to be derived from such a movement, else they would take
the trouble of answering such questions of general in-

formation, thus enabling the committee to much better
arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. I know myself as an
officer of a street railroad company, my first inclination

upon opening a letter containing questions is to throw it

into the waste basket, but upon a second consideration, I

conclude it best to send what little information I may be
able to give to the party making the inquiry, thinking
possibly that the general result therefrom obtained will be
of benefit to the whole street railway fraternity

"One of the objects, as I understand it, of the street

railway convention is to enable the street railway men
from different parts of the country to get together and
exchange their views relative to various matters, with the
idea of the mutual benefit to be derived from the discus-

sion, and which wculd be impossible for the individuals to

obtain did they not come together in this manner. Mem-
bers of a committee like the standardizing committee
have much work attending the bringing together of the
matter desired, and it surely seems to me that each indi-

vidual company should do all in its power to assist the
committee by answering to the best of its ability any in-

quiries put to it by the members of such a committee
through the mail.

"In order to obtain the dimension of the car journals,

such as the committee may think best to recommend, I

corresponded with the several truck manufacturers, who
kindly gave me blue prints and drawings of their journal

boxes. If the electrical manufacturers continue to in-

crease the weight of their motors, these dimensions should
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be increased. The data I here present have been gathered

from railroads using possibly a lighter equipment than

that which is now being put upon the market. It is ab-

solutely impossible to standardize an appropriate size,

considering the change of weight, but the following seems
to be the best in the opinion of those from whom I had
answers to my inquiries •

Diameter of axle, 5'; ioches.
Diameter of car axle journal, 3 inches.
Diameter of ai:!e wheel seat, ^^ inches.
Length of car axle journal, S'j inches.
Diameter of car wheel, 33 inches.

Weight of car wheel, 350 pounds
Diameter of trolley wheel, 4^ inches.

Width of trolley wheel i'^ inches.

Depth of groove in trolley wheel when new. i!^ inches.

Size of key way for axle gear, ^^ inch by 6 inches.

Distance between hubs of wheels measured along the axle, 48

ioches.

"It is essential that the groove and depth of the trolley

wheel be the same if the cars run over the same style of

switches, as it is almost impossible to put up an overhead

construction that will carry all sorts of trolley wheels.

This remark may at first look a little absurd, but when
one has had much experience with several different sized

trolley wheels he will at once appreciate the necessity of

all being alike."

The dimensions above recommended as standard have

been approved by the other members of the committee to

whom they have been submitted, except that Mr. Rugg
prefers a 30 inch wheel instead of a 33 inch to be con-

sidered as standard. It will be seen in studying the

articles above referred to that those have been

chosen which, if of varying dimensions, interfere most
with the interchangeability of parts in an electric railway

equipment. The object held in view was so to standardize

dimensions as to produce as little inconvenience as possi-

ble when apparatus such as trucks, trolleys, motors, etc.,

are obtained for use on the same railway from different

manufacturers.
The first condition, which, in my opinion, should be

connected by implication with any motor rating whatever is

this: that the machine in question shall be able to perform

its rated work indefinitely and under any condition of at-

mospheric temperature. There is, of course, room for

honest differences of opinion in regard to this point. It is

well known that the maximum demands for power in

street railway service are not those which last for a con-

siderable length of time. A certain manufacturer may
thus argue to himself: "This machine which I am about

to advertise is able to do twenty horse power of work for

half an hour, when the atmospheric temperature is ninety

degrees. In my opinion this rate and time and tempera-

ture will not be exceeded in the conditions of regular ser-

vice. Why, then, may I not call this a twenty horse

power motor? It is true, if I were building it for station-

ary work, in which generally the load to be carried is much
more constant, I should adopt a different rating."

It would be possible to express this condition thus: that

whatever the rate, it shall be possible to maintain that rate

indefinitely under all conditions of atmospheric tempera-

ture by stating that the windings of the armature shall

never show more than a given excess of heat over atmos-

pheric temperature.

There is again room for honest differences of opinion in

regard to the efficieney with which a motor can do its rated

work. Suppose the manufacturer has produced a machine

which can do its maximum work for an indefinite time

without undue rise of temperature. There is to day no

custom of the trade distinctly understood which would pre.

vent him from rating the machine by this maximum capa-

city. And, again, in stating ihat the machine is of fifteen

horse power capacity, even if there be agreement concern-

ing efficiency and durability, there might be disagreement

of much importance in regard to the speed at which work
can be performed by the motor. If it has been so con-

structed that it can do fifteen horse power of work only at

some armature speed corresponding to a linear speed of

the car, either much above or much below the average

speed of the car, then the information and motor may both

be of little value for street railway service. Indeed, the

use of the term 'horsepower" then has necessarily this un-

certainty in it: the total number of foot pounds per minute,

namely, 33,000, may fce made up in an indefinite number
of ways by an infinite number of combinations of feet

of travel and pounds of pull, but for hour service we should

have some known relation between these two.

It seems to me that that which the purchaser has in

mind to obtain is such horizontal effort exerted at such a

speed and at such an efficiency as will do the work in

view. Now, the work in view varies very widely, and we
cannot, therefore, obtain a convenient rating which will

express this relation throughout the range of the total ca-

pacity of the motor. We may, however, select some par-

ticular condition, say that approaching as nearly as poss-

ible to the average, and tell, by z method of rating which

I will propose, what the machine can do for such condi-

tion.

Let us first consider the speed at which it is desirable to

know the capacity of the motor. I think ten miles per

hour is not far from the speed at which cars will be found

most frequently lunning. If, then, we state concerninga

motor that it can develop so much horizontal effort at that

speed, we at once have a pretty close approximation as to

what load of a car and passengers it can handle at that

speed, since we know that twenty-five pounds per ton is a

fair approximation to the average traction co-efficient.

Suppose, then, we are told that a motor can produce a

horizontal effort of 500 pounds at ten miles an hour; it is,

then, a quick inference that a car weighing twenty tons

can be carried by such a motor at the rate often miles per

hour on a level. We may then conscientiously call this

motor a "50x10."

It may, of course, at once be objected that such a meth-

od does not distinguish between efficiency of motor proper

and the efficiency of its gearing. For a great many reasons

this is not very objectionable. We buy the mu.or with its

gearing, and I can see no particular reason why the manu-

facturer should not get the benefit or the blame of the good
or bad gearing which he may use with his efficient or inef-

ficient motor. Furthermore, in the single reduction mo-
tori now so widely used for ordinary street railway work,
the loss by gearing transmission is very small, and prob-
ably not widely variant as between the different manu-
facurers, and again, in whatever high speed work which
it may be feasible to do by gearless motors, the question of

the efficiency or inefficiency of the gear is eliminated.

Again, it may be objected that such a method supposes
uniform diameter of wheel which must be known to the

manufacturer in order that he may calculate what his mo-
tor is doing for a given car speed. Should there be no
considerable variation from the thirty-inch wheel now so

largely used, such a diameter might 'be taken for granted
as having entered the calculation, and if a different wheel,
say thirty-three inch, becomes general, then that diameter
may be assumed in therating.

It would, of course, in any such rating be assumed that

the machine is working under a pressure of 450 volts,

which is not far from that found on most of the lines

throughout this country. In the necessary regulation to

which these motors are subjected, a part of this pressure is

practically applied to some resistance, external or internal,

with respect to the motor, but I can see no convenient way
of taking this into account in determining upon a rating.

Indeed, the action of a series motor in street railway ser-

vice isvery complex, and it is much more difficult than
sometimes supposed to determine upon a rating which
shall give the greatest amount of available information.

The very difficulty, however, is warrant for approaching

the subject seriously and industriously.

In spite of the fact that many objections maybe urged
against any suggested method of rating, that which is pre-

ferred by your committee and by many persons consulted

in regard to the question is this, that a motor shall be
known as to its capacity by the horizontal effort which it

can apply to a car at a speed of ten miles per hour, the

standard 33 inch wheels above recommended being used

on the car, and whatever gearing may be preferred by the

manufacturer. It is plain that the horizontal effort that

may thus be produced from a given motor whose armature

is runnirg at a given speed, may be made to vary by this

change of gearing, but for the reasons above stated it has
been thought best to consider the motor and its gearing as

one piece of mechanism. While this recommendation
would at first involve the use of two terms in the name of a

motor, namely, horizontal effort and speed, the term for

speed would soon dsappear after it has become generally

understood to be ten miles per hour. Thus for the present

calling a given motor 600x10, this meaning that at a speed

of 10 miles per hour the motor in question will develop a

horizontal effort of 600 pounds. Later, however, the same
machine would be satisfactorily designated as a 600 pound
motor, the standard speed being taken for granted. At
the same lime, as street railway men begin to go into su-

burban enterprises, in which higher speeds than those now
familiar must be attempted, it will be easy to revive the

expression for the speed at which a motor is rated, and we
may thus expect to see motors described as 600x20, 6oox

30, etc, This high speed extension of electrical motor

work, and especially its extension in the same hands as

those now directing ordinary street traffic, makes it

especially important that some rating should be adopted

which will take speed into account, as otherwise confu-

sion will inevitably result. It goes without saying that

much remains to be told concerning a notor after ils hori

zontal effort at a given speed shall be expressed, and a

part of the recommendation of your committee is that an im-

plied part of the rating of a motor lies in this, that it shall

be able to perform its rated work continuously without a

rise of temperatures|exceeding 75 degrees C. over the]atmos-

pheric temperature.

In regard to the efficiency, desirable as it is to be informed

on that point, it seems loo difficult to be involved in

any rating which shall be frequently and properly used.

Another method of rating motors which is presented as

the second choice of your committee is as follows: That two
terms should be used , one giving the horse power of the

motor at which it can work continuously at a safe tempera-

ture, the other its maximum horse power. As has been

explained, it is a feature of all electric motors that their

maximum rate of work is done at a 50 per cent, efficiency.

Nothing is more essential to be established, therefore,

than the maximum work the motor will do. Following

this method, which was suggested by Chas. A. Lieb,

a given motor might be known as 15x33 or as 20x40, etc.

Concerning the first machine named, it would be understood

that it could do 15 horse power of work all day long with-

out undue heating, but under stress it could perform

work at the rate of 35 horse power, the efficiency being at

once known to be down to 50 per cent. It would also be

understood, and go almost without saying, ^hat the motor

would be unable to do 35 horse power of work continuous-

ly; indeed it would be expected to perform such a rate of

work safely for only a very short time, say_from two to

five minutes.

Uninviting as is the discussion of such a subject in a

large assembly like this, your committee urges that serious

consideration be given to this matter, and that one or the

other of the methods here recommended be adopted.

In conclusion, while urging that all definite action pos-

sible shall be taken on the recommendations now made,

we further urge most strongly that steps be taken to carry

on permanently the work of standardizing, especially the

work of standardizing the nomenclature and dimensions,

since in regard to these there can never be any cessation of

demand. To further this object we recommend that this

association employ a salaried official to be known as the

statistical secretary or clerk; that such employe shall

give his whole time to obtaining data bearing on the

work of the association, direction to be given him in

obtaining and collecting such data by the permanent ex-

ecutive officers of the association at their discretion, and
especially by the standardizing committee, which we

further recommend shall be made one of the permanent
committees of this association. It isexceedingly difficult,

as all who hear this will know, for men engaged laboriously
in their private affairs to give to such work as that in

question the detailed attention it deserves. If, however,
some competent person were at hand who could be asked
to obtain the necessary infcrmation, then such men as
would properly be chosen as officers of this association,
or as members of important committees, would certainly
be able to digest the information and present it in useful
form to the association.

Another important work which could be assisted by such
an official and by such a permanent committee is that
which has been much before us; namely, the
furthering of the actual use of whatever standards this

association may adopt. Little has been gained in what
we believe all recognize as a useful work, if we stop at a
forma] adoption of names and dimensions. A constant
and well directed presentation of the association standards
by some proper official will do much to increase the value
of whatever action you may take. Some presentation
should be made not only to members of the association,

but also to manufacturers interested in the standards that

may be adopted. As a preliminary step to the extension
of this work, we recommend that copies of this report and
of your action upon it be sent broadly to manufacturers,
contractors and dealers in electrical railway supplies. We
further suggest that in so far as you may adopt any of the
standards herein recommended, that you should urge
manufacturers and dealers to make their catalogues con-

form with your recommendations in the details touched
upon ; and we further urge that the association shall urge
its members to keep before them the standards that may
be thus adopted, and that they shall insist upon the
obtainment of the use of these standards by the manu-
facturers and dealers in so far as possible.

As stated in the minutes of the first meeting of this com-
mittee, we consider that the work has been only begun by
the presentation of this report. To be of value, it must be
continuous. This report will be insufficient and faulty in

many particulars, yet we feel that we have given perhaps
as large a share of time and attention to this matter as it

would have received at the hands of any other four or

five men that you might have chosen. The cure for the

insufficient report is, we feel, perhaps to be had in the ap-
pointment of some official as above suggested, more than
by any other means.

Mr. Holmes of New York presented the following reso-

lution, which was adopted:

7\t's>'/z-c-d, That it is the sense of this convention that the standard
rating of railway motors shall be the horizontal pull which the motor
can exert when runninij the car at ten miles per hour with thirty-

three inch wheels, and tbal when so running the temperature of the
motor shall not be raised more than sixty-five degrees ceotigrade
above surrounding atmosphere after a ten-hour run.

The executive comnittee was empowered to appoint an
other committee on standards.

The committee on nominations then reported the follow-

ing names of gentlemen nominated for the officers of the
association for the ensuing year:

President—D. F. Longstreet, Denver, Colo.

First vice-president—A. Everett, Cleveland, O.
Second vice-president—Joel Hurt, Atlanta, Ga.

Third vice-president—W. Worth Bean, St. Joseph,
Mich.

Secretary and treasurer—W. J. Richardson, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Executive committee—Jchn G. Holmes, Pittsburg, Pa.;

J. D. Crimmins, New York city; T. J. Minary, Louisville,

Ky.
; J. R. Chapman, Grand Rapids, Mich.; B. E. Charl-

ton, Hamilton, Ont.
The secretary reported that the executive committee

had considered the matter of the formation of a Supply
Dealers' association in connection with the American
Street Railway association and that in the judgment of

the committee it could see no necessity for the forma-
tion of such an association at this time.

A communication was presented from the Massachu-
setts Street Railway association relative to the subject of

the provision of proper interacting signals at crossings of

steam and electric railroads. It urged that the association

send a circular to every street railway company in America
and to the State Boards of Railroad Commissioners, rec-

ommending the passage by each state legislature of regu-

lations upon this subject to secure the greatest possible

safety to passengers in electric cars at steam railroad cross-

ings. The matterwas referred to the executive committee.

Friday's Meeting.
On motion of Mr. McLean the paper on "Experiments

on the Expansion of Continuous Rails'' was read by its

title only. An extract from this paper is presented

herewith:

Experiments on the Expansion of Continuous
Rails.

by a. j. moxham.

In the matter of track construction to-day, the question

of paramount importance is that of the joint. For many
years the question has been the rail. As this has received

time and attention, one weak spot after another has been
eliminated, and so great has been the pruning process that

the one weak spot left, "the joint," is only the more glar-

ing from the absence of many of its brothers in misfor-

tune.

Known to be the weakest point in the structure, the

question of the joint has had its full share of attention. It

is not perhaps generally known, but is nevertheless a fact,

that the joint of the formerly despised street railway has

already distanced its heretofore leader, the steam railroad;

certainly in its practical application, if not in its scientific

development.
The joint of the steam road can be controlled—it is ex-

posed and therefore accessible; that of the street road

cannot—it is practically inaccessible. It has been pro-

posed to overcome this by making it accessible by means
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of boxes with jremovablexoyers. Apart irora the objection

that this adds to the amount of street taken up by the

track, the cost, if properly done, is almost prohibitive. I

have been informedby the manager of one of our largest and

most progressive street railway systems that, after a careful

trial, it was found to be cheaper to take up the paving

and tighten the joints once every few months that to pay

the interest on the investment of the boxes.

The question of a good joint is embodied in very few

words, to-wit: "absence of motion;" and it must be

absence of motion of the cars as well as of the rails, par-

ticularly in the case of electric roads. If two rails be

placed in perfect surface and alignment and closely bulled,

and so held, the problem is solved. Not only must they

be true to surface and line, but they must be abutted. It

will not do to leave the usual expansion space. This can

be quickly demonstrated by cutting a groove one-quarter

of an inch wide in the head of the middle portion of a rail.

The surface and alignment are here true, but not abutted.

A slight jar can be felt from the first; in a short time it

becomes worse, and after continued use. bad and rapid

wear, accompanied by a low spot, results. In this case

there is no motion of the rails; the evil is resultant fiom

the motion of the cars. This, however, goes without say-

ing, as of course the cars are the destructive agency, and

it is only emphasized because it is a veryprevalent opinion

that if the rails as laid to-day could only be held rigidly

level, the problem would be solved.

The joint of today is structurally stiff, heavy enough

to take up the jar of the blow without transmitting it all to

the nuts, a yielding fit that tends to counteract all motion,

and large bolts, carefully located with a view to vibration.

In itself good, and, as it now stands, to a certain extent

capable of economical use, and far ahead of its bi other on

the steam road, even of the heaviest construction. But

even so it will not do. If not, query, "What then?"

There is but one answer. No joint at all. While appa-

rently a bold suggestion, it is at least worthy of thought

and discussion. That the rail can be made continuous by

mechanical means we know, but what of expansion and
contractioD? We will do without it; and that we can do

so, the sequel I think will show.
To the credit of Mr. Philip Noonan, I think, belongs

the first practical idea of a continuous rail. His theory,

in a nutshell, may be described as gripping the rail at one

end and permitting the wave motion or flow induced by
passing trains to be, so to speak, rolled out before the

train wheels, into a tension device that within certain lim'ts

holds what it gets. He provides against danger of rupture

by a spring device which limits the strain. He put his

ideas to a test; built a considerable stretch of track (some

three miles) on the Lynchburg &: Durham railroad, at or

near Gladys station. Va., and it to-day is in successful u=e.

Expert investigation and report indorses it in all essential

particulars, though it is perhaps questionable whether the

fastenings he used to make his rail continuous are strong

and rigid enough to prohibit all yield. For details those

who care to investigate may be referred to a pamphlet on
the subject, that can be obtained by addressing the inven-

tor at the above named place.

At a glance, the problem of a street railway differs from

the steam road in that the former is surrounded by the

roadbed, while the latter is, at least to a great extent, ex-

posed. The effect of the surrounding roadbed is two-

fold.

First—By its great surface friction, it tends to hold the

rail against change, stops all wave motion, and
Sacond—It to some extent modifies the temperature.

The problem was to find a measure of value for both.

To this end the following experiment was made.
Ooe rail in a section of track was so connected that it

was in reality a coutinuous rail. One side of the track

was taken instead of both, because it was thought the

parellelism of the adjacent rail would at once indicate

changes that were expected to occur, which perhaps other

measurements might fail to disclose. The length was
1,163 feet, and the profile one that embodied level track,

up grade and down grade. As the track was laid and in

u5e, it was determined that it was best to make the rail

continous by a joint rigid and stronger than the rail, so as

not to have to remove the whole roadbed. This because

the roadbed, which was macadam, had become solidly

packed, and represented normal conditions hard to obtain

if once disturbed. Remember that when the experiment

was made it was thought questionable whether the rail,

when prevented from expansion and contraction, could be
at all restrained by the roadbed; hence all the restraining

power offered was be to retained. At the end of each
separate rail the usual one-fourth of an inch had been left

for expansion. This was filled by a carefully measured
dog, made of the same section as the rail, cut to fill the

space tightly, and then driven into place.

Now for the joints: These were to be stronger than the

rail itself, and for connection body-bound, machine-turned
bolts were decided upon. The two side bars were of steel,

4x15- inches thick, and 5 feet 4^ inches long. The body-
bound bolts were 18 in number, and i:f inches in diameter.

As is well known, one of the most difficult things in

metal working is to secure a real fit between two surfaces.

The U5ual work of a machine tool—be it lathe, planer or

what not— is very far from accurate, as the introduction

of templet work into a shop soon shows. Out of an ordinary

selection of average machinists, it is rare to find one in ten

capable of making a real fit, sometimes less To insure

an absolute fit was deemad a necessity. It was done as

follows: A number of jigs were made having a hardened
steel guide for the drill. With this the bars were drilled

in pairs, and as drilled each bar carefully tested by the

standard. The holes were drilled ,,'„ of an inch smaller in

diameter than ultimately needed. The roadbed surround-

ing a joint being removed, one bar was clamped to the

rail, and the holes (also j,V of an inch small) were drilled

through the web, using the bar as a guide. After the

temperature of the parts was equalized, the adjoining bar

was then adjusted and a rose-bit reamer carefully worked

through the three holes. As quickly as one hole was com-
pleted the gauge was taken, and one of a series of machine
bolts (previously turned to a standard slightly large) was
accurately turned for this special hole; and so to com-
pletion. The accuracy of the work may be shown by the

fact that after reaming if anything interfered with the
equalized temperature (as for instance one bar being re-

moved and laid in the shade) during the work, the bolts

could not be put home. Each bolt was a driving fit. It

took twenty- four hours to properly adjust each joint. The
track was thus made continuous.

At five points along the line heavy stakes were firmly

fixed in the ground, one on each side of the road, in the
top of which were set small wire nails. A thin but strong
cord was tightly stretched from stake to stake, the tops
of which were several inches above the top of the rail.

Directly underneath this line a mark was made on the
head of the rail with a cold chisel. Measurements were
taken from the stake to the chisel mark, and from the top
of the rail to the tightly stretched cord. Observations
were taken at these five points, in the manner indicated,

throughout the whole summer.
The work was started on the 19th of March, and

finished on the 25th of April, i8g2. The average tem-
perature during the work was 43.04 degrees, the maxi-
mum 8r degrees, and the minimum 10 degrees.

The section of rail used in the track is of the girder

type, 6 inches deep, weighing 78 lbs. to the yard. The
rail is fastened to the ties by means of tie-plates, and the
gauge is preserved by tie rods spaced 10 feet apart. The
ties are spaced 11 to 30 feet apart, and the roadway is ex-
cellent macadam.

Anticipating the unknown, provision was made for a
possible sudden stoppage of the line, by means of portable
connecting tracks kept in readiness. Id order to further

explain whatever might occur, careful preparations were
made to read the temperature of the rail at different parts
above and below ground during the experiment. As the
rail was in use, this was done by a special rail in the ad-
joining roadbed, and in order that the scope of investiga-

tion should be fully complete, the temperature was con-
tinuously taken at the head of the rail, at the lower flange

of a six-inch rail, of a seven-inch rail and of a ten-inch
rail, or its practical equivalent, a ten inch I-beam. Simul-
taneously readings of temperature were taken as follows:

Air in the shade.
" " sun.

Roadbed at a depth of seven inches,

ten "

The experiments prove to the practical railroad man
that for all ordinary purposes, the rail may be assumed to

be subject to nearly full air temperature, and that the road-

bed will not suffice, as has been believed, to keep the rail

temperature virtually regular. Steel is a far better heat con-

ductor than earth, and the whole rail (flange as well as

head) closely follows the air temperatures. Readings taken
over a long period, night as well as day, every fifteen

minutes give the whole kaleidoscope of changing tempera-
ture for the close student. With this fact before us one
element of doubt has been removed, but it also proves that

the heating of the sun in the day, and the cooling of its

absence at night, leaves the expansion and contraction

most certainly there.

Now for its effects. The experiment has proved ab-

solutely and beyond cavil, that it is restrained and held by
the surface friction of the surrounding roadbed. From
first to last, from a temperature of 22 degrees below freez-

ing point (or 10 degrees), to a temperature of 89 degrees
above freezing point (or 1 21 degrees), extending from
March to August, there was absolutelyno movement of the

track out of place. Even at the ends was this true; prov-

ing that not only will the roadbed hold the track as a com-
plete structure, but that it will do it consecutively. Once
bedded, it will hold a rail 10 to 30 feet, as well as one
1,100 feet. On this point there is no room for error. The
expansion in 1,100 feet, if not neutralized, would equal 5^
inches, under the conditions here stated, and 5;^ inches

would throw the rail out of line 14 feet, if it were held at

the ends and permitted to bow in the center. An expan-
sion of one rail would mean about 6 inches in 30 feet out
of line. The query arises, "What has become of it?" It

is existent, and, like all force, it would flow to the point of
least resistance. In the case of street rail, buried in road-

bed, it is reasonable to believe this point is in a minute
enlargement and reduction of the sectional area of the
rail.

As to its effect upon the steel; Experts teach us that a
variation of 7 degrees in temperature, if held, would sub-

ject the rail to a stress of 1,000 pounds per square inch.

Taking a track laid at the low temperature of 40 degrees
and subject to a maximum of 120 degrees, or a variation of

So degrees, the stress is equal to less than 12,000 pounds
per square inch. Much less than the elastic limit, and less

than the strain put upon an ordinary bridge, or similar

structure. It would therefore appear that the effect on the
steel would be harmless.

On the face of it, therefore, there is nothing to prevent us

abutting our rails, and this is but the prelude to an absolutely

continuous track—one without joints—the rails welded by
electricity, or otherwise connected one to the other, up to

such lengths as may be deemed best.

As to its practical application, many precautions suggest

themselves. It must be remembered that a track so laid

will be like a huge spring under tension, absolutely safe

and harmless when restrained by the roadbed, but ready to

spring like ashot from a cannon if, whllein this condition,

the roadbed be removed. The part of common sense would
appear to be to limit the length of a continuous rail to, say,

five hundred or a thousand feet, with specially devised ex-

pansion joints at these intervals; or if -desirable to take up
the paving for repairs on a very short piece, the following
would be effective: First remove only a foot of paving,
then with a hack saw cut out, say, six inches of rail, thus
removing the tension or compression, as may be. This
done, the rest of the roadbed could be removed, starting

from the cut part of the track, without danger. Be this as
It may, it should be borne in mind that chained lightning
is not a nice plaything, and therefore a lightning conductor
is sometimes handy.
One important saving that would be effected by a ' 'track

without joints" would be in the weight of the rail. A rail

of roo pounds per yard is to-day in use, and next year will

be extensively used, perhaps without their knowledge,
the cause of this has been the street railroad men's dearly
bought and sad experience with joints. The joint being
defective, the effort has been made to secure such stability

of track as to relieve the joints by means of a heavy rail. In
a 100 pound rail there are but 30 pounds of wearing sur-
face, of which not more than 18 pounds can be used before
the rail will have to be thrown out; therefore there will be
S2 pounds unused. For mere stiffness and rigidity, a (6
pound rail, if supported by the proper number of cross-ties,

will answer every engineering demand, even of electric

cars at high speed. Anything over this goes to the debit
of "bad joints."

Mr. Cronyn of London, Canada, offered the following:

JCesoh'fif, That the American Street Railway association sends
greeting to the tramway managers and officers of European and for-
eign countries, and most cordially invites them to attend the i^th an-
nual meeting of this association to be held in Milwaukee, Wis., U. S.
A., in 1S93, during the World's Columbian Exposition.
i Resolved, That the secretary take such measures as lu his judg-
ment may seem necessary to carry out the above.

The resolution was adopted.
The secretary was authorized to express to the Short

Electric Railway company the appreciation of the associa-
tion of the courtesies shown by that company to the dele-

gates in attendance at the meeting,
A vote of thanks was tendered the different traffic asso-

ciations for their courtesy in granting reduced rates to
gentlemen in attendance at the meeting.

Messrs. Watson of Buffalo, and Martin of Cincinnati,
were appointed a committee to escort the newly- elected
president to the chair. Mr. Longstreet fittingly acknowl-
edged the compliment paid him in his election and ex-
pressed the hope that he would meet all at the convention
to be held in Milwaukee next year.

The association then adjourned to meet in Milwaukee,
Wis., the third Wednesday in October, 1893.

Delegates and Visitors.

Following is a complete list of delegates and visitors:

Ackerman, P. C, American Electrical Works
Providence, R. I.

Adams, W. L., Railway Equipment company
» Chicago, III.

Aldrich, H. L., Electrical Industries -Chicago, 111,

Anderson, A. A., Citizens' Street Railway company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Andrews, Payson K., J. G. Brill company. .Chicago, 111.

Angier, G. M.. Mather Electiic company. , Boston, Mass.
Atkinson, E. P., Charles A. Schieren & Co

New York, N. Y.

Babcock, E. L., Falls Rivet & Machine company..
Cuyahoga Falls, O.

Baker, Clifford C, Topeka Railway company ,

Topeka, Kan.
Bailey, Theo. P., General Electric company

• Chicago, 111.

Baird, M. E., Eddy Electric Motor & Manufacturing
company Windsor, Conn.

Bancroft, George W., Jewell Belting company
= - Boston, Mass.

Bannister, L. M., Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing company „.., Pittsburg, Pa.

Barclay, J. L , .... Chicago, 111.

Barnard, George A., Buckeye Engine company, Salem, O.
Barr, Harry P., Sperry Electric Railway company .,

New York, N. Y.
Baurahoff, George W., Lindell Railway company...,

St. Louis, Mo.
Bean, W. Worth, St. Joseph & Benton Harbor Elec-

tric Railway company St. Joseph, Mich.
Beckley, John N., Rochester Railway company. . .

.

; o - Rochester, N. Y.
Belden, D. A., Aurora Street Railway company

Aurora, III.

Benedict, Washington G., Boston &: Revere Electric

Railway company Boston, Mass.
Benton, C. A., Sprague Electric Elevator company.

New York, N. Y.
Bidwell, C. S., Ashtabula Rapid Transit company.

.

c Ashtabula, O.
Billings, Frederick C, Billings & Spencer company,

Hartford, Conn.
Bole, George M., Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co,

Pittsburg, Pa.
Bone, W. H

. , Walker Manufacturing company. , .

.

Cleveland, O.
Bostwick, F. H., General Electric company

Pittsburg, Pa.

Boughton, W. E
, Johnson company ...Philadelphia, Fa.

Bowman, W, P., J. A. Roebling's Sons company. ...

Trenton, N. J.
Bradford, H. P., City Electric Street Railway compa-
ny Little Rock, Aik.

Bfagg, C. A-, Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing company Philadelphia, Pa.

Break, Samuel R., Toronto Railway company
Toronto, Ont.

Brill. G. M., J. G. Brill company Philadelphia, Pa.

Broadhead, A. N., Jamestown Street Railway com-
pany n.,., Jamestown, N. Y.

Brown, F. Wayland, Youngslown Street Railway
company Youngstown, O.

Bruce, H. P., General Electric company. .Boston, Alass.

Butler, A. E., Merrimac Valley Street Railway com-
pany Lawrence, Mass

.
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Candee, W. L., Okonite company New York City.

Caldwell, Edward, Ehctikal World New York City.

Carey, P. H., Nuttall Railway Supply company. ..

.

Chicago, III.

Chamberlin, James, Ford-Washburn Storelectro com-
pany Cleveland, O,

Chapman, James R.. Consolidated Street Railway
company Grand Rapids, Mich

.

Cicott, Frank X.. Railway World London, Eog.

Clarke, W. J., General Electric company .-..,.
. . . . / New York City.

Clarke, F. H., General Electiic company
Washington, D. C.

Clarke, James M., Windsor, Sandwich & Amherst-
burg Railway company Windsor, Can.

Cochran, Henry, Lomakin Works Chester, Pa.

Coffman, \. R., Eureka Tempered Copper company,
.' Detroit, Mich.

Coles, Steven L.. Electrical Rev'u-w ...New York, N. Y.

Coleman, Jilson J., Johnson Electric company
Cleveland. O.

Collins, L. W., Electrical Engineer New York City.

Colvin, F. R., Electrical Engineer New York City.

Coolidge, Daniel. Johnson comDaoy. ... Johnstown, Pa.

Coolbaugh, F. W., Coolbaugh ^^t Pomeroy -

New York, N. Y.

Condicf. G. Herbert Philadelphia, Pa.

Corey, R. B , Electric Construction & Srpply compa-
ny New York City.

Crane, W, F. D., H. W. Johns Manufacturing com-
pany. .New York Citv.

Crider, T. S., Washirgton Carbon company
".

. . Pittsburgh, Pa.

Grossman. T. E. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Crou-e, J. B . Standard Carbon company. .Cleveland, O.

Crowley, H. J.. General Electric company
Atlanta, Ga.

Cummias. M., Central Railway company. . . .Peoria, III.

Curtiss, C. C, Short Electric Railway company
, New York City.

Dalany, W. H., Royaline Manufacturing company,
.New York, N. Y.

Davies, H. J., Brooklyn Street Railway company..
Cleveland, O.

Dean, D. B., McGuire Manufacturing company....
Chicago, III.

Denman, C. A., Consolidated Street Railway compa-
ny Toledo, O.

Derr, C. A., Rochester Electric Rai'way company.
Charlotte, N. Y.

Dewar, D. C, Ottawa Electric Street Railway com-
Ottawa, Out.pany

Dewey, Mark W., Dewey Electric Heating company,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Dickerson, J. W., Slrccl Railway Journal. . Chicago, 111.

Dickinson, Wallace D., Great Falls Street Railway

company. Great Falls, Mont.

Dickerman, Alton L Seattle, Wash.
Dixon, A., City Electric Railway company

Port Huron, Mich.

Dodge, S. D., Mehling Car company Cleveland, O.

Dorner, H. A , Dorner & Dutton, . . Cleveland. O.

Dutlon, W. A.. Dorner & Dutton Cleveland, O.

Dution, A. W.. Short Electric Railway company,
St. Louis, Mo.

Ellis, George, Ellis Car company Amesbury, Mass.

Elwell, John B., Duplex Street Railway Track com-

pany New York, N. Y.

Englund, A. H., International Register company,
Chicago, 111.

Eno, W. G., Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley Trac-

tion company Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Eppley, F. M , Orange, Crosstown & Bloomfield

Street Railway company Orange, N. J.

Esmond, E. R. , Esmond Steel Rail company
.New York, N. Y.

Evans, H. C . Johnson company New York, N. Y.

Everett, A., East Cleveland Railroad company
Cleveland, O.

Everett, H. A., Toronto Railway company. ... ...

Toronto, Can.

Everts. D. T., Simplex Electrical company
,

Boston, Mass.

Fairchild, C. B. , Street Railway Journal
New York, NY.

Ferguson, J. A., Shultz Belting company, St. Louis, Mo.
Field, Arthur W., Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel
company New York, N. Y.

Field, C. J., Field Engineering company
New York, N. Y.

Foot, C. W., Nicholson Electric Hoist company,
Cleveland, O.

Ford, George A.. Ford-Washburn Storelectro compa-

ny Cleveland, O.

Ford, F. R., Short Electric Railway company
Chicago, 1 11.

Frederick, C. R., Davenport & Rock Island Railway

company Davenport, Iowa.

Freinyear, T. C, Cayadutta Electric Railway compa-

ny. Gloversville, N. Y.

French. Hollis, Massachusetts Electrical Engineering

company Boston.

Fuchs, W. C, Cicero & Proviso Street Railway com-

pany « Chicago. 111.

Gates, J. Holt, Siemens *: Halske Electric company

of A-nerica Chicago, 111.

Gates, C. A,, Massillon Electric Railway company
Massillon, O.

Geriken, H. J., A. French Spring company.New York, N. Y.

Gbeghan, John J., J. H. Bonnell & Co.. .New York. N. Y.

Godfrey, J. W.. New York Insulated -Wire comt.any
New York.

Gordon, W. H,, W. H. Gordon company. .New York N. Y.
Graham, John, Wilkesbarre &: Wyoming Valley Trac-

tion company Wilkesbarre, Pa

.

Graham, G. H Chicago, III.

Graves, W. D , W. D. Graves Electrical & Manufact-
uring company Cleveland, O.

GreeD, Alfred, Rochester Railway company.
Rochester, N. Y.

Greene, B. E , Electricity New York, N. Y.
Groetzinger, W. C, A. Groetzinger & Sons

Allegheny City, Pa.

Groves, Samuel, Walker Manufacturing company
.Cleveland, O.

Hall, John D., Fort Clark Street Railway company
Peoria, III.

Hall, J. H., Fort Clark Street Railway company
Peoria, III.

Hamilton , M . H
. , General Electric company

New York, N. Y.

Hamilton, Campbell T., General Electric company,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Hand, S. Ashten, Detroit Electrical Works.
- - Detroit, Mich.

11 anna, J. A,, McGuire Manufacturing company,
Chicago, 111.

Hanna, J. B.. Woodland Avenue & West Side St eet,

Railway company Cleveland, O.

Harrison, H. H., General Electric company,
New York, N Y.

Hart, Chas. E., Central Thomson-Houston company,
Cincinnati,O.

Hartman, H. C , Bradley Electric Conduit company,
Chicago, 111,

Hassan, K. D , Short Electric Railway company,
Cleveland, O.

Hathaway, W. A, American Electrical Works,
Providence, R. I.

Hathaway, A. G Cleveland, O.

Halhway", Chas Cleveland, O.

Hawks, y. D., Citizens' Street Railway company.
.' Detroit, Mich.

Hay, Albert E., Robinson Machine company,
Altoona, Pa.

Havcox, C. E.. Fulton Foundry company. ..Cleveland, O.

Hazelbrigg, S. F., Citizens' Street Railway company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Hazelton, Wm.. Short Electric Railway company,
Cleveland, O.

Heinrichs, Ernest H., Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing company Pittsburgh, Pa.

Herenden, G. B., Brightman Stoker company,
Cleveland, O.

Heulings, Wm. H., jr., J. G. Brill company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ilight, C. B., Baxter Electric Motor company,
Ball iraore, Md

.

Hills, C. I., Perkins Electric Lamp company.
, . Manchester, Conn

.

Hoadley, Geo. M., Bemis Car Box company,
, Springfield, Mass.

Hoover, P. H. Standard Paint company.New York, N. Y.

Hough A. H. Brush Electric company Clevelaod. O.

Hunt, W. T., Street Raihi-ay News New York, N. V.

Plutcheson. J. E., Ottawa Electric Street Railway

company Ottawa, Ont.

Issertel, Henry G., Alexander, Barney & Chapin
New York.

Jewell, W. S., Citizens' Street Railway company
Indianapolis, Ind.

Johnson, Tom L., Brooklyn Street Railway company
Cleveland. O.

Johnson, Al., Brooklyn Street Railway company
Cleveland, O.

Johnston, W. J., Electrical World New York.

Keiting, G. H., H. M. Loud & Sons Lumber com-
pany AuSable, Mich.

Kenfield. H. J.,
Street Railuay Revieiu. ...Chicago, III.

Kerr, Walter, Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Philadelphia, Pa

Keyes, O. J., Cleveland Electric Manufacturing com-
Cleveland, O.pany

Kilgour, John, Cincinnati Street Railway company
Cincinnati, O.

Kohlcr, G. A. E., Kohler Bros Chicago, 111.

Lang, Albion E., To'edo Street Railway company
Toledo, O.

Langdon, C. J.,
Fulton Foundry company

Cleveland, O.

Laughlin, F. M., Solar Carbon company. . .Pittsburg, Pa.

Leach, P. F., Cushion Car Wheel company. .Chicago, III.

Leonard, H. Ward, H- W. Leonard &Co.New York N. Y.

Leonard. S. S.. Hill Clutch Works Cleveland, O.
Lesley, H., Electro Dynamic company. .Philadelphia, Pa.

LeVake. L. B.. Brush E'ectric company. . . .Cleveland, O.
Lewis, Frank J., Johnson Electric company, Cleveland, O.

Lincoln, F. H., Consolidated Street Railway com-
pany Toledo, O.

Littell, H. M., Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway

company Cincinnati, O.
Littell. H. H.. Buffalo Railway company. .Buffalo, N. Y.

Littlefield, A. S , O. W. Meysenbure & Co. .Chicago, III.

Lockwood, Joseph E., Detroit Electrical Works,
Detroit, Mich.

Longstreet, D. F. Denver, Colo.

Louttit, W. S., Pullman Palace Car company,
Chicago, III.

Low, F. R., Power New York. N. Y.

Ludwig, J. L.. Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing company. Pittsburg, Pa.

Luhn, Max, Helios Electric company. .Cologne, Germany.
Lynn, A. W., Milwaukee Street Railway company

Milwaukee, Wis.

McCartney, J- F., Railway Equipment company,
Chicago, III.

Macquesten, W. J.... New Yo.k, N. Y.
Magee, Frank A., E.S. Greely & Co New York, N. Y.
MaillouK, C. O New York. N. Y.
Maltby, Geo. E., Jamestown Street Railway company

• • - • j amestown, N. Y.
Manning, A. P., Pittsburg Trolley company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Mark, C. E., Mark & Steriing Cleveland. O.
Marker, W. C, Cleveland Electric Manufacturirg
company, Cleveland. O.

Martin, T. C, Elect?ical Engimer, New York, N. Y.
Mason, J. H., Simplex Electrical- company, Boston, Mass.
Mason, W. R., Railway Equipment company

Chicago, III.

Mayer. Chas-'J.. R D. Nuttall company, Pittsburg, Pa.
McCartney, Rutherford, Railway Equipment com-
pany Buffalo. N. Y.

McClary, J. B., Birmingham Railway & Electric com-
pany. Birmingham, Ala.

McCiure, W. O., Short Electric Railway company,
Cleveland, O.

McCuiloch, Robert, Citizens' Kailway company
St. Louis, Mo.

McGraw, J H , Street Railway Journal New York.
McElroy, J. Y., Consolidated Car Heating company.

Albany, N. Y.
McKenzie. Wm., Toronto Railway company,

Toronto, Ont.
McGhie, J.. General Electric company
McLane, Thomas H., Houston Street. WestS'reet, &

Pavonia Ferry Railway company New York. N. Y.
McLaughlin, Wm., Paterson Central Electric Rail- .

way company Paterson, N. J.
McLaughlin, Charies, Paterson Central Electric Rail-
way company Paterson, N. J.

McNamara, John W., Albany Railway company,
- - Albany, N. Y.

McQuaide, Jas. P., National Conduit Manufaciuring
company New York.

McRae, J. W., OtUwa Electric Street Railway com-
pany Ottawa, Ont.

McTighe, T. J., Berry & McTigbe New Voik.
Meacham, A. M., New Process Rawhide company,

Syracuse, N. Y.
Melms, G. J., Milwaukee Electric Railway company,

Milwaukee. Wis.
Milbank, L. A., Holmes. Booth & Haydens. ..New York.
Minary, T. J., Louisyille Street Railway company,

• • • • • Louisville, Ky.
Morris, Elmer P., General Electric company.

Boston, Mass.
Morse, Geo. C, Taunton Street Railroad company,

• • Taunton . Mass.
Morton, N. E., Merrimac Valley Street Rai.way com-
pany Lawrence, Mass.

Murcer, Robert J., New York Car Wheel Works,
Eufifalo, N. Y

Myers, L. M . Detroit Electrical Works Chicago, III

Myers, Garson, Standard Railway Supply company
Chicago, III.

Nefiel, Knight, Neftel & Marsh company,
New York, N. Y.

Newton, Chas. E., Jewell Belting company,
Hartford, Conn.

Nicholson. L. W., Short Electric Railway company,
Cleveland, O.

Nold, L. S., East Liverpool & Wellsyille Street Rail-
way company E Liverpool.

Nuttall, R. D., R. D. Nuttall company,
Allegheny City, Pa.

Odell, Charles, Newburyport & Amesbury Railway
company, Newburyport, Mass.

Ogden, D. H., Western Electrician .Chicago, 111.

O'Hara, J. B , Western Electrici-vn Chicago, III.

Orr, A. M., Piqua Street Railway company Piqua, O.
Osgood, C. B Chicago, 111.

Ostrom, |. F., Pennsylvania Steel company,
" Philadelphia, Pa.

Oswald, E H., Benedict & Burnham Manufacturing
company. New York, N. Y.

Owen, B. F., Reading City Passenger Railway com-
pany, Reading, Pa.

Pardridge, Arthur S St. Louis Mo,
Parker, L. H., Trenton Passenger Railway ccmpany.

Trenton, N. J.
Parker, E., Rochester Car Wheel Woiks, New York, N. Y.
Patterson, N. H., Bloomington City Railway com-

pany, Bloomington, III.

Payne, H. C, Milwaukee Street Railway company
Milwaukee, Wis.

Peckham, E., Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel com-
pany, Kirgston, N. Y.

Perrine, Lewis, Jr., Trenton Passenger Railway com-
pany Trenton, N. J.

Pfetch, J. F., Erie Electric Motor company, Erie. Pa.
Pfingst, L. , Boston Mass.
Phipps, C W., Brush Electric company, Cleveland, O.
Possons, N. S., Eureka Tempered Copper company,

Nor theasr. Pa.
Potter. W. B., General Elecfric company. New Vork,N.Y.
Power, D. L., Electrical Industries .Chicago, III.

Pratt, Mason B., Pennsylvania Steel company
Steelton, Pa.

Pratt, G. E., Lomakin Car Works Philadelphia, Pa.
Pugh, D. W., John Stephenson company. Ltd.,

New' York, N. Y.
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Rae, Frank B Detroit, Mich,

Randall, F. C, J. G- Brill company Philadelphia, Pa.

Randolph, R, J., Central Thomson- Houston company
Cincinnati, O,

Register, A. L., Pepper & Register Philadelphia, Pa.

Reid, D., Genett Air Brake company Chicago, III.

Rice. E. W., General Electric company. .. .Lvnn, Mass.
Richards, H. T., Electrical Revieiv New York, N. Y.

Richardson, Wm. J., Atlantic Avenue Railway com-
pany Brooklyn, N- Y.

Richardson, Wm., Atlantic Avenue Railway company
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ridall, John E., Short Electric Railway company
Pittsburg, Pa.

Ring. Wm., Paterson Central Electric Railway com-
pany Paterson, N. J.

Robert. Louis E., Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing
company Brooklyn, N. Y.

Roberts, E. P , Swan Lamp company Cleveland, O.
Robinson, E. I., Laclede Car company. . . .St. Louis, Mo.
Robinson, Wm., Robinson Electric Truck & Supply
company Boston, Mass.

Robinson, Frank DeH., Cleveland City Cable Rail-

way company. Cleveland, O.
Roeschlaub, F. H., National Fare Box Manufacturing
company Chicago, III.

Rogers, Frank A., Short Electric Railway company
Cleveland,O.

Ross, Edward L., Chapman Valve Manufacturing
company .Indian Orchard, Mass.

Rowe, Charles E., Railway Equipment company
, Boston, Mass.

Rusling, F. O , West Bay City Street Railway com-
pany West Bay City, Mich.

Rusling, C S , Central Thomson- Houston company
Cincinnati, O.

Russell, F. D. , Rochester Car Wheel Works
Rochester, N. Y.

Rutherford, J. A., Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing company Pittsburg, Pa.

Sawyer. E. C , Steam Gauge & Lantern company
Syracuse, N. Y.

Schtffler, Frederick H ,
Brush Electric company

Cleveland, O.

Schiereo, Charles A. Jr., Chas. A. Scbieren & Co.
New Yoik, N. Y.

Sharp E. P., American Mica company Boston, Mass.

Shiy, J. H., Munson Belting company Chicago, 111.

Silverman, S. H., General Electric company
Philadelphia, Pa.

Smiles. E. M., Edison Manufacturing company
New York, N .Y.

Smith, Gilbert M., Aluminum Brass & Bronze com-

pany Chicago, 111.

Sjper, Warren Y., Ottawa City Passenger Railway

company Ottawa, Oot.

Sperry, E mer A Chicago, 111.

Scanley, John J., Broadway & Newburg Strett Rail-

way company -
Cleveland. O.

Stanlev, Henry D., Okonite company New York, N.Y.

Stark,' E. C, Peckham Motor, Truck & Wheel com-

pany Kingston, N. Y.

Stearns C. K.. Northwest General Electric company
, St. Paul, Minn.

Strieby, F. H., Central Thomson-Houston company
Cincinnati, O.

Stuart, John A , Central Thomson- Houston company
Cincinnati, O.

Stump, C. E., Street RailwayJournal. .New York, N. Y.

Taft, J. A., Babcock & Wilcox company Cincinnati, O.

Taylor, Wm , Taylor, Goodhue & Ames. . . .Chicago, III.

Tolles, Chas. L
,
Jewell Belting company, Hartford, Conn.

Uebelacker, C. F., Short Electric Railway company
Cleveland, O.

Valentine, J. W., Short Electric Railway company
Cleveland, O

.

Van Nuis! C. J
New York, N.Y.

Walker, John, Walker Manufacturing company
Cleveland, O.

Washburn, Geo. A.. Ford-Washburn Storeleclro com-

pany Cleveland,©.

Wason, Chas. W., East Cleveland Railroad company
Cleveland, O.

Waterman, F N.. Westinghouse Electric & Manufact-

uring company Pittsburg, Pa.

Webb, H E.. Solar Carbon company Pittsburg, Pa.

Webster, E., Stilwell & Bierce Manufacturing compa-

ny Chicago,IIl.

Wells, S. P., Northwest General Electric company

., ,
St. Paul, Minn.

Wessels, Edward J., Short Electric Railway company
New York, N. Y.

Wharton, Wm., Wm. Wharton & Co. . .Philadelphia, Pa.

Wheeler, G. K, General Electric company. -Chicago, 111.

Wightman, Merle J Scranton. Pa.

Wilkes, Gilbert, Detroit Electrical Works. .Detroit, Mich.

Williams, Chas, A., Rochester Railway company
company Rochester, N. Y.

Willson. Frederick J., Battle Creek Electric Railway
I Battle Creek, Mich.

Windsor, H. H.. Street Railway Review Chicago, III.

Wood. E. E., Electrical industries New York.

Wright, August W , Siemens & Halske Electric com-

pany Chicago, III.

Wright, A. J., Reliance Gauge company . .Cleveland, O.

Wurts, Alexander J., Westinghouse Electric Manufac-

turing company Pittsburg, Pa.

Wyman, Edward B., Dewey Electric Heating compa-

ny Syracuse, N. Y.

The Banquet.
The banquet at the Hollenden was the closing feature

of the meeting. Four hundred guests were present, and

speeches were made by several members of the association

and representatives of Cleveland society. Vice-President

McLean presided and introduced the speakers. The pro-

gram was opened with the national song in which the en-

tire company joined. The event was a most enjoyable

one.

Exhibits, Convention Notes and Per-
sonals.

The attendance on Wednesday exceeded 400.

The Meaker Manufacturing company, Chicago,
showed portable and stationary fare registers.

Among the trucks exhibited was a model of the Taylor
electric truck, made at Troy, N. Y., by the Taylor electric

company.

The W. H. Peck company of Cleveland showed water-
proof trolley cord, rawhide cord for bells and registers,

tubing and wire.

The Supply Manufacturing company, of Pittsburg,

Pa., showed commutators of all sizes for railway, light

and power machines.

Frank B. Roe of Detroit, was welcomed by bis old

friends. He explained the merits of his new railway sys-

tem which contains some novel points.

The Hill clutch was shown in the annex to the hall, in

which the greater part of the exhibition was held. S. S.

Leonard represented the company and entertained visitors.

The Eureka Tempered Copper company, of North
East, Pa., was of course represented. This company
continues to make a specialty of electric railway supplies.

The W. H. Johns Manufacturing company presented a
full line of its specialties. Insulators of every kind and
for every purpose were shown in this company's ex-

hibit.

The principal feature of the Jewell Belting company's
exhibit was a 48 inch double belt. This company bad
several other belts on exhibition which were examined with
interest.

Stationary registers were shown by the St. Louis Reg-
ister company. G irson Myers, Chicago representative,

and E. F. Wickham, St. Louis, represented this company
at Cleveland.

The W. Bingham company, of Cleveland, O., had a
well arranged line of samples of machinists' looIs, street

railway supplies and an hydraulic jack. The exhibit was
in charge of E. M. Young.

The Washburn Storelectro company's display con-
sisted of several motors and accumulators. There was
one \\'2_ horse power, one 2 horse power, and one 5 horse
power, motor, all driven by accumulators.

Billings commutator bars, drop-forged, of Tobin bronze
or pure lake copper, were shown by thi Billings & Spencer
company, Hartford, Conn. This company also had a fine

line of tools for street railway men on exhibition.

The Partridge Carbon company, Sandusky, O , showed
carbon brushes for motors and generators. This com-
pany's special line of carbon brushes for street railway
motors was examined by the delegates and visitors.

Specimens of commutator segments were shown by A.
L. Daniels of the Mitchell-Brant Copper company, Erie,

Pa. It is claimed by this company that it turns out

commutator bars of pure copper, which will fit any system
exactly.

The Schultz Belting company, of St. Louis, did not

occupy much space at the exhibition hall, but its samples
of sable rawhide dynamo belt, leather pulley covering

and woven leather belt came in for a good share of atten-

tion from the practical men.

A special line of belting for street railway plants was
exhibited by Chas. A. Schieren & Co. This company
supplied the Brooklyn City Railroad company recently

with 116 feet of 72 inch three ply belt, weighing 2,200

pounds, to transmit i,6co horse power.

Delegates and visitors had an opportunity to compare
the cable and electric roads under excellent conditions. It

is needless to say the trolley system did not suffer by com-
parison although the Cleveland cable road is probably the

best line equipped with cable in the country.

A very handsome case of standard measuring instru-

ments, illuminated by incandescent lamps, composed the

exhibit of the E. S. Greely & Co. Although the display

was not large, station men could find in it samples of all

measuring instruments required in station work.

An attractive display, consisting of a line of station

instruments mounted on a handsome switch-board, was
the principal feature of the exhibit of the Forest City
Electrical Works, Geneva, O. This included the Cleve-

land switch, automatic circuit breaker and a new ammeter
with other specialties.

Joseph Fischer of Cleveland, who has "invented a

conduit system," explained the feature of his "invention"

to visitors. He proposes to place the trolley wires in a

conduit directly beneath the slot, and he asserts that "alt

competent electrical engineers" have assured him that bis

was the only practical system.

The Standard Railway Supply company, Chicago,

advised delegates and visitors not to cut car seats to use

stoves. This company has a stove which rests on the seat

of the car, ard which occupies, it claims, but half the

space of stoves resting on the floor. The stove is cast

iron and can be used on seats of every description.

The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company had a
board on which were arranged samples of bare and insu-

lated copper wires, telegraph and telephone wire, heavy
feeder wires and the "Salamander" wire, of which this
company is making a specialty. Several interesting tests
were made under the direction of Edward Stockwell.

C. T. Bodifield had personal supervision of the exhibit
of the Bodifield Belting company, Cleveland. This com-
pany is making leather belting up to 60 inches. Its
specialty is a new belt for motor purposes. It is a com-
bination of cotton and leather and, it is claimed, will run
absolutely straight, cling to the pulley and make very little

noise.

The Dewey Electric Heating company of Syracuse, N.
v., was represented by Mark W. Dewey and Edward
B. Wyman, general manager of the concern. This
company has been conducting a series of experiments
which it claims has convinced it that electric heating
may be made both cheap and reliable. The company is

making a special heater for electric cars.

W. Y. Soper of Ottawa, Ont., was an interested specta-
tor. Mr. Soper made his headquarters with the Railway
Equipment company of Chicago, and gave the delegates
to the convention much valuable information regarding the
progress of electric heating in Canada. He explained the
Ahearn heater at the exhibition, and offered some valu-
able suggestions to those who Aere studying this question.

The Bradley General Electric company, Chicago, which
is exploiting a conduit system for street railways, was
represented by Mr. Bradley, the inventor of the system.
This company says it can use a conduit somewhat simi-
lar to that employed by the cable railway companies of
Chicago. The wires are not directly beneath the slot,

but a little to one side, in order to protect them from
drippings.

The first display that met the visitor at Army and
Navy hall \\ as that of the Walker Manufacturing com-
pany, Cleveland. This concern had a very attractive
display illustrating the principal cable road installa-
tions throughout the country equipped with its machinery.

J. B. Perkins, president, and John Walker, vice president
and manager, extended courtesies to delegates and visitors
at the company's works.

Among the new station instruments sho;vn at the
Cleveland meeting were two Edison static voltmeters ior
straight or alternating current. These are the first in-
struments of this t>pe manufactured by the Edison
Manufacturing company. It is expected, however, that
they will be placed on sale within a month. E. M. Smiles,
who was exhibiting these instruments, said they would be
standard instruments. They are made for 500 or 1,000
volts.

A. H. Englund, secretary and manager of the Inter-
national Register company, Chicago, had a number of
portable fare registers which his company is exploiting.
Although this register has been in the market but niLe
months, it has been adopted by over forty leading rail-
way companies. The fact that it has been adopted by the
West Chicago Street Railroad company, one of the largest
in the country, is ample proof of its merits. Mr. Englund
announced that he would have a stationary register to
place on the market shortly.

The Johnson Electric company, Cleveland, O., had an
extensive line of trolleys and trolley wheels, gears, pinions,
bearings, armature and intermediate shafts, commutators
and armatures, armature cores, brush holders and in fact
everything that could be classified under the
general heading of electric railway supplies. This com-
pany lays great stress on the lact that everything it

places on the market is made in its own shops. All of
Its specialties are turned out under the supervision of
competent men, and as every part of every machine or
device is made in the company's works it cheerfully as-
sumes responsibility.

• Anything that serves to check fraud on the part of
conductors or passengers always proves interesting to
managers of street railways, and it is quite probable that
many of the delegates are now engaged in studying a
Chinese puzzle which was distributed in the form of a
transfer ticket, devised by J. Harry Stedman of Roches-
ter, N. Y. This ticket was gotten up for the Rochester
Railway company, and has been adopted and put in use
on the lines in Buffalo, St. Louis, Dubuque, Battle Creek,
Lima and elsewhere. It has thus far proved an unsur-
mountable obstacle to that class of individuals who are
always endeavoring to get ahead of a street railway co m-
pany.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company was
well represented at convention headquarters, and its display
in the exhibition ball was one of the most attractive to prac-
tical street railway men. Running as a motor, a 150 horse
power multipolar railway generator proved quite an at-

traction. There was also a complete switch-board outfit

to attract station men. New automatic lightning arrester,

circuit breaker, standard voltmeter, three jaw switch and
railway feeder switch were all in position. Included in the
display were parts and fittings for complete motor outfits,

pinions, gears, armature disks and an improved power
controller. Two single reduction motors on a Domer &
Dutton truck, with brake and controller, were also in oper-
ation.

The Carpenter Enamel Rheostat company, Bridgeport,
Conn., had a number of its rheostats on exhibition. The
principle of this rheostat is the conduction and dissipation

of heat by holding a resistance wire in close relation to

a metal plate so that the heat generated in it, by the pas-

sage of a current, is rapidly conducted to the plate, which
becomes the radiating surface. This is accomplished by
the use of an enamel, which permanently attaches the

wire to, but insulates it from, the radiating surface plate,

and which also completely surrounds and protects the
wire from chemical action. In this way the capacity of

a resistance wire is greatly increased. It is claimed that

a wire that will carry a certain current when exposed to
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the air will carry ten times that amount of current safely

in this rheostat.

The Railway Equipment company, Chicago, had se-

cured an excellent parlor at the Hollenden, in which to

entertain its guests and patrons. W. R. Mason, general

manager of the company, presided here, and gave the

matter of entertainment his personal attention. He was
ably seconded by Mr. Adams and J. F. McCartney.
The parlor was tastefully decorated, and was a center of

attraction, Mr. Mason and his associates were kept busy
explaining the features of the Ahearn electric heaters,

which he displayed, and which were fully illustrated and
described in the Western Electrician last week. At
the company's exhibit in Army and Navy Hall there was
also a full line of the electric railway devices which this

company is now exploiting. These included line hangers
and overhead material of every description.

One of the notable incidents of the convention, or rather

of the visit of the delegates to Cleveland, was the exhibition

given by the Ford Washburn Storelectro company of its

storage battery car, "The Ideal.'' An invitation was ex-

tended to all present to take a ride on the car, which left

the corner of Water and St. Clair streets at 5P. m. and 8:30

p. M. the evening of October 20th. Many visitors had left

for home and for the World's Fair parade in Chicago, but

all that could be comfortably taken care of accepted the in-

vitation. On account of the recent excitement in storage

battery circles there was considerable interest in this exhi-

bition, which proved a decided success. A description of

the battery has recently appeared in the Western Elec
TRiciAN. This company is now ready to furnish complete

motor and storage battery equipments in any number re-

quired and to protect the users against all suits for infringe-

ment.

Many members of the American Street Railway asso-

ciation and supply men from different parts of the country

who were in attendance at the Cleveland convention, last

week showed their interest in the national game by attend

ing the Boston-Cleveland games. There were very few

street railway men around exhibition hall or convention

headquarters during the games. Most of the eastern men
were interested in the Boston team, and all were elated

over their two victories. About the only friends of the

visiting team on the grounds were the street railway and
supply men. Although over 7,000 persons witnessed each

of the three games, the street railway companies found
very little trouble in handling the crowds. Representa-

tives of the local companies were congratulated by visitors

upon their excellent facilities for caring for such a large

crowd.

The Sperry E'ectric Railway company of New York
hid two equipments at the convention. One of these was
placed in regular service on the Cleveland street railway

lines and the other was shown in Army and Navy hall. In
both cases the motors were mounted on McGuire trucks.

The equipment consists of a single motor, flexibly mounted
on the truck, having a hollow shaft, through which runs

the pinion shaft, driving both axles through bevel gears.

Between this pinion shaft and armature shaft is a flexible

gear. The motor is a 40 horse power single reduction with

a slow speed armature. The gears are of special design.

The housing for these gears forming the bearings for the

pillion shaft are strong and are also of special design. By
the method of flexible support and flexible connections

(.mployed the maximum tractive effect is obtained with a

minimum expenditure of power, throwing the total weight

on the wheels for traction and having the minimum weight
on the wheels without springs. The company was
represented at Cleveland by Elmer A. Sperry and C. A.
Pratt of Chicago and H. P. Earr of New York.

The National Fare Box Manufacturing company, Chi-

cago, claimed attention for an exhibit which interested

the representatives of the financial end of the road. This
company has a fare box from which it is claimed money
cannot be extracted. It is certainly a very ingenious
device. From the roof of the box hangs an automatic
closing door on a hinge. When the door is pushed back
it discloses the opening of a spout, into which the fare

is deposited. At the same time that the swinging door is

pushed back, the platform which is attached to the bottom
of the swinging door passes under the lower end of the

spout inside of the box, thus closing the bottom of the

spout at the same moment that the top is uncovered, so

that when a coin or ticket is dropped into the spout it re-

mains there until the swing door is released and falls back
into place, by its own weight, over the mouth of the spout;

and at the same moment the platform, being attached to

the door, swings from under the spout, and the coin or

ticket drops to the first dump or hopper. It is so ar-

ranged that either the top or bottom of the spout through
which the fare passes into the box is always closed, thus

preventing the use of the "snake," or any other similar

instrument. F H. Roeschland, who represented the com-
pany at the convention,had a very handsome aluminum box
of this pattern.

The gathering of street railway men in Cleveland called

to mind some interesting reminiscences. Commenting on
the progress of the street railway in the Forest City, the
Plain Dealer sa.ys: "Those who can look back to the

time when the late Henry S. Stevens and Ellery G. Will-

iams began, under great difficulties, the two single track

street railroads from Willson avenue to Superior street be-
low the public square, the one by the way of Euclid, Pros-

pect and Erie, and the other by Woodland avenue (then

Kicsman street) and Ontario street, and now see to what
dimensions the street railway systems of Cleveland have
grown, can form some idea of the extraordinary develop-
ment of the street railway interests of the v/hole country.

It is now nearly a third of a century since these two roads
were built, but the most rapid development of street rail-

roads in Cleveland, as generally throughout the United
States, has been within the last decade, and largely during
the last half of that period, since the general substitution

of electricity for horses as the motive power. That change
has revolutionized the character of the annual meetings of
the street railway association. In the earlier years of the
association the representatives of the different roads met
to discuss the care of horses, the construction of stables,

and incidentally the improvement in service to the public.

The attendance was light, and the meetings of little or no
interest to the public. Now all is changed. The horses
have gone, or are never mentioned. The price of oats
cuts no figure in the discussions. Practical scientists

gather from all parts of the country to the meetings, or
read the papers on electrical subjects submitted to the
members, as condensed in the daily reports or spread at

length in the technical journals. The general public also
finds much to interest it in the proceedings."

The Short Electric Railway company entertained all

comers. It took advantage of the convention to cultivate

the good graces of visitors and extend courtesies to its

rivals. All were welcome. At the Hollenden it had se-

cured a suite of parlors in which members of the associ-

ation and friends were entertained and souvenirs dispensed.
A general invitation had been extended to the delegates
and visitors to inspect the factory, and the company en-
tertained its guests in a royal manner. Here many of the
delegates had an opportunity for the first time to see an
electric motor in course of construction, and it is doubtful
if any one who visited the factory did not bring away some
valuable information about handling apparatus of this

character. To the general public the Short company's
display in the exhibition hall was one of the most impos-
ing features of the meeting. The company's exhibit was
arranged at the north end of the hall, directly opposite the
entrance, and immediately attracted attention by reason of
the illuminated displayed sign, in which appeared the-

word "Gearless" in incandescent lamps. This was ar-

ranged above the company's space, and attracted much
attention to the spot. The greater part of the display

was arranged oa an elevated platform. Dismantled
machines, the principal parts of motors and generators,

rocker arms with brush holders, and motors split open to

show the parts, were conveniently arranged for inspection.

In front of this platform were several machines illus-

trating the evolution of the gearless motor. First of all

was the original gearless motor—the first machine of this

type turned out by the Short company. Next to it was
the Pittsburg motor—an improved type, which was pre-

sented to the public a year ago at the Pittsburg conven-
tion, and which attracted so much attention at that gath-
ering. There was also another machine familiar to the

street railway men. It was placed on the market about eight

months ago, and included some important improvements
over the old form. The latest type of the Short gearless,

which is known as "' 1892," was also shown. By examin-
ing these machines an idea of the improvements that have
been made in this line may be gained. The new machine
does not occupy more than two-thirds the space of the first

type, it is in a much more convenient form, and, altogether,

is, from a mechan'cal view point, vastly superior to the

old style. Another feature of this interesting exhibition

was the winding of an armature for a gearless motor. One
of the men employed at the Short company's works was
engaged during the convention to give public exhibitions

of armature winding and explain its features to visitors.

Taken altogether, the display was one of the most inter-

esting exhibitions of street railway apparatus ever shown
in this country.

One of the great events of the week was the reception

and lunch at the Short company's works. An invitation

had been extended to delegates and visitors in attendance
at the convention, and special cars were provided to carry

all who accepted the invitation from the Hollenden to the

Short company's factory. A temporary track had been
laid and overhead wires strung on Bond street from the

Hollenden to Euclid avenue, a distance of 500 feet. Exhi-
bition cars were brought into service and about 400 repre-

sentatives, many of them accompanied by ladies, accepted

the invitation, filling six cars. Two of these cars—one
with vestibule body—were equipped with Short apparatus;

two were furnished by the General Electric company—one
vestibule and one very long car with double trucks. Both
were finishtd in elegant designs. The vestibule car was
built by the Gilbert Car company with McGuire trucks and
W. P. motors. One car was furnished by the Sperry com-
pany, showing the new Sperry system of single motor
geared to both axles, elastically supported and flexibly

connected. Another was built by the Lamokin Car com-
pany, showing single reduction 20 horse power Thomson-
Houston motor and the Robinson all steel truck. In the

Short Electric Railway company's office the furniture had
been removed and an elegant arrangement of cut flowers,

smilax and potted plants and palms filled the rooms. Prof.

Sidney H. Short received the visitors in the front office

and was very successful in his efforts to make every one
heartily welcome. The crowd passed on through the office

and thence through a side door to the street and to the

main shop of the Brush company. A band was stationed

behind a bank of flowers in the office during the reception.

Passing through the main shop and the engine room the

visitors came to the testing room, whereon each side of the

door was a large punch bowl. Another table on the right

was filled with cigars, while through the center of thercom
extended a long table where a lunch was served. There
was a profusion of fllowers everywhere, and in the center of

the table was a very appropriate piece representing a street

car, the sides and body of which were made of while and red

carnations and smilax, while the top was a mass of Mare-
chal Neil roses. On the sides in small white flowers were
the words ' Short Electric Railway Co." The
officials of the Short and Brush companies
extended special invitations to their guests to visii the dif-

ferent departments of the factories. After the factory had
been thoroughly examined the street cars were brought to

the door and an invitation was extended to all to

attend the ball game between the Clevelands and

Bostons which was being played only a short distance
away. Advantage of this kind offer was taken by many,
while others took the remaining cars and returned to the
city. The affair passed off without a hitch, and everyone
was pleased with its successful outcome. The reception
was conducted under the personal supervision of William
Hazleton, third, assistant general manager of the Short
company, who made all the arrangements for the affair.

In its exhibition this year the General Electric com-
pany has surpassed all previous displays in the old days
of the Edison and Thomson-Houston companies. The
exhibition was in every way worthy of so large, ener-
getic and prosperous a corporation. The arrangement of
the company's exhibits permitted an examination of its en-
tire railway system. A special feature was the motor dis-
play. On a Brill truck, two W. P., thirty horse
power single reduction railway motors were mounted,
showing their lightness, general compactness and ease of
adaptation. The W. P. 50 horse power motor, with the
hollow field and field coil thrown back, afforded an oppor-
tunity to examine the interior parts. The S. R F., motor,
a modification of the old 30, was arranged next to this'.

Next to this was the Standard S. R. G. railway
motor. An Edison No. 14 motor was mounted in the
center of the exhibition. There was also shown a gear press
for applying or removing gear wheels from motors. The
series parallel controller next claimed attention. From this,
any objectionable features which were found in those first
made had been eliminated, and the series parallel con-
troller, as it now stands, will prove a great economic ele-
ment in calculations of street railway managers. One of
the particular features of the exhibition were the overhead
parts. They were arranged on a long, sloping board, which
showed them off to considerable advantage. In ordei to
make them still more conspicuous, they were carefully
plated and polished, so that this board looked like a jewel-
er's showcase. By the side of all this glory was shown
*'ye ancient appliances" of only six years ago. Surely no
greater proof of the rapid developn.ent of the electric
street railway could be given than this—the contrast be-
tween these old and obsolete appliances and the gorgeous
practical devices of the present day. Another striking ex-
hibit which the company had was its power station switch-
board equipped with automatic circuit breaker and current
indicator of the latest and most improved type. This stood
by the side of a board on which were mounted several of the
Thomson wattmeters working in order to show their
method of operation and record. Two special car fixtures
completed the exhibit. Small electric lamps outlined the
name of the companyin different positions; and. in the
center, as if guarding the entire display, was an American
eagle perched on the top of a shield formed of small incan-
descent lamps of the patrio'.ic colors, rejoicing in ihe Gen*
eral Electric company's system. The General E ectric
company ran two magnificent cars over the East Cleve-
land company's lines—one a special vestibuled car uphol-
stered in deep brown plush, and furnished with easy chairs.
This was mounted upon a single truck. The other
car was a giant forty feet long, having a double
truck. The floor of this was removable to enable the op-
eration of the apparatus to be seen. Recording iostru
ments showed the amount of energy required to operate
the cars. The headquarters of the company at the Hol-
lenden were most tdstefully decorated with green
shrubs, ferns, plants and flowers. W. J. Clarke, the gen-
eral agent of the railway department, in whose hands the
entire management of the General Electric company's ex-
hibit was placed, acted as host, and his cordial greeting
of all the visitors won for him the good will of every
one at the convention. Mr. Clarke was ably seconded
in his efforts by Elmer P. Morris of the railway supply
department; G. K. Whteler. assistant of the Chicago
railway department; F. H. Clarke, manager at
Washington, and R. T. Randolph, I. Silverman, W. A.
Stern, H. H. Harrison, C. S. Rusling and a thoroughly
competent staff of General Electric men. O. T. Crosby,
general manager of the railway department, was also
present.

Water Power and Electricity.

In an article on the subject of utilizing waste water,
power, particularly in the Scuth, the Manufacturer's
Record sa.ys: Throughout this country there are rivers,
streams and brook** which can be utilized and give to the
cities and towns near them both power and light. In the
South there are hundreds of streams which if harnessed
would supply all the electricity needed for years to come.
Sucn power would be cheap, and within the reach of all, the
farmer as well as the manufacturer. Few people who watch
a stream running in its bed think of the good which might
be accomplished by the force which is wasting it£elf,nordo
they realize how much power there may be in it. Suppose
a stream twelve feet wide, with an average depth of one
foot, runs with a speed of eight miles an hour, if a fall of
twenty feet can be secured by means of a flume or canal,
318 horse power per hour would be developed. A brook
which would fill a flume 3x2 feet and give a fall of twenty
feet would yield 160 horse power per hour, and even
though the flume be filled only one foot in depth and
three feet in width eighty horse power will be secured.
Five miles from a certain town in Tennessee there is a
beautiful stream which falls sixty feet in one leap, and
during the lowest water would furnish over 2co horse
power, while in winter, spring and early summer, or at any
time after a heavy rain, oven, 000 horse power could be
secured. At Mussel Shoals, on the Tennessee river, over
500,000 horse power could be developed. There is power
enough here to operate the Memphis & Charleston rail-

road from Memphis to Chattanooga and leave enough
over to light every town and city along the line. It would
be impossible to name every stream in the South which
could be ullilized in this way. Some are small and some
large, but each could be made to serve in some degree.
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The dinfreville Battery.

There has been up to the present time a great waste of

zinc in batteries, owing to the fact that the zinc electrode

must be removed before it is entirely consumed. In some

cases, with the best patterns of zinc gravity battery, the

waste often reaches 45 per cent, of the total weight of

zinc purchased.

The object of the d'Infreville "wasteless" zinc is mainly

to entirely avoid waste of zinc.

The invention, Fig. i, consists in using for the zinc

electrode a number of pieces adapted to be connected to

one another in column by joints which are liquid tight or

adapted to preserve the connecting parts from corrosion.

consumed before their support be itself too much cor-

roded.

The battery shown in Fig. 1 is one complete gravity

element fitted up with the "wasteless" zinc electrode,

which consists of a new zinc piece suspended from a hanger

connector resting on the rim of the jar, so that zinc pieces

bathe about half way in the sulphate of zinc solution of a

second piece of zinc partially consumed and suspended

from the first one, and of a third piece or slump of zinc

almost entirely consumed and suspended from the second

piece. The two last zinc pieces are entirely below the

upper level of the battery solution.

The zinc hanger, Figs, i and 4, does not strain the edge

cured—the armature speed is reduced one-half and the

strength of the torque of the motor doubled. An improve-

ment has been effected in the arrangement of the armature

bearings, facilitating lubrication. The axle and armature

bearings are now similar, and the same kind of grease can

be used on both.

The efficiency of the new S. R. F. 30, when compared

with that of the F, 30, shows a decided increase in favor

of the new type, although its speed under similar conditions

FIO'S I to 5- THE D'

The fastening of the wasteless zincs is obtained through

the wedging by a small twisting motion combined with

pressure, or by a light blow, the slightly conical socket

provided at the bottom of the upper zinc, over the corre-

spondingly tapered shank provided at the top of the zinc

to be placed under. Fig. 2.

Corrosion from the solution is prevented, as the socket

below each zinc is an inverted cup, and cannot allow, any

INFREVILLE BATTERY.

of the glass jar, and does not tend as a hook' to break ihe

jar. It renders the connecting and disconnecting easier

and quicker than with a screw, an advantage often very

important, as in large battery rooms or in emergencies.

The action of this battery is such that in time the lower

piece of zinc will have been entirely consumed, then in

turn the one directly above it to which it was attached, and
so on, so that practically every piece of zinc introduced in

the battery will, in its turn, be entirely consumed.
This zinc is made by G. d'Infreville, New York.

FIG S. I AND 2, SPENCER SPARK ARRESTER.

of Strength of fields is slightly less. The amount of heat

developed after a run under full load is also considerably

less than in the F. 30, The results of the trial tests of the

S. R. F, motor tend to show that the transformation of

the F. 30 from a double reduction to a single reduction

motor will be satisfactory wherever effected.

The S. R. F. 30 Railway Motor.
The many advantages of the single reduction motor for

electric railway service have during the past year been so

emphatically proven that the General Electric company

New Hand Lighting Burner.

Illus^rated herewith is the lona hand lighting burner,

which is being placed on the market by the Redding Elec-

tric company of Boston, Mass. In this device there are

S. R. F. 30 RAILWAY MOTER.

NEW HAND LIGHTING ItURNER.

more than a diving bell would, the access of liquid against

its inside walls.

The conical shank above and the conical socket below

each "wasteless" zinc are made to uniform gauge, so as to

leave about one-quarter inch distance between two zincs

when the branches of the upper one are exactly over the

branches of the one below. Fig. 3.

A new feature with the "wasteless" zinc is that the

radial branches are slanting downwardly from their sup-

porting trunk, so that they will wear out gradually from

their extremities. The branches will thus become entirely

has re-designed its old double reduction F. 30 motor, mak-

ing it a single reduction machine, and designating it as the

"S. R. F. 30" railway motor. In compliance with the de-

mand for the conversion of F. 30 motors, the company is

now rebuilding for many of its customers a considerable

number of these machines.

In effecting the change the side arms, nose plate, inter-

mediate shaft pinion and gear of the old F. 30 motor have

been discarded and replaced by newly designed side arms,

which support the motor proper. As will be seen from

the illustration, these parts occupy a position exactly the

reverse of that in the F. 30; the nose plate becomes a sup-

port to the pole pieces, and the pinion and gear are similar

to those used on the General Electric company's water-

proof railway motor. By doubling the turns or convolu-

tions in the armature winding, and leaving the field spools

unchanged, two important improvements have been se-

no cams or complicated springs to get out of order, and,

being operated only by the key, it is safe from leaking gas.

This burner, like the lona safety pendant mentioncf^ in a

recent issue of the Western Electrician, is carefully

made, the valves being hand ground and the stems made in

various lengths to suit fixtures.

The Spencer Spark Arrester.

The new electrical firm of Taylor, Goodhue & Ames,
Chicago, is placing a new spark arrester on the market

which possesses a number of noval features. The new
arrester is illustrated in the accompanying cuts. Fig. i

shows the appearance of the spark arrester when properly

adjusted to Ihc lamp; Fig. 2 illustrates the manner of ad-

justing. The clamp on the side firmly holds the arrester

in position by securely clamping on the supporting rod,

and as this clamp is adjustable, it will be used on lamps
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wiih either the supporting rod placed inside the globe or

outside. The appearance of the arrester is exceedingly

neat.

The Acorn Sunbeam Lamp.
The accompanying cut shows the "Acorn" lamp manu-

factured by the Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp company,

Chicago. The ''Sunbeam" is a high efficiency lamp, be-

cause its manufacturer believes the public appreciates high

efficiency, although it will make low efficiency lamps if

any prefer to have them. High efficiency is not claimed

as a peculiar attribute of the "Sunbeam" further than

this : that being a superior lamp it may be run at a higher

efficiency and still give satislactory life.

The following are the cardinal points of a good incan-

descent lamp and which, it is believed, the Sunbeam

lamp possesses; First, full rated candle power; second,

uniformity of illumination during the life of the lamp,

avoiding the defect of a brilliant light when first started

ACORN SUNBEAM LAMP.

and a sickly red for the longer part of the time the lamp

is used; third, a large return of light for the power used;

fourth, long life.

The Sunbeam company believes that a lamp of medium

high efficiency and moderately long life designed to give the

most light for a dollar, all things considered, will give

the greatest satisfaction in the long run, and upon this

principle it claims the "Sunbeam" has been made.

Sunbeam acorn lamps can be furnished in colors as

follows; Red, blue, green, amber and frosted. A pecul-

iarity claimed for the materia! used to color the Sunbeam

lamp is that it will not crack or peel off; it will last, too,

as long as a lamp ordinarily lasts. The acorn lamp is

especially suited for decorative work.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes,

New York, October 22.—After the ceremonies of a

week ago and the numerous rumors on change, matters

have now quieted down. There has been, though, another

rumor that will interest electrical manufacturers. It was

announced down town on Monday that it had been decided

to shut down the Anaconda copper mines for three months

beginning November loth. This talk made quite a little

excitement. Many inquiries were made of J. B. Haggin,

who controls the mines. He said that they had been

worked for a long time and were in need of repairs and

general cleaning.

The opening of the long distance telephone V. e between

New York and Chicago on Tuesday afternoon was a most

interesting occasion. Mayor Grant exchanged greetings

with Mayor Washburne of Chicago.

Chicago electrical companies which have been having

trouble with striking wiremen will be interested in the

anouncement that there is now a prospect that several New
York firms will have a similar experience. On Tuesday

last twenty-one of the leading electric light companies in

this city, Brooklyn, Long Island and other places in the

vicinity gave notice that hereafter they would hire union

and non-union men alike. Tuesday night Electrical Union

No. 3 468 met in Clarendon hall and agreed to strike in

such shops where non-union men are employed. So far

the Tucker Electric Construction company is the only one

hiring men outside of the union, and a strike has been

ordered there. W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, Oct. 22.—The supreme court of the state

has finally rendered a decision in the litigation over the

Milwaukee Electric railway. One of the two cases decided

was that of Hinckley against Pfister, begun in the spring

of 1891. It was the case that had so many prongs and

bothered the Milwaukee judges so much. The objects

of the suit were to practically cancel all of John A. Hinsey's

stock, which had been put up as collateral with Pfister, on

the ground that it had been illegally issued by Hinsey him-

self; to take the control of the road from Pfister; to have

a receiver appointed and a claim of Hinckley for $100,000

paid; to cancel the bonds which Pfister held as security; to

deprive Pfister of his lien on the property, and to establish

Hinckley's lien. Consolidated with that action was

another brought in the name of the company itself for

practically the same relief. In these actions Hinckley

secured an injunction restraining Pfister from transferring

any of the stock and from enforcing his securities, and

preventing him from doing anything with the road except

to operate it. Judge Austin of the superior court dis-

missed the complaints of Hinckley and the company on

demurrer which set up that they did not state a sufficient

cause of action. The injunction, however, was kept alive

pending an appeal to the supreme conrt, Hinckley giving

a bond in the sura of $25,000. By this decision of the

supreme court Hinckley is turned out and Pfister is held

to be rightfully in possession of the property. It is further

held that Hinckley cannot attack the issue of stock to

Hinsey.

In the case of Pfister against the Milwaukee Electric

railway the supreme court upheld the judgment of Judge

Johnson of the circuit court. The decision is a very in-

teresting one, in that it decides for the first time the ques-

tion as to the issue of corporate bonds below a stated

figure. The statute, in brief, is that bonds issued at less

than 75 cents on the dollar are void. In this case bonds

to the amount of $250,000 were pledged to Pfister to secure

a debt of $125,000. The supreme court failed to uphold

the issue of the bonds to Pfister, and on this one point

Hinckley came out ahead. Pfister, however, is the master

of the situation. He is in possession of all of the stock

pledged by Hinsey and Hinckley, and he is still in contro,

of the road. He cannot foreclose the mortgage under

which the bonds were issued, to be sure, but his claim of

$125,000 is good, and he will be able to recover every cent

of it with interest. Just how Hinckley will come out of

the transaction it is hard to say. Much will depend upon

the price which the property brings when it is sold, as sold

it will be. The system will eventually become part of the

Villard system.

Work on the First avenue electric line has been com-

menced. It is the Kinnickinnic line, however, that will

be extended to Cudahy.

Some complaint is made because it takes two fares to

and from the city of Wauwatosa, or return, via the Walnut

street and Wauwatosa electric lines. The Wauwatosa
company's line runs into the city as far as Twenty-seventh

street, while the municipal boundary is Thirty-fifth street.

The cars, however, make through trips, both lines being

operated by the Milwaukee Street Railway company. It

is claimed that on account of the two lines having different

owners, the city is powerless to enforce a one-fare rule

which some of the aldermen proposed.

The prospect of the Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Motor
Railway company building to North Greenfield is not very

bright, no bonus having been raised. The people of that

suburb hope to secure an extension of the National avenue

electric line.

The new electric line at Madison has been formally

opened. Two cars containing judges of the courts, state

officials, stockholders and newspaper men made the initial

trip. A banquet at the Park hotel followed.

The Milwaukee & Whitefish Bay line is being double-

tracked. Early next spring more trains will be run on the

road. The of^cials of the Villard company do not state

when the line will be changed into an electric system, but

it will probably not be more than a year. It is a question

of not a very long time when the Bay line will be extended

and electric cars running to Fox Point. A strong syndi-

cate has secured possession of most of the desirable land,

about 700 acres in all, at Fox Point, and intends to estab-

lish a fashionable residence suburb there. The land

lies well, the beach is low, and altogether it only needs

rapid transit to and from the city to make it a perfect resi-

dence district. The company intends to plat its land, and
sell it in not less than acre lots. It is also proposed to es-

tablish a country club house at the point. The new suburb

lies about two miles beyond Whitefish bay. At present its

only means of transportation is via the Milwaukee,

Lake Shore & Western railway.

The Merrill Park line of the West Side Street Railway

system is to be extended to the Soldiers' Home. The
National Board of Soldiers' Home managers, at a meet-

ing recently held in Washington, granted the street rail-

way company the privilege of building a line along the

north line of the Soldiers' Home grounds. The extension

would be nearly two miles long. It would reach Calvary

Cemetery as well as the Soldiers' Home, and be of inesti-

mable convenience to the general public. There is a

rapidly growing manufacturing settlement along the line

of the proposed extension, and it is predicted that the line

would be a profitable investment. All that is necessary

now is for the company to secure a franchise from the

Town Board of Wauwatosa. The Clybourn street line now
extends to the city limits. How far beyond the western

ine of the Soldiers' Home grounds the extension will be

built is not known, but it is not unlikely to reach the State

Fair grounds. The nearest parallel lines at present are

the Wauwatosa motor railway, half a mile on the north,

and the National Avenue electric line, still further away,

on the south. The Villard company, having secured con-

trol of the City street car system, appears to be losing ho
opportunity to extend it to any point of importance within

reach of the city.

Henry C. Payne, who has been inspecting the street

railway systems of St. Paul and Minneapolis, as well as the

inter-urban line, speaks quite enthusiastically of them, but

says that he cannot see that either city has an advantage

over Milwaukee in the matter of rapid transit, unless it is

that the systems at those places are nearer completion than

is the Milwaukee system. Cars do not run so frequently

in those cities as they do in Milwaukee, but the lines are

well equipped in every way, and the people of the two
cities, Mr. Payne states, are well satisfied.

Mrs. Jennie McAlpine, who appealed from the award of

the commissioners appointed to appraise and condemn
for the right-of-way of the Wauwatosa motor line, secured

a verdict for $19 61 r. The original award was $6,700.

The opening of the Forest Home-Cambridge Avenue
electric line, which was delayed several times, occurred

last Saturday. The line extends from the southwest

corner of the city to the northeast corner. It is one of

the longest lines in the city. Now that the electric cars

are running over that line, the Washington Street-Eighth

Street line is the only one on which horse cars are running.

C.

PERSONAL.
Louis P. Hall, with Jaivis & Conklln, Kansas City, vis-

ited Chicago last week. Mr. Hall is now superintending
the construction of an electric road in Kansas City.

Ensign N. H. G. Bullard of the navy has been ordered
to duty in the office of the naval inspector of electric light-

ing, navy department, upon the completion of the course
of instruction at the Naval War College.

George P. Barton, Chicago, was married at Towanda,
Pa., October 12th to Miss Emma Louise Wells. Mr.
Barton is senior member of the law firm of Barton &
Brown, which has acquired considerable prominence as
electrical patent attorneys. Mr. Barton has the best
wishes of his many friends in the electrical fraternity.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Home Electric company, Richmond, Va,; capital stock,

$150,000; electric machinery, light, power and heat.

Elrnwood Electric Light company, E'mwood, III.;

capital stock, $30,000; to operate steam and electric light

plants; E. L. Brown, Elmwood. III.

Lakewood Electric & Investment compay, Denver,
Colo.; capital stock, $50,000; to operate an electric car

line in Arapahoe and Jefferson counties, Col.

Columbian Light & Power company, Portland, Maine;
capital stock, $200,000; to carry on a general electric light

and power business; Charles F. Libby, Portland, Maine.

Elwood Electric Street Railway company, Elwood, Ind.;
capital stock, $100,000; to construct and operate lines of
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railway in Elwood; furnishing electric light, heat and

power.

C. H. Lever Manufacturing company, Chicago, 111.

;

capital stock, $[o,ooo; manufacturing electrical and small

wood work; Reuben Wright, 70S Chamber of Commerce,
Chicago, HI.

Connecting Electric Railway company, of St. Louis,

Mo.; capital stock, |2.ooo; to construct and operate a

passenger railway in St. Louis; Geo. W. Taussig, Laclede

Bailding, St. Louis, Mo.

Evansville Electric company, Evansville, Ind ; capital

stock, $5,000; to manufacture, use and furnish electricity

for motive power, lighting and other purposes; Gilchrist &
DeBruler, Evansville, Ind.

Norwich Insulated Wire company, Harrison, N. J.:

capital stock, $375,000; to manufacture and sell insulated

electrical wires and cables, etc.; William J. Fanning, 120

Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Springfield Railway company, Springfield, Ohio; capital
^

stock $t, 000, 000; constructing and operating street rail-

roads, furnishing electricity for heat, light and power, etc.;

Oscar T. Martin, Springfield, Ohio.

Chicago Traction company, Chicago, 111 ; capital stock,

$1,000,000; to construct, equip and operate electric and

horse railways and electric light plants; Edwards, Corse &
Co., 122 LaSalle street, Chicago, 111.

North Shore Heat, Light & Power company, Chicago,

111.; capital stock, f 100, 000; to manufacture and supply

gas for fuel, light and power purposes, also electricity;

J. D. Cameron, Chamber Commerce building, Chicago,

111.

Okanegan Investment company, Leavenworth, Wash.

;

capital stock, $250,000; laying out and building towns,

construction, operation and owning of irrigation ditches,

reservoirs, waterworks, electric light plants, railways, etc.;

Charles F. Leavenworth, Olympia, Wash.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Wapakoneta, Ohio, is about to put in an electric light

plant.

Vinton, Iowa, has an electric light plant, and its citi-

zens are elated.

A large addition to the electric light station at Salt Lake
City is being erected.

The electric light station at Warrensburg, Miss., was
lately destroyed by fire.

A company of Stanton, Mich., capitalists is anxious to

supply that town with an electric light plant.

The electric light plant at Tipton, Ind., owned and
operated by A. S. Nickey, has been destroyed by fire.

The Petersburg, 111., Electric Light company has sold

out to Richard Abbott, of Mason City. The consideration

was $[Q,ooo.

The Stock Yards company will erect an electric light

plant at South Omaha, Neb., with a capacity for 100 arc

and 1,600 incandescent lights.

There is a proposition to bond the city of Richmond,
Va., $125,000 for a municipal electric lighting plant, but

the proji^ct is opposed by the State.

The Detroit park and boulevard commission has accept-

ed Frank E. Rae's plans for an electric lighting system on
Belle Isle with some slight modifications.

The stockholders of the Citizens' General Electric com-
pany of Louisville, Ky., have voted to issue bonds to the

extent of $400,000. Most of the proceeds will be used for

erecting a new plant at Tenth and Monroe streets, and in

extending the system.

The Toledo Electric Light company has erected a tem-
porary plant on the site of the burned station. A roof has
been thrown over the basement of the old bui ding, and
five of the old engines are to be used. The insurance ad-

justers gave the company $40,000 on an insurance of

$55,000.

The Edison Electric Li^ht company of LaCrosse, Wis.,,

has put in a novelty in church lighting in St. Joseph's
church of that place. It consists of a small hardwood
frame to surround the image of the Virgin Mary and child

Jesus, with the name "Maria" below and a large star

above. On the frame are thirty-two one candle power
electric lights alternating in red, white and blue. The
name is in seventy-two all red globes and the star in six-

teen pure white ones.

force one-third during the last year. The call for the

Eastern Electric mining cables has increased to a marked
degree.

Manager P. G. Fiedler, of the Boston Braid Manufac-
turing compiny, of Boston, was in New York during the

Columbu? festivities and reported the demand for his

well known filament as being very brisk.

G d'Infreville, of New York, the well knoWn manufac-
turer of the "wasteless zinc" batteries, is rushed with

orders for immediate delivery from various companies all

over the country. Among the recent large contracts re-

ceived were those from the Postal Telegraph company,
the Delaware & Atlantic Telegraph & Telephone com-
pany, the Kings county elevated railroad, Prof. Elihu

Thompson and the Kinsman block company.

The Detroit Motor company is meeting with marked
success in the introduction of its apparatus, the sales being
much in excess of those for any preceding year. A. A.
Robinson, recently appointed general managerof the com-
pany, is infusing new life and energy into the business,

and with three men on the road he is able to keep the fac-

tory crowded with orders. W. S. Armour, well known in

Chicago as the former manager of the local office for this

company, now has charge of the Michigan territory and
is meeting with most gratifying success.

A new company has been organized in Cleveland to be
known as the Universal Electric company, with N S.

Possons president and general manager; Geo. R. Lean
vice-president and superintendent, and W. J. Possons,
secretary and treasurer A building 60 by 100 feet, four

stories in height, built by the Kimball Manufacturing
company, has been rented, and the necessary repairs and
changes are now being made. A new boiler room is to be
built and an engine of 1 50 horse power is to be put in serv-

ice. The company will manufacture a full line of electric

supplits, and as a specialty will undertake the repair or

rejuvenation of burned out incandescent lamps. In order
to repair the lamp it is required that the bulb be intact and
that the cap be tight on the bulb. All blackening will be
removed and the lamp will be restored to its original

grade. This company also owns a new process for temper-
ing copper in its pure state without alloys, claiming that

any degree of hardness can be reached. N. S. Possons,
through his connection with the Brush Electric company
and the Belding Electric Motor company, is favorably
known to the electric fraternity.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Reynoldsville, Pa., is raising money to build an electric

railroad.

The survey for the electric railway at Sandwich and Am-
herstburg, Mich., is practically finished.

Work on the Houston Heights electric railway of Hous-
ton. Texas, along the extension of Washington street, is

biing pushed, and in about two weeks the line will be open
for travel.

TRADE NEWS.
The Eastern Electric Cible company, of Boston, is

juilding a new addition to its factory, which makes the
fourth during the past year. This compiny is rapidly fill-

ing the vacant ground which it owns. It is running
the factory 16 hours a day, and has increased the working

BUSINESS.
Wednesday of last week was set apirt for the entertain-

ment of a few insurance friends and the electrical press by
the Electric Heat & AUrm company of Boston. The
company exhibited the workings and the various applica-

tions of its recently perfected journal bearing and fire

alarm systems. The display was made at the Mechanics'
Fair, which is now in progress in Boston.

Probably no instrument of so much real importance is so
little appreciated as a good pressure indicator. It is a fact

that there are many stations operating large numbers of

incandescent lamps that either have no indicator or have
one that is of no practical value. It would seem as reason-
able to expect to operate a ico horse power boiler without
a steam gau3;e as to run even a 50 light dynamo without a
volt indicator. Mai.y complaints of short lived or ineffi-

cient lamps can be traced to the absence of an indicator.

The Wirt volt indicator made by the Electrical Supply
company, Chicago, seems to be one of peculiarly sensitive

adjustment and excellent workmanship, and the manufac-
turers are in daily receipt of letters expressing the greatest
satisfaction with their use.

In the last issue of the Western Electrician an arti*

cle was presented describing the extent to which the
Ahearn electric healer had been introduced into Ottawa,
Canada. It will interest many to know that in addition to

the gold medal awarded the Chaudiere Electric Light &
Power company of Ottawa for its exhibit in connection
with that of the Ahearn apparatus, the directors of the
Central Canada Fair at a recent meeting unanimously
awarded T. Ahearn a special gold medal for his electric

heater. General Manager Mason of the Railway Equip
ment company, Chicago, has already begun, in a most en-
ergetic manner, the work of introducing the Ahearn
heater in the United States and abroad. With Ottawa to
point to, Mr. Mason holds a trump card, so to speak, in

the battle of the heaters.

The Mosher Electric company, Chicago, which controls
the patents of J. A Mosher for arc and incandescent light-

ing, has elected the following named officers: G. L.
Reimann, president; John A. Mosher, vice-president; J. A.
Sheriffs, secretary and treasurer. The company has rented
an entire floor, So by 125 feet, from the Chicago Nickel
Works on Ontario street, Chicago, and with largely in-

creased capital is now ready to supply the new lamps at the
rate of 500 per month. Mr. Mosher has perfected an arc

lamp for alternating current circuits that, it is claimed,
works perfectly on any system and up to any number of
alternations. The lamp has been fully tested and is claimed
to be entirely noiseless, and to have none of the objec
tions that have been urged against other lamps made for

the same purpose. The resistance is placed inside of the
frame of the lamp, making it very compact and complete.
In ordering this new lamp it is only necessary to state the
number of alternations of the current which is to operate it.

Mr. Mosher has also perfected a high tension arc lamp for

direct current constant potential circuits that has m^ny
advantages and that should have a very large sale. This
lamp has an automatic cut-out for railway c'rcuits that will

protect the circuit if one lamp goes out, making it possible
to connect the lamps in series with perfect safety. The
company has a large capital paid in and Its success would-
seem to be assured

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued October 18, l8g2.

484 386. Electric Fire Alarm. Joaquin J. D'Almeida
and Jose Y. Da Silva, Lisbon, Portugal.

484,416. Apparatus for Refioing Metals by Electricity.

Charles R. Fletcher, Boston, Mass.

484.449. Lantern for Electric Lighting. Daniel S. Page,
Maiden, and Joseph L. Bertsch, Cambridge, Mass.

484.450. Electric Light Fixture. Daniel S. Page, Mai-
den, Mass.

484,466. Lightning Arrester. Lewis Searing, Denver,
Colo.

484,469. Fusible Fire Alarm. George B. Smith, St.

Cloud, Minn.

484.479. Electric Lighting System. Barton B. Ward,
New York, N. Y.

484.480. Hanger Board for Electric Arc Lamps. Barton
B. Wa-rd, New' York, N. Y.

484,483. Insulating Joint. Charles Wirt, Chicago, III.

484. 5 '5- Skylight for Electric Cars. Henry Cochran,
Chester, Pa.

484,522. Electrode for Medicinal Purposes. Edward H.
McBride, Springfield, Mo.

484,530. Electric Arc Lamp. Carl Coerper, Cologue, Ger-
many.

484,532. Electrical Curling Iron. Andrew D. Gardner,
Lynn, Mass.

484.535- Apparatus for Electroplating. Frank H. How-
ard, Irvington, N. J.

484.543. Electrical Inductoriu.o. Lazarus S. M. Fyke
and Harry T. Barnett, London, England.

484.544. E ectrical Inductorium. L^zirus 3 M. Pyke
and Edward S. Harris, London, England.

484.545. Electric Fuse Box. William Stanley, Jr, and
John H. Kelman, Pittsfield, Mass.

484,549 System of Electrical Distribution. De Witt B.

Brace, Lincoln. Neb.

The system comprises means for distributing alternatin.tr or
periodic and continuous currents over the same mains. An
alternator and a continuous current machine are connected m
multiple with a common circuit. In circuit with the alter-

nator is placed a device, such as a polarization battery, which
renders the circuit opaque to continuous currents, but readily
permits the passage of alternating currents, and in circuit

with the continuous current machine is placed a device,

such asa choking-coii, which renders the circuit opaque to all

but contmuous currents. Likewise, devices are placed in cir-

cuit with the translating devices so that only such currents may
be permitted to pass through them as are required for ihcir

proper ope ation.

484.553- Electrode and Incande-cent Electrical Con-
ductor. Lewis L. Jones, Brooklyn, N. Y.

484,565. Mast Arm for Electric Light Poles. Alonzo
B. Allison and Gabriel B. Scott, Pittsburg, Pa.

484 574. Electrically Heated Hand Stamp. John B.

Venker, St. Louis, Mo.

484 577. Combination Lock and Alarm- R. Baumann.

484 580. Lamp Socket and Circuit Closer Therefor. Sig-

mund Bergmann, Ne^r York, N. Y.

484.582. Process of Duplicating Phonograms. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J., assignor to the

Edison Phonograph Company of New Jersey.

484.583. Phonograph Cutting Tool. Thomas A. Edison,

Llewellyn Park, N. J.

484.584. Phonograph Reproducer. Thomas A. Edison,

Llewellyn Park, N. J.

484.585. Phonograph. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn

Park, N. J.

484.611. Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines. C.

E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

454.612. Multiple Switch-Board System. Charies E.

Scribner, Chicago, 111.

484.613. Sub-Station Apparatus for Telephone Systems.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

484.614. Electrical Railway Signal. B. C. Seaton.

484,618. E'ectric Appliance for Canes. Stephen D.

Smith, Milwaukee, Wis.

4B4 626. Telephone Exchange Apparatus. J. J. Carty,

New York, N. Y.

484,642. Draft Indicator for Vessels. W. R. Patterson.

484,695. Lamp Shade Support. Max Bauer, Louis

Harry and John Bunger, Greenville, N. J.

484,704. Apparatus for the Manufacture of Metallic Ar-

ticles by Electrolysis. Alexander S. Elmore, Leeds,

assignor to Elmore's American and Canadian Patent

Copper Depositing Company, Limited, London,

England.
The metal is deposited upon a mandrel adapted to revolve in

the electrolytic bnth, and a traveling arm carries a burnisher-

roller ad.ipted to revolve on an axis perpendicular to the axis

of the mandrel.

484,724. Electric Motor or Dynamo. Albert W. Smith,

San Francisco, Cal.

484.761. Burglar Alarm. Alfred Stromberg, Chicago,,

111.

484.762. Electric Bell, John E, Thron, Philadelphia,

Pa.
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WANTED.
A position as SuperiDtendent, by one who

has has five years' experience in that posi-

tion with a large cable and electric system.
Reference given as to ability, character and
experience. A. B. C,

Care Western Electrician.

POSITION WANTED
A3 superintendent and electrician, or assistant of

Electric Street R, R, or Lighting Plant, by young
man of 2.], entirely competent and reliuble, with
extended experience in electrical and mechanical
eoRineerins. and handling of men. Best of recom-
mendations from present employe's. ^S'ages rea-
Bonable. Address " S,"

Care ^Vebtesn Fleoteician.

WANTED.
One 8 to 16 light arc dyna-

mo, with or without lamps.
Must be in good conditioii aud
cheap. A. L. Ide & Son,

tSprlogaeld, III.

WANTED.
A second-hand 15, 20 or 25 light Fuller-

Wood or American dynamo, or other good
make of 8 to 10 ampere arc machine, with-
out lamps. Must be cheap.

A. L. IDE & SON,
MPRINeFIEliV, JI.Ii.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Onaranteed -whereTer used. Aerial, Undereronnd or Bnbmarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: <'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire In every respect/'

The robber need in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in eslreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insalation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, atid to a very gre°^ extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Gnm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and fi.ve-eighth8 inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

-jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAII^WAY and IHOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

^VE CrARANTEE OCR INSUIiATION AVHEREVER USED, AERIAIi, UNDERGROUND OR SUR9IARINE, and oar net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-claas Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms aud discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MASS.

EBHKT A. CLABK, Tiaaiaiai and G«n'l Masagei.
HBBBEBT H. BUBTIS, Fiatldest and Ilectilclin.

-A. LOITG-
;tX WRITE FOE PRICES AND SAMPLBS OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It wjll Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUPACTUKEES OP ALL KINDS OP

V SRAMLRSS RUBBEIR. WIR.E1S AND QABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III.

ANY CANDLE POWER. O^il^EJ

ii

^TCTrlto JTor I»r±o©s.

STEUBEN" LiLMP.
STEUB£W liAlIP WORKS, CASTISTEO, ST. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Sa.azix>leE' S'xree.

TRANSMISSION«^POWER
BX aiANILI^A ROPE.

Copiously illustrated aud described in catalo^e

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thorouffhly day aud nigbt at the I]«STI-
TUTE orTEC|IlVOr.O<iY, 151 Throop
titreet, Chicaso, 111. Amateurs, Artisaue
and others aaaist^a Practioally in any line, and
Instructed in the.-latest and moat Improved
methods.

Mechanical Drattqhtino, Mathematica, Elec-
trical Calculatlonaj Arcbitectuie, Mechanics, also
aught day and nigbt.

Street Fixtures

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

Mechanically Stronff.
Insulalion Perfect.

knstein Ekclrlt Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

We have for sale a

150H.P„500-lt

Practically New. A Bargain.

The Electrical Construction Co.,

43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

One 650-light T.-H. Alternator, i.ooo volts,

$850.00. With converters, $1,600.00.
One 35 light, 2,000 candle power, T.-H. Arc
Dynamo with 35 double lamps, $1,700.00.

Two 1,000-light, 1,000 volt, Fort Wayne
Alternators, $1,100.00 each. All in Al
order and guaranteed as good as new.
Terms cash.

Twenty other dynamos of various makes, all

sizes, all prices. Good dynamos bought
for cash.

CHAS. E. GREGORY,
313 to 317 Canal Street, CHICAGO.

-OT'IBCXI-

PnSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95CHAyBEflS STREET. HEW YORK.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BBAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the hest quality ask your dealer
' for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 12S Pearl St., New York.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
Ji H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Hotore are made with the best applianceB and material obtainable, and embody every Improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they eball be the Standard of their claBs.

430 West 1 4th street. - - - - - NEW YORK.

QUEEN'S PORTABLE

E-L PHOTOMETER.
If you want to accurately measure the
candle power of an incandescent lamp,
use our Portable Photometer. It is

intended for just such work. Price,

$30.50 f. o. b. Philadelphia. Orders
shipped immediately upon receipt.

Ask for illustrated circular No. 295.

QUEEN & CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

B. BHGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER JN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD IlilCTRIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
BBJlHOH btobe

fit 34 Michigan Avenu«*

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steun
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 Ampere Double Pole Switch.
FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TlieHart&HepMaMfg.(io., Hartw, coi.

STORAGE BATTERIES
STREET RAILWAY EQUIPMENTS,

For Stationary and LocomoliYe Power,

BRADBURY-STONE
STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

1, 5 and 7 Grand Street, - - LOWELL, MASS.
H. W. MOETON, General Manager,

409 Exchange Building, BOSTON, MASS.

Non-Conductive Blocks.

Rosettes and Basei tor

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
body- The glazlnn and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,

which are the features of

True Hard PorcelalD,

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

U4 It 156 Bwon St,

6ieeQ Point,

ltROI)RLll.V, N. t

Subscribe for the Western Electrician,

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

HUGHES BEOS. MFa. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Aims, Insulator Pins «$°> Brackets,

And Electrical Moldlne,
Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

Commtators^ Refilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

KODAK
OKing of M

Kameras. II
^^^1 A New Model Folding '^^
H^^ Kodak with tlie Barker H^^HV Frictionless S li u 1 1 e r , I^B
^H ^1 automatic counter on roll H ^M
^^^H holder and glass plate wM^B
H^^ attachment. ^^^^

A
$55 and $65. B

Eastman Kodak Co., m^k
Rochester, N. V. 0^

EliECTBIC lilGHT
AND BATTEBY

C/ilfBOflS.
'kM^&s.mm-^

CXiEVEiiAnsriD. OTCio.

piOTOtf

BllUSfffES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Afforda the moet eimple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from ^Oup to 3,000 or more feet
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliECTRIC TBANSJIIISSIO:nr.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel afforda In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlonB
of speed and prePBure, have brought It into special prominence and eiienslve
use for this clues of work. All applications enonld state amount and head of
water power reqiilred, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEI. CO.,
13L-1S3 Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - JVEW YORK,
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be duly prosecoted.

PaCr.TO]V WATEB MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, unequaled for ail light runnfng machinery. Warranftd
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Annunciators^ Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cables

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,
"~^~-' Insulated Wires, line Supplies lools and

Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AlKBB, EBEBT A CO., St. Paul, IHInB.

SBJIIng Agents; 1
'*''^'*"'*'*'* EI,KCTB1CAI, W((>BKH, Cincinnati, Ohlot

( atOCNTAIN BI.KCTBIO CO, Denver, Colo.

[CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI^E.

BRAXJED WAXEK WHEEL, as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its reniarl£a1>ly steady motion, lii;;^li aipeed
and sfi'^at Efficiency, and large Capacity for its diameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect £::naranteed.
SENO FOR CATALOCUE ABTU PARTICUI.ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" iS highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XXJRBII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOIiE KAKIJFACTURIIRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiM^I^U,'of:v. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i4i&Vlg^A y.

DON'T WANT TO SELL
But we want to act for you in buying Elec-
tric L'ght and Electric Kailway Supplies
on the Chicago market. We repres nt the

buyers hut not the manufacturers or job-

be s, and being in touch wilh all the best

prices extant, we can render you valuable
assistance. Parlies obliged to place orders

bef I re securing quotations will do well to

enlist our services. We guarantee to

guard your interests closely. We charge
Invoices up to |100, 5^; $100 to $250, 4?:

$250 to $500, 3%; $500 to $1,000, 2^
$1,000 upward, 1%. Send for prospectus
Seven years' experience in Electrical Sup-
plies. Edward Lasell & Co..

1 325 Monadnock BIdg., Chicago

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EliECTBICAX USES.

drapliite Bods of Tarious Ifenslhs, Crom 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch. »<iraphite Boxes and Crucibles, Besisting Beats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries (i^ladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, HI. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'-te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaoo sr. second street, ST. liOUIS.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

HecliaiiiGal and Electrical

OoDBultatloDB, ReportB, Plans, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighilig,

and Electric Kailways.

56 Turner Uttilding, St. Lotiis*

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Poetfl, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

Patented Jfln. 22, 1884. ^^ J, Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Llgbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the conn-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
eW.UthSt, New York.

CORLISS
ENGINES

Slide Talve Engines, Shafting, Bang-
ers, Pulleys, Belt Elevators,

t^aw MillSf Etc , Etc.

The Lane & BodleyCo.,

CINCINNATI, O.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-flmpere9 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 200-amperea shuot wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two '25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-liffht Kuowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000-c. p.

'

Two IBO-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN E. SEQSS M. t SUFFL7 GC,

74 CORTtAISnT ST.. X. Y.

ManufaiCturefs of

ocTAGONALv^^ Cedar
TELEPmi&Electrical

^^H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER^O.
OSCODA, MICH.'

WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.

G. d'Infrevilie,
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer,

See Issue Westebn Eieoteioian Oct. 8. 434 Canal St., New York.

For Incandescent
Lamp

Filaments,SILK BRAID
The greateet care taken in prodncing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MAKK.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Warranted Hard PorcelalD. Msttmates Cheerfully Given,

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tte Solitlon Of tie ProMei of Safe Snarling

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wher«ver and for whatsoever purpose employed, la to

he foimd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND DNDERGROUHD

C03^T3D"CriTS
MANUffACTUBED BT

XH TERt I O XL

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
uinoKc. J 527 to 531 W. 34th St.,
WOKK!>.

^ 626 to 628 W. 3Bth St.,

General Oices: 42 & 44 Broad St. ,m York.

TRADE-MARK

ThoB. Day & Co.j 232 Sutter St., San Francleco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
America- Elect. SuppJyCo., 2:J6 Pearl St., 6uffalo,N T.
Patnam, Way & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. eth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Cliicago, 111.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CABBIKS iro STATIC JEIiBCTBICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RHWfllDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Manufacturers in the Councry.

Ijace Leather Rope anil other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather Is not affected by steam or dampness; neyer be-

comes hard ; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, <> CHICAGO, ILL.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

HANUFACTUBERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 centra! stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, BEPAIBS and SCPPLIES formerly famished by the United States Electric I^ighting Co.7
Newark, ST. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

KKW YORK IiAKP FACTOR'S', Capacity '.{0,000 per dSF-

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

wi=en-:^ f^cdi=?

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building.

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETiaULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVINa

Ilsctric Light and Powsr Stations
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineaa of motion and easy working gate, the con-

Btrnction of which makes it the moat sensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE lUnatrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, aillil.8 & TE9IFI.I:.

J

DAYTON, OHIO.

L^Flt WATER WHEELS
110 styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making tbem.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working pates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easj- regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 3 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &, CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

THeSechrist automatic switch
For Controlling Incandescent liiglits

in Private Besidences.

Apply for the Agency to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Sl.OO. DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MOLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR

THE

I ONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

SlxxLple,

Zle1lAIsle

.

Write for Manufaclurers' Prices.

Refliii Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

PBESEBIT SEIZES: 100, 150, 250, 500 H. P.

Before you build or enlarge your Power Station, you -will do well to consider the fact that under our construction

You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, Including Boilers,
(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer, Stack, Pump Room,
etc, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.
You will operate at a Lower Coat per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and ot total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We IiaTe now ready the Second Edition of "KOTES ON POWER PIiASITS.'

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR <&, CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 1 7 Corilandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Weslinghouse Building. MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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and
OF

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS
ARE THE

IN THE

OUR EXHIBITION AT THE

STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION
Fully Proved the Superiority anperiority and Perfection of our Systems.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,

U Broad St., NEW YORK. 620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 173 Adams St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

P

THE SCHUYLER
-£3TrsTE!nyn 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATUKBS;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WOEKS, OLOnOESTEK, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Garrent Apparatus,

Series Lamps for Arc Circuits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus.

Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,
Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandt St., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., - Cliicago.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT GO.,

BBIDGEPOBT, CONN.

KheoBtate of every kind and eize. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indeatrnctible, Simple and
Cheap. Send for lUastrated Catalogue and Price
List.

$40,000,000
Earned by Ihe Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Yonr invenlion may be valuable. You ehould
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, free of charge.

W. W. DVDIiEir & CO.,
SolicltorB of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 P St., N. W., Washington, D. t.

Pleaa© mention this paper.

WkM 0\ For electrical

lyi 1 1 A pxirposes.

IfllVn Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« KartaYcrt « Manufacturing ^ Co,^

FUSE \ Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS.) Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
cxo.A.a-c^.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDGandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Cliioa.^0 Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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Standard Compound Engine.

Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inqnlrieB to

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
TJiey are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A NEW BOOK!
READY OCTOBER 29.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
226 Pages. 140 Engravings. Pocket Size.

Leut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD

WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

READY OCTOBER 29. PRICE, $1.00.

Q LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

Ufc,

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting nnd Power In8talla*lona.
Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Brass and Copper, for all kinds of survice.

II Hammond Buildins. Telephone 135S, CINCINNATI. OHIO.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam.

Direct from the Tank.

For &rc and Irciidfscent lightiog.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boiler, steam, conl ashes, danger, and

almost no utteudanco.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fael Saving, Smoke Preventing,

<(alcl£ Steaming and Durable.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.QfficeandWoteFRIE, PA.
coiyipr.E:TE: po-WEFt. pi^^^nts for VV00DBIJE?Y '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

( NEW YORK. 136 Liberty St.

DDAHPn nrriPP<!' J Philadelphia. 944 urexei Building,
DXlAuUn UIllLiLO. i CHICAGO. 1130 "The RooUery."

\ SAN FEANCISCO, 39 .and 31 Spear St.

BO'.I-ERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.
f ST LOUIS—M. P. Jolinston Machinery Co..

ABpUf'ipiJ'J 715 and 717 North Second Street. SriMPLE AND COMPOUND —" -AbtHUlbfl.^ MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-T. M. Masuire. 23 Syndicate Block. cON DE nITnG O F? NON -CON dInsTnG

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTUKERS OF

High Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two torse pwer to tlree Mnlrel lorse tore.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Bnilders of Higli Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Antomatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete riaiits Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE ;

48 S. Canal Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUKCIATORS «<° BELLS.
FI7I.EI lilNE A1.WAT8 IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14b3DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^~ Send for New Cataloqdb. Out Aoguet Ist.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER GO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete SteaiflMs Malleil.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Streei, New York City.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF GIRGDITS.

HAKES 8GATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PATMENT FOR ALL GURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

The W. P. Iron-Clad Motor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE.
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH.
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SlZLO-CLlca. "b© OrcLerecL frorrn. \3.s at Once.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sw^eepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and 17S Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44: Broad St., NEW YOBK.
509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN,
Blaaonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO.

IS First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

i
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K K K
KNAFP ELEKTRIKAL KOMPANT.

KNAPP KANT KICK
At his sales for September, but if business keeps konstantly

koming as at present, the month of Oktober will make a

showing in excess of any korresponding month.

KNAPP KNOCKS KOMPETITION
By kwotins Faktory Prices on all Supplies.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

The Safet) Insulated Wire and Kable Kompany,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

ELEKTRIKAL SUPPLIES.
Write and let us kwote you prices on large or small orders.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

PERKINS IBKANDESCENT lAMPS.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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THESE PASSENGERS
Are delighted. The elderly gentleman, the Rev. Nibbleson Nibbs, is just reading an opinion on the

Eventuality of the Soul and the Probabilities of Universal Salvation, or Eternal Conflagration. The
atmosphere of the car is so salubrious that he rather inclines to the former theory, and is oblivious

to the nipping wind that howls outside. He is a physicalist without knowing it.

The intelligent young man, next to his Nibbs, is engaged to Miss Pearly Gates, who is whisper-

ing to Mrs. Goss Sipps that

—

"Yes, Frederick thinks the Carpenter Heaters are just grand ! He is going to have our new
house wired, and we will do everything by electricity."

"Won't that be elegant?"

"Simply perfect!"

Sipps, Jr.: "Mamma, isn't this car warmed by electricity?"

"Yes, dear, with Carpenter Heaters."

The Freezing Point
Is not a thing to contemplate with, any great degree of satisfaction. Particu-

larly not to the benumbed passenger who has paid his fare, and justly expects

in return, not only transportation, but some element of comfort as well.

There is no attraction in an ice-box with wheels; it is pleasanter to walk,

than to ride in a refrigerator on a cold day.

There is a magnetism in the congenial atmosphere of a warm, cosy

Electric Car that almost picks the weary pedestrian off his feet, and

helps him drop a nickel in the slot with a smile of rare contentment.

The Carpenter Electric Heaters will keep the temperature nearer

temperate than any stove that ever smoked or scorched out a miserable

existence. We are so confident of this that we have worked ourselves

into a fever heat of anxiety to tell you all about them. Can't do it here.

Just drop us a line before you purchase, and we will confide the whole secret

of their success to you. Don't wait. Write right noiv.

Th« ElectruM
6uppiy Co.

c A r p e n t e I'

ElC(iri(HeAltri

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
I'^nMtcrn 4»fll4>r and l^^actorlcH,

AMMO.MA, CONN. Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, aHIQAGO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & 6UTTA PERCHA INSULATINfi CO.,
-MANUFACTUBBBS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK. HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE an(' iWO - WIRE

CAB' 'o, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

AND

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave., Cor. 42d St., NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Glen-wood^ Tonkers^ Iff. T.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

TheMm Incandescent Lamp Co.,

805 Chamber of Commerce SIdg., Chicago.

MANUFACTUBEBS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPEBIOB QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE EI.EIGTRIGAI. SUPPLY CO.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICACO, ILL.

G-eneral Western Selling Agents.

CHAS. D. SHAIIff^
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agei t.

-^a-E]:tTciE:s:
THE ELECTBICAIj SUPPLY CO,

Ansonia, Cotin.

WOODRUFFSABRIS ELECTRIC CO..
B'lrmhtffha'tii, Ale.

IBON^ CITY ELECTBIC CO.,
Pittsburgh. Fa.

JULIAS ANBBAE,
Milwaukee, Wit
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FORT WAYNE ELEGTRIG GO.,
Fort ^SSraL3me, IiridL-,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc 1 1ncandescent Lighting Apparatus,
AZiTBRIffATING AND DIRECT,

For either Isolated or Central Station Plants.

GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND OTHERMOTOR CIRCUITS,
ACCURATE MEASURING METERS,

Motors, Cut-Outs, Switches and General Supplies.

33xi..A.]!a-c:B: of-e^xosii

44 Broad St., New York City. 185 Dearborn St., Chicago. 907 Filbert St., Philadelphia.
5S3 Wood St., Pittsburg. 35 New Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Kirk Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 819 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

Street Railway Motors and Generators,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS, STATIONARY fflOTOBS,

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

Electrical Merclianili$e of Every Description.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich:

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: LOUISVILLE: CINCINNATI: ST. LOUIS: CHATTANOOGA:
iSGortMtStmt. Hoaadoock Balldiog. CommerGe BDliding, Neave Balldiog. Commercial Bnilding. 306 Tort Street.
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Use Fclmek Akresteks fok Cabs, Station and Pole Like.

C. S. VANNUIS,
186 Liberty street, - NEW YORK.

-0eorge (utters\4rsion
'~5[ Ije ije-w Cljicago BaQner !

" A 6yMBOL OF Electrical Progress"
329 Thc'RooKerj',Ch)i"(3^o

The

[nternalionalOKONITE COMPANY,

iS^l'^.

LIMITED.

1 3 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui«.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI(onite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCH ESS: Chlcasvi, Boston, Philadelphia, Sll&ncapolis, Clnclnnatlt

'

Omaha, LoalsTlllef St, Iionis, San FranclBco, lK>ndon and So> America.
citr.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DET STREET, NEW TORK,

iia:supactcreks, importers asd dealers in

Electrical Supplies
OF All DESCRIPTIONS.

KET POR CAPACITY TESTS.

WE crSrN AND OPERATE THE

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE wa lIAStrPACTURE A FULL UNE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientiflc Measuremeiit Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH CRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

illaiiafactared hy the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
A «E IVT S

:

New York City, Chas. E. Chapio, 136 Liberty St.
Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul. Minn.,The Elec. EnsineeTiuK & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb.. B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
St. Louis, JIo., St Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San Francisco, Cal., Internatiooal Elec. Supply &

Con, Co., 4th floor Academy of Science Bldg,
Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St.

Lotiisville, Ky., Smithera 5: Davis.
Pittsbargh, Pa., W. H. Vandevort, 709 Lewis Block.
G. P. Altenberg. 220 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Rock, Art., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W. MarkhamSt.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

MANUFACTUREE OF

INSUJLiATED ELECTRIC IVZRE,
FLKXTBLE CORDS and CABLES.

30O and a02 North Third IStreet, PHIIiADRI.PHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask yonr Dearest
ISnppIy Sonee
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical (Co., ^"tTeft? Boston, Mass,
New York Office and Stock P.oom: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRATiTNGS SUBMITTBD.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPBESENTATIVES

:

JuUan Scholl & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake at., Chicago, lU,
H. M. Sclple & Co., 3(1 &t Arch Sts., Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B. ppa'-eon & Co., Home Ins. Bldg.,Chicago, 111. James & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tbos. G. Smith. Jr, William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.

Hammond BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. AndersoD, Houston, Tex.
W. A. Day. 1-^ Oliver St., Boeton, Maee, F. H. Whiting, Jacobson Block, DeDTer, Colo.
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m GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

-DEALERS IX-

THOMSON-HOUSTON -° EDISON

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

OF INTEREST TO CENTRHL STHTIONS

USING HLTERNHTING CURRENT.

A long series of experiments and tests have recently been

completed at our Harrison, 'N. J., Lamp Works, the object

of which was the production of a new long filament, low

voltage incandescent lamp. The results of the final tests

were more than satisfactory, and we are now prepared to

furnish to users of Alternating current throughout the

country the most efficient and economical lamp that has

yet been offered to them.

Further information and prices gladly supplied upon

application to any of the following offices:

620 Atlantic Hvenue, 173-175 East Adams St. 44 Broad St.,

BOSTON, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK.

Philadelphia, Penn. Cleveland, O. St. Paul, Minn.

Atlanta, Ga: Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash,

St. Louis, Mo. Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont.

Kansas City, IVIo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Omaha, Neb. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md.

New Orleans, La. Spokane, Wash.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co is

A-meiican Desk & Seating Co. . xvii

Amwican Electrical Mfg. Co.. Ix

American Engine Co xii

Andrews & Co., A. H
Babcock& Wilcox Co., The 1

Haggot. E xiv
Baker & Co xli

tialj Engtoe Co xxl
Ball& Wood Co.. The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co. , John xiii

Begjge, J E , Mch. & Supply Co xiv
Bernstein Electric Co . xii

B'anphard, Albert
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xiv
Bowers Bros xix
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. .

Brookfield, Wm xii

Bru^ Electric Co xix
Bryan, W. H xv
Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostht Co. xix

Ueniral Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co....
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co. . xiii

Crescent Ins. Wire & Caole Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Cushlng, F. W vii

Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .—
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xvii

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Detroit Elpctrlcal Works xxvi
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

d'lnfreville, G xiv
Dixon Crucible Co , Jos xv
Dudley* Co., W. W xix
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv
Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co xvii

Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . vi

Electiic Engx'g & Supply Co . . iv

Electrical Mfg. Co.. The vi

Electric Secret Service Co. . , . xxi
filectrlcian Pub. Co xvii,xviii,xxi

Electrical Construction Co.,The.xiii

Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The.—
Ifilectrical Supply Co., The . . . xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co xv
Empire China Works xvii

Enterprise Electric Co xix
Palls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co xiv
Ford- Washburn Storelectro Co. . iv

for Sale Advertisements.
xii, xiii, xiv

General Electric Co ii.xviii.xxii

Great Western Elec. Supply Co
Greeley& Co.> The E. 6 1

Greg ry, Chas E xiii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xiv
llelfller Electric Co
am Clutch Works xxi
aine Eliminator Co
Bolmes, Booth & Hayf^ens x
Hood & Co., Wm vi

Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xvii

ide &r Son, A. L xiii

niinoia Electric Lamp Co x
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxv
In-tltute of Technology xvii

Interior Conduit& Insulatloo Co viii

International Okonite Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W xviii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xix
B[lipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lake, J H. & D.. Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xx
Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works xv
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . x
Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel, & Co., Jaa xvii

Link Belt Machineiy Co xiii

Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Mather Electric Co iv

Midland Electrical Wks xii

Moore, Alfred F i

Morse &Co., A. M xiv
Mosher Electric Co
Munaell & Co., Eugene xii

National Carbon Co x
National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co. xix
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co xiv
New York & Ohio Co I

Otto Gas Engine Works —
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xiii

ustrander & Co., W. R xxi
Page Belting Co iv

Partrick & Carter Co
Pearson & Co.. W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co x
Penn. Electric Engineering Co x
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co xxi
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Qoeen & Oo ziil

Radne Hardware Mfg. Co. . .
.

Railway Equipment Co vl.ix

Redding Electric Co xvii

Ries Electric Specialty Co x

Roebllng's Sons Qo . J. A ....

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co xii

Samson Corffe^e Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xvi
Schuyler Electric Co viii

Sechrist, Albert xvii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co x
Shultz Belting Co iv
Siebert, G —
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. .

.

Sioux City Engine Works. . . . xxi
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thoa. G. Jr
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xix
Standard Electric Co xxvi
Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Steams Mfg. Co xxi
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Cc . xiv, xv
Sturm, Ernst xv
Simbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . xxv
Taylor Engine CJo

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.. viii

Union Hardware Co xii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuis C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xviii
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv
Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co ; XX
Wesllnghouse Elec. and Mtg

Co xi, xvi
Weston Engine Co i

Woodhou8e& Rawayn, Ltd xvii
Worthlngtnn, Henry R xii
Wrigley. Thos viii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
AnnnnclAtors

.

Central Blectrlc Co.
Detroit Electrical WorkB.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Oatraader &Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc IjBinps.
Begpe, J. E., Mchy, & Snppiy Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Moener Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Hrhuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Ilaleke Electric Co,
Standiird Electric Co.
WeBtinghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western El*»r.tric Co.

Arc JLfeht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sameon Cordage WorkB.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SuT)plyCo..The.
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jam.
American Battery Co,
Central Electric uo;
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The,
Knipp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co,

'

Bells, Kleetrlc
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., Thea. S.
Koapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Partrick & Carter Ca
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
Western Eleccnc Oor.

Bells, JHacneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley A Co., The B. p.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Parmck & Carter Co.
Western Blectrlc Co

Beltlnc
Chicago Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co,
Link Belt Machinery Co.

BoUers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Albert.
Lane & Budley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co,
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co,

Booba, KlectrlcaL,
Electrician Publishing Co.

Burfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical BupDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The fi. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartHck & Carter Co

Cables.
(Bee Inaulated Wires )

Cables, Electric. (See insulated
Wlree), Co .>per. Sbeetand Bar
Moore, Alfred F,
Roebllng'8 Sons Co., J. A.
Waahburn A Moen Mfg, Co.
Westffln Bleciric Co.

Camera*.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons. Points and Platea.
Central iBlectric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enapp Electrical Works.
NadoiLftl CftMion Co.

CIntebes. Crlctlnn.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutcb Works
Lake, J. H. &D. Co,

Cordage.
SamaoD Cordaee Worke.

Constmctlon and Kepalra.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The,
Smith, ThoB, G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Kleetrle l^l^rht,
finiflne Plants and Blectrlc
Ralliraye.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicoi Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
BaU& WoodCo., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Blectrlc Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., Trie.

La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co,
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works,
Smith, Thos. «. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddeli-Entz Company.
Westinghuuse Electric A Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr k Co.
Western Electric Co.
Waehburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine co.

Clipper Wires andTaprs.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric LO.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co. , J .A.
Sperry Klec. Minlne Machine Co.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
Waahburn & Moen .Mfg. Co.
Western Electric co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supr'" Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mk^,, Co.
Knapp Elecirical Works.
Lefmann. J alius.

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co,

Cat-Ont»i nnd SiTltrben.
American Electrical Mfg, Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Elecrlc • o.

Great Western Electiic Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Dynamos-
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co .Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Eleciric Co.
Great WoBtern Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
I>a Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mannfactorlng Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens &, Haleke Electric Co,
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weetlnghouse BlectrlcA Mfg. Go

Elpotric Lava Cas Tips,
Smith, A. T.

Blectrlc Kallirays.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Weatlnghirtiee Electric a Mfg. <;o

Electrical and IUecba«>ical
Enslueers.
Bryan, W. H.
(iBborne Steam Engineering Co.

Blectrical ljistrum«n«.s-
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company. ,
Western Blectrlc Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
E'ectric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Midland Electrical Wke.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Taylor. Goodhue & Ames-
Utlca Elec. iufg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and t.combina-
tion Fixtnres.
Bflgeot. B
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
RtecirirRl Hniipiv « o • ne.
Knapp Electrical Worhs

Blerxro- Platlns naehlnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
General Electric Co.

Elevators.
Lluk:Belt Machinery Go.

Enelnes, Oas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Knslnes, Mit>a»»
American Engine Co.
Ball Kninne Oo.
Ball * Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson &Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Weatinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Wesion Engine Oo.

Fan Ontflts.
Stanley Electric Mlg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Eibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Knapp Electrical Works
Partrick <» Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.
Faee Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fu-^e Wire Co.
Sperry Klec. Mining Machine Co.

eas t^igbtlne, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knspp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Ci^eneral Electi-lcal Mnnpiies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
d'lnfreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Su- ply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
(ireit Western Electric Supply Co.
iJreeley <to Co

.
, The E . w

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood &Co.. Wm.
Klip'*tein, A.
Knapp Electrical Workp
Penn Electric Engineering Co.
Q,ueen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
UticaElec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

tilobps and Electrical ttlass-
Tvare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Cvraphlte Jiltpccialtlcs.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos,

Insnlators and insnlatlns
Materials.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering <fc Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart k Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insolation Co,
International Okonlfo Co., The
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Knapp Elect ical works.
Lefmann, Jnllus.

Moore, Alfred P.
Munsell « Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co
standard Paint Co.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
Utica iilec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopes Pottery Co.

lasnlated %« Ires and Cables.
Magnet W^ire.
American Elec'rical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cre=cent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Efastem Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
(ieneral Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Hperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

I^anips, tncandeacdtit.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co-
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc- Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
GeDeral Electric Co.
Hood&Co., Wm.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
EnapD Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Sftwver-MftD Klo^trlrPo.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Hunbeam InrandescentL&mpCo.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.

Lathes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Ijigbtning Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Worlis.
Van Nuls, C. S.

aiafnet wire.
(See Insnlated Wires.)

IVecbanlcal Uacblnery.
Ferracute Machine Co,
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Hedleai Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Slica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co. H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Hilling: itlacbinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Mine HlsKiaiB, Klecirlc.
Detroit Klectrlcal Works.

ninins Apparatus, Electric
General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WestlnehoTiBfl Electric & Mfg. ro

aiodel 9talt:lns.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Midland Electrical Wks.

notors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co
Detroit Electrical Works.
iCtectrlcfll Bug. & Supply Co., The
Ford-Washburn Stortlectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Knapp ElertrioAl Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe Co

Alame Platrs.
Hecker Mfg. Co., John.

Office Fnrnltnre.
American Desk & Seating Co
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg, Co.
Letraann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Eaber & Co.
Siel-ert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Jnlius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber o
Railway Equioment Co.

Porcr lai".
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.'

Pnbllsbers. Kl«ctrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

PuSb Bnttons-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electriffll Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways, Electric.
fSee electric railways.)

KfSQlntin^ Hoclcets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

»iiil£ Krald.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeablDK Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric KallYray.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Julin-*,
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insulatinc
Central Electric Co.
Cnshing, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical SupplyCo., The.
India Rubber & G. P. n a. Co
Snternstional Okonite Co., Tne.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pa!l^.' Co.
Waehburn k Moen Mfg. Co.

Telegrrapb ApparuLur

.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Rlectrfc.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Teat Instmmeuts.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Snpply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcManufacturir '

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Cv

Trolley Co^d.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mlg. Co.

Turbine IVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

TypewTiters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Uniyersitles.
Institute of Technology.

Water Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel to.

VTlre, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Rat'way Bqiipment Co.
RopbUne's Sons' Co.. J, A.
Sperrv Elec. Vlnlng Machine Oo.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKSRS OF IR:N, STEE[j A^D COPPEl,and Manufacturers of lEON, STEEL AND COPPER WISE for all Purpcsss

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of ElectricaJ Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Witee.

Feed Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

KBSOI-UTEI-V

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

Anything' Heretofore ]>lade.

M'OBCKSTER. WlASS.WOKKS
-j WAUKEtiASI, IJLIi.

UHASILM 0>FICE8 AXU WAJtBHOUSl-B.^g^jd
j,'itAai« IsCO, 8 and 10 Pine St. KOC8TOAI, TBXAS.

THEFORD-WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

Ulannfactaiiers ot

Storage

Batteries,
DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

SUCCI^SS GUABANTEED.
CXvKyKi^jlmid, - Ohio.

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability,
Accuracy,
Economy of Power,
Dead-BeatnenK and
Good Einish.

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

New York OBioe. lie I/lberty Ht. SEND FOE CATALOGUE.

The above cut represents the liARGEST lilWK BEIiT IW. THE
^^OBliU in actual operation in the engine room of a large plant at Rapid Gity, South
Dakota. It Is an AOJME link, l8l feet long. 28 inches wide, and contains over

185,000 pieces, weighing, when ready for shipment, 1,656 pounds.
.

'

THE ACail!: IS MADE ONLY BY

PACE BELTING COMPANY^
FACTORY : CONCORD, W. H.

Write us for prices and descriptive circular

.

"'^"•"'®*-1 Boston, San Francisco.

BYJ.AJ SHULTZ.

0f

"tMLLEATHEF
rt/ll -'S-NOIRONRODORHINGE OLDSTrLE ,. ^
KjJi^LEATHERLINKANDIRaNRQQBEra ft

OUlT" ,

yjrMii ROPETRANSMISSION 5UPERSE0E1^.*| DELTIHG 15
~

4^-^ '

l^yr.M

^ YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULIEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT , _

LEATHER PULLEY COVERING.

TANNED ON the:
SURTACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE-
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT Y
MADE. NO SLIPPING

OR LOST MOTION l^ftWHlDEiAGElEATllER.
"
AND Picker Leather-

TjAwr-Tiwc. f 164SummerSt., Boeton, Mass ; 2-.J5 Pearl at., New York City. f C* I nilic Ua»narn^nj!,=
. ^ 128 N. Tliird St.. Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 W. Mon.-oe St. Chicago. I

Oli LUUlO, mU.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
I"«otory: 3\Xa.i».oli.ostoi-, OoTiTi .y

MANDPACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transinission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

RELIABILITY!INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.
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The Redding Electric Company of Boston has recently brought out an improved

socket for incandescent lamps, also a porcelain rosette, which can be put up without

the use of a screw driver, the outside cap being adjustable by a half turn. The name

of the rosette is the "lona," and the

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago,

have been appointed Western Agents, and have gotten in a big stock of these, and can

fill all orders promptly at low prices.

The use of this rosette will save the construction man time and money.

Central Eleetrie Company,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

HEADQUARTERS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

DON'T BUY
The transformers you will need this Fall until you have had our
prices and fully considered our claims on your patronage.

The Continued Prosperity
Of Lighting Companies is threatened by attempts te completely con-
trol this business on the part of one or ttvo great corporations

Protect Yourselves
By supporting every legitimate manufacturing enterprise ivhich
can furnish you with good apj^aratus and ivhich has the courage to

be independent.

Our Transformer is the Best.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
em Agents:

TiiE ELECT/t'OAL supfLy Co.,
PitKfiRlrl Mi)^^

Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, Chicago, lU. IIIUIIUIU^ IIIUUU

I
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The Pioneer Electric Heating Company.

Railway Equipment
W. R. lYEASOlV, General Manager^

PULLMAN BTJLLDING, CHICAGO,

Sole Manufacturers

Ahearn Electric Heater,
The Only Fully JDemonstrated Successful Electric Heater for

Wm ELECTRIC CAIIS and REIK
Private Houses, Offices and Bakeries

COMPLETELY FITTED FOR HEATING AND COOKING.
WRITE FOB PARTICULARS.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ILICTRICAL MFG. COMPMY, ODOHTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CDRRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, witb

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before purchasing elsewhere send Iq a trial order for Brilliants.
JLamps furnished to consumers in quantities at factory prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES: i MILWAUKEEs-E. C. IVIullen, Manager.
( THOMASVILLE, CA.;-J. B. E. Love. Manager.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 18S1.

INCORPORATED 1863.

a^^^ Arc Lamps

AN •)

nSTABLlSHED
\

rACT: J

PER INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS,

THE ONLY ARC LAMP THAT
WORKS SATISfACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDCSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-CNGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/APS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION 6c SUPPLY CO.

CNITT BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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12.672.000 Feet
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSDUTIOB
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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Burton Electric Car Heater.

FIRST IN THE FIELD AND STILL IN THE LEAD.

Now In Use On Oyer One Hundred Roads.
Indorsed in unmeasured terms by Managers of Electric Roads and

Former Selling Agents.

The only Electric Heater wlticU has successfully stood the test of
time and passed the experim,ental stage.

Officers of Electric Roads are requested to see that when their orders

read "Burton Sealers" no other make is substituted.

FOR PRICES AND FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS,

TAYLOR. GOODHUE & AMES,
CAUTION.

It^^Offlcers of Electric Roads are
particularly requested to note
change of Selling Agents.

General Selling Agents,
827 IVIonadnock Block, CHICAGO.

THE SCHUYLER
-sTSTES^vc o:f-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOHTANT FBATUEES!

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out/

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

THOS, WRIGLE/,

TOGGLE BOLTS.
g\ For Holding in Place

^^ TELEPflJNEand ELECTRIC LIGHT

} FIXTURES
OiV HOLLOW TILE ANO.WALLS.

Metallic Ceilings, Gas Pipes,

Electroliers, etc.

The undersigned desires to notify the trade that he is the sole owner
of the patents for Toggle Bolts, nsed for the purposes named above, or for
any similar use. No rights to manufacture have been given out under
tliese patents, and any one mating or using these bolts will be held liable
for infringement. Anyone furnishinj^ information that will lead to the
detection of any person fraudulently using this invention will be re-
warded. All Toggle Bolts are stamped with date of patent. The trade
supplied at hberal discounts. Address

Inventor and Sole Owner,

85 and 87 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

BIHDERS
-POH, TUE-

WeSJEI{N ELEQjl{ICIA[lf

ONE DOLLAR.

INTEMOR CONDUITS

trade-marb:.

Tbe Solntion oftliG Protilein of Safe finarflln^

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatBoever purpoBe employed, la to

tie found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AMD DNDERGRODKD

MANUFAGTUBED BT

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
uinoi/c ) 527 to 531 W. 34th St.,
WORKS;

j 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St, , New York.

3?h0B. Day & Co., 322 Sutter St., San Francleco, Cal.

Bloantttln Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American li;lect;. Supply Co., 20fi Pearl St., Buftalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gav & Co , 37 E. M;un Kt , Kocbester, N. Y.
titovBF Elect. Co., 127 W Hh St., Cincinnati, O.
CUas. i^abriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Soutliern Electrical Mfg. * Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, T^a.

Walkjr &, Kepler, 5'it Chuetnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply A ConBtniclion Co.. PUtsbUrgh, P»*
Southern Klectric Co.. Baltimore, Md,
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
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AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
aiAaiUFAGTUBEBS OF

Tm MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery Is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAH BATTIRY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salic St., CHICAGO, ;ll.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

X^'rorjcxpt Sl3.ip3::nerLts-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

'W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ARE PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO

HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE THE BEST.
OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
anufacturinc company,

201 r TO ?0r7 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Established 18iO. Joseph S. Peebles. Presuieiit.

THE JOSEPH R. PEEBLES' SONS CO , Grocers,
6y-Ta West Fourtb Stret-t, Cincinnati, Angust 16, 1892-

BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.:
DEAR SIRS:—It affords us fjreat pleasure to add our recommend fnr the BUHKEYR Electric

Lamp. In our larjje store, where we use hundreds of tbem, we hiive made a test of all the leading lamps
that are made in this country, and we liave no hesitaucy in stating that after the most severe test thnt
we could give the lampi) (considering qualitj- and price), the BUCItlfiSibi Lamp is the fSEsT
Lamp we have thus far been able to test. Yours respectfully,
P. S.—Please note this is not a THE JOdEPH R. PEEBLES' SONS CO.,
'•Oisinterestetl Ttst." Joseph S Peebles. President

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.. CLEVELAND.
4S7 "The Hookcrj," Git iTfail and £.iLpre»s Building,MEW VORK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANTJFACTnKEKS OF

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES: i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

1 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK,
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKMOWLEDeKB TO HAVE THE HIUHEIST HIEKIT IN ALIi THE RECENT COMPHTITIVK TESTS.

[NCAWDESVENT L,AIIIP8. » TO 300 CAIKDI.E POWEK. ALL VOIiTAGEM AND BASES ALWAIH IN STOCK.0£B.oes:
PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Insnlating Goipounds,

Tape and Armatore Varnish.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 I-iberty St., KEW YOKK,

Chicago Office: 548 "The Bookery."
SOLD BY

THE RLRCTBICAIi SUPPIiY CO., Chicaso.
NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO., Philadelphia,
PETTINUELL-ANDRE^VS CO., Boston

And Supply Honses Erer^wh^re.

Utica Electrical Hfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, M.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

'•HEUCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Pouter Circuits.

"UTICA'' QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNiFE SWITCHES for my
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLCX LIGHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits,

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIQHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

HAWAVT
FV5EWIRE
CO/HPANY

63 WATER ST BOJTON

HICHEJT GRADE

TE5TEDFVJEWIRES UNK5
iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LIJTJ

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Rend for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'11 (0 1 17 East 131st St, HI. f.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
K'actoi'ies: Waterbm-y^ Conn, - - SS I*arli Place, !NeTv Yorli,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Uoderwriters' Copper Electrio. Liight I.iinc AVire, Copper Maarnet AVire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords for
IncaudeMcent Lighting:. **o»ind an<lFlat Copper Bars for fe^tatiou Worii.

liisulatediron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K/'SSHH
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, motors. Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTEEN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANK, CHICAGO, . • SELLING AGENTS.

TUnfl. T, fir.nVTT.T.. Nvih Tnrk 4geta

ELECTRIC LIUHT
AND BATTER

V

CJilfBOflS.
J e e &ijiaia;ga.ijii>; llJia,:k»y„Bii^&^~ B-a_BJ4,liJa

GX.E-VDEX. AKTXD. OUXO.

/mo TOIf

BlfUSifES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mlolns and manofactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from I'O np to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can Ije produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliECTRIC TRANSallSSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlons
of speed and prensure, have brought it Into special prominence and estenslve
use for this class of work. All applications should state amonnl and bead of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send por Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
131- 1S3 aiain »t., San Franeisco, Cat., U. 8. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW YORK,
H^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being iufrlngeti

upon, intending porchaeers are hereby warned that all Buch infrlneemeQls will

be duly i)roBPcuted.
PiCIjTOM AVATSR MOTOICN. Varying from the frsiction of 1 to 15

and 20 horee rower, unequaled for all llt,'ht runnlnij machineiy. Warranitd
todeveloD a given flniount of power with one-half the water required hy any
other. ^^"Send for Motor Circular. Addreee as above. Deliveries made frnm
San Francisco cr New York, as may afford the most fftvorahh' fr-ltrht rab^e

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OP THE CELEBRATED

ILLINOIS JEWEL" if" INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
LiauLp.

!>ien4t lor Trial Order.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
Lamp.

ISend for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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ELECTRIC ANDMANUFACTURINB CO. P

PITTSBURGH, PK.

LAMPS. SOCKETS,
XSFFIGIZSNT. SIMPLE.
LONG LIFB. ORNAMBIffTAL.

NO DECREASE IN RELIABLE.
CANDLE POWER. CHEAP.

Our new lamps not only do not infringe the Edison patent, but they are fully covered

by patents of our own.

By means of an important discovery the burner is rendered stable, its efficiency in-

creased, its life prolonged, and its normal candle power maintained.

The prices for our new incandescent lamps and sockets will be a surprise and sat-

isfaction to all users.

OUR PRICE LIST WILL BE FURNISHED IN NOVEMBER.
Our reason for not now announcing prices is due solely to the fact that we desire

to fix them with reference to the economies which are being eflfected in their manufac-

ture in very large quantities by the use of special machinery.

The efforts of the agents of the General Electric company to induce our customers

to exchange generating apparatus of our make for Thomson-Houston generating appara-

tus is fully explained by the fact that

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY PAYS US,

through the Consolidated Electric Light Company, five cents for every incandescent lamp
it makes, for the right to sell such lamps for use in connection with generating appara-

tvis of its own manufacture only.

While we do not sell our new lamp for use in connection with Thomson-Houston
generating apparatus, the present users of the same may avail themselves of our new
lamp by substituting our generating apparatus, the quality and efficiency of which will

fully warrant the cost.

NOTE.—We are in receipt of numerous letters from all parts of the country con-

gratulating us upon the perfection of a new and better lamp, and we are abundantly

assured that the tactics employed to secvire exorbitant prices for apparatus as illustrated

in connection with the World's Fair lighting, by threatening not to supply lamps unless

all apparatus was purchased from "The Trust," will not prove effective. We are also

assured that the competition resulting from our independent course is widely appreciated.

Do not hamper your business by long time contracts to purchase lamps and
machinery exclusively of any one concern.

We shall be prepared to supply these lamps in large quantities, beginning

December 1st.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAHTTPACTlCrRllD ET

WM. BROOKFIELD^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

R
ECENT FESTIVITIES
Have broken in somewhat on the regular routine of business.

We have shown all our visiting friends our

UNEQUALED FACILITIES
For taking care of their business, ami are again busy taking orders for

ELKHART CONVERTERS,
PACKARD LAMPS,

RATCHET TRACK DRILLS
and General Supplies.

Are you "wid" us or "agin" us!

ELICTRIC APPLIAHCE DOMPAHY,
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RE6UL&TI0K
ASD

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IliiiiiiilMtlt%Ei.,
Z19 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

LAMPS
OR

HIGHEST QUALITY
AX

-'Uiittjisli*^
Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Llglit Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300-Liglit Brush.
Two 6.5-Light Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Allernator.

One 600-Light United States, 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Uruih Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchang.>Bullding, NcwYork.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
made and Repaired.

Experimental Work of all kinds
a Specialty,

Midland Electrical Works.
224 E. Washington St., Chicago.

iTatTnTjm"
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Plaliuum Purchased.
liAKER A CO.. 408-414 New Jersey

Itailroiul Ave., Newark, N. J.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
built of any required size and power,

for all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has uo dead centers. tJnequaled reg:ular

tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !'

For further information and Illustrated
Oatalopue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., 72 Raritan Ave,, Bound Brook,
N.J.

MICA All Sizes

anl

Qualities

For Electrical Porposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
318 Water Street, New York.

W, H, SILLS, 86 Late Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
la the mopt dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering FleM

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSOX CORDAGE WORKS,
ns CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

260,425 Hors© aPo'v^or

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 95 Lake St., CHICAGO. 86 and 88 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. .ST. LOUIS. DENVER. C03SriDE3SrSEIR,S,
DENS9IORE,

"The Wor/ds Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT,

The most simple and convenient; for, wilh fewer
parts it attains more ends than any other.
Alignment not injured either by rapid woik, manl-

foldini;or long usage. Has the mist popular key-board with shift.

For detailed statement of the advantages of the Densmore over the older favorites,
and, for testimonials from business concerns of national reputaliim, call on us or our
dea ers, or send for catalogue.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New York

SOME
OF TUE

ARTICLES
WE

Manufictur;,

YOU BUOnLD
HAVE OUIt

CATALOGDE.

Western Office:

l.'iSa Jlonadiiock

lloililin);.

THOS. G. GRIER,

BRYANT ELECTRIC GO.,

Western Mgr.

Factory: Bridgeport, Conn.

stock kept in Chicago.

-^?^^-

50,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Electric L'ghtiug and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Buildini).

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BBIOeEPOBT, COUrHT.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Owing to the multiform applications of electricity shown

at the World's Fair the visitor interested in the general

development of the art will be confronted by electrical

devices in all parts of the grounds. Thus, in addition to

the general display in the electricity building proper, which

promises to be bewildering in extent and brilliancy, there

wiU be the great service plant in machinery hall, electri-

cal elevators in various buildings, electric fountains in

front of the administration building, electrically propelled

boats skimming over the lagoons, trains pulled by electric

motors on the elevated railway and a large display of elec-

tric railway apparatus in the transportation building. The

electrical railway now occupies a prominent place in the

development of American cities, and the exhibits of

cars, motors and trucks in the last named building

is sure to be varied and extensive, including the

latest inventions in this line. All who are inter-

ested in electric traction will therefore find it necessary

to spend much time in the

transportation building and its

annex. This building is locat-

ed west and north of the

mines building, and forms

one of the central group of

large buildings. It is longer

than the electricity building but

not so wide. In architecture

the structure is, compared

with the other large World's

Fair buildings, noticeably

plain, with the conspicuous

exception of the "goldengate,"

which forms the principal en-

trance to the building. This

beautiful portal, which is rep-

resented in the picture pre-

sented on this page, is located

on the eastern front of the

building, about midway between

the northern and southern

ends. As will be seen the

doors are recessed in a series of

elaborately sculptured arches,

with profuse ornamentation.

The bas reliefs represent var-

ious methods adopted for the

carriage of men and gcods,

from the earliest times to the

present day. At present the

entrance is done in staiT, but

it will be gilded before the

opening of the fair, and will

then merit its title. The "gate"

is advantageously located and will excite the wonder and

admiration of all visitors.

The Western Union Telegraph company will make a

large exhibit at the World's Fair. The display will in-

I lude the first Morse instrument as well as examples of

the most modern quadruplex instruments now in use by

the company. This company will also show the interesting

collection of relics of cable telegraphy belonging to the late

Cyrus W. Field. The exhibit will be in the gallery of the

electricity building. Aside from it the Western Union will

have six or seven stations on the grounds for commercial

telegraph service. The wires will be strung in the under-

ground conduits.

It is likely that the office of the department of electricity

will be removed from the Rand McNally building to the

electricity building at Jackson Park within a week or so,

and that hereafter Chief Barrett and Secretary Hornsby

will do much of their work on the grounds.

A new building has been erected south of machinery

hall, on the grounds, especially for the use of the mechan-

ical and electrical sections of the department of works.

The structure is 50 by 200 feet and one story high. The

space will be about equally divided between the two de-

partments, and private offices will be provided for Freder-

ick Sargent, mechanical and electrical engineer, and

R. H. Pierce, assistant electrical engineer. The

change is made in order to secure more room for other de-

partments in the service building, which is overcrowded.

A number of wiremen have been temporarily laid ofT by

the New York Insulated Wire company, which is doing

the construction work for the Westinghouse

company, as nearly all the work for which

plans are now in band has been accom-

plished. One of the first buildings laid out for incandes-

cent wiring was the woman's, but the work had to be

stopped, owing to the inability of the ladies in charge to

come to a definite decision regarding the number and ar-

rangements of the lights wanted. Work on this building

has been hanging fire for several months on this account.

The incandescent wiring of the administration building is

practically completed. This building will have 4,800 lamps

and a feature will be the lighting of the great dome. The

corona at the top, the vertical ribs and the colonnade cor-

be in shape to turn out io,ooo of its new lamps per day,

owing to new machinery and a largely increased force of

workmen. At this rate it will require less than two weeks

to make the number required for the World's Fair."

In its summary of the rules just adopted by the national

commission the Chicago Herald says:

For the six months of the exposition a charge of $8 is

made for furnishing power for each sixteen candle power
electric lamp. No charge less than $20 will be made for
furnishing electric power for exhibits. The rate per horse
power for electricity varies from $20 for one-fourth horse
power to $60 for three horse power or more. The charge
for connecting with the main line varies from $10 to $15
per horse power, according to the amount used. For arc
lamps for the six months $60 each will be charged. The
charge per horse power for steam power is $40 and for
compressed air l^6o.

One of the most interesting historical exhibits in the

electricity building at the World's Fair will be a Morse
scrap-book, belonging to S. F. B. Morse of Chicago, a

grandson of the great inventor of the same name. This

unique volume belonged to

the elder S. F. B. Morse, and

was kept up by him until the

time of his death. In addi-

tion to many newspaper clip-

pings relating to the notable

events of Professor Morse's

life, the book contains origi-

nal letters of much interest

and value, as well as portraits,

programmesof anniversary cele-

brations, photographs of deco-

rations, etc., the whole form-

ing a collection of Morsania

that could not be duplicated.

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

nice at the base will all be outlined in incandescent lamps,

making a beautiful effect at night.

A striking feature of the Westinghouse incandescent

plant in machinery hall will be the two great marble

switchboards, preliminary sketches for which are now be-

ing made. These boards will be quite ornamenial and will

be arranged in two galleries, winding iron stairways giving

access from the floor. The upper gallery will contain the

circuit switch-board, which will be about 100 feet long and

1 1 feet high, the top being about 35 feet from the floor.

Below and in front of this will be the dynamo switch-board,

which will be about 50 long and ii feet high. The white

marble, polished copper, handsome instruments and orna-

mental surroundings will combine to make a fine impres-

sion.

About 1,000 main line cut-outs, of a special type de-

signed by Superintendent Keller, will be used in the West-

inghouse incandescent installation. There will be one for

every converter box, with a copper fuse designed to carry a

normal load of i2o amperes. The strip is \% inches wide,

mounted on a porcelain base 7K inches long and 3 inches

wide.

Th& Daily FvianrAalNews of Pittsburg says: "The

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company will soon

Wisconsin Electric
Club Banquet.

The third annual banquet

of the Wisconsin Electric

club was held at Pabst Hotel,

Milwaukee, October 27th, and

was attended by seventy-five

members and invited guests.

The president of the chib, W.
S. Johnson, acted as toastmas-

ter. After a few appropriate

remarks President Johnson in-

troduced the speakers of the

evening. C. N. Harrison re-

sponded to the toast "Quanti-

tative Relations," and H. G.

Underwood spoke about "Elec-

tricity in the Sweet By-and-By."

Mr. Underwood believed there

was no end to the possibilities of electricity, and that

the mission of electricity was to improve what already ex-

isted. "The Polytechnic Society of Wisconsin, our Co-

laborer in the Field of Science," was assigned to R. Birk-

holtz, who referred to the pleasant relations which existed

between the two societies, and then explained the objects

of the Polytechnic society. Don J. Whittemore enter-

tained the guests with a pleasant talk in response to the

toast, "With Electricity All Things are Possible, Perhaps!"

and Prof. Speirs, of the People's Institute, gave a brief

outline of the plans of the institute regarding the study of

electricity. Other numbers were songs by J. B. May, a

cornet solo by O. Kessler, a story by H. B.

Aldrich and piano solos by Prof. Frank Colby,

The organization is in a flourishing condition.

It has a membership of fifty-five, and several applications

for membership are pending. Its library contains forty

valuable books of a scientific nature. The principal elec-

trical journals, English as well as American, are on file in

the club's rooms. A special committee is arranging for a

course of lectures of a popular and experimental nature.

The Danville, Va , Street Car company will at once

commence the work of extending its electric railroad.
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Victory for the Electric Railway at San
Francisco.

The Metropolitan Railway company, operating the

second electric railway constructed in San Francisco, has

commenced running cars over its new line. The route is

from Eddy and Market, and from Mason and Market out

Eddy to Hyde, to O'Farrell, to Scott, to Fall, to Baker,

to Page, thence to Stanyon street, entrance to Golden Gale

Park. A branch road, which is soon to be continued from

the power house to the Olympic Club grounds and the Pa-

cific ocean, leaves the Page street line at Clayton street

and runs to Waller, to Cole, thence on Carl street to

Front avenue, where the power house is located.

The Metropolitan company's power house, a view of

which is herewith presented, is situated on Carl street, be-

tween First and Second avenues. This is well up upon

a hillside that overlooks Golden Gate park, the ocean and a

large portion of the city. It is at the terminus of the line

as thus far constructed, but when the road as projected is

completed to the Pacific Ocean House, the power-house will

be about the center of the system. At present the steam

plant consists of two tubular boilers, made by the Risdon

Iron Works of San Francisco, and one 400 horse power com-

pound non-condensing Corliss engine, also built by the same

company. Rope transmission is used to the countershaftins:,

whence leather belting runs back to three 90 kilowatt

Thomson-Houston multipolar railway generators. The

engine room will accommodate three such equipments,

while the boiler capacity may be correspondingly increased.

The entire station is large, light and airy, and every detail,

both in mechanical and electrical construction is of the best.

Twenty foot three truck cars, open at one end, are used, each

of which is provided with two single reduction Thomson-

Houston waterproof 25 horse power motors, and the

maximum grade is 13.5S percent. The road was equipped

by the San Francisco office of the General Electric com-

pany, Dr. Thomas Addison, manager.

Thanksgivings galore prevail at the offices of the company

over the fact that despite the howls and influence of the

street railway cableites and the anti-trolleyites, the Met-

ropolitan company downed the order of the Board of

Supervisors prohibiting trolley circuits east of Van Ness

avenue and has, within the space of about forty-eight

hours, completed its overhead electric construction from its

old terminus at O'Farrell street and Van Ness avenue,

down O'Farrell to Hyde, down Hyde to Eddy, thence east

to the junction of Eddy, Powell and Market streets. It

has also finished the overhead constiuction of a branch line

pany from its provisions, and now that an injunction granted

under the law has been dissolved and that the city authori-

ties made no further effort to combat the erection of trolley

circuits within the prescribed limits, it would appear that

the trolley is victorious, and that it will now find its way out

Kearney and Montgomery stsreets and elsewhere, unhamp-

ered.

It seems that electric railway companies in San Fran-

cisco, to secure valuable terminal privileges, must do so by

some sort of strategy, or at least by some extraordinary exer-

tion, but in fighting the injunction just dismissed the Metro-

politan company had a different proposition to contend with

than had the San Francisco & San Mateo Railway company

VICTORY FOR THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT SAN FRAN-
CISCO.

when it rushed the work of erecting its poles and circuits

up along Harrison and Brannan streets and down Stewart

to Market street, by day and night between court hours.

At that time the San Mateo company had no franchise, but

the enactment of one was under consideration, and the

company, fearing adverse action, wanted to have its road

built complete before such adverse action could be taken*

As is well known, the company succeeded, and shortly af-

terward the franchise was granted. When the Metropoli-

tan company, however, undertook to build and operate the

road, it had a franchise granting it power to operate

an electric road over the entire route now occupied, al-

lowing five cent fares from the down-town terminus to the

ocean. Subsequently the anti-trolley order so often re-

ferred to was adopted and under it Mayor Sanderson re-

fused to permit the placing of poles or the erection of cir

American Electrical MachineryforChina.
For several months Toy Wing Sang, an enterprising

Chinaman, has been interested in the incorporation of a
company of Chinese and American capitalists, for the
purpose of building electric railroads and lighting Canton
and other cities of the Chinese empire by electricity, says
the Sun Fnincisco Chroniild. He has now about suc-

ceeded in his efforts, and $14,060,000, raised by American
and Chinese moneyed men, will be invested in the enter-

prise. Sang is now in San Francisco, but will soon leave
for China, to attend to the shipping of a portion of the
machinery which has been ordered. He said recently
that he had experienced heavy obstacles in interesting
American capilalists in the stupendous enterprise, but a
far greater obstacle was the opposition with which he met
from the lower classes of his countrymen, caused by their

animosity against anything savoring of progress. Con-
siderable opposition was also met with in obtaining per-
mission from the Chinese government to build the plant,

"for," as he explained, "you would be surprised at the
number of intelligent residents of Canton who are op-
posed to the stringing of wires and the building of a
power house. I can only attribute this opposition to the
hatred entertained by our people toward foreigners, and it

was feared that the presence of the latjer during the
process of construction might prove to be obnoxious and
exasperating to the people of Canton. The uneducated
people have derided the idea, and have positively refused
to be convinced that there is such a thing as electricity,

and that it can run cars and produce light. However, all

obstacles have been overcome, and before many months
Canton will have electric lights, electric cars, and perhaps
a telephone system."
Sang says the Edison company and several large east-

ern firms have been contracted with to supply the motors
and wire. Five hundred thousand dollars has already been
spent for machinery, and perhaps as much more will be in-

vested as soon as the electric light is in full operation. A
franchise for an electric railroad will be obtained, if

possible.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

At the monthly meeting of the council of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers at New York, October

25th, the following named associate members were elected;

Bion J. Arnold, consulting engineer. General Electric com-
pany, Chicago, III.; D Herbert Jeffery, secretary and
treasurer, Crocker-Wheeler Electric company, New York;

Julius Meyer, consulting engineer, North American com-

pany, New York. F. S. Pearson, chief engineer, West
End Street Railway company, Boston, Mass. ; George

Jarvis Spencer, electrician, Yale & Towne Manufac-
turing company, Stamford, Conn.; Walter H. Tapley,

electrician in government printing office, Washington, D.
C; Gurdon C. Van Buren, electrician, Albany, N. Y.;

Geo. S. Wallace, telegraph office manager, Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway company, Clifton Forge, Va.; Norman R.

Weaver, superintendent of repair department. General

Electric company, Chicago, 111. ; Clayton W. Pike, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Jas. D. Bishop, New York; E. T. Barberie,

New York; Richard O. Heinrich, Newark, N. J.; Frank
B. Rae, Detroit. Mich.

ELECTRICAL DISPLAY AT THE BUFFALO EXPOSITION.

turning from Eddy into Mason street, thus giving it a

second Market street terminus at the junction of Mason,

Turk and Market streets. On September 23d the Superior

Court dissolved an itjunction against the company secured

by the city. Taking advantage of this discision in its favor,

the company determined to act at once, before the city au-

thorities and others who were fighting overhead construc-

tion could have an opportunity of throwing another obsta-

cle in the way. Every man that could be used to advan-

tage was engaged; work was prosecuted night and day,

the looked-for legal obstacle did not materialize; and now

the railway officials breathe easy in the knowledge that th-y

have dealt what is believed to be a death blow to anti trol-

ley bumbuggism in the Pacific Coast metropolis. Consider-

ing the fact that the same Board of Supei visors which

adopted the anti-trolley law passed a special resolution ex-

empting the San Francisco & San Mateo Railroad com-

cuits east of Van Ness. Those who know the mayor best

have fullest confidence in his integrity and it is now be-

lieved that his opposition to overhead circuits was due not

to external influence but to honest belief. He is not a

man to abandon a position once taken without ample rea-

son therefor, and the conclusion is reached that the mayor

is now a convert to electric railways.

As if to attest their hearty indorsement of the course

which the events recited had taken, the elements favored

San Francisco with a most unusual electrical display.

Lightning is almost unknown in San Francisco, and so

unusual was the spectacle that from the commencement

of a gorgeous sunset until nearly ten o'clock, when the

lightning ceased, the greater portion of the city was out

of doors. It was only heat lightning, but it brilliancy

was noteworthy even to those who are more familiar with

the "forked flash."

Electrical Display at the Buffalo Expo-
sition.

Th3 ac;ompanying illustration gives an excellent idea

of the fine display made at the recent Buffalo Exposition

by the Edison Lamp Works of Harrison, N. J. Many
beautiful designs made of incandescent lamps were

shown, including several electric signs, a national shield

and a number of tasteful geometrical and symbolic figures.

The lamps were of several sizes and many colors, and the

effects obtained elicited general praise. Some of the de-

signs were reproductions of those that excited so much
attention at the recent Actors' Fund Fair in New York,

but others were original or else old designs greatly im-

proved. The display was arranged on the platform in

Music Hall, back of the space reserved for the musicians,

and proved a drawing card for the Exposition manage-

ment. In all about 7,000 lamps were employed.

Telephoning in Roumania.
The telephone is rapidly conquering the remoter parts of

the old world. One of the latest connections is that made
between Galatz and Braila, two commercial cities of
Roumania, on the lower Danube. A merchant of Braila

wanted to buy some barley, and went to the telephone

office to speaTc to his agent at Galatz, where the produce
exchange was held at the time. "Have you written to

jour friend to be at the telephone at this hour?" asked the
officer in charge of the telephone station. "Then you
have telegraphed, I guess?" persisted the officer. "I
should not come to the telephone, if I wanted to tele-

graph," said the merchant irritably. "Then I can not let

you use the telephone," retorted the officer. "The in-

structions are," continued he, "that people who want to

talk to each other through the telephone must agree upon
the time before hand by letter, or by telegraph or by other

means of communication." "But I did not know until

now that I wanted to buy barley," explained the merchant.

"Then I can not allow you to use the telephone," said the

officer quietly, and the merchant had to give up the idea

of buying barley that day.
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Practical Notes on Electrolytic Copper
Refining.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Since the publication of my paper read before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers many in-

quiries have come to me concerning the effect which im-

purities contained in the anodes will have on the purity of

copper deposited on the cathodes.

An electrolytic copper refinery which has been in oper-

ation for over four years has been trying to subject black

copper anodes containing^ antimony, arsenic and lead to

the electrolytic process, without success. This establish-

ment sent anodes and cathodes to the New England Elec-

trolytic Copper company, whose works are at Pawtucket,

R. I., under the management of H. R. Caulfield.

Mr. Caulfield tried the method used for comparatively

pure b^ack copper anodes at his refinery, and the accom-

pinying cuts represent the results obtained during the first

twenty-four hours of experimenting.

Instead of getting a pure, solid deposit of copper, the

copper was deposited in a spongy mass resembling sea

weeds, and absolutely unfit for the market. The deposit

showed considerable impurities beside.

After a thorough chemical analysis, and after applying

the proper remedies, an entirely pure deposit is now ob-

tained from this copper in spite of its impurities.

This illustrates the necessity of employing the proper

method in each case, and shows how large sums of money

may be saved by employing competent electrolytic refiners

instead of squandering money wholesale on hap-hazard

experiments.

I do not doubt but that anybody interested in the elec-

trolytic refining of copper will look at the reproduction of

these photographs with interest.

Important Legal Victory for Electric
Railways.

A long, hard fought and important case determining the

relative rights of telephone and electric railroad companies

in highways was decided by the New York Court of Ap-

peals a few days ago. The case was that of the Hudson

River Telephone company against the Watervliet Turn-

pike & Railroad company. The telephone company com-

plained of injuries due to the adoption by the turnpike

company of the single trolley system of electric propulsion.

Judge Maynard delivered the opinion of the court. An

•^:m:
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abstract of that portion of the opinion of greatest interest

to the electrical fraternity follows:

There was no question of prior equities involved; it was

a question of strict legal right which was to be decided.

The telephone company was not using the streets for one

of the purposes to which they had been dedicated as pub-

lic highways, while the turnpike company was using them

in such a manner as to expedite public trave' The loss

resulting from the adoption of a mode of locomotion au-

thorized by law, which was carefully and skillfully em-

ployed, and which did not destroy or impair the usefulness

of a street as a public way, could not alone justify recov-

ery in the absence of a statute providing therefore. The
telephone company had no easement in the public street.

It was there by virtue of a legislative grant, revocable at

the pleasure of the power that created it, and it was a part

of its contract with the state that the maintenance of its

lines of communication should not prevent the adoption

PRACTICAL NOTES ON ELECTROLYTIC COPPER REFINING.

by the public of any safe and expeditious mode of transit,

such as the turnpike company's system was shown to be.

It was not deprived of any property right, but was simply

compelled to yield the subservience which it was bound to

render under the charter which gave it existence. These

considerations disposed of one of the grounds upon which

the telephone company claimed to be entitled to relief.

It was found that the turnpike company's use of elec-

tricity in the propelling of its cars rendered the operation

of the telephone company's telephones at all times diffi-

cult and sometimes impracticable, and this disturbance

could not be avoided by the turnpike company without a

complete change of the system adopted by it, and the use

of more expensive and dangerous motors. To require

such change to be made would be to grant to the tele-

phone company by decree of the court that which the

Legislature had expressly withheld.

But the telephone company was exposed to another

danger which also deserved consideration. Its system of

communicition was partially established in the public

streets. Its telephones were located upon the premises of

its subscribers, and it had a central exchange which was

upon private property. To render their respective plants

available, both parties must have a return electric current,

and both use the earth for that purpose. The telephone

company grounded its wires upon private property, and in

many cases connected them with the gas and waste pipes,

and in that way established and completed its required cir-

cuit. The turnpike company allowed the electric current

used for the movement of its cars to escape directly from

the rails into the ground, and the most serious loss which

the elephone company sustained resulted in its spreading

upon the telephone company's grounded wires. This the

turnpike company claimed it had a perfect right to do-

The court, however, was not prepared to say that a person

even in the prosecution of a lawful business upon its own
land could gather there by artificial means a natural ele-

ment like electricity, and discharge it in such a volume

that, owing to the conductive properties of the earth, it

would be conveyed upon the lots of his neighbor with such

force as to interfere with the rightful enjoyment of the use

of his property, and not be liable for the damages re-

sulting therefrom. Still, it was not required in this case

to decide that point. The use which the telephone com-

pany was making of its grounded wires was a part of its

system of telegraphic communication through public

streets, and was subject to the condition that it should not

incommodate the use of the streets by the public. It was

an indivisible franchise, 'and was in its entirety subservient

to the lawful uses which might be made of those thorough-

fares for public travel. The telephone company, by the

manner in which it elected to use its franchise, accorded to

the public the unrestricted right of passage, and it could

not question the form in which such right should be en-

joyed so long as it was of lawful origin, and was utilized

with care and skill. The turnpike company's mode of

conveyance of passengers was of that character, and the

telephone company could no more Justly complain of its

loss from that source than it could if by the jarring of

loaded vehicles up and down the street its delicate and

sensitive instruments were impaired or destroyed.

For these reasons the previous decision of the General

Term of the Supreme Court in favor of the telephone

company was set aside, and the turnpike company was

given its costs of suit.

Electric Traction by Storage Batteries,'
It may be safely stated that with few exceptions almost all

types of accumulators, up to the present, have been con-
structed on the principle of a number of plates; the reason
for this preferred mode of construction is obvious, as large

surface must be provided in order to store up the electrical

energy in a given space, and, on the other hand, it is also

necessary to produce an accumulator with the lowest possible

internal resistance. The principle of plates seems to answer
well the two purposes absolutely necessary in a practical ac-

cumulator. But it has been proved, from long experience,

that when such accumulators are put to work, altough the
introduction of a large number of plates secures a means for

large storage capacity, the evil of its own destruction is at

the same time introduced in the same proportion; for

instance, it is absolutely necessary for the equal electrical

distribution in a cell, that the distances between the
plates should be alike all through the entire construc-
tion, and this has been found an utter impossibility in

spite of the best forms of separators used in the building up
of the accumulators. Supposing such an accumulator were
perfect in its mechanical construction,when first put to work,
how long does it last? A few charges and discharges alter the
whole of the conditions and destroy the uniformity of its in-

ternal construction with the fatal result of destroying the
electrical distribution between the plates. The natural con-
sequence follows: those plates or parts which come under
closer proximity do greater work than those further apart,

the current while under charge disintegrates those parts
more rapidly, and the same evil is repeated while undergo-
ing the discharge; in fact, while some portions still contain
a good charge others are completely discharged, and when
this inequality of action sets in. self-destruction goes on
very rapidly day by day. To cope with such a difficulty

appears perfectly hopeless in spite of the best supervision.

It is like an internal cancer, which, when once the malady
has declared itself, can only be treated by a surgical op-
eration, and the sooner the better ; it seems indeed that
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plate accumulators from their very birth carry with them
the germ of self-destruction. This should only be the re-

sult of the natural law, like in everything else, but in an
accumulator there is something more than self-destruction

under ordinary circumstances, as the rapid disintegration

which soon takes place in an accumulator bears no pro-

portion to the amount of work performed; there must there-

fore be a radical fault in the principle of construction which

has not yet been understood ; or is it a parasite that exists in

the very principle common to all plate accumulators, which

cannot be cured? From practical experience and close

observation it seems that this difficulty, which has so much

I. From the London Electrical Revie-w.
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prevented the universal application of accumulators, so

indispensible for street traction, and in other fields no less

important, is not an insurmountable obstacle, but in order to

achieve the desired end the evils which are brought to play

must be cut down to a minimum; each plate that consti-

tutes a portion of a storage battery, notwithstanding that

it plays its part for storing capacity, brings also its con-

tribution towards distortion, resulting in rapid disinte-

gration. It is therefore evident that if the number of

plates be increased this evil is multiplied in proportion. If

an accumulator could be constructed without plates there

would be an absence of all those innate faults above men-
tioned, therefore the fewer the plates the less cause for

destruction. From past results it has been proved that it

would be useless to attempt further running electric cars

for commercial purposes, unless an efficient accumulator,

capable of taking up high charges, and at the same time

capable of discharging at any required rate, is worked out,

and that such an accumulator, when put to actual work,

would require no more attention during the first year than

any other portion of the system, beyond cleaning of connect-

ors and refilling of cells from time to time; if after the first

year renewal be necessary, such renewal should not exceed

15 per cent of the original cost. It is evident that from

past and recent events in this country, electric traction by
storage batteries has made no progress, but rather the

contrary, and it seems to point to the fact that the sole

reason for the failure lies in the present type of accumulators

as being too costly an element as far as the maintenance

and renewal is concerned. It may be safely stated that 50

per cent, of the total expenditure is absorbed in the ac-

cumulator department, although it has been stated over

and over again that large electrical firms would undertake

the maintenance of accumulators at id. per car mile. If

such were a fact, there would not be a single car drawn by

horses in this country, without mentioning any other coun-

try where electric traction by storage batteries has come to

a standstill after exhaustive trials everywhere on account of

the same old story, viz., the too costly maintenance of

accumulators. How little feasible is the id. per mile

theory in the light of a remark passed a short time ago by

a gentleman in this country, largely interested in electric

traction, in reference to accumulators, viz.: "We patch

them up during the night and the following day the

patches come off." It seems beyond discussion that

Electric Heating.

Electric heat at the present time is expensive as com-

pared with that of the coal stove, and the application of elec-

tricity on a large scale for this purpose is not to be expected

in the immediate future. Certain applications, however,

have proved so desirable and convenient that the matter of

cost is not taken into consideration. In certain exceptional

cases the use of an electric heater may not prove uneco-

nomical, and this claim is made for the electric car heater

Palace exhibition, which first brought electric heating be-

fore the public on the other side of the Atlantic. It says that

the cook- electrician was marvelousiy successful in prepar-

ing palatable dishes.

ELECTRIC HEATING.

Actual tests have proved, it is stated, that it costs no

mere than the dirty, gas-producing car stove, while the ad-

vantages attendant upon its use are manifest. In the ac-

companying cut La Nature has grouped apparatus de-

signed to illustrate the principles of electric heating. It is

noticeable that the most prominent application—electric csj-

heating—is not represented. The first device to which ref-

erence is made is the fsmiliar form of electric cigar light-

ers, shown at A and D. This device would scarcely be

classed among electric heating apparatus in this country.

ELECTRIC S^VnCHlNU ENGINE.

from all points the present types of storage batteries are

totally unsuited for practical work, especially for tram car
propulsion, where so much strain is required to be sustained

with impunity in order to compare favorably with the

present cost of horse haulage.

The Western Union Telegraph company was made
defendant in a suit in the Superior Court at Tcrre Ilaute,

Ind., recently, in which Nelson H. Wyatt claimed iji 1,000
damages. On August 30th he was sent a telegram from
Worthington, Ind., informing him of the death of his

father in-law, which telegram was never delivered, causing
him great sorrow of mind, mental worry and distress.

although, strictly speaking, it belongs there. The heater

for curling irons, shown at F, has been found to be ex-

tremely useful in actresses' dressing rooms. The other

devices are of familiar forms. -5 is a radiator; C, a heater

designed for boiling water; (7, a frying pan; E^ a soldering

iron; H, a sad iron. La Nature speaks somewhat at

length of the laundry in which electric irons are used, and

which was first illustrated and described in the Wesiern
Klixtrician. This application, it considers, will prove

economical, as well as convenient. The same paper re-

fers to the electric cooking feats performed at the Crysta'

Electric Switching Engine.

The electric switch engine shown in the illustration is

similar in design to the electric locomotives used on the

City and South London railway. It was built by the

manufacturers of the latter apparatus, Mather & Piatt, of

Manchester, for use in a large iron plant in Sweden. 1

1

is designed to draw a load of 70 tons at a maximum speed

of four and a half miles per hour. The motor is of the

double armature type made under the patents of Drs. J.

and E. Hopkinson, and owing to the slow speeds at which

the axles have to run the armatures are connected to them

by means of spur gearing in the ratio of 10 to i. The arma-

tures are of the Gramme ring type and are connected in

series, and provision is made for cutting out either

armature if required. There are two main switches, one for

stopping and starting or for cutting off the current al-

together, the other for reversing and for entirely breaking

the connection between the locomotive and the main con-

ductor. The resistances are placed under the curved side

of the cab, neatly cased in and fitted with ventilators, the

switches and ammeter being carried on one main board

fixed above the resistances. The locomotive, as will be

seen from the illustration, is designed for use in connection

with an overhead system. The trolley poles are attached

to the upright pipe pillars on the frame. The illustration

is reproduced from Engineering oi London.

Telephone and Telegraph Service in

New York City.

Just before the recent Columbian exercises in New York

the Sun published some interesting information for strang-

ers visiting the metropolis, pointing out places of interest

to sight-seers and describing the great institutions of which

Gotham is justly proud. Concerning the telephone and

telegraph, the Szin said:

New York's system of telephone communication is con-
ducted so unobtrusively, and maintained with so little fric-

tion, that it is almost the last thing which a visitor to the
metropolis would think of investigating. Most people
coming to New York for the first time are astonished at

the signs displayed in all the elevated railroad cars, stating
that five hundred thousand passengers are carried daily by -

the elevated roads. If the volume of the telephone busi-

ness of New York were calculated in the same way, it

would be found that sixty million people use the telephone
in New York city every year. This vast business is in the
hands of the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph com-
pany, with headquarters at No. iS Cortlandt street, where,
in a substantial fire-proof building, there is a switch board
that cost nearly four hundred thousand dollars. This
switch-Doard is the largest and best equipped in the world.
It has accommodations for six thousand circuits or twelve
thousand wires, and is used for the down-town district al-

most exclusively.

In addition to the Cortlandt street office there are simi-
lar buildings and switch-boards at Spring and Thirty-eighth
streets. There are also important central offices at Eigh-
teenth street, Seventy-ninth street, Columbus avenue and
Harlem. At Broad street there has been erected another
model fire-proof telephone building, which is being pro-
vided with a large switch-board to take care of the increas-

ing volume of business down town. All of the subscrib-
ers' lines centering at these offices are conducted under-
ground almost exclusively, and a comprehensive system of
underground trunk line connects the various central offices

together. Hereafter anything like a serious breakdown,
due to storms or blizzards, which have heretofore inter-

rupted communication in large cities, cannot occur in New
York.
The equipment of subscribers' stations is of the highest

class known to the telephone art; and it is possible to

talk with entire satisfaction from metallic circuit subscrib-

ers' stations to any point reached by the long-distance wires,

including Chicago and all intermediate points in the West,
Baltimore and Washington at the South, and Boston and
Portland in the East.

The present highly creditable condition of the New
York telephone service has not been accomplished with-
out an immense outlay of money and years of labor by a
large technical staff which has been cencentrated upon the
work for a long time. To properly appreciate the magni-
tude of what has been done, it should be understood that

the telephone system of New York, like that of all other
large cities, both in this country and abroad, was con-
structed on the grounded circuit plan; that is, but one wire
was employed to connect v ith each subscriber, the earth

being used as a return, as in the case of the telegraph,

which was the model followed by the early telephonists.

Ten years of hard experience, however, demonstrated that

satisfactory telephone business could not be accomplished
over one wire; and notwithstanding the fact that the Met-
ropolitan company had already in existence a plant of

switch-boards and underground wires which cost well up
into the millions, it all had to be abandoned to make way
for the new class of service; so that not a foot of wire or

section of switch-board which was in use six years ago is

now in service at New York, all the cables being with-

drawn from the ducts and the switch-boards dismantled and
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sold for old junk. Such a technical revolution as this has
no parallel in any other industry. As a result, New York
leads in the character of its telephone service, as well as
in so many other things. A fair idea of the multitude of
details and practical difficulties of operation entering into
the metropolitan telephone system can be had by an inspec-
tion of the plant at Cortlandt street, to which all subscrib-
ers, as well as visitors to New York, are admitted upon
application at the general manager's office in the building.
The Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph company has

about 900 employes, 400 of whom are girls {who operate
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graph office in the country to any part of the world, and
be sure of the promptest transmission, because of the
numerous routes which the company controls.

Brown & Boveri's.Slow Speed Dynamos.
Four slow speed dynamos now in course of construc-

tion at the works of Brown & Boveri, Baden, Switzerland,

for the central lighting station at Rouen, in France, are

shown in the accompanying illustration, Fig. i, A view
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per, so that two brushes can be used. The iron cores of

the armatures are 31^ inches diameter and i8 inches long,

and are smooth. There are, however, eight driving teeth.

Eight slots are milled out of the surface of the armature,

and slips of vulcanized fiber are driven in tightly. The
armature is wound with round cables. The field magnets
are of cast steel. The pole pieces are also of steel, and
the machine is so designed that the "pole shoes"— as the

Germans call them—are turned out of rings of steel, each
ring being cut up into four shoes. The back of each shoe
is then turned to allow the field coil to project well for-

ward, thus making a very compact arrangement. The
field coils aro also round, a matter of considerable import

ance in ease of manufacture. There are three bearings,

with self-acting lubricating arrangements. These machines
weigh 10 tons each, and contain about 1,800 pounds of

copper. The cuts are reproduced from Industries of Lon-
don.

FIG. I. BROWN & BOVERI S SLOW SPEED DYNAMOS.

the switch-boards at the various offices). This company
was the first to comply with the Underground Law, and
as a result there are nearly 500 cables underground, con-
taining nearly 40,000 miles of wire. In addition to the
underground system, there are a large number of cables

connecting with Brooklyn and other Long Island

points, by the Brooklyn bridge. Under the North river

and Harlem river there is a complete system of submarine
cables connecting the city with the North and West.

Altogether the problem of telephoning in New York has
been solved in a manner whose success is reflected in the

satisfaction expressed by a great majority of the subscrib-

ers of the company.

The United States possesses in the Western Union
Telegraph company the most complete and extensive tele-

graph system in the world. The greater part of the conti-

nent is covered by this system as with a vast metallic net.

Every city, town, and almost every village is in telegraphic

communication with the metropolis.

The Western Union Telegraph company operates the

two trans-Atlantic cables of the American Telegraph & Ca-
ble company between Penzance, England, and Canso,
Nova Scotia, connecting at the latter point with two cables

that run to Coney Island, there connecting with an under-

ground system of wires across Long Island, aerial cables

over the Brooklyn bridge, and subterranean wires under
the streets in New York city to the company's principal

cable office at 16 Broad street. From the cable landing
at Penzance independent wires run to the company's office

in London. The cables in New York are connected di-

rectly with the New York Stock Exchange and the other
piincipal exchanges, so that messages concerning dealings

in the different stocks and produce markets are flashed

backward and forward between New York and London
In an almost imperceptible period of time. The brokers
in those two cities, as well as at Paris, Antwerp, Amster-
dam, Hamburg, and other leading cities in Europe who
have business connections with New York are virtually

brought into communication with each other through the

business hours, allowing for the difference of time between
the two hemispheres, and deal with each other almost in

the same way as if the> were face to face on the floors of

their respective exchanges. The Atlantic cable service of

the Western Union Telegraph company is made the more
comprehensive by that company's arrangement with the

Anglo-American Telegraph company, whicti owns three

cables between Newfoundland and Ireland, thence by di-

rect wire to London and several of the larger cities in Great
Britain, one of these cables extending directly to Emden in

Germany, where exclusive connection is made with the

telegraph liues of the German government; also one cable

from Duxbury, Mass., via St. Pierre. Miquelon, to Brest,

France, where a direct wire connects it with Paris; also by
its connection with the Direct United States Cable Com-
pany, which owns a cable from Rye Beach, N. H.,via Hali-

fax,' Nova Scotia, to Ireland, thence by direct wires to

London. The Western Union Telegraph company also

operates the only cable s between Florida and Havana,
which belong to the International Ocean Telegraph com-
pany. They connect therewith the entire system of cables

which extend to all the West India Islands, Venezuela,

and the northeastern coast of South America. It also has

the only connection at Galveston, Tex,, with the cables

of the Mexican Telegraph company and the Central and
South American Telegraph company, which extend, via

Mexico, to Peru and Chili, and via a land line over the

Andes Mountains to Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic.

It is therefore possible to send a message by the Western
Union Telegraph company's lines from the remotest tele-

of one of the armatures is given in Fig. 2. Each machine

gives normally 1,200 amperes, at 120 volts, with 320 revo-

lutions, but is capable of giving 1,500 amperes at 180

FIG. 2. BROWN &l BOYERI's SLOW SPEED DYNAMOS.
volts. These dynamos are thus really 270,000 watt ma-

chines when running at 320 revolutions. The armatures

are drum wound, the conductors being connected in par-

allel. Mr. Brown asserts that trouble does not arise from

New Mining Locomotive.
A new electric mining locomotive has been brought out

by the General Electric company, and a picture of it is

herewith presented. It will be known to the trade as the

T. M. M. type, and consists principally of two standard

railway motors, mounted upon a heavy iron truck frame
The truck frame is built of cast iron side frames, bolted to

heavy steel channel beams, which are securely fastened

together by a wrought iron angle plate. The axle bearing

boxes are small and solid in construction, easy of access

for oiling and replacing the brass linings. The frame of

the locomotive is hung from the axle boxes by means of

steel springs, so that there is little pounding upon the

track.
.
By this method of construction it is possible to

take the motors, together with the wheels and axles, en-

tirely out of the frame. The motors used are of the

standard railway type, either the W. P. 30 or W. P. 50,

as required. For gauges narrower than three feet special

four pole motors have been designed, which will run on
gauges as narrow as eighteen inches. The controlling

mechanism used is the standard series parallel controller.

The brake is a powerful form of steel screw and lever. No
adjustment is necessary for the wear of the brakes used,

as the steel screw takes up the lost motion until the shoes

are worn out. The trolley is of the single arm insulated

type, and may be moved from one side to the other of the

machines, as occasion may require. As the motors are

self-protected, no cover for the locomotive is considered

necessary, but one can easily be supplied. The cover in-

creases the total height of the machine four inches. Sand

boxes are provided for both front and rear wheels. All of

the controling levers are placed on the platform of the

machine, within easy reach of the operator.

The oldest horse car line in Germany, that between

Berlin and Charlottenburg, is to be converted into an

NEW MINING

parallel winding if the baarings are well designed and are

kept in good order, and he therefore adheres to this type

of winding, as it gives more commu':ator sections, and thus

avoids sparking, which is otherwise apt to give trouble in

such machines.

The armature sections are cross-connected by curved

plates like those employed in making the connections pro-

LOCOMOTIVE.

electric line. The traffic returns have recently somewhat
fallen off, and it is hoped that the change will bring

some improvement in this respect. As the terminus of

the line is not far distant from Spandau it is not improbable

that it will be extended to the latter place. Spandau is

growing in importance, several of the government facto-

ries, including the small arms factory, being situated there.
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Since tlie World's Fair was first projected many mistakes

have been made in the conduct of the enterprise, as wap,

perhaps, inevitable; but. as greater progress was made,

these errors of judgment have generally been rectified by

the men in charge, who have, as all will cheerfully admit,

only the best interests of the exposition at heart. It is

this fact and the further conviction that the details of an

undertaking in which the people of this country have so

strong and peculiar an interest as the World's Fair will

never be settled until rightly settled that make it seem al-

most certain that the national commission will take steps as

soon as possible to retrieve itself from the grave error into

which it has fallen by adopting the rule providing that the

gates of the exposition shall be closed at seven o'clock in

the evening on all ordinary days.

That there be no misunderstanding in the matter, how-

ever, the Westkrn Electrician, representing, as it be-

lieves, the unanimous sentiment of the electrical interests

at the World's Fair, desires to record an emphatic protest
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against this absurd determination. One reason why this

rule should not be allowed to stand has already been set

forth with much force by the daily press, which points out

that with the exhibition closed on Sunday and in the even-

ing the Chicago workingmen will have almost no opportun-

ity to witness the fair. This injustice is so evident that it

may be passed with the remark that if the rule were adopted

with the idea of bringing about the opening of the fair on

Sunday, as has been hinted, the commissioners have

chosen a method to achieve their purpose that is far from

being either honorable or courageous. Let the Sunday

question be fairly settled on its merits; the fair should be

open in the evening whether the gates are closed on Sun-

day or not.

But it is the disastrous effect of the rule on the electri-

cal display with which this journal is chiefly concerned. If

this new regulation be allowed to stand, it will interfere

very seriously with the electrical features of the exposi-

tion — just the extent, indeed, which separates a bril-

liant success from a commonplace performance. The elec-

trical men, who are now so enthusiastically supporting the

fair and contributing their skill, time and money, will lose

heart and have little more than a perfunctory connection

with an enterprise in which such a conspicuous disregard of

their claims is shown. They have been led to believe

that the fair was to be open evenings, and it is unfair

and unjust to deprive them, at this late day, of the benefit

the exposition would be to them as an object lesson to all

the nations of the earth of the latest advances in electric

lighting.

Why has the Exposition company entered into contracts

for electric lighting appliances involving the expenditure

of between a million and a million and a half of dollars if

the grounds are not to be open to the public in the evening?

Why have expensive electric fountains been contracted for

if they are only to spout on a few "gala nights"? Why

were the companies who figured on the electric boat and

electric railway concessions not told that they need expect

no receipts after 7 P. M., except in a few instances? These

are a few of the questions that must be met before those

interested in electrical industries can be made to believe

that they have been fairly dealt with.

The prospects have been that the electricity building

would be fairly aglow with light, exhibitors vying with one

another in producing illumination; but with the gates

shut at seven there will be no incentive for this display, and

one of the most attractive features of the fair will be lost.

There seems to be no valid reason why the entertaining

features of the exposition, at least, like the electricity build-

ing, the fountains, casino and the attractions of Midway

Plaisance should not be on exhibition in the evening. The

attraction would be sufficient to bring in more money than

the lighting and attendance would cost. This was demon-

strated at Paris, where a syndicate of outsiders lighted por-

tions of the exposition of 1S89 for a percentage of the gate

receipts and made a small fortune. If the commissioners

fear the financial aspect of the question, resort can again

be had to this resource.

The electrical industries are alive to the importance of

this question and will not rest content until the injustice is

righted. Even now a movement is on foot to convince the

commission that it has dealt a blow not only to the electri-

cal interests of the United States, but, unwittingly, to the

World's Columbian Exposition as well. That this is the

case there can be no doubt, and all possible influence

must be brought to bear on the commissioners to enable

them to see the folly and wrong of their amazing seven

o'clock rule.

Charles E. Carpenter's paper on "A New Rheo-

stat," which was read at the last general meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers in Chicago, is

presented in this issue. The rapidly increasing interest

that is being manifested in electric heating devices, and

the claims of merit advanced by manufacturers, lend addi-

tional importance to the utterances of one of the pioneers

in this branch of the art. Mr. Carpenter explains the con-
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struction of his rheostat and heating devices. Essentially

they consist of metal plates carrying a zig-zagged resist-

ance which is attached to the plate by a covering or layer

of enamel. The plates are provided, too, with ribs or

blades for extending their radiating surface. In manu-

facturing resistance plates of low resistance and great cur-

rent capacity, several wires in parallel are employed, each

one having a capacity of from, say, 25 to 200 amperes or

more. For instance, a 50 kilowatt 500 volt motor starting

resistance is made up of a number of these low resistance

plates connected in series; each plate has four wires in

parallel, and each plate forms a step or division of the rhe-

ostat. It is interesting to note that the plates for this size

of motor would be eighteen inches long and three inches

wide and weigh about four pounds ; twelve or fourteen of

each would be used for this size of machine.

Victories for the electric railway are recorded daily

and from all parts of the country, but seldom have the ad-

vocates of the trolley gained so notable a conquest as that

recorded in this issue, namely, the introduction of the

overhead trolley system in the "prohibited" district of

San Francisco east of Van Ness street. The Metropolitan

Railway company has succeedtd in defeating the preju-

dices and malicious opposition of citizens and interested

railway men who favored other methods of propulsion.

The cable had powerful advocates, it was well established

and had possession of the principal streets, but the persis-

tence displayed by advocates of the trolley prevailed, and

to-day the electric cars are in successful operation on the

streets of San Francisco. There can be no doubt that ex-

tensions will follow, if reliable, efficient service is appre-

ciated on the coast. Already many of the men who
honestly opposed the introduction of the trolley are now
favorably disposed toward it and have withdrawn all opposi-

tion. Among these may be mentioned Mayor Sanderson

who at one time refused to entertain the proposition to

construct an electric road, but who, it is now claimed, has

become a convert to electric railways. The people of

San Francisco are to be congratulated upon this change

in the mind of the mayor, and it is to be hoped that other

city officials on the coast will follow Mayor Sanderson's

example.

With a knowledge of all the fuss that the daily news-

papers have been making over the alleged dangers of the

overhead electric railway system, to say nothing of what

has been published about electric light wires, the an-

nouncement in the daily papers of Chicago that nine per-

sons have been asphyxiated in Hyde Park through care-

lessness on the part of one gas company, and that all of

these fatalities have occurred within nine days, shows that

electricity is not the only agent that must be handled with

care. In fact, statistics can be furnished which prove con-

clusively that as between gas and electricity the latter is far

the safer means of illumination. Were it not for the fact

that electrical applications are novelties, accidents occur-

ring through the use of electrical apparatus would not

attract such general attention. It is the exaggeration of

details in describing these accidents, which, comparatively

speaking, amount to little or nothing, that does so much
damage to the electrical manufacturing interests.

It is needless to say that had the Hyde Park fatalities

been the results of electric shocks and the victims been two

instead of nine, the daily papers would have developed the

unfortunate accidents into a first-class sensation with

startling headlines and a profusion of exclamation points.

As it was the papers told the story without an effort to

create a sensation.

The fact remains, though, that the gas jet is in reality

far more dangerous than the electric lamp. The majority

of people forget a most important fact that should be

taken into consideration in making a comparison of the

relative merits of gas and electricity. It should be remem-

bered that electricity cannot escape like gas and suffocate

the sleeper in his bed. An accident or trouble in an elec-

tric plant may cause the extinguishment of the lights, but

when the current is switched into the circuit again the

consumers who failed to turn their lamp keys are not in

danger of their lives. This point should not be overlooked

by those who are forever misapplying the word "deadly."

It is true the electric light is dangerous, and so is the

electric car, but so also is the cable and so is gas. But sen-

sible men are beginning to realize that any powerful agent

is dangerous, and that electricity is safer by far than some

others that the people are more accustomed to.

Then again the trolley system compares most favorably

with cable cars, especially when one considers that duriog

a recent political demonstration at Pittsburg two uncon-

trollable cable cars plowed their way through a torch light

procession.
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A New Rheostat,^

By Charles E. Carpenter.

It is a well known fact that an insulated wire suspended
in the air will carry a given amount of current at a lower
temperature than the same wire without this covering of
insulation under the same conditions. This is obviously
due to the fact that while the cross-section of both con-
ductors is the same, the one which is insulated has a much
larger radiating surface than the bare wire, and therefore

dissipates the heat conducted through the insulation more
rapidly. Suppose, for convenience of illustration, we con-
ceive a conductor to be first covered with some insulating

substance, and then enclosed within a metallic tube so that

its insulated surface shall fit perfectly within and against

the inside surface of the tube, as shown in section in Fig.

I. We thus have a comparatively small conductor with a
largely increased radiating surface, and the insulation be-

tween the two metallic bodies does not materially obstruct
the flux of heat from the conductor to the outside metallic

shell.

One of the early experiments of the writer in electric

heating—in fact, his first successful apparatus—consisted

of two iron plates, between which was interposed an iron

resistance wire of the "reflex" or "zig zag" type insulated

from both plates by means of thin sheets of mica or asbes-

tos paper, with screws passing through one plate and en-

gaging the other. By this means the plates could be
pressed into close relation to the resistance wire. By con
necting this apparatus to a constant potential system, the
current at first would be comparatively large, but would
gradually decrease as the temperature of the plates in-

creased, until a point was reached where the heat was dis-

sipated as fast as generated. By tightening or loosening
the screws, the current could then be either increased or

decreased. This increase of the current by increasing the
mechanical pressure is due to a reduction of temperature
effected by the more intimate heat conducting relations

between the resistance and plate, facilitating the flux of

heat. The better the conduction for heat is made, the

less will be the difference of temperature between the wire

and the radiating surface plate, and it follows that the

larger the surface of the radiating plates, which are closely

impressed upon the conductor, the larger will be the cur-

rent carrying capacity of the latter.

Thsee experiments are cited as an illustration leading to a
thorough appreciation of the extent to which the current

capacity of a resistance wire may be carried, as it is upon

only in detail the general construction and distribution

before explained, and shown in Fig. 3, which shows the
usual plan of distributing the wires in a simple rheostat

plate. Connection to the resistance wire is made by
means of a sheet copper contact sirip, one portion of which
is folded back upon itself, and after inserting a portion of

the wire this sheet copper is crushed about it. The joint

so formed can not oxidize, since it is completely sealed by
the enamel fused about it.

To divide the resistance so formed into steps, it is only
necessary to place contacts for connection to the resistance

wire at convenient points where the loops approach the

edge of the plate, as at a, and so on, in Fig. 3. This par-

ticular way of locating the connecting points on one side

of the plate is especially convenient in using these plates

with small motors, where only few steps or divisions of the

resistance are required. A modification of this arrange-
ment is to have the connecting points alternate from one
side of fche plate to the other, as at b, a, etc.. Fig. 3. A
distribution best adapted for stage or field-controlling

rheostat, or one in which a great number of steps are re-

quired, is secured by arranging the resistance in a similar

manner around the entire outer portion of a disk, with con-

tact connections near the circumference. Another arrange-

ment is required in a plate of low resistance and high am-
pere capacity. In this case, several coils are placed in

parallel and connected to a common contact piece.

The plates, with their coils and contacts distributed as

above described, are well suited for use in connection with
rheostat switches. They are provided with ribs or blades

for extending their radiating surface, and lugs at the cor-

ners for convenience in attaching them to the back of the

switch. Each contact of the resistance plate is connected

by a very short wire or strip to the corresponding contact

piece on the rheostat switch.

Avery simple and complete rheostat is made by placing

the switch contacts and lever, properly insulated, directly

upon the radiating plate, on the surface opposite the resist-

ance face. With this arrangement, as shown in Fig. 4, a

rheostat is obtained which is no larger than the switch parts

alone of existing rheostats.

To make a single plate large enough to dissipate the

energy wasted in the rheostat in starting a large motor,
would make it necessary to have a surface so large as to

be objectionable. To avoid this difficulty, a number of

plates of, say, 10 inches square, are placed in parallel with

each other, but separated by sufficient space to admit of

proper ventilation, and connection made from the switch

BOSS,

Section of Standard Rheostat Plate

figs. i and 2. a new rheostat.
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this principle, but with modifications of construction, that

the new and improved rheostat herein described is based,

—

that is, a resistance wire of small cross-section is used, but

a large radiating capacity is secured by placing the wire in

such relations to a metal plate as to practically increase its

radiating surface to a very great extent.

The results of the experiments described above sug-

gested a modified form of construction, one in which the

resistance would be entirely covered by a medium which

would protect the wire from oxidation and yet act as a

good insulator of electricity and a good conductor of heat,

and which would permanently attach the wire to, but insulate

it from, a radiating plate. A special enamel was finally

found by the writer to be suitable for this purpose. A
section of this construction is shown in Fig. 2.

The injurious effect of linear expansion of the resistance

wire, due to heat, is avoided in this method by the "re-

flexed" or "zig zag" form in which the wire is bent, as

shown in Fig. 5, and it has been demonstrated by experi-

ence that this linear expansion is thereby so distributed as

not to injure or crack off the enamel in practice.

On this principle, since we are able to greatly reduce the

cross-section of the conductor, it follows that its length is

also proportionately shortened for any required resistance,

and no consideration of mechanical strength of the wire

enters into this construction, since it is so perfectly con-

fined and supported on all sides.

Practice has demonstrated that 20 watts of electrical

energy may be dissipated continuously to each square inch

of resistance surface, without injury to the apparatus.

However, on account of the excessive temperature of the

plate used in close proximity to the other materials, it is

not practicable to dissipate over 8 or 10 watts to the

square inch in continuous service.

By placing one surface of the plate in contact with

water, so that its heat is dissipated in this manner, we are

able to continuously dissipate about 25 watts to the square

inch. From this it will be seen that by means of water we
are able to increase the capacity of a certain plate to about

three times that of the same plate dissipating its heat di-

rectly into the atmosphere, or we may decrease the size of

the plate to one-third for the same capacity where water is

used.

In many applications, especially in railway work, ap-

paratus is often subjected to a load far beyond its rated

capacity. Rheostat plates for such service are made with

narrow ribs, between which the resistance wire and enamel

are placed. It is found that by means of these ribs, the

safe carrying capacity of a wire is greatly increased, while

the ribs serve also to protect the insulation and wires from

mechanical injury.

In adapting this construction to meet practical require-

ments in its several applications, it is necessary to alter

I. Read at the general meeting of the Araerican Institute of

eclrical Engineers, Chicago, lU., June 7, 1892.

contacts to the contacts upon the various plates as re-

quired. With this arrangement, a rheostat of very large

watt capacity may be placed within a small cubic space.

This form of rheostat, by reason of its compactness, is

well adapted for use with arc lamps on constant potential

circuits. In this application, the resistance plate may be

attached directly to the outside of the casing,

leaving just sufficient space between the cas-

ing and plate for ventilation. Where the cas-

ing is cylindrical, the plate may be disk-shaped and
placed on top of the cylindrical casing, with holes in the

plate for the books and chimney to pass through. A val-

uable feature of this rheostat in this application is that it

will endure exposure to the weather while in use. As an
example of this, the writer knows of a case where one of

these plates has now been in use on a pair of lamps for

over seven months, where the plate is in a horizontal posi-

tion, with the enameled side up and water dripping upon it

continually.

In some places the heating effects of rheostats should be

avoided. For example, in stage controllers 5 to 10 kilo-

watts continuously converted into heat is extremely objec-

tionable in warm weather. This may be avoided by convey-

ing the heat away through the agency of running water .To
accomplish this the resistance plate may be hollow, with

inlet and outlet pipes connected directly to a source of

water supply. By this means and with proper circulation

the plates will always be comparatively cold, and no sensi-

ble amount of heat will be given off to the surrounding

atmosphere, while the size of the apparatus is so reduced

as to occupy no considerable amount of space.

It is evident that numerous modifications of this general

design may easily be made to adapt the apparatus to the

requirements of practice. ,

The following tacts are true regarding this form of rheo-

stat:

First— It is fireproof, as no combustible material enters

into its construction, and it can never be submitted in

normal use to a temperature so high as that to which it is

subjected in the process of manufacture.

Second—It is durable, since the resistance wires cannot

deteriorate from oxidation, electrolysis, etc.

Third—It is compact, as it requires less than S per cent,

ot the cubic space required by the ordinary coiled wire rheo-

stat of the same capacity.

Fourth—It is simple, the three necessary elements, resis-

tance wire, insulation and radiating surface plate, being

fused into one integral mass.

Fifth—It is cheap, for a certain resistance and
carrying capacity can be obtained by the

use of a wire whose cross section and
and length will both be but one-tenth of that required for

a wire used in the air. That is, the total weight of wire,

and hence th-^ cost of the same, will be but one per cent,

of that usually required.

Sixth—It is unaffected by heat, cold, acids, alkalies, oils

and other chemicals, and for this reason is especially

adapted for use in mines, breweries, marine vessels, etc.,

where chemical action rapidly destroys ordinary insulators.

It is even practicable to operate these plates submerged in

flowing water, in case it is desirable to carry off the heat in

this way.
Another and important application of this method of

converting electric energy into heat in a compact form is

for the operation of various heating devices.

The requirements of a commercially successful electric

heating device are:

First—The concentration upon theworking surface of the

FIG. 3. A NEW RHEOSTAT.

apparatus, of practically all of the heat produced in the

resistance, thus preventing as far as possible the dissipa-

tion of heat by radiation or conduction to other bodies or

parts than those it is required to heat.

Second—The ability to rapidly supply a large amount of

heat energy from the resistance to the working surface,

through a medium having a high conductivity for heat, thus

keeping the working surface at the proper temperature

even when a large amount of heat is rapidly drawn from it.

Third—The protection of the resistance wire from
deterioration by chemical and electrical action, so that its

life shall be indefinitely prolonged.

All the above requirements are fulfilled in this device.

Discussion.

E. A. Sperry: I would like to know if the rheostat

has been desig:ned for heavy currents, and if so what is the

heaviest that has been used?

Mr. Carpenter: We are manufacturing resistance

plates of low resistance and high ampere capacity. In

these low resistance plates several wires are in parallel or

multiple, and have a capacity depending upon the kind and
size of the wire, from 20 to 200 amperes or more. A 50
kilowatt 500 volt motor starter is made up of a number of

these low resistance plates connected in series. Each plate

has four wires in parallel, and each plate forms a step or

division of the rheostat. The plates for this size of motor
are 18 inches long and 3 inches wide, and weigh about 4
pounds. Twelve or 14 of each are used for this size of ma-
chine. These series plates have the coils or wires enameled
between ribs for increasing the adhesion of the enamel to

the plate. It has been found by experience that 50 per

cent, more current may be passed through a wire when
placed between the ribs in this manner, without breaking

the enamel, than where the wire is simply enameled on a

FIG. 4. A new rheostat.

plain surface. It is also a fact that these plates used in

this way will endure splashing of water about them with-

out breaking the enamel, when the temperature is as high

as will be reached in nprmal use.

The strike of the Chicago wiremen is still on. The
strikers have scored a triumph over the Western Electric

company. This company had the contract for the electri-

cal work in the new Schiller building, and forty-two of its

men were among those to strike. This so interfered with

the work that the company has had to give up the contract,

which was relet to the Cornish Electric company. This

company will fill the place of the forty-two strikers with

union men.
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Interesting Power Transmission Plant.

The San Antonio Electric Light & Power company
turned on the electric lights in San Antonio canyon Sun-

day night, says the -Los Angeles, Cal., Express of October
19th, and everything was found to be in perfect shape for

furnishing Pomona and vicinity with light and power. The
wires have been run all over the city, and the power house

is nearly completed. The power plant is located in the

San Antonio canyon, where there is a minimum flow of

1,300 cubic feet of water per minute, with a head of about

400 feet. The water is brought to the power station

through I ,goo feet of 30 inch and 600 feet of 24 inch dou-

ble riveted sheet iron pipe, which involves a loss of head

by friction of 12 feet. The laying of the pipe line necessi-

tated a rock tunnel 1,300 feet in length, as well as several

heavy open cuts. The power station is provided with four

double-nozzle Pelton wheels, 34 inches in diameter, coup-

led directly to the armature shafts of as many Westinghouse
alternating current generators of 200 horse power each.

The wheels run at 600 revolutions per minute. Two ex-

citers are provided, which are also run by Pelton wheels

coupled to the shafts in the same manner, 20 horse power
each. The current thus generated is carried on two No. 7

bare copper wires seven miles down the canyon to a point

where they diverge, one running to Pomona, 15 miles, and
the other to to San Bernardino, 28 miles. By means of

transformers the potential is raised at generating station to

10,000 volts, and the current carried at this pressure to

sub-stations located just outside the cities named, where,

by means of step-down transformers, it is reduced to

about 1,000 volts, and then distributed for both light and
power purposes. The motors used for power purposes

are of the Westinghouse synchronous type. The sub-sta-

tions are provided with regulators, by means of which the

attendants can regulate the voltage of the distributing cir-

cuit independently of the generating plant. This installa-

tion is attracting much attention, as it is by far the high

est tension distributing system ever attempted in this

country on so extensive a scale for commercial purposes.

CarhartClark Standard Cells.

The accompanying illustration shows a new form of the

Carhart-Clark cell with thermometer permanently attached.

This type is well known to scientists both here and abroad,

but for the benefit of those who may not remember all of

CARHART-CLARK STANDARD CELLS.

its special features, the following brief description is

given

:

The Carhart-CIark standard cell is the result of several

years' study by H. S. Garhart, professor of physics and

electrical engineering at the University of Michigan.

Recognizing the fact that the ordinary forms of standard

cells had but small endurance, and could not stand the

jars and strains of transportation without permanently de-

stroy'ng both accuracy and constancy, Prof. Carhart.

about five years ago, started out on the basis of Lord Ray-

leigh's experiments in standard cells, with a view to mak-

ing a cell having no local action, perfectly sealed, giving a

uniform and constant electromotive force for all time,

and which should not be injured by transportation.

After over two years' study and trial. Prof. Carhart, in the

early part of i88g, concluded that he had solved the prob-

lem. The Clark cell, as is well known, is composed of

zinc and mercury as electrodes, and mercurous sulphate and

zinc sulphate as salts. Great difficulty has always been

found in securing the ingredients in a pure state, the

smallest amount of foreign matter being sufhcient to de-

stroy the reliability of the cell. Another great trouble has

been that in transportation the mercury would be so shaken

through the other salts as to cause often a short circuit.

The first of these difficulties Prof. Carhart overcomes by

making his own chemicals, the second by the use of a

special device, so that any short circuit in transportation

is practically impossible.

One of the chief points of the Carhart-Clark cell is its

very low temperature coefficient. By a method discovered

only after long and laborious investigation, the tempera-

ture coefficient has been reduced from .08 per cent, per de

grec Centigrade to about ,03, or from .00077 to. 00039, thus

making foi all practical purposes the temperature change

inappreciable. Kach cell has, inside of its mounting, an-

extra graphite resistance of about 10,000 ohms, so that no

particular injury will result^ should it be accidentally short

circuited for a short time. The cells proper are prepared

by Prof, Carhart at his laboratory in the University of

Michigan, and are furnished with his personal certificate of

accuracy, which also states the exact electromotive force at

15 degrees Centigrade, and the temperature coefficient of

the cell. Queen & Co., Philadelphia, handle these cells.

CORRESPONDENCE-
New York Notes.

New York, October 2q,—The Western Union Telegraph

company went on record last week as a corporation,

stocked at $100,000,000. At a special meeting on Tuesday

the stockholders voted upon the proposition to increase

the capital stock of the company from |86, 000,000 to

$100,000,000. John T, Terry presided in the absence of

Dr. Norvin Green. There were 651,312 shares voted in

favor of the increase and only 100 shares against it. The
opposition came from Col. J. C. ReifT, who appears at

every stockholders' meeting to vote his 100 shares in op-

position to the policy of the controlling element in the cor-

poration. Col. Reiff introduced a resolution providing that

the old directors be requested not to distribute any of the

new stock in dividends. Nobody voted for this but Col.

Reiff. Russell Sage said, during the proceedings, that he

would favor the distribution of some of the new stock

—

$8,620,000—as a 10 per cent, dividend to the present stock-

holders and the retaining of the rest—$5,180,000—to be used

for the extension of the company's lines. Next Tuesday

the directors will decide how the new stock shall be dis-

tributed.

New York, like Chicago, is experiencing a wiremen's

strike. Trouble has been brewing for some time, and on

Friday the union electric wiremen, numbering about 700,

quit work. The difficulty began a few weeks ago, when

about twenty of the most prominent electrical contract-

ing firms, finding that the union could not supply all the

men required, formed themselves into the Electrical Con-

tractors' association, and put up a notice in their work-

shops to the effect that on and after October 1 5th they would

make no discrimination between union and non union men

The association is affiliated with the United Building

Trades, formed after the last housesmiths' strike to pro-

tect employers against capricious strikes. The men didn't

like the notice, but trade was brisk, and the conlractors

carried out their programme. Several small strikes were

begun, and it was on Friday, at a special meeting of the

union, that the general strike was ordered against the con-

tractors' association. According to the contractors about

250 men are on strike, and according to the men 500 are

out. The work involved now is principally electrical ap-

pliances in buildings. No city lights will be affected by

the strike.

On Wednesday the Electrical Eiiginecr of this city gave

a house warming which was largely attended by engineers,

journalists and business men, who were glad to offer their

congratulations upon the prosperity of the paper and the

comfort and convenience with which it is housed. Last

April this journal moved into its present quarters in the

Mail and Express building, 203 Broadway, New York,

where its offices now occupy the entire eighth story of the

Fulton street wing, covering a floor space of 2,060 square

feet. Messrs. Phelps, Colvin, Martin and Wetzler on

this occasion had an opportunity to show what adepts they

were in dispensing hospitality, and it is needless to say

they proved themselves equal to the pleasurable task. An
elaborate luncheon was served.

Here is a chance for a real estate man. The Wolverton-

GIow Electric Light company of 1671 Third avenue. New
York, announces that it will locate its entire plant, which in-

cludes all its general manufacturing shops and store houses,

fn the city, town or village which offers the greatest induce-

ment in gitfs of land and money, together with water priv-

ileges, shipping facilities; etc. Twenty acres of land will

be required. This company intends to expend not less

than $300,000 and employ about 200 hands the first year.

W. F. O.

St. Louis, WIo.

St. Louis, October 29.—A number of important im-

provements have just been completed on the cross town

line of the Lindell electric railway on Vandeventer ave-

nue. A loop has been put in at the northern terminus at

the fair grounds. At the southern end the company has

purchased a right of way, and has extended the line to the

junction of Chouteau avenue with the Missouri Pacific

railway, where transfers are given to the Lindell com-

pany's Chouteau avenue line. A haudsome stone depot

has been built at this point, and all local trains on the

Missouri Pacific and the Frisco roads stop here. This is

a great convenience to visitors to the city coming from the

West who desire to reach the northern, central or western

districts of this city or the fair grounds without going
down town.

The Carondelet Electric Light & Power company is

making a number of improvements and additions to its

plant. A new engine and two new dynamos and a day
circuit for light and power will be operated.

Great interest continues to be manifested in the pro-

posed alterations of the Merchants* bridge, to permit its

use as a public highway for foot passengers and vehicles,

as well as to operate an electric railway over it. The
Merchants' bridge is located about two miles north of

Eads bridge, and connects North St. Louis with Madison,

111. The bridge is now used solely for steam railway traf-

fic, and the alterations proposed are quite expensive, as

new approaches will be necessary on both sides. Present

indications are, however, that the work will be undertaken
at no distant day.

The projectors of the Chicago & St. Louis "electric

railway were presented at a mass meeting held at Fair-

bury, 111., on the 14th inst. Addresses were made by Dr.

Wellington Adams, general manager; T. C. Hughes,
chief engineer, and others. The plans of the company
were explained in detail. Efforts are being made to in-

duce the company to locate one of its power stations at

Fairbury, and the company has agreed to do this, provid-

ing twenty-five miles of right of way be granted, together

with a suitable site for the plant and certain coal rights.

A committee of prominent business men was appointed to

further the interest of the city in the matter.

In the St. Louis letter published in the Western Elec-
trician for September 17th it was stated that the city

council of Edwardsville, III., had awarded a contract and
franchise for public and private, electric lighting to the N.
O. Nelson Manufacturing company of St. Louis. It

seems that the city and the Nelson company were unable
to agree on terms, and the contract was awarded to the

next best bidder, Wm. Wurdack of St. Louis, president

of the Inter- State Complete Electric Construction com-
pany. Mr. Wurdack has signed a contract with the city

,

and furnished bond, and is making preparations to begin
work immediately. The capacity of his plant will be 50
arc lights and 1,500 incandescents to start with.

The street car companies of St. Louis have recently filed

with the city register their report of business done for the

third quarter of the year 1892. These figures are inter-

esting, as they show the result of the large crowds of visi-

tors. The various reports have been summarized as fol-

lows;

Name o£ Company.

Baden and St. Louis, horse
Eellefontaine, electric

Cas5 avenue and fair grounds, including Nortb
ern Central and Union, horse

Citizens'" cable
Jefferson avenue, horse
Lindell, electric

Missouri, cable and electric

Mound City,electric
People's, cable
St. Louis, cable
St, Louis and Suburban, electric

Southern, electric

Union Depot, electric

5,136
58,070

147,412
110,238

46.532
163.380

267,970
96,126
58,880

207,964
31,972
73,600

146.858

Total 1,414,168 24,692,195

915.659

1.865,553
2,564,266

539,426
3,276,754
3,735.67s

1,144,195
1,275,289
3,282,423

1,923,227

^,379.330
2,745.7"

The St. Louis & Eellefontaine Street Railway company,

the most recent to change to electricity, reports an increase

of over 100 per cent, in business. The mileage of road

has been increased from 8 to 13. The company's plant is

working very satisfactorily.

The city of Fayette, Mo., has issued bonds, and now
has $12,000 in the treasury as a fund for the purchase and

installation of an electric lighting plant. A meeting of

the council was held on the i8th inst. to receive proposi-

tions.

Among recent incorporations in St. Louis is the Etzell

Hill Railway company. It has been capitalized at $120,-

000, with the following named gentlemen as incorporators:

J.Ii. Terry.J. H. Murphy, S. S. Scott, R. F. Spencer, F. B.

Fox, A. T. Terry and Mr. Holman.

A telegram from Little Rock, Ark., reports the incor-

poration of the Consumers' Light & Power company at

that point with a capital stock of $200,000, of which $75,-

000 is paid. The incorporators are B. E. Sunny, B. J.

Arnold and G. Martin of Chicago, Geo. R. Brown and H.

G. Altis of Little Rock.

Some months ago the Western Electrician gave

some interesting facts regarding the mail service on the

county extension of the St. Louis and Suburban electric
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railway. So satisfactory has the service proved that it

has been extended to the city itself as a part of the car-

rier system. Three trips a day are made over the entire

line. The car is a regular U. S. mail car, 16 feet long,

equipped with every convenience. It is operated by two

mail clerks, beside the motor man and conductor. The
cars run on schedule time and deliveries are made at three

sub-stations along the road, where carriers are in waiting.

Should the scheme meet with the success anticipated, it

will be extended to other lines.

After a session of several weeks the officials of the Order

of Railway Telegraphers have reached a satisfactory under-

standing with the management of the Missouri Pacific

railway. The operators were granted a number of impor-

tant but reasonable concessions, there being an increase in

wages of $45,000 per annum. The minimum rate was ad-

justed to $50 per month on the main line and $45 on the

branches.

The electrical fraternity of St. Louis is greatly in-

terested in the Edison Illuminating company of St. Louts,

which filed articles of incorporation last week, with a

capital stock of $5,000, all paid. The incorporators are:

John J. Taussing, 10 shares; August Gehner, 10 shares;

Fred W. Beebinger, 10 shares; Breck Jones. 10 shares,

and Peter J. Doerr, 10 shares. These gentlemen are

well known local capitalists, interested in many enter-

prises of magnitude. On being interviewed, however,

they expressed themselves as not being prepared as yet

to make any statement whatever regarding their plans.

The autumnal festivities and the St. Louis exposition

closed together in a blaze of glory on the evening of the

22d instant, and the beautiful electrical effects and gas fix-

tures are now being dismantled. The season was a most

successful one, resulting in great benefit to the city. The
illuminations next year will be on even a grander scale,

aod efforts are being made to insure a large attendance

from anong the visitors to Chicago during the World's

Fair. President Kennard authorizes the statement that

the illumination then will be absolutely unparalleled,

and that electricity will be the paramount agent in secur-

ing the effect.

Articles of incorporation have been filed for the Subur-

ban Electric Light & Power company, with a capital stock

of $10,000. The incorporators are: Walter Krausnick,

50 shares; Stanley W. Simons, 149 shares, and Gus
George, one share. This company will operate in the

suburban towns of Webster Groves, Old Orchard, and

Tuxedo Park, current for incandescent lights being sup-

plied by the Municipal Electric Light iS: Power company,

whose mains are being extended to the city limits of St.

Louis, at which point the Suburban company's circuits be-

gin. Some 2,500 lights are now being installed. The com-

pany has offices both in St. Louis and Webster Groves.

A. J. O'Reilly, superintendent of city lighting, has

issued in pamphlet form his report for the last fiscal

year. Toe relative cost for lighting the city by gas and

electricity is well shown by the following figures, the

electric lighting having begun in April, 1890;

Year ending April, 1888 $300,407 68
Year ending April. iS8g 318,598.76
Year ending April, i8go 318,043.61
Year ending April, 1891 211,130.44
Year ending April, 1S92 218,526.22

The following table is also interesting, as indicating

the amount of electrical CDnstruction in St. Louis for the

year:

No. Miles
Name of company. of poles of wire

set. strung.

Municipal Electric Lighting & Power Co. 331 150 5 8

Missouri Electric Light & Power Co 146 49 i-S

Laclede Gas Light Co gg 35 5-8

Carondelet Electric Light Si. Power Co. .141 7
St. Louis Electric Light & Power Co o 85-8
Union Depot Railroad Co. 59 o
Mound City Railway Co o o
Southern Railway Co o o
St. Louis & Suburban RailwayCo 535 4S 1-2

Lindell Railway Co o o
Benton, Bellefontaine Railway Co 703 31 5-8

Missouri Railway Co 29 o

W. H. B.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, October 29.—Judge Austin of the Superior

Court has dissolved the injunction secured by the Milwaukee

Street Railway Company against Adam Mosher, contrac-

tor, restraining the latter from interfering in any way with

the operation of the company's cars. In his opinion the

judge referred to the section of the city charter which gives

the city control of the streets. Pie held that the Board of

Public Works, being the executive body of the city, had

direct possession of the streets, and that the defendants, in

their capacity of contractors for the work of improving Third

street,were the direct agents and representatives of the city.

They were bound to finish their work within a certain time

or suffer the penalty. They had as much right to the pos-

session of the street as either the Board of Public Works
or the Common Council. If necessary, they could close

the street so far as public travel was concerned. The elec-

tric railway company's franchises, the court held, were

subordinate in every particular to the rights of the munici'

pality. If the street were closed, the company would have

no greater grievance than any one who wished to drive his

team on the thoroughfare. The court refused to continue

the injunction pending an appeal to the Supreme Court.

There is only one other decision bearing on the question in

issue, it is said, and that was rendered in Maryland about

five years ago.

Judge Austin's decision did not prevent the Villard

syndicate from continuing the fight against the contractors.

The contractors, it is said, thought of stopping the cars,

but they were served with an order which the Villard at-

torneys had secured from the Supreme Court, continuing

the preliminary injunction and directing the contractors to

show cause why the preliminary injunction should not be

made permanent. The order does not prevent the con-

tractors from going on with their work so long as they do

not interfere with the company's cars.

The point is one that has been in dispute between city

contractors and street railway people for many years. The

latter, while claiming the contractors had no right to pre-

vent the running of their cars, have generally aided the

contractors, either by giving them a little money or doing a

little of the work. In the case of Third street it appears

that one John Rcehring, a subcontractor, went to Henry

C. Payne, the representative of the Villard syndicate, and

got him to consent to do the grading. After about half

the grading had been done the principal contractors told

Mr. Payne that if he would do the paving nothing more

would be required of him. Mr. Payne accordingly stopped

the work of grading and set his men to work on the pav-

ing. Then the sub contractors objected because Mr. Payne

had not finished the grading, and the trouble commenced.

Mr. Payne said he was willing to do either the grading or

the paving, but would not do both.

A compromise was finally effected. The contractors

said that they would be satisfied if the company would run

its cars on one track north of Walnut street, and the com-

pany at once put in switches and began using one track

only.

On the second trial of her case against the Milwaukee

Street Railway company Mary Hardy secured a verdict for

$7,000. She was injured while riding on an electric car,

and even on the second trial had to recline on a lounge in

the court room while giving her testimony. On the first

trial she got a verdict for $5,000. The company appealed

to the Supreme Court and secured anew trial. The plaint-

iff was also willing that there should be anew trial,and the

outcome of it justified her policy.

Anton Schmidt has sued the Milwaukee Street Railway

company to recover $5,000 damages alleged lo have been

sustained as a result of an electric car running into his

buggy.

A resolution to light the mayor's office by electricity

is pending in the common council.

A movement is on foot to put in electrical swinging ap-

paratus at Pleasant street and Kinnickinnic avenue

bridges.

The statesmen who preside over the destinies of the new
village of Whitefish ^ay have been wrestling with an ap-

plication for an electric railway franchise made by the

North Lawndale Electric Railway company. They held

an all-night session a few days ago. The company's ap-

plication was finally denied, because it did not state when

the road would be completed. The villagers want the

road completed within a year, and demand that a 5 cent

fare be established, and that 5 per cent, of the earnings be

paid into the village treasury. A new proposition will be

submitted by the company.

Henry C. Payne, president of the Wisconsin Telephone

company, was present at the Chicago end on the occasion

of the opening of the long distance telephone line between

the World's Fair City and New York. General Manager

John D. McLeod of the Wisconsin company took a num-

ber of Milwaukee newspaper men to Chicago on the same

occasion. The Cream City journalistic guests were M.
E. Mcintosh of the Evening Wisconsin., W. C. Colbron

o( the/oH7-na/, Robert H. Odell of the Sentinel, Edgar

W. Coleman of the Herold, P. V. Deuster of the See-

bote and George K. Yenowioe of Yeno-wine's News, They
left Milwaukee at 10:30 o'clock in the forenoon, and re-

turned at midnight. The opening of the line really gives

Milwaukee and other Wisconsin cities as great advantages

as Chicago enjoys. There has been for some time a long

distance line between Chicago and Milwaukee, and metal-

lic circuits have been extended to Appleton on the north

and Waukesha aud intermediate points on the west, as

well as to Racine and Kenosha cj the south. A day or

two before the New York long distance line was formally

opened it was used by two Milwaukee men. Manager
McLeod had a little chat with Angus Hibbard, who was
at his residence in Morristown, N. J., and so did Charles

Ray, the banker, who is Mr. Hibbard's father-in-law.

Vice-president Payne and Manager Lynn, of the Mil-

waukee Street Railway company, attended the meeting of

the American Street Railway association, at Cleveland,

and secured the next convention for Milwaukee. They
say that they had expected to have to make quite a fight

in order to capture the prize, but, much to their surprise,

they won without meeting w'th any material opposition.

The exposition building will be secured if possible.

Everything in the street car line, from the most elabo-

rate car to the smallest piece of mechanism, will be ex-

hibited.

It is now practically settled that the formal transfer of
the West Side railway, popularly called the Becker line,

to the Villard syndicate, will not take place until the first

of next April.

In a few days the cars running on the West Side north
and south trunk lines will be divided between Third street

and West Water street. All of them run on Third street

at present.

The Wauwatoso electric cars no^ run from Walnut
street via West Water street, Grand avenue and Wiscon-
sin street, to the Northwestern railway depot on the lake

front.

The new power house on the South Side will give the

Villard system three large generating plants. The Becker
power house on Wells street is sufficient for the lines in

that part of the city.

The Goodrich line steamer Virginia gave an exhibition

of her powerful search light a few evenings since. She
steamed out into the bay and threw the light on the

shore, making the most minute objects visible, and then
turned the light on a boat a mile out on the lake. Many
people on shore watched the performance.

Mr. Payne states that a large bridge and viaduct will be
built across the Menominee valley for the extension of the

Clybourn street electric line to the Soldiers' Home and
Calvary cemetery. It will be constructed of iron and
stone, and will be one of the largest structures in the

West. A right of way, it is understood, has been secured

some distance west of the cemetery. The line will run
along the northern boundary of the Soldiers' Home
grounds. Work on the line, it is expected, will be begun
in the spring.

The E. P. Allis company will make more of a specialty

than ever of electrical machinery when the new addition

to its plant is completed. A 50 ton and a 20 ton electric

traveling crane will constitute a part of the equipment of

the new machine shop. The outlay will be in the neigh-

borhood of $250,000. The Allis plant on Clinton street

now covers fifteen acres, and the company has an embryo
plant on a 20 acre tract on South Bay street.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway company's road was
built several years ago, and has never been in first-class

shape. There is no return wire. Last Sunday, as the

Light Horse Squadron was returning from Chicago, where
it took part in the Columbian exercises, the horses of the

foremost troopers received at the corner of Broadway and
Oneida street what was believed to be a shock from the

rails, and fell and tfirew the:r riders, who had a narrow

escape from being seriously injured. Mayor Somers
promptly requested the board of public work to secure the

services of an electrical expert and have the road thorough-

ly examined. The board has requested electrician Klein-

steuber, of the fire department, to make a complete inspec-

tion of the road. The old Thomson-Houston system is

used on the road.

Edwin Reynolds, of Reynolds-Corliss engine fame,

denies a report that he intends to resign his position with

the Allis company and locate in the east. He is a large

stockholder of the Allis establishment.

The North Lawndale, Whitefish Bay & Milwaukee

Railway company, which has asked the village board of

Whitefish Bay for a franchise, proposes to build an e'ec-

tric road from the end of the Third street line to White-

fish Bay. The company's first proposition was not granted

by the board, but the projectors say they will carry out the

plan of building the line. The route, however, may be

changed.

The Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Motor Railway company
has increased its capital stock from $200,000 to $300,000.

The company held its annual meeting a few days ago and

re-elected the old officers. Through the winter the line

will continue to be operated by steam, but next season it

may be equipped with electricity. The company is willing

to extend its line to North Greenfield, if the people of that
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suburb will build the track. The projectors of the new

suburb at Homewood are anxious to have the motor com-

pany build its line out to that point, and have offered to

bear the expense and take the amount out in stock. The

company declined the offer, preferring a bonus.

Charles F. Pfister has commenced a suit against the

Milwaukee Electric Railway company to recover judgment

on his note for $125,000, Mr. Pfister's claim has been

pronounced valid b)' the Supreme Court. Should the note

go to judgment, a receiver of the road will probably be

appointed and the property sold at public auction. It is

possible that Hinckley will redeem the note. He has a

claim of $100,000 against the company, which claim,

however, still remains to be established. Pfister continues

to be in possession of the road.

In the Superior Court a verdict in favor of the plaintiff

has been returned in the case of Henry O. Parks against

the West Side Railway company, and damages fixed at

$1,350. The plaintiff had demanded $20,000. His resi-

dence is next to the Wells street power house, and his

claim was that its value had been injured by the steam and

noise and smoke.

Announcement is made by Henry C. Payn2 of the Vil-

lard syndicate's intention to build a large branch power

house on the South Side. The site will be on Kinnickin-

nic avenue, to the east and in the rear of the car house

and other buildings. The company has purchased at that

place four acres, with a water frontage, and the plant will

be an immense one when everything is finished. The

new power house will be similar to the one on River street.

Car and repair shops are now being built at the plant.

The present buildings form an L, and the car and repair

shops will be so built as to form a square. The new

power house, in addition to furnishing power for the South

Side electric lines, will supply that part of the city with arc

and incandescent lighting.

It is reported that the Villard people, instead of waiting

until next spring, will come into possession of the West

Side railway system before snow flies. Mr. Payne admits

that the company might exercise its privilege in that re-

spect and give the thirty days' notice necessary at almost

any time. Much depends, he states, upon the state of the

money market. The Villard people are already at work re-

building the West Side company's Wisconsin street tracks.

New cars of the latest pattern, sufficient to equip the West

Side system, have been received, and are being fitted with

motors. The Grand avenue and Wells street tracks will

soon be overhauled.

The people of Racine are walking just now. The old

horse and mule system has been abandoned, and work on

toe electric system is in progress. The power house is

nearly built, most of the track is laid and the wiring done.

Electric cars will be running in about a month.

There is some talk of an electric railway system con-

necting Waukesha with the adjoining lake resorts. Phila-

delphia capitalists, it is said, have been looking into the

matter.

The Kenosha electiic railway, for which a franchise was

granted last spring, is likely to be built soon. Mr. Mun-

son, th2 holder of the franchise, declares that it is his in-

tention to begin work at once. The ties and other mate-

rial have already been purchased.

At Madison last Monday an electric railway wire crossed

a telephone wire and caused a fire in the cupola of the tele-

phone exchange. The telephone system was completely

knocked out for several days. C.

between Minneapolis and St. Paul. There are half a

dozen suburban residence centers in this district v/hich

always have been miserably lighted. The new company is

to be known as the Midway Electric Light company,

and the officers are: Anson S. Brooks, president; C. G,

Hager, Jr., vice-president; C. A. Magnussen, secretary,

and D. E. Platter, treasurer.

The Northwestern Telephone company has sent a

thrill of joy through business men of St. Paul, Minne-

apolis and neighboring towns by announcing that it will

improve its extra-urban service by substituting copper

wires for the old iron ones, and putting in a complete

metallic circuit. The company has about 700 miles of

wire in the state outside the city exchanges. Of these

200 miles have already been changed and the rest will be

as fast as possible.

The Northwest General Electric company has pur-

chased a centrally located lot at Winona, Minn ,

whereon it will erect at once a light, heat and power

plant. Work is to be pushed to completion by Janu-

ary 1st if possible. The boilers will be of 500 horse

power, and the plant will be equal to all probable demands

for years. The building will be 60 by 140 feet and will

cost $20,000.

No headway has yet been made toward changing the

street car system at Mankato, Minn., to electric power.

Since the council granted a 30 years franchise it has been

discovered that the charter prohibits granting a franchise

for more than 20 years.

The Duluth street railway company has its poles and

tracks down on Eighteenth avenue West, which means the

abandonment of the neavy grade on Superior street from

the Point of the Rocks to Eighteenth avenue East.

Lakefield. Minn., is to have electric light supplied by

the mill company. A similar arrangement at Heron Lake

is being talked of.

A Washington avenue clothing house in Minneapolis

has evolved a novelty in the way of a sign. It is 45 feet

long and three wide, completely bordered by 180 incan-

descent electric lights. The effect is striking and brilliant.

It costs $1.80 an hour to illuminate the sign.

All the St. Paul cars are being repaired and repainted

in the shops at Minneapolis. They are being painted

yellow to correspond with the Minneapolis cars, and to

distinguish them an "A" is placed before the number.

The first installment of the new 34 foot vestibuled m otor

car bodies for the Inter-urban are expected next week.

They are said to be the finest thing out in the car line,

Poles for an electric light system are being set at

Mitchell. S. D.

The power house engine for the Brainerd street railway

system has arrived and good progress is being made all

along the line. The contract has been let for the bridge

to East Brainerd,

Under the new schedule at Superior there has been a

reduction of six minutes in the running time on each

division of the street railway, and a further reduction is

promised. H. C. C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, October 29.—The St. Paul street railway

muddle is now more complicated than ever. The prospect

of an amicable compromise has been dispelled by a fresh

declaration of war from the aldermen. At a recent boisterous

session a measure was proposed calling for the construc-

tion of two new lines, one a horse car line to Como Park.

It is claimed that the failure to build one of the lines

means the forfeiture of the old horse car franchise and

failureto build the other forfeiture of the electric franchise.

Mr. Lowry and Mr, Goodrich both being out of town,

no official utterance from the company is forthcom-

ing. The situation is getting serious.

Good headway is being made in St, Paul on the work

of burying the electric wires, and a few months more will

see the important work completed. The telephone com-

pany has four miles of wires down. The National Sub-

way company has three. The Edison Electric Light &
Power company is olacing its wires underground in the

business center as fast as possible. The council has not

yet passed finally on the petition from the Western Union

Telegraph company and the lOconomy Steam Heat &
Power company for permission to put in conduits.

A company has been organized with a capital stock of

$20,000 to provide electric lights for the Midway district,

New England News.

Boston. Mass., October 29.—The electric search light

on Mt. Washington will, it is reported, be transferred to

Mt. Wilson, Cal., this winter, Mr. Rogers, who put it in

place, will superintend its removal.

The ladies' dining room of the Hotel Reynolds, Boston,

has jun been fitted up with electric lights which com-

plete the furnishing of the room. It is now consid-

ered one of the handsomest dining rooms in this

country. The electric fixtures are all in gilt, and cost

alone $1,800. The electrical equipment consists of six-

teen 5 light brackets and six columns of eight lights each.

Henry T. Edwards, newly appointed New England agent

of the General Fixture company of New York, furnished

the fixtures.

The New England Electric club has elected A. C. Shaw

secretary in place of L. M. Hays, resigned. The club has

organized an orchestra under the lead ership of O, E
Mitchell, a club member, and it expects to have some very

enjoyable entertainments this winter. The club is only

six months old, but already numbers 275 members.

The assignee of the Eastern Electrical Supply company

makes a statement showing assets nominally of $28, 956,and

liabilities of $21,706. The creditors have taken no action.

There is a war on in this city between the gas and elec-

tric light companies. J. Edward Addicks, president of the

Bay State & Boston Gas Light company, claims that the

Suburban Electric Light & Power company is hopelessly

insolvent.and he asks the Insolvency Court to adjudge it so.

The Suburban people say that they are able to pay all

their debts and that the petitioner, being interested in

rival concerns, is trying to get rid of a competitor. Mr.

Addicks says the electric light company owes hira $7,786.60

for money advanced and can not pay the debt. Accord-

ingly he brought a writ in the Superior Court and attached

the property of the defendant. No action was taken to

dissolve the attachment before the return day of the writ

in the suit and so he now petitions that the company be

declared insolvent. On the other hand the Suburban de-

nies that it owes him anything and alleges that the attach-

ment was a trespass upon its rights and that the petition

should be dismissed. Mr. Addicks shows an itemized bill of

money loaned to pay wages and buy the plant and ma
chinery to do its work. At the hearing of the case W. A.

Paine of the Suburban company testified that his company

was given the contract for lighting the city of Boston for

five years. The board of aldermen refused to grant per-

mits for erecting poles and laying wires. The company

was figuring on a profit of 10 cents a light each night and

now claims the city is liable to it in $300,000 for breach of

contract. Mr. Paine thought this was the way he was taking

to get possession of the concern. In another suit a temporary

injunction was granted restraining Addicks from interfer-

ing with the business of the Suburban and removing its

plant from the power house as he threatened to do in

order to satisfy a claim.

It is said that the General Electric company is soon to

send an electrician to Spain and another to Germany to at-

tend to its business in those countries. There are now

371 roads in operation using the General Electric systems

—ig6 having Thomson-Houston and the rest Edison

motors. The number of motor cars in use by these roads is

6,663, of which 4,337 are Thomson- Houston and the rest

Edison. On August 1st there were 57 roads under contract

with this company for a total of 1,411 cars. The Lynn &
Boston, before its purchase by the Philadelphia syndicate

had contracted for 180 Thomson-Houston motor cars.

The two rival Boston signal systems were the cause of a

row in the Holyoke board of aldermen. The contract was

awarded to the Municipal company by a sub-committee,

and then there was a fight over the necessary appropria-

tion. An injunction was taken out restraining the company

from erecting poles. The case will be aired at the next

term of the Superior Court,

The syndicate which has bought the North Shore street

railways from Boston to Salem has been incorporated under

the title of North Shore Traction company with a capital

of $6,000,000. It has moved its main offices to Lynn.

The West End road, through President Whitney, has

been entertaining a distinguished Londoner, in the person of

J. Whitaker Ellis, ex-lord mayor, who was accompanied by

his wife and private secretary. His visit to Boston was

for the purpose of making an examination of electrical sys-

tems in use on the great street railways in and about the

city. He was accompanied by Hon. Erastus Wyman of

New York. Under the guidance of Chief Engineer Pear-

son the party was taken through the central power station.

After this a special car was taken and during the afternoon

a visit was made to all the different cities which are

reached by the electric system.

Westinghouse electric is being bulled hard on the local

stock market. It is reported that the company did a

gross business for the second quarter of this year of $1,-

300,000 against $600,000 for the same portion of the pre-

vious year. The electric stocks are watched narrowly in

the Boston markets. The general opinion here is that

negotiations are going on between Westinghouse and

General Electric which will result not in a consolidation

but in an agreement relating to the incandescent lamp.

It is thought tha the agreement will be reciprocal and

allow the Genera Electric to use the new Westinghouse

lamp, which can be manufactured at less cost than the old,

providing all litigation against Westinghouse is withdrawn.

The report of President Clark, of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford railroad, shows that the Worcester

Gazette, was not far wrong when it said the road was going

to use electricity. President Clark says: "If electricity as

a motive power becomes commercially practicable, the two

inside tracks of the four now under construction between

New York and New Haven, with their improved grades

and alignments and absolute freedom from grade crossings,

will prove especially adapted to its use."

The New England Telephone & Telegraph company

has been granted permission to bury all its wires in the

town of Brookline,

The plant of the Buckport, Me., electric light company

has been sold for $i6,ooo to Charles H. Rice.

The Tourist Light & Power company of New Hamp-
shire has closed a contract with an electric company of

Portland, Me., for an electric plant of 6,000 lights

capacity, with arrangements to increase this to 10,000.

Rockville, Conn., has voted to put in a $25,000 electric

light plant. J. C, E,
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PERSONAL.
C. B. Fairchild, editor of the Street Raihuay Journal,

New York, is in Ctiicago.

J. E. McDonald, president of the American Battery com-
pany, Chicago, left for New York on Monday to be absent

from the city for the remainder of the week.

C. K. Mead, secretary and general manager of the Des
Moines Water Power company, Des Moines, la., passed
through Chicago on Monday, returning from Spring-

field, O.

H. G. Madden of New York, for some time general

agent for a number of electrical companies, has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent for the C. & C. Electric com-
pany. New York.

H. M. Sloan, late superintendent of the St. Paul street

railway system, remained in Chicago several days after the

Cleveland conventioD. Mr. Sloan has recently resigned

his position with the St. Paul company.

J. M. Fisher, until recently general manager of the

Mosher Electric Manufacturing company, has removed his

family to Ann Arbor, Mich., and expects personally to

superintend, for the winter, a large cattle ranch in Mex-
ico.

President Ellas E. Ries, of the Ries Electric Specialty

company, of Baltimore, was a visitor last week at the New
York office of the Western Electrician. Mr. Ries will

soon start on an extended trip through the west, visiting

Chicago and olher western cities.

pany, Eickemeyer Dynamo company, and Yonkers Ma-
chine company.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Eureka Light &: Power company, Eureka, Ivans., capital

stock, $30,000; manufacturing electric light and power.

Pittsfield Electric company, Napervilie, 111 ; capital

stock, $20,000; to furnish light and power; Scott & Rojce,

Napervilie. 111.

Atchison Electric Motor & Street Railway company,
Atchison, Kan ; capital stock, $500,000; to construct

an electric railway on the streets of Atchison, Kan.

Marengo Light & Power company, Chicago, 111 ; cap-

ital stock, $25,000; to furnish light and power in Marengo,
111., and vicinity; A. C. Reed, 225 West 12th street, Chi-

cago, III.

Valley Passenger Railway company, Scranton, Pa.;

capital stcck, $200,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in Lackawanna county, Pa.; J. P, Burns,

Scranton, Pa.

Magnolia Light, Heat <S; Power company, Warrensburg,

Me., capital stock, |2o,ooo; to generate and furnish elec-

tricity and gas for light, heat and power; J. D. Eads,

Warrensburg, Me.

Miami Valley Railway company, Piqua, Ohio; capital

stock, $10,000; building and operating a line of electric

railway between Piqua and Troy, Miama county; L. M.
Flesh, Piqua. Ohio.

Edison Illuminating company. St. Louis, Mo.; capital

stock, $5,000; to manufacture, vend and distribute incan-

descent and arc lights and electricity for power and heat;

John R. Butler, St. Louis, Mo.

Shamokin & Mount Carmel Electric Railway company,
Shamokin, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Northumberland county;

Hon. C. M. Clement, Sunbury, Pa.

Shoshone Falls Electric Power & Irrigation company,
Chicago, 111.; capital stock, $25,000,000; to develop water

for irrigation, power and light pui poses, etc.
; J. B. Schmalz,

509 Chamber of Commerce. Chicago, 111.

Eliot Falls Electric Light company, Natick, Mass.

capital stock, $3o,oco; to manufacture, use, distribute and

sell electricity for heat, light and power; Arthur P. Dana,
g4i Exchange building, Boston, Mass.

Hyndman Eledric Light, Heat & Power company,
Hyodman, Pa. ; capital stock, $15,000; supplying light

heat and power, or any of them, by electricity, to the pub-

lic in H3ndman; John S. Weller, Bedford, Pa.

MoULt Tebo Water, Light & Power company, Sedalia,

Mo.; capital stock, $30,000; to construct and maintain

water works, also to iurnish electricity for light and power;

D. E. Kennedy, Dempsey building, Sedalia, Mo.

Cripple Creek Telephone, Electric Light & Power com-
pany, Fremont, Colo ;

capital stock, $100,000; to establish,

maintain and operate telephone lines, electric light and
power lines and power houses in the state of Colorado.

United Columbian Electric company, Camden, N. J.,

capiul stock $3oo,ooo, to manufacture, sell, lease, buy,

let and sub-let electric motors, dynamos, batteries, etc.

Thomas P. Curley,Camden, N. J.

Suburban Electric Light & Power company, St. Louis,

Mo.; capital stock, $10,000; to furnish electricity for

heating, lighting and motive power to corporations and
private individuals; Wm. C. and Jas. C. Jones, Laclede
building, St. Louis, Mo.

Beaver Meadow, Hazelton, Mahoney & Shenandoah
Railway company, Hazleton, Pa. ; capital stock, $150,-

000; constructing ana operating an electric railway

in Carbon, Schuylkill and Luzerne counties. Pa.; John F.

Finney, Shenandoah, Pa.

Eickemeyer Field Manufacturing company, Yonkers,
N. Y. ; capital stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture and sell

electric machinery and equipments. This ccipany is

formed by the consolidation of the Eickemeyer- Field com-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Milford, Mich., citizens are petitioning for electric

light.

There are now forty-two electric lights around the

French coasts.

J. H. Culver, J. M. Willard and E. E. Gibson have
formed a new electric light company in Decatur, 111.

The Franklin Electric Light company of Kansas City
has made the city of Waco, Texas, a proposition for the

erection of an electric light plant to be owned and operated
by the city.

W. H. Harding, manager of the Central Electric Light
company of Chicago, has agreed to equip his plant before

December with a down draft smokeless furnace. The
question of burning hard coal in the meantime is held in

abeyance until some tests at the Edison company's plant

shall have been made.

Probably the smallest electric light installation in the

world is to be found in the little village of Bremen, near
Dormbach, in Thuringia. It comprises a single arc lamp
installed in the church, the lamp being operated when le-

quired by a small dynamo arranged in the village mill, and
driven by the mill-wheel.

The General Electric company has organized an elec

trie lighting company in the city of Baltimore whose plant

will be unique. The central station will have, it is

claimed, no less than 10.000 horse power. For the cen-

tral part of the city the three-wire Edison system will be
used; for the suburbs the Fort Wayne alternating system,

while the Fort Wayne arc lights will be used throughout
where arc lights are required. All wires will be under-

ground.

A fire in the basement of the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago,

was the cause of the blowing of nearly all the fuses on the

incandescent circuits on Sunday night. All the lights were
extinguished, of course, and the guests were considerably

alarmed. Messengers were at once despatched from the office

however, and the occupants of the rooms were reassured.

Early in the morning a force of wlremen was put at work
to repair the damage, and within forty-eight hours all the

connections were made.

A plan to light by electricity the tracks of the Pennsyl-

vania railroad between Broad street station and Bryn
Mawr, on the main line, and between Frankfort and Broad
street, on the New York division, is under consideration,

says the Philadelphia Record. If the project materializes,

there will piactically be no further use for headlights on the

locomotives running between these points, and should the

line of electric lights be continued all the way to New York,
which is neither impractical nor improbable, the entire

roadway will be as light as c^ ay at all times, rendering

headlights absolutely useless. The company is now con-

structing a mammoth electric light plant at S'xteenth and
Filbert streets, which would afford ample facilities for

an extensive circuit of lights if established, and there

is enough land adjoining now in possession of the com-
pany to admit of extensive additions should they be

needed. General Agent Latta states that the matter has

been talked of for some time, but that nothing definite has
been done in the matter.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway on the Sprague system is to be con-

structed at Genes, France.

The City Street Car company of Staunton, Va., will

equip five and a half miles of its road with electricity. It

will have seven motor and five trail cars.

The Tampa, Fla., Street Railway & Power company
has decided to use the electric system, and will make ar-

rangements at an early date for equipping its lines.

The Evansville, led.. Tribune, says; "Electric cars

are running regularly on Main street, between the St.

George and Louisiani street, and the shave-tail'j doom is

nigh."

Two miles of street railroad has just been completed and
put in operation by J A. Bendure, constructing engineer

for the Forest Park Electric Street Ra-lway company, at

Pittsburg, Kan.

It is hardly likely that the electric railway from Fort
Wayne to Maysville, Ind., will be built. The committee
appointed by the Maysville people to solicit subscriptions

failed to raise more than one-tenth the amount.

The council of Radford, Va., has exempted the Radford
Street Railway company from the conditionof its franchise

which requires the company to maintain eighteen inches of

the street on each side of the road-bed in consideration of

the company using electricity as a motive power.

E. S. Douglass, A. C. Wuerpel, W. B. Henderson and
others have organized the Consumers' Electric Light &
Street Railway company of Tampa, Fla., and purchased
the equipment of the Suburban Railway company with

other property. They will use the Westinghouse system.

The consolidation of the Ishpeming, Mich., Gas & Elec-

tric Light company and the Negaunee & Ishpeming Street

Railway company is about consummated. The signatures

of nearly all the shareholders have been secured to the

agreement authorizing the consolidation, only aboui fifty

shares yet remaining unsigned, and the committee has

been so far unable to see the holders of these, owing to

tieir absence from the city or similar causes. The con-

solidation, when finally effected, will date from Octo
ber ist.

It is said that the great electric locomotives that the
General Electric company is now building for the Balti-

more belt line tunnel will take current from overhead
conductors of S square inches cross section, by means of
a trolley. The voltage will be 700 appro.ximately and the
current for each motor 1,000 to 2,000 amperes. The
armatures are directly on the driving axles- The driving
wheels are 5 feet in diameter; speed, 30 miles an hour;
electric horse power developed, 1,500; weight of locomo-
tive, 90 tons; drawbar pull, 40,000 pounds.

TELEGRAPH,
The Postal company emphatically denies the rumor that

the Western Union company is about to absorb it.

The Western Union Telegraph company will erect a
telegraph line between Virginia Point and North Galves-
ton in a few weeks.

Notification is given of the opening of a new submarine
telegraph route between Europe and South America from
Senegal to Pernambuco, in connection with the Spanish
National and Eastern companies' systems between London
and Cadiz.

The Paci fie Postal Telegraph company announces a
reduction of 20 per cent, in tolls between Seattle and
British Columbia points. The cities to which the reduc-
tion applies are Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster,
Nanaimo and Chemanius.

As the result of a bogus dispatch, purporting to have
come from Grand Chief Ramsey, of the Order of Railway
Telegraphers, the telegraph operators and train dispatchers

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad company
went out on a strike on October 17th. Several hours after-

ward it was discovered that the alleged order was a hoax,
and the men went back to work.

TELEPHONE.
In Columbia, Pa., the telephone company pays an an-

nual ta.K of 50 cents lor each of its poles.

The Bell Telephone company will put in a new system
at Roanoke, Va., at a cost of $7,000.

The capital stock of the Pennsylvania Telephone com
pany has been increased from $500,000 to $6 000 000.

The telephone girls of the Chicago exchanges wanted a

holiday on Dedication day, and petitioned the mayor to

compel the company to close its offices on that day. Their
request was not productive of result, however.

The first long distance telephone message ever sent from
Chicago to a daily newspaper in Brooklyn was received on
October 21st by the Standard U^non. Not only were the
words of the correspondent distinctly heard, but his voice

was clearly recognizable.

Down in Tennessee the telephone companies have a
hard time to protect their wires, which are stolen with
impunity. Small boys pull the wires down with forked

sticks, while squirrel hunters make targets of the insulators.

It is said that every buggy in one of the counties is

patched up with telephone wires.

The Bell Telephone company of Buffalo is arranging
for iub-central stations to relieve the pressure of work on
the central station. It has secured two locations, one at

298 Bryant street, and one at the same number on Caro-
lina street, near the junction- of West avenue, andthework
of connecting these with the central office is being vigor-

ously pushed.

The capital stock of the Northwestern Telephone com-
pany, of Minneapolis, has been recently increased, and
the company will begin a system of impovements. The
old iron wires are to he replactd by copper wires and the
double wire system will take the place of the grounded
system. The metallic circuit will be in place by the end
of next year. It is not probable that a line to Chicago
will be built before three years.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Rumors of the consolidation of the General Electric and

Westinghouse companies continue to be circulated, but
apparently without authority.

It is proposed to construct dams on the St. Louis river,

and to establish an extensive light and power plant for

service at the head of Lake Superior.

The Chicago Athletic club is projecting an indoor ath-

letic carnival to be held about Christmas. The programme
includes a foot-ball game to be played by electric light.

The Corcoran Scientific School, a department of the
Columbian University of Washington, D. C, has estab-

lished a special course in electrical engineering. F. R.
Fava, Jr., is professor of engineering.

A novelty in the hatching of eggs has appeared in the

shape of an electric incubator. The special feature of this

machine is that the heat of the egg drawer ia automatically

regulated to the fiftieth part of a degree. It consists of

a tank incubator, heated by radiation from the bottom of

a water tank, which is constructed on the multitubular sys-

tem. When the egg drawer resches the temperature of

104 degrees an electric thermostat connects a dry battery

with an electromagnet, which actuates a damper, allowing
the heat to escape through the open air instead of passing

through the flues of the water tank.

A $242,000 damage suit against the Louisville Gas com-
pany and Louisville Electric Light company has been
brought by the big dry goods firm of Kaufman, Straus &
Co. and some twenty-five or more insuiance companies.

The suit is the result of the disastrous conflagratioa a year
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ago which destroyed the building occupied by Kaufman,
Straus & Co. and also their stock. It is claimed that the

explosion of the electric light company's boiler resulted

in the fire.

A new engine especially adapted for the exigencies of

country-house life has recently been brought out. This

machine will not only throw two powerful jets for fire ex-

tinction, but can also be used to drive a circular saw,

churns, cream separators, dynamo for electric lighting and
other mansion, farm and estate plants. The engine delivers

120 gallons of water per minute, and develops over six

horse power. The pump can be put out of gear in a few
seconds, and the band put on the fly wheel to drive other

machinery.

TRADE NEWS.
F. S. Terry, manager of the Electrical Supply company,

Chicago, made a hurried trip to the East last week, and
closed special arrangements with the Crocker-Wheeler
Electric company for the handling on a larger scale of

Crocker-Wheeler motors in the West. Mr. Terry an-

nounces that there has been a steady increase in the sales

of the motor department since it was established.

The Jersey City & Bergen Railroad company is rapidly

completing the equipment of its new power station at Jer-

sey City, N. J., and with the thoroughness that always

characterizes work done by the officials of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad company. The boilers are in place, and

tests for efficiency are now being made. It will be re-

membered that the competition among engine builders for

this contract was very keen. The Ball & Wood company
of New York received many congratulations when its en-

gines were selected to operate this station. Three engines

are now in position, and the impression they make is a

very favorable one and carries with it the conviction that

they possess, to an unusual degree, requirements for heavy

and exacting street railway work. The frames are very

heavy and substantial, the bearings large and all the cast-

ings show good work both in the foundry and the machine
shop. Mr. Thurston, the president of the company, ex-

pects to have his cars running in November.

The Eickemeyer Field company of Yonkers, N. Y,;

the Eickemeyer Dynamo company, and the Yonkers Ma-
chine company have recently consolidated their interests

and incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000 under the

name of the first mentioned company. The stock is di-

vided, !^935,ooo to the first name, $60,000 to the second,

and $5,000 to the third. The certificate was offered to

the secretary of state on a previous occasion, but he re-

fused to receive it unless the tax of one-eighth of i per

cent, for consolidating was paid. The company refused

to pay it, claiming that the law of last year exempted it.

The secretary contended that the law exempted the con-

solidation of only two companies, and not three. The
case, therefore, was taken to the court of appeals, and
the tax paid under protest awaiting the court's decision.

This company, as is well known, has been doing an exten-

sive business in motors and street car trucks, the demand
for which has rapidly increased during the last year. This
concern has now under consideration a number of impor-

tant improvements to facilitate the manufacture of its ma-
chinery.

BUSINESS.
Recent shipments of the Ball Engine company of Erie,

Pa., aggregate in the neighborhood of S.gdo horse power.
The company states that it is now doing a business great-

er than ever before.

The Electrical Appliance company is placing on the

market a new expanding wire guard to be known as the

Acme, and has taken several large orders from different

parts of the country.

The Security Insulator company of New York is to be
congratulated upon the success which its improved insu-

lators have met with. It is stated that up to date this

company has sold as many as 175,000, a number of the

recent orders being duplicates.

The improvement in the electric bells manufactured by
Huebel & Manger, of Brooklyn, in the way of an immova-
ble post has created a demand for these devices, which
keeps the factory working to its utmost capacity. During
the past two months the company has received some large

orders from the west and Canada.

Dynamos, motors and arc lamps that "have seen some
usage'' is Chas. E. Gregory's happy way of referring to the

line of electrical goods that he now keeps in ^^tock and which
some might designate as secondhand. Mr. Gregory is

now distributing among his friends a neat little volume of

vest pocket size which he calls an electrical telephone
directory. The name tells its own story except that in

addition to the directory there is a portion for memoranda.
"Gregory's directory" has already found a place in the

pocket of almost every Chicago Electric club member.

Guillott's Automatic Metal Gasket company. Grand
Crossing, Chicago, III., is sending to the trade a sample
metal gasket that creates a very favorable impression.

This gasket is of a peculiar soft metal that has the appear-

ance of lead. Its chief feature, though, is its shape, which
will be appreciated by practical men. It is intended for

all kiods of steam joints, flanges and unions. It is

claimed that it will not spread like lead or corrode like

copper. The pointed ridges work into all the uneven
parts of the iron, and they hold and make a tight joint on
rough castings.

The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company on
Wednesday of last week made a public test of the .Sala-

mander wire at the Western Electric company's factory,

Chicago, in the presence of a number of prominent elec-

trical engineers and architects. This new wire, it is

claimed, is so insulated as to insure absolute safety against

danger of fires from overheating. Tests showing the

peculiar properties of Salamander wire have already been
referred to in the Western Electrician. Salamander
insulation, it would seem, from the manner in which it

withstands crucial tests, is likely to prove a formidable

competitor amongst the wires now in the field.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames. Chicago, are pleased

with the success which has already attended their efforts,

although they have been in the field less than a month.
The new firm has secured the general selling agency for

the Nutting arc lamp suitable for all circuits and the well-

known Burton electric car heater. In addition to this, a
large selling territory has been secured for specialties made
by the Wagner Electric Manufacturing company and the

Columbia Incandescent Lamp company. One of the firm's

recent acquisitions, too, is the general western agency for

the Philadelphia trolley, which made such a favorable

impression upon practical men at the recent Cleveland
convention. Taylor, Goodhue & Ames report business in

all their line of specialties as excellent.

Following are a number of recent sales made by the C.
& C. Electric Motor company through its New York, Chi-

cago and Boston offices: Menominee, Mich., Electrical

& Mechanical company, a 15 horse power and a 3^
horse power motor; 6, 4 and 3 kilowatt dynamos; Bay-
dencquet company, Nahma, Mich., a 12 kilowatt dynamo;
Armour Packing company, a 25 and two 5 horse power
motors; DeLaVergne Refrigerating Machine company,
New York, 15 horse power motor. The company has on
hand also orders filled and unfilled from a single crane
company for over fifty machines consisting of one 20 horse
power motor, nineteen 16 horse power motors, thirteen 12

horse power motors, nine 8 horse power motors, the bal-

ance being in sizes below 8 horse power. In addition to

these it has sold the Laclede Power company, St. Louis,
three 25 horse power motors and two 10 horse power
motors; Heidt & Son. Jersey City, N. J., a 20 horse power
motor; H. R. Worthington, Brooklyn, N. Y., lo and 3
horse power motors; Harvey Strett Car Works, Harvey,
111., a 30 kilowatt plant; Midvale Steel company, Nice-
town, Philadelphia, Pa., an 80 kilowitt dynamo and a

Ball engine, includinar installation; Boston & Maine Ek-
vator company (Simpson & Robinson), Charleston, Mass.,
a 20 kilowatt dynamo, lamps and installation; Home
for Paupers, Long Island, Boston Harbor, three 12 kilo-

watt dynamos, three 5 and two 2 horse power motors.

The Standard Paint company, New York, the well-

known manufacturer of P. S; B. insulating compounds,
added another factory last week to its plant at Bound
Brook, N. J. To celebrate the occasion the company tend-
ered a house warming to the employes and friends. On
the inside the factory was strung along the sides and
beams with red, white and blue bunting together with
large branches of evergreen. In the middle of the floor a

lemonade well of very neat design was patronized by all.

This factory, which is 75 feet by 125 feet, two stories high,

is to be used exclusively for the manufacture of the com-
pany's insiilated paper for electrical purposes, and the

many new a,rticles to be placed upon the market. Three
factories are used for the manufacture of P. & B. paint,

and the plant covers three acres of ground- Power is

transmitted from the engine room to the various factories

by means of wire rope. The steam boiler, which is of 150
horse power, runs three horizontal engines. Owing to the

manufacture of the P. & B. articles being carried on by pecu-

liar processes, the bulk of the machinery in the factories was
invented by the company. President Ralph Shainwald, of
the Standard Paint company, made a short speech to the
employes and officers of the company and to the many
friends who had gathered to participate in the house warm
ing. In conversation with the representative of the West-
ern Electrician, William Griscom. Jr., superintendent of

the factories, said that hitherto the company has been
obliged to haul all freight over to the Central rail-

road, but about the first of the year it would build a

private freight house on the canal which bounds the works
on one side, thus doing away with this part of the trans-

portation. He also stated that they were about to put in

an automatic fire pump, and have a fire plug in each
building, with fifty feet of hose attached to each plug He
also stated that the company was considering the advisa-
bility of putting in a new electric plant in place of the one
now in use. The manufacture of the P. & B. compound
was first started in California in 1S85 by the Paraffine

Paint company with Ralph Shainwald as president. This
company is still in existence and is doing a very prosperous
business, having recently enlarged quite extensively the
works near San Francisco. The Standard Paint company
was started two years later in New York also by Mr.
Shainwald. These two companies, although virtually one,
are managed entirely independently of each other, the

Paraffine company doing business west of the Rocky
mountains, and the Standard company working east of

this point. Not only does the Standard Paint company do
business in this country but it also has a large export
trade in India, Australia, South America and various points

thoroQghout'Europe. The features of the company's paper
are that it is odorless, acid proof and water proof. The
steady growth in the business of the Standard Paint com-
pany since its organization has been remarkable, and no
little credit should be given to General Manager F. S. de
Rende, who has bsen connected with the company since

1S87.

484,785. Magneto Electric Generator. Sydney Ever-
shed, London, Eng.

The generator consists of closely fitting pole pieces energized
by permanent magnets and an armature liavinf? holes parallel
to the axis and narrow slots extending from the periphery to
the holes to effect the winding of the coils, the coils being con-
nected in pairs by means of two part commutators.

484.796. System for Adjusting to Temperature Watch
Balances and Hair Springs. George E. Hunter,
Elgin, III.

484.797. Mechanism for Timing and Adjusting Watch
Balances and Hair Springs. George E. Hunter,
Elgin, 111.

484,822. Thermal Circuit Changer and Protective Ap-
pliance. Harry A. Rhodes, Denver, Colo.

484,825. Incandescent Lamp. Frank S, Smith, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

The invention consists In constructing the enclosing chamber
of two parts, the grt;ater portion being of ylass, while the re-
maining portion is composed of a soluble material, which will
unite with the glass portion and make an air tight chamber,
but which will dissolve out or separate from the glass when
immersed in the proper solvent, leaving the glass portion in-
tact,

884,842. Wire Coupling. William E. Banta, Spring-
field, O.

1 The coupling consists in bending theendg of the wires out-
wardly and winding them with wires joined together and
adapted to bite on to the wires under the coupling strain.

Charles E. Sanford,484,865. Autouatic Cut Oa^
Brooklyn, N. Y.

484,867. Test Circuit for Multiple Switch-board Systems.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

The invention embodies an electro magnetic responsive de-
vice in the circuit of a telephone line, and adapted to be dis-
connected when the line is connected for use, and a circuit
closing device controlled thereby and adapted to close a circuit
with the circuit of the telephone line in which the respoDsi--e
device is included.

484,869. Process of Separating Gold and Ocher Metals
from their Ores. George J. Atkins, London, Eng.

484,877. Process of 3 pirating Iron from Ore. Henry
H. Eames, Baltimore County, Md-

Thc material containing the ore is ground or otherwise
divided, and is then brought in contact with or proximity to a
conductor through which a current of electricity is pas^^ing, the
iron particles being thus gathered upon the conductor and then
detached by shutting off the current through the conductor.

484911. Ceiling Block. John J. Green, Boonton.

484,919. Electric Railway System. John H. Pendleton,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The system embraces a supply conductor, a sectional work-
ing conductor, interposed energizing sections, a primary branch
for each section of the working conductor leading from Che
supply conductor and including an electro magnet and a sec-
ondary branch for each energizing section.

484.914. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Benjamin
F. Sutton, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A flexible tube of insulating material is provided upon its

bottom with an electr.cal conductor, and upon ils top with a
sectioual conductor, which is adapted to be brought in contact
with the electrical conductor by the pressure of the trolley
wheel.

484,959. E'ectric Converter. Ludwi^ Gatmann, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

The core of the converter is composed of supir-posed metal-
lic plates separated by insulation, the alternate plates being
electrically connected together

484 964. Electric Search Light. Louis Hills, New York,
N. Y.

Montraville M. Wood,

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued October 25, l8g2.

484,778. Telephonic Transmitter. Arthur T. Collier,

St. Albans, Eng.
Two electrodos are adapted to rest in contact, one electrode

being carried upon a suspended diaphragm, the other upon a
yielding support, in such a manner that the electrode attached
to the diaphragm hangs in unstable contact with the other elec-

trode.

484,986. Trolley Pole Catcher.

Chicago, III.

A normally loose rope is attached by one end to the trolley

pole, and by the other end to a reel adapted to be actuated by a
motor when tension is placed upon the rope.

484,990. Electrolytic Process and Apparatus. Henry
Blackman, New York, N. Y.

485,013. S2Conda-y Ba'.tery. William Main, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

The cell has a hydrogen electrode consisting of a vertical
conductive support inactive in the liquid, having an alTinity for
but not penetrated by mercury, and a coating of zinc and mer-
cury OH the surface of the support forming tne active material.

485,017. Electric Sjlderiog. Elias E, Ries, Baltimore,

Md.
The method consists of fusing the solder at the point or line

of union of the metallic articles to be soldered by heat radiated
from an electrically heated body.

485.027. Telephone Support. George V. Benjamin,
Ithaca, N. Y.

485.028. Electrical Switch. Gustav Binswanger, Lon-
don, Eng.

485,054. Regulation of Alternating Current Gener-
ators. Gustav Pfannkuche, Cleveland, O.

The field magnets of the exciter are charged by the current
generated in the alternating current generator, the currents
first passing through a reducing converter, and then being
straightened out by a suitable commutator before they reach
the field coils of the exciter.

485 089. Standard Cell for Electric Batteries. Henry
S. Carhart, Ann Arbor, Mich.

The cell consists of a mercury salt contained in a vessel and
connected with one terminal of the cell, a zinc element con-
nected with the other terminal, an electrolytic lluid in contact
with the zinc and mercury salt, and a porous partition or
diaphrugin between the zinc and the mercury salt.

485.105. Insulator for Electric Railway Conductors.
Charles T. Lee, 15oston, Mass.

485.106. Insulator. Charles T. Lee, Boston, Mass.

The insulator is composed of a series of sheets of mica laid

and pressed together and firmly secured by bolts or pins pass-

ing through the sheets.

485,128. Finishing Grids for Secondary Batteries. Al-

bert F. Madden, Newark, N, J.
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WANTED
A position as Superintendent, by one who

has had five years' experience in that posi-

tion with a large cable and electric system.

Reference given as to abilitv. character and
experience. A. B. C,

Care Western Electrician.

POSITION WANTED
As soperlntendent and electrician, or assistant of

Electric Street R. R. or LightioK Plant, by youog
men of 23, entirely competent and relinble, with
extended experience in electrical and mechanical
engineering, and handling of men. Best of recom-
mendatioDs from present/employerg. \Vages rea-
sonable. Address " S,"

Care Westehn Electrician-

Tie Osliorne Steam EniineeriDg Co.,

Rooms 7M.715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chicago.
Representative work now in course of constmc

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat. Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light &, Power Co., Milwaukee, Wig^

Those who contemplate the construction of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
you will get the best, then go ahead.

WANTED.
A second-hand 15, 20 or 25 light Fuller-

Wood or American dynamo, or other good
make of 8 to 10 ampere arc machine, with-

out lamps. Must be cheap.

A. L. IDE & SON,
8PRIl«eFIF.I.V. IE.Ii

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Xnsnlation Gaaranteed frbereTer nsed. Aerial, Undergronnfl or Bnbmarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rnbber naed in insulating oar wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andis guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The inanlation ie protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre^ extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a while outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Claris Joint Gam should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-ponnd boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

•aid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass, fOR RAILWAY smd KOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE GUARAXTEE OUR IXSUIiATION WHEREVER USED, AERIAX, UNDERGROUND OR SUR9IARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other lirst-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diaconnts for quantiliee.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treaauisr and Gen'l Manager.
HSBBERT H. EUSTIS, Fraildent and Electrician.

WRTTE FOE PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SEAMKEXSS RUBBEIR. WIREIS AND QABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TSENTON, N. J,

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III

ANY CANDLE POWER. a?]BC£i

ii

^^/rlt© loir I^rloes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEK I.AMP WOKKS, CAJflSTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

&l«ixuiI3los X*ree.

TRANSMISSIONo^POWER
BY SIANIIjLAROPE.

Copiously illustrated and described in catalogue

just issued.

Link Beit Machinery Company,

LIGHT MANUFACTURING,
Of any Specialty, iu auy Quantity.

Experimental work in Electrical and Mechanical
ContriTances, Models for Inveotors made in first-

class manner. Gears from 12 to 64 pitch. Castings
and parts of Models In large variety, Tools Brasa,
etc., kept in stock, Standard Thermometers.
Wholesale and retail.

Columbia 9ffs: & Supply Cn..
3i0 and 342 Dearborn St., Chicago.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Denial Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

Ko. I, SVoIts, l-33h. p., tS3.00.

No. 3, 4 Volts.I-16 h.p, S5.00.
No. 3, 6 Volts, 1-18 h. p , SIO.OO

No. 4, lO rolts, 1-8 h. p., SIS.OO.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SPEED

MOTORS.
J4 H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed. 1,500.

The Motors are made \rith the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard ol their class.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BKAND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
G-uaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and ii'on.

If you want the best quality ask youi' dealer

for this Tjrand. Imi)Oited by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

We have for sale a

150H.P.,500-yolt

Practically New. A Bargain.

The Electrical Constrnction Co,,

43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

One 650-li3ht T.-H- Alternalor, 1,000 volts, $850.00.
With converters. ?1,600.00.

One a.T-l)ght, 2,000 candle power, T.-H. Arc Dyna-
mo with 35 double lamps, $1,700.00.

One 20 horse power, 220-volt Generator, $450 00.

One 15 horse power, 220-volt T.-H. Motor; complete
$350.00.

One 20-light, 10 ampere Sperry Arc, with 20 lamps
$800.00.

All in Al order and guaranteed as good as new.
Terms ca?h.

Twenty other dynamos of various makes, all sizes,
al! pricei?. Good dynamos bought for cash,

CHAS. E. GREGORY,
313 to 317 Canal Street, CHICAGO.

QUEEN'S PORTABLE
E-L PHOTOMETER.

If you want to accurately measure the
candle power of an incandescent lamp,
use our Portable Photometer. It is

intended for just such work. Price,

$30.50 f. o. b. Philadelphia. Orders
shipped immediately upon receipt.

Ask for illustrated circular No. 295.

QUEEN £ CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.
THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

j.-^-^^^"' 2^?^ ^ Perfect Milling Machine.

For the various operations ol milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

ITell adapted for use In electrical
macbine shops.

Se2S.d. for ClicvLlax-

JOHN BECKER MANTG CO.,

FITCHBURC, MASS.
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Established ru 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SlilCTRIC

FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BBllTOH STOBiE-

_ 2134 Michigan Avenu»>

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,^''^^n^^itso"^
*''''

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
AND OTHER SHEET BIETAIi T001.S.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

Electric Light Plant

Ab Eeceiver, appointed by the Circuit Court

of Livingston County, 111., in a suit to settle a part-

nership, I shall on the 19th day of November, at 2

o^clook P. M.. at the south door of the Court House
lu Pontiac, 111., sell to the highest bidder lor cash

the entire electric light plant and franchise of the

late firm of H. A. Foster & Co., situated in Pontiac,

LiviagstoQ County, 111. This plant is in active

oneration, is doing all the electric lighting, public

and private, in the city, a place of 3,200 inhabitants.

The plant is now running 28 arc and 700 incandes-

cent lights and is all in good running order and
repair.

A. W. COWAN, Receiver.

ManufactuceKs of

OcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TEL£mHl&ELECTRICAL
RailwayPoles&CRossArms

#H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o.
OSCODA, IVIICH.

AM MORSE'
BUCKEYE sfilgJJ

ENGINES^

520 OLIVE

r300()m Service. Simple

ii|Hnni(l. Send for Cir

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperes shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.

Two 200-ampereB shunt wound U. S, Dynamos.

Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,
with Base. Bheostat and Ammeter.

Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.

One 50-Ught Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-liKht Knowles Dynamos ivith lamps.

Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,00"-c. p.

Two l&O-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.

One nO-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.

Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

\m E, \m m I Wiw CD,,

Stllweirs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.

, G. d'Infreville,
J Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

—^ see issue Western Eleothioian Oct. 29. 434 Canat St.. New Yor

For Incandescent
Lamp

Filaments.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

NORTH STAR POIAITS
Is the title of a booli of reference for all points be-
tween Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern K. R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and touristswho may
be interested in the development of the agricul-
tural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan,
This book, together with an illustrated pamphlet
telling "TK/iere the Trout Hule'''' will be sent free
upon application to Geo, H. Heaiford, General Pas-
senger Agent, "North Star Route," Chicago, 111.

TO DENVER VIA
BURLINGTON R01TT:e:.

Only Ont^ Xi^ht on the Foad.
Leave Chicago at 1.00 P. M., or St. Louis at 8.25

A. M., and arrive Denver 6 15 P. M. the nest day.
Through Sleepers, Chair Cars aod Dining Cars.
All Railways from the East connect with these
trains and with similar trains Via Burlingtno
Route to Denver, leaving Chicago at 6.10 P. M,,
St. Louis at 8.15 P. M., and Peoria at 3.20 P. M ,

and 8.00 P. M. All trains daily.

IpAdditional express trains, making as quick time
as those of any other road, from Chicago, St.

Louis and Peoria to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Council
Bluffs, Omaha, Cheyenne, Black Hills, Atchison,

I
Kansas City, Houston and all points West, North-

' west and Southwest.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Coiplfite Steam Plants Mallei

WESTESN WAKESOOMS:
64 Soutti Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also SO Cortlandt Street, New York City-

74 OORTIjANWT ST.. JV. Y.

HART SWITCHES.
, ^ !,_ -«?-=£,' L «» 1 ill

Si '^~"r SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

gPTL. |(9|| rj ll THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.
lOAmr 1 Loubl 1 ole Sv,it h

Tie Hart & Heg6niaii]lf£,Co.,HariM,coM.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies Tools and

Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
iAMRS, KBEBT & CO., Ht. Fan!, Hlnn.
MTAIVUABO Kl.KCTBICAIi WiORKS, Cincinnati, Ohio,

UOCNTAIN BliECTBIC CO., MBnver, Colo.

ICHICACO, 227 South Clinton Street.

I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC. COMPANIES is called to this Cli;E.E.BRAXED WATER WHEEL, as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, Iii;^li 9ipeed
and great Efliciency, and large Capacity for its ajiameter,
being double the Po'wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical iise of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect guaranteed.
SEIVI» rOR CATAt.OGUE ANU PARXICIJI^ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIIRBII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wn^SZ^ol\,r.L. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

L:ESI> 1878.
SOI.E MAHTEFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEY ST., ST. Y.

MANGANESE
Iq lumps or milled fiue ciin be obtftined at lowest
price from KlilVST STUKBC.
4xera, Herzof^thuiit tiotha, Oerniaiiy.

BINDERS
FOR THB

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
ONE DOLLAR.

GRAPHITE SP£CIAI.TI£S
FOB KIjECTBICAIj USES.

Oraphite Bods of Various E.enst3i8, from 1-S Obm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes and Orncihles, BeslstlDg Heats

of 4,000 l>egrees. Inqnirles (i^ladly Ansvreied..

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
e»00 N. Second street, ST. liOCIS.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hechanical and Electrical Engioeer,

GoDsultatioDB, Reports, Plane, Specificailons for
Central Station or Isolated ElrCtnc Lighu g,

and Electric haiUvaye.

50 Turner Building, St. Louis,

GEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and PoBte, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

L> ROCHE
118 aid 111 H. till St..

Alternating

DYNAIVIOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.,

S67 and 269 Dearborn Sti'eet.

ELECTRIC WORK
PJiiiaileipliia, Penn.

Incandescent

dynamos"
Direct System. '

I TO I000LI6H~

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS a

ALL SIZES FOR ALk PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

FERRET - ELECTRIC - LICHT - SYSTEM,

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ TASU
SELLING AGENTS:

Clevelanrt, Ohio. C. P. NICHOLSON, 61S Society for Savings Building. 'WaHblneton, I». C , J. U. BUHKETT & CO., 1409 New York Ave. St. Pfiul'

Minn. F.J. KENZ, 360 MinneBOta Bt. fhUadrlphIa Pa.. PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. nh St. Wew Orleans, I|a.,BUClJI£l.

MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contl St. Denver. Col., HAYWABD COCHKANa, 38 Jaoobson BnlWlng. Cnicaeo, lU., 0. F. DUNDBRDAIiB, 436 Kookory,

BnffalO, K. T., D. U. DARBIN, 228 Pearl St.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

FITTSBTJIR/CxII,
MANXTFACIITBERS OF APPABATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for AFPARATUIS, REPAIBS and ^stUPPLIKS formerly famished by the United States Electric I.ightingf Co.?
Newark, N. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

KBW yoRK. I.A1IP FACTOBT, Capacity SO.qoO per iay.

LAIWPS,
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

W^FRITTE: i^CDF=?

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullnnan Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PABTIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DKIVIN&

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
^r^^^Ttff On acconnt of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con-
^^^^?g? airuction of which makes it the most sensitive to ihe actiun of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of Betting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. milil.S * TE3IPI.E. DAYTON. OHIO.

Lrrlt WATER WHEELS
110 StvlE'S aiuJ Sizes. Tprigbt and Horizont;il.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
aEfords every facility fur making tbeni.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy o-orkinp cates. We cuaramee

higbest power, with smallest quantity of watpr. at fiiH and pan gates; iu-

suriiig easy reenlation and steady mntion. Successfnily operating uoder
beads'of a to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your waots.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &, CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,

K< r-i.r vr\oK CITYSPRINGFIELD, OHin. U. S. A.

theSechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

^VaQt one good constrnction firm io each city to represent
as. Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee. DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—ax.oo.

—

miBi MS

THE

iONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

HUGHES BROS, MFa. CO,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlato! Pins k?» Brackets,

And electrical Molding.
Correspondence Solicited,

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tan?ht ihnron^hlv day and night at the IXSTI-
TITTE of TECHXOLO^Y, 151 Throop
Street, Chicago, III. Amateurs, Artisans
and others asBiet-a Practicallt in any line, and
In'tructed in the latest and most improved
methrds.

Mechanical Dra^ghttnq, Mathematics. Elec-
trical rslculatioae. Archiiectnre, Mechanics, aieo

anghtday and nleht.

Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Batet for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimminqs and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. Tbe glazing and body
of our ware are of same oom-
pnsillon.and arebiked aline,

which are the features ot

Trne Hard Porcelain,

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 ts 166 Srera 8t-,

GreeD Point,

l)K001iL»,N.I:

W.S.EDWARDS MFG. CO.,
MANnFACTUKEES OF

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send foi complete catalogues of
office fittings.

AMfiRICiN DESK AKD SEATING CO,.
270-3T3 Wabasli Avenue,

Write for Manufacturers' Prices.

Retfliig Electric Co.,

4f FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS,

Woodhonse & Rawson,

UNITED, L,D.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

COEEESPONDENCE INYITED.

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combioation Bracl^ets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

THE ELEMENTS OF

[lYNAMIC FLECTRICITY

AND MAGNETISM.
Price, $2.A Book TITQT' OTTT' f
irioe, !i>3.

For Learners. W U^X \JU X • Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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Edison and Thomson-Houston Systems
OF

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS
ARE THE

IN THE

OUR EXHIBITION AT THE

STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION
Fully Proved the Superiority and Perfection of our Systems.

ENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,

44 Broad St., NEW YORK, 620 Atlantic Ave,. BOSTON. MASS. 173 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

f

OompoBedof Aebeetoa. combined with water and acid proof
materials, compreesed aad valcanized

FOa ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES,
BwitchboardB, Armature Sleeves, Battery Cells, Influlat-

ing "WasherB, Intulatlog Parte for Arc lii^hts, In-
candescent UightB, Motors, Chandeliers, Dyna-

mos, £tc. ,ffleld Magnet Spools.

Special Styles and Sliapes to order. Prices on application.

—MANUFAGTUBED BT-

The Johns-Pratt Co.^
MANirPACTIIREBS OP

Moulded Mica.
H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

H, W. Johns' AsbeBtoB Millboard, Sheathings, Bnilding Felts, Fire-proot PalnlB, Liquid PalntB, Asbestos Roofing Etc

,

Selling Agents,

JEII«RY CITY.
BOSTON.

CHICAGO.
ATLrANTA.

PHIIiADBI/PHIA.
I/ONDOK. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write tlie

TRADE MARK.

--r WANNOPEE POTTERY CO,
Warranted Hard Porcelain.

Estimates Cheerfully Given.
V.')"ftg—-^ > jifSii,ni,ut,t:s Xynvvrjuiiy ijtvven. TvT I

— "\A7" IvIII I
—

^
C 3 \—^ i 1 C I iT^]'*«J_

^^ Write us at once, we can save you money.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

3Ga 4loable~coluinn Pases. 5V0 lUantrations. C'lotli Bindiii;;. Typo PasCH 10 x 7 incliow. Price, imstaffc Prepaid, to any part of the ivorld, !»i.'5.00.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

•ith. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOSB References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

OliEARNESS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they

shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no

training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, Illinois.

This Dictionary includes 5,009 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an EncyclopSBdia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles Of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.
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Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

If not, write us for it.

Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,
Nos. 13, tSand 17 Cortlandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

New York.

Chicago.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDGfiPOBT, CONN.

TRA.PE IVI:A.iRli«C

RheoBt&tB of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestractible, Slmpleund
Cbeap. Send foi ILaBtrsted Ctilatogae and Price
Llit.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Year inveniion may be vala«ble. You ehonld
protect it by i>ateDt. Address for fall and intelli

fient advice, free of charge.

W. W. DIJDL<B¥ A CO.,
SollcltoFB of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 F St., N. W„ Washington, D. C
Please mention this paper.

For electrical

purpoBes.

Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

MICA

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« Kartavsrt « Manufacturing « Co,, 39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

FUSE ^ Correct Carrying Capac '

WIRE or > ity. Absolute

STRIPS.) Unifo mity in Size.

T^XXjAXXSTGt-'T'OSa', ^£IX<. cxo.A.a-c>.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CC.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

ClxicsL^o Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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Standard Compound Engine.

m LAKE ERIE ENQINEERING WORKS,
BTJILDEItS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOHT AND REGULATION GDARANTEED,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when ncu-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been declslTely proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by

the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however

light. For the first time in the history of Steam EnsiiPPr-

ing, either Simple or Componnd, is bnilt an Fngine
which maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespect-

ive of load, and hence for the llrat time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by teat, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 35 lbs. t:) 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghous) Compound, between the

tame limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested in the nicer points Involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. M. Rites on this subieot at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Pranclseo.

Westin&house, Church, Kerr & Co.,

X]^0-XI>>rXiE3ZlS.

NEW YORK : 1 7 Corllandt St.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: WesliRghouse Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lal<e St.

MINNEAPOLIS; Bocry Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPI^. COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Famished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BBANCH office:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES ilND WHISTLES.
Oral, Elacfrlc, Pniumatlc and Mechanical

AKNUNCIATORS «^ BELLS.
FUIiLi I/INB ALiTTATB IK STOCK.

W. R^ OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Broofclyn. N. Y.

Send for Nbw CATALoaoi. Out Angnet let.

FOUR
^^ ^^ ^^ v^

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ONE
DOLLARGOOD^^^^^^^

BOOKS. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COM'^crcoTl!' EACH.
STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.OieMMsERIE^PA.

coaapx.ET-E: po-uter pi.a.ivts for WOODBURY '
^^

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

' NEW YORK,
BEANOH OFFICES: -! ISlt^g^''''^^^

' SAN FRANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Bnildincr.
1120 "The Rookery/'
39 and 31 Spear St,

GILfS PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
ARTlTinTPH- SST.I.OIIIS—M.P.Johnston Machinery Co., 71S and T17 N. 2d St.injjjj.lUijjO.

( MINNEAPOI.IS, MINN.—T. M. Maguire, 23 Syndicate Blocli. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
CONDENSINGOR NON-CON DIINSI NG-

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISOortlandtSt., - NEW TOEK

CHICAGO OFFICE:
SSSo. Canal tit.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Disigitd, Elected and Fnniiihed.

Send for neyr Catalogue of Po"w
er Transmission Mactiinery.

^|A^JufACTlJ[^E(^

^''ELE(TRI(LlGHf^LOBE°$^r-^

-THE.Li>,RGEST-Lll^E-o'^

rViTlMlMi/illia!

42 MURRAY ST. NY.
.SEND FOR CATALOGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF GIRCDITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric Company.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.
i

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE.
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH.
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Sli-oiJLld. Toe Ord.ereca. frorm ijls a,t Ora.ce-

We are the Only Company vrho can Supply Reliable Snow S^veepers.

13FRA.1SICZH
020 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

173 and 17fi Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.
264 W. Fou/rth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44 Broad St., NEW YOMK.
509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA , PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, DEN FEB, COLO.

IS First Street, SAN FBANCISCO, CAL.

\
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K K K
KNAPP ILEKTRIKAL KOMPANY.

KNAPP KANT KICK
At his sales for September, but if business keeps konstantly

koming as at present, the month of Oktober will make a

showing in excess of any korresponding month.

KNAPP KNOCKS KOMPETITION
By kwotina: Faktory Prices on all Supplies.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

The Safety Insulated Wire and Kable Kompany

,

MANUFAKTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

ELEKTRIKAL SUPPLIES.
Write and let us kwote you prices on large or small orders.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

PERKINS INKANDESCENT LAMPS.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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COOKING AND HEATING APPLIANCES,

TH& CARPENTER HEf\T&RS.

ELECTRIC STEW PAN.

A "BANG UP" HAIR CURLER.

ELECTRIC CHAFING-DISH.

ELECTRIC GLUE KETTLE.

ELECTRIC SAD IRONS.
POLISHING IRONS.
GOOSE IRONS.
SOLDERING IRONS.

Never since the introduction of electricity

for commercial uses has such intense, wide-

spread interest been manifested as that excited

by the recent devices for Electric Cooking and

Heating.*^

Our Line of Electric Heaters is the most

complete ever offered to the trade. They are not

flimsy, experimental toys, but substantial, well-

made utensils for every day use.

Central Stations will find in them a profit-

able and ready medium of selling current.

Gas Companies everywhere are active and

interested in pushing the sale of gas ranges and

heaters to use their gas. An equal opportunity is

offered to Central Station managers by these heat-

ers. We will be glad to furnish any information or

send samples to responsible parties for examin-

ation.

We wish to call the attention of Electric

Railways to the Carpenter Car Heaters. The

most economical and reliable method of warming

your cars. Be sure to get your order in early so

as to avoid delays incident to the rush following

the first cold snap. Whatever you do, do it

NOW.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

KnMtorn OnU'<^ unit FiU'lori«*H,

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR COOK COUNTY AND GENERAL WESTERN SALES AGENTS,

Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, aiTICAQO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATINB CO.

THE I5/TJBBE1K/ TJSEID I3iT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

narine Core, used
oa 4»overnineiit

Cruisers,

Feeder Core.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable, BrookljTa
£disoti Electric Jjig^ht vo.

Submarine Work, Edison Electric
JLight 1 o., Easton, Pa.

Kaval Core, fniled
States 8. 8. "Cliicago.'*

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

"Drj-pla' es.''
Grand Central Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newatk, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Eabirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WM.M.HABIRSHAW,F.C.S
G£K£BAIi MANACiEK.

'1 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Seoond St.,

NEW VOBK CITY.

Feeder Core.

Feeder Cable.
Brooklyn Rdigbn

WESlEM AGEBTS; THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and MlcMgan Ave., ( HICAC 0, ILL. Eie"?ric' liSSrSo.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.,

805 Cbamber of Commerce Sldg,, Chicago.
MANUFACTVBBBS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SPUERIOB QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPIaT CO.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

(General Western Selling Agents.

CHAS. D. SHAIIff,
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling igent.

-A-O-EIISrCIES:
THB ELBCTBICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Ansonia, Conn.
WOOBRVFF-HAMRTS ELECTRIC CO.,

Sirmtnffhani, Ala.

IRON CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
PittsburgJi, Pa.

JULIAS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
§1 j_, THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highfeSt effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one

pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified douMe-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So Canal St., CHICAGO.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

Street Railway Motors aod Generators,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS, STATIONARY MOTORS,

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

Electrical Merchandise of Every Descriptien.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, MIcIi.

NEW YORK:

tSCoftlanfltStree*.

CHICAGO:

HoDadDOCk BalldlDg.

LOUISVILLE:

Commerce Bnlldiog,

CINCINNATI:

Neave Baildlsg.

ST. LOUIS:

Commeiclal BalldiDg,

CHATTANOOGA:

305 Fort Street.
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS THE BS3T.

Host Dniform in Candle Power. High in Efficiency.

Office and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo,

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Kubber u0.

S. p. COLT, Prest, F. S. MINOTT, Geii'l Mgr.

S'.^CrOR-Sr and. O^TICES, - Bms-roxj, R. I.

Oeneral M^estern Agenfs: Enterprisi^ Electric Co.. Chicago.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE,

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

Mannfaotnred. by tlie

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

Louisville, Ky., Smithers it Davis.
Pittsburgh, Pa.. W: H, Tandevort, 109 Lewis Block.
G. P.AlteDberg, '220 Walout St.. Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Rock. Ark,, Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W, Markham Ht.

Alontreti!, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 'iC-lOO King St.

New York City, Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, III , Elec. Appliance Co., 242 Madison St.

St. Paul, Minn,,The Elec. EnuineeriuR & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb.. E. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
St Louig. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply.Co.
San Francisco, Cal., A. C Brainard & Son, No. 109

California St.

Cincinnati, O.. Post-Glover Elec. Co.. nr^ W. ith St.

The

Inteinaiional OKONITE COMPANY,

^^J>J»'^:

LIMITKB

13 Park Row, New Yorkc^
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U>«.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, fhiladelplila, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,

Omaiia, Lonls-ville, St. LoniB. San Francisco, London and So. America,

-MANUTAcroRIES^NUNJTrD'^STATrsYSC'OTaHD^FSANCEiGERMANyM

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 BUY^ STREET, NEW YORK,

MASTFACTCEERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF 111 DESCRIPTIONS.

KEY FOR CAPACITY TESTS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN A>!D OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrica' Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instminents and all Scieotiflc Measnrement Apparatus.

MANUFAOT0KEK OF

IlffSUIxATESD BI.EGTRIG WIRXS,
FLKXIBLE COItDS and CABLES.

300 and 808 BTorth Third Street, - - PHII/ADEI.PHIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Siapply Honae
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., '"trSt" Boston, Mass.
"New York Office and Stock Koom: Central Bdilding, lil Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl & Co. , 12(i Liberty St.. New York,
Geo. D- Hoffman. 82 Lake St,. Chicago, 111.

H. M. Scipla & Co, , M & Arcn Sts, . Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B. Paarson & Co., Home Ins. Bldg.,Chlcago, 111. James & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tbo8. G. Smith. Jr.. William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.

Hammond Bldg., ClnciMati, Ohio, T. W. Aodervon. HoQBton, Tex.
W. A. Day, 1« Oliver St., Boston, Muf. F. H. Whltiag, JacobaoD Block, DenTer, Colo^
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™ GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

-MtEAMjEUS IX-

THOMSON-HOUSTON -° EDISON

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

OF INTEREST TO CENTRHL STHTIONS

USING HLTERNHTING CURRENT.

A long series of experiments and tests have recently been

completed at our Harrison, 'N. J., Lamp Works, the object

of which was the production of a new long filament, low

voltage incandescent lamp. The results of the final tests

were more than satisfactory, and we are now prepared to

furnish to users of Alternating current throughout the

country the most efficient and economical lamp that has

yet been offered to them.

Further information and prices gladly supplied upon

application to any of the following oflSces:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 173-175 East Adams St. 44 Broad St.,

BOSTON, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK.

Philadelphia, Penn. Cleveland, O. St. Paul, Minn.

Atlanta, Ga: Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash.

St. Louis, Mo, Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont.

Kansas City, Mo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Omaha, Neb. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md,

New. Orleans, L;),
1

1 .

Spokane, Wash.
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Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heieier Electric Co.
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Waddell-Entz Company.
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G eneral Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Eneines, Gas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Rnslnes. Mtean*.
American Engine Co.
Ball Eni^ue (Jo.

Ball & Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bcdiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Fearflon & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith. Thos. G. Jr.
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Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.
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Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas ijlsbtins* Electric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Mnpplies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotrlc Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d'lnfreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co,
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Blectrlcal Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood &Co., Wm.
Klipstein, A.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
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material s.
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Brookfleld, Wm.
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Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
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Empire China Works.
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General Electric Co.
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Interior Condnlt & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H.W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
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Lefmann, Julius.

Moore. Alfred P.
Mnneell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C 0.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Insulated w^lres and Cables.
aSaemet W^ire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cashing, E. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Baetem Blectric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Blectrlcal Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber &G. P. Ine. Oo.
Knapp BlBctrlcal Worka.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Genera) Electric Co.
Hood&Co., Wm.
Illinois Electric L,amp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Hawver-Man ttlwtric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co

.

liathcs.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Ijiglitning Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Van Nuis, C. S,

naffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wlree.)

Mechanical Slachlnery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Medical Batteries.
Partrick & Carter Co.

9Ilca.
Bowers Bros,
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Milling: Macbinepy.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

ninlnjr Apparatus, Electric
General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co
Weetlnehonae Electric & Mfg. (^oMndel Ulnklng:,
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Midland Electrical Wks.

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co
Electrical Enjj. & Supply Co., The
Ford-Washburn Stortlectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter- Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Blectric & Mfg Co

iKame Plates.
Becker Mft;. Co., John

Office Furniture.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co,, A. H.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Suppjy Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co,
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles-
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
Railway Equioment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Central Bftctrlc Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Kpapp Electrical Works.
TTnlon Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballwars, Electric.
fSee electric railways.)

Bcsnlatin^ Sockets.
Ries Electric Special^ Co.

Bkeostats.
Carpenter Bnamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speabinje Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Blectrlcal Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical! Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps,
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railway.
Electrio Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Jnlins,
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insniatini:.
Central Electric Co.
Cnshlng, P. W.
Crescent Ins, Wire & Cable Co
Electrical SupplyCo., The.
India Rubber & Q. P. n b. Co
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paipj Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telegrraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Weatern Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^ The,
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National KlectrlcManSactTxriiL Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Cc

Trolley Cord,
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Cci

Tnrblne fTheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell &Bierce Mfg. Co.

TypcTFriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UnlTersltles.
Institute of Technology.

Water Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

1¥lre. Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebllng's Sons' Co., J. A.
Soerry Elec. WlnliiiT Machine Oo.
Washburu & Moen Mfg. Co.
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THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Z*Aotor3r: 3VICLxioli.estexr, Conn.

MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS RELIABILITY!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., GUago.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES NO STATIC EL,ECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RHWfllDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC

-A. S^EICI.A.XjT-2-.

-t^:e3-

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
!

The only Manufacturers in tbe Country.

Lace Leather Hope and other Rawhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belting and Lace Leather la not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard ; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
RaT^hide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator TVire,

Lead CoTered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'$SON$CO.,
CHICAGO, SAN FBASICISCO, NEWITORK, TBESITOJV,
173 JLake St. 2.5 : nd 27 Fremont 8t. 117 liiberty St. ST.J.

RICH GCLD MINES.
I have in my bauds two adjoining gold proper-

ties of about 1,'250 acres each, agsre;?at ng nearly
2,500 acres, easily accessible, in the United States
of Colombia, South America, with ore of the most
extraordinary richness, some of which carries as
much as three thousand dollars (^:J,000) in gold to
the ton, and all being of hi^h grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, aud were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.
These troubles have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar
to our own government, with civil and religious
liberty and enual rights to all, an I Is as stable as
any government in the world.
These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to Ihe
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dolla s

($10,000,1 a day, or over three million dollars (§3,-

000 000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an ubuudauce of timber nud unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.
It is proposed to organize this property on a

basis of live million dollars(§j,000,000 I, upon which

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars
(.S25,O0O), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cenla (24c.) on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.) on thedollar,
a sufi&cient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prior possession to

double the amount of contiguous land which will
swell the property io about seven thousand five
hundred (7,500) acres.
Tbe poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poo% is the reason of this unusual offer,
and they wilt retain as much of the property as
Ihey possibly cau, parting with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated iu the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in tbe entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, Pi EW YORK,

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability,
Accuracy,
Economy of Power,
Dead-Beatness and
Good Finish.

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A,

Blew York «>nie,e, lac lilberty St. SEND FOE CATALOQUE.

STREET LIGHTM FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be inveatiffated by evert; plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OX7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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The Redding Electric Company of Boston has recently brought out an improved

socket for incandescent lamps, also a porcelain rosette, which can be put up without

the use of a screw driver, the outside cap being adjustable by a half turn. The name

of the rosette is the "lona," and the

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago,

have been appointed Western Agents, have gotten in a big stock of these and can

fill all orders promptly at low prices.

The use of this rosette will save the construction man time and money.

Central Eleetrie Company,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

HEADQUARTERS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

National Electric Manufacturing company,
lEZsL-UL Olctiro, "\^7'is-, XJ- S- -A.-

^t7Xi:jX>]eixi.s or'-—

-

High Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery,
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Liong Distance Transmission of Power, Street Rail-nray Generators^
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Electric IVIining Plants^
Isolated Lighting Plants^ Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

690 itlanUc Avenue. BOiTOK. Pullman Building. CBI'^AGO-
ISH Liberti) S'reet, SBtV YORK. 134 East Sixth. Street, ST. PAUL

Peitn Ma'ual B nl'linq. PHIL tDELPHIi. 29 E. First Hoi'th t^treet, SALT L4KE CITY.
G5 ImiihBiii ding. ViNCiNN ill. Ba'ler Baildiag, SEATTLE. JFAf-IT.

167 Grnvier Strt-fft. NEW ORLEANS. 314= California Street. SAN FBJNCl&CO.
Equitable Building. ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street. TORONTO, OA T.

TliLe ^lace to B-UL3r S-o-pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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Ahearn Heclric Heater.
Is there another Electric Heater on the Market

that can show such a Record as this?

AND STOVES
rOK CA-ieS A.]NX> icesidences.

Write for the pamphlet describing the most extensive
Electric Heating System in the World.

Railway Equipment Co 1
W. R. MASON, Gen. Mgr., Pullman Bldg., Chicago.
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9 2.000 Feet
The largest order ever given in this country for high grade

insulated wire. The New York Central Railroad has just ordered

300 Miles of 8 Conductor
Kerite Insulated Cable for their block signal system between

Albany and Buffalo.

THIS MEANS SOMETHING.

THE BEST INSDLiTION
IS

The Old

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS Reliable.
THE INSULATION THAT HAS

STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST
IS

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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To whom it may concern:

Electric Companies, Supply Houses, Contractors, and

the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-

Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Lightirg, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Lights,

Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United States, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WOKKS, OLOUOESTEE, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatus.

Series Laips for Arc Circnits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus.

Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

FRANKLIN S. CAHTER CHARLES M. WILKINS.

TRADING AB

B. 'WARD WILKINS,

FAHTRICE & CAHTEH CO.,

125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PKOPHIETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOES.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full lineof supplies for hotel and housework.

Cataloe^nee and Discount Sheeta wUl be eent to those In the trade npon receipt of Application and BQBlnees Card.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPMY, GCOITO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DlRi^GT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, witli

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before pnrclinBlne elsewhere send In a trial order for Brilliants.
IjampH fiirnlsl.cd to conHiiiuera in qunntitlee at factory prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES: 1
MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.

( THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
195-207 South Canal St.. CHICAGO, ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers JELECTRIC SUPPLIES)
,

( .. AND FIXTURES .. r'
every description.

Bynamos, Motors,
liamps, Sockets,
Wire, etc.

Qas, Electric and
Oombination
Fixtures.

Oomplete Electric
Railway Station and
Line Appliances.

Batteries,
Push Buttons,
Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
SIASilJFACTIJKEBS OF

Th5 MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plants process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAN BATTIRY COMPAHY,
Office : Rooms 23 and 24, 1 77 La Salle St., CHICAGO, :i.L.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^rom.pt SliipmerLts.
CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

•W. R. MASON, Oenl Mgr. CHICAGO.

G-S Specialties.

C-i

Single Pole. Donble Pole.
S-nire.

Electrically

Mechanically

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELEGTRIGAL & MFG. GO.,
27 So. 11th street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

"*<.

FROM OUR GINGER JAR.
BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.: Cincinnati. Ohio, August is, I892.

DEAR SIRS:—We are so full of gratitude for your perseverance in placing the "BucUeye"
Lamp with ua that we must let it out or explode. In our watch making department, where the best light

possible is required, we have found yours thoroughly satisfactory, being especially bright, clear and
steady; in fact, nature itself- something we have not found in any other make tried. A lamp that will

satisfy OUT watch makers must indeed be a "Jim Hun." Very truly yours, 0. E. BELL & CO.,
Manufacturers and Jobbers, Jewelry and Watches.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.. CLEVELAND.
437 "Tlie Rooltery,"

CHICA60.
611 Iflail and Express Building,

JiEW YORK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Go.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

manhfactukeks of

Friclii CMcliis, i
SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES- i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

(l8Cortlandt8t.,NEWTORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-
THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO. Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKKOWIiEDKEO TO HATE THE HIOHEST IIEBIT IN ALli THE RECENT COIHPKTITITE TESTS.

INCANDESCENT LAHIFS, » TO SOO.CANDIiE POTVEB. AXili TOIiTAdES AND BASES AXVTAYS IN STOCK.C3£B.oes:
PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICACO.

iDsnlating Gomponnds,

Tape and Arinatnre Yarnlsli.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago Oiiice: 543 "The Bookery."
SOLD BY

THE EIjKCTBICAIi SUFPl/f CO., Chleaso.
NOTEIiTY KI.ECTBIC CO., Pbiladelphla,
PETTIN<&EI.I*-ANDBE1FS CO., Boston

And Supply Houses Etod ivlipre.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
' •HERCULES" S WITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

'UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
(joitage and amperes-

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'.X LIGHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

x5HAWA\VT
TV5EWIRE
rOAXPANY

&) WATER ST BOJTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TE5TEDFV5EWIRES LINKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE USTS

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circulak & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
V/ r, 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

HOLMES. BOOTH &. HAYDENS,
Factories : Waterbury, Conn. - - S5 Paz-li Place, Ne-w Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bsire amd IrrsTJLla.1:ed. 'KTire-
Undenvriters' Copper Electric liig^lit I^ine AVire, Copper Masnet AVirc. Flexible Silk, Cotton and M'orsted Cords for

Incandescent Ijightins:. h ound and Flat Copper Bars for (Station AVork.
Insulated Iron Pressure A^'ire.

PATENT "K. |f^,"TlNEWmE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GKEAT WESTERN ElECTRIC SUPPLY C05IPANJ, CHICtCO, • - SELLI.\G AGENTS.

THOS. T^ SCOVILL. New York Agent

\

imoToif

BqUS^ES.

E1.ECTBIC 1.10HT
AND BATTEBY

CJ{l{BO!IS.
' 'W. '^i.J^^^^g^.'^^-''--^J"'''=' - '^^ ^ -^.^i^li^-iiJ^Ljj

CX,E^7--E::Xi A.isriD. oxxto

THE i^E3iL."roi^ "vir-flLTPEsn ^vitxiesesx^

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and. mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads ruDniog from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cect. better results guaranteed than can be prodnced from
any other Wheel in the country.

KliKCTRIC TBA9>^89IISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and rella-

lle power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of tpeed and prefiflure, have brought it Into special prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All applications ehonld state amount and head of
w Iter power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fok Catalogue.

TH£ P£LTOX "WATER WHEEL
1'^1-1S3 Main (St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW YORK,
^^It having come to our notice that oxir patent rights are being infringeo

pon. Intending pnrchaeere are hereby warned that all ench infringements will

be duly ])roaecuted.
l>tCL,T01!V AVATEB MOTOBS, Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse rower, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given Amount of power with one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made fmm
faan Francisco or New York, as may afford the mo6t favorable fruicht ratPB-

CO.,

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL"

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Liamp.

Send for Trial Order.

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois "Waterproof
Iiamp.

S^end for Trial Order.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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ELECTRIC ANDMANUFACTUBINII CO.,

PITTSBURGH, PK.

LAMPS. SOCKETS.
BFFIGIlSIffT. SIMPLE.
LONC I.IFI:. ORNAMEIffTAI..

IffO DESGREASX: IN RELIABLE.
CAIffDIaE POWER. CHEAP.

Our new lamps not only do not infringe the Edison patent, but they are fully covered

by patents of our own.

By means of an important discovery the burner is rendered stable, its efllciency in-

creased, its life prolonged, and its normal candle power maintained.

The prices for our new incandescent lamps and sockets will be a surprise and sat-

isfaction to all users.

OUR PRICE LIST WILL BE FURNISHED IN NOVEMBER.
Our reason for not now announcing prices is due solely to the fact that we desire

to fix them with reference to the economies which are being effected in their manufac-

ture in very large quantities by the use of special machinery.

Th% efforts of the agents of the General Electric company to induce our customers

to exchange generating apparatus of our make for Thomson-Houston generating appara-

tus is fully explained by the fact that

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY PAYS US,

through the Consolidated Electric Light Company, five cents for every incandescent lamp
it makes, for the right to sell such lamps for use in connection with generating appara-

tus of its own manufacture only.

While we do not sell our new lamp for use in connection with Thomson-Houston
generating apparatus, the present users of the same may avail themselves of our new
lamp by substituting our generating apparatus, the quality and e£aciency of which will

fully warrant the cost.

NOTE.—We are in receipt of numerous letters from all parts of the country con-

gratulating us upon the perfection of a new and better lamp, and we are abundantly

assured that the tactics employed to secure exorbitant prices for apparatus as illustrated

in connection with the World's Fair lighting, by threatening not to supply lamps unless

all apparatiis was purchased from "The Trust," will not prove effective. We are also

assured that the competition resulting from our independent course is widely appreciated.

Do not Tiatnper your business hy long time contracts to purchase lamps and

machinery exclusively of any one concern.

We shall he prepared to supply these la'mps in large quantities, beginning

December 1st.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJJ'ACTUBED BT

WM. BROOKFIELD,
eUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

R^i FESTIVITIES
Have broken in somewhat on the regular routine of business.

"We have shown all our visiting friends our

UNEQUALED FACILITIES
For taking care of their business, and are again busy taking orders for

ELKHART CONVERTERS,
PACKARD LAMPS,

RATCHET TRACK DRILLS
and General Supplies.

Are you "wid" us or "agin" us?

RLECTRIC APPLIAHDE COMPAHY,
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

Electric Light Plant

As Receiver, appointed by the Circuit Court
of Livingston County, III., in a suit to settle a part-
nership, I shall on the 19th day o£ November, at 2

o'clock P. M.. at the south door of the Court House
in Pontiac. 111., sell to the highest bidder for cash
the entire electric light plant and franchise of the
late firm of H. A. Foster & Co., situated in^Pontiac,
Livingston iouaty, 111. This plant is in active
operation. Is doing all the electric lighting, public
and private, in the city, a place of 3,200inhftbitants.
The plant is now running 28 arc and 700 incandes-
cent lights and is all in good running order and
repair.

A. W. COWAN, Receiver.

QualitiesMICA
For iElectricBl Parpoaes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
318 Water IStreet, STew York.

W. H. SILLS, 8B Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent Iiamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

AnPRESX lgl and 178 BBUKME ST.. XK^T YOBg..

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
la the most dura-
ble for ban
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THx: ImA.tiz&t and best
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOIiAE, DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow Hpoed, HmuU floor 9paco, direct driven, eelf-oiliug bearings, little externftl

niagnellBiTi, etc.

MADE BY THE , SHU

h: *,J1 tiJ.-,|,Wl!i

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
tT rl liiniited,

CORRY, PA.
BoHt.nn Onicc—n. C. llawkR, Manager
iVM Atlantic Ave.

i'lilciiico «»lll«'«— Archur & Rueling,
MiiiirigorH, 13'^r> Monadnock HulldluH.

li.uiiHaM <'ity nio,, Ofllce— L. 0.
Jiulr. 80(1 Walnut Stroot.

X*-\%' Vork onicc — \V. H. Gordon,
ManaKor, llTiUroadway,

rhli»d«>l|»lilu Ofllxre-ChaH, !<;. Rus-
HOll, IHHniiUi IJroad St.

AGENTS:
l^hnttanooea. Tcnn.-F. 1, stone.
MAuKolit, Web.—niKolow Kluotrlo Sup-

ply o<»., ny 8. i;;th at.
J*rovHl«',ure, K. I.—Dniko, Tayoon &

Wlilttlor, Our. WiiHbliitftoii h lOddy Sts.
Turpoii Hi»rln(!;M, Fin- W. i). wiIhou

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotaiy Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such, that there are no '

' dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each, revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over aU other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY AND MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are i-equred. This Engine is

THE -A.ODVLE OF SH^FLIOIT^S'.
No skilled engineer is required.

[^" For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addres'-

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
7» Itarltan Avenne. BOiriVD BROOK, N. J.

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Plalinum Purchased,
BAKER. & CO.. 408-414 New Jersey

Uaiiruiul Ave., Newark, N. J.

520 OLIVE
Street.AM MORSE '^co

RUrtK FVF 5Q TO 1Q00H. P.^ST._LQUIS^

HiNE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the *'ComeU" Separator test, it averaged

i 7-10 per cefit Dry Steam. Outstripping all competltora.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

C HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '"'"iirMkk. ho.7o=...
This advertieement appears every other week.

JRIDGEPDRT MaCHINe1dDl\J0RKS

EPBullarcl.P^°'''Brid€ePorh Conn

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furoiished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BBIDGEPOBT, CONX.
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The Opening of the First Strowger Tele-
phone Exchange.

In the Western Electrician of August 6th there

was presented an illustrated description of an automatic

telephone system that had been devised by A. B. Strow-

ger. At the time this article appeared the company ex-

ploiting this apparatus had finished its experimental work

and had just commenced active operations, having estab-

lished offices in New York and Chicago. Since then the

Strowger company has been hard at work, and on Thurs-

day of last week the management gave a public exhibition

of its automatic telephone exchange system.

The first town to employ the Strowger equipment was

La Porte, Ind., and it was in

this place that the public

test was made. A large party

of prominent Chicagoans and

electrical experts was invited

to visit La Porte to inspect

the new system, and a special

train was chartered for the

occasion. Twr- well filled

coaches, therefore, left the

Lake Shore depot, Chicago, on

Thursday morning and after

a sumptuous luncheon en route

the party was landed at its des-

tination at about I P. M. At

La Porte the visitors were wel-

comed by the mayor and es-

corted by the town band to the

Strowger exchange. After a

number of speeches the ex

change, and in fact the whole

system, was turned over to the

gnests with instructions from

the management to handle it as

they saw fit, and satisfy them

selves as to its practicability.

For the benefit of those who

are not familiar with the

and the two are then able to converse with each other.

The switching device in which each subscriber's line ter-

minates at the exchange, and which is, so to speak, the

heart of theStrowgtr system, although somewhat com-

plicated in appearance, is quite simple in operation.

This automatic switch connects with every line of the

system. Through an ingenious mechanism, the electrical

impulses sent out by the subscriber act to bring the ex-

change end of his line into electrical contact with what-

ever other subscriber's line he may desire to connect with.

In brief, the subscriber througfl the aid of electricity virtu-

ally takes into his hand the far distant exchange terminal of

his line and slides it over a row of contacts representing

details of the Strowger equip-

ment it should be explained

that the system is designed to

be worked without the aid of

operators at the exchange. In

other words, as its name im-

plies, it is an automatic system,

the Strowger machines taking

the place of the girls at the

switchboard thus making auto-

matically, or rather at the will

of the subsciber, all connec-

tions.

In the La Porte system there

is on each subscriber's tele-

phone shelf (ihe ordinary Bell

subscriber's outfit) a row of

keys, five in all. These keys

are marked units, tens,

hundreds and thousands, the fifth key being the "re-

lease key." To obtain a connection the subscriber taps out

the desired number on his little key-board. This number

registers automatically on this particular subscriber's ex-

change machine, each subscriber having one Strowger

mechanical oparator. Through the action of the exchange

apparatus the wire of the subscriber is connected with that

of the telephone he desires to reach. The connection is

made simultaneous with the taps on the key-board. A
subscriber thus places his transmitter and receiver in di-

rect connection with those of another by successively press-

ing his keys which cause the exchange circuit closer to move.

For instance , if a man at telephone "71" wishes to place

himself in connection with telephone "15" he can do so

by pressing the key marked tens once, and the ke^' marked

units five times. His circuit closer at the central

office is then in contact with wire terminal 15, and the

person at the telephone No. 15 can take down his receiver

ally have been ranged along the shelves of an ordinary

glass front bookcise. In another room there is a rack

carrying a battery of gravity cells. This completes the

exchange equipment, with the exception of a subscriber's

outfit for the attendant.

In the La Porte system five wires run to each subscriber;

a ground return is used. The five wire cable from each

subscriber connects his keyboard and telephonic apparatus

with his particular Strowger machine at the exchange.

The lines are, of course, all aerial.

Among the points of superiority claimed for this system

may be mentioned: ist, a great saving in cost of equip-

ment; 2d, the expense of operators required in the or-

dinary exchanges both day and
night is entirely avoided; 3d,

a costly and troublesome

switch-board is unnecessary;

4th, no cutting off of conversa-

tion by operators at the central

office; 5th, disconnecting bv

the pressure of a single key.

This system, its exploiters

state, has been already adopted

in the Dominion of Canada,

and it is also being installed

at Fort Sheridan, III., where an

exchange will be in operation

within a few weeks.

The Strowger Automatic

Telephone Exchange of Chi-

cago, was incorporated Nov.
iS, 1S91, under the laws of

the State of Illinois; capital.

J?5.ooo,ooo; A. Mayer, presi-

dent, A. B. Strowger, vice-pres-

ident, J. Harris, secretary.

THE OPENING OF THE FIRST STROWGER TELEPHONE EXCHANGE,

:- the whole number of subscribers until he reaches the one

he wants.

From the above it will be understood that each sub-

scriber has one set of keys, and is represented at the ex-

change by one Strowger mechanism. The La Porte tele-

phone directory* shows fifty-five subscribers, and as each

one of these subscribers, is connected with one Strowger

machine in the central exchange there is required,therefore,

in the exchange a total of at least fifty-five machines.

The Strowger company states, however, that the total

number of subscribers on the system is seventy-five.

The exchange at La Porte which is illustrated in the

cut, is simplicity itself. There are installed in it at

present eighty machines, and human operators are,

of ccurse, decidedly at a discount. These eighty

machines occupy merely a space that would be devoted

to a fair sized bookcase—in fact, at first glance, one is

inclined to believe that the eighty little machines actu-

Electrical Communi-
cation with Light-

ships.
Superintendent Houghton of

ihe New York Maritime Ex-

change was before the Light-

house Board recently to urge

thaL lightships and outlying

lighthouses be connected with

the life saving stations on shore

by telegraph, telephone, or

otherwise, so that prompt in-

telligence may be transmitted

to those interested of vessels

sighted in distress or needing

assistance. Although the sub-

ject has for some years been be-

fore our government officials,

as it has been in other mari-

time countries, the project has

never been realized here, owing

to the lack of means. Situated

as the lightships generally are

upon exposed portions of the coast, swinging with the

tide and wind and anchored with long stretches of cable

and subjected to strain incident upon gales, heavy

seas, floating ice, etc. , means have not yet been de-

vised to make inboard connections on the lightships

likely to be effective. It is, however, believed that

such connections can readily be made, and at the

coming session of Congress a bill will be introduced appro-

priating $50,000 to cover the expense of the necessary ex-

periments. As the value of a single ship, saved by prompt

advice of her being in peril, will more than tenfold cover

the entire appropriation, the bill will, it is hoped, meet the

prompt approval of Congresa and be enacted into law.

The sum of $25,000 has been deposited in a bank at

Prescott, Arizona, to begin work on the new electric rail-

way. G. W. Stone of San Francisco is contracting for the
electric light plant, and it is expected that the entire en-
terprise will call for an expenditure of $500,000,
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The General Electric Company In Chi-

cago.

Interest always attaches to operations of large size, either

in activities of a social, scientific or commercial nature.

Men and things of unusually large dimensions, great re-

ligious, social or philanthropic projects, vast undertakings

in science and art, and the conduct of big business houses

excite attention from their mere size alone. The subject

of this article belongs to the class last named, and it is

with the idea of giving its readers, particularly in the West,

an idea of the manner in which business is conducted at

the largest district office of the largest electrical company

in America, that the Westkrn Electrician devotes con-

siderable space this week to the development and present

standing of the General Electric company in Chicago.

The immense volume of business at present transacted

is a result of a process of growth, as in the case of every

other commercial house, although the period of time that

has elapsed since the business was first established in Chi-

cago until the present day is much shorter than in the case

of almost any other^ business enterprise of like magni-

tude. As everybody knows, the General Electric com-

pany is a consolidation of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company and the Edison General Electric company. A
brief review of the career of these two companies in Chica-

go, therefore, will not be uninteresting.

It was early in i3S3 that the first Thomson-Houston

office was opened in Chicago. George L. Grossman was

the first manager, and a small office was secured in the

Montauk block on Monroe street, between Clark and

Dearborn. Not long afterward a store was secured at

109 Wabash avenue, north of Adams street, and the next

move was to the Pullman building, which was the location

of the company's office when S. A. Barton came out as

manager. This was in 1886. In the meantime Mr.

Grossman, who did the pioneer work, retired and went

back to Lynn, his native city, where he is now a success-

ful manufacturer of shoe boxes. Mr. Grossman did good

work for the company, but he was quite a young man, and

did not find the electrical business in the West congenial.

For a brief period the office was in charge of Mr. Benton,

who was unacquainted with the details of the electric

lighting business, and he in turn was followed by Herbert

Wadsworth, who acted as temporary manager until Mr.

Barton, the general manager of the company, took charge

of the western territory. This was on June I, 18S6, but

for the better part of a year previous the company had

recognized the great value of the West as a field for the in-
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building up a great business. In the spring of i883 the

offices were moved from the Pullman building to a three-

story building especially erected for the company at 148

Michigan avenue. The results of Mr. Barton's experi-

enced direction were now fully apparent; the business had

assumed large proportions and had been subdivided into sev-

eral departments. Mr. Barton also took much interest in the
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Edison companies last spring, when he was appointed as

the western manager cf the General Electric

company. In June of this year the Thomson-Hous-

ton force was removed to the Edison building

at 173 and 175 Adams street, where the offices illustrated

by the accompanying pictures are located. Mr. Sunny

has proved a worthy successor to Mr. Barton, and his suc-

THE GE.NKRAL ELECi'RlC COMPANY IN CHICAGO.

general electrical growth of Chicago, taking a prominent

part in the conduct of the electric club, of which he was

president for a considerable period. Late in 1889 Mr.

Barton resigned as western manager of tlfeThomson-Hous

ton Electric companj to accept the presidency of the Brush

well

l-iG. I. Tllii GENERAL ELEC

troduction of electric lighting, and Mr. Barton had spent

much of his time traveling between Boston and Chicago.

It was finally decided to put the western office in direct

charge of the genera! manager, leaving the headquarters in

Boston under the control of the vice-president and board of

directors. The wisdom of this decision was speedily made

manifestc. Mr, Barton took charge of the work with com-

prehensive intelligence and great energy, and succeeded in

TUIC COMl'ANV IN CHICAGO.

I'-iectric company of Cleveland, Mis departure was great"

!y regretted by the electrical fraternity of Chicago, and the

farewell reception given by him at the Chicago Electric

club will long be remembered by the fortunate participants.

Mr. Barton was succeeded by B. E. Sunny, who had been

president of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company.

Mr. Sunny remained in charge of the Michigan avenue of-

fice until the consolidation of the Thomson Houston and

Gessful management of the western business

known.

The beginnings of the Edison business in Chicago go

back to^December, 1881, when George H. Bliss opened an

office in the Major block, at the corner of La Salle and

Monroe streets. Mr. Bliss had previously handled Mr.

Edison's inventions, and when companies were formed to

e.xploit the newly invented incandescent lamp Mr. Bliss

was summoned to Menlo Park to become instructed in the

new system, with the idea of establishing a western agency.

He was the representative both of the Edison Electric

Light company and the Edison company for Isolated

Lighting, the former company owning the patents and

franchises. Mr. Bliss entered upon his new duties with much
enthusiasm. It is interesting to note that the first incandes-

cent lighting plant in the city was installed in the old Rand
& McNally building on Monroe street. Here an isolated

installation of i2d 8 candle power lamps was wired in Jan-

uary, 1SS2, the first in the West. The next plant was of

60 i6 candle pojver lamps, and was placed in the basement

of Marshall Field's retail store. A month or so after this

J. W. Doane's fine new residence on Prairie avenue was
lighted by 275 16 candle power lamps, current being sup-

plied from an isolated plant in the barn. At this time

everything connected with the art was still in a compara-

tively crude state, and L. Stieringer, now in charge of the

decorative lighting at the World's Fair, came on to Chica-

go especially to design the fixtures for Mr. Doane's house.

Not a gas burner was placed in the house, and Mr.

Djane's residence was thus the first in the United States

to be lighted exclusively by electricity. On June i, 1882,

the Western Edison Light company was organized with a

capital stock of $500,000, with exclusive rights to the

parent companies' patents and franchises in Illinois, Wis-
consin and Iowa. This company superseded Mr. Bliss'

agency, but that gentleman was made the first genera]

superintendent, in which position he continued for three

years and a half. Gen. Anson Stager was the first presi-

dent of the company, and continued in that

position until his death, when John M. Clark, now
United States collector of customs at Chicago, suc-

ceeded to the position. Among the stockhDlders of the com-

pany were Marshall Field, John B. Farwell, John Crerar,

J. W. Doane, Judge Caton, D. H. Ogden, D. H. Lou-

derback and others. The company's first office was at the

corner of Wabash avenue and Randolph street, but it

afterward moved to the Adams Express company's build-

ing on Dearborn street, in the store onow occupied by the
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Fort Wayne Electric company. The Western Edison

company did considerable business. Among other in-

stallations credited to it is the first central station plant in

the United States, which was put in operation at Apple

ton, Wis., in the fall of 18S2. Early in the year 1886

Mr. Bliss resigned as general superintendent, and was

suceeded by H. Ward Leonard, who had been the Edison

agent at Cincinnati. About a year after this the affairs

of the Western Edison company were wound up, as it was

found that the company had a manufacturing clause in its

franchise, which interfered with the designs of the United

Edison Manufacturing company, which had been organ-

ized in New York. Part of the stockholders of the

Western company exchanged their stock for that of

the parent company and others went into a new local

company, the Chicago Edison company, which was organ-

ized in 1SS7. with the exclusive franchise of installing and

operating Edison plants in Cook county. After the old

company was disorganized, Mr. Leonard, with E. M.

Izard, opened an office in the Rookery, and the Leonard

& Izard company acted as the representative of the United

Edison Manufacturing company for some time. In the

fall of iSSg the LsonSrd & Izard company sold out to the

newly formed Eiison General Electric company and a dis-

trict office was established at Chicago, with C. C. Warren

The ThDm-on Houjton departmental system his been

adopted. The territory covered by the Chicago office em-
braces Southern Wisconsin, Michigan, Nebraska, Illinois,

Northern Indiana, Iowa. Indian Territory, Oklahoma , Mis-

souri, Arkansas, Mississippi, Texas, Louisiana and Kan-
sas.

The building now occupied by the company, an exterior

view of which is given in Fig. 6, is located on the north

side of Adams street between La Salle street and Fifth

avenue. It is of brick, five stories high, with a street

frontage of 50 feet and a depth of 17S feet, and is entirely

devoted to the use of the General Electric company. The
first floor, an illustration of which is given in Fig. 2, is

used partly as a general salesroom and showroom, in con-

nection with the supply department, and partly for the fix-

tures department, the apartments of which are shown on

the left in the illustration. The second floor is mainly

devoted to the auditing and bookkeeping departments,

with offices for the superintendent of construction and

superintendent of central stations, with a large

room for draughtsmen in the rear. The mailing depart-

ment is also on this floor. On the third floor

are the reception room and private office of Mr. Sunny,

fronting on the street, and the offices of the railway, cen-

tral station lighting, isolated lighting, purchasing, supply,

Advertising, etc.—Jesse Scribner.
Auditor—Geo. Martin; P. H. Anderson, assistant.

Central station lighting department—John L. Martin,
manager; Messrs. Searle, Hills, Wbeaton, Fisher, Cotton,
Ross, Davidson. Stedman, Dee Foote.

Collections and credits—W. J. Ballard and C. L. Wake-
field.

Constructing and engineering department—E. C. Noe,
superintendent; W. C. Upham, assistant.

Fixtures department—Franklin Oveibagh. manager.
Isolated Lighting department—J. W. Johnson, man-

ager; Messrs. Euell, Snowden, Polglase.
Legal department—J. S. Cummits.
Meter department—P. J. McFadden, manager.
Mfning department—Lieut. F. B. Badt, manager; S.

D. Flood, assistant.

Motor department—Geo. P. Nichols, manager; S. C.
Piatt, assistant; Messrs. Colton, Mullen, Beckwith, Weth-
erell, Calkins.

Purchasing department—J. H. Livsey.
Railway department—Theodore P. Bailey, manager;

Geo. K. Wheeler, assistant; B. J. Arnold, consulting engi-
neer; Messrs. Home, Brewster, Elliott, Alien,

Shipping department—G. M. Ellis.

Superintendent of central stations—H. S. Mann-
ing.

Supply department—W. E. Moore, manager; Messrs.
Boyer, Bunce, Ferris, Raggio, Rosenthal, Baldwin.

Dallas office—W. T. M. Mottram, manager; W. H.
Morris, assistant.

as district manager and F. B, Badt as d'strict engineer.

Mr. Warren resigned in the spring of i8go, and Lieut.

S. D. Greene, formerly lonnected with the Sprague Elec-

tric Railway company, was made temporary district

manager. This place was taken by John I. Eeggs, who
had been general manager of the Eiison Illuminating

company of New York city, OQ the 1st of August, iBgo.

The offices were at this time on the first floor of the

Rialto building. Mr. Beggs made a number of changes

after coming here, bringing several men from New
York to take charge of the different departments,

among them Gilbert More, as assistant. Mr. More
died in the following fall in North Carolina. Prof. Badt

resigned in the fall of i8go and was succeeded by D. C.

Jackson of the Sprague Electric Railway company of New
York, The Edison General Electric company moved to

the building at 173 and 175 Adams street in the latter part

of Au2;ust, iSpi. The business daring all these changes in-

creased continually, and the office help was graduallly in-

creased. After the consolidation with the Thomson-Houston

company Mr. Beggs resigned his position as district manager

and Mr. Sunny took charge of the combined business of

both offices. Mr. Beggs is now the superintendent of the

central station department in the New York office.

-There were naturally many changes resulting from the

consolidation of two large office forces, with several dupli-

cate departments, and some little confusion resulted. At

the present time, however, the work has been well system-

atized and the various departments are working smoothly.

FIG. 3. THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY IN CHICAGO.

meter, motor and mining departments. Disk room for a

number of salesmen is also provided on this floor. Fig. i

gives a glimpse of the general manager'^ reception room,

with a portrait of Mr. Sunny. Figs. 4 and 5 are also

views of this floor. The former shows the portion near

the front of the building and the latter the rear end. The
portraits are those of heads of departments who have of-

fices on this flDor. The fourth and fifth floors are devoted

entirely to the storage of the stock of lamps, wire, fixtures,

etc., that it is necessary to carry, the basement being util-

ized for storing heavy machinery. The building is equipped

with a complete system of speaking tubes, centering

at a switch-board, by means of which conversation is read-

ily carried on between departments. There is also a tele-

phone system in the building and an extensive annunciator

system. The office force at present consists of about 200

people, including salesmen, and 22 stenographers are re-

quired to attend to the correspondence. Two elevators

give access to the diff'erent floors and the building is, of

course, equipped with a plentiful supply of incandescent

lamps, current being secured from the Chicago Edison sta-

tion.

In addition to the office building the company has a six-

story warehouse on the West side, located west of Halsted

street, on the line of the Northern Pacific tracks.

The departments and dependent offices of the Western

district are now officered as follows:

Accounting department—W. J. Kehl, manager; G. H.
Atkin, assistant.

Kansas City office—C. A. Ross, manager.

Omaha office—W. F. White, manager; Messrs. J. H.
White, W. J. McManigal.

St. Louis office—W. L. Arnold.

The various departments present features of much in-

terest. The most attractive one, from the point of view

of the casual visitor, is undoubtedly that devoted to fix-

tures. Franklin Overbagh, the manager of this depanment,

was detailed by the executive department of the Edison

General company about a year ago to organize the west-

ern branch of the fixture business, with headquarters at

Chicago and with the principal show and stock rooms at

this point. To properly show the varied designs manufac-

tured by the company showrooms covering large floor

space is necessary and thus the ground floor is largely used

for this purpose. The main entrance doors are of massive

oak and guarded with wrought iron grill work, relieved

with burnished copper; at either side of the doors are

heavy wrought iron escutcheons with the company's name

in aluminum. Through the mosaic tiled vestibule entrance

is made to the first display room, finished in colonial style;

then follow other rooms furnished and decorated to cor-

respond with various periods of architecture and decora-

tion, such as the Louis XVI.. Louis XV., Renaissance and

Moorish styles. In these rooms are hung the work of the

skilled artisans employed by the company. Beautiful

specimens of brass, wrought by hand, finely chased and

showing days of labor, are especially noticeable in the

Louis XVI. room. Many of these fixtures are in
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burnished gilt and ormola. The adjoining room, with its

bronze and old copper work, is in striking contrast. Here

the furnishings and colors are in red and dark blue, and

the fixtures most striking and ornate in outline. The

rooms are all beautiful, and fixture work is

shown in almost every shape imaginable. A view

of one of the handsomest rooms, with a portrait of

Mr. Overbagh underneath, is shown on the left in

Fig. 3-

Auditor George Martin has an office on the second floor.

a view of which is shown in the center picture in Fig. 3.

In this general department there are about sixty men. Mr.

Martin has been with the Thomson-Houston and General

Electric companies five years, and is the chief financial

officer of the western district. His duties include the ap-

proval of all vouchers covering payments of money, coun-

tersigning checks, the custody and disposition of notes,

stocks and bonds, discounting notes, the placing of fire and

employes' insurance, purchasing goods, the approval of

reqaisitions on the main office for merchandise for stock or

for direct shipment, che compiling of inventories and dis-

tribution of information to beads of departments regarding

merchandise, stock on hand, and the quarterly auditing of

the bDoks and accounts of the Chicago office and plants

owned. It will thus be seen that Mr. Martin has plenty

to do. The business is conducted almost as that of an

indepeident house, and Mr. Sanny has entire control, all

heads of depirtmants reporting to him. George Martin's

portrait is the topmost one in Fig. 3.

The railway department was established about the first

of June, i3S8, and Theo. P. Bailey, who for several years

prior to that time had represented the Thomson-Houston

company in its lighting department, was placed in charge

of tie work, Mr. Biiley reports that since the organiza-

tion of the department of which he is the head there have

been sold generators to the extent of 59,236 horse power,

48,386 horse power in motors, and that 1,155 miles of track

have bsen equipped, with 1,418 motor cars. This equip-

ment is distributed throughout the West and with it some

remarkable work is being accomplished. At Denver, Colo.,

the cars make an average daily mileage of 211 miles; at

Peoria, III., 180 miles; at Springfield, O., i5o miles. The

largest installation with respect to number of cars and

miles of straight-way track is the St. Louis & Suburban

railway at St. Louis, Mo. This line is ig^ miles long

and on account of its splendid equipment the cars attain

a very high rate of speed, averaging on the suburban por-

tion about 30 miles per hour. This line carries express

and mail cars and through this medium has largely in-

installation made by Mr. Bailey's department is at Cedar

Rapids, la,, where the steam dummy line connecting

Cedar Rapids and Marion was abandoned, and electrical

equipment substituted. The speed on this line is about 34

miles per hour and heavy baggage and freight cars are

transported from one city to the other, a distance of near-

of the General Electric company, using about 4,500 arc

lights and no incandescents. Within the space of six

years the number has been increased to 521 central

stations using Thomson-Houston apparatus, 38,000 arc

lights and about 650^000 incandescents. In connection

with the local companies using Edison apparatus the grand

ly s'x miles, by means of the electric line. This

department has equipped roads in Denver, Colo.,

Des Moines. la:, St. Louis, Mo., Detroit, Mich.,

Indianapolis, Ind., San Antonio, Tex., Kansas City, Mo.,

FIG 4 THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY IN CHICAGO

total of incandescent lamps
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creased its earning capicity. It wa^ originally part cable

and part steam, both of which, after a succession of fail-

ures, growing out of irregular and unreliable service, were

abandoned, and the entire system equipped electrically

with Thomsoa-Ilouston apparatus. Another notable

Peoria, 111., Pueblo, Colo., Quincy, III., and Salt Lake

City, Utah. A portrait of Mr, Bailey occupies the central

position in Fig, 4.

On June r, 1886, there were about 75 central stations in

the territory that is now embraced in the western district

reaches about 1,000,000.

Among the notable lighting stations embraced in the ter-

ritory of the western office of the General Electric com-

pany are the cities of Chicago, Milwaukee, Omaha,

Springfield, III. , Kansas City, Burlington, Peoria, San

Antonio, Lincoln and almost every other city of import-

ance. Chicago has pre-eminence in possessing the largest

arc light central station in the territory using Thomson-
Houston arc apparatus. The central station lighting

department is in charge of John L, Martin, who was

with the Thomson-Houston company for a number of

years. His picture is given in Fig. 4, at the left.

James W. Johnson, whose portrait is given in the upper

right hand corner of Fig. 5, is at the head of the isolated

lighting department, and is also a Thomson-Houston man.

His department has to its credit many important installa-

tions, including that at the Masonic Temple, Chicago,

and several important buildings in St. Louis.

The legal work is attended to by Attorney J. S. Cum-
mins, who has an office on the third floor. Outside

counsel are quite often employed, but most of the work of

this character falls to the share of Mr. Cummins, who is

a competent lawyer, and has a constant retainer from

the company and an office in the building instead of out-

side.

Probably the supply department has a wider range than

any other department of the company, and there is a

great multiplicity of detail in connection with its operation.

Among other things the supply department controls the

sale of lighting and railway generator parts, stationary and
railway motor parts, arc lamps, incandescent lamps, un-

derground cable, conduit and tubing, insulated copper
wire cable, bare copper wire, bar and rod, iron wire, rope

and cable, railway line suppHes, car and station equipment
appliances, amperemeters, voltmeters, lightning arresters,

and all instruments, poles, cross arms, insulatorsand all out-

side wiring devices and supplies, sockets, cut-outs, switches

and all inside wiring devices and supplies, house goods, in-

terior conduit, linemen's tools, shades and fixtures. In
addition to the large, handsome store in the Adams street

building of the company, the supply department has es-

tablished branch supply stores at Milwaukee, St. Louis,

Omaha and Detroit, and several others throughout the dis-

trict will shortly be organized. These stores are all in

charge of competent resident managers, under the direction

of the department at Chicago. This department is in

charge of W. E. Moore, who was formerly connected with
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the Edison company. Mi. Moore's portrait is shown on

the right in the group shown in Fig. 5.

Lieut, F. B. Sadt, well known to the electrical fraternity

of Chicago and elsewhere, looks straight at the observer

from the central portrait in Fig. 5. He has charge of the

mining department, which has made installations at Great

Falls, Mont, (electrolytic refining of copper); Denver,

Colo, (tunnel mining); Juneau, Alaska; Streator, 111.

(coal mining); Calumet, Mich, (copper mining); Ishpem-

ing, Mich, (iron mining), and Lake Linden, Mich. Elec-

THE LEEDS ARC LIGHT DYNAMO.

trie mining is one of the latter developments of electricity,

and is capable of much extension in the hands of so exper-

ienced an electrician as Prof. Badt.

The motor department is under the management of

Geo. P. Nichols, who has been connected with the Thom-

son- Houston company for eight years past, beginning at

the factory at Lynn, when the names on the pay

roll were less than 200. When he first took charge

of the motor department a one horse power motor was an

object of curiosity and a five horse power machine was

considered a monster. This department has been success-

ful in making new applications of the electric motor in

the western territory. Some of its notable installations

are the drawbridges in Chicago and Milwaukee, the tram-

ways at the Pioneer Fire Proof Construction company and

Northwestern Terra CotEa company, Chicago, the electric

transfer tables at the World's Fair, Illinois Central Rail-

road company, Union Pacific Railroad company and else-

where, and the isolated power plant at the Armour Pack-

ing compiny, Kansis City, of over 700 horse power in

motors and generators. Mr. Nichols' picture is shDwn in

Fig. 5, on the left.

The very general use of recording meters as accessories

of central station lighting and power plants has resulted in

a large and increasing sale of the Thomson recording watt-

meter—so large, in fact, that it was deemed advisable to

give the entire charge of this branch of the business, both

at the Lynn factories and at the general offices, to a sepa

rate department, which should give exclusive attention to

the exploiting of this meter. The meter department of

the Chicago offi:e is in charge of Parmalee J. McFadden,

with headquarters in the Adams street building, while the

testing, calibration, etc., of the meters is done at the test-

ing room in the Michigan avenue building. The sale of

the Thomsoa-Houston transformer is also conducted by

the meter department. Mr. McFadden was formerly an

Edison man, but has shown himself fully equal to the de-

mands of the new department. His portrait, with a view

of his office above, is shown on the right, in Fig. 3.

The other departments are all in good hands. Mr.

Noe, at the head of the construction department, is a capa-

ble and expsrieaced engineer, while the shipping and pur-

chasing depirtmsnts are well taken care of by G. M. Ellis

and J. H. Livsey. H. S. Manning is efficient as super-

intendent of central stations, while Mr. Scribner, the ad-

vertising manager, known to his intimates as "Scrib," is

courteous, obliging and a general favorite.

From the above it will be seen that the General Electric

company occupies no mean position in the commercial in-

stitutions of Chicago. Its management is imbued with the

true Chicago spirit of enterprise, and still far:her improve-

ments and enlargements may be expected in the future.

T he people of Chicago, and the electrical fraternity m par-

ticular, have a right to be proud of it.

The Brotherhood of Electrical Mechanics has ceased to

bean organization in Chicago. Two weeks ago that or-

ganization voted to join its rival association, the Brother-

hood of Electrical Workers. This order has organizations

in forty-nine cities of the United States, The annual con-

vention* will be held in this city November 12th.

Proposals will be received by the secretary of the treas-

ury at Washington, D. C, until Nov. 17th for manufact-
uring and putting in position combination gas and electric

light fixtures in complete working order in United States

buildings at Denver, Colo., El Paso. Texas, Los Angeles,

Cal., and Eastport, Maine. Partial bids on o.ie building

will net be received. Specifications, drawings and blank
forms of proposals will be furnished by the department.

The Leeds Arc Light Dynamo.
The accompanying cut and diagram of connections il-

lustrate a system of series arc lighting evolved by the en-

gineering firm of Greenwood & Batley, limited, of Leeds,

England. This machine is an automatic arc light dynamo
for twenty lights with regulating gear. The field magnet

poles of the machine have two small projections, which

serve as a magnetic field for a small flat ring armature,

provided with an ordinary commutator and a pair of

brushes receiving a small current through an automatic re-

versing switch. This switch consists of an electro magnet

excited by the main current, an armature which can make

contact with either of two terminals, and two resistances,

consisting of carbon rods about I2 inch diameter and six

inches long. The slightest variation of the current in the

main circuit will cause the armature to make contact and

send a current through the motor armature in one direction

or the other, thus causing it to revolve in either direction.

The brush holders of the dynamo will move slowly, and

thus adjust the position of the brushes to suit the electro-

motive force demanded by any number of lamps arranged

in series. There is no "hunting," it is claimed, with the

regulating gear; the power used in working it is very

small, and the efficiency of the whole machine at various

loads is stated to be very high. The cuts are from the

London Electrical Review.

Electric Stations as Insurance Risks.

Judging from the following self explanatory letter which

has been sent by Geo. P. Low, electrical inspector for the

Pacific Insurance Un'on of San Francisco, to each electric

lighting or railway concern within its jurisdiction on

the Pacific Coast, electrical interests may look for a valu-

able paper on the subject of "Electric Stations as Insur-

ance Risks," to be read before the coming annual meeting

FIG. 6. THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY IN CHICAGO.

of the Fire Underwriters' Association of the Pacific

Central station managers will be quick to discern the im-

portance of such appeal as Mr. Low promises to make on

their behalf, and it is to be hoped that the electrical frater-

nity will fully comply with the reasonable request made,

and furnish all information asked for. As stated the letter

explains itself:

I have been asked to prepare a paper on "Electric

Stations as Insurance Risks'' for the coming annual meet-
ing of the Fire Underwriters' Association of the Pacific,

and inasmuch as you are most certainly interested in

securing a proper understanding by fire underwriters of
the central station as a fire risk, I take the liberty of ask-
ing your assistance in the preparation of the paper named.
You must be aware that the belief is growing among fire

underwriters that electric light stations as a class are unde-
sirable risks; and I think you will concur with me in the
opinion that this belief is not as it should be. To refute
it, and to prove such assertions as will be made by care-
fully gathered, and reliable statistics will be the aim of the
paper, the success of which will entirely depend upon the
individual efforts of each company in answering fully and
honestly each question asked. Of course, all correspon-

THE LEEDS ARC LIGHT DYNAMO.
dence will be Strictly confidential, and In no instance will

the name of any company be mentioned, nor will a refer-

ence to any particular concern be made. Oaly aggregate
results will be quoted.
What is desired is the detai'ed information which will

be derived from your replies to the questions asked in the
accompanying slip. If the conviction is to be carried
that the properly constructed central station should not be
classed as a hazardous risk, and if the benefits resulting
from such a conviction are,to be enjoyed, then you, and you
personally, must assist me in the task I have undertaken.
As an electrician, and one most deeply interested in every-

thing that will contribute to the advancement of electricity,

I urge you to appreciate the importance of this effort to

be made on behalf of electrical interests, and reply fully to

each question asked, using a separate slip for each year
during which your station has been operated. I am sure
this will afford an array of statistics that will prove con-
clusive.

Mr Loff asks that all communicitions on this subject

be filed with him not later than December ist. The
questions referred to are as follows:

What is the valuation (cos") of your station building,

exclusive of real estate?

What is the valuation (cost) of all dynamos and elec-

trical equipments contained therein?

What is the valuation (cost) of the boilers, engines and
all machinery, other than electrical, contained therein?

In what year was the station erected?

Is the building of stone, brick, frame or of corrugated
iron?

What power do you use: steam, or water, or both?
Is your power plant used for your station exclusively,

or does it furnish power to some adjoining industry? Or
do you obtain power from an adjoining industry?

What is the nature of such adjoining industry?

What is your nearest or greatest exposure?
Is the plant contained in a building occupied by other

industries, and wha!?
What is the amount of insurance carried for the year

above named?
What did this insurance cost in premiums? \

What gross losses by fire, if any, have you sustained

during the year named?
What insurance have you received on these losses?

Of above losses, what insurance loss if any was sus-

tained by fires caused by electricity?

What insurance loss if any was sustained by fire from
causes other than electricity?

What insurance loss was occasioned on dynamos alone?
What caused the fire in your station?

What is the character of your station : is it a lighting and
power, or railway generating plant, or both?

Do you use the alternating or direct cuirent system of
incandescent lighting, or both?
Do you furnish arc lights?

What is the total number of dynamos in your station?

What is the total valuation of the dynamos in your
station?

What is the valuation of switch-boards and electrical

equipment other than dynamos?
What is the population of your city for the year above

named?
Was your city in a healthy or unhealthy commercial

condition during the year named?
Did it have a boom?

The board of trustees of Sacramento, Cal, has passed a
franchise granting the Folsom Water Power company the
right to bring into Sacramento, by wire, electric energy from
the Folsom dam for lighting and motive power purposes.
This is in addition to the railway franchise.

The deepening of the Saugus river at the wharf of the
Thomson- Houston river works at Lynn will allow schoon-
ers drawing twenty feet of water to reach the wharf, and
coal and iron will be received in this manner. The coal

sheds will be erected at once. The means of transferring
various parts of electric apparatus from one factory to

another will be by electric cars on a standard gauge tr?cl-.

Thus the same cars can be used as on the steam railroaO.
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Attention was directed recently to the statement

that the New York. New Haven & Hartford

Railroad company was contemplating the intro-

duction of electricity on its system. This was

afterward denied by the superintendent of the

road and an interesting controversy ensued. The latest

development is the announcement of President Clark to

this effect: "If electricity as a motive power becomes

commercia'ly practicable the two inside tracks of the four

now under construction between New York and New
Haven with their improved grades and alignments and

absolute freedom from grade crossings, will prove especially

adapted to its use." Under such conditions it is not only

possible but quite probable that the e'ectric system will be

introduced. It has already b^en shown that projectors of

the electric railway have sufficient faith in its practicability

to introduce it under far less favorable circumstances, and

guarantee its efficiency.

An interesting retrospect of the electric lighting busi-

ness in Chicago is included in the article on "The General

Electric Company in Chicago," presented in this issue.

Eleven years includes the entire history of the business, as

it has developed commercially in Chicago, at least so far as

incandescent lighting is concerned, and the arc can boast

of a history but little longer in this city. The growth of

the industry in that period of time has been so remarkable

that it is only by looking back al the first steps, which arc

hardly more than of yesterday, that an adequate idea of

the wonderful rate of progress can be gained. Now elec-

tric lighting constitutes only a portion of the business

brought to;:;cther by the consolidation of the two great

companies that united in the corporation forming the sub-

ject of the article named. Railways, electrical decora-

tions, mining operations and stationary motors now figure

In another column there is presented a description of a

new automatic telephone system that has recently been in-

stalled in La Porte, Ind. This equipment is exciting con-

siderable interest, and the daily papers have been predict-

ing that the days of the telephone operator are numbered.

In the new system the exchange connection is made auto-

matically, or rather, by the far distant subscriber. Each

subscriber has at his end of the line a key-board carrying,

say, five keys representing units, tenths, hundreds, thou-

sands and a "release key." A five wire cable connects

these keys with the automatic device in the exchange.

This device in the exchange is the heart, so to speak, of

the system. Each subscriber is represented in the central

office by one of these machines, and his line is in electrical

connection with it, as is every other line of the entire sys-

tem. There must be, therefore, as many automatic

machines in the exchange as there are subscribers; each of

these mechanical operators, though, occupies but a small

space. The operation of the system is as follows: To
make a connection with a distant subscriber one first

manipulates the keys to make the desired combination.

The electrical impulses thus sent into the exchange act

upon electromagnets in the automatic machine in such a

manner as to swing a contact bar. This bar connects with

the first subscriber's line and it swings over a disk carry-

ing contact pins which represent and connect with every

other line of the system. The subscriber's keys control

this bar in the exchange machine, and through them it

may be made to contact with any line terminal of the sys-

tem. In other words, to explain the system in a sen-

tence, it may be said that each subscriber, through the

automatic device, may bring the far distant terminal of his

line into electrical connection with the line of any other

subscriber without the intervention of a human operator.

The La Porte system has not quite 100 subscribers.

The legal controversy between the telephone and elec-

tric railway companies has not yet been concluded, but it

is a source of satisfaction that the litigants are at last

brought face to face over the principal points at issue.

For several years there has been continual litigation over

questions of minor importance, but at last it appears that

these have been cleared away and the main features of the

controversy presented for consideration. Many interest-

ing points affecting the respective rights of street railway

and telephone companies generally were considered in the

case of the Hudson River Telephone company against the

Watervliet Turnpike & Railroad company, which was re-

ported in the last issue of the Western Electrician.

The court decided that there was no question of prior

equities involved, but merely a strictly legal one. It was

found that the turnpike company's ' use of electricity in

propelling its cars rendered the operation of the telephone

company's system at all times difficult and sometimes im-

practicable, and this disturbance could not be avoided by

the turnpike company without a complete change of the

system adopted by it, and the use of more expensive and

dangerous motors. To require such change to be made

would be, in the opinion of the court, to grant to the tele-

phone company by decree of the court that which the legis-

lature had expressly withheld.

Another important ruling in this decision was that the

use which the telephone company was making of its

grounded wires was a part of its system of telegraphic com-

munication through public streets, and was subject to the

condition that it should not incoramodate the use of the

streets by the public. It was an indivisible franchise, the

court decided, and was in its entirety subservient to the

lawful uses which might be made of those thoroughfares

for public travel. The telephone company, by the manner

in which it utilized its franchise, accorded to the public

the unrestricted right of passage, and it could not question

the form in which such right should be enjoyed so long as

it was of lawful origin, and was used with care and skill.

The turnpike company's system was of that character, and

the telephone company could no more justly complain of

its loss from that source than it could if by the jarring of

loaded vehicles up and down the street its delicate and

sensitive instruments were impaired or destroyed.

There is still another question involved which, however,

the court was not called upon to decide. T,he turnpike

company allowed the electric current to escape directly

from the rails into the ground, and the most serious loss

which the telephone company sustained resulted from the

current spreading upon the telephone company's grounded

wires. This the turnpike company claimed it had a per-

fect right to do. The court, however, was not prepared

to say that a person, even in the prosecution of a lawful

business upon his own land could gather there by artificial

means a natural element like electricity, and discharge it

in such a volume that, owing to the conductive properties

of the earth, it would be conveyed upon the lot of his

neighbor with such force as to interfere with the rightful

enjoyment of the use of his property, and not be liable for

the damages resulting therefrom. However, this point

was not further considered, as the court was not asked to

rule upon it.

If any doubt existed that the Western Electrician

represented the sentiment of the electrical people in de-

manding the repeal of the rule providing for the closing of

the World's Fair at 7 p. m. "except in such cases as the

management shall direct for special evening entertain-

ments," it would be dissipated at once by a perusal of the

vigorous interviews printed in this issue. These expres-

sions of opinion are from all the leading cities of the East

as well as from Chicago and are all of one tenor—an in-

dignant protest against this disastrous blow to the elec-

trical interests at the exposition. The man or corporation

engaged in any branch of the electrical business that is

not earnestly opposed to this ridiculous provision has yet

to be heard from. This is a fact worthy the attention of

the august commissioners even, and it will be brought for-

cibly to the attention of these gentlemen. The electrical

interests of the entire country are aroused and united, and

if this obnoxious rule is persisted in, it will be retained

directly in the face of the unanimous opposition of that

important section of the business community which

is relied upon to give the exhibition the most distinctive

stamp of modern progress. The interviews given repre-

sent diverse and competitive branches of the electrical

business, but there is no faltering or hesitancy. All are

united. "I will do all I can;" "Call on us for any

assistance in our power;" "We regard the action of the

commission as an outrage"—these are some of the ex-

pressions of the members of the electrical fraternity

in opposition to the evening closing rule.

It is not enough to say that the rule is simply a sort of

safety valve arrangement, giving the management author-

ity to close the fair evenings whenever it shall be thought

advisable to do so, and that in practice "special evening

entertainments" will be given three or four nights a week.

This would prove a very unsatisfactory arrangement, both

to the general public and to the electrical exhibitors.

Thousands of visitors will want to "take in" the fair every

night they are in town, in order to utilize all the time pos-

sible. By the arrangement proposed the visitor could go,

and the beautiful electrical effects could be exhibited, only

on evenings especially designated for "special entertain-

ments." This would be an awkward and totally unnecessary

method, which would cause great annovance. How much

better in every way it would be to have the exposition open

on the evening of every day on which the gates swung in to

the general public. With this clearly understood, does any-

one doubt that the grounds would be thronged from nine

o'clock in the morning until, say, eleven at night? With

the grounds open in the evening there will be the addi-

tional advantage that"^ many persons will remain at the

park for supper, and the throng will disperse more gradu-

ally than if all went home between six and seven o'clock.

This will greatly aid in simplifying the transportation

problem—one of the most serious that the exposition au-

thorities are called upon to face. With all these disadvan-

tages, why should the evening closing rule be adopted,

against the undoubted wish of the general public and in

face of the unanimous protest of the electrical fraternity?

What is the reason? The only one that we have heard

urged is the question of expense, but the experience of the

Paris exposition of 1889 seems to demonstrate conclusively

that the evening will prove far more profitable than any

equal period of time in the daytime.

The national commission should not forget that if the

rule in question is enforced the electrical display will be

greatly curtailed, as shown by the interviews presented in

this issue of the Western Electrician. The gentle-

men who framed this rule must be prepared to face the

responsibility of cutting down one of the most interesting

exhibits at the fair. Do they care to do this?

The rules have not yet been adopted by the local direct-

ors, although in ordinary course the local board would

have passed upon them first, the commission having power

to change or amend. It is to be hoped that the directory

will make a strong effort to secure the repeal of this ob-

noxious regulation, which is totally unwise and unjust,

without'a single commendable feature.
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Keep the World's Fair Open Evenings.

The rule adopted by the national commissioners pro-

viding for the closing of the World's Fair grounds even-

ings at 7 o'clock has been pretty thoroughly discussed

since attention was directed to the matter by the Western

Electrician last week. Those who have had experience

in large industrial exhibitions found it hard to bring

themselves to believe that the commissioners had

adopted such a rule. Several electrical concerns that have

been preparing extensive displays have written the West-

ern Electrician concerning the matter, and some of

them have signified an inclination not to make an exhibit if

the seven o'clock closing rule was not modified- All who are

interested in the fair recognize the necessity of a reconsid-

eration of this obnoxious rule, and a formal protest ad-

dressed to the executive committee has been prepared, and

has already been quite extensively signed. This protest

has been placed in the rooms of the Chicago Electric club.

Further evidence of the opposition of the electrical

fraternity to the proposition is presented in the opinions

gathered by representatives of the Western Electrician,

which are appended, together with abstracts of letters re-

ceived at this office from the leading electrical concerns

of the East. It is the unanimous opinion that a great

mistake has been made, and that prompt measures should

be taken to insure a reconsideration and repeal of the

offensive rule.

Mather Electric Company, Boston: We heartily

indorse your views in regard to the matter of closing the

fair evenings.

F. P. Little & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.: We think it

would be a great drawback to the electrical features of

the exposition to close before 11 p. m.

Myron A. Kxapp, Chicago: Of course I want the

grounds open at night. Put me down as being in favor of

keeping the gates open as late as possible.)

Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.: In

our estimation, it would completely spoil the electrical ex-

hibition to close it one minute before seven o'clock.

]. P. Barrett, chief of department of electricity.

World's Fair: The fair ought to be kept open until nine

o'clock at least. You can quote me as decidedly opposed to

closing at night.

James W. Queen & Co., Philadelphia: It will certain-

ly detract much from the electrical display, which will

form so great a part of the fair, if the buildings are not

open during the evenings.

Boston Incandescent Lamp Company : We cer-

tainly believe that such action would be a serious mis-

fortune to electric companies that intend exhibiting their

lamps and apparatus, and we trust you will do all in your

power to bring about a reconsideration.

La Roche Electric Works, Philadelphia: Should

the fair be closed evenings we shall refuse to exhibit, as

.most of our display will be in the evening. We consider

it a serious mistake, and believe that a great many other

electrical companies will follow in our footsteps in this

matter.

Prof. Elisha Gray, Highland Park: From the stand-

point of the exposition I think it would be a very bad plan.

Financially speaking, they would lose a great deal. As for

the electric light man, if the fair is closed after dark, he

will have no show at all. Of course, some of the tired ex

hibitors might like it.

S, D. Greene, gssistant aeneral manager General

Electric company, New York: I certainly think that it

would prove very inadvisable to close the fair even-

ings. The closing hour should be 10:30 or 11 p. m.

and not 7, in order that the electrical display may be

fully appreciated.

National India Rubber Company, Bristol, R. L:

We think that it would be a great misfortune, not only to

those personally interested in electricity, but to the gen-

eral public, should the national commission of the

World's Columbian Exposition decide to close the Fair

evenings at seven o'clock.

Bradbury-Stone Storage Battery Company, Low-

ell, Mass.; We consider it hardly a fair thing on the part of

the national commission to close the fair at seven o'clock in

the evening. We fail to see what advantages the illumi-

nating features are to receive. We should think ten or

seven o'clock would be but just.

Electric Gas Lighting Company, Bostoo: There

is no question in our minds that to close the World's

Columbian Exposition evenings at seven o'clock would

prove a great obstacle to the attainment of the best re-

sults. Such a policy would appear to us as most decidedly

detrimental to the electrical interests.

Davis Electrical Works, Springfield, Mass. : We

agree with you In the matter of keeping the fair open

evenings until eleven o'clock, as it would undoubtedly

be a great disappointment to the general public, particu-

larly those who come from distant countries, and we hope

a more favorable reconsideration may be obtained.

James P. Tolman, president Samson Cordage

Works, Boston, Mass.: We shall be very much disturbed

if the national commission shall insist upon its plan of

closing the fair at seven o'clock every evening. We shall

feel that the fair loses much of its good to the public un-

less the entire exposition is kept open during the evening.

Standard Electric Company, Philadelphia: If the

commission persists in this edict it will certainly have the

effect of disappointing a vast multitude of visitors to the

exhibition, and work incalculable injury to the electrical

exhibitors. I trust the protest of all electrical manufactur-

ers will be so vigorous that the management will be forced

to see their mistake.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.:

We think that such a proceeding will prove detrimental to

electrical interests, and disappointing to the general pub-

lic. It is only at night that the enchanting beauties and

marvels of electricity can best be shown. We therefore

hope that the decision of the commission does not include

the electrical department.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co., Hartford, Conn.: We
most heartily indorse your effort, and will vigorously sup-

port a measure to induce the national commission of the

World's Columbian Exposition to consider favorably the

keeping open of the Fair until 11 p. m., instead of closing

at 7 P. M. To all interested in bona fide electrical dis-

play this seems to be a matter of importance, and there is

no room for discussion.

The C&C Electric Motor Company, New York;

Your representative advised us to-day that the managers

of the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago were

considering the advisability of cU sing the exhibition each

evening at 7 o'clock. Will you kindly let us know the

facts in regard to this matter, for such a course would

greatly hurt the effectiveness of our exhibit and we trust

that this report is unfounded.

E. E. Keller, Chicago, To me the idea of closing the

fair in the evening seems absurd. What is the use of a great

electric lighting plant if the greater part of it is not to be

utilized? I think that the grounds should be open until

eleven o'clock on the evening of every day. The author-

ities have cut off a latge proportion of the revenue of the

exposition wholly without reason. You can say that I am
decidedly in favor of opening the gates in the evening.

Sawtell Company, Boston: We regard the action

of the commission as an outrage upon one of the

leading industries of the world. It is practically a fatal

blow to one of the most attractive features of the exhibi-

tion, as it practically prohibits the display of lights, and no

satisfaction can be realized for the great labor and ex-

pense which attends the preparation of exhibits. We
earnestly protest against the closing of the exhibition at an

earlier hour than 11 p. m.

Automatic Switch Company, Baltimore, Md.:

Please permit me to express my great regret and disap-

pointment at this decision, which I think will unquestion-

ably insure a failure for the electrical display, and as the

electrical department is such an important factor in the ex-

position, the whole enterprise must greatly suffer. I sin-

cerely hope this very unwise decision may be revoked at

once, the sooner the better, as some important exhibits

might be withheld on account of it.

Redding Electric Company, Boston: We note

with much surprise that the national commission of the

World's Columbian Exposition has decided to close the

fair evenings at seven o'clock. Believing that this move-

ment would be fatal to most electrical exhibits, we think

it would be well if the influential papers would take hold

of the matter, and endeavor to have this decision reversed.

We know that you will do what you can to protect the

electrical industries.

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Company,

Trenton, N. J.: For our part we think this a very unwise

step on the part of the commission. The closing of the

fair before nightfall will certainly ruin nearly all the elec-

trical features of the exposition, and this would unques-

tionably be a serious disappointment to the general public

as well as to those interested in the general electrical

trades. We hope that you will compel a reconsideration

on the part of the national commission.

Waddell-Entz Company, New York: In view

of the interesting nature of the electrical exhibits, which

can be seen to their best advantage during the evening, it

would seem advisable to make an effort to have the fair

opened at least certain evenings in the week; otherwise the

electrical features of the exposition would lose much of

their value and interest to the general public. We are glad

to know that your able paper will take some action in this

matter, and wish to assure you that you have our hearty

co-operation.

Page Belting Company, Concord, N. H.: We have

learned, with much regret, that it is proposed to close the

exhibition at 7 o'clock in the evening, by which action

the electrical portion of the exhibit will be neutralized al

-

most entirely. It is our opinion that it should be kept
open to a later hour. Eleven o'clock, we understand, is

thought of by some, but 9 or lo o'clock, we think, would
at least be an advantage, and will be very fair for all par -

ties. We trust this will be taken into consideration, and
the decision of the board reversed.

Duplex Electric Company, Corry, Pa.: It is our

opinion that this is a serious mistake, as it will not only

deprive the electrical manufacturers from showing their

goods to the best advantage, but will be a great disappoint-

ment to the general public, as the electrical exhibit will

lose much of its value by not being seen in the evening.

We understand that you are trying to have a reconsidera-

tion of this decision of the national commission, and if

there is any way that we can co-operate with you for this

end, we would be pleased to do so.

William Lee Church, Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co., Boston: We should certainly consider the closing

of the exposition early in the evening a serious

mistake. It would be fatal to the electrical in-

terests. This would be my very strong opinion

unless I heard cogent reasons presented to the contrary.

It would unquestionably be a serious disappointment and

damage to exhibitors, and I think would tend to lessen in-

terest on the part of exhibitors and doubtless lead to a

curtailment of their investment and enterprise.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Company, Bos-

ton: We could not imagine a move that would be more
detrimental to the successful exhibition of electricity in

general. It would be far better to open the exhibition

at noon and close at 11 p. m. Surely the management
could not expect lamp manufacturers to be contented with

a day illumination. We are not prepared at this writing to

state whether, under such conditions, we would decide not

to exhibit; nevertheless it gives us much concern, and we
sincerely trust you will succeed in bringing about the de-

sired change.

O. W. Meysenburg, American representative of the

Siemens &: Halske interests, was seen at his office in the

Monadnock building, Chicago. Mr. Meysenburg was
evidently a very much disgusted man. In fact, when first

asked for his opinion of the proposition to close the fair in

the evening, he declined to talk, "because." he remarked,

"my views would be too harsh." After being pressed for

an opinion Mr. Meysenburg finally said in a very decided

manner,"! am not quite ready to talk for publication

on this matter, but I will say that I consider the proposi-

tion to close at nights so senseless that it is not worthy of

the consideration of an intelligent man."

Electrical Engineering & Supply Company, Syra-

cuse, N. Y.: We are very much chagrined at the thought

that from the present outlook the World's Columbian Ex-

position will be closed at seven o'clock in the evening. We
shall feel that any electrical exhibit placed there

will be almost entirely worthless, so far as the ex-

hibit in practical use is concerned, and would,

in our judgment, consider half- past ten or

eleven in the evening the best hour for closing. We
most vigorously protest against any action that would bring

about the closing of the gates at seven o'clock. We trust

that the commission may be induced to reconsider the

matter and change its decision.

F. S. Terry, Chicago: I cannot understand how
a body of intelligent men could make such a move.

Why it is absurd. It would be better to close the fair

during the day than at night. The greatest feature

of this exposition will be the electrical applications.

The idea of exhibiting electric lighting apparatus, in

the day time makes me think that such a display would be

about as interesting as to show sleghs and snowshoes in

the far South during the summer. The whole affair looks

as though someone wanted to show authority. We cannot

appreciate what the injury will be to our business if the

fair is closed at night. The electrical people should come
together and take decided steps to have this matter righted.

Stanley Electric Manufacturimg Company, Pitts-

field, Mass.: We are very much surprised to learn that it

has been decided lo close the World's Fair every evening

at seven o'clock, and certainly trust that this Is not final,

but will be reconsidered and an exception made, at any
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rate, in the case of the electricity building. We have as-

sumed, as we suppose others interested in the development

of electricity have, that at the World's Fair would be seen

one of the grandest and most interesting displays of elec-

triclighting that has ever been shown; but surely if the

exposition is closed at seven o'clocic every evening, all

opportunity for doing this will be lost. We trust that a

very vigorous protest will be made.

G. A. McKiNLOCK, Chicago: Why the evening will be

the choice time to visit the fair, and I think many will want

to visit it in the afternoon and evening. I remember

when I was in Moscow in i8gi and visited a French

exposition, then in progress there, it was at five

o'clock that the crowd gathered. To be sure in

Moscow sunset was not until ten o'clock, but the people

seemed to prefer the evening. There was no electrical

display either. Yes, by all means let us have the fair

open at night, but for the sake of what will be a hard

worked lot of employes, shut down as much machinery as

possible. The closing at night would, of course, lessen

the gate receipts, and stockholders, should, therefore, have

a natural aversion to any such proceeding.

Franklin Electric Company, New York: We desire

to enter our emphatic protest against the action of the

commissioners. The extensive preparations in progress

among many electric companies indicate that their exhibits

will be upon a magnificent scale; in justice to these com-

panies and in consideration lof the rapid strides that have

been lecently made in opening and developing new fields

for the practical application of electricity, every oppor-

tunity should be given exhibitors to make their demonstra-

tions under the most favorable conditions. Such will not

be the case if the fair is to be closed early in the evening.

We trust you may be successful in your efforts to remove

the handicap which the action of the commissioners has

placed upon electrical exhibits.

W. H. McKiNLOCK, Chicago; "As a stockholder

in the World's Fair I must say that it would be a

great mistake to close the gates in the evening. A great

number would undoubtedly want to go out to the grounds

after supper. The Chicago boys, for instance,'' he said

with a smile, "will all want to take their girls. But ser-

iously, besides this, Chlcagoans, to a large extent, would

want to go to the fair in the evening. Most all of us, you

see. will have plenty of business on our hands during the

day, besides having to attend to visitors. The fair will

surely be a loser financially if it is finally decided to close

at night.

Ball & Wood Company, New York: As we

will make a large exhibition of engines especially

for electric lighting in connection with the Brush Electric

company of Cleveland, this decision of the national com-

mission will virtually deprive us and many other exhibitors

of the principal benefits we hope to derive from our ex-

hibit, and we are very much surprised, especially in view

of the electric lighting interests which will be represented,

that an opportunity has not earlier been given to protest

against this action. The long summer days, which in

Chicago make daylight extend much after seven o'clock,

will practically render electric lighting supeifluous, and in

our opinion the exhibition ought to be open at least until

nine o'clock. We trust that you will do what you can to

reverse this decision.

E. S. Greeley, president The E. S. Greeley Sl Co., New
York: We have received word from Chicago to the effect

that the National Com. mission of the World's Columbian

Exposition has decided to close ihe fair every evening at

7 o'clock. This will, of course, be a great disappointment

to the general public, and we shall consider it very detri-

mental to the electrical department of the exposition, and

we sincerely hope that every effort will be made to have

the World's Fair Commission recede from this position if

it has already been taken. The doors of the exposition

should be open until 1 1 o'clock p. m , certainly until 10

o'clock, and I trust that there will be a united effort on

the part of every one interested in the success of the fair

to cause a change in the programme, and keep the doors

of the fair open in the evening. We enter our protest

against closing at 7 o'clock.

Chas. D. Shain, New York: Such action would, in

my opinion, be a very serious detriment to the electrical

effects as well as to the fair in geniral. Unquestionably

the evening is the proper time to display the electrical

features of the exposition, and I am at loss to understand

why the commission should take the action stated. It

would appear to mc that it would result in great pecuniary

loss to the fair interests. As a former resident of Chicago,

and having the interests of that great city very much at

heart, I sincerely hope that you will induce the fair com-

mission to reconsider the matter and give the electrical

people some fair return for the enormous expense which

they must necessarily incur, and allow the exposition to

remain open during such hours of the evening as will per-

mit of a proper display of the electrical features.

Keystone Electric Company, Erie, Pa.: If the

electrical exhibit, which, in this exhibition, must be the

one in which the greatest interest will be centered, is to be

thus shorn of its opportunity for display, why go to the vast

expense of fitting for it ? Exhibitors will certainly be

slow to do it. To a large proportion of visitors the elec-

trical display will be the only one of interest, and such

display could only be a success when shown in the night.

As we see it, thousands of people would visit the exposi-

tion at night for the sole purpose of seeing this display,

which in this case would exceed anything heretofore at-

tempted. We earnestly hope you may be successful in

having the decision of the commission reconsidered and a

fair opportunity given to witness this great electrical dis-

play.

A, S. Terry, Chicago: Since it has been decided that the

fair should remain closed on Sunday, there seems to have

been left no opportunity for those persons who may be so

situated that they cannot secure time to visit the fair during

the daytime. As the fair will not be opened very

early in the morning and but few people will visit the

grounds before ten o'clock, it will afford those who have

charge of the exhibits an opportunity to secure the neces-

sary rest and will not over -tax them. The design of the

exposition is largely educational, and every possible means

should be adopted to afford facilities for the people to get

the full benefit. Under any circumstances there must be

thousands of people in the city who will be so confined

during the day that it will be impossible for them to visit

the fair at all unless it is open in the evening. Every

effort should be used to induce the managers of the expo-

sition to have it open to spectators until at least ten

o'clock.

William E. Baker, Chicago: It has always been my im-

pression that the exposition would be kept open until ten

or eleven o'clock at night. Perhaps this impression arose

from the spending of such an amount of money in light-

ing the grounds, as it did not seem reasonable that this

expense should be undertaken unless use was to be made

of it. It will make a great difference to us, if the grounds

are closed as early as six or seven o'clock. It also seems

to us that the greatest advancement made since the last

exposition la anyone department is in the line of electrical

apparatus, and therefore, that the exhibition of electrical

apparatus will be of great interest to many people. Cer-

tainly, the early closing of the gates will interfere with

this exhibition of electrical apparatus very materially. It

seems to us that the statement of expense of keeping the

gates open in the evenings must be overstated, unless the

first cost of the electrical apparatus and installation, which

is already contracted for, is taken into consideration.

B. E. Sunny, Chicago: I cordially indorse the view of the

Western Electrician on this question of closing the

World's Fair during the evening, as expressed in the editorial

printed in the last issue. lam unable to see the wisdom of

expending over a million dollars for electric lighting appar-

atus and then closing the gates of the grounds at dusk.

Unquestionably the people will be eager to attend the ex-

position evenings to see the beautiful electric light effects

and many other attractions. Provision has already been

made to gratify this wish, and I am at loss to understand

why the commissioners should at once cut off a large source

of revenue and render a large portion of the electrical

plant idle just when it would naturally be most active.

Realizing the marvelous extent of electrical development

within the last few years, particularly in America, the

authorities of the exposition have made preparations for a

lavish use of electricity for lighting, railways, power trans-

mission, vessel propulsion and decorative effects. The

fair was to be abreast of the times and an exponent of this

electrical age. Now, however, the national commission

has taken a step in the opposite direction by adopting a

rule that will greatly curtail the effect of the electrical dis-

play. This action will have an unfavorable effect on the

electrical people and do much injury to the fair, in which

we all have such a warm interest. The public will be dis-

satisfied because admission to the grounds is refused in the

evening and the electrical men will consider that they have

been treated unjustly. There will thus be two just sources

of complaint against this rule with no good whatever re-

sulting from it, so far as I can sec. It should be remem-

bered that this rule will spoil the effect of the electrical

cxliibit to a very great extent, and discourage exhibitors.

This is a point of much importance, deserving the care-

ful consideration of the World's Fair management. The

General Electric company, for one, will contract its ex-

hibit very materially if the rule is not repeated,

William J. Hammer, New York: The electrical de-

partment will doubtless prove one of the largest and most

attractive features in the World's Fair. Up to the present

its magnitude and importance seem to have been fully ap-

preciated by the commissioners and every facility extended to

insure the success of this department. Should the decision

closing the grounds at seven o'clock be sustained, I am
convinced that many of those now contemplating elaborate

exhibits involving enormous outlays of capital and labor

would decide not to exhibit at all, or to greatly curtail

their displays. 1 have visited from twenty five to thirty

international exhibitions, including nearly every electrical

exhibition which has been held in Europe and America, and

while I seethe wisdom of closing many of the other build-

ings in the evening I feel sure that the electricity building

should be kept open until eleven o'clock.

The Paris Exposition of 1889 affords an ex-

cellent comparison for the World's Fair authorities.

The only large building kept open until eleven was the

great machinery hall containing almost the entire electri-

cal departments; beside this the sculpture gallery, which

was practically one of the main entrances to the grounds,

and the Eiffel Tower were kept open. These attractions

together with the electric fountains, the bands of music,

colored lights, the restaurants and cafes in the grounds
themselves, made the exposition wonderfully attractive at

night, as the millions of evening tickets sold will testify.

Personally I should like to see the art gallery also open
at night, but by all means let the grounds be kept open,

and the electricity bu Iding as well. The industrial ex-

hibitions held annually in various parts of this country

testify to the enormous crowds which visit such places at

night. The World's Fair in Chicago will draw the largest

evening attendance ever known; the financial resuhswill

prove most gratifying to the management, and the elec-

trical department will prove the most attractive feature to

the public at large.

W. R. Mason, Chicago: It seems to me that a very

grave error has been made, and that it should be rectified

at the earliest possible moment. It is unpleasant for any-

one intere-sted in the success of the fair, and especially for

a Chicago man, to criticise decisions arrived at by the com-

missioners, but in this case we must think that they have

not looked into the matter as thoroughly as the question

deserves. This is clearly an age of electricity, and the

visitors at the fair will count the electrical display as one

of the most attractive, if not, indeed, the greatest feature

of the fair. A proper electrical display, and one which

will be expected by visitors, cannot be made in the da)-

tJme, and it seems hardly fair, when exhibitors are going to

great expense in designing attractive novelties, that they

should now be told that no time will be given them to

properly show such exhibits. The very fact of there

being such a magnificent electrical display will be a

strong drawing card for the fair. Those of us who have

lived in New York city will remember how the very in-

significant lighting displays made with gas at the fairs of

the American Institute were popular features of the dis-

play. The grandest, the most instructive, the most modern
and the most magnificent feature of the Columbian Fair,

and the strongest drawing card, will be the electrical dis-

play. The commissioners are interested in having the fair

succeed beyond the hopes of the people, and they are also

interested in making it financially successful. No private

enterprise would think of closing such an attractive exhibit

at seven o'clock, and it seems to me that it is only necessary

to call the attention of the commissioners to this matter to

have them make a change now—a change which will cer-

tainly be demanded when the fair opens. It has been in-

timated that the commissioners have taken this means of

proving to Congress that it is necessary to have the fair

open on Sundays. This, however, cannot be possibles, as

it would surely defeat any such action by Congress. There

is an honest difference of opinion regarding the necessity

or advisability of opening the fair on Sundays, but such

matter will come before Congress next winter, and will un-

doubtedly be decided ta the satisfaction of all concerned.

George Cutter. Chicago: You have asked my opinion

regarding closing the World's Fair evenings, and I am almost

sorry for having expressed a willingness to give you this

opinion, because 1 am a great admirer of the quality of the

work done by the World's Fair officials. While some of

their decisions have been different from my conclusions on

the same questions, I have great admiration for the broad

gauge policy displayed by the managers of the World's

Fair. On this particular decision, however, I have positive

views contrary to those of the World's Fair people. I have
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had charge of important electrical installations in several

large exhibitions in this country and in Europe, and the

result of this experience satisfies me that the best time to

exhibit many lines of goods, especially in the electrical

department, is in the evening. The decision to close the

exhibition in the evening has puzzled me very much, when

I think of the great cost to the World's Fair for electrical

installations which are of no use in the daytime. The

greatest crowds that I have met in exhibitions in London,

Paris, Berlin, Barcelona and St. Petersburg have been in

the evening. A large part of the best electrical exhibits

are of no use by daylight. The attractive and beautiful

effects which can be produced by electric lighting would

of themselves draw great crowds to the exhibition; the

outlining of the buildings with incandescent lamps, the

variety of beautiful effects in fountains and other special

electrical displays, are oaly possible in the evening. I had

already made calculations for spsnding many evenings at

the World's Fair, and thus be able to see many things

which I cannot take time from my business to attend to

during the daytims. It is a bitter disappointment not to

be able to go to the exhibition two, three or four evenings

each week next summer. I am confident that many people

feel the same way, and dislike to be deprived of the oppor-

tunity of studying the World's Fair as thoroughly as had

been expected. While this is emphatically the case with

many business men in Chicago, it is espec'ally so with the

laboring classes, and I feel that it is depriving many peo-

ple of goDd opportunities of visiting the World's Fair, and

that it very materially influences our interest in this fair.

It is expected that the business men in electrical work in

Chicago will be very busy next summer entertaining visit-

ors to the World's Fair. These duties, coupled with the

fact that business will be difficult to handle in Chicago

next year, make it almost impossible for many of us to de-

vote the tim2 to the World's Fair which we believe it de-

serves, and 1 do not think we should be deprived of the

opportunity to study the exhibition during the evening.

It does seem as though closing the exhibition evenings

aiid Sundays was making it a great burden for most of us

to visit the exhibition at all, and there is no doubt but that

it interferes very materially with our being able to derive

very much from the exhibition. The decision to close this

exhibition evenings makes me feel much less inclined to

devote the time and money at first contemplated toward

extending the hospitality of the electrical community of

Chicago to visitors, because the only result that I see

from that is an opportunity to show ourselves good

entertainers without having the benefit which such an

exhibition should render. I must lend my strongest sup-

port to any movement tending toward opening the exhibi-

tion evenings:

George H. Meeker, Chicago: The action of the

commision is a great disappointment and one that will

result disastrously to the enterprise. It should be remem-

bered that Chicagoans contributed the first ten million

dollars subscribed for the capital stock, and that this

stock was taken largely by the working classes. The
World's Columbian Exposition, moreover received from

Congress a free gift of $2,500,000 and also issued

$4,000,000 worth of debenture bonds, payment of which

was guaranteed by the anticipated gate receipts. Now
all this has been done with the understanding that

the exposition was to be open until 11 p. m. each night.

Many people in Chicago, under the proposed arrange-

ment, will be unable to devote more than one day to

the fair, while with evening displays they could go at least

25 times. This would make a great difference in the gate

receipts. It would alsoseeoi that the people who are here

from all over the world would naturally want to see as

m'ich in a short time as possible. One of the directors

estimated that about one-hilf of the exposition gate re-

C2ipts would be derived from the population within a

radius of 250 miles of the city of Chicago. It would seem

that the other half, coming to Chicago, as they will, at a

time when everything will be crowded, will want to see the

whole show in one week. This is a thing which they can-

not do if the exposition is to be open only from 8 A. m. to

7 P. M., for the experience of the past expositions has

shown that it would be impossible to get more than a

general idea in a week's time. Beside this, there is to be

taken into consideration the large num'ier of people, par-

ticularly women, whose physical strength is not equal to a

twelve hour constant strain of sight seeing, and these peo-

ple would, were the exposition open evenings, put in four

or five hours sight seeing in the day, then go home and

rest, and put in four or five hoars in the evening, which

would mean double gate receips to the Exposition com-

pany. Beside all this there is to be taken int*^ considera-

tion different concerns that have paid large amounts for

privileges for the selling of _different articles. Some are

paying a percentage on their nat leceipts, notably the

Elevated Railway company. The closing of the exposition

at seven o'clock means a severe financial loss to the gentle-

men who have bid for privileges, as well as the stockholders

of the Exposition company, and if the action of the National

Commission in the closing of the grounds at 7 p, m. is con-

firmed, it means that it will require 8,000,000 people to go

through the gates from May ist to October 3tst between

the hours of 8 A. m. and 7 p M. to pay the debenture bonds;

and in this case it is doubtful if the stockholders ever see

anything in return for the money they have paid for stock.

If the Exposition company had stated this before it secured

the amount for the fair capital stock, the gift from Congress,

and the subscription to the debenture bonds, it is doubtful

if it would have received a subscription for 25 per cent, of

this whole amount. Concerning the electrical part of the

exposition it may be said that the public cares nothing

for electricity unless it produces light, and is not to be

interested in electrical matters in the daytims. It is at

night, when they can see the beautiful features of incan-

descent lighting and the many combinations and clusters

of revolving lights, that the people generally will be inter-

ested. If the fair is kept open at night the most important

feature will be the electrical display. At no previous

exposition has it ever been possible to mike such an elec-

trical show as will be undertaken at the World's Fair.

Then again comes the point, why has the exposition

expended several millions of dollars in putting in an incan.

descent light plant of 100,000 lamps capacity, an arc

lighting plant of nearly 6,000 lamps capacity, a motor

qualities of air and oil, after which the paper will be dis-

cussed.

Tests will also be made of samples of various kinds of

insulated wire. As the object of these tests is to show the

comparative merits of all kinds of insulations, members are

especially requested to send to the secretary in advance

of the meeting, and as soon as possible, samples of all the

kinds of insulated wire, also samples of insulating

materials, such as mica, vulcanized fibre, ebonite, etc., for

comparison with oil and paraffin. These samples will be

designated by numbers, and no names of manufacturers

will be used in connection with theie tests. The samples

of wire should be about four feet in length, small sizes

preferred, and the insulating materials in sheets about two

inches square and jV inch thick if possible.

New Ahearn Electric Stove.
The readers of this journal will remember a recent

article entitled "The Ahearn Electric Heater in Canada."

Since the publication of this dcEcription of what is without

doubt the most extensive electric heating plant in the

FIGS. I AND 2. THE AHEAEN ELECTRIC STOVE.

capacity of over 3,000 horse power and an enormous steam

plant? Is this all to remain idle in the buildings when the

public is most interested? I believe that if a careful calcu-

lation was made, it could be found that the World's

Columbian Exposition has expended at least $5,000,000

for an electrical installation which, if it is to close at

7. p. M., is of no value to it; but were the exposition to

be open as originally intended until 11 p. m. it would

mean at least $10,000,000 in increased gate receipts. The

World's Columbian Exposition is in reality a great show,

the directory of which may be likened to theatrical mana-

gers. The action of the national commission in closing

the gates at 7 p. m,, and thereby depriving the public of

evening amusement, is like running a show without a star,

or a circus without an elephant. The only people who will

derive benefit from this earlyclosing scheme are those who
run the numerous side shows that the World's Columbian

Exposition has no financial interest in. The only possible

defense of the commission that I can imagine is "to have

certain indefinite gala nights in which electrical fountains

will be exhibited." People don't want to pay 50 cents to

see an electric fountain play at Jackson Park, when they

can take one of Yerkes' grip cars and see a similar exhibi-

tion at Lincoln Park for 5 cents. Every one knows that

one fountain is very much like another, resembling a dis-

play of fireworks in this respect. The World's Fair man-

agers may say "We have not power enough to run this

immense amount of electrical machinery." If this is so

it is easy enough to stop the day load and throw the entire

load at night on the electrical machinery. What I believe

ihe public wants to see at night is an electrical show, and

were it not for the penny wise and pound foolish action of

the World's Columbian Exposition, they would see such a

sight as the world has never seen before; that of a block

of ground nearly two miles long, covered with the largest

buildings in the world, in one blaze of electric light.

world, the work of intr:ducing the Ahearn heating ap-

paratus in the United States has been begun by the Rail-

way Equipment company of Chicago, which is sole manu-

facturer outside of Canada. The Ahearn heaters are now
being made in a great variety of patterns at the company's

factory. The accompanying illustration Fig. 2 shows the

latest style of Ahearn electric stove. This heater is intended

for office or parlor service. It is about three and a half

feet high, and the picture shows very clearly its tasteful de-

sign. Fig. I shows the latest form of car heater.

The construction of these cylindrical air heaters is such

as to make them, it is claimed by the designer, most

efficient in their action. A special feature is the heater's

hollow form and the winding and insulation of the heat-

ing wire around the inner tube so as to concentrate the

heat upon the inner tube and leave the outer casing,

practically speaking, cool.

The manner in which this arrangement has the effect of

proraoling a constant circulation of air through the heater

will be readily appreciated. The air streams in constantly

at the bottom to be heated by the inner tube, and then

passes out at the top. The winding of the heating wire,

too, it should be stated, does not cover the entire surface of

the inner tube, but is terminated some distance from the

top of the tube. The reason given for this construction

is that, as the hottest part of the heater is at its top, there

would be at that point, with the winding continued to the

top, too great a concentration of heat, which would lead

to a rapid deterioration of the wire.

American Institute of Electrical Engin-
eers.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers will

meet at New York, November 15th, when the paper pre-

sented by Dr. J. B. Williams, at Chicago, in June, will be

brought up for discussion. The title of this paper is "Oil

vs. Air as an Insulating Medium.'' The author will make

actual tests, showing the relative merits of the insulating

The Cutler Non-inductive Ammeter.
Many ammeters now on the market have the objection

that they depend on a magnet for their action, so that

their readings are easily affected by large masses of iron

that may be present in central stations. And even

where they can be used at a distance from

the dynamo room it has been found that the

magnets in two such instruments placed side by side

on a switchboard may spoil the readings. What is more,

the accuracy of magnetic instruments is affected by a

change in the speed of the dynamo, this being specially

noticeable with alternating currents.

For these reasons there has been a call for non-magnetic

ammeters, audit was to meet this demand that H. H. Cut-

ler, Chicago, designed the instrument illustrated herewith.
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This meter depends for its action on the difference in

expansion between two fine wires, one of which is trav-

ersed by the current to be measured, while the other com-

pensates for changes in the temperature of the room. For

heavy currents a shunt is placed at the back of the instru-

ment so that the small-sized wire can be used. The two

wires are fised at one end and kept taut by flat springs

carrying knife edges. A yoke resting on these bearings

carries a light pointer, the leverage being such that quite

a small expansion of the measuring wire will move the

THE CUTLER NON-INDUCTIVE AMMETER.

needle across the scale. This instrument is practically

deadbeat and is not affected by any amount of iron near it.

It is equally accurate for direct and alternating currents

and has been thoroughly tested in practice during the last

six months.

The cut shows a double scale ammeter reading up to 65

amperes^ and it will be noticed that the scale is much longer

than on m:)St instruments. The Cutler non-inductive am-

meters are builL in siz2S ranging up to 160 amperes tomeet

the varied requirements of different stations, and are put

on the market by George Cutter of Chicago.

Desirable Sites for Factories.

To The Trade: The tendency of the present age
leans toward the concentration of industries as well as

of capital, thus creating great commercial and financial

centers. To these great centers of commerce flow not

only the idle capital, seeking a market, but also the most
skilled labor, both of which are the most essential factors

for the successful manufacturer. A number of outside

manufacturers have already realized the great advantages
that Chicago affords in this direction, as it not only pos-

sesses the above stated conditions, but is one of the great-

est railroad centers in the United States, and they have re-

moved their plants to the immediate vicinity of Chicago.
We beg to inform you that we are the representatives of

Alpine Heights, a tract comprising 720 acres of the most
beautifully located land anywhere around Chicago, situ-

ated on the Wabash railroad, 23 miles from Chicago's
courthouse, and that we are in a position to submit in-

ducements of a character that would make it profitable to

you, should ycu have under consideration the removal of

your plant, or the erection of a new factory. We also beg
to state, that our land is 150 feet above Lake Michigan,
making; the location, from a sanitary point of view, a most
desirable one. Should your firm not entertain the idea of

a removal, or the establishment of a branch factory, we
will thank you, should it be in your power to do so, to lay

this matter before parties that you know have matters of a
similar nature under contemplation, and who would thus
be in a position to entertain our proposition. Hoping to

hear from you, we beg to remain, yours very respectfully,

W. W. Watson & Co., 225 Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, November 5.—To put it mildly the elec-

trical people of the East are. as far as can be learned after

an active canvass, most decidedly opposed to the absurd

plan to close the World's Fair grounds after dark. I have

forwarded you quite a number of interviews with men promi-

nent in electrical matters both in and about New York city

and also in the New England states, and these will sub-

stantiate the statement made above.

New Yorkers who live on Staten Island and go home
after dark will soon sec Liberty in her new dress of elec-

tric lights. For the past week, a partial notion of the whole

new lighting has been afforded by the sight of so much

that has been acomplishcd by the men who have the work

in hand. The goddess now wears a fiery diadem every

night. It is composed of two parallel rows of incandes-

cent lights, whose globes are of white, red and blue glass

arranged in regular succession. Each of these rows is

made up of twenty-seven lights, every one of which has

apower of fifty candles, making a total power of 2,700

candles. The general effect as seen from the Battery is a

fiery crown upon the brow. The torch is illumined with

a single arc light of 6,000 candle power, which is to have

a large reflector to multiply its luminosity. In addition

to this a skylight is to be inserted in the top of the torch.

The effect of this will not be observed on a clear night;

but whenever the air is misty, or contains dust or fog in

any quantity, the skylight is expected to throw the light

high up in the air and to cause intense luminosity overhead.

This skylight will contain glass of different colors, which

will make a general effect of a softer and more genial light

than the ordinary electric carbon affords. To crown the

whole, a powerful searchlight, placed on the ground in

front of the statue, will be turned full on the face.

W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, November 5.—Willis A. White has peti-

tioned the district court, Minneapolis, for the appointment

of a receiver for the Riggs Electric company to protect a

judgment of $752.98 secured against the company.

The Northwest General Electric company has sold to A.

J. Leitch the electric light plant at White Bear Lake.

The crossing of electric wires at St. Cloud, the other

day, occasioned the burning out of a telephone box and

the laying off of 50 instruments.

The Winona Electric company has sold its electric light

plant to the Northwest General Electric company, whith

will operate it under the title of the Winona General Elec-

tric company. A new station will be built next year in the

same building with the power plant for the electric street

railway. It is reported that similar deals are contem-

plated by the Northwest General company in other north-

western cities. The Winona company is captalized at

$200,000, and the purpose of the corporation stated in its

articles is very comprehensive.

A large force of men is now busy at Brainerd, Minn.,

laying track for the new electric car system.

The new electric light outfit, located in the roller mill at

Spring Valley, is giving excellent satisfaction.

At the recent fair at Superior the electrical features were

quite conspicuous. The Northwest Electric company had

an effective display. An electric fountain attracted much

attention.

Another car has been added to the Interurban service

and the time has been lengthened a little for the winter

Schedule. The day service is at intervals of six minutes

and cars leave from 6 a. m. to midnight. There are twen-

ty cars in service and the round trip, with a 9-minute lay-

over, takes just two hours.

The St. Paul street railway situation has not changed

very materially. Mr. Lowry has practically refused to

resume the conference, and the aldermen are going ahead

with the idea of putting through the proposed ordinances

requiring the starting up of a horse car line to Como and

an electric line from Charles street to Minnehaha.

There was a false alarm in one of the papers about a

strike of the employes of the Twin City Rapid Transit

company. The officers of the Electrical Workers' Union

and all concerned deny the rumor.

A coroner's jury decided that a motoneer on a Minne-

apolis electric car was to blame for the death of a small

boy who was killed while jumping from another track to

avoid an approaching car.

The citizens of Grand Forks, N. D , are getting anxious

about the electric cars they have been expecting. The
officers of the company say they have not abandoned the

enterprise, but have purchased materials and will rush

construction when they get started. The company gave a

Is,000 bond against damage to property, and not for the

completion of the work, as some people supposed.

H. R. Caulfield, in charge of the electrolytic construc-

tion of the Butte & Montana company, and Charles A.

Potter, chemist of the New England Electrolytic company

at Central Falls, R. L, have been at Great Falls for some

time and will soon leave for Rhode Island.

The Sauk Rapids electric streetcars have materialized.

Dundas, Minn., is calling loudly for electric lights.

The Duluth Street Raiiway company expects to start up

a twelve-minute service on the new Lakeside line within a

few weeks. The council is considering the advisability of

ordering a line from Superior street to East Eighth street.

At South Superior men are at work extending the tracks

as far south as Sixty-fourth street and on Central avenue to

Clough avenue. A line from South Superior to the East

End via Stinson avenue is talked of.

Two of the twenty thirly-four-foot vestibuled motor cars

ordered by Mr. Lowry for the Interurban line have arrived.

They are brilliantly lighted by seven chandeliers. They

will be run by fifty horse power motors.

A telephone line between Melville and Martinsdale, N.

D., is talked of.

The new electric system at Sioux City, la. , will be started

up shortly, delayed cars having been shipped.

The city of Duluth has sued the street railway company

for $1,687 30. the amount it cost to fix a viaduct so electric

cais could be run over it.

Manager Freedy, of the Fargo Telephone company, and

W. J. Joyce, of the St. Paul company, have been off on a

hunting trip.

St. Louis, Mo,

St. Louis, November 5.—The mayor has given his

approval to the ordinance regulating the erection of electric

wires, so it is now a law. The requirements of this bill

were given in the Western Electrician of July 30th.

A number of city officials of Fayette, Mo., spent sev-

eral days in St. Louis last week, investigating the merits

of the various forms of electrical and steam apparatus, for

the city lighting plant, for which $12,000 worth of bonds

were recently sold. The committee consisted of Mayor

Deatherage and councilmen W. F. Turner and Stonewall

Pritchett. They left this city for Chicago without reach-

ing any decision.

The council committee on Street Railways, is giving its

attention to the Delmaravenue and Clayton and Grand

avenue, and the Union Depot Electric Railway bills now
before the municipal assembly. It is expected that early

action will betaken on these bills.

The St. Louis Dressed Baef & Provision company is

now putting in an isolated electric lighting plant, sold

thenbyH. H, Humphreys, St. Louis, manager of the

Western Electric company.

The St. Louis capitalists who are putting in a central

station fjr public and private lighting at Edwardsville,

111 , have incorporated the Edwardsville Electric Light &
Power company, with a capital stock of $20,000. Mater-

ial for the line construction has already reached there,

and work is in active progress.

It is reported that six miles of the grading of the Chi-

cago & St. Louis Electric railway, recently begun at

Edinburg, Illinois, have already been completed; and

the contractors are rapidly pushing the work on the re-

maing eighteen miles of their section.

The Board of Public Improvements has directed that the

Missouri Electric Light company pUce under ground its

wires for the incandescent lights in Waverly and Benton

Places.

The Missouri Electric Light and Power company has

in its hands, another case of theft of current for incan-

descent lights. It is prosecuting this case with good

prospects of securing a conviction. It will be remembered

that the last case failed on account of a technicality.

The executive committee of the proposed Electric Club

is pushing its work energetically, and rapid progress is be-

ing made in securing the pledges of one hundred original

members.

Among recent incorporations is the Connecting Elec-

tric Railway company, of St. Louis, with a capital stock, of

$2,000, one-half paid. The incorporators are: James D.

Houseman, Jr., one share; F. W. Raeder, iS shares, and

George Munich, one share. No information is obtainable

as to the plans of this company.

The M irion Electric Light & Power company, of

Marion, III., has contracted for its complete equipment

including Brush electrical apparatus, an So horse power

Ideal engine, and Springfield boilers.

The city of St. Louis has recently ordered the Laclede

Gas Light company to erect a large number of additional

30 candle power incandescent lights at various points

throughout the city. In order to be able to handle this

work properly the Laclede company has ordered through

the Inter-State Complete Electric il Construction com-

pany, of St. Louis, a fourth Heisler series dynamo, having

a capacity of 450 32 candle power lamps. B.

Mlwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, Wis., November 5.—The supervisors of the

town of Lake have granted three very important franchises

to the Milwaukee Street Railway company. Two are for

a line to Cudahy and the other for a line to the south

along the Howell road. The line to Cudahy— for only

one line will be built—will of course materially enhance

the value of property along its route and the company, by

having the choice of two routes, is in a position to be

benefited by the natural desire of the property owners on
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both of the rights of way to secure the proposed electric

road. One of the franchises is for a line along the new

Chicago road thence across country to the Packard road

and thence to Cudahy. The other franchise is for a line

along Pennsylvania avenue to the Northwestern railroad

right of way. thence to the Packard road and thepce to

Cudahy. According to the franchises, the electric line

must be completed to St. Francis by Sept. 30, 1893,

and to Cudahy by Dec, 31, 1893. It will be opera-

ted as part of the Villard system. It is provided that cars

must be run at least every half hour and the board re-

serves the right to regulate the operation of the line.

The other franchise granted by the Lake authorities is

for a line along the Howell road to the town hall, a dis-

tance of two miles beyond the city limits. The road is

to be built by Sept. 30, 1893. A single fare is to be

charged from the end of the line to the center of the city.

The town authorities have voted to widen the road to 100

feet, the abutting property owners agreeing to dedicate

the land needed for the improvement. Some time ago a

bonus of $30,000 was raised by the people who owned

land in that vicinity, and the money will be paid to the

Villard company. The Howell road line will traverse

what promises to be a fine residence district, and the

Cudahy line will tap a flourishing manufacturing suburb.

The stand taken by the mayor and the Board of Public

Works regarding the condition of the Hinsey electric road

referred to last week has borne fruit. The officers of the

company at once informed the city authorities that they

would take immediate steps to put the tracks in good con-

dition. No time was lost in putting in new bond wires

for the return circuit. The company's action has satisfied

the city officials.

Engineer John B. Cromwell, of the Hinsey electric rail-

way, has distinguished himself by spearing three German

carp in the river near the power house. Carp had never

before been found in the river, but some were planted in

the lake here about ten years ago.

Judge Johnson, of the circuit court, holds that drivers

of wagons crossing electric railway tracks must exercise a

reasonable amount of care or suffer the consequences

themselves. In a case in wbich the owner of a pie wagon

sought to recover $Soo because the wagon was wrecked by

an electric car on the Becker line, the court found that the

driver was contributorily negligent and ordered the jury to

find for the defendant. A similar case has never before

been decided in Wisconsin. The plaintiff will appeal to

the state supreme court.

Charles F, Pfister has begun suit against John A. Hin-

sey, the Northern Trust company, the Milwaukee Electric

Railway company, and the Northern Badger Illuminating

company to recover a claim of $15,000; and suits against

Carl Busacker, John Pratt and others to recover claims of

a few hundred dollars each.

In Milwaukee's great fire, which caused a loss of from

$4,000,000 to $5,000,000 the electrical interests did not

suffer materially. The Chicago long distance line was

temporarily injured, but an emergency cable was laid, and

in a day or two the line was working as usual. The tele-

phone company lost a total of twenty-six instruments.

The homes of some of the telephone girls were in the

burned district, a fact which, with the extraordinary num-

ber of calls, made things very lively at the exchange. One

fire alarm box and two police alarm boxes were destroyed.

A police alarm cable "head" was burned. A $3,000 dynamo

which had been brought here by the Northwestern railway

for the Blatz Brewing company, as well as a smaller dyna-

mo for the John Shroeder Lumber company and one for

the Zoehrlaut Leather company were burned in the rail-

road freight houses.

There is a fair prospect that Oconomowoc will be

lighted by electricity next spring. George L. Wilsey, H.

H. Shufeldt and others have incorporated the Oconomo-

woc Electric Lighting company, and, if encouraged by

the municipality, will build and put in operation a first-

class electric plant. They have asked for a franchise to

put poles and wires in the streets for a contract to light

the city for a term of years. There seems to be no doubt

of the franchise being granted, and a contract made by

the city and the company. The standing of the projec-

tors has created a feeling of confidence in the enterprise.

The people of Racine are still without street cars. The
mule and horse cars have been discarded, and the electric

cars have not yet made their appearance. The leading

streets are torn up in order to allow track laying, and the

completion of the road. The management of the road ex-

pects that the line will be in operation by December tst.

The people, however, are not counting on electric cars be

fore New Year's. Nearly $200,000 have been ^pentinthe

work and it is believed that the line will be a very good

one, C.

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich., November's —The electric lighting

plant of the Warrenburg Electric Light & Power company,

was recently destroyed by fire; loss $20,000; no insurance.

The fire is reported to have been started by sparks falling

on the roof. The plant will be rebuilt at once.

Specifications for the electrical work on the new Planters

House building have just been completed. The incandes-

cent electric lighting plant will be the largest isolated plant

in the city, outside of the exposition. There will be some

3,3oo 16 candle power lamps.

After long deliberation the Cass Avenue Railway com-

pany has placed its order for power plant. The E. P.

Allis company, of Milwaukee, will furnish three Corliss

engines, each rated at i.odo horse power capacity. They

are to be delivered in four months. John O'Brien, of this

city, builds the bMlers, which are to be twelve in number,

each 66 inches in diameter, by 22 feet long, having

twenty two 6-inch flues. The boilers will be set with the

Springfield down draft smokeless furnace.

PERSONAL.
Hollis French of the Massachusetts Electrical Engi-

neering company, Boston, was in Chicago last week.

Charles Wirt, electrical engineer with the Electrical Sup-
ply company, Chicago, was in New York last week on a
flying business trip.

H. L, Lufkio, for six years connected with the C. & C
Electric Motor company of New York, and who during
the past two years has acted as general sales agent, has ac-

cepted a position with the Crocker-Wheeler company of

New York.

Frank X. Cicott, managing director of the Railway
World, London, has been in Chicago for several

days visiting his many friends. Mr. Cicott will be
remembered through his connection with the Electric

Merchandise company some years ago, he and W. R. Ma-
son being pioneers in the electric railway supply business,

Mr. Cicott will sail from New York for London the latter

part of November.

Mr. and Mrs. Francis B. Badt entertained a large num-
ber of their friends Tuesday evening in honor of their

distinguished guest, K. Iwadare, of Osaka, Japan, at their

home, 6506 Lafayette avenue, Chicago. The rooms were
bright with flowers, and the costumes of the ladies, who,
by request, appeared in Japanese dress, presented a
pleasing picture. A mandolin orchestra furnished music,

and refreshments were served in the dining room. Among
the guests were the following gentlemen and ladies: B. E.
Sunny and wife, J. B. Carney and wife, L. S. Hills and
wife, J. G. Loeber and wife, W. A. Kreidler, S. D. Flood
and Misses Clara Church, K. O'Donnell and N. O'Don-
nell.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Lansing City Electric Railway company, Lansing, Mich.

;

capital stock, $100,000; electric street railway in Lansing

;

Jay P. Lee, Lansing, Mich.

Colorado Electric Light & Power company, Rico, Colo.

;

capital stock, $50,000; to furnish electricity for light, heat
and power to the town of Rico.

Phcenix Tramway company. Phoenix, Arizona, and
Denver, Colo.; capital stock, $200,000; to build an elec-

tric or other railway in Phcenix, Ariz.

Peru Electric Manufacturing company, Peru, Ind,

;

capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture, buy and sell elec-

trical supplies, specialties and appliances.

Oconomov\oc Electric Lighting company, Oconomowoc,
Wis,; capital stock, $30000; to erect and maintain an
electric light plant; M. Parks, Oconomowoc, Wis.

Hyde Park Railway company, Scranton, Pa.; capital

stock. $50,000; constructing and operating an electric

railway in Lackawanna county; Jessups & Hand, Scranton,

Pa.

Grangeville Mill & Power company, limited, Grange-
ville, Idaho; capital stock, $5,000; to construct and oper-

ate mills, electric plants and waterworks; Wallace Scott,

Grangeville, Idaho.

Warsaw Gas & Electric company, Warsaw, N. Y.;

capital stock, $50,000; light, heat, etc.; censolidation of

the Warsaw Electric Light & Power company, and the

Citizens' Gas Light company under the above name.

Merchantville Light, Heat & Power company, Mer-

chantville, N. J.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture,

distribute, and dispose of gas and electricity for lighting,

heating, fuel and power purposes; E. A. Armstrong, Cam-
den, N. J.

People's Gas & Electric company, Little Falls, Minn.;

capital stock, $50,000; to erect and operate gas and elec-

tric works, manufacture, generate, sell and furnish gas

and electricity for light, heat and power; own and operate

street railways and other railways; Taylor, Calhoun &
Rhodes, Little Falls, Minn.

A company is being organized to supply the town of
Stanton, Mich., with electric light.

'

The citizens of West Point, Ga., will vote on a proposi-
tion to issue bonds for an electric light plant.

The Northwestern Electric Light &: Power company of
Chicago has increased its capital stock from $25,000 to
$50,000.

The town of Holly, Mich-, has contracted with the
Holly Electric Light & Power company to light the place
with electricity.

The business men and taxpayers have petitioned the
council of Milford, Mich., to contract for a system of elec-

tric lighting for the streets of the town.

A. A. Tibbe has been granted the franchise for light-

ing Washington, Mo., with electricity, and an arc and in-

candescent light plant will be erected at once.

The proposition to the council of Moline, HI., for the
purchase of the city's electric light plant for $16,000 has
fallen through, as the city was unwilling to surrender the
right to ever again light its own streets.

W. D. De Celle was the lowest bidder for lighting the
city of Fond du Lac, Wis., with electricity. Should he
receive the contract he will rebuild the street railway,
erecting a plant of sufficient capacity for electric lighting

and street railway purposes.

The Brush Electric company has just completed the in-

stallation of a 30 arc light plant at the factory of Benedict
& Burnhan, Waterbury, Conn,, and a 60,000 %vatt Brush
alternating plant at Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y., both of
which plants were recently sold by A. D. Dorman of the
New York office of the Brush company.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Morriilton, Ark,, is to have an electric light plant.

The city of Wapakoneta, O., contemplates erecting an

electric light plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Tramway company of Manchester, Colo., will ex-

tend its electric line soon.

The Consumers' Electric Light & Street Railway com-
pany will build an electric railroad at Tampa, Fla.

The Central Electric Railway company of Carondelet,
Mo., will build a road from Bellefontaine cemetery to Ira

avenue and Davis street,

Springfield, O., capitalists have secured an option for a
right of way to Clifton and expect to build an electric rail-

road between the two points,

A survey has been made extending the route of the

electric street car line to the university at Denver, Col,
Work will soon be begun on the extension.

The Lansing, Mich., City Electric Railroad company,
has been organized and has purchased the railway system of

that city from the Continental Trust company of New
York.

The St. Catharines, Oot., electric railway, which has
been in liquidation, was sold on October 22d. Geo. Daw-
son, of St. Catharines, was the purchaser, paying $20,000
for the road.

The suburb of Muncie, Ind., known as the West Side
is clamoring for an electric street railway, and the Dela-
ware County Land Improvement company is authority for

the statement that a contract will soon be Itt for a plant.

At Nashville, Tenn,, the board of public works and
affairs has agreed to give the United Electric Railway
company time to take up its tracks on Spring and Third
streets. The city council has a bill pending before it

granting rights of way in the city to the East Nashville

Electric Railway company.

"Some time ago," says the Milivaitkee Journal^ "some
adventurous gentlemen promised to have an elevated elec-

tric railroad between Milwaukee and Ctiicago and a com-
pany was organized. The work has not yet been com-
menced but the projectors say the road will be built; they

are waiting just now, possibly to get the benefit of the ex-

perience of others, as second-hand experience is much
cheaper than the new article."

One of the queer sights yesterday morning, says the

Portland, Me., Argus, was a man standing on top of a
Westbrook car, holding the trolley pole against the wire
while the sparks flew about his head and the car swept on
at the usual rate of speed. The head of the pole with the

truck had pulled off and the only way to get the car to a

point where repairs could be made was to put a human at-

tachment on the pole. It might be thought a dangerous
position, but so long as the roof of the car was dry it made
a poor conductor and there was little danger of receiving

a shock.

Rapid transit between Seattle and Tacoma, Wash,, is a

project which has been agitating the minds of investors for

the space of two years, and several roads have been pro-

jected, but the unsurpassable barrier always presenting

itself has been a right of way through the Puyallup Indian
reservation, which it was impossible to secure. This has

been overcome, however, by the Rapid Transit Railway
company, which has entered into an agreement with the

county commissioners, receiving permission to occupy a

thirty foot space of the county road, providing the re-

maining thirty feet be graded and put in condition for

travel by the company. Surveyors have been put to work
to estimate the cost of the road, which will be twenty- eight

miles in length, equipped for electricity, using the over-

head trolley system, and it is expected to make the trip in

something under an hour, giving a half hour service. Early
milk and vegetable trains will be run into Seattle and
Tacoma by this rapid transit[line, and special attention will

be paid to through cars between the two cities.
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TELEPHONE.
Communication by telephone has been established be-

tween Portland, Seattle and Tacoma, and the line will be

opened to the public in a few days.

TELEGRAPH.
The dispute between the telegraphers and the company

on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe railroad has been set-

tled. The settlement is regarded as satisfactory by the

committee representing the operators. The company gives

an increase in salaries, besides agreeing to pay overtime.

It is also stipulated that any operator dismissed shall have

the right of appeal to a grievance committee, and if the

dismissal be found to be unjust he shall be paid for the

term of suspension.

Heretofore the Western Passenger association has been

doing all of its telegraph business with the Western Union
company, but will hereafter give the Postal company 6 per

cent, of it. Certain lines in the association are patrons of

the Postal company, and they insisted that it should be

given a show, whereupon the matter was docketed and

made one of the subjects for consideration at the bi-

monthly meeting. Arrangements were entered into to let

the Postal in on a basis corresponding to the amount of

patronage it receives from members independent of the

association business as compared to what the Western

Union does.

The experiment recently entered upon by the farmers of

a Michigan township of installing their own telegraph line

has proved, as the local papers put it, "a signal success."

The subscribers, who numbered about a dozen, divided

equally between them the cost of the installation, which

was $200, and they arranged that when another subscriber

wished to join the circuit he could put up his own wires,

secure an instrument, and bear his proportion of the ex-

pense of maintaining the system. Each house has a letter

by which it is called, and whenever one farmer's wife

wishes to invite her neighbor to tea, the ticker is resorted

to. The line is also used in inquiring for mail at the post-

office, by which many miles of useless and weary travel are

saved during the year. The line is eight miles in length,

and was put up at the instigation of a young telegrapher,

who undertook to teach telegraphy to one member of each

family interested.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The recent strike at the Jenney Electric Works at Indian-

apolis has been settled to the satisfaction of all concerned.

The shop is to remain independent, and there will be no
discrimination for or against union or non-union men.

The first regular meeting of the year of the Electroma-

thean society of Grand Rapids, Mich., occurred on the even-

ing of October 28th at the high school building and was
the occasion of an address by Mr. Carman on the subject

of the electric search light.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electrician Publishing company, 6 Lakeside

building. Chicago, carries the largest stock of electrical

books—with possibly one exception—of any publishing

house in the United Slates. Send for new catalogue.

The C. & C. Electric Motor company, of New York, is

now very busy. It reports business as increasing, espec-

ially in the neighborhood of Chicago. Since the first of

the year the sales of C. & C. motors throughout the West
have far exceeded anticipations.

"Houston's Dictionary." "Trams," by C. B. Fairchild,

editor of the Street Raikoay Journal; "Dynamo-Electric

Machinery," by Thompson, and all other leading works

on electrical subjects are kept constantly in stock by the

Electrician Publishing company, 6 Lakeside building,

Chicago.

T. A. Pamperin of the Electrical Manufacturing com-

pany, Oconto, Wis., was in Chicago on Monday of last

week in consultation with Wm. Hood & Co., general

western agents for the Brilliant incandescent lamp, made
by this company. The factory is turning out 1,000

lamps a day, and the outlook for trade is excellent.

The Centra! Electric company, Chicago, reports the

heaviest sales for Okonite wire in the month of October

that it has ever experienced. The Washington carbons

are finding a ready sale, several of the largest companies

throughout the country having contracted with the Cen-

tral Electric company for all the carbons they use. The
company reports having several handsome orders for large

construction jobs, and feels convinced that the next two

months will be very busy ones.

Thomas G. Smith. Jr., of Cincinnati, who has until re-

cently been engaged in the sale of high grade engines and

apparatus for complete steam plants, has severed his con-

nection with all firms he formerly represented, and will

devote his attention strictly to consulting engineering, in

the line of designing and making specifications for electric

light and power plants, and the equipment of buildings

with necessary machinery. He has now under his direc-

tion several plants, which will embody some novel features.

Last week another trial trip was made with the storage

battery car of the Bradbury-Stone Storage Battery com-

pany, of Lowell, Mass. This company had a car spec-

ially constructed for it by the Ellis Car company, of

Amesbury, Mass. It was equipped with a 30 horse power

Detroit motor, and McGuire trucks. The batteries used

were type "X." There were 140 cells in all. This car is

also fitted with an electric fare register, electric lights and

electric call bells. The run was made between Dover and

Great Falls, it was reported that the car climbed hills

rapidly and smoothly, and the trip was pronounced a suc-

cess in every way by all those present,

L. Breekinbridge Cabell, mining expert, of 53 Broad-
way, New York, has recently had placed in his hands

2,500 acres of gold properties located in the United
Slates of Colombia South America. It is Mj. Cabell's

purpose to organize a company with a capital of

125.000 on a basis of lYz cents on the dollar, with the

privilege of purchasing pro rata at 5 cents on the dollar.

This money will all be spent for machinery to be employed
in the development of the mine. This property has trans-

portation facilities by water within fifteen miles. A stream

of water having an average of lYz feet of depth during the

dry season, running through the property, gives an ad-

vantage for washing the gold.

BUSINESS.
A very neat little illustrated catalogue has just been

issued by the Colburn Electric Manufacturing company of

Fitchburg, Mass., describing its electric generators and
motors.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company
of Pittsburg has just issued several pamphlets describing
its electric railway apparatus. It only need be said of these
little books that they are made up in the tasteful manner so
characttristic of Westinghouse publications.

It has been a difficult matter for the Electrical Supply
company, Chicago, to fill orders for Shield Brand wire
as rapidly as desired, but the factory reports that it is work
ing double time to catch up with the demand. Letters that
have been received from central station managers speak
very highly of thiswire.

E. M. Brown, with the Scott Electrical Manufacturing
company, 89 Liberty street. New York, has been in Chi-
cago making an active canvass in the interests of his house.
The Scott company manufactures focusing arc lamps for

photo engraving, electro-calcium lamps for theatrical use,

and series and multiple series lamps for high and low ten-

sion circuits.

The electrical punster of the Electrical Supply company,
Chicago, undertook a herculean task in the preparation of

the preface of the little catalogue of railway fixtures that

his company distributed at the recent street railway con-
vention. Catalogues, though, are usually consulted by
turning over the leaves from the back, and this perhaps is

the reason that nothing serious has as yet happened to a
number of hardy convention delegates.

The Meyersdale Electrical Manufacturing & Construc-
tion company of Meyersdale, Pa., has closed the contract

for a central station at Everett, Bedford county. Pa., for

800 16 candle power lamps, and at Hyndman, Pa.,

another contract for a central station for 600 incandescent
lamps. The Hyndman Hardwood Door & Trim company
of Hyndman, Pa., have also been furnished an isolated

plant of 100 lights by the same company.

The Standard automatic time cut out is a new and
useful device. It can be applied to either incandescent or

arc light circuits. It can be set to cut out a circuit of lamps
at any hour or fraction of an hour. It is customary for ad-

vertising purposes to keep electric lamps burning after bus-

ness hours. Heretofore it has been necessary to employ
persons to turn them out at the desired time, entailing ad-

ditional expense. By the application of this device it is

only necessary to wind the clock movemejt, set

the cut-out hand to the hour desired for breaking the cir-

cuit, and the machine "does the rest." By the application

of the Standard automatic time cut-out the main circuit is

completely cut out, at the same time automatically

switching out the meter from the house service, thereby
preventing any registration by the meter.

The Curtis Regulator company, formerly of 63 Beverly
street, Boston, has removed to 29-33 Haverhill street,

where it has extensive salerooms and offices in a large new
building of five stories and basement, measuring 75 by 45
feet. The great increase in the business of this concern
has necessitated this move, as well as the building of an
extensive new factory in Charlestown. This structure is

of a most substantial construction with heavy brick walls,

and measures 105 by 45 feet, and is five stories in height.

It is supplied with a loo horse power Ball high speed com-
pound engine and a locomotive boiler. The building is

equipped with its own dynamo and electric lights, and a

track of the Boston & Maine railroad runs into the prem-
ises. With these facilities the Curtis Regulator company
is prepared to accept orders for all kinds of high class

machinery work, patent articles and specialties. It has
been successful in this line of business for upward of

fourteen years, and is considered throughout the trade the
first, oldest £nd one of the best in its line.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued November I, i8g2.

485 tSi. Dynamo. William H. Elkins, Cambridge,
Mass.

Two sets of CI inimutator brushes are provided upon the com-
mutator, one of which is connected to the extern.nl circuit
through a set of field mngnet coils; the ether set of brushes be-
ing connected to the first set tlirough an additional set of field

coils.

485 220. Dynamo Electric Machine. David Pepper, Jr.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

485,221. Autom'itic Governing Device for Electric Pumps.
Francis A. Pocock, Lynn, Mass.

485.239. Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines. Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

485,252. Underground Electric Trolley System. Ruben
B. Ayrcs, New York, N. Y.

485,256. Apparatus for Winding Wire. Frank B. Chase,
Chicago, III.

485,279. Combined Telegraphy and Telephony. William
W. Jacques, Newton.

The invention relates to the use of the same or neighboring
line wires for both tele;;,'Taphing and telephoning, and 'consists
in placing in a telegraph circuit between the main line wire and
the source of electric energy of the telegraph apparatus, an
electrostatic inductive resistance and an electro magnetic in-
ductive resistance, thereby preventing disturbance of the tele-
phone current by the telegraph current,

485,281. Incandescent Lighting. John Landin, Stock-
holm, Sweden.

485,284. Armature Core for Electric Motors and Dyna-
mos. Anton J. Lehman, New York, N. Y.

The armature core is composed of gauze of magnetic mate-
rial rolled upon itself, thereby permitting the passage of air
through the core.

485.286. Car Truck. Alexander T. Loyd, Chicago,

485.287. Electric Lighting System. William H. Mac
Kay, Roanoke, Va.

485.293. Electric Arc Lamp. John A. Mosher, Chicago,

A fibre plug is provided in the upper end of the carbon rod
and a spring contact carrying the lighting current co-operates
with th= plug to cut out the lamp at the end of the movement
of the rod.

485,311. Telephone. Anthony C. White, Boston, Mass.
The invention embodies details of construction whereby

finely divided conducting material which is used as a variable
resistance medium between two electrodes is prevented from
packing.

485. 3'9' Galvanic Battery. Walter A. Crowdus, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

485 327. Electric Arc Lamp. Edward R. Knowles, Mid-
dletown, Conn.

485 334. Electro Magnetic Telegraph Apparatus. Alfred
G. Safford, Washington, D. C.

485 336. Self Induction Divice. William Stanley, Jr.
Pittsfield. Mass.
The core or magnetic circuit of the device is common to all

the combinations or sections of the coil, and each individual con-
volution or coil section is surrounded by the core or magnetic
circuit.

485 337- Circuit Switch. Marvin E. Sullivan and John
Doss, Denver, Colo.

485,343 Method of and Apparatus for Electro Deposi-
sition of Metals. Charles R. Fletcher, Boston, Mass.

485.347. Electric Arc Lamp. Henri Japy, Beaucourt,
and Oscar Helmer, Paris, France.

The carbons are suspended at opposite ends of a chain or
equivalent flexible suspensory so that the carbons are caused to
simultaneously approach and recede from each other, and the
focal point remain fixed; the feeding of the carbons is accom-
plished by clock work.

485.351. District Alarm Box. Charles W. McCIellan,
Chicago, 111.

485.352. Electric Signal. George Mcintosh, Stonington,
Conn.
An auxiliary circuit of low amperage through the commuta-

tor operated by the motor is provided, which auxiliary circuit
makes and breaks the circuit of high amperage for directly op-
erating the signal.

4S5,3''7. Electrical Door Trip for Engine Houses. Adam
Bosch, Newark. N. J.

485,379. Elec ric Bell. John R. Hard, New York, N. Y.

485 423. Alloy. Henry G. O'Neill, Louisville, Ky.

485.424. Electrical Heater. Henry G. O'Neill, Louis-
ville. Ky.

The heater body is provided with grooves or depressions and
made of steatite; high resistance wires are seated in these
grooves or depressions and sealed and insulated therein by a
non-conducting cement of steatite composition.

485.425. Electric Intermutator.

Louisville, Ky.
The iotermutator comprises automatic means for rapidly and

intermittently distributing an electric current in full force to a
number of points of ser\'ice.

485,446. Switch Operating Device. Benjamin Bartelmes,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

485,473- Electric Dinger Signal for Moving Trains.

James McCart and Arthur G. Judkins, Trenton,
Mich.

485,478. Incandescent Electric Lamp, Edward Pollard,

Cambridge, Mass.

485.537- Electric Arc Lamp. Edgar A. Edwards, Cin-
cinnati, O.

485. 5S5. Underground Electric Conduit and Trolley
Bar for Electric Railways. John S. Moss, Martins-
burg, W. Va.

The conduit is provided in place of a slot with jaws, which
normally rest in contact, but which are adapted to be separated
by the passage of the trolley arm, closing when the trolley arm
has passed.

485.558. Electric Switch. Tames C. O'Neil, Cleveland,

O.

485.559. Construction of Jails. D. K.Osborne.
The bars are composed of metallic tubes within which are

arran^ffid insulated cylindrical cores; the cores are connected to

one side of an electric circuit, the metallic tubes being con-
nected to the other side, whereby an alarm is given when the
metallic tubes and the cylindrical cores are electrically con-
nected.

485.567. Coin Controlled Stereoscope. John Ringen,
St. Louis, Mo.

485,587. Socket for Incandescent Electric Lamps. John
S. Potter, Newton, and David J. Cartwright, Boston,
Mass.

485,591. Watchman's Electric Time Recorder. James
A. Tilden, Hyde Park.

Henry G. O'Neill
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OFFICE DESKS,
•Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Worif,

A. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave,, Chicago.

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins «^ Brackets,

And Electrical Molding,
Correspondence Solicited^

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN,

Tlie Osliorne Steam EDpeerlng Co

.

EXGIXEEHS.
Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaqo
Eep reselltative work now in course of construc-

tioQ, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light Jb Power Co.,Milwankee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi-
lar plan's on improved and econouiical lines will

rio well to communicnte with us. First, bd sure
V'-n wil get iho best, then go ah ad.

Coimtators^ Refilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CaTY, IOWA.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Inanlation Guaranteed irhereTer nsed, Aerial, IlndergTOund or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The robber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insolation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finiph, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, aiid to a very gre** extent fireproof. Our insulaiion will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and i]lectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to fornish oor Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as oar standard color.

Clark Joint G-nm should be ueed for making waterproof joints. This i3 put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped aboat a joint
"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAIL'W'AY n,nd IIOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

1%'E GUARANTEE OUR IXSUI^ATION WHEREVER USED, AERIAt. tJXOERGROUUffD OK SUBMARINE, and oor net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLAEK, Treaanrer and Gen'I Manager.
HBBBEHT H. EDSTIS, PMBident and Electrician.

ANY CANDLE POWER.

Oy^ WHITE FOE PKICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUPAOTUEEES OF ALL KINDS OP

/ SRAMLKSS RUBBEIR. WIRES AND CABKEIS,
i,\^ FACTORY AX^D MAIN OFFICE, TBBNTON, N. jr.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III

"~ ANY VOLTAGE.CX3

''STEUBEN" LAMP.
^/v rite I<r>-r I'rloes.

STEUBEIir liAMP WORKS, CAKISTEO, JT. Y.
Sa.iaa.x3les X'ree.

TRANSMISSION «^ POWER
BV MAXLLLAROPE.

Coplonely illostrated and described in catalogue

Just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Yoar invenlion may be valnflble. You should
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

eent advice, free of charge.

W. W. DUBLET & CO.,
Solicitors of PatenLs,

Pacific BId'g, 622 F St., N. W., Washington, D. fc-

Pleaae mention this paper.

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Street Fixtflres

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

9fechanicaIIy Strong''
Insulaiion Perfect.

knslsia Iledrie Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BBAIfD)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
<iRANC^: Giiaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the Le-st quality ask your dealer
I for this brand. Imported hy

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

We have for sale a

150H.P„500-Mt

Practically New. A Bargain,

The Electrical Constrnction Co,

43 and 45 Frankiin St., CHICAGO.

One S5-light, 2,000 candle power, T.-H. Arc Dyna-
mo with 35 double lamps, §1,700,00.

One "20 horse power, 220-volt Generator, $450 00.
One 15 horse power,220-volt T.-H. Motor; complete,

$350.00.

One 20-light, 10 ampere Sperry Arc, with 20 lamps,
S800 00.

One 220 volt, 15 horse power, T -H. Motor with
Rheostats and Belts, §325.00.

One 10 horse power Excelsior Motor, $200.00.
All in Al order and guaranteed as good as new.
Terms ca^h,

Twenty other dynamos of various makes, all sizes,
all prices. Good dynamos bought for cash.

CHAS. E.
313 to 317 Ci

GREGORY,

QUEEN'S PORTABLE

E-L PHOTOMETER.
If you want to accurately measure the
candle power of an incandescent lamp,

use our Portable Photometer. It is

intended for just such work. Price,

$30.50 f. o. b. Philadelphia. Orders
shipped immediately upon receipt.

Ask for illustrated circular No. 295.

QUEEN & CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated, Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made ivith the best appUancee and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their class.

430 West I 4th street. ..... NEW YORK.
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B. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
BBiJTOH STOEB

2134 Michigan Avenu«»

MANGANESE
In lumps or milletl fine can be obtained at lowest
price from KH^'ST STURM.
Oera, Herzo^tbiim Gotha, OerinaDy.

D

The Junior

• Kodaks
can be used as hand or

tripod cameras with either roll

film or g/ass plates. Fitted

with focusing index and
register for exposures. Best

Lens; best finish.

$40 and $50.

Eastman Kodak Co.

D
A

$40 and $50. ^k
Eastman Kodak Co., IB

Rochester, N. Y. HlH

KODAK
n

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHQHiStElectrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

#H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(oJ
OSCODA , IVI I CH.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-ampereg shunt wound U- S. Dynamos.
Two 200-amperea shunt wound XJ. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base. Bheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-liKlit American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-liglit Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-liu^ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.

Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamo-=, 2.000-c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent iMachines, 95 volts.

One l.'j-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 9i)-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dyuamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

\m E, \m m. i suffl: co„

74 CORTIiAXnT ST.. SI. V.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THOIVIAS G. SMITH, JR., M. E.,

CONSULTING ENGINEER.
The design and superintendence of the erection of Electric Light and Power plants, and

the equipment of buildings with necessary machinery. Correspondence solicited.

I I Hammond Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

L, BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.

G. d'lnfreville,
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

.See issue Western Electrician Oct. 29. 434 Canal St.. New York.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durable and ESective Contact.
Plenty of Boom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

Tlie Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

IrVWl 1 rt^F<\ll 'I
'^'"" "'""'•''"9' '''*^* ^"•' fofcealed Work.

L>i—— H ^'f—iIj^
I'll w,

IVo. lOa. Coiieealed ^Vork.

Ho soteiv driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPANY,

P. O. Box 816. Hartford, Conn. T-H. ana WeHtinKliouse Styles

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO
CHICAGO:

227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

M

242 to 258 South Jefferson Street,

NEW YORK:
Thames and Greenwich Streets.

37 to 45 West Congress Street.

LONDON:
79 Coleman Street, E. C.

ANTWERP:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

33 Rue Boudewyns.

BERLIN:
Telephon Apparat Fabrik,

PARIS: EngelUferl.

Societe de Material Telephonique, 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CKI^E.BRAXED WAXER WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use

on accouQt of its i*eiiiar]£a.l>ly steady motion, hig'li 9$pee<l
a,nd ei*«at Efficiency, and larg^e Capacity for its diameter,
being double the I^OAver of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ;::aaranteed.
SEI%D FOR CAXALOQUE AJVU PARXICtJI^ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIJRBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r,ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTO^, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
FACTORY

fTCLauaieTosi,

Sl&ia?..A.^XjXS^:E3I> 1878.
SOIi£ MAJfUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

DEI,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, unl^ir^re.

SEND FOR OUR
Sew Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The most complete of its

kind ever pubbsbed.

Sent Free to Any Address.

Wears
In the West for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of pri( e.

Electrician Publishing Co.
6 Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTBICAIi USES.

Crraphite Bods of Tarious licnsths, f!rom 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Besistance
to the inch. •Graphite Boxes and Crucibles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnirles CiMaaiy AnsTpeted.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
Fop Iron 3 Joint Poles, Wr'-to To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eSOO N. Second Street, ST. liOUIS.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hechanical and Electrical

CoDsnltatione, Reports, Plana, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighii,.g,

and Electric Railways.

56 Turner Huilding, St. Louis,

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PKICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SEXD IBT TOUR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMion oftlifi Protileii Of Safe GnarfliBg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to

be fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IfTERIOR AHD DHDERGRODRD

HANUTACTUBED ET

I !I7 X ES. I O IL

GONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
vunBijc.J 527 to 531 W. 34th St.,W0KK5.

^ 526 to 628 W. SBtli St.,

Geneial Dices: 42 & 446road St., New Tork.

TRADE-MARK

rphos. Day & Co.j 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. SupplyCo., 226 Pearl St., Bnftalo.N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. Sth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Uabriel, Saginaw, Micb,
Soathern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walfcjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrnction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

AVANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 18St.

INCORPORATED 18«3.

Arc Lamps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

r§R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE O.NLY ARC LAAP THAT
WORKS SATISFACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCE.NT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITT BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TEt-CPMONE BUILDINQ,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

:f»itt -BTJT^OrlS:, FJ^.j
HANXTFACITTBERS OF AFPABATTTS FOB

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, REPAIRS and SUPPLiIES formerly farnisbed by tbe United States Electric liigbting Co.^
Xewark, ?f. J., sboald noiF be sent to this Company, where they trill receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

25,300 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Ninth Thousand.

94: Pages, 70 Illustrations, FUx-
ible Cloth Binding, Type

Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Sixth Thousand.

106 Pages, 97 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Eighth Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Five Tables, 12x18 Inches.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation the size of wire required

In each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wlremtn and
learners, and does not require any previous

kcowledge of wiring. It differs In this

respect from other wiring tables, or com-
puters.

The book contains full Illustrations and

complete Information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, etc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric TraDsmissioD Hand-Boo](.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 Illustrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Cloth
Binding, Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-

mation for power producers, capitalists,

agents of hydraulic and electric companies,
engineers, ipotor inspectors and other per-
sons interested in electric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
ting expenses, or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-
taining ho'se power of motors, driving
various classes of machinery, as hohls,
pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Twenty-seven nibw and original tables

give more Information on the subject in a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

£Ia,ol3. V\7'or35. Sent r»ost]p>a.l<a. oxx H.e>o©iiDt of Ozio IDollAir.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETICULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIYING

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
On account of its high efficiency at all Btages of gate, eteadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con-

BtrucUon of which makes It the most sensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustratiijg varions styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal ehaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
r^ SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. JIIIiLS A TEMPLE.

J

DAYTON. OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

im styles iind Sizes. Vpright and Ilorizoiit

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
aflbrds every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven bv them. Easv workine patps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easv regulation and steads' motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL Sl CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITYSPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE SECHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

•^^/ y^ INTT"Tm~>—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—si.oo.

—

miiE BOIS

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

ZleliAlsle.

Write for Manufacturers' Prices.

ReiiBg Electric Go.

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

HOLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR

PBESEIVT SIZES: 100, 150, 350, 500 H. P.

Before you build or enlarg^e your Po"wer Station, you iviii do well to consider the fact that under our construction

You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, Including Boilers,

(wltii reserve) Fire Room, Economizer, Stack, Pump Room,
etc., TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost ol Real Estate and Buildings.
You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel

alone and of total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units,

You will secure absolute Noiselessness.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We have now ready the Second Edition of "XOTES 0\ POWER PtANTS."

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR <&. CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building. MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

NEW
DYNAMO TENDERS'

HAND-BOOK
226 Pages. 140 ZSngravings. Mand-Sooh Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

30,000 copies have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as

many pages and twice as many engravings as were comprised

in the old^ and will continue to retain the distinction of

being the ONLY STANDABD WOBKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICU1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

RBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN X^^^^\ Carrying Current for all In-
candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 13, ISand 17 CortlandtSt., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St , - Chicago.

CARPESTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDGEPOBT, CONN.

RheoatafB of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof, Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple f-nd

Cheap. Sena for II uetraced Catalogue and Price
List.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thoronffhlv day and nipht at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHXOL.OUY, 151 Throop
Street. Chicag:o, 111. AmateurB, Artisans
aud others aeslst-d Practically in any line, and
inFtrncted in the latest and moat improved
methods.

Mechanical Dbat^qhtinq, MathematicB, Elec-
trical Oalculatione. Archiiectare, Mechanics, also
aught day and night.

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BOWERS BROSm
121 Lake St.. - CHICAGO.

MICA

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOB HABD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The^ Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Co.^

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

CXO.^Gh>t>.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
Monadnock Building

ISTe^Q^T Yorls: Office:
42 and 44 Broad Street.
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Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BTJIL,I>EIIS OF-

^Ji SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators

BEST ECONOMY AHD REGULATION GDARAKTEED.

Standard Compound Engine.

Address all iuqniries to

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTBiid: o:e'-

ARC LIGHTING
COMTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT PBATHRBS

Instantaneous and Autonnatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out

A Pure White Steady Light.

msghuyler electric CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

NORTH STAR POINTS
Is the tide of a book of reference for nil points be-
tween Chicngo and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. K., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the d'-ve'opnient of the aijricul-

ural, miueral and timber resources of Nnrthern
Wiscons n and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, touelher with an illustrated pnmphltt
tellins ^Where t: e Trout Hide '^^ «ill be sent free
upoD applicat on to Geo. H. Heafford. General Pas-
senger Agent. * North Star Route," Chicago, III.

Patented J n. 22, 1884. A. T, Smith's
Electric tava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halle.

Are used all over the coim-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A T.SMITH,
RW. 14th St .NewVork.

CORLISS
ENGINES

Slide Valve Rngines, Sliafliiis:. Hang-
ers. Pulleys. Belt Elevators.

Saw Slills. Kte , Eto.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

& D. LAKE CO.,
ANCKACTrRKU.^: I IK

CTION CLUTCH
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFFCOUPLINGS.

R ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

HORNELLSVILLE.N.Y,

Slrull-r^[ ;irid li.

< liiti-liPulIe.yJ
iLKMic. A.laplt'd^
Lt li^-ht or htin.\\

uork, stopping and
,

lartingmachineseasily
,

Hid quickly without jar.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MARK.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. ISHtiniates CliecrfuUy Given.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

!ou Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fuel Saving, Smoke PreTenting:,

Qaick Steaming and Durable.

H
O

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam.

Direct from the Tank.

For &rc and Iicandesceiit lighting,

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boiler, steam, coal ashes, danger, and

almost no attendani.-e

.

OTTO CAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes ar.d Bases tor

Cui-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazing and Iwdy
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are hiked aiiRe,
which are [he features of

Tro e Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 t« 156 Green S

Green Poinl,

BEOOKLIMT:

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.oiiiceanJWorks,gR|g, pa,
COMPETE J.OWBRJ.I^»XS FOB WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTINCAutomalicENGINES
STREET RAILWAY

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
( NEW TOBK. 136 Liberty St.

DDAWPn nrriPPQ' 1 Philadelphia. 944 r»rexei Building.
MaflUn UlllUCt). ) CHICAGO. 1120 •The RooUerjr."

I SAN FKANCISCO. 29 and 31 Spear St.

BO'.LERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.
. nTn>,n.n„ ST. LOCIS-M. P. Johnston Macliiner.v Co..
aItI-.N KX'- 715 and 717 North Second Street. SIMPLE AND rOMpniITyri -'^^^T^''''^^''^' MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-T.M.Masuire. 23 syndicate Block. CON 5e NSm G O P N ON "cSn oi NS I N G

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTUKERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tlree Iniilrel lorse powet.

Western Deoartment: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ofHigh Grade

Corliss Engines,

GiddiDgs' Automatics.

Simple, Compountf, Condensing.

Complete Plants F-urmshed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNTJNCIATORS <^ BELLS.
Firiili I/INB AiiWATS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and I4b3 DoKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. T.

Send for New Catalogde. Ont Aognat lat.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER GO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Coiilete Steal]] Plants Mailed.

WESTEEN -ffAEEBOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieei, New York City-

INDIVIDUAL ADC LIDHT AND MOTOR GUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK,
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General Electric Company.
Zadison and 7homsoxi-Houstozi Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

The W. P. Iron-Clad Motor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOA.TING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Sl:LO-a.ld. Toe Ord-ercd. froorro. "uls a,t OrLce.

"We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and 17S Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
609 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

401-407 .Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO

IS First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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K K K
KNAFF ELEKTRIKAL KOMPANT.

KNAPP KAN T KICK
At his sales for September, but if business keeps konstantly

koming as at present, the month of Oktober will make a

showing in excess of any korresponding month.

KNAPP KNOCKS KOMPETITION
By kwotina Faktory Prices on all Supplies.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

The Safety Insulated Wire and Kable Kompanv,
MANUFAKTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

ELEKTRIKAL SUPPLIES.
Write and let ug kwote you pricegi on large or $mall orders.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

PERKINS INKANDESCENT LAMPS.

54 and 56 Franklin St., CMcago, 111.
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THE REAL AND THE IMITATION.

SHIELD BRAND MOISTUR&PROOF

LINE WIRE IS

Not as Good as Other Wires.

The manufacturers of Shield Brand have

never felt the necessity of bolstering up the

reputation of their wire by claiming that it

was "just as good as 'some other.'"

When determining to manufacture an

insulated wire for line use, they found noth-

ing to which they could, even if so disposed,

turn to as a standard.

The plain demands of the situation were

to make an insulation that would satisfy a

certain and permanent condition.

Moisture in some form or other will al-

ways be present, so will trees, so will "crosses"

and broken insulators, and sunshine and

storm. The insulation, to stand the vagaries

of service must be tough, thick enough,

moisture-proof, and look well. We made

Shield Brand to answer those conditions.

You will find other wires "just as good

as Shield Brand," but you will never find

Shield Brand skulking behind that flimsy ex-

cuse for an existence.

It is its own best self.

There is no "monkey business" about

Shield Brand.

MANURACTURED ONLY BY

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Kufttcrn onicc. aiHl Fu<'.toi'i»H,

Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, QHICAQO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MAjrrFACTrBEBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage. FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK. HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and .WO - WIRE

CAB' 'o, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Crleniivood, Tonhers^ IV. Y.

Western Agents; THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sflnbeani Incandescent Lamp Co.,

BOB Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Chicago.
MANVFACTVBEB8 OF

INCANDESCENT LUMPS OF SPUERIOB QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE ELEGTRIGAIi SUPPLY CO.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Oeneral Western Selling Agents.

CHAS. D. SHAIIff^
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling ,dgent.

-^a-E32:TCIE;S

:

THE ELBCTBICAL SUPJPLY CO.,
Ansonia, Conn.

WOODBVFF-B:ARRIS ELECTRIC CO.,
Birmingham, Ala.

IRON CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JVLIAS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting

I - . §.«. THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which vi^ill,

with one feeding mechanism, one carhon rod and one

pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

NEW YORK IiAUP FACTOBT, Capacity »0,000 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

wfrite: f^cdi=?

Sawyer-Man Electric Co
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullnnan Buildingr,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.



$3 per Annum- EVERY SATURDAY. lO cents per Copyk

Vol. XL CHICAGO, NOVEMBER 19, 1892. No. 21

Use FUI.MEN Arresters for Cars, Station and Pole Line.

C. S. VAN NUIS,
136 Liberty Street, - NEW YOKE.

0eorge ^tter'a \/ersion

'^Ije. ijaw Cbrcago Banner !

" A Aymbol of ELECTRrcAL Progress."' A Aymboi
329 The' QooKer^.Ctji'cd^o

Tbe

International OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED,

rTBAOEMftRKl

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ANDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui«.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

.SBANCHES; Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, SIinneapolls,CinciJiiiatli

Omaha, Lnalsvllle, St. Iioals, San Francisco, I.ondon and So* America.
City,

iBabgoi

..^:y*^

S-*irti CH1945-''''!''- ',tirE«siiHst.
''

AmWORLElKS.lt.S/aHOHELnStJ f |i»Jll,, |U

M A N U FACTO R I £Sl N _U N I TfD fTATB;|rpT ti Hl)TmNCE,iGERMflNf^^

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEIT STREET, NEW TORK,

MANCPACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS Iff

Electrical Supplies

OFULDISCaiFTlONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAIVIPS,

Hannfaotared 1>y the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AQEXTt^:

New York City, Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Libert? St.

Chicago, ill , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madleon St;.

St. Paul. Minn.,The Else. EnirfneerinR & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb.. B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
St. Louis. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply^ Co.

San Francisco, Gal., A. C.Brainard & Son, No. 109
Caliloroia St.

Cincinnati. O., Posf^Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St.

LonisvlUe, Ky., Smithers & Davis.
Pittsburgh. Pa.. W. H. Vandevort, 109 Lewis Block.
G-. P. Altenberg. 220 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent; for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Kook. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W. Markham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

FOB CAPACITT TESTS.

WE OWN AND OPERATE THK

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrmnents and all Scientific Heasnrement Apparatus.

MANUFACTUEEK OP

INSUIiATED XSIiECTRIC WIRE,
FLKXIBLE COXCDH and CABLES.

80O and ie08 Hfortlt Third Street, - - PHII/APKIiPHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask your nearest
Snpplr Home
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^"Ireet." Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Room: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Pairtted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

JuUan Scholl & Co, , 126 Uberty St., New York.
Geo. D. HoSman, 82 Lake St,, ObJcafro, 111.

H. M. Suiple fii Co. , 3d & Arcb St3
.

, Phjladelptua.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

10 AmpereDoable Pole Switch.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TlieHart&Hegeianl[fg.(!o.,EartM,GoM.
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THE
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

-DBALEMS IX-

THOMSON-HOUSTON -° EDISON

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

OF INTEREST TO CENTRHL STHTIONS

USING HLTERNHTING CURRENT.

A long series of experiments and tests have recently been

completed at our Harrison, IS". J., Lamp Works, the object

of which was the production of a new long ftlament, low

voltage incandescent lamp. The results of the final tests

were more than satisfactory, and we are now prepared to

furnish to users of Alternating current throughout the

country the most efficient and economical lamp that has

yet been offered to them.

Further information and prices gladly supplied upon

application to any of the following offices:

620 Atlantic Avenue, 173-175 East Adams St. 44 Broad St.,

BOSTON, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK.

Philadelphia, Penn. Cleveland, O. St. Paul, Minn.

Atlanta, Ga: Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati, 0. .San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash.

St. Louis, Mo. .Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont.

Kansas City, IVIo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Omaha, Neb. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md,

New Orleans, La . Spokane, Wash.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co ix

A-mericanDesfe & Seating Co.. xiii

American Electrical Mfg. Co.. ix

American Engine Co xii

Andrews & Co., A. H
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The i

Baggot. E xiv
Baker & Co xii

Ball Epglne Co xix
Ball & Wood Co., Tlie viii

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

B^gs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. xiv
Bernstein Electric Co xii

Blanchard, Albert
Beaton Braid Mfg. Co xiv
Bowers Bros xvii

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks..
Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvii

Bryan, W. H xv
Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Cabell, L. Breckin'idge iv, xiv
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvii

Central Electric Co v
Chicaso Rawhide Mfg. Co
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co. . xiii

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Cashing, F. W vii

Cutter, Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.. xvi

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

d'lnfreville, G xiv
Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos xv
Dudley & Co., W. W xiii

Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv
Edwards, W.S.lIfg. Co, iv

Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . xv
Electric Engr*g & Supply Co . . iv

Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The.—
Electric Secret Service Co xix
Slectrician Pub. Co. . . xiv, xv, xix
Electrical Construction Co.,The. xiii

Electrical Mfg. Co. . The xi

Electrical Supply Co., The . . . xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xviii

Empire China Works xiv
Enterprise Electric Co xvii

Falls Rivet «& Machine Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co xiv
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co iv

For Sale Advs xii, xiii, xiv
Fort Wayne Electric Co viii

General Electric Co ii, xx
Great Western Elec. Supply Co
Greeley & Co., The E. « 1

Gregory, Chas E ; . . . xiii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co i

Heisler Electric Co —

-

HUl Clutch Works xix
HIne Eliminator Co —
Holmes, Booth & Hayiens x

Hood & Co., Wm xi

Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xiii

Illinois Electric Lamp Co x
India Rubber & G. P. ins. Co. xxiii

Institute of Technology xvii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. xv
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xi

l^utavert Mfg. Co xvii

Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Lake, J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xviii

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works xviii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . x
Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel, & Co., Jas xvi

Link Belt Machinery Co xiii

Loud.H.M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Mather Electric Co iv

Midland Electrical Wks xii

Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M . . xiv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Carbon Co x
.National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co ... .

New York Insulated Wire Co. xvii

N. T, Safety Steam Power Co. xiv

New York & Ohio Co i

Otto Gas Engine Works
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xiii

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co x
Penn. Electric Engineering Co x
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co
Phoenix Glass Co xix
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. . . .

Railway Equipment Co vi,ix

Redding Electric Co xvi
Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . . xii

Samson Cordage Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xxiv
Scott Electrical Mfg. Co xi
Schuyler Electric \jo xi

Sechrist, Albert xvi
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co x
Shultz Belting Co xv
Siebert, G
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. ix
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.. .

Sioux City Engine Works. . . . xix
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Sperrv Ejec. Mlnlnff Mach. Co. xvii
Standard Electric Co xxiv
Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Steams Mfg. Co xix
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterlhig, W. C xv
StUweli &BierceMfg. Cc. xiv, xv
Sturm, Ernst xiv
8unt>eani Incand. Lamp Co . . xxiii
Taylor Engine Co
Union Hardware Co xii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
VanNuis C. 8 i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
WaddeU-Entz Company xii
Wannopee Pottery Co xi
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv
Western Electric Co xiv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xvi
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg

Co vi
Weston Engine Co i

Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
AnnimclAtors

.

Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatraiider &Co.,W. B.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liBinps.
Begfre, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd,
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical Worfca.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Scott Electrical Mfg. Co.
Schuyler Kleccric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WsBtetn Electric Co.

Arc Ijiglit Cord.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electrical Supply Co..The.
Fold Waehburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Koapp Electrical Works.
Lecianche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leciancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, JElectrlo.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheB. 8,
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E.8,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partofck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlnx.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co,

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Alhert,
Lane & B diey Co., The
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weaton Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

iSnrslB-r Alarms.
Cputral Electric Co.
El-^jctrtc Appliance Co.
Electrical &upDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Pfirtrfck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See lup-ulated Wires.)

* ables. Electric. (See Inanlatea
Wtiee), CcTtper.Sbeetand Bar
Moore, Alfred F.
Rnebllng'e Sons Co.. J. A.
Wasliburn & Moen Mfg, Co.
WP8tem Electric Co.

Cnineras.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Camons, Points and Plat«a,
Central ElecJtxIc Co.
ElectrtcalSapplyCo., The.
Knapp Elficmc&l Worlu.
Natfoii&l culrozi Co.

Clatcbes, Friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. & D. Co.

Cordaee.
Samson Cordage Works.

Construction and Bepaira.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Conetructipn Co., The.
Smith, ThoB. a. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Blectrlo lilsbt,
Knslne Plants and Electric
BaUirays-
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicoi Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
BruBh Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., Tne.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W.U.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weeton Engine Co.

Capper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth <& Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. MinlnET Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Klecttlcal Supr^i? Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mi^\ Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway EQuioment Co.

Cnt-OntH and HTrlrnhen.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.

|

Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric < o.

Fort Wayne Elec'ric Co-
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechriat, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nnie, C. S.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne Electric Co

.

General Electric Co.
Great WCBtern Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manofscturlng Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company,
Weetern Electric Co.
Westlnghnuse BlectrlCtb Mfg. Go.

Electric Heatina:.
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Electric l.aTa Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric BallTrayn.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Westinghouae Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechanical
Enslneers.
Bryan, W.H.
Onuorne Steam Engineering Co.

Electrical InstrnmeniB.
Central fflectric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Oreeley <t Co., The B. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Blertrir (.:n.

ElectrloBl IntelUsenee.
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Sopply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Catt«r Electrical & Mfg. Co.
E'ectric Appliance Co,
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utlcs Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CoBiblua-
tlon Fixtures.
Ba?eot. E
Erlwardd. W. S. Mfg- Co.
Electrical Snpplv uo.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.

ectro-Piatins HaehlneSt
tniBh Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

KleTators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

EnsincB, Hnn.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Ena^lnes, t4team.
American Engine Co.
BallEnelne Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
SiousCity Engine Works.
Steams iUg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Outfits.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Fuse wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
ShawmntFnse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas ijleiLtlns, .Klectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

General £lectrlc»i Nnpplles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d'lnfreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Surply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
tJreeley & Co

.
, The B . 8.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klipstein, A.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Reddlne: Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phcenlx Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and £nsniatlnc
Materials.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electilcal Works^
Lefmann. Jnlius.

Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eusone.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Insnlated Tf^lres and Cables.
Magnet TFire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co,
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eaatem Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Weetern Electric Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Hperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moer Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

I^amps, ljBcandes<**^nt.
American Electrical Mfg, Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec, Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood& Co.,Wm.
Illinois Electric L.amp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Hawvor-Man Kla^trtr Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

liBthes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

IjLslitning; Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Van Nuis, C. S.

naniet Wire.
(See InBulflted Wires.)

jlffechanical machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Worka.

nedlcai Batteries.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Slica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

milling: macbinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

ninlns Apparatus, £lectrle.
General ElectiicCo.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatlnehnnae Electric & Mfg, CoMndel ninlclns.
ColnmbiaMfg. & Snpply Co.
Midland Electrical Wks.

Ilotors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co
Electrical Ens. & Supply Co., The.
Ford-Washbum Storelectro Co.
Fort Wajnie Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric VVorks.
Mather Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg Oo.Wame Platps.
Becker Mfg. Co., John,

Office Fnrnltnre.
American Desk & Seating
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.

'

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co,
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G,

Poles.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons" Lumber Co
Railway Equioment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
"Wannopee Pottery Co.

Pnbllsiiers, Electrical.
Electrician PubUehiug Co.

Pnsli Bnttons.
Central BlfecMc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hallways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

B<>salntlDS Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boeton Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakiuK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Q.neen & Co,

Steam Pnmps.
Worthington, Henry R,

Snppiles, Electric BailTv^ay.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co,

Tapes, Insnlatlnc
Central Electric Co.
Cushlng, F, W,
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electncal SnpplyCo.,The.
Indie RuDber & G. P. it s. Co
International Okonlte Co,, The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Standard Palp 'Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co,

Telesn*aph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co

.
, The.

Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, JClectric
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
National ElectricManufactnTirtCo
Stanley Electric Mfg, Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Weatlnghonse Electric & Mfg, Co.

Tnrblne Wheels.
nayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Tvpew^riters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniTersitles.
Institute of Technology.

IVater Wheel*.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co,
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holraea, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Raliway Eqilpment Co,
Roebling's Sons' Co.. J, A.
RTwrrv Elec. VtnlBir Machine Oo

,

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAEBES OF lEON, STEEL AND COPPBE.and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WISE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

KBSOI-UTEI-V

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,
StXM.-^erloi' to

A.n^bing' Heretofore Made.

WORMS
\ T^jgi^/Ji^^ lit^^ BBAI^CH OFFICES ANP WABKHOU8ES :

{ ^f^I^f^^^iv'^o'!^^\, iS^^f^e'gt" ^a>l°^V^S."J£xT8

W.S.EDWARDSMFG.CO.,
MANUFACTUHERS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

iHiFORD-WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

Jllaiinfactavers of

Storage

Batteries,
DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

SUCCESS GUABANTEED.
GivKiT^Kiv^MiD, - Ohio.

RICH COLD MINES.
I have in my bauds two adjoining gold proper-

ties of about 1,250 acres each, aggregating nearly
2,500 acres, easily accessible, Id the United States
of Colombia, South America, with ore of the most
extraordinary richness, some of which carries as
much as three thousand dollars ($3,000) in gold to

the ton, and all being of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worlied with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.
These tronblea have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic ia based upon the theory of and similar
to our own government, with civil and religious
liberty and equal rights to all, and Is as stable ag

any government in the world.
These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrj'ing virgin dust and nuggets), to the

fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dolla's

($10,000) a day. or over three million dollars ($3,-

000.000) acnually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.
If is proposed to organize this property on a

lm^^i^= of five million dollarsl55,000,000 I, upon which

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

($25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (2'2C.)on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.) on thedollar,
a sufficient amount to give them a controlling Inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prior possession to

double the amount of contiguous land which will
swell the property to about seven thousand five
hundred i 7,500) acres.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual offer,
and they vrill retain as much of the property as
they possibly can, parting with only what Is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the .Turisdiction of Simlte, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, eays more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, KEW YORK,

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability,
Accuracy,
Economy of Power,
Dead-Beatness and
Good Finish.

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY GO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

New York Onice, 1186 Ijiberty St. SEND FOK CATALOGUE.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmiesion and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

INDEPENDENCE! PROMPTNESS! RELIABiUITY!

Western Dice, 161 and 163 RfiDdolpli St., Chicago.
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The Redding Electric Company of Boston has recently brought out an improved

socket for incandescent lamps, also a porcelain rosette, which can be put up without

the use of a screw driver, the outside cap being adjustable by a half turn. The name

of the rosette is the "lona," and the

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago,

have been appointed Western Agents, have gotten in a big stock of these and can

fill all orders promptly at low prices.

The use of this rosette will save the construction man time and money.

Central Eleetrie Company,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

HEADQUARTERS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Is insured by using the Stanley Transformer, as it is the best insulated of any made.

ECONOMY
Is insured by using the Stanley Transformer, as it is the most efficient of any made,

and the least liable to damage from lightning or any other cause.

RELIHBILITY
Of service is insured by using the Stanley Transformer, as none are shipped which

have not undergone very severe tests and been proved fully
up to standard in every respect.

SHTISFHCTION
Is insured by buying the Stanley Transformer, because you get the best article, get it

promptly when you want it and get it at a low price.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
am Agents:

tme electhioal supFLy Co.,
Pittsfjeld. Mass.Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avanue, Chioago, III. * *W v m

^
iwi •«ww
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AHEARN ELECTRIC HEATER.

THE DVCOST
SUCCESSFUL, RELIABLE t^^ ECONOMICAL

Heater for Street Cars, Offices, Residences and for Cooking Purposes.

Mr. AFiern has the broadest patents on Electric Heating and Cooking Devices.

For full information address the sole manufacturers,

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Pullman Building;, Chicago.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.,

MANm-ACTUREBS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.
We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

OrderH for AI'PABATUS, RKPAIB8 and SUPPI.IKS formerly fnrnii<ilie<l by the Vnited States Klectric liighting Co.7
Newark, N. .»., Mlioiild now be «ent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS

SOMETHING FOR
Architects,

Electrical Contractors,
Electric Light Companies,

Electric Railway Companies,
Telegraph and Telephone Companies,

Fire and Burglar Alarm Companies,
Railway and Signal Companies,

And everybody using Electric Wire and Cables

DAY'S KERITE is the oldest and best known high grade Insulation for Electric Wires and Cables in the market.

DAT'S KERITE is used by all the large cities in the United States for their Fire and Police Service.

DAY'S KERITE is used by all the Telegraph and Telephone Companies in the United States.

DAY'S KERITE is used by the leading Railroads in the United States for their Telegraph and Signal Service.

DAY'S KERITE is specified by the leading Architects in Wiring Specifications for prominent buildings.

DAY'S KERITE is indorsed by every Board of Fire Underwriters and City Electrician in the United States.

What Better Argnment do You Want?

DAY'S KERITE has stood the longest life test.

DAY'S KERITE has been subjected to the most trying and exacting requirements of both high and low tension
electric service, and

DAY'S KERITE has always proved itself the very best Insulation, all things considered, that the market affords for
Electric Light Circuits, Electric Power Circuits, Electric Telegraph, Telephone, Signal and Special Circuits where
a high grade Insulation is necessary.

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

THE BEST INSOLATION
IS

AV.R. ', General Manager and Eastern Agent,

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICACO.
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OFFICE OF

D. H. BURNHAM. CHIEF OF CONSTRUCTION,

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

JACKSON PARK,
FREDERICK SARGENT.

MBCHANIOAL AND ELBOTRICAL CHICAGO
ENGINEERi

Nov. 2, 1892.

Ball & Wood Conqpany^

15 Cortlandt St.., K.Y.
Gentlemen:

I have the honor to stats that your engines furnished the en-

tire lighting to Manufactures 8t Liberal Arts Building during the dedi-

cation oeremonles of the World's Colxambian Exposition. The service

rendered was very satisfaotory* and oonsidering that the engines were

taken direotly off the cars and ianediately started on the work,

the results obtained speak well for the perfect condition in which

you turn machinery out of your shops.

We feel indebted to you for the very valuable contribution you

have made to the acknowledged success of the dedication ceremonies.

You understand, of course, that the building above referred to is the

one in which the ceremonies took place;
Very truly yours,

Mechanical & Electrical Engineer,

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.
P

MANUFACTURERS OF

APPARATUS FOR ARC LIGHTING,
DIRECT CURRENT AND ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT

LIGHTING AND POWER TRANSMISSION.

The new Wood Generator and Motor has the following special

features of merit : High Efficiency, Perfect Self-regulation, Uniqueness
and Simplicity of Design, Self-oiling Expansion Boxes, Self-contained

Multiple Fuses, Anti-friction and Insulating Sliding Base-frame, New
Patent Fireproof and Indestructible Rheostat.

Fort Wayne Electric Company,
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AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
MAairFACTUBEBS OF

Thi MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Pans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plants process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMFAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, :i-L.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

'W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ARE PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO T LI C DCCtTHAVE TRIED THEM TO BE inC DbOI.

OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturing Company,

201 I TO 2017 PiNE street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Here'8 a Pretty HOIT DE I>0!!
JfiOT a "Disinterested Test" of relationsliip for €rBAKFAl¥!

I married a widow with a grown-ap daughter. My father visited us quite freciuently, fell in love
with and married that stepdaughter of mine. Thus, my father became my son-in-law, and my daughter,
being my father's wife, my stepmother. Sons were born to both of the women. My son was my father's

brother-in-law, and at the same time my uncle, as he was the brother of my stepmother. The son of my
stepmother was my brother, and at the same time my grandson, as he was my daughter's child, My wife
became my grandmother, as she was the mother of my stepmother. Thus I was my wife's husband and
grandson. And as the husband of a grandmother of a person is that person's grandfather, I became my
own grandfather. Correct; is it not?

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., CLEVELAND.
437 "The Rookery,"

CHICACiO.
611 Mail and Express Bnilding,

I«£W YOBK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ll

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • \ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 CortlandtSt., NEWYORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED
THE EIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKKOWLiEDeED TO HATE THE HIGHEST UERIT IK Alili THE BECEKT COMPETITIVE TE8T8.

INCANSESCEKT I/AIIPB, S TO SOO.CANDIiE FOWEB. AI/Ii VOIiTAOEIS AND BASES AIiTTAYM IN STOCK,

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

InsQlating Goipounds,

Tape and Armatare Varnish.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liberty St., JTEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 548 "Tlie Bookery."
SOLD BY

THE EI.ECTBIGAI. SUPFI/Y CO., Chlcoso.
aiOVEIiTY EIiECTBIG CO., Ptailadelphia,
PETTINCiEI^I^ANDBElVS CO., Boston

And Supply Bonses ETery-where.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, M. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

'UTICA'' QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MASAZI/tE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLCX LIOHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also Oeneral Dealers In ELECTRIC LIQHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

HAWAVT
FV5EWIRE
COMPANY

63 WATER iT BOJTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TE5TEDFVJEWIRE6UNKS
JEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LI3TJ

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : W atertmry, Conn. - - S5 Paris Place, Pie>v Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS 01' •

Bstre axid InsTJLla.ted. 'KTire-
Undenrriters' Copper Electric liisht I^ine Wire, Copper Maenet \Vire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for

Incandescent liiglitin^. f< oiind and Flat Copper Bars for fetation AVork.
Insulated Iron Pressure IV ire.

PATENT "K. K/^TINEW!rE
For Electric Light, Eiectiic Railways, Motois, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbona for Arc Lighting.

THE GREiT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, CBICIGC, . . SEllISG AGENTS,

TBOS. L. SCOVILL. New Tork Agent

EI.ECTBIC I.IGHT
AND BATTEBY

GJ^IlBOIilS.
CLEV-ESXi^A-lTID, OHIO. BqUSffES.

THE -i=»TnT -T^r^Tvr ^W-A-TESn
Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

UnlimitecJ

Capacity.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Cieculak & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
Iir to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

Gives the Highest Efficiency ol any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all minlnp: and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EIiEGTBIC TBANS9IISSION,
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adarotatlon to varying conditions
of speed and pressure, have brought it into epecial prominence and exlenslvd.
use for this class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe-
line. Send pjr Catalogue.

THE PELTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
ISl-lSS main St., San Francisco, €al., U. S. A.

14a riBERTT STREET, - - NEW i'ORK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringecL

upon. Intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will

be duly prosecuted.
PiCLTON AVATFR 9IOTOKS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light runnmg machinery. WarranTtd
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^~Send for Motor Circular. Addreee as above. Deliveries made fr 'm
San Francisco or New Yorl£, as may afford the moBt favorable fruight ratea.

The ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
Lamps for any System, Voltage or Candle Power.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ILLINOIS JEWEL"

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Alternating
Ltamp.

Neiut for Trial Order.

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

SPECIALTIES:

Illinois Waterproof
I^amp.

Send for Trial Order.

IfAND^GMj

171 and 173 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE SCHUYLER
-sitstiejim: 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATUKES!

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIIDDLETOWN. CONN.

To whom it may concern:

Electric Companies, Supply Houses, Contractors, and
the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-
Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Lighting, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Ldghts,
Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United Statts, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary,

89 lilBEBTir ST., NEW TORK.

For £lectric Street
NOW MANUFACTUKED BT

THE JOHNS PRATT CO.,
Manufacturers of Vulcabeston.

Jersey Citr- Chicago. Fhiladeli)hia.

Railii^ay Insulation.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
SBLLINQ AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Boston. Atlanta. liOndon.

TRADE MARK

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write tlie

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO.,
Estimates Cheerfully Given. P^EIW" rvT^IL_F~CDI=?rD, C3:CDI^f^.

w.a..edHa..Po ,.„ }NxxXq US Bt OHCc, we can save you money.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

TKE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPAHY, OCOHTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CDRRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION,

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before purchasing elsewhere send in a trial order for Brilliants.
Lamps furnished to consumers in quantities at factory prices.

(CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AC E NCI ES: ] MILWAUKEEc-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J, B. E. Love, Manager.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSDLATORS
MANTWACTlLrRED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

ELECTION RETURNS
Of course cannot be satisfactory to all concerned,
wherein they differ from the returns on our high
grade specialties and supplies, which are

SATISFACTORY
In every case. Our latest specialty is the

WHITNEY INSTRUMENT.
HAVE you HEARD ABOUT IT? It not, it is

HIGH TIME
That you should. Write us about the neatest, most substantial

and accurate test instrument on the market.

Electric Appliance Company,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RE6UL&TI0K
A?iD

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

liuiiiMtki;.!!!.,
21 9 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

LAMPS
Of=

HIGHEST QDALITY
AT

_ Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Light Waterhouse Dynamos.
ODeaOOLiaht Bnjsh.
Two 65-Lfght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 60I)-Light United Stales Al'eroator.
One 600 L'ght United States, 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Biush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Eleclrical Exchang- Building, NewYork.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
itfade and Repaired.

Exjierimtntal WotJc of all kinds
a Siiecialty,

Midland ElectricalWorks,
224 E Washington St., Chicago.

PLAO^INUMFor all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchasrrl,

IJAKEIl A: CO., 40S-41-1: New Jersey
Kaiiroad Ave., Newark, N, J.

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
^^^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and luai'ine purposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cbeap I

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : American
Enqinb Co., 72 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook,

IVIICA
"

%^#^ Qualities

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
218 Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dara-
Die for bangi
Arc Lampa,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Majmets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STKEET, BOSTON.

'^X.Giri.-r-y Xl. W ^x"tl3.1zi.stoxi, 'N[g'ki%j- 'Cox'ls., ST. "C.

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

DENSMORE,
"The World's Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

Tlie most simple and convenient; for, with fewer
parts it attains more ends than any other.
Alignment not injured either by rapid wo:l!, mani-

folding or long usage. Has the most popular key'boar'd with shift.

For detailed statement of the advan'ages of the Densmore over tbe older favorites,
and for testimonials from business concerns of national reputation, call on us or our
dealers, or send for catalogue.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New York

(SOME
OF THE

ARTICLES
WE

Manufacture,

VOU SHOULD
ITAVK otm

CATALOGUE.

Western Office:

\3ll Monaihiiick

ItilililillK.

THOS. G. GRIER,

Woslorn Mgr.

Factory: Bridgeport, Codd.

stock kept in Chicago.BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

ST. LOUIS.
DENVER.

——Taac:ES

POSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen™

erators and Motors. "DIKECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOKKiS AT BRID«EPUBT, COIW.
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Governing Water Wheels in Railway
Service.

In the Western Electrician of April i6th there was

presented a description of a method of controlling the

water wheels of the Ottawa, Ont., electric railway, that

had been devised by T. Ahearn. The company operates

eight miles of double and four miles of single track. The

cars were put into service in the latter part of June last

year. The equipment consists of sixteen cars of the vesti-

buled type, and the electric system employed is that of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company, single

reduction motors of 20 horse power each being used on

each car. The dynamo room is located at the famous

Chaudiere Falls, where two 175 horse power turbine water

wheels drive two old style loo horse power Westinghouse

compound dynamos, and a third machine is kept in re-

serve. The wheels are under 15 feet head of water, and

the dynamos are belted to a main shaft driven by the turbines.

The difficulty in supplying steady current by water

wheels was at first a matter

of serious difficulty, as, owing

to the frequent stopping of all

or nearly all the cars at the

same instant, the water wheels

were liable to race. By an

ingenious mechanical arrange-

ment described in the article

above referred to the water-

wheel gates are raised and

lowered instantly, and by the

introduction of a novel elec-

tric device sufficient load is

now kept on the dynamos at

all times to keep down the

speed of the water wheels.

Recently Mr. Ahearn ap-

plied this method in the new

railway station that his com-

pany has erected not far from

the old plant. Practically the

arrangement of the govern-

ing apparatus is the same as

that employed in the old

station, but in details it varies

considerably in (hat the cur-

rent which in the old station

is wasted by being passed

through dead resistance is

utilized in the new plant

for heating purposes.

Speaking generally, the old

device consisted of several

coils of iron wire, connected

in shunt to the trolley circuit,

and so arranged that any current, from 12 to 72 amperes,

might be made to flow through it. The wire was kept cool

by being immersed in a tank of water, which was changed

as it became warm.

At first five non-inductively wound coils, immersed in

five barrels filled with water, were employed. The resist-

ance did its work very efficiently, but when current was kept

continuously in the coils the water in the barrels became

overheated, and decomposition began. A large tank was

then constructed with a capacity of 8.000 pounds of water,

and in this receptacle five coils of iron wire were im-

mersed. Into this tank a Ji-inch stream of water was kept

constantly running through fifty feet of hose. The

long hose was employed so as to increase the resistance

of the stream of water. The five coils of iron wire in the

tank were connected through sn ordinary Westinghouse

car controller.

The arrangement of the improved governing apparatus

in the new plant possesses a number of interesting features

that are quite novel. Mr. Ahearn, as is now very gener-

ally known, is an enthusiastic advocate of electric heating,

and in the new station of the electric railway company he

has installed electric heaters of sufficient size to heat the

entire building. A short time ago a representative of this

journal was in Ottawa, and at that time the 50 volt alter

nating current had just been turned into the electric heat-

ing apparatus for the station. A recent communication

bricgs the cews that sicce the first test the 50 volt furnace

in the new pcwer hcuse has been working perfectly, but

instead of using the alternating current for heating pur-

poses in the station Mr. Ahearn has constructed three

series heaters to be in circuit with the coils immersed in

water and work with current from the 400 horse power

street railway generator.

Reference to the two accompanying illustrations, Figs.

I and 2, and ihe diagram, Fig. 3, will aid in obtaining

a clear understanding of the improvements made.

In Fig. I the interior of the new station is shown with

the man at his post facing the voUmeter on the switch-

1 card with the electrical controller at his right hand, the

water wheel controlling lever directly in front of him, and

the gate hand-wheel at his extreme left. The small view

embodied in Fig i is a reproduction of a photograph of

lever has lowered the gate sufficiently to make its continued

use no longer necessary. During this time the wheels are

sufficiently loaded to prevent their racing. The man on
duty watches the voltmeter and as the voltage drops he

moves the lever to raise the gate until the needle stands at

zero. If any unusual increase in pressure is indicated the

controller at his right brings the coils into service and
prevents the pressure from increasing dangerously. As
the Ottawa company's power is cheap, as much drop in

the mains as efficient work will permit is allowed. The
voltmeter is connected with the center of distribution, a

mile distant, so that regulation for the center of distribu-

tion is secured without regard to drop in the feeders.

i-Ic;. I. GO\ERNING WATER WHEELS IN RAILWAY SERVICE.

one of the heaters in this dynamo room. The corner

shown, it may be explained, is the one that was to the left

and back of the camera that took the larger picture. Fig.

2 shows the interior and e.xterior of the little house that

was built especially to protect the water pit, containing the

resistance coils. One of the coils, or more properly one

of the racks, is shown withdrawn from the water.

The operation of this regulating apparatus is as follows:

Wben the controller is on the first notch the three

heaters in the station are in series with the resistancecoils

under water and a current of 30 amperes is fldwing. The

controller is, as shown in the photograph, at the right

hand of the man at the wheel. If more current through

the water is required, a movement to the second notch

parallels the three heaters and one coil or rack underwater.

This reduction in resistance results of course in more cur-

rent. Further movement to the third and fourth notches

parallels those coils, which, piior to this movement, were

in series, and when the fifth contact is made all the wire

under water and the three heaters are in parallel; 450

amperes at 500 volts are thus diverted.

By a coincidence of not infrequent occurrence all or near-

ly all the cars may cut off current simultaneously, and when

this occurs the controller is then employed until the gate

The Right of States to Tax Telegraph
Lines.

The Supreme Court of the United States in the Pensa-

cola Telegraph company case (g6 U. S- Rep., i) decided

that the telegraph was an instrument of commerce, and

that telegraph coa:panies

were subiect to the regulating

power of congress in respect

to their foreign and interstate

business.

The court further declared

that a telegraph company oc-

cupied the same relation to

commerce as a carrier of mes-

sages that a railroad company
did as a carrier of goods.

Both companies were instru-

ments of commerce, and their

business was commerce itself.

In another case (105 U. S.

Rep., 460), proceeding upon

the argument in the Pensaco-

la case, the court referred to

rights held by the telegraph

company under the act of

congress by which it became

a "government agent"; and

then, referring to the tax at-

tempted tobe levied on its mes-

sages by the s'ate of Texas,

says: "As such, so far as it

operates on private messages

sent out of the state, it is a

regulation of foreign and inter-

state commerce, and beyond

the power of the state. As
to the government messages,

it is a tax on the means em-

ployed by the government of

the United States to exercise

its constitutional powers, and therefore void. It was so

decided in McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, and

has never been doubted since." And thus in that case the

telegraph company is put in exactly the same class with

the United States Bank in McCulloch v. Maryland. With

respect to the last named case, it was stated ihat there was

in principle no difference between a stamp tax on the

notes of the United States bank and a general tax upon its

"franchise."

The validity of those statutes which give a federal char-

acter to telegraph companies which comply with their pro-

visions was passed upon in the Pensacola case. That case

was, in brief, as follows: In December, 1866, the legisla-

ture of Florida passed an act granting to the Pensacola

Telegraph company "the sole and exclusive right and

privilege" of maintaining lines of electric telegraph through

certain parts of that state. There was nothing in the state

constitution of Florida which prohibited its legislature

from granting such exclusive privileges within its own

jurisdiction. Afterwards a certain railroad company

granted the right to erect a telegraph line along its right of

way to the Western Union Telegraph company. The lat-

ter company had commenced the erection of the line when

the Pensacola company commenced an action in the

•^(1^
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United States Circuit Court to enjoin the work, on account

of its alleged exclusive right under act of the legislature of

Florida, with which the proposed line of the Western

Union company competed. The action was dismissed in

the circuit court, and an appeal was taken by the Pensaco-

la company to the supreme court of the United States,

where the judgment was affirmed. It was there decided

that the act of July 24, 1866, "to aid in the construction

of telegraph lines," etc., was a legitimate and proper exer-

cise by congress of the power "to regulate commerce with

foreign nations and among the several states," and "to

establish post offices and post roads;" that the powers

given to and accepted by the Western Union Telegraph

company cannot be obstructed by state legislation, and

that the act extends not only to such post roads as are on

the public domain, but to "any of the military or post

roads of the United States which have been, or may here-

after be, declared such by act of congress." The court

says, among other things, as follows: "It is not necessary

now to inquire whether congress may assume the telegraph

as part of the postal system, and exclude all others from its

use. The present case is satisfied if we find that congress

has power, by appropriate legislation, to prevent the states

from placing obstructions in the way of its usefulness."

And the power of a state to tax its "franchise" to an un-

limited extent would seem to be about as effective a means

as could be imagined of "placing obstructions in the way

of its usefulness." The question arose in the case of the

telegraph company v. Texas, 105 U. S.,460. In that case

the legislature of Texas had passed a statute providing

that every telegraph company doing business ^n the state

should pay a certain tax for every message sent by it; and

the Western Union Telegraph company, having refused to

pay taxes under that statute, basing its defense on the act

of congress of July 24, 1866, judgment had been recovered

against it in the state court for the amount of such taxes.

But on a writ of error to the supreme court of the United

States judgment was reversed.

An interstate railroad is a thing of more magnitude, and

has greater financial and commercial value than an inter-

state line of wires and poles used for telegraphy. The

transportation of troops and munitions of war is, no doubt,

a thing of graver importance than the transmission of

telegraph messages; but the latter has become also an ab-

solute necessity to the proper administration of the nation-

al government, either in peace or war. If, therefore, the

rights, privileges and powers conferred by congress on the
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Keep The World's Fair Open Evenings.
Interest in the early closing rule adopted by the national

commissioners of the World's Fair continues to increase

as the people begin to realize the meaning of this provision.

The electrical fraternity is unanimous in its condemnation

of the measure, and demands for its repeal continue to

pour in from every part of the country. Already the sub-

ject has attracted so much attention that the daily papers

have taken notice of it and in every instance the

attitude of the Western Electrician is sustained.

Following are a few abstracts of letters received at this

office on the subject:

American Engine Company, Bound Brook, N. J.:

We feel sure everybody in the country who expects to

=^
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visit the exposition, and who is interested in the progress

of electrical science will be disappointed. Thousands

with limited means will undoubtedly be kept away.

Weston Engine Company, Painted Post, N. Y.: We
think this would be a great disappointment to the country

at large, and it would be a fearful handicap upon the elec-

FIG. 2. GOVERNING WATER

railroad company constitute franchises which a state can-

not tax, it seems impossible to escape the conclusion that

the rights, privileges and powers thus conferred upon a

telegraph company also constitute such a federal fran-

chise.

The Detroit & Suburban Railway company has been
organized at Detroit, Mtch., and has purchased the Jeffer-

son street railway, the East Detroit and Gross Point road,

the Gratiot and the Electric lines. The price paid was
$400,000. The new company will issue $400,000 in

bonds and will equip and improve tne lines. The incor-

porators of the new company arc the principal stockholders

in the Citizens' Railway company.

WHEELS IN RAILWAY SERVICE.

trical features of the exposition, and most assuredly hope

you may be able to get the National Commission to recon-

sider its decision.

W, L. Candee, Okonitc Company, New York: I

should think it would be advisable to keep the World's Fair

open until ii o'clock. There are a number of reasons why
it should be done, among them to enable clerks to visit the

fair and to give the electrical department a better oppor-

tunity to display methods of illumination.

TuK StanfjAri) Electric Signal Company, Rochester,

N. Y. : We wish to enter our protest against the seven o'clock

closing rule, and respectfully request that you use all in-
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fluence possible to the end having the exposition open even-

ings. This closing at the hour of seven o'clock would

have a very serious effect upon the electrical exhibits at

the exposition, and we trust that you will be successful in

obtaining the necessary change.

Utica Electrical Manufacturing & Supply Com-
pany, Utica, N. Y. : You can enter our vigorous protest

against the decision of the World's Columbian Exposition

to close up the fair every evening at seven o'clock. It is

our candid opinion that this decision is a great injustice to

the electrical industries; therefore be assured that any en-

deavor on your part to have this decision reconsidered will

be heartily supported and appreciated by us.

Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. : We regret very much to learn that the

National Commission of the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion has decided to close the fair every evening at 7 o'clock,

and most sincerely hope that it will re-consider this

point, as such early closing would, undoubtedly, dwarf the

electrical exhibit, which will, no doubt, in the present state

of the art, prove a very attractive feature of the fair.

Alfred F. Moore, Philadelphia: We beg to present

our remonstrances in the strongest terms against closing

the fair at 7 o'clock. The electrical features of the ex-

position will under these circumstances practically have

been obtained under false pretenses, as no one in the elec-

trical business, as far as I am aware, had supposed the

buildings would be closed at such an hour. It is mani-

festly evident that an exhibition of electric light apparatus

is seen to the best advantage at night.

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Company, New York:

We are surprised and disappointed to learn that the Na-

tional Commission for the World's Columbian Exposition

has decided to close the Fair every evening at 7 o'clock.

The electrical features of the Exposition will certainly lose

much of their value. We trust that you will oppose this

decision and use your utmost endeavors to persuade the

commissioners to reconsider the matter and decide to keep

the Fair open until 11 o'clock.

Novelty Electric Company, Philadelphia: While

we are not exhibitors, we have the interest and success of

the electrical exhibit much at heart, and can but think in

view of the expense entailed, and the great commercial im-

portance of the electrical exhibit that such a decision

would be unjust. In view of the fact that electric lighting

can only be successfully shown after dark, we trust you

will be able to bring sufficient pressure to bear through the

columns of your paper to cause a reconsideration of this

decision.

Pennsylvania Electric Engineering Company,

Philadelphia: We feci sure that we are voicing the senti.

meats of nearly all our friends and particularly those in the

electrical business when we say that the electrical

department of the World's Fair would be a sad fail-

ure without the opportunity to show to the world what can

be done in the way of electric lighting which nine-tenths

of the visitors will expect to see. Looking at the matter as

electrical people we can simply say that it will be a great

disappointment to us if you do not succeed in securing a

reconsideration by the managers.

Helios Electric Company of Philadelphia: If the

national commissioners of the World's Columbian Expo-

sition decide to close the fair every evening at seven

o'clock this company will decline to make an exhibit. We
had made arrangements for space, but the expense neces-

sary to properly maintain our exhibit, would be too great

for day service only. The benefits to be derived from

making an exhibit, would not be of sufficient inducement

for us, unless we could have a night exhibit. We
sincerely trust that you may prevail upon the National Com-

missioners to keep the electrical exhibit open until at least

II o'clock, as you suggest. We assure you that this mat-

ter will have our close attention.

American Electrical Works, Providence, R. I; The

disappointment that the commissioners decision will cause,

will no doubt be widely extended, but upon no- industry

can it have the effect that it must upon our own. We
cannot but think that the success of this department of

the exposition is placed in a very hazardous position. So

far as electric lighting is concerned it might now with good

reason be abandoned. We believe that an indus'try occu-

pying the position ;n the country, which our own does at

this day, both in its commercial value and in point of in-

terest to the general public, is certainly entitled to every

advantage which can be given it in the coming exposition,

and should not be hampered at the outset by a decision

similar to the one referred to.

Pettingei.l-Anurews Company. Boston; So far as

other portions of the exhibition are concerned, we are not

perhaps in a position to speak with any certain knowledg
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of the effects of this decision, but in the case of the elec-

trical exhibit we consider that it would prove very iojun-

ous to the interests of all concerned, and we hasten to en-

ter our protest against such a course being pursued. The

electrical interests of this country are now of such magni-

tude, and the growth is so rapid that it seems to us that

this is a very important matter, and that the commission

should take it into consideration in framing any rulc^ for

the closing of the exposition buildings. Very much of the

success of the exhibit will unquestionably depend upon

the demonstration made of the lighting capacity and of the

working of the various appliances, and these can be ob-

served to much greater advantage after dark than before.

We trust that you will use all your influence to have this

decision reconsidered, and the hour changed to something

later—it seems to us that at least 9 or 10 o'clock is early

enongh.

B. J. Arnold, Chicago: I believe the exposition should

be opened during the week from S o'clock in the morning

until 9 o'clcck at night. This would permit the large

number of people, who are employed at moderate wages,

to spend their evenings at the fair, thus seeing the exposi-

tion without being obliged to lose pay for the time they

were absent from their woik. The employers of these in-

dividuals would not be discommoded by the absence of

their employes as they would be if the workmen had no

opportunity to attend the fair evenings. This would give

the spectators a chance to see the electrical effects of the

exhibits to the best advantage, which, as we are all aware,

appear better at night. These hours would require but

one set of attendants, and ought not to entail any great ad-

ditional expense upon the exhibitors or the Exposition com-

pany for employes. While some are disposed to eliminate

the financial side of the case entirely from the question,

the fact remains, nevertheless, that the Exposition com-

pany is expected to, at lesst, return to stockholders the

money subscribed by them for stock, leaving the question

of profit entirely out of consideration, but if the hours

and the days for exhibit continue to be cut down, the out-

look for the stockholders it seems to me, is not flattering.

Elias E. RiES, Baltimore: I would state in behalf of

the Ries E'ectric Specialty company that we are decidedly

opposed to any such action as that of the commission-

ers, which is not only an unlocked for occurrence, but

one which we consider to be exceedingly prejudicial in its

effects upon the electrical display, as well as upon the in-

terests of the exhibitors and the enjoyment of the public

generally. In fact, the proposition to close the electrical

building at 7 o'clock is to absurd upon its face that we

cannot bring ourselves to believe that it could have re-

ceived serious consideration. We have secured space in

the electricity buildirg for a most brilliant snd elaborate

electrical display, which, we are reliably advised, will con-

stitute cne of the most prominent and attractive features of

the exposition, both historically and electrically. This

display has been designed especially for evening (fleets,

and will cost thousands of dollars to produce. We cer-

tainly do not intend to undertake this exhibit if the fair is

to be closed at 7 o'clock, nor do we think that other ex-

exhibits in other departments that are not dependent upon

and do not include artificial il'umination as one of their

leading features.

The petition referred to last week was quite extensively

signed, and was forwarded to the executive committee £,

the Board of Directors. It contains the formal protest of

a number of Chicago electrical concerns and representa-

tives of Eastern companies against the 7 o'clock closing

lule. Following is the text of the communication and the

signatures accompanying the petition:

We, the undersigred. herewith (nter our earnest protest

against the lule recently adopted by the World's Fair

York Insulated Wire company, George H. Meeker, mana-
ager; F. W. Cushing; Ball Electric Light company, E. O.
Partridge, agent; William Hood; American Battery com-
pany, J. B. McDonald, president; National Electric Con-
struction company, E. L. Abbott; Western Light
& Power company. Max Eichberg, president; J. F.
WoUensak; Mather Electric company, F. A. Baux, man-
ager; Knapp Electrical Works. J. B. Wood, assistant

manager; Chicago Arc Light & Power company, C. H.
Wilmerding, general manager; Central Electric Light &
Power company, W. H. Harding, manager; Fort Wayne
Electric company, W. J. Buckley, mansger; Short Elec-

tric Railway company, Frank R. Ford, agent; Electric

Gas Lighting company, C. E. Lee, western manager;

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

commissioners closing the fair at 7 p- m., except on fete

nights, for the following reasons:

/•Vrj/— It^ will deprive the manufacturers of electrical

machinery of an opportunity for an exhibition of electric

illumination, and therefore render an operative exhibit of

machinery useless.

Stroud—It will lead to the abandonment of space by

many applicants who will prefer to make no exhibition

rather than an inoperative one.

Third— It will deprive many of the employes of the

electric companies who are too busy to go to the fair in the

day time an opportunity to see the great work.

Fottrth—For many other substantial reasons the meas-

ure is a bad one, and it is the deliberate and sincere judg-

ment of the undersigned that it be repealed.

Great Western Electric Supply company, J. C. Rupper^,

secretary; G E. Home & Co., Bain Electric Manufactur-

ing company, Force 'Bain; W. C. Vosburgh Manufactur-

iDg company, Geo F. Fisher, manager; Mcintosh Bat-

tery & Optical company, C. W. Basselt, president; Arnett

Electrical Works, E. H. Arnett, president; Chicago Elec-

Union Electric Works, E. G. Fish, secretarj-; Chicago
Electric Motor company, K. M. Richardson,

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The electrical and mechanical engineering forces of the

department of works at the World's Fair are now fairly

installed in the new building espec'ally erected for their

use, just south of machinery hall. As will be seen in the

view given in Fig. i, the building is more useful than or-

namental. It is a wooden structure, covered with staff,

one story high, and possessing ground dimensions of 50 by

200 feet. It is given over entirely to the use of Mr. Sar-

gent's department. In Fig. I the background is formed

by the handsome machinery hall, and one of the domes of

this buildiDg can be seen directly in the rear of the engin-

eering building. The location is convenient, as much of

the work of the engineering department relates to the

hibitors of electrical apparatus will be likely to do credit

to the exposition or to participate in it to any great extent if

the objectionable rule should finally prevail, I would sug-

gest that if it should be decided upon to close the Exposi-

tion at this early hcur (for vHch step, however, there

seems to be no adequa^e reason), tiat at least the elec-

tricity building she uld be permitted to r( main open until a

later hour. This will permit msny of the electrical features

and especially the illumicaticn, \o be seen at their test,

and will enable all those in attendance at the expcsiticn

during the day to see the electrical d'splay in the evening,

thus affording visitors and otters nrore time to inspect the

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

trie Service comfany, R. W. Day, secretary; Central Elec-

tric company, William H. McKinlock, presi^.ent; General

Electric company, B. E. Sunny western manager; George
Cutter, American Electro Enamelite company, James S.

Cummins, secretary; Badger Electric company (limited),

P. H. Korst, secretary; Electrical Supply company, F. S.

Terry, manager; United States Wire & Cable company,
per F. G. Fuller; Western Dummy Railroad company, E.

C. Ward, secretary; Standard Underground Cable ccm-

pany, F. E. Degenhart, manager; Standard Faint com-

pany, P. H. Hover, western manager; Pumpelly Storage

Battery Manufscturing company, James K. Pumpelly,

Brush Electric ccmpany, S. A. D ouglas, district

manager; Charles E. Gregory, Cbas. S. Armstrong,

Geo. S. Seanng, Elmer A. Sperry, Elbeit Ferguson, New

plant in machinery hall. A plan of the building is shown

in Fig. 2. The cffices are designated by figures. Mr.

Sargent's office is at 6, with a private room, 7. Room 5 is

for the accounting department, and is also used as a recep-

tion room. R. H. Pierce, the assistant electrical engineer,

is in rocm 3, while Mr. Neiler, second assistant electrical

engineer, is installed in the adjoining office to the east, at

4. Room I is devoted to L. A. Scovil, superintendent of

construction, and J. H. R. Ward, superintendent of opera-

tion, while room 2 forms the headquarters of Prof. Dodge,

the inspector. The railed cff spaces are assigned as fol-

lows; A, electrical inspectors; B, electrical engineers; C,
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electrical draughtsmen; Z>, mechanical draughtsmen; -£",

mechanical engineers; F, mechanical inspectors; G G,

hallways. A loft with skylights arranged for the produc-

tion of blue prints extends partly over the first floor.

There are about 200 incandescent lamps in the building,

the arrangement being shown in Fig. 2.

At a recent meeting of the Electrical Trade Section in

England the chairman made reference to a proposal which

W. H. Preece had made at a former meeting, that in view

of the poor display which the electrical trade was about to

make at the Chicago exhibition, it might be well to con-

sider whether it would not be desirable for the sal^e of the

reputation of English electrical engineering that a syndicate

should be formed to furnish a suite of rooms at the exhibi-

tion, and to have them lighted by electricity in the manner

common to English houses, and which he believed was

superior to that adopted in the United Stales. Following

up this suggestion, a circular had been sent out to the

whole membership of the section, with a view of ascertain-

ing what support would be forthcoming for the proposal,

but not a single favorable response had been received. It

might, therefore, the chairman thought, be taken as an

evidence that the trade did not wish to be represented at

the exhibition. He thought it a pity, however, that there

should be any English exhibits at all if they were not to be

of a representative character. The English technical press

expresses very general regret at this action. One journal

tion and arrangement of its exhibits is directed. Lieut.

Spencer has charge of the work.

The instruments on the switchboards of the Westing-

house installation in machinery hall will be entirely en-

closed in glass, without metal or wooden frames.

It is said that all of the Brush arc machines shown at

the fair will be nickel-plated.

Carl Haller, the engineer of the imperial German com

missioner for the World's Columbian Exposition, has ar-

rived in Chicago and is looking after the engineering

features of the German exhibit.

English Electric Pumping Plant.

The plant illustrated in the accompanying cut was

constructed for the Jubilee colliery, Shaw, England, and was

installed in November, 1S90. It has since then been run-

ning continuously from 100 to 150 hours per week, except

for four or five hours, on a few occasions,through the fuses,

etc., burning out from various causes. It consists of a

steam engine on the surface, working a dynamo which sup-

plies current to a motor below, fixed in one of the roads,

about 750 yards from the bottom of the shaft, which is

120 yards deep. This drives a pump delivering its water

into the sump, and from thence is raised to the surface by

the main steam pumps placed at the bottom of the shaft.

The steam engine is an old single cylinder condensing,

much too large to work economically with the dynamo

ENGLISH ELECTRIC

feels sure that "English electrical firms will have cause to

regret the decision they have evidently arrived at, and which

must still further encourage foreign competition, which is

daily assuming more formidable proportions in this country."

There is just complaint at the delay in completing

ma-^hinery hall. The contractor agreed to have the work

done not later than July 15th. It isn't done yet. In con-

sequence a great deal of annoyance and serious delay in the

installation of the power plant have been occasioned.

Although the contractor has been engaged for months in

the construction of the building, he has failed to com-

pletely enclose the south side of the building, where the

heat, power and light for the fair are to be furnisned.

While the work is partially done, it is so incomplete that

engines and boilers have been run in the open air, and

.sometimes with the lain falling upon the machinery and

operators. The foundations for the arc and incandescent

dynamos and the driving engines are now being placed in

position, but the work has been greatly delayed by the

condition of the building. The delay has also caused great

annoyance to the boiler manufacturers who have donated

steam generating apparatus.

The plans for the wiring of the women's building have

finally been settled and the actual work will soon be begun.

Three thousand lamps will be put in. The fixtures will

soon be placed in position in the administration building,

and it is hoped that this building will soon be lighted by a

portion of the Wcstinghouse permanent plant.

The two temporary lighting stations now operated at

Jackson park have an avcraf^e nightly load of 300 arc and

&50 incandcscents lamps.

The General Electric company has opened a temporany

office in the horticultural building, from which the installa-

PUMPING PLANT,

only. The following are the particulars of a test:

Steam engine: Cylinder, 28 inches diameter by 42 inches

stroke, running at 54 revolutions per minute, and driving

from a 15 foot fly wheel rope pulley on to a 4 foDt pulley

on a countershaft, with six i]4, ioch ropes, and a 6 foot

pulley on the countershaft drives a 2 foot 6 inches puUy

on the dynamo by six \% inch ropes. The engine indicates

21,58 horse power with the brushes off the dynamo, and 62

horse power with ordinary load, which isequalto about 36

per cent, of the full load power given out by the engine.

The dynamo is an "Oldham" series wound machine,

giving a current of 48. 5 amperes at 580 volis=28,23o

watts, or 37.7 electrical horse power at 490 revolutions per

minute when absorbing 40.1 horse power.

The cables are lead covered, and are carried down

the shaft and at the bottom in strong wood casing,

to protect them from mechanical injury, and along the

road are laid in a trench below the surface at the side of

the rails. Their resistance is .334 ohm, which at ordinary

load as abovc= i.o5 horse power loss.

The motor is in all respects similar to the dynamo, and

when receiving 48 5 amperes at 567 volts, runs at 406 rev-

olutions per minute, and gives cut 35.53 horse power, and

drives the pump with six iI4 inch ropes from a 36 inch

pulley on to one 7 feet in diameter on pump; on this shaft

is a double shrouded helical steel pinion, with 18 teeth

gearing into a wheel having 90 teeth on the crankshaft,

which has two cranks, 15 inches throw; the rams of the

pump are 9 inches diameter, and ran during the test at

35 revolutions per minue, indicating 24.3 horse power on

the water cylinders, and delivered 577 gallons per minute

against 142 feet vertical head. The illustration is from

the FJcctricnl Review of London,

Swinburne's Differential Voltmeter.
For the purpose of testing the drop in a hedgehog:

transformer run from a gas engine or unsteady steam en-

gine, Mr. Swinburne of England has designed an ingenious-

instrument which enables accurate measurements to be

made in spite of considerable variation of speed in the

dynamo. A diagram of the instrument from London
Indiish-ies is presented herewith, The object of the

device is to measure a small change of voltage-

If one voltmeter, only were used, it would fol-

low all the fluctuations of speed and accurate readings

"--'---"-""™'
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Swinburne's differential voltmeier.

would be out of the question; a differential Cardew volt-

meter is therefore employed. This is alluded to in the
article as a hot-wire voltmeter.

To obtain a standard, the primary coil of a closed cir-

cuit transformer was used as resistance, and this was tapped
at two places, between which there was a difference of

potential of 100 volts at the average speed of the engine^

but owing to fluctuations this voltage would not be steady.

This voltage was measured by one of the wires of the
differential voltmeter, the other being used for measuring;

the voltage of the hedgehog transformer under test.

When the speed, for example, dropped a little, both parts

of the differential voltmeter, would be equally affected, but
any difference in the voltage of the two circuits would be
indicated by a steady deflection of the instrument. In the

diagram A and B are the two hotwires, and these are con-

nected at one end to the block D of ivory, having long

tail-piece E, kept taut by a spiral spring F. The other

ends of these wires are attached to a short lever, H, which
carries a mirror, /; flexible connections are provided be-

tween the wires A and B and the terminal C The in-

strument is said to be very sensitive, reading to within a
small fraction of i per cent. The drop of the transformer

was thus accurately determined, although the speed of the

engine was varying considerably.

A Large Armature.
The cut presented herewith represents a large Fritsche

armature for direct driving, in which connectors are em-
ployed and armature strips proper that are radial. The
armature conductors, according to London Industries

are connected in series; the method of coupling can

be understood from the illustration. It is stated

that Mr- Fritsche was the first to investigate the laws

of the numbers of turns necessary to produce series

winding in multipolar dynamos. The connectors in the

radial armatures are copper, and as the iron conductors

are naturally large in comparison, it is easy to fit the con-

nectors in neatly. Fritsche & Pischon of Berlin have been

manufacturing these machines for some time, and have

made all sizes from 5,000 watts up to slow speed direct

A large armature.

coupled dynamos for central station work, giving 200

horse power each,

The Consumers' Electric Light & Street Railroad com-
pany of Tampa, Ela,, expects to build an electric light and
power plant, and is now constructing a dam to develop
2,500 horse power water power.

A fire broke out in a lot of poles on the Municipal Elec-

tric Light company's premises at Montrose avenue and
Gratiot street, St. Louis, recently. The department was
called out, but the damage was small. The fire is supposed
to have been caused by a lot of boys.
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Utilizing Water Power in Washington for
Generating Electricity.

One of the prettiest spots to be found in the state of

"Washington is at the very extremity of its great inland

sea. where the De Schutes river, terminating its course

through a series of waterfalls, forms the head of Puget

Sound. For over a century, since the time of the first

Astor settlement there the power of the Tumwater falls

has been used for various purposes, but as yet the

amount of water taken from the river has not appreciably

diminished its flow nor detracted from its natural beauty.

Aside from the picturesque view of the location, the place

has a special interest for electricians, in that the city of

Olympia derives its electric light and power from the

second of the Tumwater falls, and that it is now proposed

FIG. 3. UTILIZING WATER POWER IN WASHINGTON FOR
GENERATING ELECTRICITY.

to develop the entire power of the three falls and deliver

current for all purposes to Olympia, only two and one-

half miles distant.

The- Tumwater falls first came into electrical promi-

nence early during the present year, when an account of

an interesting experiment in electrical transmission was

published in the electrical papers. Two 50 kilowatt, 500

volt Edison railway generators were coupled up and their

current sent to Olympia where it operated an 80 kilowatt

motor which ran two smaller compound wound Edison

incandescent dynamos, coupled up for the ordinary three-

wire system of city distribution. It is believed that this

was the first direct current transformer plant in America

and it certainly worked to the satisfaction of the consumer.

But the efficiency fell far below that of the alternating

system and now the machines have found other uses in

the station, and two ^300 light Thomson-Houston alterna-

tors have supplanted the direct current transformer plant,

which at best was but an experiment. The two 50 kilo-

watt 500 volt Edison generators now operate the new
Olympia &: Tumwater electric railway and the four dyna-

mos just named, together with two 50 light Edison arc

and one 50 light Thomson-Houston arc machines, consti-

tute the dynamo electric machinery of the Olympia Light

& Power company. It has two pairs of 25 inch Victor

wheels, each developing 400 horse power. These are

placed at each end of a line of shafting, which is provided

FIG. I. UTILIZING WATER POWDER IN WASHINGTON FOR
GENERATING ELECTRICITY.

with two heavy fly wheels. No automatic regula-

tors are used on these wheels, and even with the

heavy fluctuations due to the street railway generators,

the speed is practically constant. All the electrical equip-

ments of the station are of the most recent types.

There is no small station In Washington that excels

it in arrangement, neatness, or general completeness in

all details.

As stated, the Olympia station is located at the second,

or middle Tumwater falls. These have a fall ^f 24 feet

and the water is conveyed from the dam adjoining the sta-

tion into its basement through a 52 Inch round boiler iron
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flume. In addition to the two wheels named, a smaller

Victor wheel of about 200 horse power has been placed in

the basement of the station. This furnishes power to a

flour mill, situated about one hundred yards above the

station, through wire rope transmission. Except for a

small box factory, no further utilization of the water of

the De Schutes river is made at the middle falls. The
upper falls make a turbulent descent of 26 feet, but they

are not used in any way. The lower falls make a nearly

abrupt descent of 32 feet, and it w;s here that the first

Astor settlement on Puget Sound was located early in the

present century. The old mills at the lower falls are in a

very dilapidated condition, and one old wooden flume

built 40 years ago has partially burst, throwing a goodly
sized waterfall from its crevasses.

It will be noted that the total descent of the three Tum-
water falls is 82 feet. These three falls all occur within

a distance of a quarter of a mile, and it is now proposed
by the Olympia Light & Water company to flume the

water from the upper falls to a point below the lower falls,

where a large station will be erected. The power so

realized will be more than sufficient to supply the needs of

Olympia for years to come.

The accompanying illustrations, reproduced from photo-

graphs taken by the correspondent of the Western
Electrician, show the two lower falls of the De Schutes,

and the Olympia station to advantage. Fig. I, taken
from the bridge shown in Fig. 2, is interesting as being
the very head of Puget Sound, and in that in it, close by
the shed nearest the water way, may be seen the ruins of

an old brick chimney—all that remains of the first Astor
settlement on Puget Sound. Fig. 2, taken from the

Astor ruins referred to, shows the lower falls, with
the broken flume and a portion of an old saw mill. Fig.

3, taken from the upper side of the bridge in Fig. 2,

shows the station of the Olympia Light & Power com-
pany, with the company's fljur mill just behind it. In

Fig. 4 is given another view of the station in which may
be seen the adjoining dam and waterfall.

Operation of the Tesla Alternating
Motor.

Rankin Kennedy contributes to the London Electtical

.ff«'/«t£< an article on "The Drehstrom Patents" that will

I

OPERATION OF THE TESLA ALTERNATING MOTOR.

be of interest to many readers in that it gives a good expla-

nation of the actions of a multiphase motor. Mr. Ken-

nedysays, concerning the claims of several inventors; "The
whole question, no doubt, will fce thrashed out in some
law court, the issue being whether Tesla's patent is

sweeping enoHgh to rake in the improvements made during

the last four years by those other inventors in the same
field.

"As one who has worked out a drehstrom motor, which

I consider to be a totally different invention from Tesla's,

I may be permitted to give my views on the subject. In

the first place, let us see what was Tesla's motor.

"It consisted essentially of two magnetic systems, one

energized by one alternating current, the other energized

by another alternating current, the two currents differing

in phase by 90^, and these two magnetic systems acted on

an armature having closed coils. The diagram is a

simple illustration ; a l> forms one of the magnetic

systems, t d the other. .-/ is the armature.

"The action of such a motor is very simple, although its

action has been obscured by the volumes of mathematical

analysis and investigations made into it, and also by elab-

orate attempts to workout the rotary polar theory; its action

is quite obviously simply the jame as ordii]ary motors. The
poles, a b, are at a maximum at the same instant that the

poles, c,df are a minimum power, consequently the arma-

ture coils at that moment form a closed secondary circuit

to the primary, a b, so that poles are induced in the

armature by this secondary current, which are opposite in

sign to a d, but lag in phase behind a d\ the poles, being

opposite on armature, are repelled by <-i h, and attracted

round by c d, which poles begin to strengthen as a b

weakens, till c r/ are at a maximum strength Jind a b at a

261

minimum, when the same cycle begins again, thus produc-
ing rotation of the armature, without a commutator.

"Tesla also claims that if armature A were made into
two armatures, placed side by side on the same shaft, and
the poles a b acting on one of the armatures and c d,

one of the pair of poles, being shifted along sideways to
embrace one of the armatures acting on the other armature,
both armature coils being connected electrically across,
that construction would still be a Tesla motor; no doubt it

would, but what becomes of the rotary polar theorj?
"The writer of this article constructed and exhibited at

the Edinburg exhibition a motor working with two Siemens
drum armatures connected together to form closed circuits
these were acted on by two laminated magnets excited by
two currents in quadrature. Such a construction comes

FIG. 2. UTILIZING WATER TOWER IN WASHINGTON FOR
GENERATING ELECTRICITY.

under Mr. Tesla's claims. Under the best conditions, how-
ever, th-s style of motor is a waster; it is not efficient, and
does not start with a load, so that Tesla's claims don't
concern it very much.

"Another form was made afterward, which proved con-
siderably superior to Tesla's form. I described it in detail.

Other inventors have made improvements, and the ques-
tion at issue between them and Tesla is whether such
constructions come under Tesla's patent right. The
general question for electrical engineers is of more
importaiice to your readers, and that is, are multiphase
Tesla or drehstrom motors "any good anyhow?'' The
author's opinion is that they are no good—even the best of

them yet designed. They have little or no great starting

torque, and require enormous exciting currents. Their
only field of usefulness can be in transmitting small powers
on board ships or in mines.

"If ordinary high frequency is employed, such as is re-

quired for lighting purposes, then motors such as these,

wherein the field magnets are excited by the alternating

current, the exciting current becomes too large. If the
frequency is low, then the mutual induction is too low, and
the motor becomes too large for the power it gives out.

"Altogether the drehstrom motor has not so much to rec-

ommend it that would make it worth while fighting for

it. Two and three-phase currents have more important ap-

FIG. 4. UTILIZING WATER POWER IN WASHINGTON FOR
GENERATING ELECTRICITY.

plications than for driving motors. For transmitting elec-

trical energy to a distance at high pressure, and afterward

convertirg it into low pressure, continuous current for

distribution seems to be a more promising application.

"The alternating current motor, which has been a 'long-

felt want,' is a small motor to work safely and efficientlvoa

the present existing alternators, with no commutator,

if possible; but with a commutator, if you like, provided

no skilled attendance is required."

It is stated that the Russian governmert intends to buy
up the telephone lines in its dominion.
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It is hardly possible that any further steps will be taken

at this time by the government to develop the postal tele-

graph system, which has been a pet hobby with the present

postmaster-general. Inasmuch as the new administration

is opposed to centralization of power and governmental

control of private enterprises, there is little hope that fur-

ther time will be devoted to the consideration of this

proiect.

The remark is often made that electricity seems destined

to "revolutionize the world," But few, except those who

give special attention to the subject, realize how near the

truth is this apparently exaggerated statement. The tel-

egraph, for instance, is such a familiar agency and it has so

rapidly become one of the necessities of life that the world

is only now beginning fully to understand its value as an

annihilator of distance. '^\\z Nctu York HoaUi recently

advocated abolishing our foreign ministry and sugjiested

the substitution of the international telegraph for the pres-

ent system, "Abolish our foreign ministry," says our

contemporary, "send home the farcical diplomats from the

courts where they are so ridiculous and ridiculed a feature.

Henceforth let the United States of America do business

from its owii office in Washington and let the Atlantic ca-

ble be envoy extraordinary when this government has cx-

t raordinary business to iransactwilh the other countries of

the world. For the ordinary commercial business the

consular offices are, or should be, made all sufficient."

It takes a long time to "revolutionizi," and perhaps the

government may see fit to continue to maintain representa-

tives in foreign lands and may not avail itself of the plan

suggested. There is no doubt but that the Atlantic cable

has proved itself a most useful agent, and the government

has employed it to an extent that shows that it is a valuable

factor in diplomatic work.

gusted, the Exposition company will be deprived of a large

portion of its revenue, and the electrical display will be
greatly curtailed, many of the exhibits being entirely with-

drawn, if evening closing prevails. Then let the electrical

fraternity be active and constant in its opposition. With
all at it and always at it, the rule will be repealed.

During the last two years the readers of the Western
Electrician and other electrical journals have been

treated to a great deal of matter referring to multiphase cur-

rent motors. The high sounding name "drehstrom" and

the network of mathematical formula; that have usually

accompanied explanations relating to it have doubtless

made many hesitate in their attempt to obtain a clear gen-

eral idea of the working of the motors employed in a

multiphase current system. There are many, for instance,

who would like to have a clear understanding of the Tesla

two-phase motor. It was, therefore, with the view of

he'ping what might be called the non-technical reader that

the article on "The Operation of the Telsa Motor" was
presented in another column. Mr, Kennedy, the writer of

the article referred to. is not enthusiastic in his remarks on

the Tesla motor's practicability, but his explanation of a

two-phase motor is simple and easily understood.

To devise an automatic governor for water-wheels fur-

nishing power for electric stations is a problem that

has never so much as now occupied the attention of engi-

neers. When the load on the station varies gradually

types of water-wheel controllers may be had that do their

work in a fairly satisfactory manner. But in railway work,

for instance, where the demand for current fluctuates

greatly it is not such an easy matter to maintain the con-

stant speed that conduces to a constant pressure. De-

scriptions of methods of governing such systems are,

therefore, just now interesting reading, and for this reason

the leading article in this issue of the Western Electric
IAN will doubtless be appreciated. The method referred

to is an elaboration of a previously devised arrangement in

which the load on the electric railway system was steadied

at periods of no load or very light load by throwing dead

resistance by hand in shunt across the terminals of the

generator. The resistances employed were coils of iron

wire immersed in a tank of running water. In the new
arrangement of the method, however, a novel feature was

introduced. Instead of simply using the dead resistance

a part of the shunted current which had been heretofore

wasted is now passed through a number of electric heaters

in the dynamo room, and thus utilized to heat the station.

The electric heater is now advancing rapidly to the front

and bids fair to take a place alongside the electric lamp and

the motor, and this application of it in a saving capacity in

a method that, strictly speaking, is an uneconomical one,

is suggestive to say the least. The article is worthy of

careful perusal by those interested in water driven central

stations.

Another batch of interviews presented in this issue

shows that interest in the subject of evening closing at the

World's Fair is not abating among the members of the

electrical fraternity. The daily press of Chicago and else-

where has also shown ils interest in the question, and the

unanimous opinion is that the preposterous rule for closing

the exposition at 7 o'clock should be repealed. A numer-

ously signed petition to this effect, circulated among the

electrical business houses of Chicago, will soon be present-

ed to the executive committee of the directors, and it is

earnestly hoped that the local board will not only refuse

to adopt the rule but use its utmost endeavors to bring the

commission to a similar way of thinking. There is a gen-

eral impression, both inside and outside the circle of

World's Fair authorities, that by the time the fair is

opened some action will be taken to render the ru'e inop-

erative, and that the exposition will actually be open every

week-day evening. The electrical people must not allow

themselves to be lulled into a feeling of false security by

this idea, however. At the present time the objectionable

rule exists, and there is no definite assurance that it will

be expunged from the list. So long as this condition of

affairs exists the electrical fraternity must keep actively at

work in the endeavor to secure a repeal. No stone should

be left unturned. Nobody can be found to defend the

action of the commission; but, on the contrary, a perfect

storm of opposition has arisen from the electrical and

allied interests, and there is no doubt that the general

public would re-echo this sentiment if its wishes were

made known. We cannot believe that the national com-

mission will disregard this wide-spread desire for the sake

of—what? Who can tell the reason? The public will be dis-

The question of the right of states to tax telegraph lines

has been under consideration in several states, and many
conflicting opinions have been delivered. Now the ques-

tion has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of the

United States, and the telegraph company has gained a

substant'al victory. It has been decided that the telegraph

is an instrument of commerce, and that telegraph com-
panies in their foreign and interstate business are subject

to the regulations of Congress, the same as railroad com-

panies. Referring to the attempt of the state of Texas to

levy tax upon telegraph messages, the court decided that

"so far as it operates on private messages sent out of the

state, it is a regulation of foreign and interstate commerce,
and beyond the power of the state; as to the government
messages, it is a tax on the means employed by the govern-
ment of the United States to exercise its constitutional

powers, and therefore void," In the case just referred to

the Legislature of Texas had passed a statute providing

that every telegraph company doing business in the state

should pay a certain tax for every message sent by it; and
the Western Union Telegraph company, having refused

to pay taxes under that statute, basing its defense on the

act of Congress of July 24, 1866, judgment had been re-

covered against it in the state court for the amount of such

taxes. But on a writ of error to the Supreme Court of the

United States judgment was reversed.

It is admitted that an interstate railroad is a thing of

more magnitude, and has greater financial and commercial

value than any interstate line of wires and poles used for

telegraphy, and the transportation of troops and munitions

of war is, no doubt, a thing of graver importance than the

transmission of telegraph messages; but the latter has be-

come also an absolute necessity to the proper administra-

tion of the national government, either in peace or war.

If, therefore, the rights, privileges and powers conferred

by congress on the railroad company constitute franchises-

which a state cannot tax, it seems impossible to escape the

conclusion that the rights, privileges and powers thus con-

ferred upon a telegraph company also constitute a federal

franchise.

Just at this time readers of electrical journals have had
a surfeit of articles defending the overhead trolley sys-

tem. We may be pardoned for calling attention, how-
ever, to a suggestion which a contemporary makes, and
which, if acted upon by street railway men, would result

in less accidents from electric cars. Speaking of the trol-

ley in New York city, tlie Mechanical Nc-ivs of that city

says: "The cars are heavy and the speed is high, but

the brake furnished with these cars is the old one hand
crank handle horse car brake. It is ridicuously inefficient.

With a strong man on the platform, when the car is going'

at full speed, a stop cannot be made in much less than one
hundred feet. The lighter brakemen have more difficulty

in applying the brake and make still poorer stops. To
make such stops as are common on the cable cars is actually-

impossible even in case of emergency. One of the brake-

man's hands is in use manipulating the handle which

controls the current, the other applies the brake. There
is the usual amount of slack chain and this alone wastes-

time in a stop. Here is the secret of the danger from the

electric car."

We agree with our contemporary in the main, for

though all electric cars are not deficient in this respect:

the lack of an efficient brake has been without doubt in a

great many cases the cause of serious accidents that:

through the ignorance of newspapers have been charged

to a "deadly" current.

The electric car to answer the purpose for which it is in-

tended, viz., rapid tranit, must of necessity be driven at

high speed, and cannot therefore be quickly stopped.

Cable cars as the Ne'cus says, when coasting down hill often

attain speeds quite as high as the electric car, but their

enormous brake power can be applied almost instantly and
with but slight exertion as compared with that needed on

the electric cars, and their stops can be made almost with-

in a car's length. They can make stops so short that the

passengers will slide upon their seats, This lack of brake-

power is an unfortunate failing in the electric cars and un-

til a power brake is applied to these cars, they will cer-

tainly be very dangerous. And it is fair to piesume that

until this is done the popular demand will be for the cars

to run at a comparatively slow speed so as not to subject

the people to danger at crossings.
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Pulsating Electric Rock Drill.

Electricity possesses such manifest advantages as an

agent for operating drills as compared with compressed air

that its general adoption as a substitute for the latter in

all places seems to be only a question of time. One of the

roost recent applications is shown in theaccompanine: illus-

trations. The makers, Rooper iJi: Toger, of Northampton,

England, first coupled the drill to the motor by means of a

flexible shaft. This arrangement was found to be unsatis-

factory, as it was cumbersome and the core of the shaft,

when continuously used, gave way. The present form was

therefore adopted, which, it is claimed, is easy to transport

and fix and has a considerable range. As will be seen from

Fig. I, the drill is mounted upon a small carriage while a

vertical pillar carries a cross carriage. By means of a screw

jack at the top, the machine can be fixed in the heading;

it is, of course, too high to be used for long wail working,

but is suitable for tunneling and other work where there

is a clear headway of abou!: six feet. At the lower part of

the pillar a lo^se sleeve is fitted in such a way that it can

be raised or lowered by means of the ratchet brace and

vertical screw; this sleeve is provided with a pair of trun-

nions which carry the cro s carriage, which is thus capable

of being swiveled through a considerable angle, as shown

in Figs. 2 and 3, where it is supposed to be at work in a

heading seven feet high by seven feet wide- The sleeve,

of course, allows the cross carriage to be slewed in a hori-

2>ntil plans through a large angle, as shown in Fig. 2.

The cross carriage carries at one end a Bromfield-IngersDJl

rock drill and at the other a G^olden mining motor with

the commutator cased in so as to avoid danger from

sparks; this precaution seems to be unnecessary in this

case, as the apparatus can only be used in large headings,

which are rarely unsafe.

Upon the spindle of the motor a toothed wheel is shown t

and at first the drill spindle was driven by gearing. This'

however, was found to be objectionable, and a pair of

speed cone? and belting were substituted. A worm upon

this shaft drives a worm wheel, which actuates the drill

itself through a special cam, and the feed is given upon

the return stroke. The motor requires a current of 20

amperes at 100 vo'ts, and runs at i.Soo revolutions per

minute. The drill spindle runs at a speed of 115 to 120

revolutions per minute, the number of blows being 230 to

240 per miDUie, and the weight of each blow is about 360

pounds on the bit.

It is stated that the rate of drilHng in hard slate rock

has been found to be lYz inches per minute for holes one

inch in diameter, using a current of 10 amperes and roo

volts; but since these results the machine has been im-

proved. At Greenwich the drill was recently exhibited.

FIG. I. PULSATING ELECTRIC ROCK DRILL.

drilling into a block of hard silicate concrete, made with

flint stones and Thames sand. A drill 1^2 inches in di-

ameter was being used, and the maximum stroke was 6^
inches. It drilled g inches deep in two and a half minutes,

and II inches deep in three and a half minutes. The
motor was then using 16 amperes at 100 volts, and run-

ning at about 1,820 revolutions. The special advantage of

the arrangement appears to be that the weight of the drill

is balanced by the weight of the motor, so that the cross

carriage can be swiveled and clamped easily at any angle

vrithin the range of the apparatus. It appears probable

that driving by belt would not be found suitable in moist

places. The cuts are reproduced from the Engineer of

London.

Electricity in Mill Work.
We are now really entering upon the electric power

transmission era, says the Commercial Bulletin of Boston.

Recent developments clearly show this. Electric power for

mill work has long been talked of, but its realization and
adoption now seem to be at hand. Its practicability and
economy have before been demonstrated, but the draw-

back has been the cost of the apparatus. The advantage

of subdividing the units of power in mill and factory by
the use of electricity are virtues of the system which will

recommend its use in place of steam, providing the first

cost of apparatus be not too great. It is estimated it

saves 30 per cent, in power over the present steam methods
with its attending long lines of belting and shafting.

New England, as it rightiv should with its great mill and
factory interests, is taking the lead in the adoption of elec-

tricity for power transmission. A large woolen mill at

Taftvilie is about to put in the largest electric power plant

of the kind in the country. The Cataract Construction

company, of Niagara Falls, of course, will have, without

exception, the largest power plant in the world, but it will

supply current for all purposes. The Taftvilie equipment,
which will be strictly a mill plant, will in all have a capaci-

ty of 750 horse power in generators and transmit power
from waterfalls three and a half miles distant. This will

operate a large part of the mill machinery. In location,

where water power is cheap and relatively handy, it can,

through the agency of electricity, be made to run machin-
ery cheaper than by any other method.
We predict that in a few years all good water powers in

New England and elsewhere, that are now running to

waste, will be harnessed by electricity to operate the

wheels of industry. The fact, however, that electricity can,

be subdivided, and therefore do away with considerable

shafting and belting, often recommends its use even where
steam has to be used to operate its generators. This has
been demonstrated in both Brockton and Lynn. In the

latter place it is proposed to equip about twelve factories

with electric pcwer throughout, the current to be furnished

by the local central station. Such plants will need but lit-

tle attention, and with numerous motors, operating in-

dependent of each other, power can be used as wanted.
The supply of power will be regular and reliable, a dupli-

cation of generators being in readiness at the station from
which power is taken.

Henrion Lubricator.

The automatic lubrication of a dynamo or motor bear-

ing is ordinarily effected by means of a ring mounted on

the shaft, which dips into oil. This means of lubrication

is open to the objection, it is claimed, that the oil is

HENRION LUBRICATOR.

thrown from the rirg by centrifugal force, and is not

Carrie-, therefore, to the point where it is needed. To
overcome this objection, Fabius Henrion of Nancy,

France, has designed the lubricator shown in the illus-

tration. It consists of a copper ring />', mounted on a

shaft A^ and turning in oil //, which floats on water D.

The oil in which the ring turns must first pass through the

filters //, and the impurities either adhere to the surface

of the latter or fall to the bottom. The ling is pierced by

a number of tiny holes, as the cut shows, which tend to

keep the oil from flying off as a result of centrifugal force.

The oil tends to gather at G, and is distributed gradually

over the shaft. A writer in La Mature, from which the

cut is reproduced, is authority for the statement that the

device proves extremely efficient in actual use.

Carbon Manufacture in Germany.
The French vice-consel at Nuremberg, Leon Duplessis,

has recently made a report on the electric carbon industry

of that town, from which the following extracts are taken:

The manufacture of electric light carbons occupies six

large factories, belonging respectively to C. Conradty, Ch.
Schmelzer, CarlBraun, J. G. Meier, Emile Mahia and Jules

Fuchs. To these may,perhaps,be added a seventh, namely,
that of Dr. Albert Lessing, though the latter does not pro-

duce carbons foi electric lighting, but only battery carbons.

The raw material employed in this manufacture is "retort

graphite." As far as the vice-consul was able to discover,

this material only is used when homogeneous carbons are

required, but when cored carbons are to be made a softer

substance is added. Before they are ready for use homo-
geneous carbons pass through twelve, and cored carbons
through sixteen, different processes. The first operation is

to break the graphite into small nuts. For this purpose a

three-stamp mill is used. The stamps, in falling, crush the

graphite placed over movable steel gratings that allow the

broken material to pass between the bars. These bars are

placed nearer to one another or farther apart, according to

the size of the pieces required. Having passed this grat-

ing the pieces are collected by hand and passed through a
sieve. The coarse particles are submitted to a vertical crush-

ing, and the fine are passed on to a rolling mill. The ver-

tical crushing is intended to reduce the pieces of graphite to

about the size of semolino grains. The graphite thus treated

is directed a second time into a sifting machine. Then fol-

lows more rolling. The sixth operation is to damp and mix
the graphite otitained from the rolling mill, as well as the

powder gathered in the sifting machines, with a binding
substance. The mass delivered from this machine being
too soft, it is necessary to render it plastic and capable of

taking a shape, and with this object it is consigned to a sort

of puddlingmachine which produces aspeciesof paste. This
paste is pressed through a machine fitted with dies. These
produce coarse rods or other pencils, according to the di-

ameter of the cylinders. The rods so prepared are intro-

duced into steel hydraulic cylinders and submitted to a
pressure of 25 atmospheres. Some of these hydraulic
presses—the construction of which the Nuremberg man-
ufacturers have only attained by successive steps—can
deliver 500 meters of caibon per hour, or frcm 2,000
to 3.000 arc light carbons of average size. All these opera-
tions terminated, the carbons obtained are baked in a blast

furnace, where the temperature occasionally attains as
much as 2000' centigrade. When homogeneous carbons
are wii.hdrawn from the furnace they have only
to be passed on to an automatic cuiing machine. This
machine is in direct communication with a ventilator which
draws off the powdered carbon produced in cutting. The
construction of machines employed in the manufacture of
electric light carbons is also a Nuremberg specialty, and
the house of Justus-Christian Braun has a monopoly of
the business, and supplies machines in Europe and Amer-
ica. The cost of an outfit for a factory is put at 20,435
marks, irrespective of packing, transport, and custom
charges.

A Proposed Solution for the Electrical

Hazard Problem.
By George P. Low.

The record of the incandescent light as a fire producer,
during recent years in particular, is not to be maligned,
for, as has been shown, it is the safest of all artificial il-

luminants, but it has not attained that which it is capable
of reaching, namely, an unblemished record. To do this,

the natural tendency to buy the cheapest that will answer
must be checked, and the fire underwriters alone have the
power to do so. It is useless to plead with the owners of
buildings, for many are always found who will turn a deaf
ear, especially so when they realize that the carrying out
of good advice would violate their sacred precept of pat-

ronizing only the lowest bidder. The only way to reach
such men is to touch their pockc^s. Moral suasion avail-

eth naught. An instance has been cited where the
constant application of moral suasion for three months
failed to secure the removal of a wooden ash barrel, but
within five minutes after the receipt of a letter to the effect

that if the hazard was not removed at once the rate on the
premises would be materially increased, the barrel was not
to be found.
With the exceptions of such localities as are in constant

surveillance, I have found that but little or no progress is

being made toward the desired end. Noteworthy excep-
tions occur here and there, but generally speaking the
condition of electrical work is not satisfactory. It is not
necessary to look far for the reasons. A glib tongued
electrician, an electrically ignorant and easily gullible

public, a let-the-contract-to-the cheapest-bidder policy and,
worse than all, the fact that it is possible under existing
requirements to so wire a house that after its completion
it is impossible to detect faulty or hazardous construction
without tearing up floors or breaking plaster completes
the whole story of present electrical troubles. Charlatan
electricians know that the insurance inspector will not
ordinarily put the occupants of a fine residence, for in-

stance, to the annoyance of taking up carpets and floors, or
to the expense of breaking frescoed walls. It would
frequently be unreasonable if not impossible to demand it,

and so the work is uninspected, except superficially, and a
great hazard to a valuable property exists for which the

FIG. 2. PULSATING ELECTRIC ROCK DRILL.

insurers make no charge. To show that th's is by no means
an imaginary case, let me describe an instance which actu-
ally occurred. A well-known theater not many miles from
San Francisco was wired for incandescent lights during a
period when I was absent in Montana. Upon my return
I found the wiring of the auditorium of the theater, etc.,

closed in by lath and plaster, but the wiring back of the
stage, and in the offices in front of the building, was open
and accessible. Upon careful examination I found that
all wires in the open portion referred to were of proper
sizes, and were of Grimshaw, which is one of the best
insulations made. All circuits were supported in porcelain
knobs and holes through timbers through which wires
were drawn were bushed with interior conduit on hard
rubber tubing. The circuits were properly subdivided,
joints were well compounded, painted with P. ti B., and in

brief, the work was one of the best pieces of ordinary
concealed wiring I had seen. From a desire not to dis-

commode either the contractors or the owners of the
building, I did not demand an uncovering of the circuits

in the auditorium. Upon superficial examination, I found
the outlet wires to be of Grimshaw, and I noted th^t each
hole through which the outlet wires passed out through
the iron lathing was bushed with a specially made piece of
hard rubber tubing threaded at the ends and held in place

by fiber nuts. This was certainly good construction.

The proper number of lamps was in each circuit, and the
only thing which could not be determined was the quality

of insulation used behind the plaster, and the manner in

which joints were made, I was assured by the electrician

who held the contract for the work that every foot of

incandescent wire in the building, including that behind
the walls of the auditorium, was of Grimshaw, and that all

joints were of the kind I had seen. A written assurance

I. Read before the California Electrical Society, November 7, 1852.
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that the work was per requirements was also given, and
the work was accepted. Sometime afterward, however, the

theater was torn out for reconstruction, leaving only the

four walls and roof standing, and of 9.757 feet of incan-

descent wire taken from the building, 2,520 feet were of

Griroshaw, an acceptable insulation, while 6,670 feet

were of weatherproof wire, a grade of insulation that is

condemned for ordinary concealed work, from the Atlantic

to the Pacihc.

The evidence of guilt was ample, all wire conceals d be-

hind lath and plaster in inaccessible places was of weath-

erproof insulation with short pieces of Grimshaw spl'ced

on at terminals and outlets. Had not the building been
reconstructed the fraud would never have been discovered;

or had it burned the cause of the fire would doubtless have

been attributed to mice or entered up as unknown. Yet
this electrical imposter is still in business and, if more
recent experiences amount to anything, he would still be

up to his old tricks if he were not carefully watched, " Is

it not possible that such practices can be controlled? If I

will tell you how to do it, will you, as underwriters, act on
the suggestion, if it be a reasonable one?

With the experience which has now been bad with

electrical work, it is believed by the foremost electricians

that each and every feature that can present a fire hazard is

fullv understood, and that a competent safeguard for every

such fire hazard has now been not only devised but is in

actual and successful operation in hundreds of installa-

tions. The details of safe ccnstruction under the differ-

ent uses to which electric light or power is used are almost
• as varied and fully as peculiar as are the fire-hazards at-

tending various occupancies or manufacturing risks, and
the impossibility of laying down a general law is appar-

ent. Let us, therefore, take a special case, such as an
office building, and analyze the conditions it presents. In

this inst£.nce, the normal condition of the building is dry

and if any considerable leakage or dampness occurs it is

quickly noticed and promptly remedied. Despite this most
favorable condition it is nevertheless true that the wire

used must be of an absolutely water and moisture proof

insulation. Were it not such it is easily seen that damp-
ness, so slight as to escape observation, might form a

pathway for the escape of current from one conductor to

another, which would form a hazard that the use of a

water-proof insulation would have averted. More than

this, a water-proof insulation generally possesses every

merit of a non-water-proof one,^ beside being covered

with a material that insulates the wire far more perfectly.

It is for these reasons that water-proof insulation should

be used for concealed inside wiring. To detect one class of

insulation from the other is very simple. If a wire is covered

with thick rubber, or wilh a solid material resembling rub-

ber, and then wrapped with a tape or covered with a woven
braid, then the wire is of the class known as solid rubber

insulations. Such an insulation is water-proof. If, how-
ever, the insulation of a wire consist of fibrous material

only, with no covering of solid rubber, or equivalent solid

(not fibrous) material, then it is of the class known as

weather-proot insulation—a wire originally designed for

outside use on pole lines. This wire is not permanently
waterproof and must not, therefore, be used for concealed

work for the reason that it is not proof against the greatest

electrical danger, namely, water. As to the workmanship
and manner of running wires, the conscientious workman
will so place them that if the wires were bare there would be
no escape of current from any wire to another wire or to any
other metal work, piping, dampness or ground connection.

AH wires must be rigidly run and well separated from each

other, from all metal work, gas, water, or other piping,

and from every possibility of moisture. The insulation

will then be relied upon as little as is possible, and the

greatest safety m 11 be secured. If concealed wiring is

placed in accordance with the practice outlined, as is now
done in San Francisco and immediate vicinity, where it is

subject to constant inspection, the wiring will be per-

fectly safe, but it is not possible to 'nspect each and every

building en the Pacific coast just before the lathing is

placed, and all kinds of wiring, gcod, bad, indifferent and
even highly h; zardous, are buried out of sight and inaces&i-

ble, the electrical contractor gets his money for his job,

and that is the end of the matter until a time when the

services of an insurance adjuster are called in.

It must be evident, therefore, that next in importance to

the question of insulation and workmanship is the matter

of accessibility of the wires, and, indeed, I have fre-

quently thought that insulation is a secondary considera-

tion when compared to accessibility. Even a year or so

ago it was a matter of doubt whether it wss possible to

wire a building so that all circuits cculd be exposed fcr

inspection or subjected to examination throughout their

entire length without disfiguring the building or impairing

the utility of the plant. The problem has now been
solved, and if it is distinctly understood that all concealed
circuits must be so placed that they may be uncovered or

withdrawn from inspection at any time, or a discrimina-

tion in rates will be made; then, and not until then, will

perfect safety be assured. Taking advantage of the in-

spector's abst nee will then be rendered impossible and
equally impossible will it be to practice any impositicn of

any nature in regard to electric light woik.
It is but right and proper that insurance interests should

believe that in the incandescent electric light and in low
potential electric power may be realized light and power
from sources that will prevent no fire-hazard. Eleclric

heating and cooking are rapidly becoming more prominent,

and they, too, maybe acc( mplished without tntaiiirga
fire-hazard. These are all possibilities and ones which
can only be achieved through the fire unt'erwriter them
selves, if not in encouraging their use, in at least requiring

that when used ihey shall be properly placed, or a severe

penalty shall be imposed. Underwriters may look upon
these applications of electricity not as evils to be restricted,

but as benefits to be fostered; but to reap the benefits of

them as hazardouslei-^ con modifies certain restrictions,

such as accessibility, should be insisted upon. Generally

speaking, that they are evils is not to te denied, but it is

equally true that they are not needlessly so.

It has been charged that insurance organizations are

culpable, to a certain extent, for a great deal of poor wir-

ing that is placed, for the reason that the safety rules pro-

mulgated are so explicit that any school boy, after study-

ing them, imagines himself competent to wire a building

and starts out into business. Without affirming or deny-
ing the statement it is certain that there is no profession

in which there are so many incompetent and irresponsible

amateurs posing as capable practitioners as in electricity.

Its mysteries present a fascination; a battery is con-

structed; a simple bell circuit is run; then a toy electric

motor is made; the youthful tyro is considered a prodigy,
and being at that age when he is neither man nor boy but

a know-it-all, he hangs out his shingle as an "electrical

engineer," determined to perform wonders. And he
generally does so, for wonderful indeed are his works. I

once learned of a case where joints in incandescent
leads, after being indifferently twisted together, were cov-

ered over with nothing but sealing wax, and to an objec-

tion entered the self-satisfied retort came; "Well, it holds

'em together, don't it?" and 'Tt'san insulator, ain't it?"

This man was caught in the act of coverirg joints with
sealing wax, yet he pretended to be familiar with safety

requirements. Perhaps he was more or less so, and he
may have honestly believed the work to be safe. He said

that he had woi ked in different places on the coast.

Probably he had left a trail of inaccessible sealing wax
joints in his wa^e, and some day it may be remarked as

peculiar coincidences that "every house that man had
anything to do with burned down."

Again, it is not only the amateur who is grossly negli-

gent. Amateurs and locksmiths and sawfilers who have
taken up electrical work as a little side issue to their busi-

ness go hand in hand as kindred evils. The wretched
blunders they make are blunders of ignorance, blended
with indifference, but bad as they are, they are excusable
when compared to the wilful violation of safety rules, as

practiced by electricians who know better, such, for in-

stance, as the man who wired the theater with a weather-
proof wire, splicing Grimshaw on to the ends at outlets, or

to the individual who makes the joints here exhibited, and
boastfully advertises that he has btcn in the electrical

business more than twelve years. He said he did not

believe that the house from which these joints were taken
would ever be lighted by electricity, so he didn't take

much pains with the work, but it was lighted—fortunately

after the careful electrician of the Iccal company had torn

up carpets and reconstructed the circuits. Equally un-
trustworthy is the man who, in wiring a shoe dealer's

house, insisted that he was justified in setting the safety

requirements aside and concealing waterpioof wire for the

reason that the owner, who had had considerable experi-

ence with rubber shoe ware, wanted a weatherproof wire

used, because in his opinion rubber will dry rot quickly.

Undoubtedly shoe dealers' opinions,when applied as expert

information on rubber insulations, are similarly affiicttd.

The four instances given, all ac'ual occurrences, show
a few of the evils an elec rical inspector encounters.
Fortunately they are not everyday cases, but they teach
the same lesson, and from them the same moral may be
learned. The lesson is: many electricians, whether ama-
teurs ar otherwise, will wire a building in any manner, so

long as it will be accepted and paid for by the owner.
This done, they feel no further responsibility for their

work, and they think that by the time the premises are

lighted, if ever, they will perhaps be many miles away. I

have heard more than one electrical imposter use the very

inelegant expression: "There's a new crop of suckers born
every day." The propeity owners, architects and builders

are the ones who are imposed upon, and it is they who are

considered legitimate prey.

But what of moral? Simply this: Require all interior

circuits to be so placed that they may be exposed for in-

spection at any and at all times. Imposition, so far as a

fire hazard is concerned, is not practiced in localities under
constant surveillance, but elsewhere there is practically no
restriction in the matter of jyiring for the reason that no
certain conclusion can be reached from examining only the

erds of a wire that is buried and inaccessible. Let all

wiring be made accessible, let periodical inspection be
made, if it is impossible to obtain continuous ones, and
then will the possibility of perfectly safe Hght, heat and
power be realized.

How this condition of accessibility may be attained is

a question I do not feel called upon to answer, or I would
be liable to criticism as encroaching upon the legitimate

field of electrical engineers. Si ffice it to say, that it it

now thoroughly practicable, as may be demoislrated by
the examination of hundreds of installaticns, and if the
rendering of all circuits accessible is mfde compulsory
there will be no lack of ways or means for carrying out
the new requirements.
A belief is growing among fire underwriters that the

recent remarkable increase in the number of fires from
unknown causes is due to the development of electric

lighting. Circumstantially the evidence is against the

electric light, and no one can fully understand why it is

so unless he has a personal familiarity with the quality

of wiring that is concealed behind lath and plaster

throughout the country. The number of fires from un-
known causes has increased almost in the same ratio as

the growth of incandescent lighting, and, as stated with
many, the conclusion derived therefrom has formed a

conviction. In the absence of explitit information it

is impossible to combat this conviction, hence, being un-
disputed, it cannot but stand. That it is to be deplored
is true; but rather than do the electric light industry
a grcss injustice it is better to sift the condition to the
bottom and reach the true state of affairs, namely, that

the hazardousncss of electric light is due, not to the
use of the light, tut to the abuse of it. Abused by
whom? Why, the electrical impostors, of course, who,
taking advantage of a national error foist their worse

than worthless construction upon the public at ruinously
low figures, and the legitimate trade either is forced out
of business or is compelled to stoop to the same class of
work. Though this is distressing it is not an exaggerated
statement of the condition of electrical affairs in many lo-

calities, and when things are as stated, let me ask, is it

reasonable to hope for safe work? To maintain an electri-

cal inspector in each locality would be an unjust and un-
reasonable tax upon the fire insurance corr panics, who on
this coast do not derive a single penny as compensation
for the existence of the electrical hazard. Many efforts

have been made to have cities themselves adopt electrical

ordinances and enforce safety requirements by municipal
inspection. In several cases such ordinances have been
passed, but each has remained practically a dead letter.

Neither moral suasion nor threats remedy the general situa-
tion, ard now, after a constant application for three years,
to the finding of a solution of the difficulty, it is recom-
mended that the course defined be pursued. To insist

upon universal accessibility of all electric light, heating or
power wires, will possibly cure the evil. It ia.a remedy of
wonderful simplicity and undoubted efficacy.

There is yet another potent reason for insisting upon
accessibility. In "accessible" systems wires receive not
only the protection of their insulating covering, but they
are always free from the effects of moisture, lime, rats;

atmospheric changes, and such other influences as may
exist. They are, moreover, almost from the fact of being
accessible, so placed as to be rendered fireproof. These
properties alone entitle the suggestion to unusual consid-
eration.

Again, it would be interesting indeed to invite opinions
from electrical people concerning ihe advisibility of en-
forcing this proposition. I dare say that every legitimate
concern wou'd give it heartiest support, while dissenting
opinions would be had from only electrical impostors or
the other "half-baked" electricians whose ignorance
renders their opinions unworthy of consideration.

I beg you not to overlook the fact that, as far as statistics

are to be relied upon, it is shown that electricity is by far
the safest known artificial illuminant. But that is not suffi-

cient. To derive absolutely safe light, heat and power is the
aim, and this can be accctcplished ihiough the medium of
electricity, without further experimenting. Eliminate every
possibility of unprincipled competition in electrical work,
adopt and rigidly enforce requirements demanding the
universal and constant accessibility of all circuits to
aythorized inspectors, and electrical impostors, together
with the present unfortunate condition of affairs, due only
to their machinations, will be no more.

Mrs. Becker in a Post Hole.
Considerable excitement was created at the corner of

Tenth and Market streets recently, according to the Covi-
vic/rialoi Louisville, Ky., by a woman voluntarily jump-
ing in a hole that was being dug to receive an eleclric
light pole. The woman in question is Mrs. Becker, the
widow of G. W. Becker, who conducted a large grocery
and produce business at that place until his death, which
occurred some time ago. Since her husband's death Mrs.
Becker has been overseeing the business herself. The
electric light company has been erecting poles along Mar-
ket street, and it so happened that one was to be placed
directly in front of Mrs. Becker's place of business, thereby
taking up a considerable portion of the narrow pavement.
When the lady became aware that the company intended
erecting a pole at that place she informed the men in
charge of the operation that they positively could not put
a pole there. The foremen of the gang of workmen pre-
sented a permit from the mayor authorizing the erection of
the poles. This did not satisfy Mrs. Becker, and she
repaired to her lOom thinking that she had corquered.
About 2 o'clock in the afternoon she happened to go

into the street and saw a large hole that the men were
making larger, the dirt being piled high on each side
and partially obstructing the sidewalk. Mrs. Becker be-
came very angry at the sight of her pavement being torn
up, and running up to the laborers, made them get out of
the hole that they had dug. After they stood on the pave-
ment, Mrs. Becker herself jumped in the hole and defied
the laborers to dig farther. The men were r&tber in a
"fix," as they expressed it, and sat down to await develop-
ments or until Mrs. Becker had become fatigued with her
ludicrous position. The lady had plenty of nerve, how-
ever, and an hour passed with nothing being done save the
severe "tongue-lashing" that was being administered to
the men by Mrs. Becker. Matters stood thus for some
time, and the foreman became uneasy and started for the
mayor's cffice to get a special permit to place a pole at
that particular spot or obtain authority to force the lady to
leave. In the meantime a crowd of curious people had
gathered. In a short time the foreman, armed with the
necessary papers, returned to the scene of action and
placed them in the hands of Officer McCue. The officer
read the permit to Mrs. Becker, who, with many protesta-
tions and expressions of anger, climbed out from her un-
graceful position. The workmen then finished their work
without interruption.

In the Thomson Houston factory at Lynn there is a
mutual benefit association with 754 members.

The Thomson-Houston Carbon ccmpany is rebuilding its

factory at Fremont, Ohio, that was destroyed by fire last
February. The company was in favor of building else-
where than in Fremont, but the citizens of that town col-
lected some ^35,000 tmong themselves and offered the
sum as a bonus to the Thomson Houston company not to
move its plant cut of town, so the offer was accepted, and
already the new factory is more than half completed. It
will be about one half larger than the old one. The
building will be of brick and iron with a slate roof, the
dimensions being 336 by 70 feet. About 330 hands will
be employed.
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Measuring Instruments for Students.

The accompanying cuts illustrates new measuring in-

struments especially adapted for use in schools, which have

been placed on the market by Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Fig. I illustrates a D'Ar^onval galvanometer intended

to be against the wall place of a laboratory. It

has a graduated scale with pointer and also a mirror.

This instrument is dead teat, and is well adapted for

general work where quick measurements are desired. Fig.

2 represents a universal tangent galvanometer which is

especially designed for determining current in absolute

measure, and for showing the effects of variation in the

different quantities contained in the tangent galvanometer

equation It has two mihogany rings, built up of a num-

ber of pieces to prevent warping. One ring is wound so

as to rotate freely on a vertical axis, v\ith a pointer and

scale graduated to degrees for use in sine measurements.

The compass box slides along the horizontal graduated

bar, so that the needle may be placed in the plane of either

Improved Cut-outs.
The accompanying illustrations show improved pieces

of wiring apparatus, which the General Electric company

has just brought out. They are made of hard white, thor-

oughly vitrified porcelain, impervious to moisture, and im-

passable to the electric current. The plug cut-outs are de-

CORRESPONDENCE.

^
NEW CLEAT.

coil, as a tangent galvanometer; midway between them,

as in a Helmholtz-Gaugain galvanometer, or at any point

upon the a.xis outside the planes of both coils, as in the

"Weidemann type. In the electrometer shown in Fig. 3

the quadrants are fastened to a circular block of hard

rubber, two of them being made of one piece of metal

bent so as to have a level surface on top, to which the brass

suspension tube and one binding post are attached. The

aluminum needle, provided with mirror for reading deflec-

tions and vanes for damping the system is suspended

from an adjustable torsion head, thus connecting it with

one pair of quadrants. In this way the Leyden jar ar-

rangement otherwise necessary for maintaining the needle

at a high potential is avoided. Fig. 4 represents a

coulomb electrometer, in which the suspension tube is free

to rotate. At the bottom a pointer moves over a scale

graduated on top of the glass case. A mirror is placed in

the bottom of the case to avoid parallax. Fig. 5 repre-

sents a convenient form of a magnetometer for laboratory

work. Observations may be taken either directly by aid

of pointer deflections orby the telescope and scale method,

a mirror being attached to the magnet system. The earth

inductor. Fig. 6, is arranged for exact measurements. Fig.

7 shows a voltmeter suggested by Professor Ryan of Cor-

nell University. It possesses important features, such as

freidom of electrodes from angles and sharp corners, easy

IMPROVED CUT-OUTS.

signed to protect a circuit having a maximum current of

thirty amperes at 125 volts. The fuse is carried in a small

glass plug, cased and covered with brass, which is screwed

into a brass screw socket in the body of the cut-out.

Should the fuse blow, the defective plug can be instanta-

neously replaced withcut tools of any kind. The porce-

lain of which these cut-outs are manufactured is itself made

by the General Electric company at its porcelain factory at

Schenectady.

New Cleat.
The accompanying cut shows a new safety adjustable

china cleat that is manufactured by the E. G. Bernard

company of Troy, N. V. The company states that the

electric insurance experts of the United States, at their

recent meeting in New York, decided against the further

use of wooden cleats, and the one in question was devised

IMPROVED CUTOUTS.

to meet their requirements when they shall be made public.

In this cleat both parts, top and bottom, are exactly

alike, thus preventing trouble or mistake in packing and

saving time in putting up. The cross section is so designed

as to strengthen the cleat. It only requires one screw and

four small lugs to hold it securely in position when once

Fi^ 3
Pio. 5.

FIGS- I TO 9. MEASURING

removal of the electrodes, facility for cleansing and greater

homogeneity of deposit. The electrodes may be lowered

or raised to give corresponding changes of resistance.

Fig. 8 is a subdivided condenser of one microfarad

capacity.

Fig. 9 shows a Rumford dispers'.on photometer, similar

to that described in Professor Ayrton's "Practical Elec-

tricity." It has a range of measurements jp to 1,000

candles.

INSTRUMENTS FOR STUDENTS.

it is put up, so that perfect alignment is secured. It is

adjustable, and is made both glazed and unglazed. The
cleat is made of superior imported clay and is thoroughly

vitrified and strong. The Western Electric company, the

E. S. Grcelty company and Alexander, Barney & Chapin

of New York carry a stock of these cleats.

An electric railway between Yarmouth and Portland,

Me., is proposed.

New York Notes.

New York, November 12.—To say that New York

was excited during the election would be putting it mildly.

The city was wild, and when the returns began to come

in Tuesday night the enthusiasm of the Democrats knew

no bounds. The jVc-:i' York Herald employed a search

light on Madison Square Garden tower to signal the news

to the people. The light was discernible for twenty miles

and told the story accurately and rapidly, and the specta-

tors below showed their appreciation in cheers. Down in

a little box on the sidewalk in front of the Herald branch

office, at Fifth avenue and Twenty-third street, three nim-

ble fingered young men were trapscribing telegraphic re-

turns on pieces of glass which exactly fitted the stereop-

ticon on the floor above. The transfer required about ten

seconds. Then the slides were put in the stereopticons

and the news flashed forth. The same process was em-

ployed at the main office at Broadway and Ann street, in

the new building at Broad *vay and Thirty-sixth street and

in the branch office at One Hundred and Twenty-sixth

street and Seventh avenue, Harlem. At all of these

bulletins enormous crowds congregated, and each an-

nouncement was greeted with mighty shouts. It is esl/-

mated that fully 3.500 people occupied the streets in the

vicinity of Seventh avenue and One Hundred and

Twenty-sixth street, where there was a stereopticon of 800

candie power by v hich the returns were announced.

While writing of electricity in politics it will not be amiss

to call attention to a Wall street rumor relative to the

Western Union company and the government. Recently

reports have circulated to the effect that the hundred-mil-

lion mark would be a convenient one for a deal with the

government. The actual cost of the company's outfit is

popularly estimated at about $40,000,000. The success

of the Democracy on Tuesday, however, is likely to count

as a black eye to any such project as that talked about.

Officers of the company have all along protested that they

have known nothing of any plan to sell out to the United

States, and when president Norvin Green was asked about

a report that the result of the election had spoiled the deal,

he said that there was no foundation for street gossip about

such a transfer.

The directors of the Western Union company met

Thursday and proceeded to carry out the plan of increasing

the capitalization of the company. They declareda script

dividend of 10 per cent, payable December 3d. Their

action was taken under the authority granted at the

recent meeting of the stockholders, when it was voted to

increase the capital a round to hundred millions. The

directors decided to distribute 10 per cent, of the increase

as dividen ds to the stockholders and to place the rest of

it in the treasury as a reserve with which to improve the

system and erect new lines. The balance will be put

the market as soon as Western Union stock reaches

par, for under the law it can not be sold below par.

Another victim will have to die by electricity before long.

Thomas PalUster, formerly a telegraph lineman, who was

convicted in the General Sessions of murder in the first

degree in stabbing and killing Adam Kane, a probationary

policeman, at Grand and Sullivan streets, on the night of

May 30th, has been sentenced to be killed by electricity in

state prison during the week beginning Monday

December i2Lh. Pallister heard the sentence unmoved.

There are people who believe that New Yoik is one of

the poorest lighted cities in the United States. Com-

missioner Gilroy is of this opinion and at Thursday's

meeting of the gas commission he so expressed himself.

He stated that in his opinion electric lights should be

used hereafter instead of gas wherever it was possible, and

evidently the commission as a body agreed with him. In

conformity with this view, it passed a resolution providing

that streets supplied wit h subways are to be lighted with

electricity hereafter, when it can be done at the regular

rates. Proposals will be advertised for at once, and the

bids for both electric and gas lighting opened by the com-

missioner of public works on December Sth. In submitting

the new list for electric lighting Commissioner Gilrcy ex-

plained that the appropri3tifin_Jor lighting in the pro-

visional estimate made no provision for the electric lighting

of the districts now proposed, as it was based on last year's

estimates.

The rapid transit plans are at last completed, and to-day

the Commission resolved to proceed with the advertising

of the franchise for sale, beginning next Wednesday.

Many difficulties were encountered by the engineers in

dealing with the sewer problem, and this has been the

chief cause of delay in the work of the commission. Sev-

eral changes had to be made in the plans as originally pre-

pared, but they relate only to the plan for cutting and re-
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constructing the sewers along the line. The most trouble-

some of these was ihe Whitehall street sewer,which drains

into the river at South Ferry. This will have to be re-

moved and a new sewer constructed nearer to the surface

of the street, and draining in the opposite direciion into

the North river. The difficulty at Houston street, where

the Broadway Cable Railioad company has a shive pit

over twenty feet deep was overcome in a very ingenious

way. Three of tbe'tracks are to go under it, and one, the

up-track on the accommodation line, the one on the ex-

treme ri^ht going rorth, will go arcund it. There is to

be a station at B.'eecker street, and the two down tracks

will dip rapidly down from it by a steep grade to get clear

of the shive pit. The up track of the express line will con-

tinue on a lower and easier grade until it reaches the com-

mon level at the next station. Unless there has been a

great deal of secret negotiation or quiet organization of

which the public has no information, it is believed that

there is no syndicate or organization yet formed to under-

take the construction of the road unless the Melville C.

Smith syndicate, the old New York Arcade Railway com-

pany, is prepared to do so. The construction of the road

would seem to lie betwten ttat company and the Rapid

Transit commission for the city at large. N. F. O.

Milwaukee. Wis.
Milwaukee, November 12.—General Manager Mc-

Leod, of the Wisconsin Telephone company, recently in-

vited the members of the Wisconsin Electric club to visit

and make a thorough inspection of the new telephone ex-

change. The visitors were made familiar with every nook

and corner of the plant, from the terminal room in the

basement to the switch-board on ihe fourth floor, and ob-

tained much valuable itformation of a technical character.

Upon returning to the lower flocr, they found a substantial

luncheon awaiting I hem in the lobby. The members of

the club extended a vote of thacks to the telephone com-

pany.

Last Monday Gustav Froehlich, chief engineer of the

Badger Illuminating company, died from the effects of a

scalding which he had received several dajs before. His

injuries were caused by the explosion of a steam pipe

leading from the boiler to the engine room at the company's

plant. The verdict of the coroner's jury was that death

was due to his own carelessness. Froehlich left a wife

and two small children.

A bonus of $10,000 has been raised by the property

owners of North Greenfield to secure an extension of the

Milw aukee and Wauwatosa motor railway, and work on the

line win be commenced very soon. The extension will

cost about 125,000, A tunnel is to be constructed under

the St. Paul railway tracks near the fair grounds. The

terminus will be within two blocks of the North Green-

field depot.

Scores of handsome new cars have been received by the

Vniard company and are in use on every line in the city

operated by that company. More cars are being supplied

with motors, and by next spring, when the company will

take possession of the West Side system, none but fine

new cars will be in use.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has commenced
the work of building its Sixth and Clybourne street line.

This line will connect on Sixth street with the Grand

avenue line and then continue along Sixth to Clybourne

and west on Clybourne to Eleventh, where a connection

will be made with the piece of track now operated

there. The line mentioned is at present operated with

horses, a fact that causes a great deal of complaint, and

the management is therefore desirous of completing the

line as soon as possible. Nothing will be done about

extending ihe Cly bourne street line to the Soldiers'

Home until next spring.

It is said that a few of the interested property owners

do not look with favor upon the proposition that they give

enough land to permit the widening of Kinnickinnic ave-

nue as provided in the franchise granted to the Villard

syndicate. Nothing will be done either about widening

the road or building the electric line until next spring.

In the Circuit Court Charles F. Pfister has recovered

judgment upon his notefor .$125,000 against the Milwau-

kee Electric Railway company, with interest from Ju\y2i,

1390. making a total of $145,050, beside the costs of the

action. The Pfister interest still controls the stock of the

company and will probably remain in possession of the road

after the receiver's sale. From Pfister the line will event-

ually go into the hands of the Villard syndicate, which

will then embrace all the street car systems of the city.

The common council of Fond du Lac has awarded a con-

tract for lighting that city for the next five years to W. G.

DcCelle, of St. Paul, western agent of the Westinghousc

Electric company, who recently purchased the street rail-

way there and is now changing it into an electric line.

The contract price is $84 per lamp per year, Philadel-

phia schedule.

A. B, Meyers, the general manager of the Milwaukee

and Wauwatcsa motor line, announces that the question

of equipping the system with electricity will not be decided

until spring. The management desires, he says, to see

how the suburban electric lines now in in operation stand

the test of winter.

The common council is considering ordinances to increase

the salaries of the superintendents of the fiie alarm tele-

graph system and the police alarm telegraph sjstem, the

former from $1,800 to $2,000 and the latter from $1,500

to $1,800. The matter is in the hands of the two depart-

ment ccmmittees and the fin; nee committee.

Angus Hubbard, formerly of Milwaukee, now of New
York, who has charge of the long distance telephone

lines, was in the city the other day. He spoke with satis-

faction of the results achieved with the line recently

opened between Chicago and New York. The line is

used very much now, he said, and calling upon New York,

either from Chicago or Milwaukee, is no longer a novel

experience. No further extensions are contemplated, he

said, for the near fulure, but Prof. Bell intimates the pro-

bability of a line from New York to San Francisco. Some
lateral lines are being built at present. For six months,

Mr. Hibbard said, the company has been trying to get

into Cleveland with a line extending into southwestern

Pennsylvania, but the Cleveland authorities decline to give

a franchise, and the terminus of the line is just outside

that city.

Election news was transmitted between Milwaukee and

New York on the long distance line Tuesday night.

Several Milwaukee telephones with metallic circuits were

connected with the long distance line.

Lorenz Knoblich, an old resident of the city, was run

over at the corner of Third and Cherry streets, by an

electric car, last Tuesday evening, and killed.

C.

New England News.

Boston, November 12,—At the annual meeting of the

stockholders of the West End Street Railway company last

Thursday the following named directors were elected

for the ensuing year; Henry M. Whitney, G. T. W. Bra-

man, Prentiss Cum.mings, Eustace C. Fitz, Walter

Hunnewell, Samuel Little, Theophilus Parsons, Nathaniel

Thayer, Isaac T. Burr, Joseph S. Fay, Jr., Henry D.

Hyde, E. D.Jordan, William Powell Mason, Dexter N.

Richards, Walter S. Swan. In his address President

Whitney reviewed the financial condition of the enterprise,

and outlined the policy for the ensuing jear. He said that

nearly all the lines of the company had been rebuilt and

equipped for electricity, and the construction account

would hereafter decrease to very small proportions.

Renewals would constitute about the only charges to the

account. The company was exchang'ng its heavy running

motors for noiseless machines and expected to have the

work completed in January. The cost would not exceed

$100,000, which would be charged to operating. The cost

to the company for taking care of its motors was i ^
cents per mile run, as against 3^ paid the Thomson-Hous-

ton company. In reply to a question in regard to the

present development of the storage battery system, Mr.

Whitney said that little advance had been made toward an

entirely practical method. It was being tried in several

places, but at a loss.

In the directors' report, which was submitted at the

meeting it was shqwn that the total earnings of the road

were $6,317,205 and the expenses $4,477,783. leavingauet

earning of $1,839,422. The report further shows that the

distribution of the earnings and expenses between the

horse and electric systems for the year was as follows:

Horse. Electric. 1'otai.

Earnings ?2,953,894 ?3)363»3io 56,317,205
Expenses 2,459,155 2,019,627 4,4471783

Net S495-739 J'i343i683 ^1,839,422

At the close of the year, the repoit says, about two-

thirds of ihe mileage, namely, i,oco,ooo miles per month,

was being operated by the electric system. It is hoped

that by January ist about 200 cars will be added, bringing

the electric mileage up to 16,000,000 miles per year. It is

expected that the power houses will be practically com-

pleted by that time and a sufficient number of large dyna-

mos installed to supply all demands for power. The
company now owns 702 horse box cars, 577 electric cars

(455 long and 123 shorl), 524 open horse cars and 451

open electric cars (47 long and 404 short), 3 754

horses and 247,832 miles of track. It ran 17,498,660

miles during the year, carried 126,210,781 passergeis

and made 2,259,858 round trips with its cars. The nit

addition to the company's real estate for the ye ar

has aggregated 1692,249.69, while the horse car account

has been reduced 1339,688. The electric car account has

increased $98,777.90, and the charges for the electric line

equipments have amounted to $376,389.59. The net

increase in the power station equipment has been $952,-

359-60.

Treasurer Goodspeed, in his report, gives the balance

sheet of the company. This shows the assets and liabili-

ties of the company in comparison with last year as below:

ASSETS.

1892. 1891. Inc.

Construction $5,920,586 *:,5i6,994 $ 403,592
Real Estate 7,312,904 6,650,564 692,340
Equipment 556,317 458,13? 98,228
Horses 505,036 910,664 *407,623

^fs . 919.130 1 258,818 •339,638
Electric cars 3,238,228 1,396,929 1,841,209
Electric fquipment... ... . 973,438 597,oi8 376,420
Car horse and shoe equip-

rnent 99,990 .... 99,990
Power station equipment 1,441,042 48P,682 95^,360
Cash assets 1,607,971 2,704,052 '1,096,081

1'otal 822,603,240 S'9.981,982 ?2,62i,253

LIABILITIES.

1892. 1891. inc.

Common stock $9,085,000 $7,147,100 .$1,947,900
Preferred stock 6,400,000 6,400.000
Stock subscriptions .... 12,250 '12,250
Funded debt 4,265,000 4,272,000 *7,ooo
Notes and accounts 2,5116,955 1,945,971 <;7o,984
Profit and loss surplus 336,285 214,661 121,624

Total 322.663,240 $19,981,982 $2,621,258
* Decrease.

Thedirectors consider this an excellent showing, and the

stockholders expressed their satisfaction ever the reports

and indorsed the management.

The Highland Electric company has been organized at

Portland, Me.

Preston H. Carr, formerly with the Thomson-Houston
company, has accepted a position as chief in charge of the

installation of the new electrical plants of the New Eng-
land Engineering company at Waterbury.

H. D. Rodgers, for three years assistant to H. G. Reist,

of the Thomson-Houston works, has entered the service

of the Eddy Electric company.

Rubber manufacturers of New England, who have gotten

their business into such shape that they can isolate the dif-

ferent parts of their plants and be able to run one depart-

ment while another is shut down, are getting interested in

electric mators as the ideal power for their purpose.

The Massachusetts State Assembly of the Knights of

Labor has taken under consideration the needs of the

present system of street car propulsion and suggests that

each car be equipped with a number of pairs of rubber

gloves with which the employes may handle live wires.

The assembly also decided to petition the next legislature

for such laws as will compel electric roads to adopt this

measure, and to have a first class electric gong attached to

each car.

An exhibition of a new system of street car propulsion

by electricity was given in Salem recently. It is the in-

ventionof E. H. Brown and is an underground or closed

conduit system. A center track, with 8 foot iron rails,

carries beneath it the feed wire. Beneath each iron rail is

a plate in a hermetically sealed box attached to the feed

wire. Two electro magnets beneath the car on passing

over this raise the plate and complete the connection,

thus causing the railabove to become alivethe current pass

ing through the motor and the return being through the

rails. The system worked satisfactorily upon the model

shown.

A scheme is being developed to utilize the falls of the

Androscoggin river above Brunswick, Me., to generate

electricity to drive motors in Bath. The falls will furnish

6,200 horse power.

The Washburn & Moen company, of Worcester, will

light their new mill by electricity. They will use the Wes-

tinghousc system and will operate 600 lights.

The union by electric road of Haverhill, Amesbury and

Merrimac, Mass., was celebrated by a grand reception.

Streets were decorated and there was a general holiday in

three places. This road practically makes the three thriv-

ing towns one community.

A project is being considered for the consolidation of all

the electric roads in the Connecticut valley. The idea is

to build a section of track to Join Chlcopee and Holyoke

and then extend the line up the river to Northampton.

The suburbs would be reached by branches, and such towns

as Wakefield and Thompsonville would be connected from

Springfield. South Hadley could be reached from Hol-

yoke and Amherst and Easthampton from Northampton,

with a proposed line to Williaitisburg if needed. Only

about 15 miles of new track would be required and the es-

timated cost of the whole enterprise is $300,000. There is

strong ground for believing that the Springfield and Hol-

yoke street railways will unite shortly.

The new Britain, Conn., Tramway road has been pur-
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chased by capitalists who propose to equip it with electricity.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company, of Boston,

has its new dynamos in the Atlantic avenue station con-

nected with the street mains. It now has two engines and

four dynamos running, operating about 600 lights.

Springfield, Mass., had its first electric fatality recently.

Peter Berthiaurae, a lineman for the United Electric Light

company, was killed while making a cutout at the top of a

high pole. He grasped both ends of a live wire and re-

ceived 2,000 volts. As he fell he cleared the wires, but

caught on a pin and hung there head downward for half

an hour before he could be reached.

The new electric plant of the Clark thread mill at Wes-

terly, R. I., is in operation.

Swan & Lane, electrical engineers of Boston, superin-

tended the wiring of the Augusta, Me., opera house.

They also have the contract for a 300 light Jenney plant

for the Mt. Battie woolen mill of Camden, Me.

The new factory for the Hopsdale Electric company,

of Milford, Mass., is to be of wood, extra large framing,

set on granite piers, and is to b; 180 feet long, loo fee

wide and two stories high.

New England people are much interested in the new

long distance telephone connections between the east and

the west. The establishment of the line for commercial

purposes between New York and Chicago has been closely

watched. During the progress of the work President Berin,

of the New England Telephone and Telegraph company

has conversed with the different points reached through the

New York office. At the recent experimental test he

talked with the Chicago terminus, each word being dis-

tinctly heard, notwithstanding the fact that the Boston

and New York offices are connected by an old No. 12 wire,

while a No, 8 of very superior quality runs between New
York and Chicago.

Dedham, Mass., has voted to allow the trolley system.

An electric road from Bradford, Mass., to run through

Groveland and Georgetown to West Newbury will soon be

put through if a charter can be obtained. At the latter

place it will connect with the People's railroad and will

thus make a through line from Bradford to the sea.

A cotton manufacturer near Norwich, Conn., is to build

an electric line from the railroad station to his mills, a dis-

tance ol 1% miles, for the purpose of handling the freight

cars that he now has to take care of by horses. To do

this an electric locomotive of large capacity will be bought.

J. C. E.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, November 12.—L. J. Cook of Tacoma
is experimenting with an electric street railway which he

claims will be operated at a speed of 200 miles per hour.

He has a track on the water front in the form of an

ellipse. Posts twelve feet high have a track on top and

on the sides. The cars hang from the track at the top.

They get partial support and receive motive power through

large wheels resting on the rails.

A. B. Robbins has asked the court for an injunction

restraining the Northern Car company from disposing of

five promissory notes for $5,000 which he gave in payment

for $25,000 worth of stock. He claims the notes were

given on condition that the company rebuild its factory at

Robbinsdale, where he had large land interests that would

be enhanced.

An electric light repairer named Johnson was knocked

senseless while triming a lamp in a Superior clothing store.

The report of the Minneapolis building inspector for

the ten months of 1892 showed that permits had been

taken out for electric wiring to cost $143 934.

The Citizens' Electric company at Rat Portage has

started up its new dynamo, giving the station a capacity

of 2,000 lights. The company is rushed with the work of

putting in lights. The contractor who first put up the

station was so slow that the company took the work in its

own hands, and the contractor is trying to collect the bal-

ance on contract which he claims he is entitled to.

The putting in of the electric light plant at Fairmount,

Minn., has been delayed by the non arrival rf the poles.

The Electric Light company at Grafton, N. D., proposes

to enlarge its quarters so as to get more room to operate

arc machinery.

The new electric light station at Northfield, Minn., is

nearly completed.

The impression prevails at Grand Forks, N. D., that the

electric railway scheme has fallen through.

The East Sioux City & Morning Side Electric Light,

Heating & Waterworks company, which proposes to make

extensive improvements in the eastern pait of the city,

will be incorporated by E. C. Peters, John J. Roche,

James A. Jacksoa, F. M. Ferris, D. T. Hedges and T.

Evans.

A couple of Grand Forks; N. D,, doctors boast the big-

gest electric battery in the Northwest, having 60 cells and

a capacity of 90 volts.

The jury in the suit of B. J. Benson against the Minne-

apolis Street Railway'company for $25,000 damages has

disagreed.

The Lakeside electric car line at Duluth is expected to

be ready for operation December ist.

The citizens of Butte, Mont., are highly pleased with

the working of their electric system. The lines cover

completely the city and the outlying mining districts.

It is not very probable that the proposed electric line

up the JE hill East End, Duluth, will be built very soon.

The grade is very heavy.

H. C. C.

ing tickets or other memoranda, and keeping a record of
the ?ame; Cardozo Bros., 96 Broadway, New York N. Y.

Berkeley Springs Water Works & Improvement com-
pany, Berkeley Springs, W. Va.; capital stock, $50,000;
erecting and running water works and electric light plants,
acquiring rights, privileges and franchises for supplying
persons, firms and corporations with water and light; J.
Hammond Slier, Berkeley Springs, W. Va.

PERSONAL.
Secretary A. H. Pease of the Hart & Hegeman company

of Hartford, Conn., is receiving congratulations on the
arrival of an heir.

M. J. Sullivan, publisher of the Street Railway Gazette,

Chicago, who has been suffering from a painful illness, is

about again, much to tbs delight of his friends.

B. J. Arnold, consulting engineer of the General Electric

company, Chicago, recently met with a bereavement in the
death of his father. Mr. Arnold's many friends are extend-
ing their sympathy.

J. A, McLure, who has been until recently superinten-

dent of construction for the Short Electric company,
Cleveland, O., has accepted a position in the engineering
department of the Siemens & Halske company. Mr.
McLure is an experienced engineer, and no doubt will

prove a valuable acquisition to the new company.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Crodus Electric company, Milwaukee, Wis., capital

stock; $70,000; manufacturing electric works; Thos. K.
Ewing, Milwaukee, Wis.

Crown Electric Manufacturing company, Elgin, III.;

capital stock, $21,000; manufacturing tlectrical and metal
goods; J. H. Williams, Elgin, 111.

Holly Electric Light Power company. Holly, Mich.;
capital stock, $10,000; furnishing light and power by elec-

tricity; C. F. Collier, Holly, Mich.

Vibrating Electric Gold Trap company, Denver, Colo.;

capital stock, $400,000; manufacturing, leasing or renting

machinery for extracting or saving metals from ores, etc.

Canton Electrical company, Canton, Ohio; capital

stock, $10,000; manufacturing and dealing in electrical

machines and appliances, etc.; F. E Case, Canton, Ohio.

Elwell Sliding Blind company, Berwick, Me.; capital

stock, $200,000; to manufacture and deal in mechanical,
electrical and other devices; Harry V. Moore, Berwick,
Me.

Newark & Granville Electric Light company, New-
ark, O.; capital stock $15,000; furnishing tlectric light,

heat and power in Newark and Granville; William E.
Miller, Newark, Ohio.

Marietta Electric Light, Heat & Power company. Mari-
etta, O. ; capital stock, $30,000; producing and supplying
electric light, heat and power, constructing street railways,

etc, ; W. G. Way, Marietta, O.

Creston Gas & Electric company, Creston, lovva; capi-

tal stock, $100,000; to acquire, control and operate gas
and to manufacture gas for illuminating purposes; Jones
& Hovey, Independence. Iowa.

Gillett Electric company, Red Bank, N. J.; capital stock,

$250,000; to manufaclure and construct mechanical and
electrical machinery, instruments, appliances and appar-
atus; Thos. Davis, Jr., Red Bank, N. J.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

$50,000; to manufacture, buy and sell appliances for elec-

trical and general merchandise purposes; Taylor, Goodhue
& Ames, 827 Monadnock block, Chicago, III.

Missoula General Electric company (incorporated in

Montana), St. Paul, Minn.; capital stock, $200,000; gen-
eral electric business, with plants in Missoula county,
Mont.; H. W. Turner, agent, Helena, Mont.

W. H.Gordon company, Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$io,oco; manufacture, patent, construct and sell all kinds
of machinery, electrical equipments, etc., etc.; Francis
W. Parker, 1007 Opera House building, Chicago, III.

General Electric company of Yucatan (incorporated
in West Virginia), New York, N. Y-; capital stock, $1,-

000,000; furnishing electric light and power in the state of
Yucatan, Mex. ; D. M. Meusante, 36 Broadway, New
York. N. Y.

Clear Lake .i Russian River Railway & Navigation
company, Lakeport, Cal.; capital stock, $500,000; to con-

struct, operate and lease electric or steam railway in Lake
and Mendocino counties, length 20 miles; William Bigger-
stai?, Lakeport, Cal.

Lyman, Fuller & Pest company, Baltimore, Md.; capi-

tal stock, $10,000; to buy and sell lands, to loan money,
to build turnpike and plank roads and operate same and
owning and operating railways moved by horse or elec-

tricity outside the limits of Baltimore.

Mutual Register Company, Jersey City, N. J.; capital

stock, $50,000; manufacturing, selling, using and leasing

electrical and other machines for the purpose of register-

ELECTRIG LIGHTING.
The city of Washington, Ind., has contracted for loS

arc lights.

The erection of an electric light plant at Jellico, Tenn.,
is talked of.

Search-lights operated by a threshing engine formed a
portion of a recent political parade in Youngstown, O.

The citizens of West Point, Ga., will vote upon a propo-
sition to issue $20,000 of bonds for waterworks and elec-

tric light plant.

The electric light company of Decatur, 111., will erect a
power house at the corner of North Edward and West
Cerro Gordo streets.

At present there is an extraordinary activity in the fitting

up of electric lighting installations in the shops and private
houses of Madrid, Spain.

A tunnel 200 feet long is being constructed by the Red-
lands, Cal., EUctric Light & Power company, in which to
convey water to the power house.

The Holly, Mich., Electric Light & Power company has
been granted a ten year franchise for operating an electric
light plant. It will light the streets of the town.

The Oconomowoc, Wis., council has passed a resolu-
tion authorizing the mayor to make a contract with the
Oconomowoc Electric Lighting company to light the city
by electricity for a period of ten years.

Officers of the General Electric company say they have
moved for an injunction restraining the Sawyer-Man com-
pany from, manufacturing incandescent lamps, says the
Wall Street Joicmalm a recent issue. They have already
secured an injunction against the United States Electric
Light company. The policy of the General Electric com-
pany with respect to competitors has not been outlined
further than a determination to compel them to vacate the
field as ordered by the court. Questions for datrage for in-
fringement are considered secondary. The company's
officers are not inclined to discuss the new Westinghouse
lamp, owing to the limited data available relative to its

construction. However, they say that it must differ in
more particulars than that of a ' glass stopper" in order
not to be an infringement.

Two electricians, writing to an English electrical jour-
nal, claim to have produced electric "sky signs." They tell

the story as follows: On Thursday night, October 6, 1892,
from the grounds of the camp of the "Buffalo Bill's

Wild West," «e succeeded in placing the luminous let-

ters "B U F" on the clouds, which letters were seen by
hundreds of people, and from a good number of whom
we received congratulations on having accomplished this

surprising scientific feat. From that date to the present
time we have frequently repeated the experiment, and
have placed Colonel Cody's portrait, not only on the
clouds, but also on artificially made clouds, and on a sec-
ondary beam of light as a background. These experi-
ments have been witnessed by hundreds of people, and
were carried on under the auspices of Colonel Cody
(Buffalo Bill) and Edward Curtice, whose invention we
were engaged in developing.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The construction of an electric railroad in Jackson,

Tenn., is probable.

A company has been organized to build an electric rail-

way at Guthrie, Oklahoma.

A power house 170 by 50 feet is being constructed for
the new electric street railway at Newport, Ky.

Delaware, O.. has an electric street railway system.
Brill cars and Westinghouse generators and motors are
used.

The Tramway company of Denver has been
granted a permit to build its new electric line on Platte
street.

The Carbondale Traction company has obtained a fran-
chise for constructing and operating an eleclric railway at
Archbald, Pa.

The Prospect Heights Street Car company is seeking to
obtain a franchise to build and operate a stieet railway at
Averyville, III.

The ' L" road company has taken steps to condemn
property for the right of way to extend the Armourdale
electric line in Kansas City.

The power house of the Beatrice, Neb., Rapid Transit
company was destroyed by fire recently. The loss was
$8,000, partly covered by insurance.

At Denver, Colo,, the city council has granted the Met-
ropolitan railway company extensive right of way for
double track electric railway purposes.

The Wyandotte Street Railway company of Kansas City,
Mo., is to be granted a restricted franchise to operate an
electric street railway on Wyandotte street.

The Atlanta, Ga., and East Lake electric railway, for
which franchise has been granted^ will, it is stated, be built
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by Henry Lanier and his New York associates. The road

may be operated by the storage battery system.

The electric light commissioners of Lansing, Mich.,

have offered the company owning the electric light plant in

that city $55,000. The equipment is said to have cost

$50,000, and if the offer is refused the city may erect a

new plant.

At Atlanta, Ga., the Metropolitan Railway company's
holdings have been sold at receiver's sales to H. H. At-

kinson, representing the Old Colony Trust company at

Boston, which held the bonds. The price paid was
fi2i,oco.

TELEGRAPH.
It is said that the recent issue of additional stock by the

Western Union company is for the purpose of buying the

telegraph lines of Canada.

General Greely has given some new information as to

the facility and speed with which temporary field lines may
be constructed and operated, mentioning the fact that a

corps working for the international boundary commission

set up, operated and took down a telegraph line thirty-five

miles long in three days.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Gaynor Electric company has been given judgment

for $3,066.67 against the city of Lincoln, Neb.

The General Electric company is said to be contem-

plating the distribution among its stockholders of $2,500,-

000 of treasury securities.

The Mather Electric company lost a 100 horse power
generator in the Milwaukee fire. The machine was in the

Northwestern freight house, awaiting delivery.

The London Daily Telegraph recently had a long article

on electrical omnibuses, and announced that Radcliffe

Ward's 'buses may be expected to be running in London
within a fortnight.

The number of students of electrical subjects entered

at Cornell University has increased from 28 in 1884 to 230
in 1892, and in several other institutions the proportionate

increase is even greater.

Gustave Trouve has just finished a commission for an
electric fountain at Craig-y-Nos, the Welsh mountain
home of Madame Patti Nicolini. The basin oE the

fountain is 20 feet in diameter, and the jets are illuminated

by four 200 candle power incandescent lamps. The I'ght

is projected on the jets by means of four parabolic reflec-

tors under the glass-covered chambers, from which the

water springs. The tints are given to the light by inter-

posing colored glasses arranged on two superposed disks,

concentric or otherwise, which are turned in the same or

opposite directions with equal or unequal velocities by
means of a small water wheel. By this means the play of

color on the water can be diversified like that of the kaleid-

oscope. Each of the lamps consume six amperes at no
volts. There is also ab;illiant search light on the tower

at Craig-y-Nos, which is brilliant enough to be seen four-

teen miles away. Craig-y-Nos has now the right to be
called a veritable electrical palace.

TRADE NEWS.
The National Electric Construction company, of Eau

Claire, Wis., has opened a branch office at 620 Atlantic

avenue, Bopton, with H. F. Holland as general manager.

The Love Traction company has opened a temporary
office at 1939 Fourteenth street, Washington, D. C, with
Messrs. Wheeler and Love in charge. These gentlemen
are building a line six miles in length to connect with a
suburban trolley system that could not get a franchise to

bring overhead wires down town. Several other contracts
have been signed, making about 30 miles of this system
that will be in operation within six months from date.

The Waddell-Eniz company, New York, reports a very
brisk business. During the past two months it has
shipped a number of motors and direct 'driven slow
speed generators for electric lighting and power service to

several manufacturing concerns in Buffalo, N. Y, This
company recently installed two ventilating sets on the
United States naval practice vessel Bancroft, now at

Elizabethport, N J.

A conspicuous object of interest to people walking or
driving along Michigan avenue in the vicinity of Twelfth
street, Chicago, is a huge reel mounted on a flat car stand-
ing on the Illinois Central tracks. This reel is 7^ feet in

diameter and 6 feet wide, and upon it is wound 4^ miles
of armored submarine Kerite cable, made especially for

the city of Chicago, in one piece, and is to be placed in the
tunnel 90 feet under the bed of Lake Michigan to supply
current to the new waterworks crib.

Boiler incrustrations are not only a source of incouven-
iencc and danger, but of expense to the steam user. To
prevent or remove them has been the object of number-
less mechanical and chemical devices. There are many
mechanical methods of ridding waters of impurities, but
for the vast majority of boilers a simp'e scale preventive
added to the water will answer perfectly. It is stated,

though, that by the u^e of Fluoride boilers may always
be kept clean, the generation of steam is not impeded,
fuel consumption is reduced, and interruption to service

avoided. The call for this purifier has increased so rapid-

ly that arrangements arc now being made to extend the
business in the near future. The American Fluoride
company of New York has its main office at 126 Liberty
street and its western office at 73 and 75 West Jackson
street, Chicago.

The Siemens ik I lalske Electric company of America has
established an office in Cincinnati to have charge of a ter-

ritory known as the central district, with Markle & Har-
nish, managers. This department will cover Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama. John R. Markle
is well known to the trade through his connection with the
Maikle Engineering company and other business enter-

prises during recent years in Detroit. Mr. Markle was
also one of the early representatives of the Edison com-
pany in the West, the claim being made that he sold the
first isolated plant in Chicago and installed it in the old
Norton mill at the Madison street bridge. He also claims
to have sold and installed the first plant in Michigan—at

Luddington. Mr. Harnish has been, until a recent date,

president of the Peninsular Electric company, of Grand
Rapids, Mich. These gentlemen are both capable and
experienced business men, and will undoubtedly prove
worthy representatives of this new competitor for the elec-

tric business of this country.

BUSINESS.
The New York Insulated Wire company, New York,

reports an increasing demand for Grimshaw white core
wire. A large proportion of the recent shipments was
for western concerns.

William Stanley, Jr., of the Stanley Electric company,
Pittsfield, Mass., has just completed the plans for a resi-

dence to be built upon the property recently purchased on
Dawes avenue. The house will cost about $20,000.

The Franklin Electric company. New York, expects to
move into its own factory before the end of six months,
and it has recently increased its working force.- Prof. F.
K. Irving of the company has just completed a new elec-

trical theatrical novelty.

The Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore, Md.,
is sending to the trade a pamphlet entitled ''The Ries
Regulating Socket, the Missing Link in Electiic Light-

ing." This little book gives answers to the questions one
would naturally ask about the Ries socket.

A. M. Morse & Co., contracting engineers, Commercial
building. St. Louis, Mo., have closed contracts duringthe
past month for a number of Buckeye engines, boilers and
complete power outfits for central plants at Monticelio,

Ind., Spring Valley, 111., Fulton, Mo., Springfield, Mo.,

and Kansas City, Mo.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has just

closed arrangements with the Whitney Electrical Instru-

ment company of Boston, to handle its test instruments in

the West. The Whitney company has already established

a reputation. The Electric Appliance company will carry

a large and complete stock for the West.

The Electrical Supply company, Chicago, has received

a letter from James I. Ayer, general manager of the Mu-
nicipal Electric Lighting & Power company, St. Louis, in

which he says that the "Shield brand wire recently pur-

chased has a tcugh and well-made insulation, which I be-

lieve will prove entirely satisfactory. It is of a superior

quality, and much better than many of the various brands
commonly classed or grouped as ' weather-proof ' to dis-

tinguish them from rubber covered."

Chas. F. Beach, Jr., 35 Wall street. New York, railway

and corporation attorney, has recently issued a very com-
prehensive little pamphlet entitled "Railway Federation,

the Proposed Railway Trust," which has received many
complimentary notices for its concise and terse manner of

treating the subject. Mr. Beach is very busily engaged in

matters pertaining to street railway properties. He has
also recently made a special department ine his office for the

negotiation and sale of issues of strtet railway bonds.

The house of Waterhouse Eros. , Hartford, Conn.

,

manufacturers of arc lamps, is now to be known as Water-
house, Gamble & Co., with James N. Gamble of Cincin-
nati, well kDOwn through his connection with the Proctor

& Gamble company, and Wm. T. Partridge of New York
in the firm. This company has extensive works in Hart-
ford which afford it good facilities for manufacturing in-

terchangeable arc lamps for either incandescent or arc cir-

cuits. The company will have offices in New York at 45
Broadway.

The Massac'^usetts Electrical Engineering company,
through its western representative, Philip Harvey, has se-

cured the contract to design the plant of the recently in-

corporated Oconomowoc Electric Light company. It is

the intention of the company to make this station one of
the most complete in the state. It will not only light

Oconomowoc, but will furnish lights for the neighboring
residences and summer resorts. This is only one of the
contracts that Mr, Harvey is engineering, and the outlook
of this company for business in the West is most encourag-
ing.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued November 8, l8g2.

485.615. Manufacture of Carbon Filaments. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

The method consists in suspending filaments of carbonizabic
iiiaterial in a closed cliamber out of contact thercwitli, sus-
pending weights upon the filaments, and heating the chamber
Lo a carbonizing heat.

485.616. Manufacture of Carbon Filaments. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

485.617. Incandescent Lamp Filament. ThomasA. Ed-
ison, Llewelljn Park, N. J.

485.618. Apparatus for and Process of Refining Cop-
per by Electricity. Franklin Farrell, Ansonia. Conn.

'I'hc impure copper plates arc wholly submerged in an clee-
irolyiic: balli, a free circulaiion kA ihe btili bi-ing provit'e

arouiuland hi coniacl with the top, boHom and sides of Ih (»

plates; a current of electricity is passed through Che plates in
series, thus forming, by electro-deposition, plates of refined
metal, the bearing surfaces of the refined plates being formed
upon and supported by the devices which support the impure
plates.

485.619. Rheostatic Controller for Electric Motors.
Jonathan P. B. Fiske, Lynn, Mass.

The electric motor is reversed by establishing^ shunt circuit
around its field magnet and armature, reversing their relative
connections while such shunt circuit exists and then interrupt-
ing the shunt circuit.

485.620. Electric Motor Controller. Jonathan P. B.
Fiske, Lynn, Mass.

The com roller consists of a resistance, a permanently closed
continuuous circuit including in series the resistance ;and the
field magnet and armature of the motor,aad a rheostatic switch
having connections to said resistance and motor.

485,643. Switch-board for Electric Light Circuits. John
J. Moore and Catharine M. Henry, administratrix of
Dorwin A. Henry, deceased, New York, N. Y.

485,645. Electric Lock. James D. 'McAulis and Har-
vey E Fleming, Beaver Falls, Pa.

485,647. System of Lighting Railway Cars and Plat-

forms. Danton H. Nichols, Boston, and Charles L.
Cotton, and Charles A. Cotton, Dedham, Mass.

485.658. Electric Transmission of Power. Edwiu W.
Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.

Two sets of mains are provided, one to supply current to a
constant current motor, which brings an alternating current
motor up to the proper speed, the alternating current motor be-
ing supplied from a separate set of mains. When the alterna-
ting current mot r has been brought up to speed the constant
current motor is disconnected from the constant current mains
and acts as a dynamo driven by the alternating motor to excite
the fields of the alcemacingcurrent motor.

485.659. Electric Transmission of Power. Edwin W.
Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.

The invention is a modification of the foregoing, in which
switching devices are provided so that one set of mains may be
used to supply both motors.

485,66s. Electric Railway Switch. Charles A. Stone
and Edwin S. Webster, Boston, Mass.

Means are provided for electrically controlling the track
switches directly from the moving car.

4S5.669, Continuous Current Transformer. Elihu Thom-
son, Swampscot, Mass.

The field magnet is supported upon a stationary shelf within
the armature, which is of the Gramme ring type and supported
upon a sleeve adapted to be rotated.

485,682. Incandescent ElectricLamp. Augustus Carey,
Lake Pleasant, Mass.

Couplings between the leading in wires and the carbon fila-

ment are made by crimping a tube soldered to the filament and
shipped over the end of the leading in wire.

4.85,728. Electric Railway Signal. Adoniram J. Wilson,
Port Chester, N. Y.

485,739- Thermostat and Alarm. Gustav Fischer,

Chemnitz, Germany.

485,744. Electric Arc Lamp. George Kirkegaard,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

485,764.. T\pewriting Machine. Frank A. Heiss, Po t

Jervis, N. Y.

485,767. Electric Perforating Pen. Aaron D Lewis,

Canton, Mo.

485,826. Voltmeter. Eugene R. Carichoff, Richmond,
Ky.
Two wires cf high resistance are held parallel to one another

throughout a portion of their length, and twisted together be-

yond these portions; a pointer is connected with them at the

parallel portion and is adapted to be moved by the untwisting
of the wires due to expansion.

455.841. Method of Magnetically Separating Ores.

ThomasA. Ediscn, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

The method is adapted for treating ores containirgmagnetic
oxide of iron and magnetic pyrites. The ore is first concen-
trated and then passed through a magnetic separator of
such strengh tfat. due to the difference in magnetic properties

of the oxide of iron and pyrites, the oxide of iron particles will

be separated out.

485.842. Method of Magnetic Ore Separation. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

485,859. Telephony. William Bruening, East Orange,

N. J.

The apparatus consists of a closed hollow vessel containing
a fluid and provided with dashers, which are held movably in

contact with the fluid, one of the dashers being provided with
a spring and each of the others with a diaphragm.

485,876. Telephone. James W. McDonough, New York,

N. Y.

A vibratory plate has electric conductors arranged parallel to

one another over the whole surface of the plate, the conduc-
tors being vibratory to impart a vibratory action lo the plaic,

485.895. Electric Arc Lamp. James R. Stters, New
York, N. Y.

Each carbon is attached to a rack by means of which the car-

bons may be automatically fed toward one another to maintain
the arc in a fixed position.

485,919. Manufacture of Mandrels for Electrolytic De-
posit of Tubes. Francis E. Elmore, Leeds, England.

The mandrels are coated with easily fusible material and
simultaneously polished,

485,950. Automatic Electric Scale. Paul J. Kuhbacher,
Ashland, Ky.

486,029. Electric Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,

and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

486,051. Telegraph Sounder, James Maret, Mount Ver-

non, Ky., and William L. De Graff, Homer, Mich.

486,054. Water Indicator for Boilers. William H.
Rodgers, Bay Side, N. Y.
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^22.00
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

Four and a lialf feet lonff.

>. Send for complete catalogneB of
if office littiDgs.

AHERICAH DESK AMD SEATING CO..
270-'i7;; Wabiish Aveuue, CHICAGO

Electrical and Mechanical
Models nod Macbiaery made to order; Oastinys and
parts of models ia stock; Electric Bells, Batteries,
Tools, etc; Printin£t and Statiooery; Kubber
Stamps; Standard Tliermometers always ia stook.
Send for our illustrated circulars of above and cur
catalogue of COLUMBIA STEEL SAFES; tire and
buiglar proof.

Colnniliia Mfs. an-l !!4upi>1y Co,
34U and 3i-2 Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Tbe Oslioriie Steam Engineering Co,,

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaoo
Kepreseolative work now in course of construc-

tion. 2 OflO H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for

the Pabst Heat. Light i- Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi"
lar plan's on improved aud economical lines will

do well tn communicnte with ns. First, be sure
vou \vi 1 net the best, then t<o nhi ad.

HUQHES BEOS. MFG. CO,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insulator Pins «s® Brackets,

And Electrical 9Eoldliie<

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TEtlN.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Inanlatlon Gnaranteed ^Fherever used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber aged in insulating oar wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, ani to a very gre'^ extent fireproof. Our insula'ion will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
lo furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color,

Clark Joint Oum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths incb wide, and when wrapped about a joint

-jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILIVAV pnd illOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE orARAXTEE OUR INSUUATIOM AVHEREVER USED, AERIAI^, UKDERCiROUKD OR SUBHIARIIVE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms aud discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, IIASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Tr«aaurer and Gen'l Manager.
HBBBERT H. EUSTIS, Frasldent and Electrlclui.

WRITE FOE PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SRAMLEISS R.UBBE1R. WIREIS AND QABLRS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

ANY CANDLE POWER. rrECZi

ii

\JCrrlte> for Z^r-loes.

STEX7BEIT" LAMP.
STEUBEUr liAMP WOBKS, CAUISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

go.mr>leei J*ree.

TRANSMISSION 0^ POWER
BY lIANILIiAROPE.

Copiously illustrated and described in catalogue

just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valuable. Ton ehouid
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, wee of charge.

W. W. BUDliEV & CO.,
Solicltora of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 622 P St., N. W., Washington, D. C
Please meDtiou this paper.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTKIC BRAND)

orElectrical Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the V)est quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 128 Pearl St., NevfYork.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
1^ H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtalnabls, and embody every Improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their class.

430 West I 4th Street. NEW YORK.

NAME
Electric uolors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for mauufacturing Name Plates io the country,

and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, ' at lowest possible cost.

SSXO FOB 8A3fPI.E!$. DESK^SIS FUBNI^HED FBEE OF EXPKK8F.
A few concerns oaing oar plateg are: ThomBon-Houston E'ectric Co.. C. & C, Motor Co., Crorkpr-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Berneteln Electric Co. Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Mannfactar-
Ing Co., Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Fitchburg, Mass.

FOR SA.JM^E.
We have for sale a

150H.P„500-T0ll

Practically New. A Bargain.

The Electrical Constrnction Co.,

43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICaGO

One S.i-light, 2,000 candle power, T.-H. Arc Dyna-
mo with 35 double lamp^, ^1,70000.

One i!0 horse power, 2'20-volt Generator, $450 00.
One 15 horse power,220-volt T.-H. Motor; complete,

$350.0U.

Ooe 20-light, 10 ampere Sperry Arc, witL 20 lamps,
S800 00.

One 220 volt, 15 horse power, T -H. Motor with
Rheostats and Belts, $325.00.

One 10 horse power Excelsior Motor, $200.00.
All in Al order and guaranteed as good as new
Terms cat-h.

Twenty other dynamos of various makes, all sizes,
all prices. Good dynamos bought for cash.

CHAS. E.
313 to 317 Ci

GREGORY,
, CHiCAGO.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

134 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.

FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Macliines. Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds ol light machinery.

No. 1, » ToltS, 1-33 ll. p., S3.00.
Ko.a, 4 Volt8.1-16 h. p.,S5.00.

TiO. S 6 Volts, 1-13 h. p., SIO.OO.
No. 4. 10 Folts, l-8h p.. SI 5.00.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Cardew x/^oltmeters,

Siemens' Electrody-

namometers,
The Standard Instru-

ments.

Send for Descriptive

Circular No. 2Qo.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.
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ESTABM833D IN 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD SLECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
-BBANOH ST0B5-

8134 Michigan Avenue*

MANGANESE
In lumps or milled fine can be obtnined at lowest
price from EBWST STURM,
Qera, Herzog:ttaTini (iiotlia, (•remiany.

KODAK
OThe Junior mM

. . Kodaks II
can be used as hand or ' ^^^^

D

The Junior

• Kodaks
can be used as hand or '

tripod cameras with either roll

film or g/ass plates. Fitted

with focusing index and
register for exposures. Best

Lens; best finish,

$40 and $50.

Eastman Kodak Co.,

D
A

$40 and $50. ^k
Eastman Kodak Co., BS

Rochester, N. Y. ^HK

KODAK
Manufacturers of

pcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
lEL£mHl& ELECTRICAL

RailwayPolesxCrossArms

ii^^H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(o.
OSCODA, IVIICH.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperes shunt wound U- S. Dynamos,
Two '200-ampere9 shunt wound XJ. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two iJ-liKht American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One so-light Sperry '2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-liLrht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.

Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2.000-c. p.

Two 160-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armiugton and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edisou Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

74 CORTI-AKnT ST.. H. Y.

A-i«.MORSE^co.|=|?„°^V"
pi irt^jTY^r 5OTO1000H. P.»ST. LQ_UIS,

ENCINESi7or::::r^";"i;^;;!;^

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

S2.50.

Electrician Pulilisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

Stilwelfs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE iQ Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«''^snr.it;o'f-«'^'

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
AlVn OTHER SHEET JtlETAI/ TOOLS.

They malte a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Road.s.

WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.

G. d'Infrevllle,
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

See Issue Western Electrician Oct. 29. 434 Caial St.. New York.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and arc baked alifte,

which ure the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Q 1 Samples and prices mailed free.

yBOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
Q,y/ 27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144tol56ere«n8l,

Green Point,

BKOOKUV, N.T:

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higrli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete SteafflPlants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieei,, New York City

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
ESlootrioetl .A.p>p>etr£ttTJLS,

242 to 268 South Jeflferson Street,

NEW YORK:
Thames and Greenwich Streets.

ANTWERP:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

33 Rue Boudewyns.

CHICAGO:
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

37 to 45 West Congress Street.

LONDON:
79 Coleman Street, E. C.

BERLIN:
Teleplion Apparat Fabrik.

Engel Ufer 1.PARIS:
Societe de Material Telephonique, 46 Avenue de Breteviil
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is caHed to this CEIjE.BRAXED WAXER WHEEI^ as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, hig^h 9»peed
and erreat Efficiency, and larg:e Capacity foritsdiameter,
being double the I*OT*-er of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equalj producing the highest per cent
of useful effect e^naranteed.
SEPVO FOR CAXAI.OGUE ANO PARXICCJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBII\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in eveiy particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO. HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheeta, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii£iJ«GTo.vnEi.. The Stazidard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4de^It^^ t.

SEND FOR OUR
New CatalogBe ot

Electrical
Books.

The most comp'ete of its

kind ever pnblieted.

Sent Free to Any Address.

We are Headpariers

In lie West for ELEC-
THICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt ct ptu e.

EIec:rlcian Pabllshing Ci/-.

6 Labeude Biiildiog,
Chcago, ri.

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES
FOB ELECTBICAIj USES.

Graphite Bods of Tarions IjeDsrths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch, t-raphite Boxes and Crncibles, Beslstlng: Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqolrles Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eSOO It. Second Street, ST. IiOCIS.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

HecbaDical and Electrical EDgiieer,

Coreultafiona, Keporta, Flane, Sp'^fificat'one for
Central Station or Isolatea Erctr-c L'^^mi ^,

and Electric taihveve.

56 Turner Hii'ldixg, St, Lou- ft.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Polee, Ties and Posts, eave monej
by get'Ing my prices.

W. C, STERLING, MicK

-^leas av jAj. shultz.

IHI ySTMLLEATHER —

J

i*^OIRDNRODORHiNGE.Oltl ST>LE

'LEATHER LINKANQ IRON ROD BELT

'AN0R0PETRAN5MISS1ON SaPEH5EDE0

YOUR POWER
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING.

TINNED ul.

SURFACES ONLV.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE

-

THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \

HADE. NO SUPPINB
OR LOST MOTIO^

164 Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St.,N6w York City.

129 N. Third St., PhUadelphia, Pa ; 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago.

^WHlDEiAGElEATriEP;
PiGKER Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie Solution of tlie FroWem of Safe GnarfliEE

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

TRADE-MARK

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to
be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IRTERIOR ABD DNDERGRODHD

HANTJPACTUBED BT
TWTER I O I&

GONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinpuc i G27 to B31 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:

^ 526 to 528 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42&44Broad St., New York.

Thoa. Day & Co.j 222 Sutter St., San Francleco^ Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2J6 Pearl St., Buffalo,N Y.
Putnam, (iay & Co , 27 E. Main St , Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. eth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleane, La.
Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrnc'ion Co.. Pittsburgh, P».

.-/: Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

;V\NUrACTURERS ORGANIZED I85t.

INCORPORATED iSt'S.» Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE O.NLY ARC LAAP THAT
WORKS SATISFACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCE.NT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

Tnn ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

cmcAGCx

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NE'A' YORKL
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAKLT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ElGctric Light and Power Stations
i On account of ita high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con
* straclion of which makes It the most senslEive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

i«t^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE lUuatrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SDCCESSORS TO

STOUT. HIII/I.« * TEMPIiE. DAYTON. OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

111) styles and Sizes. UprigUt and Horizontiil.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every fucility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working Riitps. We guarantee

liiffhest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads" of 2 to 400 feet. Write us fur line pamphlet and slate your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
rrW SPRINQFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

esechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

*.r^/ A 1Vr'¥* Tr»'l~> -—Onp good cor-

struction firm in eacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

Daily Sales of Westinghouse Engines

DORING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1892.

Phil, and Reading

Terminal R. E., 13th order, Philadelphia, Pa..

J 3th "

14th " " "

IStU "

IGth "

•Am

I, Pittsburgh Chronicle-

Telegraph,

3. West Mich. Farniture

Co.,

3. H. Mueller Plumbing

Co,,

4. F. J. Parsons & Co.,

4. Cochrane Chem. Co., 3cl "

5. Crescent Steel Co., Glh "

5. lerntylvania Tube
Works,

5. Bawson El. Lt. and

P'. Co., 1st
5. " " 2a
5.

" " 3d
5. Nicaragua Eng'g Co.,

6. Adam Blume-,

5. Bridgeport Copper
Co., «th tKodak.)

5. Westinghouse El. &
Mfg. Co., 35th order,

:,.
" " 3«th "

7. Wm.Clark Thread Co.,

7. United Gas Imp. Co., 25th "

I H. J. Ruseell,

7. Evaneton El. 111. Co., 5th "

7. J. E. Reinecker,

7. Yuan Eoyer,

7. Yg. Y. Bertran,

7. Joee Solderlla Caeap,

7. Joae Tobra,

y. Rourke, Straub & Co.,

10. Pittsburgh Reduction

Co., 5th "

10. " " «th "

10. Detroit CitlzenB' St.

Railway Co.,

11. Montgoinory St. R'y.

II. Columbian Expoal-
tlon,

11.

11. Odd FellowH Hall,

U. " " "

11, "

n. Firet Nat. Bk. B'dg.,

11. " " " "

13. Tacony Iron fltdMotal

Co.

H S, D. Warren & Co.,

14. W. O. Wilderraaitb,

11. F. Olflzlf-r & Sod,

\T}. Union Hardware Co.,

17, Johnf'owii PaBfl. Rail-

way Co ,
(kodflk.)

v.. Runt ct MaKon, 2d
17. ShawSlocklDKCo.,
1". Kalamazoj Paper Co., 2d

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Holland, Mich.,

Decatur, III.,

Nineveh June. ,N.Y.,

Boeton, Id ate.,

Pituburg, Pa.,

H. P.

^b Comp.
85 "

8.5
"

Sb "

65 "

60 Stan,

SS-Jun.

IB "

35-Stan.

'.^-Jun.

DawEor, Pa.,

ManEgufl, Nic,

Monroe, Wis.,

Bridgeport, Conn,,

PlttBbmgh, Pa.,

Westerly, R I.,

Philat'elphia.Pa.,

Tekoa, Wash.,

EvflDston, 111.,

Chemnitz, Ger.,

Ygualade, Spain,

fan Felice,

Balaareny,

Castellar,

Ivnoxvillo, Tenn.,

Kensington Pa.,

Detroit, Mich,,

Montgomery, Ala,,

35 "

10 "

J 5- Stan.

100-Comp.

330 "

130 "

10 Stan.

15 "

EO-JuD.

100-Comp

85 "

45 "

65 ''

85 "

300 "

as Jun.

330-Com p.

IWO "

260 "

130 "

SIh Chicago, 111., ISO "

nth ., „ 130 '

iHt I'liiUidelpliie, I' 15 •

•za ,, ,. 85 "

»ii ' " 8.5 "

Int ' PittBhurgh, Ph., -IS'-Stan.

ail , 45 '

IhC ' 'i'acony, I'a., S5 "

!2»tli ' Yarnioutlivllle, Me., 85 Comp
roineroy, Olilo, 5 JUTI.

ita So.GluhloiitjHry CI., S6 "

Torrlnglon, Ct., IllOCoiiip

Toliiibtown, Ph.,

ForCMtMlllB, Minn,,

I.owcl , Md'fl.,

KalainQ/oo, Mlcll.,

;i:i(j "

(15 "

1IMU7I.

75 "

Date.

17. Unknown,
17.

17. Unknown,
17.

17.

17.

18. O. B. ShuUenljerger,

18. Irvin Van Wie, 9tli

18. E. D. Hullall & Co., 3d
20. Fontaine CropsingCo., 8tli

SO. Eoberto Law, 4IIi

2?. Standard Oil Co., 3cl

2?. Hoyle, Harrison &
Kaye,

22. Alex. McLaren,
21. E. B. Hillman & Co.,

25. Spreckels Siig. Eef y.,64tli

order, Moscow, Eiisel

Ecchester, Pa.,

Syracuse, N. Y.,

Allegheny, Pa.,

Detioil, Mich.,

Monterey, Mex-co.

Bayonne, N. J.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Osceola, Ont.,

Kahoka, Mo.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

25.

25.

25.

25.

<i.5tll

U«tll

e7lh
GStll

3d Otis Falls, Me.,

Charleston, W. Va.,

Cincinnati, Ohio,

Glenville, Minn.,

Chicago, III.,

Tacony, Pa.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Bellows Falls, Vt.,

25. OtiB Falls Pulp Co..

25. Charleston Gas and

Electric Co., 2d
i"5. Eob't Mitchell Fnrn. Co.,

26. Long & Marvin,

J6. William Knight,

2?. Tacony Iron and Metal

Co., 3d
£6. Justice, Bateman &

Co., 3d "

27. Moore, Arms &
Thompson,

28. Bait. Elec. Eefin. Co., 51h (kodak)

29. Bait. Traction Co., (kodak)

29. Penoles Mining Co.,

29. Ott, Mergenlhaler & Co.

31. Globe Furniture Co.,

31. Cohannett MillB,

31. Gaiety Bijou Theatre,

31. Nlug. Falls Paper Co.,

31. Waters-Pierce Oil Co.,

31. Colum. Exposition, 7tli order,
31. ' " Sth "

31. Unknown,
81. Westinghouse Ma-

chine Co. ll»<Ii " Piltsbui-gh, Pa.,

31. Kahn, Lang & Co., Epli a', France,

81. Mononguhela Furna-

ces, 1st " McKeesport, Pa.,

81. ' " 2d " " '

31. Carnegie Steel Co., jnth " Pltlshurgh, Pa.,

». Allegheny Co. Lt, Co., .54111 ' •' "

31. " " 55th " " "

31. Otia Falls PulpCo., 3d " Otis Falls, Me.,

H.P.
3>Jun.

15 *

15 "

15 Jun.

5 '

.5-StaD.

35 "

50-Jun.

50 "

75 Stan.

100

WO "

ICO "

WO "

330-Comp.

51-Jun.

35 •

:S-Stan.

10 "

Baltimore, Md., 100-Comp
" " 260 "

Mapimi, Mey.. 10-Jun.

Baltinjore, Md., 50 "

Norlhville, Mich., 75 "

Taunton, Mass., Tj-Stan,

Boaton, Mass., 5 "

Niagara Fallp,N.Y , 35 "

St. Louie, Mo., 50- Jun.

Chicago, III., ai )-Comp
" " 330 "

St. Louie, Mo., 5>-Jun.

65 Coinp.

E-Staii.

6 "

ISXTlVEIV[.A.Xl.-ir.

33 Compound Engines, ngfri^KiitingBlSBH. P.
35 Standard " " II80 "
30 Junior " " II60 "
TOTAL, 98 ENGINES, aigregatln^ 7525 H. P.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo,

i
THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

C3oii-\7-©x».loia.t,

Write lor Manufacturers' Prices.

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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Did You Receive Our Picture ofJhe WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN y"^^^^^ Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Corflandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

Slew York.

Cliicago.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOK THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTAT CO.,

BBIDGEPOBT, CONN.

TR/kPE IVI:A.FRkC

RheoatatB of every kind and size. Compact,
Fireproof. Waterproof, Indestructible, Simple tnd
Cheap. Send for Ihuetrated Catalogue and Price
List.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht Hmron^tilr day and night at tbe IIVSTI-
TIJTE of TECHNOL.OOY, 151 Throop
Street, Chicaso, 111. Amatenre, Artisans
aad others assiBtea Practically In any line, and
inetracted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanicai, DRAroHTiNQ, Mathematics. Elec-
trical Calculations, Architecture, Mechanics, also
aught day and night.

WkM I g% B For electrical

IVI 1 1 A purposes.

If I I^n Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St.. - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Th9« Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Co.^

FUSE ^ Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. )
Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
cxo.A.a-0.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandesceDce Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

ClxicsL^o Office:
Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERINB WORKS,
-BUILDERS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all iaqulries to

IA1!UIT-C?\ NY-i^

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON £ CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

In ROCHE
116 aill IIB M. 6I> SI.,

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Oice, Garden City Electric Co.,

207 and a09 Uearborn Street.

ELECTRIC WOBItS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO ioooughtT"

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to sn H. P.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALI, PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF6. CO., Springfield, Mass. •'^« ^KSU
SELLING AGENTS

Olcvelainl, Ohio, a. P. NIUIIOLBON, D13 Socloty for SiivlTiRB nnlldlnK. WaHlilneton, 1>. O , .T. U. BURKETT &. CO., 1409 New York Ave. St. PnnI,~
I|>liln Plu. I'KNNSYLVAMIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. Tth St. Kcw Oflrann, 1,11., BUCHEL
UAYWARU CQCURANK, aaOacobson Building. Otalcaeo, 111., C, P. DUHDKRBALB, 485 Kooker.v,

iOlovelaiKl, Ohio, C. P. NIUIIOLBON, D13 Society for .SiivlTiRe

miiin. F .1. ItlCTVZ, IIISO MliineHOla St. 'hllail<'l|>hln
MACHINE WOllKH, 101 Contl St. Denver, Col., IIAYW
UnlTalo, Bl. If., D. U. UAHltIN 220 Pcjorl St.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics,

SIMPtE, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnislied.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BBANCH office:

48 South Caual Street, CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric* Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS <»<' BELLS.
FITIiIi I.INE AlilfAT'lS IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb AT8., Brooklyn, H. Y.

Send for New Catalooub. Out AnguBt Iflt.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lal<eside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CQ. DfficeanilWorks,FRIF.PA.
COBSPZ.ETE: POIVER PI.A.NTS FOR WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AuMlclGINES
STREET RAILWAY,

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
NEW YORK,

BEANOS OFFICES: •! ?MJJf5*5;^^°H'
SAN FRANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building.
1120 "The Rookery.^'
39 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILEB
AftF.WflrPR' S ST. LOUIS—M, P. Johnston Macliinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 3d St.iitrijiiuujo.

j MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.-T. M. Magulre, 33 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
CONDENSINGOR NON -CON DE N SI NG.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Dtiiped, Elected and Faniihed.

Send for ne\7 Catalogue of Pow^
er Transmission Machinery-

Electrk Light Globeje^-^

.^HE-LAROeST-LlME- OF

\N0VELailTISTIC,PATTEHNS&EFFEGTS|

,
^42 MURRAY ST. NY. J

5END FOR CATAL-OGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOB CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF GIRCniTS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

The W. P. Iron-Clad Motor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

aUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and DSost Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SlHLOTjLlca. "be Ord-ered. froKCL ms at Ortce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and 17S Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Oould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
509 Arch St., PHILAHELPHIA, PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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^ KNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Have been appointed exclusive agents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Oiirrents, for the States of

Illinois, Indiana, Western Ohio, Michisan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado.

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a
par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased efficiency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Endorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp It is compact and simple, efficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111,
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THE REAL AND THE IMITATION.

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF

LINE WIRE IS

Not as Good as Other "Wires.

The manufacturers of Shield Brand have

h'eVer felt the necessity of bolstering up the

reputation of their wire by claiming that it

was "just as good as 'some other.'"

When determining to manufacture an

insulated wire for line use, they found noth-

ing to which they could, even if so disposed,

turn to as a standard.

The plain demands of the situation were

to make an insulation that would satisfy a

certain and permanent condition.

Moisture in some form or other will al-

ways be present, so will trees, so will "crosses"

and broken insulators, and sunshine and

storm. The insulation^ to stand the vagaries

of service must be tough, thick enough,

moisture-proof, and look well. We made

Shield Brand to answer those conditions.

You will find other wires "just as good

as Shield Brand," but you will never find

Shield Brand skulking behind that flimsy ex-

cuse for an existence.

It is its own best self.

There is no "monkey business" about

Shield Brand. '-

MANURACTUFJED ONLY BY

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..
KaHtern OIUcc. nn<l FactoricN,

ANHOKIA, CONN. Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, QHIGAQO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & BUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 CO.

THE I^TJBBEK. TJSEID I3iT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Bfarine Core, used
on Wovernmeot

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broad^vay Theater.

Naval Marine* India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable, Brooklyn
JBdison Blectric liig^ht Co.

Submarine 'Work, Edison Electric
liig^ht CO., Iflaston, Pa.

Waval Core. United
States s. s. "Chicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

"Drypla'-es."
Grand Central I>epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WIVIi Mi nADlKOrlAW I hibiOi] 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Seoond St.,

C}£?r£BAIi KIAITAGEB. IffEW YORK CITY.

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Ranlolpli St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL

Feeder Cable,
Brooklyn Kdigon
Electric JAght Co.

The Siinbeani Incantent Lamp Co.,

805 Cbamber of Commerce Bldg., Chicago.
MANUFACTVBMBS OF

INCANDESCENT UMPSJFJPUERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE EInEGTRIGAL SUPPLIT CO.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

General Western Selling Agents.

GHAS. D. SHAinr,
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agent.

-A-<3-E!^TCIES

:

THE ELECTRICAL SUFJPZl CO,
Ansonia, Conn.

WOODBVFF-JEEABRIS ELECTRIC CO.,
Birmingham, Ala.

IRON CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULIAS ANDRAE,
Milwaulcee, Wis.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-scrvice arc
lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CD.,

313 -317 So. Canal St, CHICAGO.

JTBW YORK I.A1IP FACTOBT, Capacity iiO.OOO per day.

LAlMtPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

wf^i-te: j^cz>f=?

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON.
510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS THB BEST.

lost noiform in Candle Power. High in Efficiency.

Dftice and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo,

NATIONAL INDIAINDIA KuBBER V0.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Bfanofactared by Ibe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTS:

Louisville, Ky., Smithers k Davis.
Pittsbargh, Pa.. W. H. Vandevort, 109 Lewis Block.
G. P. Alteoberg. 230 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentacliy, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Rncfe. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 \V. Markham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

Kew York City, Chfts. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, in , Elec. Appliance Co., 242 Madison St.

St. Paul, Minn ,The Elec. Eacineerinj? & Sapply Co.
Omaha, Neb., B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block
Rt Lmi's Mo.. Rt Louis Elf^ctrical Supply Co,

San Erancisco. Oal , A. C.Brainard & Son, No. 109
California St.

CiDcinnftti. 0., post-Glover Etec. Co.. 215 \V. 4th St.

S. P. COLT, Preet., F. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

F^A^dTOTUT and. OrTICES, - EE^ISTOIj, I^. I.

General ^Vestern Asents: Enterprise Electric Co., Chicago.

B%kSt -CHiEVMj, \
B"™^'' "^"'S'"-

Tiie

International OKONITE COMPANY,

ilPN'^

IIHITED,

13 Park Row, New Yorkt
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

MANUFACTnKEE OF

IHSUIaATED ISIiEGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CA:B1L.ES.

aoo and 2014 Nortli Tlilrd Street, - - PH:HjAI>EI.PHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask yonr nearest
Supply Honse
for St.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^'Sr^t?" Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Boom: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
BRANCHES: Chlcagro, Boston, PMladelpbla, Mlzmeapolis, Cincinnati,

Om&ha. LnatvTille, St. Louts, San Francisco, I.ondon and So. America,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS A^'D DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PliNTS.

ESTIMATES AND BBATVIKSB SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

EEPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl & Co. . l'it> Liberty St.. New York.
Geo. D- Hoffman. S2 Lake St., Chicago, HI.

H, M. Sciple SiCo.. 3d & Arch Sts., Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOR CAPACTTT TESTS. Cin© Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE STB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scieatific Measurement Apparatus.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B. Pparson & Co., Fomelna. Bldg.,Chicago,Ill.
Tbot). G. Smith. Jr, „. ^

Hammond BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Anderson, Houston, Tex.

W. A. Day, im Oliver St., Boston, MaBe. F. H. Whiting, Jacobaon Block, Denver, Colo,

Jamea & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
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General Electric ComDany,
44: Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, lU.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Company vs. United States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4th, 1898.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MA88.
509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, OA.

44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
1333 F Street, N. W., WASHINGTON, D.C.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO.

IS First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co ix

Ameri:an Electrical Mfg. Co..
American Klectrical Works xiii

American Engine Co xii

Andrews & Co., A. H xiv

BabcockA Wilcox Co., The i

Baggot. E xiv

Baker & Co xii

Ball Engine Co xis
Ball&WoodCo., The i

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.i

Becker Mfg. Co. , John
B^g3, J. E,, Mch. & Supply Co. xv
Beinstein Electric Co iv, xiii

B'auchard, Albert xix
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xviii

Bowers Bros xvii

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. . xii

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Elpctric Co xvii

Bryan, W. H xiii

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co , The ix

Cabell. L Brecinidge iv, xiv
Carpenter Enamel Rheostiit Co. xvii

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co iv

Columbia Inc Lamp C.> i

Crescent Ins. Wire ifc Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Gushing, F. W vii

Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Cn. . . ix

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.. xvi
Densmore Typewriter Co
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
d'lufreville, G xiv
Dixon Cruc.ble Co , Jos xv
Dudley & Co., W. W s!ii

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xii

Fas'-ern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv

Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co .....

Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . xv
Electiic Engr'g & Supply Co.. iv

Electrical Eng & Supply Co.The. v
Slectrlc Secret Service Co xix
filectrlclan Pub. Co. . .xi, xiv, xviii

Electrical Cnnitruction Co. The. xiii

Electrical Mfg. Co . The xi

Electrical Supply Co,, The . . . xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co
Empire China Works xix

Enterprise Electric Co xvii

Falls Rivet «& Machine Co ix

Ferracute Michine Co
Ford- Washburn Store'ectro Co
For Sale Advs xii, xiii, xv
Fort Wayne Electric Co viii

General Electric Co ii, xx
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. .ix

Greeley* Co., The E. S i

Gregory. Chas E xiii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co —

-

Heialer Electric Co viii

Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, Booth & Hay^ecs xiv

Hood & Co., Wm xi

Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xii

India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co, xxiii

Institute of Technology xvii

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co. xv
Intemaiional Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kartavert Alfg. Co xvii

Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Woi ks - xxi

Lake, J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xviii

Lane & Bodley Co x

La Roche Electric Works
Leclanche Battery Co., The . .xviii

Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel, & Co., Jas ... xvi

Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud,H. M- 6c Sons Lumber Co. sir

Mass. Chemical Co x

Mather Electric Co iv

Midland Electrical Wks
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse&Co., A. M xii

Munsell & Ca, Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co v
National India Rubber Co ... . i

Xew York Insulated Wh-e C^. xvii

N. T. Safety Steam Power Co. xix

New York & Ohio Co i

Otto Gas Engine Works xix

Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Ostrander & Co., W. R six
Page Belting Co
Partrick & Ca'ter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Penn. Electric Engineering Co x
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. x
Phoenix Glass Co
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.

Queen & Go xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. ... xii

RaUway Equipment Co vi.ix

Keddinff Electric Co xv

i

Riea Electric Specialty Co x
Roebltnff's Sons Co.. J. A iv

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. ..

Sanison Cordage Works xii

Sawypr-Man Electric Co xxiv
Scott E'ectrlcal Mfg. Co viii

Schuyler Electric \J0 xviii

Sechrist, Albert xvi
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Shultz Belting Co
Siebert, G xii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.. .xviii

Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T x
Smith, Thos. G. Jr xv
Sptrrv Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvii
Standard Electric Co sxiv
Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
S'earns Mfg. Co xix
Steu'^en Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
Stilweil & Blerce Mfg. Co. xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co xix
Union Hardware Co xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
Van Nuis C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Go xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co x
AVashburn & Moen Mfg. Co. .

Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xvi
Weatinghouae Elec. and Mtg

Co xi
Weston Engine Co i

Worthington, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.
ADDnnoiators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worba.
Oatrauder & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Fegfra, J. S., Mchy. & Supply Co,
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Fort Wa.Mie Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical 'VrorkB,
Rose Electric Li£;ht Supply Co.
Sc tt Electrical Mfg. Co.
?^^,hayle^ tfil^'ctric uo.
Siemens & Hat^ke Electric Co,
Standard Electric Co.
WestlDghoase Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electrical SaDplyCo..The.
Fold Washl-urn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Koapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric uu.

Hattery Jars.
American Ba'te'yCo.
Central Electric vjo.

Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leciancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Klectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostranaer & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Jnaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co. , The B. S

.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Klectrlc Co.

BeltlnK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Beiang Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcos Co., The.
Blanc ard, Albert.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Swarns Mfi^. Co.
\Ve9ton Engine Co.

Books, Rlectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

JSnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical nupoly Co., The.
Greeley* Co.,The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insuiated Wires )

Tables, Electric, (See Insulated
Wires), 4'opper.t}beetand Har
Moore. Alfred F.
Rnebline'8 Sr-ns Co.. J. A.
Washliurn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Wppfitern Electric Co.

Cntneraa.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., ThP .

Kiiapp Electrical Works.
Ciaicnea, Krietinn.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hlil Clntch WorttB
Lake. J. B..&D Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Construction and Kepairs.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Smith, ThoB. G. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrlc I^bt,
Kn&rlne Plants and Klectrlc
Balliv^ays.
American Engine Co,
Babcock & W iiccx Co., The.
Ball Engine CO.
BallA Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Catell, L. Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electiic Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heieler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Lo., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann. Julius.
Mather Electric Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
fearsoD & Co., \V. ii.

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
hmith, ThOB. w. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weatin^houee Electric A Mfg. Co.
Wt!;iinghouee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Cn,
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine L o.

Cnppcr Wires and Tapes.
Am^r'cau Electrical Works.
L;entrai liiecinc co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
aiectrli ai Supply Co., The,
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Uaydens.
international Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rub^e^ Co.
Roebling'9 Sons Co. , J . A.
sperry liiec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric uo.

CrosB-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supr^'^Cn., The.
Hughes Bros. Mk^, Co.
Knapp Elec rlcai Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Louu. H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equiument Co,

Cat-Out)^ »nd P*Tvn<»hes.
Am' rican Elec'rical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
I'utter. Geo.
Cutter Eletr'cal & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
E lei. trie Secrt t Service Co.
Kleciricai SuDpiy Co., The.
Enie-rrlse Electric ' o.

F <n Wayne Elec ric Co.
G!-eat \N etern Electiic fupply Co.
Hart k Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Koaup Eiecncbl Works.
Perkins Elec. Swiich Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nnls, C. S.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Kiectriral En^. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Wcatern Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
HeiBier Electric Co.
Ls Roche Electric Works.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electr c Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siempns & Halske Electric Co.
Sta dard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westliighnnse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Elect! ic Heatios;.
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co,

ElPctrlc l.a-va 6>as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Elecrrlc Balliv^ayR.
Cabell, L. r recti nridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Westingaifuse Electric *» Mfg. Co.

Electrical and DIeclian leal
Engineers.
Bryan, W.H.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.

Electrical instromencs.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co ., The H. 8.

Krapp Electrkal works.
(^iieen & Company,
w eatem Electric \jn.

Electrf<*sl Intelligence.
Pryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Elactric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
E'ectric Applance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
ICnapp Electriral Works.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co , The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Coaibina-
tlon Fixtures.
Bft^eot. E
EdwardP, W. S. Mfg. Co.
KleCtrl'-nl ^UDOlv ^.o.. The.
Knapp Electri-al Works.

Bleniro- PlatinK Stacblnes.
Brush ElertricCo.
General Electric Co.

ElcTatorn.
Lint B»>lt Machinery Oo.

Ercrineia, ^as.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Ensrlnes, Hteaai.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball 4 Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodif y Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co,
Smith, Thos.G. Jr.
Sious City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Oatflts.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€ras liisbtlns;. Flectrlo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General ElectrlcBi anppiies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.

. d'Infreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric t one. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Su' ply Co., The.
Eltctrichl IWanufacturirg Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise E'ectric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gre t Western Electric Supply Co.
titreeley & Co., The E. S.
Hart & Hegeman M'g. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Klip?tein, A.
Kjiapp Electrical Workp-
Pf nn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen &, Co.
Reddine Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co;
Utica El* c. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Electrical 61ass-
irare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenli Glass Co.

Graphfte Sperialtics.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Jjisnlatlnc
Slaterials,
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Anieriran Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering &, Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise E'ectr'c Co.
General Electric Co.
Bart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior conduit & Insulation Co.
Interuftfinnal Oknnlfp Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartaven iitg. co.
Knapp Elect ical Works.
Lefmann. JnHus.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co.. EugenP.
National India Rubber Co.
JJew York Insulated Wire Oo.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica £lec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
IHasmet TVire.
American Elec'rical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Central tilecirlc Co.

Cre cent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern E'ectric Gable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical &npply Co., The.
Enterpr se Elertr'c Co.
(ienera' Electric Co.
Grpat Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth ^ Haydens.
international Olionite Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electric il Works.
Moore. Alfred F.

Natl' niii India Rubber Co.
New York Insolaied Wire Co.
Poe'^llrg's "^ons Co.. J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
r-perry Elec. MlnlneMachlne Co.
W-addell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. ffi«"andesc«»nt.
American Electrical Mfj. Co.
Beacon \'tcunm Pump & Elec. Co,
Berngte'n Klectrir »;a
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric uo,
Columbia Inc Lamp Co.
Cutter Elecfi- at & Mtg. Co.
Eletric AppPance Co.
El«»ctrical Bng. & Supply Co., The.
Electr cal Manufacturing Co., The.
FlectrifHl Supply Co., The.
GTeral Electric Co.
Hood& Co.. Wm.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Enelneering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Sawver-Man Klftrtric, Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
8unt>eam Incandescent Lamp Co

.

linthes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Ijishlnin? Arresters.
Knapp Electrl' al Works.
Van NulB, C. S.

naffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Jlechanical ITachlnery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport ilachine Tool Works.

Medical Batteries.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Munaell & Co., Eugene.

SlUling: illachinery,
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

jniniQs AuparaT:nB, Electric.
General E!ectiic Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WestinehoTiee Electric & Mfe. Co.

3If del Maklns.
Midland Elec'rical Wks.

Hotors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Electric Co.
Electrical Enp. & Supply Co., The.
Ford-Washburn dtortlectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Wei-tern ElFctric Supply Co
Knapp Eleftrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Mather Elertric Co.
Porter Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Companv.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe Co

iVame Platrs.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

OflSee Furniture.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Fins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Rlectrical Supply Co.. The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.

'

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Sie^e^t, G.

Foles.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber To
Railway Equipment Co.

Pore* lai".
Empire China Works.
WaLnopee Pottery Co.

Publlsbers. Klectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Centra] Electric Co.
Electri'al Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

JBaUirays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Be^nlntins Moekets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

RhfostatN.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine SUmlnator Co.

8t)k Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakinK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Tho.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Works.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

I^peed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steem Pnmps,
Worthington, Henry R.

Snpplies, Electric KallVFay.
Electric Applinnce Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

TapeSf Insulatiny.
American E'ectrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, F.W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical SupplyCo., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Its,^
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Klectrical Works.
New York Inauiated Wire Co.
Standard Pat" ^ ro.
Washburn & Mcen Mfg. Co.

Telegraph Apparatur.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The H. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Klectrlc
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Tronsf<»rmePS.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectricManufactuxipgCO.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg (J.j,

Trolley Co'-d.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. F.lectrlc Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Tftyton Glohft Iron Works Co.
Stilweil & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Typewriteria.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniTcrsitles.
Institute of Technology.

M.TSP. Cbemical Co.

Tl'at^er IVheelo.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Central Elfcfric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Havdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Tulia Rubber Co.
Rai'way Eqilpment Co.
Rop*>llne'e ^nue" Co.. J. A.
(Spomr E'w V'nlup Mncblne Oo.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
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THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Z*Motory: ]\Xa.xi.ol3.e6itex-, Cotrn.

MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS, MOTORS and GENERATORS,

CENTRAL STATION and STEAMSHIP LIGHTING.
The Mather System of Power Transmission and the Mather System

of Electric Lighting are Unsurpassed.

PROMPTNESS!INDEPENDENCE!

Western Office, 161 and 163 Randolph St., Chicago.

RELIABILITY!

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES Tit* STATIC EliECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities, Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

h RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only ifannfacturers In the Councry.

Lace Leather Mope and other Mnwhide Goods of all

kinds by Erueger's Patents.
This Belting and Lace Leather la not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belling made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAU PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,

lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'$SON$CO.,
CHICA60, SAN FRANCISCO^ KEW T^ORK, TBEXTOHf,
173 Lake St. ii.'irnasr Fremont St. 117 L,iberty St. jr. J.

RICH COLD MINES.
I have in my bauds two adjoininfj gold proper-

ties of about 1,250 acres eacb, agf^regat^ng nearly
2.500 acres, easily accessible, in tiie United States
of Colombia, South America, with ore of the most
extraordinary richness, some of which carries as

muchas three thousand dollars (¥3,000) in gold to

the ton, and all bein^ of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked n-ith great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.
These troubles have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar
to our own government, with civil and religious
liberty and equal rights to ail, and is as stable as

any government in the world.
These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a proflt of ten thousand doUa's
(5^10,000) a day, or over three million dollars (S3,-

000,000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.

It is proposed to organize this property on a

basis of five million dollars($5,01)0,000), upon which

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties famishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars
($•25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (2V2C.)ou the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c,) on the dollar,
a sufficient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There Is also the right of prior possession lo

double the amount of contiguous land which will
swell the property lo about seven thousand five
hundred (7,500) acres.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual offer,
and they will retain as much of the property as
they possibly can, parting with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says mor*
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miiiers
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would b&
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac,

53 Broadway, NEW YORK,

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability,
Accuracy,
Economy of Potver,
Dead-Beatness and
Good Finish.

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELEGTItIG ENGINEERING & SUPPLY GO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

Kew York onice, ISO lilberty St. send for catalogue.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PMOFITABLB and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating ctirrent apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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The Redding Electric Company of Boston has recently brought out an improved

socket for incandescent lamps, also a porcelain rosette, which can be put up without

the use of a screw driver, the outside cap being adjustable by a half turn. The name

of the rosette is the "lona," and the

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago,

have been appointed Western Agents, have gotten in a big stock of these and can

fill all orders promptly at low prices.

The use of this rosette will save the construction man time and money.

Central Eleetrie Company,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

HEADQUARTERS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
ESetUL Clctlire, "^^Tls., XJ. S. J^n

High Grrade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

laong Distance Transmission of Po-oirer, Street Railmray Generators^
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Electric Mining Plants,
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

««0 Atlantic Avenue, BO ^TO\. Pullman Building, CHICAGO-
13G Liberty S'reet, NEW YORK. 134 East Sixth. Street, ST. PAUL.

Penn Mutual Building, PHILdDELPSIA. 29 E. First South Street, SALT LAKE CITT.
65 Smillt Bui ding. CINCINNATL Hatler Buildiag, SEATTLE. WASH.

107 Grfii'ier Strt-et, NEW ORLEANS. 314 California Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
Equitable Building, ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street, TORONTO, ONT.

Tli-e ^lace to B-a.3r S-a.p:plies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENBINEERINB AND SUPPLY CO.,
St. Paul, Minn.,

Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.
Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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Ahearn Electric Heater.

No Burning Out

of Wires.

Heaters for

Cars,

Residences

and Offices,

and for

Cooking purposes.

Special Work

Solicited.

Full Information

and

Catalogues Cheerfully

Furnished.

Guaranteed

to be the

most economical,

convenient and

absolutely reliable

Electric Heater

manufactured.

IRsLtlu^SLy EquLipment Co.,

W. R. MA-SON, General Manager. PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS

SOMETHING FOR
Architects,

Electrical Contractors,
Electric Light Companies,

Electric Railway Companies,
Telegraph and Telephone Companies,

Fire and Burglar Alarm Companies,
Railway and Signal Companies,

And everybody using Electric Wire and Cables

DAY'S
DA^'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S

KERITE
KERITE
KERITE
KERITE
KERITE
KERITE

is the oldest and best known high grade Insulation for Electric Wires and Cables in the market.

is used by all the large cities in the United States for their Fire and Police Service.

is used by all the Telegraph and Telephone Companies in the United States.

is used by the leading Railroads in the United States for their Telegraph and Signal Service.

is specified by the leading Architects in Wiring Specifications for prominent buildings.

is indorsed by every Board of Fire Underwriters and City Electrician in the United States.

What Better Argament do You Want?

DAY'S KERITE has stood the longest life test.

jj^Y'S KERITE has been subjected to the most trying and exacting requirements of both high and low tension

electric service, and

j)_^Y'S KERITE has always proved itself the very best Insulation, all things considered, that the market affords for

Electric Light Circuits, Electric Power Circuits, Electric Telegraph, Telephone, Signal and Special Circuits where

a high grade Insulation is necessary.

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

THE BEST INSULATION
IS

W.R. ', General Manager and Eastern Agent,

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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1

To whom it may concern:

Electric Companies, Supply Houses, Contractors, and

the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-

Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Lighting, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Lights,

Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United States, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary,

8» LIBERTY"^ ST., STEW YORK.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTEUCTINU

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WORKS, GLOOOESTEE, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Gnrrent Apparatus,

Series Lamps for Arc Circnits.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus,

Motors for Alternating and Direct Gnrrent Circnits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

FORT WiTNE ELECTRIC GO. P

MANUFACTURERS OF

APPARATUS FOR ARC LIRHTING
P

DIRECT CURRENT AND ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT
LIGHTING AND POWER TRANSMISSION.

The new Wood Generator and Motor has the following special

features of merit : High Efficiency, Perfect Self-regulation, Uniqueness
and Simplicity of Design, Self-oiling Expansion Boxes, Self-contained

Multiple Fuses, Anti-friction and Insulating Sliding Base-frame, New
Patent Fireproof and Indestructible Rheostat.

FOR. FXJE.T'HIER, I2srFOR,]^^^TI03Sr ^ID3D:ES.I!3SS

Fort Wayne Electric Company,
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
195-207 South Canal St.. CHICAGO, ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS .

FOR CENTRAL STATIONS
AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers JELECTRIC SUPPLIESI , . ,

°'i .. AND FIXTURES .. S°
--^^1""^ -

Dynamos, Motors, Gas, Electric and Complete Electric Batteries,
Lamps, Sockets, Combination Railway Station and Push Buttons,
Wire, etc. Fixtures. Line Appliances. Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
aiAKUFACTUBEBS OV

Thi MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

drt;batteribs, battekx sxjpplibs, etc.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Batteries for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical Use, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plante process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied in the form of paste, paint or cement.

AMEHIDM EATTIEY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, :LL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

X=roT:n.pt Sl3.ip2:3Q.onts_

CATALOGUIIS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.'W. R. MASON, Qenl Mgr.

G-S Specialties.

c-i

Electrically

Mecliaiically

Artistically

single Pole. Double Pole
3-Wire.

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. nth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

•5.,r

3
THMNICSGI^ING I

PUTW^PKIN PIE II

AND THE"BUCKEYE " IiAMP ! !

!

On Thanksgiving Eve about 400^000 of the latter will help "make glad" the
hearts of many people in all the States and Territories of the Union.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.. CLEVELAND.
437 "Tlie Roohery,"

CHtCAClO.
611 niall and Express Building,

KJBW YOKK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Go.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

I

11

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH
OFFICES

^1

8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.
18 Cortlandt St. , NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees aud Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

mica Electrical Mfg, & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HEHCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

UTIOA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES-

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLEX LIGHTNINB ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insnlating Coiponnds,

Tape and Amatnre Varnisli.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,

2 I/iberty St., NEW YORK.
Chicago Office: 548 "The Bookery."

SOLD BY
THK EliKCTRICAIi SUPPIiY CO., ChicOSO'
WOVEI/TY EliBCTBIC CO., Fbiladelphla,
PETTISIGKI.I/-ANDBEAV8 CO., Boston

Anil Snoolr Houses RveriwlKre.

ALMOST ALL
The electric companies are now using

INSULLAC. WHY?
There is nothing in the world which even approaches it as

an insulating compound for resistance and waterproofing on

field and armature coils. Cheaper than shellac.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,

VARNISH MAKERS,

Patented jBn. 22, 1884. A. T, Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Llgbtlng

For Churches, Theaters
and Public JSaiiB.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimatefl or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6 W.I 4th St , New York.

IVORTK STAK POIHITS
Is the title of a book of reference for all points be-
tween Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern E. E., aad is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricul-
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This boob, together with an illustrated pamphlet
telling "TF/iere the Trout Hide '''' will be sent free
upon application to Geo. H. Heafford, General Pas-
senger Agent, *'North Star Eoute," Chicago, III.

GEHTEBAIi OFFICES,
8 OlilVEB STBGFT, BOSTOK.

KFW YOBK,
134 PEAKIi STBEET.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MAKK.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

New Milford, Conn.

Estimates Cheerfully Given.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.
Warranted Hard Porcelalc.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKSIOWIiEDeED TO HAVE THE HIGHEST HEBIT IK AXli THE BECEKT COHPKTITIVE TEIST8.

INCANDESCEKT liAHIPIi. 8 TO 300.CASIDI.E POWER. Al^Ii TOIiTASEB AND BA8Et» AIiTVAlTH IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

CORLISS
ENGINES

Slide Talve KiiginPN, Sliaftiiis-. Ilang-
cr8, PulleyH^ Belt Eievatori>4,

Saw 91111)4, Etc., Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.

CINCINNATI, O.
aio. loa. Concealed Work.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver uaed in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

^ The Perlcins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPAKY,

P.O. Box 816 Hartford. Conn. T.-H. aiia tVentingUonae Styles.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
JBlootrioctl .ilup>-p£tr€ttiJLS.

CHICAGO:
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

243 to 268 South Jefferson Street,

NEW YORK:
Thames and Greenwich Streets.

ANTWERP:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

33 Rue Boudewyns

37 to 45 West Congress Street.

LONDON:
79 Coleman Street, E. C.

BERLIN:
Telephon Apparat Fabrik,

Engel Ufer 1.PARIS:
Societe de MateT'ial Telephonique, 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUTACIUBERS OF APPARATUS FOB

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, REPAIRS and SUPPLIES formerly fnrnislied l>y the United States Electric righting Co.;
Xewark, If. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE* LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

A NEW
ixro^w

OOK
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.

Lievit. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of
which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

BRILLIANT ! BRILLIANT ! BRILLIANT!
1^10-3 GfrZl..^X>X3 1.:BSG.^^i^T>^l&C3-Eni^^r X*.AJSi/LI>&.

TKI ELECTRICAL MFC, COMPANY, OCGHTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

DIRECT CDRRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CDRRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCDIT LAMPS.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parchasinj; else^rhere send ia a trial order for Brilliants.
Lamps furnished to consamers in qnantities at factory prices.

(
CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES:] MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MArrUFACTUKED ET

WM. BROOKFIEI.D^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

WHITNEY INSTRUMENTS
Are the Proper Thing for Testing and Station Purposes.

.0^' .vv-^ .t^^•

.^^'

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. SPECIFY THEM ON YOUfl NEXT ORDER.

Do not Fail to Allow us to Figure with You on General Supplies.

WE ARE IN IT.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPAHY,

GENER4L ELECTRICSL SUPPLIES, "THE BEST AT MY PRICE,"

242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

The Oslioriie Steam EnEineerlDf Co,,"RACINE-HIGH-

5OPERIOR. RE60UTI0M
«"=> ECONOMY "^

BECTRIC1J6HTIHS
AMi>fiENtRAL

"^^
•s^WRPMES

16 2IZU
MRRIED IN STOCK

"WtBf
[At« t«1E Of null

ENS1ME5
BEF0RE_5HIPPinS

fo«PRICE5'"»

CATALOGUE
j ADDRtiS

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St., • Chicago.
Representative work now in coursa of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Llglit and Power Plant for
ttie Pabst Heat, Llgiit & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Tliose who contemplate tUe construction of simi-
lar plants on improved and ecouomii^al lines will

do well to communicate with ns. First, be sure
you will get the best, then go ahead.

RAGNt HARDWARE MK-CO-RAC"'Vi)

HUaHES BROS, MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insniator Pins «s» Brackets,

And Electrical SIoldLng,

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOCA, - TEHN.

MICA All Sizes

and

Qnalltles

For £IectricBl Parposes-

EUGENE MUNSELL & C0,>
aiS Water Street, Slew York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 UU Street, CHICAGO, ILL-

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness,

Special Attention given to Platinum for Incandescent lianips.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

C3-.
ADDRESS 171 and 173 SBKESli: ST., NBYT YOUK.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD-
Is the moet dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T r o 1 1 6 y
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Mapnete, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE 'WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THXS IflA.TSST AND BEST
SLOW SPEED, MUIiTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGKS; Slow speed, Bmall floor npncc, direcL driven, self-oiling boiirinys, little external
ii)iit,'ii'jll-<m, etc.

MADE BY THE

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
K rl liiniited,

^>N
HI' *'»iiiiiiiTiI-

''jr

CORRY, PA.
BoHtdii <>flice—H, C. Uawkfi, Manager

fV.!() Atlantic Ave.
<'lii(-]i(;(» <MII«'«— Archbr & Eualing,

M(iii(ij:orn, 13i!5 Mnnadnock llulldliit;.

JiuiiHUM <;ity lUu , Onice~L. c.
JJtiir, Him Walnut street.

N<^w York Onico — W. II. dordon,
Manager, 115 Itroadway.

l*llliti<|(*l|>ltill 4»Jli<-c- CliriH. i:. Huh
noil, IBHoiith Itrnad St.

AGENTS:
4'hattanoosa. Tcnn.—i". i. Stone.
liliUTOlii. M*-!*.—JilKelow Kloctrlo aun-
ply Co.. ll'^ S. Kith St.

J*rr»v(luiicc, U. 1.—Drake, Paynon it

Whlttler, Cnr. Waahington h Ed<ly SIh.
Turjion Mprlni^M, Fla— \V. D. WUhou,

The above illustration shows the

working parts of the only steam en-

gine worthy of being called high
speed. It is known as the

A merican High Speed Engine.

It has no competitors.

Runs easily and smootlily

1000 l^'EVOLUTIONS and more,
Xv7\JV7 jn small sizes, and propor-

lioiially fast in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close automatic government.

DYNAMOS,
CIRCULAR SAWS,

FANS, BLOWERS,
THRESHING MACHINES,

etc., run by direct coiipling without

belts.

Ifs the acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being required, also in oil con-

sumed and attention required.

For high speed machinery it saves

many shafts, counter - shafts, hangers,

PLATINUM
For ail Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.
B.\KEK & CO., 408-411 New Jersey

Kailrottd Ave.. Jseivark. N. J.

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power
incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for slow running machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A "EOTAKY,"
as its piston does not revolve ; runs

standing on either end, or placed hori-

zontally, equally well ; is wholhj self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and has simple, effective

reversing mechanism. Especially well

adapted for high speed Launches and

Yachts. Its position in bottom of boat

is most favorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

t[^"If you want to know more, send

address and '10 cents in stamps for

Large Illustrated Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

BOIJISD BROOK, Ji. J.

Noi 44 Raritan Avenue.

A. M.MORSE ^co.*=|°„°^v:^
R1IP.KFVF 5QTO 1Q00H. p.»St. Louis.

ENGINES OvtT.TOOO in Service. Simph

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the ''Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per ceat Dry Steam. Ontatripping all competltorB.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

E ELIMINATOR CO., '"SWi
This advertisement appears every other week.

HOBIZONTAL.

wi'^BI'ortKachinslool Works
t> E.P.BULIARD PRDPR, BRI DGEPORT CDNH

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOBKS AT BBIIMjlfJPQlRT, CONN.
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Electric Lighting in Chicago's Parks and
Boulevards.

The quarter of a million people who visited Washington

Park in the evening at the time of the recent World's

Fair dedicatory ceremonies to see the grand display of fire-

works were, it is needless to say, surprised to find the

grounds brilliantly illuminated by arc lights. The park

commissioners were anxious to give the people a chance to

see the park in its new evening dress, and the Brush com-

pany was pressed to complete the plant with all possible

dispatch. Work was begun on the power house in the

latter part of July. On the ist of August ground was

was secured in time for the dedication ceremonies. The
permanent operation of the plant was inaugurated on the

rst of November. A drive over the boulevards

and through the park leaves one with a most fa-

vorable impression of the thoroughness with which

the engineering work was carried on. Not a wire is in

sight; the entire system is underground. The tastefully

designed posts, as shown in Fig. 3, with their pendant

lamps, backed by bits of winter scenery, constitute the only

portions of the equipment now visible outside of the sta-

tion.

As will be seen from Fig. 2, the power house itself, lo-

Bquare and contains three twin compound high speed non-

condensing Corliss engines, each of which develops no
indicated horse power. These engines operate under an

initial steam pressure of 120 pounds, and exhaust into a feed

water heater. Provision is also made for exhausting di-

rectly into the air. The engines make 140 revolutions per

minute, and are belted directly to six Brush arc machines,

each of fifty 2,000 candle power lights capacity.

The steam plant was furnished by Fraser & Chalmers, Chi-

cago. The engines are large enough for a fifty per cent,

increase of lighting.

The switch-board is of slate. From it the cables pa;s

«J^^ Wk.
\5 r^/?// ^^

^^^^J':^^

'''"'"^

ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN CHICAGO S PARKS AND IIOULEVAKDS.

broken for the conduits. This, the apparent begin-

ning of the work, was by no means the actual beginning,

because the material was all of a special class. The cable

was of unusual insulation, the pipe was a special pipe,

and the lamp posts had to be of original design. The

arrangement had to be such that all material would

be delivered in good time, and that no delay would be

caused by the failure of one contractor to get his goods on

the ground. From the ist of August the work was

pushed rapidly. The twenty miles of conduit was com-

pleted with all the necessary hand holes and man-holes

within eight weeks after August first, and the work on the

original boilers and the pulling in of cables progressed

concurrently. The result was that the lighting of the park

cated as it is among the trees at the edge of the park, with

its tall stack looming up, makes a view that is by no means

devoid of picturesqueness. In fact the whole work re-

dounds greatly to the credit of Alexander Dow, under

whose direction and supervision the station was built and

the underground work laid out and completed.

The power house is located in Washington Park at Fif-

ty-eighth street and Cottage Grove avenue. It is a one

story brick structure with a trussed roof and a cement floor.

The boiler room contains three 150 horse power Zell

improved water tube boilers, under which anthracite coal is

burned. These^boilers receive feed water through an Excel-

sior feed water heater and are also fitted with injectors.

The engine and dynamo room, Fig. i, is about fifty feet

into a large brick vault just outside of the building, and

from this manhole all the conduits start.

The conduit proper is a steel pipe. The lengths of

pipe are reamed and drifted to secure a smooth interior,

and standard screw couplings are used. Two inch pipe

and i^ inch pipe are employed, the 2 inch pipe being

used where it is necessary to have two cables and the 1)^

inch pipe being laid for a single cable. The cables were

furnished by the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable com-

pany of New York, and contain a No. 5 solid copper

conductor heavily insulated and lead covered. About
every 300 feet, or at such distances as would bring them
behind lamp-posts, working holes are located. There

are three kinds of holes: Cast iron hand-holes in the
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grass, brick hand-holes three feet deep at the street

crossings and at points where the depth was too great to

use cast iron holes, and brick man-holes five feet deep

or more where the conduit was laid very deep, or where

a number of cables entered the same hole. The conduit

was laid so that it would drain into the holes. The lamp-

posts are of cast iron, and each one is set upon a cast iron

base which is firmly embedded in concrete.

The system, supplying 260 lamps in all, is divided into

six circuits, covering districts as follows: The north part

of the park, the south part of the park, the district north

of Grand boulevard and Oakwood boulevard, that south of

Grand boulevard, Drexel boulevard and Garfield boule-

vard.

The park barns are also lighted, and a service box is

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LIGHONG IN CHICAGO'S PARKS AND
BOULEVARDS.

put in the park office, from which connection can be made

at pleasure.

Illinois Institute of Mining Engineers.

The third meeting of the Illinois Institute of Mining

Engineers was held at Streator, III , November 15th and

i6th. AboQt 203 niimbars were p.-esent. S2veral inter-

esting papers were presented, among them being several

on the application of electricity in coal mining. An inter-

esting discussion followed the reading of these papers in

which Elmer A. Sperry and F. B. Badt of Chicago took

part. These gentlemen, together with J. B. Wethrell,

represented the General Electric company at the meeting,

and explained the special mining machinery which this

company is turning out. At the invitation of Mr. Sweet,

the owner of the Chicago, Wilmington & Vermillion Coal

company at Streator, the members of the institute visited

this mine and witnessed the operation of two 100 horse power

electric locomotives for underground haulage. Mr. Sperry,

who had made this installation, explained the details to the

visitors.

T.ie Illinois Institute of Mining Engineers was formed

in February, and has already a membership numbering

2 30, including those engaged in the executive, engineering

and other departments of practical mining. The object

of the organ'z ition is the consideration and discussion of

sub);ct5 of interest to practical mining engineers. The
importance of the work of the mining institute in this direc-

tion is manifest whenthe fact is recalled that in Illinois there

are 33,000 men employed in collieries; that probably more

than $i8,ODo,ooo is invested, and $11,000,000 paid out

annually for wages and supplies.

Chicago Electric Club.

The first literary meeting of the Chicago Electric club

for the season of i8g2-'g3 was held at the club rooms

on Monday, November 21st., at 8 p. m. Wm. M. Willis

presented a paper on the "Compound Winding of Gen-

erators from a Practical Standpoint."

Before the reading of the paper, F. B. Badt,

the presiding officer, called upon the members

of the club for criticisms of a small statue which

is a model of one that will be used to decorate the

electricity building at the World's Fair. This figure is to

be placed on the front of the electricity building. The
sculptor, IlermonA. MacNeil, was desirous of hearing any

suggestions that the club members might care to make as

to the proper representation of an electric discharge be

tween two terminals, one held in each of the figure's

hands.

Electricity in Japan.
Americans have had occasion to admire the enterprise

and energy displayed by the subjects of the Mikado and

their desire to acquire a thorough understanding of all

that has been done in the arts and sciences outside of their

own circle. Numerous expeditions of distinguished Jap-

anese officials and capitalists have visited America during

the last few years to study the advancement that has been

made in the several departments of industrial activity in

this country. Among those who visited this country four

years ago was Kunihiko Iwadare, chief engineer of the

Osaka Electric Light company, whose mission was to

study American practice in electrical engineering. Mr.

Iwadare is again a visitor in this country. He reports

that great advancement has been made throughout the em-

pire since his last visit to this country and that there is a

promising future for electrical workers in Japan. Mr.

Iwadare, whose portrait is herewith presented, has pre-

pared the following article, which will give an excellent

idea of what has been done in his country:

Telephony and Telegraphy,

by kunihiko iwadare.
In the year 186S, when the present government of Ja-

pan was formed, it was the universal wish of the nation to

have modern civilization introduced into the country as

~r- fast as possible, and, as one of the means, it

was determined to have telegraph lines built

^ -^ all over the country. Accordingly it engaged

J* tfTS
telegraph engineers in England, and in 1869

-L EX constructed the first telegiaph line in Japan,

^ some twenty miles in length, between Tokio,

the capital, and Yokohama, a seaport on the

^ aE Pacific ocean. The first few years telegraphy

^ did not make much progress. People not

only failed to use it, but even attempted to

^ flft prevent farther extensions. In addition it

twas found necessary to import everything

used, including materials for the line construc-

tion, such as poles and insulators, and, there-

fore, telegraph lines must have cost a

^ great deal of money for the first few years

at least. We now make different kinds of

telegraph instruments and all supplies except iron wire in

the workshops of the government telegraph bureau. We
have not at present sufficient iron in our country to make wire

from. Notwithstanding all the difficulties that confronted

the exploiters of the telegraph, the determination to intro-

duce modern civilization into the country was so strong

that they kept right along, and their eiTorts have been re-

warded with considerable success.

It is now twenty-four years since the introduction of

telegraphy into the country, and we now have 8,822 miles

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY IN JAPAN.

of land telegraph lines, averaging a little over three wires

to each line. These figures do not include telegraph lines

owned by the government railway department and private

railway companies. There are 8,822 miles of land tele-

graph lines and 215 nautical miles of submarine cables

laid across the straits between the islands which are owned

by the government telegraph bureau. Farther extensions

are now being made. In May last 442 telegraph offices

had been established in Japan, and farther extensions were

under consideration.

There is a noticeable contrast between American and

Japanese methods of construction in telegraph work as

well as in other departments.

Our Japanese wooden poles are straighter and stouter

and of a yellowish brown color, the poles being subjected to

a process by which a sulphate of copper solution is intro-

duced by pressure into the pores of the wood for its preser-

vation. The poles are put up with more care and have more
braces and guys than those in this country, especially on

curves. Cross arms are bolted to poles, being always at

right angles to poles and wires. Porcelain double petticoat

insulators are used on long circuits and single petticoat in-

sulators on short circuits. Number 8 B. W. G, iron wire

is exclusively used for telegraph work, except in river cross-

ings, where smaller steel wire is often employed. No pains

are spared where wires are liable to sway; all wires in one

span have exactly the same sag.

Japanese islands are divided into seven or eight tele-

graph districts, each district having its chief engineer and

assistant engineers, and these chief engineers are mostly

graduates of the Engineering College of the Imperial Uni-

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN CHICAGO S PARKS AND

BOULEVARDS,

varsity, Tokio, who look after the construction and repair

work of the land lines as well as those of the submarine

cables. Prof. W. E. Ayrton, of London, occupied a chair

as professor of electrical engineering at this college for

five or six years.

An examination of the system employed in Japan will re-

veal many marked changes from that which now prevails

in America. All the lines are worked on the open circuit

system, Morse recorders and small Daniel cells being used

instead of sounders and gravity cells. Wheat-

stone's automatic transmitters have been adopted

in some offices, and some circuits are

worked by the duplex system. It is said t'lat the quadru-

plex system and multiplex system will be introduced in

some of the circuiis soon. Women are not employed as

operators.

The manner of charging for messages resembles that

employed in England. The rate is the same throughout

the empire of Japan. They charge lo sen' for every ten

Japanese alphabetical letters or under, and 5 sen for ad-

dresses of receiver as well as sender, so that they can send

a message over a thousand miles by paying about 10 cents

of United States goM. In telegraphic communication

they can also use a kind of A B C code written in Japan-

ese alphabetical letters, which was gotten up several years

ago.

TELEPHONY.

The telephone was first introduced into Japan in 1877.

It was extensively used in some towns and districts for

police purposes, but no telephone exchanges existed until

the fall of 1890. Exchanges were opened in Tokio and

Yokohama on the t6th of December, i8g), with 130 sub-

scribers in the former and 40 in the latter place, but now
we have 1,200 in Tokio and 2S0 in Yokohama, the

rate of increase of subscribers in Tokio being about 50

per month at present. The Japanese government is going

to start the telephone exchanges in Osaka and Kobe this

year, and work is now in progress. These two ex-

changes will probably be opened about the beginning of

the year 1893. The number of subscribers which have

already made applications in Osaka is 190 and in Kobe
70.

All lines are overhead and single. Poles are erected

along the streets to support wires, as the house tops, ow-

ing to their construction, cannot be utilized. For town

work No. 17 S. W. G. hard drawn copper wire is used,

and for long distance talking between different towns No.

12 S. W. G, hard copper is used. Porcelain insulators

are used exclusively. Where many wires are supported

I, The Japanese dollar is the yen, which is about ecjual in value to

the Mexican silver dollar. The yen is divided into 100 sen (corres-
ponding with our cent), and the sen is again subdivided in tenths
of a sen, this being the smallest copper coin.
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spans do not usually exceed 50 yards. Wooden cross

arms are employed except in some special cases where re-

pairing and reconstruction are difficult. A view of the

exterior of the Tokio exchange, showing the poles and

-wires, is shown in Fig. 2. This illustration is a reproduc-

tion of a photographic view recently taken.

At present ordinary switchboards are used (very nearly

the same type as that called the standard switchboard

in the United States), but we are going to try a modi-

fied form of the Law telephone exchange (Mann's

system). For this purpose there has been designed a

-special form of switchboard for our own purposes, and

we expect it will prove successful. In Tokio subscribers

-are rapidly increasing, and before long it will become

necessary to put our lines underground. This being the

case, we have already ordered the Western Electric com-

pany's multiple switchboard of a capacity of 4,000,

•equipped for i,6do subscribers. The key-board of this

^switchboard is to be made so as to suit metallic circuits.

The telephonic apparatus as used in subscribers'

houses is a modified form of the so-called Gower-Bell tele-

phone. The switchboard transmitter is of the Blake type,

made by the Bell Telephone Manufacturing company in

Antwerp. A battery call system is used in Tokio and

Yokohama, as we have not had great success in making

magneto-bells in Japan.

Lady operators are employed from 7 a. m. to S P, m.

From 8 P. m. to 7 A. M. male operators only are em-

ployed. As far as our experience is concerned, female

-operators are more popular than male operators, and in

fact some of the subscribers request us to employ female

operators even during the night. In employing female

operators it is required that they be under 25 and above

14 years of age, and not married, and besides they must

have been educated in our common schools. A view of

the operating room in the Tokio exchange is shown in

Fig. 3.

The aim of our government is to introduce the telephone

-as cheaply as is consistent with the efficiency of the serv-

-ice. On this account any ornamental work is avoided in

•every way. The annual subscription is now $35 per year all

through the empire.

All materials used in line construction and apparatus

mrting (excepting iron and steel wires), rubber covered

wires, multiple switchboard and its accessories, are all

Tnanufuctured in Japan, chiefly in the workshops of the

Imperial Government Telegraph Department at Tokio.

An idea of the exterior and interior of the Tokio tele-

phone exchange may be gained from Figs, i and 2, copied

irom original Japanese photographs.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONING.

Long distance telephoning is accomplished in connec-

tion with our telephone exchanges, between Tokio and

Yokohama only, but next year Osaka and Kobe will be

connected telephonically. The distance between Tokio

and Yokohama is 20 miles and between Osaka and Kobe

25 miles. We have already made experiments between

the following towns with No. 12 S- W. G. hard drawn

copper wire:

Tokio-Najoya 240 miles.

Tokio-Osaka 385 miles.

The experiments were successful, but our financial con-

dition does not permit us to make any extensions of the

system at present. It will certainly take a few more years

to connect Tokio, Yokohama. Osaka, and Kobe.

Keep the World's Fair Open Evenings.
Remonstrances from electrical workers in all parts of the

-country against the 7 o'clock closing rule recently approved

by the National Commission of the World's Columbian

Exposition have been placed before the Council of Admin-

istration. That the fair authorities are beginning to

Tcalize the necessity of taking some action in this matter

"is evident from the following correspondence kindly fur-

nished by Col. dowry.

Under date of the nth inst. Col. R. C. Clowry, chair-

man of the committee on electricity of the World's Colum-

bian Exposition, sent the following letter to President

Higinbotham, together with the petitions signed by the

electrical people, which appeared in the last issue of the

^Vestern Electrician:

I inclose herewith petitions sianed by practically all of

the electric companies represented in Chicago in reference

to the rule adopted by the commissioners of the World's

Fair to close the gates at 7 p. m. It appears that the

-newspapers have also taken up this subject in opposition

to closing the gates so early. I am satisfied that the sign-

-ers of the petition ate very much in earnest, and I there-

fore hasten to call the attention of the council of admin-
istration to the subject, hoping that they will take the mat-

ter up with as little delay as possible.

In acknowledging this communication President Higin-

botham said;

I am in receipt of your communications, nth and X2th

inst-, enclosing protests against the closing of the fair at

7 o'clock, and in reply beg to say that it is not the intention

of the management, either in the directory or the com-
mission, to close the fair so that evening sessions may
not be had.

It was thought best to make the rule to close at 7 o'clock

and then the council of administration could, from time
to time, open the gates at 8 o'clock in the evening, on
such days as it is thought wise to do so, it being the in-

tention to have an evening session from S until 11 o'clock

on from three to six days each week, according to circum-
stances.

Kindly communicate the intention of the management
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as expressed above, to the protestants. and if you think

best have same published in such electrical publications as

you may think wise.

This is not what the electrical exhibitors want. They
demand that some definite programme be adopted. They

want to know whether the fair will be opened one, two,

thiee, or six nights in the week. They prefer to have it

but a limited time to remain in Chicago to see as much as

they could if the closing hour were at 11 o'clock, and we
think there will be many who will feel the expense to be

so heavy that it will be necessary to make their stay short.

We feel that to close the fair at 7 o'clock would be a

great injustice, and we hope your agitation will convince

the national commission of this fact.

Frederic A. C. Perrine, Germania Electric company,
Boston, Mass.: I should oppose such an early closing

from every point of view possible, as an exhibitor, as an
onlooker and as a stranger in the city of Chicago. As an
exhibitor of incandescent lamps, whether of the regular

type or in special designs, it will be impossible to prop-

erly show to either experts or the general public the

points of excellence of any system save at night, since not

even the most experienced eye is able to determine the

candle power, efficiency or effect of an incandescent lamp

in daylight, even though it be diffused; and I should say

that for a daylight exhibit there would be more reason for

showing our lamps in cases at our machines and batteries

running upon dead resistances, through instruments, than

to attempt a lighting display. As an onlooker, with the

experience of a large number of exhibitions, I should find

far more enjoyment in the evening exhibitions of almost

all classes of articles displayed; in evening glancings at

the whole effect and excursions of discovery, to be turned

to account in the close study of the following day. As a

stranger in the city of Chicago, and as one of the

strangers, I would wish for myself and my fellows an em-

ployment for the evenings which would not be dependent

upon the theaters, to say nothing of the less harmless

places of amusement, and we should consider that the

authorities were blind to the actual condition of life in

their own city should they not see the moral effect of such

closing. Nor should I say that to the workers of Chicago

the fair were open at all did they not have the opportu-

nity of spending at least a portion of their evenings rather

than their bread-earning days there.

Charles Schwab, a member of the board of directors,

and also one of the four members of the council of ad-

ministration, in an interview, said: We wish to do

whatever the people desire in this matter. While the

rules provide that the exposition shall close at 7

o'clock there is a wide latitude for the exercise of

discretion. From conversations with members of the

council and the members of the board of directors I feel

convinced that no mistake will be made in this regard.

The rules will be modified to such an extent that the fair

may be kept open every night in case such a course be de-

FIG. 2. electricity IN JAPAN.

open every night, but if this is denied them they want to

know how many nights the fair will be open. They do

not propose to prepare exhibits on the basis of six evening

exhibitions each week when the directors do not intend to

have more than three. Here are some additional remon-

strances against the offensive rule:

Whitney Electrical Instrument Company, Bos-

ton, Mass.: To close at 7 o'clock would be to deprive

electric light exhibitors of all opportunity of effective dis-

play, which we expected would make the evening the most

brilliant and attractive time for visitors. Moreover, to

close so early will make it impossible for those who have

sirable. No apprehension should be felt, because the right

thing will be done and the wishes of the people gratified.

The Chicago Tribmie says: Electrical firms through-

out the country desire that the exposition be kept open

every night in the week. In order to discover the attitude

of the electrical people in this country the Western Elec-

trician has secured interviews from forty seven promin-

ent firms doing business from one end of the country to the

other. All unite in expressing the belief that the fair

should be kept open nights.

The Chicago Evening Post szys: Electrical firms all
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over the country have made protests against the 7 o'clock

closing rale, and many of them have threatened to stay

away from the exposition unless it is done away with or

greatly modified. The Western Electrician of Satur-

day, November 12th, printed several interviews with prom-

inent electricians protesting aganst closing the show at

night.

The discussion of the 7 o'clock closing rule, to whici

attention was directed by the Western Electrician, is

by no means confined to the electrical fraternity. Enough

expressions of opioioo have be;n presented in the com-

munications already published in this journal to assure the

national commissioners and the board of directors that

the electrical fraternity is unanimous in its opposition to the

proposed early closing. But the discussion has not been

confined to the electrical exhibitors. The daily papers,

fearing that the electrical compinies would withdraw

their displays and realizing that this would cripple the

exposition, have taken up the matter and pointed out the

absurdity of the position in which the authorities of the

fair are placed.

Following are a few of the editorial comments of the daily

papers on this subject:

Savannah jVeics: The decision of the World's Fair di-

rectors that the exposition shall be clo-ed at seven o'clock

in the evening was probably made in deference to the Chi-

cago theatres, beer gardens and barrooms. At the Paris

exposition tlie gate receipts for the evenings were almost

as large as for the days.

Sioux Falls, S. D., Press: Speaking of the World's
Fair reminds the Press that a rule has been adopted to

close the great show every evening at sev^n o'clock. It is

to be closed Sundays, and one may well inquire why not

close it altogether? One of the most entertaining features of

the exposition is the electrical display, and just how it is to

be operated in the daytime is a poser for the average man.
Man has made rapid progress in the matter of artificial

light, but he is as yet scarcely prepared to buck against the

sun with his toy tools. And then, the workers of Chicago
would be out entirely if there was no chance for them to

see the sights in the evenings.

The Standard, Chicago: It is announced thattheman-
agementhas voted to close the exposition evenings, except

on special occasions. It is further stated that this is an in-

direct effort to secure the repeal of the law closing the ex-

position on Sunday. If so, the movement is as contempti-

ble as it is unwise. Nearly a million and a half dollars

have been expended in putting electric lights throughout
the grounds and buildings, and an electric fountain has
been built at great expense, and yet, according to this de-

termination, these are to be used only upon a few gala
nights. The electric lighting companies, whose expensive
exhibits will be practically valueless if only seen during the

daylight, are against any such proposition to a man. We
cannot believe that any such short-sighted policy will be
adhered to.

Chicago Tribune: The electricians are pertinently ask-

ing what is the use of expending more than $1,000,000
for electric lighting at the fair if the gates at Jackson park
are to be closed at sundown each day of the display. Ex-
cept for the comparatively unobtrusive power part of the

supply the companies might just as well have saved their

tion after nightfall. It does not seem reasonable, how-
ever, that the cost of providing lamps and dynamos would
be at all likely to endanger the margin of profit from gate

receipts. If the authorities are wise and keep the World's
Fair open, those evening receipts are going to be very

large indeed. It will cost something, no doubt, to illum-

inate the big buildings, but what illumination the surround-

ing grounds will need should be comparatively trifling. And
this expense of lighting would be the only serious addition

beyond the cost of operating the exhibition during the day.

What reason is there for believing that the World's Fair

can be run profitably in the daytime but at a loss in the

evening?

Chicago Herald: The directors and national commis-
sion have been of opinion that the world's fair should close
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every evening at 7 o'clock. The only exceptions to this

rule they proposed to make are to be occasions when
special gala programmes will be arranged. Reflection

and investigation will doubtless lead the management
of the fair to a different judgment. The problem
the management of the fair must see solved before

they can settle the question of night opening is a

mechanical one. If electricians demonstrate their ability

to maintain a plant of adequate power and pure quality

the exposition ought to be kept open until at least 10:30
o'clock every evening. Many families will not be able to

goto the fair grounds until mid-afternoon. They would
naturally plan to get all the good out of it possible before
returning home. They would dine or sup in the grounds
and expect to spend a pleasant evening theie as they do
in the parks summer evenings. The lagoons would be a

picturesque sight in the moonlight or under the mellow

ELECTRIC COAL CUTTING MACHINE.

money if the fair is not to be open in the evening, for man
has not yet learned to make electricity compete w ith the full

blaze of sunlight. Arrangements have been made not only for

mere lighting, but for decorative effects by means of the

electric light. It would seem to be a very one-sided view
of the situation that will lead to the decision to throw away
all this, and act as if the display at the fair were made near

the end of the last century instead of this, We have been
graduated out of the age of tallow candles, at least in the

cities.

Chicago News Record: Those who favor the opening
of the World's Fair evenings are undoubtedly in accord
with the weight of public sentiment. This question re-

mains for the local directory to decide. As yet the only
weighty argument advanced against evening opening re-

lates to the expense of lighting and operating the cxhibi-

flood of electricity. The great flare lights on the Eiffel

tOiver were sufficient to make all Paris as bright as noon-
day and to spread over the Trocadero and the Champ de
Mars a clear effulgence in which it was easy to read. The
electric companies are far better equipped now to light up
Jackson park than the French company was in 18S9 to do
that service for the Universal exposition.

Chicago hvening Post: It is not surprising to learn

that the whole electrical trade or profession is united in

protest against that order of the national Columbian com-
mission which requires the exposition to be closed at 7
o'clock 1'. iM., "except"—so the order reads

—"in such cases

as the management shall direct for special evening enter-

tainments.' Our contemporary, the WiiSTfeRN Electric-
ian, has been at some pains to discover the senti-

ments of persons and firms interested in this most im-

portant branch of the fair and presents them in its curren
issue. There is, so far, as we have seen, not a single voice
dissenting fromthe proposition that if this 7 o'clock order
be put into effect the electrical exhibit will lose half its ef-

fectiveness and more than half of its beauty. It seems
not to have occurred to the gentlemen of the commission
that the electrical exhibit is one of the most interesting

and important at the fair; that it will consist in great part
of illuminating apparatus, or that illuminating apparatus is

not seen to the best advantage in daylight. A proposal to

exhibit jewels in a dark room would probably have ap-
pealed to their sense of unfitness; such a proposal would
be scarcely more ridiculous than that to exhibit electric

lights in the daytime. We are not surprised that some in-

tending exhibitors propose to withdraw entirely if they be
not permitted to make an exhibit at night. But great as

is the hardship threatened to them, it is nothing compared
with that which the public would suffer if deprived of this-

marvelous display. It seems necessary to remind the authori-

ties of the fair again that this enterprise was not conceived
in the interest of a few bureaucrats or for the convenience,
emolument and comfort of a body of servants and attend-
ants, but for the amusement, enlightenment and uplifting of

all the people—whose fair it really is.

Rochester, N. Y.. Herald: As the Western Elec-
trician truthfully remarks: "Since the World's Fairwas-
first projected many mistakes have been made in the con-
duct of the enterprise, as was, perhaps, inevitable." It

thinks, however, that most of them have been rectified,

and in this also the majority of the people of the United
States will agree. The electrical journal then proceeds
to 'call down" the commissioners in most vigorous phrase
for their action in ordering the closing of the fair gates at
seven o'clock on all ordinary days. It was certainly an
absurd idea to invite extensive electrical exhibits, depend-
ent for their success on night displays, and then calmly
close the gates at twilight. The protest cf the electrical

interests of the country against this decision is entirely-

natural. There is no good reason for closing the exhi-
bition evenings. As has been pointed out to the manage-
ment, if the fair is closed on Sundays and on evenings also,

the workingmen of Chicago will have no opportunity to

avail themselves of the educational opportunities afforded

by the fair. The Western Electrician hints that the
commissioners are endeavoring to force the opening of the

gates on Sundays by closing them evenings. If this is

the reason, the course of the commissioners is puerile and
beneath contempt. Do these misguided people think they
can coerce the congress of the United States by any such'

miserable subterfuge as this? If so they are possessed of

monumental assurance. The press of the country should
give its aid in convincing them of their folly. The elec-

trical display will be one of the most attractive features
of the fair. In no other field has there been such progress
since the last international exposition as in that of electrical

science. Open the gates evenings and give the electrical-

men a chance to show what they can do.

Electric Coal Cutting Machine.

The ac:ompanying cut illustrates an improved form of a

two-wheel pick machine for coal cutting. It is a develop-

ment of the Sperry coal cutter, and in its present form is

placed on the market by the General Electric company. la

this form of coal cutter a two-wheeled truck furnished with

handles at the rear is provided with a continuously operat-

ing electric motor of about four horse power, connected by-

gearing to a catch or retractor. A longitudinally moving

heavy projectile with a pick secured to its outer extremity-

is surrounded by a driving spring of about 125 pounds

compression per inch. The line of movement is practic-

ally through the center of inertia of the machine. These

springs are made in sections, and an initial pressure is

given of about 500 pounds. A retraction then takes place

of from 6^^ to lYz inches to a pressure of 1,375 pounds,

whereupon it is released and allowed to make a vigorous

forward stroke. This process is repealed from 160 to 225

times per minute. The mean effective blow of this type

of machine is 935 pounds when allowed to strike the cush-

ion, and when striking the work at a distance of one inch

from such cushion giving 1,000 pounds mean effective.

The mean effective blow in air machinery employed for the

same purpose is between 400 and 450 pounds, a 33/ inch-

cylinder being the largest employed. The current required

for the operation of this machine is about ten amperes at

220 volts. The projectile weighs between 100 and 150'

pounds in the different sizes of machines. Under the ac-

tion of the intense concussion resulting from the percus-

sive blows and shattering strains throughout the machine,

a motor to last under such conditions must be essentially

different in its construction from the ordinary commercial

machine. The armature gear has been made elastic and

elastic cushions have also been introduced between the re-

tracting device and the main gear, which is found to still-

further reduce the shock of the machine. This machine,

capable of storing in each stroke of the heavy projectile as

great an effort as is required for rapid and effective cutting,,

must of necessity be comparatively heavy to be capable of

backing up the blow without serious recoil, yet the ma-

chine on the other hand is sufficiently light for easy hand^

ling and direction by a single oparator. Another type of

this machine is fitted with larger wheels and a universali

handle adapted for "shearing."
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Western Union Progress in Chicago.
Chicago is one of the greatest telegraphic centers in the

country and receives and distributes an enormous amount

of business. The balk of this passes through the hands

of the Western Union Telegraph company, and Chicago

is the head office for all the United States west of the

western boundary of New York state. Ever since the

great fire the Chicage office has been housed in the build-

ing at the corner of Washington and La Salle streets.

The location of this building is convenient, but of late years

the business has outgrown the accommodations of the

edifice. The structure was erected twenty years ago and

is consequently an old building by Chicago standards, out-

classed by its taller and more handsome rivals. The com-

pany has recognized the need of a change for some time,

but was loth to move on account of the fact that all of

its underground work diverges from the corner of

Washington and La Salle streets, and the work of

changing the system for a new building would be

troublesome and expensive. A recent decision of the

owners of the property to tear down the present building

made a change necessary, however, a result more readily

acquiesced in owing to the near approach of the World's

Fair, with the consequent increase in busi-

ness.

But few buildings suitable to the com-

pany's use, and which could be bought, could

be found in Chicago, but finally a happy

choice was made by the purchase of the

Phosnix building, frontiog on Clark and Jack-

son streets and Pacific avenue, from the

Phoenix Insurance company for a considera-

tion of $1,500,000. This building, a photo-

graphic reproduction of which is given on the

preceding page, is one of the handsomest and

best constructed in Chicago. It extends 217

ieet onjackson street and is 50 feet wide. Be-

ing narrow and facing on three streets, the

-lighting is excellent. The exterior is of brown

sandstone, pressed brick and terra cotta, and

the architecture is particularly pleasing, being

rich and ornate in effect, although quiet.

The building is at present nine stories high

above the street or basement floor.

As a telegraph headquarters the building,

when adapted to the use of the Western

Union company, will be unexcelled in the

world, either for size, elegance or conven-

ience. The cellar will be devoted to machin-

•ery, containing the steam plant for lighting

-and heating the building and operating the

elevators, as well as the dynamos used for

•charging the company's lines, as no batteries

are now used for this purpose in the large

offices. An isolated incandescent lighting

installation is included in the plant. The

public receiving office will be on the ground

floor, on the corner of Jackson street and

Pacific avenue, directly across the latter

street trom the Board of Trade. It will con-

sist of one large room, handsomely fitted up,

extending to the elevator entrance in the

middle of the building. The Postal Tele-

graph company has its office on this floor of

the building, at Clark and Jackson streets,

the corner shown in the illustration, although

at the time the photograph was taken the

Postal people had not moved in. The building will thus

i>ecome the telegraphic center of Chicago.

On the eighth floor will be located the offices of the com-

pany, that of the vice-president and general superintendent

being at the Clark street corner. The district superin-

tendent, electrician, superintendent of construction and

other officers will all have apartments on this floor. The

ninth floor will be the main operating room, and will be

the finest of its kind in the %vorId. The room is a magnif-

icent one, extending the entire length and breadth of the

building and 22 feet high in the clear, with light on three

sides. The galleries now existing at the ends will be re-

tained and used as gathering and distributing points for

messages to and from all parts of the room. The Martin

systemof carrier boxes will be used for this purpose. In

this system the receptacles are carried on moving cab les

and can be despatched upstairs or down and around cor-

ners. In the Western Union building an electric motor

will be used to operate these cables. The galleries will also

contain the terminals of the pneumatic tubes for the trans-

mission of messages to the receiving room on the ground

floor, the Board of Trade and the newspaper offices. An
-additional story is to be added to the building* by its new

owner. This will be 16 feet high, and is plagued with the

idea that it may be used as a second operating

room'whsn necessary. At first, however, the space will

be given over to the large book keeping force employed by

the company and to the restaurant for employes. The
latter idea is new to Chicago, but it is in successful oper-

ation in the New York building. It is proposed to buy

the bist of food in large quantities and to sell it to em-

ployes, well cooked, at cost. The main operating room

on the ninth floor will furnish ample room for 500 opera-

tors, and when the tenth floor is added this capacity will

be doubled.

B^ing fire-proof, substantially constructed, well lighted

and elegantly finished in mahogany and marble, the

Phosaix building has always been a favorite with tenants.

Under the new ownership it will still continue to be an

office building almost entirely and few of the tenants will

be disturbed- The renting and care of the building will

continue in the hands of John W. Carrington, Jr., who
has filled this position for the Phcenix company to the

great satisfaction of all interested. A separate entrance

for employes of the Western Union company, of whom
there will be nearly a thousand, will be provided on

Pacific avenue, and two elevators will be set aside for their
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use. This leaves three elevators for the exclusive use of

tenants. This arrangement wilt expedite the work of the

men as well as emphasize the distinct character of the

office building. The work of changing the underground

system of wires to connect with the Phcenix building is

now in progress, and it is thought that the Western

Union company will be able to take possession by May
1st nest.

The fact that the Postal company has an office in the

building was the cause of seme litigation. When the

Western Union company purchased the building, the

Postal people sought ?n injunction to prevent the former

from occupying the building, alleging that such a pro-

ceeding would violate a provision in its lease from the

Phcenix company. In its complaint the Postal company

alleged that in May, 188S, it leased rooms in the Phcenix

building for the purpose of conducting its business, and

one of the stipulations in the lease was that no other tele-

graph company should occupy any part of the same build-

ing. The Western Union company contended that it had

no intention of injuring the business of the complainant,

but that, on the contrary, the latter 's business would

be benefited by the creation of a great telegraphic

center in Chicago, and that it would undoubtedly

receive much transient business on that account.

The case was tried before Judge Collins, who dismissed

the complaint, holding that the provision of the lease in

question was a personal covenant that did not run with the

land.

The man who is in charge of the immense business that

will be sheltered in the recently purchased building, and

to whom is largely due the credit for the present extent

and efficiency of the service in the West, is Colonel Robert

C. Clowry, the vice-president and general superintendent

of the company. A portrait of Col. Clowry accompanies

this article. Col. Clowry is so well known to the electri-

cal fraternity in general and to those interested in tele-

graphy in particular that an extended notice of his career

seems unnecessary. He has long been identified with the

telegraphic business of the West, beginning as a boy, in

1852, in the office at Joliet, III., where he learned the busi-

ness of telegraphing. After service at Lockport and

Springfield it was recognized that the young man possessed

executive ability of a high order, and in 1857 he became

superintendent of the St. Louis & Missouri River Tele-

graph company. This line, running from St. Louis to St.

Joseph, Mo., was almost bankrupt when Mr. Clowry be-

came superintendent, but the whole property

was speedily reconstructed, and on December

7, 1859, a dividend of six per cent, was de-

clared. By this time the Western Union

company had become a joint owner, and in the

spring of 1S60 Mr. Clowry was elected one of

the directors. On August r, 1S60, the whole

property was leased to the Missouri & West-

em Telegraph company, which had been

organized in the interest of the Western

Union. This company had greatly extended

the lines in Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas and

,Nebraska, and on September 5, i860, Mr.

Clowry opened an office in Omaha. Shortly

thereafter the whole property was merged

into the Western Union system, and Colonel

Clowry has remained a Western Union man
ever since.

During the war Colonel Clowry served on

the military telegraph stafi" and distinguished

himself by prompt and vigorous service. In

1863 he was appointed captain and assistant

quartermaster, in charge of military lines in

the Southwest. In 1864, as superintendent

of military telegraphs, he received in quick

succession two brevet commissions^ one as

major and the other as lieutenant-colonel

"for meritor'ous service and devoted applica-

tion to duty."

After the war Colonel Clowry was ap-

pointed to the position he now holds at the

head of the Western Union's western terri-

tory. In speaking of this appointment

Reid's "Telegraph in America" says: "It

was a vast trust to offer to the hands of one

man. But it was given in a confidence

which has been amply justified. The ad-

ministration of no other department is more

thorough or minute. Colonel Clowry carries

into his enlarged field all the coolness,

sagacity and vigor of his earlier years. No
emergency disturbs him. His judgment is

practical, reliable, accurate. No man with

less force would venture on the administration

of such a trust." This is high praise, but well deserved.

On June 10, 1885, the directors appointed Col.

Clowry to be acting vice-president of the Western Union

Telegraph company, and not long afterward he was

made permanent vice-president. Col. Clowry has long

been a director of the great corporation with which he

is so prominently identified, and is also general superin-

tendent. He is also the principal representative of the

electrical interests at the World's Fair, being a director

of the local company, chairman of the committee on

electricity and a member of the executive committee.

He is a member, of the Chicago Electric club, and has

been active and alert in representing the electrical fra-

ternity of the country in the directory of the expo-

sition. Col. Clowry is highly esteemed by all classes

throughout the West, not only for his distinguished

ability as an organizer and manager, but for his ad-

mirable qualities as a man as well.

The new Citizens' Light & Power company of Rochester,

N. Y., has been granted a franchise by the common
council.

The city council of Belle Plaine, la., is considering a
proposition to erect an electric light plant to be owned by
the municipal corporation.
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Speaking of the esthetic objection to the trolley system,

the Popular Electric Monthly pertinently inquires; "But

is it any more unsightly than a couple of overworked

horses slipping and stumbling along a slippery track in

winter, pulling an overloaded car? Is it any more unsight-

ly than the poor beasts plodding along under a scorching

sun in mid-summer, and the streets dotted here and there

on exceptionally hot days with the dead bodies of such

horses or mules as ^re unable to bear the cruel and un-

necessary strain?"

And to this might be added that nothing could be more

unsightly to the weary waiter on the street corner than the

perspective of a long straight street with its long straight

tracks and not a car in sight!

Thf, Electrical World ol New York printed a brief edi-

torial in its issue of last week on "Evening Displays at

the World's Fair" that forms an amusing diversion from

the serious discussion of the subject. The World, it

seems, has become possessed of the idea that there is no

such thing as a uile providing that the World's Fair shall

be closed at 7 o'clock, for it gravely remarks that "all

friends of the enterprise will be glad to learn that rumors

of the passage of rules providing for evening closing are

not well founded." In view of the letter to Col. Clowry

from the president of the board of directors, published in

this issue, this sapient utterance is very funny. Mr. Hig-

inbotham expressly says that "It was thought best to make

the rule to close at 7 o'clock." If our New York contem-

porary will read the Western Electrician more care-

fully it will be enabled to avoid embarrassing blunders of

this character. By doing so it will be able to appreciate

the concessions already made as the result of the agitation

led by the Western Electrician, and will also be in

position to join in the rejoicing when the obnoxious rule

shall have been repealed.

For two years the New York Rapid Transit Commis-

sion has been at work preparing plans for the re'ief of the

people of the metropolis. Last week the result of its labors

was laid before the public, and capitalists will be given un-

til December 29th, when the franchise will be offered for

sale, to make calculations upon which to base their bids.

It is not to be presumed for a moment that the American

electrical engineer is oblivious to the fact that this is an

opportunity of a lifetime. Ever since the possibilities of

electric traction became clear to those engaged in the ex-

ploittation of railway apparatus the cry has been "Give us a

chance and let us show you what we can do." An oppor-

tunity was offered some years ago in New York when the

"L" roads permitted the experiments with electric locomo-

tives, but the elevated railway people were not converted,

and the little steam locomotive still holds its own in this

service at least. That time and the present, though, ap-

pear as periods far apart, especially when one takes into

consideration the remarkable advance which has been made

along the line of electric traction. It is fair to say, for in-

stance, that a manufacturer of electric railway machinery

would have hesitated long time before making the

proposition—or perhaps would not even have considered

the problem—to construct locomotives fit for service in the

B. &: O. tunnel at Baltimore. Such a work, though, has

not only been undertaken, but the contractor has guaranteed

its successful completion. And now comes the chance for

a grander work. The rapid transit people evidently want

electric locomotives. But they have not committed them-

selves to the adoption of this method of propulsion, and

they stand ready to give very serious consideration to

"some other form of power not requiring combustion with-

in the tunnel." Undoubtedly electricity will win the fight

if there beany at all, but before the final verdict as to the

motive power is given out, some very bold plans will have

to be drawn and guaranteed. Locomotives will be required

sufficiently powerful to start readily a train of eight

cars, each weighing, in addition to its load of passengers,

not less than 30,000 pounds, on a gradient with a rise of

yYz feet per 100 feet of distance, and the motor must also

be able to maintain the same train at a speed of not less

than forty miles per hour on a level gradient. Should each

car be provided with its own motor, it must be capable of

exerting sufficient power to comply for each car with the

foregoing requirements.

But after all the opportunity is really all that is wanted.

Our foremost electrical engineers are now sufficiently fa-

miliar with large work to make the problem of designing

these heavy machines by no means a difficult task. We
have not the slightest fear that the "some other form

of power'' will appear as a competitor worthy of serious

consideration.

J. B. Williams' paperon "Oil Versvs Air as an Insula-

ting Medium,'' read at the Chicago meeting of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers, is presented else-

where in this issue. Mr. Williams gives an account of

some experiments carried on with a view of determining

the comparative insulation resistance of oils and air when
employed in connection with continuous high tension cur-

rents; the relative powers of such insulators, however, to

resist disruptive discharges and alternating currents were

not considered.

Without reference in detail to the tests, it may be said

that the conclusions reached were that air, even when it

has a humidity of So per cent., is infinitely superior to oil

for insulating conductors carrymg continuous high tension

currents; that pure paraffin is far superior to oil, both for

insulating conductors and for preventing the escape of the

current across the surface of glass; that air having a

humidity of 80 per cent, is superior to paraffin as an in-

sulating medium; that oil will not prevent leakage of the

current across the surfaces of glass; that whenever oil

covers the surface of hard rubber, used in connec-

tion with such currents, even when the latter is

paraffined, it destroys the high surface insulation of the

paraffined hard rubber; that is, the low surface insulation

of the oil takes the place of the higher insulation of the

hard rubber, when used bare and clean, or when covered

with paraffin. In a wcrd, it may be stated that where high

tension continuous currents are to be handled, Mr. Will-

iams is a believer in dry air as an insulator in preference to

oil or even paraffin. Air is certainly cheaper, he says,

than any other insulating material and intense discharges

do not destroy or injure it, Burn-outs, too, do not affect

it, and when it can be kept dry, which is the great diffi-

culty attending its use, it makes an insulator of high re-

sistance and low electrostatic capacity—two essentials in

electrical engineering work.

As o 1 has just now many advocates it is to be presumed

that Mr, Williams' conclusions will provoke discussion.

The field for high tension currents, both continuous and
alternating,is rapidly widening, and investigators are hand-

ling currents at remarkable pressures. The work accom-

plished, though, up ^o the present time all indicates that

the art of insulation, if such an expression can be

used. rather than the current itself, is in its

"infancy." As far as alternating currents of high

tension are concerned, the results obtained in experiments

where oil was employed as an insulating medium would

seem to indicate that this fluid is destined for a high place

among insulators. But every series of experiments along

this line has a value and should be recorded, as this

field of research is, practically speaking, an unexplored

one.

President Higinbotham's letter to Colonel Clowry^,.

acknowledging the receipt of the petition of the electrical

people asking that the World's Fair be kept open even-

ings, is far from satisfactory. The president of the-

board of directors says: "It is not the intention of the

management, either in the directory or the commission, to

close the fair £0 that evening sessions may not be had. It

was thought best to make the rule to close at 7 o'clock,

and then the council of administration could, from time \o

time, open the gates till 8 o'clock in the evening on such

days as it thought wise to do so, it being the intention to

have an evening session from 8 until 11 o'clock on from

three to six days each week, according to circumstances.""

The electrical interests will not be content with this in-

definite assurance. They propose to expend large sums
of money on evening displays, and it makes a vast differ-

ence to them whether the fair is to be open one, three or

six evenings a week. If assured that the exposition gates

will swing inward on every evening except Sunday

—

the only reasonable and satisfactory way to meet this-

question—they will make a display so attractive that the

electricity building and the great central station in

machinery hall will be the most popular features of the ex-

position after dark, and will alone serve to draw many
thousands of visitors to Jackson Park every night, be it

clear or stormy. With the prospect that the exhibiticn

may be open in the evening only half the time, or even

less, the electrical firms will not put their money into ex-

hibits which they will have practically no chance

to show and thus what promises to be one
of the greatest and most beautiful departments

of the fair will be shorn of nearly all its brilliancy. The
electrical interests of the country are thoroughly aroused

and are closely watching the action of the management of

the exposition on this question. If the directors desire to

keep many prospective electrical exhibitors away entirely

and to very materially curtail the exhibits of the remainder

they have only to persist in maintaining their present

vague and indefinite attitude. Expensive displays, which

can be seen to advantage only after dark, will not be set

up merely on the assurance that the gates will be opened

in the evening "on such days as it is thought wise to do so.""

The managers of the fair have displayed a strange

timidity in dealing with the question of evening closing,.

and it is urged that it should be possible to close the gates a t

7 o'clock during bad weather. Of course there will

be some rainy evenings during the session of the exposition^

but with the multitude of out-of-town visitors who want to

see as much as possible in a short space of time, and with

the Chicago clerks and workingmen who can only go in

the evening, it does not seem possible that stormy weather

would affect the attendance to such an extent as to make
an open fair in the evening unprofitable, especially as only a

few of the buildings need be lighted beyond the illumination

needed for police protection, which must be afforded in ary-

event. Perhaps the management proposes to close the

fair for an hour and then open it again, requiring a separ-

ate admission fee for the evening session. This would

undoubtedly be a very unpopular measure, although many
of the evening visitors, of course, would not come until

after seven o'clock if the fair were open continuously.

In considering this question and the probable attitude

of the electrical trade, the management should bear in

mind the action of the school superintendents of the state

of New York, who have decided to entirely abandon the

educational exhibit from that state unless proper recogni-

tion is given to the educational interests of the Uniied

States. This action may yet serve as a precedent in elec-

trical circles.
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Chicago Edison Company.
The work of enlarging the operations of the Chicago

Edison company is going on at a rapid late, and Superin-

tendent Church is one of the busiest men in town. A late

announcement is that a generating station is to be erected

on the North Side. An arrangement has been made with

the trustees of the Nevvberr)' library by which the new

station will be located on the library grounds in the rear

of the library building on Oak street, between Dearborn

avenue and Clark street. Light, heat and power will be

furnished to the library, and it is stated that the arrange-

ment is a very advantageous one for the latter institution.

The territory to be covered by the station extends from

the northern line of Lincoln park to the river and a simi-

lar distance west from the lake. There are many fine

residences and business houses in this section that will un-

doubtedly be glad to take current. The station will be a

plain one-story building, similar in appearance to the

South Side station on Wabash avenue, near Twenty-sixth

street. It will be equipped at first for a capacity of 5.000

16 candle power lamps. The machinery will consist of

two Heine boilers—one of 203 horse power and the other

of 375—and three Lake Erie upright, non-condensing,

compound engines directly coupled to two 50 kilowatt

and four 75 kilowatt multipolar Edison dynamos. The un-

derground system of distribution will be used, and it is

expected that current will be sent through the mains by

next spring or early in the summer. Some objection has

been made to the location of the station by adjacent prop'

erty owners, but no serious difficulty is apprehended.

Work is in progress on the foundations for the new sta-

tion for the down town district at Harrison street and the

river, on the West Side. The foundations for the heavy

machinery will be on piles, which are now being driven.

At first this station will be operated in connection with the

present Adams street plant, and it will probably be a

couple of years before the entire down-town load is thrown

on the big new station, although it is expected that cur-

rent may be sent through the mains by next September.

Even after all the engines and dynamos are removed from

the present station a portion of the building will be re-

tained by the company as a sub-station for distribution,

and the circuit switchboard will be retained at this point.

The offices of the company will be removed to the Harri-

son street building, however, and it is possible that the

existing structure on Adams street may be built up as an

office building.

At the start the West Side station will be equipped with

4 800 horse power in engines, the contract for which has

been let to the Southwark Foundry & Machine company

of Philadelphia. There will be four 600 horse power en-

gines and two of 1,200 horse power each. These machines

will be of the upright, non-condensing, triple expansion type,

similar to marine engines, and will represent the latest ad-

vancements in the engine builder's art. They will drive,

by direct connection, four 200 kilowatt multipolar Edison

dynamos and two 400 kilowatt machines of similar design.

The ultimate capacity of the station is between thirty and

forty thousand horse power, but of course it will be a num-

ber of years before engines will be installed to that extent.

The trunk feeders to connect the Harrison street station

with the point of distribution on Adams street are now

biiag laid in iron tubes, of which there are fifteen. Each

tubs contains three wires of the same polarity. There are

six positive tubes, six negative and three neutral. Each

wire is a million circular mils in area, and a cross-section

of any tube would thus show three million circular mils

in copper. The sections of tubing are coupled together

without soldering by a new arrangement devised by

Sapsrintendent Church.

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

The second annual convention of the Brotherhood of Elec

trical Workers of America was held in Chicago, begin-

ning on November 12th. About sixty-five delegates

were present. The present membership of the order is

said to be nearly 10,000, and there are fifty-two local

unions in various cities of the Union. The one in New
York city has 700 members, and No. 9 of Chicago has

over 600. The Brotherhood has affiliated with the Ameri-

can Federation cf Labor. Its membership consists of all

employes of electrical manufacturing concerns and men who

put up and construct electric and telephone lines, but does

not include telegraph operators. Sick benefits are paid to

members by the loc-1 unions, and in case of death of a

member the national body pays his family |ioo, and on

the death of a member's wife he receives a funeral

benefit of $50. This is paid from the national treasury,

which receives monthly to cents from each member of

the order.

On Wednesday of last week the brotherhood completed

its labors and adjourned till the second Saturday in Sep-

tember, iSg3, the meeting to be held in Cleveland,

O. The three days' session of the body was productive of

much legislation which will be of material benefit to the

organization. A new constitution has been adopted, which

is of a conservative nature, and will serve, it is hoped, to

draw the employer and employe closer together. The re-

ports of the officers showed the brotherhood to be in ex-

cellent condition. The New York union has for some
reason held aloof from the national organization ever since

its formation, but it has recently come to look upon its

position as being antagonistic to its own interests. A
delegate from the New York organization was at the

Chicago meeting and made formal application for the ad-

mission of his union into the national fold. The reques-

was referred to the executive committee with full power to

act.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows:

Grand president, Henry Miller, St. Louis; first grand vice,

president, John Dunn, St. Louis; second grand vice-

president, Frank Roth, Kansas City; third grand vice-

president, John W. Veeve, New Orleans; secretary

treasurer, J. T. Kelly, St. Louis; executive board, Frank

Allen, Cleveland and P. J. Fleming, Minneapolis, together

with the national officers.

Probably the most important measure enacted by the

convention was one providing for a mutual insurance

association. The work done by the men renders it diffi-

cult to get insurance. It was also decided to establish an

official journal, which will be printed at St. Louis.

Election Returns by Telephone and
Telegraph.

For the first time election returns were transmitted by

telephone from Chicago to New York on the night of the

recent presidential election. The arrangements at the

Chicago end of.the line were made by C. E. Mosley and

Wendell Baker of the American Telephone & Telegraph

company, and these gentlemen received many compliments

on the service rendered. The local returns were tele-

phoned from the office of the City Press association in the

city hall to the company's office on Quincy street. As fast

as received the operator wrote down the bulletins, which

were carried to another operator, who transmitted them

over the long distance telephone to New York. On the

other side of the New York transmitting operator was a

third, who received returns from Milwaukee, although

these did not come in until late in the evening. These

bulletins were also written down and given to the New
York sender. From New York the bulletins were sent

back to Chicago, with eastern returns, and these were re-

ceived by a fourth operator who wrote them on slips,

which were carried to still another, who spoke them into a

transmitter connected with the Chicago, Union League

and Iroquois clubs. This seems an elaborate system, as

the local returns went through the hands, or, more prop-

erly, the lips, of five operators, and made the journey

to New York and return before being j received by the lo-

cal customers. In practice the plan worked very well,

however, and it is claimed that even by this roundabout

system the returns in the Chicago clubs were from twenty

to twenty-five minutes ahead of those of the telegraph

companies. In New York the Republican and Democratic

headquarters and the Manhattan, University Athletic,

Union League and Electric clubs were supplied, the service

being equally good. Bulletins to the number of 14S were

received from New York and delivered to the Chicago

customers.

The Western Union company collected its returns from

the capitals of the states. All western returns were col-

lected and sent east at Chicago, and all eastern returns

were received and distributed at this city. On November

Sth, the day and night of election, 119,123 messages

were handled at Chicago, and 73,350 bulletins were re-

ceived. There were 58,833 words of special dispatches to

newspapers and 86.929 words of specials that were relayed

at this city. Special dispatches to the amount of 181,368

words were received. On the 9th 106,465 messages were

handled at Chicago. These figures will give an idea of

the vast amount of election business transacted. They are

exclusive of the press reports sent over leased wires.

The Postal company's returns came to an editor

who compiled the messages to be sent out broadcast over

the country. The editor's assistant kept a correct and com-

plete statement of checks against the returns, thus pre-

venting any daplication and unnecessary transmission.

The editor handed his completed bulletin to an operator

at his right, who in turn sent it to six other operators not

twenty feet away. These receiving operators had each

eight copies of manifold before him, and as soon as the
bulletins were finished the check boys in attendance im-
mediately distributed them to all the different wires served.

Thus within a minute after the bulletin left the editor's

hands, every Postal office in the western division,

which extends south to Georgia, west to Leadville, and
east to Pittsburg, had the news. The company also
supplied bulletins on all main circuits working to the
different large centers of the country, and in nearly

every city of importance special wires were erected

to supply clubs, theaters, and poHtical committees wiih

the news, which was all sent simultaneously. Over
three hundred condensed bulletins giving thegist of the

news of the night were sent out between 6 p. m. and 2:30
A. M. Over two hundred and foriy operators were em-
ployed in Chicago on election night by the Postal.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

At the monthly meeting of the council of the Americart

Institute of Electrical Engineers, November 15th, the fol-

lowing named associate members were elected:

Craig R. Arnold, Arnold Electric Manufacturing com-
pany, Chester, Pa.; Ludwig K. Bohm, Ph. D., New York
city; Edward Duraot. New York city; Horace B. Gale,
San Francisco, Cal.; Fred S. Hunting, electrical engineer.
Fort Wayne Electric company. Fort Wayne, Ind.; James
F. McEiroy, Albany, N. Y.; T. Stahl, Creusot Works,
Creusot, France.

The following associate members were transferred to

full membership, their applications having been approved

by the board of examiners:

Frank Bourne, New York city; Benjamin F. Thomas,
Columbus, O. ; Alexander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa.

;

George R. Metcalfe, New York city; Lewis B. Stillwell,

Pittsburg, Pa.

At the meeting of the institute in the evening Dr. J. E

.

Williams made a series of tests of the insulating qualities

of different oils referred to in his paper read at the Chi-

cago meeting of the institute, and published elsewhere in

this issue. The insulation of samples of various wires

was also tested, and the use of his apparatus fully ex-

plained.

Electricity at the Worlds Fair.

The director-general has authorized the publication of

the list of the names of the persons and corporations doing

business in the United States who have applied for space

as exhibitors at the World's Fair. There are 18,000 of

these domestic applications, and the C/iita^o Nezos Record

of November 17th printed the list entire. The names took

up 2S columns of solid nonpareil type. The electrical fra-

ternity will, of course, be most interested in the applica-

tions for space in the electricity building. There are about

300 of these from the United States. It should be remem-

bered, however, that one application may represent several

exhibits. Many supply houses in Chicago, for instance,

have applied for space sufficient for all the companies

whose products they handle. When the exposition is

opened it will be seen that there are more than 300 domes-

tic exhibitors in the electricity building. Following is the

list for Chief Barrett's department:

Adler, Leon D., 11 Sidney place, Newark, N. J.
Akron Electrical Manufacturing company, Akron, O.
Ainateit}- Electrician, Ravenswood, 111.

American Bell Telephone company, 125 Milk street,

Boston.
American Exhibition company. Ledger building, Phila

delphia, Pa.

American Graphophone company, 619 Fourteenth street,

Washington, D. C.

American Tanning company, 46 Wall street, New York
city.

Anthony Electrical Instrument company, 9 Metropoli-
tan block, Chicago.
Arnold Electrical Manufacturing company, Chester, Pa.

Bain Electric Manufacturing company, 47 South Jef-
ferson street, Chicago.

Barton Bell company, Marion, Ind.

Beacon Vacuum Pamp & Electric company, Irvington

street, Boston.
Belknap Motor companv, Portland, Me.
Berliner, E., Columbia Road, Washington, D. C.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford. Conn.
Blodgett Manufacturing company, 1602 Ashland block,

Chicago.
Bottome, Turner D., Hoosick, N. Y.

Brady, T. H., New Britain, Conn.
Brooks, R. T., 82 John street. New York city.

Brooks, John C, Paterson, N. J.
Brush Electric company, Cleveland, O.
Bryan, Enholm & Co., 136 Liberty street. New York

city.

Butler Hard Rubber company, 33 Mercer street. New
York city.

C & C. Electric Motor company. 402 Greenwich street.

New York cily.
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Central E'ectiic company, 115 Franklin street, Chicago.

Chicago Electric Wire company of Wilmington, Wil-

mington, Del.

Chicago Scciety of Operative Electricians, 1303 Chamber
of Commerce building, Chicago.

Chicago Magnetic Shield company, 6 Central Music

Hall, Chicago.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp company, 1912 Olive

street, St. Louis. Mo.
Commercial Electric company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Commercial Cable company, i Broadway, New York
city.

Consolidated Electric Storage company, Drexel building,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Cook, Victor A., 195 Dearborn avenue, Chicago.

Cregier, Dewitt C, Jr., 41S East Chicago avenue. Chi-

cago.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric company, 430 West Four-

teenth street, New York city.

Cross, Frank, Washington, Ind.

Cutter, George, 333 The Rookery, Chicago.

Davy Electric Belt & Appliance company, Evansville,

Wis.
Day, S. A., 166 Fulton street, New York city.

Dayton Fan & Motor company, Dayton, O.

Delaware Hard Fibre company, Wilmington, Del.

Detroit Electrical Works, Detroit, Mich.

Devey, Matthew H., 353 Parker street, Chester, Pa.

Da Laney Clock company, 79 Dearborn street, Chi-

cago.

Duplex Electric company, Corry, Pa.

Eddy Electrical Manufacturing company, Windsor,
Conn.
Edgerton, N. H., 639 Commercial street, Philadelphia,

Pa.
Edgerton, E. M

,
301 Sixty-third street, Chicago.

Edison. Thos. A.. Orange, N. T-

Egan, Chas. E., Englewood, III.

Electric Appliance company, 242 Madison street, Chi-

cago.
Electric Engineering & Supply company, Syracuse,

N. Y.
Electric Gas Lighting company, 20 Lakeside building,

Chicago.
Electric Heat Alarm company, 113 Devonshire street,

Boston.

Electric Machine company, ioo8 Title & Trust build-

ing, Chicago.
Electric Secret Service company, 45 Broadway, New

York city.

Electrical Advertising & Display Manufacturing com-

panv. 134 South Seventh street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical AgL\ World building, New York city.

Electrical Engineer, 150 Broadway, New York city.

Electrical Forging company, 163 Oliver street, Boston.

Electrical hidustries, Monadnock building, Chicago.

Electrical Merchandise company, 11 Adams street, Chi-

cago.
Electrical Review, 32 Park Row, New York city.

Electrical Supply company, Chicago.

Electrical Wo?ld, Times building. New York city.

Electricity, 6 Park place, New York city.

Electro Medical Battery company, 12S Main street,

Kalamazoo, Micb.
Eleclrolibration company, Birmiogbam, Ala.

Elgin Telephone company, Elgin, 111.

Empire China Works, 144 Green street, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Empire Gold & Silver Plating Works, 75 Nassau street,

New York city.

Engineering Equipment company, 143 Liberty street.

New York city.

Eureka Electric company, iS Broadway, New York
city.

Eureka Tempered Copper company. Northeast, Erie

county, Pa.

Excelsior Electric company, 42 Broad street, New York
city.

Field Engineering company, 143 Liberty street. New
York city.

Fibre Pipe company, Mechanicsville, N. Y.

Ford Washburn Storelectro company, Cleveland, O.

Franklin Electric Appliance company, 141 Milk street,

Boston.

French, H. W. & John Warren, S33 Exchange building,

Boston.
Fort Wayne Electric company. Fort Wayne, Ind,

General Electric company, New York and Boston.

Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph company, 901 Ash-
land block, Chicago.
Germania Electric company, 620 Atlantic avenue, Bos-

ton.

Goodwin, F. O., 53d and Yalusing avenue, Philadelphia,

Gray, Elisha, Highland Park, III.

Great Western Electric Supply company, 195 South

Canal street, Chicago.

Greeley, E. S. & Co., 587 Day street, New York city.

Guiiiaume, Alfred^ 215 Dearborn street, Chicago.

Hall, Chas. Fred, New Grand hotel, Plymouth place,

Chicago.
Hanson & VanWinkle Electric company, 35 and 37

South Cenal street, Chicago.

Heisler Electric company, Drexel building, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Hirlimann, Chas, J., ii? MacDougal street, New
York city.

Holmes, Nathaniel L,, Delta Upsilon house, Ann
Arbor, Mich,

Hope Electric Appliance company, Providence, R. 1.

Hornell Iron Works, Hornellsville, N. Y.
Houlehan, James, 49 North Clark street. Chicago.
Huestis, Chas. D. C, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Illinois Alloy company, 41 Portland block, Chicago.

India Rubber Comb company, 9 Mercer street, New
York city.

Indiana Insulated Wire & Rubber company, Jonesboro,
Ind.

Interior Conduit & Insulation company, 42 Broad street,

New York city.

International Electric Railway company, Commerce
building, Chicago.

Jenney Electric Motor company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Johns Manufacturing company, H. W., 87 Maiden
Lane, New York city.

Johnson Electric company, Cleveland, O.

Kirwan Electric Indicator company. W^ilkesbarre, Pa.

K.A.P. Electric Novelty company. South Second street.

La Crosse, Wis.

Lang, J., & Co., 44 Michigan street, Chicago.

La Roche Electric Works, 116 North Sixth street, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

Leatheroid Manufacturing company, Kennebunk, Me.
Le Clanche Battery company, iii East One Hundred

Thirty first street, New York city.

Manhattan Electric Supply company,36 Cortlandt street,

New York city.

Mason, Jas. H., 120 Park avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Marcus, Wm. N., 218 North Second street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Mather, A. C, 169 Adams street, Chicago.
Mather Electric company, 9 Metropolitan block, Chi-

cago.

McCaskey, Alfred S., and J. A. Ellis, Union Club, Chi-
cago.

Mclntire company, C, 13 Franklin street, Newark,
N.J.
Moore, Alfred F., 200 North Third street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Municipal Fire & Police Telegraph, Highlands, Mass.
Munson Belting company, 36 South Canal street, Chi-

cago.

Munson Lightning Conductor company, Indianapolis,
Ind.

National Carbon company, Cleveland, O.
National Electrical Manufacturing company, Eau

Claire, Wis.
New England Butt company. Providence. R. I.

New York & London Electric association, 1021 Main
street, Kansas City, Mo.
New York Insulated Wire company, 15 Cortlandt street.

New York city.

Newman Clock Manufacturing company, 134 Van
Euren street, Chicago.
North American Electric company, 14 Ann street, New

York city.

Norwich Insulated Wire company, 112 Green street.

New York city.

Owen, Dr. A., 201 State street, Chicago.

Page Belting company, 165 Lake street, Chicago.
Paiste, H. T.. i2oi Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pennock Battery Electric Light & Improvement com-
pany, 334 Dearborn street, Chicago.

Perry & Runlett, 25 Stickney street, West Lynn, Mass.
Perkins, Frank C., 103 East State street, Iihica, N. Y.

Perkins Electric Lamp company, Metropolitan block,

Chicago.
Phelps, A. H., M, D., Glens Falls, N. Y.
Phcenix Glass company, 43 Sixth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

Powell, Wm., Co,, Spring Grove avenue, Cincinnati, O.
Pratt-Electro Medical Supply company, 75 Madison

street, Chicago.
Praul Rotary Steam Engine company, 216 South Seventh

street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pulvermacher Galvanic company, Cincinnati, O.
Pumpelly, Jas. K., 205 South Canal street, Chicago.

Queen & Co., Jas. W., 924 Chestnut street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Quin, J. B., 521 Fifth avenue, Louisville. Ky.
Quinby, Wm. C, 326 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

Railway Equipment company, Pullman building, Chi-

cago.
Rauscher, John, 134 Concord street, W. St. Paul,

Minn,
Revell, Alex., Wabash avenue and Adams street, Chi-

cago.

Rich, Chas. Clayton, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. (Rich Electric

Heating company;.
Ries Electric Specialty company, Eutaw and Baltimore

streets, Baltimore, Md.
Kies, Elias E., corner of Baltimore and Eutaw streets,

Baltimore, Md.
Riker Electric Motor company, 45 York street, Brook-

lyn. N. Y.
Ringler, F. A , & Co., 21 Barclay street,'New York city.

Robinson Machine company, Altoona, Pa.

Roessler &: Hasslscher Chemical company, 73 Pine
street, New York city.

Rogers, J, Harris, Bladensburg, Md.
Rosseau's Electric Work^, 310 Mott avenue, New York

city.

Sample, H. C , 145 Ontario street, Chicago.
Sanden Electric company, 169 La Salle street, Chicago.
Sarony, H. J., 4 Liberty square, Boston.

Schieren, Chas. A, & Co., 46 South Canal street, Chi-
cago.

Short Electric Railway company. Cleveland, O.
Sigler, Jas. O., Paterson, N. J.

Standard Paint company, 2 Liberty street. New York
city.

Standard Underground Cable company, Westinghcuse
building, Pittsburg, Pa.

Standard Electric Signal company. Rochester, N. Y.
Standard Battery company, 324 Dearborn street, Chi-

cago.

Stanley Electrical Manufacturing company, Pittsfield,

Mass.
Steward Manufacturing company, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Striemer, A., Hayward. Wis.
Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange, 301

Rookery, Chicago.
Stoelting, Christ. H., 62 South Canal street, Chicago.
Sperry Electric Mining Machine company. Thirty-ninth

street and Stewart avenue, Chicago.
Sponholz, Carl L., 126 School street, Lowell, Mass.
Swan Lamp Manufacturing company, Cleveland,O.

Thermc-Electric Heat Regulating company, Easton,
Pa.

Thomson-Houston Electric company, Lynn, Mass.
Thortison Electric Welding company, Fiske building,

Boston.
Ticonderoga Machine company, Ticonderoga, N. Y.
Tate, 209 West Van Buren street, Chicago.
Thompson & Robertson, 258 Broadway, New York city.

Todd. John T., Newman, 111.

Tompkins, Mrs. Jennie E., 2408 Wabash avenue, Chi-
cago.

Tropical American Telephone company, 15 Cortlandt
street. New York city.

Union Electrical Works, 207 Canal street, Chicago.
Utica Electrical Manufacturing & Supply comoany,

Utica, N. Y.

Vail, Stephen, 18 Cortlandt street. New York city.

Viaduct Manufacturing company, German and Charles
streets, Baltimore, Md.

Vetter, J, C. & Co., 214 East Forty-seventh street. New
York city.

Waddell-Entz company, Bridgeport, Conn.
Waterhouse Bros., 302 Asylum street, Hartford, Conn.
Washburn &; Moen Manufacturing company, Worcester,

Mass.
Webb, Dr. G. F., 251 Arcade, Cleveland, O.
Western Electric company, 327 Clinton street, Chicago. .

Western Electrician, 6 Lakeside building, Chicago.
Weston Electrical Instrument company, 114 Williams

street, Newark, N. J.
Western Union Telegraph company, Chicago.
Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

Weston, Wm. H & Co, 830 Filbert street, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Wiesinfeld, Robert .S, 2 South Holliday street, Balti-

more, Md.
Wing, L. J., 126 Liberty street. New York city.

Woods, Granville T., 136 Liberty street, Ntw York city.

Writing Telephone company, P. O. 1322, New York
city.

Zucker & Levett Chemical company, 40 Murray street,

New York city.

Chief Barrett and Secretary Hornsby will remove their

offices to the electricity building in a day or two. Rooms
on the second floor adjoining the hemicycle, are now being

fitted up.

A Remarkable Telegraphic Record.

All through the Mississippi valley telegraph wires were

down in all directions on Friday of last week, owing to a

severe storm. Reports from towns in Iowa and the North-

west were received in the Chicago offices by mail. The
rush of accumulated business on Saturday, when the wires

were brought up again, was the cause of a remarkable

record in the Postal office. One operator, E. D. Williams,

handled 326 messages from Minneapolis in three hours

and fifty minutes. This is an average of one message for

every 42.3 seconds—a record that is believed to stand un-

equaled.

Electrolytic Refining of Copper.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:
I have just noticed in L"Industrie Electriquc of October

25, 1S92, an article on electro-metallurgy, in which a
reference is made to my paper on '^Electrolytic Refining of
Copper in the United States."
Your French contemporary gives the data on electric

power and output as stated by me for the United States,

but says that this represents the output for the whole
world, "Dans le monde entier." while it should read,
"Dans les Etats Unis," Very truly yours,
Chicago, Nov. 14, 1S92. F. B. Badt.

New Orleans was thrown into absolute darkness on the
night of November 8th, the electric light workers deciding
to strike out of sympathy with their fellow strikers, and
the Louisiana company, which does the street lighting,

having no force to trim its lights. Representatives of the

company wrote to the mayor suggesting that the police

trim the lights, but no action was taken in the matter.
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Lamp Litigation Continued.
In the United States Circuit Court at New Yorl: last

week, the incandescent lamp litigation was continued,

Judge Brown granting a preliminary injunction against the

Sawyer-Man company, restraining it from manufacturing

incandeacent electric lamp5. The injuQCtion was stayed,

however, until December 6th, or until such other time as

the matter maybe brought up before the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for decision.

The action was brought by the Edison interests to re-

strain the Westinghouse interests from manufacturing in-

candescent lamps. The injunction is asked under the

recent decision of the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals against the United States Electric Light company,

which was a part of the Westinghouse system. Since

this judgment, so the plaintiffs in the present action

allege, the United States company has gone out of the

business of making incandescent lamps, but it has turned

all its interests in this direction over to the Sawyer-Man

company, another branch of the Westinghouse company.

This latter corporation is now making all the lamps for

the other Westinghouse companies, it is alleged, and the

Edison people ask that the Sawyer-Man company be en-

joined from following this course until the case may be

heard on its merits in a suit for a permanent injunction

and an assessment of damages.

Considerable interest has been manifested in the case

owing to the fact that the defense has raised an entirely

new claim for consideratioD, viz. ; that the Edisoa patents

are controlled by a "trust." It is claimed that in view of

this fact the plaintiSs have no legal standing in court? The

Westinghouse interests ask that the court order the plaint-

iffs to supply the defendant lamps at market prices.

Telephoning Under Lake Michigan.
Doubtless many people are curious to know the manner

in which communication will be carried on between the

Chicago water works office and the crib 'our miles out in

Lake Michigan. A visit to the mouth of the four-mile

tunnel just being completed by Mr. Onderdonk will reveal

1 A^ ill-

^mmi l4i«waH mm^')Bi''_'rz

- ^y*§^^^' K:
TELEPHONING UNDER LAKE MICHIGAN.

the means through which the lonely occupants of the far-

away little house out in the lake will be kept, through the

telephone, practicaily speaking, in touch with those in the

heart of the great city. The immense reel of submarine

cable shown in the accompanying cut almost tells its own

story. This cable, which was furnished to the city by F.

W. Gushing, general western agent for Day's kerite wire

and cables, is said to be the longest armored submarine

cable ever brought to Chicago. It is four and one-half

miles long, in one piece, and weighs 33,000 pounds. It

is composed of three No. 16 B. & S. conductors insula-

ted with 7-32 kerite insulation, juted and protected with

an armor of 15 No. 8 galvanized iron wire. This cable

is now being placed in the tunnel, 90 feet under the bed

of the lake, requiring the services of 50 men to place it in

position. Great difhculty was experienced in finding a flat

car strong enough to transport the cable from the kerite

company's factory at Seymour, Conn. The first car broke

down in transit, but the reel finally reached the city with-

out further mishap._

The Only Way to Head It Off.

"So you are in the electrical engineering line," said the

traveler in the palace car to a chance fellow-traveler with

whom he was exchanging fragments of personal historj-.

"There has always been a fascination for me in that field

of research. By the way. don't you think
"

"Beg pardon," hastily interrupted the other, taking

from his pocket and handing to him a well-worn card

inscribed:

No, the Science of Electrical Engineering :

: IS NOT
: In Its Infancy! :

And ihe conver nation gradually drifted to other sub-

jects.

—

Chicago Tribune.

Oil Versus Air as an Insulating Medium.^
By James Eowstead Williams, M. D.

Part I.

All who have attempted to enlarge in the smallest de-

gree the bounds of our knowledge, recognize the impor-

tanceof the faithful collectionof facts which, though seem-
ing separately insignificant, may yet when brought together

resolve themselves into distinct and important scientific

truth. By combining the results of invesligations carried

on from different standpoints, we obtain a view of the sub-

ject more complete than any single mind, however master-

ly, could give us. Hence every item of information has
its importance, as it may prove to some other investigator

the exact clue needed to solve some long-pondered prob-

lem. Acting upon this principle, the writer now offers an
account of some experiments made by himself to determine

the comparative insulation resistance of oils and air; and
it has appeared to him that the results obtained from these

experiments are especially important from the fact that all

of the apparatus used was absolutely insulated, and that

the only leakage that could take place was through or

across the various substances experimented upon.
The relative powers of oils and air to resist disruptive dis-

charges and also to insulate alternating currents, will not

be considered at this time, as the writer proposes to re-

serve those subjects for a future paper.

The instruments used in the experiments from which the

results about to be set forth in this paper were obtained,

were an electrometer, a discharge key, a six inch spark coil

and a Grenet cell to operate it, and apparatus for holding

the oils and other substances while they were being tested.

The electrometer was a special form of quadrant elec-

trometer, designed and made by the writer in San Francis-

co, in i8S6, for the purpose of testing insulating material

generally, and particularly for determining the compara-
tive insulation resistance of very short pieces of insulated

electric conductors. Its quadrants and needle system are

similar to those of Lord Kelvin's electrometer, but the

mounting of the quadrants and the needle suspension are

different. No glass is used for insulating the various

parts, this insulation being effected entirely by means of

the best quality of hard rubber which is well paraffined.

The suspension is of the bifilar type, is about six inches in

length and is provided with adjustments. The replenisher

and gauge are contained in a separate vessel, and when
they are electrically connected with the electrometer proper

the combinatirn can be used in the same manner and for

the same purposes as the '"White pattern" quadrant elec-

trometer. The insulation of this instrument is so perfect

that its quadrants, when charged to potentials of about

6,000 volts, will retain their charge for several hours with-

out any perceptible leakage.

Before the electrometer is used for comparative testing,

it is so adjusted that the quadrants, when fully charged,

will be charged to any desired potential of from one to six

thousand volts.

The discharge key resembles those in common use, the

only difference being in the trigger, which is so constructed

as to insulate as highly as any of the pillars of the key.

This instrument was used when time measurements were
taken.

With this apparatus, using the same potential as that

used in these experiments, the "dielectric after-working"

of Boltzman can be demonstrated, if a few inches of high-

ly insulated wire are tested. The variation of the capacity

of a condenser having^ a small bare wire for its inner coat-

ing can also be shown.
The apparatus in which the oils were first tested con-

sisted of a glass cup to contain the oils and two circular

brass disks, parallel to each other, which were immersed
in the oil and between which layers of oil could be formed.

These disks were each 2|- inches in diameter, one of the

disks, the lower, being fixed and the other, the upper, mov-
able. The movable disk was soldered to the end of an adjust-

able screw passing perpendicular through the center of the

hard rubber cover of the cup, which was 3 inches in

diameter. The fixed disk was supported at the middle of

a U shaped device formed of hard rubber tubes, both of

the arms of which were cemented to the cover of the cup.

One of these arms passed through the cover and extended

about 6 inches above it, and contained the wire which
was soldered to the fixed disk. The disks were absolutely

insulated from each other and from the earth, and v ere

separated one thirty-sixth of an inch by each revolution of

the adjustable screw. The apparatus in which the second
tests of the oils were made, will be described later.

The method of testing the oils was briefly as follows:

The needle of the electrometer, the induction plate, and
one pair of quadrants were electrically joined to the frame
of the instrument and to earth, and the second pair of

quadrants joined to the upper disk.

The lower disk was connected with the binding screw

of the upper contact of the discharge key, the lever of the

key being depressed and held against the lower contact of

the key by the trigger. The lever of the key was joined

to earth. Oil was then poured into the cup, sufficient to

cover the upper disk when this disk was separated from
the lower disk by one-half inch, this being about the effec-

tive range of the screw.

The quadrants, and, of course, the upper disk were then

charged by sparks from the coil, to a potential of about

2,300 volts, the illuminating apparatus and scale having

previously been adjusted so that when the quadrants were
fully charged the image of the cross wire would settle at

the upper end of the scale, at 300, say.

As the quadrants and disks were absolutely insulated at

the potential used, there could be no leakage of the charge

as long as the lower disk remained insulated from the

earth; but as soon as this disk was connected to the earth,

either through the medium of the discharge key or by
having its electrode touched w'th a wire fastened to the

gas pipe, leakage ivould take place through the layer of

I, Read at the general meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, Chicago, III., June 8, 1892.

oil, whatever its thickness might be between the disks; and
the rate at which this leakage took place was indicated bv
the rate at which the image of the cross wire passed down
the scale, i. e., by the rate at which the electrometer was
discharged.

Before entering into a description of the experiments I

wish to refer to a phenomenon which occurs when all

good insulating material is tested by means of charges of
high potential, if the material form the dielectric of a
condenser.

Take any highly insulated wire and form say four inches
of it into a condenser by closely wrapping the dielectric

with tinfoil; and then carefully paraifioe the ends to pre-
vent surface leakage. The condenser thus formed, is ab-
solutely insulated from earth, and connected with the
electrometer and discharge key in the same way as the
condenser formed by the two disks and the
layer of oil between them, i. e,, by connecting the
wire with the quadrants, and the tinfoil with the upper
contact of the key. The quadrants are then charged to
potentials of 2,000 volts or more. This causes the needle"
of the electrometer, and with it the image of the cross
wire to be violently deflected to the right or left, depend-
ing upon which pair of quadrants is used. The needle
then vibrates, but each succeeding vibration becomes
quicker and shorter until the image finally settles at 300,
say.

Now, if the trigger of the key be made to release the"

lever, connection is made between the tinfoil and earth.

A sudden "drop" of the image then occurs, which is due
to the rapid absorption of a portion of the charge by the
dielectric. The needle again vibrates, but the image soon
settles at 250, say, if the wire be very highly insulated,

and will remain at 250, thus showing that there is practi-

cally no leakage. But if the wire be a little less highly

insulated, the drop still occurs, but the image simply "hesi-

tates," as it were, at 250, say, and then passes slowly
down the scale in proportion to the amount of leakage
which is taking place through the dielectric. If the

ground circuit be now broken by depressing the lever of
the key, the quadrants again charged to the same poten-

tial as before, and the ground circuit established, the drop
is then very slight, oftentimes nil, and the falling of the

image along the scale is now due to the leakage through
the dielectric and not to absorption by it.

No absorption of the charge by the dielectric can be
detected as long as the outer coating of the condenser is

insulated. If the image should move, there is a leakage
in some portion of the testing apparatus, which must be
remedied if the tests are to have any value. This drop is

observed only when the best kinds of insulating material
are tested by the method just described. It cannot be
detected when the poorer qualities of insulating material
are subjected to the same tests on account of the rapid
leakage through them.
The potential of the charge was determined in the fol-

lowing manner:—The length of spark produced by sud-
denly discharging the quadrants in air was approximately
determined by bringing a pointed wire, held in the hand,
close up to the electrode of the charged quadrants. Two
bright tin disks, each I J-^nches in diameter, were then
rigidly cemented upon the ends of two stout hard-rubber
tubes which were well paraffined. These tubes were fas-

tened together at the other ends in such a manner that by
inserting a wedge between them, the disks could be sepa-
rated or made to approach each other and still remain
substantially parallel at the striking distance of the spark.
One of the disks was joined to the quadrants and theother
to the discharge key. The quadrants were then fully

charged and the key closed. If a spark passed between
the disks, they were separated a little furher apart and the
test repeated. If a spark did not pass, the disks were
brought a little closer together and the test again repeated.
After several' trials, the di^ks were separated at a distance
corresponding to the exact length of the spark.

Slips of thin writiug paper were then inserted between
the disks until they exactly filled the space between them
and the thickness of the layer formed by the paper
measured with a Brown and Sharp's micrometer
gauge.
A suitable spark electrometer provided with parallel

plates would have given the spark length by a direct read-
ing, but the writer did not have the time either to make or
procure one.

The length of spark was found to be .03 of an inch.

From tests made with a Thomson static voltmeter, this

length would correspond to a potential of about 2300 volts.

(A spark .026" long = 2,000 v.)

But whatever the potential of the charge may have been
—whether it was two, three or five thousand volts—the
same potential was used in all of the experiments described
in this paper.

The oils tested were rosin, paraffin, linseed, cotton-seed
and castor. The rosin oil was what is known as London
oil. The paraffin oil had a specific gravity of 24° B. All

of the samples were procured from wholesale dealers, and
were declared to he of the best quality.

The first set of experiments include tests of paraffin and
rosin oils, air, and a specimen of a well-known insula*^ed

wire. This last test was made to show what took place
when the dielectric of insulated wires was tested by means
of charges of high potential, and also to make a rough
comparison between specific resistance of this dielectric

and that of the oils about to be tested.

The temperature during the tests was 82° F., and the

humidity, as indicated by a Lambrecht'spolymeter, 80.

A Milwaukee man paid an election bet by remaining
several hours on a platform erected on a telegraph pole 25
feet above the ground. The platform and its supporting
braces were painted red, white and blue, and the cross

bars of the poles were ornamented with flags. A rope
attached to a basket ran through a pulley fastened to one
of the crossbars, and in this basket food and drink were
elevated to the platform.
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CORRESPONDENCE,

New York Notes.

New York, November 19.—The specifications and

terms of sale for the proposed rapid transit underground

railway were published on Wednesday last, and already

there have been enough inquiries for the pamphlet to in-

<licate that capitalists are taking a lively interest in the

project. Undoubtedly from now until December 29th,

when the franchise will bs offered for sale in the city hall,

there will be some careful figuring not only among

-engineers OQ this side of the water but on the other side

as well. It is said that some London capitalists are

strongly dispas^d to favor the project and believe than an

investment on terms fair to themselves would be remune-

rative. There seems to be no doubt in any quarter among

those interested that if the city could bs supplied with

genuine rapid transit a sabstantial and satisfactory

revenue would reward those whose money should be in-

vested in such an undertaking. Thi sale of the franchise

is to be practically in perpetuity, being for a terra of 999

years. The purchasers are required to make a deposit of

Sr.ooo.ODO as a guarantee of compliaoce with the terms of

the sale, and to give a bond for $2,000,000 as security

against property damages and for restoriug the streets in

good conditioa. The company to be formed must have a

capital of $50,000,000, and maybe authorized to incur a

bonded indebtedness up to the maximum limit of

$50,000,000, which affords an opportunity of raising

capital to the amount of $100,000,000 if necessary.

With reference to the motive power to be employed,

which is the question of the greatest interest to electricians,

it may be said that the cars must be propelled by elec-

tricity, or by some form of power not requiring combustion

within the tuanel. The motor mast be sufficiently power-

ful to readily start a train of eight cars, each weighing, ia

addition to its load of passengers, not less than 30,000

pounds, on a gradient with a rise of il feet per 100 feet

of distance, and the motor mu;t also be able to maintain

the same train at a speed of not less than forty miles per

hour on a level gradient. Should each car be provided

with its otvn motor, such motor must be capable of ex-

cting sufficient pDiver to comply for each car with the

foregoing reqiirements. Fall plans, descriptions, and

specifications of the methods of propulsion proposed must

be prepared by the company and submitted to the com-

missioners and approved by them before adoption.

It is stated that the efforts of an outside syndicate be-

lieved to be represented by Drexel, Morgan & Co. and

H. B. Hollins & Co., to get control of the surface rail-

ways in Brooklyn still continue, and local investors are

deeply interested in what is going on. Drexel, Morgan

& Co. bought the Broadway road, the Noith Second

street road, and the electric line to Jamaica a few

weeks ago, and Tuesday it leaked out that H, B. Hollins

& Co. had quietly purchased 100,000 shares of stock in the

Brooklyn City Railway company, which controls nearly

all the roads that use Fulton street as its trunk line. It is

said that both these firms represent the Metropolitan

Traction company. Congressman Tom L. Johnson of

Ohio, who has had some experience with Brooklyn rail-

ways, is also reported to be trying to get control of the

Atlantic avenue system, now managed by "Deacon"

Richardson.

Speaking of Brooklyn reminds me that the people on the

other side of the big bridge have not become accustomed

to electric cars. They complain that the trolley cars are

larger and heavier than the old horse cars, and while

better upholstered and better illuminated at night, they

do not go any faster than their old competitors. This is

true enough, but the people seem to forget that the reason

for this is that the cars have to go through the crowded

portion of the city. Wagons, tracks, and carriages block

their way, and the presence of a large number of women
and children in the streets makes rapid transit for a surface

road out of the question in the business district.

The electrical executioner is to have another victim.

Peter Scbultz, the young German who was found guilty of

murder in the first degree in the Kings county court of

sessions, has been sentenced to death by electricity

during the w«ek beginning December 19th. The prisoner,

it will be remembered, was indicted with Adam Haas for

the murder of the baby of Mary Werthhcimer.

W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Mii,WAt;KEE, November 19.—The papers in the suit

of Charles F, Pfister against the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way company, asking that a receiver be appointed to take

charge of the company's property and business, have been

filed in the Circuit Court. The complaint recites the fact

that the company has existed as a corporation since March

10, 1890, its capital stock being $500,000, and that on

November 3, 1892, Pfister secured a judgment against

the company for $[45,085.25. A writ of execution was

issued, but the sheriff could not find any real or personal

property belonging to the company whereon to levy.

At the last meeting of the common council resolutions

were adopted to compel the Milwaukee Street Railway

company to run more cars on Walnut street, from Fond

du Lac avenue to Washington avenue, and on North

avenue, from Farwell avenue to Twenty-first street, as

well as on Eighth street, from State street to Center street.

The council also ordered the company to remove its tracks,

switches and turn-tables frou Eighth street, between

Center and 'Burleigh streets.

At Oshkosh has been organized the Northwestern Elec-

tric association, which is designed to include all electric

light and power interests in Wisconsin, Minnesota and

Northern Michigan. The objects are mutual protection

and the advancement of business. The officers are as fol-

lows: President, Carroll Collins of Green Bay; vice-

president, C. C. Paige of Oshkosh; secretary and treasurer,

T. A. Pamperin; executive committee, W. D. Baker of

Waupaca; George A. Davis of Neenah, and C. S. Leg-

horn of Antigo. The association will hold its next meet-

ing in Milwaukee during February.

In Milwaukee the Wisconsin Telephone company is

equipping a large number of its subscribers' instruments

with metallic circuits.

The Crowdus Electric company has just been incorpor-

ated in Milwaukee for the purpose of supplying dwellings

and business houses with independent light and power out-

fits. A number of prominent gentlemen of the city are

interested in the company. The officers of the company

are as follows: President, Alex. McD. Young; vice-

president, H. B. Sanderson; treasurer, D. E. Murphy;

secretary, Thomas K. Ewing. These gentlemen, with

Howard Bosworth of Milwaukee and W. S. Baker of

Chicago, compose the board of directors. Mr. Baker Is

the manager of the Union Electric Works, Chicago, which

owns the battery that the Milwaukee company will handle.

The batteries are incased in strong boxes, provided with

handles, and can be carried about easily. With the

batteries electric lights can be furnished, and small

machinery, such as sewing machines, dental engines, etc.,

can be operated. The company which will introduce the

battery in Milwaukee has a capital of $75,000. C.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNEAPOLts, November ig.— It has been thoroughly

demonstrated that steam cannot compete with electricity

in interurban service such as that between Minneapolis

and St. Paul. Thomas Dowry's interurban line via Uni-

versity avenue has knocked out the steam short lines.

Beforethe building of the electric line the Milwaukee and

Great Northern companies ran heavily loaded trains, leav-

ing each city every hour or oftener. The Minneapolis

& St. Louis had just gotten ready to get a share of this big

business. The companies charged 50 cents for the round

trip. Then the electric cars appeared and their lo-cent

rate either way, with transfers at the end of the interurban

ride, promptly caught the crowd. It was not many weeks

before the railroad companies began pulling off trains.

They have been doing this ever since. They hoped to be

able to hold some business on the strengt-h of making so

much faster time, but Mr. Lowry gradually increased the

electric cars' speed and the railroad trains went back and

forth empty, save for a few holders of "transportation."

The companies have finally given up the fight, and the an-

nouncements have recently been made of the taking off of

the last of the "short line" trains, leaving nothing but the

through train service. The electric service has steadily

improved, the fine new vestibule cars being the latest. The
service is now about all that can be expected of a single

line. The next necessity is a second interurban line, and

it is urgent. The taking off of the short line trains leaves

many suburban residence centers without proper facilities.

It seems altogether probable that Mr. Lowry will before

many months have the second interurban running via St.

Anthony Park and Como. It would tap a big district

already quite well built up. The present fight in St. Paul

is all that stands in the way. The talked-of line to Como
Park would be the St. Paul end of interurban line No. 2.

It is to be hoped that the hatchet will be burled pretty soon

and the new line put into operation at the earliest

possible date. The interests of both cities and the com-

pany will thus be served.

The St. Paul tangle, however, doesn't unravel very

fast. The mayor has signed the ordinances directing the

company to build a horse car line to Como and an electric

line from Rice to Grotto streets. He has a year to build

electric and ''reasonable time" (whatever that may be) for

building the horse car line, which he will never build pre-

sumably. At the last meeting of the St. Paul board of

aldermen an ordinance was introduced limiting the speed

of electric cars in the business center to eight miles an

hour. Another ordinance demanded that cars stop at

every crossing on the interurban lice, and that the signs

indicating that trains stop at certain crossings only be

removed at once. Both ordinances were referred. The
aldermen voted unanimously to postpone indefinitely the

ordinance granting permission to put in the proposed

safety device at Selby avenue. Finally the ordinance

allowing the company to put in "T" rails was repealed.

Thus it is evident the aldermen are going to do all in their

power to harass President Lowry.

The contract for electric lights for Tracy, Minn., has

been let by the council to the Northwest General Electric

company of St. Paul. There is to be a 60 horse-power

engine, a 30 arc light dynamo, 10 street lamps, 17 com-

mercial lamps, and 1 10 Incandescents. The outfit is to be

ready next month, and it is predicted that an early enlarge-

ment of the plant will be necessary.

The newly organized Midway Electric Light company
has petitioned the Sl Paul council for permission to put

up poles and string wires in the interurban district. The
usual red tape must be gone through, but the franchise

will doubtless be granted.

The new electric street railway at Brainerd, Minn., is

about ready to begin operation.

The electric power plant in the Boulder camp near Big

Timber, Mont., has been started up and now furnishes

power to the mines and mills of that district.

Forty incandescent lights are being put in the court

house at Hastings, Minn.

The Rapid Transit company at Helena, Mont., pro-

poses to extend its lines from Villard avenue to Mountain

University.

C. G. Keebler is about through equipping Fairmount,

Minn., with electric lights. The business men have taken

350 incandescent lights and 100 more will probably be

put in. Some lights have been ordered for private dwell-

ings. H. C. C.

New England News.
Boston, November, 19.—The Haverhill and Amesbury

electric road has declared a dividend of 4 per cent. As this

road has been running but a short time and some of the

stock was not taken till September, this is a remarkable

showing.

The capacity of the Haverhill Electric Light company's

plant is being increased. The company have just placed a

contract for a 2000 light alternator of 2000 volts potential

and a 90 horse power generator. The latter will be used for

operating stationary motors. It will be wound for a 500

volt current. It may also be used partially for operating

street cars.

A corporation to be know as the Danvers Electric Light

and Power Company is to be formed at Danvers, Mass
,

with a capital of $25,000 for the purpose of furnishing

electric light and power.

North Conway, Interdale and Lower Bartlett.thiee pop-

ular summer resorts of the New Hampshire mountain

regions, are utilizing their water falls for electric lighting

purposes. It is probable that by next summer all the

hotels of this region will be lighted by this means.

The Suburban L'ght & Power company has won its

fight with the Bay State Gas company. The Suffolk in-

solvency court, before which Mr. Addicks, president of the

gas company, brought it on a petition of insolvency,

has declared that the company is perfectly solvent. The
testimony showed that the assets of the company were

$150,000 while the liabilities were but $90,000 the most of

which was a bonded debt. The company is required to

furnish a bond to dissolve the attachment brought by Mr.

Addicks in order to secure any judgment he might recover

in a suit he has brought in the superior court for a debt of

$7,786.60 which he claims is owed him.

J. C. E.

PERSONAL.
H. H. Brooks, of the American Circular Loom com-

pany, of Boston, will visit San Francisco before his return

home from his western trip.

Thos. H. Bibber, of Boston, well known to the electrical

fraternity, has been appointed geueral manager of the

American Magnetic-Electric company of Boston.

Carl Kammeyer has severed his connection with the

National Electric Manufacturing company of Eau Claire,

Wis., in order to branch out for himself. Mr. Kam-
meyer will engage in the manufacture of transformers,

safety devices and other electrical appliances covered by his

patents. The new factory will probably be located in

Chicago and will be known as the DJta Maufacturing
company.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Lancaster Carbon company, Lancaster, N. Y.; capital

stock, !^5. 000; to manufa-^ture electric carbon points and
other electrical appliances.

Jefferson Light & Power company, Jefferson, O.; capi-

tal stock, !j;io,ooo; manufacturing and furnishing light,

heat, and power, etc.; W. D. Packard, Warren, O.

Warren Electric & Specialty company, Warren. O.; capi-

tal stock, §15.000; to manufacture and sell electric ma-

chinery and appliances; Elmer W. Gillmer, Warren, Ohio.

American Motor Manufacturing company, Denver, Colo.

;

capital stock, ^10,000; purchasing, selling, leasing, oper-

ating and constructing electric motors and other electric

appliances.

Reynoldsville & Rathmel Electric Street Railway com-
pany, Reynoldsville: Pa. ; capital stock, $25,000; con-

structing and operating an electric railway in Reynolds-

ville, Jefferson county, Pa.; F. K. Arnold, Reynoldsville,

Fa.

Electric company. Canton, O. ; capital stock, $10,-

000; manufacturing and dealing in all kinds of electrical

machinery and supplies, etc.; Miller & Pomerene, Canton,

O.

Mahoning Railway company, Mahonington, Pa. ; capi-

tal stock, $150 000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway in Lawrence county; Geo. H. McLane, Ma-
honington, Pa.

Standard Glass Insulator company, Portland, Maine;
capital stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture and deal in glass,

porcelain or any other kind of insulators; Arthur C. Libby,

Portland, Maine.

Nutall Railway Supply company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock. $25,000; to manufacture, buy and sell all kinds of

railway and electrical supplies, apparatus and machinery;

John J. Arney, 45 Portland b'ock, Chicago, 111.

Heinze Electric company, Portland, Maine; capital

stock. $ro,ooo; to ma^iufaciu'-e and deal in all kinds of

electrical, hydraulic and other kinds of machines, machin-
ery and tools; Clarence Hale, Portland, Maine.

Emme Grcund Electric Generator company, San Fran-

cisco, Cat ; capital stock, $1,000,000; to deal in patents

for generating electricity and furnish light, heat and power
for all purposes; E. M. Morgan, San Francisco, Cal.

Bradford Self Closing Telegraph Key company, Clinton,

Maine; capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture and deal

in electric telegraph keys, especially the invention known
as "automatic circuit closer for telegraph keys;" For-
rest J. Martin, Clinton, Maine.

Jeanette & Penn Electric Street Railway company,
Jeaaette, Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; constructing and
operatmg an electric railway in Penn and Jeanette bor-

oughs, Westmoreland county; E. N. Frisbie, 29 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y.

Lehigh Traction conpany, Hazleton, Pa.; capital stock,

$10,000; construction and operation of motors, cables,

electrical appliances, or other machinery for supplying mo-
tive power 10 passenger railways, etc.; Geo. R. Redferne,

14 Franklin street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Eighth Street & West Dubuque Street Railway com-
pany, Dubuque, Iowa; capital stock, $100,000; to pur-

chase, acquire, construct, maintain, operate, sell and lease

electric and other street railways, lighling and power;
Henderson, Hurd, Daniels & Kiesel, Dubuque, la.

Like Cities E'ectrlc Railway company, Michigan City,

Ind.; capital stock, $300,000; constructing and operating

by means of electricity or other motive power lines of rail-

way in Michigan City, generating electricity for light,

heat and power, etc.; R. B. Harrison, New York, 1^!. Y.

Sacramento Electric Power & Light company, San
Francisco. Cal. ; capital stock, $1,500,000; to contract for

water and other power for use and distribution, maintain
and operate works and apparatus for electrical and other

methods of lighting and heating; L. T. Hatfield, Sacra-

mento, Cal.

California Electric Railway company, Stockton, Cal.;

capital stock, $1,000,000; to construct and operate an
electric railway in San Joaquin and Calaveras counties for

passengeis and freight; build and maintain depots, stations

and otber houses; smgle track, narrow gauge, to run from
Stockton to L-Ddi to Wallace; T. D. Woods, Stockton, Cal.

General Electric Launch company, Camden, N. J,;
capital stock, $300,000; manufacturing, using, buying,

selling, leasing and otherwise acquiring electrical batteries,

motors, switches, apparatus and equipment for use in

connection with any of the operations or undertakings of

the company, etc.; Henry Weston, 120 Broadway, New
York, N. Y

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

At Alameda, Cal., the city trustees have decided not to

sell their electric plant, but will speud $6,000 improv-
ing it.

The Kansas Water & Light company has amended its

charter, increasing the capital stock from $300,000 to

$500,000.

Geo. E. Fisher, manager of the Commercial Electric

company of Detroit, recently sent a communication to the

city council, in which he spoke of the present "local elec-

tric light combine," He advised that the city own and
operate its own plant, or that the next contract be made
for at least five years.

The Pacific (irove, Cal., Electric Light & Power com-
pany has given to the board of trustees of that city a bond
for $5,000 to insure the erection of an electric lighting

system and the building and equipment of an electric rail-

way from Pacific Grove through Monterey to Hotel del

Monte, all to be in successful operation in one year.

By the provisions of its franchise the Indianapolis Elec-

tric Light company should have been ready for business

on November ist, but a section of its contract gives the

Board of Publx Works authority to extend the time, and
this was done. It is claimed by the company that it has

made its plant more extensive than was anticipated, put in

more machinery and expended many thousands of dollars

more than the original intention. Its conduits are down
and the work of stringing the wires has begun. But on
account of the brick famine the company reports that it

has been unable to complete its building.

A bill of equity has been filed in the Common Pleas

Court of Philadelphia by Jules Wellens, asking that the of-

ficers and board of directors of the Merchants* Electric

Light company be enjoined from selling their shares of the

company's stock to the Northern Electric Light company.
The bill, in brief, states that the Northern company has
declared its intention to control the Merchants' company by
acquiring a majority of the shares of its stock, intending

then to abandon the generating plant of the Merchants'
company and supply the latter's customers from the plant

of the Northern company. The effect of this, Mr. Wellens
says, will be that the holders of the minority of the stock

of the Merchants' company will derive no revenue there-

from, and the stock will be worthless. Mr. Wellens de-

clares that the defendant officers of the company are mis-

managing the affairs of the company in agreeing to make
the sale of stock, and asks that a receiver be appointed.

Judge Arnold granted a preliminary injunction.

A man frcm Chicago went out to Cicero recently and
stole loo feet of electric light wir*^ from the poles in

defiance of the local police department. Officer O'Mara
of the Austin force saw the thief at work. The latter was
a big fellow, and, if the report of the suburban policemen
can be believed, was a veritable Hercules. He had scaled

the electric light po'es on West Madison street, near

Central avenue, and had removed therefrom a quantity of

new copper wire, which had just been placed in position by
the linemen. Officer O'Mara is short of stature and light

of weight, but he had his suspicions that all was not

right, and approaching the man with the wire asked

some questions which the latter deemed impertinent.

W^ithout waiting to argue the matter he struck O'Mara
between the eyes, knocking him into the gutter, and then

walked away with the wire. O'Mara secured the aid of

Officer Johnson, also of the Austin force, and' the two
called at the Desplaines street station and invoked the aid

of the police in searching the lodging houses where it was
supposed the thief had secreted himself. They did not

find him.

Injunction proceedings have been commenced to pre-

vent the ci'y officials of Columbus, O., entering into a

contract with the Thomson-Houston Electric Light com-
pany for the construction of the plant in accordance with

the action of the council in adopting that system and
awarding the company the contract. All the officials had
signed the contract except the mayor, and he hesitated be-

cause he imagined he would be personally liable, when he

was informed by the solicitor he woul-1 net be. The
solicitor was notified by Messrs. Baker, Buehler and
Scheidler to enjoin the matter, and set up the plea of mis-

application of funds, not properly passed by the council,

in contravention of law, and that fraud and corruption had
been used in procuring said contract. This is a very

serious charge, and unless it can be substantiated it may
operate against the gentlemen. The solicitor informed
the gentlemen that every opportunity would be given them
to sustain the charges by evidence. The mayor wanted to

sign the contract for the Babcock & Wilcox boiler, but the

solicitor declined to allow him to have it, claiming that if

one was illegal the other was. What the outcome will be
remains to be seen.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Canandaigua, N. Y., is to have electric cars.

The council of Oakland, Cal., has granted H. W. Meek
and others a franchise to build a double track along
High street in that city.

President J. S. Ticknor, of the West End Street Rail-

way company, Rockford, III., says: "This company has
been running by electricity for sixteen months, during

which time we have transported 324,867 passengers with-

out an injury of any kind to any individual, or a claim for

damage to persons or property."

An ordinance has been passed granting ^ight of way to

the Chicago, Blue Island & Harvey Railway company for

a street way, wires, and electric conductors on Burr Oak
avenue, from the east boundary line of the village of Blue
Island to Ashland avenue, thence on Ashland avenue from
Burr Oak avenue to One Hundred and Nineteenth street.

The Denver, Lakewood & Golden company of Denver,
Colo., has let the contract for the erection of its new power
house. The site chosen is the east line of Lakewood.
The building will cost $10,000, and will have a front 128

feet long. Golden pressed brick will be used in the front

of the building. Forty days will be required by the con-

tractors before the finished building is turned over for oc-

cupancy. The machinery is already on the ground.

The City Suburban Railway company of Baltimore
has secured a site for a power house for the op-

eration of its system at the corner of Pratt street and
O'Donnell's wharf. The company has purchased prop-
erty in that vicinity with a depth of 200 feet on O'Don

nell's and Dugan's wharves and fronting about 140 feet on
Pratt street. This includes all the property on Pratt street

between the wharves. On O'Donnell's wharf the purchase
includes the present Waterhouse electric plant, the two
warehouses to the south running up to the old Maryland
sugar refinery building and the property from the Water-
house plant to Pratt street. The ultimate capacity of the
power house is designed to be 5,000 or 6,000 horse power
—sufficient to operate every car line in Baltimore by elec-

tricity. The entire machinery for this capacity will not be
put in immediately. It is the intention of the engineers to
have machinery of 2,500 horse power capacity in working
order for the operation of the York road and Highlandtown
lines of the city and suburban system, which are expected
to be fully equipped for electrical operation by February.

TELEPHONE.
The various plays in the great Yale-Harvard football game

of last week Saturday were known in the University club
of Chicago almost as soon as made on the field at Spring-
field. This was accomplished by the longdistance tele-

phone. Forty receivers were attached to the circuit, and
in addition, Wendell Ba'cer, the contract agent of the
American Telephone & Telegraph company in Chicago,
repeated the bulletins in a loud tone of voice.

During one night recently the entire switchboard of
1,750 connections of the Cumberland Telephone company
of Nashville, Tenn. , was removed from the third story of the
building at 125 North Market street, across an alley, to the
third story of the new building in the rear of the Merchant's
Exchange on College street. Thenew ' 'central" was erected
during the past summer at a cost of $30,000. The offices of
the company and the public telephone station are on the
first floor. The second floor will be rented as offices, while
the third floor will be the exchange proper. The switch-
board was transferred as follows: First, a bridge was built
across the alley. Then the connections were cut. and twen-
ty-six linemen, under Foreman J D. Russell, bore the
great steel frame, weighing 8,000 pounds and extending
fifty feet in length, slowly across the bridge and into the
new quarters. The lines were cut and telephone service
discontinued at nine o'clock. At ii:io o'clock the switch-
board was in the new building, and the electricians were
ready to make new the interrupted connections. By mid-
night 300 telephones were working, and in the morning
nearly the entire board was in order.

TELEGRAPH.
In Georgia the telegraph companies will hereafter be ex-

empt from penalties for failure to deliver messages on Sun-
day. The Supreme Court has decided that it is made unlaw-
ful by the code for any pei son (and this includes a telegraph
company) to pursue his business or the work of his ordi-
nary calling upon Sunday; works of necessity or charity
only excepted. It follows that a telegraph company is not
put by law, and cannot put itself by contract, under any
duty to transmit and deliver messages on that day unless,
by reason of the subject matter of the messages in ques-
tion, that transmission and deli/ery can be fairly considered
as a work of necessity or charity. A failure to perform
the work on Sunday with reasonable dispatch will

not subject the company to the statutory penalty, and an
action therefor is not maintainable.

A new telegraph convention between Russia and China
has been signed at Pekin by the Russian minister and the
head of the Chinese telegraph adminiblration, and now
awaits ratification by the respective governments. The
treaty states that it is intended to establish telegraphic con-
nection between the two countiies, and it is agreed that
the points of junction shall be Hunchun Possiette, He-
lampo-Blagoveschensk and Kiachta. The larifif, which to
the rest of the world is the important part of the conven-
tion, provides that Russia is to receive i . 73 francs per word
on all messages between Asiatic Russia and China, 2.73
francs on messages to and from European Russia and
China, and 3 francs on messages in transit, while China
receives 2 francs on all messages from any part o( Russia
and 5.50 francs on messages from any other European
country, out of which she is to pay the proportion due to
the European country or countries over whose wires the
message passes, in accordance with the rules of the tele-

graphic union. Where the Danish and British cable com-
panies (the Great Northern and the Eastern Extension
companies) have stations, the rates charged by the Chinese
lines shall not be less than those now charged by the Great
Northern company; but if the companies reduce their rates,

the Chinese administration may do the same. The treaty
is to last until December 31, 1892. By this arrangement
messages between China and Asiatic Russia cost only 3.73
francs, and between China and European Russia 4 73
francs, while the rest of Europe will pay S.50 fiancs. By
the foreign mercantile communities in China this treaty is

regarded as hostile to their interests, for its effect will be
to maintain the present very high rate for messsges be-
tween China and Europe.

MISCELLANEOUS.
In Buffalo there is a corporation known as the Electric

Hoof Stuffing company.

A dispatch from Boston states that the General Electric
company will i^sue a circular offering common shareholders
the right to subscribe for $6,000,000 additional 5 per cent,
bonds at par, making the total issue $10,000, oco. There
is 1^30,067,200 common stock, and the allotment will be in

the ratio of one to five. The issue has been underwritten
for a small commission, which is a practical gratuity to the
underwriters, as the bonds would naturally sell themselves.
It is announced that the proceeds are required for working
capital.

A suit against the city of Chicago for infringement of
the electrical tripping and recording device commonly
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used in fire engfine houses has been brought in the United

States court by Nathan C. Ross, trustee for Elbert W
Shirk, Peru, Ind., Edward C. Egan and Atwater J. Treat

of Indianapolis. The bill alleges that the patent of Rob-

ert Bragg for such electro-magnetic devices was granted in

1875; that he assigned the patent in 1S86 to Edwin C.

Walker, of Indianapolis, who in turn assigned it to the

complainants this year. Further the bill alleges that the

city is using an infringing device and intends to use more.

An injuntion is prayed for.

The Philadelphia electrical bureau has asked the com-

mon council of that city for anappropriation of |i6S,7io

for 1 893 . • A large part of this it is intended to use in laying

underground systems, $10,000 being recommended for

Twenty-second street, north of Montgomery avenue; |2o,-

000 for Spruce street; $60,000 for completing the system

on Market street, and $26,000 for an underground service

on Girard avenue, from the Delaware river to Broad street.

Anincrease of $5,793 in the pay-roll of the bureau was

recommended, $1,000 to be added to the salary of the

chief, making it $5,000.

An interesting discussion has recently been carried on

on the subject of the first visible color of incandescent iron.

T C. Porter now describes how he tried a similar expen-

ment'with the carbon filament of an ordinary incandescent

electric lamp. Using an So volt 16 candle power lamp,

he passed a current from a storage battery through the

lamp and a water resistance, which was gradually reduced

by the addition of sulphuric acid. The room in which the

experiment was performed was carefully darkened, and the

observers were kept in darkness some minutes before the

current was switched on. As the current was increased by

regular stages the observers (twenty fiVe in number) care-

fully inspected the lamp in rotation, and every one wrote

down his impressions of the color of the filament in the

dark, so that the eyes were not affected by extraneous

light It was unanimously decided that the color of the

filament was at first very pale. Thirteen called it pale

yellow three took it for white; seven for a faint pink;

two for a bluish white. All agreed that as the temperature

rose the color grew deeper and redder, passing through

orange before arriving at crimson. The words used to

designate the final tint reached in the experiment varied

from deep reddish orange to copper color, dark red, blood

red and crimson. In diffused daylight this would be a

dull red. _^_^_^^__^^^_^

TRADE NEWS.
George Cutter, Chicago, has just returned from an east-

ern trip, during which he arranged with Queen & Co. for a

license to manufacture the Cutler non-inductive voltmeters

under the Cardew hot wire patents.

W. C. McKinlock, manager of the Enterprise Electric

compiny, Chicago, has just returned from St. Louis, where

he secured an order for fifty thousand feet of N. I. R.

wire. W. H. Ferris, the St. Louis manager of the Enter-

prise Electric company of Chicago, reports excellent bus-

iness.

The Electrical Supply coaipany, Chicago, general west-

ern agents for the Stanley transformers, has recenMy

closed contracls for immediate delivery to one of the

largest alternating stations in the West for 690 trans-

formers, amounting to over $45,003. The Stanley trans-

formers, the company states, are to replace those at pres-

ent in use, and the exchange was made on account of the

small leakage current of the Stanley converters, which was

so little as to show a saving in operating expenses great

enough to make it economical to throw out the old trans

formers and substitute new ones. Such sale certainly

bears evidence of superior workmanship in the manu-

facture of the Stanley transformers.

The Standard Electric Time company. New Haven,

Conn., has contracted with Cheney Eros, of South Man-

chester, Conn., to put in one of its new striking electric

tower cio:ks and a system of forty-eight electric dials.

This wilt give South Manchester a uniform system of time

that will be greatly appreciated, as all the dials will be

controlled from one master clock, this being corrected

daily from observatory time, the signals will give correct

and uniform time throughout the town and the works of

the company. A contract has also been signed for a large

time plant, including an electric tower clock, in the School

for the Deaf and Dumb at Fulton, Mo. This is the third

institution of this kind to adopt the Warner system of

electric time within a few months. The De La Vergne

Refrigerating Machine company of New York is also to

adopt the Warner system. The electric tower clock made
by this company, although a comparatively new thing, has

given such general satisfaction in the past two years that

it must supersede the old wind-up clock where accurate

time is required. Being controlled by a fine master clock

in the building, the extremes of temperature have little or

no effect upon the service.

BUSINESS.
The New Jersey Bronze and Lamp company, of New

Brunswick, N. }., has appointed Charles E, Grogan,

New York representative.

The Leominster Electric Light & Power company, of

Leominster, Mass., is now represented in Boston, 620

Atlantic avenue, by Treasurer T. T. Robinson,

Negotiations for the purchase of the Pratt Sc Whitney

Machine works, ol Hartford, Conn., by an English syn-

dicate, have been practically completed. It is stated the

price paid was $2,500 000, of which $1,000,000 was for

preferred stock. One million of bonds are to be issued.

The Whitney instrument has already won its way into

favor, and the Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

receiving daily orders from customers who have given the

instrument a careful test, and are well pleased with its

operation. The company's new Acme expanding wire

guard is also meeting with a large sale.

W, F. Richardson, of the Enterprise Electric company,
Chicago, has just returned from a two weeks' trip east.

He visited the factory of the National India Rubber com-
pany at Bristol, R. I., and made arrangements for a con-

signment of one and one-half million feet of N. I. R. wire

to the Chicago ofifice of the Enterprise company. A com-
plete stock of wire will be carried at all times, and orders

promptly filled.

From all accounts the new substitute for shellac, "in-

suUac," now being introduced by the Massachusetts
Chemical company, Boston, is coming to the front with
astonishing rapidity, Insullac is achieving an enviable

reputation. It is stated that field coils of large size, in-

sullated with insullac, have shown a resistance of twenty-

three megohms before drying or baking. Insullac was re-

cently tested by the Massachusetts Electrical Engineering
company, and the report on the tests will be furnished on
application.

The Pennsylvania Electric Engineering company, Phila-

delphia, engineers, is sending to the trade, a handsome litho-

graphic copy of the P. & R. terminal, Philadelphia, which
is said to be not only the finest building of its kind in the

world, but one of the handsomest public buildings in

America. This depot occupies four city squares, is fire-

proof, and cost, in connection with the elevated tracks, up-
ward of ten million dollars. The Pennsylvania Electric

Engineering company is installing the electric light plant

in the terminal, consisting of 300 Western arc lights, 10
Western dynamos and the entire construction work.

The Ball & Wood company, of New York is to be con-
gratulated upon the satisfactory service its engines gave in

furnishing the power for lighting the Manufacturers and
Liberal Arts building during the recent dedication cere-

monies at the World's Fair grounds. Considering that

the engines were taken directly off the cars and imme-
diately started on their work, the results obtained speak
well for the perfect condition in which these engines are

turned out at the shops. The Ball & Wood company was
much gratified to hear of the satisfactory work through
a recent letter from Mr, Sargent,

The Viaduct Manufacturing company, of Balti-

more, Md., is nicely settled in its new quarteres in the

Telegraph building, corner of St. Paul street and Bank
lane. The offices are on the third floor and are finely

fitted up. The ground floor is used as a salesroom and for

storage purposes. In the new quarters, much better

facilities are afforded to display the various lines of elec-

trical goods which this company carries It should also be
stated that the Viaduct company has secured 608 square

feet of space in the balcony of the electricity building at

the World's Fair, where it wilt exhibit a large line of

specialties.

Chas. E-. Gregory, Chicago, reports business as exceed-

ingly brisk. The following is a list of recent sales: Hatch
Cutlery company, South Milwaukee, 10 light Sperry arc ma-
chine with lamps, 100 light incandescent machine, 25 horse

power Westinghouse engine; Drop Forge & Foundry com-
pany, Kensington, 111., 10 light Sperry arc machine with

lamps; Geo H. Benedict & Co., Chicago, 10 horse power
Belding motor and 15 light Excelsior arc dynamo; Holt &
Follett, West Plains, Mo., 25 light Sperry arc dynamo;
H. McFarlane, Chicago, 25 light Sperry arc dynamo;
Jacob Furst Sons, Chicago, 20 light Sperry arc dynamo;
M. Lindholm & Co., Chicago, 6 light Sperry arc

dynamo; Geo. C Baker, South Chicago, 15 horse power
Thomson-Houston 220 volt motor; M. Lenard, South
Chicago, No. 2 Edison compound gener-.tor; E. Hild-

maier, Chicago, 15 light Sperry arc machine; T. C. Diener

& Co., 125 light Thomson-Houston compound dynamo;
W. H. Parcell & Co., 250 light Thomson-Houston com-
pound dynamo; Jones Woolen' Mill company, 300 light

Thomson-Houston compound dynamo; Rose Electric

Supply company, 650 light Thomson-Houston alternator;

Chicago Arc Liglit & Power company, 35 light Thomson-
Houston arc with lamps; Charlotte, Mich., Electric com-

pany, 30 light Thomson-Houston arc with lamps; R. A.

Cook, Stevens Point, Wis., 10 light arc machine with lamps;

A, L. Ide& Sons, Springfield, 111., 75 horse power Ideal

engine, 12 tight Sperry arc; Geo. H. Meeker, 5 kilowatt Edi-

son dynamo; World's Columbian Exposition company, one

Edison dynamo; Gray Electric company, one Edison dy-

namo; John Wolf, Cincinnati, Ohio, 400 ampere Edison

dynamo; H. G. Brownell, 150 light United States dynamo;
Armour &; Co., 500 volt motor; G. P. Grune & Co., Chi-

cago, 30 light Sperry arc dynamo with lamps.

John Perry, London, Eng-486,123. Electric Meter,

land.

The meter consists of a rotary circular body, means for send-
ing a current from its edge 10 its center, or vice versa, whereby
motion is produced, the body rotating in a non-uniform mag-
netic field to produce Foucault currents in the body lo retard its

motion.

486,149. Test Circuit for Burglar Alarm Systems. Ed-
mund R. Wilder, Xanias City, Mo.

486,176. Electric Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,
and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

The invention embodies an electrode adapted to grasp and
release the bars to be heated, the faces of the clamping jaws
being adjustable and interchangeable to suit bars of different
shapes.

486,206. Police Signal System. John C. Wilson, Bqs-
ton, Mass., assignor to the Municipal Signal com-
pany, Portland, Me.

486.212. Circuit Controller. Harry W. Leland, Jersey
City, N. J.

The controller comprises a sheet of elastic material provided
with protuberances on its surface, and having circuit controll-
ing contacts mounted on the under surfaces of the protuber-
ances which are adapted to make contact when the protuber-
ances are depressed.

486.213. Governing Electric Motors. Robert Lundell,
New York, N. Y.

The electric motor has its armature and field magnet, each
wound with independent sections of coils; circuit changing de-
vices being provided for varying the series and multiple arc
relation of the armature coils, and of the field magnet coils,

486.214. Governing Electric Motors. Robert Lundell,
New York, N. Y.

Three or more conductors are provided, between different
pairs of which different electromotive forces are maintained;
the motor is adapted to be connected at will between different
pairs of these conductors, and circuit changing devices are pro-
vided for altering the relation of the armature coils.

486.215. Double Snap Switch. Robert Lundell, New
York, N. Y.

486,234. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines. Al-
bert L. Parcelle, Boston, Mass.

The armature is of the iron-clad type, each coil being com-
posed of a number of independent insulated lengths of wire
whose ends are electrically connected to form the desired cir-

cuit or circuits through the coil,

486,241. Electric Switch.
III.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued November 15, 1892.

486.068. Electric Locomotive. William E. Allington,

East Saginaw, Mich.

A compound wound motor is connected by means of speed

and power Rear to the driving axle, means are provided for

throwing either the speed or power gears into action, and a
switch Is flimultancously operated to throw in or out of circuit

llie series coils of the motor.

486,078. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines and
Electric Motors. Charles S. Bradley, New York.

N. Y.

The coils are wound in longitudinal slots, the coils upon the

ends of the armature being bent so that they will occupy posi-

tions in two parallel planes, whereby none of the coils arc iu

contact with the adjacent coils,

486,094. Secondary Batterv. Rudolph Eickemeyer,

Yonkers, N. Y.

The battery plates are arranged in a pile, inBUJated from each

other, ench plate havin« openings registering with correspond-

ing openings in the other plates, and affording spaces for occu-

pation by the battery lluid

Ernest P. Warner, Chicago,

The switch is adapted for arc light circuits, the circuit being
through a pair of springs and contact points to the lamp; a me-
tallic contact piece is adapted to be brought against both springs
to lift them from their contact points, and to close the circuit
between the springs, whereby the lamp is cut out of circuit,

486.243. Electrical Annunciator, Franklin S. Carter,

Burlington, N, J., and George P. Stumpf, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

486.244, Microphone. Charles Clamond, Paris, France.

The microphone consi^ts of two electrodes at a distance from
one another, and a plastic, viscid conducting body maintained
in inrariable contact with the two electrodes, the approaching
of the electrodes acting to decrease the length and increase the
cress section of the plastic body to alter tlie resistance of an
electric circuit, and vice versa, whereby sound waves may be
reproduced,

486,264. Electric Battery. John J. O'Lalor, Boston.

486,270. Wire Covering Machine, Jonn A, Barrett

Brooklyn, N, Y.

The machine embodies a hollow rotating t-haft through which
the conductor to be wrapped is drawn, a tape reel carried by
and rotating with the shaft, and devices carried by the shaft to

apply fluid to the tape.

486,282, Messenger Call System for Building;s. Frank
H. Fuller, Springfield, and Charles B, Perkins, Hcly-
oke, Mass.

4S6 315, Electric Railway Conduit. Augustine W.
Wright, Chicago, IU.

486,324, Sign for Electric Lamps. Edwin W. Clay,

Louisville, Ky.
An incandescent lamp is used in connection with a concealed

lamp having several carbon filaments of different resistances,

a switch being provided for throwing in the resistances to alter

the candle power of the incandescent lamp.

486. 332. Telegraph System, Adolphus Gipperich, Rich-

mond, Va.

486,334. Regulable Electric Lamp. George W. Hall

and Joseph J, De Marr, Georgetown, Colo.

486.333. Trolley for Electric Railways. Augustus H.
R. Guiley, South Easton, Pa.

486,338. Electric Alarm. Henry A, Hull, New Biuds-

wick, N, J,

486,354. Electro Magnetic Bell. James J. Ross, De-
troit, Mich.

486,377. Electric Arc Lamp. Daniel Higham, Boston,

Mass.
A variable resistance is connected in series with the carbons

a yielding connection being provided between the feeding me-
chanism and the variable resistance, whereby the variable re-

sistance is acted upon by the feeding mechanism lo compensate
for variations of the resistance at the arc.

486,393. Application of Magnetic Attraction. Armand
De Bovet, Paris, France.

486,399. Workman's Time Register. Charles J. Gar-

nett and Alfred Moore, Keighley, England.

486,417. Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines.

Alexander Dow, Elgin, III.

The regulator is adapted for machines with field magnets
whose coils arc traversed by a pulsating current in consequence

of which the inductive resistance of the field magnet coils

must be taken in consideration; the regulator consists of a series

of coils having inductive as well as electrical resistance adapted

to be thrown in shunt wiili the field magnet coils, whereby the

current may be properly regulated.
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Eugene F. Phillips, Prest. ff. A. Hathaway, Treas.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

W. H. Sa'wtter, Sec'y.

WORKS,

r

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOKK OrriCE, p. C. Aokerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.

MONTEEAL BEANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works,

FOR SAImE.
We have for sale a

15flH,P.,500-M

Practically New. A bargain.

The Electrical Construction Co.,

43 and 45 Franklin SI., CHICAGO.

For Sale.
One 30-light Ft. Wayne, IS amp. 30 lamps, $750.00.
Two eo-light Vandepole, 110 lamps, 7 amp. §1,900.00
One 45-light Brush, with ail fixtures, 23 lamps.

$1,100.00.

Nineteen Sperry dynamos all new, all sizes, cheap,
1.000 liglit National alternator, new, price mailed.
600-liglit Edison, 110 volt, good order, ¥600.00.
No. 2 Edison Compound, 110 volts, ^25.00.
350-liglit, 70 volt, U. S. Dynamo, $450.00.
300-ligbt, 110 volt, U. S. Dynamo. ^0,00-
Four Engines, Automatic, 40, 60, 75 and 100 H. P.,
smoke stacks, belts, etc.

Al! the above delivered f. o. b. Chicago, for cash.

CHAS. E. GREGORY,
313 Canal Street, CHICAGO.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insniation Qnaranteed vrhereTer used. Aerial, Undergroiuid or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: *'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect,"

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially cbemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherjjroof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre^ extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clarh: Joint Gam should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jQd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAIIjWA x and MOTOR use, we make ail sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

"WE GrARANTEE OUR INSUIiATIOX ^VHEREVER USED, AERIAL, UNDERGROUND OR SUBUKARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSXOIir, MASS.

HEHKT A. CLAKK, TreaBnier and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. BUSTIS, Prssldent and Bleclrlclan.

"WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

y sexamiaEss rubbeir. wires and qableis,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Ceneral Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, lllr

ANY CANDLE POWER. TIS.^1

ii

^XTrlto rorr Z^x-loes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEX I-AMP WOBKS, CANISTEO, JT. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Bst'xxx^yles J*ree.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
K H. p. 600 Volt Armatnre, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their clase.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

Street Fixtures

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

Mechanically Strong.
Insnlalion Perfect.

IsmstdA Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
G-uaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer
for this ?jrand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. B.)

HechaDical and Electrical

ConsultatioDG, Reports, Plans, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighiiig,

and Electric Eailways.

56 Turner Building, St, Lonis,

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be valuable. You should
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

gent advice, free of charge.

W, W. DUDJL.EY & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 632 F St., N. W., Washington, D. b.

Please mention this paper.

^Mi-

50,

PUSH-BDTTON

s^sx:z^XjS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

FOR ALTERNATING CORRENTS.

Cardew V'oltmeters,

Siemens' Electrody-

namometers,
The Standard Instru*

ments.

Send for Descriptive

Circular No. 2go.

QUEEN £ CO,
PHILADELPHIA.
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B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD IlilCTRIC

FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
——^ILASCa STOBB—

-

8134 Michigan Avenue*

OFFICE DESKS, m
ItelUWSrliL "Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brassand Wire Work.

A. H, Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

The Junior

• Kodaks
can be used as hand or

tripod cameras with either roll

film or glass plates. Fitted

with focusing index and
register for exposures. Best

Lens ; best finish,

$40 and $50.

Eastman Kodak Co.,

D
A

$40 and $50. ^k
Eastman Kodak Co., BB

Rochester, N. Y. ^MH

KODAK
H

Manufacturers of

ocTAGONALr^^ Cedar
TELEmHi& Electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

lf^H.M.L0UD&SONSU)MBER(0.
OSCODA, IVIIC.H.

For the "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN/'
—Si.00.

—

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WASTELESS

J
I _j

Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

CL. _j- -^^ hee iBsue Western Electrician Oct. 29. 434 Canal St.. New York.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

Capacity.

Gives the Higliest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most eimple and reliable power for all minine and manufactur-
ing machinery, Adiipted to heads running from '^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reBuite guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

ELiKCTBIC TBAJVSHIISSIOai.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and thefacility of adaTjtatlon to varying conaitiona
of speed and preeeure, have brought it into special prominence and esLensive
nee for thlB class of work. Ail applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approzimate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogub.

THE P£LTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
li$l-133 Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 JjIBEMTY street^ - - NEW YORK,
^^Itliavlngcometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon. Intending pnrchasera are hereby warned that all such infringement b will
be duly jiroaecnted.

PiCLTON WATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreea ae above. DellverieB made frnm
San FranclBCO or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : Waterbury, Conn. - - SS Pairli Place, Ne-v*' Yorb.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bsire and InsTJila^teci ^HTire-
Underwriters' Copper Electric tight Ijine W^ire, Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible (Silk, Cotton and AVorsted Cords for

Incandescent Ijigliting. Hound and Fiat Copper Rars for (Station Worb.
Insulated Iron Pressure nire.

PATENT ^^K, l^/^TJNEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, CHICAGO, . - SELLING AGENTS.

TROS. K fiCOVTLr,. New Tnrlc Aaent

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
3By ZIXSTAT-XItO- J- 1BCC»TTS'rOZ<ir, .A.. 3VE.

MVZ 4loable-colamn Pases. Sro lUaHtrationu. Cloth Uindinji;. Typo I'agcs 10 x 7 intrlieM. Price, pOMtilKV Prepaid, to any part of the Avorld, !$5.00.

3d. When, from the comple-xity of the apparatus, or from other conThis Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Encyclopaedia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a Short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Oross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

OliEARNESB, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they

shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no

training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building;, Chicago, Illinois.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEl^E.BRAXSD "WAXEK WHEEL, as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, bigh Sipeed
and fi^'reat Efficiency, and large Capacityforitsdiameter,
being double the Po^wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect gfuaranteed.
SEI\I> FOR CAXAEOdlE ANU PARXI€(Jt.ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTORXURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them. "^

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

I^£:i3 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

vm^Sl^U'oEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*^IIi.^%v.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The most complete of its

kind ever published.

Sent Free to Any Address.

Wears
In the West for fl£C-
niCAL BOOKS, and iill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, onrecelptof price.

Eleclrician Pablishing Co-.
6 Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB KliECTBICAIi USES;

CJ^mphite Bods of Various Iieneths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Hraphite Boxes and Crucibles, Beslstlng Heats

of 4,000 I>eg:rees. Inquiries tUadly Ansfrered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr<te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaoo K. Second street, ST. I,OlJIS.

TRANSMISSION 0^ POWER
BV SIANIliLA BOPE.

Copiously illuBtrated and described in catalogne

justiBBued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of PoleB. Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, MicK

THOMAS G. SMITH, JR., M. E.,

CONSULTING ENGINEER.
The design and superintendence of the erection of Electric Light and Power plants, and

the equipment of buildings with necessary machinery. Correspondence solicited.

I 1 Hammond Building, - CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperea shnnt wound TJ. S. Dynamos.
Two 200-amperes shunt wound V. S. Dynamos.
Two oOO-ligtit T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Bheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-!ight Americaa 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lisht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000-c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armiogton and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

I, sES&s m. a mm co.,

7* CORTIiASfBT ST„ 51. Y.

.HAWAVT
fFVSEWIRE
tOMPANY

S5 WATER 5T BOJTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TE5TEDFVJE WIRES UNKS
iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LISTS

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tie SoMioi of tlie ProMem of Safe GnariliDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever porpoee employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR AHD UHDERGRODND

CO^TIDTJI'TS
MANTTFACTUHED BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinni/c. 5 B27 to 631 W. 34th St.,
VWQHKS.

^ 525 ,j 528 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., New Tort

ThOB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 226 Pearl St., Bnffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rocheater, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walkdf & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co.. JPittaburgh, Pa.

• Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

AANUrACTURERS

4JHP
ORGANIZED <88:.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

Arc Laaps

AN -)

ESTABLISHED
[

EACT: J

rSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAnP THAT
WORKS SATlSrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UHITT BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELCPMONC BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAKLT ADAPTED TO DEITING

ElGctric Light and Powor Stations
'. i On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineaa of motion and easy working pate, the con-
"* atruction of which makes it the most Bensltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

4 SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. lllll.l,S A TEMPI.E.

i

DAYTON. OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for mtikirig them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinp; pates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy reRulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feel. Write us fur tint! i>ampblet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-

thesechrist automatic switch
For eontrolling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

\/\/ .A.3>fl"M?EI30 !—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

Daily Sales of Westinglionse Engines

DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1892,

7.

7.

7

7.

7.

7.

7.

7.

7.

e.

1,0,

10.

Phil, and Reading
Terminal R. E., lathorder,

13tli "

lith "

" ISth "

IGth "

Pittsbursh Chronicle-

Telegraph, 3cl "

West Mich. Farnitare

Co.,

H. Mueller Plumbing
Co.,

F. J. Parsons & Co.,

Cochrane Chem. Co., 3d "

Crescent Steel Co., Ctli "

J'enneylvania Tube
Works,

Dawson El. Lt. and

P. Co., 1st
2d
3d "

Nicaragua Eng'g Co.,

Adam Blumer,

Bridgeport Copper
Co., Cth (Kodak.)

Westlnghouse El. &
Mfg. Co., 35tli order,

3«tU "

Wm. Clark ThreadCo.,

United Gas Imp. Co., 25th "

H. J. Enssell,

Bvanston El. 711. Co., .'ith "

-I, E. Relnecker,

Yuan Boyer,

Yg. Y. Bertran,

Jose Solderlla Caeas,

Jose Tobra,

Rourke, Straub & Co.,

Pittsburgh Reduction

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Holland, Mich.,

Decatur, III.,

Nineveh June. ,N.Y.,
Boston, Mass.,

Pittsburg, Pa.,

Managua, Nic,

Monroe, Wis.,

85-Comp.

86 "

85 "

SB "

85 "

60-Slan.

25-Jun.

35 "

16 "

35 Stan.

75 Jun.

75

75 "

35 ••

10 "

SB Stan.

Bridgeport, Conn., lOO-Comp.

Co., 5th
ftth

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Westerly. R, 1.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Tekoa, Wash.,

Evanston, 111.,

Chemnitz, Ger.,

Ygualade, Spain,

San Felice,

Balsareny,

Casteilar,

Knoxvllle, Tenn.,

Kensington Pa.,

330 "

130 "

10 Stan.

75 "

50.Jun.

100-Comp
85 "
4B "

SOO "

85 Jun.

330.Comp.

330 "

St.10. Detroit Citizens

Railway Co.,

11. Montgomery Bt. R'y.

11. Columbian Kxposi

Detroit, Mich.,

Montgomery, Ala.,

260

130

tlon. 51h Chicago, III., 130 "

11. 1 II
<ttli '

• > 1. 130 '•

u. Odd Fellows Hall, iHt Philadelphia, Pa., tr, •'

11. „ „ II 2d II 85 "

11.
It U 11 3d II 85 "

11. First Nat. Bk. B'dg. iHt Pittsburgh, I'a., -IB-Stau.

11.
» II II ,1 2<l II 1, 45 "

13. Tacony Iron and Mcta

Co. iHt Tacony, Pa., •J5 '•

H S. D. Worrell & Co., 2«tli • Yarmouthvlllo, Me. 85.Comp
14. W. G. Wlldermanth, Poineroy, Ohio, 5 Jun.

11. F. Gla/.ior & Son, 2d So. Glastonbury, Ct , 86 "

16. TJjilon Hardware Co. Torrlngton, Ct., 160-Cotnp

17. Johnstown Pass. Rail

way Co., (kodak.) Jobnetown, Pa., 830 "

17. Rust & Mason, 2d ' F'orent Mills, Minn. or, "

17. Shaw Stocking Co., Lowell, Mass., 10-Jun.

17 Kalamazoo Paper Co. 2d Kalamazoo, Mich., 75 '

Date.

17. L'nknown,
17.

17. Unknown,
17.

17.

17.

18. O, B. Shailenberger,

18. Irvin Van Wie, 9th
18. R. D, Nuttall & Co., 2d
2P. Fontaine CrosBingCo., 8th
20. Roberto Law, 4>h
2J. Standard Oil Co., 3d
23. Hoyle, Harrison &

Kaye,

22. Alex. McLaren,
21. E. B. Hillman& Co.,

25. Spreckeis Sug. Refy., 64th

order, Mosow, Ru.«sld,

Rochester, Pa.,

Syracuse, N. Y.,

Allegheny, Pa.,

Detroit, Mich.,

Monterey, Mexico.

Bayonne, N. J.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Osceola, Out.,

Kahoka, Mo.
Philadelphia, Pa.,

26.

25.

35.

25.

e5th
UGth
07 1h
GStll

2d25. Otis Falls Pulp Co.,

25. Charleston Gas and
Electric Co.. 2d

25. Rob't Mitchell Furn. Co.,

26. Long & Marvin,

26. William Knight,

23. Tacony Iron and Metal
Co., 2d

26. Justice, Bateman &
Co., 2d

27. Moore, Arms &
Thompson,

28. Bait. Blec. Hefln. Co., 5th (kodak)

20. Bait. Traction Co., (kodak)

29. Penoles Mining Co.,

29. Ott, Mergenthaler «i Co.

31. Globe Furniture Co.,

31. Cobannett Mills,

31. Gaiety Bijou Theatre,

31. Nlng. Falls Paper Co.,

31. Waters-Pierce on Co.,

31. Colum. Exposition, 7t]i order,
31. " •' Hth "

31. Unknown,
31. Westinghouse Ma-

chine Co. IS»th "

31. Kahn, Lang & Co.,

31. Monongahela Furna-

ces, I8t
81. •' " 2d
81. Carnegie Steel Co., Kith
ai. Allegheny Co. Lt. Co., .'i4«h

31. " " 55th
31. Otis Foils Pulp Co., 3d

Otis Falls, Me.,

Charleston, W.Va,,
Cincinnati, Ohio,

Glenville, Minn.,

Chicago, 111,,

Tacony, Pa,,

Bellows Falls, Vt,
Baltimore, Md.,

Mapimi, Mex..

Baltimore, Md.,

Northville, Mich.,

Taunton, Mass.,

Boston, Mass.,

Niogara Falls, N.Y
St. Louis, Mo.,

Chicago, 111.,

St. Louis, Mo,,

Pittsburgh, Pa,,

EpiLOl, France,

McKoeaport, Po.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

0(>i6 Falls, Me.,

H. P.

3')-Jun.

25 "

15 "

35-Stan

,

25 "

15 "

15 '•

15 "

15-Jan.

.5-Stan.

35 "

25 ••

50-Jan.

50 •'

75-Stan.

100 •

100 "

100 "

100 "

330-Comp.

50-Jun.

35 •'

35-Sian.

10

Philadelphia, Pa,, 15

75 "

lOO-Comp.

2C0 "

lO-Juii.

50 "

75 "

5-Ston.

BOJuii.

331-Comp.

330 '

GJ.Jun.

IB "

65 Comp.

6-Stan,

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—ax.oo.

—

STJAX IVE.A.Z«.-K-

.

33Compound Engines, aggrcKatiiigSISSH. P.
35 Standard " " II80 "

30 Junior " " II60 '*

TOTAL, 98 ENGINES, aggregating 7626 H. P.

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

Ooxx-^T-exLlezit,
Xl.ella.t3le.

Write tor Manufacturers' Prices.

BeiiDg Electric Co..

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

3I3--3I5 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN y'^^^^\ Carrying Current for all In-

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Si., - Chicago.

Patent No. 481,781.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat.
Bheostats of every size and kind for Railway

and Stationary Motors of any make.
IjO-w prices. Full gruarantees agamst burn-

outs under normal use. Full legral
protection.

Send ror Printed Matter.

Carpenter Enamel Bheoitat Co.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thorontrhlv day and night at the IIVSTI-
TtJTE of TEC'H^'OIiOOY, 151 Throop
Street, Chicaso, III. Amatears, ArtisanB
and others asalsted Practically In any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and most improved
methods.
Mechanical Draughting, Mathematice, Elec-

trical Calcalations, Architectare, Mechanics, alec
aught day and night.

WjkM I f\ For electrical

nn 1 1 . A purposes.

IfllVn Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HAED RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
m SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIiB« KartaYsrt « Manufacturing h Co.^

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac '

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS.) Uniformity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
OECZO.^<3-0.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
Monadnock Building 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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Standard Compound Engine.

Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
BtriL.r)ER,S OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND. TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

-»'j * ' usjifrrr£f\.N.\id^-

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

^^: %\

"^

Compound Engine and Generator.

THE SCHUYLER
-63'2'S'TEinyC 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT PEATUBES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-outy

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Commutate Refilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send fok CirculjVE & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
111 io 117 East 131 St St., N. Y.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp I

Filaments.

'^ \ The greatest care taken in prodncing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC.CO.,
27 Beaoh Street, Boston, Mass.

BINDERS WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTINC.

£>̂

^%% FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

150

Downward Draft Steam Boilers-
Fael Savins. Smoke PreTenting,

4{uick Steaniin": and Dnrable.

" CO

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam.

Direct from the Tank.

For 4rc and Incmdescent LigMing.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boiler, ste:im,coal ashes, danger, and

almi'i.^t no attendance.

OTTO CAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for
Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators. Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Oar production is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of aame nom-
position, and are baked alike,
which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 to 156 6reeD S

Green PoiDtj

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.OfliceanJWorks,FRIF, PA.COMI>I.ETE FO-WER PLANTS FOR %AinOnRIIDV •

ELECTRIC LIGHTINC, AutomalicENGiES
STREET RAILWAY --™"^^

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
( NEW YORK. 136 Liberty St.

RRANHH (IFFlnFS' •' I'HII..iDKl,PHIA, 944 Urexel Building.Duanun uixiutD. , Chicago. 1130 -The Roouery."
I SAN FRANCISCO. 29 ami 31 Spear St.

BOM.ERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY
ST. LOUIS—M. P. Jolmstou Macliinery Co..

715 and 717 Nortli Second Street.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-T. ,1. Magni.-e, 23 Syndicate B.ocU. coN Se N S^Sg"o"r" n'^O n"-£S^S1 N sInJ

SIMPLE AND compound

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,

High Grade Antoiatic

MANnPACTUKERS OF

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two torse power to llree Mmlreil liorse pwet.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
BuilderR of High Grade

Corliss EDgines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA-

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Slrt^et. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AXXUNCIATORS <°» BELLS.
FUIiI, IiIKE AliWAirS ISr STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14l>3 DeKalb Ave., EroDklyn, H. Y.
•Send for New Catalostib. Out Angnst let.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hi^h Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty,

Cofflnlete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN T7AEEE00MS:
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York City

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric Company.
Zadison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Bailway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS, FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Sli-o-CLld. "be Ord.ered. fronn. "uls sit OrLce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
173 and 17S Adams St., CIIICAOO, ILL. 509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO. 401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN,
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA. Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO

IS First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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•^ KNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Have been appointed exclusive assents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents^ for the States o!

inois, Indiana, Western Ohio, Midiisan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Goiorado.

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a
par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamp&
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased eflB.ciency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Endorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the
life of the lamp It is compact and simple, eflBLcient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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THE REAL AND THE IMITATION.

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF

LINE WIRE IS

Not as Good as Other "Wires.

The manufacturers of Shield Brand have

never felt the necessity of bolstering up the

reputation of their wire by claiming that it

was "just as good as 'some other.'"

When determiniog to manufacture an

insulated wire for line use, they found noth-

ing to which they could, even if so disposed,

turn to as a standard.

The plain demands of the situation were

to make an insulation that would satisfy a

certain and permanent condition.

Moisture in some form or other will al-

ways be present, so will trees, so will "crosses"

and broken insulators, and sunshine and

storm. The insulation^ to stand the vagaries

of service must be tough, thick enough,

vnoisture-proof, and look well. We made

Shield Brand to answer those conditions.

You will find other wires "just as good

as Shield Brand," but you will never find

Shield Brand skulking behind that flimsy ex-

cuse for an existence.

It is its own best self.

There is no "monkey business" about

Shield Brand.

MANURACXURED ONLY BY

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
A\MO.\'IA, CO.\.\. Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, QHICAQO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PEROHA INSULATING CO.,
-MANrFACTrBEKS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile,

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE anil iWO - WIRE

CAB' 'o, to any specifica-

\fOn up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave., Cor. 42d Sf, NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Glen-wood^ Yonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Ttie Sunbeam Incandemt Lamp Co.,

805 Cbamber of CommGrce Bldg,, Chicago.
MANUFACIVBJEBS OF

INCANDESCENT UMPS OF SPUEBIOB QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE EI.EGTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
I04 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

General Western Selling Agents.

GHAS. D. SHAIIff^
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agent.

-A-o-Ei^rax^:s

:

THE ELECTRICAL 8VPPLY CO.,
Ausonia, Conn.

WOODBUFE-BARBI8 ELECTBIC CO.,
Birmingham, Ala.

IBON CITY ELECTBIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULIAS ANDBAE,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting;

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one

pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

SJ3 -317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

J«BW YORK LAMP FACTOBY, Capacity ^0,<I00 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SXJPi»LIES.

WFRIT^ F^(Or=?

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

.ocst-te:.

„^'

-^•W:
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Use Fulmen Akkestees fob Cabs, Station and Pole Line.

C. S. VANNUIS,
JHr. Liberty Street, - NEW YORK.

'~5[ Ije. rjew Cbicogo Banner '.

*' A -Symbol of Electrical Progress"
329 Tl>e*eooHer^,CJ)fo§o

S:'^^U*^?cl'c'k^ETvi^li,
}B-ins=, Manager..

The

loternalional OKONITE COMPANY,

iS^lL'^.

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New Yorko
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uia.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI<onite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Glilc*vo, Boston, PhlladelplUa, MInneapollB, Cincimmti,¥" City,

Ooiaha, EioniBTllle. St. I,oalB, San Franolaco. London and So. America,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

MASCFACTUREKS, IMPORTERS Al^D DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF All DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KET FOB CAPACITY TESTS. Llnc Material.
WE OWN AND OPEP\TE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A PULL LINE OP

Test Instrmnents and all Scieotiflc Measorement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

Hannfactared- t>y tlie

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

New York City, Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.
|

Chicago, III , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madiaon St.
|

St. Paul. Minn,,The Elec. Enuineerinff & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb., B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block
St I'mis. Mn., St Louis Electrical Supply Co,

Sao Francisco, Cal., A. C.Brainard & Son, No. 109
California St.

Cincinnati, 0., Post-Glover Elec. Co.. 215 W, 4th St.

Louisville, Ky., Smithere &Davis.
Pittsburgh, Pa.. W. H. Vandevort, 709 Lewis Block.
G. P. Altenberg. 210 Walnut, St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Rnck. Ark., Arkansas Electric Snpply Co.»
307 W. MarkhamSt.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., y6-100 King St.

MANUFAOTUBEE OF

INSULATED SlaESCTRIG WIRE,
FJL1GXIBL3E CORDS and CABLES.

goo and 30a arorth Third Street. - - PHiriAPgliPHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Astc your Besrest
Supply House
for It.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^'^^c^ftr Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Koom: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTBD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Postp N. Y.

BEPRESENTATrVES :

Julian Scholl & Co., 126 Liberty St.. New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake ijt., Chicago, HI,
H. M. Sciple & Co. , 3d- & Arch St8. . Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines. .

W. B.PfiaTgon&Co., Homelna. Bldg.,Chicago,in. James & Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tbo6. G. Smith, Jr., William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.

Hammond BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W. Anderaon, Houston, Tex.

W. A. Day, ViH Oliver St., Boston, Maas. F. H. Whiting, Jacobeon Block, Denver, Coiow
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General Electric Company,
44 Broad St., TSe-w York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston* Mass.

173 and 175 Adams St., CMoago, 111.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of Court of Appeals in case of Edieon Electric liight Ocmpany vs. United States Electric liight

Company, decided October 4th, 1892.
Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

liladelphia, Penn, Cleveland, O. St. Paul, Minn.
Atlanta, Ga: Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash.
St. Louis, Mo. Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont.

Kansas City, Mo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Omaiia, Neb. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md.
New Orleans, La. Spokane, Wash
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&Co XX
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CLASSIFIED LIST.
Anniuiclators

.

Central Blectric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enapp Electrical Worbe.
OBtrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc fjamps.
Begpa, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cona. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Scott Electrical Mfg. Co.
SrhuylerSlPCtilc Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
StaudJird Electric Co.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
W^eetern Electric Co.

Arc liigrlLt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electrical Supply Co..The
Fold Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Koapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric uo.
Electrical Sujjply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
LeclancQe Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, JBleetrlcj.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, HCaffiteto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The K. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancrard, Albert.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. T. Siifety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, Cllectrlcal.
Electrician PnbllBhlng Co.

Burfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical bupoiy Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The S. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partilck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables, Electrlo. (See Inanlatea
Wiree), CoDper.Sheetand Bar
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J, A.
Washburn & Moen aifg. Co.
Wegtem Blei.-rlc Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plate*.
Cenftal Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kjiapp Electncid Worke.

CIntclies, Krtction.
Falls Rivel &, Machine Co.
HUl Clutch Worke-
Lake, J. B..&D. Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constmctlon and uepairs.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Smith, Thos. G-, Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Blectrlo Usbt,
Bnffine Plants and Blectric
Bauways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wllcoi Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Cabell, L, Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., Tne.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Fearaon & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens &. Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, ThoB. U. Jr.

Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghunse Electric & Mfg. Co
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Westnrn Elecrrlc Co
Waehburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine co.

C 'pper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire& Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J, A.
Sperry Elec. Mining MachlneCo.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supr'' Co., The.
Hnghes Bros. Mi^. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Load, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Eauipment Co.

Cnt-OntH and Hn^rohnH.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cntt«r, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Elec'rlc ' o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuis, C S.

Cnts.
Manz & Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Dnples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Eleciric Co.
Great WoBtern Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
HeiBler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weatlnghonse Electric* Mfg. Co.

£lecti ic Heatins.
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Taylor, Goodhoe & Ames.

El<>ctric Iiava dias Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Balltray*.
Cabell, Li. H recki nridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Blectrical and niechanical
Eneineers.
Bryan, W.H.
Osborne Slf-ara Engineering Co.

Electrical Instrunients.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The B- 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Specialties.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
E lectric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CoBibina-
tion Fixtures.
Baeeot. S
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Bupplv (Jo-. The.
Knapp Electrical Woria.

Electro-Platins nachlnes.
Brush Electric Co-
General Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Enetnes, Cias.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Enslnes, Hteasi.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball * Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engm*> Co.
Westinghouse Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Ontflts.
Stanley Electric Mtg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Yoicanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms^
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlct « Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electricd, Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Cras £«isbtins* <ciectric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

€^eneral Electrical *4iiDpiles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co,
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Go.
Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d'lnfrevllle, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Oo.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Ureeley A;Co.,TheE. 8,

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Tas'lor, Goodhue & Ames.
UticaElec. Mfg. & Sopply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Globes and Electrical C^iass-
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenis Glass Co.

6raphJte Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos,

Insulators and Insnlatinc
Material H.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A, Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International OkonltR Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co,,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elect'ical Works.
Lefmann. Julius.

Maes. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
Mnneell & Co., Busene

.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Tavlor, Goodhue & Ames.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Insulated Wires and <;ables.
SKasmet W^ire.
American Electrical Mfg, Co.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing. F. W.
Gutter, Geo.
Eastern Blectric Cable Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical aupply Co.. The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Hons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washbnrn & Moen Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump t Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The,
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Sawver-Man ffiJ»«trirOo.

Steuben Lamp Worke.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co

.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
Lath 08.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

liis^litnin^ Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Van Nuia, C. S.

naenet Wire.
rSee Insulated Wires.)

Seehanleal 3IachLnery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

medical Batteries.
Partrlck <fc Carter Co.

91 lea.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

MllliDgf Slacbinery,
Becker Jlfg. Co., John.

Hlninic AuparatnB, Electric
General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatlnchoidn Electric & Mfg. Co.

Model aiakine:.
Midland Electrical Wks.

notors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Cr»^
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Wtstern Electric Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Companv.
Westinghouse Electric '& Mfp .Co

.

Aiame Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. IHfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinom.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber to.
Railway Equioment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Worke.
Wannopee Pottery Co.

Publisbers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Posh Buttons-
Central Sl&cmc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways. Electric.
(See electric rallwara.)

Rcgulatins: Sockets-
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Rheostats-
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sa\ Amniouiac.
Inule &Co.
Klipstein. A.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakinK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
KnapD Electrical Works-
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators-
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railway.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Julius,

I

Railway Equipment Co.

I Tapes, InHuiatlngr.
t

American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cnshing, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
ElectVlcal Supply'Co. , The.
Indie Rubber & G. P. iris. Co.
international Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pair ' ~o.
Waehburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telegrrapk Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The H. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Queen & Company,
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co,
National GlectricManSactDring Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mf& Co.

TroilcT Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Tl^heels.
D'ayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniTcrsities.
Institute of Technology.

Varnishes.
Mass. Chemical Co.

TVater Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co-
Holmes. Booth & Hardens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rnbber Co.
Railway Eqilpment Co.
Poebllne's Sons' On.. ,T. A.
«Ti»irrv E'cf" Viriino- Machine Oo.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
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-E;B1' a T=t3-iIS^3ai3 1831.-

WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
IiIAEEES OP lEON, STEEL AMD COPPBa,and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WIEE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

KBSOLXJTELV
FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

A.ii;^tliiiig' Heretofore M.ade -

w,.,»»irB(^VOBCRSTEB, MASSWORKS
j WAirKECiASJ. 11.1,.

BRANCH OFFICBS AND WAREHOUSES :{ gfJf'/W^-i^'.'ltid lS??^e*St« '^ul^^l'S^'-'^^Vf'

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANDFACTUKEKS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and GombinatioD Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

mFORD-WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

Manafactavers of

Storage

Batteries,
DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

SUCCDSS OUABAISTEED.

Gle^yelaecd, - Ohio.

RICH COLD MINES.
I have ID my bauds two adjoining gold proper-

ties of about 1,250 acres eacti, aggregating nearly
2,500 acres, easily accessible, in the United States
of Colombia, South America, with ore of the most
extraordinary richness, some of which carries as
much as three thousand dollars ($3,000) in gold to

the ton, and all being of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abaudoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.
These troubles have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar
t"o our own government, with civil and religious
liberty and etina) rights to all, and is as stable as
any government in the world.
Xhese mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dolla's

($10,000) a day, or over tliree million dollars ($3,-

000.000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate

.

There is an abundance of timber and unfailiug
water power, with a genial and healthy climate.

It ie proposed to organize this property on a

basis of five million dollars($5, 000,000), upon which

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

($25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (2',2C.)on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.) on the dollar,
a sufficient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prior possession to

double the amount of contiguous land which will
swell the property lo about seven thousand five

hundred (7,501)) acres.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poo*", is the reason of this unusual offer,

and they will retain as much of the property as
they possibly can, parting with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar,
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great ia the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a titlie of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

53 Broadway, NEW YORK,

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability

,

Accuracy,
Economy of Power,
Deatl-Beatness and
Good Finish.

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
S-S-RACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

New York OlHce, IBC liiberty St. SEND rOK CATALOGOE.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTOBS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

FERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ ^K?U
SELLING ACENTg;

1 <:ii'V«laii(l, Ohio, <;. r. NIOIIOI,SON, S1» Socloty ror SuvlnRe UnlliUng. WaiHliinKton, «. C, .T. U. BURKBTT & CO., MM New York Ave. St. PanI,
) Minn., If..!. UKMZ, SOU MhineHotn SI. Plillailelnliia Hil., PKNN.9TI,VAKIA MACHINE CO., SON. rth St. New Orlenns, l.a., BUCHEL
I MACUIhK WORKS, 101 Contl St. Ounver. Col., BAYWAIiU COCUUANB, 33 Jucobson Building. ChlcaEO, III., C. P. DUHUEHPALB, '135 Boolterjf

[ Hliirnlo, W. T., 1). U DAHWN 2!M I'oorl St.
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{JRADE MARKJ

OKOIMIXK A?SriieE>
Long since the standard, still mantains its lead, and lives in the hearts

of its customers. More of it sold to day than all other wires combined.
A large stock, to meet the demands of the trade, always on hand.

OKONITE TAPE, OKONITE TUBING, MANSON TAPE, COMMERCIAL LAMP CORD.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERALi WESTERN AGBNTS, 116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago.

^w^i^Sl

y/NOT

struck by lightning during the past Summer

In On^ ToA?v^n,
40 were Stanley 34 were of another prominent make.

1 STANLEY ONLY WAS BURNT OUT,
39 SIMPLY HAD THEIR FUSES BLOWN.

15 OF THE OTHER MAKE WERE BURNT OUT.

We will send full particulars, name of town, etc., to any purchaser who wishes to know
the facts, or corroborate this statement.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,

The Electrical Supply Co.,
PJttQfiplH MilQQ

ii>i.Ti<lnlnhSt. and Michis-an Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL,. lllOIIUlUl IflClOOl

Western Ag^ents

Cor. Randolph St. and Michig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Ahearn Electric Heater.

Heaters for

Cars,

Residences

and Offices,

and for

Cooking purposes.

Special Work

Solicited.

No Burning Out

of Wires.

Full Information

and

Catalogues Cheerfully

Furnished.

Guaranteed

to be the

most economical,

convenient and

absolutely reliable

Electric Heater

manufactured.

^cdi_e: rvi,A.isii-JF^.fi.c:^"rT_rF=?E:i=?^,

W. R. MASON, General Manager. PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS

SOMETHING FOR
Architects,

Electrical Contractors,
Electric Light Companies,

Electric Railway Companies,
Telegraph and Telephone Companies,

Fire and Burglar Alarm Companies,
Railway and Signal Companies,

And everybody using Electric Wire and Cables

DAY'S KERITE is the oldest and best known high grade Insulation for Electric Wires and Cables in the market.

DAY'S KERITB is used by all the large cities in the United States for their Fire and Police Service.

DAY'S KERITE is used by all the Telegraph and Telephone Companies in the United States.

DAY'S EERITE is used by the leading Railroads in the United States for their Telegraph and Signal Service.

DAY'S EERITE is specified by the leading Architects in Wiring Specifications for prominent buildings.

DAY'S EERITE is indorsed by every Board of Fire Underwriters and City Electrician in the United States.

What Better Argument do You Want?

DAY'S EERITE has stood the longest life test.

DAY'S EERITE has been subjected to the most trying and exacting requirements of both high and low tension

electric service, and

DAY'S EERITE has always proved itself the very best Insulation, all things considered, that the market affords for

Electric Light Circuits, Electric Power Circuits, Electric Telegraph, Telephone, Signal and Special Circuits where
a high grade Insulation is necessary.

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

THE BEST INSULATION
IS

W.R. , General Manager and Eastern Agent,

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

226 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for lligllftst effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified doublc-service arc

ligliting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So. Canal St, CHICAGO.

irEW YOBK I.AIIP VACTOBT', Capacity 30,000 per dar-

LAIMtPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

wfri-te: F^(or=e

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 5IO-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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CHAKLES M. WILKOTS.

TEADIHG AB

E. WARD WILKINS.

FAHTBICE: & CAETEE CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OP-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goodsand afull lineofsuppliesfor hotel and house wori<.'

CatalORaea and Bisconnt SheeU wlU be Bent to those In the trade upon receipt of Application and BaBlneas Card.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
UAKUFAGTUBEBS OF

Tsi MORRISON PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERY.

DRY BATTERIES, BATTERY SUPPLIES, ETC.

The Best Traction Battery in the World.
storage Bitterles for Street Cars, Electric Lighting, Electric Launches,

Electric Fans, Phonographic and Surgical IJse, Etc., Etc.

Electromotive Force High; Life Long.
This Battery is made by the Plants process, no oxides being used, either

mechanically or applied In the form of paste, paint or cement.

amehidah battery compahy,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, :LL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

:F*rorra.pt Sliip^rr^-ents.

CATAI.OGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,
CHICAGO.\r. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
A Dp PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO TUP D C CT*^^^ HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE I fib DCO I .

OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALEO.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturing Company,

201 I TO 2017 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Remember
the COILED filament "i^/.^ Lamp

y^.Beautiful Lighting Effects.

No Discoloration.

Pure WHITE Light, 1,000 to 4,000 Hours.

IMMEDIATE Shipments from CHICAGO STOCK.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

437 "Tlie Rookery," 611 aiall and Express Bnildlng,
CHICACiO. KEW XOBK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANDPACTtlEEBS OP

t

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES •

i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.
/ 18 Gortlandt St. , KEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE KIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.
Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Bases tor

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insuiators, Cieats,

Lamp Trimmlnss and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alllie,

whicn are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144t«156Sr(!eii8t,

Green Point,

BROOKLIS, N.T,

Utica Eloctrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, K.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HEROULES" SWITCHES for Arc anil Power Circuits.

UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
ooltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADBUPLIX LIQHTHINg ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insnlating Gomponnds,

Tape and Armatare Yarnisli.
MANUFACTUKBD BT

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liberty St., WEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 54% "The Rookery."
SOLD BY

THE SliBCTRICAJ. BTTPPLiT CO., CMeaeO.
SIOVEI.T'r EIiECTKIC CO., Pbiladelphla,
PETTIKGBi:.Ii-AKI>RE"»VS CO., Boston

And Supply Honsee Every -whore.

ALMOST ALL
The electric companies are now using

INSULLAC. WHY?
There is nothing in the world which even approaches it as

an insulating compound for resistance and waterproofing on

field and armature coils. Cheaper than shellac.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
VARNISH MAKERS,

eEICERAl, OFFICES,
8 OlilTFB STBEKT, BOSTOIT.

ITEW YORK,
184 F£ARIi STREET.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKNOWI/EDeED TO HAVE THE HIGHEST KEBIT IN.AIiIi THE BECEIKT GOHPETITIFE TESTS.

XlfCAJritESCEIVT liAMPS, 8 TO SOO.CASIDI/E FOWEK. Alilj TOIiTAeES AND BASES AXIVAYS IK STOCK..

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.
o^oes:

v^estERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

fOR TBE-

BINDERS ^'"T"^" ^^''Ti'ciAii,^ f "^ ^
^1^ on:e dollar.

HART SWITCHES., I^
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

10 AmpereDouble Pole Switch.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

Tlieiarl&HeirefflanMfg.(lo.,HarM,coi.

UTS
'Wood Fngraviiig—For MacMnery, etc.

Zinc Ktchiuff—From Prints, Pen aad Ink Drawings, etc.

Half 'w^nn.k «,.„„„„„ ^ Direct reproductions of Photographs, "Wash Drawings,MRAii Aone *^io*<^*>»»-/
etc., etched in copper.

*Vax Eneraviiies— For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photf»-Ijitliosraphy—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.

MANZIbCO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 and 187 Monroe St., CHIOAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,

242 to 258 South Jefferson Street,

NEW YORK:
Thames and Greenwich Streets.

ANTWERP:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

33 Rue Boudewyns

CHICAGO:
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

37 to 45 West Congress Street.

LONDON:
79 Coleman Street, E. C.

BERLIN:
Telephon Apparat Fabrik,

Engel TTfer 1.PARIS:
Societe de Material Telephonique, 46 Avenue de Breteuil
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANTTTACTUBEBS OF APPABATUS FOB

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, REPAIBS and srPPLiIES formerly fnmislied by the United States Electric lighting Co.?
Newark, X. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention,

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THe' LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE SLECTRICAL MFG. COMPAHY, OCOKTO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DIMCT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CDRRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parcliasing elseivhere send in a trial order for Brilliants.
Lamps furnished to eonsamers in quantities at factory prices.

La Salle Street.(CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239
AGENCIES:] MILWAUKEEs-E. G. Mullen, Manager.

(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUPACrURED BY

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

A "SOLID SQUARE. 99

Paranite Wire.

Packard Lamps.
Elkhart Converters.

Whitney Instruments.

Swinging Ball

Lightning Arrester.

Schuttler Track Drill.

Flexible Conduit.

Electrical Supplies.

IS
a
a

a

«

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
S4S IMaditsoia Street, Cliicafro.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATIOK
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

taiiEl!tlili%lit.,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

LAMPS
OF=

HIGHEST QUALITY
AT

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Lta-lit Waterhouse Dynamos,
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 65-Light Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Alternator.
One 600-L'ght United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Btush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH: Electrical Exchanif 'Building, New York.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
3Iade and Repaired.

Experimental W01 Jc of all kinds
a Specialty,

Midland Electrical Works.
224 E. Washington St., Chicago.

LAT^INUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAKKK .V! CO., 408-414 New Jersey
KaUroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE
built of any required size and power

up to 200 H. P , for all stationary and ma-
rine purposes. Makes 1,0P0 or more rcYO-
lutions per minute. Has no dead centers.

Unequaled regulation.

EcoDomicall Simple! Durable!
For illustrated catalogue inclose 10 cents

in stamps and address American Engine
Co., a Raritan Ave., Bound Broolj, N. J,

All Sizes

and

QualitiesMICA
For ElectrlCBl Forposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
818 Water Street, Slew York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Late Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD
Is the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samplee and Prices,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

AA/^ORTHIZSrOTOHSr i.'^^ J. 2

260,420 HonsG f*o-V7^ex

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 95 Lake St., CHICAGO. 86 and SS Liberty St., NEW YORK.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. ST. LOUIS. DENVER. C02Sr3Z)E3SriSEI^S.
9DENSMORE

' T^e Worlds Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

Tuo most simple and convenient; for, with fewer
parts it attains more ends than any other.
Alignment not injured either by rapid work, mani-

folding or long usage. Has the most popular key-board with shift.

For detailed statement of the advaniages of the Densmore over the older favorites,
and for testimonials from busioess concerns of national reputation, call on us or our
daalers, or send for catalogue.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New York,

SOME

BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

ARTICLES
WE

Manufaciursi

YOU SHODLD

HAVE OUIl

CATALOGOE.

Western Office :

1522 Monadnnck

linildini;.

THOS. G. GRIER,

Wosiorn Mgr.

Factory: Bridgeport, Conn.

stock kept in Chicago.

PUSH-BDTTON

SZ^SX.XjS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BRIDGEPORT, CONST.
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An Electric Excavator,
New applications of electricity are always interesting,

and the novel use of electrically transmitted power shown

in the accompanying illustrations deserves the attention of

electrician and layman alike on this account. The machine

shown is nothing more or less than an electric power

shovel, which has superseded a steam shovel in a large

brick yard south of Chicago.

This, the first electric shovel in the United States, has

just been installed at the works of the Purington-Kimbeli

Brick company at Purington, a small suburb of Chicago,

about fifteen miles south of the center of the city on the

Rock Island railway. Extensive clay pits are located at

sented in Fig. 3. A view of the generating plant is given

in Fig. ^.

The motor used in this installation is of the ironclad

type, being completely protected by the yoke of the motor

fields, as shown in Fig. 3. It is rated at 500 volts. The

external diameter of the commutator is large, with many
segments, so that sparking at brushes is practically elimi-

nated. The motor is of the series type, the field spools being

wound with a loop for high speed. The only attention the

motor requires during the day's run is in starting and shut-

ting down, which is done with an incombustible rheostat,

the resistance of which is made up of thin iron plates insu-

lated with mica. The shovel moves three feet forward on

is made by means of a special connecting piece, which can

be moved from time to time along the trolley at a moment's

notice, as the shovel gradually moves forward in its course.

The motor is suspended under the car on rubber cush-

ions, so that when a sudden load is put on the motor the

cushions will give to the whole a degree of elasticity which

will to some extent relieve the motor of sudden strains. The
motor is geared to a countershaft; this in turn is geaied

to the drum of the hoist by friction plates, so that if the

shovel strikes a stone imbedded in the clay the motor will

not come to a standstill, as these plates are so con-

structed that they will not at any time make a perfectly

adhesive contact between the parts. The countershaft is
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this point, and the clay has until recently been excavated

by a steam power shovel, the dipper or scoop being oper-

ated by an engine and boiler enclosed in a car, running

on a temporary track, by means of which the shovel could

be moved from time to time to new positions along the

clay bank that is being cut down. The dipper is operated

by a crane and a system of gearing, and as fast as the

clay is scooped up it is loaded on dump-carts running on

tramways and is hauled to the works by horses. The

change to electricity was made by disconnecting the steam

pipes in the car and installing a 50 horse power Thomson-

Houston motor, supplied with current from a generating

station several hundred feet away, on top of the bank.

A general view, showing the electric shovel at work in

the pit, is given in Fig. i, in which the conductors lead-

ing from the station to the trolley stand on the car can be

seen. A nearer view of the car and dipper is shown in

Fig. 2, while the motor and outside connections are repre-

FIG. I. AN ELECTRIC EXCAVATOR.

its track every hour; the locomotive power is obtained by

throwing a pair of driving wheels into gear with the motor.

In the generating station, Fig. 4, there is an 85 horse

power 550 volt Thomson-Houston compound generator,

running from a New York Safety 100 horse power engine.

The generator runs at goo revolutions per minute, and is

supplied with carbon brushes. It is mounted on a solid

sewer brick foundation with oak capping. One interesting

feature of the power house is that the furnaces are fired

with oil, forced under the boilers by steam pressure.

From the generating station a pair of feeder wires runs to

the bank, partly along the sides of the sheds and partly on

poles. From the end of these feeders, Fig. i, runs a pair of

bare copper trolley wires along the bank, so arranged on iron

poles that they may be moved from time to time as the

shovel demands. This pair of bare wires is connected

with two armored cables running to the trolley stand on the

car. The contact between these cables and the trolley wires

also connected by gearing with the device for

elevating the dipper and the device turning the

boom on its vertical axis. The catch releasing the bottom

of the dipper is operated by hand, as in the steam maehine.

The dipper of this machine has a capacity for r cubic yard.

A new shovel with 50 per cent, increase of capacity is soon

to be installed. This will be operated by two motors of

similar design and capacity to that in use on the present

shovel.

The installation was made by the Chicago office of the

General Electric company, from designs made in the engi-

neering department.

National Electric Light Association.

George F. Porter, secretary of the National Electric

Light association, announces that the sixteenth conven-

tion of the organization will be held in the Bell Telephone

building, St. Louis, February 28th and March ist and 2d
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Keep the World's Fair Open Evenings.

Despite the assurance of President Higinbotham that it

was the intention of the world's Fair authorities to keep

the exposition open several evenings each week, the elec-

trical fraternity and the people generally are dissatisfied

with this indefinite arrangement. As has been pointed out

in the Western Electrician the electrical concerns want

to know just how many evenings each week the fair will

be open before they finally decide upon the nature and ex-

FIG. 4. AN ELECTRIC EXCAVATOR.

tent of their display. The people, too, want the fair open

every night. The greater number of the people of Chicago

will have no other time to see the fair, and visitors from

other cities demand evening exhibitions in order that they

may thoroughly examine all departments and yet not pro-

long their visit beyond the time they can afford to spend.

Many daily papers and class journals have taken up the

subject, and they are unanimous in their approval of the

course followed by the Western Electrician in this

agitat'on. Here are a few additional extracts from editor-

ials on this subject:

Omaha Bee: The decision of the World's Fair direc-

ors in deciding to close the doors at seven p. m. has met
with a storm of righteous indignation everywhere. If the

doors are not to be open Sunday when are laboring people

to see the fair? This is not a Puritan country, whose
people retire at sundown.

Chicago EveningJournal: Electricians are almost uni-

versally in favor of keeping the World's Fair open nights,

and public opinion seems to be with them. Certainly some
of the greatest effects can be secured at night, and, when
the great amount expended on the electricjl department is

considered, it appears surprising that early evening closing

is thought off.

New York Sim: At great expense the managers of the

fair have provided for about ioo.ood incandescent lights in

the buildings and for 5.coo arc lights on the grounds, with

a huge generating plant that is already ordered. To spend
about half a million dollars in preparing to light up the

World's Fair on afierno^ns darkened by thunder clouds, or

'n the event of a possible ?olar eclipse, would seem to be

a singular proceeding. Probably common sense will pre-

vail and the fair will be kept open in the evening.

New York World: It is said that the World's Fair man-
agers propose to close the grounds at 7 o'clock every even-

ing. If any such decision has been reached it should be

reconsidered at once- To close the fair at such an hour

would compel visitors from a distance either to remain

longer in Chicago than they desire or can afford, or to see

the exhibition much less thoroughly than they otherwise

would. That would help the Chicago hotel keepers,
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theaters and beer halls to get money out of the people, but

it would work serious inconvenience and wrong to visitors.

Chicago Journal of Commerce: The project for closing

the World's Fair at seven o'clock in the evening is first

cousin to the adopted scheme for closing the entire expo-

sition on Sunday. With Sunday closing conceded, the

evening is the only time left for the gieat bulk of Chicago
working people to sec the great show. 'I'hlri idiotic policy

would rob thousands of an opportunity to avail themselves

of the greatest educator of modern times. It would throw

a vast multitude upon the saloons, gambling houses and
other evil reports. 13 it one of the most serious objections

is found in the circumstance that such a plan would very

nearly destroy the effect of the electrical display. Sunday
closing is bad enough, but this latest scheme is entitled to

the palm. That it was suggested by some enemy of the

great enterprise no one can doubt.

Electricity: The national committee of the World's
Columbian Exposition has decided to close the fair every

evening at seven o'clock. Unless a reconsideration of this

decision can be brought about, and a more reasonable

hour determined upon, the last nail is driven in the coffin

of the electric lighting exhibit, which, notwithstanding its

many vicissitudes, had promised to be one of the main
features of the grand show. The industry, which now em
ploys a capital of $700,000,000, and which has practically

come into life since the Philadelphia show in 1S76, deserves

better treatment, and we trust the gentlemen in charge

will yet be brought to look at it in this light. To this end,
every electrical concern in this country, and every man,
woman and child who wants to see a grand ensemble of

what has been accomplished in the newest of the sciences,

should send in an emphatic protest to this committee, and
at once.

Electrical Review: We are pleased to learn that a large

number of protests from intending exhibitors at the

World's Fair have been received by the national commis-
sion against closing the fair at 7 o'clock in the evening,

except on fete occasions. It has been understood from the

first that the fair would be open to visitors at least until 10

o'clock every night. Naturally, an electrical exhibition,

including electric lighting features of great magnitude and
importance, is of no value unless it can be displayed at

night. The national commission should at once modify
the rules so as to enable the electrical display to be shown
to the proper advantage, or they will find that what

be an outrage upon this large class. If this plan is per-

sisted in, Congress ought to interfere to protect the people

at large.

Electrical Age: One of the greatest blunders that the

World's Fair commissioners could have possibly commit-
ted was the adoption of the rule providing for the closing

of the gates to the fair grounds at 7 o'clock each even-
ing, and it is with much favor that we note the strong sen-

timent in the electrical trade at large against the proposi-

tion. Early closing concerns not only the electrical exhib-

itors, but all others. The former class, however, would
be more affected for the reason that natural darkness is es-

sential to obtain the best effects and results with electric

light displays. It would not make so much difference if

power was the only manifestation of the electric force, be-

cause the applications of electric power can be just as well

shown in the daytime as at night, but with the electric

light it is quite different. The proper time, of course, to

produce the best effects with the electric light is when the

conditions exist which make light a necessity. It will be
decidedly advantageous—morally, mentally, physically,

financially and commercially—to keep the fair open even-

ings, and all the power and influence we can command
will be exerted in the direction of securing a modification

of the rule.

Stationary Engineer: A recent decision of the World's
Fair directors to keep the grounds closed evenings has
brought forth protests from a great many, not

only in the city of Chicago, but in sur-

rounding cities and states. The idea of keep
ing an exposition of the kind that will be held .

'

Jackson Park closed during the evening is something .'°

comprehensible and uncalled for; in fact, a very large p
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promised to be the most important part of the World's
Fair will dwindle down to a mere side show. Several

large electrical companies have already threatened to curtail

their exhibits unless the rules are modified.

Chicago N'ews: The commission, while decreeing that the

gates of the fair should be closed at 7 r. M., except on
"fete nights," meant that the "fete nights" should be so

frequent that the rule itself would operate only to afford

exhibitors and employes a sort of needed breathing-spell.

Perhaps it will occur to the majority of people to inquire:

If the commission realized the importance and necessity of

evening exhibits so fully as this explanation would im-

ply, why didn't they say so, and why did they say some-
thing else—namely, that the gates be closed at 7 save upon
exceptional cases? The people unquestionably demand
open evenings. They have all the arguments on the side

of the demand. There is scarcely a doubt that evening
exhibits will be profitable both to the directory and the

public. Therefore, why not grant them frankly instead of

grudgingly, through a special programme, which is subject to

change and likely to be misunderstood?j
Rochester, N. Y., Herald: There are some features of

the World's Fair programme that the general public ought
vigorously to resent. One of them is the reported decision

that the exposition will be closed at 7 o'clock each evening.

The injustice of this resolution is only equaled by the

selfishness of the object that doubtless inspired it. That
motive is to give Chicago store-keepers and others the

largest opportunity for money-making while the city is

crowded with visitors. The sooner that the Chicagoans
are convinced that the fair is not to be run exclusively for

their benefit the better. The majority of the visitors to

the fair will be men and women of moderate means,
whose time will be limited and who will desire to see as

much of the exposition as they possibly can within the

period of their sojourn. The proposed arrangement would

tion of the attendance will be during the evening, after the

day's work is finished, when the visit will serve as recreation

as well as being interesting and educational. The principles

and views which would call for the closing of the exposi-

tion during the evenings would, with very little dilation,

close the grounds against visitors at all times, with the

exception, perhaps, of two or three hours during the day.

If Chicago wishes to make a success of the World's Fair,

let the directors keep it open day and evening during the

prescribed time. It is safe to say that the the evening

attendance between the hours of six o'clock and closing

time will be fully as great, if it does not exceed that of the

day time. Plenty of preparation has been made for light-

ing the grounds at night and, with the grounds and build-

ings closed during the evening, there will be little, if any,

opportunity to display the beauties and wonders of electric

lighting. Keep the fair open evenings.

Sa}i Francisco Chronicle: There are some things about
the administration of the World's Fair calculated to puzzle

the outsider. Among them may be noted the determina-
tion to close the exhibit at 7 P. M. If this is done one
will naturally ask why was an imposing building erected

to house the exhibits of the manufacturers of electrical

machinery,which consists very largely of apparatus for illum-

inating purposes and which can only be shown to advantage
after dark? The people practically interested in electricity

are not waiting until the fair opens to ask this question.

They are already protesting against a ruling which will re-

sult in minimizing the value of their exhibits, and many of

them declare flatly that unless the order is revoked and the

exhibition kept open at night they will make no displays.

The Western Electrician prints interviews with three

or four score of prominent manufacturers of electrical

machinery, etc., all of whom unite in saying that they will

not exhibit unless the rule is modified. There is no good
reason why the rule should not be modified. Perhaps it
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may not be advisable to keep open all the departments of

tfaeexhibition at night, but there can certainly be do prac-

tical objection to the opening of such buildings as that of

manufactures and liberal arts, the art palace and annexes,

the electrical building, etc. Ic would not be necessary to

make any changes in the rate of admission, for it is in-

conceivable that any considerable proportioo of the day
visitors would extend their sight-seeing late into the night

without departing from the grounds, and, in any event,

there would be immense numbers of fresh visitors after 7 p.

M., whose entrance fees would add greatly to the receipts

of the exhibition. If displays in which electric lighting

and fireworks played ac important part were frequently

made the night admissions might come to rival in import-

all, this is just what we feared. When Chicago first got
the fair, and a building was devoted to electricity, and the
air was full of enthusiastic talk, it really seemed as though
the world was going to witness the illuminationof all Lake
Michigan, backed by a display of about ten billion lights

in the fair buildings and grounds. Gradually and gradu-
ally the dream has been sobering down into a dismal

reality, and now we find that there is virtually to be no
electric illumination at all. Once more, we protest. In
the name of the electrical exhibitors; of the various con-

cessionaries for all sorts of privileges sold at fabulously
high prices; of the authorities who have ordered elaborate

illaminatioQS for state buildings; of the wprkingmen and
modest wage earners of America; and in the name of all
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FIG. JOHNSTON ELEVATED ELECTRIC ROAD.

ance those of the day time, for it must not be forgotten

that in a city of over a million inhabitants the number that

cannot or will not sacrifice a day to sight -seeing is

imnaeose. The managers will make a great mistake if

they persist in their determination to close down at 7

o'clock, and uuless they can advance better reason for

their action than they have heretofore they will encounter
a storm of adverse criticism and popular disiontent

Elicirical Engineer: If there is any likelihood—which
we can hardly believe—that the fair will close at the hour
when it can be made most attractive, wc beg to enter at

once our most emphatic protest against any such proceed-
ing, and, if it is insisted on, we advise dynamo and lamp
manufacturers to abstain from exhibiting. It is estimated
that the electrical exhibits will run into millions of dollars

in value, and the largest part of this money will be spent
on apparatus for light and p^wer. Are we to believe that

this apparatus is to be idle jast at the mDment when it can
best illustrate its benefits as an addition to modern means
of convenience, comfort, economy and beauty? If so,

electrical manufacturers have been fooled and p!ayed with.

It seems to us that the management, if serious in such a

proposition, forget the obligations into which they have

others ioterested in seeing the fair, and in getting quickly

back home again—we protest.

Electric Signaling Through Fire Hose.

Joseph E. Strauss of Cincinnati has devised a system to

be used by firemen in signaling to engineers at fires. It

consists merely of establishing electric communication

aloag the line of hose, between the nozzle and engine. A
test was made receotly at ths foDt of Race street by the

Cincinnati fire department, and under the direct super-

vision of Chief Hughes. The invention consists of a battery

placed on the engioe near the point where the hose is

jointed. Well insulated wire is woveu through the sec-

tions of hose, just beneath the outside covering. At the

coupling of the sections of hose is a self adjusting elec-

trical connection, thus allowing an unbroken current to

the end of the line of hose. In the nozzle, and connect-

ing in the same manner as in the sections of hose, a wire

runs to a little push button, by means of which the signals

in getting a stream on the fire, as the lime required-

from the moment of pushing the button by the fireman

and turning on the water by the engineer occupied but

twenty seconds. Chief Hughes was satisfied with the

test. Hs said- "It is certainly a success. Every signal

was answered promptly, and it worked like a charm."

Johnston Elevated Electric Road.
O.ie of the latest claimants for attention in the discus-

sion of rapid transit methcds is L.Johnston, the inventor of

the elevated electric railway system illustrated herewith.

Mr. Johnston has constructed a working model of the in-

veniion at the corner of Wentworth avenue and Sixty-

fifth street, Chicago. Fig. i is a view of this road and

Fig. 2 shows details of construction.

The road consists of a series of suspended bents of,

say, 150 fc2t span, aid held b/ wire cables, after the

fashion of a suspension bridge. The cable is supported

at intervals of 150 feet on heavy iron or steel posts con-

nected on top and across the track by a heavy girder or

truss, on which the wire cables rest and to which they are

securely fastened.

The rails are held in position by means of heavy iron or

steel stirrups or yokes with horizontal top bars and vertical

arms hanging from each end of the bar. The vertical

arms at the lower end have inwardly and upwardly

turned lugs, on which the rails rest and to which they are

securely bolted.

The car trucks travel on the lower rails and are held

securely by the use of a guide rail made of angle iron or

steel and securely bolted to each of the suspended arms

of the stirrup about opposite the center of the wheels,

running continuously along the track on each side of

the trucks and parallel with the lower rails, the cars

being suspended from the center line of each truck. By
this arrangement, it is claimed, the trucks of the cars are

securely held in position and can not become displaced.

The stirrups take the place of the cross ties on the or-

dinary railroad, and are suspended from the wire cables

by means of wire ropes. It is proposed to operate this

road by means of electricity. Power will be supplied by a

trolley wire over the center of the car and between the

two rails. It will be securely insulated from contact with

the structure, and will be held in position und^^ the top bar

of the stirrup. The current is conveyed from the wire

through the motor and wheels to the rails, thence to the

entered. Many of the concessions awarded have, to our

knowledge, been based by the lessees on calculations that

included several hours after sunset. Besides that, a great

many of the state buildings have made special plans and
arrangements for artistic electric illuminations. Are we to

understand that this expense has all been incurred for noth-

ing on a deliberate misrepresentation? Of what

use would these decorations l:e in the daytime?

The fair authorities have themselves also

gone to enormous expense for electric lighting.

One leading object of the fair authorities having made
such liberal provision of current should, on the contrary,

be to stimulaie the larger exhibitors 10 new and original

disp'ays of decorative electric lighting, ard thus to

emphasize the great fact that light has to-day become,

equally with color and draper)-, an element of the beautiful

and aesthetic. We feel very much like saying that, afler

FIG. I. JOHNSTON ELEVATED ELECTRIC ROAD.

are made. The first test wes merely with hydrant pressure.

A push on the button gave one ring at the engine, and

was the signal to turn on the water. Two pushes at the

nozzle, and corresponding rings at the engine, meant to

shut the steam off. After the hydrant pressure had been

found to work nicely, the engine was put to work, and the

full pressure used had no effect toward interfering with

the working of the e'e:tric current. Inventors have been

at work for years in a vain endeavor to perfect some such

device enabling the firemen to communicate with the

engineer, and thus do away with so much shouting and

running, allowing the firemen to reserve their lung power

forthe more effectual struggle against the fire fiend. The
one now perfected by Mr. Strauss does this and saves time

whole structure, and is grounded through the supports of

the main structure.

It is claimed that an electrij storm could have no dam-

aging effect on the power wire, owing to the fact that it is

protected by the main cable and suspended wires and cross

bars of stirrups.

A speed of twenty miles an hour has been obtained on

a 50 foot track with an 8 foot circle on each end and a

3 inch wheel on the trucks. A 12 inch wheel will give a

75 mile speed, while a 30 inch wheel, it is claimed, will give

150 miles speed with perfect safety. The cost of the road

will vary in proportion to the rate cf speed desired.

The cost of road for 12 inch wheel is estimated by the

\nventor at f35,ooo to $45,000 per mile of double track.
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The Compound Winding of Generators
From a Practical Standpoint.^

By M. Willis.

The Chicag;o Electric club requested me to read a paper
on a subject which would bring up a good warm discus-
sion, and I believe, if I am not much mistaken, I shall have
struck, before [ am through, the right chord to reab'23 the
desired result.

The subject I have selected is "The Compound Wind-
ing of Geoerators From a Practical Standpoint," with es-

pecial reference to their use in practice.

In the first place we find that in all electric installations,

whether for incandescent lighting or power transmission,

the first requirement is that the dynamo or dynamos shall

maintain a constant potential difference at the brushes or

at some disiant point.

On examination we find thai the shunt machine by arm-
ature reaction alone as a single factor, not to mention the
host of other factors which enter into the equation, is un-
able in practice or theory to fill the before mentioned re-

quirement, viz , to keep a constant potential difference at

any point predetermined without hand regulation or some
form of governing device, such, for instance, as an auto-

matic rheostat. Therefore one has to look for some one of
the many devices introduced which will the most nearly fill

the requirements in practice as well as in theory. I believe

that it has been decided by electricians the world over that

the requirements are the most nearly reached by the com-
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THE COMPOUND WINDING OF GENERATORS FROM A PRAC-
TICAL STANDPOINT.

pound machine, the electromotiveforce of which keeps
constant or increases directly as the load on the machine
increases.

We find in the building of compound machines that cer-

tain conditions are assumed. In the first place we find

that the speed of the machine is assumed constant, what-
ever that constant may be. This of course introduces a

slight source of error, as in practice in a large percentage

of cases, more especially in small plants, the speed varies
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transmission of power, and more highly fitted for railroad
work than a straight compound machine.
The next case is one in which we have two compound

wound machines running on the three-wire system. The series

windings of these machines will compensate for internal
reactions and thus keep the potential at the generating sta-

tion constant even if the system becomes unbalanced, as the
excess load on one side above another would pass through
the series coils of the more heavily loaded machine and
increase its magnetic field, tnus keeping its potential at
a level with the more lightly loaded machine. Under

^^

FIG. 2. RAES NEW ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

similar conditions, of course, a shunt machine would lower
its potential.

The next case is one in which we have two over-com-
poundedmachines running on the three-wire system. In this
case one finds that however unbalanced the load may be both
machines will maintain a practically constant potential at
any predetermined point if the compounding is correctly
figured. One huodred and ten voh dynamos of such a
type and under such circumstances would be the correct
thing for incandescent lighting where the distance of
lamps from generating station does not exceed one-half
mile and where the cost of conductors on the no volt

system and the cost of transformers on the alternating
system would make these last two systems too expensive
in comparison with the 220 volt system. A system of this

kind would also be fitted for. the distribution of power
over short distances of say one-half mile for the 220 volt

and three miles for the i ,000 volt system.

The next case is one in which we have compound
wound generators running in multiple on the two-wire
multiple arc system. We find here that the generators will

compensate for internal reactions, but will not compensate
for loss in transmission. Machines of this form and run-
ning in multiple would be but little better than straight

shunt machines. One of the only advantages would be
that they would divide the total load among them more
equally than shunt machines would under similar conditions.

The last case to be taken up is the one in which we
have over-compounded generators running in multiple.

The series winding will fairly compensate in the average
manufacturer's machine of this class for internal reactions

due to varying load and also when all the machines are

running for all variations in loss in the system due to

FIG. 4. RAE S NEW ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

at least two percent., as I believe two per cent, variation

in speed between full and no load is about the best war-

ranty obtainable on the greater number of makes of high
speed engines, with which one in, modern practice has
mostly to deal. This, however, be it remembered, does
not take into consideration the creepage of dynamo belts,

which amounts to from one and one-half to two and one-
half per cent, by actual experiment, not to mention belt

slippage. All these factors of course increase in direct

proportion to the load. In railway practice and in the
transmission of power a few per cent, variation is however
permissible.

It would seem advisable to over-compound even railway
generators to a slight extent to make up for small varia-

tions of speed. This may be accomplished in some ma-
chines without special winding, as for instance by varying-
the length of a German silver shunt used to divert a por-

tion of the main current past the series coils and thus al-

low a larger proportion of the main current to fiow through
the series coils of the machine. In incandescent lighting,

however, variations of speed are attended with far more
evil results, and in only too many cases the dynamos are
blamed for inconstancy of the candle power of lamps when
it is the transmission of mechanical power to the dynamo
shaft that is to blame. We will now consider the use
of the compound and over compound machines
under various conditions. We will first take
the case of a compound wound machine running
singly. We find that its series winding may be
constructed with such a number of turns that it will prac-
tically compensate automatically from no load to full load.

For all internal reaction, such a machine is evidently emin-
ently fitted for railway and similar wo''k, as it will maintain
a practically conslant potential at the generating station

The next case is one in which we have an over com-
pounded generator running singly. We find that its series

colls if correctly constructed will fairly compensate for

internal reactionsand also for the varying percentage of loss

in line, all of which will vary directly with the current.
A michine of this class and under these circumstances
would be admirably fitted for incandescent lighting and

I, H :a'l before the Cliicago Electric club November a', i8ga.

varying load. It is this form and arrangement of genera-
tors for incandescent lighting which at present is rightly

popular for isolated plants.

We will now turn to a case in which this arrangement
of over-compounded machines in multiple will not main-
tain a constant potential at the lamps. The case is one
in which we have two' or more compound machines
running in multiple. Suppose we are running our feeders
at 10 per-cent. loss and at some one time we
have but one-third of our total load of lamps
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lamps off our loss drops in direct proportion and we have
each machine taking its equal share of the reduced load.
This share passes through its series coils, producing the
correct voltage necessary to run the lamps at the new per-
centage of loss in the feeders. When we cut out all ma-
chioes but one, say, then the total current which was pre-
viously divided among all the machines will be drawn
from the remaining one and in consequence will pass
through its series coils and thus raise the voltage at the
lamps because the percentage of loss in the feeders has
varied from 10 per cent, to the percentage of loss at one-
third load-

This case may prove very serious with no volt lamps.
On two wire multiple arc systems, for instance, the voltage
at the lamps would vary from no volts to at least 118
volts. Of course in this case hand regulation with ordin-
ary generators would have to be resorted to
and the only benefit derived from the com-
pound winding would be the accurate division of load
between compound wound generators running in multiple
and the practically automatic regulation obtained for vary-
ing loads with all machines running.
A solution of this problem of how to keep voltage at

lamps down when all machines but one, say, are cut out
would be either to wind the series coils in sections and
when machines are thrown out to short-circuit a certain
portion of each of the series coils of the balance of the gen-
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erators; or to operate a shunt of variable resistance, which
would act to cut down current flowing through the series

coils in direct proportion to the number of machines cut
out. In addition to this it would also be advisable to ex-

cite the shunt field spools of all machines from a separate
exciter run from a source of power and independent of that

which runs the generators themselves.

One finds in practice that few compounded machines
will maintain within one per cent, constant potential at

any predetermined point. A factor will creep in which it

is almost impossible to provide for in the compound wind-
ing. I have reference to the heating up of the machine
which depends on the ventilation of the machine itself, on
the ventilation of the dynamo room., and also on the tem-
perature of the outside air.

Therefore, in conclusion it should be said that in gener-
al too much is expected of a compound machine or one
over-compounded and too few allowances are made.

Return Circuit in Electric Railway Work,^
Mr Pearson, of Boston: There is one point in con-

nection with this report on track construction which has
not been touched upon, and which merits attention; and
that is, the return ground. In small towns and systems
where there are few cars running, the ordinary method of

returning the current through the rails and supplementary
wire will be sufficient unless the distance is great. On
large roads where the traffic is heavy, more return ground
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on. Now it is poor economy to run
two or more dynamos on a light load
when one can take the total load. Therefore in practice
we would cut out all generators except one. Doing this

we should fin*.! that the voltage at the lamps would increase
considerably for the reason that as at full loid with all

michines running our loss is 10 per cent, in feeders and
the voltage of lamps correct, when wc cut two-thirds of the

than have been used heretofore will have to be installed.

We found it so in Boston, and from a lack of return feed-

ers a great deal of electrolytic action was caused in our

supplementary wire, and we are now putting up a large

I. Abstmct of discussion on report of eoilimittcc on "A Model Elec-

tric Riiilway Koadbcd niul Underj^roiiiid Wiring," presented at tlie

eleventh annual meetinj; of the American Sireec Railway associa-

tion, Cleveland, O., October ic}-\ii, iSija.
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amount of overhead copper for return grounds; I do not

ihink it possible to put it underground, as it will corrode

and rust away. There is no advantage in using iron, as

the conductivity is only one-seventh that of copper. The
question has been asked me if we run the positive or nega-

tive current through the trolley wire. Originally we ran

the positive through the trolley wire, but we found that the

action on the supplementary wires was too great, and we
changed it. I do not imagine that there will be much less

effect, as it merely transfers the action to another point.

If you have a large volume of current going through the

earth, it will take hold of a water pipe or a gas pipe, or

any other pipe, and there will be an electroljtic action set

up; and in any large railway system, if the attempt is made
to use the earth for a return ground by putting in ground
plates in driven wells, or by putting them in the rivers and
the return current is not provided with a good metallic

circuit, it seems to me that the current must inevitably

injure the water pipes and all other pipes. The current

when it leaves the car goes into the ground and taking a

water pipe may go a mile on that pipe, then leave it for a
better conductor; the result being that the pipe will be
corroded at this latter point.

Mr. Richardson of Brooklyn: I would like to ask the

gentleman whether he has given thought to the idea of

using a portion of the old rails which we have to take up,

by putting them in the ground; on the basis, as he says,

that in iron there is only one-seventh of the power of

transmission as in the same weight of copper. I mean to

take the relative value of our old steel rails, about ^13 or

$ 1 4 a ton, and using fi ve, six, seven or eight, side by side,

and making a continuous pathway for the return current,

fastening tbem, of course, so as to make a continuous con-

ductor, not necessarily under the roadbed, but alongside of

it, or between that and the sidewalk, so as to provide a

proper return, instead of depending on gas pipes, water

pipes, or the earth.

Mr. Pearson: It seems to me the difficulty would be

to make a jaint. If you could weld the rails together, or

if you could solder them, I think possibly it would work;

but I do not believe you could make the joints in any other

way that would carry a large volume of current without

heating and corrosion.

Mr Rich.\rd5on: Would that joint or joining need to

be by copper plates?

Mr. Pearson: I think that would be a poor construc-

tion, as the iron and copper would form an electrolytic

element, and cause corrosion even if no current was passed

through the joint. The passage of current would also

heat the joint and cause further oxidation. We attempted

in the early days of electric railroading to use the rail for

the return conductor, not putting in supplementary wires,

ani found it almost impossible to maintain a joint of any
sort. Wh;re you drive a large volume of current through

the joint, oxidation takes place, and the joint soon be-

comes worthless. This condition \\i\\ exist no matter how
large the jiint is made, and if you used dissimilar mate-

rials or metals, a local electrolytic action will also take

place. With steel in contact with iron, the effect will be

produced in a lesser degree than with copper, and it will

take longer for the trouble to develop. It does not seem
to me practicable to use old rails tor conductors.

Mr. Baumhoff of St. Louis: Have you compared the

relative consumption of fuel with the trolley wire con-

nected with the positive pole of the generator and the con-

sumption of fuel when the trolley wire is connected with

the negative pole of the generator?

Mr. Pearson: Xo, sir, we have not; it would be rather

a difficult thing to do. I cannot see why it should make
any difference, as the total resistance of the circuit is

equal to the sum of the resistance of the various parts, and
the loss in potential is proportional to the toral resistance.

I do not see what difference it could make whether the re-

sistance is greater on the negative or positive side of the

circuit; it is merely a question of driving the current

through a certain resistance.

Mr. Ramsey of Pittsburg: I would like to ask Mr.

Pearson in this connection whether or not he thinks it

worth while to consider the use of old cables, discarded

from cable roads, for the purpose mentioned ? They
weigh about two pounds to the foot, or about five or six

tons to the mile, and may be purchased at about $50 per

mile.

Mr. Pearson: We used considerable cable, old steel

and iron cable in getting across the rivers and connecting

our supplementary wires from one side of the track to the

other, but it cuts away very fast. For instance, in one

place we put in seven ropes or cables, and soldered the

joints thoroughly at each end, and in less than four months

they were entirely gone. If you had soil which was com-
paratively dry and sandy it might do for a time; in a place

where the soil was moist and salty I doubt whether you

would get enough life out of it to pay for putting it down,
Mr. Richardson: There was one thing the gentleman

referred to I would like to know, why there should be any
more diffictilty because of using copper plates and rivets in

connecting the rails for a mile or less in length; for in-

stance, laying eight center-bearing rails, each thirty feet

iong, and connecting them as specified, why should there

be any more destructive electrjiytic action between the

copper and iron than there is with the copper bond wires

which are used to connect our rails together on the sur-

face?
Mr. Pearson: I think, as a rule, in track construction

to-day we use supplementary wires as well as bond wires

on the rails; the former having a low resistance as com-

pared with the bond w:-es and joints, the greater current

passes on the supplementary wire and does not go through

the joint. If you cut the supplementary wire and compel

all the current to pass through the bond wire there will be

trouble, but as long as )'0U have a good supplementary

conductor, so that the current does not pass through the

bond wire, the joint will remain cool, and there i^ no great

tendency to oxidation, especially if tinned rivets are.used.

F. S. Holmes of Xew York: I asked an experienced

engineer, a pioneer, I believe, in street railroad work,
some days ago, what was his experience in grcuLd plates,

and he said that, in case theie was a sufficient tunber
of ground plates along the line, he found that the

current divided about equally between the rail return and
the ground wire. Now, in an ordinary battery, the posi-

tive pole is the pole that gives and is consumed, and the

negative pole is the pole that receives deposit. The con-

struction we have to-day where ground plates are used for

return currents makes the trolley wire and the various

plates and supplementary wire along the line of the rail-

road positive and the large ground plate at the station

negative. This is wrong, because where this is done the

supplementary wire and ground plates along the line are

rapidly corroded and eaten away, whiie the negative plate

at the station is uninjured. The conditions should be re-

versed, the station plate being made po;itive and the line

plates and supplementary wire and trolley negative to it.

Corrosion will thus be largely confined to the station plate,

which can be easily replaced, and the plates and supple-

mentary wire along the road will remain nearly intact. Of
course, to accomplish this the current will now out by the

ground, which will be positive, and back by the trolley

wire, which will be negative.

Rae's New Electric Railway System.
In the course of the experiments and trials during the

development of the electric railway many radical improve-

ments and changes of more or less merit were suggested

by engineers engaged in thi? line, but it is probable none

was more freely and generally criticised than the proposi-

tion to equip a railway with single motors geared to both

axles. This was undertaken four years ago in the equip-

ment of the Elkhart, Ind., electric road by Frank B. Rae

bevel gear is directly upon the axle, while at the other it

is mounted upon a sleeve or quill in bearings which are a

part of the motor frame. This quill end of the motor

frame rests upon springs, which relieves the jarring of the

motor and consequent crystalization, and permits the

axle within the quill to take any position without putting

any twisting strain upon the motor. This construction is

seen in Figs, i and 2.

The power is transmitted to this axle by means of a

flexible coupling between the quill and axle, and will be

understood by reference to Fig. 3, which is an isometrical

drawing of the coupling. This device consists of three

parts. The first, being clamped to the axle, is provided

with two projections which fit loosely into recesses in the

second part. Upon the quill is clamped a piece with two

projections similar to that upon the axle, the projections

also fitting into the second part, but at right angles to the

other.

It will thus be seen that the axle may take any position in

relation to the quill and still drive without altering the

angular velocity between the quill and axle and without

cramping the motor frame or affecting the gears; the work

upon the gears being in proportion to the duty at any

point of rotation.

Upon the rear axle, or the one to which the gear is di-

rectly attached, the motor bearings are held from move-

ment endways by a thrust bearing, formed directly upon

the axle, similar to that used upon propeller shafts, which

eflective'y prevents any shifting of the motor upon the axle.

The field magnets of the motor are of round wrought

FIG. 5. RAE S new ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

of Detroit. In the system adopted at that time a rigid

frame supporting the motor and countershaft was carried

upon the axles, and the power was transmitted by bevel

gearing from the countershaft to the car axles. This

method of applying the power was criticised, and failure

was predicted on account of the rigidity; but the advan-

tage of a single motor driving both axles seemed sufficient-

ly great to warrant a thorough test, and as a result some forty

roads have since been equipped with the Rae system. In

these experircents it was found that extreme rigidity of the

motor carrying frame and perfect alignment were necessary

to keep the bevel gears in proper mesh; at the same time it

was demanded that sufficient spring must be allowed in the

whole arrangement to avoid lifting one wheel of the truck

on curves, and when this condition was not exact, broken

gears and other troubles ensued. To more thoroughly over-

come the difficulties and objections to the rigid method

of driving both axles from a single motor and

at the same time obtain the advantages of flexibility claimed

by employing a motor on each axle, Mr. Rae has devised

the improvements herewith illustrated. While the bevel

gearing has been adhered to, a"l the other features of the

Rae system have been greatly modified.

The frame heretofore used has been dispensed with, and

the motor itself forms the frame and is directly supported

on the axles, as shown in Fig. i, which represents a plan

view of a forty horse power truck equipment. In this

arrangement the countershaft is dispensed with, as the

motor is of the slow speed type and is geared directly be-

tween the armature shaft and car axles. At one end the

iron, to which the pole pieceS; each formed of two parts,

are bolted. The magnet yokes, which also form the

supports upon the car axles, as well as the boxes for

the armature shaft, are in one piece. This construc-

tion reduces the entire motor to eight distinct pieces

plus the armature and gears. These eight pieces are put

together with twelve bolts, and the locked nuts for these

bolts are all upon the top and accessible through the traps

of the car. As will be seen by the side elevation. Fig. 4,

the clearance between the motor and ground is greater

than is generally found in single reduction equipments.

The first road to equip with the new Rae system was the

Toronto and Mimico electric railway, a suburban line along

the lake shore near Toronto, Ont., operated only during

the summer months. Double deck cars are used and are

mounted upon McGuire trucks. A view of one of these

cars is presented in Fig. 5. Thus far this road has been

operated to the satisfaction of all concerned.

At the Roby race course, near Chicago, a jockey named
Kuhn was recentlv discovered to be using spurs charged
with electricity. Under his jacket he wore a broad belt

with cartridge-shaped attachments, each of which formed
an electric cell. From these wires ran down the jockey's

legs to his spurs. No rule had existed to cover this par-

ticular misdemeanor, but the judges at once prepared and
passed the following: "No jockey shall use anything on
his mount but whip and spurs, and any one found using

an electric battery or similar contrivance shall be promptly
ruled off the track. This rule shall apply to owners or

others instigating or assisting jockeys to use such con-
trivances."
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In the list of prospective exhibitors in the electricity

building at the World's Fair, published in the last issue of

the Wkstern Electrician, there appeared the names of

several persons and concerns who have long been known

as electrical quacks and "magnelic healers". Why these

persons should be assigned space in the electricity building

does not appear. They have no standing in the medical

profession and are not identified with any legitim£.te elec

trical industry. Yet the World's Fair authorities have

assigned these fakirs space in the building devoted to the

industry which they have done much to bring into dis-

repute in the public mind. On behalf of the electrical

fraternity the Western Electrician protests against this

outrage upon legitimate electrical enterprises.

are taking a prominent part in the discussion. It is assert-

ed that there are at least 4,000 persons engaged in the

manufacture of electrical apparatus in France, and that

the annual output is valued at 30,000,000 francs. Electri-

cal machinery, it appears, has been among the favored arti-

cles of manufacture that have been protected, but now it

is proposed to remove this duty, and the French manufac-

turers are fearful lest the industry be ruined by the compe-

tition thus invited. The protest which the representatives

of the industry have presented the government reads like a

campaign document issued by high protectionists in this

country. The protest severely criticises the minister of

commerce, who evidently failed to consider the arguments

against the proposed measure. The protestants, there-

fore, appeal to their representatives in the legislative

branch of the government to pro':ect their interest. They

say: "To your sentiments of impartiality, of which ycu

gave so striking an example at the time of the discussion

of the tariff duties, to the recollection of your former de-

cisions, the result of inquiries and deep discussions, we in-

trust ourselves with the entire faith in the protection of our

interests and the triumph of our just cause." Surely this

should touch the heart of the most fanatical free trader.

To judge from the more recent reports on the progress

of rapid transit matters in New York it would seem that

the city is still a long way from the end. While the com-

mission was at work formulating its plans and the public

only knew of the scheme in a general way, the prevailing

impression was that capital would become enamored of the

project and that investment would follow immediately the

presentation of the detailed plans. Moneyed men, however,

have had a chance recently to consider the scheme in all its

details, and according to the majority of opinions that have

been expressed, the bidders that will appear at the New
York city hall on December 29th with $1,000,000 checks will

be few if any. Various reasons are given for this back-

wardness. It is urged, for instance, that whoever bought

the franchise would need to be in close touch with the city

officials, because upon their attitude toward the builders

would depend millions of expense. In the moving of gas,

water and sewer pipes, the accumulation of material in the

thoroughfares, the shoring up or rebuilding of foundations

and the like there would be a serious difference dependent

upon the feeling of the department of public works toward

the enterprise and its promoters. And doubtless this

would be the case. There are many perhaps who would bid

for the privilege of buying or operating the completed road,

but the thought of placing such an amount of money virtually

into the hands of the politicians has its effect upon wary

capital. The suggestion is made, too, that private

capital might be induced to enter the underground scheme

if the ten-cent fare were allowed at first and reduced, as

was the case with the elevated roads, to five cents when

the property became a paying investment. This, of course,

is mere street talk, but it is valuable as showing the light in

which the new enterprise is generally viewed in the metro-

polis. It will not be known definitely before December

29th just what capitalists think about the project as an in-

vestment. It is safe to say that the syndicate which wants

the big franchise, if such a syndicate exists, will just now
have the most to say against the scheme. New York sees

that the underground railway is the only practical solution

of thevexitious rapid transit problem. It is not to be ex-

pected then that in a city ^\'he^e the demand for such fa-

cilities is so pronounced, and so much has been accomp-

lished in the work of bringing about the much desired end,

some way will not be found through which capital may be

induced to invest.

Amkricans are not the only people who have been

troubled over the tariff question. Just now the French

manufacturers arc wrangling over proposed reductions in

the duly on Swiss machinery, and the electrical interests

What the electrical fraternity asks at the hands of the

management of the World's Fair is a definite understand-

ing in relation to the lighting of the exposition after dark.

Will the park gates be open on one, three or six nights a

week? There is no one who will return a direct answer to

this question. What portions of the grounds and buildings

will be lighted on the nights when the public is admitted?

Nobody knows. And yet it is of the greatest importance

to all connected with the electric lighting industry of the

World's Fair that both of these uncertainties be settled

immediately.

In regard to the first the impression is general that the

fair will be open on every week-day evening, but as there

is no guaranty of this the electrical interests should not

relax their efforts until the unofficial "Why, of course, the

fair will be open evenings" is transformed into something

tangible. The written rule says that the gates must close

at 7 o'clock except in the case of special evening entertain-

ments, and it has been shown that this is very distasteful and

burdensome to the electrical fraternity. The rule, it now

appears, was adopted by the commission at the request of

the directors, and it is suggested that the idea was to close

the fair at 7 o'clock and open again at 8 o'clock for an extra

half-dollar from every visitor, the expectation being to hold

as many of these extra evening sessions as would attract a

profitable attendance, with the hope, of course, of having six

every week. This theory seems to account for the vague

language of the rule, but the idea will hardly meet with

favor from the general public. But, whatever the decision

in relation to one or two admissions on one day, the fair

should be open every evening. If it is not, the national

commission will confront an electrical exhibit that will be

a failure compared with what is now planned.

The phase of the subject brought up by the second

question is in still greater confusion. The grounds will

certainly be open part of the time in the evening, but no-

body can tell what portions will be effectively lighted. It

is not to be presumed, of course, that each one of the 150

buildings on the ground will be brilliantly lighted every

night. Nobody expects that. But will the large exhibit

buildings all be lighted, or only those that would be par-

ticularly attractive at night, like the electricity, horticul-

tural and fisheries buildings? Will the Midway Plaisance,

with its popular attractions, be lighted? Will the exhibits

in the great manufactures building be lighted, or will

general illumination only be provided in this building, so

that it could afford a shelter to the people in case of a sud-

den storm? And how about the state and foreign build-

ings in the northern end of the park? These are some of

the considerations that should have been settled months

ago, bu- nobody knows what will done.

The electrical industries of the United States have a

right to demand that these two questions be promptly and

decisively disposed of.

Another victory for the electric railway has been re-

corded. This time the companies operating steam interurban

lines between St. Paul and Minneapolis have been obliged

to acknov\ ledge the supremacy of the trolley and the ina-

bility of steam to compete with it in such service. When the

electric road between the Twin Cities was projected it was

believed by many that it would be operated at a loss for

several years, and that it could not hope to compete with

the steam lines, as it was supposed it would not offer any-

thing like the service which the established roads were

giving then. Much was heard in those days about the "unre-

hability" of the proposed method of propulsion; the dangers

attending the employment of electricity,were grossly exagger-

ated, and the old story about discontinuing the service dur-

ing the stormy winter months was related by opponents of

the proposed improvement. The advocates of the project

were not dismayed by such tales and predictions, however

—

they were determined to give the electric railway a trial.

A franchise was secured, consents from property owners

followed, and soon an electric road was in operation be-

tween the Twin Cities. The people readily perceived the

advantages of the new system. Cheap fares were adopted

from the beginning, and passengers were supplied with

transfers—another point in favor of the new line. Mana-

gers of steam lines expressed the belief that when the nov-

elty wore off the people would desert the electric cars and

the steam roads would once more receive the great bulk of

the traffic. They were doomed to disappointment, for the

popularity of the electric line grew daily, and the old rail-

road companies, finding it unprofitable to drag empty cars

back and forth between the cities, began pulling off trains.

This was continued until, at last, the short line service has

been entirely discontinued. The only trains between the

Twin Cities now are the regular through trains, and these of

course carry very few interurban passengers. In the

meantime the electric company has continued to improve its

service with the increase of patronage, and now the com-

pany is making arrangements to put in another line. This

is found necessary at this time by reason of the fact that

there are many suburban points without proper transpor-

tation facilities since the steam lines discontinued their in-

terurban service. The present electric line does not touch

these points, but branches will be built in some instances and

independent lines in others, it is believed, and it is hoped by

spring that a complete electric suburban service will be

ready. Throughout the war between the steam and elec-

tric roads, the latter had a decided advantage. The old

road had compelled the people to pay exorbitant fares,

and the electric line established a popular fare. Then,

again, instead of being crippled by snowstorms the electric

company kept its line operating throughout the winter and

had its cars running on schedule time when the steam lines

were blockaded. On the whole the electric line provided

vastly superior service to that of the steam lines and de-

served the victory it achieved.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

In New York there is a newspaper man who writes let-

ters to the Chiaigo Trilmnc over the signature, "H.

AUaway." It pleases this gentleman to bestow consider-

able of his attention upon electrical subjects, and, although

he often displays amusing ignorance in this direction, he

not infrequently gets hold of interesting items of news.

In a recent letter, for instance, he says:

I hear thit bid blood is brewing touching the World's

Fair contract which was awarded to the Westinghouse
compiny. The Edison crowd seems to be trying to get

even by trotting out a specious schema intended to em-

barrass the Westioghouse rather than to ba valuable to

anybody. It is proposed by these amiable schemers to

impose an arc light system upon some parts of the expo-

sition—the arc light with its dangerous current playing

tag with death and destruction round among exhibits and

exhibitors.

Inasmuch as it has always been the intention to light

the grounds almDst entirely and the buildings very largely

by arc lamps, it is now rather late in the day to talk of the

"imposition" of arc lights on "some parts" of the exposi-

tion. The conductors will all be underground, and the

installation is being: carefully made by competent engineers.

Of course the talk about the ''dangerous current playing

tag with death and destruction" is simply nonsense. How-

ever, it must be admitted that there seems to be some foun-

dation for the item in the widely extended belief thai the

exposition authorities propose to substitute arc for incan-

descent lighting in many localities originally planned for

the latter. No specific instances of this intention are

given, but as the idea is so widespread it is fair to men-

tion it. The management should ba careful to give both

system? a fair chance, not attempting to make one do what

the other can accomplish better. The fields of arc and

iQcandescant lighting to best advantage are qa'te distinct

and can be easily observed. Let both have fair play.

The inexplicable and costly delay in the work of com-

pleting machinery hall has several times b^en commented

UDon in this pap r. Referring to this subject, the Chicago

Tribun: of recent issue well says:

Dalav in tht work of co -npleting the machinery building

at the World's Fair is becoming a matter of serious

moment if the opinions of those who have made a com-
parative study of the progress on other buildings and the

lack of advancement on machinery hall may be relied upon.

This building is the one in which will be located the pow-
er, heating and lighting machinery of the exposition. At
present it is the farthest behind and the opinion is ex-

pressed that unless Mr. Burnham hastens the work more
in future than he has hitherto the power, light and heating

system of the exposition will be far from completed when
the fair opens next May. The contractor stipulated when
he was awarded the building to have it completed by the

first day of last June. Notwithstanding this he hasn't

even finished the roof on the structure. Engines and
boilers are running io the rain, and a force of men is nec-

essary tokeep the still machinery from rusting. Every
shower that comes along floods the power plant, and great

expense is contracted in keeping machinery in order.

S:eam coils have been laid in order to keep warm the

broken stone which forms a part of the concrete founda-

tions. In the foundations for the heavy machinery there

will be train loads of this stone, and the expense of ar-

tificially warming it will be considerable. It has to be

borne, however, to prevent the concrete mixture freezing

before it can be placed. Then another danger arises. It

is said that if the place where this important work is going

on is not shortly roofed over the ground under the founda-

tions will freez;, and so injure them as to render i"" neces-

sary to build new ones. Meanwhile massive engines are

being installed on these same foundations.

The foundations alluded to are mostly those for the

engines and dynamos of the electric lighting and power

station. Another structure which has baen greatly and un-

necessarily delayed is the electricity building. It is now

almost completed, although a mass of hideous scaffolding

still disfigures tha sjuthern end. It was to have been

finished by July tst.

Work has baen begun on the excavations for the electric

fountains in front of the administration building.

A large part of the elevated structure for the intramural

electric rail way is now up. Oae loop has been completed,

and work is now being prosecuted on the other. The

uprights are of timber, but the girders are iron. A few of

the latter have already been placed in position.

A serious accident occurred on Friday of last week, by

w'lich William J. Reilly, assistant superintendent of the

Westinghouse installation, may be laid up for some time.

Mr. Reilly had left the offiie to drive in the direction of

machinery hall, us'ng a horse belonging to Superintendent

Keller and which Mr. Reilly had often driven. The

animal was attached to a two wheeled sulky, and for some

cause bacama unmanageable, throwing Mr. Reilly to the

ground squarely on his back.- Picking himself up, Mr.

Riilly went back to the office and did not seem to be seri-

ously injured. Shortly afterward, however, he began to

talk at random, and was removed to his hoiue, wherea

physician discovered that the spine had baan injured, Mr,

Reilly has since been delirious, and the injury may prove

a very serious one, although it is impossible to predict the

outcome at present.

It has bean decided to abandon the elevated railway

structure for stringing arc and incandescent conductors,

although the telephone, telegraph and power cables will

be supported on it, as originally intended. The trunk

lighting mains that were to go on the railway will be laid

in thirty pump-log ducts, which will extend north from the

machinery annex to the transportation building, thence

west to the fence on Stony Island avenue and north to the

end of the park. These wires will supply current for

lighting tha transportation, service, photographic, horti-

cultural, woman's, art and state buildings, as well as for

the Midway Plaisance. Some 250,000 feet of pump-log

has been ordered for these ducts, and 12,000 feet has al-

ready been laid. Separate systems of man-holes and hand-

holes are provided for the arc and incandescent con-

ductors.

The Japanese commissioners have announced that they

will provide paper lantern shades for the incandescent

lamp; in the structure that their funny little countrymen

are building on the northern end of the wooded island.

This will make the lights in keeping with the strictly

Japanese character of the building.

An isolated Thomson-Houston incandescent plant will

light the battleship Illinois, the "brick steamboat," in

which the government's naval exhibit will be shown.

The work of the electrical section of the department of

works, which is under the general control of Frederick

Sargent and the active supervision of R. H. Pierce, has

been subdivided into several departments by Mr, Pierce

for more effective work. Mr. Neiler is the second assist-

ant electrical engineer, and the other members of the staff

are:

Engineers—Arc lighting, Geo. B Foster; incandescent

lighting. Mr. Lounsbury; power, Mr. Boggs; subways,

Mr. Gaytord.

Heads of departments—Inspector, Prof. Dodge; super-

intendent of construction, L- A. Scovil; superintendent of

operation, J. H. R. Ward; head draughtsman, Mr. Mayer.

Among the errors noticeable in the names on the frieze

of the electricity building are "Orested" for "Oersted,"

and "Sommering" instead of "S<immering." Chief Bar-

rett should see that these mistakes are rectified.

intrust ourselves with entire faith in the protection of

our interests and the triumph of our just cause."

French Electrical Manufacturers and
the Tariff.

The French electrical manufacturers are up in arms
against a proposed reduction in the tariff on Swiss electri-

cal apparatus. In reading over their recent protest ad-

dressed to the national legislative body one runs across

many an old friend in the shape of an argument in favor

of the "protection of home industries." The reductions

contemplated in the proposed agreement involve practi-

cally "the ruin of the electrical industry in France," at

least the protest so read^i. When the tariff bill of 1SS9

was arranged by the government the electrical interests

were wholly omitted, although, as the protest asserts, there

are 4,000 workmen employed in the industry, and the

annual output is valued at 30,000,000 francs. Influenced

by the protest of manufacturers the legislative body subse-

quently imposed a series of tariffs "to protect our manu-
factures against foreign competition.'' It is further re-

marked that at the present time "Switzerland of all coun-

tries in Europe has the most flourishing electrical indus-

tries, and their competition in our market is the most dan-

gerous to French manufacturers." Again the protest says;

•'At the very moment when the lot of the workingmen and

the improvement in their condition are matters for the con-

stant consideration of parlip.ment, the stroke of the

pen of the minister of commerce condemns 4,000 of

them to idleness or to misery by granting this astounding

premium to goods manufactured on the other side of the

frontier. * * *" We have been able to procure a

schedule of the wages paid in the most important Swiss

electrical manufactory, the Oerlikon works. * "^' * It

is obvious from comparison that the workman here is paid

almost twice as much as in Switzerland." After much de-

tailed argument against the new arrangement the protest

concludes as follows: "We have presented in this note

only the principal arguments which have inspired this

protest against the Franco-Swiss agreement. These argu-

ments, these figures that support them, we would have

gladly furnished to ihe minister of commerce if he had

been willing to consjit the authorized representatives of an

industry before sacrificing it. He has not thought he

should do so. To your sentiments of impartiality, of vvhich

you gave so striking an example at the time of the discus-

sion of the tariff duties, to the recollection of your former

decisions, the results of inquiries and deep discussions, we

Extending Chicago's City Lighting Plant.

The ordinance for an extension of the municipal electric

lighting system now pending in the Chicago city council

provides that hereafter all local improvements "for furnish-

ing electric light for municipalpurposes," except " cost of

powerhouses, real estate for power houses and necessary

machinery," shall be "paid for by special assessment levied

upon the property benefited." The real estate, power
houses and machinery will be paid for as heretofore by

general taxation. There has been much objection to this

ordinance, and at the last meeting of the council, after pro-

longed debate, it was referred to the finance committee for

further consideration. An amendment has been introduced

providing that as soon as possible the city of Chicago shall

furnish electric light to private persons located on streets

where the city electric light lamps are placed, upon the

payment of a price to be fixed by the council.

The Electrical Habitsof Iron.

It is strange how little is known about the loss of power
in iron under reversals of magoe ization. It his been
known for many years that energy was lost when iron was
magnetized and demagnetized, but, says London
Industries, the builders of dynamos had no clear idea on
the subject. Seven years ago Professor Ewing and Dr.
Hopkinson called attention to the loss of energy by hjs-
teresis, apart from Foucault currents; but since then no
information of any practical importance has been added. It

seems as if everything connected with alternating currents
is doomed to go through a period of barren quasi-scientific

treatment before being studied and utilizad by electrical

engineers. The quasi-scientific method of treating iron is

to take curves with a ballistic galvanometer. This is a
cumbrous method, and does not give the information re-

quired. The engineer really wants to know what kind of
iron gives least loss by hysteresis,what maximum induction
does it pay best to employ, and how much energy is wasted
per cubic centimeter per cycle. To test a given sample the
obvious way is to make a little choking coil of it. and to

measure the power lost by means of a wattmeter. This
gives the information at once as regards that sample. If

readings are taken at different electromotive forces, the
losses at different inductions are obtained. The ballistic

galvanometer method is merely an indirect and perhaps
inaccurate way of arriving at the same result. Finding
the qualities of different samples is a very small matter.

The chief difficulty is to find good qualities of iron at

reasonable prices, and what is wanted is the knowledge of

the causes that go to make iron and mild steel good or
bad. Makers of iron do not generally know anyihing
about hysteresis, and electricians know little about iron,

but it is no use shirking the subject and readiD^: papers to

scientific societies about curves belonging to specimens
obtained at random from unknown sources. Reams of

paper have been covered with researches on curves of
random samples, and they are absolutely useless. They
may be of scientific interest; if so, well and good, but they
are generally supposed to be for the benefit of the be-
nighted and ungrateful practical man. So far all the
information the dynamo maker has is that soft iron has
comparatively little loss by hysteresis, and he pins his

faith on some particular merchant who supplies him with
a metal which he calls "best Swedish charcoal iron,'' but
which is not generally labeled "Made in Sweden."
A few investigators have given the analyses of their

samples; but we do not know whethei the percentage of

carbon is the salient quality, or whether minute traces of

other substances increase or decrease the loss of power.
Neither do we know how the treatment of the iron in roll-

ing and annealing affects the magnetic properties If

investigators could only be induced to consider what prac-
tical people want to know, instead of what "looks deep in

print," some usaful information might be obtained.

Women Toot Horns for an Electric Rail-

way.

The western suburbs of Cincinnati, Price Hill, the two
Fairmounts, Westwood, and some others have been at
a great disadvantage in the matPer of street car service.

Recently a betterment of the situation has been agitated
and much feeling has been stirred up This fealing has
been intensified by the offer of a Cleveland company,
headed by Al Johnson, to build an electric line to these
suburbs, and the bitter opposition of the home company.
Severa'. ordinances were tied up in the hands of the Board
of Affairs, which legislates on all such matters. A few
days ago the rooms of the Board of Administration pre-

sented a novel appearance, for there was present a dele-

gation of about 200 women. They represented the citi-

zens of North Fairmount, and came to urge some action
in the matter of rapid transit to that suburb. After they
had explained the object of their visit, which was to re-

quest that the pending ordinance be immediately passed,
President Herrmann explained that the board had the
matter under consideration, would decide on it this after-

noon and report to-morrow morning, and that there would
be no need of the women staying any longer. The women
had come to stay, however. Then President Herrmann
again explained and said the Cincinnati company had
agreed to an amendment to the ordinance and it would be
acted upon to-morrow. This explanation was too com-
plicated for the women and they started on a new tack.

Every woman produced a tin horn and in a moment the
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room was a tempest of noises. The women marched and
counter marched. They circulated among the desks and
surrounded each particular member. At last the leaders

were made to understand the situation and drew off their

forces, promising to call again.

Oil Versus Air as an Insulating Medium.'
Bv James Bowstead Williams, M. D.

Part II.

IL was first ascertained, by testing, that the quadrants

used and the disks were absolutely insulated. Each sep-

arate experiment is designated by a numbtr.
I. Paraffin oil was then poured into the cup and the

disks separated one-ninth of an inch. The discharge key

was not used in these tests in ordeno save time, a wire

fastened to the gas pipe being used to ground the

lower disk. The connections were properly made and the

quadrants fully charged. As soon as the image of the

cross-wire had become stationary, the electrode of the

lower disk was touched with the ground wire. The image
immediately flew down the scale, apparently as fast as if the

upper disk had been touched with the ground wire. That
this sudden flight of the image was not due to the "drop"
— i. ^.,to absorption of the charge or the sudden rush of

the electricity into the oil and not through it—was proven

by repeatedly charging the quadrates and then discharging

them throug^h the oil. lo fact, the amount of leakage was
so great that while ihe lower disk was kept grounded, the

quadrants could not be charged.

If leakage through a very thin layerof any good di-

electric be not too excessive, the quadrants can always be

recharged, wholly or in part, even while the leakage is

going on; but, in this case, the leakage was too gieat even

when sparks were rapidly poured into the quadrants.

2. The disks were next separated one fourth of an

incti but no better results were obtained than at first.

It is evident that there must have been less leakage

through a layer one'fourth of an inch thick than through

one onenintn of an inch thick. But, in both cases, the

movements of the image were too rapid to be timed.

3. The cup was then emptied ot the oil and a lew

drops introduced between the disks, and still no different

results were obtained.

4. The oil was then heated to about 280° F., to ex-

pel any moisture that might be present. But this made
no difference in the tests; there was still great leakage,

even after the oil had cooled.

5. Resin oil was then subjected to the same tests as

the paratiia oil, but no better results were obtained from

it than from the paraffin oil.

6. All oil was removel from the disks and a layer of

air one-eighteenth of an inch thick tested. The drop was
about five divisions, but after that the image remained

stationary, thus showing that the insulation resistance of

the air, at the potential used, was absolute.

7. A piece of the insulated wire before referred to,

about five inches long, was connected with the quadrants

and the Quadrants charged. The edge of a pocket knife

blade was then held transversely up^n the dielectric, when
the image passed rapidly down the scale. This experi-

ment was repeated and the same result obtained. The
ends were then paraffined and the specimen again tested.

Result almost the same as before paraffining, thus showing

ttiat there had been some surface leakage at first.

Many of the insulated wires now in use yield the same
resales when tested exac ly as this present sample was
tested. But there are also many which give excellent

results when thus tested, and there are a few in which

there is very little leakage even when several feet are

formed into a condenser and tested at this same potential.

It is important to remark that tests of different sections

of the same wire, having a vulcanized dielectric, may not

always give the same results. For example, a three-inch

piece of a certain wire may have a very high indicated

resistance, while the next three inches may have an indi-

cated resistance much lower than that of the first. Where
this is the case, it will almost always be ' found that the

dielectric of the second sample contains some flaw, or else

nas particles of woo J, metal, etc., embedded in the mass.

By using this method of testing, the superiority of one
insulated wire over another, whenever samples a few

inches long can be obtained, can easily be demonstrated.

It will readily be seen that this fact may become of great

importance in legal or other cases in which the compara-

tive insulation resistance of wires is involved. Decisive

results can be obtainsd in many cases from lengths of two
or three inches only.

The second set of experiments included tests of all five

oils, paraffin, wax, ordinary air, and steam. The temper-

ature was 80 degrees F., and the humidity 75.

In the second set, the layers of oil were formed between

an upper disk nine-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, and a

lower disk i,'4 inches in diameter. This lower disk was
the flat botiom of a tin box. Its sides were covered with

a thick layer of paraffin wax, so that no leakage could take

place except through the layers of oil. The disks were

mounted the same as the larger disks, and were absolutely

nsulated from each other and from earth.

1. Paraffin oil was first tested in a layer }^{ of an inch

thick, but the falling of the image was too rapid to be

accurately noted. A lajer 1^ of an inch thick was then

tested and gave a fall of 207 divisions in one minute.

2. Rosin oil tested in a layer }^ of an inch thick gave a

little better result than the paraffin oil; but when a layer 1^

inch thick was tested, the fall was 177 divisions in one minute.

In these two tests of the two oils all effects due to the

drop were eliminated by repeated chargings.so that the fall

due to leakage alone was noted.

3. I/insetd, cottonseed and castor oils were each tested

in i inch layers, but as the fall of potential was so much
greater than that of the other two oils no further tests

were made of them.
_ _

I. Kcad at llir: ^cncrul meeting ol the Americnn fnntitutc of

KIcciricul KoKinecrH, Chicago, III., June 8, 189a.

Of the three, castor oil had the lowest specific resistance;

and there was but little difference between the linseed and
cotton seed oils, what little diff'erence there was being in

favor of linseed oil.

4 A layer of paraftin one-sixteenth of an inch thick and
free from air bubbles was next formed between two tin

disks, each J% inches in diameter, and tested like the

layers of oils. When the ground circuit was closed the

drop was just 5 divisions. The quadrants were again
fully charged, and the falling of the image noted. This
fall wasone division in two minutes, or 30 divislous in one
hour.

5. A brass tube 10 inches long and five-sixteenths of

an inch in diameter was next used for a receptacle for oil.

In the center of this tube was a straight copper wire one-

sixteenth of an inch in diameter, the wire being kept con-

centric with the tube by means of two hard rubber plugs
with holes through their centers. The tube contained
rosin oil. The wire was connected with the quadrants,

and the tube absolutely insulated from the earth and
neighboring objects.

The quadrants were then charged and the tube ground-
ed. Tne image passed down the scale too rapidly to have
its rate of falling timed. The hard rubber plugs were
carefully paraffined so that all of the leakage took place

inside the tube.

A torrent of sparks was poured into the electrometer,

but it could not be charged on account of the rapid

leakage through the oil.

6. Three plates of glass, each 3 by 4 inches and one-
eighth of an inch thick, were caiefully cleaned and then

dried over a lamp. Before they had cooled one
was covered with a film of resin oil, one with

a film of paraffin oil, each film having an area of about
two square inches, and the third had a film of paraffin wax
about one inch square formed on it. A No. 20 copper
wire was fastenea to the quadrant electrode, and its free

end placed in contact with the center of the film on the

glass. The glass was insulated and the quadrants charged.

The image remained stationary as long as the glass was
insulated, but as soon as any conductirg body, the hand
for instance, came in contact with any portion of the glass

plaie, leakage over the film of the material on the glass oc-

curred. In each case there was a slight drcp, but the

quadrants were immediately recharged. The rate of falling

of the image with the glass plates covered with the oils

was practically the same, the fall being about 5 divisions

to the second; but with the paraffin wax the image re-

mained stationary.

Repeated charging failed to alter the rates of falling of

the image.

7. The last tests were made with air and steam, and in

both tests the layers were formed with the device used to

ascertain the potential of the fully charged quadrants. In

the first of these tests, the disks were separated a trifle

more than .03 of an inch.

The drop in this test was just two divisions, but after

that the image did not move in 20 minutes. The writer

has made this same kind of test in former years, and has

allowed the iusiruments to stand for hours, and yet there

would be no leakage through the layerof air.

The last test was made with a layer of steam of the same
thickness as the layer of air in the test just described.

The quadrants were fully charged and the ground cir-

cuit closed. Steam was then generated in a lest tube

and the mouth of the tube held directly beneath the

dis s. This enveloped the disks in steam and also formed
a layer of steam between them. As soon as the layer of

steam was formed, leakage took place through it, and the

leakage increased as moisture was deposited upon the disks

(thereby reducing the distance between them) until a bridge

of water was formed, when, of course, the quadrants were
immediately discharged. From many tests, the wiiter

found that, as nearly as he could determine, the rate of

fall, when the layer was composed entirely of steam, was
about 20 divisions in one second.

He would state, however, that he was entirely alone dur-

ing these experiments upon steam, and as his attention

was necessarily divided between several parts of the appar-

atus, each of which required continual watching, he cannot
vouch for the accuracy of these figures; but he has every

reason to believe that they are approximately correct.

Several times during the tests, oil was accidentally

smeared upon the surface of the paraffined hard rubber,

and in every case the rubber would have to be recleaned

and reparafiiaed before its surface insulation was restored.

From a careful consideration of the foregoing tests, the re-

sults thereof appear to the writer to prove when continu-

ous high tension currents alone are concerned;
1. That air, even when it has a humiditvof So per cent.,

is infinitely superior to oil for insulating conductors carry-

ing such currents.

2. That pure paraffin is far superior to oil, both for in-

sulating tonductors and for preventing the escape of the

current across the surface of glass.

3. That air having a humidity of 80 per cent, is super-
ior to paraffin as an insulating medium.

4. That oil will not prevent leakage of the current
across the surfaces of glass.

5. That whenever oil covers the surface of hard rubber,

even when the latter is paraffined, it destroys the high sur-

face insulation of the paraffined hard rubber, that is, the

low surface insulation of the oil has been substituted for

the higher surface insulation of the hard rubber, when
used bare and clean, or when covered with paraffin.

The writer would state that the results of the present
tests, which were made in New York city, correspond sub-
stantially with the results obtained by himself and brother,

R. W. Welly, while they were making the investiga-

tion of insulating material and its applications, which is

now being described in the serial before referred to.

A few words rclativi: to the use of the oils in practice

may not be amiss here. To use oil for insulat-

ing conductors, there must be an enclosing ves

sel of iron, or its equivalent, for the oil and

conductors. If long tubes are employed for the purpose,
two things are indispensablt— plugs in the ends ot the
tubes and means for keeping the wire or cable concentric
with the lube, and the individual wires of a cable separated
from each other. For the latter purpose, fibrous material
is probably the most convenient means. Jute, when pure
and dry, is an excellent fibre, both for the oils when used
alone and when thickened with resins, etc. , for by reason of
the peculiar nature of the fibre, a larger amount of insulating
material can be placed wiihin a given space than if a
closely lying vegetable fibre is used; and there will also be
fewer points of contact of fibre between the wires and the
inside of the tubes. Experiments made by the writer
show that there is but little difference in the specific re-

sistance of different kinds of vegetab'e fibre when the fibre

is clean and absolutely dry. The resistance of such fibre

is high as long as it remains in this condition. But it is

almost impossible to keep it so. It may be a matter of
surprise to many to learn that cotton which has been dried,
and which therefore possesses good insu'ating properties,
loses these properties in less than ten minutes if exposed to
a damp atmosphere.
Whatever means are used for the purpose last above

stated, they should have a high specific resistance and al-

low the use of oil as much as possible.

The plugs must be formed of insulating material which
is not injuriously affected by the oils. The best hard rub-
ber, or some special vulcanized rubber or gutta percha
compound, appears to be the best for this purpose. Paraffin-
ed wood is very apt to be of little use in a short time,
for no matter what kind of soft porous material is paraffin-

ed by allowing it to absorb the melted wax, the wax
rarely hardens in a solid form, but usually contains numer-
ous small spaces and these spaces absorb moisture by cap-
illary attraction. It is for this very reason that a dielec-

tric which is formed of fibre saturated with paraffin soon
loses its high insulation when exposed lo the air. The
microscope will demonstrate the presence of these minute
air spaces.

All oil should be carefully heated, sufficient to expel all

moisture and air, before it is used. If paraffin oil is used,
it is better to subject the oil to a comparatively low tem-
perature and exhaust the air by means of a vacuum than
to heat the oil to a high temperature. After the moisture
has been removed, the oil must be kept excluded from the
air or it will again absorb moisture.

If oil is used as a covering for insulators made of infer-

ior glass or porcelain, to be of value it must contain no
moisture or dirt; and if used in damp and dusty locali ies,

means must be provided for the self-renewal of the oil, so

that fresh surfaces of oil may constantly be exposed. But
if insulators had surfaces formed of glass which contained
a large proportion of pure silica, better insulation would
be effected, if these surfaces were not covered with oil.

The writer once found a molded glass vessel, having about
the same dimensions and area as the "pony" insulators,

which had a surface insulation vastly superior to that of

the "pony" insulators. If insulators were made wholly or
in part of such material a covering of oil would be worse
than useless, for experiments have shown that when glass

or other material does prevent surface leakage, covering
it with oil at once ruins ttie high surface insulation.

Experiments made upon the expansion of paraffin and
resin oils show that when paraffin oil is heated to 280 de-
grees F., a column of it 'i% inches long and three-fourths

of an inch in diameter expands one half of jn inch; and
that if a column of resin oil of the same dimensions is

heated to the same temperature, it expands three e'ghihs
of an inch. These facts should be taken into con-
sideration when using these oils in pipes, for if the pipes
are full and the oil gets heated, it will expand and proba-
bly either expel the plugs or exude at the ends. It it ex-

udes, dust and moisture will collect upon the film of oil and
cause surface leakage. This leakage at the ends of pipes
containing telephone or telegraph wires might not be det-

rimentral to the working of the lines, but if the pipes con-
tained wires carrying high tension currents, serious trouble
might arise.

The efficiency of oil to fill holes in dielectrics depends
greatly upon circumstances. If the holes or gaps shruld
be formed in dielectrics of wires conveying weak currents,

the oil, if not too sluggish, would have plenty of time to

move into and fill such spaces; but if in the dielectric of wires
conveying strong currents the oil must move very quickly
or a disastrous burn-out is the result. And not only this,

but the oil, becoming hot, expands, and the pipes, if of
lead, are apt to be strained or broken by the increased
pressure from within outward. If the burn out occurs
near the ends of the pipes, the plugs may be expelled. If

the filling of spaces were the only thing required of the
oils, the lighter ones would accomplish this purpose better

than the denser ones. But the heavier oils

—

e. g., heavy
and light paraffin oils—are much better for insulating pur-
poses than the lighter.

In conclusion, the writer would state that he feels war-
ranted in believing, unless the contrary can be demon-
strated, that dry air, if employed to form a portion of

the dielectrics of insulated conductors, and if the condi-
tions upon which its highest efficiency depends are ful-

filled, is an insulating material superior to oil and even
paraffin. In making this statement, he takes it for

granted that his method of testing— a method which he
does not remember ever to have seen published before his

use thereof over \\\q years ago—yields results, the accuracy of

which can be relied upon. This belief has been estab-

lished after several years of experimental work upon insul-

ating materials and the manufacture of different kinds of
insulated conductors. Certainly air is cheaper than any
other insulating material, and it is not destroyed or injured

by intense currents. Burn outs do not affect it, and if it

can be kept dry, which is the great difficulty attending its

use, the conductors which it insulates will have a high
insulation resistance and a low electrostatic capacity

—

two things which are of the greatest importance in electri-

cal engineering.
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The Carpenter Car Heater.

The illustration presented herewith represents one of a

set of four Carpenter heaters. These heaters are being

made by the Carpenter Electric Heating Apparatus com-

pany, of St. Paul, for the Electrical Supply company, Chi-

cago. The construction of this heater is such that the air

is brought in direct contact with the heated enamel sur-

face, so that no lime is lost waiting for a mass of auxiliary

material to warm up before the heat in the car is felt.

Provision is made for a rap'd circulation of the car at-

^'•tf*^ -J t^^*.^^0ittt

CARPENTER CAR HRATER.

mosphere, and a switch is arranged for contro ling the

amount of current so as to obtain either of two degrees of

temperature.

Galvanometer and Potential Indicator.

Queen & Co , Philadelphia, are introducing a new bal-

listic galvanometer, shown in Fig. i. The coil frames,

two in number, are supported by polished corrugated hard-

FIG. 2. GALVANOMETER AND POTENTIAL INDICATOR.

rubber pillars 2i\" high. The coils are graded, having

five changes of wire, and they are arranged to be joined in

series, multiple, diflerentialiy, or singly by means of the

flexible cord connectors. J? The coil frames are also

made s'rictly to gauge and are interchangeable. It is

only necessary to loosen one screw upon each frame to re-

move them for others of different resistance. Both coils

are hinged and may be swung open by raising the milled

screw nut, K. Supported upon the rubber pillars are

brass rods carrying the torsion head, T, divided into 15

degree divisions It has a screw by which to raise or lower

the system without twisting. The binding posts, B screw

into studs attached to the coils and are thus perfectly in-

sulated from the base. Where the posts pass through the

FIG. I. GALVANOMETER AND POTENTIAL INDICATOR.

case, holes, G, are boied which are filled when the instru-

ment is not in use by the rubber washers, £>. The in-

strument embodies an important improvement in varying

sensibility within the widest limits, without "drift." This

is accomplished by altering the magnetic moment of one

or more of the magnets of the system, by strengthening or

weakening their fields by means of a device attached to

and moving with the system itself. The system shown at

the right of the ligure consists of four bell magnets, the

upper and lower making one set and the central pair an-

other. If the weight is raised the lower magnet will have

its lines partially short circuited and the system will be-

come astatic.

In Fig. 2 is shown a new potential indicator which

Queen & Co. are placing on the market. This instru-

ment is built upon the general plan of the Queen

magnetic vane voltmeter, and is mounted in a hand-

some mahogany case with open scale divisions, so that

very close readings can be made. No permanent magnets

of other parts which change with age are used in its con-

struction, so that constancy is assured. The indicators, as

kept in stock, are adjusted for 1 10 volt circuits but special

ranges will be made to order.

Cutter's Suspension Street Hood.
Street lighting with incandescent lamps is getting to

be quite a common practice in all parts of the country,

and in many places the lamps are hung over the center

of the street. This plan is adopted on shady streets

where the foliage would cut off much of the light from

a lamp placed at the corner. In order to get a proper

distribution of the light it is necessary to have a spe-

cially designed reflector, which can be combined with

Starkweather's Boston Car Fender.
The frame of this fender, which is an invention of M. S.

Starkweather of Boston, is made of two hardwood one-

inch boards, bolted into iron or metal sockets. It is de-

signed to be fastened to the underside of the platform of a

car, or to the frame of the trucks in front of the wheels,

so as to extend downward to within about four inches of

the road bed. Referring to the accompanying illustration

it will be seen that the fender proper consists of four bars

or rollers carried by a center and two end castings. These

three hanger castings have together a rise of three inches.

The hangers are connected to the frame by bolts passing

as indicited through holes in the castings and slots (not

visible) in the frame casting. The bolts are fastened from

\hi back. The end hangers ride close to the rails, and the

rollers are as low, wiihin about one inch, as the hangers.

CUTTER S SUSPENSION STREET HOOD.

the protecting hood. In many cases the hoods, hooks

and pulleys used have been picked at random from the

nearest stock, the result being a combination which

neither looks neat nor is well adapted to the purpose.

George Cutter of Chicago has arranged for this purpose the

suspension street hood shown in the cut, which embodies

a number of novel features. The hood is designed so

as to thoroughly protect the socket from the weather,

while a unique spring catch and hinge allows it to be

STARKWEATHERS ROSTON CAR FENDER.

thus rendering it practically impossible for any one to g^t

under them; they will not rise, it is claimed, when forcing

an object off the track. It should be explained that the

rollers are hollow and revolve on nipples about two inches

long that extend from the sides of the hangers. The nip-

ples are s^iall enough to allow the rollers to rise and fall

at each end without a corresponding rise at the other end.

The front of the fender is comparatively smooth and is

free from nuts, rough bolt-heads, or sharp corners which

could catch clothing or mutilate a body.

opened when desired The nozzle which supports the

socket is arched so that it can be readily wired, and the

tin p irts are separable, so that they can be nested for

shipment. Another feature is the method of clamping

the parts of the cross arm, whereby the hood itself

is insulated from the suspending cable. The pulley

used with this hood is known as "Cutter's Petite,"

and is a small size of the lamp-suppoiting pulley de-

signed for arc lamp practice, holding the hood safely,

even if the hoisting rope should slip. The same sus-

pension outfit miy also be ussd on alternating circuits

with the transformer hung just above the hood.

The Acme Expand ng Wire Guard.

The Acme expanding wire guard, for the protection of

incandescent lamps, differs from other devices in that it

requires no auxiliary clips or catches, but secures itself

firmly on the socket in a way that is almost automatic. It

Heavy Duty Elec.tric Railway Engine.
In selecting an engine for electric railway service it will

be found that it shou'd be adapted for heavy duty, varying

load and long continuous runs. It should, therefore, have

great weight and strength, with sufficient metal so distri-

buted as to receive the various strains and thrusts of moving

parts without deflection or vibration. The engine shown

in the illustration was designed by the Ball Engine com-

pany, Erie, Pa. , especially for electric railways and

electric welding. The frame of the engine is massive and

heavy and internally ribbed. The crank shaft is

forged out of a solid steel ingot, and is of large diameter

and great strength. The connecting rod and straps are

forged out of steel ingots and are of a new design, com-

bining strength with efficiency- The main bearings are un-

usually large, and are so arranged that both the vertical and

side wear of the liners may be taken up. The main bearing

ACME EXPANDING WIRE GUARD.

lias a very firm hold on the socket, bavinga bearing contact

longitudinally on the shell of over half an inch, making it

almost impossible to force it against the lamp with a blow.

The guard itself is also made particularly strong and rigid.

In appearance it is symmetrical, as will be seen by reference

to the accompanying illustration. The Acme guard is

placed on the market by the Electric Appliance company,

Chicago.

The superstructure of the Toledo, O., Electric Light

company's new station on Water and Locust directs has

been commenced. The building is to be completed by
January 1st. I'robab'y no other building in Toledo has
such a substantial foundation as this building will have.

Piles are driven, two feet apart, over the entire ground.

These are covered with two feet of concrete.

HEAVY DUTY ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINE.

liners are genuine babbitt, carefully scraped

and fitted, and as they are made removable they can

be quickly and easily taken out and replaced with new

ones if necessary. The crank pin boxes are lined with

genuine babbitt. The crosshead boxes are made of pure
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copper and tin. The crosshead is a steel casting with very

large bearing surfaces, and is babbitted on the four faces

with genuine babbitt. The crosshead pin is tool steel, and

the piston rod a fine quality of crucible steel. The oiling

devices are of the most improved form, and all fittings are

complete and of the best description. The regulation by

means of the improved governor is such that the engine

has shown in practice, it is claimed, perfect regulation

under the conditions where the variation in load on the gen-

erator from zero to the full capacity has occurred in less

than five seconds of time.

summer of next year the horse cars on the down-down

section of the line are to be withdrawn, and replaced by

the electric cars. W. F. O.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes-

New York, November 26.—From all that could be

gathered during the last week one would be inclined to

believe that when December 29th arrives the bidders for

the Rapid Transit franchise can be easily counted. In fact

there are some people who think there will be no bidders

at all, and there has been no little curiosity expressed as to

who will be the man that will be courageous enough to

make a bid to Secretary Bushe in the City Hall rotunda

and put down a cool million dollars as a forfeit in case he

shall fail in any way to carry out his part of the agree-

ment. The main points are these: It is generally agreed

that it will be a difficult matter to find investors who will

be satisfied to have their maney locked up for at least five

years and then to run the chances of getting dividends out

of a road costing $100,000,000, which must carry passen-

gers fifteen miles for five cents. Then again investors do

not quite fancy the idea of having to be so dependent upon

the city politicians. It seems to be the genera! opinion

that whoever bought the franchise would need to be in

close touch to the city officials, because upon their attitude

toward the builders would depend millions of expense. In

the moving of gas, water and sewer pipes, the accumula-

tion of material in the thoroughfares, the shoring up or

r^ibuilding of foundation^ and the like there would be a

serious d'fference dtpsndent upon the feeling of the De-

partment of Public Works toward the enterprise and its

promoters. So, taken all in all, the outlook is not en-

couraging. Oae gentleman who was interviewed said, "I

think that we will wait until two or three receivers have

been appointed. The original investors in such projects

rarely get anything out. The cheapest part of the bargain,

I am afraid, would be the million dollar forfeit."

Another point that has been made was in reference to

the 5 cent fare. It is believed by some that the fare

should be madeten cents at first. The *'L" roads had that

privilege and were only made to come to five cents after

they had begun to be paying properties.

The Postal Telegraph-Cable company over the signa-

ture of its president has issued a circular contrad cting the

romors to the effect that the Western Union Telegraph

company has purchased, or would soon purchase or con-

trol, the Postal Telegraph-Cable company. A portion of

the circular read as follows: " This is to assure our pat-

rons and the public that no consolidation, purchase, or

any other arrangement by which the Postal Telegraph-

Cable company ceases to be an absolutely independent and

competing telegraph system has been made or is contem-

plated. The Postal company has during the past five

years had an unprecedented growth. It has pursued a

business-like and straight-forward policy. It has not only

greatly improved the handling of its own business, in

speed, accuracy and form, but it has made it necessary for

its great and only competitor, the Western Union com-

pany, to adopt similar methods in order to hold business.

All this is greatly in the interest of the public, which has

hitherto recognized these facts and has favored us with a

libera! patronage. We are striving to retain and to in-

crease this by the merit of our work, not by tricks in rates

and rebates which mean certain ruin, and we rely upon

our friends of the past, and the public in all its branches,

for its continued support."

Here is a chance for the electric motor salesman. It

has been agreed to operate the draw of the Madison ave-

nue bridge by electricity. On Wednesday the Huckleberry

road was given permission by the park board to run its

line over the IStadison avenue bridge over the Harlem

river. In return for the privilege the road stipulates that

it will furnish the necessary electric power to operate the

draw of the bridge.

New York will have to wait a short time for its storage

bittcry cars. The Waddell-Entz company, which has the

contract for supplying these cars for the Second avenue

surface line, is making reasonable progress with the work,

but many details must yet be attended to before the new

system can be put into operation. There will be ten new

cars, and they will be put on the Harlem end of the

ccond avenue road at the start. Along in the spring and

New England News.

Boston, November 26.—The advocates of municipal

ownership of electric lighting plants will soon have an

opportunity to put their theories to practical test in

Peabody, where the municipal electric lighting plant is

ready to begin operations. It will be the first one in the

state under the new law. The Citizens' Gas & Electric

Light company of Wakefield has brought suit to compel

the town to buy its plant according to the provisions of the

new law, under which a town wishing to establish a mun-

icipal plant must buy out the one in existence if there is

any. Wakefield wishes to establish a plant, but refuses to

buy the old one, now operated by the Citizens' company.

A Philadelphia syndicate has purchased all the street

railway lines of Worcester with one exception. The roads

have a total length of twenty-eight miles. It is proposed

to consolidate them.

It is reported that the Postal Telegraph company has

purchased the Commercial Union company, which operates

lines through New York and the West, with direct lines to

Boston and the East. About a year ago the Commercial

Union of New York obtained a 55 year lease of the Com-

mercial Union of Maine and it is said that the latter com-

pany goes into the bargain.

The long distance telephone line frOm Bangor, Me., to

Dover,N. H., has been completed.

W. I. Barker, Boston correspondent of the Electrical

Review, dropped dead at his room in the Quincy house

AVednesday evening of apoplexy. He was 43 years of age.

The Magnetic Electric Railway company has been

organized in S ilem to introduce E. H. Brown's system.

These directors were elected: L. G. Burnham, Boston;

Benjimin W. Russell, James F. Almy, Arthur L. Hunt-

ington, George W. Williams, Walter S. Dickson, Edward

H. Brown, Henry W. Peabody and Joseph N. Peterson,

Salem; David J. Lord, Lynn.

The Massachusetts railroad commissioners have before

them a petition for the incorporation of a street railway

company which wishes to operate a line of street cars in

Cambridge by s orage batteries. The West End com-

pany of Boston opposes the grant, and the hearing has

been set down for November 28th.

Citizens of Haverhill, Mass., are earnestly discussing a

project for an electric railroad from Salem depot to

Haverhill, passing through Ayers village. A committee of

five property holders with C. H. Tarleton, chairman, has

been appointed to consult with the managers of other

electric railroads concerning the propriety of extending

their lines to Salem, N. H.

Electric lighting is steadly increasing in popularity

throughout New Eogland, and many isolated plants are

being installed. The Bates mills of Lewiston, Me., are to

be lighted by electricity, two 400 light machines furnishing

the current. P. Lenox & Co., of Lynn , w.ll use two 450

light machines in their mills, Jones & Mortimer, shoe

manufacturers of Hudson, Mass., are putting in a 500

light machine. The factory of John P. Squire, pork

packer, Cambridge, Mass , is to have a looo light Mather

plant. The Coffin Valve company of Neponset, Mass.,

has installed a loo light plant. D. Webster King & Co.,

of Boston, will use electric lights in three buildings in

Fort Hill square. They have a 40 horse power generator

which will operate several motors. H. A. Southwick,

tanner, of Peabody, Mass., is about to contract for a 250

light machine. The Forbes Lithograph company of

Boston will put in 600 lights in its buildings at Revere.

A proposition has been made to establish an electric light

plant in lienniker, N. H., if the town and citizens wilj

guarantee 1000 lights at one cent an hour per light.

The New England Electric club entertained a number

of prominent local electricians Tuesday night last. This

was the inauguration of a series of entertainments to be

held during the winter. Next Tuesday the club will have

3 dramatic entertainment.

The annual meeting of the Lynn and Boston railroad re-

sulted in the election of the following named officers:

Directors, Amos F. Breed, Lynn; John S. Bartlett, Lynn;

Chas. H. Newhall, John H. Cunningham, Chelsea; E.

Francis Oliver, Boston; E.E. Denniston, I'hiladelphia; John

P. Ilsley, Philadelphia; Eugene Griffin, Boston; Chas. O.

Billings, Boston; H. G. Nichols, Boston; H. P. Monitor,

Salem; E. C. Foster, Lynn. Amos F. Breed was chosen

president; E. Francis Oliver, vice-president and clerk,

Chas. Williams, treasurer. The ofTices have been moved
from Boston to 333 Union street, Lynn. The directors

were authorized to petition the railroad commissioners for

permission to increase the capital stock by an amount not

exceeding one million dollars, in addition to the amount
already author'zed. They were also authorized to petition for

permission to issue a consolidated mortgageon the property

of the company to secure bonds to the amount of ^3,000,000

to run 20 years and bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent.

The Worcester & Millbury Street Railway company has

begun running cars. The road begins at Main street, in

Worcester, and extends 7^ miles through Millbury. The
company owns eight box cars nineteen feet long, which

are heated and lighted by electricity. It also has fifty

passenger cars and two snow plows, all built by the New-
buryport Car company. These cars are all equipped with

25 horse power Thomson-Houston motors. The power

plant consists of four 135 horse power Thomson-Houston

generators and two 250 horse power compound condensing

engines built after a special design for railroad work.

They have a ten and a half inch shaft, 24 inch bearings

and all other parts are made especially strong. There

are three 125 horse-power high pressure steam boilers.

The power station is built of brick, 100 feet by 60 feet, and

has one story and a heavy roof. The company has taken

for its site the old Berlin mills property, which includes

45 acres of land and ample wa'er power. The capital

is $150,000. Hon. Samuel Winslow. ex-mayor of

Worcester, is the president of the company.

Practical talks for workingmen on electricity are being

given in the Lowell course, Boston, this winter. These

are free and arranged both for beginners and advanced

students. Practical experiments accompany them.

Manager Smith of the Springfield street railway says

the people of that city are almost unanimously in favor of

the trolley system. The road has been running for some time

now and its advantages over the old system are fully ap-

preciated. The onl> fault found is that the line is not

long enough, and extensions are asked. Nearly every

part of Springfield is now reached and Chicopee and Indian

Orchard accommodated by separate lines. The cars are-

all heated by electricity. J. C. E.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, November 26.-There are now 2,050 tele-

phones in use in Minneapolis, an increase of 100 during the

year. The Northwestern people have had a busy season of it

making extensions. About $25,000 has been expended.

A line has just been completed to Shakopee. a distance of

twenty-two miles; another was built from Minneapolis to

Anoka, eighteen miles; another to Excelsior, twenty miles;

one from St. Paul to Stiilivater, twenty miles; St. Paul to

Faribault, sixty miles; St. Paul to Hastings, twenty-two

miles. Next year the company will extend the Anoka
line to St. Cloud, sixty miles; the Hastings line to Wi-

nona, eighty-five miles; the Shakopee line to Mankato,

sixty miles. Hudson, Wis
,
Jordan and Chaska Minn., are

calling loudly for telephone connections with Minneapolis.

The longest speaking distance in the state is 120 miles

—to Mankato via Northfield, Faribault and Waterville.

Speaking of the plan of running a telephone central of-

fice without young lady opeiators. Manager J. W. Chris-

tie, of the Northwestern Telephone exchange says: "It

seems to me too complex and cumbersome for a large ex-

change. I should want to see and know of its practical

operation first. In our oflice we have i,goo wires going to

all parts of the city, and under the new system there

would have to be three times as many.'*

At Dillon, Mont., the Northwest General Electric

company H%s purchased a site for an electric light plant.

The franchise called for the completion of the work by

December loth. The company thinks a twenty-day exten-

sion will enable it to complete the work.

The new electric light plant at Mitchell, S. D., is prac-

tically completed.

The Western Union Telegraph company has contracted

with the Yankton & Norfolk railway for the construction

of a line. It will probably get the contract for a telegraph

line along tlie Sioux Falls & Yankton road, now being

graded.

The telegraph offices and newspaper men of the two

cities were greatly bothered by last week's big storm, al-

though there were no visible signs of atmospheric disturb-

ances.

The new electric line to St. Louis Park is nearly ready

for operation. Three cars will be run, giving twenty-

five minute service.

Local capitalists are talking of utilizing some extensive

peat beds near St. Louis Park for making fuel to be used

in running elaborate electric power plants.

At New Richmond, Wis., failure of the poles to arrive

postponed work on the electric light tquipment till after

the freeze up.

Chris Gorder, of Oakes, N. D., has been in Minneapolis
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investigating the electric light business. He proposes put-

ting in a plant at Oakes.

Charles Fiedel, employed at the St. Paul Electric Light

works was instantly killed by getting caught in the belting

The Superior, Wis., Rapid Transit company dis-

tinguished itself by keeping its tracks clear and cars run

ning all day during a recent heavy storm.

A new engine and boiler have been added- to the electric

light plant at Hastings, Minn. H. C. C.

PERSONAL.
W. C.Clarke, general agent and assistant treasurer of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company,
Pittsburg, Pa., was in Chicago for a few days last week.

x\lexander Dusenbury has been appointed general mana-

ger of the Wilder Duplex Elect.ic Burglar Alarm & Mess-

enger company of New York to fill the position held by

A. M. Sloss, who recently resigned.

W. E. Moore, who, since the consolidation of the Thom-
son-Houston and Edison companies, has been manager
of the supply department of the western dis-

trict of the General Electric company, and
who was formerly head of the supply department of

the Edison General company for the district controlled by

the Chicago office, has been compelled permanently lo

leave Chicago on account of ill health, and will take up his

residence in El Paso, Texas. Mr. Moore had seriously

considered going south a year ago, but was induced to re-

main in the hope that the climate of Chicago would not

prove too severe for him. All who know Jlr. Moore per-

sonally will share the general regret that his health has

compelled him to leave Chicago. Mr. Moore leaves a host

of friends among the electrical fraternity in Chicago, and
all unite in the wish that he may find the relief that the

balmier air of the South can offer. He will be succeeded

by William F. Brewster, who was early identified with the

original Edison interests and who later has been active in

the railway department of the Edison General and Gener-

al Electric companies.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Lexington Light & Power company, Lexington, Va.

;

capital stock, |50,.ooo; electric plants and power.

New Pedrara Onyx company, Alexandria, Va.; capital

stock, $1,000,000; telegraph and electric plants, etc.

New York Development & Manufacturing company.

New York, N V.; capital stock, $20,000; to manufacture

and sell electrical apparatus.

Kennedy Electric company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

$100,000; to manufacture and sell devices and appliances

nsed in electrical locomotion; Evans & Arnd, 95 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.

F. P. Little Electrical Construction & Supply com-
pany, Buffalo, N. V.; capital stock, $100,000; the raanu-

fjclure, purchase and sale of electrical machinery, con-

struction of electrical work.

Electric Railway &. Improvement company of Staten Isl-

and, Jersey City. N. J.; capital stock, $200,000; to pur-

chase, own and operate electric light, heat and power
works, etc.; Lowlhorp& Oliphant, Trenton, N. J.

Elberton Improvement company, Elberton, Wash.; capi-

tal stock. $6,000; to construct, opsrate and control water

works, street railways and electric light plants and deal in

and improve real estate; Anderson Wait, Elberton, Wash.

KirkwoDd. Webster & St. Louis Railroad company,
Kirkwood, Mo ;

capital stock, $2,500; to construct a rail-

road from S:. Louis to Kirkwood, to be operated by elec-

tricity or horsepower; Geo. W. Taussig, Laclede building,

St. Louis, Mo.

Martinsburg Electric Light & Power company, Martins-

burg, W. Va.; capital stock, $50,000; constructing and
maintaining electric plants and lines, to furnish light, heat

and power to the inhabitants of Martinsburg and all

things pertaining thereto; Arian C. Nadenbusch, Martins-

burg, W. Va.

Pacific Bear Electric & Power company, Los Angeles,

Cal.; capital stock, $1,000,000, to acquire exclusive right

of patents owned by Bear Electric company and Columbian
Light, Heat & Power company of Chicago; to manufac-

ture, sell and lease apparatus, and deal in and distribute

light, heat and power, construct and operate railwa5S, etc.;

A. M. Stephens, Los Angeles, Cal.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Electric Construction company of New York may

build an electric light plant at Glasgow, Ky.

John S. Ham is endeavoring to organize a stock com-
pany to erect an electric light plant at Covington, Va.

Electric lighting is to be adopted in the carriages on the

Berlin Metropolitan railway. The carriages are at present

illuminated by oil gas on the Pintsch system.

An ordinance is pending in the city council of Dennison,

Te.xas, binding the city to a contract with the Light &
Power company for 40 arc lamps at $ 1 2 per light per month
for ten years.

The city of Anderson, Ind., is preparing to build a $35,-

000 electric light plant. Specifications have been sub-

mitted to the city council, and the intention is to proceed

at once with the work.

In Chicago the residents of the west side complain that

the city does not furnish them with enough arc lights. At
present the west side has 337 lights; south side, 335; north

side, 27S. Extensions now in progress, however, will give

the west side 393 lights.

A report by Herr Cuno states that Berlin is now lighted

by 2,916 electric arc lamps and 67,459 incandescent lamps.

In addition to these there are 253 private installations

—

170 driven by steam and 83 by gas, which supply 3 287 arc

lamps and 40,801 incandescent lamps.

J. Frank Morrison is interested in a project to organize

the General Electric company of Baltimore. The pro-

posed capital is $2,000,000. A reorganization of the

Maryland Electric company would be secured, and it would
be consolidated with the new concern.

The Rock Island, 111.. Brush Electric Light company
has purchased the Rock Island gas works, the entire plant

passing into the Brush company's possession for a consid-

eration of $75,000, and that company will operate it in the

future. The ultimate end of the transaction will be the

consolidation of the Brush and gas illuminating plants in

Rock Island.

The Cincinnati & Suburban Electric Light company has

entered suit against the city of Newport, Ky., for $14,000,
that being the amount said to be due it for light furnished

the city from Jul> i, 1891. up to the present date. The
case will be heard at the next terra of the circuit court at

Alexandria. The bills for each month were rendered to

the city council, and ^ach time the bills were referred to a

committee, where they were pigeon-holed. The present

suit was expected, as litigation alone will settle the right

of the electric company or the gas company to furnish the

light.

The Winona, Minn., Heat, Light & Power company
and the Winona City Railway company, both of which are

under the control of the Northwest Electric company,
have completed plans for their new buildings. The street

car storage shed will have a frontage of 50 feet on Johnson
street and will run back 120 feet. The cars will be run
into the building from the front end on Johnson street.

The south end east walls of the present electric light build-

ing will be torn down and the building enlarged so as to

occupy the rest of the two lots not taken up by the car

sheds. It will be 120 by 140 feet in size. Both buildings

will be of brick, with metal roofs, so that they will be
fireproof. These improvements will be begun early in the

spring.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The city council has granted a franchise to J. M. Gardi-

ner for a complete street railway system at Portland, Ind.

An underground electric railway is proposed to connect
the Leopold district in Brussels, Belgium, with the ex-

change.

The Key West. Fla., street railway has. it is stated,

been purchased by capitalists who will operate the road by
electricity.

The South Chicago City Railway company will begin at

once the extension of its tracks on Seventy-ninth street and
Stony Island avenue.

An electric road five miles in length is to be built from
the Cottage Hili cemetery at Brazil, Ind., to Harmon, with

branches to the Vandalia depot.

A company has been organized to construct and operate

an electric line in Lancaster, O. A power house is to be
erected and six miles of road built at occe.

J. C. Chaffer, representing a syndicate, has purchased
the lines of the Citizens' Street Railroad company, at

Indianapolis, which embraces 25 miles of electric road.

The California Electric Railway company has been in-

corporated and will build a line Irom Stockton to Wood-
bridge and from Lodi to Wallace. The main line and
branches will be 32 miles in length.

Several business men of Rochester, N. Y., have formed
a company to construct and operate an electric street rail-

way to Summerville, Windsor Beach, Sea Breeze and Glen
Haven, which are neighboring summer resorts.

Herr Kostier recently read a paper before the Society of

Austrian Engineers and Architects on a proposed electric

railway for rapid communication between Vienna and
Budapest. According to the scheme a speed of 125 miles

per hour would be attained, thus reducing the journey be-

tween the two capitals from five hours to one hour and a
half.

TELEPHONE.
The length of the wires used by the various telephone

systems in Switzerland is given as 13,340 miles.

The new telephone exchange building in Paris is now
completed, and the work of installing the instiuments is

in progress.

The worth of the telephonic communication, which was
established some time ago between the different life-saving

stations along the coast of England, was well proved dur-

ing the recent storm. At Brancaster the lifeboat was
called out by a telephone message from the coast guard at

Thornham and saved five lives. At Hunstacton the life-

boat crew was promptly assembled in response to a tele-

phonic message, but the necessary assistance was given by
another boat; while at Winterton the telephone was suc-

cessfully used to secure the services of a tug from Yar-

mouth to tow out the lifeboat to assist a wreck on the

Happisburgh Sands.

time. The Commercial company operates mostly in the
New England states. The Postal company claims to have
3,000 offices and 125,000 miles of line exclusive of its late

purchase.

It has been the custom for a long time for business
houses to send telegraphic messages in cipher to their

traveling agents and vice versa. The telegraph companies
charged one cent a word, the same rate as exacted for or-

dinary messages. The enterprising drummer soon hit up-
on a scheme to beat the telegraph company. He arranged
a cipher code in which several words would be run into

one, very often sending an entire message in one word, or,

at any rate, sending ten times as much matter in a message
as was really paid for. The telegraph companies stood it

as long as they could, but when the Chicago dressed beef
concerns, with 400 agents in all parts of the country, be-

gan sending messages in words of twelve and fifteen let-

ters, beside which Hebrew or Russian would be intelligent,

the patience of the telegraph managers gave out. The
new cipher rule adopted by the Western Union and Postal

Telegraph companies provides that all words not found in

the English dictionaries will be reckoned by the letter,

allowing three letters to a word. Thus an unintelligible word
of eleven letters will be charged as four words, instesd of

one as formerly.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The General Electric company gave each of its married

employes of the western department a turkey for Thanks-
giving day.

The stock of the Allen-Hussey company, manufacturers
of annunciators, electric bells, etc., at 211 and 213 Ran-
dolph street, Chicago, was slightly damaged by fire on No-
vember 23d.

The Compagnie de ITndustrie Electrique of Paris has
the contract for a plant to utilize available water power at

Frinvilliers (Jura Bernois), and to transmit the same elec-

trically a distance of about 17 miles.

Captain Alexander Johnston of Washington, D. C, has
invented an electrical invalid chair, a model of which is

now running in Baltimore. The chair is mounted upon a
case which contains the motor and storage cells. The
guiding apparatus is like that of an ordinary low-seated tri

cycle, and at one side of the seat is a lever connected with

a resistance box for controlling the motor. At the other

side of the chair is the brake handle, which is an ordinary

lever friction brake. The motor is wound for a low elec-

tromotive force, and is of the slow speed design, connected
to the driving shaft by a single reduction gearing. Captain

Johnston gives the following details of the chair: "Five
and one half ampere hours to each pound of weight. Speed,

eight miles an hour for five houis, though at lower speed

battery will last for fifty miles of travel. Total weight,

150 pounds."

TELEGRAPH.
It is reported that the Postal Telegraph company has

purchased the Commercial Telegraph company's property.

The two companies have been practically one for some

TRADE NEWS.
The American Electrical A\'orks, Providence. R. 1., are

still running day and night as they have been doing since

last April.

George Cutter has been appointed western agent for Pass
& Seymour of Syracuse, N. Y., and will carry a stock of

their China goods at Chicago.

W. W. Jones has opened an office at 620 Atlantic ave-

nue, Boston. Mr. Jones will repiesent W. R. Fleming &
Co., engineers and contractors of New York.

A $ J. M. Anderson, Boston, Mass., manufacturers of

the -E-na insulating material, report that they have under
consideration plans for increasing their output.

The Rhode Island Tool company of Providence, R. I-.

is making a spacialty of furnishing drop forgings to order

and also square and hexagon nuts for street railway work,

The Whitney Electrical Instrument company, of Boston,
is pushed to fill its orders for ammeters and voltmeters.

One order for twenty-six large ammeters fl as recently

received from Chicago.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has just taken
the agency for a combination tin shade, both flit and cone
shaped. These shades were devised by F. H Soden, and
will be known as the Central combination shades.

A. C. Tibbe is installing an arc and incandescent plant

at Washington, Mo., for street and commercial lighting.

On November 22d a popular vote was taken on a proposi-

tion to grant Mr. Tibbe a 20 year franchise, resulting in

his favor by the overwhelming majority of 459 to 14.

C. S. Knowles, of Boston, Mass., is having an unusually
large demand for the new armature paper which he re-

cently offered for sale. Duplicate orders have been re-

ceived from many manufacturers of electrical apparatus.

Mr. Knowles is now making a specialty of press board
paper of superior quality.

The Bay State Belting company, of lloston, Mass., is

sending to the trade a very neat pamphlet, giving a detailed

description of its new brand of Indian tanned belting. This
company has several orders where high speed is required,

a number being for cone belts. A special feature of this

belting is that it is well adapted to run in damp places.

The Sawtell company, of Boston, is offering to the trade

a new incandescent lamp known as the "Diamond S'*

lamp. Tht company recommend this iamp as one that has

an unusual brilliancy and gives a pure white light. It is

warranted not to blacken, and is made for all voltages and
candle powers. The company is also prepared to furnish

colored lamps in any quantity.

The Enterprise Electric company, lately at 315 Dear-
born street, Chicago, has moved 10 307 Dearborn street

where it will be better able to handle its large trade.
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It occupies the entire main floor and basement of the

new store, which is 25x150 feet. The increasing demand
for the specialties handled by the Enterprise company
made this change of location necessary.

The Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing company, of Provi-

dence, R. I., is offering an extensive line of gauges, which

are warranted to be absolutely accurate and suite 1 to the

needs of electricians desiring something which they can

depend upon. This firm recently placed a number of its

planers and other machine tools in the factories of several

of the leading electrical concerns in the East.

W. R. Brixey, manufacturer of the famous kerite insu-

lated wires and cable, of which F. W. Gushing is general

western agent, is adding to his already large factory two
extensive buildings, one 120x43 feet and one 60x45 feet.

He is also putting in a new Abendroth & Root water tube

boiler of 155 horse power, a Green horizontal engine of

125 horse power, and has just had constructed a 400 Edi-

son electric light plant.

The Davis Electrical Works, of Springfield, Mass., is the

name of a new concern which has entered the electrical

field to make a specialty of renewing incandesceut lamps

After many careful experiments, extending over a year, the

Davis works are in a position to make guarantees for

this business. It is claimed that the renewed lamps will

be found to be equal to any lamp now on the market, and
sample orders are solicited.

Siaperiateadent G. Wilfred Pearce, of the New Jersey

Lamp and Bronze Works, New Brunswick, N. J., reports

that he is compelled to run the factory overtime to meet

the increase of trade. This firm recently made arrange-

ments with Andreas Makart. Henry Belcher and Prof. C.

McK. Smith, artists of national reputation, for ornamental

designs of electrical fixtures. It has now several very large

orders for public building':.

The Gould Packing Company, of East Cambridge,
Mass., is busy filling orders, a number of which have been
received from the Pacific coast. This firm makes an un-

usual guarantee, allowing thiity days' trial, after which, if

the goods are not satisfactory, they can be returned at the

Gould company's expense. Recent improvements have

been made in special adjustments for high speed engines,

and s'eam pumps for use in electrical plants.

General Manager H N, Fenner, of the New England
Butt company, Providence, R. I., reports that his company
was never more busy than it is at present filling orders for

braiders, winders and tapping machines. There is also a

very strong demand for the measuring and stranding ma-
chines for which this firm has national a reputation. This

company expects to make an extensive exhib t at the

World's Fair, and woik on it is now under way.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has been
engaged for ihe last few weeks in rearranging and en-

arging its store and office to make room ior the larger

working force necessary to take care of the rapidly increas-

ing business. The demand for its numerous specialties

is on the increase. The call for the new Acme
wire guards has been heavy. The company is making ar-

rangements to largely increase its manufacluring facilities.

The Bradbury-Stone Storage Battery company of Lo-
well, Mass., is in receipt of a very gratifying letter from
L. H. Phullen, electrician of the Leetonia, Ohio, Electric

Light & Power company, in relation to the successful work-

ings of its batteries upon a yacht. This boat was run at a

pleasure resort for six months, and the batteries did their

work most satisfactorily, far surpassing, it is stated, any-

thing the company expected. The yacht measures twenty-
five feet ovtr all, with a six-foot beam; it is designed to

carry sixteen persons, but forty passengers have been car-

ried on one trip The battery consisted of thir-

teen cells, and had a capacity of 300 ampere hours. The
Bradbury-Stone company expec's to have a number of

yachts running which it will also equip with its batteries.

The Porter- Leavitt Electric Motor company, of Provi-

dence, R. I., is placing on the market for the Christmas
novelty trade ihe No. i "P. & L." fan motor outfit ard
battery, which rontairs many advantageous features. This
company has adopted the Crescent battery for use with its

No. I motors. The zinc in this battery can be raised

when not in use, so that the cell may be kept charged and
used when desired. This battery may also be used for

running induction coils, electro-medical instruments, and
small lamps. It will, it is claimed, run ihe motor about
twenty hours with one change of solution. These motors
are finely finished in black enamel with brass trimmings,
and are provided with a grooved brass pulley. Already the sale

for this complete little outfit has been extraordinarily

large, and keeps this company working to its fullest capac-

ity to keep pace with orders.

BUSINESS.
The Wilder Duplex Electric Burglar Alarm & Messen-

ger company of New York, was awarded the contract last

week for the placing of 21 fire alarm bcxes in Cohoes, N. Y.

The Newton Rubber company, of 116 Bedford street,

Boston, has recently moved to more commodious quarters
in the John Haveok building on Devonshire street.

Larger office room was necessary to meet the requirements
of the business.

The General Electric company announces that it has
made arrangements to handle the railway line material

manufactured by the Lieb Machine Works, and that all

communications on this subject should hereafter be ad-

dressed to the General Electric company.

The Knapp Electrical Works' business on Safety in-

sulated wires and lamp cord has been so large that it

has become necessary to double the present capacity of the

factory. They also repor^ heavy sales on sockets, lamps,
transformers and the Ries regu'ating socket, for which
they are general agents.

The Wilder Fire & Burglar Alarm company, of Kansas
City, Mo., is now located in the Burlington building, as it

found it necessary to have more room. On the ground
floor is located the general office tor district business. Of
the four rooms on the second floor, three are used for oper-

ating, while the other is used as a battery room, and one
room on the third floor is used as a dormitory by the
patrolmen.

The Huyett Sc Smith Manufacturing company of

Detroit, Mich., is making a very compact ventilating fan
which is driven by a directly attached electric motor. In
the "Smith fan," as the outfit is called, the motor is sup
ported by the spider of the fan, the shaft of which is ex-

tended to form the shaft of the motor, so there is but one
moving part. The speed of this blower is regulated by
means of a switch only, and there is no resistance box of

any kind.

The New York Insulated Wire company, through Man-
ager Geo. H. Meeker, gives the Sperry Electric Mining
Machine company, Chicago, a very flattering testimonial of

the merits of the latter company's fuse wire. Mr. Meeker
says: "In placing with you our order for fuse wire and
links to be u^ed in the Westinghouse- Electric & Manufac-
turing company's ins'a'Iation for the entire incandescent
lighting of the grounds and buildings of the World's
Columbian Exposition, we do so, as we believe your fuse
wire and links are the best and most accurate in the

market The conditions of our contract are such that it

is necessary for us to have the very best."

The Railway Equipment company, Chicago, has just

issued catalogue No. 18 of overhead parts. This concern,

one of the pioneer houses in the furnishing of overhead
equipment for electric roads, was among the first to rec-

ognize the superiority of hard rubber for insulating pur-

poses. Having from the start used and advocated ihis

material, it experimented with various compositions, and
the special hard rubber composition now furnished by the

company shows an astonishingly high degree of insulation.

Having had such an extensive experience in this exclusive

line it is able to appreciate the needs of the various sys-

tems. In offering therefore its new "type G" ma'erial it

is with the belief that these fixtures are up to the highest

standard.

In the issue of the Western Electricean of November
7, i8g[, there was illustrated and described the success-

lul trial trip made at Sioux City, la., of a storage battery

car, equipped by the Bradbury Stone Storage Battery

company, of Lowell, Mass. Ever since then the line in

S^ouxCity has been in operation. Some time ago the Brad-
bury-Stone company obtained permission from H. W,
Burgett, treasurer of the Union Electric Railway com-
pany, of Dover, N. H., to place upon the tracks of that

company a car fitted with the "B. & S. ''storage batterv. The
equipment consisted of one thirty horse power Detroit

motor on McGuire trucks, the car body being furnished by
the Ellis Car company at Amesbury. The battery equip-

ment consists of one hundred and forty cills, and is fitted

with all the modern improvements, such as electric bells

and cash registers. A noticeab'e feature of the car is that

the sides of it are divided into three panels, which open
downward, and the batteries are slid into place on tables on
each side of the track. As the tables slide in, the con-

nection is automatically made with the bateries and motor.
Recently a trial trip was made between Dover and Great
Falls, a distance of about six miles. There were about
fifty aboard, and the car with its heavy load made the as-

cent of the hills on the route, which are noted for their

steepness in this vicinity, in the smoothest manner possible.

The batteries in the Bradbury -Stcne car will lun the car

for thirty miles without change, and it is stated can make a

trip of fifty miles at a pinch. The company believes that the

question after all between the two s) stems, trolley and bat-

tety, is one of economy and utility. The equipment of

both cars is about the same, and it only remains to say

whether the batteries cost more than the overhead system.

The invention of Bradbury and Stone stands cut

as one of the most successful in existence. These gen-
tlemen have spent years in perfecting the system, and can
but feel gratified at the result of this trial.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued November 22, i8g2.

486,457. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Gustav A. Frei,

Springfield, Mass.

The ends of ihe filaments are attached to platinum tubes
which are placed over the ends of the leading' in wires and
soldered thereto by means of an electric current.

486488. Electric Arc Lamp. William O. Meissner,

Chicago, III.

A rack is provided for each carbon rod, and two pinions are
provided upon a shall carrying two oppositely faced ratchet
wheels, which are adapted to be actuated by two dogs attached
to the ends of a pivoted cross bar controlled by an electro

magnet.

486,498. Lightning Arrester. Harry G. Osburn, Chi-

cago, 111.

This lightning arrester consists in a connection to ground
provided with a generator of electro motive force equal to and
opposed to that of the dynamo electric machine, whereby cur-
rent from the dynamo ts prevented from passing to ground,
while an electric discharge will pass through the generator to

ground,

486,506. Electric Swilch-board. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, III.

The swilch-bonrd consists of strips of insulating material pro-

vided wuh corresponding nolchcSj metallic pieces being
mriuntcd in the notches, the strips being placed together to

form rows of rectangular plug holes, each having two metallic

connccdonson opposite sides thereof.

486 507. Test System for Multiple Switch-boards.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

A device adapted to give a suitable response upon cessation
of current through it is combined with a source of electricity in
a parallel circuit, and contact pieces are provided as terminals
of the parallel circuit and adapted to be applied to the contact
pieces of a spring jack, whereby it may be determined whether
the contact pieces of the spring jack are short circuited or not.

486,524. Dynamo Electric Mach'ne. George Baehr,
Brooklyn, N Y.

A Gramme ring armature is supported upon a disk in which
are inserted metallic pluys, their ends being exposed on both
faces of the disk, one end serving as a contact surface for the
brushes and the other end having attached to it the ends of
the armature coils.

486,563. Illuminated Time-piece. Benjamin Haas, Jr.,

and Gustav Trouve, Paris, France.

486,569. Electric Signaling Device. James J. Ross, De-
troit, Mith.

486 575. Process of Electrically Reducing Refractory
Compounds Thomas L. Willson, Leaksville, N. C.

The process consists in pulverizing the compound, impregna-
ting it with a reducing agent by boiling it therem and then
subjecting it to the heating action of an electric current.

486 583. Trolley Wire Hanger. David E. Lain, Yon-
kers. N. Y.

486,604 Suspension Device for Incandescent Lamps.
Stephen Porter, Boston, Mass.

486,612. Electric Releasing Device. William R. Hew-
itt, San Francisco, Cal.

486.624. Electrical Method of and Apparatus for Form-
ing Tubes. George D. Burton, Boston, and Edwin
E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

The process of forming a metal tube consists in beating a bar
electrically to a higher degree at its core than upon its exterior,
coiling the bar in its heated state upon a mandrel with its suc-
cessive turns abutting against each oiher and permitting the
coils to expand under the action of tke internal heat, whereby
their abutting edges are fused together.

486.625. Electric Metal Heating Apparatus. George D.
Burton, Bsston, Mass.

486.626. Electric ForE;ing Apparatus. George D. Bur-
ton, Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

The apparatus is adapted to automatically feed the bar, heat
a moving section thereof to a forging temperature by an elec-

tric current, and shape it into the desired form while retaining
the heat developed by the current,

486.627. Electric Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,

and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

486,634. System of Railway Signaling. Thomas A.
Edison, Menlo Park, N. J., and Ezra T. Gilli'and,

Boston, Mass.

The invention consists in a grounded line wire, an external
condensing surface upon the moving car a transmitting in-

ductive coil and circuit controller, and a receiving telephone
carried by the car and located in a ground connection from the
condensing surface through the rails up n which the car
travels.

486 643. Current Director. James F. McElroy, A'bany,
N. Y.

The director consists of a revolving armature having a series
of radiating arms, a divided circuit, loop coils in the branches
through which the e.\tremitiesof the arms pass, and fixed ct-r.s

for the coils.

486 644. Current Regulator. Janes F. McElroy, Al-

bany. N. Y.

The terminals of the fiild coils are secured to fixed contacts
and connected into circuit by a movable segmental contact
plate actuated by two pawl and ratchet devices, each device
having a controlling electro magnet adapted to throw it into
operati' n upon recuming active by the operation of a legula-
ting electro magnet.

486,656. Carbon Brush flo'der for Dynamo E ectric

Machines and Motors. James J. Wood, Fort Wayne,
Ind.

486,675. Pneumatic Fire Alarm. Anthony A. Lehmann,
Baltimore, Md.

486,689. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Eiward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

The instrument corsisig of an electro magnet system having
a field of force which is substantially constant, a loop conductor
movable in the field under the influence of a current, a spring
opposing the movement of the conductor, and an indes actu-

ated by the conductor, the parts being constructed so that a
current due lo a certain change of potential will cause the index
to move to a definite position on the scale.

486,702. Successive Non Interference Signal Bjx. Will-

iam E. Decrow, Boston, Mass.

486,715. Electric Device for Vibrating Tables. William
L. Imlay, Camden, N. J.

486,727. Thermostatic Regulator. Edwin C. Merrill,

Allegheny, Pa.

486,729. Electric Lamp Shade. Charles [. Miller,

Philadelphia, Pa.

486.757. E ectric Arc Lamp. James Brockie, London,
Eng.

The regulating mechanism consists of two solenoids, one
having a coil of coarse wire in the lamp circuit and an integral

core linked to one arm of a lever, the other having a coil of fine

wire in a shunt to the lamp circuit and a divided core which is

linked to the opposite arm of the lever, the lever being linked to

the carbon feeding device.

486,807. Electrical Hose Signaling Apparatus. William
Fowler, Colorado Springs, Colo.

486,818. Electrical Metal Working Apparatus. George
D. Burton, Boston, Mass.

An electric converter is provided with two exterior rings of

opposite polarity, electrodes mounted on arms attached to the

rings and provided with contact rolls, a feed reel being dis-

posed adjacent to one of the electrodes, and a pair of forging
hammers adjacent to the other.

486820. Electrical Annunciate r. Franklin S. Carter,

Burlington, N. J.

486,838. Electric Clock. Martin V. B. Ethridge, Ever-

ett, Mass.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDBR AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIKE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUMCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NE^ YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.

JI0:NTREAL branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

FOR SAJmTS,
We have for sale a

150E,P.,500-Tolt

Practically New. A Bargain.

The Electrical Constrnction Co,,

43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

For Sale.
One 30-Ught Ft Wayne, 18 amp. 30 lamps, 1750.00.
Two 60-liglit Vandepole, 110 lampg, 7 amp. $1,900.00.
One 45-light Brush, wltlt all fixtures, 23 lamps,

$1,100.00.
Nineteen Sperry dynamos all new, all sizes, cheap.
1,000 light National alternator, new, price mailed.
500-light National Alternator, new, price mailed.
600-light Edison, 110 volt, good order, $600.00.
No. 2Edison Compound, 110 volts, $325.00.
350-light, 70 volt, U- S. Dynamo, $450.00.
300-liglit, 110 volt, U. S Dynamo. ^4.50,00.

Four Engines, Automatic, 40, 60, 75 and 100 H. P.,

smoke stacks, belts, etc.

All the above delivered f . o. b. Chicago, for cash.

CHAS. E. GREGORY,
313 Oanal Street, OHIOAGO.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation €>-naranteed TrhereTer used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flf-xiule lu tsirii-me cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre!*-' extent fireproof. Our insulation wiil prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insolation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to famish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work ae well as onr standard color.

Clark Joint Gtun should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

'jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAHi'WAY and HIOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulavion.

"WE GTTARANTEE Ol R IXSFLATIOX M'HEREVER USED, AERIAJL, rXDEROROlJND OR SURWARINE, and oar net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogaes with terms and diacounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampghire Street, BOJSXOUT, MASS.

HBSRT A. CLAEK, Treasurer and Qen'l Manager.
HEBBEET H. EUSTIS, Fiatident and Electrician.

ANY CANDLE POWER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

©RAMKEISS RUBBEIR WIREIS AND QABLRS,
FACTORY AMD MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and l73LakeSt. Chicago, III.

ANY VOLTAGE.OT^X]

ii

VCTrlto itor I^rloes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN EAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. T.

IBIa.mi3les J*ree.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTKIC BBAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
Quaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and it'on.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
i H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Const-ant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every Improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehaU be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.

TH E BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No, 3.

A Perfect Milling Machine.

For the various operations of milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

ITell adapted for use In electrical
macfeine sliops.

Se33.!a. for CixcTalar-

JOHN BECKER MAFF'S CO,,

FITCHBURC, MASS.

JE»TJIIE

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Cnaranleed Over 99 Per Cent. Pnre.

161 Kinzie Sr.. Cbicaso.

Tte Osliorne Stean Eniineering Co.,
£XG1X£EBS,

Roams TM-TIB, 167 Dearborn St., - Chlcaao.
Kepresentative work now in conrso of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi"
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with uh. First, be sure
vou will get the best, then go ahead.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
A Motor and Battery that "will furnisli power for run-

Ding small music boxes, all kirds cf models, mechanical

toys. Gives £mp'e bieeze for the desk, sideboard and

sickro(m. Consists of motor, o-in. Fan, Battery, 15 feet

Insulated "Wire. Battery Po-nder for six charges.

SJGKD FOK CIKCllAR.

The Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. P.

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Cardew V^oltmeters,

Siemens' Electrody-

namometers,
The Standard Instru«

ments.

Send for Descriptive

Circular No. 290.

QUEEN £ CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD EIiICTHIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
—BRANCH 6TOBB-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

D
D

The Junior

• Kodaks
can be used as hand or

tripod cameras with either roll

film or glass plates. Fitted

with focusing index and
register for exposures. Best

Lens; best finish,

$40 and $50.

Eastman Kodak Co.,

D

520 OLIVE
STREETA M MORSE'co

Bl l^-KFYF ^OToioooH. p.»ST. LOUIS.

ENClNES::T'::::r'":::i;:^^

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
TlioiougWy conversant with the science

of electricity, both theoretically and prac-

tically, and a writer of established reputa-

tion on electrical subjects, is now open for

engagement. Address P, care Western
Electiucian, Chicago

WANTED.
An experienced man to sell

Electric Lamps and Dynamos.
Address P. O. Box 1004,

Chicago, 111.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^sn!r.itio'^-«-'^-

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
AKD OTHER SHEET METAI. TOOl.!^.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

HechaDical and Electrical

CoDeulfatioDB, Reporta, Plans, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric LighilLg,

and Electric BaiUvays.

56 Turner Btiilding, St, Louis,

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlatof Pins ^ Brackets,

And Electrical Sloldlng.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

THE i=»E!JLi"rojxr "\?v-A.TPE;rt i^itxxesesili

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

Capacity.

^A ^''° ^"'' ^^°' A
HH Eastman Kodal< Co.,

BIB Rochester, ^tB

KODAK
ManufactufeKs of

OCTAGONAL^ Cedar
TELEPHQM& Electrical

RailwayFoles&CRossArms

I iT H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber^o.

'I OSCODA., MICH.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 In use.

Affords ttie most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adnpted to heads running from ^Oup to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cert, better reeults guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliECTBIC TBANSMISSION.
The advantagee tbe Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoitlons
of speed and preeeure, have brought it into epeclal prominence and extenslva
nee for this class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpoae, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTOX 'WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-133 main St., San Krancisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBESTT STREET, - - NEW TORK.
^^It having come to our notice that orr patent rights are being infringed

upon. Intending pnrchaeeiB are hereby warned that all euch infringements will
be duly prosecuted.
F ICL.T01K %VATER HIOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse power, unequaled for all ligbt running machinery. WarranKd
to develop a given tmount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : W aterbiivy, Conn. S5 ParU Place, Ne-w Yorli.

-MANUFACTURERS OP-

3a.re and Insialated 'KTire-
UnderAvriters' Copper Electric liij^ht liine AVire, Copper IHa^net AVire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and AVorsted Cords for

Incandescent liigliting;. i* ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT ^^K„ K/^TJnFWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents forihe Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SDPPIY COMPANY. CHICAGO, • - SELLING AGENTS.

Taos. L SCOriLL, New York Agent

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

SyO lllnstration». €loth Bindiii};. Type Pages lO x 7 inches. Price, postage Prepaid, to any part of the world, S5.00.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con

5C2 donble-colamn Pages.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Bncyclopsedia than a
dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

l.it. The words, terms and phrases are invariably follovfed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

SE^sriD iisr

siderations, it has been thought desirable, to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Oross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

OliEAHNIiSS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

^^0'U"I^ OH,iD:E3ie 3sro"W".

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, Illinois.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CBLE-

BRAXCID %¥'ATER WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its remarkably steady motion, big*!! 9»peed
and g-reat Efficiency, and large Capacity for its aiameter,
being donble the Po-wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect guaranteed.
SEND FOR CAXAr.OOUE ATV1> PARXICCJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBII\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, ail mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ElSa7.A.^X<ZS^:E3I3 IB78.
SOI.E MAKCFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogne and Prices.

wn^^l^^^rnEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*n'*^Ii^%y^.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of its

kind ever pnbliBbed.

Sent Free to Any Address.

We m Headquarters

In the WeRt for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fiU
orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

Electrician Fablishin^ Cb-.
6 Lakeside Bnildins,

Chicago, 11].

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTBICAIi USSS^

Graphite Bods of Tarious Ijenstlis, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch. Hraphite Boxes and Crncibles, Beslstlng Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr*'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaOO N. Second Street, ST. I.OUIS.

TRANSMISSION 0' POWER
BIT 3IANIXI4A BOPE.

Copiously iilastrated and described in catalogne

Just issued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, MicK

xt^JSi^"' -''*'' 5HULTZ.

'-•^--ALLLEATHEFr^
NO IRON ROD OR HINGE OLD STYLE

EATHER LINKAND IRON ROD SEtT

AND ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEDEB

T

hw
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

TANNED ON TMt
SURTACES ONLV
NTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE'
THE ONLY PERFcCT BlIT \

MADE.N0 5LIPPINO

OR LOST MOTION

( 164 SummerSt., Boston, MasB ; 225 Pearl St., New York City.

'I 129 N. Tiird St., Philadelphia, Pa. ; 60 W. Mon.oe St. Chicago.

MHideIageIeatjIeR'^ AND Picker LEATHER;

St. Louis, MO-

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie Solution of tlie FroMeBi of Safe (JnariiDi

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
WherSTer and for whatsoever purpose employed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AHD DHDERGROUHD

MANHPACTUBED BT

T^X£RI OR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uinpifc. ( 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.| 526to628W. 351hSt.,

General Offices: 42 &44Broad St., KewYork.

TRAD£-MARE^

TChos. Day & Co.j 232 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Bfloantain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. SupplyCo., 2-,'6 Pearl St., Buffalo,N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 37 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. Hh St., Cincinnati, O.
Cbas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

IlO Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, P».

' Southern Electric Co.. Baitimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

i'^\ANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED 1831.

INCORPORATED 18«3.

kW" Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
PACT:

r2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE O.NLY ARC LAAP THAT
WORKS SATlSr.'W:TORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITT BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLEPHONC EUltXHNG.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVINa

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
9 On account of its high efficiency at all Btagea of gate, steadinesB of motion and easy working gate, the con-

^ Btrnction of which makeB It the moat senBltive to the action of a goveraor of any wheel on the market.

^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illnstrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
DATTON. OHIO.SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. IIIII.I/S A TEBIPI/R

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

nd Horizontal.110 Styles and Sizes. Upright i

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

thesechrist automatic switch
For GontrolUng Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

\.JK/ >^ 1vri» 1Ti'l~> -—Ons good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—gi.oo.

—

m
THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

WASTELESS o
G. d'Infreville,

Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

See Issue Western Electrician Oct. 29. 434 Canal St.. New York.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hlgrli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

CofflpleteSteaiPlantslDstallfiil.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS!
64 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Streei, New York City.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL.

UlllliiillililMiMliiilMiiiiiWB lli|jM»ii!Mii^^

Xt.ellci'ble

Write lor Manufacturers' Prices.

Bediing Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Tlie above cut represents the liAROKST lilNK BEIiT IN THE
V^l^ltL.!^ in actual operation in the engine room of a large plant at Rapid City, South
Dakota. It Is an A.CM.'E link, i8i feet long. 28 inches wide, and contains over

185,000 pieces, weighing, when ready for shipment, 1,656 pounds.

IHE A-CME IS MADE ONLY BY

PAGE BELTING COMPANY,
rACToitV: coivcon», N. II.

Wrltn UH for prlcoB nud doHcrlptlvo otrouliir.
n-n«««.»^. f

l*'«w York, Clilcaffo,
•"""""'"'I Boston, Hnn Franclaoo.

,,oHAWAVT
frVSEWIRE
tOA\PANY

6) WATER JT BOJTON

HICHEJT GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRE6UNKS
-5END FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LI.5TJ

FOR SALE.
Two 300-amperes shunt wound TJ. S. Dynamog.
Two 200-amperea shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-llght T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Bheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-Ught American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-Ught Spert^ 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-liuht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.

Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000-c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-llght Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

I BEGQS m, i mm co„

74 CORTI/ASIBT ST., ST. Y.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Cikcular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
in to in East 131st St., N. Y.
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To whom it may concern:

Electric Companies, Supply Houses, Contractors, and

the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-
Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Liighting, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Lights,
Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United States, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary,

89 MBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTEivn 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETANT FEATUKES:

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-outf

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

^fTT f^ A 'DX^CnmiVr c^^^^^^^-^^^^ For ELECTRICAL INSULATION.
If m. 1 M JJ^J r^ U Fj^^ M m,^X^ ^ ^ asbestos. / FumlBhed id BheetB, totes and moulded forme of any shape.

FIELD MAGNET SPOOLS, VULCABESTON PACKING,
„^ For Steam, Water, Acid and Gas ; in sheet, wick,

20,000 NOW IN USE. round and gaaliet forms of any shape.

Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT 00„ - - HARTFORD, CONN.,

Manufacturers of 3\/fl[^^XJIj]D!E3E> IX/XXCA..
H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., Selllng Agents, 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

JERSEY CITY, CHICAGO. PHII.ADELPHIA, BOSTON, ATLANTA, LONDON.

When yoa are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write tiie

TRADE MARK.

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO,
BstiTnates Cheerfully Given.

Warranted Hard Porcelain. Write us at once, we can save you money.

La ROCHE
116 m 118 N. till a.

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Cliicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

267 and 209 Dearborn street.

ELECTRIC WDBKS,

Philadelphia, Pann.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or IncanilesGent.

Currents from i-8 to 50 H. P.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW BEADY.

NEW
DYNAMO TENDERS'

HAND-BOOK.
226 Pages. 140 ZSngFavings, Hand-Sooh Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-hooTc series, of which

SOpoo copies have been sold. The new hook contains more than twice as

many pages and twice as many engravings as were comprised

in the old, and will continue to retain the distinction of

being the ONLY STANDABD WOBKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Did You Receive Our Picture ofJhe WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN /"^^^^^X Carrying Current for all In-
candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 13, ISand 17 Cortlandt St., - IVew York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., • Ciiicago.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Patent No. iSl,781.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat.
Hheogtats of every size and biod for Railway

and Stationary Motors of any make.
Lnw prices. Fall griiarantees against burn-

outs iinrter normal use. Full legral
protection.

Send for Printed Matter,

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tan?ht thorooffhlv day and night at the IIVSTI-
XrTE of TE€HXOI.O<iY, 151 Throop
Street. Chicago, III. Amaieure, Artieane
aod others assUted Practically in any line, and
inetructed in the latest and moat improved
methods.

Mechanical DuAr-QHTiNQ, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Oalculatione, Architectnre, Mechanics, also

au^htdayand night.

WLWk 0\ B For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROSm
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
tN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths« Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Co..,

'CfT'XXjniIXKJ'OI'OSa', 33XIXJ.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac '

WIRE or > ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifomlty in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
[xo.^ca-<:>.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
Monadnock Building 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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THE LAKE ERIE EN6INEERING WORKS,
-BTJILr>EItS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engtae, when nou-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall ofE in economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

fails off; Httoreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engiiies, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. Th* reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and autamatlcally between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a coJaborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked
out, making expansion below atmosphere impossible under any load, however

Hght. For the first time in the history of Steam Enginpcr-

ins, either Simple or Componnd, is bnilt an y.ngine

which maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespcft-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghouss Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 Iba. to 29 lbs. We have not deeeived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested in the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Sociely of Mechanical Engineers, at San Franciaeo.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

XJJSa-GhXKTXlEiZlS.

NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt St.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building.

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake St.

MINNEAPOLIS; Beery Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE. Jr., & CO.. Drexel Building.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTINC.

^^ FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

mm

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SLMPLE, COMPODND, AKD CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH office:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNTTNCIATORS ni^ BELLS.
FVIili IiIITE Alj\fA.-KS IX STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
185 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, H6I and 1468 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Send for New CATALOenB. Out Angust let.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lal<eside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO. Office and Works, ERIF. PA.
COXrXPX.ET'E: POWSR Pr.ANX8 FOR WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticlGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BEANOE OFFICES:

NEW YOBK,
PHII,ADEI,PHIA,
CHICAUO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexel Building.
1120 "Tiie Roolcery^'
39 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
A ftPWriTPC!' i ST. LOUIS—M. P. JohnBton Machinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 3d St.
•°^"^"'J"'"'

i MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.-T.M.Magnire, 33
^ — -

, 33 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND COMPOU
CONDENSINGOR NON-CON

ND
DENSING.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desigiied, Erected and Famished.

Send, for ubtt Catalogue ofPow
er TransmiBsion Machinery.

tiECTRK Light GL0BE3r-^

,^HE-L:AR(jEST-UHe-oF

S0VELftA[{TISTIC,PATTEf(NS&EFFEGTS.j

^ 42 MURRAY ST NY. J_
.SEND. FOR CATALOGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVE6 MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Thoxnson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

The W. P. Iron-Clad Motor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SlxoTJild. "be OrcLered. firoaniQ. •u.s a-t OrLce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and 175 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST, PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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^ KNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Have been appointed exclusive as:ents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States of

Illinois, Indiana, Western Oliio, Midiisan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado.

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a
par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased eflB.ciency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Endorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, efficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

m wsi u
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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any,

use the

CARPENTER

ELECTRIC CAR

HEATERS

to heat your cars.

Electric Heaters for all purposes,

to heat anything.

Hustled By

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO.

SHIELD BRAND WIRE,
nioistare Proof.

SUNBEAM LA.MPS.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS,

HABIRSHAW WIRE,
Kublier Covei'ed.

Eastern Office and Factories:

ANSONIA, CONN.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE I^TJBBBI^ TJSEI5 I3iT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Sfarine Core, used
on tiiiovernnient

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine Indiia Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable, Brooklyn
£di8on £lectric Light Co.

Suhmarine '%Tork» Edison Electric
liight « o., Easton, Fa.

Xaval Core. United
States s. e. "Chicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Condnetor.

"Drj-pla-es."
Grand Central Bepot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulflUs all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

OENERAIi JfiASTAGEB. KEW YORK CITY.

lESTERH AGEHTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolpli St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

WM.M. HABIRSHAW, F.CS.,

Feeder Cable,
Brooklyn F.dison
Electric l<ight Co.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Laip Co.,

805 Cbamber of ComxneFce Bldg., Chicago.
MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SPUEBIOB QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

ELSCTRIGAI. SUPPLY CO.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Qeneral Western Selling Agents.

CHAS. D. SHAinr,
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling ^gent.

-A-a-E]:tTCIES:
THE ELECTRICAL 8VFFLY CO-,

Ansonia, Conn.
WOODRUFF-HARRIS ELECTRIC CO.,

Birmingham, Ala.

IRON CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwauhee, Wis.
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BURTON ELECTRIC CAR HEATER.
GUARANTEED AGAINST

Diagram showing lo-

cation of lieatersin car,

Extracts from the Report of the Committpc on Science and the Arts of the
Franklin Inetitate of Fhilndelphia, on the merits of the

Burton Klectric Heater.

"It is well known that a unit of electrical energy when converted wUl develop a certnin definite
and well-known quantity of bent, independently of how it is converted, provided only that there ie no
induction, counter electromotive force, leakaj^e, oi' electrolytic action, conditions which are very easilv
fulfilled in many wiiys. In such cases, therefore, i?if cost of the electrical poivei- actually consumed will
he the samefor all el ctrical heaters ^or heating the surro^inding air. Tour committee, th'jrftfore, need
not consider this point nor the actual cost of heating air electrically, as that must evidently he the sxvie
for all go d electrical heatcrj."

"The points about which your committee is to report are, therefore, whether the powdered fire-

clay of the Burton Heater performs the functions claimed, naniely, of enabling a greater curr-ot to be
passed through thesame wire without injury to thatwire, and whether this form of heater has other
advantages.''

"Your conimittee made a test of this lieater in the electrical laboratory of the Philadelphia Manual
Training School, and obtained the following results. They found

—

"1. That the same curreut, about 5 amperes, which heated exposed parts of the wire to a cherry-
red heat, heated the covered parts only to a degree of heat at which oxidization begins, which, of
courae, is very much less.

•*2. That the greater part of the heat was dissipated at the bottom of the heater. In these two fea-
tures, therefore, the claims of the inventor were sustained.

"3. That it required only a few minutes after the current was turned on, before the heater began
to give off large quantities of heat.

''The opinion of yonr commiUeet is that the addition of the ftre-clay is a valuable improvement for
the reasons given above, and thet taemodel submitted is in a practical form.

"They recommend the award of the Scott Legacy Medal.'"
[Signed] CARL BERING, Ch'm'n,

" JAMES WILaON.
" RICHARD 0. HEINRICH,
" N. H. EDGERTON.

Sept. 4th, 1889, adopted.
[Signed] S. LLOYD WIEGAND, Chairman.

Certified to be a true copy from the records.
[Signed] WM- H. WAHL.

£eo'eta}-y FranJcUn Institute.

BURNING OUT OF WIRES.

] and method of wirine.
Heaters are placed un-
der car seats.

la ad arlicic on electric heating, which appeared in the September, 1893, edition of
Ekctrkal Industries, page 333, a gentleman wali and favorably known in electric

railway circles, and a pioneer in electric heating, states as follows:

''In point of efficiency, convenience and eoonomy, the electric heater claims

superiority, and its claims seem to bs well established. It is now some six years since

the flrtt experiments were made on an electric road. While it was found that certain

changes of minor importance were necessary, yet it was fully demonstrated that the

electric heater was a commercial success; in fact some dozen heaters of the first lot are

still in perfect condition after some six seasons of constant use.

Improvements have been made and the success of the parent company has led

others to invent U3W heaters, but up to the present time the original style of
Barton Heater, M'hicli was first nsedontlie Spragne Head in
Kicliniond, is perliaps Tvarranted in claiming that it is the
only C9ininercially snccessfal heater on the market. The fact
that over one handred electric roads in this country and
Canada irere using the heaters last season, and the farther
fact of large numbers of duplicate and triplicate orders being
received, would seem t» -warrant such assertions."

Prospective buyers, wishing further information, are invited to write us for des-

criptive catalogue containing claims, testimonials, diagrams and directions for wiring.

XJLYLOR, GrOODHXJE & JLIMES,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS, 327 3ivd:orLaa.ra.oc:ir ^locHs, CmC.Zi.a-0.

George Cutter,
329 THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

Maker of

CUTLER'S NON-INDUCTIVE
AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Equally accurate for direct or alternating currents.

Unaffected by magnets or masses of iron near by,

or by changes in temperature. Perfectly dead-

beat and reliable in practice—can be left in the

circuit continuously.

Built in sizes to meet the demands of practice.

For storage battery plants, incandescent lamp

testing, electroplating, alternating current light-

ing and railway work, the Cutlcr Noil-IlldUC-

tivc Ammeters and Voltmeters have no equal.

(Licenaetl iiiulerthe Oiirilew Pnlonts.)

I'OU FURTHKR INKORMATION WRITE TOCutter's
Lamp-Supporting Pulley.

Have you tried it? GEORGES GUTTXaR, 329 Tlie Roolcery, CHICAOO.
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS THE B32T*

Most Uniform in Candle Power. Higli in Efficiency.

Office and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber v0.

S. p. COLT, Prest,, F. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

Cieaeral TCestern Aeents: Enterprise Electric Co., Chlcaeo.

STIXAKD L. CAMDEE, iBnoincflB Manarapi

The

international OKONITE COMPANY, LIIITED,

1 3 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uta.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Phlladelpliia, Olijineapoiia, Cincinnati,
Omaha, l.onlsville, St. liools, San FranclBco, I.ondon and So. America.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS ASB DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF AIL DESCEIPTI0N8,

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE 0^\'N A^sD OPEP VTE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE Wa MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instruments and all Scientific Measnrement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Mannfactnredt by tlie

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio

New York City, Chas. E. Chapln, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul, Minn ,Tlie Etec. Encpneerinf!: & Supply Co.
Omaha. Neb.. B. E. Downs, 215 Sheely Block
St Louis. Mo., St Louis Elpctrical Supply^ Co.

San Erancisco, Cal., A. C. Brainard & Son, No. 109
California St.

Cincinnati, 0., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215^'. 4th St.

Louisville, Ey., Smifhera & Davis.
Pittsburgh. Pa.. W. H. Vandevort, 709 Lewis Block.
G. P. Altenberg. 2J0 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia,

Little Eocb, Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W. Markham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., -je-lOO King St.

EET FOR CAPACITT TESTS.

MANUFACTUEER OF

IMSUI.ATESD ISLiXSGTRIG mriRE,
FLKXIBLE COItI>S and CABLES.

300 ana 308 North Tlitrd Street. - - PHII/APELiPHIA, PA.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWTKGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y,

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl & Co. . 12fi Liberty St., New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, Di.
H. M. ScIpIe&Co., 3d & Arch Sts., Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B.Pearson & Co., Home Ina.BIdg.,Chicago,IU, James & Co., Chattanooga, Trdd.
Tho8. G. Smith, Jr., William M. Porter, Deiroit, Mich.

ilflramond Bldg., Clncijinati, Ohio. T W. Anderson, Houston, Tex.
W. A. Day, 1-iS Oliver St., Boston, MasB. F. H. Whiting, Jacnbson Blockt Denver, Colo.
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Is tl:Le 03iTIl--Sr Z3iTOj^3iTIDE]SOE]3^T IL.-A.3ivd= la-TX7-f-o.ll3r m-a-d-e.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Company vs. United States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4th, 1882.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

Philadelphia, Penn. Cleveland, O. St. Paul, Minn.
Atlanta, Ga. Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash.
St. Louis, Mo. Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont.

Kansas City, Mo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Omaha, Neb. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md,
New Orleans, La. Spokane, Wash
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American Electrical Mfg. Co..
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Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander &Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc ijamps.
Begpe, J. E., Mchy. & Snpply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
General Electric Co,
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Rose Electric Light Snpply Co.
Scott Electrical Mfg. Co.
Miemena & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
WeBtlnghonBe Electric & Mfg, Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lAlstkt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
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Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electrical fcJnnply Co..The.
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
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Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
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Western Electric Co.

Bells, Blectrio.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., TheB. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Macneto.
Central Electric Co,
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Westem Electric Co.

BeltlnK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg, Co.
JeweU Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The,
Blancbard, Albert,
Lane & Bodley Co., The,
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician PnbllBhlng Co.

Bnrfflar Alarms,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Bupnly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Ineolated Wires.)

Cables, Electric. (See insulated
Wiree), Copper.Sheetand Bar
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebllne's Sons Co.. J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co,
WeF-tem Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co,

Carbons. Pplnts and Plates.
Centtal Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
B^app Electncal Wbrka,

CFuccnes, ITrfetlOR.
FallB Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J, H, &D. Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constmction and Bepalrs.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Smith, Thos. a. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Bleetrle Jjlsbt,
Ensrlne Plants and Bleetrle
R&Uwaya.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., Tne,
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Moree & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
OBborne Steam Engineering Co.
PearsMi & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sious City Engine Works.
Smith, ThOB. G. Jr.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine uo,

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Blecttic Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P,
National India Rubber Co,
Roebling's Son's Co,, J, A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co,
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sniply Co., Tie
Hnghea Bros. Mfg, Co,
Knapp Elec'rical Works,
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co,
Railway Equipment Co.

Cut-Onts and tS^vltcbes.
American Eleclrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co,
Electrical Sunply Co,, The,
Enterprise Electric ( o.

Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg, Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knsnp Electrical Works.
PerbineElec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Reddmg Electric Co.
Sechrist, A,
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply Co,

Cuts.
Manz & Co.

Dynamos-
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
Duplex Electric Co,, Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
I>a Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacttiring Co.
Rose Electrfc Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

' Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatinsr-
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

£Iectric liBTa €^as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric BailTraj^s.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
WestingtmiBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Sleclianical
Bnslneers.
Bryan, W.H.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.

Blectrlcal Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co ., The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company,
Western Electric Co.

Blectrlcal Intellleence,
Bryan W. H,

Blectrlcal specialties.
Atwood, A. H.
Bryant Electric Co,
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and CoBiblna-
tlon Fixtures.
Baeeot. E
Edwards, W. S, Mfg. Co.
Electrical SupplT uo.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Bleetro-Platlnc Blaclklnes.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co,

ElcTators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

EnerineB, Cras.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Enerines, Steaai.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Oo.
Ball * Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A, M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G, Jr,
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co,
Weston Engine Oo.

Pan Oatfits.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrictt & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Pnse Wire.
Electrical Snpply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmnt Fuse Wire Co.
Snerry Elec, Mining Machine Co.

eas Xiisbtiner, Electric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
American Electrical Mfg. Co,
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d'lnfreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co,
Electric Cons, & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
'Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Weetern Electric Snpply Co.
(Greeley & Co

.
, The E . S.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick it Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Westem Electric Co.

Celebes and Electrical Oiass-
irare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Grapblte Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Xnsnlatlns
Slaterials.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Blectrlcal Snpply Co., The.
Empire China Works,
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Lefmann, Julius.

Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
MnnseU & Co., Eu?ene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co,
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insniated Wires and Cables.
nasmet W^ire.
Ameirican Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cnshing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprfse Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
international Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining MacUne Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co,
Westem Electric Co.

J^amps, Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacnum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co,
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood&Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Rawver-tfan Slwtric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

liatlies.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Tiightnin;^ Arresters.
Knapp Electinapp Electrical Works.

nasnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Ifeclianical aiacbinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

nodical Batteries.
Partrick & Carter Co,

niica.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg, Co., H, W.
Munsell & Co,, Eugene.

Milliner lUacbinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

JHininie A.pparacu», Bleetrle.
General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westlnehonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

9Indel MakLlns,
Midland Electrical Wks.

Hotors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co., The
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens & Halske Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Companv,
Westinghonse Electric & Mfe Co

iKame Plates,
Becker Mfg. Co., John,

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co,
Lefmann, Jnlius.
Loud, H, M & Sons Lumber Co,
Railway Equipment Co,
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G,

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equioment Co.

Popc*-lain.
Empire China Works.

Publishers, Blectrlcal.
Electrician PubUsiilng Co.

Pnsh Buttons.
Central B16CW6 Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Westem Electric Co.

Ball-nrays, Electric.
(See electric railways.) -

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Innis &Co.
Klipstein, A.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine Bllmlnator Co.
SDk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeabinjE Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co,

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railway,
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co,

Tapes, Insnlatinr.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cnshing, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Elect'rical SnpplyCo., The.
India Rubber & G. P. it s, Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pair' 3o.
Washburn & Moen 3Ifg. Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Servlco Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co,

Telephones, Electric
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co^ The,
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company,
Westem Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
National ElectricManufacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg, Co,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co,

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tmcks. Rlectric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & M^, Co.

Turbine TTheeis.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniTcrsities.
Institute of Technology.

Mass. Chemical Co.

Wat**r WheclH.
LeiTel & Co,, The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Central Electric Co,
Crescent Ins, Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway Eqilpment Co.
Ropbliue's Sons' Co,. J. A.
Soerrr Elec. Vlnim: Machine Oo.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PBOFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method 0/ street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELEGTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston. Mass.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES HO STATIC EliECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

' RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

A. S^ECI.A.X.T-2-.

IJE\-

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only ManafactnrerB In the Coonn-y.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by K.rueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Ravrhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, OfBce and Annunciator Wire,
Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue. ADDEESS,

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO.
173 liake St.

BAN FRANCISCO,
2S una S; Fremont St.

NEW -rORK,
liy L.ibertySt.

TRENTON,
N.J.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Pliintt- pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechanicftlly or a]>
plied in the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICAH BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability

,

Accuracy,
Economy of Power,
Dead-Beatness and
Good Finish,

MANUFACTURED BY US.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

New Tork Oflice, lae E<iberty St. send eoe catalooue.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!
Ecxo:^ <3-zi..A.x>£: xza'o.^srx>£]sox]Zi3''37 ijiAivri»s.

THE ELECTRICAL MFG. CGMPAKY, OCOKTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

mm CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before pnroliaMlns: elNewlicre soikI In a trial order for Brilliants.
I.aniiiH fur.ilHliC<l to conHiinicrB in .iiinntit.ie» at factory prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES:] >VIILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
( THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Managerc
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jfiH'^.
[TRADE MARK 1

Long since the standard, still mantains its lead, and lives in the hearts
of its customers. More of it sold today than all other wires combined.
A large stock, to meet the demands of the trade, always on hand.

OKONITE TAPE, OKONITE TUBING, MANSON TAPE, COMMERCIAL LAMP CORD.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GBIffERA.L WESTERN AGENTS^ 116 and 118 Franhlin St., Chicago.

i?>vww^gavall

y/NOT

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
ESsLUL Olctlire, '\^ris., XJ. S. J\..

jBX7xux>x]xt.s or*

High Grrade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Long Distance Transmission of Power, Street Railmray Generators,
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Electric Mining Plants,
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

G20 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK. 134 East Sixth Street, ST. PAUL.

Penn Mutual Building, PHILADELPHIA. 29 E. First South Street, SALT LAKE CITY.
65 Smith Building, CINCINNATI. Haller Buildiag, SEATTLE, WASH.

167 Gravier Street. NEW ORLEANS. 314 California Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
Equitable Building, ST. LO UIS. 70 Pearl Street, TORONTO, OlS T.

TDriLe ^lace to ^"0.37- SvLpplies:

THE ELECTRICAL EN6INEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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JQ CANDLE POWER

||JJ[(||||
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

CENTS.

CANDLE POWERS '"""""'Ap&ion
Reduced Prices

for all other

Unrivaled Quality! High Efficiency!

Perfect Satisfaction Guaranteed!

16 CANDLE POWER

ANCHORED FILAMENT RAILWAY LAMPS

40 CENTS.
In order to make these prices available, orders must not be for less than 200 lamps,

which may, however, be made up of various sizes if desired.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
141 LIBERTY STREET.

IRVINCTON STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
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THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS

SOMETHING FOR
Architects,

Electrical Contractors,
Electric Light Companies,

Electric Kailway Companies,
Telegraph and Telephone Companies,

Fire and Burglar Alarm Companies,
Railway and Signal Companies,

And everybody using Electric Wire and Cables

DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S

KERITE
KERITE
KERITE
KERITE
KERITE
KERITE

is the oldest and best known high grade Insulation for Electric Wires and Cables in the market.

is used by all the large cities in the United States for their Fire and Police Service.

is used by all the Telegraph and Telephone Companies in the United States.

is used by the leading Railroads in the United States for their Telegraph and Signal Service.

is specified by the leading Architects in Wiring Specifications for prominent buildings.

is indorsed-by every Board of Fire Underwriters and City Electrician in the United States.

What Better Argument do You Want?

DAY'S KERITE has stood the longest life test.

D^Y'S KERITE has been subjected to the most trying and exacting requirements of both high and low tension

electric service, and

D^Y'S KERITE has always proved itself the very best Insulation, all things considered, that the market affords for

Electric Light Circuits, Electric Power Circuits, Electric Telegraph, Telephone, Signal and Special Circuits where
a high grade Insulation is necessary.

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

THE BEST INSOLATION
IS

W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

F. W, GUSHING, General Western Agent,

S226 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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To whom it may concern:

Electric Companies, Supply Houses, Oontractors, and

the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-

Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Lighting, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Lights,

Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United States, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary,

89 L.IBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

works, GLOnOESTEK, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Garrent Apparatus.

Series Lamps for Arc Gircnits,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus,

Motors for Alternating and Direct Garrent Gircnits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

BTJ
MANTTTACTURERS OF APFARATirS FOR

Arc Ligliting, incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years,

OrderH for APPARATUS, REPAIRS and 8UPP1,IKS formerly fnrnishccl by the Tnited States Klectric I.ig]iting Co.,
Newark, Tfi. .1 ., Hliunid now he Ment to this Company, -where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OrFICES IN ALL THe' LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
195-207 South Canal St., CHICAGO. ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers of

Dynamos, Motors,
Lamps, Sockets,
Wire, etc.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
.. AND FIXTURES

ES|
of every description.

Gas, Electric and
Oombination
Fixtures.

Complete Electric
Railway Station and
Line Appliances.

Batteries,
Push Buttons,
Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

RICH COLD MINES.
1 have iu my bauds two gold mines easily access-

ible, in the United States of Colombiaj South Ame-
rica, with ore of the most extraordinary richness,

some of which carries as much as three thousand
dollars (^,000) iu gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of Liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Kepublic is based upon the theory of and similar

to our own government, with civil and religious

liberty and equal rights to all, and is as stable as

any government in the world.

These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand doUars
($10,000) a day. or oyer three million dollars ($3,-

OOO.OOO) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.

It is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five million dollars($5,(M)0,000), upon which
there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

(825,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (2!2C.)on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.) on thedoUar,
a suflEcieat amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prior possesBlon to

double the amount of contlguoas land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual offer^

and they will retain as much of the property as

they possibly can, parting with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated In the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of^ompos, State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealtb I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, 1 would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

I^rono-pt Sln-iprrien-ts.

CATAIiOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
CHICACO.Ve. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.

C-S Specialties.

G-SDOllFlsilFlDSllSwll.
(Single Fole. Double Pole.

8-Wlre.

Electrically

Meclianically

Artistically

C-S »$. p. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. GG.,
27 So. nth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

WELL! WELL!! WELL!!!
HOW these COILED Filament Lamps do loom up these DARK DAYS.

A beautiful white light; no discoloration; i.ooo to 4)000 HOURS

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
437 "The Kookery,"

CHICAGO.
611 Mail and Express Bnildiug;.

MEW YOBK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

I

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

18 CortlandtSt.. NEW YORK.
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ESTABLISHED 1867.

Partrick 1 Carter Co.,

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

125 Sontli SecoM Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

"WJRITE FOR, ZPE^TOBS.

Utica Electrical Mfg & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HERCULES" S WITCHES for Arc anil Power Circuits.

"UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KHIFE SWITCHES for any
uoltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'X LIGHTHIHB A.RRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STAHDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insulating Gomponnds,

Tape and Armatnre Varnish.
MANUFACTUHED BY

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 liiberty St., NEW YORK.

Chicago Office: 548 '<The Bookery."
SOLD BY

THE BL.BCTRICAI. 817FPI''r CO., Chleoso.
NOVEIiTY EliBCTBIC CO., Pbiladelphla,
PETTIS[(>BIiL,-ANDBE\rB CO., Boston

And Supply Houses ETen irherp.

ANYTHING IN A NAME?
Yes, take INSULLAC for example. This

word, simple as it seems, is the name of the

highest grade of insulating varnish made to-day.

For armature and field winding it cannot be

approached. If you are doing anything in this

line it will pay you to correspond with us. Our
goods are guaranteed.

Massaclmsetts Chemical Co.^
134 Pearl St., NEW YORK. 8 Oliver St., BOSTON.

YonWm OMijje

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKNOWIiEDQED TO HATE THE HieHEST UEBIT IN Alili THE RECENT COHPETITIFE TESTS.

INCANDESCENT I,AMPS, 8 TO 300 CANDI.E POWEB. Alilj TOIiTAQES AND BASES AXWAYS IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. *^
°'^^'' WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

CORLISS
ENGINES

^itide Valve Engines, l^haftins, Hang-
crH, Palleys, Belt Elevators,

Haw aiillH, Etc., etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

LiiULU*

No. lOS. Concealed Work.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures-, the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by _

The Perkins Electric Switch {^ s
MFG. COMPANY,

P.O. Box 816 Hartford. Conn,

"JiitijliiliBiiill'"'

T H anil 1% eAtiDghouse Sty Iff*.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
DBleotricetl -A.]p-pa,rcttTxs.

243 to 268 South Jefferson Street,

NEW YORK:
Thames and Greenwich Streets.

ANTWERP:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

33 Rue Boudewyns

CHICAGO:
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

37 to 46 West Congress Street.

LONDON:
79 Coleman Street, E. C.

BERLIN:
Telophon Apparat Fabrik,

Engel Ufer 1.PARIS:
Societe de Material Telephonique, 46 Avenue de Breteuil
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfe. Co.,
Fittstoiirgli, Fa.- Nov. 30, 1892.

EFFICIENCY. LONG LIFE, NO DECREASE IN SIMPLE, ORNAMENTAL, RELIABLE,
CANDLE POWER. CHEAP.

OUR NEW LAMPS not only do not infringe the Edison Patent, but they are fally covered by patents of our own.

BY MEANS OF AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY THE BURNER IS RENDERED
STABLE, ITS EFFICIENCY INCREASED, ITS LIFE PROLONGED

AND ITS NORMAL CANDLE POWER MAINTAINED.

PRICES.
By reason of economies effected in the manufacture of our new lamp in large quantities by the use of special

machinery, we are able to

25 and 20 candle poiwer lamps, .... $0.35 List Price.
16, 10 and 8 candle pomrer lamps, .... $ .30 ** ^*

DISCOUNTS.
Central Stations 10 per cent, discount, and to all others 2% per cent, to 10 per cent, according to quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
A credit often cents will be given for every unbroken burned out lamp, delivered at the factory of the Company.

The saving by decreased cost oflamps and reneiwals should equal near-
ly one per cent, on the capital stoch ofany Central Station.

The constant effort of the agents of the General Electric Company to induce our customers to exchange Generating
Apparatus of our make for Thomson-Houston Generating Apparatus is fully explained by the fact that

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY PAYS US
through the Consolidated Electric Light Company Five Cents for every Incandescent Liamp it makes, for the right to sell

such lam.p3 for use in connection with Generating Apparatus of its own manufacture only.

"While we do not sell our new lamp for use in connection with Thomson-Houston Generating Apparatus, the present
users of the same may avail themselves of our new lamp by substituting our Generating Apparatus, the quality and
efficiency of which will fully warrant the cost.

NOTE: A dealer came to our cfflce and stated that he had tbe exclusive sale of second-hand apparatus for the

General Electric Company; and he offered five of our Number One Alternating Current Generators for sale, to be
delivered a few weeks hence as they are still in use. "We can of course Commend tliis apparatus if in g'ood
order.

An official of a central station lighting company approached us recently for the exclusive right to the use of our
apparatus ia his town, stating that his company had already entered into a contract, Form D., with the General Electric

Company, for the exclusive use of their apparatus. He frankly avowed that his purpose was, by securing a contract with
us, to have a monopoly of electric light and power in tha district covered by his station.

'We thought it better to leave that place open for competition.
We have also been informed that one other Company had executed Form D contract of the General Electric Com-

pany. These three are the only instances we have discovered, where they have succeeded in doing business in the direc-

tion of inducing users of our apparatus to discard it for appaiatus made by members of the Trust.
Although we have raany tons of apparatus made by the various members of the Trust, taken in the course of trade,

we have not cared to offer it for sale, for we belibve the sale of inferior apparatus does great harm to the electric trade

in general.

"We have perfected devices that can be inserted in the various sockets now in use, thereby
making' them standard, for the use of our ne-w lamps. The manufacture of these in sufficient

quantities to meet the uemand has been unexpectedly delayed, so that the delivery of lamps,
and these attachments, 'wiH be made only from and after January 1st.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG. GO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MATTOPACTURED ET

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

WE ARE JUST STARTING IN ON

OUR NEW YEAR
and with increased facilities for takingf care of your supply business.

We look for a larger share of your orders. We are

HEADQUARTERS
for first-class specialties in every line. We

SHIP ORDERS COMPLETE
promptly on receipt, supplying only first-class material.

WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

?43 Madison Street, Cliioago.

The Osiorne Steam Engineerini Co,,r-'RACmE-HIGH-SPESPi^

wm§

foipRICtS""
CATALOSUE

ENGINE Uh

SUPERIOR RKOIATION
«"» ECONOMY "'^

BECTR1C1I6HTIHS

16 21ZES

CARRIED IN STOCK

["wFfOfl
'EJCrt DUE Of om]

EMGlMESj

RACINE HARDWARE MK-CO-RA^-'Vi)

Rooms 714.715, 167 Dearborn St., - Chlcaoo
Representative work now in course of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat. Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi"
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

flo well to communicate with us. First, be sure
you will get the best, then go ahead.

HUGHES BEOS. MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins *i^ Brackets,

And Blectrical Holding;*

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOCA, - TEW N.

MICA"w ^^#^ Qualities

For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO,,
ai*t Water Street, New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 Laie street, CHICAGO, ILL-

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Speiial Attention given to Platinani for Incandescent I^amps.
WE CARRT THE LAKGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

AI>DRES!S. 1?1 and 173 t^BKKME ST., MBW YOKK^.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
la the mopt dura,
ble for hanginp
Arc LarapB,
Trolley
Cord, Cov

Maimets, SaBh Cord, etc., etc.
"'"^

Send for S,auiple» ami Prices. ^sSAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THE LATEST AND BEST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow upood, small floor Bpncc, dlrecl driven, BOlf oiling bourlnKs, little extornnl
magDcUsm, etc.

»E BY THE

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
Iiimited,

CORRY, PA.

m':^^]^^'^'^J^ 7 *'''***^>2" <»III<'e- Archer &

Manager

"»" - — ......ivi oc TtUBllng,
Miiniif,'Orn, l;('ir, I\Innii(lno,:k Itiittdlntr.

KiiiiHiiM <:it.v Mo. Olllue— L. O.
Hiilr. Hdd Will tmf. street.

lV<-»v Vin-Ii Olllee — W. H. Gordon,
Mu(i,i(/i,f. )l:, t;r,i/iilway.

l>liliii<li'l|iliiH <llll<-c-CliaB. E. Rus-
lii'll, IHS:.,ulh llrnml Ht.

AGENTS:
4'hnttiinoou:n. T<^iin.-J,'. T. Ktoiio.
.Inootii. HJel).- IllKolow Electrlo Sup-

ply Co., 112 8. 13f,h St.
I'mviiloiice, It. •.—Drake, Pay»on &

Whittler, Cor. WaHhlngLon k Eddy Sts.
Tni-(ioii NiirliigH, Kin,- W.D. wllaon.

The above illustration shows the

working parts of the only steam en-

gine worthy of being called high
speed. It is known as the

American High Speed Engine.

It has no competitors.

Runs easily and smoothly

1000 REVOLUTIONS and more,
±\JV/v/ in small sizes, and propor-

tionally fast in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
aiul clor^e automatic government.

DYNAMOS,
CIRCULAR SAWS,

FANS, BLOWERS,
THRESHING MACHINES,

etc., rnn by direct coupling withont

belts.

It's the acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being required, also in oil con-

sumed and attention required.

For high speed machinery it saves

many shafts, counter -shafts, hangers,

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power
incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for slow running machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A "ROTARY,"
as its piston does not revolve ; runs

standing on either end, or placed Iiori-

zoutally, equally well ; is wholly self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and has simple, effective

reversing mechanism. Especially well

.adapted for high speed Launches and

Tticlits. Its position in bottom of boat

is most f.avorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

ZW If yon want to know more, send

address and 10 cents in stamps for

Large Illustrated Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

BOUND BROOK, N. J.

No* 44 Raritan Avenue.

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.
BAKER & CO., 40S-414 New Jersey

Kailroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

i^- w.MORSE 4co.js|°,°^v"'
RIIP.K FVF soto iqooh. p.St. Lotus.

ENGINES l^oZ"
"
-;:; ^S:

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL '

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator teat, it averaged

98 7-10 per ceat Dry Steam. Oatetripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 Liberty St.,

NEW YORK. HOBIZOHTAI,.

This advertieement appears every other week.

BRIDGEPORT. CONH. I vUL fYl/KrV>

TlieWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY.
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, SOTerracq,

WOBKH AT BBID«l!;PO«T, COWHT,
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Electricity at ttie World's Fair.

Although the northern end of the electricity building at

the World's Fair has been practically completed for some

time, the southern front, represented in Fig, i, has only

recently been finished sufficiently to give a fair idea of its

ultimate appearance. Even now, as a glance at the illus-

tration will show, the interior of the hemicycle, which is to

contain the statue of Franklin, is a mass of scaffolding.

And this is the building that Contractor Johnson was to

have finished by the ist of last July! The portion of the

building shown in the picture may perhaps be considered

as the principal facade, if a building of this character may
be said to possess a dominating front. The southern end

of the building, however, faces the administration building

and the grand basin, and this portion of the grounds forms

the center about which all the larger buildings are grouped.

The interior of the building, a view of which is given in

Fig. 2, is now nearly ready

for the wiring, the work of

the original contractor being

about finished- The photo-

graph from which the illust-

ration was reproduced was

taken from a point looking

toward the southern end,

and includes the center of

the building and a portion

of the galleries. The work of

tearing up the flooring of

the lower story in order to

lay the foundations of the

machinery installed as ex-

hibits will soon be begun.

What is said to be the

first incandescent lighting

plant turned out of Edison's

shops at Menio Park will

probably be on exhibition

in. the electricity building

at the World's Fair. It is

now used in lighting the

steamer Columbia, plying

between San Francisco and

Portland, Ore., where it

was placed in position in

May, 1S80. It has been in

satisfactory operation ever

since, with no alterations.

Assistant Superintendent

Reilly, of the Westinghouse

installation, is recovering

from the injuries he received

by being thrown from a

boggy, and will probably be able to resume his duties

on the grounds in a few days.

A large quantity of the iron girders for the intramural

railway has been bolted in position on the southern end of

the line, near the forestry building. Work on the ma-

chinery foundations for the power house is nearly com-

pleted, and the work of erecting the walls of the building

has been begun. The generators are now on the way, and

as some of the locomotives and cars are now ready in the

eastern shops it is possible that a train may be running in

three or four weeks. The conductors will be between the

rails, and the girders will be used for the return circuit.

The World's Fair will not be without a high tower after

all but it will be built on a plan totally different from that

of the Eiffel tower at Paris. Ground has already been

broken for the structure, and considerable progress has

been made on the foundation. The tower will be located

at the eastern entrance of the Midway Plaisance, opposite

the woman's building, and will be 560 feet high, with a di-

ameter of 200 feet. The ascent to the summit will be

made in cars propelled by electricity, to be run on a track

which winds about the tower eight times in maLing the en-

tire ascent. The grade is calculated at eight per cent., and

the sensation of reluming to earth will be as exciting as a

toboggan slide. On the top of the tower will be an obser-

vatory where the visitor can overlook the grounds. In the

evening Japanese lanterns, illuminated by incandescent

lights, will be strung all along the track from base to sum-

mit, and the sight ot the great building ablaze with lights

will doubtless be one of the most interesting at the fair.

The foundation of the structure will be of stone and of the

strongest character. The tower is to be constructed of iron

and steel, which will be painted a light color to make it at-

tractive and at the same time in harmony with the surround-

ing buildings. The promoters of the enterprise calculate

that the electric cars will have a capacity of 12,000 pas-

sengers an hour, and confidently expect the patronage of

100,000 people per day.

The C. & C. 220 volt generator for the electric elevators

in the administration building will be installed temporarily

in the plant now running in machinery hall and which

be constructed under the alley, through which the cables

will be run to the Field building. The work of fitting up
the power house is now in progress, and the wiring of the

big building will be begun soon. The contract was se-

cured for the Chicago Edison company by L, A. Fergu-

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

proudly boasts of what is probably the most antiquated

Edison machine in Chicago.

Large Lighting Contract.

After a spirited competition, in which the General Elec-

tric, Siemens & Halske, Western Electric, Mather and

Chicago Edison companies took part, the contract for the

lighting plant for the handsome new building that Mar-

shall Field & Co. are erecting at Wabash avenue and

Washington street, Chicago, has been awarded to the Chi-

cago Edison company. The building will comprise eight

stories and a basemsnt, and will be used mainly as an ad-

dition to the great retail department store of the firm

named, the upper floors being divided into offices. The
building will be wired for 4,000 lamps, those on the first

four floDrs being supplied from the local plant and the

lamps on the upper floors being connected with the down-

town station of the Chicago Edison company. The plant

will be installed in a separate power house 300 feet north

of the building. The dynamos will be located on the

second floor and the engines in the basement. Current

will be generated by four 100 kilowatt machines of the

standard Edison compound wound type. The contract

for the engines has not yet been awarded. A subway will

Taxation of Electrical Manufacturing Cor-
porations.

An important question of taxation has been decided by
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, in the case of the Com-
monwealth against the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing company. This company, organized under the laws of

Pennsylvania, claimed that it came within the provisions of

the statutes of that state,exempting from taxation the capital

stock of corporations "organized exclusively for manufactur-

ing purposes." During the

tax year of 1890 it had an
average capital stock of $6,-

502,405, but declared divi-

dends amounting to seven

per cent, upon an average

capital stock of only I4,-
79S.164.10, Upon this last

named amount, it was
sought to recover a tax of

three and one-half mills.

During the tax year, and for

some time previous thereto,

this company was exclusive-

ly engaged in the manufact-
ure and sale of electrical

apparatus and appliances

and machinery for the gen-

eration, transmission and
utilization of electricity and
in no other business. It

conducted its principal oper-

ations in Pittsburg, where it

employed between eight

hundred and a thousand

men. It also operated a

manufacturing establish-

ment in the city of New
Vork and a similar estab-

lishment in Newark, New
Jersey. Moreover, a con-

siderable portion of its cap-

ital stock, namely, .'j;4,2i7,-

530.34, was invested in, and
represented patent rights

granted by the United
States, which patents were absolutely essential to en-
able it to manufacture and sell the electrical apparatus,

machinery, etc., described. Upon this state of facts the

Court of Common Pleas of Dauphin county held that this

company was a corporation organized exclusively for

manufacturing purposes, and actually carrying on manu-
facturing within the state, and, therefore, that no portion

of its capital stock was taxable. The Supreme Court of the

state, however, reversed the decision of the lower court on
the important point that the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company was not a corporation organized ex-

clusively for manufacturing purposes within the provision

of the statute which exempts from taxation. Looking to

the acts under which the corporation was organized, it was
found to be empowered to engage in enterprises so vaguely

defined that it would be unsafe to say what it was not au-

thorized to do, except the issues of its own obligations as

currency. It was expressly authorized "to make purchases
and sales on investments in the securities of other compa-
nies," and to do many other enumerated things which were
not manufacturing. A corporation is organized when the

agents or officers by which alone it can perform its appro-

priate functions have been appointed, and have taken upon
themselves the burden of their offices, and it is then or-
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ganized for the purposes authorized by the law of its cre-

ation. It is necessarily organized for all of its lawful pur-

poses, because until organization it cannot, from mere in-

capacity to perform any corporate act, abdicate or sur-

render any of its franchises. "Wh-ther it could lose

by mere non-user or abdicate or surrender any

part of its franchise, after organization, was not a

question of any moment in this cause. Neither the loss,

or surrender of franchises granted, nor the usurpation of

others not granted, could change the fact that this cor-

poration was organized for the purpose, among other

things, of making purchases and sales of investments in

the securities of other companies, and the Westinghouse

Electric &: Manufacturing company could not, therefore,

be said to have been organized exclusively for manu-

facturing purposes, and hence was not entitled to the ex-

emption from taxation desired. But it could not have

this exemption, part of its capital stock being in-

vested in patent rights that were not taxable by the state,

a patent right being a privilege emanating from the federal

government, with which the state cannot interfere, neither

was it taxable in Pennsylvania upon that other portion of

its capital stock which was invested in manufacturing

plants situated in New York and New Jersey.

Chicago Electric Club.

Following the presentation of Mr. Willis' paper on com-

pound winding of generators before the Chicago Electric

club, November 2ist, aninteresting discussion took place,

of which the following is a stenographic report

:

George Cutter: Some years ago I had realized some

of the difficulties that Mr. Willis has mentioned in his

paper, and that with a machine which is compounded

for a certain percentage of drop in its circuit, it cannot be

taken for granted that it will always give the right voltage

at the lamps under different conditions. The suggestion

appears to be rather a good one to vary the series wind-

ings of difTerent machines running in multiple, according

to the Dumberof those machines that are left in multiple, if

mechanism for doing this is not found to be too compli-

cated.

L. A. Ferguson; Mr. Willis spoke about the inability

of two or more over-compounded machines, running in

multiple successfully, and suggested a method for over-

coming that difficulty. I think that most of the over-com-

pound machines are built with a fixed shunt on the series

field. There is one machine, however, the Edison, that is

built with a variable shunt on the series field,and two or more

or any number can be run in multiple and still take care of

the variable load and maintain the proper pressure at the

center of distribution. The machine takes care of the load

very nicely when one machine is running. The shunt on

the series field is arranged to give nine difTerent resistances

while the machine is in operation, so that it is possible to

take care of almost any change of load and maintain proper

pressure, even when one machine is running, although it

has been adjusted beforehand for two or three or four or

more machines in multiple. I think the statement that

Mr. Willis brought out that over-compounded machines are

expected to do a great deal more than they can do, is very

true; and part of the lack of success in the use of over-

compound wound machines has been due to the attempt to do

more than the machine could possibly take care of. Beside

the variable shunt on the series field, there is another

method, however, which can be resorted to; I don't

know whether it has ever been tried or not,

but there is no question of its success. I have not

had occasion to try it, as I have always used the variable

shunt on the series field. This method is to divide each

pole of the feeders into a number of parts. For instance,

take a fourteen or sixteen story building, such as we have

in Chicago, wired for say 2,000 lights. Probably the

method of wiring the building would be to use a feeder

system which would give the most even distribution of

pressure. Say that you run a main from the basement to

the top floor of the building, with feeders at two points,

say the fourth and ninth floors; this would furnish an even

distribution of pressure without varying the size of the

wire too much. We will assume such a case, arranged say

for 1,000 lights on each feeder. That would take a 400,-

000 circular rail cable, which would have to be made in

the east; nobody carries it in Chicago, and as a rule when
you want to buy your wire you have to place your orders

two or three weeks ahead in order to get it, and most con-

tractors have so much on hand that they cannot place orders

that far ahead, so that it is a natural thing to put in several 00

000 or 0000 wires,which would increase slightly the cost over

using the large sized cable. We will divide each pole into

three or four parts, say three parts. That will give you

three number 00 B. & S. wires. Suppose you put a switch

in each one of those wires, and then have one, two or

more dynamos all running in multiple, with their fields ad-

justed for a 5 per cent. loss. As Mr. Willis said, each

machine takes its share of the load, and each machine is

over compounded to deliver under the full load the

proper pressure, 5 per cent, above the pressure under no

load at the terminals. When the machine is running alone

of course with its full load it would generate five per cent,

more at its terminals than under no load, and the pressure

on the system throughout the building would be too high

on account of the reduced loss due to the li;jht distributed

load. Now if you simply cut out one of the wires, or

two of them, in each feeder then you will get five per cent,

loss, and will deliver the proper pressure at the center of

distribution, and your machines will not have to be

changed at all.

Mk. Willis: I do not think any great difficulty is ex-

perienced in isolated buildings with any difference in

potential of the lamps caused by cuttmg out machines, be-

cause in isolated buildings the loss is usually so low that

it does not cut very much of a figure. But when we come
to transmission over considerable distance where we have

10 per cent, loss or more, then of course splitting up the

feeders would create additional expense in construction,

would it not?

Mr. Ferguson: It would not create additional expense

except the additional cost of switch-board connections and
two small wires instead of one large one, and that does not

amount tovery much. Of course you would have the same
loss in the tine at all times, and when you were running un-

der light load you could not take advantage of the light loss

which you would naturally have otherwise. It would be
better to design the machines with variable shunt on the

series field. But if you have a standard make of machine
whose series field you cannot vary without going to expense,

hat is simply another method of getting round the

difficulty.

Mr. Waite: I don't know whether the curve shown by
Mr. Willis was intended to reflect on the series machine,
but it may be said that almost all the factors there would
apply to any other machine as well. That is, the belt

creepage would affect a shunt machine and the engine
speed and the heating of the dynamo would all affect a
shunt machine. Now, the belt creepage of course you
would not be likely to have in a direct coupled machine in

so generally to the iron of the dynamo that the value of the
radiation goes up. I have noticed the same peculiar bend
time and again in the heating, curve that it goes down, and
that its lowest point is not full load. Now about the engine.
I fully appreciate the remarks made by Mr. Armstrong, that
we want an over-compounded engine. I endorse every-
thing he has said on that subject. I have tried every one
of them, and I don't know one that will stand such work
and keep its speed. I think that we are too much de-
pendent, in American practice, on the constant speed
engine with shaft governor, and that it would sometimes
be economy to have an engine in which the speed was
variable by hand. It would not do to have the engine de-
pendent upon hand regulation, but it would be very good
if we could have an engine in which we eould adjust the

speed, say 5 per cent., and which would stick wherever it

was put. If it were set at normal would stay at normal; if

it were set at 2 per cent, high it would stay at 2 per cent,

high. I have figured on half a dozen combinations of

governors to work with, I cannot figure any on the shaft

governor because it is not accessible. With such an
engine It would not be necessary to resort to a rheostat or
the cutting of feeders; we would simply raise or lower the
speed a trifle as a higher or lower electromotive force was
required. In regard to the operation of compound wound
dynamos in multiple with one another, and the effect pro-
duced by cutting out one or two more of the set, there

has been quite a little figuring done to obtain a device to

meet the requirements of these cases. This one, of which
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a small isolated plant, and that could be done away with

altogether, and the engine speed would be something, of

course, that was entirely unaccountable and likely to drop.

But these things can hardly be laid up against the com-
pound machine.

C. G- Armstrong: I have had some experience with a

thing which is going to disturb us a great deal in our volt-

age, and that is the electric elevator. I find that the crying

need is not so much for a compound wound machine as it

is for a compound wound engine. You can get the dyna-
mos all right, but you must have an engine to drive it that

will stand the work varying from no load to 50 amperes or

80, and after two or three minutes no load, and then back
to 250 amperes again; this is repeated a half dozen times
every minute. We haven't found an engine yet that will

stand it. Generally speaking, even with a large Corliss en-

gine, having a very heavy fly-wheel, one elec-

tric elevator will reduce the pressure on a
220 volt system eight volts. I do not know
how this can be avoided unless it is with a large number
of very heavy fly-wheel engines to be used in that kind of

service. This service is growing very rapidly all over the

country, and is one of importance. The compound wound
machine as compared with the shunt machine is a necessity,

of course in that case, and compound wound motors
assist very much. But with everything the best that mod-
ern science can furnish, I find that we have to sustain

a loss of from five to ten volts when the elevator cord is

pulled.

Alex. Dow: I observe in this chart, as I have observed in

other cases, that the drop due to heating is not, as you
would suppose, proportional to the load; but in the ordi-

nary commercial dynamo reaches its lowest point some-
where about three quarters load. I have not heard a good
explanation of that, and I would like some one who is

thinking of such matters to figure out what it is. I have
an idea that at a certain point of load the heating extends

I will give a diagrammatic explanation, is due to Mr.
Field, I think, of Brooklyn, or some one of the Brooklyn-
Edison station. It is not used there to compensate for

cutting off dynamos, but to compensate for loss in a long
feeder, but it is applicable to the first named case. As-
sume these [indicating] to be the bus bars, assume that

you have a machine here [indicating] and another machine
here. Assume that these [indicating] are your machine
bus bars, not the feeder bus bars. This arrangement ex-

ists in a good many large stations. Let there be con-

nected one conductor going to the feeder bus bars [indi-

cating], a small dynamo, series wound, driven by a closely

regulated engine. Let your dynamo be so proportioned
that its electromotive force will be practically proportioned

to its current. The current will depend upon the output of

the station, because the whole output of the station goes
through it. Of course such a dynamo will not have a high
weight efficiency. It will be necessarily worked on the

straight part of its characteristic, as after it goes past the

knee of its characteristic, it won't regulate. But by put-

ting in plenty of good iron, and by keeping armature re-

action and armature resistancesmall,such a machine would
compensate for feeder drop by raising the voltage exactly in

proportion to the total output. I think you will see just

what it is. It is used at Brooklyn on a long feeder. I

should be driven independently of course. The Brooklyn
machine was driven by a motor, from bus bars. Here is

another [indicating]. In this drawing I must show the

fields. Two machines, working on busbars; their fields* are

separately excited by the same exciter. The total current

of the station is sent around a series coil on the fields of

the exciter. That is one of the prettiest schemes I have
ever seen. It means that a very few turns on the field oi

the exciter will compensate thoroughly. Here [indicating],

instead of running the whole current through a series

machine, you runthe whole current around the series wind-
ing on the exciter and raise the voltage of the exciter and
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therefore of the dynamos. This is patented by Mr. Sellon

or Mr. Morde of England, I don't know which.
This one that I will give you now is not patented. It is

only applicable to two machines. I published it some time

ago, not as applicable to this particular case, but it wili

serve this purpose very well. Part of the rise of electro-

motive force on the over compound wound dynamo is due
to the shunt winding; it is not at all due to the series wind-
ing. The shunt winding is connected either to the brushes

or to the terminals of the dynamo, and therefore the rising

voltage of the dynamo affects the shunt winding. Now the

relative value of the series winding and the shunt winding
of a compound ^wouad dynamo differs very much
with different manufacturers. In general you may say

the shunt fields of the various dynamos . were excited

all the time up to their standard. I had a turbine

wheel, running at an absolutely uniform speed. I had
alt the shunts of the various dynamos excited fully at

all times, the variations of the external circuit

would not kick back in the shunt fields. I found that 50 per

cent, of all troubles were eliminated by making the com-
pound machines simply generate their own current in the

series windings; but have the shunt fields excited by an in-

dependent source, by an exciter run by an independent
power.

In the case that Mr. Armstrong mentions, I should
think that such an arrangement, while it would notreme dy
the thing entirely, would help it greatly. In the case

in the single valve engine the governor regulates not mere
ly by the cutting off of the steam, but also by com-
pression. Now the equivalent of that in a water
wheel would be to arrange the governor not onlv to cut
off the water flume, but to choke up the tail race. I

think it could be done, and I think it would be a good
way; because the momentum of the water in the tail race
is not a circumstance to that in the flume, as a rule, and
therefore you haven't as much inertia to handle by means
of your gates.

Lieut. Badt: I know of one water power station

where things were in such a condition that they could not
get anything like uniformity in the exciter, and there they
put in a small engine to run the exciter, where all the big
dynamos were run by turbine wheels. Up to the time
when they made this change the electric system was a fail-

ure; when they commenced to excite the dynamos separate-
ly it was a success.

Mr. Ferguson: A few days ago we put in the same
apparatus which Mr. Dow has explained, at the Twenty-
seventh street Edison station, Chicago, and it is running
now and works splendidly. We have a feeder running
from Twenty-seventh street to Sixteenth street, and from
there long mains were run to Harmon Comt, on the Lake
Front park. Our business got ahead of us on the north
end of our system, and in order to bring the pressure up
there as much as we could without increasing the
prussure on the bus bars too much, and
thereby burning out the lamps in the other
districts, it would cost $40,000 for copper and
labor. So instead of spending $40,000 for copper we
bought two Edison motors, belted them direct to two
series Edison dynamos especially built for the purpose,
each for 25 volts and 300 amperes, and put them in direct

circuit with the feeder, and as a result we brought the
pressure up so that we had as good pressure there as we
had anywhere else in the system without increasing the
bus bar pressure.

ELECTRICITY IN JAI'AX.

that the ring armature raachina has more series winding

and less shunt; the drum armature the other way. But

taking the run of commercial machines, you may say that

half the increase of putential is due to- the increased cur-

rent in the shunt and the other half to the current in the

series. If you can so arrange your shunt that the current

in it will not increase, the dynamo will not over compound
to the same extent. Assuming that the shunt winding is

reponsible for half the increase of potential, cutting off its

effect will reduce the over compounding one-half. Now
if we have two machines running in multiple on a systeai

adjusted for the output of the two machines, and it is

desired that the overcompounding shall be reduced to one-

half, when one machine is cut-off, you can do that by
arranging the same switch that throws your first machine
off to transfer the shunt winding of the remaning
machine to your lamp mains, which are pre-

sumed to be kept constant. The value of the

shunt winding will therefore be constant and the machine

will over compound just half as much as it did before. I

have tried that with a machine which was built to com-
pound 10 per cent., and the resulting compounding was 6

percent., which was close enough to give me the result

that I wanted. I believe I got mixed up with compound
machines as early as any one, or very nearly ab any one

who has spoken here to night. I started in as an enthusiast

in compounding, and was made so thoroughly sick of it in

the first six months' work with badly governing engines that

I very nearly declared that there was no good in compound-

ing. I very thoroughly appreciate Mr. Willis' conclusion

that too much is expected of these dynamos, and thank him

for drawing the attention of the electrical public, and

above ail others the people who draw specifications for

plants, to the fact that a compound machine is not going

to regulate unless thei-e is absolute regulation of the engine

and absolute suppression of belt creepage behind it.

F, B. Badt: The question has been asked a good

many times: Suppose the conditions are such that we
cannot have perfect regulation of ergine or water wheel,

say within two per cent. , which is the Defter dynamo to use,

compound or sbunt—or the compound with shunt sep

arately excited by separate power?

Mr. Dow: I have been trying for four years, for the

benefit of salesmen, to answer that question with a gen-

eral formula, and I have not answered it yet. Because

the very next case that salesman runs into is one that don't

fit (he answer, and then there is trouble, and I have to

straighten it out.

Leil't. Badt: Let us take the case of an electric street

railway station operated by water power in which over-

compound generators are connected in multiple. Say each

of the generators is driven by its own turbine wheel; all

the machines are Felfer^citing. Then in a case of that

kind, just when we have the maximum load, we usually

have the minimum voltage because the turbine wheel

slows down in speed and the governor doesn't

govern. Now I tried the following experiment: I dis-

connected all the shunt fields of those dynamos and had
them all connected to a separate exciter, nd had that

exciter on an independent water wheel. Now the inde-

pendent water wheel always had a steady load and all

where he had steam power, he would have a separate en-
gine run the exciter for the shunt fields of all his compound
machines. I think he will find that his voltage will vary
less by 50 per cent, than where the compound machines are

self-exciting. I did it the first time about four years ago,

when the thing suggested itself to rae, and I know that in

many large railway stations the practice has been
adopted.
Mr. Dow: I am glad to hear that Lieut, Badt was able

to find a water wheel running presumably in the same
flume and in the same tail race as his general wheels, and
running at constant speed. I can't make a flume self-reg-

ulating. The fluctuations of one wheel seem to affect the
ethers, reduce the head or increase the tail.

Electricity in Japan.
By Kunihiko Iwadare.

The first electric lights ever used in Japan for practical

purposes were Edison incandescent lamps installed in a

cotton mill in the city of Osaka some time in 1S85. Instal-

lations made by the Manchester, Edison (Mather and

Piatt), Siemens and Halske, Thomson- Houston, Edison-

Hopkinson, Brush and Westinghouse companies followed

rapidly. Still the total number of lights in isolated

plants does not exceed 30,000 16 candle power lights,

or their equivalent in lamps of larger or smaller candle

power. Almost all these lamps are used in cotton weav-

ing and paper mills, where no other mode of illumination

is permissible. Ship-yards, iron works, foundries and

other factories have not yet adopted electricity for their

illumination to any extent, though a tendency in this direc-

tion is lately perceptible. Houses in this country are

mostly two stories high and not large enough in their ex-

tensions to warrant the use of isolated plants. The
Imperial University in Tokio, consisting of law, science,

literature, engineering, medical, military and naval col-

leges, a few private houses in Tokio, and one or two hotels
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Lieut. Badt: Well, It didn't in this case, because
there was plenty of water. The wheels were not com-
mon turbine wheels, but what are termed vertical

wheels, each connected directly with shafts, not belted

or geared.

Mr. Dow: Is it not possible that the regulation of a
water wheel might be approximated to the reguJatiou of a
steam engine by the introduction of the same principle

which makes the single valve engine govern so closely,

namely, compression? You know, of course, that a four

valve engine does not govern as closely as a single valve.

The exhaust valves areset for constantcompression, whereas

in Yokohama, seem to be the only buildings lighted by

solated plants.

The city of Tokio had the honor of having the first

electric light station in Japan. This was completed in

December, 1887, and the Edison three wire incandescent

system and the Brush arc system adopted. That station

then supplied current to the imperial palace, where there

were 2,000 incandescent and 40 arc lamps; in addition there

were several hundred lights in stores and private houses,

and everything seemed promising. Other cities did no
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hesitate to follow the example set by Tokio; they organ-

ized electric light companies and started central stations,

all built on the direct current three wire system. It was

in May, iSSg, that a company in Osaka deviated from the

usual track and started a station using the alternating cur-

rent system. At that time almost all electrical engineers

in Japan believed in the direct current system of distribu-

tion and they attacked the system vehemently.

In January, 1S90, both Houses of Representatives in

Tokio burned down. The origin of the fire could not be

learned, but electricity had to take the blame for it. This

was the first obstacle in the way of the development of the

electric lighting business in Japan. The second and

more serious one was the business depression in general

the same year, and from which Japan has not entirely re-

covered yet. Nothwithstanding these difficulties twelve

electric light companies were formed from December, 1887,

to December, 1S91, with the nominal total capital of $2,500,-

000 (silver), although not much over $1,700,000 has been

actually paid in. Two companies are now exclusively

using the direct current system, five the alternating cur-

rent system, and the remaining five both the direct and the

alternating current systems. There are now seventeen sta-

tions running about 40,000 incandescent and 300 arc lamps.

All these stations are operated by steam. They all use the

overhead system. The charge for one 16 candle power

light from dusk to midnight for a month varies between

70 cents and $1.25. The cost of coal per ton ranges from

$1.75 to I3.50 according to locality.

The engines used in these stations, with one exception,

are of the high speed automatic cut-off type. They are of

the Armington & Sims, Straight Line, Woodbury, New York

Safety, Buckeye and Westinghouse makes Boilers are

mostly of the multitubular type and only two stations tiled

water tube boilers, but unfortunately they did not give

good results with respect to coal consumption, probably

due to inefficiency on the part of firemen.

Nine companies out of the twelve electric light com-

panies now in existence declared dividends, mostly between

2 and 3 per cent., for six months from January to June

of this year, and only one or two 5 per cent. In Japan the

usual rate of interest for m'jney invested in most enter-

prises is 10 per cent, per year, and if a certain class of

business does not pay 10 per cent, or over per year, people

do not usually take it up, and that is the main reason why

more electric light companies have not been started.

However, since the early part of this year, all electric light

companies were busily engaged installing a large number

of additional lights in stores and private houses and some

are increasing their station capacity so they will be able to

declare the usual 10 per cent, dividend per year pretty

soon.

The illustrations herewith presented show one of the

central stations owned by the Osaka Electric Light com-

pany, which is the most successful electric light com-

pany in Japan to day. The station is a brick structure

and is near a river; only one-third of the proposed building

is now finished. This is now all fitted up and some

time next year the second part will be built, leaving

still one-third unfinished. The dynamos are ex-

clusively of the Thomson-Houston type; engines and

boilers of the Woodbury Engine company's make. The
company has about thirty-five miles of pole line in the city

and furnishes current for 10,000 incandescent and 100 arc

lights. Fig. 1 shows the exterior of the station, which is

certainly an attractive structure. The interior views, Figs.

2 and 3, give an excellent idea of the dynamo room.

The electric motor business has not been thoroughly ex-

ploited in Japan. There is only one central station—that

in Kioto- It is owned by the city, and started for electric

power business only; they have a water power amounting

to 2,500 horse p^wer, the head being 115 feet, but they

are now utilizing only 400 or 500 horse power out of 2,500

horse power. They constructed a canal between Kioto

and Lake Biwa, the largest lake in Japan; the canal is

about fifteen miles in length and cost .$1,600,000 (silver);

it was constructed for the transportation of goods by

water from Biwa to Kioto. The water in the canal is

utilized for power purposes near Kioto, and therefore

when boats from Lake Biwa arrive near the power station,

they are set on cradles and allowed to slide down an incline

of 1,500 feet overland, The cradles with boats are moved

up and down by a 50 horse power electric motor; when the

boats arrive at the foot of the incline they float again in the

river, which takes them down stream to the city of Osaka,

whence the goods are .shipped to any part of Japan or to

foreign countries by ocean steamer?. In the power station

there are I'clton water wheels, Edison 500 volt power

generators and Thomson- Houston alternators are used,

the latter being devoted to lighting the city of Kioto.

They have been lately contemplating long distance power

transmission in order to get a larger market for their power,

which is now partly wasted. The intention is to use the

alternating system and step-up and step-down transformers.

They are now supplying electric power to cotton and weav-

ing mills and some factories by means of Sprague, Edison

and Thomson- Houston motors. They sell electrical

power delivered at the motor shaft at the rate of $30 per

horse power, for motors below 100 horse power, and at the

rate of $2,200 (gold) per unit of 100 horse power per year

for motors above lOO horse power, working 10 hours

per day.

In the city of Tokio an electric light company is now
running six motors of the Sprague type from an Edison

125 volt generator, the total horse power being 26 horse

power. These motors are installed in newspaper offices

for running printing machines. Kioto and Tokio are the

only places where they run motors from central stations.

As to isolated power plants, some mines are running

generators of the Siemens & Halske, Thomson- Houston and

Edison types for pumping and hoisting, and the total horse

power would be somewhere between 250 and 300 horse

power.

An experimental railroad less than a mile in length with

a few cars was built in the Uyeno Park in the city of

Tokio, when the national exhibition was held there in the

summer of 1 8go, but it has been discontinued since that time.

However, the Thor;.son-Houston, Brush and Siemens &
Halske companies are working hard in the field there and

they will have some electric railroads before long. - The
conditions in the cities are unfavorable on account of the

leaves them neutral, whereas when chlorine is employed
hydrochloric acid is formed, which must be neutralized.

The prize is offered for the full solution of the problem of

production, preservation and application, but the society

may deem it wise to reward those who have made honest

efforts to throw light on any branch of the subject. The
prize will be awarded in 1895. and all manuscripts must be

submitted before January ist of that year.

A prize of 3 000 francs is offered for the discovery of a

substance which shall be a thoroughly satisfactory substi-

tute for gutta percha in one of the principal applications of

it or for results which shall develop the production and
cultivation of gutta percha. This gum was introduced in

Europe in 1847, and its use has been greatly extended from

year to year. It would be practically impossible to enu-

merate the varied list of articles into the manufacture of

which the gum enters. It is used in great quantities for

insulating purposes and it is absolutely essential in the

construction of submarine cables. The production has by
no means kept pace with the demand. Cultivation was
not conducted intelligently in the restricted region in which

the gum can be produced, and little by little the trees have

been thinned out. (iutta percha of the quality which could be

once readily obtained, and which alone is suitable for the

principal uses, Is now scarce. In spite of an increase in

price there are only to be found mixtures of the same ap-

pearance as gu'ta percha but forming by no means a

satisfactory substitute. The manufacture of submarine

cables has suffered the most by this deterioration in
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narrow and crooked streets. Electric railways will prob

ably be first installed between cities on special roads, as

the country roads have too steep grades and too many
sharp curves.

A refinery was started about a year ago in the city of

Osaka, owned by the Imperial household department, with

a capital of $500,000 (silver). This company refines

principally gold and silver bullion and crude copper,

mostly obtained from government mines. Everything

about the concern is kept secret. It is said that German

dynamcs and s patented system is used for the electric

process.
"

French Prizes for Inventors.

The French Society for the Encouragement of National

Industry has offered a number of prizes to stimulate inves-

tigations which may lead to discoveries of value in the

industrial world. At least three of the prizes are of inter-

est to electrical workers, and the following statement of

the reasons which led the society to propose the awards is

condensed from its bulletin.

A prize of 2.000 francs will be given for discoveries of

means for the industrial preparation of ozone, and for

methods of applying it. Ozone has an oxidi/.ing powerthat

may be compared to that of chlorine. It acts upon silver

in a cold state; it disintegrates a vast number of organic

substances; it is a bleaching agent; it is a

disinfectant—in fact it possesses all the advan-

tages peitaining to chlorine as an oxidizing agent,

while at the same time its use is not subject to the same

disadvantages. If there were discovered a means of pro-

ducing ozone economically and means of preserving and

using it readily, the agent could be used to great advan-

tage; for after it has acted upon organic substances, ozone

quality, and it has been feared that the industry may be

seriously embarrassed on account of it. Engineers and

scientists have been sent out to study on the spot the con-

ditions of production and the means of developing it, and

of acclimating the tree in a French colony. Their investi-

gations are interesting as far as they look to the future, but

there seems to be no immediate solution, as a number of

conditions combine to make the culture of gutta percha

very difficult and laborious. Inventors, on their side, have

attempted to produce a substitute, but their efforts have

thus far given uncertain results. The Society for the En-

couragement of National Industry proposed the^prize to

attract public attention to the matter, and it purposely

gave wide scope for competition. It is attainable not only

by inventors who may offer a substitute but by savants or

explorers who by investigations may develop the production

or improve the cultivation.

A prize of 2,000 francs is offered for an apparatus or a

process by means of which it will be possible to measure

rapidly the insulation of the different parts of a live electri-

cal installation. For a long time instruments of various

forms have been employed to determine the variations of

potential at the terminals of generators, and the quantity of

current, and thus the output of the machine. Meters serve

to denote the consumption, but there is another element

which is of great importance both from the point of view

of economy and that of safety in operation. This is the

insulation of the conductors, of the apparatus, and of

metal that is brought into use. Instruments used in teleg-

raphy or in laboratory experiments for measuring insula-

tion resistances are either too elaborate, too delicate or

too slow in action. Indicators used in the best equipped

central stations are available only for showing a serious

fault when it is too late to remedy it. A device or a proc
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ess by means of which it will be possible to determine or

measure accurately and rapidly the insulation of different

parts of a system (dynamos, wires and feeders, transform-

ers, etc.) will meet a real want. It can contribute largely

to the development and safety of electrical industries if it

can furnish means of preventing wasteful leakage which

diminishes the output of a station, and can remove a cause

of danger which is serious in stations operating with high

tension alternating currents.

The last two prizes are to be awarded in 1S93, and all

contributors must submit documents before January ist.

The article from which these statements are taken ap-

peared in a recent number of VIndusti-ic Electriqitc.

electro-magnet as a result of the action of the soft iron

disk D, which lifts the upper carbon. Regulation is, pro-

duced by means of the electric motor T, which is controlled

by a very sensitive relay f. The latter causes the motor

to act, and interrupts its action when a proper separation

of the carbon is established. The relay is in shunt to

the main circuit; its armature is subject on the one hand

to the attraction of the electro-magnet A and on the other

Electric Lighting in the Saint Cyr Mili-

tary Academy.
The electric light plant at the military academy at

Saint Cyr is regarded as one of the most successful of the

smaller installations in France. A view of the station is

shown in Fig. i. As will be noticed from the cut,

Fig. 2, the engines and dynamos are coup'ed direct

and the results have been more than satisfactory. From the

point of economy it is stated that the plant has been re-

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN THE SAINT CYR MILI-

TARY ACADEMY.

markably successful. When the plant was first installed

the cautious engineers deemed a battery of accumulators

an essential adjunct, in order to insure absolute reliability,

but after two years of continuous operation without break-

down or interruption the plant was considered sufficiently

reliable and the purchase of accumulators was abandoned.

The engines, which are three in number, are compound

and are rated at 65 horse power each. Connected to each

engine shaft is a dynamo of the Manchester type made by

Sautter, Harle & Co., of Paris, of a capacity of 500

amperes at 75 volts.

FIG- I. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN THE SAINT CYR MILITARY ACADEMY

There are used in the plant 730 incandescent lamps

and 72 arc lamps designed for the incandescent circuit. The

latter were made by Sautter, Harle & Co., of Paris. The

principles upon which they operate is shown in the diagram,

Fig. 3. When the current is switched on, it enters by the

positive terminal, passes through the two carbo. i. through

the electro-magnet ^-1, and leaves by the negative terminal.

The separation of the carbon is effected by means of the

best use of the light may be secured the positive carbon is

turned toward the ceiling, and special screens are placed

under the lamp, as shown in Fig 4. The light is said to

be wonderfully uniform and soft and entirely satisfactory

in the study hall. A fact which the students notice is that

when a pencil is held upright no shadow, practically

speaking, is cast. The cuts are reproduced from Le Genie

Civil.

Electrical Work on the Pacific Coast.

A conference committee meeting, consisting of a special

committee of the San Francisco Chapter of the American

Institute of Architects, of the California Electrical Society,

and Geo. P. Low as representative of the Pacific Insurance

Union, was held in the rooms of the Fire Underwriters'

Association of the Pacific at San Francisco on the evening

of November 23, for the purpose of discussing the sub-

ject matter of a paper prepared by Mr. Low for the Octo-

ber meeting of the Underwriters ' Association on "Electri-

cal Impostors" and of devising means by which the ideas

contained in it may be enforced. Mr. Low was selected

as chairman, with H. T. Bestor, editor of the California

Arehiiect, as secretary. As the result of the deliberations,

a resolution was adopted requesting ihe Electrical society

to prepare a general set of specifications under which ac-

cessible wiring may be placed, and also to prepare a sec-

ond set of specifications under which the wiring at present

countenanced by safety requirements, and which is consid-

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN THE SAINT CYR MILI-

TARY ACADEMY.

hand to that of the electro-magnet in/". When the carbons

are separated to the proper distance the armature is in equi-

librium; when the arc becomes too long the electro-magnet

f exercises a greater attraction than A , the spur £ strikes

against the contact n and current flows into the motor T
which acts to operate the mechanism for separating the

carbons.

The distribution of light in the study halls was con-

sidered with especial care. The best results have been

secured by using arc lamps arranged in a somewhat novel

manner. The plan consists in projecting the rays of the

lamps upon the ceilings and upper portions of the walls.

The light is then reflected downward and is so diffused

and uniform that no shadows are cast. In order that the

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN THE
TARY ACADEMY.

SAINT CYR MILI-

ered safe if properly inspected, may be placed. These

specifications, when drafted, are to be submitted to the

architects for consideration and revision, when they wilj

be again returned to the conference meeting and . formally

adopted. It was the sense of the majority of the meeting

that it would be inadvisable to endeavor to effect a radical

change in existing methods of electrical construction, espec-

ially in localities under the surveillance of an electrical in-

spector, hence, the resolution proposes to countenance ordi-

nary methods of wiring, as defined by existing insurance re-

quirements, in any instance where they can be inspected by

some electrician in good standing. This will necessitate

the organization of an electrical exchange on the Pacific

coast similar in its nature to the New England Electrical

Exchange.

Death of Jay Gould.

Jay Gould, believed to have accumulated more money by

his own exertions than any other American who ever lived

,

died 00 December 2d. He left a fortune, principally in

stocks, estimated to be worth from $65,000,000 to $100,-

000,000. Mr. Gould was the largest stockholder of the

Wertern Union Telegraph company, and at the time of

his death he and his three sons, George, Edwin and How-
ard, were directors of the company. His holdings of

Western Union stock had a par value of $22,-

000,000 and a market value of about $19,000,000.

The funeral was attended by a delegation of Western Union

officers, including Col. R. C. Clowry of Chicago, who

was on intimate terms with the deceased.

A suit has been filed in the United States Circuit Court
at Kansas City by the Kansas City Electric Light com-
pany against the American Electiic Light company of

Kansas City for $60,000, and against the Thomson-
Houston Electric Light company and General Electric

company for $150,000. The suits are for the alleged in-

fringements of the rights sold by the Thomson-Houston
company to the Kansas City Electric I^ight company for

Jackson county, Missouri, and Wyandotte county, Kan-
sas, of patent regulators for dynamos. The Kansas City

Electric Light company, beside claiming damages to the

above mentioned amount, asks the courts to enjoin the

Thomson-Houston and General Electric companies from
selling the regulator in Kansas City, and both the Ameri-
can Electric Light company and the Thomson-Houston
from using the appliance in the two counties named.
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Our Milwaukee correspondent this week calls attention

to the fact that since the adoption of the trolley system in

the Cream City there has been a noticeable decrease in the

number oE fatal accidents on the street railways . The vic-

tims have been mostly old persons and children. The

record covers a period of two years, and the company's

manager claims that more accidents have occurred in that

time on one old horse car line than on all the electric

lines. This is certainly an excellent record, and goes far

to substantiate the claims of the advocates of the trolley

system that electric cars are under such perfect control

that they are far superior to any others, especially in

crowded city streets. This experience of the city of Mil-

waukee, which is, by the way, the experience of all pro-

gressive communities, may be considered with profit by

calamity howlers who are opposing the introduction of

the trolley system in other cities. The so-called "deadly

trolley" appears to be a harmless device as -compared

with the slow-going horse car.

Ei.SKWHKKi; in this issue is presented an article on

" Electricity in Japan," by Kunihiko Iwadare of Osaka.

Jn this article Mr. Iwadare gives an interesting account

of the growth of the electric lighting business in the

empire of the Mikado. It appears that the Japanese

have already adopted the American custom of attributing

to electricity any fires that cannot readily be accounted for

otherwise. Naturally, this has had its effect on the Indus

try, but according to Mr. Iwadare electric lighting is ad-

vancing in public favor. In a former article, which ap-

peared in the Wkstkrn Electrician of November 26Lh,

the telephone and telegraph interests were reviewed by

the same author. Here, too, the electrical engineer finds

gratifying evidence of the progressive spirit of the Japan-

ese. It should be mentioned that these electrical enter-

prises are conducted by native capitalists, and are in

charge of native operators. The Japanese are progressive

and enterprising, and the American people entertain a

kindly and appreciative regard for them.

An interesting controversy between the Boston city

council and the West End Street Railway company has

been in progress for some time. The council, under advice

of the city's legal department, has virtually abandoned its

position. The case in point illustrates the tendency on

the part of city councils to take hasty action on matters

with which they are not at all familiar. The Boston alder-

men ordered the street railway company to equip its cars

with fenders to guard against the loss of life. The com-

pany replied that it had had the matter under consideration

for a long time, but had as yet been unable to decide upon
any fender submitted. The council evidently considered

this an evasive answer and ordered immediate action. The
company thereupon agreed to accept any fender which the

council might recommend. It suggested that a commis-

sion be appointed to examine the fenders submitted for

consideration. The company agreed to pay all expenses

and abide by the decision of the council. This proposition

had the effect of silencing the aldermen and convincing

the public that the company was acting in good faith. It

is not expected that the council will accept the company's

proposition, as it is believed the city would be liable for

damages should accidents follow the adoption of the

fender recommended by the city.

On November 5th the Western Electrician called

attention to the fact that the National Commissioners had

adopted a rule providing for the closing of the World's

Fair at 7 o'clock except upon certain evenings to be se-

lected by the directors. In protesting against this rule on

behalf of the electrical interests we pointed out at the time

the injustice of the measure and called attention to the fact

that such a policy was short sighted in the extreme, that it

would be a source of annoyance to visitors and would

prevent many persons of limited means from obtaining the

full benefit of the great exposition. The position of the

Western Electrician was sustained by the electrical

interests of the country. Many prospective exhibitors

announced their intention of abridging their displays,

while others declared they would withdraw their applica-

tions for space and would make no exhibition of their ap-

paratus. Chicago electrical concerns immediately

filed a protest with the Council of Administration,

and numerous interviews and communications ex-

pressing the views of electrical companies have

since appeared in this paper. The unanimous opin-

ion of the electrical people is opposed to the 7 o'clock

closing rule. In addition the leading daily papers of the

country have appealed to the directors togrant the petition

of the electrical people. Despite this unanimity of opin-

ion, the World's Fair officers have not seen fit to take

action. All friends of the enterprise regret this apparent

neglect of the electrical exhibitors' wishes. It is certainly

unfortunate that there should be any delay in correcting

this blunder. In a matter of such grave importance

immediate action should be taken.

In connection with the recently threatened strike of the

telegraph operators on the Jersey Central railroad it was an-

nounced that the company had taken steps to protect itself,

and, anticipating a "walk-out," had placed long distance

telephones in its stations by means of which, it was hoped,

the business could be continued without the operators

Whether there waj any foundation for this report cannot

be stated positively, but certain it is that the differences be-

tween the men and the company were soon settled, and

there is reason to believe that the men did not secure the

advance in their wages that was the principal point in dis-

pute. Aside from the merits of the case it may be said

that this incident has a certain bearing upon the future re-

lations of the railroad and telegraph that will be of inter-

est lo the public generally and the electrical fraternity in

particular. IE it can be demonstrated that the long dis-

tance telephone can be utilized in railroad work as a sub.

stilute for the telephone, an important advancement has

been made toward relieving the railroads of the periodical

labor troubles they now experience. Such a change would

be welcomed by the railroad companies on other grounds

—mainly, however, on account of the saving that could be

effected in the salaries ot employes. There is no ques-

tion that telegraph operators could be secured for this work

at a less salary than is now paid telegraphers. Railroad

telegraphers are poorly paid, if their responsibility and the

importance of their work are taken into consideration. In
many cases the companies employ boys who are utterly in-

competent and unfitted for such positions. It may be that

with the introduction of the telephone a better class of

employes may be secured. If such were the case, the ad-

vent of the telephone in railroad operation would be hailed

by the traveling public, but there is no good reason to

believe that the desired improvement would follow.

Since the leading characteristics of the new Westinghouse
incandescent lamp were first made public by an illustrated

article in the Western Electricl\n the electrical fra-

ternity has evinced the liveliest interest in the bold attempt

made by the Westinghouse company to introduce a lamp
not infringing on the broad claims of the Edison patent, as

sustained by the Federal courts. The eager desire to

obtain information about this new departure in electric

lighting is shown by the extensive reproduction of ihe de-
scription and the accompanying cuts by the American and
English electrical journals— generally with proper credit,

but not infrequently without, the Electrical World and
Electrical Engineer of New York being the most conspicu-

ous offenders in this respect.

The comments made by the English papers are interest-

ing. 'V\i^ Electrical Review, m the course of a carefully

written review of the general description given in the

Western Electrician, says:

From a manufacturing point of view, which is of far
more real importance than any mere legal rights and quib-
bles, there are several points which, at first sight, at any
rate, appear to be in favor of the modified lamp; but there
are also many "if's" requiring to be satisfactorily disposed
of. In the first place it is difficult to see how new lamps
of the above form could compete successfully against those
made by the extremely simple and efficient method of
"sealing in," in spite of the employment of a cheap sub-
stitute for platinum wire, and in spite also of the assertion
that they can be sold for 30 cents each wholesale; for
there can be no question that the new form is much more
complicated than the present one. Once made, however,
they possess some obvious advantages from an ideal point
of view. In remaking a lamp there is at once an apparent
gain of the cost of the bulb and platinum wire—indispen-
sable items in making lamps by the customary method.
(This is, of course, assuming that the double operation of
removing and re-cementing the stopper costs the same as
that of sealing in by means of the blow pipe.) This gain,
however, is not strictly so great, for scrap platinum has a
certain value; and then there has to be considered, the
wholly additional operation of cleaning the blackened
bulbs, requiring workshop space, chemicals, labor, etc.

Still, if the bulbs and stoppers had a good average life, the
advantage would be distinctly in favor of the stopper plan,
other things being equal. But it is just on this point of
the life of the bulbs that the economy of the plan rests, and
on which we think there are some grounds for fear. One
would be inclined to surmise that the number of fractures
occurring at the stoppers, firstly in the act of fitting the
stoppers, then when the lamps are on the pumps, next in
actual use, and finally in the operation of
removing the stoppers, would considerably exceed those
due to defective "sealing in" in the customary form of
manufacture. * * * * * j^
making the above remarks we have been assuming that
the stoppers and cement give perfect satisfaction as regards
permanence of vacuum. Naturally if leaks prove to be not
infrequent the method under consideration would be at
once doomed. The matter naturally rests entirely upon
manufacturing results and general experience with the
lamps, and we are glad to see that the problem is being
dealt with in so exhaustive a manner as the Westinghouse
company is sure to give to it. At the same time we can-
not help think that the new plan is not likely to sup-
plant the present one in the long run, excepting, perhaps,
in the case of lamps of large candle power. With regard
to the substitute for platinum, which is apparently
capable of being soundly sealed into glass, the company is

to be congratulated on a very valuable possession.

Our contemporary's assertion that the new lamp is much
more complicated than the common form is surprising, as

it has every appearance of extreme simplicity. 'Y\\<t Keincw'

s

remarks In relation to the greater liability of fracturing the

bulbs and the cost of cleaning returned bulbs deserve at

tention.

Much more sweeping in his praise is Arthur Shippev,

an English lamp manufacturer, who, in a letter to the

'Lond.on Electrical Eiigijiccr, has only good words for the

new lamp. Mr. Shippey examines the lamp in detail,

asserts that it is a very easy matter to clean blackened

globes, and concludes by congratulating the Westinghouse

company on "overcoming a difficulty by placing upon the

market a lamp which is novel in construction, natty in ap-

pearance, cheap in price, and, above all, entirely free fiom

the combination claims of certain master patents, the

working of which has been unfortunately so detrimental

to the real advancement of the elecjric lighting in-

dustry."

Generally, however, the English comments are of a

conservative nature, the general opinion being that, with

the information at hand, the non infringement of the

lamp is not quite clear.
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The Baker Submarine Boat in Chicago
Waters.

In May last the Western Electrician sent a repre-

sentative to Detroit to investigate a submarine boat that

was being tested there in the Rouge and Detroit rivers by

its designer, Geo. C. Baker. An'account of the trip made

under water on this occasion and also a detailed illustrated

description of the novel vessel and the story of its opera-

tion during the trial trip were presented in this journal in

the issue of June 4, 1S92.

Since the time referred to Mr. Baker has experimented

considerably with his vessel. The government has shown

a great deal of interest in it. Commodore Folger visiting

Detroit to witness a test.

Several weeks ago Mr. Baker decided to bring the little

craft to Chicago, his place of residence. Accordingly the

boat was relieved of all its machinery, and towed over from

Detroit to the mouth of the Calumet river at South

Chicago.

Of course, the moment the boat was started for Chicago

it immediately became an object of interest to the daily

newspaper men and various and amusing have been

the accounts of its working. For instance one description

of the trip contained the following statement: "The

strange craft escaped the force of the storm by lower-

ing itself beneath the waves and coming to the surface

from time to time for a fresh supply of air."

It may be said in this connection that at the time when

this report was published nothing of the boat's whereabouts

was known, except the fact that it was on the lakes. Fur-

thermore, it is difficult to see just how a boat which was

nothing but an empty hulk could "lower itself baneath the

waves, etc''.

On its arrival in Chicago waters the craft was towed to a

ship-yard at the mouth of the Calumet river and there

hoisted from the water so that a slight change could be

made in the arrangement of the screws. While at its

moorings at the ship-yard the storage battery, the motor

and the electric pump which had been shipped from De-

troit were re-arranged in the boat. This time, though, the

boiler and steam engine were not pat in. It was found

convenient for present testing purposes to employ a small

engine and dynamo on shore, and with these to charge the

storage cells in the hold of the boat.

Since the boat arrived at South Chicago two tests have

been made, and both of these baar evidence that the de-

signer's faith in the practicability of his vessel has not been

misplaced. The first trial was made in the presence of two

United States ordnance officers. The trial on this occa-

sion was not as thorough as had baen expected. After

having made two or three preliminary dives and short

runs the little craft sprung a leak, which, un-

fortunately though slight, was just over the switches

that controlled the motor. Rather than take any chances,

therefore, it was decided to discontinue further experiment-

ing uotil the leak could be repaired.

On Wednesday of last week, after the little craft had

been overhauled and, it was thought, the leak stopped, an-

other test was made. The day was one suited in every

way for the trial, as there was no wind and the waters of the

lake were smooth. A tug towed the boat down the Calumet

river and out into the deep water of the lake, and the crew

of the life saving station pulled out to witness the trial and

to be on hand in case its services were required.

Mr. Baker took charge of the boat with T. H. McCarthy

as his assistant and the Western Electrician representa-

tive as a passenger. Before testing its qualities as a diver

the boat was given a short run on the surface. When the

motor was set at work the vessel shot along through the

water at a high rate of speed.

Those outside saw the lid of the conning tower fastened

down and then after running a short distance the boat

sank from sight and left not a ripple to show where it had

gone. For several minutes the party on the tug looked in

vain for some ripple or current which would show which

way it was headed. Suddenly, Uke a huge red porpoise, it

shot up out of the water, only to disappear again as soon

as the helmsman had assured himself that ht was in no

danger of running into the tug. which lay a couple of

points to port. The next time it came up within a few rods

of the tug. The gaskets of the turret lid did not work

satisfactorily and the boat shipped considerable water, so a

stop was made to repair the damage. A few minutes' work

effected a remedy and the turret was closed again. Some

acid used in connection with the battery had on a previous

trip slopped over onto the wire cable connecting the rudder

with the wheel, and before the boat was well under way,

this rope parted and another halt was necessary. This

damage was soon repaired, and again the boat settled

toward the bottom of the lake and made an exce''ent run.

Several times it was brought to the surface ot the water

and almost instantly disappeared again, always going

through these actions in obedience to the hand at the helm.

After behaving beautifully a seam forward started slightly,

and this leak unfortunately was in the same place as before,

that is, over the switchboard; and Mr. Biker, fearing that

the water would do some damige to the electrical fixtures,

decided to end the trial, and the boat was towed back to its

berth at the ship-yard slip.

The experience of those on the inside was no novelty, as

all present had gone through it before. The most peculiar

. sensations were those at the moment of starting to'go un-

der and on reaching the surface after a dive or run. Glan-

cing up at the windows of the conning tower, just before

the screws were inclined for a run under the waves, one

could see the water rushing past the glass covered port-

holes and washing over the turret. Then, when the

screws were thrown up at a slight angle by a movement of

the controlling wheel, and more current was thrown into

the motor, there would be an increase of the whirring

sound of the gearing, and down the boat would go. One
could look up and out through the gray water, growing

darker and darker as the boat went deeper and deeper, bat

that was about all there was to see.

It was during the longest run, and at ths time of the

deepest dive, that the old leak over the switchboard was

sprung again. It must be confessed that the solitary pas-

senger's feelings were peculiar as the water began to run

in and splash over the electrical apparatus. To say the

least, the water was dark enough overhead to indicate that

the boat was at considerable depth, and although the little

vessel, through its own buoyancy, would have come to

thi surface, still a leak in a submarine boat, however

slight it might be, is an occurrence of considerable interest.

But the vessel was absolutely under control, and a turn of

the screw wheel allowed it to return to the surface with a

bonnd. This bound to the surface is what gives the pecu-

liar sensation somewhat similar to that experienced in a

swift running elevator suddenly brought to a stop.

Mr. Baker was thoroughly satisfied with the boat's

showing. He proposes to make only one more trip this

fall, but during the cold weather he will not be idle, as he

has several additional features which he expects to have

fully matured before spring, when the boat will be placed

in commission again. The boat will be overhauled and

provision made to prevent any further small but vexatious

leaks.

Keep the World's Fair Open Evenings.

In view of the widespread interest that has been mani-

fested in the agitation for evening exhibitions since the

Western Electrician called attention to the effect of

the seven o'clock closing rule, it would seem as if the coun-

cil of administration would bestir itself and give some deh-

nite assurance of what may be expected. Nothing has

been done, however, which may be taken as an official

guarantee that the grounds will be open after seven o'clock.

This apparent neglect of the electrical interest will tend

to discourage exhibitors. The subject continues to excite

comment in the daily papers and class journals, and there is

an unanimous sentiment in favor of immediate reconsidera-

tion of the offens TJ rule. Following are a few additional

abstracts from editorial comments on this question;

Stnrl Railway Gazeilc, Chicago: Thepositioa which the

directors of the World's Fair have been in the habit of as-

suming has been a curious one. Since the start their

method of ascertaining the will of the people on any sub-

ject relating to the exhibition has been to take some out-

landish position, and then to watch the howl of remon-
strance immediately set up in every corner of the country.

It would be too great a discredit to the common sense of

the management to consider them capable of beiievirg

that the real wishes of the people demanded the irans-

formation of this fairyland into a dungeon at sundown.
To say that everybody is heartily disgusted with these un-

rivaled exhibitions of wire pulling and selfishness is put-

ting it very mildly.

N'cw York Tribune: Tens of thousands of visitors to

Chicago next year will be compelled to keep a rigid account

of expenses, and to make no slight sacrifice in order to he

present at all. Their burden ought to be
made as small and their reward as great as possible. If,

as at earlier exhibitions, little or no part of the projected

display required the absence of sunlight to reveal its utility

and beauty, other considerations might offset the advan-

tage of saving time by keeping the show open in the even-

ing. But it happens that the class of exhibits which
would be most injuriously affected if the gates were shut at

7 o'clock is precisely that class which will disclose the most
remarkable developmen'^, and concerning which popular

interest and curiosity are strongest. And so a double loss

is threatened.

Electrical Engineer, New York; The question of opening
the World's Fair at night has continued to be the subject of

agitation and discussion. The management of the fair,

having been invited lo reconsider the rule closing the

grounds every night at 7 o'clock, has done so, but its state-

ments as to a possible opening two or three times a week
are regarded as vague and unsatisfactory. What is want-

ed, and should be given, is an assurance that a portion of

the grounds and some of the buildings, will be open regu-

larly at night, including such buildings as electricity, fine

arts, etc. The matter has been taken up by the news-
papers, and in New York, the Trihun-e and the Sun
have both expressed themselves in favor of night opening.
In view of the immense success of night opening at Paris,

in iSSg, there is every reason to believe that regular night
opening at Chicago in 1S93 would be very successful and
a great boon.

Street RailwayJournal, New York: The recent an-
nouncement that the gates will be closed at 7 p. m.,

except on special occasions, has a particular in-
terest. There is a multitude of weighty reasons for
keeping the exposition open during the evening, and
these arguments have been advanced by the press and
public. We desire in this connection, however, to refer
merely to the bearing which the hour of closing may have
upon the transportation problem. Whatever may tend to
facilitate the gradual movement of the people to and from
the grounds is assuredly eminently desirable from the
point of view of the railway man. If the gates were open
until, say, 10:30, it is true beyond question that people
would be starting cityward three hours before that time. On
the other hand if the closing hour were at seven o'clock,

certainly avast majority of the people would be inclined to
remain until that hour. All the conditions that lead to
a congestion in traffic would be present. Here is a point
which seems to be well worthy of the attention of the ex-
poiition management.

Kansas City Architect: It has been suggested by some
of the World's Fair managers that the fair be closed at 7
o'clock every day. Now, this would be well enough
were we not living in an age of wonderful development of
electrical energy which produces not only power but light.

To properly show the wonderful achievements of the past,
it is necessary to show the production of light, heat and
power; without the aid of the machinery it will be im-
possible for the many electrical exhibitors to properly
show the results of their researches and usefulness of
their inventions. To do this properly the machinery
must be run at night, when the most brilliant effect will

be produced. To close the fair at 7 p. m. will therefore
do a great injury to a large class of exhibitors. We do
not for a moment believe that it is the wish or intention of
the management, so we would add our voice to many others
asking that at least the electricity building should be kept
open between the hours of 7 and 10 p. m., thus giving the
visitors an opportunity of witnessing this grand display of
light at the proper time. The Western ELECTRictAN,
with a view of feeling the drift of opinion regarding this

matter, has addressed a circular to a large number of elec-

trical goods exhibitors, who have joined in a protest
against this new movement on the part of some of the
management. Forty seven exhibitors have written the
Western Electrician to make the protest still stronger.
We hope the protest will have the desired effect.

Madison, Wis,, Democrat: The electric interests of the
country oppose the closing of the World's Fair at 7
o'clock evenings. They contend that the electrical feat-

ures of the exposition can be shown to advantage only
at night, and that as the electrical department is one of

the most important of the exposition, and one in which
great popular interest has been manifested, it would be
very poor policy to enforce the 7 o'clock rule; in fact it

would, they believe, prove disastrous to the electrical dis-

play. In substantiation of their views they maintain that,

with the grounds open in the evening, there will be an ad-
ditional advantage that many persons will remain at the
park tor supper, and the throng will disperse more grad-
ually than if all went home between 6 and 7 o'clock. This
will greatly aid in simplifying the transportation problem
—one of the most serious that the exposition authorities

are called upon to meet. With all these disadvantages,
they ask. why should the evening closing rule be adopted
against the undoubted wish of the general public and in

the face of the unanimous protest of the electrical frater-

nity? What is the reason? The only one that we have
heard urged is the question of expense, but the experience
of the Paris exposition in 1SS9 seems to demonstrate con-
clusively that the evening may prove far more profitable

than any equal period of time in the day time. To the

other reasons urged for nocturnal opening might well be
mentioned the additional opportunity offered to the work-
ing classes to attend. This consideration would seem to

be of greater importance than any other suggested.

Deatli of George H. Meeker,
George PI. Meeker, western manager of the New York

Insulated Wire company, died at his residence, 4758 Lake

avenue, Chicago, on December 5th. The deceased had

been ill only a short time, and his death proved a great

shock to his numerous friends, who did not realize his crit

ical condition. On November 26th Mr. Meeker contracted

a severe cold while attending the funeral of his grandfather

at Astoria, N. Y. He returned to Chicago and, although

he had the best medical attendance, he failed rapidly.

Complications of a serious nature set in, and it soon became

apparent that recovery was not to be expected. Through-

out his painful illness Mr. Meeker preserved the utmost

composure, and only a few days before his death directed

the disposition of his affairs, Mr. Meeker's wife survives

him.

Mr. Meeker was born at Newark, N. J., and was twenty

eight years of age. His first experience was gained in the

rubber business, and for several years he was manager

of a large eastern concern engaged in this line.

About two years ago he came to Chicago as manager of the

New York Insulated Wire company. He had been very
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successful in this city and gained many friends. Mr.

Meeker was a member of the Chicago Electric club, and

took an active interest in the affairs of that organization.

His death will be regretted by the electrical fraternity.

Lundell Motors.
In the accompanying cuts are shown the new Lundell

motors which have just been placed on the market by the

Interior Conduit & Insulation company of New York.

This motor in general appearance resembles the Lundell

fan motor but is of larger size. Fig. i gives a general

'
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FIG. I. LUNDELL MOTORS.

idea of the motor, Fig. 2 shows the field and pole pieces,

while the armature and details of the brush holder are

shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It is claimed for this motor that

it contains many features that are not found in the smaller

sizes; for instance, the increased dimensions permit the

adoption of the cylindrical form and the placing of the field

coil concentric with the armature instead of at an oblique

angle. The concentric position of the field coil permits

the withdrawal of the armature without disturbing either

the field coil or the pole pieces, a very great advantage in

large motors. A further modification is obtained in plac-

ing the commutator outside of the field magnet shell, but

well protected between the two limbs of abroad and strong

bracket. This change of commutator position is made for

FIG. 2, LUNDELL MOTORS.

the purpose of affording ready access to the brushes

and commutator. Both the commutator and brush hold-

ers are of supsrior design and workmanship. By refer-

ence to the illustration it will be seen that a flat clock spring

section is employed to keep the brush in contact and does

ils work in a perfectly uniform manner, while its two ends

are made to engage in their respective places in such a

simple way as to permit of the renewal and restoration of a

brush by the employment of the fingers only and in a sec-

ond or two of time. The armature is substantially built,

and combines maximum cross section with minimum length

i-ji,. 4. i.(;;.i'i^i.i. MOTORS,

of wire. The bearings are likewise of a superior design

and efficiency; they arc self-oiling and arc provided with a

vision gauge by means of which a glance will suffice to in-

dicate the necessity for a renewal of the oil supply. The

bushings arc made of the best material, and are so arranged

as to be rcr^dily and quickly removed and renewed when
orn out.

Rusaell Automatic Switch.

With the automatic lamp controlling switch shown in

the accompanying illustration the inmates of a house need

never be in the dark. By touching a button one can turn

on the lights ahead or extinguish the lights no longer need-

ed. The same light may be turned off and on from sev-

eral different points. A person may have absolute con-

trol of any or all lights from any part of the house. A
person coming home late in the evening can press a but-

ton on the outside of the house which turns on the porch

or vestibule light, or both, and when inside all the lights

on the ground floor of the house, or as few as desired, may
beturned on or off. These buttons are collected on a neat

metal plate finished to match the hardware in the hall. A
similar plate, or any number, may be located in various

places in the house to control the lights. It is not necessary

that the push buttons be collected on a plate, but they may
be small ivory or pearl buttons set in door casings at the

entrance of the various rooms. Many combinations may
be made. Stable lights may be controlled from the bed-

room, bed-room lights from the hall, dining room lights

and parlor lights from the kitchen; hall lights from bed-

rooms—in fact, lights can be controlled at any point from

any one point or from any number of points. In case of

any suspicion a householder can have every light in his

house turned on. Wires can be attached to an ordinary

clock and lights turned on and off automatically at any

time desired. In a store or building the buttons can be

on the outside, and the watchman when trying the door to

FIG. 3. LUNDELL MOTORS.

see that all is safe can turn on the lights inside for a mo-

ment, and with the same ease extinguish them. The sys-

tem may be also used to automatically control an electric

motor current from any number of different points.

The device is simple, consisting of two spools of fine

magnet wire of a high resistance These are connected

on one side to the positive wire of the circuit through a

push button, and though only a minute part of the current

passes through them the Urge number of turns makes a

strong magnet whenever the current is allowed to pass

RUSSELL AUTOMATIC SWITCH.

around the coils. By making a connection through one

push button the copper bar, shown in the illustration, is

drawn into the jaws of two hard drawn copper brushes

closing the circuit to be controlled, and when the other

button is closed the pull of the magnet is in the other di-

rection and withdraws the copper contact bar, opening the

circuit. The current on the magnet is only exerted as

long as the push button is in circuit, and the action of

the switch is positive and instantaneous.

The switch is in operation at the Chicago Electric club

and in several other places in Chicago. Over one hundred

are in use in Denver, Colo. The invention is owned by

Russell & Officer of Denver, and the patent is controlled

by Edward R. Grler of Chicago in the United States

east of the Mississippi.

The Wirt Electric Indicators,

The instruments illustrated herewith are designed to

meet the severe condition of the most exacting commercial

practice in electric lighting. The intention of the de-

signer has been to produce an electrical measuring instru-

ment without the faults of temporary or permanent

variation, mechanical defects or imperfect design. The cases

are similar to high grade steam gauge cases and have cast-

iron boxes with heavy ornamental polished bronze rims.

FIG, I, WIRT ELECTRIC INDICATOR.

These rims are cast and have the "draw-file" finish. The
glass front is finished in black and pure gold leaf. The case

is moisture proof, dust proof, and "time proof," which is a

very important matter and often not appreciated. Fig, i

is a detached view of the armature system. The resists

ance wire used in the volt indicators is one of the new

alloys which have appeared the past few years. The one

selected has not the highest resistance, nor the least tem-

perature var'ation of those tested for the purpose. It is

superior to i8 per cent. German silver in both qualities

and remarkably constant as regards slight change from

year to year, which is the most important feature by far

in this case.

It is manifestly impossible to simplify an action consist-

FIG. 3. WIRT ELECTRIC INDICATOR.

ing merely of a stationary coil acting on a light piece of

iron free to move in response to the attraction exerted. In

such an instrument the moving parts are reduced to one;

control is left to gravity, the varying strength of the field

due to the coil is known to be rigidly proportional to the

current in the same, and it is only required that the iron

which acts as the straw in the ''magnetic" wind shall be

so selected, sh^iped, treated and acted upon, as to eliminate

"magnetic memory." Fig. 2 shows the interior of the

volt indicator. The action consists of an oblong spool

having ends with a cylindrical curve. The armature is a semi-

cylindei of thin sheet iron suitably attached to a light steel

An Indianapolis paper says that the Jenney company of

that city has been awarded the contract for a 3.600 incan-
descent and a 200 arc light planl; for a large factory in

Bcrl in, Germany.

FIG. 2. WIRT ELECTRIC INDICATOR,

spindle with conical ends carried in jeweled cups of special

shape designed to give the maximum sensitiveness. The
attached pointer is made of thin bronze ribbon having the

stiffness of tempered steel and formed to a V section.

Aluminium was tried for these pointers at first, but it was
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found that, weight for weight, other materials were stiffer

and more satisfactory. Fig. 3 shows the interior of a 4^0

ampere indicator, the conductor consisting of a single turn.

For large sized ampere indicators the coil or strap is cast

of pure copper. These instruments are manufactured by

The Electrical Supply company at its factories in An-

sonia, and a complete stock is carried in the warerooms in

Chicago.

Incandescent Lamps for Railway and
Power Circuits.

The demand for a thoroughly high class incandescent

lamp espscially adapted to the lighting of street cars, or

for use on pDwer circuits, has been steadily growing dur-

ing the recent ramths. At the lamp works of the Gen-

eral Electric company a series of experiments in the di-

rection of satisfying this demand has lately been made,

with entire success. The outcome of the experiments is

three special typ3S of lamps. It must be borne in mind

that the special raqu'reinents of a lamp destined for use

in series on railway circuits differ materially from those of

the ordinary lamps which are connected in multiple on low

tension circuits.

The first lamp, shown in Fig, i, is the straight, un-

anch>red filament lamp, diffarin ; in no way in appearance

from the ordinary incandescent lamp. This lamp is

rated according to the amount of current consumed, and

onl> thDse consuming the same amount of current should

be used in any one series. In the anchored filament

lamp, Fig. 2, the chance of breakage of the filament by

sudden contact with the glass of the bulb, caused by mo-

tion of the car, is entirely obviated. The life of the lamp

FIGS, I AND 2. INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR RAILWAY
AND POWER CIRCUITS.

\=, consequently, not exposed to abrupt lermtnation or even-

abbreviation. As will be seen from the cut, the filament

is made in three spirals, mounted on a heavy glass center,

and requires no extra support. Great care is exercised in

the manufacture of the lamps in order to render the resist-

ance exactly the same throughout each form, so that any

'spiral" or "anchored" filament lamp may be used with

others of similar form. Neither one, however, must be

used in series with the others.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New Yokk, December 3.— It is apparent to any un-

prejudiced observer that there has been an organized at-

tempt on the part of prominent capitalists and railroad

magnates to depreciate in the public mind the value of the

franchise which the Rapid Transit commission is offering.

The reason for this isapparent. It i^ the in:ention of these

men to secure the franchise, if possible, without paying the

city what it is worth. It is safe to say that after all that

has been done to prepare the way for rapid transit in this

city the plan submitted by the commission will be carried

into effect either by private capital or by the municipality

itself. The people will not allow all this valuable work to

be thrown away. Several things must now be admitted

as settled. The needs of the city in the matter of local

transportation have far outgrown the existing facilities and

a new system of rapid transit is a necessity. It must be

had. The law under which the commission has been act-

ing since the spring of 1891 is as well adapted as any law

could be to securing the desired result through the employ-

ment of private capital. The commission iiself is made

up of as able and competent men as could possibly be got

for the task intrusted to it, and it has performed be task

thus far to the entire satisfaction of the community. The

routes selected are the best possible, the plans of construc-

tion are the result of the most thorough study, the best

engineering skill, and the soundest judgment that could be

applied to the problem. In short, the system proposed is

the one best calculated to meet the requirements of the sit-

uation, tbe most practicable for construction, and the most

economical and promising financially that could be devised.

There are, however, many public spirited men in New
York who have evinced an interest in this project. Shoald

private capital fail to become attracted by this enterprise,

it is proposed to construct the system by raising public

funds. Such a step will not be resorted to unless all others

fail.

In this connection it may be well to call attention to the

street railway statistics prepared by the Times and pub-

lished in its issue of December ist. It is shown that while

the population has increased 47 per cent, per decade dur-

ing the last thirty years, the passenger traffic in the city

has increased 141 per cent, per decade for the same period.

This statement can be further strengthened by considering

how often each inhabitant rides in the cars. In 1853,

when the city had two lines of railways, each person rode

12 times; in iS6o, with six lines, 47 times; in 1870, with

12 lines, 122 times; in iSSo, with 23 lines, 175 times; in

1883, with 23 lines. 215 times.

Commenting upon this subject the Times says editor-

ially: "It may be regarded as certain that this city is going

to have rapid transit, if not through the foresight and en-

terprise of private capitalists, which is most desirable, then

through the power of the city government duly authorized

and guided by an enlightened public opinion."

Wire tappers continue to annoy the telegraph companies

and fleece the pool rooms, but occasionally they are dis-

covered. This was the case last week, when two young

men were surprised at 80 Park Row, where they were "ex-

perimenting." Their researches had already resulted in

establishing connections with Gultenburg, but they had not

had time to realize any returns for their labors.

The Kings County Electric Railway company was in-

corporated at Albany, November 29th, with a capital o

$625,000 for constructing about sixteen miles of street sur-

face road in Brooklyn. The terminal points of the road

are tbe Thirty-ninth street ferry and Union street and the

ci y line in the twenty-sixth ward, also Cooper avenue and

the city line in the Eighteenth ward.

The committee appointed by the telegraph operators em-

ployed by the Jersey Central railroad to ask for an increase

in wages from the president, J. Rogers Maxwell, announced

Thursday that an agreement had been arrived at and there

would be no strike. Mr. Maxwell was closeted with the

committee for more than an hour, and at the conclusion of

the conference Chairman Gerhart of the committee, who is

one of the Central's operators, made the statement that the

trouble was settled. He declined to give particulars, but

expressed himself as thoroughly satisfied with the result of

the interview with President Maxwell. D. G. Ramsay,

chief of the Order of Railway Telegraphers, acted as

spokesman for the committee. Before going away he re-

ceived a letter replying to the demands made, offering cer-

tain concessions, but declining to increase the salaries of

the men. It was this answer that caused the committee

to see the president again to-day. The officers of the road

would say nothing in regard to the matter, nor in reference

to the report that long distance telephones had been put in

the signal stations for use in case of a strike. The road

has 350 telegraphers in its employ, and their salaries range

from $35 to Igoper month. W. F. O.

New England News.
Boston, Mass., December 3 —The Bell Telephone

company wants more time to put in its evidence in the

suit instituted by the government for alleged fraud in

procuring patents. Friday last before Judge Nelson in the

United States Circuit court a motion for further postpone-

ment was argued and the telephone company requested

leave to introduce evidence up to Nov. 4, iSy3.

The United States objected. The testimony for the

complainanis was finished January nth of the current

year. The defendants began their testimony Jan-

uary 25t:h and were given till October ist to put

it all in. The telephone company asked leave to file

an answer to the whole of the bill against it and further

that the answer to the amended bill be taken as the an-

swer of all the respondents. On the first motion the

court granted three months further lime with leave to

apply for a further extension that will not go beyond two

years from the day the company began to put in testi-

mony. The second motion was denied.

The Lynn city council is considering an order giving

the Woodward Underground Electric Light & Cable

company permission to construct and maintain electric

subways and cables for the conduct of its business in the

streets and squares of the city. The company offers in

consideration of this privilege to lay cables in its sub-

ways for the fire and police signal systems, and for all

wires, whether telephone or telegraph, that may be needed
for raunicipil service, free of charge to the city. This is

considered equivalent to a consideration of $75 000.

The fender problem for electric cars is not solved In

Boston by any means yet. For over a year the city

council has been working in conjunction with the West
End Street Railway company in an effort to find a device

that would prevent accidents on the streets. At one time

an arbitrary order was passed that the West End should

equip its cars with some suitable device within a specified

time, but the West End company answered that it would
adopt any fender the council might recommend. The
city found this was not an easy problem, and a long series

of experiments followed, all more or less unsatisfactory.

The West End offered to pay the expenses of any commis-
sion the mayor might appoint to determine the best fender

but the city fathers were afraid that if they recommended
any fender and loss of life should result from its use a

suit in law might lie against the city as an accessory and
they accordingly refused to take any action. Recently the

West End has placed, gridiron sort of arrangement in front

of many of their cars. This is perfectly flat and runs

along parallel to the ground at a distance of

about eight inches from it. It projects about

four feet in front of the car. It worked
well in a few instances, and actually saved lives;

men about to be run down by a car, finding that they had

no time to escape, simply jumped in the air, came down on
this gridiron and were carried along in safety till the car

could be stopped. But this was only temporary success.

People being thrown or slipping on the tracks could not

jump in the air, and women and children do not have

presence of mind enDugh usually to attempt this acrobatic

feat. On last Wednesday afternoon George Killian, a

little 4-year-old boy, was crushed to death in Dorchester

under an electric car. There was no one to blame. The
boy was running along between the tail end of a

wagon and the car, when he stumbled and fell directly on

the rails. The car was not more than a few feet behind

him, and it was impossible for the motorman to stop it

-in time. It was going slowly, but was on a down grade.

The fender cleared the child's body completely, and the

bar in front of the wheels crushed his life out. This

accident has brought up the fender question again.

Chairman Lee of the board of aldermen says that he does

not think the*fender is yet invented that will prevent loss

of life. "The commission that was appointed to investi-

gate this question recommended a double fender," said the

alderman, "but the matter was referred to the committee

on streets. This committee has not yet made a report,

and no one knows what the report will be. If the board

advise the West End to place any particular fender on its

cars, you can readily see that accidents happening after its

adoption would probably result in suits for damages

against the city, as well as against the railroad." It is

expected that the board will take some action that will

remove all responsibility from the city.

Several electric roads in New England are experiment-

ing with electric heaters.

The West End Street Railway company has sold $3,-

000,000 lo-year 5 per cent coupon notes to Kidder, Pea-

body & Co , who represent a syndicate. This money is to

retire the floating debt of $1,500,00) and furnish means

to complete the improvements now in progress and con-

templated. President Whitney calculates that this money

will provide for every expenditure that will be necessary

up to Jan. I, 1894.

The Postal Telegraph company has recently completed

what is considered to be the best and most substantially

built line running out of Boston. It is from Boston to

New York and consists of 10 copper and two iron wires.

Unusual safeguards have been observed in constructing

this line, and it is expected that this winter will show it to

be weather-proof. There are ten more poles to ihe mi'e

than are usually employed and they are set to a grea'er

depth than is customary. An abundance of guys and

braces are used and the route selected avoids other tele-

graph lines and also shade trees. The lice which runs

from the office of the Boston Globe to its New York corres-

pondent's headquarters in the ^f"(jr/(/ building has hitherto

been considered the best between the two cities. Time

and again after a severe blow or snow storm which has

beaten down other lines and rendered them inoperative the

Globe wires have worked along steadily. Especially was

this noticeable in the great blizzard of four years ago when

Boston was shut off from New York for several days. Then

it was the Globe that got the first news from the storm-

beleaguered city. Its New York correspondent, who is

an old telegrapher, walked out into the country, tapped

the wire, put in his instruments on an old log and clicked

rapidly away till he had sent columns of news into the Globe
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office, the first that had been received since the storm set

in. The secret of the effectiveness of this service is in the

care with which the line was built. It shows that thor-

oughness pays in the telegraph business as in everything

else.

The big Mechanics' Fair, the biggest exposition New
England possesses, has paid more attention this year to

electrical industries than ever before. Still the exhibit as

a whole is open to criticism in many ways. The first point

is that it is not grouped better. The second is that it is

not as representative as it should be. This is solely the

fault of the management, which has gone on the penny

wise policy. With the strides that the electrical industries

have taken since the last fair they should have formed the

greatest attraction this year. But exhibitors were not en-

couraged as they should have been. In the domestic sci-

ence departmeut this is strikingly shown. There some 60

models of electrical cooking appliances are on exhibition,

but they are nearly all very crude compared to wbat has

been done in this line. Still they serve to prove the prin

ciple that the current that lights the house can be made to

furnish heat enough for preparing food. This apparalus

calls for 77 volts and it takes about five minutes to heat-

the iroQS hot enough to cook buckwheats and other break-

fast dishes. The heat is turned on in just the

same manner as is the incandescent light. This

is the first exhibition of these appliances made

in New England on any extended scale. The most

striking of the electrical exhibits is that of the Beacon

Vacuum Pump & Electrical company of incandescent

lamps. These are exhausted by a mechanical vacuum

pump with a capacity for 576 lamps at a time, or at the rate

of 5,000 a diy. Another interesting exhibit is of an elec-

tric alarm which gives notice of any undue heat or cold at

any place where it is located. A combination Case steam

engine and Riker slow speed dynamo for small power or

lighting plants, rhe whole weighing 'less tha:ti 700 pounds,

is also to be seen. It is of 4 horse power and operates at

300 revolutions. The Railway Equipment company of

Chicago displays insulators, trolley apparatus, gtars, etc.

Direct coupling between engine and dynamo is known.

In one case a Sturtevant engine is directly coupled to a

dynamo. The engine is a double cylinder vertical. It is

of 65 horse power. Economy of space makes this a very

desirable arrangement in many instances, Westinghouse,

Church, Kerr & Co. also show this principle in their exhibit.

The speed of their engine is 400 revolutions a minule.

J. C. E.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, December. 3.—Breaks at the power

house of the Milwaukee S:reet Railway company are

causing much comment among electricians and a great

deal of complaint among the patrons of the lines. Break:

downs are frequent, and much of the time there is not

enough power to run the full number of cars. The trouble

invariably is caused at the power house, for in the matter

of track and rolling stock the Villard system is unsur-

passed. In order to permit all the lines to be operated,

the management reduces the number of cars when power

is lacking. Forsom^ time there were only three cars on

the Chestnut street line, eight on the Farwell avenue line,

seven on the Bay View line, and the other lines in propor-

tion. Co.np'aints, petitions and threats of mass, meetings

are the result. At no time in the history of the city h^s

there been more fault found with the operation of the

street railways. Henry C. Payne, the chief representative

of the Villard syndicate, admits that the service is rather

poor and that the trouble is caused at the power house.

Insufficient p^wer, he states, has been the chief source,

almost the only source, of trouble. lie promises early re-

lief. A new engine, capable of furnishing power for

forty cars, will be added to the present equipment. The

Filer & Stowell company is building two more engines of

the same size, one of which must bs ready by December

22d and the other by January 22d. Mr. Payne says

that all trouble will be at an end wh;n the three new en-

gines are in place.

Mayor Jackson I. Case, of Racine, has resigned, owing

to the fact that he is a stockholder in Racine's electric

railway. Legal advisers gave him the impression that he

could not be a city official and a stockholder in the railway

without violating the law. The city attorney of Racine,

however, has decided that Mayor Case may legally con-

tinue to hold his office, and it is quite probable that the

Common Council will decline to accept his resignation.

He became interested in the electric railway after he was

elected mayor. Electric cars are running in Racine.

There have been occasional delays, due to the system not

bsing complete. The Main, Sixth and Wisconsin street

and Washington avenue lines are all that have been used

thus far, but within the next two weeks the whole system

will be in working order.

Harry Mortimer has bsen appointed superintendent of

the Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Motor Railway company.

He was the oldest conductor on the line.

The Broadway-Chestnut street line has been equipped

with electricity from end to end, and electric cars are run-

ning on the East Side part of the line as well as on the

West Sid€. The line extends from the Northwestern rail-

way depot to the western city limits.

Charles F. Pfister, in addition to securing a judgment

for nearly $145,000 against the Milwaukee Electric Railway

company, has foreclosed four mortgages, the aggregate

amount being about $20,000.

In the case of Barbara Donaldson against the West Side

Railway company to recover $23,000 damages for injuries

received on a car, the. plaintiff secured a verdict for $2,-

500.

The departments of the Milwaukee Street Railway com-

pany have been completely reorganized. Henry C. Payne

remains vice-president, and the chief local representative

of the Villard syndicate. A, W. Lynn, who has been super

intendent of the Cream City system for six or seven years,

has been appointed superintendent of building and repairs

for all the systems in the city. The company's machine

shop has been removed from the Farwell avenue car house

to the b'g car house on Kinnickinnic avenue, which was

rebuilt last summer under Mr. Lynn's direction, and all

the machinery work, as well as the making of switches,

curves, etc. , is now being done there. The company has just

let a contract for nev Cir shops, to be built opposite the

Kinnickinnic avenue car barn, and to extend through to

Clinton street. The car shops will be 120 by 300 feet and

two stories high. The building will be thoroughly

equipped for building, re-bui!ding. repalriog and painting

cars, and all the company's work in that line will be done

there. Mr. Lynn has been succeeded as superintendent

of the Cream City line by George W. Hommel, the man-

ager of the Milwaukee City system, who will hereafter

have charge of the operating department of the entire Vil-

lard system. George Kuemmerlein will continue to be his

assistant. H. Benson remains as superintendent of con-

struction, W. L. Mason as auditor, and George O. Wheat-

croft as secretary and treasurer. In the engineering de-

partment J, C. Henderson of New York is the chief and

consulting engineer; R. S. Steichman remains in the po-

sition of mechanical engineer; Lucius T. Gibbs in the

position of electrical engineer, in charge of the overhead

and underground systems and the motors, and O. O. M.

Ran is the station electrician.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company pays taxes on

$500 000. It owns property in the Fourth, Eighth,

Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fifteenth and Eighteenth wards,

and elsewhere, which is valued at about $150,000, with

the buildings upon it; the personal property, such as roll-

ing stock, etc., is valued at $100,000; and the tracks,

which are assessed at $6,000 a mile, make the remaining

$250,000. The assessed valuatian of the Becker lines,

whxh the company will acquire next spring, is $100,000,

so that the company will pay taxeo on at least $600,000

next year. Besides, the company pays a license fee of

$15 per car annually. I.s yearly contribution to the city

treasury approximates $20,000. The Badger Illuminating

company, by the way, is assessed at $20 per arc lamp, aud

it operates more than 1,000 of them.

The petition of Charles F. Pfister has been granted and

a receiver of the Milwaukee Electric railway, or Ilinsey

line, has been appointed in the person of Gustavus J.

Melms, who for two or three years has been superintend-

ent of the. road. In the litigation the road has been valued

at $250,000 and Mr. Melms had to give a bond in the sum
of $500,000. His sureties are Mr. Pfister and Frederick

Vogel, Jr. The sale of the road will probably occur

within two months. It consists of thirteen miles of single

track, but the purchaser will get little for his money except

the franchise. The roadbed and rolling stock are in a very

poor condition. Flat 45 pound rails were used in building

the line, and as they were put down three years or more

ago, it is not difficult to conceive what the roadbed is. Its

condition would be better had it been kept in good repair,

but the company has barely earned operating expenses,

and has had no money to pay the interest on its bonds or

to protect its property by doing necessary work upon it.

The power house is and always has been inadequate, and

none of the apparatus is duplicated. The claims of Mr.

Pfister alone against the company aggregate nearly $200,-

000, and it is estimated that it will take that much more to

put the road into first-class condition, for not only will it

have to be completely rebuilt, but the rolling stock will

have to be renewed, the cars being out of proportion to

the track. It is reported that Francis E. Hinckley, of

Chicago, the principal stockholder, will endeavor to buy

the road at receiver's sale, but the general expectation is

that the Villard syndicate will secure the line.

The Milwaukee, Whitefish Bay & North Lawndale Elec

trie Railway company has changed its plans, ?.nd now,

instead of running to the bay via Third street, proposes to

connect with the Cambridge avenue line at Racine street

and run out on Humboldt avenue.

So far seven people have been run over and killed by

the electric cars. The victims have mostly been old people

or children. The record covers a period of two years, and

Manager Hommel states that the accidents are fewer than

when horse cars were operated. Since the new system has

been in use more accidents have occurred on the old

Washington horse car Hne, Mr. Hommel says, than on the

electric lines.

There is seme talk of using the immense water power at

the Dells, on the Wisconsin river, for the generation of

electricity. The natural force there could be so utilized,

it is claimed, that power could be furnished to such dis-

tant places as La Crosse and Milwaukee. The Niagara

Falls project may have given the idea of this scheme.

Nothing definite has been done yet.

All the West Side electric cars now run the full length

of West Water street. The lower part of Third street is

traversed only by the Washington street horse cars.

C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, December 3.—The Dowry Street Rail-

way company is having considerable trouble in Minneapolis

as well as St. Paul. Up to date the Minneapolis end of the

line has been very peaceful, the public appreciating the

fact that since the electric system has been perfected, with

all the transfer privileges provided, the service has been

excellent. However, there was, of course, more wanted.

At several outlying points people wanted transfer stations.

These were granted, butthe company secured some impor-

tant concessions on its side, notably release from the nec-

essity of giving transfers to and from interurban lines.

Provision has also been made for a single transfer station

at Bridge Square, where a $5,000 building is to be erected.

It is claimed that this arrangement will not be nearly so

convenient as the present plan. But the main howl is

over the abolition of interurban transfers. Many res-

idents of Southeast Minneapolis have been using the inter-

urban in getting to and from home, and they insist that

they shall not be deprived of transfers. Business men are

afraid it will hurt trade. The ordinance was rushed

through the council without previous discussion, and all

sorts of charges are made about the deal. The ordinance

has been signed, and there seems to be no getting around

it. It does not take effect 'till February.

The presence of Henry Villard in St. Paul has brought

to the surface all sorts of rumors of gigantic schemes, com-

binations, consolidations, etc. One story was that Vil-

lard's arrival had significance in connaction with the re-

organization of the E'ec'ric Light & Power company. An-

other was that he was figuring in reference to testing an

electric railway motor on the Northern Pacific road. Mr.

Villard promptly denied all the rumors. He said he was

making one of his regular visits up this way to look after

his various interests here. He stated that the idea of util-

izing the water power of the Apple river, over in Wiscon-

sin, to generate power for use in the Twin Cities had been

abandoned.

One of the most interesting sights of Minneapolis nowa-

days is the great power station of the Twin City Rapid

Transit company. The station is located very conven-

iently, near the cen'-er of bu'^iness, and quite a steady stream

of visitors flows to and from the building. The company has

concluded to encourage this sort of thing, and has put in

a spectators' gallery around the room leading off the third

story. The engine rooms have been opened up, and a fin(

view of the mammoth mac' ines is afforded.

Charles W. Grant, superintendent of the Electric Light

& Power company at Davenport, la., was badly hurt in a

fall while walking from the coal shed to the power plant.

Rapid progress is being made on the new electric light

plant at Deadwood, S. D. The plant will have three arc

light dynamos, with a total capacity of seventy-five lights,

each of 2,000 candle power, and incandescent dynamos for

2,coo lamps ranging from 12 to 30 candle power. Two

big Phoinix engines furnish the power. The plant, it is

estimated, can supply a city of twice the present popula-

tion of Deadwood.

The franchise giving the Midway Electric Light com-

pany permission to string its wires in the interurban dis-

trict is still hanging fire in the St. Paul council. An effort

was made at the last meeting to shove it through so tha

work might be begun, but the effort failed.

The citizens of Grand Forks, N. D., had about given
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up hope of getting the coveted electric street rai way—at

least from the company that recently secured a franchise.

They were therefore pleasantly surprised a day or two ago

to learn of the arrival of several cars of steel rails and

other material. The time allotted by the council to inter-

vene before the beginning of work had already expired

without anything being done. The members of the com-

pany have insisted all along that they meant business.

AU of the handsome new vestibuled cars for the interur-

ban line are being put into service as fast as possible.

The Minneapolis Electro-Matri.x company has been sued

by Charles Birtleson to collect J350 for legal services in

defending the company in its suits with S. S. Small.

The city electric light plant and the planing mill of

George Hiles at Dexterville, Wis., was destroyed by fire

November 30th.

Mayor Winter, of Granite Falls, Minn., expressed him-

self as highly elated at the success of the city's electric

light enterprise. He is confident that the taxes will be

somewhat less than last year, with the expense of the

plant included. H. C. C.

PERSONAL.
H.C. Thompson of the Electric Gas Lighting company.

Boston, was in Chicago last week.

George B. Shaw, formerly general manager of the

National Electric company, Eau Claire, Wis., visited Chi-

cago last week. Mr. Shaw was elected member of Con-

gress from Eau Claire at the recent election by a very

flittering majority.

H. Laws Webb, well known to the electrical fraternity

of New York, returned last week from London, Eng.,

after a three months' vacation. Mr. Webb reports that

there is a great deal doing in electric lighting on the other

side, and a number of electric railroad projects are on foot.

Mr. Webb had a very pleasant time while abroad, and

returned greatly improved in health.

Fred DeLaud has resigned his position as manager of

the Chicago office of the Electrical World. Mr. DeLand
announces his intention of publishing a monthly paper to

be devoted to the electrical and mechanical features of the

World's Fair. The new publicalion will be known as the

ll'orld's Fair Electrical Engineering and will be printed

at Chicago. Mr. DeLand, by reason of his experience

and wide acquaintance with the electrical trade, is well

equipped for the management of the new periodical, and

his numerous friends wish him success in his undertaking.

L. H. Hart, who is very well known to the electrical

fraternity through his association for the last three years

with the Electrical VVoi Id. in connection with the business

staff, resigned his position December ist. Mr. Hart has

secured an interest in a Boston steam fitting paper and will

pub.ish it hereafter in New York. It will be known as

Heating and Ventilation. The offi;er5 are Frank W.
Foster, president; H. M. Swetland, general manager and

trea-urer, and L. H. Hart, vice president and secretary.

It w.ll be a monthly and the first number will appear early

in January. Last week, members of the (For/i/ staff gave

Mr. Hart a luncheon and presented him a testimonial in

the s'lape of a gold Odd Fellows' watch charm. Mr. Hart

has a host of friends in the electrical field, who wish him

success in his new undertaking.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
De Kalb Electric company, De Kalb, 111.; capital stock,

|6o,ooo; furnishing electricity; Bradt & Shipman, DeKalb,

III.

Sterling & Rock Falls Interurban Railway company.

Sterling, III.; capital stock, §100,000; electric street rail-

way; E. W. Jackson, Millington, III.

Monroe Water Works & Light company. New Orleans,

La.; capital stock, |l25,ooo; operating waterworks and

electric light in the city of Monroe, La.

Flatland Electric Light St Power company, Flatland,

N. Y. ; capital stock, $50,000; the manufacture and use of

electricity for producing light, heat and power.

Everett Light, Heat & Power company, Everett, Pa.;

capital stock, |l5,ooo; supplying light, heat and power at

the Borough of Everett, Pa.
; John H. Jordan, Bedford, Pa.

Bristol & Newton Street Railway company, Bristol, Pa.;

capital stock, |loo,ooo; constructing and operating an

electric railway in Bucks county. Pa.; A. C. Milliken,

Pottsville, Pa.

Longview Electric Light & Power company, Longview,

Tex.; capital stock, 1 10,000; to supply light and elec-

tric power to the public by means of electricity; R. B.

Levy, Longview, Tex.

Boone Electric Street Railway & Light company,

Boone, Iowa; capital stock, $200,000; to build and operate

an electric street railway; furnish electric light and power;

Loran W. Reynolds, Boone, la.

Marion Electric Railway, Light & Power company, Ma-

rion, Ohio; capital stock, $100,000, constructing and oper-

ating a street railway, furnishing electric light and power;

DanTel Babst, Jr., Crestline, Ohio.

Schuylkill Valley Electric Street Railway company,

Pottsville, Pa ; capital stock, $30,000; constructing and

operating'astreet railway in the counties of Chester and

Montgomery; Lyon, McKee & Saunderson, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Edwardsville Electric Light & Power company, EJ-

wardsville, 111.; capital stock, $20,000; to operate an elec-

tric light and power plant; Interstate Complete Electric

Construction company, S..9 South seventh street, St. Louis,

Mo.

Columbia Electric Light company, Philadelphia. Pa.

;

capital stock, $100,000; supp'ying light, heat and power
by means of electricity in the city of Philadelphia, Pa.; E.

Cooper Shapley, Fifth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Dravosburg Electric Railway company, Dravosburg
Pa.; capital stock. $15,000; constructing and operatiag an
electric railway from Reynoldton to Dravosburg, Alle-

ghany county, Pa.; J. S. & E. G. Ferguson, 40S Grant
street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Walnut Hills District Telegraph company, Cincinnati,

Ohio; capital stock, 125,000; furnishing messengers and
summoning police officers; delivering messages, letters and
packages, operating a system of electrical signals, etc.

;

Enoch L. Strieker, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cinnaminson Electric Light, Power & Heating com-
pany, of Riverton, N. J., Riverton and Palmyra, N. J.;
capital stock, $50,000; to erect buildings and machinery for

generating electricity for lighting, heating and other pur-

poses, etc.; Howard Flanders, 333 H'gh street, Burlington,

N.J.

National Automatic Fire Alarm company of Louisiana,

New Orleans, La.; capital stock, $30,000; to lease, sell

and supply electrical apparatus and appliances f f every

nature for the communication of intelligence concerning

fires by the use of automatic fire alarms; E J. Hart, New
Orleans, La.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Ground has been broken for the new station of the

Mutual Light & Power company of Montgomery, Ala.

The Cincinnati Board of Public Works has ordered that

all electric light wires in that city be placed under ground.

The Franklin Electric company of Kansas City has

made a proposition to sell the city of Waco, Tex., a

lighting plant.

Proposals were received by Comptroller May of Chicago
until December 7th, for furnishing the city with 1,500,000
arc light carbons.

On November 30th, which was an unusually dark day
in Chicago, there was a load of 24,000 amperes on the

Adams sireet station of the Chicago Edison company.
This is equivalent to 55,000 16 candle power lamps.

The new security building at Madison street and Fifth

avenue, Chicago, wilt be lighted from an isolated plant

supplied by the Chicago Edison company. The equip-

ment will consist of two 8co light machines driven by two

75 horse power New York safety engines.

At a meeting of the Electric Li^ht & Power company of

Lansing, Mich., it was decided to accept the proposition

of the electric light commissioners of the city to pay .|45,-

oco for the plant. The sale was subsequently approved by
the common council, and the city is now the owner of the

plant.

The Electric Light & Power company of Syracuse, N.
Y., has completed its contracts for the new station on Ful-

ton street. The new plant will take 316 feet front and
will be 26 feet deep. The new works will not be finished

till June, and probably the machinery will not be in till

next fail. The extension will be valued at something
more than $200,000.

The city solicitor of Columbus, O., has rendered an

opinion as to the authority of the city to establish and
maintain an electric light plant. Under the general

statutes, he says, the council would probably have the

right to light the city itself, but there might be some in-

convenience in rai;fng the money. He was of the opinion

that it would be much more feasible to wait until the Legis-

lature met ^nd secure authority to issue bonds for the pur-

pose.

It is stated that the residents of Carondelet, Mo., are

considerably wrought up over the action of the Carondelet

Gas company in removing its meters from the houses of

persons who also patronize the Carondelet Electric Light

& Power company. Merchants and many other people in

the town use both gas and electricity, and the gas com-

pany has apparently decided to attempt to compel them to

give up the electric lights. The gas company denies the

report.

No men were more loyal to their employers than were the

employes of the Edison Electric Light compan) in the late

strike in New Orleans. In the general gloom the lights

of the Edison company shone brightly. President Bemiss

said that his chief engineer, electrician and dynamo men
remained on duty and braved every danger; they were

often threatened with physical injury, and one row took

place in which pistols were drawn, but the intruders were

driven off and business proceeded.

The balloting for and against the proposition to bond the

city of Hillsdale, Mich., for $15,000 to erect and maintain

its own electric lighting plant called out a large vote, and

the majority "for" was 197. The question seemed to be

of more interest in the city on the day of election than the

general election, as the citizens had been stirred up by circu-

lars issued over the signatures of the four aldermen who
had opposed the submitting of the question, which was

followed by a circular signed by the mayor and the other

four aldermen stating their side of the question. A third

circular was aUo distributed signed by three of the first

four mentioned aldermen as an answer to points in circular

No. 2. Every ward in the city gave a majority "for the

loan.''

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The sheriff has been enjoined from selling the plant of

the Wichita, Kan., Electric Railway company at the in-

stance of a stockholder, who alleges collusion between the
directory of the company and the American Loan & Trust
company of Boston, the plaintiff bondholder, which sought
to foreclose on a mortgage for $324,000.

Members of the Wightman Electric company of Scran-
ton, Pa., recently assigned, have had attachments issued
against Mr, Dunston, assignee of the Wightman company,
the People's Street Railway company and the Carbondale
Traction company, as garnishees, levying on the money in

their hands due the Thomson Houston company for about
$50,000. The primary cause of the assignment was mon-
etary difficulty with the Thomson-Houston company of
Boston.

A scheme is projected to build an electric railroad across
the state of Ohio, with Cincinnati and Cleveland as the
terminals. For the last week an electric expert, represent-
ing the capitalists, has been in the state looking the ground
over. He is heartily pleased with the prospect and will
recommend the execution of the plans adopted. For the
present the road is to run only from Cincinnati to Spring-
field. It is estimated that the cost of operating the line
will be comparatively small, inasmuch as water power can
be utilized for the generation of electricity along a good
part of the line.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway company last week
completed negotiations for a loan of $1, coo,000 to extend
and improve the electric system which the company is now
operating in the southern part of Chicago. The entire
plant of the road, including franchises and real estate, is

given as security. The road extends from Seventy-first
street to Kensington, with a branch crossing the Illinois
Central near Buraside, running to South Chicago. East
of Burnside, on Ninety-fourth street, the company's power
house is located, and here extensive buildings have been
planned. The company, of which W. V. Jacobs is pres-
ident, expects to use nearly all of the amount of the loan
in preparations for the World's Fair traffic and in improv-
ing the portions of the line already in operation.

A press dispatch from Toledo, dated December 3d,
says: Suits were brought here to day involving every elec-
tric street railway in the United States. Two suits were
filed in the United States Circuit Couit by attorneys repre-
senting Benson Bidwell of Rochester, Ind., against the
Toledo Consolidated Street Railway company. It is

claimed that this company has infringed Bidwell's funda-
mental patents for running electric cars and the principle
involved in the use of underside spring trolley contact;
also that the patents for the running and lighting of cars
with the same current of electricity and the lighting of
streets and houses along the line from the current which
propels the cars have been infringed upon. Charles F.
Bidwell of this city is interested in the patents of his father,
Benson Bidwell, and has been working for the past three
years with a view to bringing suit against the street rail-

way companies which, he claims, have been infringing.
This is to be a test suit.

TRADE NEWS.
Queen & Co., of Philadelphia, are pushing their Cardew

voltmeters, on which they announce a special sale for this

month.

Alfred F. Moore, of Philadelphia, is making arrange-
ments for an extensive exhibit of insulated wire at the
World's Fair.

Walter C. McIntJre & Co., of Philadelphia, manufactur-
ers of the Crown reflector, report good business in their

line. They expect to establish a western agent in Chicago
about January rst.

Charles H. Perry, representing the National Brotherhcod
of Electrical Workers of America, is calling on the elec-

trical people of the east in the interest of the Brother-
hood's publication, the Official Year Book and Convai-
tion Number.

The Knapp Electrical Works have received, during the

past two months, orders for nearly one million yards of
their lamp cord, and since August ist they have shipped
over 200,000 Perkins sockets. Their factory is working
night and day to supply the demand for their specialties.

V/arren Webster & Co., Philadelphia, are working their

factory to its utmost capacity to keep up with orders re-

ceived for immediate shipments. This concern has pre-

pared plans and purchased land in Camden, N. J., for a
factory to have four times the capacity of their present
one.

The Electric Appliance company has just rounded up
its first business year, and reports that the results have
been highly satisfactory in every way. The company will

begin the new year by calling the attention of the trade to

several recently acquired specialties of considerable inter-

est. Its facilities have been increased in every direction,

and the prospects for a heavy business for the coming
year are very flattering.

Secretary and Treasurer J. A. Sheriffs, of the Mosher
Electric company, Chicago, reports a good business in arc

lamps for constant potential circuits. The Mosher com-
pany has already earned a good name for itself, but before

long it will have a surprise for the lamp buying public in

the shape of a new lamp for incandescent alternating cir-

cuits. Many new "wrinkles," inventions of J. A. Mosher,
will be embodied.

Wm. N. Marcus, manufacturer of the Marcus auxiliary

mouth piece for telephones, 218 N. Second street, Philadel- .

phia, reports increased sales of this device during the last

month. There are many advantages connected with this
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simple but useful device. It rotates so that it can be read-

ily used by persons of any stature. It also concentrates

the sound of the voice directly upon the diaphragm of the

telephone, and in no case is the telephone injured by its

use. The person using the instrument can stand from three

to six feet from the telephone, and by talking in a natural

tone be heard very distinctly by a person at the other end.

This device is used in over 200 places in Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, Wilmington, Del., and Camden, N. J.

The Pennsylvania Electric Engineering company of Phil-

adelphia was awarded recently the contract for the instal-

lation of the plant to be placed in the new Philadelphia &
Reading railroad terminal depot in Philadelphia. The
plant consists of 300 arc lights, 10 Western Elec-

tric dynamos and the entire construction work. The com-

pany has issued a handsome lithograph of the depot, which

is said to be the finest building of its kind in the vi'orld,

and one of the most handsome public buildings in Amer-
ica. The building occupies four city squares, is fireproof,

and cost, together with the elevated tracks, upward of ten

million dollars. This company has completed the plant of

the Steelton, Pa., Heat, Light & Power company, consist-

ing of two 1,000 light alternating dynamos. The con-

tract included transformers of the National Electric

Manufacturing company of Eau Claire, Wis.; 2,000 sock-

ets; 2,000 Pennsylvania lamps and the necessary construc-

tion work.

BUSINESS.
General Manager S. L. Phillips, of the Dahl Electric

company, New York, reports an increasing demand for

his arc lamp "Success."

To light residences profitably has been a serious prob-

lem with central station men. The manager of the White-

water, Wis., Electric Light company claims to have dis-

covered the solution. If so, he has discovered a boon to

central stations.

General Manager George H. Dallett of T. H. Dallett &
Co. of Philadelphia, manufacturers of the Billberg motors

and generators, reports a large demand for motors for

electric hoists. Mr. Dallett refers vpith commendable

pride to an installation of an elevator for A- A Shumway
& Co., Philadelphia, three years ago. This firm says that

nothing has been spent on the motor for repairs. Work
of this kind is the best evidence of the ability displayed

by this concern.

C. O. Mailloux, the well-known electrical engineer of

New York, says that the prospects of the storage battery

for trsctionvirork are better now than they have been in

the last few years. He believes that the storage battery

has passed the experimental stage and there is now a basis

from which further development in street railway work will

be rapidly made. The Fifteenth street line in Washing-

ton, which has a charter allowing nothing to be used but

the storage battery, and with which he is connected as

consulting engineer, is giving him an excellent opportunity

for forming an opinion based upon practical results.

Owing to other important business interests and a con-

templated trip to Europe in connection with the same, F.

W. Gushing, so well and favorably known in electrical cir-

cles as the general western agent for kerite wire and cables,

has resigned the agency, and will be succeeded by his bro-

ther, Horace A. Gushing, and Samuel F. B. Morse. W. R.

Erixey, who has recently acquired the entire kerite inter-

ests, was in Chicago last week and confirmed these appoint-

ments, which took effect December rst. Horace A. Gush-

ing has been identified with the western agency ever since

his brother took charge and is thoroughly familiar with the

details of the business. S. F. B.Morse has also been identi-

fied with this branch for some time. He is an experienced

and practical electrician and a grandson of the illustrious

inventor whose name he bears. The new agency will pur-

sue the same general plan of business as that carried out

by the retiring agent, which has proved so successful in the

past, and resulted in a large and increasing demand for

kerite wires and cables in the territory controlled by the

western agency.

To judge from appearances at the Chicago end of the

projected Chicago & St. Louis Electric railway, this com-
pany, whose plans are being carried out so energetically

by Dr. Wellington Adams, is in the field to push its en-

terprise to a successful completion. The offices in the

World's Fair city are in the Women's Temple. They are

elegantly fitted up and are in charge of Assistant General

Manager Charles E. Eleyer. Since the prospectus of

proposed road was published a great deal of enthusiasm

has been aroused over the new electric line. A number of

the daily newspapers, speak most encouragingly

of it. Assistant General Manager Eleyer exhibited re-

cently a quantity of newspaper clippings that may be

taken as an indication of how the road is looked upon by
many in this section. The most flattering testimonial

comes from the Chicago Times. Speaking of the financial

outlook for Df. Adams' project that paper says: "The
company is bound to prove a handsome dividend paying

investment at all times. The history of the electric light,

telephone, telegraph, and street railway companies has

been that of unexampled prosperity. The Chicago & St.

Louis Electric Railroad company has this advantage over

them—that its field is broader, since, with its power-supply

system, iis coal raining, and the utilization of the clay for

brick and tile making, with which its landed acquisitions

in Missouri and Illinois abound, it practically has four

businesses, any one of which must be profitable, while all

combined cannot fail to realize results beyond the expecta-

tions of the investors." This however is but one of a

number of favorable press comments exhibited by Mr.
Eleyer,

The grain elevator being built for the Boston and Maine
Railroad company by Simpson & Robinson of Minneapo-

lis, which is nearing completion, is one of the largest in the

country. The engines are compound condensing of Ham-
ilton Corliss type, built by the Hoven, Owens &Rentcher
company, to which are connected heaters and surface con-

densers manufactured by the Wainwright Manufacturing
company of Massachusetts. The heaters for compound
engines and the auxiliary heater and surface condenser are

of capacity for a 600 horse power plant. This company has

recently furnished some very large surface condensers for

marine and stationary plants, all of which are giving the

most satisfactory results. Among the largest and most
recent sales of heaters may be mentioned the following:

Ames Iron Works, Chicago, 111., 150 horse power; Robert
Bishop, Newton Lower Falls, Mass., two 400 horse power;
Stearns-Roger Manufacturing company, Denver, Colo.,

1,150 horse power; Juniata Limestone company, Garlin,

Pa., 125 horse power; Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa.,

150 horse power; Globe Milling & Reduction company,
Philadelphia, Pa., loo horse power; Elmira Silk Mills,

Elmira, N. Y., 200 horse power; Bennington Electric

Light & Power company, Bennington, Vt. , 200 horse power;

Middletown Electric Light company, Middletown, Pa.,

200 horse power; Ashland Electric Light company, Ash-
land, Wis., 500 horse power; Massachusetts Charitable

Mechanics' association, Boston, Mass., 600 horse power;

N. C. Foster Lumber company, Fairchild, Wis., 4oahorse
power; M. G. Bullock Manufacturing company, Chicago,

111., 500 horse power; American Theater, New York, 230
horse power; J. W. Parker & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 150
horse power; Cooperstown Electric Railway company,Coop-
erstown, N. Y., 150 horse power; Wilmington City Electric

company, Wilmington, Del., 1,000 horse power; Pied-

mont Pulp & Paper company. Piedmont, W. Va., 450
horse power; George Fuller, St. Paul, Minn., loo horse

power; Buckeye Engine company, Salem, O., 360 horse

power; Mitchell Electric Light company, Mitchell, S.

D., 200 horse power; Baker, Smith & Co., New York,

150 horse power; Norton Bros., Chicago, III., 250 horse

power; Penrose Brothers, New Orleans, La., 300 horse

power; Burlington Electric Light company, Burlington,

la., 600 horse power; Lowville Electric Light company,
Lowville, N. Y., 100 horse power; Owatonna Electric

Light company, Owatonna, Minn., 20 d horse power;

Hughes Steam Pump company, Cleveland, O., loohorse
power; Clark Brothers, New York city, 200 horse power.

The following sales of condensers are also reported: Nation-

al Dredging company, Wilmington, Del., 650 horsepower;

Manhattan Elevated Railway company. New York, 150

horse power; Robert White & Co., Montreal, Can., 150
horse power.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued November 30, l8g2.

486,845. Machine for Covering Wires. John A, Birrett,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The machine binds together several wires by weaving cords
between and about them.

486,879. Magnetic Separator. Thomas J. Lovett, Chi-

cago, 111.

A wheel with a number of small magnets ia its periphery is

revolved by means of a belt, the magnets alternately presenting

their north and south poles to the outer surface of the wheel.

486,83s. Electrical Transmitting Apparatus. Albert D.
Neal, Boston, and Howard F. Eaton, Cambridge,

Mass.

Character controlling magnets are located at the receiving
stations, and are adapted to be actuated by a change in condi-

tion of the line at the transmitting station at which is provided
a continuously moving surface provided with contact points

adapted to co-operate with corresponding circuit terminals

operated by the character keys.

486 88q. Type Writing and Printing Instrument. A.bert

D. Neal, Boston, and Howard F. Eaton, Qaincy,

Mass.

486,902. Galvanic Body Battery. John W. Shults,

Wichita, Kan.

Alfred Stromberg,^36,go8. Burglar Alarm Cabinet.

Chicago, 111.

The safes or objects to be protected are surrounded by a
cabinet, the walls of which carry alarm circuits; the front of
the cabinet is provided with removable stanchions and flexible

curtains adapted to be drawn down between the stanchions.

When the objects are in use and the alarm circuit is opened the
curtains may be raised and the stanchions removed.

486,939. Automatic Telephone or Other Electrical Ex-
change. Almon B. Strowger, Chicago, III.

The substations are each connected with the central station

by two wires—a telephone wire and a switch wire. There is

provided at the central station an exchange apparatus for each
subscriber connecting him with all of the other subscribers.

By means of keys the subscriber may, through the switch wire
and the exchange apparatus, automatically make connection
with any other subsciber.

486,911. Lineman's Wire Grip. Glaes A. Svensson, Buf-

falo, N. Y.

486,916. Electrical Transformer. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass.

The transformer has means for automatically varying the
effective inductive length of one of its windings in a continuous
unbroken manner simultaneously with the change of load upon
the secondary, so that thi! potential delivered to the secondary
may be maintained constant.

486,926. Coil for Electrical Apparatus, Henry C. Buck,
Somerville, Mass.

466.9^8 Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

cago, III.

486,985. Trolley for Conduit Railways. Benjamin 01-

bricht. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Two trolley wires are supported by the ceiling of the conduit
and the irolleya engaging therewith are each provided with q
swinging cnsintc or box to prevent short circuiting in case water
should rise in the conduit.

486,987. Electric Switch. William J. Schultz, Detroit,

Mich.

487,002. Safety Device for Electric Circuits, George
Cutter, Chicago, 111.

487,022. Adjustable Electric Light Holder. T>eroy S.

Pfouts, Canton, O.

487,046. Electric Light Carbon. James Ciegg, London,
England.

The filaments are heated to incandescence while suspended
in a vessel from which air is excluded above a volatile liquid
having dissolved in i t an acid salt of one or more suitable metals.

Johannes H. F. Georges,487,049. Incandescent Lamp.
Berlin, Germany.

The lamp is adapted for use in systems employing multiphase
currents, and consists of three leading-in wires, and three united
filaments.

487.069. Device for Transmitting Motion for Electric

Street Car Motors. Walter E. Harrington, Atlantic

City, N. J.

A belt of magnetic material passes over a cone pulley made
powerfully magnetic by suitable windings.

487.070. Electro Magnetic Pulley. Walter E. Harring-
ton, Atlantic City, N. J.

487,073. Magnetic Separator. Thomas J. Lovett, Chi-
cago, III.

Several sets of electro-magnets are combined with a resist

ance box so thit more or less current may be thrown through
the coils of the electro-magnets,

487,07+. Magnetic Separator. Thomas J. Lovett, Chi-
cago, III.

487.092. Electric Switch. John J. Nate, Chicago, 111.

The switch is adapted for electric elevator motors and a
rheostat with duplex contact points is connected in circuit with
the armature, the contact arm of which is adapted to send an
increasing current through the armature, as it is moved over
the contact points in either direction; while a switch in the field

crcuit is adapted to complete circuit through the field before
the circuit through the armature is completed.

487.093. Electric Current Indicator. Charles P. L.

Noxon, Syracuse, N. Y.

487.095. Auxiliary Fire Alarm Signal Apparatus Charles
E. Scribaer, Chicago, 111.

An auxiliary circuit including a generator and bell is pro-
vided at one or more stations so arranged that when the gen-
erator is operated the bell in connection with that generator
will be rung until the break wheel of the signal box begins to

turn, when the bell will be disconnected from the circuit.

487.096. Multiple Switch-Board System. Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.

A spring jack having aline spring and a test ring insulated
therefrom, and an auxiliary spring and contact anvil insulated
from both line spring and test ring, is comb ned with a plug
having contact pieces making connection with the test ring and
line spring, and an insulated tip raising the auxiliary spring
from Its contact anvil.

487.097. Telephone Exchange Sy-tem Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, III.

Each telephone line is connected with a spring jack upon
each of two boards, and two calling circuits, each including tel-

ephone apparatus at the substation, aad each terminating in a

telephone receiver at one of the switch-boards, to enable the sub-
scriber to call the attention of the operator at either board, and
to secure connection.

487 098 Telephone Switch-Board Apparatus. Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, III.

A switch lever is held in one position by a connecting plug
when not 'in use, and is adapted when the plug is removed from
its socket to slowly rise and break connection through the oper-
ator's test circuit by the time she has finished the test.

487,(02. Development and Distribution of Electricity.

John S. Stone, Boston.

487,109. Automatic Electric Lighting Apparatus. Le-

onidas G. Woolley, Grand Rapids, Mich.

487,114. Electric Locomotive. Conrad M, Conradson,
Madison. Wis.

After the load is started the use of gearing may be discon-

tinued and a rigid connection made between the rotating arma-
ture and the driven shaft.

487,128. Burglar Alarm. Harry W. Reynolds, Long
Branch, N. J.

487,154. Telegraphic Apparatus. Josiah A. Parker, St.

Louis, Mo., and Leland L. Summers, Chicago, III.

487,176. Process of Electro Depositing Alloys. Sherar3

O. Cowper-Coles, London, England.

487 185. Electric Belt. John H. Johnson, Dodgeville,

Wis.

487,213. Incandescent Lamp Socket. Charles B. Elliott,

Boston, Mass.

487.219. Telephone. Hammond V. Hayes, Cambridge,

and Wilton L. Richards, Maiden. Mass.

A compound telephone receiver is adapted to be connected
with two circuits at the same time, and to receive messages
from either without introducing or facilitating any inductive

effect; the magnets of the separate receivers being angularly
displaced Co prevent such inductive effects.

487.220. Electrode for Arc Lamps. Charles W. Hazel-

tine, St. Louis, Mo.

The carbon is coated with copper, and with an exterior coat

ing of zinc, whereby the carbon is protected, and the resistance

of the electrode decreased.

487.227. Electrical Type Writer. Albert D. Neal, Bos-

ton, and Howard F. Eaton, Quincy, Mass.

487.228. Electric Type Writer. Albert D. Neal, Boston,

and Howard F. Eaton, Quincy, Mass.

487.229. Printing Telegraph, Albert D. Neal, Boston,

and Howard F. Eaton, Quincy, Mass.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE niEE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICAMTE, MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackermaa, lOCortlandt Street.

MOXTREAL BKASCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

We have for sale a

150E,P.,500-M

Practically New. A Bargai

The Electrical Construction Co,,

43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

One 30-light Ft. Wayne, 18 amp. 30 lamps, $750.00.
Two 60-light Vandepole, 110 lamps, 7 amp. §1,900.00.
Ooe 45-light Brnsb, with all fixtures, 23 lamps,

$1,100.00.
Nineteen Sperry dynamos all new, ail sizes, cheap.
1,000 light National alternator, new, price mailed,
50U-light National Alternator, new, price mailed.
600-light EdiBon, 110 volt, good order, §600.0P.
No. 2 Edison Compound, 110 volts, ?325.00.
3oO-light, 70 volt, U. S. Dynamo, §450.00.
300-light, IIU volt, U. S Dynamo. S430,00.

Four Engines, Automatic, iO, 60, 75 and 100 H. P.,
smoke stacks, belts, etc.

All the above delivered f . o. b. Chicago, Jfor cash.

CHAS. E. GRRGORY,
" 313 Oanal Street, OHIOAGO.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlation Guaranteed iFhereTer used. Aerial, UadergTonnd or SnbTnarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber ased in insnlating our wires and cjibles ie especially chemically prepared, andis guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The inealation is protected from mechanical injary by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark'a Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all oar solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre»^ extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark: Joint Onm should be need for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

-jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAY fvnd ]fIOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE <jirARAXTEE OFR IXSULATION WHEREVER I'SED, AERIAIi, TJXDERGROUafD OR SURMARINE, and oar net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other lirst-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MASS.

HBMKY A. CLARK, Tituiuer and Qen'l Maisgei.
HSBBEST H. EUSTIS, Fnsldent and Eleclilclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMLEIS© RUBBEIR. WIREIS AND CABLKS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, C7I and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

ANY CANDLE POWER. m^xi
ii

XTCTrlte Itor 3F*rloes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN L.AIIP WORKS, CAJTISTEO, Bf. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

»«.iaj.r>les J'reon

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELiECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Suaranteed 98/90% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

^.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

Street Fixtures

AT BOTTOM PRICES,

Mechanically Strong.
Insulaiion Perfect.

hiiii Mk Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
J4 H. P. 500 Volt Armatare, Ventilated, Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appllancea and material obtainable, and embody every Improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the StantJard of their class.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

3RT7MS

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Coaranfeed Over 99 Per Cent. Pore.

xsa-no-xs eks oo.,
161 Binzie St.. fhloaeo.

WjkM I 0\ For electrical

nn 1 1 A purposes.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

-rc^n-

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.»
AND—

.

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Standard Portable Testing Sets.

WE MAKE JUST WHAT YOU WANT
IN THE LINE OF A TESTING SET THAT
CAN BE USED UNDER ALL CON-
DITIONS.

IT IS OUR IMPROVED "1891"
TYPE, AND IHE PRICE IS $125.00.

IF YOU WISH A CHEAPER OUTF.T
WE CAN FURNISH THAT TOO, BUT
IT IS NOT SO GOOD.

INVESTIGATE THE MAUER, AND
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
NO. 285.

QUEEN £ CO., PHILADELPHIA.
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E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

QAJS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BIUNOH BTOBK-

SI34 Michigan Avenu«>

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
U1 to U7 East 131st St., N. Y.

Patented Jnn.

!

D
A

The Junior

• Kodaks
can be used as hand or '

tripod cameras with either roll

film or glass plates. Fitted

with focusing index and
register for exposures. Best

Lens; best finish,

$40 and $50.

Eastman Kodak Co.,

kijchcster, N. V,

D
A

KODAK
r

ManufactuKeKs of

OcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
Telephone&£LEcm/cAL

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

I
# H.f1.LouD & Sons Lumber^o.!

I OSCODA„, MICH.

1,1884. A.T.Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimateB or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6 W.I 4th St , New York.

StilweH's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THOMAS G. SMITH, JR., M. E.,

CONSULTING ENGINEER.
The design and superintendence of the erection of Electric Light and Power plants, and

the equipment of buildings with necessary machinery. Correspondence solicited.

1 I Hammond Building, - CINCINNATI, OHIO.
WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.

G. d'Infreville,

txj
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

^ ^-^z-^m^ See issue Western Electkician Oct. '29. 434 Canal St.. New Yort.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-amper63 shunt wound IT, S. Dynamos.
Two 200-ampereB shuut wound U. 8, Dynamos.
Two 600-Ught T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sparry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-Ui;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.

Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamo^, 2,000^. p.

Two 150-Brush lucandesceut Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 00-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 anjpere Edison Dyuamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

I im\ m. I mm co„

7* CORTIiAKHT ST.. SJ. Y.

For Incandescent

Lamp t

Filaments.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

, Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

UTS
Wood Kngravirig—For Machinery, etc.

Zinc Ktcliing—From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

tin If T<^na 'Wwnfa.aa ^ Dircct reproductions of Photographs, Wash Drawins^s, '

nail- A one rrocess^
etc., etched in copper.

Wax EncravingS—For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-liitliography—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.
I>e9igninK.

MANZIbCO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 anfl 18] Monroe St., CHIGA&O.

THE I^E3Xj"r03Nr '\PSTAJI}'E1^\. TTV^XXEIESX^

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the moet simple and reliable power for all minins and mannfactur-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from ^0 up to 2,0CH} or more feet.
From 20 to 80 per cent, better reeulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EIiKCTRIC TBANSMISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaiitatlon to varying conultlons
of speed and pretsure, have brought it Into special prominence and esitnsiva
use for this class of work. AH applications should slate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fok Catalogue.

THE PELTON "WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-1S3 main ISt., San Francisco, €al., IJ. S. A.

1^3 LIBEUTY STREET^ - - NEW XORK,
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being iurrioged

upon, intending pDrchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will

be duly i)rosPCuted.
PtCl^TOAI W^ATER 9IOTOR8. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse lower, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warrannd
to develop a given (.mount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Seiid for Motor Circnlar. Address as above. Deliveries made fr"m
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight ratus.

HOLMES. BOOTH &. HAYDENS,
Factories : Waterbui-y, Conn. «S Parli Place, NeAV Yorli.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Undcrwritorw' €oi>i»cr Electric laglit. f-iiic Wire, Copper Ulagiict IVii'c, I'IcxihIc Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords for
Incandescent Ijiglit iiig. J< oiiiid and Flat Copper Itars for Station Work.

liiNiilatcd iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT ^^1^. K,^^ LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Dse.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TUB (iREAT WESTKKN ELECTKIC SUPPLY COIPANV, CHICAGO, . - SEUIJIG AGENTS.

TBOa. LSCOriLL, New ¥ork Agent.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this C>£I^E.

BRAXED "WATER WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its reiuarlcably steady motion, liig*!! S^peed
and s^reat Eflicienoy, and lai*;s:e Capacity for its diameter^
being double the Po^^^er of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect gciiaranteed.
SE]\D FOR CAXAEOOUE AIVU PARXICCJIuARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

ST1LWELL& BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

i:^^H> IS78.
SOIiE MAKrFACTUKERS OP

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wi].^£^¥S^.i>iEi,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of tlie World. r*^I^k^%ir.

HAWAWT
5tFV5EWIRE
XO/nPANY

65 WATER ST BOJTON

HICHEJT GRADE

TE5TEDFVJEWIRES UNKS
iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LISTS

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES
FOB EIiECTBICAIi USES;

Qrapbite Bods of Tarions I/enstlis, from 1-5 Otam to lOO Ohms Besistance
to the incb. ««raphite BoxeB and Crucibles, Besisting; Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Oladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JerseyCity, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, Wr^te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaoo nr. second street, ST. I.OUIS.

TRANSMISSION 0^ POWER
BY lUCAWIljIiA ROP£.

CopionBiy illostrated and described in catalogue

jaetisaued.

Link Belt Machinery Company,

CEDAR POI.es.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and Poets, saTe money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room I 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

Commntators ReflUed.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

TO THE COPPER COUNTRY
Ib but a little mo^'e then a night's ride in the direc-
tion of the North Star. Solid trains of coaches and
buffet sleeping cars leave Chicago each night at 8
o'clock (from C, M. & St. P. Ky. depot) via the
Milwaukew & Northern Railroad—the North Star
Route—arriving at Champion, Mich., at S:r<0 a. m.,
Marquette 10:25 a. m., Houghton 11:30 a. m., Han-
cock 12:05 p. m., aud Ontonagon 9:10 p. m. This is

the shortest, beat and quickest route to all impor-
tant points on the Upper Peninsula of Michigiin.
Try it. Breakfast served on trains en route.
Berths may be reserved in sleeping cars one week
in advance at City Ticket Office, No. 207 Clark St.,
Chicago.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMion oftbe ProMem of Safe Gnarlins

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Whersver and for whatsoever pnrpoBe employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGROORD

MAHUB'ACTDaBD BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinpifc i 527 to B31 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.^ B26lo628W. 3BthSt.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., New York.

ThOB. Day A Co., 232 Sntter St., San Franclflco, Cal.

Mountain Biectric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. SupplyCo., 2-,*ti Pearl St., Baffalo,N T.
Putnam, (iay & Co , 27 E. M.dn bt Kocbeater, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W ^th St., Cincinnati, O.
CbiB. Hab'lel, Saginaw, MiCti,
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Sapply Co.,

no Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walt jr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConstrDCion Co., Pitteburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.

,

Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.TRADE-MARK
/>\ANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED '88t.

INCORPORATED 16B3.
-«l^ Y 1NCORPORA7

kW" Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

rsR INCANDESCEM AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAnP : HAT
WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCnNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

XK'i^- UNITT BniLDINQ,

CHIC/VGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

MEW VOHK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEITING

ElGctric Light and Power Stations
On account of its high efficiency at all Btagea of gate^ steadiness of motion and easy working gate, the con-

struclion of which makes it the most sensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illnstrating various styles of eetting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
DATTON. OHIO.SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, MI1,I.S A TEMPI.E,

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

UO styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-

esechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W uSk.ISrrF£3I3 :—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBEET SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—gi.oo.

—

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

Write for Manufacturers' Prices.

Bedding Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

HOLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR.

FBESENT SEIZES: 100, 150, SSO, 500 H. P.

Itcfore you liuild or enlarge your Power Station, you will do well to consider the fact that under our construction

You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, ioclud Dg Brilers,
(with reaeiTe) Fire Room, Economizer, Slack. Puirp Rnom,
etc, TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER,

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.
You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel
alODe and of total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing-

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolule Noiaelessness.
You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a liot bearing or a broken belt.

We have now ready the Second Edition of "NOTES OJV POWER PI/ANTS.'

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandl Streel. PITTSBURGH: Wcstinghouse Building- MfNNEAPOtIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street, ST, LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Repreienled in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO;

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,
Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandf St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

New York.

Chicago.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
H.ffaril ItKinaril,

President,

S«. H. Finn,

V!ce-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter.

Sec'y&Treas.

Send for
Printed

Matter.

f has. D. Shain,

Selling Agrt.,

lU liberty St.,

Jew York City.

Patent No. irtl,7Sl. Augu:^t, 18il2.

Eheostats of every size and bind such as Motor
Starters, Field Regulators, Stage Regulators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 Amperes.

1.0%V fKICES.
Guarantees against burn-outs under normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TaEffht thorontrhly day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHNOLOGY, 151 Throop
feltreet, Chicaso, 111. Amateare, Artisans
and others aBBlBted Pragtioaxly In any ]ine, and
InBtrncted in the latest and most improved
methods.
Mechanical Drafshting, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Calcnlatlone, ArchitectnTe, MechanlcB, also
aught day and night.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. B.)

Hecbaolcal and Electrical

Cod Bunations, Reports, Plane, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Llghilig,

and Electric KailwayH.

56 Turner Building, St, Louis,

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« KartaYsrt « Manufacturing h Co,.>

-wrxxjX^xsTca-^osa-, X3fix<.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac '

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPSi ) Unifo-miiy in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street
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THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BtriL,r>ER,8 or-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST BCOROMY MD REGULATION GDiRiMTEED,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Thet/ are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of JPotver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

WKW VORK liAUP FACTORY, Capacity *^O,00O per day.

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to T 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

WF=?r E^CDI=?

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
.CD<^\J^.

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON.
510-534 West 23d St.,

NEW YORK.
Pullman Bui!ding>

CHICAGO.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTINC.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fael Saving, Smobe Preventing,

Qaicb. tSteaming and Durable.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL,

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam.

Direct from the Tank.

Fo! &rc and iDcandescent ligbtlDg.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boiler, steam, coal, ashes, danger, and

almost no attendance

.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Noo'Condactlve Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for
Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators. CleatSi
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Oar production is a dense
body. The elazlntr and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,
which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

m tt 156 eieen Bt,

Sreen Point,

BKOCKLSS, S.Y,

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.OfficeandWorks,FRIF, PA,COMPLEXE POWER PZ.A.NXS FOR \A/OnnRIIDV '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AulomaMNGmES
STREET RAILWAY """"""^^

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
( NEW TOKK, 136 I,iberty St.

BMCH OFFICES; £fSfS^.Yifo^igrRSXelV?"'"*"*'-
I SAN FKANCISCO, 39 and 31 Spear St.

BO!LERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.
,„_„.,_. f ST. LOUIS-M. P. Johnston Macliinery Co..
AItKN ilhtl'i 715 and 717 North Second Street. ^SIMPIF i rj h V n ut br, ii w r^ ^

^™^'^*^M"^=^^^*^°"«-»°^''--'r-M-Maguire, 33 Syndicate Block. coNlENli-NGOR°N^o°N-cSND?rrs1^^^

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tliree Innlreil horse pwn.

Western Denartment: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H. S. WUKER, Manager.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Bnildera of High, Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple. Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Fumiahed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BEANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pntumatic and Mechanical

AsrirnNciATORS <^ bells.
FUIiIi IiIKB AIi\rAT8 IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO.
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKall) Ave., Brooklyn, K. Y.

^^ send for New Catalostje. Out Angnst let.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hlgrh Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plaits Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieei, Now York City.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF GIRGUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

PI CPTPIP CCPPCT CCPUIPF MMPAMV AR Rrnflriuiaw MFW YnRK
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Slxo-cLld. "be Ord-erod. Ixonm. "U-s a<t On.ce-

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and 175 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44: Broad St., NISW TOBK.
509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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^ KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
Have been appointed exclusive ae;ents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States of

Illinois, Indiana, Western Oliio, Midiisan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Goiorado.

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a
par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased eflB.ciency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Endorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, eflB.cient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

I
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A Clean Sweep.

Wherever the Carpenter Car Heaters

have been entered for competitive work, they

made a clean sweep and hold the field.

For simplicity of construction, eco-

nomical results and general satisfaction, they

are far ahead of any competitor.

No expert is required to place them in

position and make the proper connections.

Any one who is enough of a genius

to turn a screw, cut a piece of wire, and

see, can do as well as an "expert."

We give the promise that the Heaters will be satisfactory, and

we will send them out with the plain understanding that

if they DO NOT work as represented, they may

be returned to us and full credit allowed.

4 Have you ordered |-

^ your track brooms f-

4 - »
•>5 We have a stock of &
•^

, . , ^
^ steel wire brooms s»-

^;
made to our order. S*

I We think that they
|

fi are the best that you !
»? can buy. s<-

y f

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Corner Randolph St. and Michigan flue.,

CHICMGO.

Eastern Offices and Factories:

ANSONIA, CONN.

I Don't forget that |

I Shield Brand Wire is |
4 Moisture Proof. Tlie s<-

% msulation is tough ^

% and will stand by f
.^ , t.

^ you at the times ^
4 when it would be %

J exceedingly incon- »

% venient to have a f

% failure. %
•« I-
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERGHA INSULATING CO.,
-MANIJFACTIJBERIS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile,

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

0) INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any specifi

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES ot High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with tiie merits of Kabirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave., Cor. 42d St., NEW YORK.

s6«5 FAGTORlTi Grlenwood^ Tonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents; THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHI^ACO. ILL.

TheMm Incandmnt Lamp Co.,

805 Cbaxnber of Commerce SIdg,, Chicago.
WANTJFACTVBMMS OF

INCANDESCENT UMPS OE SPUEBIOB QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
i04 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

General Western Selling Agents.

CHAS. D. SHAIIff^
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agent.

-^O-E^TCIES:
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Ansonia, Conn.
WOODBUFF-BABBIS ELECTBIC CO.,

Birmingham, Ala.

IBON CITY ELECTBIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULIUS ANDBAE,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

'

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from;

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified douMc-service arc:

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 .317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE

!

Having taken up the manu-
facture of several iirst-class

Electrical Specialties, I would
be pleased to receive catalogues

and other printed matter.

i H. ATWOOD, 166-174 $. Clinton St., CHICAGO,
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RIK^FII THATISTHENAME.
1 1UWW 1^b Li I An Automatic Switch.

tsx:Krx> jpoxi. oxzt.oTJX>^

BITSSELL & OFFIOEE,
1 735 Champa Street,

DENVER, COLO.

EDWAED R. GEIEE,
Monadnocl< Building,

CHICAGO.

-0corg6 (u_tt6r's\^nsion

'"oj^lfe 0<2'V^ Cbicogo Banner!
" A Symbol of ELECTRrcAL Prosress."

329 The* l^ooKe^l'^C^)i(ago.

Tbe

iBtenational OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLESp
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

IVIanson Protecting Tape.

Oi(onite Waterproof Tape.

BBAMCHB8: GklcaKo, Bolton, PlUladelpIils, Minneapolis, Clnolnnatl,
Omaha, ZjonlSTUlo, St. Xionis, San E^ancllco, iKindon and So. An>«riea,

Ctty,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUPACTUREKS, IMPORTERS AND DEALEhS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF All DE8CRIFTI0NS.

FOK CAPACITY TESTS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPEE '.TE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHBBE WS MANUFACTURE A TOLL LINE OP

Test Instnunents and all Scleotiflc Heasnrement Apparatas.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

NEW YORK
New York City, Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.
Chicago, ill , Elec. Appliance Co., 242 Madieon St.

St. Paul, Minn.,The Elec. EnRineering' & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb.. B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
8t Louis. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply_Co.
San Francisco, Cal., A. C.Braluard & Son, No. 109

California St.
Oinolnuatl, 0., Post-Glover Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St.

Mftnufactnred by tlie

& OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

Louisville, Ky., Smltheia & Davis.
Pittsburgh, Pa., W. H. Vandevort, TO9 Lewis Block.
G. P. Altenberg, 220 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Bock, Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.|
307 W. Markham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

-A.I-^I5E3ID I^- 3ivCOOI5E,
MANUFAOTCEER OP

INSULiATXSD XSI-EGTRIG WIRES,
FI^KXIBLE CrORX>» and CABLES.

8OO ana a08 North Third Street. - - PHIIiAPELiFglA. PA.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Go,,

IP^O-EI "VI.

WESTON ENGINES
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

BSTmATES AND DRAWINQ8 SUBMITTED,

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

BEPBESENTATIVBS ;

Julian Scboll & Co. . 126 Liberty St., New Tork.
Geo. D. HoiEman. 82 Lake St., cmcago, HI.
H. M. Soiple & Co. , 3a & Arch Sts., PbUadelpUa.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut'-oflF Engines,

W. B.PearBon & Co., Homelns. B1dg.,CliIcago,Ill.
Thoi. G. Smith, Jr..

Hammond Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio,
W. A, Day, li6 Oliver St., Boston, Maaa,

James & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
T W. AndcTaon, Houston, Tex.
F. H. WhitJBg, jacobaoQ Block:, Denver, Cola»
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, 111.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

I

See decieion of Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Company vs. XTnited States Electric Ijight

Company, decided October 4tli, 1898.
Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

Philadelphia, Penn. Cleveland, 0. St. Paul, Minn. *

Atlanta, Ga. Denver, Colo. Portland, Ore. .•

Cincinnati, 0. San Francisco, Cal. Seattle, Wash.
i.

St. Louis, Mo. Syracuse, N. Y. Helena, Mont. f
Kansas City, Mo. Buffalo, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa. X
Omaha, Neb. Washington, D. C. Baltimore, Md,
New Orleans, La. Spokane, Wash,

'C
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INDEX AND GLASSIFIGATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Americ;\n Battery Co iv

Ameri_au Electrical Mfg. Co., ix

Amerlctia Electrical "Works xiii

American Eu.^ine Co xii

Atwood, A. H X
Babcock& Wilcox Co., The i

Ba^got, E xiv

Baker & Co sii

Ball Eogioe Co xxi

Ball & Wood Co., The i

BeaconVacuumPump &Elec.Co.i,vi

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co.xiv

Beinstein Electric Co xii

B'.anchard, Albert
Boston Braid Mfg. Co
Bowers Bros xiii

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks..
Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xix

Bryan, W. H xiii

Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co , The ix

Cabell' L Brectia idge ix, xv
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xix

<;enTxal Electric C'l v

Chica20 Rawhide Mfg. Co
Colun^bia Inc. Lamp C >

Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co. .siv

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electiic Co. . xiii

Cushing. F. W : vii

Cutter, Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Dayton Globe Iron WnrksCo.. xvi

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

dTufreville, G. . .
." x

Dixon Crucible Co , Jos xv
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd
Ea3"«rn Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv

Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co Iv

Electric Appliance Co xii

E ectrlc Coa;^. & Supply Co. . xv
Electiic Engr'g & Supply Co.. iv

ffitecirlc Secret Service (Jo xxi

E Rctriclan Pub Gn. ... xvii, xviii

Electrical Eng & Supply Co.The.—
Electrical Mfg. Co., The ..... iv

Electrical Supply Co., The . . .xxiv

Elektron Mfg. Co xvii

Empire China Works xiv

Enterprise Electric Co xix

Falls Rivet &, Machine Co ix

Perracule Machine Co x

Ford- Washburn Storelectro Co. iv

For Sale Advs xii, xiii, xiv

Fort Wayne Electric Co .xviii

General Electric Co ii, xxii

Great Western Elec. Supply Co.

—

Greeley& Co., Tbe E. b 1

Grcg'^ry. Chas E xiii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co x
Llelaler Electric Go viii

mil Clutch Works xxi

Hlne Eliminator Co —

-

Holmes, Booth & Hay-^-ens xiv

Hood&Co.,Wm iv

Hughes Bros. Mfg Co . -xix

India Rubber &G. P. Ins. Co. xxv
Innis& Co . .- xiii

Instl'ute of Technology xix

Lntenor Conduit& InaulationCo. xv
[ntematlunal Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Cn i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xxi

Kartavert Mfg. Co xix

Klipstein. A xiii

Knapp Electrical Woiks xxiii

Lake, J H. & D., Co xvii

Lake Erie Engineering Works, xx
Lane *& Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works xvii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiv

Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel, & Co., Jas xvi

Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Manz & Co x
Mass. Chemical Co x
Midland Electrical Wks xii

Moore. Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co ... .

"New York Insulated Wire Cn. xix

N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co. x

New York & Ohio Co 1

Otto Gas Engine Works
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Oatrander & Co., W. R xxi

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Penn. Electric Engineering Co xvi

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co xxi

PoTter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Railway Equipment Co. . Ix, xxvi

Redding Electric Co xiv

Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A

Rose EIpc. Light Supply Co. .. xii

Russell & Officer i

Samson Cord^iie Works xii

•Lawyer-Man Electric Co xvi
Scott Electrical Mfg. Co viii

Sechrist, Albert xvi
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Shultz Belting Co xvii

Siebert, G
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. ix
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. .

.

Sioux City Engine Works xxi
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Sperry Elec. Minlne Mach. Co. xix
Standard Electric Co xxvi
Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Stearns Mtg. Co xxi
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
StUwell & Bierce Mfg. Cn. xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . xxv
Taylor Engine Co
Union Hardware Co xii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv
Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co XX
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mrg

Co viii,xi

Weston Engine Co i

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
AnnnnciAtorB

.

Central Electric Go.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co,

Arc liamps.
Begg:B, J. E.,M:chy. & Supply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Coiih. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Woriie.
Rose Electric Li^ht Supply Co.
Scott Electrical Mf>,'. Co.
Siemena & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
WesttnghouBe Electric & Mfg, Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liiglftt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works,

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Electrical SuuplyCo.,rfle-
Poid Washhurn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., Thf E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jarn.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co,. Tbe.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leciancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co,

Bells, Klnotric.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Jllectricai Worke.
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Majrneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The B.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co

Be ItinK>
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancrard, Albert.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
vVeaton Engine Co.

Boobs. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing' Co,

Barslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical bnpDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co..The S. 3.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables, Electric. (See insulated
Wiiee),Copper.HheetaiMlBar
Moore, Alfred F.
Rnebline's Sons Co.. .T. A.
Washbnrn & Moen Mfg, Co.
Wefitem ullectric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.

Cinccnes. frlctloR.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clntch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co,

Cordase.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Construction ana Kepalra.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Smith, Thos. Q. Jr.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, ifilectrin Ijiebt.
Enslne Plants and Electric
Bailirays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wucos Co., The.
Bail Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
timah Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storeiectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electi ic Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
PearBcm & Co., W. ti.

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co,
Sious City Engine Worke.
Smith, Thos. t*. Jr.
Slandaid Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghuuse Electric A Mfg. Co.
Weetinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Washburn & iloen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine co.

Cnppor Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central iiiectric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cntter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'8 Son's Co., J, A.
Snerry Kiec. Minlne Machine Co.
Wa-shburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Suii.ly Co.. Tl e

Hughes Bros. Mtg Co.
Knapp Elecirical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H, M, & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equinment Co.

Cnt-Oats and NTPlrnhes.
American Elecirical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Elecric ' o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart k Hegeman Mfg, Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knaup Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Cntt».
Manz & Co.

Ds'^amos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng, & Supply Co., The,
Fort \S'ayneElectri^^ Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electiic Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
HelBier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electr'c Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co-

Elcctric Hcatins:.
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Electric I^aTa das Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric BaUTPayn.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Westingflmiee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slechaoical
dnslneers.
Bryan, W.H.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Intelligence
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Npecialtles.
Atwood, A. H.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg & Supply Co.
Cntter, Geo,
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
E iectric Appliance Co,
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Midland Electrical Wks.
Rasse)] & Officer.

Titles Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Electroliers and coBiblna-
tlon Fixtures.
BagEOt. E
Edwards, W, S. Mfg. Co.
Electrical auupiv xjo.. The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.

Electro-Platins Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Ens-incs, Qas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Engines, Hteav«.
American Engine Co.
Ball EnETlne Co.
Ball 4 Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane A; Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Wesion Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Stanley Electric Mtg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectricaJ Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Go.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec.Mining Machine Co.

6^a8 fiigbtlng, i^lectrlc.
Knapp Eltjctrlcal Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Ci^eneral Electrical <4iiDplles,
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central fSleotrlc Co.
Colombia Mfg, «te Supply Co.
Cntter, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d'lnfreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co,
Electric < 'one. & Snpnly Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sui ply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
GreU Western Electric Supply Co.
tireeley & Co . , The H . 8.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Pfnn Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Reddlne: Elpctric Co,
Russell & Office-.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
ITticaElec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

€}lobcs and Electrical C^lass-
n'are.
Brook field, Wm.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Crraphftc Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Insnlatlng
DCateriaRs.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
A.merican Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works,
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Bart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International OknnitB Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartaven Mtg. Co.
Knapp Elect ical Worke,
Lefmann. Julius.

Maes. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Muneell & Co., Kngenp

.

National India Rubber Co.
Hew York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. M fg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Slasniet W^ire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works,
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing. F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical »upply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co,
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
international Okonlte Co., The,
India Rubber & Q. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electric*! Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Poebllng'B Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Iiamps, Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co,
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng, & Snpply Co,, The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co,
Redding' Electric Co.
Kawver-Man ffilf»^trtf^ Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

I^atbes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Ijiglitning Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wlrts.)

Jlcchaalcal machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Wori.s.

Nedlcal Batteries.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

91 lea.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

9IllliDg iflacbinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Hlnlnic Appararus, iClect'-io
General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WP3tlne:hnTiBo Electric & Mfg. Co.

mr>del Malilng.
Midland Electrical Wks.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Cn.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Ford-Washbum Storelectro Co,
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Porter -Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Companv.
Westinghonae Electric & Mfp.Co.
Mame Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The

.

Hughes Bros. Affg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Baker & Co.
•.'lehert, G.

Pules.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmaun, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equinment Co.

Porc»-laio.
Empire China Worke.

Publishers, Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central ElfeClTIc CO.
Electrirfll Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
tTnion Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

JftaU'ways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Innle & Co.
Klipstein, A.

Separators. Steam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators-
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric KaliwH).
Electric Appliance Co.
Lefmann, Jnlius,
Railway Equipment Co.

TapeSt In«i3lattnv
American E'ectrical Works,
Central Electric (Jo.

Cushing, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical SnpplyCo., The.
India Rubber & G. P. ii s. Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New Torb Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pa)^^ Zo-
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.

Telegraph Apparacnn
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8
Knapp Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones^ Electric
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
National ElectricMannfacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghonee Electric & Mfg Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine TTheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Uniyersities-
Institnte of Technology.

Tarnishes.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Water Wheeln.
Leffel & Co., The Jas,
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

VFIre.Bare.
Central Electric Co,
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & HaTdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co,
Railway tJqilpment Co.
Roeblln^'s Sons' Co.. J. A.
Snfirrv Elec. Vlnine Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS OF ISON, STEEL AND COPPBE,and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND OOPPER WIEB for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
rOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed. "Wii-e.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

7?BSOI-\JTei_V

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

A.n^^liiiig' Heretofore M.ade.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MAN0FACTUEEBS OP

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

i!!£FORD-WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

Mannfactnvers of

Storage

Batteries,
DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

SUCC£;SS GUABANTEED.
GivKYKXvJ^ND, - Ohio.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the PlantO pro-
cess, no oxideg being used,
either mechanically or ap-
plied in the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteriep. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICM BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

E. E. & S.

Volt and Ammeter.

These instruments excel in

Durability

,

Accuracy,
Economy of Power,
Dead-Beatnesn and
Good Finish,

MANUFACTURED BY US.

LEGTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY GO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

Slew York Office, 186 liiberty St. send foe catalogue.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

1̂>
ft B ^ t^^A^f v^^ B

M^^^
f"''mnm^^.

THE SLECTRICAL MFG. COMPAHY, OCOKTO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, witli

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before pnrcUaHinf: else^vhcre send in a trial order for Brilliants.
IjanijiH fiirntslied to coni^iinicra in quantities at factory prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AG E NCI ES: i
MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.

( THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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Long since the standard, still maintains its lead, and lives in the hearts
of its customers. More of it sold to-day than all other wires combined.
A large stocli, to meet the demands ot the trade, always on hand.

OKONITE TAPE, OKONITE TUBING, MANSON TAPE, COMMERCIAL LAMP CORD.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GBIffBRAL mrXSSTERIV AGBNTS, 116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago.

I >iaVW BQVillJ

y/N<rt

ANOTHER RECORD SMASHED.
THE] ^-^niv£0"crs

STANLEY TWO YEAR OLD
Eaises the record of Transformer eflBciency to

97.1^0 ON HALF LOAD.
A full account of this performance can he obtained hy writing us for a copy of

the report hy Professor Ryan of Cornell University ^ of a test

of one of our 350 light transformers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

The Electrical Supply Co.,
PittQfiplfl MflQQ

Riindolnli St. and Michis-an Ave.. CHICAGO. ILI.. i lllOIIUlll| IflCluOl

Western Ag^ents

Cor. Randolph St. and Michig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILIi. * IllUIIUIUp
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JQ CANDLE POWER

IJiUIIU
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

CENTS.
Reduced Prices

for all other CANDLE POWERS
Furnished upon

Application.

Unrivaled Quality! High Efficiency!

Perfect Satisfaction Guaranteed!

16 CANDLE POWER

ANCHORED FILAMENT RAILWAY LAMPS

40 CENTS.
In order to make these prices available, orders must not be for less than 300 lamps,

which may, however, be made up of various sizes if desired.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
141 LIBERTY STREET.

IRVINCTON STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
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THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS

SOMETHING FOR
Architects,

Electrical Contractors,
Electric Light Companies,

Electric Railway Companies,
Telegraph and Telephone Companies,

Fire and Burglar Alarm Companies,
Railway and Signal Companies,

And everybody using Electric Wire and Cables

DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S
DAY'S

EEBITE
KERITE
KERITE
KERITE
EERITE
EERITE

is the oldest and best known high grade Insulation for Electric Wires and Cables in the market.

is used by all the large cities in the United States for their Fire and Police Service.

is used by all the Telegraph and Telephone Companies in the United States.

is used by the leading Railroads in the United States for their Telegraph and Signal Service.

is specified by the leading Architects in Wiring Specifications for prominent buildings.

is indorsed by every Board of Fire Underwriters and City Electrician in the United States.

What Better Argument do You Want?

DAY'S KERITE has stood the longest life test.

DAY'S EERITE has been subjected to the most trying and exacting requirements of both high and low tension
electric service, and

DAY'S EERITE has always proved itself the very best Insulation, all things considered, that the market affords for

Electric Light Circuits, Electric Power Circuits, Electric Telegraph, Telephone, Signal and Special Circuits where
a high grade Insulation is necessary.

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

THE BEST INSULATION
IS

W.R. ', General Manager and Eastern Agent,

203 9ROADWAY, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

226 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
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To whom it may concern:

-^iS^

Electric Oompanies, Supply Houses, Oontractors, and

the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-
Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Lighting, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Lights,
Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United States, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary,

89 lilBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

HEISLER
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

WORKS, GLOBOESTEE, N. J.

Transformer and Direct Current Apparatas.

Series Lamps for Arc Gironits,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus.

Motors for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits,

STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATIONS
FOR ALL SERVICES.

OFFICE, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years,

OrderH for APPARAT1J»«, REPAIR!^ aiul SIJPPIJES formerly famished by the Vnited i^tates Electric I^ighting Co.r
Newarit, N. J., Mhoald now he Ment to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention,

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE^ LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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RICH COLD MINES,
I have In my bauds two gold mines easily access-

ible, in tbe United States of Colombia, Soutb Ame-
rica, with ore of tbe most extraordinary richness,
some of which carries as mnch as three thousand
dollars (^J,000} in gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.
These troables have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Kepublic is based upon the theory of and .i^imilar

to our own government, with civil and religious
liberty and equal rights to alt, and is as stable as
any government in the world.
These mines are so richly endowed with anrifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,
and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dollars
(ilO^OOO) a day. or over three million dollars ($3,-

000.000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.
It is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five million dollars($5, 000,000), upon which
there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

(S2o,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents {2'ic.)on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (Sc.) on thedollar,
a sufficient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prior possession to

double the amount of contiguous land-
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual offer,

and they will retain as much of the property as
they possibly can, partiug with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar,
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined tbe property, says mora
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

Fro-m-pt Sl:i.ip:niD.erj.ts.

CATALOGn£S AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCAIVDESCENT LAMPS
A D P PRONOUNCED BV ALL WHO T LI C DEOT*'^^Ki HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE I Fib DbOla

OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturing Company,

201 I TO 20I7 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

'W. R. MASON, Geiil Mgr. CHICACO.

>

JUDCE WAXEM
Says: "A man in business fer glory gits tired

quickern one fer emoliments,"

kk "EMOLIMENTS.'-

No Experimenting. Guaranteed Satisfaction.

Western Shipments from Chicago Stock.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
437 "The Rookery,' Gil mail and Express Building:,

IU£W YORK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

manufactdreks of

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • \ 520 Olive St. , ST. LOUIS.

1 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Having: taken up the manufacture of several first-class Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive catalos^ues and other printed matter.

A. H. ATWOOD, 166-174 S. Clinton St., CHICABO.
FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^n!r.itjo'^-^'^-
FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES

AKD OTHER SHEET METAIi TOOLS.
They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

10 AmpereDoublG Pole Switch.

THE ONLiY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

Tit Eatt I iKini U. El, Mill, (n.

ANYTHING IN A NAME?
Yes, take INSULLAC for example. This

word, simple as it seems, is the name of the

highest grade of insulating varnish made to-day.

For armature and field winding it cannot be

approached. If you are doing anything in this

line it will pay you to correspond with us. Our
goods are guaranteed.

MassacIiiLsetts Chemical Co^
134 Pearl St., NEWT YORK. 8 Oliver St., BOSTON.

P.'B.
"Waterproof Insnlating Componnds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulatlns Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery", Chicago.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HEROULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

•UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOOK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
uoiiage and amperes,

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLiX LIGHTNING ARRESTERS far
Pooler, Telephone and Ligliting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEBN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also SO Cortlandt Streei, New Tork City.

WASTE!.JgSS

For Gravity Batteries.

G. d'Infreville,
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

See Issue Western Electrician Oct. 29- 434 Caial St.. New Yorfc.

UTS
W'^oOil Engravine—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc Etching—From Prints, Pen and Ink DraTvings, etc.

Half-Tone Process ^ I^ir^ct reproductions of Photographs, Wash Drawings,
} etc., etched in copper.

"Wax EnsraTingS— For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-Ijithography—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.
Designing.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 anfl 187 Monroe St., CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO:

237 to 275 South Clinton Street,
S42 to 2B8 South Jefferson Street, 37 to 46 West Congress Street.

NEW YORK: LONDON:
Thames and Greenwich Streets. 79 Coleman Street, E. C.

ANTWERP: BERLIN:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co., Telephon Apparat Fabrik,

33 Rue Boudewyns. PARIS" Engel Ufer 1.

Societe de Material Telephonique, 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfe. Co.,
Nov. 30, 1892.

£FFICIEXC'S'. I.ON6 LIFE, NO DECREASE IN SIMPLE, ORNAMENTAI., RELIABLE,
CANDLE POWER. CHEAP.

OUR NEW LAMPS not only do not infringe the Edison Patent, but they are fully covered by patents of our own.

BY MEANS OF AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY THE BURNER IS RENDERED
STABLE, ITS EFFICIENCY INCREASED, ITS LIFE PROLONGED

AND ITS NORMAL CANDLE POWER MAINTAINED.

PRICES.
By reason of economies effected in the manufacture of our new lamp in large quantities by the use of special

machinery, we are able to

(^ULo±& tlxo fc:>llo"\7vixig: IjO"w 3E=*rioes:
25 and 20 candle poiwer lamps, . - - - - $0.35 List Price.
IG, lO and 8 candle poiver lamps, - - - - $ .30 ^* *^

DISCOUNTS.
Central Stations 10 per cent, discount, and to all others 23^ per cent, to 10 per cent, according to quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
A credit of ten cents will be given for every unbroken burned out lamp, delivered at the factory of the Company.

The saving by decreased cost oflamps and rene-wals should equal near-
ly one per cent, on the capital stock ofany Central Station^

The constant effort of the agents of the General Electric Company to induce our customers to exchange Generating
Apparatus of our make for Thomson-Houston Generating Apparatus is fully explained by the fact that

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY PAYS US
through the Consolidated Electric Light Company Five Cents for every Incandescent Lamp it makes, for the right to sell

such lamps for use in connection with Generating Apparatus of its own manufacture only.

While we do not sell our new lamp for use in connection with Thomson-Houston Generating Apparatus, the present
users of the same may avail themselves of our new lamp by substituting our Generating Apparatus, the quality and
eflaciency of which will fully warrant the cost.

NOTE: A dealer came to our o£Q.ce and stated that he had the exclusive sale of second-hand apparatus for the

General Electric Company; and he ofiered five of our Number One Alternating Current Generators for sale, to be
delivered a few weeks hence as they are still in use. We can of course Commend this apparatus if in g-ood
order.

An of&cial of a central station lighting company approached us recently for the exclusive right to the use of our
apparatus in his town, stating that his company had already entered into a contract, Form D., with the General Electric

Company, for the exclusive use of their apparatus. He frankly avowed that his purpose was, by securing a contract with
us, to have a monopoly of electric light and power in the district covered by his station.

We thought it better to leave that place open for competition.
We have also been informed that one other Company had executed Form D contract of the General Electric Com-

pany. These three are the only instances we have discovered, where they have succeeded in doing business in the direc-

tion of inducing users of our apparatus to discard it for apparatus made by members of the Trust.

Although we have many tons of apparatus made by the various members of the Trust, taken in the course of trade,

we have not cared to offer it for sale, for we believe the sale of inferior apparatus does great harm to the electric trade

in general.

We have perfected devices that can be inserted in the various sockets now in use, thereby
making them standard, for the use of our new lamps. The manufacture of these in sufficient

quantities to meet the demand has been unexpectedly delayed, so that the delivery of lamps-
and these attachments, ^^ill be made only from and after January 1st.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFC. CO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJF'ACTURED ET

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

WHENYOU CANNOT
Get your orders filled ekewhere, send them to us. We alwnjs

HAVE THE GOODS.
If you are

NOT SATISFIED
With the treatment you have been getting, give us a tiial.

WE ALWAYS SATISFY.
ASK OUR CUSTOMEKS. ,

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

(HICtH GRADE ONLY )

24S Ma.DI80N STREET, - - CHIOAQO, ILL.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATIOK
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

taiiiMtltlll[;.lig.,

21 9 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

LAMPS
OF=

HIGHEST QUALITY
AX

Reasonable Price.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Llght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300-Light Brush.
Two 65-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Alternator.

One 600-Llght United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchange Building, New York.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
made and Repaired.

Experitnental Work of all kinds
a Specialty,

Midland Electrical Works.
224 E. Washington St., Chicago.

lIlATINUM
For alt Purpo9es.

Scrap and NaUve PlatlDura Purchased.

BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kallroad Ave., Newarli. N. J.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
built of any required size and power

up to 200 H. P , for all stationary and ma-
rine purposes. Malies 1 ,000 or more revo-

lutions per minute. Has no dead centers.

Unequaled regulation.

Economical! Simple! Durable!
For illustrated catalogue Inclose 10 cents

in stamps and address Amebican Engine
Co., 44 Raritan Ave., Bound Brools, N. J

All Sizes

ami

QnalltiesMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
81 S Water Street, New York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
la the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA.

^iGTXVy H.

Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

DENVER.

DENSMORE,
' T/te Woj'/ds Greatest Typewriter."

A TRIAL WILL PROVE IT.

Tiib most simple and convenient; for, with fewer
parts it attains more ends than any other.

Alignment not injured either by rapid work, mani-
folding or long usage. Has the most popular key-board with shift.

For detailed statement of the advau'ages of the Densmore over tbe older favorites,
and for testimonials from business concerns of national reputation, call on us or our
iealers, or send for catalogue.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New Yo rk.

SOME

BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

ARTICLES
WE

Manufacture,

YOU SHOULD
HAVE mill

CATALOGUE.

Western Office:

1522 Monadnock

Buililiiif;.

THOS. G. GRIER,

Western Mgr.

Factory; Bridgeport, Code.

stock kept in Chicago.

-^^xzi-

%
POSH-BDTTON

jXwS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.»

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, SOI Girard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Terrapfl.

WOBKH AT BBIDSKPOBT, COWHT.
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Electric Cranes in Railroad Shops.
The introduction of electrically operated cranes for hand-

ling heavy work in large machine shops has been recog-

nized by engineers as a most important advancement.

This improvement is being utilized largely in railroad

shops. The Pennsylvania Railroad company, for instance,

has placed two large cranes in its shops at Altoona, Pa.

One of these is shown in the accompanying illustration.

It is operated by two motors and has a carrying capacity of

forty tons. One of the motors is used for propelling the

crane, while the other operates the trolley. By the intro-

forward or back, motion in either direction can be given

the motors. Thomson-Houston motors are used.

Current is supplied to the crane by carbon shoes sliding

upon flat copper strips, which run the entire length of the

building. The span which carries the carriage is also

supplied with copper strips, and carbon brushes sliding on

these collect the current for the hoisting and cross-travel

motor. With this crane any weight within the capacity

of the machine is lifted and transferred to any part of the

room in which the crane is located.

The cranes were built by the Morgan Engineer-

an 80 horse power motor. In the center of the trolley is

the large hydraulic cylinder. In lowering the water

is exhausted to the upper side of the cylinder, practi-

cally making the cylinder its own tank. The cylin-

der can oscillate in all directions, but cannot turn on

its seat. It is 21 inches in diameter. The pump is

capable of raising 750 pounds to the square inch.

It is arranged to operate from the floor as well

as the trolley, and is intended for handling molten steel.

The cross travel is operated by an independent motor, as

is also the longitudinal travel. The diameter of the piston

duction of clutches the cross travel, main hoist and auxil-

iary hoist are operated. The auxiliary hoist has a separate

drum and chain for lifting light loads at high speeds, and,

as can be readily seen, ninety-nine details out of one

hundred on a locomotive can be lifted in this way. The

span is 62).^ feet.

The magnetic brake with which the crane is equipped is

governed by the same lever that operates the hoist motor,

and is absolutely automatic under all conditions. The

controling device, which is attached to and moves with

the crane, consists of three levers. The lever actuates

a cam disk, which in turn actuates the arm of an ordinary

rheostat. When the crane is at rest the governing levers

are in a central vertical position. By throwing them

ELECTRIC CRANES IN RAILROAD SHOPS.

ing company of Alliance, O. This ccmpany is now

building two 60 ton double trolley cranes for the New
York Central railroad, for handling locomotives; and on

each one of these cranes there are six motors, having six

independent motions. The spans are 66 feet. The com-

pany has also placed eleven electric overhead traveling

cranes at the Edison Works in Schenectady; other users

are the Thomson-Houston factory at Lynn, Siemens

and Halske company, Chicago, and the Brush Electric

company, Cleveland. It has one crane of 150 tons capac-

ity at the Watervliet Arsenal. West Troy, N. Y. It is

now building a traveling crane of peculiar design, being a

combination of electricity and hydraulic. There is a large

power pump mounted on the trolley which is operated by

rod is 10 inches, and the weight of the trolley without load

is 75 tons.

Chicago Electric Club.
There will be a meeting of the Chicago Electric club

Monday evening, December igth, atwhich many important

matters will be disposed of. It is possible that some

action may be taken on World's Fair matters. The

literary programme for the evening consists of the reading

and discussion of a paper on "An Ideal Power Station"

by C. J. Field, E. J. Cook and F. Bourne. This will

probably be one of the most important meetings of the

season-

An electric light plant is wanted at Addison, N. Y,
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The Bruckner Electrical Engraving Ma-

chine.

One would have to search a long time for a better illus-

tration than the one shown in the accompanying cut, of

the peculiar usefulness of the electric current as an agent

through which movements in machine tools may be con-

trolled with the greatest nicety. The engraving machine

herewith shown, which is now on exhibition in the Ma-

sonic Temple, Chicago, does its work mechanically; but,

without the aid of electricity, its designer, Charles C. Bruck-

ner, declares it would be impracticable and perhaps im-

~
possible to secure results equal to those now obtained.

The accompanying cuts give an excellent idea of the

general construction of this contrivance and the work that

may be produced through its aid.

In this machine the engraving is done by an electrically

controlled tool made to traverse the work so as to cut fine

parallel lines or tool marks, similar to those left by a planer,

shaper or lathe.

The engraving tool proper, shown at the left in Fig. i,

in position to cut a name in a finger ring, is mounted in

connection with an electromagnet armature, through which

it may be made to bear upon the work or be lifted from

it. This electromagnet, controlling the position of the

cutting tool, is in electrical connection with what might be

called a contacting device shown at the right in Fig. i.

The work is held in a chuck on the sHding table or, as in

the present case, where it is desired to operate upon a

circular surface, in a revolving chuck receiving motion

from a rack upon the sliding table. The table carrying

the work is moved to and fro by the hand lever. To the

hand lever another sliding table, shown at the right, is also

attached, and this carries a metallic matrix or electrotype.

This matrix is slid to and fro under the device through

which contact is made, and being attached to the hand

lever moves simultaneously with the work table. The elec

tromagnet and the contact point and matrix are all in cir-

cuit with two Samson primary batteries, and the electrical

connections are such that as the matrix is moved back and

forth and fed across under the contact stylus, the en-

graving tool, under which the work is being similarly fed,

is lifted or applied to the work by the action of the elec

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

from the machine, and the latter is then screwed on the

sliding table and a straight tool inserted.

One of the objects of the designer was to produce an

engraving machine that would operate in the most direct

manner and cover the range of work required

of such machines by jewelers. To this

end the table having a reciprocating motion was

provided and adapted to hold such jewelers'

goods as have a flat surface to be engraved, or on which

FIG. 2. THE BRUCKNER ELECTRICAL ENGRAVING
MACHINE.

the surface within the limits to be engraved does not

curve materially—as, for example, such objects as a watch

case, a tray, or a water pitcher. Besides such objects as

already mentioned and all intermediate in size, by separate

devices, provision has been made for three classes of circu-

lar work that may be illustrated by three examples, as en-

graving on the inside surface of a finger ring, as shown

FIG. I. THE BRUCKNER ELECTRICAL ENGRAVING MACHINE.

tromagnet according to the relative positions of matrix and

contact stylus.

From the foregoing general description of the Bruckner

machine's operation it will be seen that it does its work in

an exceediogly simple manner. To cut a design, say, for

instance ihe portrait of an athlete upon a medal, all that

is required is a matrix in the shape of an electrotype or zinc

etching. This electrotype is clamped in the chuck on the

sliding table at the right in Fig. i, and the object to

be engraved, if it be of circular form like, say, the ring, is

clamped in the revolving chuck that is geared to the other

sliding table. Tf the surface to be engraved is flat the ob-

ject is clamped in the chuck shown in the picture detached

in Fig, I, engraving on a flat surface in a circle like the in-

scription adjoining the edge of a coin, and engraving on

the convex surface of a goblet.

The great variety of work, however, to which the Bruck-

ner machine may be applied will be better appreciated

after an inspection of Fig. 2, which is a reproduction of a

photograph of a number of articles that have been engraved

by this contrivance. It should be noted that there are

among the articles shown a number of stones cut in various

shapes that have been engraved upon with this machine.

The substitution of a diamond pointed tool in place of the

steel tool is the only change required to fit the machine for

stone cutting.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

The progress that is making on the elevated electric

railway at the World's Fair is shown by the accompanying

illustrations. Fig. i is a reproduction of a recently

taken photograph of the loop at the southern end of the

line, near the annex to the agricultural building, in the

southeastern portion of the grounds. The picture represents

the single-track structure from near the point of juncture

with the double-track construction and also shows a con-

siderable extent of iron girders. The radius of the loop is

100 feet. The iron framework shown at the right of the

illustration is that of the building for the leather industry.

The present appearance of the machinery foundations in the

power house, which is located directly south of the forestry

building, is shown in Fig. 2. The steam and electrical plant

was briefly described in this journal several weeks ago, and

no changes in the pian have been made since that time.

The power house will have wooden walls, covered with staff,

with the exception of the rear wall, which will be

of brick and contain the boiler flues.

The foundations shown in the illustration were

erected on three feet of concrete laid on a timber plat-

form equal in extent to the area covered by the heavy

machinery. This unusual precaution was made necessary

by the character of the soil. The engine foundations will

extend ten feet above the level of the floor of the power

house, but a gallery between the engine and boiler rooms

will be provided for the benefit of spectators. The line of

railway will be mostly level, and access to it will be afforded

at eleven stations. A rather unusual feature of the con-

struction is the fact that for a distance of about goo feet

the line will run over the roof of the annex to the transpor-

tation building. Power will be furnished by electric motor

cars, each of which will draw two or three trailers. The

office of the company will be in the building forming the

southwestern corner of the colonnade connecting the

machinery and agricultural buildings.

The headquarters of the department of electricity were

removed 'from the Rand-McNally building down town to

the electricity building at Jackson park on Tuesday of last

week. The offices are on the second floor of the building

at the southern end. The rooms are far from being elab-

orately fitted up as yet, but with the aid of a comfortable

stove Secretary Hornsby and his assistants manage to

worry along.

The General Electric company will have an interesting

exhibit on top of the electricity building. It will be a

flash of artificial lightning with a spark 35 feet long. Two
discharge points will be arranged on the roof of the build-

ing 35 feet apart vertically. These discharge points will

be connected to the opposite ends of a series of condensers

and induction coils, so arranged as to increase the voltage

to a pressure that will approximate that of lightning.

The discharge will be accompanied by a noise not unlike

thunder, and will certainly attract much attention.

Fifteen of the fifty electric launches ordered for the

World's Fair are completed and awaiting electrical equip-

ment. The General Eleciric Launch company has the

contract for furnishing the boats now being built at Racine

and Detroit.

Lamps manufactured by the Westinghouse company

are now in operation in the administration building, cur-

rent being taken from Edison machines in the temporary

plant.

The rules relating to electric lighting and power service

at the World's Fair, as adopted by the national com-

mission, are given below. It should be stated that all

of these rules have not been approved by the local

company, and that they are liable to change. Following

are the ru'es:

ELECTRICITY FOR IN'CANDESCENT LIGHTING SERVICE.

All state and territorial World's Fair boards, persons,

firms or corporations who may desire to wire their respec-

tive buildings for th^ purpose of lighting same shall so in-

stall said wiring as to meet with the approval of the director

of works before connections can be made with the main
circuit.

All power service for generating light will be furnished

during the exposition hours by the World's Columbian Ex-
position from the ist of May to the 30th of October, 1893,
at the rate of i^S.oo per 16 candle power lamp capacity or

the equivalent in lamps of other candle power. All changes
in the location of lamps or appliances whence once installed

will be made subject to an extra charge to be fixed and
determined by the director-general and the director of

works. The incandescent lighting circuit will be operated

from 100 to no volt alternating circuits.

ELECTRICITY FOR POWER SERVICE.

First—All contracts to be made with exhibitors for

power service shall be executed between said exhibitors,

the director-general and the director of works, but the

amount of power to be supplied to the exhibitor in each

case shall be fixed and determined upon by the director,

general.

Second—The electric motor shall be suitable to operate

on a 500 volt constant potential circuit.
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Third—-The rheostat shall be constructed wholly of non-
combustible material.

Fourth—The main line switch shall be of the knife blade
tj'pe and suitable for working a 500 volt constant potential

circuit.

Fifth—The motor shall be erected in position by and at

the expense of the consumer and in a manner subject to

the approval of the director-general and the director of

works.
Sixth—The service connections to the motors shall be

installed, maintained and owned by the World's Columbian
Exposition.

Seventh—No service will be rendered for less than

Contributors will be again divided into two classes:

(1) Those who furnish generators 'lonnected to prime
movers in machinery hall.

(2) Those who contribute to the service lighting of

electricity building through motor power taken from
circuits in the electricity building.

Contributors to either class will be required to enter into

a formal contract with the director-general, to be approved
by the director of works, for furnishing and operating
machinery offered in accordance with the following general

terms:

No steam power being available in the electricity build-

ing, all generators provided by contributors of class (i)

FIG, 2. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR,

$20.00. Fractions of horse-power will not be considered

except for motors of less than i horse power.

Eighth—Charges will be made for service of connecting

the main line at the following rates;

For i horse power and less $ro.oo per horse power.

For I to 5 horse power i5-oo
*'

For more than 5 horse power and

not exceeding lo horse power. .. 12.00
" "

For more than 10 horse power 10.00 " "

Ninth—Charges for "service will be based upon the max-

imum mech?nical horse power delivered to the motor,

irrespective of the class of work to be operated by motor,

at the foUowiDg rates:

For i horse power and less $20.00 per horse power.

For more than ^ horse power and

not exceeding + horse power. . . 40 00 *' "

For more than ^ horse power and

not exceeding i horse power. . . 75.00 " "

For more than t horse power and

not exceeding 2 horsepower... 70.00 " "

For more than 2 horse power and

not exceeding 3 horsepower... 60.00 " "

For more than 3 horse power 60.00 " "

Tenth—Special service for motors not exceeding 2 horse-

power can be furnished on i alternating current incan-

descent circuit,

ELECTRICITY FOR ARC LIGHTING.

The aisles of the main building will be illuminated by

arc lights free of expense to the exhibitor. A limited

number of arc lights will be supplied for private lighting

on the following basis, viz.:

first—The consumer shall pay the cost of wiring.

Second—The consumer shall pay for service from May
I to October 30, 1893, at the rate of $60 per lampof 2,000

nominal candle power.

l-jjird—Lamps will be suspended from the ceiling and

furnished with opalescent globes. If any special fixture

is required, it shall be furnished by the consumer.

Fourth—All care and attendance to the lamps and circuits

wUl be furnished by the World's Columbian Exposition

without extra charge.

ELECTRICITY FOR CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES.

First—The consumer shall provide lines and all material

necessary from the local switchboard from which the cur-

rent is to be distributed to storage batteries.

Second—The consumer shall provide all necessary labor

and attendance connected with the charging or handling of

the batteries.

Third—Current will be provided no to 220 or 500 volts,

at the rate of 10 cents per electrical horse power per hour.

ELECTRICITY FOR MISCELLANEOUS PURPOSES.

First—Electricity for special purposes will be subject to

special agreemtnt to be determined at the time of making
application therefor.

Second—Rates will be based either on those of power or

those for storage battery purposes, according to the class of

work to be performed.

RULES GOVERNING LIGHT AND POWER IN ELECTRICITY

BUILDING TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN
EXPOSITION.

Exhibitors in the electricity building will ue divided

into two classes: First, those who contritule lothe service

of lighting and electric power transmission for the building;

second, those who do not so contribute.

must be installed in machinery hall Generators provided
by American companies will be located in the regular
service plant in machinery hall. Generators provided
by foreign companies will be located in the spaces
severally allotted to these countries in machinery hall.

Power circuits will be led from the generators of each
contributor of class (i) through existing subways from
machinery hall to the electricity building. The several

exhibitors offering generators for this service are expected
to furnish and install at their own expense the several

power circuits before mentioned, subject to the supervision

of the chief of department of electricity.

The aisles of the electricity building will be illuminated

by arc lights, which will be considered the service light-

ing for the building. Arc lights in addition to these, as well

as all incandescent lights, and power for keeping exhibits in

the electricity building. Arc lights for all night service

are an exception to this rule, and will be supplied from the
regular service plant already contracted for by the World's
Columbian Exposition.

Contributors of class (2) who use current from the
power circuits will be expected to provide the necessary
motors, generators, and shaft free of cost to the
World's Columbian Exposition. Exhibito;s contributing
to the arc lighting necessary in the service of the
building will be expected to wire, hang and maintain
such lamps as may be assigned to them free of cost to

the World's Columbian Exposition. Such arc lamps, in-

candescent lights and motors as may be installed within
the contributing exhibitor's space will be wired and hung
by said exhibitor at his own expense.

In order to provide for lighting and power service to

those exhibitors who do not contribute to the service of
electricity building, it is proposed to assign to each ex-

hibitor contributing lo said service a specified portion of
the electricity building in which to furnish special lighting

and power. All works of wiring, hanging and mainten-
ance of lamps, etc.. done for other exhibitors in such
space will be paid by the World's Columbian Exposition
at the following rates :

(1) For each incandescent lamp, including the first

lamp and socket with installation on a plain cord or pen-
dant, S3 50 per 16 candle power lamp.

(a) Special fancy wiring will be furnished at an extra
cost to be paid by consumer under special agreement with
the Director-general, approved by the director of works,

(b) Fixtures and shades will be furnished and main-
tained by consumer.

(c) Lamps of other capacities, fancy or colored lamps,
will be furnished in accordance with special agreement
with the director-general, approved by the director of
works. Lamp renewals must be furnished free of charge
by contributor. Breakages must be purchased by the
consumer from the exhibitor supplying his exhibit, at the
usual market price.

(2) For each arc lamp, including ceiling block, sus-

pension rod and lamp complete, $35. Lamps must be
furnished with opal globes. All care and attendance to

lamps and circuits must be furnished without extra charge
by the contributor maintaining the circuit.

(3) All wiring necessary for the installation of motors
within the space assigned to each contributor shall be done
by said contributor at the expense of exhibitor desiring
said power, at the following rates:

One-half horse power and less, $8.00.
One to five horse power, per horse power, $5.00.
More than five horse power and not exceeding ten horse

power, per horsepower, $10.00.
More than ten horse power, per horse power, $8.00.
Fractions of a horse power will not be considered ex-

cept for motors of less than one horse power. In all

cases the rating of the motor will be the standard rating

of the manufacturer.
Service connections, as weir'as all lamps and sockets,

intalled at contributor's expense, shall be maintained and
owned by said contributor. All alterations of original in-

stallation shall be made by said contributor after written

agreement between the exhibitor desiring' change and the

director-general, approved by the director of works.
All installation and operation shall be subiect to the in-

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

motion, will be considered as special service rendered to

individual exhibitors.

Power of operating generators needed for the service

lighting will be furnished free of cost to the exhibitors

installing this lighc. In consideration of such contribution

to the service lighting of electricity building, exhibitors

participating in this service will be granted such amount
of extra power and light for the operation of their own
exhibits as may be mutually agreed upon between them
and the director-general.

Arc and incandescent lights may be taken direct from
the several power circuits leading from machinery hall, or
they may be furnished from generators driven by motors
taking current from the power circuits before mentioned,
motors and generators in this latter case being located in

spection and approval of the chief of the department of
electricity. Installation must confirm to the national
code of the Board of Underwriters, subject to the inspec-
tion and approval of the director -general.

Service will be provided only from May r to Novem-
ber I, iSg3, and during exposition hours, except by
special authority from the director-general and director
of works.
The service rendered will be entirely at the risk of the

consumer. The World's Columbian Exposition will not
be responsible for stoppages from any reasonable cause.

RULES^GOVERNING THE SUPPLY OF LIGHTING AND POWER
TO EXHIBITORS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.

Electric power only will be supplied in the electrical

building.
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The aisles of the building will be illuminated with arc

lamps without cost to exhibitors; additional lighting to be

paid for by exhibitors at the following rates:

Arc lamps, service May ist to October 31st, 1893, dur-

ing exposition hours, ;s;65.oo per lamp of 2,000 nominal

candle power. Lamps suspended from ceiling with opal

globes and globe nets, special fixtures or globes, or

special ornamental lamps, will be subject to an extra

charge to be 'fixed by the director-general and the di-

rector of works.
Incandescent lamps, service May i to October 31,

inclusive, 1893, during the hours of the exposition. $8.00

per 16 candle power lamp, including installation of

first lamp and socket and lamp renewals.

Breakages must be purchased by exhibitor

of the contractor lighting his space, at the usual commer-
cial rate. Xamps will be hung on plain cord 01 pendant.

Special or fancy wiring will be furnished at an extra charge

to be fixed by the director-general and the director of

works. Fixtures and shades will be furnished and main-

tained by consumer. Special colored or fancy lamps, or

TOWER FOR THE WORLD'S FAIR.

lamps of other than 16 candle power, will be subject to

special agreement with the director-general and approved

by the director of works. Installations of 300 lamps or

moae will be subject to special discount to be fixed by the

director-general.

Motors.—Exhibitors requiring motive power will fur-

nish necessary motors, rheostats, main line switches, insu-

lating base, etc., complete, together with all belts, counter-

shafting, and other means of connecting motors to operat-

ing machinery. Motors should be suitable for operation on
the class of circuit furnished in exhibitor's location.

The rheostats must be constructed wholly of non-com-

bustible material. The main line switch shall be of the

knife blade type, of ample carrying capacity, and suitable

for breaking current at the potential used. Motors shall

be erected in position at the expense of the exhibitor by

the contractor furnishing power in the location of his ex-

hibit, service connections to motors being installed, main-

tained and owned by the said contractor.

Charges for service connections with the main line will

be as follows:

For one-half horse power and less, $S.

For one horse power to five horse power, per horse

power, $12.
For more than five horse power and not exceeding ten

horse power, per horse power, $10.

For more than ten horse power, per horse power, $8.

Fractions of a horse power will not be considered, ex-

cept for motors of less than one horse power.

Ratings of motors will be the standard rating of the

manufacturer.

Charges for service will be based on the maximum elec-

trical horse power delivered to the motor, irrespective of

the class of work to be operated by the motor, at the fol-

lowing rates:

For X horsepower and less, $15.

For more than }( horse power, and not exceeding ^
horsepower, $30.
For more than ^ horse power, and not exceeding one

horse power, %'So.

For more than one horse power, and not exceeding two

horse power, per horsepower, $45.

For more than two horse power, and not exceeding three

horse power, per horse power, $42.50.

For more than three horse power, per horse power, f40.

A limited amount of power may be furnished to exhibit-

ors free of charge to simply turn over an otherwise in-

operative exhibit.

Copper Combine.

The electrical fraternity will be interested in the follow-

ing press dispatch, which was sent out from New York on

December 6th: The copper combine organized last spring

to control the production and price of copper has finally

got into effective working order, and the agreement entered

into in March by the copper producers is about to be car-

ried out. Among the most striking results will be the

shutting down of the Anaconda company's mines at Uutte
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and the reduction of operations by the Boston and Mon-

tana company, whose mines are also at Butte. There is

inside information that these moves will be made in the

next two weeks. It is predicted that the Anaconda com-

pany will cease work completely by December 15th, and

the Boston and Montana will make its reduction by De-

cember 2oth. The agreement entered into last March was

based on an increase for the year of 10 per cent, on the

production of 1891. This, it was believed, would

hold the average price of copper in New York at I2^c
per pound for "lake" and xi^c for "casting."

Tower for the World's Fair,

As was announced in the last issue of the Western
Electrician, there seems to be no doubt that there will be

a tower at the World's Fair. It is stated that ground has

been broken, and work will be pushed as fast as possible,

by the World's Fair Tower company, The structure will be

entirely of steel and will be of novel design, as shown in the

accompanying illustrations. Visitors will be conveyed to

the top of this tower by an electric railway. The length of

this line will be about one mile, and trains of five cars, each

arranged for eight persons, will be operated. A moderate

rate of speed will be maintained, giving the passengers an

excellent opportunity to view the surroundings. It is

expected that 800 cars can be operated on this road, and a

plant of 3,000 horse power capacity will be installed. The
exploiters of this enterprise announce that they intend to

brilliantly illuminate the tower and make it one of the

most attractive features of the exposition. Suspended from

the brackets, which are twelve to fifteen feet apart and

which sustain the hanging garden, will be Japanese and

Chinese lanterns of every form and color, each containing

nyvrrfffrr'i'rr^rr <
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a cluster of three incandescent lights. Surmounting the

tower, fifty feet above the observatory floor, will be

arranged from five to seven powerful search lights. The
canopy of each little car will be lighted, both front and

rear, with a cluster of three incandescent lights. One will

have to call largely upon his imagination to be able to

pictuie the beauty of this tower when in full opera-
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tion. The marvelous sight will be presented of 400
cars circling down the tower track and 400 ascending a^

the same rate of speed, causing 5,000 incandescent lights

to be flitting past each other in rapid succession, added to

the hanging lamps around the spiral and ths incandescent

light coming out of the ornamental and j;;ilded stars fixed

at every point where the bracing rods cross each other.

The Kioto Canal in Japan.
Reference was made in Mr. Iwadare's article on "Elec-

tricity in Japan," published in last week's issue of the

Western Electrician, to the canal between the city of

Kioto and Lake Biwa, in Japan, which possesses a special

interest to electricians. Since the publication of the arti-

cle mentioned London Lidusirics has come to hand with

several interesting illustrations of this novel installation,

three of which are reproduced in this issue. It is to be re-

gretted that the English journal is unable to give more

FIGS. I AND 2. THE KIOTO CANAL IN JAPAN.

than a brief general description of the plant, and that Mr.

Iwadare does not dwell on it more fully. It may be well,

however, to repeat the reference to it made by the latter:

The electric motor business has not been thoroughly ex-

ploited in Japan. There is only one central station—that
in Kioto. It is owned by the city, and started for electric

power business only. They have a water power amount-
ing to 2,500 horse power, the head being 115 feet, but
they are now utilizing only 400 or 500 horse power out of

2,500 horse power. They constructed a canal between
Kioto and Lake Biwa, the largest lake in Japan. The
canal is about fifteen miles in length, and cost $1,600,000
(silver.) It was constructed for the transportation of

goods by water from Biwa to Kioto. The water in the
canal is utilized for power purposes near Kioto, and
therefore when boats from Lake Biwa arrive near the

power station they are set on cradles and allowed to slide

down an incline of 1,500 feet overland. The cradles with
boats are moved up and down by a 50 horse power electric

motor. When the boats arrive at the foot of the incline

they float again in the river, which takes them down stream
to the city of Osaka, whence the goods are shipped to any
part of Japan or to foreign countries by ocean steamers.
In the power station there are Pelton water wheels. Edi-
son 500 volt power generators and Thomson-Houston
alternators are used, the latter being devoted to lighting

the city of Kioto.

In describing its illustrations Induslries gives but few

additional facts. It says that the canal, which has a

length of 6^8 miles, passes through several ranges of

mountains by means of three tunnels, the lengths of

which are 2 680, 137 and 934 yards respectively. Just

below tunnel No. 3, at a distance of about 5J^ miles from

Lake Biwa. the canal is divided into two. One branch

—

the high-level— is used for irrigation purposes, while the

other, which is designed for navigation, descends 118 feet

in a distance of r,8oo feet to the level of the city, a slope

of about I in 15. The boat traffic at this point is worked

by an inclined planeway, the boats being put into a

wheeled cradle, which is hauled up and let down by means

of a wire rope. Fig. 3 gives a view of this inclined way,

and also of the cradles, on one of which a small boat may
be noticed. These ways are operated by electric energy

furnished by a Sprague motor driven by a Pelton water-

wheel. The fall of the canal also affords a very valuable

water power, a part of which has already been utilized for

various mechanical purposes by means of electric trans-

mission. From Figs, i and 2. representing a plan and

profile of the canal incline, it will be seen that the power

station is located at the foot of the incline, water for which

is supplied by three lines of 36 inch pipe, 1,300 feet in

length, delivering water to the wheels under a head of

about 100 feet. Fig. 4 represents a view of this interest-

ing station taken last year during construction. The
whole of the works were designed by and executed under
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the direct supervision of Sakuro Tanabe, now professor of

civil engineering in the Imperial College of Engineering,

Tokio, and consulting engineer to Kioto-Fu.

Buffalo Electrical Society.

At a meeting of the Buffalo Electrical society on December

5th P. K. Stern read an interesting paper on electric

heaters. The attendance at this meeting shows that the

society has opened the season with its old time enthusiasm.

At the next meeting Frank Kitton will deliver a lecture on

world-wide attention that the World's Columbian Expo-
sition has invested an immense amount of capital in an
electric plant that is to have a capacity in round numbers
of 6,000 arc and 100,000 incandescent lamps; while in ad-
dition to the latter, exhibitors will have from half to as

many lamps more for purposes of special illumination.

Thus there will be concentrated within the limits of Jack-
son Park by far a larger and more extensive electric plant
than the world has yet known. Last month all anticipa-

tions in regard to the illumination this great plant was
supposed to be installed for, were shocked by the an-

nouncement that the fair would not be open evenings
except on special occasions. Disappointment at this

cannot afford to close a single day from the time of open-
ing in the morning until 10 or 11 o'clock in the evening.
This is the demand as it has been presented, and it must be
insisted upon without compromise. The illuminaticns
exterior and interior, the electric fountains, the lagoons
with lights streaming across them from every direction,

and the vast electric plant in operation must be at the
command of the public every day and hour possible dur-
ing the holding of the exposition.

FIG. 3. THE KIOTO

magnetism, and at a subsequent meeting A. C. Terry will

lecture on the subject of electric motors, treating it in a

popular and elementary way.

The society is considering the project of a series of

lectures on electrical engineering, known as the university

extension course.

The members of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences

are very much interested in this course of lectures, and the

prospects are that the plan will be eminently successful.

The lectures will be delivered by one of the best electrical

engineers in the state.

The following named officers have been elected for the

years 1892-93: President, Frank Kitton; vice-prssident, P.

K. Stern; secretary, Astley C. Terry; treasurer,Samuel Stew-

art ; librarian, John G. McNerny ; executive committee,

Frank Kitton, P. K. Stern, A, C. Terry, Samuel Stewart,

F.P.Jones, F. A. Hallock, John P. Chapin, Geo. A.

Burnett.

CANAL IN JAPAN.

announcement stirred up electrical and other interests all

over the country, and the fair authorities have been peti-

tioned and besieged on all sides to open the exposition

every evening so that full benefit of the vast installation

can be had. President Higinbotham in an open letter in

reply to the protests and petitions says that it has not been
the intention to close the fair to evening sessions entirely,

but to open the gates from 8 to 11 o'clock from three to

six evenings a week according to circumstances. Ekctri-

cal Industries joins most heartily the movement to have
the fullest benefit of the lighting exhibit. To say that the

grounds witi be open a few evenings a week "according to

circumstances" is not explicit enough. The fair is for the

people, yet we think we are safe in saying that half t'ae

Utilizing Electricity in Founding a Town.
The Rumford Falls, Me., Development company is laying

the foundations for a city which within two years, it is

expected, will have a population of 10,000, but at present

it is only the abode of the workmen who are engaged in

clearing the land for the prospective city. One of the

principal features of the place will be its splendid electric

plant. The site of the town was selected for the facili-

ties the falls afford for water power. These are unequaled

in New England. The members of the Development

company considered the advisibility of transmitting the

power by electricity from one main station but finally con-

cluded to use as much of the water power direct as possi-

ble and then allow manufacturers who can not get their

power direct to transmit it in the form of electricity.

There are three falls, all near each other and they have a

total drop of 90 feet. The available power is estimated

at 35 000 horse power, four times as great as is to be ob-

tained at Lewiston and Auburn combined. Dams and

canals are building to make this power available. To
build these and make other improvements about $3,000,000

will be spent. The Rumford Falls Paper & Pulp com-

pany is putting up what will be the largest pulp mills in

this country if not in the world. Sites for 15 mills are

being laid out. The electric plant will furnish the city

with lights and furnish small plants with power. The
plans for a power station are in the hand of a Boston en-

gineer, but have not been submitted yet.

When finished some 200 horse power in electrical ap-

paratus will be bought for both lighting and power pur-

poses. In the course of a few years from 1,000 to 1,500

horse power for operating electric motors will be furnished

from this station. Power will undoubtedly be very cheap

with such facilities.

Railroad Telegraphers' Strike.

A strike of telegraph operators on the Rock Island rail-

way began on December gth. There is a considerable

discrepancy regarding its extent and the number of men
who are idle in the statements made by General Manager
St. John on the part of the company and Chief Ramsey of

the Order of Railway Telegraphers, on the part of the

men. It is agreed that a strike has taken place, and both

Keep the World's Fair Open Evenings.
Despite the failure of the World's Fair authorities to

evince an interest in the demands of the electrical frater-

nity for a positive statement of the number of nights each

week that the grounds would be open, the electrical con-

cerns have not given up the agitation. Further comments

by our contemporaries are herewith presented;

Canadian Electrical News: A very strong protest is

being made by electrical manufacturers and the electrical

journals of the United States against the rule adopted by
the commissioners of the World's Fair to close the gates

at 7 P. M. The commissioners have explained that the

rule was adopted not with the purpose that it should be
enforced every evening, but to place in the hands of the

commissioners the power to regulate the hours of closing.

This does not satisfy the electrical people, who have gone
to great expense in preparing exhibits in the belief that the

fair will be open every evening. It is probable that the
protestations will be so vigorous as to compel the commis-
sioners to alter their decision.

Electrical Age: The strong and positive opposition

expressed in the electrical trades against the closing of the

World's Fair at 7 o'clock each evening is having a soften-

ing effect upon the authorities. Col. R. C. Clowry, chair-

man of the World's Fair committee on electricityj called

the attention of H. N. Higinbotham, chairman of the

council of administration, to the state of feeling in the

matter, and the latter gentleman promptly replied to the

effect that it was the intention of the fair authorities to

open the gates at 8 o'clock and keep them open till 11

o'clock on three to si:^ evenings a week, according to cir-

cumstances. To electric lighting interests this practically

means that they may have three opportunities or they may
have six each week to exhibit their goods as they should
be exhibited. The electric lighting interests are very
large, and cannot be ignored in this matter. The fair

should be open every night in the week with jUt reserve.

Mr. Higinbotham'a reply is too indefinite to be satisfac-

tory.

Electrical Industries: It is a matter that has attracted

FIG. 4. THE KIOTO CANAL IN JAPAN.

people in Chicago and vicinity cannot afford to be away
from their labors during the day in order to attend the

fair. If it is kept open evenings they can enjoy it fully,

while to close the grounds from 7 to 8 o'clock in the even-
ing is to extort a second admission fee from those who are

inclined to attend both day and evening sessions. So far

as effects are concerned the exposition will be infinitely

more attractive evenings with the brilliant illuminations

than it can possibly be made by daylight.

The one all important consideration is the greatest good
to the largest number of people, and with this as the pur-

pose for which the fair is to be held and for which it has

been laid out on such a magnificent scale, the management

sides assert their oocfidence in ultimate victory. Mr. St.

John places the number of men who have left the service

of the company at about forty. Chief Ramsay is certain
that 500 operators have deserted their posts. The refusal

of the company to recognize the Order of Railway Tele-
graphers and sign its schedule is the cause of the trouble.

The Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago Railroad com-
pany has secured a permit from the department of public
works for the erection of an electric light plant in Chi-
cago, and within a month it will have arrangements
made to light all its crossings from Fourteenth street to
Sixty-seventh street with electricity.
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of electric cranes. In the Allis works at Milwaukee and

the Grant Locomotive Works, Chicago, electric cranes are

used for similar work. These plants have already been

illustrated and described in this journal.
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Considerable comment has been caused by the delay of

the Wesdnghouse company in putting its new lamp on the

market. There is no reason to doubt that the company is

proceeding in good faith, however. On the contrary, we

have authority from a disinterested and reliable source for

the statement that orders have already been received at

Pittsburg for half a million of the new lamps and that

every exertion is being made at the factory to have the

lamps on the market by the 1st of January. This indcates

that the Westinghouse people are doing their utmost to

make good their promise to the public, and the company

should be given credit to that extent at least.

By the death of Werner von Siemens the world of

science, particularly in the domain of electrical investigation,

has lost one of its most distinguished thinkers. Dr. von

Siemens' studies were not confined to the realm of abstract

science, however, his activities being largely devoted to

the application of scientific principles in the mechanical

arts. He was the founder of the great German electrical

house of Siemens & Halske, which has contributed so

much to the practical development of electricity in Europe,

and the success of the business was very largely due to his

inventive genius. Unlike many other distinguished in-

ventors, Dr. von Siemens lived to see his name and that

of his distinguished brothers spread world-wide as that of

leading contributors to the progress of nineteenth century

civilization. Full of years and honors, with accumulated

wealth, he died, leaving the record of a career that may

well excite the emulation of young electricians the world

over.

Only a comparatively short lime ago the use of electri-

cally operated cranes was considered a novelty, but to-day

they are in quite general use, especially in railroad shops,

where they are utilized in handling heavy machinery. In

another column in this issue there is presented an article

on this subject which gives some idea of the magnitude

which this special work has assumed. In the Pennsylvania

and New York Central railroad shops these cranes are in

general use, and they are also found in the shops of all the

large electrical manufacturing concerns. It should be

borne in mind, too, that this is only one of several types

It has been said that Chief Barrett is opposed to the

granting of space in the electricity building at the World's

Fair to any corporation, firm or individual who is not con-

nected with some department of electrical work that is re-

cognized as a legitimate enterprise. In this position he

will be supported unanimously by the electrical fraternity.

There is danger, however, that unless decisive steps are

immediately taken, space may be granted to several con-

cerns to exhibit electric belts and similar devices in the

electricity building. These concerns have no right to be

classified as electrical enterprises, and they should not be

encouraged by the exposition officials. They have no

standing among reputable electrical people, and should not

be aided in their efforts to secure recognition at the World's

Fair as legitimate electrical enterprises. In the list of ap-

plicants for space in the electricity building which was pub-

lished in this journal November 26th there appeared the

names of several of these concerns. At that time we pro-

tested against their admission as an outrage upon the

electrical fraternity. It might be well for electrical organi-

zations and the leading electrical concerns of the country

to take up this subject and insist upon the withdrawal of

these fakirs from the electricity building.

Henry Villard's visit to the Northwest recently cre-

ated something of a stir in electrical circles. At Minne-

apolis it is thought that he may equip the short line of the

Northern Pacific between the Twin Cities with electricity

in order to compete with the Lowry system. It will be

remembered that Mr. Lowry's electric system forced the

steam railroads to discontinue the short line service between

the two cities. The Northern Pacific had constructed a

"short line" which it intended to operate by steam, but

the popularity of the electric line caused the company to

postpone its equipment. It is generally conceded that the

present electric line between Minneapolis and St. Paul

is not sufficient to accommodate the traffic, and as many
important suburban points are not reached by it, there is a

demand for another line. Mr. Lowry is trying to get the

right of way for an additional line, but if iMr. Villard turns

the Northern Pacific "short line" into an electric rail^vay

it is probable that Mr. Lowry will not attempt to put

through another independent line. It is said that the Vil-

lard line is constructed according to steam railway practice,

and this of course would give it a great advantage over the

ordinary street railway line. It is to be hoped for this

reason, if for no other, that an electrical equipment will be

installed, as it will demonstrate what can be accomplished

by electric locomotives under favorable conditions.

A COMPLETE set of rules governing the use of electric

light and power at the World's Fair is given in this issue.

These regulations are taken from a bulky pamphlet entit-

led "Official Minutes of the Seventh Session of the

World's Columbian Commission, Held in the City of Chi-

cago October 18 to 26, 1892, Inclusive.'* Unfortunately,

however, we are unable to announce that these rules,

which have evidently been prepared with considerable

care, are final and conclusive. They have the approval

of the national commission, of course, but it seems that

the local company, in whose hands the construction and

operation of the e.^cposition were entrusted, has not agreed

to the commissioners' rules as a whole. The original rules

were prepared under the direction of the Exposition com-

pany and were then submitted to the national commission,

as required by the Act of Congress. The commissioners

made numerous changes and added many new rules, the

result being printed in the "Official Minutes," from which

we have taken the electrical rules alone. The rules as

they now exist have not yet received the sanction of the

local company, which introduces a strong element of

uncertainty in relation to their ultimate composition. The
situation thus presented is very unsatisfactory and one

calling for immediate action on the part of the directors.

Until a definite understanding is reached the rules of the

commissioners may be accepted as interesting if not con-

clusive.

Capitalists have not exhibited much interest thus far

in the rapid transit project which it is hoped will give New
York much needed relief. As has been announced, the

franchise for this enterprise will be offered for sale on

December 29th. In New York it is generally believed

that ridiculously low proposals will be submitted, if any.

The people of that city, however, will not abandon the

scheme without a struggle. Should the commissioners

fail to dispose of the franchise at favorable terras, it is

proposed to raise the necessary fund by an appeal to the

Legislature. This, of course, will not be resorted to un-

less it be found impossible to secure private capital for

the enterprise. It is gratifying to see that the New York
Sitfi, which, throughout the preliminary proceedings, ad-

vocated elevated roads as opposed to the underground sys-

tem, accepts the situation and now earnestly champions the

building of the proposed system. The case is concisely

stated in the following editorial, which recently appeared

in the Snn: "The conditions upon which we may have

underground rapid transit are now ascertained: There
must be a company formed with a capital of $50,000,000,

ready to deposit a million dollars as a guaranty that it

will build the roads, and a bond for two million dollars

as a security against damages to property. This com-

pany must be prepared, beginning four months after the

auction, to build a road which it is estimated will cost from

$6j,ooo,ooo to $100,000,000. The fare for passengers

must not exceed five cents. The road must be built. It

is a formidable project, but if it is commercially sound

there need be no doubt of its ultimate construction. The
auction of the franchise is to take place on December
29th." This is certainly encouraging to the advocates of

the proposed system. It is to' be hoped that other

opponents of the project will follow this example and

cease their objections.

The assertion that corporations have no souls is a com-

mon one now-a-days, and no better illustration of its truth

can be had than the practice of the Chicago City Railway

company. During the winter months this company—and

in fact many other lines in Chicago and elsewhere—has

continued to run its open grip cars, leaving the gripmen

exposed to the coldest weather, with no protection from the

cold other than the roof overhead and perhaps the thick

fur coat, which, however, is provided at the expense of the

gripman. To say that such treatment of men is outrageous

is to characterize it in an exceedingly mild manner. It is

simply barbarous. At a comparatively small expense the

space between the seats in which the gripman stands

could be enclosed, windowed in, so to speak, and then if

the company found it "too expensive" to add a small

stove, the man at the lever, although left in the cold,

would be at least protected from the biting lake winds.

Of course, though, as long as the City Railway company
continues to mantain its present ramshackle equipment, it

will doubtless find a way, backed probably by most excellent

economical reasons, to keep its men exposed to the ele-

ments, as was the case on the old fashioned types of steam

locomotives, where the engineer stood at the throttle with

no cab roof overhead. In other words, on the lines at

present in operation it is to be presumed that the same old

grips and cars will be run until they rattle themselves to

pieces. The men on these lines, it is feared, will have to

wear their fur coats for some time as their only means

of protection, although the company can well afford to pro-

vide decent accomodations.

The Chicago City Railway company controls an exten-

sive system, and its latest improvement is the introduction

of electricity on a number ol the South Side cross-town

lines. A large number of motor cars will be needed for

the immense cross-town traffic next year. These cars are

doubtless now being fitted for service. At this time, then,

it would be interesting to many who remember that car

drivers, motorneers and gripmen are human beings, to learn

whether the south side cross-town motor cars are to be ves-

tibuled, so that in winter the motorman will not have to

kick his heels together and blow on his fingers to keep warm

enough to work his lever and brake. The motors beneath

the cars are carefully screened from dust, dirt and water.

Why, then, should not the street railway company do as

well by its men?
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Werner von Siemens.
Werner von Siemens, the eminent German electrician,

died at his residence in Berlin on December 6th. Dr. von

Siemens was founder of the great electrical firm of Sie

mens & Halske, and his funeral was attended by 4000 em-

ployes of that concern, together with many distinguished

men. The accompanying portrait and sketch of Dr. von

Siemens is taken from an article on "Practical Electrical

Units," by F. B. Badt, in the Western Electrician of

Febraary i, 1S90.

Dr. Werner von Siemens was born at Lenthe, in Han-

over, December 13, 1S16. He was the eldest and most

famous of four brothers, namely: Carl Wilhelm (Sir

William Siemens), born at Lenthe, April 4, 1823, died in

London, November ig, 1SS3; Frederick, born at Menzen-

dorf in 1825, and Carl, born in Menzendorf in 1S29.

Werner was educated at the Lubeck Gymnasium. He
joined the Prussian artillery in 1S34. where his eminent

talents soon attracted notice, and, having passed through

the military schools, he obtained the rank of lieutenant in

1S37. While still holding this appointment in the array

he applied himself with great zeal to the study of practical

chemistry and physical sciences, and became the inventor

of the process of electro gilding, the differential governor

and the electro automatic recording telegraph, for all of

which patents were granted him in Prussia. As member

of a commission of the Prussian general staff for the intro-

duction of the electric telegraph system in place

of the optical telegraphs, he proposed, in 1847, the

application of subterranean conductors, insulated

by gutta percha. Successful experimental lines

were operated, the wires of which were coated

with gutta percha by means of a press invented

by him for that purpose. The press is still used

in the manufacture of cables. With the help of

these insulated wires he first succeeded, with the

assistance of Prof. Himley, in firing submarine

mines by electric ignition in the spring of 1848.

These mines were designed for the protection of

the harbor of Kiel from the Danish fleet. In the

same year he directed the construction of the first

great telegraph line in Germany, between Berlin

and Frankfort-on-the-Main, and in the following

year planned the subterranean line between Berlin

and Cologne. ''

Dr. Siemens left the government service in 1850,

and subsequently devoted himself exclusively to

scientific studies and private enterprises. In 1847

the had already laid the foundaion of the tele-

graph manufactory conducted by him under the

firm name of Siemens & Halske, in Berlin, the

celebrated establishment which was destined to be-

come, and at present is, one of the chief centers

for the application of electricity to the industrial

arts. Its world-wide reputation, acquired within

a short time, led him to open branch works in

London and St. Petersburg, which soon developed

into large independent concerns under the manage-

ment of his younger brothers, Wilhelm and Carl.

Dr. Siemens' personal achievements are to be found in

the fields of science as well as in the technical aits. His

scientific merits induced the University of Berlin to con-

fer on him the degree of doctor of philosophy, honoris

causa, in i860. He was honored by admission to mem-

bership in the Academy of Sciences in Berlin in 1847,

and subsequently in many other academies and societies.

Among his many and various achievements in matters re-

lating to science and technical arts may be mentioned as

particularly noteworthy the invention and practical appli-

cation of a standard unit of resistance known as the Sie-

mens unit, the development of methods for testing under-

ground and submarine cables, and of determining the

position of faults, the invention of polarized relays, of the

so-called Siemens armature, and of the dynamo-electric

machine, the principle of which he published first at the

meeting of the Berlin Academy of Sciences on January

17, 1S67, the electric railway, and of numerous other ap-

pliances, including the pneumatic dispatch tube system

and the Seimens alcoholometer for registering the quantity

of absolute alcohol contained in any alcoholic liquid pass-

ing through the instrument.

Dr. Siemens was appointed a member of the Prussian

order "Pour le Merite," and was the recipient of many

other distinctions and honors. The German emperor

created him a noble. He was honorary member of the

English Institution of Electrical Engineers, and was cor-

responding secretary for Germany.

His many papers read before scientific societies up to

1881 were published in book form, "Gessammete Abhand-

lungen und Vortraege,'' published in Berlin by Julius

Springer in lS8l.

Electric Power for Cotton Mills.^

Electric motors are now used for hundreds of purposes,

and among them the very important one of furnishing

power for cotton and other textile mills. As a rule it is

advisable to use a high-pressure current for power on ac-

count of the saving in copper conductors, but motors are

made which run on low-tension current, such as are used
on incandescent lamp circuits, so where a mill is lighted by
electricity a motor can readily be placed on the circuit at

any convenient point. One thing should be observed— if

the current required for the motor is more than one fifth

of that required for the lamps, the latter will vary in bril-

liancy as the load is on or off the motor.

Before deciding to install an electric power plant for a

service outside of what is already fixed by precedent, ex-

pense, delays and disappointments may be avoided by
deciding how much you are willing to experiment; and,
secondly, how much the party doing the work must exper-

iment, before the whole installation is in a prac ical operat-

ing condition.

The fact should not be lost sight of that electricity is

merely a substitute for other methods of transmission of

power. It has its losses at every step in the course, com-
parable with those of the wear and tear and friction of

shafting and belting. Like them, it also costs money,
requires attendance and wears out. It does not in any
detail give something for nothing, but the results in com-
parison with other mechanical means of the transmission

of power are merely the addition of a lot of differences.

Sometimes these differences are on one side of the account
and sometimes on the other. An installation of motors in

one instance may be extremely economical and in another
highly expensive in comparison to ordinary methods of

•"% -* t*^**

whole room in a large mill. I am convinced that such a
distribution of power is mechanically feasible, but will it

pay to do so when motors and generators each cost nearly
or quite $40 per horse power, or, including wire and foun-
dations, over $100 for every horse power transmitted?

Electricity is advantageously applied by establishing a
central station in the miUyard and from there distributing
the current to the various buildings. At a number of
places this is being done with most satisfactory results.

The use of a good water power, whether near or at a dis-

tance, furnishes the cheapest means of generating the cur-

rent, and, as the problem of economical long distance
transmission is now being solved- -indeed, has been by
the experiments at Frankfort, Germany—mills and other
users of the current are taking advantage of convenient
sources of power of this kind.
The electric lighting and power used in Hartford, Conn.,

is derived in part from a water power at Tariffville, ten
miles away, and some 300 horse power is transmitted along
the wire that distance and thence distributed to customers
around the city.

The Nonotuck Silk company is supplying to its mills at
Leeds and Haydenville power transmitted by electricity
from a dam in a rocky gorge in the river about a third of a
mile from one mill and a mile and three-quarters from the
other. The installation is not cited as being on a large
scale, but because it contains many ingenious features in
the manner in which the motors are applied as an auxil-
iary and a regulator to the water wheels. The fall of
thirty feet is situated between steep banks where it would
not be developed under ordinary conditions, because the
spot is unsuitable for the location of a mill. There are
two water wheels in use. one of ninety horse power, driv-
ing dynamos which furnish 950 incandescent lamps on an

alternating system at the mills. The other, 130
horse power water wheel, drives one Thomson-
Houston generator of eighty-five horse power and
another of thirty horse power, the pressure of the
current being the same as that used on trolley
street cars. At the mills one-third of a mile dis-
tant is one motor of forty-five horse power, two of
twenty horse power and one of ten horse power, all

supplied by electricity from the eighty-five horse
power generator.

There are several places in New England where
the power of waterfalls is being applied through
electrical apparatus to machinery at a distance, and
there are numerous extensive enterprises of this
nature under construction. The electric transmis-
sion of power under any practicable conditions of
constant or variable speed at a loss not exceeding

^ 20 per cent has been shown to be entirely practic-
able, and the open question in regard to all of
these devices, whatever may be their purpose, is

but the question of cost.

WERNER VO.N SIEMENS.

transmission of power. Electric motors, like water wheels
or steam engines, have their highest efficiency at a point

near to their full proper load, and on either side their

efficiency in the percentage of electricity converted into

work is diminished. The practical operation of some
motors has been improved by the use of fly wheels.

In its application for mill service the most simple

uses are those requiring a variable speed and direction,

largely on account of causes outside of the electrical

conditions in the construction of such motors. It is

especially advantageous for elevators in storehouses

or other buildings not requiring power elsewhere. The
first motor used for operating an elevator in a cotton

mill storehouse was placed in that service in 1882,

and is in as 'good working condition to day. Another
use having a larger field is in its application for

railways in mill yards and buildings. The Salmon Falls

Manufacturing company has 2,100 feet of track in the

mill yard, and is operating a trolley system of cars to

move all their cotton, supplies, cloth and coal with two
men, thereby dispensing with the services of a team and
three men all of the time and a fourth man a part of the

time. The car makes an average speed of 600 feet per

minute, and is always ready for service whenever the

water wheel is running. Other mills use electric railroads

from the cloth room to the storehouse with even greater

reduction in cost of moving the load. Motors have been
successfully applied to calico printing machines, the

absence of beat, small space occupied and perfect control

-of the machine being advantages of the highest practical

value.

This class of service for the distribution of power
throughout a mill as a substitute for belt or rope trans-

mission has not been tried in cotton mills, but there are

many cases where it has been tried in machine shops and
yielded excellent results. The amount of power required
in cotton mills is so much greater than in machine shops
that the subdivision should be to a smaller unit than the

I. Abstract of a paper read before the New England Cotton Man-
ufacturers' association by C. J. H. Woodbury.

Submarine Operations by Electric
Light.

A submarine diver with copper headgear and
leadweighted feet walked down a ladder into the
Detroit river at the foot of Griswold street at 9
o'clock yesterday morning, says the Detroit Trib-
une of November 25th. A half minute later

there was a brilliant flash of light in the water.
The diver, James S. Qainn, came to the surface
like a shot, considerably startled. It was De-
troit's first submarine lamp that flashed. The
diver wasn't expecting it. It was intended as a
Surprise to him. It proved a most effectual one.
A few energetic mutterings came from within his cop-
per headgear, but an explanation was given by the
laughing attendants and he went below the surface
again. Instead of feeling around in the dark for the

hole in the hull of the schooner Nelson and driving nails by
guesswork as usual, the diver patched the hole by electric

light as rapidly as though in daylight and above the water.
The hole was three feet long and eighteen inches wide.
Quinn worked at it unremittingly two hours and a half

before it was mended. Then he came to the surface and
declared that the scheme worked like a charm.

His brother, John S. Quinn, Detroit's veteran diver, was
no less enthusiastic. He exhibits the lamp proudly now
at the warehouse at the feet of Griswold street. He can't

say too much in praise of it. "Instead of feeling around in

the murky river water to drive nails," he said, "or mend a
broken bucket on a wheel, we can work night or day in

perfect light." A submarine lamp is no new thing, al-

though J. S. Quinn asserts this is the first one Detroit has
seen. But the principle of this particular lamp is said to
be a novelty never seen on the great lakes and one that is

uot known to have been tried before in any quarter of the
globe. It is the first submarine lamp run by storage
batteries.

"The lamp is thirty-two candle power," said Secretary
Liggett of the Standard Electric company, "and is the
first storage battery submarine lamp that I know of. It

will cast light from five to ten feet at any depth below the
surface. It arrived in the morning a few hours before we
made the experiment. It is run by ten storage cells of 200
amperes capacity at twenty volts. It will run for twenty
hours. The cells used for the lamp were in service for

lighting the Newberry wedding at Grosse Pointe and for

running the car to Mt. Clemens and Royal Oak, and also

for the car we ran on the Fort street railway. It demon-
strates the wearing ability pretty well, as those cells have
been used for seventeen months."
The lamp is in a small cage a foot and a half high, with

brass rods running at intervals from the lead bottom to the
brass top. Within this cage is a heavy glass globe screwed
tightly with rubber packing. Within the globe is the

incandescent lamp. The first globe, it is asserted, will

stand the water pressure at a depth of fifty feet. The
wires are inclosed in a long rubber hose.
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Indications of the Shifting of Neutral
Points.^

By C. O. Poole.

It is a well known fact that in the ordinary bi-polar dy-

namo there are two points in the circumference of the

armature where no current is induced in the arma-

ture wires; these points are diametrically opposite, and

are called the neutral points of the dynamo. There
are numerous ways of determining the induction

of an armature; among them is the arrangement

used by Sylvanus P. Thompson, which consists of two
copper strips to serve as contact brushes. They are

fastened to a handle of wood and separated enough to span

a segment of the commutator of the armature to be tested.

Two wires are then connected to the copper strips and
carried to a galvanometer or voltmeter. The copper strips

are then held on the commutator while the machine is gen-

erating, and if a current be induced in that particular coil,

it will be noticed by the deflection of the instrument; and
in that way it is possible to determine the electromotive

force induced in any part of the field. Of course, the

greater the deflection of the instrument the higher the

electromotive force, and if a point be reached where there

is no defl^ection, that part of the field is the part where the

lines of the force passing through the armature coils do
not vary. Consequently no electromotive force is induced,

and hence the name of neutral points.

In a station with which I am connected we are running

a 60 horse power Keith generator, compound wound,
for constant current. The output is 21 amperes at about

2,000 volts; the commutator is ten inches in diameter and
consists of 150 segments; and of course a corresponding

number of coils in the armature. We use carbon brushes.

A few evenings ago I noticed our dynamo man, who by
the way is entitled to the credit of this observation, very

intently eyeing the commutator of this particular machine.

On approaching him and asking the object of his atten-

tion, he quickiy replied with the question, "Why is it

those little sparks do not run all the way around the com-
mutator?" Now, all of you have seen carbon brushes used

on dynamos, and noticed the small incandescent sparks

chasing each other around the commutator; they are of

DIRECT COUPLED ENGINE AND GENERATOR.

course small particles of carbon, freed from the brushes
and adhearing to the commutator. They are quite numer-
ous and collecting together form a conductor across the

insulation between neighboring segments; and if the po-

tential between these segments be sufficiently high, the

particles of carbon would be consumed, and the apparent
chasing above referred to would be noticed. I confess

the question staggered me at the time, but after a mo
ment's reflection the answer came, "Why, that is where the

coils enter the neutral part of the field," and it proved to

be the case. For two inches on either side of the brushes

there were no sparks to be seen, leaving about four inches

of space on each side of the armature, clearly defining the

neutral points. As you can readily see, while the coils are

passing through the neutral part of the field, the only dif-

ference of potential between those segments would be that

due to the resistance of the wire in those particular coils,

that is to say: if the resistance of each coil is i-ioo of an

ohm, and the current flow 21 amperes, then the electro-mo-

tive force of that coil would be 2i-ioo of a volt; which you
know is not a sufficient pressure to consume the particles

of carbon- But, just as soon as the coils enter the active

field, the particles are seen to ignite, and continue to burn
until they reach the neutral point on the opposite side of

the armature when they disappear as suddenly as they ap-

pear, only to continue again on entering the other field.

With the ever changing load, it is interesting to notice the

corresponding changing in the position of the neutral

points. The machine being shunt wound, the strength of

the field of course fluctuates with the load. When the

load is decreased to any great extent, the neutral points

will gradually move around in the direction of rotation.

This is in accordance with natural laws. We know as a

matter of fact, if the field is weakened and the current

strength in the armature remains the same, the magnetism
of the armature will overpower and distort the magnetism
of the fields, carrying the lines of force around in the direc-

tion of rotation, and changing the position of the neutral

points correspondingly. Again when the load increases,

the increased strength of the field asserts itself and brings

the point back again to a normal position. Of course, ihis

change of position is not very great; with a variation of say

40 per cent, of the load, the change in the neutral point

I, Read Ijcforc the Californ'tu KIcctrical Society, San Francisco,
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would be about one inch on the commutator, but quite

sufficient for the close observer to notice it.

It is by no means necessary toemploy a very high voltage
in this case to observe the phenomenon. I have seen it on
the alternating exciters, where there is a difference of po-
tential of but 300 volts between terminals. The lines are

not quite so clearly cut, but they can easily be seen. In
the first instance there were 150 segments in the commu-
tator, and allowing forty of them to be in the neutral po-
sition, twenty on either side of the armature, it would leave
iio coils in active operation; and those beingplaced in par-

INCANDESCFNT SNAP SWITCH.

allel, ii leaves but fifty-five coils to create an electromotive
force of 2,000 volts, which would bring the average differ-
ence of potential between the segments up to about 36>^
volts. In the exciter referred to, there are seventy-two
segments on the commutator, and allowing the same' per-
centage to be in the neutral position, it would leave fifty-

three coils to do the work, making an average voltage of
about 5-6 per coil. So you see there is auite a range to
work upon.

The Improved Ahearn Electric Car
Heater,

A short time ago there was published in this journal a

description of an electric car heater that was being placed

on the market by the Railway Equipment company, Chi-

cago. Since the appearance of that article a number of

these heaters have been put in operation, and as is

usual under such circumstances, where a new contrivance

is installed, slight defects, if they can be called such,

develop. The objection raised by some to the first style of j

Ahearn car heater, which is located beneath the seats in the

car, was that its peculiar cylindrical shape made it a recep-

tacle for refuse, such as papers, half eaten lunches, etc. In

fact the electrical train men in some instapces seemed to

look upon the heaters as though they were boxes placed

beneath the seat for holding any sort of rubbish or stuff

that they might care to deposit in them. Of course this

was not a very serious objection, as the heaters were placed

beneath the seat and wer.e therefore in one sense covered.

But to make the heater as perfect and as ornamental as

possible. General Manager Mason of the Equipment

company decided to provide the car heaters with an

ornamental top. By the addition of this perforated cap

the car heaters are rendered practically rubbishproof, and

yet their heating power remains unimpaired. In addition

to the changes already named, the improved design, as

shown in the illustration, makes a very handsome electric
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Direct Coupled Engine and Generator.
The direct coupled generator and engine in one com-

pact set is, under conditions of restricted space and posi-

tion, the ideal electrical plant. A small direct coupled gener-

ating set recently perfected by the General Electric com-

pany is shown in the cut. For marine installations, where a

separate engine is indispensable to drive the generator, these

sets are especially adapted. As cheap as, if not even less

expensive than, belted plants, they can be readily fitted to

positions where a belt driven dynamo and engine could

not find a sufficiency of space. Compact and simple in

arrangement, they are especially adapted to small isolated

plants in hotels and buildings where belting is objection-

able.

The generator is of the familiar General Electric com-

pany quadrupolar type, compound wound, having a regula-

tion automatic within two per cent, over the entire range

from no load to full load.

The commutators are cross connected, so that only two

brushes, 90 degrees apart, are used. The rheostat is of

the new, iron frame, incombustible type. The engine and

dynamo are both provided with self-oiling bearings. The
sets are manufactured in 4, 8, 15, 30 and 50 kilowatt

capacities.

Green's Improved Fuel Economizer.
Practical engineers and users of steam power realize

that, however cheap fuel may be for generating steam, it

is never too cheap to save. All users of steam power

know that a considerable proportion of the heat developed

which escapes by way of the chimney should be utilized.

This can, in a great measure, be effected by heating the

feed water for the boilers. The saving effected by supply-

ing the boilers with water of a very high temperature is

not the only advantage, as the life of the boiler will be

greatly prolonged. Most of the strains due to unequal

4'
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expansion and contraction, when colder water is used for

feeding the boilers, will be done aw?y with. This is the

chief claim for the Green fuel economizer, illustrated here-

with. The economizer is formed of cast-iron pipes, 4|-

inches external diameter, g feet in length, arranged in sec-

tions of varying widths to suit the space at disposal, and

are connected together at top and bottom by headers or

boxes, these being again connected, when erected ready

for working, by branch pipes at top and bottom. These

branch or feed and delivery pipes are outside of the

brickwork of the economizer. Where the space is limited

the bottom branch pipe may conveniently be put on the

lower side of the bottom box. The apparatus is fitted with

blow-off valve and lever safety valve. All working parts

are accessible without removing the brick work.

A fuel economizer will be used at the World's Fair

grounds in connection with the plant that will furnish

power for the intermural railway, illustrated elsewhere in

this issue. The device is manufactured by the Fuel

Economizer company, 91 Liberty street. New York city.

THE IMPROVED AHEARN ELECTRIC CAR HEATER.

Stove for service in offices, residences or wherever a neat

design of heater is called for.

The Kansas City Joiii-jial oi recent dale says: A letter

was received from Mayor Cowherd yesterday from the

manager of the local branch of the Edison Electric Light

& Power company, calling his attention to the recent final

decision of the United States Court of Appeals affirming

the right of that company to manufacture the incandes-

cent lamps used throughout the country and giving the

company the right to collect penallies for all infringements

of the patents owned by that company. The letter was re-

ferred to the city counselor, who will determine what ef-

fect the claim will have upon the city in its use of such

lamps in the past and in the future.

Incandescent Snap Switcli.

The cut illustrates an incandescent snap switch neatly

encased in an iron receptacle, made by the Electric Engi-

neering & Supply company of Syracuse, N. Y. It is es-

pecially designed for the conduit system of wiring. The

receptacles will admit a 5 and 10 ampere switch, either sin-

gle or double pole, and are made in a variety of styles, so

that they can be located almost anywhere on the line, and

with openings to accommodate any size tube, single or du-

plex.

The receptacle can be inserted into the walls when the

building is in course of erection, and the switch put in and

connection made at any time thereafter to suit the conven-

ience of the builder. The covers are made concave, form-

ing a deep recess, by means of which the key or thumb-
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piece is set into the receptacle and does not protrude from

the wall. This cover is easily removed by detaching the

key, and then a slight turn in either direction will lay the

switch open for inspection or making connection. A high-

ly polished ring encircles the opening of the box and pro-

tects the decoration or frescoing from soiled hands when

the cover is removed for repair. The receptacle is fur-

nished with the E. E. & S. switches, especially construct-

ed for the purpose. The entire apparatus is practically

flush with the wall, and the highly polished cover makes it

a very neat and attractive device. The cover can be fur-

nished to match any other hardware. The same idea is

applied to ceiling cut-outs, and a receptacle a little differ-

ently constructed is equipped with the E. E. & S. rosette,

especially made for this design. Here a convex cover is

used, provided at the center with a hard rubber insulating

bushing, through which the cord passes. A number of

the large buildings recently erected in New York are fitted

up with these devices, where interior conduit or vulca ducts

are used.

Automatic Regulation of Over-Com-
pounded Machines.

To the Editor of the- Western Electrician:
Referring to Mr. Willis' paper, read and discussed be-

fore the Chicago Electric club, November 21, 1892, I would

call attention to a method of overcoming the difficulty of

making the over-compounding vary proportionately to the

drop in the conductors when several over-compounded
dynamos are operated in multiple and the number of

dynamos varied as the load varies.

The method is this: Connect the series windings of

all the dynamos, so that they are always in circuit and in

multiple with each other. The total current will thus

always divide between all the series windings, and if only

one dynamo be in operation, its over-compounding will be

due, not to the total current, but to a fraction of the

total current proportionate to the load. The over-com-

pounding will increase as the total current increases, and
will be proportionate to the drop in conductors in all

cases.

This method of connecting gives another advantage

which, in my opinion, is more important than tte

improvement in automatic regulation, which is this: The
inserting of dynamos into the circuit and their removal

therefrom is greatly simplified, a single pole switch only

being necessary for each dynamo and the current taken by
any dynamo being totally unaffected by the insertion or

removal of another dynamo, just as in the case of a plant

of shunt dynamos, which result cannot be obtained with the

double pole switches ordinarily used upon compound
dynamos when operating in multiple.

H Ward Leonard.
New York, December 10, 1892.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes-

New York, December 10 —An idea of the amount of

time and labor required of the Rapid Transit commis-

sioners may be gained from the report of the proceedings

in the general term last Monday, when John M. Bowers

presented an application to Judges Van Brunt, Barrett and

O'Brien to fix the compensation of the commissioners for

the laying out of the proposed route for a rapid transit rail-

load. The commissioners were appointed under an act

of the legislature of 1891, and by its terms they were to

be paid a reasonable compensation for the duties performed

by them, to be determined by the general term of the Su-

preme Court, the compensation to be stated in the terms

of sale, and to be paid by the purchaser of the franchise.

The petition shows that they have held twelve public

meetings, and ninety other meetings, and that the time

spent by them has been 250 days of three hours per day.

It shows the time spant in examining the route, the exam-

ination and consideration of reports made to them by

their engineers, and the general labor that they were re-

quired to perform preparatory to laying out the routes

which were afterward ^adopted. The signatures of prop-

erty owners representing property in value to the extent

of $52,600,000 were secured, and the signatures of prop-

erty owners representing $135,030,000 of property were

refused. The proposed route was subssquently approved

by the court. They now ask to have their compensation

fixed so that it may be placed in the terms of sale. The

matter was submitted without argument. The court

took the papers and reserved its decision.

Argument has been begun in the United States circuit

C5urt oE appeals in the suit of the General Electric com-

pany and the Edison General Electric Light company

against the Sawyer-Man Electric Light company to restrain

the latter from manufacturing and selling incandescent

lamps. Leonard E. Curtis opened the argument for the

defense by questioning the validity of the Edison patent.

He asked that if an injunction be granted it might not go

into effect before January ist, as by that time the Westing-

house company would have a new lamp in readiness which

would in no way interfere with the present incandescent

lamps. The court reserved its decision.

The Gas Commission opened bids December 8th for the

lighting of the city next year. Mayor Grant and Commis-

sioner Gilroy were present. The bids for electric lighting

were

:

United States Illuminating company, 351 limps at 40

cents per night each and 17 lamps at 50 cents; Brush com

pany, 72 lamps at 45 cents each per night, 42 at 50 cents,

and 229 at 40 cents; Thomson-Houston company, 277

lamps at 40 cents and 45 lamps at 50 cents; Mt. Morris

Electric Light company, 314 lamps at 40 cents; Harlem

Electric Lighting company, 194 lamps at 40 cents and 19 at

50 cents, Edison company, for lighting Fifth avenue, 50

cents a post, each post bearing two lamps; Manhattan

campany, 52 lamps at 40 cents and 17 lamps at 50 cents,

and the North River Electric Light & Power company, 553

lamps at 45 cents The bids were referred to Superin-

tendent McCormick of the Bureau of Lamps and Gas for

tabulation.

Wilson G. Hunt, who died in this city December 3th,

was deeply interested in the development of the electric

telegraph. Mr. Hunt was associated with Prof. Morse

in his original experiments, and also in the later although

not recent cable projects. He was a director in the West-

ern Union Telegraph company and was in the office in

this city when the queen's message to President Buchanan

was received. At the time of his death Mr. Hunt was a

director in the Western Union Telegraph company.

W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations,
Minneapolis, December 10.—The business men

of Minneapolis and St. Paul will not rest easy now

until they have telephonic communication with Chi-

cago. Those who know the expenditure involved

shake their heads and say we must wait several years, but

a good many citizens insist that it can and must be

brought about very soon. Manager Joyce of the St.

Paul telephone system is more enthusiastic than Manager

Christie of Minneapolis. The latter is reported to have

figured out the financial phase of it as follows; It will

cost over $200 a mile. This means an investment of over

$60,000 the first thing. Telephone lines depreciate, on an

average, about 10 per cent, a year, so that the investment

would have to bring not only a fair return upon the capital

but enough additional to make good the depreciation.

Reducing the operation to a plain matter of business, it

will appear something like this: The line will cost $^63,-

000. It must therefore earn, say, § per cent, on the in-

vestment and 10 per cent, depreciation, or 18 per cent, of

$60,000, or $10,800. Add to this $4,200 a year for oper-

ating expenses, repairs, etc., and a grand total of ^15,-

000 a year is required. There are about 300 working days

a year, so that the average daily receipts must be $50 to

make the line a paying institution. He doesn't believe

there is enough business yet to warrant the outlay, es-

pecially as there are so few large commercial towns be-

tween here and Chicago.

Oae thing that fosters the agitation of the Chicago

scheme is the excellent long-distance service that is

now being given by the company to leading point scattered

through Minnesota. By recent improvements this service

has been so perfected that it is often easier to talk with a

man in Faribault than with your neighbor across the

street. The latest thing is the provision of public stations

at CDUvenient points in the business center from which

communication may be had with outside points, for a

small consideration. These stations are "sound proof''

apartments, and the faintest whisper can be transmitted.

Henry Villard has come and gone, but the echoes of

his visit in the shape of mammoth projects are still float-

ing about. About the most plausible story going now is

to the effect that plans are being matured gradually for

the Northern Pacific company to put in electric service

over its line between Minneapolis and St. Paul. The

Northern Pacific got its tracks, bridges, etc., all ready for

running "short line" trains between the two cities just

about the time Dowry's electric line knocked the

"short line" business "Galley West.*' It has a very direct

route through some very pretty and quite populous terri-

tory that is not tapped by either of the other lines. It

would not be a very difficult or expensive undertaking to

equip this line for electric service, and unless Mr. Lowry

hustles along his second intenirban line the Northern

Pacific line could command a big business. Being laid

out for steam traffic it could make much better time than

the present interurban or any street railway line that could

be put in. The report is said to be backed up by some

real estate purchases in St. Paul looking toward a location

for a power plant.

The St. Paul council has passed an ordinance regulating

the speed of electric cars. It prescribes limits for the

center of town and directs that within these boundaries

3 miles an hour shall not be exceeded. In the outside dis-

tricts the cars may be run 12 miles an hour. The agita-

tion of this matter has called attention to the statistics of

street railway accidents. The St. Paul police reports

show 31 accidents from electric cars the past six months.

The fire department has had frequent collisions with the

cars. Coming down some of the heavy grade streets a

pretty rapid pace has been the rule. Aid. Warren, who
made a special study of this matter got some data about

the speed of cars in other cities that are rather interesting.

They are tabulated as follows:

City. Center. Suburbs.

Cleveland, O 4 12
Nashville 6 12 to 15
Cincinnati S —
St. Louis 814 10
Louisville q 12
Syiacuse, N. Y 6 —
Memphis 15 —
Washington, D. C '. 9 —
New Orleans 6 —
Baltimore 7 16
Los Angeles 8 —
Sacramento g —
Denver ., 8 13
Portland, Ore S —
Boston 8 12

The St. Paul council has passed an ordinance giving

the building inspector authority to enforce strict regula-

tions in reference to the wiring of buildings for electric

light and power.

The finishing touches are being put upon the new elec-

tric light plant at Deadwood, S. D. The boilers and

most of the machinery are in readiness. It is a fine plant

with a capacity of 75 arc and 2,000 incandescent lights.

A movement is on foot to put in an electric car line be-

tween Faribault and Morristown, Minn. Nothing very

definite has been decided upon yet, except that it would

accommodate a great many people in both places. The
route proposed is quite picturesque and passes Cannon
lake.

Light Inspector Meloy of Minneapolis is busy locat-

ing electric lights to burn all night and every night in the

year through the business center. Heretofore the unsatis-

factory moon schedule has been in vogue. There will be

about 120 lights that will be kept burning every night.

The full quota of the new vestibuled motors has now
arrived, and all the old style motors on the interurban line

have given way to them.

With the commencement of operation on the Lakeside

line, which is a matter of days only, Duluth will have 50

miles of electric street railway in operation. The Lake
avenue line has been opened, and cars now run from the

canal along the superior street line and down Garfield

avenue to the foot of Rice's Point.

The big turbine wheel at Sauk Center, Minn., which

supplies power for the new electric light plant and also,

for the city water works has been perfected and is working

well.

The Northwestern Electric company has been incorpo

rated at Superior, Wis., by H. A. Burgess, M. W. Tuttle

and J. P. Evans. The capital is f 10,000, and a general

construction and supply business is contemplated. The
company carries on the business started by Mr. Burgess.

The International Carpenter Electric Heating & Manu-
facturing company has filed articles of incorporation at

St. Paul. The company's capital is $400,000.

The advent of the vestibuled cars on the interurban

line between Minneapolis and St. Paul has led to a wide-

spread clamor for a similarly arranged car, especially for

the protection of the motor man against wintry blasts.

The North American Telegraph directors have re-elec-

ted the old corps of officers, viz.: Charles M. Loring,

president; A. H.. Wilder, vice-president; Henry F. Brown,

treasurer; Henry A. Tuttle, general superintendent;

Wm. H. Eustis, secretary.

The new steam plant being put in the Electric com-

pany's power house at Eau Claire, Wis., will be ready for

operation January ist. It will cost f 12,000.

The Owatonna Electric company has completed the

building for its new plant and is moving in the machinery.

At Casselton, N. D., the prospects are good for the

putting in of an electric light plant at an early day. The
projectors want to be sure of 300 lights being taken, and

over 250 have been subscribed for. H. C. C.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, December 10.—During the last week

or ten days the public mind has been occupied to an un

usual extent with street railway matters. The general

complaints about the service, which have been heard for

some time, found expression at the last meeting of the

common council. A number of resolutions and ordi-

nances, all looking to a betterment of the street car service,

were introduced. One of these provides that the Milwau-
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kee Street Railway company run cars according to a

schedule to be adopted by the council, the company to

forfeit $50 every day that it fails to comply with the

schedule. Another resolution provided for the preparation

of an ironclad time table, and a third demand was for

more cars. A petition signed by West Side people, who

demanded more cars, was handed in at the same time.

Some measures looking to the protection of street car pas-

sengers from the deadly railway crossing and the dreaded

open draw were likewise introduced. One ordinance provid-

ed that, in approaching a bridge, every street car shall be

stopped at least fifty feet before it reaches the bridge, be

the latter closed or open. A fine of from $5 to $25 is pro-

vided in case the motormen shall not comply with the

ordinance. A similar ordinance, providing for a full stop

within 100 feet of a bridge, was submitted. An ordinance

to compel the stopping of cars before crossing either a

bridge or a railway was introduced.

A visit from Henry Villard, who controls the street rail-

way system of Milwaukee, was an event in street car cir-

cles. Mr. Villard arrived early Friday morning, and with

him came \V. N. Cromwell, who represents several large

holdings in the Villard syndicate, E. V. Smalley, a St. Paul

newspaper man, and J. C. Barber, an electrical expert con-

nected with the Northern Pacific railway. Mr. Villard

was met here by Eugene Griffin of the Ganeral Electric

company and by F. J. Pearson, chief engineer of the West

End Railway company of Boston, who is also interested in

the General E'.ectric company. A meeting was held at the

office of Henry C. Payne, and the forenoon was passed in

discussing the trouble which had been experienced in oper-

ating the Milwaukee system. After the meeting Mr.

Villard talked quite freely on the subject. He said thai

Milwaukee was going to have a complete electric railway

system, and declared thit he was dissatisfied with the

present situation. He was grievously disappointed, he

said. The company should have had its engines long ago,

and it was his present mission to estimate the loss which

had been sustained by reason of the failure of the con-

tractors to live up to their agreement. Oq the subject of

defective machinery, he said; *'I went to the power house

and found that many mistakes had been made. The

engines are of a new pattern, and whatever their defects

are they must be quickly remedied. Two engines are in

place, and a third one is ready to start. This third one

will relieve the, others considerably, but not enough.

There are to be five engines, and the other two are

promised to us next January and February, one in each

month. We are blamed because the road runs so imper-

fectly, and yet we have not accepted it from the contractors.

We can do nothing but attach penalties. We started to

run the road with electricity because the animal power was

run down, and we were told that the engines would be

ready months ago. The power we have had is overtaxed.

The plant is arranged to run 30,000 incandescent lights,

and yet we have but 18,000 now connected. We have

bought and paid for 250 cars, but we have power to run

only ninety. We cannot put on more electric lights with-

out injuring the street car service. I regret that any blame

has been attached to Mr. Payne. It is hard to tell when

the road will be in running order—complete running order.

I have looked at the site for the new power house. With

a large power house on the South Side to take the lights in

that part of the city and to run the cars over there, we

hope to give a splendid service to every part of the town.

I shall look over the ground thoroughly, and hurry the

work of completing the road. Those engines must be

in place if money can put them there." Before Mr. Villard

left the city negotiations had been concluded with the E.

P. AUis company to have the latter furnish power from its

works as a temporary measure of relief. The idea is to

secure 1,000 or 1,500 horse power in this manner and

operate the South side lines with it, thus placing additional

power at the disposal of the East side and West Side lines.

During his recent visit it leaked out that Henry Villard

is no longer president of the Milwaukee Street Railway

company. The president of the company is W. N. Crom-

well of New York, who came to Milwaukee with Mr. Vil-

lard. Mr. Cromwell is not very well known here, but he is a

member of the law firm of Sullivan & Cromwell, New
York, and he is the private altorney of Villard and the

counsel of the North American company.

During his stay in Milwaukee Mr. Villard was dined by

K. C. Wall, president of the Badger Illuminating com-

pany, and by Vice-President Payne of the Milwaukee

Street Railway company. Some striking electrical decor-

ations were used at the dinner given by Mr, Wall at the

Milwaukee club. Through the middle of the table was a

line of trolley poles, each pole supporting red, white and

biue incandescent lights, A mat of ferns covered the table,

and lines of white tuberoses were inlaid to represent the

rails of an electric road. The decorations elicited a great

deal of praise.

Receiver Melms of the Hinsey electric line has filed his

report, and asked that he be given permission to sell the

property. Judge Johnson has issued an order requiring

the parties interested to show cause why the request to sell

the line should not be granted. The receiver's report

shows the extent of the company's property. The real

estate consists of the tract on which the power house is

located in the Second ward, the lots on which the car

barns are located, and three lots in the Ninth ward. The
rolling stock consists of ten open cars, twelve box cars, a

snow plow and a flat car, all with trucks. The machinery

at the power house includes a 1,300 horse power Hazelton

boiler, a i 250 horse power Hazelton boiler, a steam pump,
a 1,300 horse power Reynolds engine, three 80 horse power

generators, and some minor supplies. In his report the

receiver says that there was only $20.38 in the treasury

when he took possession of the line. He affirms that the

average monthly receipts of the road are only about $6,000,

and that the expenses will exceed that sum during the next

three months. The taxes, which amount to $3,000, will

become due soon, and the road owes $2,858 81 to em-

ployes and laborers. The total indebtedness of the road,

according to the receiver, is in the neighborhood of $200,-

000. He repeats what has already been claimed in the

Western Electrician, that the thirteen miles of track

are in a very poor condition, and insists upon the franchises

being sold with the real estate and personal property, as

one would not be worth acquiring without the other. The
original cost of the road was about $300,000, it is said,

and the indebtedness comes with in two-thirds of that sum.

It is reported that Francis E. Hinckley of Chicago, the

principal stockholder, wants to raise sufficient money to

buy the road, unless it promises to bring $350,000 from the

Villard syndicate. The chances are that the road will not

bring more than enough to pay the existing indebtedness.

The new addition to the Republican house is equipped

with an electric plant.

Residents of Whitefish Bay will raise a bonus to secure

a half-mile extension of the dummy line.

The Racine aldermen have informally decided not to

accept the resignation of Mayor Jackson I. Case, which

was offered because he had become interested in the elec-

tric railway. C.

PERSONAL.
Charles D. Shain, of New York, was in Chicago on Mon-

day.

J. H. McGraw, of the Street Railway Joiirual, New
York, is in the city.

Frank B. Rae, of Detroit, stopped in Chicago last week,
en route for Des Moines, la.

S. Dana Greene, assistant general manager of the Gen-
eral Electric company, was in Chicago on Monday.

H. C. Porter and A. I. Lee of the Hess Electric Storage
Battery company, Des Moines, la., are in Chicago.

Warren L. Beckwith has severed his connection with the
motor department of the western office of the General Elec-
tric company, and has accepted a position with the C, & C.
Electric Motor company. Mr. Beckwith did good work
for the old Edison company, and his services were also
well appreciated by the consolidated interests. He will act
as general sales agent for the western department through-
out Cook county It is needless to say Mr. Beckwith car-

ries with him the good wishes of a large circle of friends.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Canisteo Electric company, Canisteo, N. Y. ; capital

stock, $10,000; producing electricity for light, heat and
power.

New Paltz Electric Light company, New PaUz, N. Y.;
capital stock, $15,000; to manufacture and use electricity

for light, heat and power.

Northwestern Electric company, Superior, Wis., capital

stock, $10,000; manufacturing and selling electrical goods,
Northwestern Electric company, Superior, Wis.

Grand Rapids Electric company of Grand Rapids,
Mich.; capital stock, $25,000; to manufacture electrical

machinery; Chas. M. Ayer, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Brazil Electric Street Railway company, Brazil, Ind.;

capital stock, $50,000; to construct an electric railroad in

the city of Brazil and upon Highways leading out of said

city.

Caldwell Water Works, Electric Light & Ice company,
Caldwell, Texas, capital stock, $50,000; to furnish the

public water, light and ice; A. I. Rosenthal, Le Grange,
Texas.

Malone Light, Heat, Power & Coal company, Malone,
,N. Y.; capital stock, $50,000; Malone Gas company and
the Malone Electric Light & Power company consolidated
under the above name.

International Carpenter Electric Heating Manufacturing
company, St. Paul, Minn. ; capital stock, $40,000; to

manufacture electric heating apparatus, dynamos, rheostats

and machines, and manufacture electric heating and

lighting devices; J. C. Bullitt, Jr., Germania Life Insurance
building, St. Paul, Minn.

Newton Light, Heat & Power company, Newton. la,,
capital stock, $50,000; to operate a plant for furnishing
electric light, power and heat at Newton, la.; Harvey M.
Vaughn, Newton, la.

Metropolitan Railway company, Tacoma, Wash.; capital
stock, $700,000; to operate a general system of street and
other railways, electric light plants, etc.; Gratton H.
Wheeler, Tacoma, Wash.

Campbell-Yates company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

$25,000; to operate hotels and supply steam, water and
electricity for power, heating and illuminating; H. H.
Holmes, 720 Monon building, Chicago.

Electrolytic Copper Refining company, Ansonia, Conn.;
capital stock, $157,000; to refine anyand all metal by means
offire, electricity or other agents, to buy, sell and deal in-

copper, silver and other metals; Edward L. Smith,
Ansonia, Conn.

Rochester Engineering company (incorporated in Col-
orado), Rochester, N. Y.; capital stock, $100,000; to ob-
tain franchises for building and equipping railroads pro-
pelled by electricity, steam, compressed air or horse power
and sell the same.

The Mount Vernon, Bay View & Northern Railway
company, Mount Vernon, Wash.; capital stock, $150,000;
to construct, operate and maintain street and other rail-

roads, electric light plants, telegraph and telephone lines,

etc.; M. B. Dunbar, Avon, Mich.

Jersey City, Hoboken & Rutherford Electric Railway
company, Jersey City, N. J , capital stock, $300,000; con-
structing, maintaining and operating a street railway for
the public use in the conveyance of persons and property,
etc. ; Pennington & Beam, 148 Ellison street, Paterson,
N.J.

Brooklyn Electric Manufacturing company, Jersey
City, N. J.; capital stock, $20,000; to manufacture and
deal in electrical specialties, mechanical appliances and
machinery, and to do a general engineering and coniract-
ing business; Peck & Field, 261 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.

General Electric company. New York, N. Y., and
Denver, Colo., capital stock, $50,000,000; the manufacture
of everything connected with electricity, buying plants
anywhere in the United States, etc. ; A. H. Reece, Denver,
Colo., C. A. Coffin, president; E. I. Garfield, secretary.

Automatic Electric Signal company, Indianapolis, Ind.

;

capital stock, .'^200,000; to manufacture, sell and use
Seaton's Automatic Electric Railway Signals, as covered
and described in letters patent No. 484,614, and to sell

the rights to use this or any other patent of which this

company may hereafter become owner.

Cooley & Vater company, Minneapolis, Minn.; capital
stock, $50,000; to manufacture and deal in engines,
boilers, pumps, mill, engine and railway supplies, and
machinery of every description; construct electric lighting,

power and water works plants; manufacture all kinds of
steam and other heating apparatus; Ripley, Brennan &
Booth, 310 Boston block, Minneapolis, Minn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric light plant for Fulton, 111., is projected.

The Peoria, 111., Electric Light company has increased
its station capacity by 2,400 incandescent lights.

The plant of the Wellwood Electric company, which
supplied many handsome residences in Merchantville, Pa.,

nas been seized by the sheriff on a judgment for $207.79
obtained by the Fort Wayne Electric company.

At Marcus Daly's Riverside Farm in Montana there is

now being constructed a covered half mile training track
which is to be lighted by electricity and kept in condition
for both work and trials at any time of the year.

The value of the electric light for police protection is

shown by a dispatch from Vanwert, O., to the Chicago
Tribune, m which it is stated that the town is at the mercy
of thieves, largely owing to the fact that the electric light

plant is undergoing repairs, plunging the streets in dark-

ness.

The Newport, R. I., Illuminating company is now ful-

ly installed in its new station at 449 to 455 Thames street.

Armington & Sims engines, of an aggregate capacity of
1.300 horse power, are used, with Thomson-Houston arc
machines and Edison power generators and incandescent
dynamos.

The Northwest General Electric company has purchased
a plat of ground in Dillon, Mont., for the location of an
electric light plant. The original franchise of the com-
pany provided that the work must be completed by Decem-
ber loth. The company has now asked for a thirty days
extension of time, which will probably be granted, as the
present state of work insures good faith on its part.

The wind was the wrong way for the Detroit Electric

Light & Power company one night not long ago, and the
West Side and most of the East was in a state of darkness
until after seven o'clock. An inquiry at the office of the

works as to the cause elicited the following reply: "The
wind blew the water in the river away from our intake
pipe, and we couldn't get water to fill our boilers."

The Kokomo, Ind., city council is engaged in a bitter

wrangle over the electric light contract. Two months ago
bids were received from several companies for public light-

ing, and the contract was awarded to the Western Electric

company of Chicago, the home company, with the Thorn-
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son-Houston system, being underbid. The local company
by every possible means resisted the successful bidder, and
has succeeded in having the latter's bond rejected. A re-

cent session of the council, after an acrimonious session,

closed with a row, in which charges of bribery and cor-

ruption were freely made. The chairman of the committee
on light posted $ioo, which he agreed to forfeit if he could

not prove that corrupt means were used. The charges
will be investigated. The Western company threatens to

sue the city for heavy damages if its contract be abrogated.

As a result of the action of the Edison Electric Light
company of Philadelphia in increasing its stock from
$1,000,000 to $2,000,000, improvements to the plant will

shortly be begun which will almost double its present

capacity. At a meeting of the board of directors last

month it was decided to go ahead with this work, and
Professor Marks, superintendent of the works, was in-

structed to make drawings and specifications for enlarg-

ing the plant, and report to the board as soon as possible.

The proposed operations will consist of the addition of

three more floors to the present building, on Sansom street

above Ninth. When these are completed the building will be
seven stories high. The fifth floor will be used as a work-

shop, and will be furnished with all the latest improve-

ments in electric appliances. The sixth floor will be used

as a boiler room. New boilers will be put in at once, and
more will be added from time to time as occasion demands.
The top floor will be used for coal storage. "Our present

capacity," says Professor Marks, "is 60,000 lights. With the

additional power which we propose adding, we will have a

sufficient current to supply 40,000 more, giving us an entire

capacity of 100,coo lights. These improvements are the

outgrowth of a very successful year, and the board feels

encouraged to go ahead with the work as rapidly as possi-

ble."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Ten miles of electric railway are to be built at Alexan-

dria, Ind.

The electric railway in Mobile, Ala,, will be in opera-

tion in a few days.

Clark Rude, of Sandusky, is projecting a line of electric

street railway between Gallon and Bucyrus, O.

The Toledo, O., Electric Street Railroad company has

increased its capital from $800,000 to $1,400,000.

The Dayton, O , Street Railroad company contemp-
lates equipping its lines with electricity at a cost of $150,-

000.

The East St. Louis Electric Railway company is to

erect anew power house with a capacity of 500 horse

power.

The out-door work for the New Orleans and Carrollton

electric railroad is about finished, and the cars will soon be

running.

The Elmira, N. Y. , & Horseheads Railroad company in-

tends to change its motive power on the Horseheads divi-

vision to electricity.

The Thomson-Houston company has succeeded to the

properties and franchises of the Metropolitan Street railroad

at Macon, Ga., and now controls all the Macon lines.

The Tramway company of Denver, Colo., has contracted

with the Park Railway company to equip two and one-half

miles of the road with electricity, the citizens to raise a bo-

nus of $15,000.

The new stack of the power house of the Binghamton,

N. Y., Street Railroad company will be of iron, 125 feet

high. It will be supported entirely from the foundation

without guys of any kind.

The contract for the furnishing of power to the Newport
Electric Street Railway company by the Brush Electric

Light company has been extended to January 12th. By
that time it is thought that the pDwer house of the former

will be completed.

The proposed electric street railroad on the new bridge

over the Licking river at Newpot, Ky., has been aban
doned because the council refused right of way over Lowell

street. The road will be fitted up as an electric line to

Covington by another route.

A New York syndicate has purchased the street rail-

way system of New Orleans for $ 1 0,000,000. The motive

power will be changed from mules to electricity. The
deal includes the purchase of a number of valuable street

railway franchises that as yet have not been operated.

A California exchange states that an electric road is soon

to be run from Mayfield and Palo Alto through the univer-

sity grounds. Senator Stanford has refused permission to

all stock companies to enter his grounds in this manner,

but has given bis assurance that he will meet any road

at the entrance of the ground and run a branch road from

it to the quadrangle.

The property of the Mobile Street Railway company,

which recently obtained a franchise to operate its lines by

electricity, was lately sold under a court order and pur-

chased by the Fidelity Trust & Safety Vault Co., of

Louisville, Ky., representing the bondholders. The
property includes about twenty miles of single track, and

it is thought that the sale of the road will result in the car-

rying out of the plans for changing to electric power.

ers in cases of accidents to their mills, such as break-

downs, when material will have to come from New Or-
leans.

The Central Union Telephone company's employes
recently attempted to erect a pole in front of the Fisher

residence at Tiffin, O., and were making the excavation

when Miss Rebecca Fisher appeared and ordered them to

desist. They paid no attention to her and she secured a
shovel and, taking her stand by the workmen, filled up the

hole faster than two men could excavate it. The men
finally became discouraged and that hole is yet to be dug.

TELEGRAPH.
Geo. E. Hinsie, late manager for the Postal Telegraph

company at Topeka, Kansas, has disappeared, it is said,

leaving $900 unaccounted for.

The decree annulling the contract between the Union
Pacific Railway company and the Western Union Tele-
graph company in the suit instituted at the instance of the
late ex-Congressman Anderson, of Kansas, has been
entered in the Federal Court at Omaha. District Superin-

tendent Dickey, of the Western Union, says that his com-
pany will open no new offices along the line of the Union
Pacific, but senders of messages to or from points off the

Union Pacific must pay the Union Pacific as well as the

Western Union tolls.

MISCELLANEOUS.
It is proposed to erect a central station at the Ohio State

University and furnish electrically transmitted power to the

different building'^.

Platinum quotations,always of interest to electrical people,

have advanced from 25 to 40 per cent, within the last ten

days. The price at present is $10 an ounce troy, and
dealers say will probably go up as high as once before,

when it was $16. The cause of the present rise is due
chiefly to the Russian miners holding the ore to advance
prices.

A university extension lecture course on "Magnetism and
Electricity" is in course of delivery in Aurora. III., by Prof.

Thwing of Northwestern university. D. A, Belden of the

Electric Railway company showed a substantial interest

in the lectures by volunteering to furnish a 500 volt current

for the professor to use in performing his experiments.

The railway circuit was tapped in front of the Methodist

Episcopal church, where the lectures were given, and the

"juice" was thus on hand on the stage.

During the recent strike of electrical workers at the

station of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company, the

company paid for a supper at a Washington street restau-

rant, with orders that it be sent up to the non-union men
who were at work. The union had its pickets out and
notified the waiter of the situation. The latter refused to

serve the meal and took it back. The proprietor, when
informed of the facts, called in the union pickets and told

them to eat the supper at his expense, as it had been

cooked for union men.

The foreign business of the Thomson Houston Electric

company is rapidly increasing, and the invoices of electric

apparatus sent abroad from the Lynn works during the

past summer have been larger than ever before. A consid-

erable number of Thompson-Houston machines have been

sent to England, despite the keen competition of the elec-

trical manufacturers of Great Britain. Last week a large

dynamo was shipped in a waterproof case to Leeds, Eng-
land, and only a short time ago an invoice of some 20 arc

dynamos was shipped to Melbourne, Australia.

Preliminary surveys have just been completed between

Cashaway Falls and the Chandler, Pioneer and Zenith

mines in Minnesota, with a view of putting in an electric

plant to be run by water power and to furnish electric

power for the operation of the mines above named. Two
claims were purchased some time ago by Lazarus Silver-

man, one from Louis Rouchleau, the consideration being

$19,000. These claims include all lands contiguous to

the Cashaway water power which is about four miles from

Ely. It has been ascertained that at the season of lowest

water, with turbine wheels, 4,800 hors2 power is available,

while at times it will be double that. It is intended to

locate the dynamos at the Cashaway, using currents of high

potential. The mining companies are not interested in

the venture, it being the plan of Mr. Silverman and his

associates to put in the plant and furnish the power to the

companies at a stated rate.

TELEPHONE.
It is said that a long-distance telephone service will

shortly be established between Chicago and St- Paul.

The Techeand Vermillion telephone line has been ex-

tended to J. Plenry Putnam's Rose Hill, La., c^-ntral sugar

factory, thereby connecting all the sugar section in Ver-

million by telephone, which will much facilitate the plant-

TRADE NEWS.
It was rumored a short time ago that George Cu ter had

sold out his factory in Chicago. Mr. Cutter states, how-
ever, that the report is untrue.

The Heisler Electric company, of Philadelphia, is com-

pleting several installations. It reports business for the

past year as being largely in excess of any previous one.

Alfred F. Moore, of Philadelphia, has recently added new
machinery to his plant to fill the numerous orders for in-

candescent and battery cords, a branch recently added

through the purchase of the Globe Electric Cordage
Works.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co., Hartford, Conn., report a

decided increase of late in the demand for their arc lamps.

This firm has made arrangements with W. T. Partridge,

formerly New York agent for the Radford Pipe company,
to represent its interests in New York with offices at 45
Broadway.

The New England Electrical company, manufacturers,

contractors and engineers, of Bridgeport, Conn., will place

on the market about January ist a new electiic call bell,

which is said to have many points of advantage. This

company is representing the J. T. Case Engine company,

and reports many sales having been made for this com-
pany's automatic high speed engine.

The Palermo Mica company of New York reports many
large sales of mica to electrical concerns. This company
announces a large increase in the sales of all kinds and
sizes of mica for electrical purposes during the last six

months, and states that the prospects for the coming year
are unusually good.

General Manager C. E. Trump, of the Novelty Electric

company, of Philadelphia, Pa., recently returned from
an extended pleasure trip through the northwest. When
in Chicago he visited the World's Fair grounds. He says
that the electric exhibit will exceed the expectations even of

persons who are interested in it. He reports the out-

look for trade through the West as being unusully bright

for the coming year.

For the convenience of its patrons the Jewell Belting

company of Hartford, Conn-, has begun the manufacture
of belt dressing and cement. Many compounds now on
the market are injurious to leather belting. The Jewel
Company's product will be a water-proof dressing with
which the company has been treating its belts for years.

It has also thoroughly tested the cement. It is put up
in packages of convenient size, and is having a large sale.

The Page Belting company of Concord, N. H., manu-
facturers of the Acme link belting, reports that the indica-

tions of business for the coming year are excellent. The
new addition to the works in Concord is being rapidly

pushed- The company expects to occupy the new build-

ing January ist. This new addition will double the ca-

pacity of the plant. During the lasi month it has
made many large sales, a number being in the west.

The Price Railway Appliance (!bmpany of Philadelphia

has several novelties in electric railway apparatus

which it is exploiting. This company manufactures the

Price rail joints, adapted to any T or girder rail, double

girder joints, spoke joints and ribbed truss joints. The
company has recently been furnishing special orders of

light double girder joints, in which no reduction of

strength or toughness is involved, it is claimed.

Edward R. Grier. formerly in the engineering busi-

ness in Philadelphia, has located in Chicago and will handle

the Russell switch in the United States east of the Missis-

sippi rivers. Mr. Grier is a brother of Thos. G. Grier, west-

tern manager of the Bryant Electric company. The Rus-
sell switch was illustrated in a recent issue of the Western
Electrician. This device is now in operation in connec-

tion with the lighting circuits of the Chicago Electric

club.

The Laclede Gas company, St. Louis, will increase a 1

once the capacity of its electric lighting and power sta-

tion by the addition of a 2,500 and a 1,000 light incandes-

cent machine and a 350 horsepower compound condensing
engine. The latter will be a Buckeye of the cross com-
pound medium speed type and will be belted directly to

dynamos. A. M. Morse & Co., contracting engineeers,

St. Louis, have been awarded the contract for this engine.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, of Windsor,
Conn., is rapidly getting the large addition to its factory

in working order. The company is now installing

a second Powell planer, 42 by 4S inches. It is perfecting

a system of running all the machinery by motors.

Although this addition to the factory gave it a large in-

crease of room, the company was obliged to erect a specia 1

building 25 by 272 feet for a pattern shop. In order to

keep up with its orders it is obliged to keep the factory

running overtime.

The BeacDn Vacuum Pump & Electric company of

Boston has contributed its share to the lamp controversy

bv reducing the price of incandescent lamps of 16 candle

power t3 35 cents. The Beacon company's lamp has

already attracted considerable attention, and the present

movement will serve to bring it into still further promi-

nence. The company announces that it has recently

introduced improved machinery which will enable it to

manufacture lamps at this reduced rate and keep up the

standard of the lamp.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, Chicago selling agents for

the Burton Electric company of Richmond, Va., have just

compiled and are now mailing to the trade a neat little

pamphlet on the subject of electric heating. This book
contains a great deal of matter of interest to those who
have purchased electric heaters or contemplate buying
them. The information is carefully arranged under separ-

ate headings, and a clear explanation is given of how,
through the slight misunderstanding of simple details on
the part of those installing electric heaters, an apparent

failure may be caused. The pamphlet is a very practical

little volume. Taylor, Goodhue & Ames state that the

electric heating business is growing continually, and their

sales have been most satisfactory in number.

The Enterprise Electric company, manufacturers' agents

and dealers in electrical supplies, is just settling itself in

its new quarters at 307 Dearborn street. The change from

313 Dearborn street was made necessary by a rapidly in-

creasing business. The new quarters extend back from
Dearborn street to Plymouth place, the store proper facing

on Dearborn street. Besides the handsomely equipped
salesroom and office in the front, a capacious stock room in

the rear with a cellar below it gives the Enterprise com-
pany facilities for carrying a large amount of stock to meet
immediate shipments. President W. C. McKinlock was
recently in St. Louis on business in connection with the

firm's branch house and reports trade in that locality as

active. Vice-President W. F. Richardson has also just re-

turned from a two weeks' trip East. Mr. Richardson vis-

ited the 'N. I. R." factory and made arrangements for an
immediate shipment of two car loads of this well-known
wire. The company states that the demand for this brand
of wire is constantly increasing.
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BUSINESS.

J. F. Kester has severed his connection with Kester Arc

Lamp & Manufacturing company of Ironwood, Mich., and

is now at work developing a number of new electrical spec-

ialties.

Owing to a very large increase in business during the

last few months, the Shawmut Fuse Wire company of Bos-

ton has removed from 85 Water street to i6i High street,

where, with greatly increased facilities, all orders for tested

fuse wire and fuse links can be promptly attended to.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has put in a

large stock of electrical toys and novelties for the holiday

trade. The company made a special feature of this busi-

ness last year, and met with considerable success. The
results were so satisfactory that it extend its work the

coming season.

The Commercial Electric company of Indianapolis has

been organized to manufacture motors and dynamos from %
to 50 horse power capacity. The ofiicers of the company are

Joseph R. Evans, president; S. L. Hadley, secretary; W.
A. Evans, treasurer; A. D. Adams, manager. A feature

of the machines made by the company is the use of forged

wrought iron throughout for the field magnet—no cast-iron

being used.

From the following list of firms to which the Jewell

Belting company of Hartford, Conn., has made sales of

belting, one would be inclined to believe the Hartford firm

is getting its full share of business from the electrical

companies: Hudson Electric Light company, Hoboken,

N. J.; Thomson- Houston company, New York; New
York Electric Light company; Jersey City & Bergen Rail-

road company; Suburban Electric company, Elizabeth, N.

J.; United Electric company, Springfield, Mass. ; Hart-

ford, Conn., Electric Light company; Chillicothe, O., Elec-

tric Railway & Light company; Electric Light & Power
company, Van Wert, O.

The Westinghouse company has announced the prices

of its new lamp. The list prices will be 35 cents for 25

and 20 candle power lamps, and 30 cents for 16,10 and

8 candle power lamps. The discounts will be from two

and one half to ten per cent., according to the quantity

ordered at one time, and ten per cent, regularly to central

stations. The allowance for the delivery at the factories

of the glass parts of such lamps will be 10 cents each, so

that the net price of the 16, 10 and S candle power lamps,

which form nine-tenths of those used, will be seventeen

cents each. The net prices for 20 and 25 candle power

lamps will be 21 '2 cents. The company asserts that the

saving to a central station by the return of the glass parts

of the lamps and the low prices of the new lamps will

equal nearly one per cent, dividend on its capital stock.

The Genett Air-Erake company, 11-23 South Jefferson

street, Chicago, is manufacturing a brake that possesses a

number of features that should be fully appreciated by

electric street railway men. This apparatus is simplicity

itself, and where it is used it will donbtless be efficacious

in preventing accidents due to electric cars run at high

speed. The brake equipment consists essentially of an ex-

tremely simple pump, an air storage reservoir and a brake

cylinder. The pump is worked by an eccentric on the car

axle. The peculiar and most valuable (eatureof this brake

is an automatic valve through which, when the reservoir is

sufficiently charged, the pump, although running, does no

work and therefore absorbs no power. The action is such

that the pump ceases to force in air when the max-
imum pressure is reached in the reservoir, and it does not

begin again to charge until the brake has been applied a

number of times and the pressure thus reduced to the min-

imum carried. General Manager M. L. Rothschild states

that the orders already received for the Genett air brake

have been of a most encouraging number. The simplicity

of this brake certainly entitles it to consideration on the

part of street railway men.

Secretary Charles P. Piatt of the World's Fair Tower
company, Chicago, states- that work on the enterprise is

progressing finely. This company has just offered an is-

sue of five thousand shares of its capital stock at par, full

paid and non-assessable. The capital stock is $2,000,000,

divided into 20,000 shares of $100 each. Outside of this

issue, the books for which have just been closed, a con-

siderable portion of the capital stock, it is stated, has al-

ready been applied for,and will be allotted to the subscrib-

ers. Mr. Piatt gives the farther information that there is

considerable competition among the various electrical

manufacturing companies for the contract to build the

winding electric railway that will constitute one of the

most attractive features of the tower. It is understood,

too, that Schuckert & Co.'s big search light will surmount

this structure- The tower is located opposite the woman's
building, at the eastern entrance of the Midway Plaisance

in the World's Fair grounds. Each person in making the

ascent and descent of the tower gains a view of the en-

tire exposition buildings. The president and general man-

ager of this company is William Hampden Johnstone al-

ready well known to the electrical fraternity.

The Columbia Manufacturing & Supply company is

the name of a new concern that has recently started a

factory for the manufacture of electrical specialties at 340-

342 Dearborn street, Chicago. The Columbia company is

directly under the management of Secretary and Treas-

urer John T. Todd and Superintendent C. R. Baum. These
gentlemen are both skilled mechanics, but Mr. Baum
makes a specialty of the management of the mechanical

department, while Mr. Todd handles all matters appertain-

ing to the introduction of the firm's specialties upon the

market. This company has unexcelled facilities for model
making, and in fact the manufacture of any electrical or

mechanical fixture or novelty. Among the articles which

it is now about to place upon the market is a new electric

cigar lighter and a machine for registering steam or other

pressure, or the rise and fall of water in a tank, etc.

This last contrivance, an invention of Mr. Todd, is a most in-

genious apparatus, and, for the work it does , its construction

is extremely simple. This recording apparatus consists of

two essential parts, one of which is placed at the boiler or

other apparatus whose pressure is to be indicated, while

the other is placed at the distant point to record the con-

dition of the distant apparatus. This distant pressure

indicator will undoubtedly find a ready sale, as it is plain to

one making only a casual inspection that is a most useful

device. In addition to the apparatus already referred to

the Columbia company is also pushing the Jupiter dry cell

battery. Strong claims are made for this cell, and the

company holds itself ready to prove its assertions.

The latest contestant in the electric railway field is the

Sperry Electric Railway 'coropany. As might be judged
from the name of the new company the apparatus it is ex-

ploiting was designed by Elmer E. Sperry, so well known
from his work in other branches of the electrical business.

The practical and commercial success of the Sperry electric

mining machine is now to a certain extent an old story,

but many will doubtless be somewhat surprised to hear that

for the last three years Mr. Sperry has been at work exper-

imenting in a radically new departure in electric propul-
sion involving the single motor idea. The remarkable suc-

cess attending the operation of nine equipments which
have been In actual service for the last year at Youngstown,
O, under unusually severe conditions of heavy grades,
railroad crossings (of which there are nineteen),

proves that the system is beyond the experimental stage

and has led to the formation of a stock company, organ-
ized under the laws of Ohio, with a paid-up capital of

$250,000, for the purpose of placing the equipments upon
the market on an extensive scale. From all accounts the

company has good financial backing, and it is composed of

young and energetic men of wide experience in commercial
and electrical circles. Mr. Sperry has been retained as

electrical engineer of the company, and Harry P. Barr, for

the last three years connected with the railroad department
of the Thomson-Houston Electric company, has been
elected secretary and general manager. The company
feels that its treatment and solution of the engineering
problems involved justifies the claim to superiority over
any system upon the market. Although organized in

Cleveland its principal office is in New York, at number 2g
Broadway.

The New York Steam Power company has recently in-

stalled several important plants in connection with isolated

electric lighting machinery. This company has now
many large contracts under way. Milton Thomas, who
represents the company in Chicago, has been making
an excellent record for himself and his company. In
Ch'cago, for instance, there are two 75 horse power
New York safety engines in the Security building, an
equipment of the same kind in the Mailers building, and
another in the Monarch brewery. The Northwestern
Electric Light ^ Power company has installed a 50 arc

light dynamo and a New York safety engine. The Elm-
hurst Electric Light & Power company at Elmhurst, 111.,

has recently placed an order for an exact duplicate of

the former plant, consisting of New York Safety Steam
Power company's steam plant and Brush apparatus. An
electric lighting plant, with General Electric company's ap-

paratus, and New York Safety Steam Power company's
steam plant of 80 horse power capacity is being installed

at Higland, 111. The Washington Park Club, Chicago,
has contracted for a New York Steam Power company's
50 horse power engine and Edison electrical plant. The
hotel Arragon, Atlanta, (ia., has been furnished a steam
plant, consisting of two 50 horse power New York Safety

Steam Power engines. The steam power plant for the

Kings County farm buildings. Long Island, N. Y., will

be furnished by the New York Safety Steam Power com-
pany. It will consist of six 350 horse power tandem com-
pound engines. The first engine will be started up about
February ist. The Catskill Mountain company, Catskill,

will put in a New York Safety Steam Power company's
engine and boiler. The Trenton Brewing company has

installed an Edison plant and a New York safety engine.

The New York Safety Steam Power company has just

shipped a 50 horse power high speed engine to the Tajo
Mining company, Mazatlan. Mex., for driving a dynamo
for mine lighting. A New York safety engine is to drive

the electrical plant of the Harlem Wood & Lumber com-
pany, i3Sth street. New York. Another 100 horse power
New York safety engine is being erected in William Camp-
bell's Paper Hanging Manufactory, Tenth avenue, New
York, for driving an electric lighting plant. The Phila-

delphia branch of the New York Safety Steam Power com-
pany has furnished the BulHtt building three 100 horse

power, the Provident building two 80 horse power, the

Brown building one 30 horse power and one 50 horse

power, the Times annex one 60 horse power. Hotel Strat-

ford one 80 horsepower and one 125 horse power, the

new deaf and dumb asylum, Mt. Airy, Pa., four 60 horse

power plants.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued J)cc€mb£r 6. 1802.

487,242. Electric Motor. Franklin II. Beers, Newark,

N.J.
The motor is provided wiih a Gramme ring armature, one

pole of the field inaKncls being arranged exterior to, and the

other interior to the armature and upon opposite sides of the

axis of rotation.

487,275. Speed Indicator. Frank L. Johnston and
Wendell C. Fletcher, St. Louis, Mo.

487,285. Electrical Heater. Willis Mitchell, Maiden,

Mass.

A stove is coiislrucled of magnetic material with cores or

Btuds on wliich an electric conductor la wound so that the cur-

rent will niugnc tize ihc stove.

487,302. Method of Electric Welding. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass.

The method consists in passing a greater current through one
piece to be welded than through another, whereby if one piece
be larger than the other it may reach the welding temperature
at the same time with the other.

487.306. Resistance Box. John Waring, Manchester,
Conn.

A cover is provided for the box provided with holes corre-
sponding with the plug sockets between the blocks whereby
the contact blocks are protected.

487.307. Connection for Commutators and Armature
Wires. Ernest P. Warner, Chicago, 111..

The connecting wires are inserted in holes in the end of the
commutator bar, and a button is adapted to rest upon both
wires and to be pressed against them by means of a screw bear-
ing by its end upon the button intermediate between the
wires.

487,310. Method of Heating by Metal Bath. Frederick
L. White, Milwaukee, Wis.

,315. Electric Arc Lamp. James J. Wood, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

The feed clutch consists of a sleeve embracing the feed rod
and a clutch lever pivoted to the sleeve, having a brake-shoe
engaging the rod beneath its pivot, an arm connected to the
feed mechanism and an opposite tail engaging an abutment to

release the clutch.

,324. Galvanic Battery. James L. Gethins, Boston,
Mass.

The battery comprises a cell, a porous cup therein, a zinc
electrode in the cup, and a copper electrode consisting of a
cylindrical portion surrounding the sides of tke cup and a
plurality of radiating wings underneath the cup.

,329. Electric Motor for Cars. Charles A. Jackson,
Reading, Mass.

A crank is provided upon the armature shaft which produces
a reciprocating motion that is transformed mto a rotary motion
at the wheel axle.

,330. Compass. Pieter J. Kaiser, Leyden Noor-
deinde, Netherlands.

,332. Clamp for Electric Conductors. Henry Lin-
dahl, Chicago, 111.

356. Apparatus for Dis'.ribution of Electricity.

Thomas Tomlinson, London, Eng.
Means are provided for automatically cutting out some i-f

the transformers of an alternating system when the load de-
creases, and for cutting them in by separate and independent
means as the load increases.

,360. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Eugene W. Ap-
plegate, Omaha, Neb.

Means are provided for removing the oarbon filament when
broken without sacrificing the glass bulb.

',369. Telephone Holder. Everett C. Lewis, Woon-
socket, R. I.

A bracket for holding the telephone receiver is provided with
means for adjustment in all directions.

437. Electric Bell. Peter Wagner, New York,
N. Y.
Two electro magnets are placed In different horizontal

planes, crossing each other diagonally, but with coinciding
centers, and an armature is pivoted between the magnets and
adapted to be attracted by and swung between their respective
poles, and a bell hammer is operated by the movement of the
armature.

,448. Jail. David K. Osbourne, St. Paul, Minn.
The jail wall contains a series of tubular electric conductors,

and insulated electric conductors contained within the same,
b^th included in open circuit, so that an alarm is given when
they are closed together by a saw or other too!.

461. Electrical Device for Preventing Cribbing in

Horses. George W, Whitefield, Evanston, III.

462, Connection Plate for Dynamos. James J.

Wocd, Fort Wayne, Ind.

477. Incandescent Electric Limp. Gustav A. Frei,

Springfield, Mass.

The invention comprises a tool for replacing carbons in the
globes of burned out lamps.

479 Incandescent Electric Lamp. Gustav A. Frei,

Springfield, Mass.

A cylindrical globe containing the filament is contained
within a pear-shaped protecting globe.

510. Coin Controlled Theatrical Show. Edward T.

Birdsall, New York, N. Y.

',519. Thermostat.

N. C.

4S7,

487,

487,

487,

487,

487,

4S7

487.

487

487

4S7.

487

487,

487,

487.

487.

4S7.

487:

437,

4S7,

487.

487.

Franklin O. Elliott. Catawba,

543. System of Electrical Distribution. Oliver B.

Shallenberger, I^ochester, Pa.

A secondary line is connected with transformers in multiple
and in the primary of each transformer is provided means for

reducing the voltage, so that the work performed by ihe tran.s-

formers may be varied.

,607. Method of Arc and Incandescent Metal Heat-
ing. Charles L. Coffin. Detroit, Mich.

The method consists in heating the material on one side by
contact with a conductor in electrical conntction with one pole

of the generator and heating the material on the other side by a
voltaic arc.

,634. Steam Boiler Indicator. George L. McDer-
mott, Neenah, Wis.

644. Process of and Apparatus for Generating Elec-

tricity. J. S. Rogers, New York, N. Y.

The process consists in exposing a fusible electrolyte capable
of being deoxidized and reoxidized while in a state of fusion in

the presence of suitable electrodes to a current of a deoxidizing

gas injected in one direction, and to a current of an oxidizing

gas injected in the opposite direction.

654. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Albion

A. Vanderpool, Newark, N. J.

655. Electro Therapeutic Process and Apparatus,

Joshua M. Warden, Cadillac, Mich.

676. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Morris Martin.

Maiden, Mass.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. i.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
EtECTKIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackermao, 10 Cortlandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eagene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

Tie Osliorne Steam Eniineerlni Co,,

Rooms 714-716, 167 Dearborn St., - Chicago.
Representative work now in course of construc-

tion. '2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the constmction of simi"
lar plants on improved and economical lines will
do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
jou will get the best, then go ahead.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hecbanlcal and Electilcal

Conanltatlons, Reporte, Plana, Specification b for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighting,

and Electric Hallways.

56 Turner SuildiTtff, St. Louis,

For Sale.
One 30-light Ft. Wayne, 18 amp. 30 lamps, $750.00.
Two 60-light Vandepole, 110 lamps, 7 amp. $1,900.00.
One 45-light Brush, with all fistures, 23 lamps,

$1,100.00.
Nineteen Sperry dynamos all new, all sizes, cheap.
1,000 light National alternator, new, price mailed.
500-light National Alternator, new, price mailed.
600-light Edi.'^on, 110 volt, good order, §600.00.
No. 2 Edison Compound, 110 volts, $325.00.
350-light, 70 volt, U- S. Dynamo, $450.00.
300-light, 110 volt, U. S. Dynamo.l?4.50, 00.
Four Engines, Automatic, 40, 60, 75 and 100 H. P.,
smoke stacks, belts, etc.

All the above delivered f . o. b. Chicago, for cash.

CHAS. E. GREGORY,
313 Oaaal Street, OHIOAGO.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed w^hereTer used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber aged in insalating our wires and cjiblee is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre^ extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to famish oar Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Onm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
•aid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAV and 9IOTOB nse, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insnlation.

' WE GUARANTEE OFR IXSrtATIOX IVHEREVER USED, AERIAIi, UKDERGROUKD OR SUB9IARINE, and our net prices are aa low, if not lower than any
other flrst-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOIT, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Trissnrei and Qsn'l Mansgor.
HBBBERT H. EUSTIS, Frasldent and Slectilclu,

'/p\ WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP ,

y sramiaRss rubbrr. wirrs and cablrs,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III.

ANY CANDLE POWER. rr^Ei

ii

tTSTrlt© -Cot- I*rloes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEK I.AMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

S»n3.r>les J*ree.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTKIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
3RaND| H Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want ihe best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St., New York.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
J4 H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated, Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motore are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

KOH.NAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
"We have the most complete equipment for manu.acturing Name Plates ia the country,

and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

SEND FOB SAaiFI.ES. 11ESI6XS FTTBIVISHED FBEE OF EXPENSE.
A few concernH asing oar plates are : ThomBOn-Houston Electric Co., C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernstein Electric Co., Schnyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Manafactnr-
iag Co-, Hoitzer-Cabo: Electric Co.

MANUPAOTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO, Fitchburg, Mass.

3E»XJH.EJ

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Pare.

ISIKiazie St.. Cbfeaeo.

HH I g^ n For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

IlllVn Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
A 3Iotor and Battery that will furnish power

for running email music boxes, all kinds of
mechanical toys. Gives ample breeze for the
desk, eideboard and sick-room. Consists of
motor, 5-in. Fan, Battery, 15 feet Insulated
Wire. Battery Powder for six charges.

SE]VI> FOK CIBCULAR.

The Porter-Leavitt

Electric Motor Co.,

124 Mitchell St , Providence, R. I.

standard Portable Testing Sets.

WE MAKE JUST WHAT YOU WANT
IN THE LINE OF A TESTING SET THAT
CAN BE USED UNDER ALL CON-

DITIONS.

IT IS OUR IMPROVED '-1891"

TYPE, AND IHE PRICE IS $125.00.

IF YOU WISH A CHEAPER OUTFIT

WE CAN FURNISH THAT TOO, BUT
IT IS NOT SO GOOD.

INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, AND
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
NO. 285.

OUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.
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Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our productiOD is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of Bame com-
position, and are baked aime,
which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

Established in 1861.

E. BHGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINA-riON

GAS AHD ELSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
BIUITOH BTORB

8134 Michigan Avenu*.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 to 156 Breen 8t,,

Sum Point,

BROOKISS, N. Y.

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING )^

BURNER^

Oon-vT-enlent,
XlellAlole

Write lor Manufaclurers' Prices.

ReiiDg Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

A.M.MORSE 4co.j=|?„°^-^
piir.t<FVr 5QTOlQ00H.P>ST.LQUIS.

EM ^^ I M FC Over.TOOO in Srrriee. Simple

in \jl I Um tO ur Compoiiucl. Send for Cir

ManufactuKeKs of

"'OCTAGONALv^^CeDAR

Ta£PHOHE&£LECTR/CAL

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

I # H.M.LouD & Sons UimberQ.
i!« OSCODA , IVIICH.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

""'tftcrtmopiNtiRttiit'''"'

JUPlTEl^
DRyBATTERV

Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

Hnnufftctured by

ColDmbla Hfg.

& Supply Co.,

;(4li & \U-1 Deiirborn St.

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
Two anO-amperes shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 200-amperea shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Kheostat and Ammeter.
Two '25-llght American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo,
Ten 12-litiht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000-c. p.

Two 160-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One StO-h. p. Armlngton and Sims Engine.
Two 1'20 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical EquipmeRt.

JOHN I im M7G, I mm co„

74 CORTIiASfDT ST.. N. Y.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Cieculak & Prices.

I he Leclanche Battery Co.
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

For the "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"—fti.oo.

—

D
A

The Junior
• Kodaks

can be used as hand or
I

J

tripod cameras with either roll

film or glass plates. Fitted

with focusing index and
register for exposures. Best

Lens ; best finish,

$40 and $50.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

D
A

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives tlie Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Afford? the moflt simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from yO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeults guaranteed than can be prodoced from
any other Wheel in the country.

£IiECTAIC TBAIVSMISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and" the facility of adaptation to varying conoItlonB
of speed and pressure, have brought it into special prominence and esienslva
use for this class of work. All applications Bhonld state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
ISl-lSS main St., ISan Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 IjIBEUTY STKEET, - - XEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon. Intending purchaaeiB are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be duly prosecuted.

PtCLTOIV ^VATEB MOTOKS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horee power, unequaled for all light runumg machinery. Warranted
to develop a given emount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight ratee.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : "Waterbury, Conn. - - S5 Pai-lc Place, NeTV Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

UndcrTrriters' Copper Electric IJisht Tjine AVirc. C'oppor Iflafrnct Wire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and M'orsted Cords for
Incandescent liiglitin;;. KoiiihI and Flat ('opper ICars for Station AVork.

liiHUlated Iron PrcMsure nirc.

PATENT "K. K-"IISIM11
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TUB GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SIIPPIV COMPANY, CfllCACO, - . SBllING AGENTS.

TBOS. L.SCOVILL, New Tork Agent.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
_ The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CKLE.BRAXEDWAXER WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, higrh aipeed
and s'l'^S't Kffi^'^i'^'y* ^'^^ larg^e Capacity for its diameter^
being double the I*OT»'er of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect guaranteed.
SEND FOR CAXALOOUE ANI> PARXICCJEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XtJRBlI%ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

l^3BX> 1878.
SOI.I: ]IIA3irFACX1IB£R8 Of

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheeta, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colore, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wu^^l^UrDB^L. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*^IIi^%v.

The Shawmut Fuse

Wire Co. has removed
to 161 High St., Boston.

Largely increased fa-

cilities insure prompt
attention to all orders

for tested fuse wire

and fuse links.

FOB EI.ECTBICAL1 USES;
Graphite Bods of Tarinns Liensrths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO ohms Resistance

to the inch, t^raphite Boxes and Crucibles, Besistlng Heats
of 4,000 Degrees. Iniialries Hladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, H. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Polest \Pr<^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
e»00 K. Second street, ST. lOUIS.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If Id want of Poles, Ties and Poets, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, MicK

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

BINDERS WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie Solntioi ofllie ProMeii of Sale Gnariliiii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wliertver and for whatsoever pnrpoae employed, 1b to

be found In the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

luirnE'AcmrBKD by

GONDUlf ANdTnSULAtToN CO.,

WORKS: (627 to 631 W. 34th St.,

j 626 to 628 W. 36th St.,

TRAD£-MARE^

General Offices: 42 &44Bioad St., New York.

JhOB. Day & Co.j ISH Sntter St., San FranclBCo, Cal.

Moantain Electric Co., Dnnver Colo.
American Elect. Sapply Co., 2-^6 Pearl St., Bnflalo.N T.
Patoam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rocheeter, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnnt St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply AConstrnciIon Co.. Pltteburgh, Pa. =

^ Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

/VWLTACTURERS ORGANIZED <88t.

INCORPORATED 1893.

Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

rap INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS. i!ii

THE ONLY ARC LAA\P THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

^-^

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

0NITT BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE EUIUOING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVINa

Electric Light and Fowsr Stations
On account of its high efficiency at all stageB of gate, eteadineas of motion and easy worhing gate, the con-

"7 Btraclion of which makes It the mo8t aensltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market. 1
.dtaj SEND FOR CATALOGUE lllaetrating varioue styles of Betting on both vertical and

liorizontal shaft.

^^=^ THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SDCCESSOHS TO

STOUT. ]II1L,I.S Jk TEMPI/E. DAYTON. OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. I'pri^'lit an<i liunzodtu!.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
iift'ords every facility for making lliem.

j

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working cates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 3 to 400 feet. Write us fur tine pampblet and state your wants.

eseohrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas lays
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

\JK./ A TXTT* i<! I > -—One good con-

struction firm in eacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKKOWIiEDKED TO HATE THE HIOHEST KEBIT IN Alili THE BECESIT COHPBTITITE TESTS.

INCANDESCEIKT liAHIPS, ti TO 300 CAKDIjE POWEB. Alili VOIiTAeES AND BASES AXTTAYS IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

NEW YOBK liAMP FACTOBX, Capacity !iO,<IOO per day.

LAMPS,
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

wi=?i-rE: i^czjFR

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building'

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ TSi.i
^

I Clevelauil, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Balldin". \raabtnston, l». C , J. U. BUEKETT & CO., 1409 New York Ave. St. PanI,
CB-I ilUf« Af^CMTC.J JIino..F. J. RENZ, 360 Minnesota St. PhiladelDhia Fa,, PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. 7th St. Kew Orlrans, ta., BUCHBL^^*"^'"** «\«cra •O.') MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contl St. Denver. Col., HATWAKD COCHRANE, 33 Jacobson Bnilding. Chlcaso, III., C. F. DUNDERDALE, 435 Rooliery.

' Bntralo. N. T., D. H. DARRIN 228 Pearl St.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of its

kind ever pcblisbed.

Sent Free t^ Any Address.

Wsare
In tie West for fifC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

Electrician Foblithing Co-.
b Lakeside Bnilding,

Chicago, Hi.

WINTER RESORTS OF THE SOUTH.
Jacksonville and Tampa, Florida, and other

South Atlantic and Gulf Coast resorts can be
reached with bnt one change of cars from Chicago,
and that at Louisville or Cincinnati, where the
Monon makes close connections with the L. & N.,

and Q. k C, Vestibule trains, mnoinj through to
Florida.

The MoDon^B day trains are now all equipped
with beautiful new Parlor and Dining Cars, while
its night trains are made np of Smoking Cars.
Day Coaches, and Pullman and Compartment
Sleepers, lighted by electricity from headlight to

hindermost sleeper.
The Monon has gradually fought its way to the

front, making extensive improvements in its road-
bed and service, until to-day it is the best equipped
line from Chicago to the South, offering its pat-
rons facilities and accommodations second to none
in the world, and at rates lower than ever l>efore.

J, H. & D. LAKE CO.,
\?;rFA(.TrttKRs of
CTIONCLUTCH
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFF

TE FOR ILLUSTRATEC CIRCULAR

HORNELLSVILLE,N,Y,
The Simplest.

Irongest and Bes
I'lutvliPullej-
rnade. Adapted
n light or heav
urk, stopping an

.starting machines easil
iind quickly without j

LLLEATHEFT^^^
^NOIRONRODQRHIHGE.QLDSTYCE /

^LEATHER LINKAND IRONROQ BELT'*] Ol. ,

DeltiHgis^
TANNED ON the:

[^ANQ R0PETRAN5MISSIQN SUPERSEDEi^

h

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULIEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

RaWHl^^iAGElEATrfER'
PieKER Leather

•Bi-^-riTT-t:- I 164 Summer St. , Botton, Mass ; 225 Peari St., New Yorlj City. I 0} I IllliC Ult»tlA2>CliJib.-| 129N Thirrt St.Phila.ipliihia.Pa :60 W. MonioeSt. Chicaao. I Oil LUUISi fflU.

THE ELEMENTS OF

llYNAHIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

A Book
For Leamers. JUST OUT! PostegeFree.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

b ROCHE
118 anil 118 M. till St„

i,lteriiatiiig

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Oice, Garden City Electric Co.

Se7 and 260 Dearborn i^treet.

ELECTRIt WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

(TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. p.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc and Incandescent Lighting Apparatus,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT,

FOR EITHER ISOLATED OR CENTRAL STATION PLANTS.

Generators for Railway and other Motor Circuits. Accurate Measuring Meters.

Motors, Cut-oots, Switcks and General Supplies.

44 Broad Street, New York City. 35 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco
185 Dearborn Street, Chicago. Kirk Building, Syracuse, N. Y.
907 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. 819 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.
633 Wood Street, Pittsburgh.

A MBWr BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
226 Pages. 138 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD

WORE for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

-7
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN /^^i^ Carrying Current for all In-
candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,
Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

Wew York.

Chicago.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

3I3--3I5 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter Ensmel Rheostat Go,,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
n.Wanl Leonard,

President.

Geo. H. Finn,

Vtce-Prest.

C. E.Carpenler,

Sec'y&Treas.

Patent No. 481,781, August, 1S92. ,

Rheostats of every size and kind such as Motor
Starters, Field Regulators, Stage Regulators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

I.OW FKICGS.

Guarantees against burn-outs under normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tansht thorong:hly day and night at the IXSTI-
TUTE of TECHIVOI^OGY, 151 Throop
Street, Chicaso, HI. Amateurs, Artisans
aod othera asBiBted Pkacticallt in any line, and
inetructed in the latest and most improved
methods.
Mechanical Dratjqhting, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Calculations, Architecture, Mechanics, also
aught day and night.

HUGHES BEGS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins ^ Brackets,

And Electrical Molding.
Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The^ KartaYsrt « Manufacturing « Co.^

FUSE 1 Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ] Uniformity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

IncaDdescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Monadnock Building. 42 and 44 Broad Street
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Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BXJILDEKS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inqniries to

Ui!UTT-C9- I

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON £ CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when nou-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decislTely proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off in economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere impossible under any load, however

t. For the first time in the history of Steam Engineer-
iwg, either Simple or Componnd, is bnilt an Fngine
Tvhich maintains essentially nniform economy, irrpspe«^t-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-comlensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghouse Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those Inter-

ested in the nicer points Involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Erancisgo.

Westiniihouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

3E]JBI>rO-XK>r3EiE:Xl.JS.

NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt St.

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westingliousc Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Droxel Building

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake St.

MINNEAPOLIS; Beery Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTINC.

.^^^

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

ife.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
BiiUders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SMCPI.E, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral. Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS 1^ BELLS.
FVLiI. I.INE AliWAirS IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, K. T.
• Send for New Catalosdb. Ont AngnBt iBt.

(C. & W.)

FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSULATION,
Now Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF VULCABESTON.
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, ¥^M TOEK.H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,
JERSEY CITY. CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, ATLANTA.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO. Otlice and Works, FRIE.
COVa.FT.ETE POfATER. Pr..A.N"rS FOR. WOODBURY r

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY, JCT^^^^ n
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

'A.

NEW YOKE,
BEANOH OFFICES: \ chicago,^^**^*-

' SAN FKANCISCO,li

136 Liberty St.
944 Drexef Buildin|r.
1130 "The Rookery,"
29 and 31 Spear St.

GlLt'B BATE NT WATER TUBE BOILER
A RTmnrPa- i

ST. LOUIS-M. p. JolmBton Machmery Co., 715 and 717 N. 3d St..mjjjliuujo-
^ MINNEAPOLIS, MINTf.-T. M. Maguire, 33 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND-

CONDENSINGOR NON "CON DE NSI NG

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK,

CHICAGO OFFICE:
2SS0. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

DesigneJ, Erected and FumiBbed.

Send for nerr Catalogue of Pow-
er Transmission Machinery.

TLf(TRI(LlGHT^L0BE5'r-^-

N0VELftA({TISTIC.PATTEHNS&EFFEGT«

^ 42 MURRAY ST NY. J
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIfiHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Tbomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CladMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS, FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SIl::LO-a.lcL Toe OrcLered. txojocL lis a<t Ortce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
173 and 17!i Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL. 500 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

204 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO. 401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, 31INN.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA. Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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^ KNiPP ELEGTRIGAL WORKS
Have been appointed exclusive agents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States of

is. Indiana, Western Ohio, Miciiisan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado.

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a
par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased efficiency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Endorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE OONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, efficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

TIE Eiiirr m
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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tfT^i-^j

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Factories, Ansonia, Conn. Cor. Randolph St- and Michigan Ave., Chicago.

7
Vi^'-.

HE Indications are that we will have a

"nasty" winter. Several severe

/iMmd^^T-——snowstorms and swirling blizzards'h

k
are noted down in the vest-pocket

memorandum of the weather clerk,

in any event the prudent station

manager will wish to have his lines and general

equipment in "ship-shape" and of such material that

he can rest assured no embarrassing failures will

occur lessening the reputation of his company for

regularity of light and power.

You are, no doubt, planning for next year,

looking over the field, taking trial balances and to

some extent determining the policy to be pursued

for '93.

Allow us to suggest at this time that IF A GREAT

STROKE IS TO BE MADE, TO LEAN ON A SUB-

STITUTE IS TO RISK THE GRAND CHANCE.

There is no substitute for Shield Brand Moisture

Proof Line Wire. // will do to lean upon.

Have you ordered

your track brooms

We have a stock of

steel wire brooms

made to our order.

We think that they

are the best that you

\
can buy.

I

* 1

1

I
Don't forget that *

* Shield Brand Wire is

Moisttire Proof. The

insulation is tough

and will stand by

you at the times

when it would be >

exceedingly

venient to

failure.

mcon-

have a '

'

FwVtP'^wWwVW^rMVVwVV'JMMP'll'* '

1 1 *

;
; The Stanley Trans-

I \ formers continue to

hold a high place in

" the estimation of

; ; every user. Are you

i! in a mood to be con-

•
' vinced that they are

; I
electrically and me-

\ \ chanically superior

. to any other

For holiday decora-

tions use the Acorn

|;
Shape SUNBEAM
Lamp; we can supply

them in red, green,

'I
blue, amber, frosted

or plain, to fit any

socket, for any voltage,

10, 16, 20, c. p. They

have all the goodquali-

'\ ties of the regular pear

* shape lamp.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE R.TJBBESK/ TJSEID IIST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IB W&'Rm

3Iarine Core, used
on <*overninent

Cmiiiiers.

Feeder Core.
Broadw^ay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable, Brooklsna
JGdison Electric Ijight Co.

Snbinarine IVork, Edison Electric
liiglit 1 o., Easton, Pa.

Xaval Core, United
States s. s. '"Chicago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

••Drypla- es."
Grand Cen ral Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newatk, Vermont. Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.'

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WM.M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.S
OX*X*XOZI:

'I 315 Madison Ave., Oor. Forty-Second St,,

NETV YORK CITY.

feeder Core.

CiEHERAI< MAHrAOEB.
Feeder Cable,

WESTERH AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolpli St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL i???t"S'/li5M*£^.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Laip Co.,

BOB Cbamber of Coxnxnerce BIdg,, Chicago,
MANUFACTUBEBS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SOPERIOB OUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE EI^EGTRIGALi SUPPLT CO.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

General Western Selling Agents.

GHAS. D. SHAinr,
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling .Agent.

THE ELVCTBICAL 8UPPLT CO.,
Ansonia, Conn.

WO0DBUFF-HABBI8 FZECTBIC CO.,
Birmingham, Ala.

IBOy CITY ELFCTBIC CO,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JVLIU8 ANDBAE,
Milwaukee, Wis
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Ahearn Electric Heater.
Our long experience in the Electric Heating line

gave us the opportunity of realizing the defects of

other electric heaters. All such have been entirely

done away with in the Ahearn Electric Heater. We
guarantee the Ahearn Electric Heater to be the

most efficient and economical of any Heater now
on the market.

ABSOLUTE IMPOSSIBILITY

-OF-
Tlie Ahearn Electric Stove.

WIRES BURNING.
The Ahearn Electric Car Heater.

W. R. MASON, General Manager. PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Iiighting

-, THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.
,

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highfeSt efflci"

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one

pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 -317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS fHS BIST.

Most Dniform in Candle Power. High in Efficiency.

Office and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber U0.

S. p. COIT, Prest., F. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

I'.A.CyrORi-S- and. OF3E-1CBS, - BRISTOIj, Ti. I.
CieK«raI AVestern Asents : Enterprise Electric Co., CMcaso.

WHXAKD h. CANDEE,
i BasineaB Mana2orl

Intarnational OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^.

IIHTED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Ol(onlte Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: CMcasTO, Boston, Plilladelplila, Olinneapolls.CinGiiuuttl.
'^maha, LoaUTiUe, St. I>DalB, San Francisco, liOndon and So. America,

City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

ma:sufactcrers, importers A^'D dealers in

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOB cAPAciTT TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AXD operate THE

Greeley Electrica! Laboratory,
Wuere we manufacture a flxl mne of

Test Instruments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus:

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAIVIPS

SCannfactnred Iby the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGBNTS:

LouiBTille, Ky., Smithers & Davis.
Pittsburgh. Pa.. W. H. Vandevort, 109 t-ewis Block.
G. P. Aiteaberg. 220 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Rock. Art., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W. MarkhamSt.

Montrefil, Can., Packard Lamp Co., y6-100 King St.

New York City, Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.
Chicago, JU , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul, Minn.,The Elec. Entjineering & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb.. B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block.
St Louis, Mo., St Louis Electrical SuppIy^Co.
San Francisco, Cal., A, Q. Brainard & Son, No. 109

California St.

Cincinnati, O., Post-GHover Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St.

manufaotuker of

INSUIiATXSD XSIiXSCTRIG WIRES,
FtiKXIBLE COItr>» and CABt.ES.

800 and i808 HTortlt Third street. - - PHII-APBLiPmA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^''st^eeC Boston, Mass.
New York Of&ce and Stock Room: Central Boilding, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DKAWIKG8 SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

KEPKESENTATrVES

:

Julian Scholl & Co. , 126 Liberty St. , New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman, 62 Lake St., Chlcaffo, 111,

H. M. Sciple & Co ., 3d & Arch Sts. , PWladelpMa.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B. Ppa'son & Co., Home Ine.Bldg.,Chicago, 111. Jamea & Co., Chat(!LTioo2;a,Tenn,
Tb08. G. Smith. Ji-

,

William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.
iiammond Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T W". Anderaou, Houston, Tex.

W. A. Day, ViS Oliver St., BoGton, Maes. F. H. Whiting, Jacobson Block, Denver, Colo.
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General Electric Company,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston. Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of U. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Oompany««. TJnited States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4th, 1898.

See decision of IT. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in case cf Edison Elect»ic Light Co. and Edison General Electric
Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1892.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New York.
173 and 175 Adams St.. Chicago, 111. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia. Pa.

264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C,
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.

16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annimciators

.

Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The-
Enapp Electrical Works.
OatrtiQder & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc fjampa.
Pegps, J. E., Mchy. & Snppiy Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd,
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Scott Electrical Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Staiidard Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co-
Western Electric Co.

Arc JLf^t Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Columbia JIfg. & Supply Co.
Electrical Snoply Co..Tne
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leciancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electiic Co.

Bells, £iectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE.S.
Knapp .fllectrtcai Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slacneto,
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick <B Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltlnK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcocb & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanctiard, Albert.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, Electrical.
Electrician Pablishlng Co.

Bnrslar Alarms,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical SnpDly Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,Ttie E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
fBee Insulated Wires )

tables, Electric. (See Insulatea
wires), Copper. >}heetaaa Bar
Jloore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co,
Western Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kaapp Electrical Works.

ClnicneB, Krlctlou.
Fails Rivet & Machine Co.
HlJl Clutch Works.
Lake. J. H. &D. Co.

Cordase.
SamaoD Cordage Works.

Constrnetlon and Kepaini.
Electric Cone. & Supply (Jo.

Western Electric Co-
Contractors, Electric ljl«lit,

Enfflne Plants and Electric
BaU-ways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball* Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson* Co., W. W.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Standaid Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine l;o.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Jloore, Alfred F,
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Kiec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Th«
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elec'rical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sone Lum.ber Co.
Railway Equicment Co.

Cnt-Onts and i^^^rrbrts.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric * o.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Cuts.
Manz & Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co.» Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Go-

ElecCrir, Beatins-
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

El<>ctrlc Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Ball-wayn.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens At Halske Electric Co.
WeetingainiBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechanical
Enelneers.
Bryan, W.H.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co,

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company,
Western Electric Co.

Electrical InteUisence
Bryan W. H.

Electrical specialties.
Atwood, A. H.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutler, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rui^seJ & Officer.

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

ElectroUcrs and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Ba?sot. B
EdwardP, W- S. Mfg. Co.
Electrical suopiv uo-. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Electro -Plating Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

En^cines, Gas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Enslnes, Steasi.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson* Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weeion Engine Oo.

Fan Oatflts.
Stanley Electric Mlg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Oas Jjlshtlne, Electric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Hnpplles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central fileotrlc Co.
Columbia Mfg. <b Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d'lnfreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Snppiy Co.
Electrical Eng. & Surply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Snppiy Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Groit Western Electric Supply Co.
iJreeley dfc Co , , The E . S.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood &Co.. Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Ppnn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Office-.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg- & Snppiy Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobps and Electrical Olass-
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Crraphlte Specialties.
Dixon Crncible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Insnlatlnc
IfaterlalR.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
A.merican Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co-
International OkonJi-e Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elect' leal Works,
Lefmann, Julius.

Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Euffene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables.
Ulasnet Wire.
Amei-icau Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Enterprise Elecixic Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ine. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry E lee. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Snpjily Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
General Electric Co,
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Enelueering Co,
Redding Electric Co.
Rawver-Man rtl^^trir '~'o.

Steuben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Incandescent Xiamp Co

.

Lathes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Lightning Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

na^net Wire.
(See luBulatBd Wires.)

Jfechanlcal JIachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport JIachine Tool Works.

Medical Batteries.
Partrick (fc Carter Co.

ailca.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfff. Co., H. W,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

milling: Iflachinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

ninlUK Aifitaratus, Electric.
General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Cn.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co., The.
Ford-Washbum Stortlectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Porter- Leavitt Elecf;ric Motor Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Companv.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

tiame Platen.
Becker Mfe. Co., John.

Fins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Baker & Co.
..'.lebert, G.

Pules.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber * o,
pLAilway Equipment Co.

Pore»-lai'>.
Empire China Works.

Pnbilshers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electriffll Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co-

Halln^ays. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Rbeostattri.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

l$ai itmnionlae.
InnlB &Co.
Klipgtein, A.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Krald.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeaklnK Tnbes,
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Kallway.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electriral Supp'y Co,
Lefmann, Julius,
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes. Innnlatlnff-
American E'ectrical Works,
Central Electric Co.
Cushln?, F. W,

I Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Electriral Supply-Co. , The.
Indie Rubber & G. P. n s. Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pal^ ' Zo.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telegraph Apparara»

.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Weatern Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectricManSacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord,
Samson Cordage Works.

Tmcks. Kiectric Car.
General Electric Co.
Weatinghonse Electric & Mlg. Co.

Tnrblne W^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

TypeTvriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniverNities.
Institute of Technology.

V»''ni»lies.
Mass. Chemical Co.

TVater Whecln.
LefFel & Co., The Jas. ,
Pelton Water Wheel i o.

W^lre- Bnre.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Havdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Railway lilqiipment Co.
RoPbliue's Hone' Co.. J. A.
SperrvElec Vinintr Machine Oo,
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co-
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAIMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
This system, permits a PBOFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should he investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OT7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES NO STATIC EliECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

1{.\WH1DE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only ManufactQrerB In the Conncry.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belling and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'$SONSCO.,
CHICAQO.
173 I/ake »t.

HAIV FRAKCISCO,
!iS end 87 Fremont St.

NEW irORK,
117 liiberty St.

TBESfTOX,
IX. J.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plantc pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechanically or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
Information address

AMERICAH BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FLUSH

SWITCHES
FOK

COKDUIT,
ALSO

CEILING CUT-OUTS,
JlISrCTIOBf BOXES

And Everything Electrical.

Special Department for

StatloD Switclies aM Switclitioaril Worl

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. 8. A.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. Write us for Catalogue and Price Lists.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THI SLECTRICAIi MFG. COMPANY, OCONTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parcUasinc elseTPliore seiul In a trial oriler for Brillionts.
haiii]»N furnlMhcd to coiiHinncrs iu quantities at factory prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES:] MILWAUKEEz-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
( THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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^^H'^.
ITRADC MOlRkI

Long since the standard, still maintains its lead, and lives in the hearts
of its customers. More of it sold to-day than all other wires combined.
A large stock, to meet the demands ot the trade, always on hand.

OKONITE TAPE, OKQNITE TUBING, MANSON TAPE, COMMERCIAL LAMP CORD.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GBIffESRAL WXSSTXSRIff AGBNTS, 116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago.

:^/NOT

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
lESstUL Olctlx-e, "^^Tls., XJ. S. .A..

High Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Long Distance Transmission of Powrer, Street Railngay Generators,
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Electric Mining Plants,
Isolated laiglxting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTOX. Pullman Building, CHICAGO-
130 Liberty Street, NE fF YORK. 134: East Sixth, Street, ST. PA UL.

Penn Mutual BtiiltUnfj. PJBILdDELPBIA. 29 E. First South Utreet, SALT LAKE CITY.
65 amUh Bni'ding. CINCINNATI. Haller Buildiag, SEATTLE, WASH.

167 Grniier Street. NEW ORLEANS. 314 California Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
Equitable Building, ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street, TORONTO, OJST.

Tl^e ^lace to ^-0.37" Sio-pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding meclianism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-service arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

p 313 -317 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc and Incandescent Lighting Apparatns,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT,

FOR EITHER ISOLATED OR CENTRAL STATION PLANTS.

Generators for Railway and otiier Motor Circuits. Accurate Measuring Meters.

Motors, Gut-outs, Switcbes and General Supplies.

44 Broad Street, New York City. 35 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
186 Dearborn Street, Chicago. Kirk Building, Syracvise, N. Y.
907 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. 819 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.
533 Wood Street, Pittsburgh.
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THE BEST INSDLATION
IS

DAY'S

KERITE

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

HIGHEST GRADE OF INSULATION FOR

ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES.

a

Owing to the great demand for Kerite Insulated Wires and Cables,
the factories at Seymour, Conn., have recently been enlarged and further equipped with

new and improved machinery, and are running overtime to keep up with the demand.

Mr. W. R. Brixey has succeeded to the entire Kerite interests, and guarantees

that

KERITE WILL BE FOUND BETTER THAN EVER.

Architects, Electrical Engineers, Electricians, Construction Men, Supply Houses,

Light and Power Plant Superintendents, Telegraph and Telephone Superintendents,

Railway Superintendents, City Inspectors and everybody interested, directly or

indirectly, in Electric Wire, should bear in mind that

KERITE is the OLDEST and BEST INSULATION on the Market,

has stood the longest and severest life test, and is to-day, after a quarter of a century's

experience—all things considered—the most reliable and satisfactory high grade

insulation.
WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE INSULATION THAT HAS THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr., Seymonr, Conn. is

J, E. HAM, General Agent,

203 Broadway, New York.

GUSHING & MORSE,
General Western Agents,

225 Pearbprn St., Chicago.
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To whom it may concern:

Electric Oompanies, Supply Houses, Contractors, and

the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-

Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Lighting, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Lights,

Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United States, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary,

8» LiIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

ANYTHINB IN A NAME?
Yes, take INSULLAC for example. This

word, simple as it seems, is the name of the

highest grade of insulating varnish made to-day.

For armature and field winding it cannot be

approached. If you are doing anything in this

line it will pay you to correspond with us. Our
goods are guaranteed.

Massaclmsetts Chemical Co.^

134 Pearl St., NEW YORK. 8 Oliver St., BOSTON.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie Solution oime froDiem oi sate (inariing

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wheraver and for whateoever purpose employed, la to

be fonnd In the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

MAHUPACTUEBD BT
IT "JTm xj T> T Q It

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/nDi^cJ B27toB31 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.

^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , New York.

TRAD£-MARB^

??h0B. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Franclaco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Donver Colo,
American Elect. Supply Co., 2-^6 Pearl St., Baffalo,N T.
Patnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rocheeter, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrnciion Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances,

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from, the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

OrderM for APPARATUS, RKPAIB8 and SUPPLiIKS formerly famished l>y the ITnited ntatus Ulectric I^ighting Co.?
Newark, N. J., Hhoald now he nent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

PRANCH OrnCES IN ALL the' LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
195-207 South Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.
ARC LICHTINC.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers of

Dynamos, Motors,
Lamps, Sockets,
Wire, etc.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES f

every description.

Gas, Electric Etnd
Oombination
Fixtures.

Oomplete Electric
Bailway Station and
Line Appliances.

Batteriea,
Fash Buttons,
Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

RICH CCLD MINES.
I have In my bauds two gold mines easily access-

ible, in the United States of Colombia, South Ame-
rica, with ore of the most extraordinary richness,
some of which carries as much as three thousand
dollars (^J,000) in gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade.
These mines are of aocient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for
over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Bepublic is based upon the theory of and similar
to our own government, with civil and religious
liberty and equal rights to all, and is &a stable as
any government in the world.
These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from thy easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dollars

($10,000) a day, or over three million dollars ($3,-

000 000) acnually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and uDfailiog

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.

It is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five miUlon donar6{$5, 000,000), upon which
there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ita), in small or large sums, fi-^r this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

(.325,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents {2!2C.lon the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c,) on the dollar,

a sufficient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prior possession to

double the amount of contiguous land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land pno*", is the reason of this unusual offer,
and they will retain as much of the property as
Ihey possibly can. parting with only what Is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simlte, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the ertdence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,
xaooii 2.7,

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^xorn-pt Sl:Lipi:in.ents.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

W. R. MASON, Gonl Mgp. CHICAGO.

G-S Specialties.

G-SOoglFllslFMSltCl
Blnsle Pole. Donlile Pole.

S-WIre.

Electrically

Mecliaiiically

Artistically

C-8 8. P. Flush Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

NEAR TO NATURE.
The Constant

Pure
White

Light
of the "BUCKEYE

» <'-%

•<^>

Beautify your station, the business houses and homes of your patrons.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
437 "The Bookery,"

CHICAdO.
611 Mail and Express Bnlldliu-,

HEW XORK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANDFACTUKKRS OP

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES : i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 Cortlandt St. , NEW YORK.
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Havins: taken up the manufacture of several first-class Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive catalogues and other printed matter.

A. H. ATWOOD, 166-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.

ORLISS
Engines

JSUde Valve Engines, Sliaftins, Hang-
ers, Pnlleys, Belt Elevators,

• Saw Mills, Etc., Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

M4^i~ kL<f>Hajjf|
\-^ii^

IVo. 103. Concealed Work.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot In the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw dtiuer used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPANY,

P. O Box 8P6. Hartford. Conn. T-H ann Westinghonse Style

P/B.
Waterproof

Armature Varnish
THE STA

2 Liberty Street, New York.

Insulating Compounds.

and Waterproof Insulating: Tape.
NDARD PAINT COMPANY,

542 "The Rookery", Chicago.

Utica Electrical Mfg, & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

•UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK- KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DWLEX and QUADRUPL'X LIQHTNINB ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

WASTELESS

G. d'Infreville
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

8ee Issue Western Electrician Oct, 29. 431 fia>tqr <lt Wow V*»»i'

W"ood FngraTing—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc Etching—From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

Half-Tone Process -^
'^^^^*'* reproductions of Photographs, Wash Dramn^s,

l etc., etched in copper.
AVax Eneravines— For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photii-ljithography—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.
Designing.

MANZ&OO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 and 187 Monroe St, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
P

CHICAGO:
327 to 275 South Clinton Street,

242 to 358 South Jefferson Street,

NEW YORK:
Thames and Greenwrich Streets.

37 to 45 West Congress Street.

LONDON:
79 Coleman Street, E. C.

ANTWERP: BERLIN:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co., Telephon Apparat Fabrik,

33 Rue Boudewyns. PARIS: Engel Ufer 1.

Societe de Material Telephonique," 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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Westinehouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,
Nov. 30, 1893.

EFFICIENCT, I.ONG LIFE, NO DECREASE IN SIMPLE, ORNAMENTAL, RELIABLE,
CANDLE POWER. CHEAP.

OUR NEW LAMPS not only do not infringe the Edison Patent, but they are fully covered by patents of our own.

BY MEANS OF AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY THE BURNER IS RENDERED
STABLE, ITS EFFICIENCY INCREASED, ITS LIFE PROLONGED

AND ITS NORMAL CANDLE POWER MAINTAINED.

PRICES.
By reason of economies effected in the manufacture of our new lamp in large quantities by the use of special

machinery, we are able to

C^TjLoto tlcxG follo-wingr XjO'^tv I'rioes:
25 and 20 candle power lamps, . - >. . $0.35 List Price.
16, 10 and 8 candle po-over lamps, - - - - $ .30 ''

*'

DISCOUNTS.
Central Stations 10 per cent, discount, and to all others 2}4 per cent, to 10 per cent, according to quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
A credit of ten cents will be given for every unbroken burned-out lamp delivered at the factory of the Company.

The saving by decreased cost oflamps and renetvals should equal near-
ly one per cent, on the capital stoch ofany Central Station.

The constant effort of the agents of the General Electric Company to induce our customers to exchange Qenerating
Apparatus of our make for Thomson-Houston Generating A pparatus is fully explained by the fact that

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY PAYS US
through the Consolidated Electric Light Company Five Cents for every Incandescent Lamp it makes, for the right to sell

such lamps for use in connection with Generating Apparatus of its own manufacture only.

"While we do not sell our new Ismp for use in connection w^ith Thomson-Houston Generating Apparatus, the present

users of the same may avail themselves of our new lamp by substituting our Generating Apparatus, the quality and
efB-ciency of which will fully warrant the cost.

NOTE: A dealer came to our cflloe and stated that ha had the exclusive sale of second-hand apparatus for the

General Electric Company; and he offered five of our Number One Alternating Current Generators for sale, to be
delivered a few weeks hence as they are still in use. We can of course Commend this apparatus if in ^ood
order.

An oflcial of a central station lighting company approached us recently for the exclusive right to the use of our
apparatus in his town, stating that his company had already entered into a contract. Form D., with the General Electric

Company, for the exclusive use of their apparatus. He frankly avowed that his purpose was, by securing a contract with
us, to have a monopoly of electric light and power in the district covered by his station.

We thought it better to leave that place open for competition.
We have also been informed that one other Company had executed Form D contract of the General Electric Com-

pany. These three are the only instances we have discovered, where they have succeeded in doing business in the direc-

tion of inducing users of our apparatus to discard it for apparatus made by members of the Trust.

Although we have many tons of apparatus made by the various members of the Trust, taken in the course of trade,

we have not cared to offer it for sale, for we believe the sale of inferior apparatus does great harm to the electric trade

in general.

"We have perfected devices that can be inserted in the various sockets novr in use, thereby
making them standard, for the use of our new lamps. The manufacture of these in suflScient

quantities to meet the demand has been unexpectedly delayed, so that the delivery of lamps,

and these attachments, ^vill be made only from and after January 1st.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFC. GO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOPACTtTRKD BY

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
dUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. S3 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Every central station manager is looking for a means of

EFFICIENT CONVERSION.
Not in a religious sense—that is out of his line—but

the conversion of electrical energy from high to

low potential. This is accomplished

MOST BEAOTIFULLY
By the ELKHART CONVERTER.

Have you tried it? If not you are not giving yourself a

ELECTRIC APPU4NCE COMPAN F,
General Electrical Supplies,

'THE BEST AT ANY PRICE" »*» Madison Street, CBICAGO.

;INE-HIGH'SPEED*

»»,
jUPEWOR RE60lAnON

'^''> ECONOMY ro'^
I

BectricIishtihs
A^EENERAL

'^

I i 41

WE TEST
K(H cut Of OUR

ENGIMES

roKpftlCES"""

CATALOGUE
3 ADDfUSJ

ENfilNLMtt

RACINt HARDWARE MK-CO-RA^''Vi)

Commutators^ ReflUed.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.
Patented J-n. 22, 1884. A. T. Smith's

Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halle.

Are used all over the conn-
try. Send for eetimatee or
prices to

A T.SMITH,
6 W.I 4th St , New York.

All SizesMICA
For Electrical Parposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL & CO.,
ai8 Water Street, Kew York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Sjpepial Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent l,anips.
Address vFE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
le the meet dnra-
Dle for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Cov

,, ^ „ ering Field
Mapnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THE liA.'TES'T AMD BEST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGKB: Slow spood, smoll floor spnoe, direct driven, eoH oiling bearings, little eilernal
magDelism, etc.

MADE BY THE
/f"'j. DUPLEX ELECTRIC GO,,

liiniitcd,

CORRY, PA.
BoNtoii onioe—n. C. lliiwbs, ManQKer
020 Atluntlo Ave.

Cllloaito «ni<'e- Archer * liuBllno
MiinfiKOrs, V.VJX, Moniiilnock Biilldlni,'

KiiiiHiiM Vny. Mo, onh-e — L c
JJiilr, HOf; W(ilr,,i(, Sln^eL.

"S'w Vork OnUM- — \v. II. (icidori,
MunuKer, lir, Broadwiiy.
'hlililloliililu ••nU-e— CliiiB. K. Hub-
Hell, IS South llroad St.

ACENTS:
I'hiitlnnooira.TiMiii.- I', i, Ht(jiie.

IlK'olll. 1M4'I».- HIkoIow ICloctrlo Knn-
ply Co., 112 B. l;)lh St.
.r^y.'.'lence. It. I.-IJroke, rnyson h
Whittler Oor. Wai<hlni(ton «i ICddy st».Tarpou HprltteH, Kla.- '-W. D, VVllBon.

The above illustration .shows the

working jmrts of the only steam en-

gine worthy of being called high
speed. It is known ns the

A merican High Speed Engine.

It has no competitors.

Runs en.sily and ?mootlily

1000 ^'EVOLUTIONS and more,
-^^^^ in small sizes, and propor-

tionally fast in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close automatic government.

DYNAMOS,
CIRCULAR SAWS,

FANS, BLOWERS,
THRESHING MACHINES,

etc., run by direct coupling without

belts.

It's tlie acme of simplicity. There's

gre.at saving in foundations, little or

none being required, also in oil con-

sumed and attention required.

For high speed machinery it saves

many shafts, counter -shafts, hangers.

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power

incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for slow ruiiuiug machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A " ROTARY,"
as its piston does not revolve ; runs

stiinding on either end, or placed hori-

zontally, equally wel' ; is tchollp self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and has simple, effective

reversing mechanism. Especially well

adapted for high speed Launches and

Yachts. Its position in bottom of boat

is most favorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

J^~lf you want to know more, send

address and 10 cents in stamps for

Large Illustrated Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

BOITIVD BROOK, Ji. J.

No. 44 Raritan Avenue.

PLAT^INUMFor all Purpoaes.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kal.road Are., Newark. N. J.

A.M.MORSE ^<=o.js|?„°^--

RlirKFVF 50T0 1QOOH.P.»ST. LQIIIS.

ENGINES? 00 In Sen-ice. Simr :

|K>iinil. Hcnit '--

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials In the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Ontstripping all competltorB.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

TKRTICAL. HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '"^ye'SJWK.
This advertieement appears every other week.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

It is aonounced by th3 officers of the department of

electricity at the World's Fair that the manufacturers of

"electric belts," "magnetic rings" and the like will not be

allowed to display their wares in the electricity building.

Chief Barrett has decided that these imposters do not come

within the scope of any legitimate application of electricity,

and they will therefore be excluded from the building. The

names of several concerns of this kind appeared in the list

of applicants for space in the electricity building which

was printed in the Western Electrician of November

26th, and the department was made the subject of much

adverse criticism on this account, the general inference

being that the names would not be included in the official

list unless it had been decided to admit catch-penny devices

of this character. But it is now stated that the names were

included simply to make the list complete, and that the

fakirs have been notified that they cannot have space in

proof motor of 25 horse power furnishes the power for opera-

tion. The machinery is installed in the cab at the center of

the table. The motor is wound for 500 volts and current is

taken from a double trolley circuit, bare copper wires strung

about three inches from the ground on Thomson-Houston

rubber insulators being used. The trolley wires are about

nine feet apart, and, as can be seen in the illustration, are

placed near the center rails supporting the transfer table.

The car was designed by W. L. Clements, the mechanical

engineer of the Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., which

furnished the apparatus, the electrical equipment being

installed by the Chicago office of the General Electric com-

pany. The manner of shifting the locomotives, coaches,

cars, wagons, etc., from the track on which they come into

the yard to the one on which they are to be placed on

exhibition is a very simple one. The table is run down
along its bed until its surface tracks are -even with those

from which the exhibit is to be removed. The motor is

also shows one of the tracks for the electric traveling crane

in the southern line of arches. Nearly 500 workmen are

now employed in connection with the installation of the

engines and boilers. All told, there will be 44 engines in

the building, most of these being used to operate dynamos.

Great things in the way of cleanliness are expected from

the exclusive use of oil as fuel, and it is a standing joke in

the mechanical and electrical department that the firemen

in the boiler house can attend to their duties in ful' dress in

the evening—provided, of ccurse, that the directors see fit

to open the fair in the evening. The steam from all the

boilers will be conducted to a great supply main or

"header" directly under the visitors' gallery between the

boiler house and engine room. This "header" is 36

inches in diameter and extends nearly the whole length

of machinery hall and annex, provision being made for the

expansion of the metal. It is computed that if such allow-

ance were not made, the "header" would be eighteen

he electricity building. This news will be a relief to

exhibitors.

In the illustration presented on this page is shown a view

of the electrically operated transfer table in the annex to

the transportation building, which has been tested and is

now ready for oparation. The table, which is to be used

in running the locomotives and coaches of the transporta-

tion exhibit upon the tracks, designed for their reception, is

about 70 feet long, and travels on seven pairs of wheels.

The tracks upon which it is operated are situated about two

feet lower than the tracks to be occupied by the exhibits, as

shown in the picture. This allows the track ou the surface

of the transfer table to come on a level with those on

which the exhibits are to be shunted. The table has a

carrying capacity of 100 tons and can easily transfer the

heaviest locomotive and tender. It is operated by elec-

tricity, and one man will have complete control of it.

-According to the amount of weight on it the table can be

made to travel back and forth at a speed varying irom 120

feet to 400 feet per minute. A Thomson-Houston water-

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

attached to a revolving drum and strong steel cable. The

cable is attached to the locomotive, or whatever the exhibit

is, to be drawn on. By moving a small lever the man
operating the motor sets the drum revolving. The cable,

is wound up and the locomotive drawn on to the tracks.

Tiien another train of gearing is started, and the table

placed opposite the tracks intended for the exhibit. By

running thecable of the drum around a po3t the locomo-

tive is drawn off in mich the same way that it was drawn

on.

A view giving the present appearance of a portion of

the engine foundations for the electric light and power

station in machinery hall is shown in Fig. 2. The piers

shown in the foreground are for the Ball & Wood engines

that will drive the sixteen Brush arc machines, as shown

in the plan of the station published in the Western Elec-

trician of October ist. Farther west are the twin foun-

dations for the big double engine of 2,000 horse power,

made by the E. P. Atlis company, which will be belted to

two Westinghouse 10,000 light alternators. The picture

inches longer when steam was up than when cold. The

crude oil will be piped from the oil fields of Ohio and stored

in twelve tanks, eight feet in diameter and twenty five feet

long, sunk below the surface, for safety's sake, in the

southeast corner of the grounds. The oil will come to the

boiler house through a pipe six inches in diameter. In the

evening, if both power and light are being used to the full

capacity, one of the tanks will be emptied every hour.

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the proposed plans of the Westing-

house office building, for which space south of the

machinery annex and directly west of the mechanical and

electrical office building has been allotted. The structure

will be two stories high, of staff construction, with ground

dimensions of 35 by 45 feet. The front elevation is given

in Fig. 3, and the rear elevation in Fig. 4. The
new lamp is shown wreathed in laurels, and the key-

stone of Pennsylvania surmounts the whole. The lower

floor will be used for reception and store rooms, while the

upper story, a plan of which is given in Fig. 5, will be

divided into offices for the superintendent and his assist-
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ants, with sleeping and toilet rooms. There will be one

large office with four smaller rooms.

Chief Barrett and Secretary Hornsby have a suite of six

rooms in the electricity building to serve as the head-

quarters of the department. One will be used as a sleep-

ing room, as it will frequently be necessary for some of the

officers of the department to remain on the grounds over

night.

Director-general Davis made his report of progress to

the board of control on Friday of last week. The report

is significant in its urgent demand for immediate comple-

tion of the buildings, that the work of installation—already

delayed more than a month—may be hurried along. The

delay in announcement of prices for light, heat and power,

to which he calls attention, was due, he said, to the inaction

of the Chicago directors, who have as yet taken no official

cognizance of the rules passed by the national commission

fixing charges to exhibitors for exposition service. Fol-

lowing are extracts from the report:

The demand is made and has been for more than a year

that the cost of power, light and water should be fixed and
published- At this date, December 14th, within four and
a half months of the opening of the exposition

not an officer of the expositon is authorized to

state to an exhibitor what this cost will be. Ex-
hibitors of machinery and electrical apparatus decline to

accept their space until this question is settled, and this

are demanded urged to their greatest capacity and efficiency.

Upon the work of a few short weeks do all the plans of

months and a colossal fiduciary investment forever and
irredeemably depend. No officer of the exposition can
evade the tremendous responsibility assumed by indirec-

tion, hesitation or captiousness, or whatever cause, for ever

so brief a time.

Another Lamp Decision.

The last decision of the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals in the incandescent lamp litigation was handed down

m REB
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delay has cost us the loss of some of our most important
exhibits.

The chiefs of departments are getting into the buildings

they have been directed to assume charge of, and no
further delay can be permitted without serious detriment

to the exposition. It was the intention that we should

have six months in which to install the exhibits—none toD

long—and there is but little more than four months left for

that purpose, and every day lost now in any department is

a delay that can not be reclaimed.

The work of the departments and the general work since

the council of administration and the departments have
been located on the grounds has been greatly improved
and is getting better all the time, but the results are not

all that could be wished for, and it is necessary, in my
opinion, that every contractor and every department
should work every available man that can be put on the

FIG. 4. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

at New York on December 15th. It is another. substantial

victory for the Edison interests. The opinion is appended:

This is an appeal from an order of the Circuit Court

granting an injunction pendente Hie restraining the de-

fendant from making, using, or vending the incandescent

electric lamps of the patent granted to Thomas A. Edison,

January 27, 1880, No. 223,898, of which the complain-

ants are the owners. The order was granted pi-o fo}-ma,

in view that a final disposition of the questions involved

might be promptly made by the decision of this court.

The validity of the patent, aud the infringement of its

second claim by such lamps as the defendant makes, were
adjudged by the Circuit Court for the southern district of

New York, July 14, i8qi, in a decree at final hearing.

That suit was brought against the United States Electric

Lighting company, and was defended by the Westing-

house Electric company, a corporation which since Octo-

ber 10, 1888, has been the owner of the business carried

on in the name of the present defendant. The business

of the defendant consists exclusively in the manufacture
of the infringing lamps. The decree of the Circuit Court
adjudging the validity of the second claim of the patent,

and its infringement by lamps such as are made by the

defendant, was upon an appeal affirmed by this court

October 4, 1892, That decree among other things

awarded the complainants a perpetual injunction. The
present suit was brought subsequently to that affirmance.

It is apparent that the order for the present injunction is

in effect one to extend the terms of an injunction already

granted in a suit determined by the court of last resort

between the same parties, or their privies, so as to include

a new infringement. For an understanding of the

grounds upon which the defendant contends the injunc-

tion ought not to have been granted, the following narra-

tive is necessary :

For several years subsequent to 1880 the Edison com-
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work from this time forih, else we will be greatly behind.
As a whole, thegeneral outlook for efficiency and success is

better than when last you met; it is improving all the while.

It is not in a fault-finding spirit that I mention these
matters, but it is for the purpose of bricHy emphasizing the
vital necessity for such action by administrative bodies as

will not only permit but force the executive cffJcers to
united, ceaseless efi'ort in every direction. Any unneces-
sary formality in details, any too technical methods of
procedure, any further needless delay in formulating rules

and regulations for the guidance and information of ex
htbitors, should be done away with and stopped, and the
agencies from whose effective employment so great results

pany and the United States^ Electric Lighting company
were the only manufacturers of incandescent lighting ap-
paratus in this country doing any considerable business.
The United States Electric Lighting company began
manufacturing incandescent lighting apparatus, including
the lamps which have been held to be an infringe-
ment of the Edison patent, in the summer of
1880, and continued in such business until

a recent period. In May, 1S85. a suit was brought
against it upon the present patent. Another corporation,
Consolidated Electric Lighting company, was organized in
September, 18B2, and began the manutacture of incandes-
cent lighting apparatus. This company was the owner of

and operated under what are known as the Sawyer-Man
patents for electric lighting apparatus; and under these
patents it assumed that it had the exclusive right to make
and sell the lamp claimed in the patent in suit. In May,
1885, suit was brought against it by the Edison Electric
Light company upon the patent in suit, and about the
same time it brought suit against the Edison company for

infringement of its own patent. In 1883 a corporation
known as the Thomson-Houston company began the
manufacture and sale of electric apparatus for lighting and
power. As the result of negotiations between the Consoli-
dated Electric Lighting company and the Thomson- Hous-
ton company the Sawyer-Man company, the present de-
fendant, was organized in September, 1886. Nine-tenths
of its stock was owned by the Thomson-Houston company.
It received from the Consolidated company a license to

manufacture lamps under the Sawyer-Man patents, and
thereupon began the business of manufacturing the in-

fringing lamp, and has continued in this business to the
present time. In August, 1887, all the stock of the de-
fendant, including that owned by the Thomson-Houston
company, was sold to the Consolidated company for |i2o,-
000 in bonds, and the same amount at par of its stock.
In December, 1888, the Thomson-Houston company sold
its stock in the Consolidated company to the Westinghouse
Electric company. At the same time, by an agreement
between the Consolidated company and the Westinghouse
company, the fulfillment of which on the part of the Con-
solidated company was guaranteed by the Westinghouse
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company, the Thomson-Houston company was licensed

under the patents of the Consolidated company to make
incandescent lamps for export and use with generating
apparatus of its own manufacture in this country; and the
Westinghouse company was prohibited from selling incan-
descent lamps for use with the Thomson- Houston generating
apparatus for a period which might, at the option of the.

Thomson- Houston company, extend to 1902. This agree-
ment recognized the fact that the Thomson-Houston com-
pany could during the continuance cf the agreement make
and sell lamps not covered by the Consolidated company's
patent; and in the event of such manufacture and sale,

the latter company was released from its obligation not to
sell lamps for use in connection with the Thomson
Houston generating apparatus. Pending ihe suit against
the United States Electric company, the Westinghouse
company succeeded to the business of the United States

company, the ConsoHdated company, and the defendant;
and since September. 188S, the defendant has been the

manufacturer of lamps for the Westinghouse system.
Each of the various companies engaged in the manufact-
ure and sale of electric lighting apparatus has, as a rule,

manufactured all the different pieces of apparatus which
are necessary for making up a complete "plant," the dif-

ferent parts being constructed with reference to use with
each other, and not so as to be adapted for use in the

systems of apparatus made by other manufacturers. For
the purpose of public lighting from central stations local

companies, known as illuminating companies, have been
organized in various cities and towns, which have pur-
chased plants from one or the other of the manufacturing
companies, and the central stations of such illuminating
companies have, as a rule, been equipped wholly with the
electrical apparatus made by some one manufacturing
company. In many ciiies and towns there are competing
illuminating companies using the system of diflferent manu-
facturers, some being equipped with the Edison system,
some with the Westinghouse system, and some with the
Thomson- Houston system.
The United States company has installed about i 050

plants, with a lamp capacity of about 350,000 lamps.
About 300 of these plants were installed before the suit

upon the patent was brought against it. The Consolidated
company also installed a large number of plants. After
the Westinghouse company succeeded to the business of
the United States company and the Consolidated company,
it also installed a large number of plants.

It is said that the aggregate lamp capacity of the incan-
descent lighting plants installed with generating apparatus
supplied by the Westinghouse company at the present time
represents a capital of about twenty-five millions of dol-

lars, and a lamp capacity of over 1,300,000 lamps. The
lamps themselves represent but a small part of the cost of

the plants, the greater part being represented by the elec-

tric apparatus supplied by the Westinghouse company and
its predecessors; but the lamps are essential for the contin-

ued operation of the plants. Unless the lamps can be re-

placed as they are worn out, and can be procured when
needed, these plants will be crippled and the greater part

of the investment in them will be lost. The central station

plants supply lights to customers as gas companies supply
gas; and if their operation should be stopped great incon-
venience to the public would ensue. The various compan-
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ies give employment to a large number of men who might
be thrown out of employment if *,he lamps could not be
obtained.

In 1889 the Edison General Electric company was or-

ganized for the purpose of combining the Edison Electric

Light company with various other corporations engaged in

the manufacture and sale of electric apparatus, the organ-

ization of the subordinate corporations being retained.

Prior to April, i8g2, the Thomson-Houston company had
acquired the stocks of various other companies engaged in

the business of manufacturing and selling electrical appar-

atus, and these companies were carrying on the business in

combination with the Thomson-Houston company and
under its control. In April, 1S92, these two combinations,

the Edison General Electric company and the Thomson-
Houston Electric company, included substantially all the

companies which had theretofore been competing in this

kind of business, excepting the Westinghouse company;
and in that month the General Electric company was
organized for the purpose of combining these two combin-
ations in one which should include all the concerns in this

country, except the Westinghouse company, which former-

ly were competing in the business of making and selling

electric light and power apparatus, but the separate or-

ganization of the constituent companies was still re-

tained.

The defendant insists that the preliminary injunction

should not have been granted because, (i) owing to the

laches of the owners of the patent in asserting their claims

and enforcing them, a large capital has been invested in

the manufacture and sale, not only of lamps, but also in

electric lighting apparatus, which will be greatly depre-

ciated in value unless the lamps can be used with it, and

that an injunction will cripple and perhaps ruin the local

illuminating companies who have invested in the plants of

the Westinghouse companies if they are prevented from

using the lamp of the patent, and thereby subject to great

inconvenience those whom these plants furnish with light,

and displace a large number of persons who are employed

in operating the plants; (2) because the complainants and

the other corporations with whom the complainants are

associated, the competitors of the Westinghouse company,

in the business of making and supplying electric power and

lighting, have entered into an unlawful combination to stifle

competition in that business, and an injunction will be

used unconscionably to further the objects of the combina-

tion; and (3) because by reason of the aflfiliation of the

Thomson-Houston company with that combination, and

prior dealings of that company with the defendant, the

Consolidated company and the \Vestinghouse company, an

equitable estoppel has arisen by force of which the com-

plainants, as parties to the combination, ought not to be

permitted to have an injunction. The question whether

there has been any laches in asserting the patent was con-

sidered by the Circuit Court of Appeals upon the appeal

from the decree of the Circuit Court, and that court declared

that no case was shown to authorize the refusal of an

injunction on any theory of laches or equitable estoppel by

reason of undue delay in bringing suit, or acquiescence in

known infringement. If the owners of the patent proceed-

deem it necessary, because the same defense has again been
urged upon substantially the same state of facts, to add
anything to that opinion.

Every one of the manufacturing corporations, the com-
petitors of the Edison companies, commenced their opera-

tions with a knowledge of the existence of the patent in

suit. They were controlled by business men of intelligence

and experience. Their promoters and managers may have
believed, and probably did, that the patent could not be

successfully maintained. But they entered upon the busi-

ness with an understanding of its risks, and of the conse-

quences which would befall them as infringers, if the patent

should be 'sustained. None of them can now be justly

FIG. 2, STROWGER TELEPHONE EXCIiANGE AT FORT
SHERIDAN.

heard to say that an injunction which is essential, if not

indispensable, to the protection of the owners of the patent

and their licensees, ought not to be granted because of the

great pecuniary loss which may result. If in consequence

of being deprived of the use of the lamps, their investments

in other electric apparatus will be greatly depreciated, they

must take the consequences.

The users who have supplied themselves with electric

lighting plants from the infringers, which required for their

operation lamps of the patent, are of course infringers. But

those who did so before the decision of the Circuit Court
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ed with due diligence as respects the United States

Lighting company, no other infringers of the patent can

be heard to complain with reason that suit was not brought

against them upon the patent previous 10 the adjudication

of its validity in the Circuit Court. It is a matter of notor-

iety that that litigation was a very expensive and arduous

one; and its progress must have been familiar to all those

who were extensively interested in having the patent

defeated. As regards the present defendant, there are no

new facts of importance bearing upon the question of

laches to distinguish the case from that shown in the

former suit. We see no reason for changing me opinion

expressed by this court in the former case, and do not

sustaining the patent, and at a time when judicial deci-

sions in foreign countries interpreting the patent were in

conflict, and who are now willing to accept their lamps

from the complainants upon reasonable terms, have much
stronger equities than the manufacturing infringers. These
equities the court will not disregard; but what would be

reasonable terms if an application were made to the court

on behalf of these users is a question which can only be

determined in each case upon its particular circumstances.

As to those users, however, who have acquired these

plants subsequent to the decision of the circuit court, if

they are deprived of the use of the lamps, and as a con-

sequence the value of their plants may be greatly impaired,

they must accept the result as a consequence of their own
imprudence.
We are not disposed to investigate upon the present case

the character of the combination which has been formed
under the name of theGeneral Electric company. Whether
that combination is intended to fetter competition, and is

illegal as one in restraint of trade, is a question which we
should not undertake to decide upon theevidence before
us, and in a suit to which it is not a party. The present
complainants are entitled by the patent laws to a monopoly
for the term of the patent, of the manufacture and sale of
the lamps made under it; the right to this monopoly is the
very foundation of the patent system. They do not lose
that right merely because they may have joined in a com-
bination with others holding other patents securing similar
monopolies, which combination may, when judicially ex-
amined in a proper forum, be held to be unlawful. We
do not feel justified in assuming upon the facts before us
in the present suit that the use which the complainants pro,
pose to make of the injunction, an injunction which seems
necessary to secure their monopoly and make their patent
fruitful, will be such as to promote any other monopoly.
When it shall be made to appear that some one, to whom
in fairness and good conscience these complainants should
sell their lamps, has been arbitrarily refused them, save
upon oppressive and unreasonable terms, it will be time to
consider whether the complainants should be allowed to
continue in possession of the injunction.
The alleged estoppel seems to be far fetched and

shadowy. The history which has been given shows that
before the Sawyer-Man company was organized litigation
upon the patent in suit and upon the Sawyer-Man pat-
ents had commenced; that in 1887 the stock in the Saw-
yer-Man company owned by the Thomson-Houston com-
pany was sold to the Consolidated company, a party to the
suits, and that subsequently, in 188S, the Westinghouse
company, an actual party to the litigation, bought that
portion of the stock from the Consolidated company which
had been owned by the Thomson-Houston company. The
estoppel lacks the elements which ordinarily create an es-
toppel in pais, namely, an injury or a harm to one person
resulting from a reliance upon the acts, conduct or declara-
tions ot another, in which there was an clement of bad
faith or wilful neglect of duty. The history of the connec-
tion of the Thomson-Houston company from 1886 to 1888
with the Consolidated company and with the Sawyer-Man
company, the defendant, shows that all these companies
knew of the existence of the litigations in which the life of
the present patent and of the Sawyer-Man patent was at
stake. There can be no charge of concealment or con'
structive fraud. When the sale and the agreement of 1888
were made there was no implied obligation upon the
Thomson-Houston company to remain in alliance with the
Westinghouse system. The contingency that it might
enter upon the manufacture of competing lamps was con-
templated. Its union with the Edison interests has neither
hastened nor facilitated the application for the present
injunction. We perceive no adequate reason from the
facts why the complainants should not obtain the ordinary
results which attend a complainant's success in a suit in
equity for the infringement of a patent.
The injunction order appealed from should be modified

so as to cover only lamps made in infringement of the sec-
ond claim of the patent, the other claims not having been
infringed according to the adjudication of the Circuit Court
or of this court. It should also contain a provision reserv-
ing the right to the defendant to move hereafter for the va-
cation, suspension or modification of the injunction upon
proof of specific instances of refusal on the part of the
complainants, or either of them, to supply the lamps of
the patent upon terms reasonable under the circumstances
of the particular case, to the owners of electric lighting
plants which were installed before the rendition of the in-
terlocutory decree of the Circuit Court sustaining the
validity of the patent.

Strowger Telephone Exchange at Fort
Sheridan.

A few weeks ago the Western Electrician illustrated

the Strowger automatic telephone exchange at La
Porte, Ind. Since then the company has installed a plant

at Fort Sheridan, near Chicago. This latter exchange is

small, to be sure, but sufficient to demonstrate the appli-

cability of the system to small towns where the expense of

attendant^; precludes the possibility of using the old sys-

tem. Fig. I represents the central office at Fort Sheridan,

occupying a space of six by ten feet. The Strowger
equipment is making connections for fifteen telephones,

and since its completion not a single "trouble" has been
reported. Fig. 2 illustrates the new thousand connective in-

strument, capable of accommodating a system of one thous-

and subscribers. A description of this device was pre-

sented in the Western Electrician August 6th and
November 12th. The first exchange equipped with Strow-

ger apparatus was at La Porte, and it has given uniform

satisfaction. The mayor of the town had occasion to

test its efficiency recently. During a recent illness he

transacted all his business by telephone and expressed

great satisfaction at the efficiency and reliability of the

service. Other subscribers are equally well pleased, and
the Strowger company is highly elated over the reception

which its system has received.

It is said to be probable that the electric light service of
Pecatonica, III., will be discontinued, as the plant has not
been made to pay.
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Direct Water Driven Dynamos in Swit-

zerland.

The central station in Geneva, Switzerland, has an out-

put that is equal to 17,000 8 candle power incandescent

lamps, and is increasing rapidly. There are, says London

Industries , five separate groups of generators, of which

four give 200 horse power each, while a small day plant

gives 25 horse power. Each turbine drives two dynamos

coupled to the three-wire system. The accompanying

illustration shows one of these units. The dynamos

made by Cuenod, Sautter & Co. give no volts and 600

amperes. The turbines, which are driven by water on

the town power distribution system, at a pressure of

200 pounds per square inch, run at 350 revolutions per

minute. They were built by Faesch & Piccard, who, it

will be remembered, are making a number of 5,000 horse

power turbines for the Niagara scheme. This firm's auto-

matic turbine regulator is employed. The distribution is

carried out on the three-wire system. The cables are in-

sulated with impregnated jute, drawn over with lead tube.

This is again insulated, and coated with two spiral servings

of strip steel- In laying, bricks are placed immediately

over the cables to warn the intelligent workman that there

is "something there." In spite of this it is found that the

cable must be prepared to withstand the assaults of the

pick-axe. These cables show an insulation of over 2,000

megohm-miles in constant use. There are three miles of

feeders, and the drop allowed is only 5 per cent, at full

load. The network amounts to nearly five miles. The

cables so far show no sign whatever of alteration. The in-

crease of the business has necessitated putting down an al-

ternating system at 2,400 volts for the more distant

portions. There are alternators giving 180 kilowatts. Sie-

mens & Halske's concentric mains are employed for the al-

one chief electrician, two dynamo tenders; municipal ser-

vice, one electrician in charge of transformers and meters,

one electrician for new construction, one workman. The

cut is reproduced from Le Genie Civil.

The Therapeutic Effects of the Alter
nating Current.'

With the exception of the interesting communications
from our eminent colleague, M. D'Arsonval, who has sub-

mitted to you principally physiological questions, I think

no medical question has been brought before the

society since the death of my lamented friend, Di. Boudet
de Paris, whose abilities as an orator and savant you have

all been able to appreciate. However, while you have

been occupied with the various problems of electricity as

applied to industry, we doctors have not been idle, but

have been occupying ourselves with the less brilliant, but

not less useful, object of relieving our fello>w creatures by
means of the new forces introduced by electricity into the

healing art. I bring you to-day, on the part of Dr.

Gautier. my collaborator and friend, and myself, the

result of our researches with regard to the therapeutic ap-

plication of alternating currents, researches which now
seem to us sufficiently firmly established to justify at least

the hope that we have in our hands from this time hence-

forth a mode of treatment which is of considerable power,

and very interesting, for alleviating chronic nutritive dis-

orders, i.e.^ diatheses, and the morbid conditions resulting

from them.
The idea that electrical energy is capable of acting

powerfully on the inward working of our system is not

new; we find traces of it in works written by charlatans

at the end of the last century, and since then the greater

number of writers on the subject of medical clectrology

have alluded to this possible, probable, but not demon-
strated influence.

M. D'Arsonval based his estimation of the nutritive

modifications undergone by the animal experimented upon
on the measurement of the respiratory capacity of the

blood. This is really the surest of all methods. You

DIRECT WATER-DRIVEN DYNAMOS IN SWITZERLAND.

ternating system, and they feed 21 transformer substations

or local transformers. Street boxes of sheet iron take three

transformers each of 10 kilowatts. These feed into a low-

pressure three-wire system whose leads are three-conductor

concentric mains.

Driving Portable Drills by Electric
Motors.

The accompanying cut from Xh.^ American Machinist

is another illustration of the growing popularity of the

electric motor for service in connectio,i with machine tools.

The picture shows a portable drill as arranged to be

driven by an electric motor. The motor is placed at the

opposite end of a cyHndrical ibar, which may be traversed

through the clamping plate by means of the rack and

pinion movement shown. This machine was devised by

James T. Halsey of Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Light Plant at Havre.
It is stated that the Electric Power company of Havre,

France, charges less for incandescent electric lighting than

any company on the continent. For a ten candle power

lamp the rate is about one-half cent per lamp hour. The

station is a small one, and a view of the dynamos is pre-

sented in the illustration. The latter are Ferranti alterna-

tors, each of a capacity of loo amperes at a pressure of 2-

400 volts. The machines are connected directly to a

Corliss engine made at the Farcot Works by means of ten

cotton ropes, as shown in the illustration. The ropes

have a diameter of thirty-five millimeters.

Although the station is a small one, the number of em-

ployes seems by no means small. The list includes for the

commercial service one superintendent, one office clerk,

one draughtsman; engineering department, one engineer,

one foreman for the station, four mechanics, two foremen,

know that the red globule, which is the really active part

of the blood, is capable, normally, of absorbing a certain

quantity of oxygen. This absorption, which takes place

in the lungs, varies within certain physiological limits. It

is most active when the animal is doing most work,
and falls to a minimum when it is at rest.

When the cells, which are the ultimate constituents of
all the living tissues, are endowed with greater activity,

they demand from the globule more oxygen, and the ex-

amination of a determined quantity of blood under the

mercury pump shows the increase of what has been called

the respiratory capacity of the blood.

There is, therefore, correlation between the respiratory

capacity and the nutritive activity, the first of the terms
serving to determine the second.

M. D'Arsonval has examined in succession the various

applications of electricity to medical purposes, to see wh a

influence they are capable of exercising on these pheno
mena.
He showed that the continuous current without fluctua-

tions produced no action; that the static current had an
action that was appreciable, but feeble, causing the respi-

ratory capacity 10 vary from 12 to 15 per cent. ; while the

alternating current produced the augmentation of this

same respiratory capacity in the proportion of 50 per

cent. As to the faradic current, it certainly produces in-

creased organic combustion; but indirectly, by contracting

the muscle that is working, and, consequently, consuming.
The interesting and important part about the results ob-

tained with the alternating currents is that the increase in

the respiratory capacity manifests itself without any mus-
cular contraction, or even any sensation. There is, there-

fore, a direct effect on the nervous nutritive function which
imparts to the cells their activity.

The alternating current having shown itself so much
more efficacious than the other forms of electricity, it was
naturally the one chosen for acting upon the sick. M.
D'Arsonval, in his experiments, used a current that was
strictly sinusoidal. He thus endeavored to dissociate the

two effects of the current, the direct nutritive action and
the action on the contractile muscular fiber.

The stri'-tly sinusoidal form of the current enabled him

I. Kead by E. Liirat before the Socictc Intcrimtioaale dts Elec-
tricicUB.

to avoid this latter action—the contraction, which, as you
know, manifests itself at the moment of the falls of po-
tential. Practically, from the point of view of its appli-
cation to the sick, the object was slightly different, since
on the one hand the alternating current increases the
nutritive action on the nervous centers by a mechanism
which, although as yet obscure, is undeniable, and since,
on the other, the faradic current, by the muscular contrac-
tions which it provokes, leads indirectly to a similar result it

would be beneficial, we thought, to associate these effects,

which would thus reinforce one another. The problem
being set, it remained for us to solve it from an instru-
mental point of view. The current supplied by our
medical coils was far from giving us the solution required.
The current produced by battery elements in connection
with an inductor and an interrupter, and working an in-
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duced coil, is certainly alternating, but the breaking cur-
rent, weakened by the extra current, is considerably
weaker than the starting current; moreover, the duration
of the passage of the current is very short, and the lime
lost is at least two-thirds of the time utilized. As to the
coil known as Constantine Paul's, and used by that physi-
cian for the faradic baths, it is less suited to our purpose
than any other; it gives the extra current from a thick wire
coil, and, consequently, a current of the same nature and
of excessively short duration. In short, the current sup-
plied by these coils only act by the muscular contraction
which they provoke.
We were, therefore, led to conclude that the best and

most practical plan was to borrow our current from the al-

ternating circuit supplied for lighting purposes by the
Halles Electrical Works, and generated by Ferranti- Patin
dynamos. This current comes to us under a potential of

Ho volts, and by means of a little transformer and an
intercalary resistance with a soft iron core, we are able to

use from i to 100 volts; as to current, our starting point
is one milliampere. The number of alterations is 10,000
a minute. The graphic representation of this current in-

dicates that its sinusoid is more acute than that furnished

by D'Arsonval's apparatus, but it is regular nevertheless.

As regards the mode of application, we thought that as

we required to produce general effects, it was expedient to

enlarge, as far as possible, the active surface of the elec-

trodes; this object is attained by placing the patient in

a porcelain bath, so that he is in derivation, and only
takes a fraction of the current passing through the water
in the bath.

Such an installation is extremely practical. The regu-

lation of the quantity of current supplied is very simple,

and it can be increased quite progressively, I will now
briefly relate the results attained.

You know that there is a large class of maladies that

have been grouped by Prof. Bouchard under the title of

maladies caused by failing nutrition {maladies pat relen-

tissement de la nu(riiion). Among these maladies,

which are all, it seems, brought about by a failure of the

nutritive powers, taking different forms according to in-

dividuals, races, temperaments, etc., maybe included gout
chronic rheumatism, obesity, diabetes, etc.

It is to patients of this class, those suffering from defec

tive nutrition, that our endeavors have been directed. To
obtain our starting point, and ascertain the state of the

oxidations which, as we have seen, are among the prim-

ordial phenomena constituting cellular life, we could not,

like M, D'Arsenal, measure the respiratory capacity of

our patients' blood. We contented ourselves with analys-

ing the urinary discharges, which show unfailingly the

processes of organic combustion going on in the living

tissues. But of course this method is not whoUv reliable,

KLECIRIC LIGHTING PLANT AT HAVRE.

The diet of the patient considerably affects the quantity

of nitrogenous products discharged in 24 hours; a meat

diet increases the quantity of urea, as we know, and a

vegetarian diet considerably diminishes it. This is why,

when experimenting upon animals, we subject them to a

strict regimen, consisting of rations which are invariably

the same, both in quantity and quality. We could no

ask our patients to submit to a regimen of this kind; bu

I think our figures may be considered correct, on accoun
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of the number of analyses made with regard to one pa-

tient, which enabled us to establish mean values.

In a general way, we may say that with ihose patients

in whom the quantity of urea is too low, we note that this

quantity rapidly increases, reaches the normal value, and
often exceeds it.

With gouty subjects suffering from an excess of uric

aeid, this acid acts in a contrary manner, diminishing in

quantity. In two out of three cases of diabetes, the sugar
diminished; in another case it remained stationary. The
quantity of urea in patients of this class being very high
in consequence of over-alimentation, no modification was
observed in the excretion of this product. Moreover, it

is only by continuing and multiplying these chemical re-

searches that it will be possible to draw certain deductions
from them. The physical functions do not proceed as

simply in a sick person as in an animal, or a healthy per-

son, experimented upon in a laboratory. But what has

struck us is that the great majority of our patients have
been wonderfully improved.
We treated several patients suffering from excessive cor-

pulance, who lost from 5 to lo kilogrammes in a few
weeks; and some suffering from chronic gout, who had
been confined to their rooms for months, and who now
go about in comfort.

Several dyspeptics, with dilatation of the stomach, have
also undergone a decided improvement in their general

health and in their digestions. The details of our cases

will shortly be laid before medical societies; I need not

dwell fuither on them here, but if I had to state my gen-
eral impression as to the results of the treatment by
baths traversed by alternating currents, I should say that

the nervous system which is depressed or the functions of

which are turned aside from their regular course seems to

be deeply and favorably influeilced. Our attention was
also directed to chronic diseases of the skin, especially

eczema. Three cases of eczema were so quickly improved
that we were encouraged to continue our efforts. We take

this opportunity of thanking Profs. Besnier and Hallopeau,
who have been kind enough to entrust some of their patients

to our care, and who follow our researches with interest.

The domain of electro-therapeutics, which has been

up to the present almost confined to local applications, or,

if u?ed for general treatment, has been restricted almost
exclusively to nervous affections, is being greatly extended,

as you see, since it now deals with the nutritive disorders

that aonstitute diatheses, which are the sources of a num-
jer of chronic maladies. As to ourselves, we do not claim

to have discovered this action of electricity on the system
generally which has been glanced at by several of our pre-

deceiEors, which was, so to speak, in the air, but which
M. D'Arsonval has clearly and accurately defined. We
simply claim priority as far as concerns the systematic ap
plication of electricity to diatheses, especially in the form
of sinusoidal currents.

Factory Driving by Electricity.

In the Western Electrician of October 8th there ap-

peared an illustration and description of a 500 horse power

direct connected dynamo, constructed at Liege. This dy-

namo has been installed in a new factory established for

the manufacture of small arms at Herstal, Belgium. The

advantages of electrically over mechanically transmitted

power were recognized by the builders of this plant. It

was accordingly decided that the whole works should be

driven by electriciry. The first proposal was to drive a

shaft from the engine by belting, and transmit the power

by belts to two dynamos. This was rejected owing to the

disadvantage of belting, aud finally it was decided to .place

one dynamo of 500 horse power upon the engine shaft.

The engine had already been ordered, and was to run at

sixty-six revolutions per minute. A new type of dynamo

had therefore to be designed, and the fly-wheel was done

away with, and the bearings moved further apart.

Even if two dynamos of 250 horse power each were used it

would be no advantage, as the work must go on throughout

the establishment regularly. A view of the dynamo and

engine room is presented in the accompanying illustration.

The Societe Internationale d'EIectricite undertook the

work in order to compare the efiiciency of electrical trans-

mission with other kinds; the most eminent firms were

asked for details as to the power necessary at the engine

to deliver a given power to the machines, but not one

would give a guaranty as to the efficiency of a mechanical

method of transmission. There are in all

—

g shafts requiring 12 horse power each= io8

2 shafts requiring 16 horse power each= 32

2 shafts requiring 30 horse power each= 60

Total 200 horse power

For these the following motors were put in, to be well

above requirements:

q motors of 16 horse power=i44
2 motors of 21 horse power= 42
2 motors of 37 horse power=^ 74

Total 260 horse power

Of these the guaranteed efficiencies were 16 horse power,

87 percent.; 21 horse power, 87 percent., 37 horse power,

—89 per cent.; makmg 296.9 horse power required; 2 per

cent, loss in leads, 5.93; total, 303 horse power.

The efficiency of the generating dynamo is 90 per cent.,

so that the efiiciency of the transmission between the brake

horse power of the engine and the shafts of ^he motors is

77.2 per cent. The efficiency of the engine wa<i guaran-

teed to be 92 per cent., but tests have shown it to be 94
per cent., so that the power delivered by the motors is 72.5

per cent, of the indicated horse power of the engine. Al-

lowing another 4 per cent, between the motor shaft and

the actual countershafts of the tools 69.5 per cent, is ob-

tained. The use of one dynamo has been criticized, but, it

is explained, two dynamos of 250 horse power each could

not well have been built to run atlsixty-six revolutions only,

and if they could the cost would be $6,000 in excess of that

of one large machine. There are, however, two commu-
tators, and these enable the dynamo to run at half load. A
noteworthy fact is that, owing to the absence of all belt

transmission, the power necessary to drive the engine idle

is only 28 horse power instead of 40 horse power. A great

advantage in the shops is that the shafts need not be par-

allel to one another.

An efficiency of 70 per cent, for the electrical machin-

ery was guaranteed, and this was really exceeded. In the

cables for transmitting the power, which are of course

short, there is 5.14 tons of copper, and the loss is 2 per

cent. The motors vary in size from 3 horse power to 37

horse power, and are of the usual type. The dynamo was

the object of careful study. The Gramme winding wascon,

sidered the only type suitable, and the magnet cores had to

be made of mild steel, as the price of wrought iron was pro-

hibitive, and cast iron would not give good enough results.

The field magnets are shunt wound and arranged in a

ring consisting of ten pieces bolted together and having

twenty pole pieces. The air space is .245 inches wide.

The magnets were fixed in position, then dismcunted to

brushes collect the current, and these are lifted and

lowered simultaneously by special apparatus, and the lead

can be easily regulated.

This machine can develope 2,400 amperes at 125 volts,

and four cables lead the current to the switch-board. The
efficiency is 90 per cent., and the density of the current is

1,940 amperes per square inch in the armature wiring and

7,000 amperes in the magnet windings.

The boss of the armature weighs ten tons, the armature

core six tons, the side castings eight tons, the copper in

the magnets two tons, and in the armature 1,320 pounds.

If a short circuit should occur in the works, the armature

will be subjected to an action like that of a brake, but

it will not have the bad effect which would be produced if

the armature did not itself constitute the fly wheel. There

are only two bearings, one on each side of the machine.

The two sets of cables are connected in parallel at the

switch-board, where the requisite instruments are fitted

up, so that the pressure in either half of the machine or

in the shops can be noted, and suitable cut-outs are fixed.

There are 116 arc lamps, two in series, using lo amperes

and 200 16 candle power incandescent lamps in use in this

factory.

The current for the latter is taken from a ring main sup-

plied by twenty-four feeders, and the total loss of pressure

is 7 volts when all the lamps are lighted at once. The
ring and feeders are of bare wire, except in the cable tun-

nel. Ail the motors aie of the Gramme type, with two

windings- The base plate and the top yokes are attached

in castirg to allow of boring the interior easily, and the
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allow the armature to be wound; this had to be done in

position owing to the size of the machine; the ring was

then finally erected. The armature was constructed as

follows: First, a boss was forced upon the shaft by hy-

draulic pressure, and a hollow saucer-shaped casting was

bolted to each side to take the place of the arms of an or-

dinary fly wheel. The circumference of the castings is

formed into a hundred teeth, and these grip the core of

the armature, which is 15.8 feet diameter, and formed of

iron plates .275 inch thick; these are placed side by side,

aad make a total width of 15.8 inches; the radial length

of the plates is 5 I inches. This mass of iron forms ibe

rim of the fly-wheel, and possesses ample weight to insure

regular motion. Through fifty of the teeth bolts are

passed to hold the core plates together, while the other

fifty support cross bars upon which the plates rest. All

are carefully insulated from the plates, and the latter

are covered with paper. The winding consists of flat wire

.158 inch by .igO inch, insulated with coiton and

shellac. Only one layer is wound outside, but there are

two layers inside, as the wires have to pass between the

teeth of the side castings. The whole armature has 2,4co

of these windings, and carries two commutators, to which

alternate windings are attached. All the wires were bent

to template, and are very easily dismounted and replaced.

The top of one winding and bottom of the next

on the same side of the armature are soldered

to a copper plate, which conducts the current to

a bar of the commutator, one bar corresponding to

each winding. The commutators are 8,2 feet in diameter.

Binding wires of phosphor bronze, .059 inches in diam-

eter, are used for holding the winding'in position, Eighty

BY ELECTRICITY.

magnet cores f re cylinders of wrought iron shunt-wound.

Carbon brushes are used on the motors, and have so far

given no trouble.

The following is a list of the motors used throughout the

works, or rather the list of those which were ordered at first:

Horse No. of Guarantee
Situation. power. motors, efficiency.d

Main shop 16 9 87 percent
Woodworking department 21 i 87 "
Forge 37 2 89 "
Stamping and drawing shop 16 1 87 "

" " " .... 7 ' St "
Feedpump 10 1 85 "
Fans 3 I 80 "

The average efficiency can, of course, be obtained by

multiplying the number of motors by their respective eflti-

ciencies. Taking this sum and dividing by the total num-

ber of motor*?, this gives 87.2 per cent.

Eventually the 7 horse power motor was countermanded,

and a 16 horse power motor put down for the polishing

shop, and one of 21 horse power for the cartridge shop.

On some of these motors the load is very variable, and

ssveral are exposed to dust and dirt, so that with go per

cent, efficiency of the dynamos, 98 per cent, of the con-

ductors, 87 per cent, of the motors, the net result is 76.6

percent, power delivered. As the lost work in belt driv-

ing is practically a constant quantity for all loads, or at

least is usually considered to be, the power required to turn

the shafting and pulleys, at the normal speed when no

work is being done on the machines, it follows that taking

79.4 per cent, as the final output in two cases, one of ;elec-

trical and the other of mechanical transmission, at a load

ol 20 per cent, the electrical system would still give 47.2

per cent, useful effect, and the mechanical nothing at all,

The cut is reprodgcpd frppa the ^ng'iiiyr, f-ondop,
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Chief Barrett of the department of electricity of the

World's Fair announces that the applications for space in

the electricity building by the dispensers of "electric belts"

and similar fakes have been refused. This decision will be

received with general rejoicing anoong reputable electrical

It may be well for the electrical fraternity at large to

note the removal of the office of the department of elec-

tricity, World's Columbian Exposition, from the Rand-

McNally building or. Adams street to the electricity build-

ing at Jackson Park, Chicago. All mail matter should

now be directed to the latter address.

It has been stated that Prince Bismarck has displayed a

fondness for American securities, and now it is announced

that during Henry Villard's recent visit to Milwaukee he

confided to some of the citizens of that place that the great

old German was interested in the electric street railway

syndicate of the Cream City. Many other notable foreign-

ers have invested liberally in electrical securities under

the direction of Mr. Villard, and it is believed that they

arc all thoroughly satisfied with their ventures.

Attention was recently directed in these columns to

the phenomenal growth of the electric railway in New Eng-

land. Not only is this true of the large cities of that sec-

tion, but there is a tendency to extend the lines into

the surrounding territory and open up residence dis-

tricts removed from the noise, dirt and confusion of

the city. A contemporary remarks upon this point:

"Thus we are gradually building longdistance electric lines

throughout New England, piece by piece it is true, and

without a very definite idea of what we are coming to, and

yet increasing all the time the available mileage in almost

any given direction, and so evolving what cannot fail to be

in time a most important system. Already forty miles of

straightaway track in Massachusetts are under the control

of a single company, and it does not take the exalted

vision of inspired prophecy to see what a consolidation like

this signifies. Eastern Connecticut, moreover, promises

to have an extensive electric circuit before long." There

seems to be a healthy and good natured rivalry among the

New England states to excel in the efficiency of their rail-

way service. This feeling should be encouraged.

The application of electricity to the operation of machine

shops has advanced considerably in this country during the

last few years, but comparatively little has been done in

Euiopeinthis line—at least that is the impression that

has prevailed on this side of the water. It would appear,

however, from an article elsewhere in this issue that in

some parts of Europe, at least, the advantages of using

electricity for operating machinery in large shops are

being appreciated. The interesting plant described has

several features that will appeal to manufacturers generally.

It has demonstrated the superiority of the electric moter

for efficiency, reliability and economy—points that have

aires dy been conceded in this country. Commenting

upon the installation the luondon Engiftfer says: "Such

satisfactory results of the application of electricity to

factory driving must attract attention, and will doubtless

lead to great changes in transmission, both in this country

and on the continent. Whether in the case of large

machine tools it would not be better to discard shafting

and belts altogether, and supply a special motor to each

tool, is a question which must be settled for each individual

ca.se which may arise; the current could be switched on or

off just as easily as the belt is now thrown from the

loose to the fast pulley, and vies versa.^^ Engineers may
anticipate considerable activity in this line, especially

where water power is available.

Exploiters of electric heating apparatus are now begin-

ning to have experiences similar to those undergone by the

electric light pioneer. In the early days the canvasser for

central stations had to combat the gas man and sell his

product at a higher price. It seemed to many in those

days that it would bean impossibility to make auy serious

inroads in the territory occupied by an illuminant so com-

paratively cheap and long tried as gas. But when one

takes a retrospective view of the progress made and studies

the difficulties that were overcome, the secret of electricity's

success becomes evident. In a word, no one would now
venture to assert that the incandescent lamp was not in

everyway superior to gas; and it is, too, in one sense a

more expensive illuminant. Electric light is now the best

artificial light obtainable, and it is for this reason that so

many demand it in preference to gas. It is this superior-

ity, therefore, of the electric lamp over its rival, gas, that

secured its general adoption.

As it was with the incandescent lamp, so, apparently, it

will be with the electric heater. The same ground, doubt-

less, will have to be gone over. The cries of "uneconomi-

cal," "too expensive," "a luxury,'' etc., are already begin-

ning to be heard. But this time the electric heating

pioneer has a good precedent to employ in his arguments

—

in fact he has two precedents, for applications of the elec-

tric motor furnish also most excellent illustrations of the

benefits 'to be derived through the employment of an

apparatus that does not make necessary the consumption

of fuel at the point of service. Almost every day marks a

new application of the electric heater under circumstances

where, say, steam heat is not easily obtainable or the

ordinary stove desirable. For instance, the electric heater

has found its way into the conservatory, and the latest and

most novel suggestion is that through the use of a special

form of heater, electricity be employed in the hospital to

heat the poultice and warm the sick man's bed.

There is no doubt that the electric heater has come to

stay. For a time, though, it will be employed in special

lines of service. But its field of usefulness will unques-

tionably be a rapidly broadening one,

The last decision in the incandescent lamp litigation,

which was handed down in New York last week and which
is presented elsewhere in this issue, is another Edison

victory, sustaining as it does the decision recently made
by Judge Lacombe; yet there is cause for congratulation on

the part of lamp makers who are not operating under the

Edison patents. While granting the injunction against the

Sawyer-Man company the court decides that the injunc-

tion order "should contain a provision reserving the right to

defendant to move hereafter for the vacation, suspension

or modification of the injunction upon proof of specific in-

stances of refusal on the part of the complainants, or either

of them, to supply the lamps of the patent upon terms

reasonable under the circumstances of the particular case

to the owners of electric lighting plants which were in-

stalled before the rendition of the interlocutory decree ot

the Circuit Court sustaining the validity of the patent."

This is undoubtedly the most important advantage gained

by the rivals of the Edison interests, and it may be used by
them to effect a settlement. For instance, if the owners
of the Edison patents should follow up their present ad-

vantage and proceed against other lamp makers they could

not hope to obtain an injunction more favorable than the

one just granted. This being the case, they could only

close up their rivals' factories' by undertaking to supply

lamps to all customers. It is conceded by the Edison in-

terests that their factories have a capacity of only about

one-half the number of lamps consumed in this country.

The capacity of these factories could not be doubled on
short notice or without the expenditure of a large sum of

money. In the meantime should the Edison interests

succeed in postponing the execution of the provision of

the injunction already quoted such a policy would have a

very bad effect upon its business, as it would abridge the

market for incandescent lighting dynamos. This would

be a very serious matter.

In view of these facts it would seem as if the owners of

the Edison patents and the lamp makers who are cot

operating under these patents would speedily effect a

settlement by which the latter might continue to make
lamps under a license from the former. This would prove

a very desirable compromise so far as the electrical busi-

ness generally is concerned, and it would seem at present

as if such an arrangement might be made.

In his report to the board of control of the national

commission last week Director-general Davis had some-

thing to say about the anomalous and highly unsatisfactory

state of affairs in relation to the rules of the World's

Fair. A brief reference to this important matter was

made in the last issue of this journal, and the need of

immediate action is sufficient justification for further re-

ference to it. The simple fact of the matter is that the

World's Fair has no official rules, and that exhibitors have

no means of knowing what will be required of them.

Colonel Davis puts the case mildly when he says : "The
demand is made and has been for more than a year,

that the cost of power, light and water should be fixed

and published. At this date, December 14th, within four

and a half months of the opening of the exposition, not

an officer of the exposition is authorized to state to an ex-

hibitor what this cost will be. Exhibitors of machinery

and electrical apparatus decline to accept their space until

this question is settled, and this delay has cost us the loss

of some of our most important exhibits."

It is true that the subject of rules, especially those that

relate to the supply of electric light and power, is a per-

plexing one, and that it is no easy task to reconcile the

many conflicting interests at the fair. But it cannot be

supposed for one moment that if a resolute and united

effort had been made to devise a proper set of regulations

the work could not have been satisfactorily accom-

plished months ago. The idea is absurd. The trouble

and delay are traceable to that conflict of authority which

has ever been the menace of the World's Fair. This

selfish policy on the part of many in authority has re-

sulted in muddling the question of rules very effectually,

until now exhibitors who desire to furnish free service to

the exposition are holding aloof, not knowing in what

shape the rules may finally be adopted. It is high time

that the directors should make seme definite announce-

ment of their intentions in relation to the commissioners*

rules. The service of the exposition, especially that por-

tion furnished for the electricity building, will be serious-

ly crippled unless definite regulations relating to light and

power be speedily adopted. The management of the

fair will also find ample scope for its ingenuity in devis-

ing some plan for reconciling the conflicting provisions of

the existing contracts, which have been entered into in

the absence of rules.
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M- M. M. Slattery.

Marmaduke M. M. Slattery, whose portrait is herewith

presented, died at his residence at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Wednesday afternoon, December 15th. The deceased

had been in poor health for two years, but had been able to

attend to his business most of the time. He contracted a

severe cold on Thanksgiving day and two days after was

compelled to take to his bed. He failed rapidly, but on

Wednesday he rallied and sat up for a time. During the

afternoon he had a severe hemorrhage of the lungs and

died in a few hours. On Saturday, December 17th, the

funeral services were held at Fort Wayne and were at-

tended by a large concourse of people. The employes of the

Fort Wayne Electric company attended in a body, and

several local organizations of which Mr. Slattery had been

a member were represented. There were many floral

offerings.

There were few men in the electrical fraternity better

known than "Duke" Slattery, as he was generally styled.

He had a bright, engaging manner and was everywhere

welcomed. He was an exceptionally enter-

taining after-dinner speaker and possessed

considerable literary ability. In scientific

circles Mr. Slattery held a prominent position

as the inventor of a successful electric

lighting system. Most of his work in this

line was done in the West, but he was well

known in electrical circles throughout the

United States and in fact had gained some

distinction before coming to this country.

Mr. Slattery was born in the city of Lim-

er'.ck, Ireland, in 1851. He attended tbe

schools of that city and prepared for college.

He was graduated at Marlboro college, Marl-

boro, Eng., in 1S73, and received his B.

A. degree. After leaving college he was

associated with St. George Lane-Fox in

experimental work and was thoroughly

equipped as an electrical engineer when he

came to this country in January, 1S80. He
entered the service of the United States

Electric Lighting company at New York

and did valuable work in the engineering

department of that company. He was promi-

nent in the organization of the Sun Electric

company of Boston. In 1S87 he moved to

Fort Wayne, Ind., wheie he developed his

alternating current system of electric light-

ing, which was his most notable achieve-

ment. At the lime of bis death he was

connected with the Fort Wayne Electric

company, which manufactured his apparatus

During the last few years he devoted con-

siderable attention to the development of the

storage battery and made many valuable Jm.

provements in that line.

In Masonic circles Mr. Slattery was a

prominent figure. He was a member of the

Indiana consistory of Scottish Rite Masons

and had received the thirty-second degree.

He was also a Mystic Shriner and ex-

president of the Shrine club of Fort Wayne.

At the time of his death he was valiant grai d

master of ceremonies in Darius Council,

Princes of Jerusalem. In the Fort Wayne

lodge of Elks the deceased also too't an active

interest. Mr. Slattery was a member of the Chicago

Electric club and the Society of Aits of Boston.

BOOK TABLE.
Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and

AlLiED Subjects. By John Hopkinson. W. J. Johnston

company. Limited, New York. Two hundred forty-nine

pages, 98 illustrations. Price, $1.

This book is a collection of Prof. Hopkinson's contri-

butions to electrical literature. From a practical as well

as theoretical view, they may be considered as among the.

most valuable series of technical articles that have been

published. With a few changes of minor importance the

papers are presented in their original form, though the

chronological order is somewhat changed. This change

will be found an improvement inasmuch as it places all

papers oq one subject in their order. For instance, the

papers on the continuous current dynamo are grouped and

they form the first part of the book. There are four

papers on converters, which will be found especially in-

teresting. These are followed by a note on- alternate cur-

rent machines and a paper on the application of electricity

to lighthouses. In the first paper that invaluable aid to

the study and design of dynamos, the characteristic curve,

was first announced, and the three following papers are

devoted to the development of its applications. The
fourth and fifth papers, on the theory and design of con-

tinuous current dynamos, furnished the fundame'-'tal princi-

ples upon which the design of such dynamo is now based.

The si.\th paper established the important principles in re-

gard to couphng alternating current machines. The next

three papers are on the transformer, and the two remaining
are on the theory of the alternate current dynamo and
electric light houses respectively. The majority of the

papers contain no mathematical formulae.

Electricity and- Magnetism. By Edwin J. Houston,

A. M. W, J. Johnston company, Ltd., New York.

Cloth, 306 pages, 116 illustrations. Price, $1.

This is on the same general plan as the original primers

published by Prof. Houston in 1884, but the present work
is prepared on somewhat different lines and is in reality a
new serie?. The new far more advanced, as might be ex-

pected from the corresponding advancement that has been
made in the application of electricity. This volume con-

tains eighteen primers in all, the last one being a review,

which sums up the salient features of the several topics

treated. Tbe subjects considered relate to the sources and
phenomena of static and current electricity, and of mag-
netism, with practical deductions and applications. The
chapters on atmospheric electricity and the phenomena of

the earth's magnetism, the electro-magnet, electro recep-

tive devices, and frictional and influence machines are

practical in their scope. A feature of the work is the ab-

stracts from standard electrical authors at the end of each

that, although they may improve the general appearance of
the fair sex, they will rather excite ridicule when they are

worn by stalwart workers.

M. M. M. SLATTERY.

primer, which generally have reference, and furnish an ex-

tension, to some important point in the primer, and at the

same time give the reader an introduction to electrical

literature.

Effects of Electric Welding.
A section of the men employed at the Kolomna Iron

Works, situated near Moscow, has lately had some un-
pleasant experiences with electric welding, which, with the
aid of 500 accumulators, is there practiced according to the
Benardos process. While engaged on the trying work, the

artificers' eyes were of course protected by tinted glasses,

but the skin being exposed, the following symptoms were
manifested: Burning sensation on the skin and in tbe

eyes; in from three to four hours, discharges from the nose
and the eyes; three to four hours later, a dry cough; four
to five hours later, swelling of the skin and develop-
ment of other symptoms; eight to ten hours from the com-
mencement of the disorder, continuous irritation of the
eyes, lasting from four to six hours; and finally, coloring
of the skin. Then the various effects ceased, and the skin

began to peel. Oq the third day the cuticle had complete-
ly decorticated, and by the sixth all the painful symptoms
disappeared, but for weeks afterward the skin remained
colored. These effects, it would seem, are exactly tbe same
as those which are induced under scorching by the sun.
The best protection which can be afforded the \/orkmen
against the evils mentioned, Mons. Maklakoff, the man-
ager of the works, believes consists in a covering of yellow
waxed cloth or red and green veils. The electric welders,
however, object with characteristic Russian dignity to the
assumption of the feminine facial appendages, alleging

Keep the World's Fair Open Evenings.
The question of closing the World's Fair evenings is

attracting the attention of electrical people on the other side

of the water as well as in this country. In England it is re-

garded as a monumental blunder and the protest of the

American electrical fraternity is approved wherever the

subject is discussed. The subject still occupies the atten-

tion of the newspapers, as will be seen from the following

editorial comments:

Popular Electric Monthly: To open the Columbian
exposition on Sunday from 11 A m. to 6 p. m. will give
the workingman seven hours; to open it from 8 p. m. to ii

p. M. six nights in the week will give the workingman
eighteen hours of sight seeing every week. We say "work-
ingman," because the cry on every hand for opening tbe
World's Fair on Sunday is that the poor workingman
could see it. The newspapers, through their various
writers, correspondents, and editors, have shown a won-

derful and growing interest in tbe poor
workingman, and be makes an excellent bat-

tering-ram to knock down the Sunday
gate. While the papers have been filled

with the clamor for Sunday opening in

order to give their protege seven hours of
the fair on that day, it is intended to delib-

erately cut off eighteen hours of time which
is even more auspicious and available for

the workingman. This rule of closing the
fair at night should receive the greater con-
demnation from all the press; and some of

the «pace de- voted to the Sunday question
might be far better employed in advocating
keeping the fair open in the evening. To
close the exposition during tbe evening is

also a grave slight to the electrical industries,

and they are too important to be treated in

this manner. The exposition must be opened
during the evening. The Western Elec
TRiciAN merits much praise for the vigorous

protests it has made on behalf of the elec-

trical interests on this question of a closed

fair in the evening.

Electricity , London: Quite apart from
the fact that an exhibition restricted to tbe

hours of daylight would never pay the ex-

hibitors of electrical appliances intended for

electric lighting, an exhibition without tbe

electric light—tbe early closing of an exhibi-

tion opened during the summer months would
virtually amount to this—seems a perfect

absurdity. We well remember the dismal

aspect of the \''ienna exhibition during the

first fortnight, when tbe arrangements for

electric lighting were not sufficiently sd-

vanced to illuminate the expos tion after

nightfall, and we can assure the managers
of the Chicago exhibition that the financial

results of tbe first fortnight at Vienna were
simply disastrous. It is true, the Chicago
exposition is not an exclusively electrical one,

but wefeet sure that the electric light display

will prove one of its greatest attractions, as

it has done at all the recent exhibitions.

Electrical Display in Cincinnati.

The electrical display last night was tbe

finest ever seen in this city, says the Cincin-

nati Times-Star of recent date. The trolley

wheels on every car were like balls of fire,

and the flashing of the electiicity illuminated

the sky like hiat lightning. Many people

in the suburbs and on the hilltops, not

aware of the real cause of the display, grew
fearful, thinking it was the fateful comet of

Bieia bombarding the earth from behind tbe clouds.

The cause of the display, as explained by Superintend-

ent Harris, was that the ice forming on the wires

broke the current, resulting in the flashes. This meant

a great loss of power, and for an hour frcm 8 to 9
o'clock the cars could move but slowly about the city.

On up grades they could barely crawl along. The
men on the Main street line took the precaution to

grease the trolley wire early in the evening, and by thus

preventing the sleet lodging on it escaped serious incon-

venience. The Newport and Covington lines seemed to

suffer the most, and great flashes of lightning made the

river glorious. It was found necessary to run these cars by
twos and threes in order to make any headway at all. The
entire city was covered with a sheet that glared like glass,

and with the electric lights red, white and green playing

over it, the solemn old town looked like a magic city. The
maze of telephone, telegraph and electric light wires about

Fountain Square every one coated in its cold varnish,

lighted up by the strange flashing, made it appear that a

race of giant spiders was wrapping tbe city in an inextrica

ble web of silk. The storm coats of the motormen on the

cars were sheathed in mail and tbe gongs also, so that in-

stead of the merry clanging there came only dull thuds

from the bells. It was a city of strange silence. By 1

1

p. M. ail cars were running smoothly. The street car

companies report no serious damage, merely a loss of

power for the time being. Hundreds of people viewed the

display from the Kentucky hills. The light would flash

against the Ohio bill, be reflected to the river and then

seem to be born again out of the very waves. Residents of

the Kentucky hilltops pronounce it the greatest display of

fire they evpr saw-
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Barnes Friction Clutch Pulleys.

The accompanying cuts represent the principal of one

of the latest improvements in the line of friction clutch

pulleys and cut-off couplings manufactured by the J. H.

& D. Lake company, of Hornellsville, N. Y.

Fig. I is a sectional side view of the Barnes screw lever

friction pulley in released position, showing the driving

hub keyed to the shaft. Fig. 2 is a seciional end view

illustrating the friction hub encircled by friction ring, the

FIG. 2. BARNES FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS.

former of which is cast in one solid piece with the pulleys.

Projecting lugs on opposite sides of the driving hub of

the ring drop into lugs, or lug cavities, of the friction

ring; and when the clutch is on, these lugs take all the

driving power. This, it is claimed, is an improvement

over the old belt fastening system, the bolts of which are

more liable to be affected by the twisting strain upon the

hub from the friction of the clutch.

At the extreme top and bottom of Fig- 2 is shown a

view of a simple device which, it is believed, evades the

necessity of the use of much complicated machinery. The

contrivance is a lever nut on each side of the friction rinp.

FIG I. BARNES FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS.

one-half of the nut being cut with a right thread and the

other half whh a left thread. Contraction is effected by

means of right and left thread screw bolts entering the

lever nut from opposite sides, secured by set screws. Du-

plex levers are attached to these nuts at their upper sec-

tion and to the hub at their lower section. When the

shipper sleeve is thrown against the flange by the operat-

ing Itver, the duplex lever turns the nut sufliciently to pro-

duce a strong grip. The screw belts are adjustable to any

COMMERCIAL DYNAMOS ANU MOTORS.

desired pressure, however, in case the clutch should become

lax.

The Barnes screw lever friction clutch pulleys and cut-

ofT couplings are adapted to both heavy and light work.
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Sectional Water Tube Boiler.

The accompanying cut illustrates the sectional water

tube boiler of the New York Safety Steam Power company.

The interior is accessible from the outside in every part for

examination, cleaoing or repairing. The surface extends

under the entire boiler, and will admit any kind of fuel.

The tubes are arranged in transversely inclined series, and

every tube is wholly in the furnace directly over the fire and

exposed to the full effect of its heat. Every tube is lap-

welded and the end connections are expanded. The heat

ing surface and water ways are so arranged that the move-

ment of the water in the boiler is constant and rapid. The

headers for tubes are made of steel or iron according to the

service required. They are placed close together, side by

side, forming complete inside walls to the furnace and af-

fording a limited amount of effective heating surface. Out-

side the furnace, opposite each end of each tube, a band-

hole of proper size to admit the tube or lube expander is

provided, fitted with a cap held in place by a cross bar and

bolt. The furnace is lined with firebrick. The only other

brick required to erect a stationary engine consists of two

foundation walls of proper depth. The front is of orna-

mental design, made partly of cast iron. Hinged doors

are provided on front and rear and on both sides opposite

the upper and lower headers, so as to afford access to the

interior of the boiler. An advantage claimed for this

boiler is that in case of explosion the damage would be

SECTIONAL WATER TUBE BOILER.

limited to one or two tubes which could be easily repaired.

Each section of tubes or headers is tested at the works un-

der a pressure of 500 pounds. The cirmlation is also

claimed to be unusually good in this boiler, which is a

matter of great importance. It can be seen from the de-

sign that the boiler is very compact, and consequently its

capacity per cubic foot of space occupied is very large.

An Elactric Sleigh.
C. J. Scbminskey of Baltimore has applied for a patent

on an electric sleigh which he has invented. Accumulators
concealed beneath the seat of ihe sleigh furnishes the

power to the motor which propels the vehicle. This power
is transmitted to a single wheel in front of the sleigh by
means of an endless chain. The face of the wheel is

furnished with cutters which imbed themselves in the snow
and prevent the wheel from slipping. Mr, Schminskey
says that a speed of 12 or 15 miles an hour can be attained
by his sleigh. A lever to control the steering gear and
another lever to regulate the speed of the sleigh are placed
near the occupants' seat in the sleigh.

A ncv street railway company is being organised at

i^afayette, Jnd.

Cutler Non-inductive Voltmeter.
The instrument herewith illustrated is designed for use

in alternating current plants, and is known as the Cutler

non-inductive voltmeter. It is built on the same general

plan as the ammeter recently illustrated in this iournal,

the movements of the needle depending on the difference

in expansion of two fine wires. One of these carries the

current and does the measuring, while the other compen-

sates for changes in temperature of the room. The bind-

ing posts are protected by rubber covers and are placed at

the lower edge, while the resistance used in series with the

expansion wire is put back of the instrument proper. The
heating effect is the same for continuous, pulsating or al-

ternating currents of a given pressure, so that this volt-

meter is equally well adapted for any system.

The Cutler instruments are perfectly dead-beat, as it is
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impossible for the needle to move farther than the expan

sion of the wire will permit. In the Cutler voltmeter the

needle swings to the proper mark and stops without any

vibration, thus enabling a series of readings to be taken in

very quick succession. These voltmeters are made with

CUTLER NON INDUCTIVE VOLTMETER.

either a single or double scale to meet ths varying require-

ments. Some built for storage battery work allow the

needle to swing clear across the scale with less than three

volls pressure, while those for street railway work range as

high as 850 volts. Quite a numberhave been in use dur-

ing the last year, and the maker, George Cutter, of Chica

go, is well pleased with the results.

An Electric Vapor Engine.
Illustrated herewith is a vapor engine, the peculiar feat-

ure of which consists in the ignition by electricity of the

gas that operates upon the piston. An ordinary electric

battery similar to that used to ring a dcor-bell is employed,

and the connection with the engine is such that the spark

obtained therefrom operates at the proper moment to

ignite the gas inside the engine cylinder. The electric

exploder Is arranged entirely out of sight, and, as will be

readily understood is operated automatically by the engine.

This engine is now being manufactured by the Safety

Vapor Engine company of New York. It maybe placed

in a boat either before or after the propeller shaft is put in.

It is always set upright and may be made to conform with

any angle of the propeller shaft. The engine can be

operated instantly at high, low, or intermediate speeds.

One special feature claimed for the engine by its maker is

that beyond the igniting spark there is no fire about the

engine, and also that the electromotive force of the current

employed to make the igniting flash is less than that of an

ordinary medical battery. These features the company
believe will commend themselves to those building small

AN ELECTRIC \'ArOR ENGINE.

pleasure yachts, or in fact to anyone that objects to the use

of the bulky steam boiler.

Commercial Dynamos and Motors.

Constant potential motors and dynamos of moderate

capacities may now be fairly said to have become a staple

article of manufacture. In every large town and city

hundreds and thousands of these machines may be found

doing the numerous classes of work for which they are so

well adapted. The line of machines from }( to 50 horse

power, manufactured by the Commercial Electric cpnipany
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of Indianapolis, Ind., under A. D. Adams* patents, is de-

signed to meet the exacting requirements of this extended

use. The aim in the construction of these machines has

been to produce only the best, and the following are some

of the characteristic features of the Commercial machines:

The field magnet frames are made of forged wrought

iron throughout, no cast iron being used. As a result of

this construction a lighter, more sightly, more efficient

machine is obtained.

The Gramme type of armature of large diameter is em-

ployed in machines of from j{ to lo horse power, giving

ample room for the many turns of wire required on these

small machines for high pressure, and insuring non-

liability to burn-outs and ease of repair. Armatures in

machines from i to 10 horse power capacity are wound

with but one layer of wire for the i ro volt pressure, and

but two layers for the 220 and 500 volt pressures—another

feature which renders burn-outs unlikely and repairs easy.

The point of commutation, it is claimed, is constant

under all changes of load, within the capacity of the

machines, on account of the great strength of the field

magnet and the few turns of wire on the armature.

The starting boxes and rheostats for these machines are

constructed entirely of incombustible material, and are

provided with slate fronts. All terminal boards for mount-

Chicago Electric Club.

The second meeting of the season of the Chicago Elec-

tric club was held on Monday last. The paper of the

evening, entitled "An Ideal Central Power Station," by C.

J. Field, E. J. Cook and F. Bourne, was read by Mr.

Field, who had come to Chicago from New York for that

purpose. It was generally conceded that the paper was a

most creditable one—in fact among the best that the club

has listened to. To show its appreciation of Mr.

Field's work and the readiness with which all questions

were answered, the club passed a special vote of thanks.

The meeting was called to order by W. B. Pearson, and

after the usual routine work the club passed the following

resolutions on the death of G. H. Meeker and M. M. M.

Slattery:

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty to remove from
our midst two honored and beloved members of this club,

and
Whereas, We acknowledge the wisdom of God while

we cannot fathom His infinite designs,

Resolved, That we feel in the demise of George H.
Meeker and M. M. M. Slattery the club has lost two mem-
bers of whom all were justly proud, as fellows and friends,

genial and upright men, whose removal will leave a blank

space in our circle, and whose presence will be missed at

our social and literary meetings.

Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with the relatives

CORRESPONDENCE,

ELECTRIC I'LANT ON THE WHALEIiACK I'lLLSCURY.

ing connections on dynamos and motors are of slate.

Machines of i horse power and over are provided with in-

sulating sliding bases and belt tighteners.

The company claims further that, while field magnet

frames, composed entirely of forged wrought iron, are used

almost exclusively for bi-polar dynamos by the best makers

in England, there are few, if any, makers in the United

States that are at present using this material throughout

for field magnet frames.

Electric Plant on the Whaleback Pills-

bury.

In the accompanying cut is shownthefirstelectrical plant

ever placed upon a steamship of the whaleback type. It

was installed on the Pillsbury when building at West

Superior, Wis. Considerations of space entered largely

into the question of this installation, and as a small room,

eight feet square, was all that could be spared, the em-

ployment of a belt connected plant was precluded, and a

generating set of the General Electric company was

adopted. The dynamo is of the four-pole type, and is of

150 lights capacity. It is directly coupled to a 15 horse

power engine, both having a common bed plate. Behind

the engine and atUched to the wall is the white marble in-

combustible switch-board. The dynamo room =s located in

the after portion of the vessel on the first lower deck. The

vesse is wired for 150 lights.

of the deceased and earnestly commend them to the

Father of all for the consolation He alone can give.

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be properly

certified and transmitted to the families of the deceased,

and published in all the electrical papers.

The paper of the evening provoked a lively discussion,

which was participated in by an unusually large number

of club members. The meeting adjourned after the

club had approved a motion by Charles E. Gregory to

appoint a visiting committee for sick members. It was

agreed that the committee should be composed of two

members each from the North, South and West Sides.

Dr. Morris Glbbs. in analyzing the causes of the decrease

in the numbers or the absolute extinction of certain birds,

says that the lighthouses of our great lakes and coasts sac-

rifice many thousands each year, and possibly hundreds of

thousands, the birds killing themselves by dashing against

the lights when migrating seasonally. He also doubts
whether there exists an invention, with the exception of the

gun, more deadly to birds than the electric light. Another
indictment is brought against the headlight of the locomo-

tive and also agaiust the telegraph and other wires which
form a network through the country. All these causesun-
questionably contribute in a greater or less degree to the

destruction of birds, but it has been conclusively proved
that when the number of birds destroyed at any particular

place by any of these agencies has been carefully examined
by a series of daily records the result has inevitably been
such as to lead to the belief that the accounts given of the

aggregate destruction of birds by various forms of the elec-

tric light have been greatly exaggerated.

New York Notes
New York, December 17.—On Thursday a decision

was handed down by the United States circuit court of

appeals, Judges Wallace, Lacombe and Shipman sitting,

in the case of the Edisou Electric Light company against

the Sawyer-Man Electric company, sustaining the decision

of the circuit court granting a preliminary injunction

against the Sawyer-Man people, restraining them from

making any incandescent lamps infringing on the Edison

lamp patent. The most important point in the decision

from the view point of the Westinghouse interests, is the

following provision; "The injunction order appealed from

should be modified S3 as to cover only lamps made in the

infringement of the second claim of the patent, the other

claims not having been infringed according to the adjudi

cation of the circuit court or of this court. It should also

contain a provision reserving the right to the defendant

to move hereafter for the vacation, suspension or modifica-

tion of the injunction upon proof of specific instances of

refusal upon the part of the complainants, or either of

them, to supply the lamps of the patent upon terms rea-

sonable under the circumstancesof thepaiticularcase to the

owners of electric light plants which were installed before

the rendition of the interlocutory decree of the circuit

court sustaining the validity of the patent."

The Edison people consider the decision a great vic-

tory, and are naturally much elated over the result, but

the Westinghouse interests do not appear to be disturbed,

and they claim that while they opposed the granting of the

injunction they had no hope of success. They do not an-

ticipate much trouble, as they announce that the new
Westinghouse lamp.which was illustrated in the Western
Electrician, will be ready for the market on January ist.

The decision had the effect of advancing the General Elec-

tric company's stock, however. The representatives of

the AVestinghouse company announce that the decision

will not affect the World's Fair work.

The annual wrangle between the city officials and the

electric lighting companies over the prices for lamps to be

used for street lighting is occupying considerable attention.

The gas commission has awarded the following con-

tracts:

United States Illuminating company, 351 lamps at 40
cents a night per lamp; Brush company, 232 lamps at 40
cents per lamp per night, and 72 lamps at 45 cents;

Thomson-Houston company, 277 lamps at 40 cents per

lamp per night; Mount Morris company, 314 lamps at 40
cents per lamp per night; Harlem Lighting company, 194
lamps at 40 cents, and 19 at 50 cents per lamp per night;

Manhattan company, 52 lamps at 40 cents per lamp per

night, and the North River company 633 lamps at 45 cents

per lamp per night.

The United States company bid 50 cents per lamp for

seventeen lamps; the Brush company bid the same for

forty-two of its lamps, and the Thomson-Houston com-
pany asked 50 cents for forty-five of its lamps. The first

two of these fifty cent bids were rejected, and the Thom-
son-Houston bid of fifty cents was laid over for further

consideration. The bid of the Edison Electric Light com-
pany for lighting the fifty new lamps on Fifth avenue was
also laid over. It was stated at the meeting that the resi-

dents of Fifth avenue wanted more electric lights. Mayor
Grant said that if that was so they would have to pay for

them themselves.

Mayor Grant and Commissioner Gilroy expressed the

belief that the companies had combined to keep up prices,

but on the other hand it was explained that on the streets

on which bids were rejected there was little other electric

light business, and that the companies could not afford to

do the street lighting any cheaper.

The Bureau of Incumbrances sent notices to the electric

lighting companies and to private citizens who have wires

stretched in the public streets without a permit, that they

must be removed, or the gangs of men from the bureau

will chop them down.

The Kings County Electric Railway company filed with

the secretary of state in Albany on Monday a certificate of

the extension of its route for a distance of sixteen miles,

running from Cooper avenue, Brooklyn, along Hamburg
avenue to Greenwood cemetery, also from the corner of

Cooper and Hamburg avenues along the latter to and

along Morgan avenue, Johnson avenue, Union avenue.

South Fifth street, Marcy avenue, Broadway, South

Eighth street and Kent avenue.

The Supreme Court, General Term, has affirmed the

judgment, with costs, in the case of the W. J. Johnston

company against Walter T. Hunt and the Electrical Age
Publishing company. The plaintiff sought to restrain Mr.
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Hunt from working for Xhx:. Electrical Age Publishing com-

pany, but Judge Truax at the Special Term on the 12th day

of May last dismissed the action in favor of the defend-

ants. This judgment was appealed from with the result

already stated.

Sherman H. Hubbard, who died from an attack of pneu-

monia recently, was buried from his late residence last

Monday at Sea Side Park, Bridgeport, Conn. Mr. Hub-

bard was a patent lawyer and represented several electrical

concerns.

The General Term his fixed the salary of members of

the Rapid Transit commission at $5,000 each. In its

opinion the court says: "An allowance of, say, $5,000

to eich commisaioner may seem inadequate, but it repre-

sents the medium between what would be paltry and what

would be burdensome. Such an allowance is certainly

reasonable, for it eliminates every consideration save the

character -and the extent of the services rendered and their

value to the community. For the special quality of ser-

vices and for their individual sacrifice the commissioners

must look to public gratitude for their reward."
W. F. O.

Milwaukee. Wis.

Milwaukee, December 17.—When the common coun-

cil committee on railroads met to consider the proposition

to establish an iron-clad time-table for the operation of

Milwaukee street railways Henry C. Payne, repiesenting

the Villard interests, appeared before the board and sue

ceeded in securing a postponement. He, as Mr. Villard

had done before him, laid the blame for the recent trouble

apon the Edison people. Milwaukee's electric railway sys-

tem, he said, was designed by nobody less than Edison

himself. It had been a hobby with Edison, Mr. Payne

asserted, to so arrannge the machinery that in case of a

break-down, part of the power- generating plant could be

shut down, instead of suspending operations on the whole

system. The plan looked well on paper, but it was a fail-

ure in practice, according to Mr. Payne. To carry out

Mr. Edison's idea, plugs aud fuses had been placed at

various points along the line. When break-downs Oc-

curred, the plugs were taken out, but the trouble was not

confined to the particular section where it originated, as

other fuses would burn out and cripple the rest of the

system. Mr. Payne declared that his company had be-

come sick and tired of that sort of thing and was engaged

in changing the system. Mr. Payne said that trouble had

also been caused by an attempt to run too many cars with

the power at hand. He thought that it would not be just

to burden the company with schedule regulations until the

system was complete. The aldermen were convinced by

Mr. Payne's eloquence and decided to delay the considera-

tion of the matter until the AUis people had supplied from

its shops temporary power for operating the South Side

lines, which will be about the end of the month, At

the meeting of the committee Mr. Payne hinted at a five-

minute schedule being put on all the lines when the system

is complete. At present the schedules on the lines vary

from 4^2 to q minutes.

Sheboygan has put in 25 more arc lights for street pur-

poses, making 125 in all, for which the city pays $10,000

yearly.

Wausau is likely to have an electric railway in the near

future. The common council of that city has been re-

quested to grant a franchise for a term of thirty years to J.

D. Ross, E. E. Jones, Walter Alexander and Hiram Dun-
field, all prominent lumbermen of that city. They agree

to commence work on the line within twelve months and

to have one and a half miles of the system in operation

within six months after work is commenced. The matter

was referred to a committee, but there is no doubt of the

franchise being granted.

Oconomowoc's common council has located twenty-one

arc lights, with which the city will be illuminated after

May 1st.

The application of Receiver Melms of the Hinsey

electric railway for permission to sell the line came up in

court last Saturday, but Attorney W. H. Timlin, repre-

senting Francis E. Hinckley of Chicago, secured a short

continuance. Attorney Quarles urged that the road be

sold at once, as the question of sale had figured in the case

from the start and the road was running behind every

month. Mr. Timlin, however, stated that his client was

the principal stockholder and desired a delay. The
course pursued by Hinckley tends to 'confirm the report

that he is trying to raise money to prevent the sale of the

road to the Villard syndicate at less than $350,000.

An electric road eighteen miles long, to run between

Janesville and Johnstown, is projected. The line would

take in Emerald Grove.

People living in the fashionable Seventh ward assert

that the smokestack of the Edison power house is a

public nuisance. They have petitioned the common coun-

cil to compel the company to adopt some effective smoke

consuming apparatus.

The double track on the Milwaukee and Wauwatosa

electric line will not be completed until next spring.

Prince Bismarck, the man of blood and iron, is a stock-

holder in the Milwaukee Street Railway company. This

interesting fact leaked out during Henry Villard's recent

visit to Milwaukee. It appears that Villard met Bismarck

when he was in Germany for the purpose of arranging the

consolidation of the Milwaukee lines. Paul Lindau, the

well known German writer, visited Milwaukee last year in

the interest of the Villaid syndicate, and an article that he

wrote is said to have attracted the attention of the great

statesman. At any rate, Bismarck took stock to the

amount of 200,000 marks, or $50,000, in the Milwaukee

electric railway project. The sturdy old man of state is

said to be well pleased with his investment and to regard

Milwaukee as a very solid city.

The executive committee of the American Street Rail-

way association held a meeting at the Plankinton house

a few days ago. The committee decided that the

meeting should be held at the Exposition building during

the third week of October. The committee paid a visit to

the exposition and pronounced it a very satisfactory place

for the convention. The members also thought that the

hotel facilities would be ample. It is expected that the

convention wiil be the greatest ever heli by the associa-

tion. The European street railway managers will be well

represented at the World's Fair, and it is expected that

many of them will come to Milwaukee. The convention

wi 1 last two or three days, and the exhibition which will

be connected with it is to be open from a week to two

weeks. The executive committee consists of D. F. Long-

street, president of the West End Street Railway com-

pany, Denver, Colo., president; A. Everett, president of

the East Cleveland Railway company, Cleveland, first

vice-president; Joel Hart, president of the Atlanta Consoli-

dated Railway company, Atlanta, second vice-president;

John Crimmins, president of the Metropoliton Traction com-

pany, New York; Thomas J. Minary, general manager of

the Louisville Railway company; James R. Chapman,

vice president of the Consolidated Street Railway com-

pany, Grand Rapids. Mich.; Benjamin E. Charlton, presi-

dent of the Hamilton Street Railway company, Hamilton,

Out. The members of the committee were entertained

by Henry C. Payne

The Villard syndicate's new power house on the South

Side will not be completed until the year 1894. The
Milwaukee Street Railway company itself will build the

new plant. The machinery for the new plant will un-

doubtedly be furnished by Milwaukee manufacturers.

The preliminary arrangements for the plant are now being

made. Work will be begun in the spring.

The annual meeting of the Wisconsin Electric club was

held last week. The new ofiicers are: President, Prof. A.

J. Rogers; vice-presidents, J. D. McLeod. E. C. Wall,

George H. Benzenberg. Don J.Whitlemore and Warren S.

Johnson; secretary, J. B.May; treasurer, W. H. Hyde;

managers, the officers and J. C. McManman, J. Bradshaw,

C. N. Harrison, J. Schroeder, and C. L. Goss; committee

on membership, H. Fountain, H. P. Andrae and H. F.

Boggis. The club is in a flourishing condition.

C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, December ly.—The village council of

Lakeside, a suburb of Duluth, has caused seme commotion
by its action in contracting at this time for electric lights for

the village. The unusual feature of the case is the fact

that in a few days the village is to be merged in the city

of Duluth, and the Hartman General Electric company
was naturally figuring on lighting Lakeside under its con-

tract with the city of Duluth. The village council has di-

rected the Lakeside Light & Water company to construct

an electric light plant of sufficient capacity to furnish

Lakeside with thirty arc lights for street lighting. This

was under an ordinance passed some two or three years

ago. The price fixed was a trifle more than Duluth is

paying, but the manager says he will make the rate the

same. William Craig has gone East to buy an outfit for

the plant.

The Western Union Telegraph company has been sued

by Rev. J. W. Dunjee, a colored clergyman, to recover

$165 damages, alleged to have been caused by the failure

of the company to deliver on time a message in regard to

a lecture. The lecturer and audience did not get to-

gether.

President Lowry of the Twin City Rapid Transit com-
pany came back from the East, in time to experience part

of the commotion over the new transfer deal. He

promised to straighten out several matters complained, of

and it is now reported that the whole scheme will be
modified, so as to avoid the main troubles complained of.

Little Falls, Minn., has outgrown its electric light

plant and some extensive additions have become necessary.

Two new and improved dynamos of 1,000 i6-candle

power lamps each, have been ordered from the West-
inghouse company of Pittsburg. New shafting is be-

ing placed in the dynamo room. The new machines
will give the plant a capacity of over 3000 lights. One
water wheel will not supply all the needed power, and ar-

rangements are being made so that both water wheels can
be operated on the dynamos. The company is figuring on
some plan for furnishing heat as well as light.

A practical test of the Cooper- Hampton patents has just

been completed. The patents include electric pumps and
elevator motors, and the result of the test is pronounced
highly satisfactory. The company recently organized to

develop the patents will now proceed. The pump and
elevator will be manufactured here and the motor in New
York.

The plan for putting an electric car line between Mor-
ristown and Faribault, Minn., is receiving much encour-
agement.

The new electric car line to St. Louis Park, the enter

prisingsuburb of Minneapol s, has at last been completed,

and regular service will be inaugurated Sunday.

It has been decided to abandon the operation of the

electric line from St. Paul to White Bear—that part of it at

least between Silver Lake and Wildwood. The light trav-

el and heavy expense of keeping the tracks clear of snow are

the reasons given. Special attractions will be maintained

at Silver Lake instead of at Wildwood, as originally

planned. The line has proved itself successful, and oper-

ations will be resumed, of course, in the spring.

W. B. Joyce, manager of the telephone exchange of St.

Paul, has resigned and on January ist will take a responsible

position with a guaranty bond company in St. Paul. Mr.

Joyce has been identified with the telephone company for

many years, first in Michigan, then at Stillwater, Minn.,
as msnager and for three years as St. Paul manager.

The ordinance granting the Midway Electric Light

company the right to string wires in the interurban district

has finally been passed by the St. Paul council, with the

provision that the right be forfeited unless one mile of wire

is up by July 1st, 1893.

The incorporators of the International Carpenter

Electric Heating Manufacturing company of St. Paul are

Geo. H. Finn, John C. Bullett, J. L. McMurran, Chas. P.

Coleman and Joseph K. Bacon.

The St. Paul council passed an ordinance requiring the

street railway company to build a cross-town line on St.

Albans street from Fairmount within a year, with

the option of building the line along the zig-zag route

previously mapped out. St. Albans street is not sewered.

The council voted to allow the company to use the T rail

on all lines, requiring on unpaved s reets granite pave-

ment between the rails and where there are two tracks

between them.

It is reported that negotiations are well advanced look-

ing toward removing the plant of the Great Western

Electric & Supply company of Chicago to Duluth and

adapting the old Iron Bay plant to the needs of the

company. A new company with $1,200,000 is talked of.

Gov. W. R. Merriam of St. Paul is said to be interested.

The electric line between Sauk Rapids and St. Cloud,

Minn., is now in good running order and giving excellent

satisfaction. Business men feel the effects on trade

already.

Earl P. Wetraore, Chas. H. Alexander,and Josiah Bow-

den have incorporated the Dillon General Electric com-

pany at Helena, Mont., with $40,000 capital.

Heron Lake, Minn., expects to have electric lights

soon.

A rapidly increasing demand for electric lights is report-

ed at Fairmont, Minn.

General Manager Norvel is receiving many compli-

ments from the citizens of Superior, Wis., on the way he

has rushed work on the Sixth street extension.

There is some talk of shutting down the electric light

plant at Alexandria, Minn., on account of a'shortage in the

city treasury.

C. P. Wainman, superintendent of the Minneapolis

telephone exchange, has been called to Texas by the

death of a brother.

H. C. C.

PERSONAL.
W. J. Johnston of the Electrical World^yi^'^i York, is in

Chicago.

William S. Hine, well known in the electrical trade

as general district agent of the Westinghouse Electric &
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Manufacturing company, resigned his position recently,
and is now general sales manager of the J. T. Case
Engine company, of New Britain, Conn.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Citizens' Electric Railway company of Corning, N. Y.,

Corning, N. Y.'; capital stock, $100,000; street surface
railroad.

Boulton Carbon Manufacturing company, North Tona-
wanda, N. Y. ; capital stock, |6o,ooo; t3 manufacture car-

bons, electrical machinery, etc, -

" Waco Water Power & Electric compatiy, Waco, Tex.;
capital stock, $50,000; to supply light, heat and electric

power; Eugene Williams, Waco, Tex.

Electrio Brake company, Kittery, Me.; capital stock,

$500,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical apparatus
and machinery; E. K. and B. Phillips, Lynn, Mass.

^Farmington Electric Light & Power company, Peoria,

111.; capital stock, |i2,ooo; electric light and power plant
in Farmington, III.; E. R. Hillman & Co., Peoria, 111.

Luzirne Heat & Power company, Luzerne, Pa. ; capital

stock, |2,coo; supplying heat or power by means of elec-

tricity to Luzerne borough, Luzerne county, Pa.; G. I.

Clark, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Nevada Light company, Kansas City, Mo.; capital

stock, |ioo,ooo; to supply the city of Nevada with gas.

electricity, etc.; Robert B. Cone, Seventh and Wyandotte
streets, Kansas City, Mo.

North American Electric Storage company, Portland,

Me.; capital stock, |i, 000,000; to manufacture and deal

in secondary batteries and in electrical appliances; N. &
H. B. Cleaves, Portland, Me.

Marietta & Maytown Electric Street Railway company,
Marietta, Pa.; capital stock, $24,000; constructing and
operating an electric street railway in Marietta borough,
Pa.;-Jas. Duffy, Marietta, Pa.

McEntee Electric company; Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

$io,oco; electrical construction and equipment and elec-

trical material, appliances and devices; Creager & Pettis,

1401 Ashland block, Chicago, 111.

West End Electric company, Pittsburg, Pa. ; capital

stock, $5 000; to manufacture electricity for light, heat
and power at the South Side of Pittsburg; A. C. Robert-
son, no Diamond street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Central Power company, Seattle, Wash. ; capital stock,

$150,000; to manufacture, generate, produce, furnish,

supply and sell steam and steam heat, electricity Preston,

Alberton & Donworth, Seattle, Wash.

Modesto Electric Light company, San Francisco, Cal-;

capital stock, $50,000; to operate in Modesto, Stanislaus

county, electric machinery and appliances for all pur-

poses; F. W. Eaton, San Francisco, Cal.

Mars-hfield Electric & Gas company, Portland, Ore.;

capital stock, $40,000; lighting and furnishing of heat

and power and to manufacture and sell light, heat and
power; Paxton & Paddock, Portland, Ore.

Cincinnati Cab Call Company, Cincinnati, Ohio; capital

stock, $1,000; building, maintaining and operating and
renting an automatic electric line, placing call boxes upon
same, etc; Howard Ferris, Cincinnati, Ohio.

New York Electrical &. Development company, Jersey
City, N. J.; capital stock, $45,000; to manufacture, sell

and repair electrical supplies, novelties and articles; Ma-
son & Nichols, 146 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Jonesboro Power company, Jonesboro, Ark.; capital

stock, $7,000. owning and operating an electric llghtplant

and ice plant in the city of Jonesboro and a system of

water works; J. W. Hawthorne, Jonesboro, Ark.

Wachtel Electrical Manufacturing company, Newark, N.

J ; capital stock, $50,000; manufacturing and selling of

motors, dynamos, electrical apparatus, tools, machinery,

etc.; Glen & Posinger, 741 Broad street, Newark, N, J.

Dillon General Electric company, Dillon, Mont.; cap-

ita! stcck, $40,000; generating, producing and delivering

electricity for heating, lighting, power and other purposes

in the city of Dillon, Mont., and elsewhere in said vicinity.

Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Railway company,
Altoona, Pa.; capital stock, $175,000; constructing and
operating an electric street railway from Holidaysburg to

Altoona to Bellwood with two branches; A. J. Riley, Al-
toona, Pa.

Dravosburg Light, Heat & Power company, Dravos-
burg, Pa ; capital stock, $2o,oco; to manufacture and
supply light, heat and power by means of electricity in

Dravosburg, Allegheny county. Pa.; J. S, and Ely
Ferguson, 408 Grand street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Keithsburg Electric Light & Power company. Peoria,

111.; capital slock, $15,000; electric light and power plant

in Keithsburg and furnish city and citizens with electric

light and power, buy and sell electrical merchandise and
apparatus; E. B. Hillman & Co., Peoria, 111.

Hancock County Electric Light iS: Power company,
Peoria, 111.; capital stock, $15,000; electric light and
power plant in Warsa"', to furnish city and citizens with

electric light and power, buy and sell electrical merchan-
dise and apparatus; E. B. Hillman S: Co., Peoria, 111.

Boyertown Light, Heat & Power company, Boyertown,

Pa.; capital stock, $1,000; supplying light, heat and power
or any of them by means of electricity to the pt^blic in the

borough of Boyertown, Berks county, Pa., and to such

persons and partnerships residing therein and adjacent
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thereto as may desire the same; M. G. Taylor, Pottstnwn,
Pa.

Philadelphia, Castle Rock & West Chester Railway
company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $go,oao; con-
structing and operating an electric railway frem Market
street at the line between Philadelphia and Delaware
counties along West Chester turnpike to Newton; J. U.
M. Shimer, 251 South Fourth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ambler Electric Light, Heat & Motor company, Ambler,
Pa.; capital stock, $15,000; manufacturing and supplying
light, heat and power by means of electricity to the public
of the borough of Ambler, county of Montgomery, Pa.,
and to such persons and partnerships and associations
residing therein and adjacent thereto as may desire the
same; Biddle & Ward, 505 Chestnut street, Philadelphia,
Pa.

Marble City Consolidated Light & Power company,
Rutland, Vt.; capital stock, $125,000; purchasing the
capital stock, machinery, tools and fixtures, real estate and
plant of the Rutland Electric Light company and the
Marble City Electric Light company of Rutland, and the
manufacturing, geneiating, producing, diffusing and sell-

ing artificial light and power in the city of Rutland and
its vicinity, and of assuming or funding the debts and
liabilities of the Marble City Electric Light company and
the Rutland Electric Light company, and issuing bonds
therefor secured by mortgage; Harry M. Bates, Rutland,
Vt.

3^1

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The resolution of the board of aldermen to raise $21,-

000 for the purchase of an electric light plant was voted
down at the special election held in Batavia, NY., re-

cently.

The Tampa, Fla., Electric Illuminating company's plant
has been purchased by the Consumers' Electric Light &
Street Railroad company. The plant will be considerably
improved.

The question of granting a 20 year franchise to a local

stock company in Franklinville, N. Y., for putting in a
$10,000 electric light plant will be voted upon by the

citizens if the proposition Is recommended by the city

trustees at the next meeting.

A recent fire at Palouse City, Wash., destroyed the elec-

tric light building and plant and the Palouse p'aning mills.

Both belonged to H. W. Bassett. The loss is $15,000, on
which the insurance is $7,200. The origin of the fire is

unknown.

A new central station company will soon be organized in

Baltimore in place of the Maryland Electric company,
which it will supersede. The capital stock will be
$2,000,000, and it is intended to erect a power house hav-

ing a capacity of 6,000 horse power. It is intended to

supply current for street railway work as well as for light-

ing and power. The Edison system will be used.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Light company has
obtained a franchise for lighting the city of Henry, 111.,

with electricity. It will furnish twenty 2,000 candle
power lights to burn all night, for $1,800 a year. In
addition to this the company agrees to place, at its own
expense, a light in the park at an altitude of 50 feet, to

place a light near the power house and furnish incandes-

cent lights for the council rooms and engine room.

The electric light station on Court street of the General
Electric company in Buffalo was burned on December j6th
and most of the machinery was ruined. The fire broke
out at the switchboard, near the rear of the building. The
night men were at work in the building and an alarm was
quickly turned in. This was at 4:55 a.m. There is ap-
paratus in the building for. fighting fire, and the men
endeavored to use it, but the flames spread so rapidly that

their efforts were unavailing. When the firemen arrived

the fire was fierce. In a few minutes it was found that the

fire was upstairs, having followed the wires from the
switchboard, and in a short time thereafter it had jumped
100 feet to the repair shop on the Pearl street side. There
was an extensive blaze in -the repair shop, and between it

and the switchboard there was a considerable space almost
untouched. Down stairs in the big room, the wires run-
ning in all directions carried the fire to diffrent points, and
the blaze was a hot one in a brief time. The loss will

reach $50,000. There were in the dynamo room nine arc
machines four incandescent dynamos and a power gener-
ator. The dynamos and generator were practically luined.

The switchboard and wiring were utterly destroyed. The
loss is covered by insurance.

By the end of the year it is expected that the works
undertaken by the corporation of Glasgow, Scotland, for

the supply of electric current to the public for lighting and
motive power will be finished and in working order. The
works are situated in the central district of the city at the

southeast corner of Waterloo and Main streets, where a
building 90 feet square and 80 feet in height has been
erected, in the basement of which the working plant is

being placed, while the two stories above are reserved
for offices, meter testing rooms, and other purposes con-
nected with the work. The steam is supplied by five

tubular boilers of the marine type to seven engines, placed
in the northern part of the basement. Two of these are
of 80 horse power, two of 150 horse power, and three of

250 horse power. In the southern part of the basement
are placed the storage batteries. The plant now being
put down is sufficient for 12,000 incandescent lamps, but
the buildings are sufficiently large to allow an addition of
plant capable of supplying 45,000 lamps. In addition to

this two additional engines are to be put down for the
purpose of supplying current for street lighting, and it is

intended to erect a considerable number of lamps in some
of the principal streets of the central district.

The changing of the Roanoke, Va., and Salem dummy
line to an electric road is talked of.

Ground has been broken at Edinburg, III., for the power
house of the Chicago-St. Louis electric railway.

The electric road which will connect Webb City and
CarterviLe with Joplin, Mo., will be completed by early
spring.

The Kentucky &: Indian Bridge company Is planning
to operate an electric railroad across its bridge from New
Albany, Ind., into Louisville.

The tunnel that Austin Corbin proposes to construct
under the East River, connecting New York and Brooklyn,
will contain a line of electric cars. It will also be lighted
by electricity.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway company of Chica-
go has executed a trust deed to the Title Guarantee &
Trust company to secure an issue of $r, 000.000 6 per cent,
semi-annual gold twenty-year bonds, to be expended in
extensions and betterments.

The North Shore Electric Street Railway company has
secured an entrance to Chicago. By arrangement with Mr.
Yerkes, president of the North Side Cable company, the
electric cars will connect with the Clark street cable line,
transfer checks being given.

The Thomson- Houston Electric company has filed a
petition asking for a receiver for the Metropolitan Street
Railway company, which owns a line lately built and put
in operation to Bellevue, a suburb about four miles from
Macon, Ga. If the receiver is appointed all the electric
roads in Macon, about fifteen miles in all, will be con-
trolled by the Thomson-Houston Electric company.

A press dispatch from Winnipeg, Man., December 14th,
says: A decision was given to-day in the celebrated Win-
nipeg street railway case. Action was begun some time
ago by the horse car company against the electric com-
pany, the former claiming exclusive rights to the streets of
Winnipeg. The electric system was authorized by the city
council, despite a charter granted the horse car company
many years ago. The decision to-day was in favor of the
electric company, the motion for an injunction being dis-
missed with costs.

The full bench of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts
has rendered a decision on a new point of law in the case
of Albert E. Beal against the Lowell & Dracut Street
Railway company. The plaintiff was riding on the front
platform of an electric car, and was thrown to the ground
in an accident caused by a defective switch. The court
overrules the exceptions and sustains the decision of the
lower court, which found the plaintiff guilty of negligence,
because there attends the employment of electricity the
same dangers that might attend the employment of steam;
while it is not necessarily negligence for a passenger to
ride on the front platform of a horse car while in motion.

A company has been organized to construct a railroad
from Chicago to Waukegan, with branches running east
and west, and to furnish electric light and power to towns
through which the road will pass. The principal office
will be in Chicago and the capital stcck is $500,000.
Behind the company are about i,oco property owners who
live in the northern part of the city and in the suburban
towns along the lake shore. They have become weary
waiting for the construction of a line by some one, and
have now decided to take matters into their own hands.
The new company will be a property owners' enterprise,
and will be for the purpose of aiding them in securing
better transportation facilities and at the same time in-
crease the value of real estate.

TELEGRAPH.
A telegraph operator named Hogshead was recently dis-

missed from the Western Union office at Meridian. Miss.,
for spreading a false report of yellow fever.

The Western Union directors have declared the regular
quarteriy dividend of i j per cent. The report of the com-
pany for the quarter ending December 31, 1892, shows:
Surplus, October i, 1892, $i4i476.i55. of which there has
been capitalized, by issue of additional capital stock dis-
tributable to stockholders December 3, 1892, $8,6:9,316,
deducting which leaves $5,856,838; net revenue for quar-
ter ending December 31st (partly estimated), $2,000,000;
total, $7,856,838; interest on bonds and sinking funds,'

$243,335; total, $7 613.503; dividend, i^ per cent., $i,I
185,250; surplus, $6,428,253.

Six of the general officers and eight of the division super-
intendents on the Big Four commenced as telegraph oper-
ators. There are ten chief train dispatchers on the system
who receive $125 per month, an average of six train dis-
patchers to each division who receive $100 per month, and
some 140 agents and telegraph operators at stations on the
system who receive from $75 to $100 per month, according
to the importance of the station. In speaking of this an
official of the road said that no position in railroad service
brought about more promotions than does the telegraphic
department. If an operator is bright and disposed to be
exact at his work he soon finds himself advancing in posi-
tion and salary increasing.

An injunction restraining the Western Union Telegraph
company, the Union Pacific, Denver, Leadville & Gunni-
son, and the Denver, South Park & Pacific Railroad com-
panies from tearing down or interfering with the line of
the Postal Telegraph Cable company, has been granted
by Judge Rising, of Denver, Colo. The last named com-
pany among other lines operates one between Denver and
Leadville. Between the stations of Bath, in Park county,
and Buena Vista, in Chaffee county, the Postal company's
line parallels the tracks of the railroad companies referred
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to. The Postal company alleges that the Western Union

company has entered into a conspirac> with those com-

panies whereby it was agreed that the Postal company's

line between Bath and Buena Vista should be injured.

Hence the application for the injunction.

TRADE NEWS.
The Butler Hard Rubber company, of New York, is

making a specialty of hard rubber cells. This company

also reports an active market for telephone receivers and

other devices which it manufactures. The outlook for the

coming year in this line is very bright.

The Hine Eliminator company, of New York, reports

among recent sales, several orders from the Illinois Malle-

able Iron company, Chicago; Pierce, Butler & Pierce,

Syracuse. N. Y.; Phillip & Wiggs Manufacturing com-

pany, Birmingham, Ala.; Charles Ward, Charleston, W".

Va.; Paris Electric Light & Railway company, Paris, Tex.,

and C. S Wernworth & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

The Enterprise Electric company, Chicago, reports a

large increase in sales of the National India rubber covered

wire. Other electrical supplies are in great demand, and

since moving into new quarters, the company has been

fairly rushed. It is about to put on the market a new

flash switch, for which it has secured the exclusive agency.

The company also reports a good business from its St.

Louis branch, of which W. H. Ferris is manager.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is placing

on the market an improved ceiling rosette in the line of an

improvement on the Shaefer cut-out with a removable cap.

The cap is attached without screws by a quarter turn to

the right and detached by a similar turn in the opposite

direction. To prevent the possibility of the cap jarring

loose, a supplementary phosphor bronze spring has been

added making loosening almost an impossibility. The cut-

out is placed on the market under the name of the Acme
ceiling cut-out.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia, are meeting with much suc-

cess in exploiting their standard portable testing sets. One
purchaser says: "The portable testing set referred to,

has been in use constantly since we received it, 3nd we
find it to be first-class in every respect. We have used

it on all kinds of work, for both high and low measure-

ments, and think it is about as complete an instrument of

the kind as I have ever used." Other equally complimentary

testimonials have been received. These instruments are

made in a strictly first-class manner, and are adapted for

use under the most exacting conditions, such as in a man-

hole or c'ose to dynamo machinery.

The Hanson Battery, Light & Power company, Wash-
ington, D. C, is exploiting a primary battery for use

where small amount of power is required. It is claimed

for this battery that ten 50 volt 16 candle power lamps

can be operated with thirty-five cells. The cost of run-

ning the lamps will not exceed one-half cent per hour for

each 16 candle power lamp when in use, it is claimed, and

the local action does not amount to one per cent. Three

cells will run a 10 inch fan motor or a sewing machine.

Hanson batteries have supplied current for operating the

launch Electric, which carries twelve passengers and
attains a speed of seven miles per hour on the Potomac
river.

BUSINESS.
The Sioux City Engine Works have had a very pros-

perous year, having increased the output 40 per cent above

tbatofiSgi. Taking into consid;:ration the severe com-

petition, prices have been satisfactory. The demands of

the trade have been for engines of larger capacity, fully

50 horse power more than last year. Among the notable

plants are those put in for the Burlington Electric Light-

ing company, Burlington, Iowa; the United States Elec-

tric Light & Power company and the Dubuque Street

Railway company at Dubuque; The Sioux City Electric

Light company at Sioux City, Iowa, a twin compound 20

and 36x42; the city of Hannibal, Hannibal, Mo., and a

large twin compound for the Imperial Mills at Duluth.

They intend increasing their capacity fully one-half for the

year i8q3, which speaks well for the outlook in their terri-

tory.

The Railway Equipment company, Chicago, reports a

very large business in the Ahearn electric heaters. Orders

for car heaters have been received from Amsterdam, N, Y
,

Peoria, III., Williamsport, Pa., Kokorao, Ind., Great
Falls. Mont., Camden, N. J., Jackson, Mich., Albany, N.
Y.p Lynn, Mass., Burlington, la. , Fitchburg. Mass.,

Cairo. 111., Des Moines, la., Allentown, Fa , Rockford,

in., Cleveland, O., Detroit, Mich., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Spokane Falls, Wash.. Alexandria, Va., Kansas City, Mo..
Quincy, Mass.. Salt Lake City, Utah, Chicago, Natick,

Mass.. Terre Haute, Ind., Marquette. Mich., Elwocd,
Pa., Escanaba, Mich., Kankakee. III., New Haven,
Conn,, Galesburg, III., and Hammond, Ind. Large
orders have also been received for the Ahearn electric

stoves and other devices. The Equipment company states

that in its opinion the Ahearn heater is the most reliable

and satisfactory of any electric heater in the market.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued December 13, 1802,

487.702. Speed Indicator. William IT, Abbott, Lennox-
ville, Canada.

487.703. Electric Meter. Charles W. Ayton, New York,

N. Y.

At periods of timeamagnct attracts the needle in a direction
at ri^ht anxlcfito its normal direction of movement, whereby
it actt as a circuit doner, and clo<ie<) one or more circuits ac-
cording to the amount of current wliich actuuten the needle.

Electromagnets in these circuits operate a circuit breaker in a
circuit containing a magnet, the mterm'ttent vibration of whose
armature actuates a ratchet wheel and indicating pointers,

4S7.713 Thermostatic Vessel. Henry Carmichael, Mai-
den, Mass.

487,735 Conduit for Electric Railways. John W. Hay-
den, Fort Wayne, Ind.

487»745- Spring Motor. William C. Johnston, Melrose,

Mass.

487,755. Armature for Electro-Magnetic Machines.
Robert Lundell. New York. N. Y.

The core of a Gramme ring armature is provided with a
series of poles through it near each side face, and a series of U
shaped conductors are adapted to extend through the boles to

form the working coils.

437,795- Multiple Switchboard Signal. Giles Taintor,

Keene. N. H.

A high auxiliary resistance is placed in circuit with the call

annunciator, and the insertion of a plug in the answering jack
short circuits the resistance, thus enabling the calling drop to

serve as the ringing out drop of that one of the two connected
lines which initiated the call.

487,796. System of Electrical Transmission of Power.
Nikola Tesla, New York, N. Y.

The invention embodies a multipolar alternating current
machine, the armature of which is provided with coils which
overlap, so that there may be a difference of pha^e in the elec-
tromotive forces generated by the coils.

487,808. Trolley Catcher. Joseph Werling and James
F. Agnew, Minneapolis, Minn.

487,813. Electric Railway Trolley. Adolf Worner,
Buda-Pesth, Austria-Hungary.

The trolley is in the form of a roller or cylinder of practi-
cally the width of the car, and extending transversely of the
car and making contact with the under surface of the trolley
wire.

487,816. Automatic Safety Device for Dynamo Electric
Machines. Francis B. Badt, Chicago, 111.

A responsive device is placed in the armature circuit of a
dynamo electric machine, and is adapted when the current
reaches a predetermined strength to close a circuit through an
auxiliary resistance box stationed in the field magnet circuit;
whereby tlie strength of the current is reduced.

487,834. Manufacture of Secondary Battery Electrodes.
William W. Griscom, Haverford, Pa.

The method consists in subjecting a plate to the action of an
alkaline solution, thereby fi st producing honey-combs in the
surface of the plate, and subsequently chemically depositing
on the plate active material and then forming the plate elec-
tri.lytically in the usual way.

487.839 Galvanic Battery, Harry T. Johnson, New
York, N. Y.

487,846. Casing for Bases of Incandescent Lamps.
George R. Lean, Boston, and Charles B. Burleigh,

Chelsea, Mass.

487,852. Multiple Switchboard Circuit. Alfred H.
McCulloch, Boston, Mass.

The invention consists in combining a peculiarly constructed
call annunciator and the main circuit within which it is included
with two sources of electricity, and mejns for connecting both
with the circuit at the same time by the act of sending the out-
going signals, the two sources be ng enabled to act oppositely
upon the annunciator, whereby it is made irresponsive to the
outgoing currents.

487,8^3. Multiple Switchboard Busy Test Circuit and
Apparatus. James L. McQuarrie, Boston, Mass.

487854. Busy Test Appara'ns for Multiple Switch-
Boards. James L. McQuarrie, Boston, Mass.

487 88 r. Automatic Switch. Nelson Newman, Spring-
field, III.

487,890. Manufacture of Incandescent Electiic Lamps.
Casimir Pauthonier, Boston, Mass.

The method of attaching the filaments to ttie leading in wires
consists in damping the filament to the leading in wire, passing
a current through the joint while the same is inserted in a
hydrocarbon, wnereby the temperature is raised, causing a de-
composition of the hydro carbon and a deposition of finely
divided carbon at the joint,

4S7 936. Automatic Key Board Operator. Henry S.

Prentiss, Elizabeth, N, J.

The invention consists in providing a series of switches
which are set for the operation of any one particular key by the
passage of a perforated strip between suitable contacts, the
particular perforation or combination of perforations under the
contacts determining the position of the switches.

487,981. Printing Telegraph. Charles L. Buckingham,
New York, N. Y.

A wheel provided upon its periphery with type impressions is

connected with several electromagnetic devices, each adapted
to rotate the wheel through a particular distance, whereby any
letter may be brought in position by the actuation of the proper
electromagnetic devices.

487 982. Printing Telegraph. Charles L. Buckingham,
New York, N. Y.

487.983. Printing Telegraph. Charles L. Buckingham,
New York, N. Y.

487.984. Synchronous Multiple Telegraph. Charles L.
Buckingham, New York, N. Y.

487.985. Printing Telegraph. Charles L. Buckingham,
New York. N. Y.

487986. Printing Telegraph. Charles L. Buckingham,
New York. N. Y.

487,996. Electrolytic Apparatus. Thomas Craney, Bay
City, Mich.

488 002. Lightning Arrester. William K. Garton, Keo-
kuk, Iowa.

Two_ serrated plates are placed in parallel positions, the lower
one being connected with ground; u carbon contact rests upon

the upper plate, and is secured to the core of a solenoid, the
core and carbon being connected in series with the winding of
the solenoid. The carbon contact is placed in an air tight
chamber so that when current of abnormal strength passes
through the solenoid and the carbon to earth the carbon will be
raised and an arc formed which will be extinguished when all
of the oxygen in the air tight chamber has been consumed.

488.012. Electric Gas Lighter. Lucien M. Kilburn,
Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Scott Van Etten, Omaha,
Neb.

488.013. Electric Belt. Ole Kjorstad, Eau Claire, Wis.

488,016. Armature for Electric Machines. Benjamin G,
Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa.

A drum armature core is provided with radiating teeth be-
tween which separately wound coils are placed, each coil span-
ning several teeth.

488.022. Electric Railway Trolley. David Mason, New
York, N. Y.

The trolley pole is mounted upon a flexible resilient support
adapted to turn round a vertical axis.

488.023. Electric Railway Trolley. David Mason, New
York, N. Y.

The trolley pole is connected with a spiral spring coiled on
a horizontal axis, and connected with the car and exerting an
upward pressure on the pole.

488,027. Electric Coupling. John J. Purcell, Washing-
ton, D. C.

485.033. Spring Jack Switch. Charles E. Scribner and
Ernest P. Warner, Chicago, 111.

Two springs of different lengths and adjusted to normally
press toward each other upon contact points or connections, and
^ *^^ °'' S^i'Je is placed in front of the free ends of the springs
and adapted to receive a plug whose end engages with the
springs to lift them from their contacts.

488.034. Means for Preventing Induction in Cables of
Multiple Switchboards. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago, III.

Contact points are included in one side of a loop having its
two sides twisted together in a double strand which are adapted
to open the loop when separated, and a third wire is connected
to that side of the loop which is adapted to be opened, whereby
It IS separated from the permanently closed side when the loop
IS open,

488.035. Multiple Switchboard Svstem for Telephone
Exchanges. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

An individual annunciator is provided at the central station
haying two coils adapted to act differently or oppositely through
suitable mechanism upon an indicator, one of the coils being
included in the telephone line circuit and the other in a branch
to earth.

488.036. Multiple Switchboard System for Telephone
Exchanges. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

A normally open shunt or short circuit is provided about the
individual annunciator of the line, and means actuated by an
electro-magnetic device are provided in the line circuit to close
the shuntcircuit when signaling current is sent over the line
circuit while a connection exjsts through the line.

488.037. Telephone Swifchbo^rd Apparatus. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

The invention relates to self-restoring annunciators and is de-
signed to avoid waste of current by providing a normally open
break ill the line circuit adapted to b; closed only by the flow
in the line circuit of such cunent as would ttnd to operate the
annunciator.

488.038. Multiple Switchboard System for Telephone
Exchanges. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

Contact pieces of the sprine jacks are normally disconnected
from the line circuit and an electro-magnetic device is adapted
when energized to connect the contact pieces of the spring jacks
with the line circuits.

1,041. Electric Motor.
Colo.

Imle E. Storey, Boulder,

The field magnet is composed of a hollow cylinder with pole
pieces projecting from its inner surface, a removable cap being
placed over the commutator, whereby all parts of the motor are
completely sealed.

488,046. Insulator. Charles Wirt, Chicago, III.

488,053. Te5.t Circuit for Multiple Switchboards. Oro
A. Bell, Brooklyn, N Y.

The invention embodies a spring jack with two springs
adapted to engage with contacts on the plug, the portion of the
plug where it passes through the test ring being Insulated.

488,064. Magnetic Separator. Harvey S. Chase, Boston,

Mass.

The ssparator is of that type in which a belt passes around
pulleys and beneath a series of magnets, one end ot the belt

being adapted to pass through a tank of water.

488,107. Time Meter for Electric Lighting Systems.

Judson O. Ball, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.

488, 121. Automatic Regulator. Edward J. Houghton
and William White, London, Eng.

The regulator comprisesa spiral wire resting upon a metallic

plate and forming a portion of the circuit; to the apex of the

spiral is attached the core of a solenoid, which, in its travel,

brings a greater or less number of turns of the spiral in contact

with the metallic plate, thus altering the resistance of the cirr

cuit by changing the length of the wire of the spiral included in

the circuit.

488,123. Eleclrical Safety Cut Out. Henry S. Keating,

London, Eng.

488.138. Electric Signal Circuit. John V. Young, Bos-

ton, Mass.

488. 139. Ineandtscent Lamp.
Omaha, Neb.

488,141. Process of Insulating Electric Conductors.

Charles Cuttriss, New York, N. Y.

The method of preparing cotton silver for application to

electrical conductors consists in drawing the silver in its nat-

ural state through a boiling insulating fluid, such as oil and
then matting the same and expressing the- surplus oil taken up
by it.

Eugene W. App'egate,
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRK
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIBE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

W. H. Sawteb, Seo'y.

WORKS,

r

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.

aiOSsTREAL BRAIfCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

Tie OsliorDe Steam EDgineeriDg Co

,

Rooms 714-716, 167 Dearborn ^t.. • Chlcaoo
Representative work now In conrs? of construc-

tion, 2 000 H, P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis
Thi^se who contemplate the construction of simi-

lar plan's on improved and economical lines will
rlo well to communicate with us. First, be sure
you will get the best, then go ahead.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Hecbaiical and Eiectiical

CorpultatiODB, Reports, Plans, SpwcIficationB for
Central Station or iBolated Eltcinc Lighii. g,

and Electric Itailways.

56 Turner Bwlding^ St. Louis,

For Sale,
40 DYNAMOS,
40 SIZES,
40 PRICES.

Good dynamos bought for spot cash.

A full line of choice arc specialties.

C. E. GREGORY,
313 S. Canal Street, Chicago.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insolation Crnaranteed irhereTer nsed. Aerial, Undergrronnd or flnbrnarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."
The rubber need in ineulating oar wires and cables is eepecially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre*-* extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Oam should be used for making waterproof joints. ' This is put up in half-pound boses, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
-jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. f^OB RAILWAY and 9KOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

W¥^ OUARAXTEJB OITR INSUIiATION W^HERETER USED, AERIAX, UKDERC;;ROUND OR SUBSIARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be p'eased to mail Catalogoes with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MASS.

EBKRT A. CLAKE, Traainisi and Oan'l Msniger.
HBBBERT H. BUSTIS, FntMent >nd Eleclrlcltn.

WRITE POE PKICEB AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

y SKAMIaRSS RUBBEIR WIRRS AND CABLRS,
FACTORY AND MAIK OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and l73LakeSt. Chicago, III-

ANY CANDLE POWER.

ii

\7Crrlte Tor I»rlo©s.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEX LAMP WOBKS, CANISTEO, K. T.

ANY VOLTAGE.

gla,iaa.i3Xea J*ree.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTKIC BRAND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Griiaranteed 98/90% and free of lead and iron.

Jf j'ou want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St., New York.

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

3PTJM3

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Oier 99 Per Cent. Pare.

na':Kris ess oo.,
IB I Kinzie St.. Chfcaso.

f^ For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

||||^*l I^^ Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
131 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal
Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;
Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

Standard Portable Testing Sets.

MOTORS.
J4 H. p. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500,

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody pvery Improve
ment of merit, with the intention that tbej aball be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.

WE MAKE JUST WHAT YOU WANT
IN THE LINE OF ATESTING SET THAT
CAN BE USED UNDER ALL CON-
DITIONS.

IT IS OUR IMPROVED "1891"
TYPE, AND THE PRICE IS $125.00.

IF YOU WISH A CHEAPER OUTFIT
WE CAN FURNISH, THAT TOO, BUT
IT IS NOT SO GOOD.

INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, AND
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
NO. 285.

OUEEN £ CO., PHILADELPHIA.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS ASD ILICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMSSTREET,

CHICAGO.
-BJLNC3H 8T0BB-

2134 Michigan Avenue^

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperea phuot wound IT. S. Dynamos.
Two 200-ampere8 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light Americao 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lii;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps-
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, S.OOO-c. p.

Two 160-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dyoamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

74 CORTIiA]VI>T ST.. M. V.

NORTH STAB POINTS
Is the title of a book of reference for all points be-
tween Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricul-
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wiscons a and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan,
This book, together with an illustrated pamphlet
teliluff ''W?iere the Trcntt Hide '•'< will be sent free
Upon application to Geo, H. Heafford, General Pas-
senger Agent, -North Star Route," Chicago, 111

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE AVORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
/// fo nr east 73utst.. n. y.

Manufacturer's of

OcTAGONALi^^ Cedar
Telephone&£L£cmcAL
RailwayPolessCRossArms

,#H.M.Loud&SohsUimber(o.
' OSCODA , IVll CH.

3iTOTXCE].
I have about ^30**, which I would invest with

services in electrical line. Address, with particu-

lars, MIIjToRI. care Westebn Electbician

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of its

kind ever published.

Sent Free to Any Address.

We are Headquarters

In the West for fi£C-
TRtCAL BOOKS, and fill

orclere promptly, pre-
paid, onrecelptof price.

Electrician Fnbllshlng Co,.
Q Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

c
^^^

For Incandescent

Lamp f

Filamenis.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in prodocing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

'- Aa LEATHER
i*NOIR0NRODORHINGE OLD STVLE

J^i^LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROO BELT
)j' AND R0PETRAN5MISSION SUPERSEOEO

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEYS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

'ELT1HG15-
TANNED ON THt
SURFACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE'
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \

MADt.ND5LIPPINti

OR LOST MOTION

Picker Leather-

I St. Louis, Mo.URATsmHTTQ- * '^^ Summer St., Boeton, Mass ; 2^5 Pearl St., New York City.
rvar*^.iiJ!<D.-j

i29N. Third St.. Phila-leluhia. Pa : hO W. MoD.-oe St. Chicago.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Buiidine. CHICAGO. ILL.

THE E>Esxj^Foi«<r •SATA.'r^m "wzieie:]!.
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple ard reliable power for all minine and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heeds rnnning from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.

From 20 to HO per cei t. better results guaranteed than can be produced frdm
any other Wheel in the countiy.

C:ii£€TKIC TBANS3IISSIOK.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, cloee regiilatiun and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of epeed and pretsure, have brought it into special prominence arid esLtnslvs
use for this clbBH of work. All applications ehonld state amount and bead of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogub.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE P£LTOX WATER TXTHEEL CO.,
131-123 main St., tian Francisco, Cal., V. S. A.

143 I^IBEBTT STHMET, - - NEW TOBK.
^^It having cometo our notice that onr patent rights are being infrlngea

upon. Intending pnrchaaeiB are lierebj warned that all euch infringementa will

he duly jiroepciited.

I'jCliTOW AVATER MOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse lower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warran'.d
to develop a given bmouni of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^-Send for Motor Circular. AddreFs ae above. Deliveries marie fr -m
Han Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Water1t>ury, Conn. as Par-U Place, Ne-w Yorh.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Bare SLXid IinsuLlated 'SSTire-
L'nderwriterH' <_;«i>i»ei' Elcrtrir tAtxUt I>biio Wire, CoppiT llas:nct Wire, Floxiblo milk. Cotton and M'orsted Cords for

liK'undCNVvnt JLi;;litiiiK. t* oiiiid and FInt Copper Bar» for Htation Work.
IiiHulated Irwii I'l'eNNure M'ire.

PATENT "K. K,"TiNEW!RE
For Eleclrlc Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TUB CRBiT WESTBKN ELBCTKIC Slll'PLV COMPANV, CUICMO, • - SEllING ACENTS.

TBOS. L. SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC. COMPANIES is called to this CEr.E.BRAXED trAXER WHEEL as particularly adapted to their use

on accouTatof its remarkably steady motion, high 9$pee<l
and e^reat Efficiency, and larg^e Capacity foritsdiameter,
being double the I*o\^ er of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect e:ua]ranteed.
SENn FOR rAXAI^OOUE ANU PARXICIJI.AR^B.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIJRBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st;ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their tise, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

XESIS 1878.
SOIiE MAKCFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

iVTj^l^U'oKi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*nVIi^%x.

HAWAVVT
FV5EWIRE
COA\PANY

161 HIGH JT BOiTON

HICHE-5T GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRES UNKS

iEND FOR CATALOGVE

AND PRICE LI3T5

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB SliECTBICATt USES.

Graphite Bods of Tarinns Ijeiicths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO ohms Besistance
to the inch. *^raphite Boxes and VrDclMes, Beslstlne Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries ttladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Polos. Wr<^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eaOO nr. second street, ST. t.01TIS.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

i TRIG!AN when writing to advertisers

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, MicK

PARTRICK & CARTER CO-ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ESTABLISHED 1867.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

125 South SecoM Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

-WR.ITTP. inOT^ I=I?.tc:FP!

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKItreWliEDOED TO HATE THE HieEEST MBBIT IN Alili THE BECEKT GOHPETITIVE TESTS.

IITCANDESCENT IiAlIPS, 8 TO 30O CANDIiE FOWEB. AI.E, TOliTAeES AND BASES ALWAYS IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

AANUrACTUREFJS ORGANIZED <88T.

INCORPORATED 1883.

Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
rACT:

rSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LA/*\P 1 HAT
WORKS SATlSrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITr BUILDING,

cnic/V30.

TELCPHONE BUILOINS,

New YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTIOULAKLT ADAPTED TO DBIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
"j On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and easy working gate, the con-
7 Btruciion of which mates It the most aenaliive lo ihe acti n of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

^jhLiuMm^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE

l.l.nj

Iiluatratingva-ioDs stylea of setting on b^th verti al and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON. OHIO.SnCCKSSOBS TO
STOTIX. « • I.I «1 * "TP.HIPI.E.

l'^p"^!! water wheels
110 styles fLiid Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working prates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-
suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us fur fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &, CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

\r\/ .A-IffT^-ES^^s—One eood con-

struction firm in eacti city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IVIanufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MDLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR.

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

Slaaa.;plo,

Write lor Manufacturers' Prices.

Eeiiii Electric Co.,
41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, MASS,

fKESESJT SIZES: lOO, 150, S.'iO, 500 H. P.

Before you build or enlarge your Power (Station, you will do well to consider the ftict that under our ooustruetion
You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, Includ ng Boilers,
(with reserve) Fire Room, Economizer, Stack, Puirp Room
etc., TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER.

You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings.
You will operate at n Lower Cost per Car Mile, both of Fuel
alone and of total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-
most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-coodenfllng.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Nolselessness,
You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

We have now ready the t^econd Edition of "MOTES ORJ POWER PI,AI«T8."

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 17 Cortlandl Street

BOSTON : 620 Atlantic Avenue.

PITTSBURGH: Wcstlnghouse Building. MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented In PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE. Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

313-315 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN y<^^^ Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandt St.

,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

Now York.

Chicago.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

H.Ward Leonard,

President.

Geo. H. Finn,

VlC8-Prest,

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'y&Treas.

Send for
Printed

Matter.

Chas. D. Shain,

PelUngAgt.,

136 Liberty St.,

Sew York Citv.

PatentNo. 481,781, AiifUrt, U92.

Bheostats of every size and bind such a^ Motor
Starters, FieldKegulatorg, Stage Begalators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity np to 200 amperes.

LOW fHlCE^.

Guarantees against burn-outs under norma I usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taoffht thoronehlv day and night at the IXSTI-
TUTE of TECH\'OLO<kY, 151 Throop
Street, Chieaffo, III. Amateurs, Artiaane
and others aaaiBt d Practically In any line, and
InFtrocted in the latest and meet improved
methrda.

Mechanical Bra-ghtinq, Mathematics, Elec-
trical t'alculat ont4, Architactare, Mechanics, also
augbi day and nltbt.

'J
HUGHES BROS, MFG. 00,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Aims, losDlatoiPliiSK^ Brackets,

And Electrical Uoldliig.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths^ Kartavert « Manufacturing - Co,^
-V^XX.IVCXSa'Gt-'Z'OSJ', X9£IXj.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or l ity. Absolute

STRIPS, j Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
Lzo.A.ca-0.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 ChampalStreet. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BTJILr>EKS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing: and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST EG0N0H7 AND RE6DLATI0N GnARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering; Works.
Thep are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity f for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A JMHW BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
226 Pages. 138 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD

WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHIpACp.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

9jr-

do.-^^_

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

I;&,'

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fael Saving:, Smoke PreTenting,

Qnick Steaming and Durable.

^ P3
GO "-3

a pa

P -9

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg,, CHICAGO, ILL

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper tlian Steam.

Direct from the Tank.

For &IC and iDcandescent Ligbting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boiler, steam, coal, ashes, daager, and

almost no attendance.

OTTO CAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes end Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazing; and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,
wbich are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

14i In 156 Green 8t,

Green Point,

BKOOKUV, N.T,

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.OfficeandWorks,FRIF, PA,
COMK.=XEJ.OW™j.J^»TSFO« WOODBURY "

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

( NEW TOKK. 136 Li

BRANCH OFFICES!
-J
Chicago, ii3o'''T1i

( SAN FRANCISCO, 3:

NEW TOKK. 136 Liberty St.
. g^^ Drexel Bnilding.

The KooUery."
CISCO, 39 and 31 Spear St.

BO!l-ERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.

ST. LOUIS—M. P. Johnston Machinery Co.,
ARtjN I hki'l 715 and 717 North Second street. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND""^* .*"""''"'"; MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-T.M.Masuire. 33 Syndicate Block. CON DE NS IN G OR NON-CON DENSINa

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Blgh Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
I HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse Dower to tliree Immlreil lorse pw Bt.

Wester. Departinenl: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. H. S. WMKER, Manager

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ofHigh Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple. Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plauts Fumiahed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BItANCn OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

\*^i!m.

SPEAKING TUBES JiND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS (^ BELLS.
FTTLiEi IiISTE AliWA-TS IN STOCK.

W. R^ OSTRANDER & CO.,
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

^^ Send for New Cataloodb. Oat Angast iBt.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Higli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Stean Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt StreeL, New York City.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LI6HT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVEB MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PATBIENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SliLO-o-ld. "be Ordered, from, •u.s at On.ce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
173 and 175 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL. 509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO. 401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA. Masonic Temple, DENVEB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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^ KNAFF ELEGTRIGAL WORKS
Have been appointed exclusive agents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States of

is. Indiana, Western Ohio, Miciiisan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado,

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a
par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased efficiency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Endorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, efficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Factorie?, Aasonia, Conn, Cor. Eandolijh St. and Michigan Ave., Chicngo.

HE Indications are that we will have a

^. "nasty" winter. Several severe

snowstorms and swirling blizzards

are noted down in the vest-pocket

IMS' memorandum of the weather clerk.

In any event the prudent station

manager will wish to have his lines and general

equipment in "ship-shape" and of such material that

he can rest assured no embarrassing failures will

occur lessening the reputation of his company for

regularity of light and power.

You are, no doubt, planning for next year,

looking over the field, taking trial balances and to

some extent determining the policy to be pursued

for '93.

Allow us to suggest at this time that IF A GREAT
STROKE IS TO BE MADE, TO LEAN ON A SUB-

STITUTE IS TO RISK THE GRAND CHANCE.

There is no substitute for Shield Brand Moisture

Proof Line Wire. // will do to lean upon.

at. M. M. M. rn. M. m j#. v m m x .v m m. m m.

< <

;
; Have you ordered

' I your track brooms

%

#

iWe liave a stock of

" steel wire brooms

\ made to our order.

;; We think that they

; I

are the best that you

I can buy.

Don't forget that

li Shield Brand Wire is

',

;
Moistitre Proof. The

;i
msulation is tough

and will stand by

;
you at the times

" when it would be

exceedingly incon- \\

lave a ''

' venient to
*

«

* failure.

The Stanley Trans-

Vf formers continue to

hold a high place in

the estimation of

t every user. Are you
I' in a mood to be con-

' vinced that they are

,
, electrically and me-

! chanically superior

to any other

»ri^]hii[^i1Tii1hi[ffiil[>iTri Xidb'U

For holiday decora-

tions use the Acorn

Shape SUNBEAM
Lamp; we can supply

them in red, green,
;|

blue, amber, frosted |

or plain, to fit any a

soclcet, for any voltage,
|

10, 16, 20, c, p. They '2

have all the good quali- \

ties of the regular pear |

* shape lamp. I

> i«
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MAKTUFACTUBEeS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8.000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK. HEMP, COTTON DY

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Kabirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave., Cor. 42d St., NEW YORK.
3«65 FACTORY: Glenwood^ Yonkers, N. Y.

Western Agents; THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICACO, ILL.

The Snnbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.,

805 Chamber of Commerce SIdg,, Chicago,
MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT UMPS OF SUPEBIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
104 Michigan Ave., CHICACO, ILL.

Qeneral Western Selling Ag ents.

CHAS. D. SHAinr,
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling .Agent.

-A-O-EXTCIES:
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Ansortia, Conn.
WOODRUFF-HARRIS ELECTRIC CO.,

Birmingham, Ala.

IRON CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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Ahearn Electric Heater.
Our long experience in the Electric Heating line

gave us the opportunity of realizing the defects of

other electric heaters. All such have been entirely

done away with in the Ahearn Electric Heater. We
guarantee the Ahearn Electric Heater to be the

most efficient and economical of any Heater now
on the market.

ABSOLUTE IMPOSSIBILITY

-OF-

The Ahearn Electric Stove.

WIRES BURNING.
The Ahearn Klectric Car Heater.

"W, R. MASON, General Manager. PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO.

^^^
MBW YORK liAUP VACTOBT, Capacity iiO.aOO per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. p. 43 Volls to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

\An=?nrE: f^c=3F=?

Sawyer-Man Electric Co
.CD(SurE:.

620rAtlantic Avenue,

BOSTON.

'9

510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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U^^U,

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Elictrlc, Pnaumitic and Mtchanlcal

ANNUirCIATORS <^ BEI.I,S.
E'VLlV XIMK AJj^TAVm IK STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 OeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

Send for New Cat&logitx. Out Aagnst let.

-^eorge (utt6r"&\4rsior7

'^15^ i)a,w Cljicogo Baoner !

** A 5yMBOi- OF Electrical Progress"
329 The' RooKerj',C^)i(«go

The

loteinational OKONITE COMPANY,

:iS>l'^.

fTBAOEMftRKl

LIMITED,

1 3 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape

BRANCHES ; CMcaco, Boston, Fhlladelplila, Minneapolis, Cinclniuitl,
Omaika,X.onlavUle, St. l.oalB, San Francisco, Ijondon and So. America.

City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DE-f STREET, NEW yORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AUD DBALEKS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF All DBSCSIFTIONS.

KEY FOR CAPACITT TESTS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AXD OPEP \TE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE wa MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OP

Test iDstrnments and all Scieotiflc Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Blannfactnred by tlie

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

Louisville, Ky., Smithera & Davia.New York City, Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co., 242 Madison St.

St. Paul, Minn ,The Elec. Ensineering & Sapply Co.
Omaha, Neb. B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block
St Louis. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply Co,

San Erancisco, Cal., A. C.Brainard & Son, No, 109
California St.

Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St.

Pittsbareh, Pa. W. H. Vandevort, 709 Lewis Block.
G. P. Altenberg. 220 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Bocb, Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 VV. Markham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 'J6-100 King St.

MANITFAOTDBEE OF

INSUIaATXSD ELiXSGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CO»r>S and CABLES.

8«0 ana 80g Bfortli Tiiird Street. - - PJBHI.AI>B!I.PHIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^il^Sr Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Room: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

EBIIMATES AND DBAWINOS SUBMITTBD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

KEPBESENTAXIVES

:

JuUan scholl i Co. , 126 Liberty St., New York.
Qeo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake SL, Cliicago, Bl.
H. M. Solple & Co. , 3d & Arch sts.. FbUadelptUa.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
I Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. B. PeaTBOn & Co., Home Ina. Bldg.,CUcago,Ill. James & Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Th08. G. Smith. Jr.. William M. Porter, Detroit, Mich.

Hammond Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. T. W. Anderson, Hoaeton, Tex.
W. A. Day, 1:W Oliver St., BoBton, MasB, F. H. WhitiBg, Jacobson Block, Denver, Colo.
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General Electric Comoany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See deciBion of U. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Iiight Company t^s. United States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4, 1892.

See decision of T7. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Co. and Kdison General Electric

Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 16, 1892.
Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRA.NOH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New Tork.

173 and 176 Adams St.. Chicago, 111. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Qould Building, Atlanta, Oa. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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Annunciators

.

Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enapp Electrical Worbe.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Beggra, J. E., Mcliy. & Snpply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical 'Worka.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Scott Electrical Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lilght Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
•American Battery Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co..Tne.
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sajiply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, flectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. K.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Maj^eto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The B.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartHck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltinK*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Albert.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The 8.
Lane & Eodley Co., The.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Stearna Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, ElectrlcaL
Electrician Publlehlng Co.

Borsl&T Alarms,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
PariHck & Cari»r Co.

Cables.
fSee Inenlated Wlree.)

Cables, Electric. (See Insulated
Wlree), Copper.Hheet and. Bar
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebllng's Sons Co,. J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eastme Kodak Co.

Carbons, jpplnts and Plates.
Central Eteciric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ^igccncai worts.

Clntcbes, PMetlon.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
HUl Clutch Works,
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Construction and Kepairs.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Bleotrie lileht,
finerine Plants and Blectrlc
BaU'ways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washbnrn Storelectro Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The S.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., Tne.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.

Osborne Steam Engineering Co.

Pearsoii & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sionx City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weatern Electric Co.
Washbnrn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Copper Wires and. Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central iClectric Co.
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Cutter, Geo.
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International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
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Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sona Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.

Hart A: Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
KnaDp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russeil & Officer.

Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Cnt9.
Manz & Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co., The,
General Eleciric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lft Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Snpply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Go.

Electric Heatins;.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Electric l>aTa Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Ballirays.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
WeetinghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechanical
Enslneers.
Bryan, W. H

.

Osborne Steam Engineering Co.

Electrical Instrmnents.
Central Blectric Co

.

Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., The B. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Blectric Co.

Electrical Intellisence.
Bryan W. H.

Electrical Hpeclalties.
Atwood, A. H.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Cutter, Geo,
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
E lectric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co,
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Rusdeil & Officer.

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baegot. B
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snppiv uo.. The.
Knapp Electrical Worbs.

Electro-PIatinK aKaeUnes.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Enelnes, Gas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

£nsines» Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Enelne Co.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S.

Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Outfits.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarnis.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Go.

Fnse W^ire,
Electrical Sui)ply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Soerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Oas liiebtine. Electric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Creneral Electrical Stnpplies
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacnum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg, «te Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d'lnfrevllle, G.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Snpply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Ureeley & Co . , The E . S.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Worbs.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Q.ueen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.
Sioux City Elec. Snpply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

C^lobes and Electrical eiass-
irare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and insnlatinc
materials.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Jlkmerican Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electi ical Works^
Lefmann. Julius.

Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Maeuet Wire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works,
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Blectric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Q. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Workg.
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sona Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

IfBtbes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

liisbtnlng Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

naxnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Slaebinery.
Ferracnte Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Bledicai Batteries.
Partrlck & Carter Co,

aiica.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

MliliDg llachinery.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Hinlnte Apparatus, Electric.
General Electric Co.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.
weatinghouse Blectric & Mfg. Co.

Motors-
Brush Blectric Co.
Crocker-Wlieeler Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Porter- Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Companv.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfp.Co.

Alame Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Suppiy Co., The.
Hughes Broa. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sona Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
k'.lebert, G.

Poie^.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Pnblisiiers, Electrical.
Electrlpisn Publiahlng Co.

Pusb Buttons-
Central BleCmc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailvrays, Electric.
(See electric raliwayB.)

Rbeostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Amntoniac.
InnlB & Co.
Klipstein, A.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

»Uk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeafaiuK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Q.neen & Co.

Steam Pumps,
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Bailway.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supp'y Co.
Lefraann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insnlatinr-
American E'ectrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Electfical Supply^Co., The.
Indie Rubber & G. P. li.b. Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pair ^ Co.
Washbnrn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Blectric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co

.
, The.

Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Weatern Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Weatern Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co,
National ElectricManufacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord,
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westtnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wlieels.
Bayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology.

VnrniPhes.
Mass. Chemical Co.

TVater Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^ire, BnTre.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co,
Railway Eqilpment Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co.. J. A.
ST>erryElec. Wlnliifi' Machine Oo,
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKBRS OF lEON, STEEL AND COPPBa,ana Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND OOPPER WIBB for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
fOS ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

75BsoL-UTELV
FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

^n^^bing' Heretofore 9Xa,de>

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

WOKKS ^lJi?i««1?^«4^lU*« BBANCH OFFICB8 AND WABKHOUSES
{ gfJP'/b'^J^^ l\fc^"llid lE^lSiSH *S'o1?l?'rX^?^5't*«

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUFACTUBEBS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Braci^ets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. % ,,-

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

iHiFORD-WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

Mannfactaiiers of

Storage

Batteries,

p DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED.
OivK"^KivJLK[iD, - Ohio.

S0METHIN8 TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the PlantiS pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechanically or ap-
plied la the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICM BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FLUSH

SWITCHES
rOK

CONDriT,
ALSO

CEILING CUT-OUTS,
JUXCTIOir BOXES

And Everything Electrical.

Special Department for

Station Swltclies anil SwltcWioaril Wort

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. 8. A.

Hew York Office, 126 Liberty St. Write ns for Catalogne and Price Lists.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!
^XG^^ OXI..A.I33SS XXO'OuA.Zia'I^ZlSOElZa'a? Xji.A.ACX>S.

THI SLECTRICAL MFG. DOMPAKY, ODOHTO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRBCT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, witb

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before parcliasinf; elsewhere send In a trial order for Brilliants.
LanipN furnlstied to consumerB in quantities at factory prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AC E NCI ES: i
MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager^
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Long since the standard, still maintains its lead, and lives in the hearts
of its customers. More of it sold to-day than all other wires combined.
A large stock, to meet the demands ot the trade, always on hand.

OKONITE TAPE, OKONITE TUBING, MANSON TAPE, COMMERCIAL LAMP CORD.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GEIffBRALi mrXSSTXSRN AGENTS^ 116 and 118 Franklin St., Chicago.

tHbVW3QVaiJ

//NOT

DON'T BUY
The transformers you will need this Fall until you have had our
prices and fully considered our claims on your patronage.

The Continued Prosperity
Of Lighting Companies is threatened by attempts t@ completely con-
trol this business on the part of one or two great corporations.

Protect Yourselves
By supporting every legitimate m^anufacturing enterprise which
can furnish you with good apparatus and which has the courage to

be independent.

Our Transformer is the Best.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
am Agents: ^

Tf/E ELECTftmL SufpLy Co.,
Pitt^fifilrl Hia^^

Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, Chicago, ni. IIIIUIIUHIjl IIIUUU

I
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Standard Compound Engine

m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
BUILDKHS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GDARAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poioer Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when nou-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal eeonomy only at or about Its

rated power, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point Is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder Instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westingliouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however
light. For tlio first time in the history of Steam Kngini'i^r-

ii»g, either Simple or Componnd, is bniit an Engine
which maintains essentially nniform economy, irrespeft-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has Ijeen made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghouse Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

n this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested In the nicer points involved, we will be pleased to send a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. P. M. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Franciseo.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

XSXiO'G-XINrXSESXl.s

.

NEW YORK: 17 Oortlandt St. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Si!

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave. MINNEAPOLIS; Boory Block.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building. ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Droxel Building.
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THE BEST INSDL4TI011
TS

DAY'S

KERITE.

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

HIGHEST GRADE OF INSULATION FOR

ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES.

Owing to tlie great demand for Kerite Insulated Wires and Cables^
the factories at Seymour, Conn., have recently been enlarged and further equipped with

new and improved machinery, and are running overtime to keep up with the demand.

Mr. W. R. Brixey has succeeded to the entire Kerite interests, and guarantees

that

KERITE WILL BE FOUND BETTER THAN EVER.

Architects, Electrical Engineers, Electricians, Construction Men, Supply Houses,

Light and Power Plant Superintendents, Telegraph and Telephone Superintendents,

Railway Superintendents, City Inspectors and everybody interested, directly or

indirectly, in Electric Wire, should bear in mind that

KERITE is the OLDEST and BEST INSULATION on the Market,

has stood the longest and severest life test, and is to-day, after a quarter of a century's

experience—all things considered—the most reliable and satisfactory high grade

insulation.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS ff. R. BRIXEY, Mfr., Seymonr, Conn.

J, E. HAM, General Agent,

203 Broadway, New York.

GUSHING & MORSE,
General Western Agents,

225 Dearborn St., Chicafi:o.

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS
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To whom it may concern:

Electric Companies, Supply Houses, Contractors, and

the general public are hereby warned that all Corporations or persons

who infringe, manufacture or vend imitations of Electro-

Calcium Apparatus for Theatrical Stage Lighting, Auto-
matic Electric Focusing Arc Lamps for Search Lights,

Photo-Engraving Lamps, covered by United States, Canadian
and English Patents owned by The Scott Electrical Manufacturing

Company, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Signed

THE SCOTT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
By Bertram H. Herbert, Secretary,

89 lilBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Heisler Electric Co.

Manufacturing

'" Constructing

Electrical

Engineers.

OFFICE: 838 Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

WORKS: Gloucester City, N. J.

We make a specialty of the complete installation of our IMPROVED
LONG DISTANCE SERIES SYSTEM with redaction coils for
reducing the voltage for domestic illnmination, and per-
mitting the use of meters if desired.

DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT CONSTANT POTEN-
TIAL INCANDESCENT APPARATUS with Regulating or ordi-

nary sockets, for Isolated Plants.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS of the Latest and Most Improved

Type.

SERIES LAMPS for use on Arc Circuits, or any current and

candle power, and to fit any Series Sockets.
C FAN MOTORS l-6th and l-13th H. P. Any voltage.

We invite investigation of tha above apparatus.

Competent Engineers furnished to make estimates.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .^-

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

P

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over tlie world.
We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APFAKATUS, REPAIBS an.l SUPPI.IKS formerly fnrnisked by the UnittMl States Electric Litflitiu? Co.,
Newark, N. .T., Mhonld now l»c Ht,nt to tliis Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTffWA, ONT.

A?-
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RICH COLD MINES.
I have in my liauds two gold mines easily access-

ible, in the Unite.d States of Colombia, South Ame-
rica, with ore of the most extraordinary richness,
some of which carries as much as three thousand
dollars (^3,000) in gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar

to our own government, with civil and religious

liberty and equal rights to all, and is as stable as

any government in the world-

These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets ). to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dollars

($10,000) a day, or over three million dollars ($3,-

000.000) annually is a very low and conservative

estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, wich a genial and healthy climate.

It is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five million dollars($5, 000,000), upon which
there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

(.$25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half

cents (2|jc,)on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c. ) on the dollar,

a sufBcient amount to give them a controlling inter-

est if they so desire.
There is al.'JO the right of prior possession to

double the amount of contiguous land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual offer,

and they will retain as much of the proi^erty as

Ihey possibly can, parting with only what Is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite, District

of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

Broadway, NEW YORK,63

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

Frorra.pt Sliipian.erLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ARE PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO

HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE THE BEST.
OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.

• SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturing Company,

201 I TO 20 r 7 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICACO.

AnilGHTEOUS LAMP DECISION!
Cincinnati, Ohio, July 20, 1892.

THK BrCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., rievelanrt. Ohio:
Gentlemen:— I have used your Idcantiescent Ltimp t (

I Coifed Filnmeut ) along with other different makes. Yours, the

hna given me belter satisfaction thau the others. I am now using your lamp exelusivelif in the Pike

Opei-a House and building Very truly, POWEL CTtOSLEY.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

BUCKEYE"

437 "The Hookery,'
CHICAGO.

eil aiall and Sxpress Building,
NEW YOKK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
OUYAHOSA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUREES OF

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • \ 620 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 Cortlandt St. . NEW YORK.
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Having taken up the manufacture of several first-class Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive cataloG^ues and other printed matter.

A. H. ATWOOD, 166-174 S. Clinton St., GHIGABO.

RIKSFII THAT IS THE NAME.
IIUwwLikL| An Automatic Switch.

EUSSELL & OFFIOEE,
1735 Cliampa Street,

DENVER. COLO.

EDWAED E. 6EIEE,
IVIonadnock Building,

CHICAGO.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using- Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.

ANYTHIN6 IN A NAME?
Yes, take I NSULLAC for example. This

word, simple as it seems, is the name of the

highest grade of insulating varnish made to-day.

For armature and field winding it cannot be

approached. If you are doing anything in this

line it will pay you to correspond with us. Our
goods are guaranteed.

MassacIiiLsetts Chemical Co^
134 Pearl St., NEW YORK. 8 Oliver St., BOSTON.

G. d'Infreville,
Sole Patentee, Owner and Manufacturer

See issue Western Electrician Oct. 29. 434 Ca^al St.. N^-w Yo'i',

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie SoMioii ofthe ProMeui of Safe GnariliDS

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whataoever purpoae employed, iBto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

consrHDHJiirs
MANITPACTUKED ET

T IS T'ESt I O IL

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinDKc. i 627 lo B31 W. 34th St.,
WOKKS.-j B26toB28W.36lhSt.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., New York.

Thoa. Day A Co.j 222 Sutter St,, San Francisco, Cal.

Monntain Electric Co., Dnnver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2:i6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N T.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St., KocheBter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W t^th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Uabrlel, Saginaw, Mich,
Soatherc Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleana, I^a.

Walk jr & Kepler, 531" Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConBtruciion Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.TRADE-MARK

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
HEnCULES- S WITCHES for Arc anrf Power Circuits.

UTiCA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-Ktl.FE SWITCHES for any
uoltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADHUPL' X LIGHTNINQ ARRES'ERS for
Poiuer, TeleplJone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIED.

TFood Rngraving^—For Machinery, etc.

2inc Etching—From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

¥¥ui*- rr~„„ ¥»^ft04»Be < Direct reproductions of Photographg, "Wash Drawings,Mail Aone *^roces>»
-^ g^^, gj^^tj^j j^j^-^^pg^.

Wax Eneravings— For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-JLitliograpliy—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.

DeNigiiiiii:.

MANZI^CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 anil 187 Monroe St., CHICAGO.

BEI-LS 9
BJLTXERIES.

SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE aUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinehouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,
Nov. 30, 1893.

£FFICI£NCT, LOXG I.IFE, NO DECREA.SE IN SIMPLE, ORNAMENTAI., RELIABLE,
CANDLE POWER. CHEAP.

OUR NEW LAMPS not only do not infringe the Edison Patent, but they are fally covered by patents of our own.

BY MEANS OF AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY THE BURNER IS RENDERED
STABLE, ITS EFFICIENCY INCREASED. ITS LIFE PROLONGED

AND ITS NORMAL CANDLE POWER MAINTAINED.

PRICES.
By reason of economies effected in the manufacture of our new lamp in large quantities by the use of special

machinery, we are able to

25 and 20 candle po-wer lamps, >..>.. $0.35 List Price.
16, lO and 8 candle pomrer lamps, - . . - $ .30 ** '^

DISCOUNTS.
Central Stations 10 per cent, discount, and to all others 2% per cent, to 10 per cent, according to quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
A credit of ten cents will be given for every unbroken burned-out lamp delivered at the factory of the Company.

The saving by decreased cost oflamps and renewals should equal near-
ly one per cent, on the capital stoch ofany Central Station.

The constant effort of the agents of the General Electric Company to induce our customers to exchange Generating
Apparatus of our make for Thomson-Houston Generating .Apparatus is fully explained by the fact that

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY PAYS US
through the Consolidated Electric Light Company Five Cents for every Incandescent Lamp it makes, for the right to sell
such lamps for use in connection with Generating Apparatus of its own manufacture only.

"While we do not sell our new lamp for use in connection with Thomson-Houston Generating Apparatus, the present
users of the same may avail themselves of our new lamp by substituting our Generating Apparatus, the quality and
efficiency of which will fully warrant the cost.

NOTE: A dealer came to our office and stated that he had the exclusive sale of second-hand apparatus for the
General Electric Company; and he offered five of our Number One Alternating Current Generators for sale, to be
delivered a few weeks hence as they are still in use. We can of course Commend this apparatus if in g'ood
order.

An official of a central station lighting com.paay approached us recently for the exclusive right to the use of our
apparatus in his town, stating that his company had already entered into a contract, Form D., with the General Electric
Company, for the exclusive use of their apparatus. He frankly avowed that his purpose was, by securing a contract with
us, to have a monopoly of electric light and power in the district covered by his station.

ITVe thought it better to leave that place open for competition.
We have also been informed that one other Company had executed Form D contract of the General Electric Com-

pany. These three are the only instances we have discovered, where they have succeeded in doing business in the direc-
tion of inducing users of our apparatus to discard it for apparatus made by members of the Trust.

Although we have many tons of apparatus made by the various members of the Trust, taken in the course of trade
we have not cared to offer it for sale, for we believe the sale of inferior apparatus does great harm to the electric trade
in general.

We have perfected devices that can be inserted in the various sockets no-vr in use, thereby
makings them standard, for the use of our ne'w lamps. The manufacture of these in sufiScient
quantities to meet the demand has been unexpectedly delayed, so that the delivery of lampsi
and these attachments, "will be made only from and after January 1st.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG. CO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUTACTliJKED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-ampere9 shunt wound U. S, Dynamos.
Two 200-ampere8 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Kbeostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-li^ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-Iight Schuyler Dynamo?, 2,000.c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dyoamcs, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN I imi m, a mm co.,

74 CORTIiAXI>T ST., X. Y.

""'BtcrnfiiiimaRaiif''''''

JUPlTER
"Ry BATTERY

Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

Manufactured by

Colnmbia Mfg.

& Supply Co.,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

99

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases tor

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
oodj. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,
which are the features of

Trne Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144t«156 6reen8t,

flreen Point,

BROORLVS, S. I

COMPOUNDED
POK

GOOD RE6UL&TI0K
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

IliaiioiilSItdTitlll[;.lli.,

219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

GOOD RESOLUTIONS
For the new yepr are in order and let one of them be that you will invest-
Igate the merits of our line of electrical specialties and supplies, and

"SWEAR OFF
Using anything that comes along because it is new or cheap Adopt
our -'Best at any price ' material and specialties, and we will
send with each order a written guarantee that your's will be

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
Electric Appliance Company,

a4Q SXadison St., CHICAGO

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Lfght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 65-Light Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Alternator.
One 600-L'ght United States, 110 volt.
Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Bnnh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. lerBiush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH: Electrical Exchang iBulldlng, NewYork.

All Sizes

amiMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
318 Water Street, New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 La^e Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE
built of any required size and power

up to 200 H. P , for all stationary and ma-
rine purposes. Makes 1,000 or more revo-
lutions per minute. Has no dead centers.

Unequaled regulation.

Economical! Simple! Durable!
For illustrated catalogue inc'ose 10 cents

in stamps and address American Engine
Co., 44 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook, N. J.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the mopt dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lampa,
T rolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

woiR,m3:i:isrc3-'X'03sr ja.o-G-sEa-.a.i'iiTa- iir o.«-£=.a.c:n?-2-

a60,-^35 Horse I»caT7«7-©x

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 95 Lake .St., CHICAGO. 86 and 88 i:.il)erty St.. NEW YORK.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. ST. LOUIS. DENVER. e:
NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,

Builders of Hig:li Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

ConiiileteStfiafflPlafltsMallBi.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York City-

BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

aOME
OF THE

ARTICLES
WE

Manufacture,

YOU SHODLD

HAVE OUlt

CATALOCnE,

Western Office:

IfiZZ Monadnock

Cuildiiig,

THOS. G. GRIER,

Western Hgr.

miDii Hi^Dvm so,

PDSH-BDTTON

iTJ^,

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Factory; Bridgeport, Conn.

stock kept in Chicago.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Imfroved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 GIrard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOBK8 AT BBIDeUPQBT, COSTK,
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

One of the qaeerest applications of electricity at the

World's Fair is the attachment of a motor to a machine

that is doing a large share of the painting—or kalsomin-

iog, to be strictly correct—on the interiors of the great

buildings. The photographic reproduction that is given

on this page shows the electric painting machine at work,

very appropriately, in the electricity building. It was dis-

covered some months ago that it would be very difficult.

tersbaft operated by an electric motor forces a current of

air and pirticles of paint through the hose. The force of

the air scatters the paint in a fine spray as it comes from

the gas pipe. A painter simply seizes the gas pipe, holds

it about eighteen inches from the surface he is decorating,

the electric motor is turned on and the work is done.

Mounting two men with this device upon a movable plat-

form scaffolding, the work of a gang of men for a fortnight

can be accomplished in one day. The motor used is of

the building hose lines are playing 02 the woodwork. The

effect of the tinting is very pleasing, and the work is now
nearly completed.

The contract for exhibiting "electrical fireworks" at the

World's Fair grounds next year was awarded by the direc-

tory to a French company, in which Mons. Champion is

the moving spirit. The latter, who makes a specialty of

work of this kind, has prepared plans for a most elaborate

exhibit of striking lighting effects, which, for the lack of a

even with a small army of men, to do all the necessary

painting by hand, and so C. Y. Turner, who is interested

in the painting contract, devised the apparatus shown in

the illustration, with the assistance of which two men can

apply as much kalsomine in a day as forty men with

brushes. The painting machine consists essentially of an

electric motor, a rotary pump, a barrel of kalsomine, a

line of hose and a flat nozzle. The nozzle consists of a

gas pipe about a foot long, pounded flat at one end so as

to leave an opening about an inch across and wide enough

to insert a sheet of card board. The pipe is attached to a

long piece of rubber hose, the other end of which is dipped

into a barrel of paint. A rotary pump run f 3m a coun-

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

the Edison type, of five horse power capacity. The

arrangement has been in successful operation for some

time. The color used for the interior of the electricity

building is a very delicate blue, and it is evolved out of

several component parts. A deep Prussian blue is the

pronounced color taken as the basis. Dutch pink, which

is not pink at all, but rather a reddish yellow, is another

component, and these two are tempered with white in the

proportion of 360 pounds of whiting, four and one-half

gallons of Dutch pink and one and one half gallons of

Prussian blue. All the great iron arches in the roof have

been painted by brushes. Half a dozen men are still ply-

ing brushes above the galleries, but in other portions of

better word, are called fireworks. The most interesting

and pretentious piece in the exhibit will be an allegorical

representation, of which an idea can be gained from the

accompanying outline sketch, Fig. 2, To represent this

picture, lights by the thousand and scores of moving figures

will be employed. The underlying idea, which is ob-

tained from VEkctricien, is as follows: A figure repre-

senting the city of Chicago is sealed at the base of the

statue of "Liberty Enlightening the World," and is sur-

rounded by the states of the Union. The various powers

of the world file past, displaying trophies of their progress

in civilization, and Chicago confers upon them palms of

peace. In the illustration England, with its reward of
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merit, is leaving the stage at the left, while the chariot of

France advances from the right to receive the palm. In

accordance with the programme the proper national air will

be played by musicians as each nation passes the dispenser

of the palms. After this scene has been represented three

figures will stand forth in a blaze of light reflected from

250 arc lamps to typify the fraternity of the nations of the

earth. - This picture has been planned on a magnificent

scale. In width the symbolic representation will be 195

feet, while its height will be 130 feet. The figures will

range in height from 10 to 12 feet, and the statue of

liberty will hold her torch 33 feet above the base. The

moving figures will be supported on carriages which will

be concealed by the drapery. The other fireworks will be

of a more conventional order and will represent cascades,

bouquets of flowers, revolving suns, etc. It is stated that

the effects produced by electrical means will be fully as

pleasing and striking as those accomplished by the burning

of powder, while there are the added advantages that danger

from fire will not exist and that pieces may be repeated at

will. Electricity is employed by groups of incandescent

lamps, by arc lights and by sparks resulting from breaking

and making a circuit, and by combinations of these three

means. Champion will use at the World's Fair grounds,

the French paper asserts, the astonishing number of 180,-

000 incandescent lamps of varying candle power, but the

great majority will be of 10 candle power, together with 250

arc lamps. For the allegorical representation it is said that

70,000 incandescent lights will be required, and for pro-

ducing the mammoth bouquet no.ooo incandescent lamps

will be necessary. The other pieces will take from 3,500

to 15,000 lamps. For the supply of current sufficient for

the purpose, but continuing for a few moments only, it is

obvious that direct feeding from dynamos would be out of

the question. Champion consequently employs accumula-

tors, and according to his estimate about 210 tons of plates

will be necessary. The batteries will be charged during the

day, but the storing process will be continued by three 500

horse power generators during the performance. Cham-

pion is a great enthusiast in this line of work. He began

the study of the subject in 1888 and took out his first pat-

ents in the following year. He encountered all sorts of

difficulties in endeavoring to introduce his system of elec-

trical fireworks, but succeeded in making an installation in

i8go in the Casino of Paris. Here he employed 2,500 16

candle power lamps, and his exhibitions given each evening

were highly successful. Fire, however, destroyed his

plant, and for this reason he was unable to exhibit at the

Frankfort Electrical Exposition. Subsequently he intro-

iara Sellers & Co, of Philadelphia. Each crane will be

operated on a track 1,400 feet long and weighs about 50

tons without load. As shown in the illustration, the Yale

& Towne crane has two trolleys, each of ten tons' capac-

ity. It is operated by five motors of the United States

company's Manchester slow speed type. One, a 25 horse

power machine, suffices for the bridge travel, while two 10

horse power motors, one on each trolley, operate the

hoists. The cross travel is taken care of by a three horse

power motor on each trolley. Current is taken from two

No. 2 B. & S. wires by Thomson- Houston under running

trolleys. The crane can travel at the rate of about 500 feet

An Unfounded Report.
Considerable excitement was aroused among the mem-

bers of the electrical fraternity in Chicago by the publica-

tion in the Int<;?- Ocea/i of the 23d instant of an article en-

titled "Taken by the Trust," asserting that the General

Electric company had absorbed the Westinghouse com-

pany and that it would complete the latter's World's Fair

contract. After diligent effort the representatives of the

Western Electrician were unable to find anybody in

Chicago who could confirm the story. Lieut. E. J. Spencer

was given as authority for the statement in the newspaper

article, but he denies the authenticity of the interview.

FIG. 2. ELfcCTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

a minute. During the fair proper it will be fitted up

for the accommodation of passengers, of whom about

300 can be carried at one time. An excellent opportunity

will thus be given for viewing the busy scene beneath.

Electric elevators will not be neglected at the World's

Fair, eight having been installed in the administration

building by the Crane Elevator company. A view of one

that is now in operation in given in Fig. 4. Power is furnished

by a compound wound 25 horse power Eickemeyer motor,

This letter, dated New York, December 23d, from the

United States Electric Light company, was published on

the 24th:

The report that the contract for lighting the World's
Fair has been turned over to the General Electric com-
pany by ih^ Westinghouse company is without foundation.

We are authorized to say that the Westinghouse company
has had no negotiations, either directly or indirectly, with
the General Electric company, or with any of its repre-

sentatives, looking toward the lurniog over of this contract

or to^fard a unioo of interest. The Weitioghouse peo-

ple claim that with the new lamp, which they say they
can sell at less than half the costofihe Edison lamp
without infrin^^ing the Edison patents, with the business

now earning at the rate of 15 percent, per annum, with
orders on hand to keep the factory running night and day,

and wiih the representatives of local companies of the

General Electric company coming to ask terms for the

use of the new lamps and their better machinery, they
cairn that there is every reason why the independent
course decided upon should be maintained in the interests

of the stockholders. The addition to the works of the

company now being completed will raise the capacity of

all its shops to an output of $10,000,000 per annum. The
Westinghouse people say that these reports are evidently

put out in the interest of the General company to prevent
a large number of customers from transferring their busi-

ness to the Westinghouse company, for it is evident that

trade is interrupted so long as such report? are out and
uncontradicted.

ilG. 3. ELECTRICITY

duced the system in the Casino of Boulogne sur Mer and

achieved no little success in his exhibitions. His great

effort, however, will be made at the World's Fair, where

be expects to produce the most astonishing electrical effects

to be seen in that great exposition.

The first to be installed of the three electric traveling

cranes for machinery hall is that shown in the illustration.

Fig. 3. As heretofore described in this journal, this build-

ing consists essentially of three series of iron arches. The

crane shown in the picture is operated in the center span

and is of 20 tons capacity, like the other two. It was

made by the Yale & Towne company of Stamford, Conn.,

while the other two arc from the establishments of the

Morgan Engineering company of Alliance, O., and Will-

AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

current being taken from a 220 volt C. & C. generator

temporarily installed in machinery hall. So far these

elevators have given much satisfaction, The photograph

from which the illustration was made derives additional

interest from the fact that it was taken by arc light.

The Career of Mr. Herz.

Of the American career of Dr. Cornelius Herz. now so

prominently mentioned in connection with the Panama

Canal scandal that is agitating France, an exchange says:

He married a Boston lady and went to San Francisco
in 1S75 to live. There he practiced medicine and served
several years on the municipal board of health. About
this time he became interested in electricity. He dug into

it deeply and made a success of it. He then started elec-

trical works in San Francisco and other parts of the coast.

Then he made up his mind that France was the field for

him and he went to Paris. He founded La Lumiere
Elcctrique, which was a success from the start and had
correspondents all over the world. He was the head
and front of the electrical exhibition of 1881, and in the

congress of electricians held during the exhibition he was
a representative of the United Slates. He sought this

position to show his loyalty to his adopted country.

On a recent Sunday evening a crowd of fifty persons,

with new accessions every minute, was seen gathering on
a street in Wooster, O. An investigation proved that

this crowd was viewing with great delight the awful
grandeur and brilliant display of Biela's comet. Sudden-
ly, to the great surprise of everybody, it was discovered

that the object they were admiring was not Biela's comet
at all, but an ordinary every night electric street light at

the outskirts of the town.

The Brush Electric Light company of Moline, 111., has

asked the city council for an extension of time to equip its

electric line in the city, and the matter has been referred

to the committee on ordinances.

The board of directors of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company has declared the semi-annual
dividend of 33^ per cent on the preferred stock, payable

January 3d. Transfer books closed on December 20th

and will be reopened on January 4th.
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Bellamyism in Chicago.
Alderman Tripp, a member of the city council, is en-

deavoring to bring about a "reform" by which the city of

Chicago will go into the business of electric lighting on a

commercial basis. At last week's meeting of the council

he introduced a resolution providing for the appointment

of a committee to go to Springfield for the purpose of

inducing the next Legislature to amend the charter of the

city in such a manner that the municipal authorities could

set up as producers of electricity and gas to be sold to the

public. The resolution was adopted. Not satisfied with

the municipal ownership of street lighting stations, the

aldermen now propose to sell light to the people at large.

No doubt the nest venture will be in the grocery or dry

goods business.

On the part of the advocates of this socialistic measure,

it is urged that the city has as much right to sell gas and

electricity as it has to exact water rates, and that the muni-

cipality could furnish current for

lighting at lower rates than now

prevail and still make a profit. This

idea is set forth in the follow-

ing interview with Alderman

Kent:

We have at the present time

several electric plants with well

equipped p^wer houses thrcugh
which the city lights many of our
principal streets. To make the

system more widespread all we
require is permission from the Leg-
islature to enter into the business

of selling light, heat and power
to private users. It is not necessary

that we should attempt to get

authority to issue boods in order to

raise money to buy electrical appar-

atus. Our existiog apparatus is

enougli to begin with. Every year

money enough cou'd be made lo

ex'eud the system, and in this

way we wou'd have a first-rate sys-

tem in a few years. The Arc
Light company at the present time

charges ^ 1 5 for a good-sized lamp
used within a specified time. We
own miles and miles of wires ex-

tending all over certain sections of

the city. These wires could be

tapped at intervals and light, heat

or power supplied to merchants

and business men along the route.

The city could furnish lamps at

$10 apiece and would then make
money. Not much money would

be required to make the connections

between the main wire and the

business places, but the returns

would be immense. A slight extra

expenditure is all that is required

to begin. There need be no issu-

ance of bonds and no appealing

for money, for the profits would

be sufficient to extend the light,

heat and power system all over the

city in a short time.

The mayor, too, thinks the idea

a good one, for he says:

A new department should be

organized to control the gas and

electric business on an improved

arrangement, but in the same gen-

eral way as the water office trans-

acts its business. The department

will be created by ordinance and

placed under a superintendent.

The city would then be in a posi-

tion to enter into competition with

private corporations. If the city

should come into competition with

these other concerns the rates to

consumers would be reduced.

If the scheme is ever put in

practice it may be assumed that the city officials will know

more about the electric lighting business before they get

through with it than they do now.

company, but it has this essential difference. At Niagara

it seems to be taken for granted that, to a large extent,

the consumers will come to the power, whereas Mr.

Thwaite brings the power to the consumers. The Niagara

plan has the advantage of using water which costs nothing,

but in the English scheme the coal costs very little, being

only 2 per cent.of the cost of the power delivered in London

from the Midlands. For such a scheme England has an

enormous advantage, because of its small size, over Amer-

ica. To supply light and power from Niagara to the vari-

ous American manufacturing towns would be ruinous on

account of the distances; in England the cost of conduc-

tors is a comparatively small portion of the total cost.

Mr. Thwaite and James Swinburne have drawn up a

report upon the project for transmitting power from the

South Yorkshire coalfield 'to the metropo'is. The same

trunk lines and way-leaves can be utilized for serving the

large towns, including Derby, Nottingham, Leicester,

West End Car Stables Burned.
[Special dispatch to the Western Electrician.]

Boston, December 24.—The mammoth new car stables

of the West End street railway at Everett were burned to

the ground last night, entailing a loss of $135,000 upon
the company and causing the death of four employes.

The fire was discovered just before seven o'clock, and
was caused, according to the testimony of the engineer in

the boiler room, by a sudden back draft as he threw the

furnace doors open. A large body of gas rushed out, and

catching fire, an explosion took place which sent coals fly-

ing all over the room. The flames spread quickly and the

men in the building had barely time to escape. A few of

them rushed back into the building in an attempt to save

some of the property, but this move resulted fatally to four

of them. John Clark, Luke Glennon and George Wallace,

motor men,and Hugh McGuinness, night watchman, never

came out again, and their bodies were found in the ruins.

The building was of wood 80

feet wide, sSsfeet deep and 35 feet

in height. It had just been built for

the purpose of storing electric cars,

and there was a large amount of

rolling stock in it. A great deal of

inconvenience is being caused the

West End, for the reason that a

large number of new car heaters

with which they were experiment-

ing were stored in the building and
were all destroyed. Some of them
had been put in place in cars and
others were being manufactured

in the basement of the building.

Eight box cars, twenty open cars,

two electric snow plows, two horse

plows, office furniture and all the

mechanical apparatus were de-

stroyed. J. C. E.

An English Transmission Scheme.

An important project was brought before the British public

in a paper read before the Manchester Association of Engin-

eers on November T2th, by E. H. Thwaite. The scheme

is, in short, nothing less than to generate power by burn-

ing coal at the pit's mouth, and to transmit the power

electrically to manufacturing centers. The coal will first

have its valuable "residual products" removed. As these

form the most valuaole portion of the coal, the fuel actu-

ally tised may be itself fairly regarded as the residual pro-

duct of the distillation. Gas engines are to be employed

instead of steam engines and boilers, and the power is to

be transmitted by high pressure alternating currents. Mr.

Thwaite's scheme resembles that of the Niagara Power

FIG 4 ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD's FAIR.

Northampton and Bedford. it is suggested that an

auxiliary generating station be located in South

Staffordshire, the trunk line from which would serve

Wolverhampton, Birmingham, and the industrial areas in

the line of its route across to the point where it joins the

main trunk line serving the metropolis. Two alternate

specifications have been obtained, one from the Maschinen

Fabrik Oerlikon, and the other from Messrs. Brown, BoverJ

&: Co., Baden, Switzerland.

Electricity in South Afri-
can Gold Mines.

At the second ordinary general
meeting of the shareholders in

the Champ. d'Or (Transvaal)
French Gold Mining company, the
chairman, E Montfort, made the
following interesting statement:
"Among other things, we might
mention to you that we have been
the pioneers of the introduction of
electricity as a motive power for

mines in the district. In the month
of September last we introduced
on our mine the first permanent
plant for the electrical tra^3smissiou

of power, and since that time it

has been running without stopping
either night or day. Since its in

auguration the plant has been
increased, and now consists of
two dynamos, driven from the mill

countei shafting, and connected by
overhead copper wires to the
motors at the reservoir, which is

seven hundred feet from the mill.

These motors drive the pumps and
supply water for the whole mill.

A starting switch at the nliil allows
the motor pump to be started,

stopped, or regulated in speed, so
that no attention is required at the
motors or pumps. Thus a consid-
erable saving of labor and wear
and tear is effected. Previously
the pumps had been driven by a
wire rope, which was always giving
trouble, and necessitated frequent
stoppages of the mill for repairs,

and it also wasted considerably
more power. The estimated saving and gain from this

source alone is reckoned at the rate of nearly £4,000 per
annum."

A movement is on foot for the erection of a monument
in Goettingen to Gauss and Weber,

The managing committee of the Frankfort Exhibition

of 1891 recently issued its final financial statement. The
total disbursements were $321,000, and the total receipts

$345,000, thus leaving a profit of $24,000. Of this bal-

ance 15 per cent, was handed over to Oscar von Miller, in

accordance with his agreement; and the surplus was de-

voted to repaying subsidisers, the latter obtaining about

25 per cent, of the sums originally paid by them for space.

Progress in Italy.

The municipality of Milan, in Italy, has made a com-
promise with the Edison company regarding the installa-

tion and working of an electric tramway from Piazza del

Duomo to Porta Sempione and to the Arena. The con-

cession has been given for a period of one year for trial,

and the Edison company has the option of adopting the

electric system which it considers best, either with over-

head or underground conductors. If at the end of one

year the results of the working of the electric tramway are

satisfactory, electric tramways are to be substituted for

omnibuses, and in course of time the entire tramway

service of the city will be placed in the hands of the Edi-

son company. The power for developing the necessary

current is to be obtained from the fails of Penderno and
Tornavento.
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Playing a Banjo by Electricity.

The accompanying cuts illustrate aa arrangement

devised by W. H. Oilman of Boston for the purpose of

operating stringed musical instruments by electricity. By

this contrivance tunes may be mechanically played upon a

banjo, mandolin, guitar, harp, or other similar stringed

instrument.

The arrangement consists of movable fingers set over

provided with slotted apertures throughout the major

portion of its breadth, and small holes upon one side

A series of fingers n are pivoted upon a h^xo their free ends

being arranged to drop down into contact with another

series of fingers/ secured upon a bar^, extending between

standards r. Connected with the fingers ?/ and p are

wires J / of an electric circuit, so arranged that the circuit

may be closed when the finger n rests upon the finger/,

slots will drop through them into contact with the opposite

fingers/, closing the circuit through the fingers, energiz-

ing the electromagnet in circuit, with the effect of

attracting its armature d and depressing a string at a fret

on the neck of the instrument by the descent upon it of

the finger c. As the free ends of the five fingers

represented on the lower side of Fig. 3 meet and drop

through the holes of the sheet they will in like manner
effect the closing of electric circuits, resulting in the

energizing of the magnets on the banjo head and the

turning of the star wheels to the extent of one tooth, thus

picking the strings. In this way it will be seen that a

sheet of music may be prepared so as to close the frets

riG. 4. PLAYING A BANJO BY ELECTRICITY.

and pick the strings of a musical instrument with absolute

correctness.

FIGS. I AND 2. PLAYING A

the strings of the instrument at the frets, and adapted

upon the closing of an electric circuit to be depressed upon

the string to change their vibrating lengths in order to

vary the tone. Star wheels, arranged in proximity to

the strings, are adapted to be moved, upon the closing of

an electric circuit, to "pick" the strings and sound notes.

Of the illustrations Fig. i is a plan view of the

arrangement, and Fig. 2 is a side elevation, a small part

being shown in section. Fig. 3 is a plan view of a piece

or a sheet of "music" and the means which act directly

upon the music sheet. Fig. 4 is a side view, partly in

section, showing the means for picking the strings. Fig. 5

is a diagram illustrating a way of forming the electric

circuits to actuate the means for picking the strings and

depressing them at the frets. Fig. 6 is a sectional end

view of the means for depressing the strings at the frets.

In the cuts a banjo is shown which is arranged upon a

suitable frame or base board of wood. Electromagnets

are arranged along on opposite sides of the neck of the

instrument opposite the several frets, there being in the

present instance two electromagnets, one placed above

the other on each side of each fret.

The armatures of the electromagnets, upon the inner

free ends of which is a downwardly extending finger, are

arranged directly over the strings, as shown in Fig. 6. The
finger on the lower electromagnet on one side is arranged

over string i of the banjo, the finger of the magnet there-

above over string 2, the finger of the lower magnet on the

opposite side over string 4, and the finger of the magnet

above that last mentioned, over string 3.

In Figs. I and 2 are shown electromagnets arranged

with star wheels. Fig. 4, upon a board supported over the

BANJO BY ELECTRICITY.

and be broken when finger ;; is raised from the finger/.

From each finger n its wire s extends to a thimble u which

projects through the baseboard v. Fig. 2, under the head

of the banjo, and this thimble is in electrical connection

with a wire which extends to one of the electromagnets on

FIG 6. PLAYING A IJANJO IIY ELECTRICITY.

opposite sides of the neck of the instrument- The return

wire, which isin electrical connection with each magnet, is

the wire t, which, as was before stated, is connected with

each of the fingers ??.,

The wires from certain of the fingers « (in the present

instance the lower five fingers shown in Fig. 3) extend

The Specialization of Accumulators.^
We are rapidly coming to the time when it will be con-

sidered as loose to speak about or specify an "accumula-
tor" as it is to specify a "dynamo." The time was, and
not so many years ago, when, for ordinary purposes, there

was only one kind of dynamo made—the shunt Gramme
ring type—and this was used for any purpose that might
be required, bolstering up its incapacities with resistances

or other makeshifts. Nowadays, the requirements of a
situation are accurately determined, and the dynamos are

specified and made—direct or alternating, shunt or com-
pound, or over-compounded, with light fields or heavy
fields, large air gap or small air gap—according to the
conditions for which it is required. The same specializa-

tion of the accumulator has not yet been achieved, but it

must come. There are two entirely different ways of con-

siderating the accumulator, as we have alreadj had occa-

sion to point out, in that the accumulator may be consid-
ered, in any generating plant, either as belonging to the

plant, the capital side of the account, or to the fuel or

maintenance side. The tendency which at first was to

consider the accumulator entirely as plant has lately swung
over, to a very large extent, to the tendency to consider it

as a factor in the maintenance account. The two points

of view are distinct. They require different methods of

calculation and arrangement. Both are equally necessary,

and although it is evidently well to pay attention to the

maintenance theory, the other must not be left too much
out of account.

The two views differ more particularly in this: that,

considered as plant, the accumulator should be of the ut-

most perfection at all points, price being to a large extent

a secondary consideration. The same thing is seen with
other plants—dynamos, for instance. Where power is

dear, it is certainly better to buy the very best dynamo,
even if considerably dearer. On the other hand, if the

accumulator is to be considered as maintenance, an item to

be gradually used up, of the same relation, in fact, to the

output as coal itself, then cheapness, combined with a fair

FIG. 3. PLAYING A LANJO BY ELECTRICITY.

head of the banjo, there being five electromagnets and star

wheels in this instance, one for each string of the instru-

ment. There is therefore one star wheel to each magnet

on the board and to each string of the instrument. Each
star wheel is so constructed and arranged that when it is

turned to the extent of one of the teeth formed on its

periphery, it will pick the string which it is intended to

sound.

The ratchet wheel connected with the star wheel is

actuated by a pawl connected with the armature of the

electromagnet arranged upon the board, as is clearly

represented in Fig. 4.

The "music," shown in Figs. 3 and 5, is a sheet of fiber

board or fiber paper, or other non-conducting material,

FIG. 5, ['LAYING A

to the electromagnets on the banjo head, these magnets

being also in electrical connection with the return wire t,

K\\ electric motor rotates a roll which moves the music along.

The use of the device may be described as follows:

—

Supposing a sheet of music to be placed in the guideways

and the motor to have been set in operation. As the sheet

is passed forward in the direction of the arrow, Fig. 5, the

free ends of the fingers « failing within the lines of the

BY ELECTRICITY.

efficiency, is the quality required, the wearing out being

calculated as part of the cost of production of the current.

On the one hand, then, the accumulator is deserving of

the same extent of skill, of investigation and improvement
which has given us the dynamo of q8 per cent, efficiency,

and on the other, is subject to the same considerations

which lead an engineer to select his type of coal. Re-
quirements differ, and accumulators, therefore, must

I, From the Electrical Engineer of London.
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receive the same amount of specialization that has been
given to the d)'namo, each occasion for their use being
considered on their merits. We shall hnd, primarily, four

different types of accumulators—portable, traction, house,
and station cells. The requirements for the first are

extreme lightness, with capacity for a steady discharge;
the traction cells are also required to be light, but with the
capacity of responding without deleterious effect to uneven
and heavy discharges; the third, the house cells, are requir
ed to be of a nature not necessarily very light in weight,
which can be charged regularly, will render a high effi-

ciency at heavy discharges, and will maintain their charge
without local action for days or even weeks; the fourth, the
station cells, also need not be light, but must be able with-

out bad effect on the plates to respond to heavy and
sudden demands to fill up the breach in case of failure of
dynamo, for a few hours at a time. Now these require-

ments differ almost as largely as those for dynamos, and in

the same way that the cost, proportions, and weight of
these machines are considered beforehand and provided for

by the designers and manufacturers, must the design and
manufacture of secondary cells be considered. A method
of perfection costing a shilling or two extra for accumula-
tors would not, perhaps, be worth application for one type
of plate, which might render the most efficient service for

another. We make, therefore, a plea to both consulting

engineers and manufacturers for still further efforts in the
direction of the specialization of accumulators, confident

that greater attention to this point must prove of advan-
tage to the industry at large. Qualities that militate

against the use of one type of cell may certainly prove of

advantage in other fields of work, and it will be of utility

that the outside consumers should be aware that they can
obtain cells of this or that character as accurately as they

now can their dynamos.

An Ideal Central Power Station.'

By C. J. Field, E. J, Cook and F. Bourne.

It was with some reluctance that we accepted the title of

this paper, realizing all that the words imply and the diffi-

stage of development that both of these factors are

eliminated. We now find capital ready and willing to

invest in large power station enterprises, both for railway

and general power work; also manufacturers with exper-

ience in machinery and ability to develop and build any
commercial size of generator required or called for.

The unit of power should be proportionate to the size of

the station, and in the size of station we selected we believe

a thousand horse power unit to be one which fulfills our
requirements in every respect, both for safety and economy
in operation. The engines are so built that where a small

amount of power may be required for light loads late at

night, the engines can be operated with economy on
reduced capacity, even down to a few hundred horse

power. This removes the necessity for one or two small

units, as has been customary to install in some stations of

this class of work. They, as a rule, fill the space which
could be taken by a larger size generator. A larger number
of units proportionately than here laid out means additional

expense in handling and caring for the machinery, also

additional building space and real estate. The problem is

now to concentrate all power into as few units as practicable.

DIRECT connection OR BELTING.

The problem Is still in the minds of many people
whether 10 use generators directly coupled to engines, or

belted, as in the earlier type of station. Forn-erly we had
no choice in the matter. Generators, except in a few
cases, were not built in this country for direct connection
work in a commercial sense. We could only belt to the

engine directly or through countershaft. We do not propose
to go into any extended controversy or argument on the

three styles of connections, but only point out a few facts

to be considered in this connection before deciding.

In a power station of the size herein indicated and
located, as would generally be the case, in or about a large

city, entailing considerable expense for real estate, and more
expense for the building, the problem which at first reaches

the engineer's mind is how to concentrate this power with-

in as small a space as is practicable without crowding, and
also to economically operate the plant.

ing, instead of, as it should be, the machinery laid out
and the power station built to cover and properly protect
it; being built, therefore, from an engineering point of
view instead of an architectural one.

Without attempting to go into details or producing a
regular building specification, we have tried, under the
head of "Building Specifications," to cover the main features

required in such a building.

BUILDING specifications.

Excavation—Excavate the entire space under the engine
room to a depth of ten feet, so as to get clear head room of

eight feet in basement. Excavate for all side, cross and
gable walls, all foundations, and also central space between
boilers to form a basement under the boiler room for ash
and coal handling apparatus, flue and pipes.

Foundatiojis—If ground is good, lay base of concrete

(four broken stone, two sharp sand, one hydraulic cement)
and make footing courses of brick work or coursed rubble
masonry of good, firm building stone, laid in cement mortar
of three parts sand to one part cement. In case piling is

necessary, test piles should be driven on different parts of

the property in order to determine the bearing capacity of

the pile under the conditions present, noting the amount
the pile sinks under the last blows of the "monkey."
Allow a factor of safety of from 4 to 15, depending on the

conditions present. Piles should be of hemlock or spruce,

perfectly straight and round, a 40 foot pile having noteless

than a 12 inch butt—the piles, after being driven, to have
heads sawed off below mean low water to a uniform level;

all piles in water to be capped with granite foundation
stone, while those with heads in earth to be capped with a

grillage of 12 by 12 spruce and 3 inch plank timber, and the

whole filled with concrete well rammed. Lay foundation
proper on this grillage.

Walls—All walls should be of brick work from'i6 to 20
inches thick, with pilaster at each roof truss, having at

least S inches projection and 24 inches face. Carry these

to a height of at least 25 feet, so as to allow clear head
room of at least 20 feet below the traveling crane in

power house. All brick should be burned and should have

culty of fulfilling their requirements. We therefore have
tried to carry out the idea as fully as possible by taking as

a design a type of station which seems to indicate more
fully than anything else the latest and prospective develop-

ment of the best practice in central power stations.

We will, therefore, take the subject up and divide it into

several different heads or divisions, and try in general to

indicate, by the plans and specifications illustrated here-

with, what we believe to be an ideal central power station,

and will treat it by giving a brief general outline of the

several points and close it by attaching to the paper what
may be termed a sort of general specification covering the

important points—as building, engines, boilers, generators

and piping.

UNIT OF POWER.

The unit of power to be selected for the central power
station is one of the first and most important elements to

be considered after deciding on the capacity of the station.

We have selected for this ideal station 6,000 horse power
as the total capacity. The question immediately arises.

How many units of power shall it be divided into? We
have found the following as a good rule to follow in decid-

ing on the size of units, and that is, the number of units in

any power station shall be the fewest consistent with safe

and economical operation of that station. This shall be

our foundation stone to build upon, and should be followed

in the broadest possible sense. Experience has too often

proved that pov.er stations have been divided into too

many units. This has been occasioned largely by two
reasons: First, uncertainty of the development of the cap-

acity of the station; and, secondly, inability or inexper-

ience of manufacturers in the development and building of

large generators.

The business now of building power Si_tions and manu-
facturing the apparatus has reached such a commercial

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club, December 19, 1S92.

Fid. I. AN IDEAL CENTRAL POWER STATION.

Looking at it from this point of view, the relative space
required is, roughly, as two to one; in other words, a belted

plant would require about five square feet of floor surface

per horse power as against two and one-half square feet

with direct connection plant. This meansa saving of one-

half the cost of real estate in building and also concentration

of the power for handling. On the other hand, we have
not secured flexibility of connection between the engine and
generator, which we have in the belted plant, and the relief

to the engine which is afforded by belt against the shocks
of short circuits, etc. These are facts which should be
more fully considered than they have been in the designing
and building of a proper type of engine for direct connec-
tion. Ample fly-wheel capacity is one of the most
important requisites for such an engine and ability to

withstand direct shocks of short circuits and overloading of

the generators. When these problems have been fully

met, both theoretically and practically, we have no doubt
that the development of the direct connection station will

be rapidly extended. At present we are just beginning to

enter what might be termed the era of direct connection
work commercially, having as a basis for experience small
practice in this country in special cases and a more exten-

sive practice in Europe in this line.

POWER STATION BUILDING.

For power Station building there are shown in Figs, i,

2 and 3 general features and details of construction of a

building adapted for this style and capacity of station.

The power station building is a factory for producing a
commercial commodity and should be treated in that sense,

the essential requirements being solidity of construction and
protection against fire or any other accident to the machin-
ery contained therein. The design of these buildings is

too often placed in the hands of local architects, inexper-

ienced and unacquainted with the requirements of such a
building, and we find as a result many power stations in

which the machinery has to be placed to fit the build-

WESTE«N[L£CTRiaAN

clean, sharp edges, no salmon or light colored bricks being
allowed. All brick work should be laid in cement mortar.
The cement should be DyckerhofE's or English Portland. AH
bricks in the face of the wall should be selected. All

joints should be pointed. Pilasters on side walls of engine
room should be built out by offsets and capped with stone
binder for carrying rails of traveling crane. Set side

ventilators in walls near ground line.

Roof—'Y.h.t. roof should be iron truss, riveted type, fur-

nished with iron louvre, with side ventilator that can be
operated from the floor. The top of louvre should be
furnished with heavy hammered glass. The roof should be
covered with Norway pine plank, splined and then covered
with black slate of good quality laid with not more than 5

inches to the weather. All flashing around walls and all

gutters to be of 16 ounce copper. The whole to make a

weather-proof job.

Engine Floo?-—The engine floor should be of two layers

of plank, the first of yellow or Norway pine splined with
hard wood, this floor to be covered with about one-eighth
inch of plaster and then with a second floor of seven-eighths
inch second quality maple laid at right angles to the first.

The first plank to be not less than eight or more than 12
inches and securely bolted by hook bolts at every beam to the

iron I beams. The second floor should not be over 4 inches

in width and should be blind nailed. All plank should be
neatly fitted about all foundations and hand planed and
smoothed and finished with two coats of boiled oil put on
warm.
Engine and Boiler Room, Basement Floor—This floor

should be made of not more than 6 inches concrete, well

rammed and graded to drain, and finished by means of fine

stuff floated smooth by means of hand trowel.

The boiler room floor between boilers should be made of

steel I beams covered by means of cast iron plates of suit-

able pattern. All other parts of the fire room should be

\^ContiiiHed on page 335.]
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Something of a novelty is announced as a feature of

next year's street railway convention in Milwaukee. Mr.

Payne, the vice-president of the Viliard syndicate of that

city, has offered electrical exhibitors the privilege of dis-

playing and operating their goods on the various street car

lines, and of suitably placarding them. Manufacturers and

supply men will appreciate this courtesy, which will no

doubt contribute largely to the success of the exhibition

held in conjunction with the meeting.

The excellent paper of Messrs. Field, Cook and

Bourne on "An Ideal Central Power Station," presented

in this issue, deserves the careful attention of all interested

in central station problems. It would be a difficult matter,

doubtless, to select an existing plant meeting the exacting

requirements of the authors, but it will be generally conceded,

we think, that the station described may, for thoroughness

and careful engineering, be accepted as a model. The paper

is well written, and no engineer or central station mana-

ger will lose time by a thoughtful perusal of it.

to take a second place among the novelty designers, for

stringed instruments—that is, instruments which are

"picked"—can now also be played electrically. The ar-

rangement of an "electrical banjo" is described in another

column. Just what sort of timbre, though, will result

from the electrical fingering of frets, and how the music will

compare with that born in Dixie, we are not prepared to

say. However, the apparatus is ingeniously arranged

and is well worth the study of those experimenting along

this line.

On Friday of last week the electric car barns of the

West End company of Boston were burned. The loss of

property was estimated to be $135,000. Four men were

killed and four others were injured. Two interesting

points in connection with this fire may be made. First, the

conflagration was not due to the electric current—a fact de-

serving the attention of our daily contemporaries; second,

here is another bitter experience for somebody, which

should serve as an example to electric station and car barn

builders to frighten them into the adoption of the most

approved fire-proof construction. The West End people

will have the sympathy of electric railway people, for this

company's was the first very extensive city system that was

electrically equipped. We think it can be safely said that

had it not been for the Boston company's advanced ideas

and its nerve in backing the project in such a substantial

manner, the overhead electric street railway system would

not now have to its credit so many hundred miles of track

in cities large and small.

No little excitement was caused one day last week in

electrical circles by the appearance in a Chicago daily paper

of a story to the effect that the Westinghouse company had

been absorbed by the General Electric company.

Numerous indeed were the "l-told you-sos;" but the wise-

acres, who "knew it would come sooner or later," were

nowhere to be found the day after the news of the alleged

consolidation. Perhaps the bustle of Christmas prepara-

tion accounted for their disappearance.

There was to be found in Chicago or New York no

person who would attest to the truth of the report. The
gentlemen to whose credit the Chicago daily newspaper

had placed the alleged statements not only asserted that

they were false, but characterized them as outrageous. One
gentleman whose name appeared at the head of one of the

interviews, and whose alleged statement had evidently

constituted the foundation upon which the over-ambitious

reporter had built his interesting tale, is quoted as having

asserted that he had not been interviewed for four months.

New England, dotted thickly with populous and thriv-

ing cities, offers peculiar advantages for the ex-

tension of electric railways. The latest scheme

is one which will unite Boston and Gloucester, and it is

something more than a plan on paper. The company has

been incorporated, and is composed of a syndicate of

Boston and Gloucester capitalists who are energetic, have

plenty of money behind them, and think they

see a good profit in the enterprise. The

corporation name is the Gloucester, Man-

chester & Beverly Street Railway company. A petition

for a charter has already been filed at the secretary of

state's office. The termini are to be at some place in

Beverly, to be decided upon later, and at the postoffice in

Gloucester. The route is to be mostly in the public high-

ways, but it will cross private property in some places

where the distance can be shortened by so doing. It will

connect Beverly Farms, Manchester, Wenham and Essex,

the most fashionable portions of the ultra-fashionable

North Shore resorts. This will make a con-

tinuous route from Boston to Gloucester through some

of the most beautiful seashore scenery in the country. It

is rumored that a similar project is under contemplation in

the South Shore resorts. There is but little doubt that

the time is rapidly coming when Massachusetts, Connec-

ticut, Rhode Island and the southern portions of New
Hampshire and Vermont will be covered with a network of

electric railways.

Piano playing by electricity was at one time a great

novelty. The electrical pianist, however, will now have

The Chicago Tribune is again threshing over the news-

paper-worn question of the advisability of giving the

municipality the power to furnish the citizens of Chicago

with electricity for light, heat and power. This question

is now, however, likely to be again agitated, as the city

council has adopted resolutions asking the legislature so

to amend the city charter as to give the city government

this power and also to give it authority to manufacture its

own gas.' The Tribune believes that the city should not

go into the manufacture of gas for public or private use,

because as it says in a recent editorial, "gas is a decaying

illuminant which is being forced out of the field by elec-

tricity." But our contemporary sees no reason, "why the

city should not do its own electric lighting in whole as

well as in part, nor why it should not furnish electricity to

private parties along the line of its wires, provided the

plants are run with some approach to economy and effi-

ciency, and are not taken in hand by the ward politicians."

It seems a very curious thing that a paper as well versed

in the ways of the politician as the Tribune should not

have become aware by this time that politics would most

assuredly rule in the lighting station as in all other city de-

partments. The Tribime itself admits that "if the depart-

ment of electricity is to be as supersaturated with politics

as other departments it will be a source of grievous

expense." But does the Tribune suppose for a moment
that it would be possible for the city of Chicago to operate

such an electrical supply system without the politicians

making it subservient to selfish ends? Could the city enter

the'^field just as a private company might, that is, un-

fettered by political obligations, then the municipality

would have a chance to compete with existing private com-

panies. But with the knowledge of how the city's affairs

are at present managed we fear the thinking tax payer will

not be inclined to favor the establishment of new depart-

ments—and new departments, too, that are not only liable

to increase taxes but to interfere with private electric light-

ing enterprises.

No; Chicago has enough to do without undertaking an

enterprise of this sort. Let the present city lighting

system take care of itself; extend it by all means if you

will; but do not let the people as a whole attempt to play

the pirate upon the legitimate businesses of a few. The
Chicago city councilmen might better employ their time

cleaning the city and preparing for the influx of visitors

next year.

In spite of the obstacles that have beset the path of the

accumulator, this much maligned piece of apparatus has

gradually advanced until, on the other side of the water at

least, it holds a most useful position, not only as an ad-

junct in the central station, but in other lines as well. In

this country, however, litigation has been the chief cause of

backwardness, and the accumulator has not been given the

same opportunity to prove its usefulness. At the present

time, however, the tangle made by the lawyers is grad-

ually being cleared away, and it is fair to presume it will

not be long before some of the manufacturers will feel that

their positions on patent matters will admit of an aggres-

sive campaign to convince American electricians that they

are losers by their failure to make a greater use of the

storage cell. When this time comes doubtless we

will be able to see that, despite our claims about the great

progress that has been made on this side of the water, we
are decidedly behind the times. At least such will be the

reader's impression after a perusal of the opinions of the

London Electrical Engineer on the "Specialization of Ac-

cumulators," presented elsewhere in this issue.

Our contemporary feels itself to be in a position to point

out that the time is rapidly coming when it will be con-

sidered "as loose to speak about or specify an 'accumula-

tor' as it is to specify a 'dynamo.' " To-day in drawing up

specifications for a dynamo the requirements of a situation

are accuiately determined, and the dynamo is specified

and made—direct or alternating, shunt or compound or

over-compounded, with light fields or heavy fields, large

air gap or small air gap—according to the conditions for

which it is required. "The same specialization of the

accumulator has not yet been achieved," says the London

Engineer, '"but it must come."

There seems to be no question but that our contemporary

is right in the opinion expressed above. Our foreign

cousins make use of the storage battery in a way which

leaves no doubt that they at least appreciate its value.

And the fact that in England the time is rapidly approach-

ing when the "specialization" of the accumulator will be

deemed an advisable procedure on the part of the manu-

facturers, may be looked upon as a most encouraging sign.

The time will come on this side as well as on the other

when this step of specialization will be a necessity. We
"have experienced already, like the English, a demand for

several types of cells each specially suited to a particular

class of work. The call for portable work is one thing; the

call for traction work is another. Then again for house

and station service different provisions should be made to

insure the best service.

We concur, therefore, most heartily in the opinion ex-

pressed in the article referred to, that "greater attention

to this point must prove of advantage to the industry at

large."
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finished by means of concrete cement same as basement.
Doors and JVhidozvs—All floors or main doors should be

of some wood ceiling and made, say, 2^ inches thick and
finished with large wrought iron hinges (oxidized hinges

and knobs). Ail doors in cross or partition walls should
be made of beaded white pine ceiling laid diagonally and
securely nailed, covered with a layer of asbestos board and
then entirely covered with black sheet iron fastened by
means of round-headed nails. These doors should be
sliding with friction rollers, track, etc. All windotvs
should have box frames, ail sashes having four lights

of American glass, best quality, well bradded and back
puttied, fitted with noiseless pulleys, cast iron weights,

brass chains and sash locks.

Painting—All woodwork should have not less than
three coats of first-class lead paint ground in oil; this

includes under side of roof, windows, doors, etc. All iron

should receive two coats of metallic paint, one before
erection and one after the structure is completed.

ENGINES.
Engine manufacturers and designers to-day are devoting

their best time and attention to the development of a type
of engine best adapted for electrical power work. We
find, therefore, more progress being made this year and
still more promise for the year to come than has been made
in a number of years on this work. The old high speed
engine has done well and the Corliss engine too. Present

work and requirements seem to tend to a type of engine
combining, it might be said, the good features of both,

filling a middle ground and adapting itself more fuHy to

the demands and requirements of large central station

work with direct connection. Engines meeting these

requirements are now being built and manufactured by
such firms as the Lake Erie Engineering Works, Dickson
Manufacturing company. Cramp &: Sons' Ship &: Engine
Building company, Pennsylvania Iron Works company,
Mcintosh & Seymour, E. P. Allis and other builders. We
have tried to indicate the requirements of such an engine
in the following specifications:

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS.

Duty—Electric railway and power work. All parts

extra heavy.
Type—Vertical, three crank, triple condensing.

Poiver—Ability to develop for short periods of time a
power of at least fifty per cent, above its rated capacity

without dropping off in speed of revolution.

Regulation—Regulation effected by means of a shaft

governor acting on the valves of high pressure cylinder

alone. Governor designed to cut off all lead of steam
valves when practically all load is thrown off the engine.

The momentary variation of speed of revolution (i. e., the

variation that would take place in three to five seconds)

not to exceed ^Iz per cent, when one half the rated load

of the engine is thrown suddenly on or off; indicated by
means of a tachometer belted direct to the engine shaft.

Economy—Economy, with condenser under average

economical load, to be not more than fourteen (14) pounds
of steam per indicated horsepower per hour with 150
pounds initial steam pressure and 26 inch vacuum. This
assumes that the steam is not to exceed 2)^ per cent, of

moisture and the first cylinder steam jacketed with full

boiler prtssure.

Valves—To have four valves to each cylinder. The

Shaft—Of best forged steel with built-up cranks and
counter-balanced in one piece.

Bearings—All main bearing surfaces such as shaft bear-

ings, slides, etc., should be water jacketed.

Gallery—Engine to be furnished with one or more gal-

leries from which it can be operated as well as from the
floor, and offering easy and safe means of access for lubri-

cation and inspection.

Lubrication—Engine to be provided with either oil or
grease lubricating apparatus, such that it can be lubricated

as thoroughly when in motion as when at rest. Each cylin-

der to be provided with sight feed lubricators as well as
oil pumps, and the entire engine, if oil is used for lubrica-

tion, to be fitted with sight feed lubricators. In the case

placed in such a position that it is free to move
vertically, as is generally the case in this type of engine.
The governor should also have a centrifugal or "run-
ning balance" when the engine is in motion. As mentioned
in specifications, the governor should be designed to cut
off all lead of the steam valves operated by the governor,
so that when practically all load is thrown off the engine,
the governor will admit absolutely no steam to the high
pressure cylinder, thus compelling the engine to decrease
in speed by having only the remaining speed in the first

and second cylinders to draw on, instead of the amount
that would be admitted by the lead of the high pressure
cylinder valves, as usually done to-day.

The specifications for valves in the engine described
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of grease lubrication provision is to be made to allow
any part to be lubricated individually, as any system
of grease distribution from a common center involves the

possibility of stoppage of tubes with dirt or foreign sub-

stances.

Fly or Belt IVheels—-The engine should be provided
with intermediate wheels between the cylinders where pos-

sible, so as to bring the shaft as near the condition of uni-

form load as possible. Allow 48 pounds per indicated

horse poiver in case of electric lighting and 70 pounds in

electric railway and power work for weight of fly wheels.

Rim of wheels on a basis of 5,000 feet velocity of the rim
per minute. Piston speed, 650 feet per minute.

Rotative Speed—A mean figure between a high, or

FIG. 3.
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Steam and exhaust valves to be independent, with exhaust

valves moved by separate gear. Valves on high pressure

cylinder to be either of the piston type or flit valve,

balanced, with pressure plate. Valves on intermediate

pressure and low piessure cylinders to be of flat type,

either four ported, partially balanced grid-iron or Corliss

type.
. . ,

r/^dra«tvj—Clearances not to exceed eight per cent, in

the high pressure cylinder and three per cent, in the inter-

mediate and low pressure cylinders. Cylinders to be pro-

tected by non-conducting covering, such as magnesia or

asbestos and steel or cast iron jackets for finish, 'cylinders

in receivers to be protected by means of relief valves.

Frames—To be cast iron box girder type "A" frame.

what is^commonly understood by high, and low speed; say

120 revolutions per minute on a 750 horse power triple.

Remarks— The power the engine should develop when
connected direct to an electric generator should be deter-

mined by the capacity of the generator first, and also its

capacity for overload. The engine should have an ulti-

mate capacity approximating that of the generator.

Experience has proved that an engine of large power can
be regulated closely as regards speed of regulation, by
means of a shaft governor acting directly on a properly
designed valve and gear on the high pressure

cylinder aione of a triple expansion engine. The
governor should have a "gravity balance" in case

the steam valve on the high pressure cylinder is

follows logically when the regulation of the engine is ob-
tained by means of a shaft governor, acting directly on
the high pressure steam valves without the intervention of

any intermediate gearing to assist the centrifugal force of

the governor, thus depriving it of its sensitiveness in

changes of speed. The piston type of valve is open to the

objection of leakage, but inasmuch as any leakage would
be expanded in the next two cylinders of a triple, the

simplicity of the valve and its action under high pressure

steam tends to balance this argument. It is essential to

have the valve balanced on account of the high steam
pressures used in this cylinder. The valves on the inter-

mediate and low pressure cylinders, as already specified,

would give a practically perfect steam distribution when
moved by the eccentrics, and the engine can then be ad-

justed to the service required, be it condensing or non-
condensing.
One of the most vital points of an engine for electric

service is that of main bearings. They should have a
surface velocity of not exceeding 350 feet per minute,
with a mean bearing pressure per square inch of projected
area of journal of not more than eighty pounds. This is

considerably within the safe limit of cool performance and
easy operation. If the bearings are designed in this way,
it would admit the use of grease on all the main wearing sur-

face, which in a large type of engine for this class of work
we think advisable.

In regard to the location of fly or belt wheels, we said

in the specification that the engine should be only with
intermediate wheels between the cylinders, so as to bring
the shaft within the condition of practically uniformly
loaded beam. This will prevent excessive wear on any
one main bearing of the shaft, and in that way allow it to

become other than a straight line.

In regard to rotative speed it is a mutual condition be-

tween the engine and generator, and is too often deter-

mined by financial considerations. The faster speeds
permit less cylinder condensation in the engine, but re-

quire a greater amount of care in the engine room. The
tendency to change among large engines of the type for

which we are furnishing specifications is toward the
medium rotative speed.

After the engines, one of the next most important factors

of a power station is a good type of boiler. There may be
said to be boilers and boilers, many types of them, but if

we look carefully over the field we can in general bring
them down, as far as concerns a power station of this kind,

to three types or classes: First, the plain horizontal return

tubular boiler, which has probably been more largely used
in power station and mercantile work than all the other
boilers combined, and where there is ample space and a
working pressure not exceeding 1 20 or 125 pounds is

required this type of boiler probably more fully meets
general requirements than any other. Under the second
head comes in the sectional or water tube type of boiler as
manufactured by Babcock & Wilcox and many other firms

in the same line. This sectional water tube type of boiler

has been more extensively used, probably, than any other
where high pressures were required, and :t has in general
cases met the requirements of this practice. We found,

however, in some particular parts of our work, especially

ipower work, where the load is subjected to violent
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fluctuations, that this sectional type of boiler lacks steam

room capacity to stand the violent fluctuations of load.

This has caused engineers to look around for some other

boiler which would combine the advantages of the horizon-

tal return tubular and of the sectional. Without experi-

menting too much it seemed, on looking over the field,

that the boiler which had been so largely developed for

marine practice, as the internally fired marine type of boiler,

offers the best solution of the difficulty with some modifi-

cations and changes. We therefore classify this as the

third style of boiler adapted for this kind of work and have

used it in this station. Iti advantages in development for

high pressures have been demonstrated by long experience,

also for economy in space occupied, economy in operation

and good steaming capacity. Such a type of boiler is de-

scribed in the following specifications;

BOILER SPECIFICATIONS.

Type—Internally fired, direct fire tube marine boiler.

Pressure—To be tight under i6o pounds working pres-

sure and tested to 2io pounds hydrostatic.

Capacity—To evaporate 3 pounds water from 100°

and 70 pounds pressure (M. E. unit) per square foot of

heating surface. In other words, 10 square feet of heat-

ing surface per horse power.
Economy—To evaporate 9 pounds of water from 120^*

F. at temperature corresponding to 160 steam pressure per

pound of good Scranton anthracite pea coal when de-

veloping its rated capacity.

QttalUy of Steam—The steam furnished by boiler when
developing its rated capacity shall not exceed 2^ per cent,

of moisture as determined by calorimeter.

Fiiruaces—To be of either the corrugated or Adamson
type, having a common combustion chamber.

Riveting—Longitudinal seams of shell to be butt jointed

when contrasted with the repairs necessary to furnaces

boiler settings, etc.

PIPING.

Piping is a part of the power station which, in the

minds of many people, does not require much attention.

We believe, however, that it is one which should receive

the most careful and earnest attention of the constructing
engineer. The safety, good working and reliability of a

power station is dependent on the piping as much as any
other factor in its outlay. We have tried to generally out-

line here, under the head of "piping," a few thoughts
and suggestions which are supplemented by some sketches

of what has been our practical experience of the re-

quirements in this line.

PIPING SPECIFICATIONS.

The sketch. Fig. 4, shows a type of joint at flange

on pipe to fittings or valves. The flanges are recessed,

male and female, for gasket, to prevent the "blowing out"
of the same. This effect is considerable if the gasket

is thick. The flange is screwed on the pipe and then
calked in on the inside. The small recess in the back of

the flange around the body of the pipe is to be filled and
calked with babbitt or steam metal in case of leakage of

screw joint when circumstances will not permit, for the time

being, to break the joint and recaulk the pipe itself. The
threads on the pipe should be cut by the same person,

chasing the threads on flanges so as to secure the same
taper on both; a very essential condition to a tight job.

The screw joint should be made up in plumbago, to be re-

moved, if necessary, at a future time without breaking.

The flange should Redesigned to be equally strong through
bolt holes as any other part of the flange. This is easily

done by means of bosses about bolts.

There is one thing that should be remembered in the design
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and double butt strapped and triple riveted each side of

butt. Circumferential seams to be double riveted. Flanges
and heads to be single riveted. All holes to be drilled

when sheets are in position for riveting.

Staying—Boiler to be stayed in the most approved
manner to withstand 160 pounds working pressure-

Strains on welded braces must not exceed 6,000 pounds per
square inch section. Solid stays must not have strains to

exceed g.ooo pounds per square inch of section. All stays,

braces and rivets to be of the best double refined iron.

Manholes and Handholes—Each boiler to have at least

four manholes to facilitate cleaning as well as a sufficient

number of handholes for the same purpose.

Plates—All plates to be of the best marine steel of

60,000 pounds tensile strength.

Fronts—Each boiler to be supplied with neatly designed
furnace fronts and cast iron bridge walls.

Fixtures—Each boiler to be supplied with necessary

supporting lugs or saddles, one set of grate bars for each
furnace, all necessary dampers, flue and cleaning doors
and frames.

Fittings—Each boiler to be supplied with pop safety

valve, steam gauge, water column, gauge cocks and stand
pipe, asbestos blow-off cock, stop and swinging check
valves and necessary flanges for steam pipe connections
riveted to boilers.

General Conditions—Boiler to be set to return the gases

to the front underneath the bottom of the boiler. All

material and workmanship lo be first-class in every respect

and certificate of test and inspection furnished.

Remarks—That the type of boiler here specified has

demonstrated its ability to perform its work is unques-
tioned; not only under the pressure specified and called

for in electric service, but even the higher pressures used in

the merchant marine today; taken in connection with its

ability to work under high pressures successfully, it has

good average economy. The other point that makes it

most fitted for the service mentioned is the small space oc-

cupied, together with its enormous capacity or ability to

furnish almost any amount of steam when forced, and this,

too, of good quality as regards percentage of moisture.

This, however, is easily accounted for by the large liberat-

ing surface at the water line. The firing of the boiler in-

ternally is another advantage offeied by this type of boiler,

of cast iron flanges, and that is that it is hardly possible to

get them too heavy for the work. The initial strain due to

screwing them on the pipe is so large that the factor of

safety that remains is not usually sufficient to withstand

the higher steam pressure, together with the increased ex-

pansive strains due to the increased temperature at the

higher pressure. The weak point in the theory of cast

iron flanges is as follows:

Conceive the flange to be made up of laminse in the

form of concentric circles. In case the first lamina
is strained beyond its ultimate strength by screwing up,

then although no disastrous results will be detected im-
mediately the life of the flange will be very short, and
it will fail by cracking, commencing nearest the threads, i,

e., at its smallest diameter and gradually radiating out-

ward. This theory is similar to the one used in the design

of hydraulic cylinders, and is equally applicable so far as

screwing up the flanges is concerned. From this, one can
see that it is possible to screw up a flange too tight; a fact

too often overlooked in the anxiety to get a tight job, and
usually done when the threaded work is poor.

Gaskets—Copper corrugated gaskets are all right in the

case of mains, where the joints are made up with the ends
of the pipe free to move; in fact, they could be/omitted
altogether in such a case, and the joint made iron to iron;

but there is the practical consideration that in case of re-

pairs (and that time is sure to come) the line will be always
distorted from its original position; i. e., it will have initial

strains, due to some part of it having steam on to run a

portion of plant; and when the joint is broken for repairs,

it is possible to bring the flanges back in the same relative

position they previously occupied, and for this reason alone,

I prefer the use of a wire insertion rubber gasket of very
thin material, say not over i-i6th inch thick.' This will make
up, or rather allow, for this slight inequality of the flange

facings, and permit a tight job to be made where a copper
gasket or iron to iron would leak.

Another type of connection for high pressure is shown
in Fig. 4. The weak point in these designs Is the

fact that all calking is done from the outside at the

joint, and that it makes a series of small

traps for water of condensation. The sys-

tem would give more trouble after it once commenced to

leak than the one mentioned. The use of steel is good

practice, and by making such a system with long radius
bends of the pipe itself, would give good satisfaction.
Expansion Joints—The average slip joint will not

answer at all for high pressure, for when the packing is

adjusted sufficiently tight to prevent leaking, it will also be
sufficiently tight to keep the joint from moving to take up
the expansion, and if loose enough for this, it will be
found to leak.

The corrugated copper expansion joint offers a solution
to the difficulty of expansion joints, but when made as
most of them are to-day in this country they almost defeat
the object they seek to attain. The corrugations in these
joints are made literally like the thieads of a screw,
whereas they should be made without longitudinal pitch,
so as to prevent any torsional action tending to make them
rigid. Probably the best way to take up the expansion in
a high pressure system is by means of long pipe bends of
easy radius, and with all branches so located, and of suf-
ficient length to take any expansion of the mains by means
of their flexibility on account of their small size. Judi-
cious arrangement of this sort can be made without the
use of any expansion joints whatever. Under restricted
and peculiar conditions copper bends with iron bands can
be used with good effect, if commercial considerations are
not prohibitive.

/'/^d-—Wrought iron or steel lap welded pipe will answer
most conditions successfully, even in case of long bends
or elbows made from this material. The tests should be
rigid to avoid defective seams caused by bending. Extra
heavy pipe will not be found necessary.

Fittings~1\i&%^ should be of the' best charcoal iron,
true to pattern and of workmanlike finish. The flanges
should be ribbed in preference to being thickened up, on
account of shrinkage strains in metal.

Valves—There should be gate valves, operated by an
outside screw. The spindle should be of steel, and tinned.
The body should be extra heavy and ribbed to prevent any
springing, which would cause the valve to leak around the
seats when closed. The valve body should be stiffer than
any other part of the system in order to have all the valves
tight. The seats of valves should be bronze or brass, and
able to withstand the high temperatures of the high steam
pressures, as well as very non-corrodible.

All valves over 7 inches diameter of port should have a
by.pass valve (a smaller valve about i J^ to 2^ inches in
diameter) of exactly similar type, so that the pressures can
be equalized on both sides of the large valve before it is

opened by means of the smaller one. This relieves the
excessive strain on the spindles and seats, and should
always be used on high pressure work.

Support—A high pressure steam pipe should always be
supported, when possible, from underneath, by means of
some solid mass, so that its weight would rest directly
upon this support. This method, when it is possible to
follow it, will be found to eliminate that vibration so often
noticed, and the result of which is leaky joints caused by
the racking and straining of the whole piping system.
When the suspension method is used there is always one
or two points which, if held firmly, will stop the vibration
of the whole system. Other positions will cause a general
leakage. Experiment will determine these points. Piping
should be rigidly secured by proper means.
Bolts—K\\ bolts should be of double refined iron or low

grade steel. Their weakest point is directly under the
head, and a good test is to place one in a vise, holding it

by the head and bending the shank over by means of
blows from a hammer. A good bolt should stand this
without showing any cracks whatever at the head. Both
head and nut should be hexagonal on account of the
limited space in which it is often necessar> to use a
wrench. The whole system of piping should be blown
out thoroughly with steam before the engine connections
are made, to prevent any chips or dirt from being carried
through to the cylinders.

GENERATORS.
In describing the type of generator required, it is neces-

sary to be more specific as to the class of work it is re-

quired to perform, and particularly as regards the voltage,
etc., than in our other departments. We will therefore in

the main describe, as far as concerns the generator and
switch-board, apparatus especially adapted for railway
power service.

Generators for electric railway service should be con-
structed with a view to efficient handling of variable loads
and excessive overloads for short periods. They should
be mounted on a brick foundation set on a bed of concrete.
The top of masonry should be provided with a wooden
foundation base; this wooden base to be built up of two
layers of timber, with tar paper or some good insulating
material between the layers, the first layer bolted by means
of foundation bolts direct to masonry, the upper layer
being bolted to the lower layer, thus insuring good insula-

tion between the iron foundation frame of generator and
the ground. This precaution is taken with a view of
protecting the generator from lightning coming in over the
line.

Generator Frame in Belted Type—The foundation frame
of the generator should be bolted directly to the wooden
cap of the foundation and provided with grooves and slid- .

ing arrangement for tightening the belt. The general
design of frame and magnets in the latest type of generators
of large capacity is a circular casting built up of two or
more parts and concentric witli the shaft of machine. The
pole pieces are in many cases made of laminated iron cast

direct into this frame; the field wire, both shunt and series,

being wound on adjustable spools, which, by suitable
flanges and clamps, are bolted direct to the frame when
slipped over pole pieces. The compound field of the
machine should provide for sufficient fall in potential due
to loss in armature at variable loads, and to maintain a
constant electromotive force at the switch-board. The
practice of over-compounding a machine so as to obtain an
increased electromotive force with increased load—in some
cases 10 per cent.— is not a good method where a number
of generators are in operation, for the following reason:
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The machines over-compound in proportion to the load

on themselves, and not in proportion to the load on any
individual feeder, the result being that if, for instance, two
machines are running under condition of full load and
Dave increased electromotive force 10 per cent, at the

switch-board, they may be feeding into two feeders; one
feeder which is considerably overloaded, and the other which
is very lightly loaded. The result is that the lightly loaded

feeder is supplied with a high electromotive force, higher
than necessary, and the overloaded feeder is the only one
benefited. When a thi'-d machine is thrown into this

combination the electromotive force is reduced, as the load

is divided then between three machines instead of one, and
consequently the overloaded feeder is not assisted to the

extent which it was before.

A better method in large installations is to provide an
auxUiar)' bus which can be connected at any time with any
one or more generators, this auxiliary bus to be run at a

higher electromotive force, say at 575 volts to 600, and run
in connection with it the heavily loaded feeders, or those

feeders which are of much greater length than the average

of the system. This method reduces the quantity of wire

required to run a system and maintain a fairly uniform
pressure over the different lines. Arrangements should be

made on the switch-board so that any feeder or any gener-

ator may be connected to or disconnected from this auxil-

iary bus, or to or from the main bus, the main bus to be
lun with an electromotive force of 500 volts, the same as in

ordinary practice. In other words, this divides the switch-

board up into two distinct arrangements, electrically

separated from each other. This has been tried in prac-

tice and has proved very satisfactory.

To return to the construction of the generator, the

armature of the machine should be run in self-oiling bear-

ings, made with adjustable globe seats, so as to insure

perfect alignment, and provided in the larger sized machine
with outboard bearing at the pulley end of the shaft.

The commutator should be of ample width to insure

good contact service between commutator and brushes, for

a 500 volt machine. Carbon brushes have proved very

satisfactory, and are almost universally used at the present

time. The machine should be so constructed that the

brushes should not need readjustment for any change of

load from zero to 25 per cent, overload. There should be

practically no sparking at the points of contact. The
generator should be provided with a double pole switch, so

as to enable the operator to disconnect the generator

entirely from the system when it is required to do repairs,

overhaul the machine or shut it down.
The generators should be capable of developing their
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normal output for a continuous run, and also capable of

developing at least 25 per cent, above their normal capac-

ity for short periods without undue heating of any part of

the armature, bearings or fields.

There are several methods of connecting the genera-

tors with the switchboard, and the two following are

given.

The three wires from the machine, namely the posi-

tive, negative and equalizing wires, are all carried direct

to a 3 pole switch; the equalizing wire is connected to an
equalizing bus, and the ground wire to ground bus. The
line wire of the machine from the switch is connected to an
ampere meter and also to an automatic cut-out, and from
there to the main bus If an auxiliary bus is used the

wire, instead of being connected directly to bus, is con-

nected from the automatic cut out to a transfer switch,

which enables the wire to be connected through to auxil-

iary or the main bus. The main bus is in connection with

a main ampere meter, the other terminal of the ampere
meter being connected directly to the feeder bus. The
feed wires are brought in the station to the swilchboard

and attached to a single pole switch; from this to an am-
pere meter, then through an automatic cut-out; then to the

feeder bus, each feeder being provided with a lightning

arrester. The line wire from the machine above described

should be taken from the series field side of the machine,

as this series winding affords a very good protection from
lightning coming in over the line, acting as a very efficient

"kicker coil." The ground bus should beconnected direct

to the rails near the station .and also to a suitable ground
bus within the station.

To insure an equalization of load between the various

generators all the dynamo mains of the same potential

should be of equal resistance, provided the machines are of

equal capacity, and have a resistance inversely proportion-

ate to their capacity, if of unequal capacity. The usual

method followed is to calculate the size of the mains re-

quired for the generator farthest from the switchboard;

then make the generator mains of the other machines of

the same length as this, using the same size wire. In

other words, all the positive mains will be of equal resist-

ance, all the negative mains will be of equal resistance,

and all the equalizicg mains will be equal. I' is not

necessary to make the equali;^ing mains of any larger car-

rying capacity than the others.

Great care should be exercised in making joints between
the different instruments and mains, to insure good con-

ductivity, as a poor joint will throw the most careful cal-

culations out.- The usual method adopted now for mak-
ing joints is to use a mechanical clamp having the contact

surfaces perfectly clean and of ample surface contact. In

operating the switchboard, care should be taken that all

instruments required to be used to throw a generator in or

out of line should be so arranged that the operator is not

required to leave his position at the switch controlling the

generator at the board. To obtain this result the volt-

meter may be arranged on a carriage which can travel

along the length of the board and make automatic connec-
tion to any generator as it reaches a position exactly oppo-

site the instruments connected with that generator. By
suitable arrangement the volt meter can be switched, when
in position, with the feeder bus, and also with the genera-

ator which it is to test, so that without moving the instru-

ments, the pressure of the line or pressure of the machine
may be taken and the machine brought up'to the same elec-

tromotive force of that of the line before being connected into

service. The automatic regulators on the generator should

be adjusted to cut out the generator when the overload of

the machine is more than it will safely carry even for

short periods. The automatic regulators on the feeders

should be adjusted for an excessive overload on that

feeder, as in many cases of railway service the feeder is

subjected to excessive overloads for very short periods, and
it is a source of great inconvenience to have an automatic
regulator continually cutting out the line on overloads of

very short duration.

The latest types of switchboards are built up of fire proof
material perfectly incombustible. The framework may be
built up of iron pipe or of angle iron, and if located near

the wall it should be set up at least twenty to twenty-four
inches from the wall, and iron braces from top of frame
anchoring into the wall. The general design of this frame
is dependent entirely upon the number of instruments and
their location on the board, as care must be taken that,

with the present method of back connections on the instru-

ments, the cross bars of the frame do not interfere in any
way with the bare wire coming through back connections,

and should be a safe distance to prevent any danger from
grounds. To this iron frame should be securely bolted
large slabs of marbleized slate or white marble. Asbestos
cloth or other cushioning device should be interposed

between the slate and the contact points of the iron frame,

so that the slate slabs may be securely fastened without
risk of breakage. If slate is used, it should be carefully

tested after all holes are drilled, to insure perfect installa-

tion. All instruments to be used on.board should then be
connected directly to the slate slabs and not set on inde-

pendent sub-bases unless absolutely necessary. As before

mentioned, all connections on instruments should be made
from the back of the board and no wiring exposed from
the front. At the same time, al! connections and wire
should be so located as to be easily accessible for repairs

or inspection. Where wires are passed through the floor

below the switchboard, the holes should be fitted with a

floor insulator of hard rubber made water tight so that the

floor beneath the switchboard may be kept perfectly clean,

and if any water accumulates, it shall not be able to follow

the wire down through the floor.

In addition to the foregoing arrangement of the switch-

board, the following plan may be used: Instead of run-

ning three wires directly from each generator to a three-

pole switch on the switch-board, take the equalizing

wire from each machine and run to a common point, using
a short bus, or any method of connecting which may be
deemed most practical; so that all equalizing wires shall

be of equal resistance to this point. Then take the ground
main from the generator and run directly to the ground
bus. The line main from the generator is then taken di-

rectly to the switchboard and connected to a single pole

switch. From this switch connections will be made simi-

lar to the board already described. This arrangement pro-

vides a switchboard in which all wires are of the same po-
larity, and it insures a very safe method of operating. The
only objection to this is that it is impossible to cut out trie

machine entirely from the switchboard, and it is therefore

advisable in using this method to have each generator
equipped with a double pole switch attached directly to

the generator controling both lines.

Regarding the giounding of positive or negative wire, a
great variety of opinion is expressed by engineers as to the

better method; some advising the grounding of positive,

and others the neutral wire, the result which it is desired
to obtain being a condition which will produce the least

electrolytic action at contact points in the ground return,

such as bond wires, supplementary, etc.

We have tried to outline in general here the important
factors for consideration in an ideal central power station;

our desire being more to lead up to general line of thought
or discussion on the matter, and point out some of the

most desirable features in relation thereto. If we have ac-

complished this, our purpose has been fulfilled.

Trusting the matter will meet with your earnest and
careful consideration and free discussion, it is very respect-
fully submitted.

which was invented by Chas. A. Pfluger of the Standard

Electric company, Chicago. In describing it Mr. Pfluger

says: "Place the ceiling-boards in their proper position,

where lamps are required, and cut off pieces of wire reach-

ing from one ceiling-board to the following one, being

careful not to cut them off too short. Then fasten both

ends of the wire in the revolving binding posts of the two

different ceiling-boards and wind those binding posts up

with a wrench till the wire is straight and taut. The dogs

engaging the ratchet will prevent the unwinding of the

wire. The lamps are hung in the usual way to the ceiling-

board. Each ceiling -board is provided with a switch to

take the lamps out of the circuit when it becomes necessary.

The advantages of this ceiling-board are very easi-

ly seen— first, in obtaining a perfectly straight and taut

circuit without any insulators; second, in saving a great

deal of time in the construction and therefore considerable

expense; third, all kinds of wire, no matter how crooked,

can be used; fourth, the wire can be removed instantly for

the purpose of cleaning the ceiling without any damage to

the wire and board; fifth, any person can handle it. He
need not be an expert." This ceiling-board is patented.

Pfluger's Line Tightener.
In wirings building for an arc circuit the wires should

be taut and straight. To accomplish this insulators must

be screwed to the ceiling at different intervals between
ceiling boards to keep the wire from sagging, which not

only disfigures the ceiling, but is in many instances the

cause for grounds in the circuit. To obtain a perfectly

taut line wire the lineman is put to considerable trouble

and has to use different tools,such as "come-alongs,'' tackles,

pulleys, etc.. which cause a great waste of time. All this

trouble can be obviated, it is claimed, by the use of the

ceiling-board, shown in the accompanying illustration,

Queen's Dead Beat Reflecting Galvano-
meter.

The instrument illustrated herewith is a modification of

the Wiedemann galvanometer, and is adapted for both dif-

"'^^

queen's dead beat reflecting galvanometer.

ferential and direct work. The coils A are graded, having

five changes of wire, and slip upon copper rods forming

part of the damper. Automatic connections are made with

the binding posts on the switchboard C by means of small

spring contacts upon the back of the board which press

against platinized studs attached to the coils. By shifting

plugs on the switchboard the coils may be quickly connected

in series, multiple, or differentially. To obtain perfect

differential adjustment a horizontal movement of the coils

is secured by turning the micrometer screw S. The verti-

cal tube is 24 inches long. The suspension being quartz

fiber instead of cocoon silk, torsion is practically eliminated,

while great tensile strength is secured. An essential feature

of the apparatus is the arrangement of the control magnet

employed. In place of the usual single piece with the sus-

pension tube passing through it, the magnet is divided into

two parts, each of half the usual cross section, as illus-

trated. The advantage of the construction, it is claimed,

is that should it be necessary to make very delicate obser-

vations in the vicinity of the instrument, the magnets may
be temporarily removed without disturbing any adjust-

ments, and then replaced in exactly the same position.
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Owing to the mass of copper in which the magnetic system

moves, the galvanometer is almost absolutely dead beat,

and observations may be taken in rapid succession. This

apparatus is of recent design, and is placed oq the market

by Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New Vork, December 24.—An electric car equipped

according to the system of the Acme Storage Battery com-

pany is now being operated experimentally on the tracks

of the Ninth avenue street railroad. This car weighs 61

tons and is provided with 144 cells, each weighing 27

pounds and having a capacity of 140 ampere hours at an

average discharge rate of 25. amperes. The grades on the

Ninth avenue road from Fifty-fourth street to One Hun-

dred and Sixteenth street, a distance of three miles, are

exceedingly heavy, one of them, at the end of the route,

being no less than six per cent, for a distance of more than

200 feet. On the up-trip thirty one amperes are usually

consumed ; a capacity of seventy-five amperes may be called

upon at any time. The time usually occupied on the up-

trip is 24 minutes and 50 seconds. On the return trip,

during which the grades are mostly descending, the aver-

age current drawn from the battery is ig amperes, or little

more than half of that required on the up-trip. The aver-

age time of the down-trip is about 22 minutes and 30

seconds. The entire trip both ways has been made in 47

minutes and 20 seconds. A specially designed motor, the

company alleges, is one of the features of this system. The

aim has been to make a cell which, while having the least

weight for its storage capacity, shall at the same time be

so constructed as to avoid the deteriorating influences

which haveusually caused the rapid destruction of storage

cells employed in this class of work. The car made one

trip last week when the tracks were in a wet and slushy

condition. A fair speed was made and maintained on all

the grades. The company manufacturing this system

claims that it can run it cars at a cost of only nine cents

a mile.

The daily press reports that the legal killing of Fred

McGuire in Sing Sing prison this week was unattended by

any distressing incidents. Death ensued with the first

shock. In twelve seconds the painful work of the prison

ofiicials was accomplished. The smell of burned flesh was

absent, and no discoloration of the body resulted. The

execution, it is said, was the quickest and most successful

that th; prisoa his witaessed. The execution was in a

new building which has iust been completed within the

prison court. The warden and principal keeper., Con-

naughton, walked first to the place of execution, followed

by McGuire and two clergymen, while two guards were

behind. They reached the room where the witnesses were

sitting at I i;io o'clock. McGuire was pale as marble.

He walked without any assistance, and without looking at

the spectators went straight to the chair and sat down. In

forty seconds th; straps had fastened him firmly and the

electroies hid baen adjusted— oue at the head and one at

the calf of his leg. The method of applying the current

was new in that it was not completely shut off until the

physicians were sure that the man was dead. Fifty

seconds after the victim appeared in the room the signal

was given, and the current at a pressure of 1,800 volts was

sent through him. The bDiy became rigid against the

straps. The current was on four seconds. Then, instead

of shutting it of! altogether as has been done at previous

executions, its pressure was simply diminished to 150 volts,

and that current was kept on for five seconds. Then the

full strength was switched on for three seconds, and that

ended it. Dr. Irvine examined the victim, and there was

a slight fluttering of the heart. In a fewseconds that had

stopped. There were no evidences that McGuire had

suffered an instant. There were none of ^tlie indications

of burning which have been noticed at other executions by

electricity. The autopsy, the physicians said, showed that

the conditions of the body were almost the same as if the

man had died a natural death.

The truth is that increased familiarity with the process

of execution by electricity on the part of the officials in-

trusted with the duty has resulted in removing the chief

causes of complaint against the new method. As conducted

and supervised by expsrienccd msn, the new system has

robbed the death penalty of its horors, so far as the great

body of our citizens is concerned. Vet even now, when

the revolting incidents of capital executions are things of

the past in this state, a movement is again on foot to in-

duce the legislature to repeal the law punishing murderei's

with death. W. F. O.

New England Notes.
Boston, December

,
24.—The Boston Electric Light

company has just purchased a lot of land iir Dorchester

containing 44,700 square feet on which it will erect a plant

for the purpose of supplying electric light for Dorchester,

Washington Village and South Boston.

The first metallic circuit line in the police telephone sys-

tem of Boston has just been put in between police head-

quarters and the Brighton station. Other lines will be

put in as soon as the city fathers make the necessary

appropriations. There is much complaint in Boston by

users of the old ground circuit lines on account of induc-

tion from electric light and other v/ires. The telephone

people say this is beyond their control, and the only remedy

they suggest is the adoption of metallic circuits and long

distance transmitters. But as these are considerably more

expensive than the old system many people object to the

added cost.

Consolidation is the motto of the street railways in Wor-
cester and vicinity. The Worcester, Leicester &. Spencer

road has asked the legislature for permission to purchase

and consolidate any and all roads in those towns and to

issue new bonds to increase their capital. Their name
they also want to change to the Worcester & Suburban

Street Railway company.

The West End Street Railway company is to heat some
of its electric cars by electricity this winter. The Dor-

chester avenue line is now running electric motors.

E. C. Wilcox & Co., dealers in electrical supplies at

Hartford, Conn., have been attached for .$9,000.

A Boston inventor has perfected a new block system of

railroad signals for preventing collisions that has received

a favorable trial recently and is regarded with approval by

the commissioners.

The Giant Electric Motor company of Portland, Me., is

about to increase the capacity of its works.

The Edison company will furnish the electric lighting

plant for the new mill of the Bates Manufacturing com-

pany at Lewiston, Me.

The fire underwriters allege that the electric installa-

tions of Brockton, Mass., are in a very poor state, saying

that there are at least a hundred cases in the city "where

the insulation is poor. In consequence they threaten to

raise insurance rates unless the condition of affairs is im-

proved at once.

W. H. Francis, formerly assistant manager for New
England for the General Electric company, is now connect-

ed with the Edison Illuminating company of Boston.

The Frank E. Fitts Manufacturing & Supply company

of Boston has taken the agency for New England of the

Hercules electric motors and dynamos. It has fitted up

its store and can show a plant in operation.

Quite a lively fight is now on between the storage bat-

tery people who want to start a street railway in Cambridge

and equip it with storage batteries and the West End
officials of Boston, led by Presideut Whitney. The new
company calls itself the Cambridge Storage Battery Elec-

tric Street Railroad company. The articles of association

provide that the road shall start from a place near the

junction of Putnam avenue and Mt. Auburn street, go

through Mt. Auburn street to near the gate of the ceme-

tery, thence by Mt. Auburn and other streets to Fresh

Pond station and back to the point of beginning. Henry

D. Hyde, attorney for the West End, appeared before the

railroad commissioners to oppose the petition. He said that

a storage battery road in the present state of the electrical

science is an impossibility. The West End spent ^17 000

three years ago in an effort to introduce it in Cambridge

and failed. He said if a practical storage battery system

could be shown the West End would be the first to

adopt it.

Rockville, Conn., has been considering the project of

establishing an electric light plant, but has finally decided

to contract with a local company to furnish the lights.

The Quincy & Boston Street Railway company has been

granted permission to build and maintain the trolley

system from Dorchester across Neponset river to the pres-

ent track on Hancock street.

The fight between the town of Wakefield and the Citi-

zens' Gas Light company of Reading has been settled by

the action of the town in town meeting. The selectmen

were instructed to petition the next Legislature for authori-

ty to purchase and operate that portion of the gas com

pany's plant in the towns of Reading and Stoneham, to

manufacture gas and electric light for those towns and to

supply electricity for power.

The Providence Telephone company has been granted

permission to construct underground conduits. These are

to be so built that they can contain the fire alarm and

police signal wires. The company is required to pay a

tax to the city equal to li per cent on its gross receipts.

The Lynn & Boston Railway company has appointed

Chas. F. Heath division superintendent for Lynn, and
Henry Grover purchasing agent. The company is

progressing well in its efforts to introduce electricity as a

motive power. Thirty new box cars are being built for it,

and a trial of electric heaters is to be made. Twenty of

the latter have been ordered, and their merits are to re-

ceive a thorough test. The trouble seems not to be the

difficulty of furnishing sufficient heat to make passengers

comfortable, but to keep the temperature low enough to

prevent their being too warm with their wraps on. The
company expects to get some power from the new Chelsea

station in a day or two, and by January 15th electric cars

will be running from Boston to Lynn.

The Bay State Trust company is attempting to fore-

close a mortgage of $285,000 on the Dubuque Electric

Railway, Light & Power company. The latter company
owes $400,000, and is in the hands of a receiver. The
question raised by the Boston company is whether

judgments having priority over the first mortgage are not

equal to the selling value of the property. The purpose

of the petitioner, as expressed in its petition, is to re-

habilitate the road and extend the line.

Frank W. Baker, a collection agent of the Edison Illu-

minating company, has been indicted on six counts for

alleged embezzlement at various times in 1891 and 1892,

the amounts aggregating something over $1,000. His bail

was fixed at $2,500.

The Lowell & Suburban Street Railway company Is

putting up a 20 tenement block near its power station for

the use of its employes.

Holyoke telephone wires are to be put underground.
The company's business is increasing so fast that its

switch board is to be enlarged.

An electric road is to be built between Monson, Palmer
and Wilbraham, Mass.

The Portland, Me., Electric Railway company is using

vaseline to keep snow from clinging to its wires and
breaking them down. It is -applied by men with sponges

who stand on top of the cars and make the application while

the cars are making their regular trips and moving at their

usual speed. The vaseline will be kept on the wires while

the weather remains cold. It only takes a gallon for the

entire road.

Prof. Thomson denies the report that his company has

at last found a serviceable storage battery and bought it of

a Peabody inventor.

John Beattie, Jr., president of the Fall River board of

aldermen, is an aspirant for further electrical honors. He
is already known as the inventor of the Beattie zinc and
self-governing motor. Now he has applied for a

patent for a device for insulating telephone wires so as to

prevent th^ whirring nois: prevalent in cities where the

trolley system is used on street cars. It can be attached

to any telephone system, and will necessitate no change in

its construction. But few men have seen it, but a syndi-

cate of capitalists have placed enough money in his hands

to enable him to pursue the matter to a profitable ending.

The officers of the Camden, Rockland ..^ Thomaston,

Me., Electric Railway company are proceeding to develop

their freight carrying business. They are looking about

Camden for a suitable site for a freight depot,

J. C. E.

Little Rock, Ark.
Little Rock, December 24.—The Edison Electric

Light company contemplates moving its plant and making
exi.ensive improvements, adding new machinery, etc., to

meet the proposed competition of the new electric light com-

pany. The Consumers' Electric Light & Power company,

recently incorporated at Little Rock, has established an office

here. The Arkansas Electric Supply company, of Little

Rock, has closed a contract with the Longview Cotton Oil

Mill for an electric light plant at the mills.

The electric light company at Morrilton is still in litiga

tion regarding the plant and has suspended operations.

The prospects are that it will be some time before it gets its

affairs straightened out.

E. S.

Nashville, Tenn.

Nashvillk, December 24.—The work of converting

the Overland dummy railway into an electric line is still

in progress, but it proceeds very slowly, much to the an-

noyance of the citizens who were induced to purchase lots

and build homes in the beautiful suburbs of Glendale and

Waverly, with the understanding that the dummy cars

would make regular trips for a five cent fare. The
dummy line is about six and a half miles in length and

has never paid operating expenses. The first step the rail-

way company took was to raise the fare to ten cents and re-
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diace the number of daily trips one-half. Finding it still

unprofitable, permission was obtained to convert it into an

electric line. The wires and poles have been erected for

about one-half the line, and the power plant is in process

of construction.

The charter of the United Electric Street Car company
expressly provides that the company shall transport passen-

gers from any point in the city limits to any other point

reached by its lines for a uniform fair of five cents. In

order to effect this in the quickest and simplest manner

the company built a commodious transfer station through

which all its cars pass on each tr;p. The superintendent, Mr.

Cannetti, states that his company is transporting passengers

at the rate of 7,000,000 annually, a very large number for

a city of only 76,000 population. The estimated receipts

and expenditures of the company for the fiscal year ending

October 31st were: Receipts, 1391,196,7^; operating ex-

penses and taxes, $208,577.71; net earnings, $182, 6ig 01

interest on bonds, $20,619.01. Upon this and similar

showings the company issued $200,000 6 per cent, income

bonds, interest payable monthly, and the interest coupons re

ceivable for car fares at the rate of 25 tickets for $1.00,

or four cents for a trip. The bonds were all placed in

this city and are considered a great investment.

Notwithstanding this fair showing the company has

filed a petition before the city council praying to be re-

leased from the transfer obligations contained in the

charter, which in the form of a bill will comt up for third

reading at the next meeting of the council. The main

plea in the petition is financial embarrassment. The filing

of the petition provoked a storm of indignation among the

people. Mass meetings were held and the most vigorous

protest entered against the surrender of the transfer privi-

lege. The daily papers denounce the measure mercilessly.

They boldly charge that the company's property is bonded

and stocked up to more than three times its cash value and

are backing the people in their protests against the sur-

render of the right of transfer.

The most interesting event that has occurred in electric

circles here was the removal recently of the telephone

central office to the new and elegant building just com-

pleted. The tranfer was made between the hours of 9

p. M. and 6 a. m. next morning, and was done so quietly

that not one in fifty of the citizens knew of it until they

read their morning paper. The old central office was in the

fhird story of 125 North Market street, and the new build-

ing is on the next street—College—diagonally across the

block and abont 100 yards distant. An elevated trackway

was built from the old to the new building over two livery

stables, and at 9 o'clock the connections were cut, and the

switch-board, containing connections for 1,750 telephones,

fifty feet in length and weighing 8.000 lbs., was quickly

slid into the new office and placed in position. Duplicate

wires had been previously run into the new office. These

are contained in thirty tables of 100 wires each, and by

midnight 300 telephones were connected, and the entire

work completed by daylight. Leland Hunne, assistant

manager, with twenty-six linesmen under Foreman J. D.

Russell, performed the work. George Hodge, E F.

Vickers, William Edwards and Carroll Hughes made the

connections.

The country lines, of which there are several, have a

new switch board of the latest Berlainer patent. It is

made up for long distance telephoning of the same kind as

recently used between New York and Chicago. A line,

double wired, is in operation from this city through Mur-

freesboro and Shelbyville to Tullahoma, a distance of

about 95 miles, and works entirely satisfactory. All the

country lines are to be rebuilt and furnished with long

distance transmitters. N.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Indianapolis, December 24.—The Jenney Electric

Motor company of this city has secured contract for an

electric lighting plant for a large manufacturing establish-

ment in Berlin. The contract calls for 200 arc and 3,600

incandescent lights. The company has also just shipped

a large motor to Minneipolis and one to Cincinnati, and a

large lighting plant to Lynchburg, Va.

The Indianapolis Cabinet company is negotiating for a

large motor and electric lighting plant, the former consist-

ing of sixty motors for running different machines and the

latter of 400 incandescent and 20 arc lights.

Negotiations are pandin^f between the .Southern Pacific

Railroad company and the National Electric Headlight

company of this cicy for the equipment of locomotives with

electric headlights.

The deal by which street railroad property in this city

will pass into new hands has been closed and the new com-

pany will take possession January ist. J. C. Shafer, a

prominent street railroad man of this city, in 3-> interview

says that the new company will extend electric lines rapid-
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ly and have them in readiness for great crowds during the

Grand Army encampment next fall.

The sleet storm of Friday last gave the electrical branch

of the street railway service a severe test; with the excep-

tion of two motors giving out the equipment came through

in good shape, although the service was somewhat irregu-

lar. M.

PERSONAL.
C. C. Allen, manager of the Boston Electric company,

was in Chicago last week.

George A. Dallett, general manager for Thos. H. Dal-
lett & Co., of Philadelphia, was in New York last week and
called on many friends in the electrical trade. Mr. Dallett

reports good outlook for business in '93.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Genesee Electric Light & Power company, Genesee,

Idaho; capital stock, $20,000; general illuminating and
power business; W. H. Thomas, Genesee, Idaho.

Kendrick Electric Light & Power company, Kendrick,
Idaho; capital stock, $10,000; to sell electricity for illu-

minating and power purposes; M. Jacobs, Kendrick,
Idaho.

Law Battary company, Jersey City, N. J.; capital stock,

$50,000; to make, purchase, use, rent, and sell electrical

and other manufactured articles; Chas. Shaw, 85 John
street, New York, N. Y.

Electric & Gas Fixture company. Portland, Ore.; capi-

tal stock, $25,000; to carry on the business of buying,
selling and dealing in electrical and gas fixtures; Frederick
V. Holman, Portland, Ore.

EUvvood Electric Light company. Ellwood City, Pa.;
capital stock, $1,000; supplying light, heat and power by
electricity to the public at Ellwood City; John A Glenn,
118 Diamond street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Palouse Electric Light & Power company, Palouse,

Wash.; capital stock, $30 000; to operate in Palouse and
elsewhere electric light and power plants, telephone lines,

etc.; S. Z. Mitchell, Portland, Ore".

Juniata Valley Electric Railway company, Bellewood,
Pa.; capital stock, $r 00. 000; constructing and operating an
electric railway from Altoona through Bellewood and
Tyrone; Edgar B, Kay, Bellewood, Pa.

Associated Electric company of New Jersey, Trenton,
N. J.; capital stock, $20 000; the erection, maintenance,
use, operation, and sale of telegraph, electric light and
power plants, lines and works; J. Wallace Hoff, Trenton,

N.J.

Chicago General S reet Railway company, Chicago, IV;

capital stock $3,000 000; to construct and operate hor^e,

electric and dummy street railways in Chicago; to ac-

quire by lease or purchase existing lines; and to construct

an elevated railway from Unicn Stock Yards to Lincoln
park; and 10 constiuct a loop in South D.vision of Chicago
North of Harrison street. Also cnnstruc.ing and opera
ting a heating, lighting and power supply in Chicago.

C. L. Bonrey, 513 Tacoma building, Chicago, III.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city electric light plant of Dexterville, Wis-, was

buroed recently.

An elargement of the electric light plant at Plaltesville,

Wis., is contemplated.

The Piedmont Elec ric Light company and the Lynch-
burg Va., Street Railway company have consolidated.

The citizens of Monroe, N. C , have voted an issuance

of $15,000 of bonds for th; equipment of an electric light

plant.

The board of fire commissioners of St. Paul, Minn.,
has urged the city authorities to take steps toward com-
pelling the electric light and telephone companies to put

their wires in the business part of the city underground.

J. Green & Son, who control the electric lighting supply

of Placerville, Cal., in a recent announcement remarked:
"There isnodirt, no smell, no grease, no danger from fire

and no bother. All you have to do is to push the button

and we do the rest."

A recent explosion at the electric light plant at Lawrence-
burg, 0., plunged the city in darkness and enta' <- a dam
age of several thousand dollars, but in ten houis me the

entire wreck was removed, new machinery replaced, and
the city again illuminated.

The Dundee Place Electric Light plant of Omaha was
levied upon recently on an execution issued on the judg-
ment rendered in the case of the Merchants' National Bank
of Kansas City against the Metropolitan Railway company,
which is for the sum of $40,000.

The Des Moines Motor, Power & Electric Light com-
pany's plant was partially destroyed by fire a short time
ago. The fire was caused by friction, a belt coming in

contact with a pile of wood, igniting the latter. The loss,

whichis wholly on machinery, will amount to $87,000 and
is fully covered by insurance.

The new engine at the electric light works at Cedar
Rapids, la., "ran away" recently, and the fly-wheel was
bursted. One casting weighing several hundred pounds
flew over the partition into the light room, another cut in

two one of the large timbers which supported the steam
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pipes and dropped the fragments upon the new dynamo.
Other fragments of the wheel cut the arc light wires, leav-
ing the city in darkness. The broken steam pipes filled

the room with steam, but the engineers stood by their posts
until they had shut it off. Fortunately neither of them
was injured. The gentleman who has been putting up the
new engine and the Jdynamo estimated the damage at
$3,000 or $4,000.

The electric company at Genoa, Italy, disposes of a
water power of 100 effective horse power during the
twenty-four hours of the day, by means of which two
dynamos giving 275 amperes and 115 volts each are run
during the evening. These dynamos ranged in series

supply current to 1,100 16 candle power incandescent
lamps. During the day no use is made of the water
power, and it has, therefore, been decided to make use of
it in the charging of accumulators. An installation has
already been made of 126 Tudor accumulators. As it was
not convenient to put down new dynamos for charging the
accumulators, it was decided to make use of the reserve
dynamo, which, working in connection with the other
two, gives the voltage necessary.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway is to be built at Amherstburg, Mich.,

by the Walkerville, Sandwick & Amherstburg Electric
Railway company.

Work is progressing on the electric railroad at Manistee,
Mich., and it is expected that eight miles of road will be in

operation on January ist.

An injunction has been obtained against the City Elec-
tric Street Railway company of Chattanooga. Tenn., from
using "T" rails in double tracking its lines.

New Yoik and Boston capitalists have purchased the
Halifax Motor &: Illuminaring company of Halifax for

$200,000 The new company will control the street rail-

way and intends to run it by electricity.

The new snow sweeper of the Curtis Bay, Md., Electric
Railway company was g'ven a trial run over the tracks
a few days ago. The run was made from the power house
in Brooklyn to the end of the tine at Curtis Bay and return.
Part of the trip was made at the rate of ten miles an hour.
The machine is a heavy affair with a large revolving btoom
of rattan at each end. The car is inclosed, with the
machinery operating the brushes inside, as well as several
electric heaters, to make the work as comfortable as possi-

ble for the operators. The motor for revolving the brooms
is separate from those running ihe car, so lh?t it may be
run while the latter are still. The system will be of ad-
vantage when the snow has become packed or is in deep
banks. The car can be run up to a deep portion and
stopped while the broom clears a space to allow for farther
advance The car is on an elevated platform on the trucks,
giving room for the brooms underneath. One is at each
end, placed diagonally across, and arranged to clear half
the track. A scraper at the side further assists in throw-
ing the snow from the tracks. Canvas aprons around the
front and rear platforms prevent the brushes throwing
the snow about when the sweeper is passing along a city

street. The car weighs 18,000 pounds without the motors,
which are three in number and weigh 2 500 pounds each.
The motors are of 25 horse power each, two for the car and
one for the brooms.

ELECTRIC MINING.
Schuckert & Co., of Nuremburg, have recently com-

pleted an electric po ver plant at the Marien coal mines,
near Menselwitz, in Saxony.

The owners of the Dardanelles drift mine of Forest
Hiil have made a contract with the Electrical Engineer-
ing coupany of San Francisco for the introduction of an
electrical plant for lighting, putnping and general power
purposes.

TELEPHONE.
Houston and Galveston, Tex., are to be connected by

telephone.

The Strowger Automatic Telephone exchange is to in-

stall at the World's Fair a complete system of its automa-
tic telephone exchange. This company wishes to have
the exhibitors in the electrical building connected with
one another by its telephone system.

TELEGRAPH.
The telegraphei 5' strike on the Central Railroad of

Georgia has assumed a serious aspect, and two of the strikers,

J. W. Stephens and Mr. Haegard. have been arrested,

charged with contempt of the United states Circuit Court.
The charges against Stephens were preferred by Train-
master W. P. Epperson, and those against Haggard by
Judson Manuel, Stephens is charged with joining in an
illegal conspiracy formed between D. G, Ramsey, grnnd
chief of the Order of Telegraphers, and Deputy Grand
Chief Tobey to embarrass the court in the management of
the Central railroad, now under its control. The charges
against Haggard are more serious. He is charged with
destroying the property of the road.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Cincinnati Post makes the announcement that "the

filtrat'on of electricity is new."

Work is rapidly progressing on the Mobile, Ala., elec-

tric road. James H. Wilson is the principal projector.

Providence, R. I., is to have an "inspector of light and
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wires" with a salary of $2,500 and power to appoint an as-
sistant.

A franchise has been granted to G A. Whiting to build
an electric street car line lo connecc Stevens Point and
Whiting, Wis , three miles distant, at a cost of $150,000.

The city council of Providence, R. I., is considering the
application of the Interstate Street Railway company for a
franchise to construct and operate a line of electric railway
throughout the city.

The strike of the wiremen of the Chicago Edison com-
pany has been settled by mutual concessions. The men
will receive the union scale and hours, and no objections

will be made in the future to members of the union. In
return the union does not insist that the company sign its

agreement.

The Chicago Underwriters' committee of three electri-

cal experts to examine automatic fire alarm systems has
substantially been appointed, although the names are with-

held. Its work of ascertaining the utility of the various

fire alarm systems now seeking recognition from the board
will be begun in a few days. This committee's appoint-

ment is due to a resolution adopted at the last meeting of
the association. The three systems that will be examined
are the Singer fire alarm, the National fire alarm, and the
Western Electric fire alarm. Since the rebate on the
patent of the last named was ended December ist by vote
of the board in November last, all the systems have been
placed on an equal footing. The committee of experts
is to test the devices to see whether they conform to the
association's rules.

A press dispatch from Minneapolis asserts that, after

investigation, Henry Villard has, in connection with
Thomas Lowry, made a large investment in the Cooper-
Hampton electrical patents. Villard is supposed to be
especially interested in the portion of the inventions which
relate to motive power, and especially the use of the car
patents applied to the operation of street railways. Cars
are to be fitted out and run experimentally on the Minne-
apolis system, and Mr. Lowry will himself direct the full

practical test, Mr. Lowry will have some of the Minneap-
olis cars fitted out immediately by having some of the
motors made in New York and put on and tried in Minne-
apolis If the thing proves to be the success expected the
motors, as well as the other inventions, the pump and the
elevator, will be at once manufactured on a large scale.

A writer on machine shop improvements says that just as
we are feeling pleased with electric lights, telephones and
electric buttons, we find that a wire is to be led to to the en-
gine lathe to assist in turning tapers and irregular outline

work that must be turned from a pattern. Two friction

wheels attached to the cross feed revolve continually in op-
posite directions, and are thrown into gear by electro-

magnets. A pointer reaches from the tool post to the
gauge line that is given to work from, and the electro-

magnets take great care to keep the lathe tool In a position
where the pointer just reaches the gauge line. Another
man has set up behind his lathe a battery of his own make,
and finds that it assists his eyesight wonderfully. When
he wishes to see if he has clamped his work on true, he
sets in the lathe a tool that has a wire attached, and a bell

rings the instant it touches the highest point of revolution.

It will take at least three years to complete the work of

electroplating the iron work of the new Philadelphia City
Hall tower with aluminum. This is the surmise of the
contractors, who add, "provided the work is carried on as
fast as it has been this year." It is more than probab'e,

however, that the tower will not be in place for four or
five years yet. The reason given for the slowness of the
woik is that aluminum coating is very tedious work and
that there is a surface of 50,000 square feet to be covered.
About one eighth of the work has been finished since Apiil

last, when the huge tanks and electrical appliances were
set up in the building erected for the purpose. The iron

work is first given baths of caustic soda, of diluted sul-

phuric acid and of copper solution in immense tanks 28
feet long, 4 feet wide and 5 feet deep, each holding about 3,-

800 gallons. The aluminum tank holds about 7.000 gallons
and receives the iron after it has been thoroughly cleaned
with copper. It will requ're 20,000 pounds of aluminum
to plate the entire surface of 50,000 square feet. Four
large dynamos furnish current to the tank.

The Pennyslvania Railroad company is now ventilating

its tunnel through Baltimore by fans driven by electric

motors, ihe current being transmitted from a power house
situated near the North avenue end of the Bolion yard.

A ventilating stack and fan have been erecled over the

northern section. The current for the operation of the

fans is conducted through the tunnel to the ventilating

shafts. Arrangement is also made to light the tunnel
by electricity. The ventilation is accomplished by
means of a slanting subway eight feet wide by sixteen

feet high from the side ofthe lunnel, near its top, to

the foot of the ventilating stack, which on account of

the heavy foundation necessary is located at the side

of the tunnel. At the foot of the shaft a large fan,

fashioned like the blades of a steamboat propeller, revolves

on a vertical shaft, forcing a strong upward draft. The
vacuum created at the middle of the tunnel causes the

smoke and gas to be drawn from the end of the tunnel to

the center, and out the top of the stack. The stacks are

100 feet high and 18 feet square. Adjoining each stack
there is a small ornamental brick house for the storage of

oil and materials used in operating the system. By this

system the tunnel is cleared of smoke and gas in less than
two minutes after the passage of a train.

them with eastern and western jobbers as well as supply-
ing them to large users all over the country. The company
reports that the new Whitney instruments for alternating

currents will be ready for the market very shortly, as well

as a line of cheap switchboard instruments

Although it has been in business only eight months, the
Enterprise Electric company's trade has more than tripled,

forcing it to new quarters, which have been found at 307
Dearborn street, Chicago,and which are composed of a store

25 by 125 feet, with a basement. The Enterprise company
handles the National India Rubber company's wire,

which is now getting a footing in Chicago, and is being
appreciated by contractors.

The Central Electric company of 118 Franklin street

Chicago, finds that the increased demand for interior con-
duit and the Lundell motors requires a department devoted
exclusively to this branch of the business. H. H. Small,

for six years in charge of the western supply department
of the Thomson-Houston Electric company, has been ap-

pointed manager of the new department, and is prepared
to furnish all information and prices on the products of the
Interior Conduit & Insulation company. New York.

488,261. Dynamo Regulator.
York, N. Y.

Charles J. Bogue, New

BUSINESS.
The co-partnership known as F. P. Little & Co. will go

out of business on January ist, and will be succeeded by
the F. P. Little Electrical Construction & Supply com-
pany of Buffalo.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company of Jersey City,

manufacturers of Dixon's "American graphite" pencils, is

taking time by the forelock by putting a fifth story, 175X

75 feet, on its pencil factory.

The Franklin Battery company, of New York, is busy
preparing apparatus for a number of installations. Mr.
Charles Blizard, formerly connected with several western
electric enterprises, has accepted the position of secretary

and general manager of this company.

The Railway Equipment company, Chicago, manu-
facturer of the Ahearn electric heater, has just issued a

circular that will undoubtedly be interesting reading both

to dealers and purchasers. The circular has reference to

electric heater patents, and is for the trade. It is a reply

to one that was sent out by the Burton Electric company
of Richmond.

The Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing company of

Cincinnati, O , has just issued a very tasteful Christmas
circular, in which it extends to the trade the compliments
of the season. The increased demand for the Lunken-
heimer brass and iron specialties and the introduction of

new products has compelled the company to double its

capital to $500,000, and as soon as possible, too, the manu-
facturing facilities will be extended. This will place the

Lunkenheimer company in a position to give all orders even
more prompt and satisfactory attention than heretofore.

The company will after January i, 1893. transact its

business as the Lunkenheimer company, with officers as

follows: Edmund H. Lunken, president; C. F. Lunken-
heimer, vice-president and treasiirer; D. T. Williams, sec-

retary.

The Electrical Repair & Construction company is the

name of a new concern that has just started in business in

Chicago. The ofiicei s of the company are: S. W.
Lawrence, manager; C. J. Reilly, electrician, and H- G.
Caiter, superintendent Mr. Reilly was formerly superin-

tendent ot the Excelsior Elect lic company. It is the

purpose of the Electrical Repair & Construction company
to deal in new and second-hand dynamos and motors and
other electrical machinery. Special attention will be given
to repair work of all sorts, and estimates will be made on
all kinds of electrical constiuction. The new firm starts

under favorable auspices, and, from the fact that its mem-
bers are practical and experienced men, ii will undoubtedly
come in for a good share of construction patronage. The
department for handling second hand goods, too, is one
that should do a good business, in that there is now little

competition in this line in Chicago. The company's ad
dress for the present is 142 Michigan avenue.

TRADE NEWS.
H. S. Grier., well known in the electrical circles of Bos-

ton, has accepted a position with the branch office of the

Eddy Electric Manufacturing company in that city.

The Electric Appliance company reports large sales of

its new Acme wire gu.irds. It is placing large numbers of

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued December 20, i8g2.

433,179. Trolley Stand for Electric Cars. Edward M.
Bentley, Boston, Mass.

This invention coniists of a cylindrical standard in which
another cylinder (reely revolves. Mounted upon this inner
cylinder by means of ears is the trolley pole which is provided
near its point of mounting with an extension which rests upon
a plate within Che rotatable cylinder, this plate beiny sup-
ported by a spring. This standard for the trolley pole allows
the trolley to accommodate itself readily to any chan),^e of
direction in the trolley wire.

4b8 198. Electric Distribution Box. William H. Hart,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

488,205. Lamp Socket and Terminal Therefor. Joseph
Hutchinson, New York, N. Y.

488 222. Incandescent Electric Lamp Base. Frederick
C. Rockwell, Ilaitford, Conn.

488,225. Railway Signal. Edmund Schaefer, Lynch-
burg, Va.

488,299. Induction Apparatus. Charles Willms, Balti-

more, Md.

488,233. Storage Battery. George A. Washburn, Cleve-
land, O.

488,256. Process of Uniting Broken Pieces of Arc Light
Carbons. Nathan P. Stevens, Concord, N. H.

The endn of the broken carbon are faced, joined and
renientecl tngciher by a cement composed of pulverized carbon
aiul coal tar, heated lo a consistency of thin paste, after which
the carbons arc put in a retort.

Automatic rej,'ulation is accomplished by shifting circum-
ferentially movable pole pieces. A solenoid for this purpose is
included in the circuit, which responds to a change of the load.
Operated by this solenoid is a lever, which controls the position
of the segmented pole pieces which are linked together. Man-
ual adjustment of the brushes is also provided for.

488,285 Signal Repeater. Thomas H. Patenall, Rah-
way, N. J.

488.305. Electric Motor. Charles S. Bradley. Yonkers
N. Y.

'

This motor consists of two oppositely rotating members, each
member comprising a circular series of electro-magnets, suit-
ably mounted upon a shaft and divided into two separate cir-
cuits, such that the magnets in one circuit alternate in position
with those in the other circuit.

488.306. Alternating Current Motor. Charles S. Brad-
ley, Avon, N. Y.

This motor has two armature circuits in shunt relation to
each other, the self-starting circuit being provided with a com-
mutator to maintain a progression of the polar line, and the
synchronous circuit being adapted to offer a higher counter
electro-motive force when the motor is starting and wound to
make fixed poles in the armature core.

488.307. System of Distribution for Polyphase Alterna-
ting Currents. Charles S. Bradley, Avon, N. Y.

Claim I reads:
A system of local distribution for polypnase alternating cur-

rents having the several wires distributed in pairs among anumber of lamp circuits, two or more adjacent circuits in-
cluding all wires of the polyphase system and motor circuits
connected with the wires of the several lamp circuits so as to
include all of the polyphase currents in the motor system.

488,329. Electric Arc Lamp. Albert De Puydt. Liege
Belgium.

'

488,351. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways Leon
O. Dion, Natick, Mass.

The top plate of the conduit is provided with conducting
sections insulated from each other. Pivotally mounted beneath
these sections are magnets which support the conductors.
Uperated by two sprocket wheels upon the axles of the car are
sprocket chains which support a number of magnets. As these
magnets are brought in opposition to the pivoted magnets the
conductor supported thereon is brought into contact with the
insulated section from which the current may be taken by the
trolley, '

488,367. Telephone
South Wales.

The microphone of the transmitter consists of a piece of India
rubber or other like flexible insulating material, with inter-
stices therein which contain fine granulated carbon. 1 he re-
ceiver IS nung pendant to the transmitter, and is provided with
a vessel whirh contains mercury. In the idle position of the
receiver the circuit will be closed with line and earth thrcugh to
the bell magnet. When in use the circuit will be closed from
line to earth through the receiver, baltery and transmitter

Parnell Rabbidge, Sydney, New

488,385. Guard for Telephones. Edward B Chase
Philadelphia, Pa.

488,388. Fire Alarm Apparatus. Augustus G. Davis",
Baltimore. Md.

488,415. Means for Operating Station Indicators. Ruben
B. Ayres, New York, N. Y.

488,424. Safety Attachment for Elevators. Louis W
Butier, Brooklyn, N. Y.

488,462. Car Starter. William Weaver, Westport, as-
signor to himself, and others, Norwalk, Conn,

488.466. Electric Forge. George D. Buiton, Boston,
and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

Claim z is:

The combination of two rings constituting opposite poles of an
eectnc converter, rigid conductors connected with sjid rings,
clamps at the outer ends of said conductors, an electrode sup-
ported in one of sa=d clamp?, and consisting of a solid bar
provid-.d with a cup-shaped socket at its inner end and another
electrode supported in the other clamp and consisting of a solid
bar provided with a cup-shaped socket at iis inner end, --aid
electrodes being adapted to receive the opposite ends of the
bar to be healed.

488.467. Electric Metal Heating Apparatus. George
D. Burton, Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somer-
ville, MaFS.

Claim 7 is quoted:
The combination of a converter for converting electrical cur-

rents of high potential into those of low potential, conductors
leading from said converter and provided with metal heating
appliances at a suitable distance therefrom, and a liquid bridge
or short circuit placed between che converter and said metal
heating appliances.

488.468. Electric Metal Working Aoparalus. George
D. Burton, Boston, and Eiwin E. Angell, Somer-
ville, Mass.

488.469. Electric Metal Heating Apparatus. George D.
Burton, Boston, and Edwin E. Angel', Somerville,
Mass.

488.470. Process of Reducing Franklinite Ores. George
G. Convers, Salisbury, Pa.

488.471. Process of Treating Franklinite and Willemite.
George G. Convers, Salisburv, Pa.

488,^02. Telephone System. Charles C. Jennings, Chi-
cago, III.

This system is designed to be used on ranches, farms and
railroad rights of way where thfe inclosures are fenced by wire.
A portable transmitter and receiver is provided which may
readily be connected into circuit formed by two of the fence
wires.

488 520. Electrically Operated Stringed Musical Instru
ment. Willard H. Gilman, Boston, Mass.

488, S32. Electrical Switchboard.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

That portion of the socket which, forms the terminals for the
line is surrounded by rubber. A row of sockets is so sur-
rounded separately, after which the rows arc formed into a
switchboard. The terminals of the ping are also mounted or
molded upon India rubber,

James W. Lyon,
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R, I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIKE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICAMTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOEK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical ^Vorts,

Tbe Osliorne Steam Eiipeemi Co.,
' £XGIXEEBt$,

Rooms 714<715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chicago
Represeot-ative work now In courso of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lineB will

do well to communicate with ur. First, be sure
fou will get the best, then go ahead.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Soc. M. E.)

Mechanical and Electrical

Formal©.
40 DYNAMOS,
40 SIZES,
40 PRICES.

GoDBnltatiODB, Reports, Plans, Specifications for
Central Station or Isolated Electric LighliLg,

w
and Electric Hallways.

Turner Hiiilding, St, Louis.

Good dynamos bought for spot cash.

A full line of choice arc specialties.

C. E. GREGORY,
313 S. Canal Street, Chicago.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Gnaranteed iv^hereTer nsed. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber nsed in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andia guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and ie not affected by heat; The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and ihe whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre'?'' extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insolation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as oar standard color.

Clark: Joint Oum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

'jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOB KAILWAY ftnd mOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark inanfation.

AVE CJrARANTEE OITR INSUIiATION WHEREVER USED, AERIAL, UKI)ER«ROUNI> OR SUBMARIUJE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other lirst-claas Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Tr»aBui6r and Gen'l Manager.
HEBBERT B. EUSTIS, Fratldent and Electtlclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

. MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

©KAMLEISS R.XJBBRR. WIREIS AND QABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

ANY CANDLE POWER. a?:^^]

fii

XTCTzrlte lor I^r-loos.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN LiAMP WOKKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

a«».ia3.I3leei IFree.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTKIC BRAND)

ForElectrJcal Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this bi'and. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

THE BECKER VERttCAL MILLER, No. 3.

A Perfect Milling Machine.

For the various operations ol milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

YTell adapted for use in electrical
maofilne shops.

Sexirl for C5jc\aJ.ar-

JOHN BECKERMANT& CO,.

FITCHBURC, MASS.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
14 H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody pvery improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Stanoard ol their claee.

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.

•XJM!

SAL-AMMONIAC.
GnaraDteed Over 99 Per Cent. Pure.

zzaxirxs cS3 oo.,
161 Slnzie St., Cblcaao.

ILATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap aod Native Platinum Purchased,

BAKKK A' CO., 408-414 >'e\v Jersey
Kaiiroad Ave.. Isewark, >\ J.

A.M.MORSE^CO.JS20OLIVE
BUCK FVF 5QTO1Q00H.

STREET,
P.^ST. LQUIS.

ENGINES^ r:MMiO In Service. Simple
:..iinriouinl. Scndfor Cir

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
A Motor and Battery that -will furnish power

for running email music boxes, all kinds of
mechanical toys. Gives ample breeze for the
desk, sideboard and sick-room. Consists of
motor, 5-in. Fan, Battery, 15 feet Insulate 1

Wire, Battery Powder for six charges.

!$E]VI> FOK riBCriyAR.

The Porter-Leavitt

Electric Motor Co.,

124 Mitchell St , Providence, R. I.

Standard Portable Testing Sets.

^^'^iV'^r^<xl4&-*wa€tS!^i^^^~
"

'

WE MAKE JUST WHAT YOU WANT
IN THE LINE OF A TESTING SET THAT

CAN BE USED UNDER ALL CON-
DITIONS.

IT IS OUR IMPROVED "1891"
TVPE, AND IHE PRICE IS $125.00.

IF YOU WISH A CHEAPER OUTFIT

WE CAN FURNISH, THAT TOO, BUT

IT IS NOT SO GOOD.

INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, AND
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

NO. 285.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.
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B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STOKA

SI 34 Michigan Av<enu«p

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier. ^

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

BINDERS
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
ONE DOLLAR.

Manufactufefs of

0CTAG0NAL»^^ Cedar
Telephone&EiEcmicAL

I

Railway Poles xCRossArms

i^^H.M.LOUD&SONSLilMBER^O.

Ill OSCODA, IVIiCH.

XORTH STAR POISITS

Is the title of a book of reference for all points be
tween Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of

the Milwaukee & Northern K. E., aud is a valuable

publication for business men and tourists who miiy

be Interested in the development of the agricul-

ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with au illustrated pamphlet
telling "Where the Trout Hide'''' will be sent free

upon application to Geo. H. Heafford, General Pas-

senger Agent, "'North Star Route, '^ Chicago, 111.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«''^sn°".it U.S.A.,
AOTUREES OF

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
AND OTIIKR !«HEET METAX TOOliS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

TleHart&HegeMQlg.Go.,iaM,Goiii.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONIjY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The must complete of its

kind ever published.

Sent Free to Any Address.

Ws are Headquarters

In the Weet for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, onrecelptof price.

Electrician Pnbllshins Co-
6 Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

I he Lecianche Battery Co.
'11 to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most eimple and reliable power for all mining and manufactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from 'JO np to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to SOperceiit. better reeultB guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the coantry.

£Ii£CTRIC TBAXI^IIIISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adBDtatlon to varying conoltlona
of speed and pressure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. Ail applications shoald state amonnt and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

THE P£LTON 'WATER WHEEL CO.,
]2L-12» JUain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. 8. A.

14S LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all ench infringements will
be duly prosecuted.

PtCliTON fVATEK MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse rower, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given eraount of power with one-half the water required by- any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made from
Ban Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

LIGHTING

BURNER.

<U c>n-^r e>aa.1on.t

,

Z=l.ell£i1c>le.

Write lor Manufaclurors' Prices.

Redding Electric Co.,
41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : "WaterlJixry, Conn. - - SS P*a,irli Place j Ne^^iv Yorb.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Ba.re and IrxsTJilated 'SSTire-
Underwriters' Copper Kleotrie- fjiel't Ijine Wire, Copper Magnet IVire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for

IneandeHeeiit Iiit::litiiitr. **oiiinl and Flat Copper Itars for Station Work.
liiHulated Iron I'r^rHNnre D'ii'e.

PATENT ^^K, l^/^TlNEWiRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and TelephoDe Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

Till! CHEAT WESTERN ELECTRIC mm COMPANY, CIIICACO, • SEllINfl AGENTS.

Taos. L. SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is caUed to this CELE-BRAXED "WATER WHEEl-as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably steady motion, Iiig-li 9»peed
and ffreat Efficiency, and larg^e Capacity for its diameter,
being double the I'o'wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect gruaranteed.
SErVn FOR CATAl^OOUE AN1> I»ARTICrLARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

TURRINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a f.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them. "

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOI.E MAKCFACTUKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Boda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

HTili£«TS^bEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*i?IIi%%^.

JHAWAVT
;FV5EWIRE
tOA\PANY

161 HIGH ST BOiTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRES UNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LUTS

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTBICAXi USES.

CIraphite Bods of Tarious liensrths, from 1-S Ohm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the Inch, t^raphite Boxes and Crucibles, Besisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inq.nlrle8 til^ladly AnsireEed.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'-te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eSOO N. Second Street, ST. IiOUIS.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

'TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

GXSDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Polea, Tiea and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKHreWLrEDeED TO B.AVE THB HI»HEBT UEBIT IN Alili THE RECENT GOHFETITIVE TESTS.

INCAirDESCENT I.AliIPS, 8 TO 300 CAKDIiE FOWEB. AI.I. TOI.TAeES AND BASES ALWAYS IST STOCK.
^£B.oeai:

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

AANUPACTUREHS ORGANIZED <88t.

INCORPORATED 18e3.

Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAA\P ':i1Ar

WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

\nW YOHK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAKLT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
"j On account of ita high efficiency at alt stages of gate, eteadiaeas of motion and easy working gate, the con-

'f Btruclion of which makes It the most Bensltive lo the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

i SEND FOR CATALOGUE lUnetrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SDCCBSSOKS TO

STOUT, JIIIiI/»« A TEniPIii;. DATTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

no Stvles and Sizes. "Upright and Horizonliil.

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every faciJity for making Ihfiii.

|

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working gates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at .full and part gates; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 3 to 400 feet. Write us for tine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

"V\7".A.3Nn?.EI^3 -—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IVIanufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

P.'B.
"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulatinn Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery", Chicago.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HICH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALi, PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTR0NMF6. CO., Springfield, Mass. ^TASSStreet.

i

Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society tor SavlneB Balldlng. tVaahlnston, 1>. C, J. U. BURKBTT & CO., 1409 New York Aye. St. Pan],
Minn.. P. J. RElNZ, 360 Minaesola St. Philadelphia Pa.. PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. 7th St. Slew Orleans, la., BUCHEL
MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contl St. Denvr. Col., HAYWARD COCHRANK, 33 Jacobson Building. Ctatpaso, III., C. F. DUNDEEDALE, 435 Rookery.
Buffalo, M. T., D. H. DAKRIN 228 Pearl St.

In ROCHE
116 and 118 N. till St..

i.lternatiiig

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

•znr an<l !J«I) Itcarhorn Htrcct.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Ptiiladelpllia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO (OOP LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,
Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St
,

New York.

Cliicago.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

3I3--3I5 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
il.Ward Leonard,

President

eeo. H. Finn,

Vice-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'y&Treas.

Patent No. 4S1,7S1, August, 1892.

Rheostats of every size and kind such as Motor
Starters, Field Regulators, Stage Regulators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

LOW Pltt€E«>l.

Guarantees against burn-outs urder normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tanffht thoronE:hly day and night at the IIVSTI-
TUTE of TECHNOLOGY, 151 Throop
Street, Chicae:o, III- Amateurs, Artieana
and others aBBlBt?d Practicallt in any line, and
inetracted in the latest and moat improved
methcde.
Mechanical Drat^gbting, Mathematica, Elec-

trical Calculatione. Architecture, Mechanlce, also

aught day and night.

HUQHES BEOS. MFG. 00.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insulator Pins xs^'Brackts,

And Electrical Sloldlng;.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. FATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The^ KartaYGrt « Manufacturing « Co.^

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac '

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPSij Unifo mlty in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
CXO.^G-0.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC CENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
MonadnoGk Building. 1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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NEW BOOKSI-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NBW

DYNAMO TENDERS'
HflND-BOOK. ,

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

READY FOK DEI-IVEBX
AN ENTIBELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our fnmous "Hand-Book"
Series. Every practical dynamo man should have a

copy.

S26 Pttffcs. 13H Engravings,

PRICE, $1.00.

NGANDESGENT W R NG
ha-hstd-book:.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of lime, exact size
of wire to be used. This Is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

73 Pages. 43 1 1lustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
•HflND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Designed for practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELEGTRG-TRAN8MI88 0N

HiLKID-BOOK:.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work contaiuiog tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to

date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $KOO.

STBKST RAILWAYS.
"THK7UTS."

Their ConBtrucHon. Operation and Mafntenance.

By C. B. Fairchilds.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in theUoited States.

600 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DYNKTV^O
ELECTRIC MflCfllNERY,

By S. P. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-writtea. The most
complete worli on the dynamo published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

DICTIONARY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edwin J. Holston, A. M.

The lalest edition of this celebrated work contains
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
Webster,

700 Pases. 750 Illustrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MCTCR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Martin and Wetzler.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
Bv Crocker and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give siviiile directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, SKOO.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Et E. a. Meebill.

This work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Aaeoeiation, of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and of The New England Insurance
Exchange.

17^ Pages.

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAGTlGE.
Bx Crosby and Bell.

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend It-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Ulustiated.

PRICE, $2.50.

HIGH POTENTIAL
AND

HICH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By Nieola Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

THE ELEGTEIC TELEGRAPH,

ByF. L. Pope.

The fourteenth erlftlon of this celebrated work 1h

rewiltten and brouRbt down to date. A technical
liaod-book Tor eU;ctrlcians, muoagors and operators.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The series now numbers 103 volumes, and embraces
works on every subject,

10 1110. Hoards.

PK0FU8ELY ILLUSTRATED.

Price, 50c, Each.

STANDARD

ELEGTRGAL DGTIONARY.
By T. O'Connor Sloane.

This new work should be in the hands of all who
desire to keep abreast with the progress of the greatest
science of the times.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIKG CO., 6 Lakeside Bldir,, Ghicaso. ill,
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTINC. ^?>^i-t^^

^if̂
^B^^

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

i&.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Co.,

^r^^^g^^_ llarine, Lncomotive, Stationary ifc Agricultaral^^^ BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK
r=rs=====r^==^^ OF EVERT DESCKIPTIOTJ"^ REPAIRING A SPECIALTY,

Estim;itfs nroniptly furnishct]. T.iirtip ilhis-
E trated Catiiioffue sent free to anv addrrss. Ask
"for ' CataloiriiP B." ""H mentinn ih'<-i rv>nfr

FOB THE-

BINDERS ^''T^'^" ^LECTiiicAii,
•* f "^ * I ^^ Qjf^ DOLLAR.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
BiiUders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BKANCH office:

<8 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

Composec^f AabeatoB, combined with water and acid proof
materials, compreesed and vulcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES,
Switchboards, Armature Sleeves, Battery Cella, InjBiilat-

ing: "Washers, Insulating Parts for Arc XiightB, In-
candescent Xii^hts, Uotore, Chandeliers, Dyna-

mos, £tc. Field Magnet Spools.

Speeial Styles and Shapes to order. Prices on application.

—KAMTJyACTUBED BT-

The Johns-Pratt Co.^
HANUFAOTURERS OP

Moulded Mica.
H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

H. W. Johna' AsbeBtoe Millboard, SheathlBge, Building Felts, Fire-proof Paints, Liquid Painta, Asbestos Roofing Etc .

Selling Agents,

JERSEY' CITY.
BOATOSr.

CHICAGO.
ATI/ANTA.

FHII.ADBI.FHIA.
liOKDOK. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CQ.OiceanJWorks,aiFJ>A.
COMPI^SXE: PO-UTER PX.A.IfTS FOR WOODBURY '^^

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURI^C PURPOSES.

NEW YOKK,
BSANOH OFFICES: ?S^1?^,^^°'^-

' SAN FRANCISCO,

ISSri-lberty St.
944 Drexei Bnilding.
1120 "The Rookery/'
39 and 31.Spear St.

GILU'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER
AnrWrnTQ' (ST.LOUIS—M. p. Johnston Machinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 3d St.
rLajjiluUjO-

j MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.-T. M. Maguire, 23 Syndicate Block. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
CONDENSING OR NON-CONDENSING.

HILL
Glutch Works,
CLEVEI.A1ID, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK

CHICAGO OFFICE:
2SSio. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desig^oed, Greeted and FDnnshed.

Send for netr Catalogue of Pow^
er TraneiniBsioii Machinery*

N

TLECTFiK Light Globeje^-^

. JHE-LT^RGEST-Lirln- OF

vMl Jill !1 k111itllliiRKnn??HKfiX

42 MURRAY ST. NY. J
5END FOR CATAL-OGUE

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF GIRGDIT8.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES FATMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric Company.
XSdlson and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
S3nLO-u.ld. "be OrcLered. from "u.s a<t Once.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snovr Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and t7!i Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

264 W. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHfO.
Gould Building, ATLANTA, GA.

44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
509 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Masonic Temple, BENVEB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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^ mm ELEHTRIGAL WORKS
Have been appointed exclusive agents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States of

Illinois. Indiana, Western Ohio, Michisan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado.

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a
par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased efficiency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Endorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, efficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

m wm warn im
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

i
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The Electrical Supply Co. sends you a

Holiday greeting.

During these festive days, all too brief,

it would be unseemly to intrude dull thoughts

of Trade. So we won't talk "shop." You

know where our heart is (cor. Randolph St.

and Michigan Ave.,) and it isn't needful that

we wear it on our sleeve.

Be happy while you may.

"It seems to us, indeed it does, we mebbe mout be wrong,

That people raly ought to dance when Chrismiis comes along;

Des dance bekase dey's happy— like de birds hops in de trees;

Wif de pine-top fiddle soundin' to de bowin ob de breeze.

We hopes dese joys will stay wif you, untwill yo' comes to die.

An' goes to keep your Chrismus wif dem Sheriffs in de sky.''

The Electrical Supply Co.,

CHICAGO.
Factories and Eastera Oflftces,

ANSONIA, CONN.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE I^TJBBEII?/ TJSEID IIST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Iffarine Core, used
on fi^overnment

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broadn'ay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.
Submarine "Work, Edison Electric

Ijigfit < o., £aston. Pa.

IVaval Core. United
States s. s. "CMcago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES Feeder Conductor.

"Drj-pla es."
Grand cenral Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, DRAIDED, FLAME-FROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the
"Best," and in that, field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMi Ml nADlKoHAW J ribiOij 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

eEXSBAl. MAirAGEB. HTEVT YORK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESTEEH 4GEHTS: THE ELECTEiCSL SUPPLY CO,, cor. Randolph St, and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. Eie2?x¥/i,ighJ*co.

The Ueam Incandescent Lamp Co.,

805 Cbaxnber of Commerce BIdg., Chicago,
MANUFACTVREMS OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SOPERIOB QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

e:i«i:ctriga.l suppiaT go.,
I04 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

General Western Selling Agents.

GHAS. D. SHAinr,
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agent.

THE ELECTRICAL 8UPPLI CO.,
Ansonia, Conn.

WOODBUFE-HABBia ELECTRIC CO.,
Birmingham, Ala.

IBON CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee, Wig,
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Ahearn Electric Heater.
Our long experience in the Electric Heating line

gave us the opportunity of realizing the defects of

other electric heaters. All such have been entirely

done away with in the Ahearn Electric Heater. We
guarantee the Ahearn Electric Heater to be the

most efficient and economical of any Heater now
on the market.

ABSOLUTE IMPOSSIBILITY

-OF-
The Ahearn Electric Stove.

WIRES BURNING.
The Ahearn £lectric Car Heater.

W. R. MASON, General Manager. PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc I«igliting

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for higll6St effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-scrvice arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 '317 80. Canal St., CHICAGO.


